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IMPORTANT NOTICE.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

is $1.00 a year, in the United States of America

(except In Chicago, where It is J1.25). and Mex-

ico; in Canada $1.10: and In all other countries

In the Postal Union. 25 cents a year extra for

postag-e. Sample copy free.

THE WR.\PPER-LABEL D.\TE Indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is

paid. For Instance. -decIO" on your label shows

that It is paid to the end of December. WIO.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.—We do not send

a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,

but change the date on your addresa-label.

which shows that the money has been received

and credited.

fldvertisino Rate, per flgate Line, I5c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

Discounts:

3 times 14c a line 9 times He a line

6 " 12c" " 12 " (1 yr.) 10c aline

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

National Bee Keepers'Association

Objects of the Association.

Ist.—To promote the Interests of Its members.

3d.—To protect and defend its members in their

awful riKhts.

»d.—To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.

Annual Membership Dues, $i.oo.

Oeneral Manauer and Treasurer-
N. B. Franck. PlatteTille, Wis.

igr If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the

publishers of the American Bee Journal.

Books for Bee-Keepers

Have you a good bee-book? Many
bee-keepers do not have. And that is

where they make a big mistake. A bee-

paper cannot take the place of a good
bee-book. The paper is a splendid thing

to read in connection with the book. On
another page v^e make some generous
clubbing offers of bee-books with the

American Bee Journal.

Swarming Prevented
A new niLtlnxl. just piililishcil. wortliy of

invcstieation by all nrciKrcssivi- hce-kecp-
ers. AdvantaKi'S claiiiR'd for the plan of
treatment. No clippini; of uiieens' wines-
no cairincof queens—not even necessary to

look for queens; no pincliini»of queen-cells
—no shook swarmine—no dividinc—no extra
expense connected with the plan—plan sim-
ple and easy to carry ont—satisfactory hon-
ey crop-saves time ami laljor. .Send ti>

I>r. H. JONES, Preston, Minn.,

for his booklet, dcscribine his. method of
treatment. Price. 25 cts. l^rocess protected
by copyrlnlu.

American Hee Journal

Untested Italian Queen-Bees
Booking Orders for 1910

6 Queens for $4 ; 3 for $2.10 ; 1 for 75 cents

"Td"" Italian Qo66n-B66
For a nuraber of ytars we have been eendin^ out to bee-keep-

ers exceptionall.v fine Untested Italian Queens, purely mated, and
all riRht in every respect. Here is what a few of those who re-
ceived our Queens have to say about them

:

What They Say of Our Queens
George W. York & Co.:—The two queeDB received of you some time

ago are flue. They are pcnd breeders, and the workers are showinK up fine.
I Introduced them amnng black bees, and the bees are nearly yellow now,
and are dotne good work. A- W. Swan.

Nemaha, Co., Kan.. J uly 15. 1905.

George W. York & Co.:—After importing queens for 15 years you have
sent me the best. She keeps 9X Langstroth frames fully occupied to date
and, although I kept the hive well contracted, to force them to swarm, they
have never built a queen-cell, and will put up H^ pounds of honey if the
flow lasts this wei'k. CHA8. MITCHELL.

Ontario, Canada, July 22, 1905.

George W. Yopk &Co.:—Theqneen I bought of yon has proven afpooO
one, and has given me some of my best colonies. N. P. OGI/KBBT.

Washington Co.. Va.. July 22. 190.'..

Geokoe W. Yoke & Co.:—The queen I received of you a few days ago
came through U.K., aud 1 want to aay that she is a beauty. I immediately
introduced iier into a colony which had been queenless for 2i) days. She
was accepted by them, and hap ifone to work nicely. 1 am highly pleased
with her and your promptness in Tilling my order. My father, who Is an old
bee-keeper, pronounced her very flne. You will hear from me again when J

am in need of something In the bee-line. B. E. McColm.
Marion Co., HI., July 13.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and continue there-

after, on the plan of '^ first come first served." The price of on©
of our Untested Queens alone is 75 cents, or with the monthly
American Bee Jo'itdaI one year—both for $1.40, Three Queens

(without Journal) would be a_, or 6 for ;- i. . Full instructions for introducing are sent
with each Queen, being printed on the underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage You
fiannot do better than to get one or more of our fine Standard-Bred Queens.

George W. York & Co., hg w superior st Chicago, 111.

A VERY SPECIAL NOTICE !

75c Subscription Price Extended to Feb. 15, 1910,

To All Present Regular Subscribers Only

We have decided to grant an extension of time from Jan. I to F"eb. 15, 1910,

on the 7oc subscription rate o«i the American Bee Journal, to all present sub-

scribers who remit direct to this office. This means that all who are in arrears,

and any others who wish to advance their subscriptions to the end of 1910 or

1911, at 75c a year, can do so, if they will remit to us t>e/oi-r Frh. /S—the middle

of ne.xt month.

This is dijbiiil notice, and is given so that no one now getting the .Xmerican

Bee Journal, who wishes to clean up his or her back subscription, and also take

advantage of the former 7.5c subscription price to the end of 1910 or 1911, will

have ample time to do so. We want to be entirely fair, and even generous, to

our present regular readers, hence this extension of time limit.

Now let us have a great inflow of renewals for the next 30 days. We are

willing to be kept busy day and night, if necessary, taking care of your subscrip-

tion orders. .Address all to

—

George W. York & Co. 141) W. Superior St., Chicago. 111.
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ROOT'S GOODS
Are money-savers. We have a full line

of Supplies, Bees, Queens, etc., and

can supply you with anything iu the

BEE-LINE
Queens any quantity. Tested, $1.00;

Untested, 7Sceach. 4Atf

Rea Bee &. Honey Go.^

Reynoldsviile. Pa.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sold at riHliircd prices. Dovetailed llives.
Sections, and everytliing: pertainintr to bee-
keepingr of the very best kept in stock.
Lar^e Warehouse on of L. S. & M. S. R. R.

Wholesale and Retail. New price-list just
out— Free. Lit nie li^urc on your wants.

iiAtf W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal w>wn writing'

1030 Chicks
From 1047 Eggs

' STANDARD
'ttr^HERS 1NCU0ATOC?

Firt Preofedrlnsurablo ^^"^

IN three hatclies. That's what G. W. Ormsbv. of Pier-

poiDt. Ohio, did with a Stanciajd Ciphers ImiuKitor.

He don't claim to be an expert—just a practital.iitoney-

making chicken-raiser. Buthe insisisonthebesthatcher.

Cyphers Incubators
are uficd by more Government Experiment St,^:iun••, more

leadinu Agricultural Collects, more wetl-knonn lancitis

and Practical Poulto'nien than all other makes conibinci.

Hot-air heat—notank-trouMes—a genuine non-moisture

incubator. Self-ventilating. SK:'.i-i'r^i:lL-Ai\-^. \ua cjn get

Cyphers Patented fea-

tures of superiority in

DO other machine.
Cyphers 1 ncul«tors and

Brooders are guaranteed
to you—you have 90
days—4 hatches to prove
their superioVity.
Write today for our

bt£i handsome Catalog
ior 1910, describing
C>-phers IncuKitors,
Brooders and Poultry
Supplies.

Adi!re-s Near-^'^t Cilv.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO., Department 83 ,

BuRalo. N. Y. ; New York City, N. Y. ; Cbicag-o, 111. ;

_ Boston. Mass. :' Kan'^is Cit-,-. Ma. : ^^t:l.^nd^al._

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of the Book

"Bees and Honey"
By Thomas G. Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to
close out. It contains liJO pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at .50 cents each ; or
with the .-Xmerican Bee Journal one
year—both for only $1.'20. Surely
this is a bargain. The book is well
ilhistrated, and has some good infor-
mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

This is the only Place in Indiana
Where you can get this Combination-

Prompt Service
—AND—

Lewis Beeware
Lewis Wisconsin Hives are winners.

Lewis Dovetailed Hives are in a class by

themselves.

IW Our New, Up-to-Date C.\t.\log will soon be
issued.

It is Absolutely Free. Send for one.

THE C. M. SCOTT CO.
1009 E. Washington St. INDIANAPOLIS, IND

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

12 Hardy Blizzard Belt 17ni71? f
Strawberry Plants rKtt!
Everybody llfees strawberries and to prove that our "BLIZZARD BELT'
plants are the strongest rooted and he.'ivlest fruiters, we olTer to send
ONE DOZEN selected plants to you FRKE OF CHARGE. We picked
35 quarts of flne fruit from a test bed of tmt a dozen strawberry plants
set the year before. You can do as well. If you care to si^nd 10 cents
for mailins expense, we will add G BABY EVERGREENS 2 years
old and send all to you at proper planiinK time. Write to-day and
we will ent«r your name for the plants and send you our CATA-
LOGUE and BARGAIN SHEETS of HARDY "BLIZZARD BELT"
fruits by next mail. Address
THE GARDNER NURSERY COMPANY, Box 239 Oiage. Iowa.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Write Us for Prices
We will make you delivered prices by return mail, on anything

you may want for your apiary.

We Manufacture
Dovetailed Hives, Hottman Frames, Sections. Separators, Shipping-

Cases, etc. .\lso Berry Boxes and Crates.

There are no better HIVES than ours.

Prices the lowest.

Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.

Nicollet Island MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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OUR NEW PLANT IS NOW IN OPERATION

C Second to None of its Kind in the World. Five Acres of

Ground. Forty Thousand Square Feet of Floor Space. One-

Half Mile of Private Railroad Track for the Prompt Hand-
ling of All Freight. Lumber Shed Fi\ e Hundred Feet Long.

Latest Improved Machinery Operated Entirely by Electricity.

.A

*iyill -ifnUnl I !
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OUR GOODS
ARE AS GOOD
AS THE PLANT

BEWARE
W/MERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST

WHEREVER YOU ARE
WE CAN REACH YOU

30 DisTRiBiTTiJNG Houses
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
GIVING THE NEAREST ONE

CL Our Operating Plant Having Been Destroyed by Fire on June 20, 1909, Building Opera-

tions on a New and Complete Plant Were Begun at Once. This New Plant is Located a Few

Blocks from the Old One, the Change in I^ocation Being Made to A\ail Ourselves of Larger

Ground Space and the Best Railroad Facilities. Needless to Say We Will Be Better E(iuipi)ed

Than E\er to Handle our Constant! v Increasing Business and to Furnish the Finest (Joods.

G. B. Lewis Go.
FACTORY
I.IIMIIKII YARDS
M'A UKno II SK S
MAIN Ol'FICliS Watertown, Wis.
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CdiforiaJ ^ofes
and Comments

Bees Heli»iug' to Save Fruit Iroui
Frost

In a conversazione (British Bee Jour-
nal), the fact was brought out that not
only do bees aid in the fertilization of
fruit-blossoms, but by that very act
might be the means of saving a good
part of a crop from the frost. A blos-
som remains fresh for some time, so
long as fertilization has not taken place,

but very soon after that occurs it dries
up and falls off. Fruit-growers know
that if a frost occurs when fruit-trees
are in full bloom, the tender stigma is

blackened by tlie frost, and the fruit is

"blasted." Suppose a blossom opens
Monday, and no insect visits it. It re-

mains expectant Tuesday. "Then
comes a frost, a killing frost" Tuesday
night, and it's all day with the little

fruit. Suppose, however, that a bee
had visited it on Monday. Being fer-

tilized the stigma would promptly dry
up, and by Tuesday night the little fruit

would be sufficiently ripened to resist

the frost.

Score another point for the little

busy bee.

Bane of Greeu or Unripe Honey
We have received the following from

Mr. R. A. Burnett, of R. A. Burnett &
Co., the oldest honey-dealing firm in

this city:
Chicago. III., Dec, 2B. igog.

Editor .American Bee Joi'rxal;— I have
read Mr. E, D, Townsend's article in the
November and December American Bee
lournal. entitled. " The Two Cans of Honey."
The stor.v is well told, and it is in no sense
overdrawn. With my more than 30 years of
dealing in honey. I can testify that the great-
est enemy extracted honey has had during
that period of time, has been green or un-
ripe honey. The greatest loss is in the vol-
ume of business, for where a family gets a
can of this aborted sweet, they will in all

probabiliti' drop tlic use ot huney [ui

months, yea. even years, for they say they
cannot get honey any more; this having left
a bad taste in their mouth has hurt the sale
of honey.

It is not true that bakers can use unripe
honey to advantage; they will not, and do
not use it. Tlie large users of honey now
submit all purchases of honey to a chemical
test, and if it does not meet with their re-
quirements it is rejected; hence, it is only
the ignorant and the poor man, that can least
afford to be cheated, that is cheated.

It may be encouraging to bee-keepers to
know that there is less unripe honey com-
ing on the market now than formerly.

Yours respectfully.
R. A. Burnett.

We are always glad to get something
from Mr. Burnett. His many years of

experience surely has taught him much
about the best quality of honey for
market. And on a good many other
topics relating to honey and its mark-
eting he could give a world of infor-
mation. We wish he would feel free
to " chip in " any time he sees a chance
to help bee-keepers, out of his large
e.xperience with honey.

It surely is good to hear that the
market receives less unripe honey
now than it used to. But what honest
bee-keeper would knowingly ship un-
ripe honev to the city or general mar-
ket?

New Zealand Bee-Bulletin, Xo. 18

From that far away land where
Christmas comes in the middle of

summer, where there are the best Sun-
day-schools, where all the women can
vote, and where lliey have helped to

vote down the saloons, comes this gov-
ernment bulletin of the New Zealand
Department ol" Agriculture. It is writ-
ten by that able apiculturist, Isaac Hop-
kins, who has done so much for bee-
culture in that land, and who retires

from public service with the issue of
this bulletin.

There are 70 octavo pages of reading
matter, and 19 plates, many of these
being original full-page half-tone en-
gravings.

In spite of the fact that New Zea-
landers are clear on the other side of

world, bee-keeping is in many respects
the same there as here.

Instead of seconding Mr. Hutchin-
son's plea for "more bees," Mr. Hop-
kins advises against putting all one's
eggs into one basket. As to the profits,

Mr. Hopkins estimates that from a

well-conducted apiary, in an average
good district, the net profits per colony
should reach from $4.2") to $5.00 per
annum through a number of successive
seasons. He says wisely:

"Outlay for good literature should never
be stinted, for the obtaining of one good
'wrinkle" from the experience of a writer
may be the means of adding largely to the
profits ot the apiary,'

Three fine pictures illustrate the
manner of turning a frame over while
holding in the hands without having
the comb break out of the frame—

a

very important item 40 years or more
ago, but hardly necessary in these days
of wires and foundation splints.

He emphasizes the matter of testing

extracted honey by means of a hydrom-
eter. Obtaining from grocers in the
ordinary way 20 cans of different varie-

ties and grades of honey, he tested
carefully their specific gravity. He
says

:

Before testing, the condition of each sam-
ple was noted, in order to compare the spe-
cific gravity with its appearance. Eleven
samples ranged from 1.400 to 1.430. with an
average of nearly 1.413, while the remaining
ranged from 1.350 to i.iQu. Those above

1. 410 were very firm and dry before testing,
and the whole 20 samples were granulated.
Those from 1.400 to 1.410 appeared to be well
ripened, but were not so hrm as the others;
tliere was a marked difference in those be-
low 1.400. which were soft and moist. My
opinion is that the first-mentioned were
thoroughly ripe and would keep any length
of time; the second lot, ranging from 1.400 to
1. 410. were well-ripened and fit for the mar-
ket; while all the samples registering below
1.400 were very doubtful regarding tlieir

keeping qualities—one at 1.385 had already
begun to ferment. These figures will be val-

uable for comparison with those of future
tests. A portion of each sample is being
kept sealed to test by time. It was very
noticeable that the better the honey the
higher was its specific gravity.

Ripening honey outside the hive is
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advised, with this argument in its favor,

which will appeal to many

:

I may add tliat by ripening honey outside
the hive swarming can be better kept under
control.

"

The climate, with its great heat and
dryness, may favor ripening outside
the hive.

'

Perhaps this same climate has some-
thing to do with the fact that Mr. Hop-
kins is stron.gly opposed to the use of

excluders under surplus apartments.
The advantage of keeping the queen
below is entirely overbalanced by the
hindrance to free ventilation, in that

hot climate.

Queeu Alatiug: More Than Oiu-e

There have been at different times
reports of queens mating the second
time, but generally the observations
have been of such character that there
was at least a possibility of mistake.
Now comes a report in the British Bee
Journal, so circumstantially given, and
in which there was such close watch-
ing, that there seems no possibility of

mistake. .-\ virgin was in a baby-
nucleus hive containing a section, with

' glass sides, so that all that was going
on could be seen. June 2S1 the young
queen came out o times, flying around
the entrance for a few seconds, then
darting off and staying away only a

few minutes ; but the last time she was
gone she was away for 5 minutes, re-

turning at 5 minutes to 4 o'clock, with
unmistakable signs of impregnation.

June 3(lth, she flew out 5 times, tlie

longest flight lasting 5 minutes. July
1st she came out twice for short flights ;

then she came out again at 4 :20, and
returned again after having been out
about 20 minutes, and upon her return
the marks of her having mated again
were most distinct.

It is quite possible that the instances
of more than once mating are more
common than generally supposed.

Bree«liiigr linimiue Stock

Before the visitors and delegates to

the National Farm Land Congress
which met in Chicago lately, VV. M.
Hays, .Assistant Secretary of the United
States Department of Agriculture,
evoked bursts of applause by declaring
that a start had been made in the scien-
tific breeding of cattle whereby in a

few years even an inexperienced farmer
would be able to rear cattle immune to

tuberculosis, a consummation that will

be worth millions of dollars to the
nation at large. Mr. Hays said :

" As proof that we arc on tiie road to suc-
cess in the undertaking. I may point to tlie

recent accomplishnifiits of tlie deiiartment
and the inslidUious with wliicli it is affiliated
res:arding the production of [ilants resistant
to diseases which previously made tlie grow-
ing of the parent stocks impracticable.

' Disease-resistant cf>w-peas, cottons, can-
taloupes, Hax and varieties of cereal grains
have been proiluccd. Iliese steps, however,
arc merely prelimin.iry to blaze the way to
the production of tlii' tuberculosis-proof
steer."

\( cows, cow-peas, etc., can be made
immune to the diseases that compass
their destruction, what about bees? A
foul-brood-proof bee is a thing much
to be desired, and in the light of what
has been accomplished its attainment
seems not at all impossible, if indeed

improbable. Indeed, it is not unrea-
sonable to believe that something in

that line has already been automatically
attained. Some bees succumb to foul

brood more readily than others. May
that not be that the latter have started

at least just a little way on the road to

immunity? In a locality where foul

brood is freshly introduced, its ravages
are more severe than in a locality

where it has been for a long time exis-

tent. Have not these latter become
immune to a certain extent? Why not
expect a bee immune to foul brood?

Paiutert vs. Unpaiutecl Hive.s

D. M. Macdonald, in the British Bee
Journal, expresses a very kindly feel-

ins toward the associate editor of the

or out of a hive. In a heavy rain a

painted hive is better, because it keeps
out the moisture. After the rain is

over, the unpainted hive is better, for
it lets the moisture come out. But there
is no great trouble from rains. The
trouble from moisture in the hives is in

the winter, whether the hives be out-
doors or in the cellar. The moisture
is oriffiiiated in the hivi-. Paint can do
no possible good toward preventing
that moisture; it can not make the
breath of the bees less. But it can do
harm by preventing the outward pas-
sage.

Now you have " the reason." But the
belief is not so stubbornly held that it

cannot be changed, and if a sufficient
" reason " for " the opposite " be given,
there will be a prompt recantation.

The Langstroth Gavei.s Presented by Mrs, J. .T, Gi.essner, of Chicago.

American Bee Journal—which feeling
is heartily reciprocated — and then
wants to know something. He refers

to the reason for leaving hives un-
painted, viz. : the " better chance for
the moisture to dry out of unpainted
hives than out of painted ones.'' and
says :

Please explain the reason why you think
so. Is it that thewisli is fatlier to tliu thouglit?
Now. f am ready to contend the opposite.
Damp, moisture, or mold, is far more likely
to find its way in. and stay there, in an un-
painted than in a painted hive, other things
being equal."

Now listen to that Scotchman. Wants
" reason " for a thing, believes the op-
posite, and then doesn't .give a word of

"reason-" for /;/.'.- belief. Well, let us

see how far we can agree.

"Damp, etc., is more likely to lind its

way into an unpainted hive." Agreed.
The paint is a hindrance to free pas-

sage. " And stay there." There we
part company. Why should damp be
more likely to stay in an unpainted
hive? Your " reason," Mr. Macdcjuald?
If an unpainted wall allows a freer pas-
sage in, why will it not allow a freer

passage out?
But now for " the reason." Paint

hinders the passage of moisture, into

The National Presidency

We have received a number of con-
gratulatory messages since the an-

nouncement of our election to the

presidency of the National Bee-Keep-
ers' Association, last month. We cer-

tainly appreciate such kind words, and
only hope that we may be of some real

service, not only to the Association,

but to beedom at larg^.

Hon. Geo. li. Hilton, whom we suc-

ceed in the presidency, wrote us as

follows

:

I''remont. Mich.. Dec. 7. iwq.
Dear Mr. York:— I congratulate you upon

vour election. I have felt.it a very great
honor to be the president of the largest so-

ciety of its kind in the Western world for the
past 2 vi-ars; and I am more than glad that
you are my successor. No one deserves it

more than you. and no one would till the
position more creditably. If I can serve you
in anv way. 1 shall feel it a privilege to do so.

and I want you to call on me at any time,
and I ;im at your service.

I am sending you by this registered mail
thf gavel that we all appreciate so much be-
cause of its associations, and of the proTnpt-
ings of those who seciu'ed it and presented
it to our .-Vssociation.
With the very best wishes for your suc-

cess. I am.
Very tridv voiu' friend. .

Geo, K. Hilton.

The president's gavel referred to is

the one presented to the National when
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it met in Chicago, in IW'i. It was
made by a son of Mrs. J. J. Glessner, a

Chicago lady bee-keeper, the wood
having been taken from a tree planted

bv Father Langstroth perhaps a half

centurv ago in Oxford, Ohio. Mrs.

Glessner presented it to the Association,

as she did also a similar gavel to the

Chicago - Northwestern Bee-Keepers'

Association at the same time.

It is needless to say that as president

of both of these honored associations,

we shall keep the gavels most carefully,

so as to turn them over, some day, un-

tarnished and undishonored.
Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of the

Bee-Keepers' Review, sends these as-

suring words

:

Ki.iNT. Mich., Dec. 7. I'»q.

Bro York:— I am glad to congratulatf yoii

on your election to the presidency of the
National. I shall be more than glad to stand
with you and lielp in every way to make a

success of the .A.ssociation.
Fraternally yours.

W. Z. HtTCHINSON.

We shall hope to have the hearty co-

operation of every bee-keeper, whether
a member of these organizations or

not. in trying to lift American apicul-

ture, as expressed in these two leading

conventions, to a little higher level, if

that may be, during 1910—the new year

upon which we all have just entered

with such high hopes and inspiring re-

solves.

Keeping Bees Without a Bee-
Paper

The following paragraph is taken

from the December Bee-Keepers' Re-
view :

Most of the subscriptions to the bee-jour-
nals expire with the year; and there are
alwavsmoreor less of these subscriptions
ordered discontinued. Sometimes reasons
for this step are given. The one most fre-

quently given is: "
I can't afford to take it

another year." When a bee-keeper can't
afford to take a bee-journal there is some-
thing radically wrong. If he hopes and ex-
pects to succeed he can't afford «(>/ to read
all of the bee-journals published. It is

knowledge of his business that helps a man
to succeed; it is from ignorance that he
often fails. A man can't know too much
about his business. The successful bee-
keepers, poultrymen. farmers, gardeners,
etc., all read the leading journals devoted to
their businesses. The man who drops his
bee-journal because he thinks he can't afford
it. is almost as foolish as the sailor who ven-
tures out to sea without a compass. I am
not writing this so much because I hate to

lose subscribers, as because I know it is //-//(,

and that some men have not given it suffi-

cient thout/ht.

Editor Hutchinson is right. We
have large opportunity to learn the

"reasons "why some bee-keepers dis-

continue their subscriptions to bee-
papers. Some say they " haven't time
to read a bee-paper!" Then they
haven't time to keep bees at all. No
man who desires to be successful can
afford to get along without at least one
good bee-paper and one good bee-
book. Life is too short to learn every-
thing by experience.
Then, again, what is $1.00 for a year's

copies of a bee-paper—less than 10

cents per copy if a monthly! There
must be something radically wrong
with the man, or bee-keeper, who can't

get at least 10 cents worth of helpful
information out of a s'ingle copy of any
real bee-paper that was ever published.

The last census showed something
like 700,000 persons keeping bees in the
United States, And there are perhaps

not many over o |)ercent of that num-
ber who read a bee-paper. Why, one
would think that at least one in 10 bee-
keepers would be regular subscribers.

And yet it is only une in 20!

There are now just 3 bee-papers pub-
lished in the United States. At the

fidl subscription price they can be had
for $3.00 a year. (/IV will furnish the

3 for $2..i)0.) In what other way can

the would-be bee-keeper better invest
$2.50 each year. We don't know.
The bee-papers are certainly cheap

in price. And, without fearing the
accusation of being egotistic, we think
we can say they are gooil in quality of
contents. At any rate, we know at

least one bee-paper whose publishers
are trying to give good value for the
subscription money that is asked for it.

01iscellaneousi

Death of Counts Barbo and Bor-
romeo

Two noted Italian apiarists died re-

cently. The first one is Count Gaetano
Barbo, one of the fmmders of the Xa-
tional Association of Bee-Keepers, and
of the journal I'Apicoltore, in 1867. He
was for a number of years vice-pres-

ident of the National Italian Associa-

tion. His greatest claim to faine, how-
ever, was the excellent set of micro-
scopical studies which he prepared of

the anatomy of the bee, and which were
inade into lithographic pictures by the

noted artist, F. Clerici, in the seventies.

The most eminent of these studies is

reproduced in the latest edition of the

Langstroth-Dadant "Hive and Honey-
Bee."

Count Barbo was a little under 70
years old. He died September 13, 1909.

He was not only a noted apiarist, but

also an up - to - date agriculturist.

Wealthy though he was, he did not hesi-

tate to take a hand in agriculture, him-
self directing the work of a large, pro-
gressive farm, in which the country peo-

pie were educated to the most advanced
modern methods.
The other death is that of Count

Eniilio Borromeo, who was also one of

the founders of the Italian Association
of Bee-Keepers. He died a few days
after Count Barbo, It was through the

efforts of these men that modern api-

culture found its way among the farm-
ing classes in Italy.

The picture on the first page shows
the apiary of Count Borromeo, in 1870,
at his country home.
We are indebted to Mr. C. P. Dadant

not only for the facts as given above,
but for the picture on the first page
and the two used in his article on page
14.

Cure for Bee-Stings

Bee-keepers, as a rule, have little faith,

in the thousand and one remedies for
stings that have been lauded. Here
comes a cure, however, that is given by
a veteran, who ought to know something
about stings, and it may be worth trying,

at least in cases where persons not bee-
keepers are stung, for a regular bee-
keeper would hardly feel that he could

afford to stop in his work 4 or 5 minutes
for each sting received. This is what
Elias Fox says, in Gleanings

:

Get the best proof alcohol, and carry a little

vial of it in the vest or shirt pocket; and
when a sting is received, simply remove the

cork from the bottle and place the mouth of
it over the wound after removing the sting,

and reverse the bottle and hold it over the

wound for about one minute, and keep mov-
ing it slightly over the wound; then remove
and rub the alcohol into the skin; then apply

the bottle again, and do this three_ or four

times, and the pain is gone, and it will be but

a few minutes before the swelling will also be

gone. I have never had any swelling left

after 15 minutes, and the pain is gone almost
instantly. Don't be afraid to make a thorough
application.

Sectional vs. Langstroth Hives

Jas. A. Green, in the Bee-Keepers' Re-

view, says that his experience differs

from that of E. D, Townsend. Mr.
Townsend thought bees built up better

in Langstroth than in the shallower sec-

tional hives. Mr. Green has had the

two kinds side by side, in large numbers,

for some years not less than a hundred
of each kind, and says

:

Almost invariably my experience has been
that the bees breed up better in sectional hives

than in the Langstroth. My earliest and
largest swarms are always from the sectional

hives.

Honey in Switzerland

Among the Swiss laws regarding

honey, as given in Prak. Wegweiser, are

the following

:

Art. 87. Under the designation

"honey," may be brought into trade only

the pure, unadulterated bee-honey.

Art. 88. Honey which is produced
through artificial feeding of sugar, or of

substances containing sugar, must be

labeled "sugar-honey."

Art. 89. Foreign honey may be offered

only under declaration of the country

of its origin.

Orange-Blossom Honey
It has been generally understood that

not much honey from orange-blossoms

has ever been produced. If a report in

Gleanings is to be credited, there are at

least localities where the reverse is true.

R. Powell says that after 15 years' ex-

perience with basswood in Wisconsin, he
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considers the orange at Riverside, Cal.,

to be the freer yielder. He says

:

"There is scarcely a day while the trees are

in bloom but that the branches can be shaken
so as to wet with nectar the ground under the
tree. The oranijc-pickers are always wet all

day while they are at work; in fact, teams
that are cultivating have to be washed after

the day's work is done."

Is Spider-Plant Tender?
"The 'spider-plant' or 'flower' is Clconie

puugcus. It is a native of the West Indies,
and requires stove treatment in this country."—British Bee Journal.

Is there not some mistake about this?

It requires no stove treatment in North-
ern - Illinois where it is too cold for

peaches.

Bee-Cultnre and the Government
In the 1909 Report of the Secretary

of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, ap-

pears the following paragraphic sum-
mary of the work done in the interest of
bee-culture, which shows that substantial

progress is being made:

Bee-Culture.

The work on bee-diseases has been con-
tinued. Samples have been received from
many parts of the country, and the informa-
tion gained from this work has b?en of great
value, especially in the way of giving informa-
tion to State legislatures which are contem-
plating the passage of laws providing for a
much-needed inspection of apiaries. Notifica-

tions of the nature of bee-diseases, especially
in cases of new outbreaks, have been of much
value in preventing their further spread.
New studies have been made of the structure
and development of bees, of their activity, ot
the status of bee-keeping, and, in co-operation
with the Bureau of Chemistry, the Bureau of
Entomology has begun work in wax-analysis.

Kalender Fuer Deutsche Bienen-
freunde, 1910

This is the title of a calendar for the

year 1910, intended for the use of Ger-
man bee-keepers. It is a neat affair of

6x41/2 inches bound in cloth, and contain-

ing nearly 200 pages, edited by Dr. O.
Krancher, who is the editor of Deutsche
111. Bztg., at Leipzig. Both paper and
printing are excellent.

For each month there is a page occu-
pied by a calendar, the rising and set-

ting of the sun being followed by a

blank in which to record the temperature
of each day. Then follow 2 or 3 pages
of instruction for the work of the

month, and 3 or 4 blank pages for mak-
ing records. Articles by leading Ger-
man bee-keepers occupy 85 pages. Es-
pecially interesting among these is one
by Alex. Schroeder, of Trieste, Austria,
who writes in an entertaining manner of
his visit to some American bee-keepers.
For convenient use there is attached

to the book a pencil. This might be ex-

pected to write good German, coming
directly from Germany, but alas, in the
fingers of this deponent it will write
only English, and none too satisfactory
English at that.

An Appeal to New Jersey Bee-Keep-
ers.

At the last annual meeting, on Decem-
ber 18, 1909, in Trenton, of the New
Jersey Bce-Kcepcrs' Association, our
Foul Brood Bill was tlioroughly dis-

cussed, section by section, and approved,
and the membership present detenniiuil

to do all they can to get the Bill enacted

into law at the present session of the

Legislature.

But there remains much to be doneby
all other bee-keepers in the State. In

the first place, we would like all other

members who have not done so to send

us their annual dues of 50 cents for

191Q, and ask for a printed copy of our

Bill. Then wc want all the oilier read-

ers of the American Bee- Journal to join

our Association, Send us the animal

dues of 60 cents, and get a copv of our
Bill.

If there are any readers who can not

see fit to join us, we would like to have
ihciii write us, enclosing stamp, asking

for a printed copy of the Foul Brood
Bill, and tell us if there is any disease

among their bees, or in their neighbor-
hood, or if there are any careless bee-

keepers around them, or if there are any
box-hives.

We are asking New Jersey readers to

join our Association, as the larger our
numbers tlie greater prestige it will give

us in asking- for a Bill. If only a few
ask for this Bill, it will look as if they
were trying to create an office for one
of them. Then the Association needs
more funds to carry on the work proper-
ly. There is considerable expense con-
nected with getting a new piece of legis-

lation enacted like this, such as postage,

printing, telephone costs, traveling ex-

penses. It is not fair that this should be
borne by a few bee-keepers, as the law
will benefit bee-keepers throu.gliout the

whole State.

By the time you read this our Bill will

have been introduced. We want every
New Jersey reader of the American Bee
Journal to write his Senator and Assem-
blvmen from his county to support our
Bill. Write a short, business-like letter.

Explain briefly what foul brood is, that

it is a germ disease, how it spreads by
infected honey, what danger the care-

less bee-keeper is, and how our Bill

will eradicate the disease. Compare our
interests with the dairyman's interests,

and explain that the bee-keeper's prop-
erty has as just a claim to protection
against contagious diseases as the cattle-

raiser has to protection of his herds
against contagious diseases, by legisla-

tion. (We have laws protecting cattle

against contagious disease.) Mention
further that California, Colorado, Idaho,
Michigan, Nebraska, New Mexico, New
York, Ohio, Texas, Utah, Washington,
and Wisconsin, have foul brood laws;
that Connecticut and South Dakota
passed foul brood laws last winter and
other States are trying to do so.

We would like to ask especially those
interested in bees in Essex County, Hud-
son County, and Union County, to see,

and to write to, their Assemblymen and
Senators from their respective counties.

Those three counties contain a majority
of the members of the Assembly, there-

fore we must get them in favor of our
Bill. IVilhout the favorable action of
the Assemblymen from those three

counties, our Bill will fail.

I trust this will be our last effort, and
that we will succeed as, indeed, we will,

if each bee-Kccper will do his part.

.loin onr Association at once.

.Aluf.rt G. H.\nn, Scc.-Trcas.

Pittstown, N. J.

[The following is a copy of the pro-

posed New Jersey Foul Brood Bill :

—

Editor.]
.\N .\CT

For the suppression of contagious or infec-

tious diseases among bees in New Jersey
by creating the office of Inspector of Apia-
ries, to define the duties thereof, and to
appropriate money therefor

Sec. 1.

—

Be it enacted by the Senate and
General Assembly of New Jersey that the
Governor shall appoint a competent .\piarist

for a term of three years, recommended by
the Executive Committee of the New Jersey
Bee-Keepers' Association, as State Inspector
of ApiaYies, who shall, if re(|uired, produce
a certificate from the Governor that lie has
been so appointed. He shall be subject to

summary removal for neglect, incompetence,
or malfeasance in office on complaint of the
New Jersey Bee-Keepers' Association, or of
twenty persons who are actual bee-keepers,
his successor to serve for the balance of his
unexpired term.

Sf.c. 2.—Said Inspector when notified, in

writing, of the existence of foul brood or
any other infectious disease of bees by the
owner or caretaker of an apiary or by three
disinterested taxpayers, shall inspect all re-

ported apiaries and all others in the same
locality, and if satisfied of the existence of
foul brood or any other infectious disease,
shall give the owner or person having charge
of any such apiary full nistru<:tions as to the
manner of treating them. Within a reason-
able time rifter making th? first exaniinalioi;

the Inspector shall make a second examination,
and if the condition of any ot the colonies
affected is such as in his judgment renders
it necessary, he may personally treat the dis-

ease, or, if in his opinion it is necessary to

prevent further spread of the disease, and the
owner or caretaker neglects or icfuses to treat

them according to the ins*rut:tions of said

Inspector, then the Inspector may burn or
otherwise destroy such diseased bees, combs,
or other material that might cause the spread
of the infection.

Sec. 3.—Said Inspector of Apiaries sh?ll

have access, ingress and egress lO and froin
all apiaries or places where bees arc kept in
tl'i^ -t.Ttc a-id any person or persons who shail

hinder, resist, impede in any way the In-

spector in the discharge of his duties shall

on conviction be liable to a fine of not more
than $50, or not more than ,'iu days in the
county jail.

Sec. 4.— Said Inspector may, in his discre-

tion, order any owner or possessor of bees
dwelling in box-hives (being mere bo.xes with-
<nit movable brood- frames) in ajiiaries or locali-

ties where foul brood or other infectious dis-

ease exists, to transfer such bees to movable
frame hives within a specified time and in

default of such transfer, the Inspector rnay
destroy or order the destruction of such hives
and bees therein.

Sec. 5.—Should any owner of, keeper of,

or other person having diseased bees or their

larvae, or of any infected hives of combs,
appliances or utensils for keeping bees, sell,

barter, or give away or allow the same to be
moved, such person shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction, such person
shall be fined not less than $10 nor more than
$25.

Sec. 6.—Should any person whose bees
have been destroyed or treated for foul brood,
sell or offer for sale any bees, hives, combs
or appurtenances of any kind after such de-

struction or treatment unless authorized to do
so by the Inspector, or should he expose in

his bee-yard or elsewhere any infected comb,
honey, or other infected thing or conceal the

fact that such disease exists among his bees,

such person shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction such person shall be fined

not less than $10 nor more than $50.

Sec. 7.—Said Inspector must read over, de-

liver, or have delivered a copy of this act

to every owner or keeper of bees before pro-

ceeding against him for any violations of this

act.

Sec. 8.—^The Inspector shall make a full

report to the Governor at least once a year,

stating the number of apiaries inspected, the
nnnihcr fonnil to be diseased, and the number
treated and such other information as he may
deem important, which report shall be pub-
lished in full.

Sec 9.—There is hereby appropriated out
of any moneys in the State Treasury not
otherwise appropriated five hundred dollars per
year for the suppression of contagious dis-

eases among bees in New Jersey.
The Inspector shall receive five dollars per
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day and traveling expenses for actual time
served, which sum shall not exceed the moneys
hereby appropriated to be paid by the State
Treasurer and said Inspector shall be author-
ized to deputize a known competent apiarist

to act in his stead or to assist him as he may
need at a salary of $3.50 per day and travel-

ing expenses.
Sec. 10.—.-Xn emergency exists, and this

act shall take effect immediately after its

passage.
Approved by the Executive Committee of

tile New Jersey Bee-Keepers' Association.

J. H. M. Cook, Prcs.
Albert G. Hann. Sec'y.

E. G. Carr. 1st Vicc-Pres.
Wm. E. Housel, 2d VicePres.
W. W. Case. 3d Vicc-Pres.

The National Assofiatiou

Through a letter received Dec. 27,

1909. from General Manager N. E.

France, Platteville, Wis., we learned
that the membership of the National
Bee-Keepers' .Association was 3-520 at

that time. Also that 1280 of them were
in arrears on their annual dues. We
hope that all who are owing will pay
tip at once. .And then, it is the new
president's ambition to have a member-
ship of at least a round 5000 by the
next annual meeting. If the 1280 pay
up, and all the balance of 22-tO renew
as their dues expire, then there would
be needed just 1480 more new members
to make the desired 5000. That is not
such a large number to secure in 8 9r
months, is it?

We hope that every local bee-keep-
ers' organization on the continent will

join the National in a body, which can
be done at a rate of -50 cents per mem-
ber. The officers of such local associa-
tions should try to have this done.
Both the Illinois Stateand the Chicago-
Northwestern did this recently. As the
Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association
has the largest membership of any
State organization of bee-keepers, it

naturally has the largest membership
of any State in the National. As there
are many conventions of bee-keepers
to be held soon—such as the Wiscon-
sin, Michigan (and Minnesota has just

met)—there should be a large addition
to the National's membership from
these sources. And then, if each affil-

iated local organization would make
an effort to increase its membership,
that would also help the National.

It requires both money and members
for organizations to do anything worth
while these days. The National has
done a great work during its 40 years'
existence, and ought to be able to go
on now and do even greater things for
its members in the future. But let us
first secure the membership and a full

treasury, then its officiary can plan to
do some of the needful things for bee-
dom that only a large and influential
organization can do. We are sure that,

in the meantime, any of its officers will

be glad to receive any suggestions that
may be thought to be helpful in any
wav.

The oOth or Jubilee Year
The .American Bee Journal w-as

started in January, 1861, so 1910 is its

50th or Golden jubilee Year. Samuel
Wagner was its founder and first editor.
The year 1873, Rev. W. F. Clarke was
editor, and beginning with January,
1874, Thomas G. Newman became its

owner and pulili^lier. He cnutinued
until June 1, 1892, when the present edi-

tor and publisher purchased it, and has
ever since continued. We really be-
gan work in the .American Bee Journal
office April 1, 1884, so that we have
been connected with it for over 25
years.

And this is its 50th or Golden anni-
versary year! It should be a great
year in many ways for the " Old Re-
liable," as many of its friends have
come to call the American Bee Journal.

First, we desire very much to in-

crease its circulation. It seems to us
that it should have the largest circula-
tion of any bee-paper in all the world.
It is entirely independent of any bee-
supply business, and in every other
way. It believes fully in the " square
deal " principle, and means to give such
to every person with whom it has to

do. We believe those who know us
best, know that is true. We want only
what is right.

Again, we wish to increase the adver-
tising patronage of the American Bee
Journal. We want only clean, honest
advertisers represented in its columns.
We will not knowingly have any others.

Now, we are going to ask those who
are reading the American Bee Journal.

to help. We would like to have each
present subscriber, as far as possible,
send us one or more «ctt' subscribers
between now and April 1, 1910. Surely,
that can be done in 3 months. And we
don't ask you to work for us for noth-
ing. We offer many good premiums
for doing such work, as will be seen
from time to time in these columns.
We have not said very much as to

the contents of the American Bee Jour-
nal for 1910. That is hardly necessary
for those who have read it regularly;
they kiiniv that what it /las contained
right along is a good indication of
what is to follow. The full year's in-
dex in the December number shows
what appeared during the past 12
months.

Let us send you some sample copies
with which to solicit subscriptions, and
see if you cannot easily get one, if not
two, new readers for the American
Bee Journal for 1910, even before April
1st. We believe most of you can do it

with little effort.

Shall we not all, both publisher and
subscribers, co-operate during this
year in a way that shall make the
American Bee Journal's Golden Jubilee
Year the best in all its long and inter-
esting history?

Conducted by EMMA M. WILSON, Marengo. Ill,

The Chicago-Northwestern Convention

Well, the Chicago-Northwestern con-
vention is past and gone—only a pleas-
ant memory. A good convention it

was, too. The only sad thing about it

was the absence of so many familiar
faces. Mr. Dadant, the Root's, Hutch-
inson, Mr. France, the Dittmers, Mrs.
Stow, and a number of others. We
surely missed them, one and all. We
had the pleasure, however, of seeing a

number of new faces, among them two
of Mr. Dadant's sons (Louis and Mau-
rice), one of whom, Mr. Louis C. Da-
dant, was elected secretary and treas-
urer of the Association.

There were 17 ladies present. Not
so bad a proportion of the fair sex,
was it? And they showed quite as
much interest in the convention as
their brothers, although the brethren
did most of the talking. Sometimes
the president had his hands full to keep
two or three of them from talking at a
time. And yet they talk about women
always doing all the talking !

Miss Stewart, the lady who reported
for the convention, must surely have
found it hard work—part of the time,
at least—to keep things straight. I

wonder which she thinks it easier to
report for, men or women. I really do
not remember seeing, at any time, two

of the women struggling to speak at

once. Just score one for the women,
please.

One of the interesting features of the
convention was Mr. Ferguson's dem-
onstration with his uncapping machine.
It surely did the work in a twinkling.
It was a pleasure just to see those
frames slip through the machine and
come out perfectly uncapped on both
sides of the comb. If we worked for
extracted honey, I would want a Fer-
guson machine.

A topic discussed, which seemed to

be of vital interest to the entire con-
vention, was European foul brood. It

is gaining such headway that unless
something is done to check it very
soon, it threatens to wipe out the en-
tire bee-industry in Illinois. Oh, for a

foul-brood law

!

I was very much interested in a con-
versation I had with Miss Mathilda
Candler, a Wisconsin bee-keeper of no
small experience. She said, " I dis-
covered diseased brood in quite a num-
ber of my colonies, and was convinced
they had foul brood." Then she told
how she concluded that she must bury
all affected colonies. How she went to
work and dug many weary hours until
she had a large hole ready for them.
-After sleeping on the proposition,
things did not look quite so discourag-
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ing, and she concluded that she was
not quite ready to bury her bees alive,

after all—-at least not without giving
them a fighting chance. So she sent a

sample of the diseased brood to Mr. N.
IZ. France, and he sent back the joyful
news that it was not foul brood, but
/•ickled brood.
She was more fortunate than some of

the rest of us. What particularly in-

terested me was the way she faced the
situation. Wasn't she plucky to tackle
digging that big hole, all by her lee-
lane self.

But, really, I can't tell you all the
good things of the convention. How I

wish every lady bee-keeper in the land
liad been there to see and hear for her-
self. Why can't we have more lady
bee-keepers at our conventions?

.in

?

Honey for Chapped Hands

Mnie. Qui Vive advises the use of
honey for chapped lips, thus, in the
Chicago Record-Herald :

If you don't happen to have aiiytliiiij; else
in the house to aiiply to chapped lips, try
honey. It is very soothing, and any time yon
don't want it there you can eat it. The flavor
is preferable to that of cold cream.

The Bee a Symbol of Industry

The Youth's Companion prints the
following paragraph which shows that
the German housekeeping sisters still

consider the bee as a symbol of indus-
try:

The busy bee is not so persistently held up
as an example to girls as it once was. But
there are some women in New York who
still believe in it. The German Housewives'
Society gives badges of honor to model ser-
vants every year. Twenty-five who had
been two years in their places received
golden bees the other day—the symbols of
consistent industry.

Honey-Cakes

Clara Van Buren, of Elgin, 111., gives
the following in the Chicago Record-
Herald :

Melt one-fourth a cup of butter. .\AA oju-
cup of strained honey. Let fool, then add
the grated yellow rind of a lemon, one tea
spoonful of lemon juice, two ounces of sweel
almonds, blanched and chopped fine, one-
fourth a leaspoonful of mace. half a teaspoon-
ful of soda and two cups and a half of flour
sifted together. Mix thoroughly, then set
aside, covered, in a cool place for 12 hours.
Koll into a sheet half an inch thick, cut into
squares and bake about 20 minutes in a mod-
erate oven. 'When baked brush over the
tops of the cakes with a cup of sugar and
half a cup of water, boiled to a thick syrup.
Let the syrup cool slightly before using.

Honey-Production in India

Mrs. M. C. Mason, a missionary at
Tura, India, writes Gleanings in Bee
Culture as follows

:

There is not much inducement to bees to
make any amount of honey here, as Ihey can
eat directly from the fresh flowers: still,
they do produce some very nice honey, and
once in a while we get some that is eatable.
If we could get it first hand or in the comb it

would be all right; biU the natives are much
given to straining it through any cloth, and
that may be one taken from off the body,
often so dirty that Mrs. Root would notallow
her Moor to be scrubbed with it.

The likelihood is that the bees in In-
dia are just as eager to store honey as
their sisters in the farther North. A

colony here with 100 pounds of surplus
on the hive works just as hard as if no
supers were there, so long as it has
room to store. However it may be
about "inducement" for tlie bees, there
would be little " inducement " for hu-
mans to eat honey strained in the man-
ner mentioned. Ugh!

Bee-Keeping in the Public School

If bees as teacliers of children in the
public schools were appreciated else-
where as they are in School No. U)0, in
New York city, there would hardly be
a large school in the ' land without at

least one colony of bees. The school
mentioned has 4 colonies. It is prob-
ably generally supposed that the only
object in having bees as a study for the
pupils of public schools is to learn
something of their natural history.
" Nature study " is nowadays quite a
fad, and a good fad it is. But accord-
ing to the ideas of Miss Goldie. the
principal of School No. 190, the pupils
get from the bees something of vastly
greater importance than anything that
can be classed under the head of nature
study. Listen to what she said to a re-
porter of the New York World:

"It is astonishing what the children have
been able to get out of watching and study-
ing those insects. In all my years of teach-
ing I have known nothing that would so de-
velop a child's power of observation and
ability to relate, orally or in writing, a mass
of true scientific information derived from
actual investigation. Almost any child in the
school can. at a glance through tin- glass, tell

the old bees from the young ones, picking
them out from thousands, and they know
that by litttle characteristics that the ordi-
nary eye would be stone blind, too.

"It is worth something to get nearly a thou-
sand girls in such a frame of mind that they
are frightened by the buzzing of an insect
that can sting. It is worth something to get
a herd of boys in such a frame of mind that
under no circumstunces would one of them
step on or otherwise intentionally kill or in-
jure a useful insect of any sort. If any boy
in this school ever finds a bee lying outside
numbed by the cold, he picks it vip and
brings it in to the hive.
"In rainy or stormv weather when hees

are interrupted in their work, they make a
noise that is much more threatening and an-
gry than thecontented hum with which they
do their task in pleasant weather. The chil-
dren have observed that, too. and of their
o«-n accord made comic little parables to
the effect that they ought not to grumble
about the school work that they have to do
at home.
"The children have drawn their valuable

lessons in loyalty to the school, the city and
their homes from the care and devotion with
which the bodyguard looks after the queen
of the hive. We have had two swarmings
caused by rival queens, and the pupils know
all about the results of factional war in a
hive. They know that the old-fashioned
expression. ' neater than «-ax.' is based on
the fact that no creature is cleaner than the
bee. A bee that is sick or dying always
knows and voluntarily goes out of the hive
to die rather than allow her dead body litter
the quarters of her fellow-workers.

"The pasteboard cases in which we put
the boxes of honey taken from the hives are
made by the boys of the school as part of
their shop-work, and there is no part which
they do better, because that appeals to them
as being very practical and commercial so
long as they kno\\' that they are also inter-
ested in the production of the article that is
to go in the cases. And of course the fate of
the drone offers such an obvious lesson that
the smallest youngster in the school can ab-
sorb it without much teaching.

"

"^ Jt-—" ^^

iBouthern
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Conducted by LOUIS H. SCHULL, New Braunfels. Tex.

Bulk Comb Honey—The Hives and Super

Arrangements

The beauty of the whole thing is that

any kind of hive can be used for bulk
comb honey production. So, no mat-
ter what kind, style, size or shape hives
you now have, whether you have been
unsuccessful with them in producing
section honey or not, or whether they
are not just suited for extracted honey,
makes no difference. .'\ny hives that

can be made to receive a shallow super
above can be converted into a bulk-
comb-honey hive, so that no matter
what kind of hive one now uses, or how
inany one has, the change to bulk-
comb honey will be very slight as
compared with the advantages of its

production as a more profitable venture.

Of course, I might admit that some
hives arc better than others, no matter
what kind of honey is produced, and
although this is a fact, it is nothing
compared with the difference in hives
for the successful production of comb
honey in the small, miserable I -pound
section bo.xes. The majority of the

hives now in use are of standard size

and variety, and sucli that allow tiering
up of supers above, especially hives
that have been used for section-honey
production. With these the supers can
even be converted into shallow-frame
supers—just the ideal for bulk comb
honey.
Many bee-keepers are already using

shallow frames for extracting purposes,
and hence need make no change in

their hives and super arrangements. If

the deep frames are used for extracted
honey, it would be advisable to turn
these sets with deep bodies into brood-
chambers for increase whereon shal-

low supers can then be added. The
deep or Langstroth frames, or like

ones, are unsatisfactory for our pur-
pose, being too deep, and a deep super
of them is too much room for most
satisfactory results; besides, they do
not allow the use of full sheets of thin
super foundation ; and possess other
disadvantages.

The majority of hives in Texas are of

the 10-frame Langstroth size, on which
we use shallow su])ers as shown in Fig.
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1. These supers are made in either 8

or 10 frame siKes, so they can be ob-
tained either for 8 or 10 frame Lang-
stroth hives, if you have them. In our
system we prefer the shallow Hoffman
self-spacing frames, as a self-spacing

2.— SlIAI.l.cJW SlI'KK FOK ChL'NK HONEV

frame is absolutely essential for our
purpose, as will hereafter be explained.

Fig. 2 represents one of our supers
with 10 frames. The super is .5-?4 inches
deep, while the frames are -5^8 inches
in depth. These hang on plain, square
shoulders or rabbets without tins. No
tin rabbets are necessary. The frames,
5^8 deep, as shown in Fig. 3, are the
regular shallow Hoffman style, as put
out by most manufacturers, e.xcept that
they differ in the top-bars used, .^s

made regularly at the factory, they are
too wide. These are l!s inches wide,
making the spaces between the top-
bars of the frames too narrow for best
results, as the passage-way from one
super to another is cut off too much,
and discourages the bees more or less,

so that a loss in surplus honey results.

They are made only Is inch thick, and
with a deep, wide groove for inserting
foundation-starters, so that they are too
weak, and sooner or later sag, and
allow bur and brace combs to be built

between the tops and bottoms of the
several supers.
Our frames have a narrower but

thicker top-bar, full fi-inch wide, and
full >^-inch thick, which makes the
frames much stronger ; no sagging re-

sults, and the trouble with bur combs
is thus prevented. We have no groove
for foundation-starters in these top-
bars, as, first, it only weakens them, is

an e.xtra expense, and then we abso-
lutely do not need them with our meth-
ods of fastening the foundation. ' On
the contrary, they are an abominable
nuisance to us, and prevent fast work,
as they are in the way. Even if we
should use them the first time, they
would be filled with wax each succes-
sive time foundation was put in the

3.—Shallow Frame for Chink Honev.

frames, and our experience has long
taught us that it did not pay to clean
out these grooves. How the foundation
is fastened in them will be described
later.

In answer to numerous enquiries
from those wishing to procure the
proper supers for producing bulk-
comb honey the coming season, we

recommend the above-mentioned su-

pers either 8 or 10 frame size, as needed
for the hives already in use. It would
be well to state here that when order-
ing these, special mention about the
kind of top-bars wanted will have to be
made, giving the desired width

—

U-
inch. full, and depth, full J^-inch, not
omitting //ta/ no grooi'c forfoundulioti
is iviintcd—or the regular wide ones
will be sent.

Here, and by those who use them,
these frames are known as the " Scholl

"

trame, and several of the large bee-
keepers' supply manufacturers have
been asked "to put the Scholl frame on
the market." This is in all respects
nothing else but the shallow o^'s Hoff-
man self-spacing frame, but zvith the

^i-itich zi'idt\ and ^z-i/ich thick ^ top-bar,

ifithout a grooTc to weaken it. This is

the frame that we have advocated for a

number of years, and we have several
times called attention to it, especially
for use, not only for bulk comb-honey
production alone, but for the shallow,
divisible brood-chamber hives, which
we use extensively in our work. As
this hive has given us the best satisfac-

tion and results in the production of
bulk-comb honey for many years, I

will describe it in the next article, for
the benefit of those who desire to pro-
cure new hives, or for others who wish
to follow my system of work this year.

i.^HivK AND .Super for Chunk Honey.

How Far Do Bees Fly ?

It would seem that from all that had
been written and said on the subject of

how far bees will fly for honey, there is

but little left to be said or written on
the subject, still this is like the winter-
ing problem in the North—it's one of

the subjects that just won't down.

I am ashamed to confess it, but it is

one of the few things connected with
apiculture that the more I experiment
the less I really seem to know. As it

is a subject that all bee-keepers are
more or less interested in I, for one,
should like to see it thoroughly dis-

cussed by all, this winter, through the

columns of the .\merican Bee Journal.
I think there is little danger of the sub-
ject becoming stale and of little inter-

est to the readers. Away back in my
boyhood days, when I first started with
bees in a practical way, I thought I

kiiezr they would fly from 4 to 6 miles,

and store honey at a profit; and I can't

help having the same feeling to some
extent even yet. But when I come to

read the testimonv of such men as E.

R. Root, Louis H.' Scholl, C. P. Dadant,

J. L. Byer. and a host of others I could
mention, at/ claiming bees seldom fly

over \% miles for stores, then, per-
haps, I become somewhat in the plight

of Josh Billings, when he said, 'What's
the use of a man knowing so much
when half he knows isn't so?" In those
days I lived in Johnson County, Tex., in

what is known as the crosstimbers—

a

belt of timber reaching practically

across the State where I lived. This
strip of timber was about 10 miles wide,
and 1 lived near the center. On either

side of my home, at a distance of from
.") to (5 miles, was black, waxy, prairie

land, which is very rich, and the natural
home of the wild marigold and horse-
mint, which, at that time, were the prin-
cipal honey-plants of north Te.xas. In
the timber the soil was a deep, sandy
loam, and I never saw a stalk of wild
marigold growing there, and none of

the kind of horsemint that furnished
the famous horsem'nt honey of Texas
years ago. But as tated, on the prai-

rie, 5 or 6 miles dway, these plants
grew to perfection, and in almost end-
less quantities, and, in favorable years
for their growth, these prairies were
almost a bee-paradise. (They are now
all in big farms, mostly planted in cot-

ton.) My bees, in the center of the
crosstimbers, worked freely on these
plants on both sides of me.
Some might say, " .^re you not mis-

taken? Is it not possible there were
some patches of these plants not known
to you. that your bees worked on much
nearer, etc.?" I am not mistaken. I

was brought up on the farm, and knew
all the country for many miles around.
Others might still insist that the

honey stored by my bees was from
some other source, and not from these
plants, as I thought. Here, again, I in-

sist I am not mistaken, for when bees
work on marigold they become dusted
'iver with a yellow dust from the
liloom, that looks very much like bees
do that are at work on the goldenrod

;

and marigold honey is of a pinkish red,

and has a flavor all its own. Then,
when they work on the horsemint they
become dusted on their backs, between
their wings, with a dust as white as
flour. It's no need to tell a Texan he
doesn't know the flavor of horsemint
honey. Not only that, I was the first

to get the yellow banded bees in that

part of the country, and I frequently
saw them working on those plants 4 or
.J miles from the apiary, and they would
store from 2."i to 30 pounds of surplus
honey per colony, each good year, from
those plants. Then, if bees seldom go
further than IK miles for stores, does
it seem possible that such a great num-
ber of colonies could be kept in one
yard and yet secure such yields of
honeyas the late E. W. Alexander se-

cured? I confess it hardly seems rea-

sonable to me. But when such men as

I have mentioned above, say they have
known bees to be in a starving condi-
tion, and good pasturage not more
than 2 miles away, it causes me to won-
der where we are at.

I could give other instances where I

know bees went from 3 to 4 miles to

work on smartw-eed bloom, but with
the hope of seeing the subject more
ably discussed by others, I will desist

for the present. L. B. Smith.
Rescue. Te.x.

I am well pleased with the American Bee
Journal, as it has been a great help to me.

John G. Wagner.
Route 3, Elkader, Iowa.
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Conducted bv J. L. BYER. Mount Joy. Ont.

Late Bee-Flights and Good Wintering

Tlie late flights already referred to
should be a factor towards good win-
tering of the bees indoors or outside,
and as all other conditions seemed fa-

vorable bees should come out in good
shape next spring. There is just a
possibility that there may be a little

honey-dew in the hives—at least I am
afraid of a little among my own bees

—

and if there is much of that article
present, of itself it is sufficient to over-
balance all other favorable conditions
grouped together. At least that has
been the e.xperience in one or two
years when the honey-dew was much
in evidence. Indeed, the result of try-
ing to winter bees on that substance
was so disastrous that most of those
who passed through the experience
would take no chances if they knew for
sure that there was much of the stufT
in the hives. This year, if it is present
it is in small quantities, and came in at
the same time that the buckwheat was
in bloom.

Good Fall Bee-Weather

Whatever the weather conditions
may have been over the country as a
whole during the past autumn, Ontario
can certainly go on record as having
had ideal weather during that period,
at least in so far 4s it applies to the in-
terests of bee-keeping. Although some
men who wintertheir bees in the cellar,
had at the time of the Ontario conven-
tion (Nov. nth) already placed them in
winter quarters, yet the great majority
of bees intended for inside wintering
were outdoors at a later date than
usual. Only 40 colonies of mine are
being wintered in the cellar, and as thev
had continuous flights more or less all
through November, they were left out-
side till Dec. 4th. ,\t that date they
were in fine condition for going iri,

having had a good flight but two days
before, and as there was no snow on
the ground, the hives were nice for
handling. The day was warm enough
for the bees to fly, but having had a
good flight such a time before, they
gave little trouble when being carried
in. Aiter being placed in the cellar,
they came out of the hives a little, but
in the course of a couple of hours they
quieted down nicely.

November '2J<th the bees carried in
some pollen from the few venturesome
dandelions that were in bloom, and
this I believe establishes a record for
our bees in the matter of late gathering
of pollen. Whether the bees I put in
the cellar on Dec. 4th would have been
better off if they had been in a month
earlier, is something I cannot know for

a certainty, but with conditions as they
were, we certainly felt safer at the time
with the bees outdoors.

As to the late-blooming dandelions
mentioned a^ the source of pollen gath-
ered so late in the season, it is only in

3 months of the year (January, Febru-
ary, and March) that it is impossible to

find any of the flowers of this true
friend of the bee-keeper, as I have seen
during the past years, at least a few
blooms in all the other 9 months of the
calendar. True, it is only during May,
and sometimes in early June, that the
blooms are in great enough quantity to
amount to anything, yet the flowers
that show up in November, and this

year in December, help to make the
more dreary season of the year more
pleasant.
After all, it is not only the things

that bring in the dollars, that help to
make life inviting, but the late bloom
of the dandelions in November and
December just as truly answer their
purpose in helping to carry out the
Divine plan as do their more numer-
ous sisters that show themselves in

such profusion during May and June.

Honey Crop Sold Early in Ontario

While we had in our province, this

past season, a fair crop of honey, for
some reason the supply seemed to dis-

appear in record time. No question
but that the Northwest provinces took
a great deal, but aside from that the
honey being of such a superfine quality
had no doubt a great influence in in-

creasing home consumption. These
and other factors combined, have been
the means of cleaning out the supply of
honey to such a degree that some of
the large dealers are now sending out
inquiries for more supplies—an un-
precedented condition for the time of

the year, in so far as I have any recol-
lection. Prices have been good, and
as a natural sequence you do not hear
of any bees being offered for sale here
in Ontario this year. Everything con-
sidered, such as prices, demand, etc.,

coupled with the more general recog-
nition of bee-keeping as a imsi/n-ss,

certainly seem to indicate fair things
for the future for the apiculturist, and
it is not to be wondered at that in this

strenuous competitive age more are
being attracted to the calling each year.

Speaking of the demand for honey
this year, my experience would cer-
tainly lead me to believe that honey is

rapidly growing into favor as a staple
article of food. Last year I kept about
double the honey for home trade, as

compared with other years, and as a
result 1 was sold out before Dec. 1st.

This year I thought to be on the safe

side, and kept a half more than last

season, and at this date (Dec. 13th) I

am entirely sold out. By "home trade"
I mean only what is sold or ordered
from the house, as I have not solicited

a sale for honey for two years.

It certainly is much more pleasant to

have people anxious to buy honey at a

fair price than it is to be forced to go
begging for sales at a ruinously low
figure, as was the case not so many
years ago.

.'Vnd just here I might mention that
after making due allowance for higher
prices prevailing on nearly all kinds of
products, better times and increased
consumption of honey as a staple, one
of the main factors in helping to bring
about these better conditions for the
apiarist is the e-xistence of the so-called
" honey exchange " here in Ontario

—

an institution that is justly gaining the
confidence of nearly, if not all, of the
principal producers.

Ontario Experiment Apiary at Guelph

Hereafter

The Experimental .\piary, of which Mr.
Morley Pettit is the head, is about to be
moved to the Guelph Agricultural College,
and become part and parcel of that institu-
tion. This is as it should be. There is no
reason why apiculture should not have
reached the same placeof importance at the
College as poultry-keeping and butter-mak-
ing. The start is being made very late, but
it is never too late to get right. The profes-
sor in apiculture should be a necessary part
of the College staff, as is any other professor
there. Bee-keeping offers a career as invit-
ing as poultry, and can often be combined
with it. If NIr. Pettit is given his proper
place at ttie College, he will have no time to
go out hunthig for foul brood.— CaNadtart Bee
JoiirTtal.

The foregoing speaks for itself. The
change contemplated is no doubt a

good one, and Mr. Pettit will find

many facilities there at the College that

were absent at Jordan Harbor. In Mr.
Pettit we have an efficient helper, and
judging from the proceedings at the
late convention of the Ontario Associa-
tion, he will have plenty to do, /. <., if

he can decide on what will be the most
profitable line of investigations to

carry on.

At the convention Mr. Pettit asked
for suggestions from the members as-

sembled, as to what they might desire
to have done in the way of research in

apicultural work. It was most amus-
ing to note the different ideas of the
many who expressed opinions on the
matter, and I am afraid that Mr. Pettit

came to the conclusion that, after all,

he would have to depend mostly upon
his own judgment in deciding the char-
acter of the work to be undertaken.
For instance, some thought that the
more scientific side of bee-keeping
should engage the attention of the
Provincial apiarist, in his experiments
and investigations, arguing tliat it was
time the men who were in the business
for a living should he receiving some
help, as those were the ones who had
borne the brunt of the fight in getting
needed legislation, etc. Others thought
the more simpler experiments should
receive attention, such as, for instance,
deciding the different questions as to

wintering, indoors or outside, spring
management ; whether it was advisable
to stimulate or not in the early spring

;
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and the hundred and one diflerent

questions that confront the beginner.

As to what effect the decision of the
Provincial apiarist might have on old
bee-keepers, regards his solution of

these little matters, as was amply illus-

trated right in the convention, Messrs.
Miller and Sibbald, two of our very
successful bee-keepers, happened to be
sitting side by side, and it was pointed
out that Mr. Miller was strongly in

favor of having packing under the bot-
toms of the hives when wintering bees
outside, while, on the other hand, Mr.
Sibbald would have none of the pack-
ing under the hive, as he deemed it to

be simply useless. The writer has had
hives for quite a few years in the same
apiary, about an equal number packed
both ways, and cannot see a particle of
difference in favor of the packed bot-
toms, so would naturally dispense with
them in making winter-cases for the
future.

I ventured the opinion that no mat-
ter what the decision of the Provincial
apiarist might be on the question, both
Messrs. Sibbald and Miller would con-
tinue doing just as they have been
doing, and as there was no dissent
from this assertion, I make bold to
assume that all other experiments along
these lines would be received the same
way, and all would continue doing as
they were accustomed to, provided, of
course, that such practices had been
giving good results.

Bees Wintering on Buckwheat—" Gamb-

ling"

My own bees are heavy with buck-
wheat stores—so heavy, in fact, that
some of the sugar bought for feeding
was not all used, as it seemed like feed-
ing for nothing when the hives were
already so heavy. If there should be
bad results from the buckwheat, then
next spring we will be wishing that
more sugar had been fed—if the bees
winter well, then we will be congratu-
lating ourselves on saving a few dollars.

Such is life, and if we only always knczu
just what was going to occur, how we
would manage

!

But if all the uncertainties of the
business were removed half of its

charms would also disappear, as I have
an idea that these same uncertainties
lend spice and interest to the pursuit,
and help to make of true bee-keepers
the enthusiasts that they generally are.

While in Cobalt last summer, speak-
ing with Mr. Hand, the writer mar-
velled at the gambling spirit that seem-
ed to be so prevalent in so many of the
mining ventures in that country. The
retort came at once, " A few weeks ago
you did not know if you would get a
pound of honey, when all at once
weather conditions became just right,
and in 6 days your bees gathered for
you over 20,000 pounds of honey. What
could you find in the mining country
here, more of a gamble than bee-keep-
ing is?" As my friend was formerly
in the bee-keeping business, and thor-
oughly familiar with all its details and
uncertainties, I was rather at a loss to
answer him at once, other than to re-
mark that at all events the "gamble"

in the bee-business was at least legiti-

mate—something that was not always
the case in mining stocks.

Call it what you may, the gamble of
uncertainties of many conditions un-
controllable by the apiarist helps, as I

have already intimated, to make the
calling one of the most fascinating

pursuits available to us sojourners on
this mundane sphere—yea, make it pos-
sible for at least one body of workers
so to enjoy their chosen vocation as
not to be in sympathy with the com-
monly expressed idea that each one
thinks "the other fellow has always
the best job."

Bulk Comb Honey Production
BY F. GREINER.

I am heartily in favor of bulk comb
honey as advocated by Mr. Scholl, of
Texas, .\lthough we are well rigged
up with our comb-honey supers, and
its being a nice, clean job to handle
comb honey in sections, as compared
with the Texas or Scholl method of
producing honey, yet it may be wise if

we Easteners would look into this
method of comb-honey production.

As I understand it, the honey is pro-
duced in shallow unseparatored supers
with ordinary inexpensive frames, said
shallow frames are either filled with
very light comb foundation or just
starters, at the pleasure of the pro-
ducer. In either case it will be much
easier to start the bees working in the
supers than it is when using section
supers. When I was using undivided
supers, many years ago, or at the be-
ginning of my bee-keeping, it seemed
so easy to get the bees to take hold in
them ; now, with the modern super
divided into 24 little, separated rooms,
it requires all the skill of an expert to

obtain anywhere nearly the same re-

sults.

Our Texas friends fill up their cans
or pails with extracted honey after all

the comb honey the receptacle will

hold, is put in. I am just a bit afraid
to do this. With our honey here, and
with our cold weather, that honey
would soon granulate, and then we
would be in a pickle, or rather a pre-
dicament, from which to extricate our-
selves without incurring a loss, might
bother us. I wonder whether the Texas
honey does granulate under such con-
ditions; and if it does, how our friends
guard against the difficulty. Of course,
by not filling the receptacles till want-
ed, and using extracted honey for fill-

ing in, which had been liquefied be-
fore, or had been heated to about 140
degrees Fahr., and cooled again, a part
of the trouble might be avoided.

I am just a little skeptical as to the
wisdom or advisability of filling the in-

terstices with extracted honey—not
sure that our customers would like

that.

This kind of comb honey and ex-
tracted honey combined would very
likely have to be all sold in a retail way,
directly by the producer to the con-

sumer. This would necessitate the
adoption of a small can or pail suitable
for such trade. If I remember rightly,
the bee-men in Texas use a large can
with a 4-inch screw top. It seems to
me that the " fishing out " of the combs,
dripping with honey, must be a mussy,
disagreeable job, and I doubt if any
groceryman here could be induced to
go into it. We would like to hear from
our Texas people, what their experi-
ence is along these lines.

I am quite sure many of us bee-keep-
ers of the North and East might find
sale in our respective vicinities for a

great deal more honey than is now
consumed, if offered in this cheaper
form. It cannot be denied that the
majority of people prefer comb honey
to liquid honey. I have labored hard
for 30 years to create a liking for ex-
tracted honey. I have always offered
only the very best white and good
flavored honey that could be produced
in my vicinity, but the fact is, by far
the majority of people prefer tlie most
inferior grades of comb honey to the
very finest honey in the liquid form.
Calls for a dollar's worth of cheap
comb honey are very frequent, and all

my honey from unfinished sections is

cut out and put up in tin pans—a dol-
lar's worth in each—and thus sold. To
satisfy this demand for cheap honey, I

never have enough to go around.

Any experienced bee-keeper knows
that bulk comb honey can be pro-
duced, in individual supers referred to,

for a good deal less than even the un-
finished section honey in the divided
supers ; and the quality would be very
much in favor of the former. We
would have good reason to expect an
increased demand for the new product.
Whereas formerly my sales from the
unfinished sections amounted to from
%\h to $20 each season, this might be
tripled the first year, if it was noised
about that such honey was for sale.

The demand would be growing from
year to year; although I would not ex-
pect to see the time that my whole out-
put could thus be disposed.

"./ dollar's iKorth" seems to be
about what many people would prefer
to buy at a time ; even our village cus-
tomers have fallen in line w'ith the
farmers, and will expend a dollar for
honey when a larger or more costly
package, or even a smaller one, would
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not find favor. The question then
arises in my mind. How many pounds
of this mixed product can I "afford to
give for one dollar, taking 14 cents as
the basis of the price of section honey,
and 8>^ cents for the extracted; also
taking into consideration that these
last-named prices are wholesale; while
our new product will be sold in retail?

I wish I knew how well the friction-
top cans, as offered by the Canners'
Can Co.. of Chicago, at $7 per 100 for
the 10-pound size, would suit. I am in-
clined to order a batch for a trial, any-
how.
This is a subject which might be dis-

cussed at bee-keepers' conventions this
winter. Many of our producers may
scorn the idea of giving this matter a
trial, but if we by adopting the Texas
method, and dispose of a portion of our
honey in the home market, we would
make a gain by keeping that much
honey out of the usually glutted city
(market, and this in turn might have the

• effect of raising tlie price of the com-
CBodity.
There can be no doubt that sooner or

later the scarcity of suitable timber to

make sections from, will force us to

make a change in our method of comb-
honey production. We would be wise
if we so planned as to be independent
of the basswood-timber supply.

Naples, N. Y.

Progress of Bee-Culture in Italy

BV C. r. [>.\D.\NT.

The death, during the month of Sep-
tember, 1900, of two noted Italian api-

arists, has drawn the attention of the
bee-keeping world to that co\intry and

Count Borromeo.

ot the progress achieved by it in api-

culture.

Italy, some GO years ago, was a

divided country, the greater portion of

it being mider the iron rule of the
-Austrian monarchy, a small part un-
der the Pope's rule, and the remainder
under other small rulers. The unifica-
tion of the country by the overthrow
of the Austrian power and the securing
of an independence that was long
sought, under the influence of tlie spirit
of liberty set aflame by the patriotism
of Garibaldi and his volunteer legions,
gave an impetus to progress, and it is

hardly to be doubted that Italy would
not yet today be as progressive as she
is, even in the culture of bees, were it

not for the political progress achieved
in the middle of the past century.

Germany had already achieved very
important progress in apiculture when
Italy came to the front; but Germany
had the good luck of being the birth-
place of two great apiarists—Berlepsch
and Dzierzon—the inventor of modern
methods and the parthenogenesis; not
to mention a number of scientists who
helped in discoveries in bee-anatomy.
America followed the footsteps of Ger-
many. To make sure of this, one
needs only to peruse the first two or
three years of the old American Bee
Journal. But the pupil soon got ahead
of the master, and at the present date
the Dzierzon and the Berlepsch hives
can not be compared in efficiency of
manipulation to any of our modern
hives. Langstroth was the man who
set the pace here, by his inventions and
his accurate researches.

Italy then took the cue. In the six-
ties,one of her leaders,Major Hruschka,
invented the honey-e.xtractor. But to
use this machine a practical hive was
needed. Both the German and the
American hives were tried, and the
latter, I believe, took the lead very
promptly. In 1868, " L'.Apicoltore," their
national bee-journal, was founded. A
Central Association for the Encour-
agement of Bee-Culture was organized.
Let us bear in mind that Italy, like all

the old monarchies, is composed of
classes very far apart in social posi-
tions. The contadino or peasant, at

that time, had no education ; in many
places he lacks education yet, but he
is gaining slowly and surely. On the
other hand, the nobility is among the
most aristocratic of Europe. The Vis-
contis and the Borromeos trace their
ancestry back to the middle ages. But
it was among these aristocratic men
that the progress began. They bent
their energies in the most democratic
fashion to the spread of what they rec-

ognized as progress, and proud as they
were of their ancestry, they did not
consider it a degradation to put their
hands at useful work and to preach the
gospel of progress to the uneducated.
They mingled with the mass to teach
new methods, and counts, doctors, en-
gineers and ordinary tradesmen set

themselves on a basis of equality be-
fore the little honey-bee. Is this not
worthy of our consideration? Perhaps
we can hardly realize what such a

thing means, in a democratic country
like ours, where all men are equal.

It would be useless and impossible
for me to name all the men who made
Italian bee-culture what it is today.
Crivelli, Visconti, Lurani, Rauschen-
fels. Dubini (the author of a splendid
treatise), Borromeo, Barbo, etc. The
work of the last named, extensive mi-

croscopic studies, was brought to the
reach of every one by the art of
Clerici, who made beautiful lithographs
of most of them, and these lithographs

CouNr B.MJBO.

were published under the auspices of
the Central Association. They were
since re-published by the editor of the
journal " L'Apicoltore." Rauschenfels.
who is today upwards of fourscore
years of age, but still on the path of
progress.
•Bee-culture in Italy has also been

urged forward by the demand for Ital-

ian bees from all parts of the earth.
But more than anything else the work
of its translators has been beneficial.

From the beginning of its publication
articles have been translated for
"L'.Apicoltore," first by Dr. Dubini,
later by others. Our .American readers
would be astonished to see how well
acquainted the Italians are with the
writings of Doolittle, Dr. C. C. Miller,
A. I. Root, Hutchinson, and hundreds
of others in America. In the same way
they quote from German bee-culture.
France. England, Belgium, Switzer-
land. There is not a magazine in the
world which is more cosmopolitan in

its make-up than " L'Apicoltore."

But, dear reader, do not infer from
the above that the bee-keepers of Italy

are a// progressive. This would be a
big error. Neither are the bee-keepers
all progressive in .America. It was
lately found out by Mr. Holekamp, Sec-
retary of the Missouri State Bee-Keep-
ers' Association, that there are 42,000
bee-keepers in Missouri alone. How
many of those are up-to-date apiarists?
Not one-tenth I dare say. And Mis-
souri does not hold the record for
ignorance, for we have other sections
of the country much farther behind.
Dare we criticise other countries?

While the Steinheil trial was in prog-
ress in France, and our newspapers
were throwing ironical jests at the ren-
dering of justice in l'"rench courts, in
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our own countr\— in proud Illinois—
mobs were dealing out lynch law to

black and wliite alike at Cairo. While
we look at the mote in our brother's

eye, let us not forget the beam which
is in ours, and bids fair to deprive us

entirely of eye-si,!>ht.

Can we draw a moral from the action

of the Italian noblemen who have so

pushed bee-culture forward among the

masses? Yes. They were only a hand-
ful who took hold of this work, but

their united effort has done wonders.
It is not so much the numbers of pro-

gressive men that cause steps forward,

as the quality of the men who do this

work. So in whatever line we see pos-

sibility of progress let us unite, work
in harmony, and let us not leave a stone
unturned which may help progress
among our fellows.

Hamilton, 111.

Southern California as a Bee-

Country

BY W. K. .MUSRISON.

Mr. Editor:— In answer to your
query with regard to Southern Califor-

nia as a bee-country, I wish to say that

my knowledge of it is not sufficient to

allow me to pose as an authority. The
general observations which follow may,
however, answer your purpose for the

present.
San Diego county is certainly the

banner honey-producing county of the

whole United States. Last season was
a rather poor one for the bee-keepers,
but the total honey crop was not far

from 7d carloads, of which .50 carloads
have already been shipped, and the re-

mainder has been partially contracted
for by Hamburg firms, which goes to

show the Germans are willing to pay
more for good honey than any other
nation.

Imperial county was until recently a

part of this (San Diego) county, but

now it forms a sort of kingdom of its

own ; but a railroad is being rapidly
constructed to connect that section

with San Diego city, so that the latter

will form the exporting point for that

county, and possibly for all of Southern
California and part of Arizona.

The prospects are good. Formerly
high freight-rates and poor country
roads held the bee-business back, but

now the rates are dictated by the steam-
ship people, who transport goods to

Salina Crux, in Mexico, where they are
transhipped to Port Mexico, in the
Gulf of Mexico, and thence to New
York, Liverpool, Southampton, London,
Havre, or Hamburg. By this route
there is not only a saving of freight-

rates, but a saving of time as well.

Even when the Panama canal is open-
ed, five years hence, there will be no
saving, as the Mexican route is about
a week shorter. At present the time
taken to New York or Liverpool is

about 22 days. In shipping honey and
beeswax these facts are important. The
Cape Horn route has been entirely
superseded.
Other features of the situation are

the extensions of various railway lines.

The Santa Fe is busily improving its

road-bed by extensive alterations and
improvements, so that its fast trains

will travel straight through to Chicago
without being remade. Los Angeles
will simply be a whistlin.g station on
the way to San Diego. Not only so.

but the Santa Fe intends to reconnect
Temecala with Fallbrook so as to give
it another through line via San Ber-
nardino. This line would pass through
an ideal bee-country. Various branch
lines project out from San Diego, and
extensions of these will soon take
place.

One of these extensions is from Fos-
ters Station on to Ramona and War-
ner's Hot Springs, and thence on to

the Imperial country. This will pass
through a great bee-country only par-

tially developed. The reason for this

extension is curious. It has been dis-

covered that a section of country
around Julian, in San Diego county, is

great for producing apples, equal to,

and probably surpassing. Hood River
(Oregon), Idaho, Utah, Colorado, New
Mexico, or any other of the famous
apple-growing sections. I recently at-

tended an exhibition of these apples in

San Diego, and they were certainly

worth a long journey to see. This lit-

tle town of Julian can certainly surpass
such famous apple States as New York,
Michigan, or Arkansas. I saw such
old-time varieties as Yellow Transpar-
ent, Early Harvest. Red Astrachan, Red
June, Summer Pearmain, Ben Davis,
Missouri Pippin, Nonesuch, Winter
Pearmain, Winesap, Rome Beauty.
Alexander, Spitzenberg. R. I. Greening,
Maiden Blush, Bellflower, Northern
Spy, and even a far-north variety like

Wagner, grown to perfection. After
the exhibition was over the apples
were auctioned, and two boxes brought
$18 each. That's going some. At pres-
ent this apple section is without rail-

road facilities. Good apple lands, for
this reason, can be readily obtained at

low prices as yet. Moreover, it is a

great section for honey-production

—

none better.

The new Spreckeles railroad from San
Diego to Yuma, Ariz., will open up
some entirely new bee-country. It

jumps from the LInited States into

Mexico half a dozen times, hugging
the boundary line all the way. It is

said to be an extension of the Rock
Island system. If so, great develop-
ments can be confidently looked for.

The population of San Diego has
trebled in 9 years, and in all probability
it will have 100,000 by li)l.j.

Another improvement that will work
for the benefit of the bee-industry is

the good roads movement. San Diego
has recently voted $1,2.j0,000 for road
construction throughout the country
districts. This will help the bee-keep-
ers, as many are situated far from rail-

roads, and have long, hard hauls, which
almost render the work unprofitable.

Of late years conditions have im-
proved for the small farmer. Poultry,
eggs, etc., bring fine prices, and the
mild climate renders the work pleas-

ant and agreeable in every way. Tur-
keys bring 2-') cents a pound, live

weight, and the demand is unlimited.
No business dovetails so nicely with.

the bee-industry as raising turkeys, for

a California bee-ranch forms a perfect
home for these liberty-loving birds. In
fact, the conditidns could hardly be im-
proved. Fallbrook and Escondido are

honey-shipping centers ; they are
equally great on turkeys.
As regards the price of land, there is

no reason to pay fancy prices. I have
heard of several bee-ranches for sale

at what seemed to me very reasonable
prices. The only way to see and un-
derstand this section properly, is to

come over the Santa Fe to San Diego,
and then make short trips back into
the country. Conditions are different
from what they used to be. Nice
country homes can be obtained, sur-
rounded with flowers, vines, figs, olives,

oranges, lemons, etc. There is no need
to rough it, unless you wish it. The
school facilities are excellent.

Anybody can be suited as regards
climate. If you want to live where
there is no winter, locate along the
coast. For a dry climate, for rheuma-
tism or consumption, select a place 20
miles inland, and from the ocean's
fogs, or back l.'>0 miles on the Colorado
desert. If you like a little winter
weather, with a regular rainfall for
crops, trv a location 40 or 50 miles in-

land, with an elevation of 3000 to 4000
feet. There are some excellent health
resorts for the afflicted ones.

Living is not expensive—not as ex-
pensive as in the Central States. Ex-
cellent cottages with all modern im-
provements can be had in San Diego
at from $12 to $1-5 a month, and in small
places still cheaper.

I mention this because many seem to

think living expenses are high in Cali-

fornia. Everything seems to be high
in San Francisco, but the situation

there is abnormal. For a large city,

Los Angeles is a cheap place to live, all

things considered. Another point is,

there is work for all who want to work,
at living wages, so that no one need be
afraid to make the jump. California
never was better, and more people
would make it better, in my opinion. It

will accommodate many more millions
before being overcrowded.
San Diego, Calif.

Packing for Hives in Winter

BY LOUIS MACEY.

I have read everything I could get
hold of on this subject, and have tried

the "Three sticks across frames for

bee-space—2 thicknesses of burlap, and
then a super -3 full of chaff as an ab-
sorbent or ventilating cover"—with
satisfactory results, only I now tack
the burlap to the bottom of the super,

so if a nice day comes and I want to

see how the bees are doing, I can lift

the super off without spilling the chaff.

.'\sto packing cases, however, I have
seen nothing to fill the requirements
that were not too expensive. Where
one has a large number of hives
(" store-boxes "), as recommended by a
recent contributor, are not to be
thought of, especially in a prairie coun-
try where people even buy laths at 40

cents a bunch for knuilhiff: "store-
boxes" command a premium, and
there's not enough to go around: be-

sides, no ordinary "store-box" is sufli-

ciently weatherproof to keep the wind
out and the packing material dry, as it

should be kept; neither will a case
made of boards, after the first year, un-
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less well made out of good material

aud well painted, and such a case costs

too much for the average bee-keeper.

So, while running my "thinkworks"
overtime, I chanced to see a lot of Jar-

paper where a railroad grading gang
had torn down a temporary stable. I

picked up some 40 or 50 pieces about

"i'/i feet long, and thought I would try

it. I first wrapped 5 or (3 thicknesses

of newspaper around a hive, and then

the tar-paper, tying with binder twine.

I didn't like it; it looks like very //tin

protection, and if it breaks at the cor-

ners, or a piece gets loose anywhere,
the wind will beat a tattoo with it that

must be exceedingly annoying to the

bees. So I quit, and fired up my
" thinkworks " again, and finally evolved

a case that will beat any other outdoor
protection 1 have ever heard of or read

of—wind-proof, rain-proof, non-con-
ducting, and cheap enough for anyone.
1 never had any occasion to buy tar-

paper, and don't know what it costs,

but I know it's cheap, and 1 don't think

it will cost 10 cents a hive to pack
them snug.

In the first place, my hives are all

(except 3) grouped in twos, a hi Miller,

and facing south, and were already

"top-packed"—with chaff in the super,

and cover put on loosely.

I happened to have a lot of short

posts, and I set these, one at the south-

east and one at the southwest corners

of the 2 hives. I let one corner of the

post come against the corner of the

hive, and the rest stand out south as

far as it would to shed the wind away
from the entrance. A piece of 1x6, and
2 feet long firmly driven in the ground
would answer the same purpose.

Now a sheet of tar-paper is set on
edge in a semi-circle around the hives,

working it well down to, or into, the

ground, so the wind can't get under;
and then with two strips of lath, nail it

fast to the posts. If you use boards in

place of posts, it will take just about 8

feet of paper to reach around to the

edges of the boards (with two 10-frame

hives). The tops of the posts should

be about 3 inches lower than hive-top.

Now take a handful of straw, chaf?,

leaves, or whatever you have to pack
with, and shove it down at the back
corners of the hives where the paper

is inclined to touch the hive, firs/. This
pushing out at the corners will draw in

the back somewhere, but don't do this

too much. Now mark around on a line

with the tops of the posts, and with a

sharp knife slit the paper from the top

edge down to this line, making slits

about 10 to 12 inches apart, or a little

closer at the corners. Now with all

the packing in, and packed tight up to

to line next to the paper, and sloping

to the hive top, fold in the paper so the

corner flaps will overfold the others

(with new, pliable paper, if you are a

good hand, you can fold in without
slitting, which is better). Now an-

other sheet 3 feet long laid over these

flaps will cover the top completely, and
you can secure with plenty of weights,

or if you use wooden covers tack to

the end-pieces of the covers.

Stuff some old pieces of gunny sack

between the hives in front to keep the

chaff from being worked out by chick-

ens, etc., and the job is done. It takes

much less time to </u than to <fisif/bc.

Tar-paper is offensive to the mice, too,

and I don't think they are so apt to nest

inside this as in a board case, but if

you use straw or chaff for packing, put

it out and let the chickens scratch all

the grain out before you use it around
the hives, and if the hive-entrances are

more than ^s-inch, contract them with

a strip of tin tacked on.

Ventil.\ting Blocks.

I tried Dr. Miller's plan of putting fl-

inch blocks under the corners of the

hives for ventilation to repress swarm-
ing. I think them a great help, but my
experience was contrary to his, the

bees used both sides and back as en-

trances, and when I removed the blocks

they clustered around the back a long
time before going around to the front

entrance.
North Platte, Xebr.

Why are These Things So?

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Why are what things so? And what
is there of interest in the matter to the

bee-keepers of the United States?

These thoughts came to me upon laying

down a paper published 23 years ago in

which I read this sentence:

"We (thebee-keepersof the United States]
should do all we can to maintain decent
prices for honey."

Very well, I agree to that, and as far

as I kiiow all who take and read our
bee-literature of today are with me in

this matter. And from what knowl-
edge I have, there are few bee-keepers

of the present who do not read the bee-

literature, in comparison to what there

were 23 years ago; as there has been a

great drifting toward "specialty" in

our pursuit during those years; and
the specialist in any calling in life is the

one of all the rest who keeps abreast of

the times by reading up on the subject

of his or her specialty.

Very well, again. And have not the

bee-keepers done all they can to main-

tain decent prices for honey? Cer-

tainlv, the specialists. Those who have

read' our bee-papers during those 23

years, well know that there has been no
subject more thoroughly gone over

than this matter of prices for our pro-

duct. We have adopted attractive

styles of packages, gone over all the

ground looking toward the shipping of

honey, so it should arrive in market in

an inviting condition; established rules

for grading, so that the fancy product

should not be mixed in the same crate

with that of an inferior quality; tried

to form associations and honey com-
panies to proclaim and boom this

graded product, etc. And what has

been our success in this matter? Let

us analyze a little and see what advan-

tage these things have been to us.

In this old paper in which I found
the sentence quoted, I find comb
honey quoted at from 12 to 16 cents a

pound ; and on turning to the quota-

tions of today I find that the average

of the many houses quoting honey re-

mains at the same 12 to 16 cents. And
thus it would seem that all our efforts

during the past 23 years to advance the

prices of honey, by getting it to mar-

ket "graded to a feather," as the poul-

try men would say, putting it up in

fancy sections, fancy shipping-cases,
forming associations and companies
to educate and buy the honey of those
who once put the same on the market
at ruinous prices, etc., have only en-
abled us just barely to " hold our own "

as to prices, so that honey put on the

market in the best possible shape con-
ceivable in the minds of bee-keepers,
brings only the same price that it did

23 years ago. Rather poor encourage-
ment, is it not?
But what more encouragement do I

want than to be able to buy my bee-

papers with the same number of

pounds of honey that I could 23 years

ago? Then, I can buy my bee-books
with the same amount of honey; and
my queen-bees necessary for the itn-

provement of stock; and—and—and—

!

I tried to say supplies, in which to hive

my new colonies, sections in which to

store my honey, cases in which to ship

my honey to market, etc. ; but I could
not. And they tell me that the reason
I cannot purchase these supplies with

the same honey I could 23 years ago,

and thus "maintain decent prices for

honey," is because /iim/ni- is becoming
very scarce through the denuding of

the forests. Perhaps. But if you take

a socialist paper you will find some-
thing said about a /nri/f on lumber,

which enables the lumber trusts to cry

the "denuding of forests" to their ad-

vantage. But, hold on ! I have no
special reason to complain of the ex-

change of my honey for my bee-sup-

plies. Back a few sentences I said

something about "holding our own,"
and quoted a poultryinan's expression.

Whew ! that poultryman's product
almost takes my breath away, as I look
back over the 23 years. Eggs today
40 to 50 cents a dozen. Then, 20 to 25

cents. Why is not our honey 30 to 40

cents instead of 15 cents? Talk about
holding my own! Look at butter,

meat, flour—in fact, almost all a family

needs for their existence (except

honey), and what show has the honey-
producer with these things?

Only this morning I had to pay to

my neighbor agriculturist 15 cents a

pound for lard, so that Mrs. Doolittle

could put a crust on the pie I am sup-

posed to have for dinner; and that

brother agriculturist robbed me of

nearly half of my honey that I sold for

the money to buy that lard with, when
a comparison is made of the prices of

honey and lard 20 to 30 years ago.

Then, two or three days ago Iliad to

pay 34 cents a pound for the butter that

I spread on my pancakes before I put

on a lot of honey, spreading the butter

thin and the honey thick, thinking in

this way to equalize things a little,

when I remembered that we bee-keep-

ers used to talk in bee-conventions

that the price of butter and honey was
supposed to "go hand in hand," and
would probably so continue down
through all the time.

What IS the trouble ? Has the United
States been "denuded of cows" like

they have of forests, or of hen's, or of

hogs? Will the socialist tell us about

/uriff, and a farmers' trust enabling

them to hold the prices of butter, lard,

eggs, etc., up to where it takes from

two to three times the amount of my
honey to buy the same amount of their
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product that I could get as an even ex-

change 20 to 3(i years ago? Have I

been guilty of lying when I have told

my brother agriculturist and friends

having large families, that bread with a

little honey spread on it would be rel-

ished, and be better for the children

than b\itter? And was I wrong when 1

told them that honey was cheaper than
any kind uf sauce, because it would
keep indefinitely, so as to be just as

good a week, a month, or a year after

putting on the table, if all was not
eaten at a single meal ; while sauce that

was not eaten up was poor or worth-
less unless eaten soon after it was
made, or a can containing the preserved
product opened?

But I will not enlarge further. If

there is one in the bee-keeping ranks
who can solve the question, why honey
does not advance in price in something
nearly an equal ratio with other farm
products; and why it is that when farm
products drop somewhat in price,

honey generally takes a "slump," we
should like to hear from him.

I am very anxious to hear through
the columns of the American Bee Jour-
nal the ' unravelling " of the mystery,
and ask in the heading of this article,
" U7iy are lliise things so.'"

Borodino, N. Y.

Apiarian Exhibit at Kansas

State Fair

BY J. C. FR.^XK.

I am sending a view of " The Golden
Apiary " exhibit at the Kansas State

Fair, held at Hutchinson Sept. 11 to 17,

1909. The judges were C. P. Dadant
and Dr. G. Bohrer.
The premiums awarded were as fol-

lows :

Best 3-banded Italian bees and aueen in
observatory hive—ist. Golden .\piary. S?; 2d.

W. I. Measer. S3: 3d. J. J. Measer. S2.

Best 3-banded Italian queen in maiHn^-
cage—1st, W. [. Measer. S3; 2d. Golden Api-
ary. S2; 3d. J. J. Measer Si.

Best Golden Italian bees and queen in ob-
servatory hive—1st. W. I. Measer. S5: 2d. J.

J. Measer. S3; 3d. Golden Apiary. $2.

Best Golden Italian queen in mailing-care
— ist. Golden Apiary. $3; 2d. J. J. Measer. S2.

Best display of beesand queen— ist.Golden
Apiary. Ss; 2d. J. J. Measer. S3; 3d. W. I. Mea-
ser. S2.

Best case of white comb honey. 20 sections
or more—ist. J. J. Measer. $5; 2d. W. I. Mea-
ser, $3: 3d. Golden .\piary. S2.

Best case of amber comb honey. 20 sec-
tions or more, any variety— ist. Golden Api-
ary Ss; 2d. J. J. Measer, S3; 3d. W. I. Mea-
ser, $2.

Best case of white clover hones', 20 sec-
'tions or more— ist, W. I. Measer. Ss; 2d, J. J.
\Ieaser. S3-

Best case of alfalfa comb honey, 20 sections
or more— ist. Golden ."Vpiary. Ss; 2d. W. I.

Measer. S2; 3d. J. J. Measer. $2.

Best display of comb honey—ist. Golden
Apiary. Sio; 2d, J. J. Measer. S8; 3d. W. I.

Measer. $5.

Best special designs in comb honey— ist,

J. J. Measer. $8; 2d. Golden Apiary. SS-

Best comb of white honey for extracting—
ist. Golden Apiary. Si; 2d, J. J. Measer. S2;

3d. W. I. Measer. Si.

Best comb of amber honey for extracting—
ist, J. J. Measer. S3; 2d. Golden Apiary. S2;

3d. W. I. Measer. $1.

Best dozen i-pound jars of white extracted
honey— ist. Golden Apiary. S3: 2d, J. J. Mea-
ser. S2; 3d. W. I. Measer. Si.

Best dozen i-pound jars of amber extracted
honey— ist. Golden .\piary. S3; 2d, J. J. Mea-
ser. $2; 3d. W. I. Measer, Si.

Best sample of sweet clover extracted
honey, i-pound jars-ist. W. I. Measer, S3;

2d. Golden .\piary. $2: 3d. I. J. Measer. Si.

Best display of extracted honey— ist. Gold-

en .-^pi.iry. Sio; 2d. J. J. Measer. 58; 3d. W. I.

Measer. Ss.

Best ^pounds of yellow beeswax—ist.

Golden .Apiary. Ss; 2d. J. J. Measer, S?: 3d.

W. I. Measer. $2.

Best designs in beeswax—1st. J. J. Measer.
S«; 2d. W. I. .Measer, S5; 3d. Mrs. Delia Mea-
ser. S2.

Best sample of houcy-vinegar, with recipe
for making— 1st. Golden Apiary, S3; 2d, J. J.

.Measer. $2; 3d. W. I. Measer, Si.

Best display of bee-keepers's supplies—1st.

W. R. Randle Seed Co.. Sio; 2d. Golden .-Api-

ary. $8.
.

Best and most attractive apiary display—
ist. Golden Apiarv. Sio; 2d. J. J. Measer. S8;

3d. W. I. Measer. S^.

Kor best manipulation of swarm of bees in

cage by any person— ist. Golden .Apiary. $10.

Best collection of honey-producing plants
and flowers, mounted— ist, J. J. Measer. $5;

2d. Golden -Apiary, S3.

This was said to be the best exhibit

that was ever put up at the Kansas
State Fair.

Dodge City, Kan.

1.—Bee-Talks for Beginners

I3V JIMSU.N RAGWEED, OF INDI.\N.\.

I am a bee-keeper, honey-dealer, sup-

ply-dealer, office boy, janitor, and I

look after a number of other details. I

have even expended some money in

advertising bee-supplies, but I have re-

solved that if Carnegie wants to die

poor just let him try advertising bee-

supplies. I have just finished a good
dinner, consisting of Dutch potato

salad, pigs' feet, and fruit salad with
whipped cream, and three candied
cherries in the whipped cream, and
now I feel like talking.

Beginners .and Bee-Liter.ature.

I have helped to initiate a whole lot

of beginners in the mystic realm of

bee-keeping, and am still at it, and
what a pleasure it is to watch some of

them grow and secure the very best re-

sults—and how aggravating to see

others who never cease making blun-
ders! Many of these beginners are

readers of the bee-publications, and
many of them never will subscribe,

although a bee-paper and a text-book
ought to be a part of the first outfit

with any beginner, especially since our
bee-publications are now gotten up so
beautifully and so elegantly illustrated.

Some claim that they cannot under-
stand the terms used in the bee-papers,

but I believe that with even a limited

experience this would all reveal itself.

Bee-Keeping Without Veils.

One man explains that he would be
fascinated with the business were it

not that all the engravings which come
before him in the bee-books, where
one is manipulating a hive, show the

operator bundled up with veil and
gloves, and that he thought the busi-

ness must therefore be very dangerous.
In looking over my books I find this to

be true, and it just spoils the engrav-
ings, too, as well as alarming the be-

ginner. Can it be that Dr. Miller,

Ernest R. Root, and VV. Z. Hutchinson,
don a veil every time they open up a

hive? Judging from various engrav-
ings I infer that they do, and that re-

minds me that if I had the three of

them engaged in my apiary I could not
afford to pay them as much as the
other boys who do not require veils.

However, it would be gratifying to

know that they were not smoking

cigarets as soon as my back was turned,
for they cannot smoke cigarets and
wear a veil.

I have always advised beginners to

use a veil, and I always keep a surplus
for visitors, but with me the charms of

bee-keeping would disappear if I had to

continue the use of a veil. I do not
use a veil, and I do not get stung, and
I use the least possible smoke, but this

cannot be learned from books— it re-

quires actual experience, and one can
become so familiar with their bees that

a fighting, stinging bee can be picked
up before the bee can get. a foothold
with its feet, which it must do before
using its sting. Of course, some of the
foreign races are very vicious, and a

veil would be required, and one must
learn, for his safety, to consider weath-
er conditions, the time of day, and the
honey-flow; I do remember an early

experience where a foreign bee that

had not yet become Amercanized,
stung me inside the nostril, and it hurt
so badly that I felt that to take my pen-
knife and cut my nose ofT would be a
relief.

Robber-Bees in the Apiary.

I am frequently asked how to stop-

robbing, and it is aboui the most diffi-

cult question that is ever presented,

for, after robbing is started, it is very
difficult to stop it, and it should be im-
pressed on all that prevention is the

best remedy. In visiting good, progres-
sive bee-men I have been greatly sur-

prised how much robbing was tolerated.

Many have the habit of placing any
waste honey in the open air to be taken
by the bees as a matter of economy,
not realizing that this will demoralize
a lot of bees, for it seems to me that
" once a robber always a robber," and
the robbers have a way of reporting
any '" find " to their comrades.

I have observed some peculiar inci-

dents in connection with robbers.

Once I overlooked a brood-comb con-
taining some honey which I left at the
base of an apple-tree. On returning to

the yard I found that the bees had car-

ried away the honey, and a throng of

bees were hovering about the base of

all trees in the orchard. I wondered
if the first scout, on returning with its

morsel, had not told one of the senti-

nels, in the bee-language, that the loot

was to be found at the base of one of

the trees.

On another occasion I left a dish of

honey in a south window of my honey-
house, and in a little while there was a

throng of bees at each south window
of my house, and the same thing pre-

vailed at my neighbor's, a block away.
Evidently the discoverer had stopped
and shouted at the top of his voice,

"Come on. kids! right out here at a

south window !"

If I should spill a few drops of honey
or sryup on a hive cover I would im-
mediately wipe it away with a wet
towel, rather than have my bees take it

up and then become demoralized ; and
I am very sure this would be good
economy.

Chunk Honey Increasing.

Because bees are so very interesting

we find a great many men keeping a

few colonies just for the pleasure of

studying their wonderful ways. If de-
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tails were carefully studieil tlie profits
could be greatly increased in many in-
stances. For instance, it one is not re-
quired to case liis honey for shipment
to another market, the product can be
increased by omitting the separators,
for anything that divides the cluster
will surely retard comb-building. A
larger section would also aid in secur-
ing a larger yield ; but it is well to keep
in line with standard goods. I find
that many bee-keepers are shipping
their honey to a distant market when it

could have been sold at home for even
better prices.

One most excellent way of getting
returns is to produce comb honey in
shallow extracting frames, and then
cutting it out and place it in pails of say
3 pounds of comb and 2 of extracted.
This is called "chunk honey," and the
demand is constantly increasing. It re-
lieves the burden of carrying over a

lot of unfinished sections from one
season to the other, and more honey
can be secured because the working
force is not divided with sections and
separators.

Vari.-\ble Bee-Keepers—F.vll Feeding.

Some bee-keepers get very enthusi-
astic over their bees during the honey-

flow and then neglect them during fall

and winter. A colony of bees could
yield a hundred pounds of surplus and
starve with an empty brood-chamber
during winter. If you permit this to
happen, the humane society ought to
get after you. Fall feeding is always
more satisfactory than spring feeding,
and there is no danger of overfeeding
in the fall, for if an abundance is pro-
vided they will begin in the supers that
mucli earlier the next season.

Size of Hive Preferred.

Some of us are undoubtedly preju-
diced in our methods of doing things.
If you prefer a lO-frame hive to the 8-

frame size, by all means adopt the one
that you prefer. With me I find that
my bees build «/ more readily than
they iridcit on/, and for this reason I

prefer the 8-frame hive tiered up ac-
according to the strength of the col-
ony. In wintering I think I get best
results in the smaller brood-chamber,
for I would prefer a specified amount
of honey stored in 8 combs rather than
have the same ainount distributed in

10. In regard to these disputed points it

is always well to say that difference in

locality may require different methods.
To be continued.)
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California Bee Kcepe-

By W. A. PRYAL. Alden Station, Oakland. Calif.

And Alfalta Bows to the Bees

SoiTie years back a few alfalfa grow-
ers raised quite a how-de-do because
bees extracted nectar from their alfalfa
blossoms, and, forsooth, the crop, es-
pecially of seed, was ruined. Of course,
bee-keepers never believed that such
could be the case; in fact, they just
knew the contrary was true. We all

remember the case of the Australian
farmers who were only too glad to
have bees brought near their clover-
fields that the seed-vessels would be
fertilized by these insects.

From " Kimball's Dairy Farmer,"
Oct. 1.5. I learn that Prof. Coburn, in

his admirable work, " The Hook of
.Mfalfa," pays a very high compliment
to the honey-bee in the necessary work
it does for tiie seed of this plant. He
says

:

" It lias been discovered that tlie honev
bee is of more importance to the alfalfa than
the alfalfa is to the bee." "The peculiar
construction of the alfalfa blossom renders
it unable to fertilize itself, and its shape
makes cross-fertilization very difficult. In
the niarveions "balance of ijood * in nature,
alfalfa, like thousands of (jther plants, is

aided in its lease of life by the insect world.
It is not known just Ik)W many insects or
birds assist this remarkable plant, but the
honey-bee is the m<ist conspicuous, the most
industrious, the most eauer, and certainly
the most useful."

Then the author cites several experi-
ments that were carried to a- success-

ful conclusion to prove that without
the bee there would be no alfalfa seed.
Good I Plant more alfalfa, ye farm-

ers and stockmen, and invite a few of
the nicest people in the world to come
with their honey-bees and be your
neighbors.

True " Wonderberry," or the Himalaya

Blackberry

A good many persons who have made
the acquaintance of the Himalaya black-
berry look upon it as an Asiatic fruit;
others claim it as purely of California
parentage. Just what it is I am at a
loss to say, as it is one of Luther Bur-
bank's "creations," whatever that may
mean. It was only a few months ago
that our noted plant breeder, in a re-
markable letter be sent the Rural New-
Yorker, stated that this fruit was one
of the many notable creations he sent
out. Whether that means that he pro-
duced it from seed of his own hybridiz-
ing, or if it is one of his "pick-ups,"
like the Australian Crimson Rhubarb.
Spineless Cactus, and, I am led to be-
lieve others, including the so-called
Wonderberry, or Slnlanium >ti,trriini

hurbaiikii, as it might, through cour-
tesy, be called, I cannot say. .'Vt any
rate, I should judge it has some claim
to at least a partial birthplace in the
Himalayan Mountains. And all this

uncertainty as to its real nationality
impels me to christen it the "Wonder-
berry." And 'tis a wonder in other
ways, besides. It may not be the best
of our "wizard's" plant-productions;
it is certainly no mean one, and I am
giving him the benefit of the doubt as
to his being its putative father, to put
it that way.

To the bees it must be a wonderberry,
for, as far as I know (and I am ac-
quainted with about all the blackberries
under cultivation in this part of the
world) it is the only black-fruited
berry that blooms through a good por-
tion of the late fall, and sometimes in
a limited way. even into December. It

makes good bee-pasturage; the pity is

that there are not more of them grown.
It begins to ripen its fruit, which is

borne in prodigious quantities, just
about the time raspberries and com-
mon blackberries are going out of sea-
son, and it so continues to ripen an

HiM.M.AVA Bl.^ckhekkv Bi.ossoms.

abundance of luscious fruit for over a

month, and slacks off gradually for
several weeks more, and sometimes it

runs on even into winter.

The vines are rampant growers, and
often push their luxuriant growth 20
feet all about them. They should be
grown on trellises; usually the wood
lives on for a number of years, being
in this regard unlike other blackber-
ries. As a preserving fruit for jams
and jellies it is par excellence. I don't
know if it will succeed in the Fast. It

is worth trying for its fruit and the
bee-forage it furnishes.

Eucalyptus for Quick-Get-Richers

1 notice that a lot of the papers and
magazines are publishing the advertise-
ments of promoters of eucalyptus hard-
wood schemes, most of which claim
that thousands of acres of this valuable
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tree are Ijciiig planted in this State ;

that by buying stock in these schemes
one cannot help but get rich.

Tlie eucalyptus is all right; so is the

planting of it, but I would caution

any one having anything to do with

these schemes. Better get some land

and raise your own trees
;
you will

then surely know "where you are at."

Gold bricks and eucalyptus stock are

good things to let alone, even if some
of them seem genuine.

o<r7^

Docfor Miller^

%esfi0n-B9x^

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal or to

DR. C. C. MILLER. Marengo. 111.

Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Wintering in Outside House— Hive-
Ventilation—Wintering Queen-

less Colonies.

1. Is it a good idea to put bees in an out-

house for wintering? Will it be better tiian

leaving them on the summer stands?
2. Is it a good idea to ventilate the hive

near the top by boring a small hole to let the

damp air out?

3. Will a 'colony of bees that loses its

queen in October or November live througii

the winter? and can they be kept until May,
or until the shipping season begins?

Illinois-

Answers.— 1. It will be all right if they are

well packed and warmer on top than on the

sides, only you must be sure that there is a

clear entrance for them to fly whenever a day
is warm enough.

2. Some favor and some oppose the idea.

The important thing is to have warm packing

on top.

3. They are not so likely to live over, but

sometimes they do. It will probably be more
profitable to unite them with a colony having
a laying queen, even if you divide again in

the spring.

Getting Increase of Colonies.

I am a beginner and have fifteen colonies.

I would like to increase. I divided one colony
the past fall. In August I took 3 frames
out of one colony, bees and brood together.

I did not look for the queen. I did not
know if I had the queen in the old or new
hive, but they are both all right at the pres-

ent time. Would you advise dividing that

way in May or June, or not at all in that

way? If not, kindly explain how is best.

Penn.
Answer. — Your plan of dividing could

hardly be easier, but it might be better. It

you take the 3 frames of brood and bees and
put them on a new stand, all the older ones
will return to the old stand, leaving a rather

discouraged lot of bees not in condition to

rear the best kind of a queen. Better make
sure which is the queehless part and leave it

on the old stand. Then a week later you can
let the two hives swap places, if you like.

You will sec that by having on the old stand
the part that is rearing a queen, at least for

the first week, there will be a stronger force,

especially of the older bees, and you will have
a much better chance of a good queen.

Keeping Bees Warm in Winter.
I thought that all bee-keepers who wrote

about bees advised keeping them warm in

winter, so that they would not "burn" so

much honey to keep up heat, but when I read,

in "Forty Years Among the Bees," page 304.

a bout your warm cellars and plenty of fresh
air, I thought it would not take so much
honey as it would in a cellar without the fur-

nace. But when I turned to page 324 and
saw what you wrote later on, you say that

the bees in the warmer part of the cellar

starved to death. How can you tell in what
temperature bees will use the least stores in

winter?

A neighbor of mine says that to have plenty

of cold air bv having cracks in the sides of

the hives and setting them on boards with

the hives apart so the bees will keep too cold

to eat much honey, is the best to winter them.
He left a colonv up in an apple-tree where he

hived them, and said that they did fine until

a snow-storm came and blew the hive down.
Another neighbor claims that in hiving swarms
that get contrary and will not stay in the

hive, to tie a red wasp in the head of the

hive thev will stay all right. This is sup-

I)osed to be put in, in case the queen gets lost

or killed. Another oneclaims his mother had
a swarm and the "king" got killed, and she

made a "king" out of flannel and tied it up
in the hive, and they did all right.

Tar-Heel.
Answer.—About 45 degrees above zero is

considered the temperature at which bees are

most nearly dormant, and at which they will

consume least stores. If colder they must
consume more to keep up the heat, and if

warmer they are more active and use up more
stores.

Your neighbors seem quite original in some
of their views. You do not mention the color

of the "flannel king." The wrong color might
be fatal I

Breeding to Improve Bees.

Please read the enclosed clipping on trap-

nested stock as layers, and give your idea of

it as to whether it could be carried out in

bee-keeping. I think the same system ought
to be. Then we would get some good stock.

New York.

In the long and interesting clipping you
have sent, the part to which I think you re-

fer reads as follows:

"We believe it is an error to breed from
the 'abnormal' hen. By 'abnormal* I mean
a hen whose laying record is too far removed
from the average ('normal') of the flock ot

which she is a member. For instance, when
our flock average for last year was 162 eggs
per hen, we considered all hens varying more
than ten per cent from the record 'abnormal.'

This applied to those laying above as well as

those laying below the average, and we con-

sidered hens laying uniform eggs between the

numbers 170 and ISO. the best breeders in

the flock. These we housed by themselves to

use in further developing the strain.

"In this selection great care was taken to

pick out only such breeders as showed strong

vitality. It is the heavy layer of weakened
constitution that will nullify all previous good
work accomplished with the strain, since she

cannot transmit to her offspring the first es-

sential to a successful career as an egg layer.

viz.. a healthy, robust body.
"It seems to me the way to improve a strain

of egg layers is not to take the star perform-
ers who have (judged by the average per-

formance of the flock) overstrained them-
selves, but rather to take those that have done
a little better (not exceeding ten per cent)

than the rest. If a whole flock can average

162, the all-round best birds, for that flock,

are slightly above the average."

I am not a scientific breeder of either bees

or biddies, and so not competent to pass

opinion as to whether there is much in this

for bce-kcepcrs or not. Some time ago the Bee
Keepers* Review contained several articles on
the same line written by a man well qualified
as a breeder of fine horses. They appeared
to be ably written, going into details which,
if carried out, might produce results, but it

seemed to me that it would be somewhat difli-

cult for us everyday bee-keepers to understand
and carry out the instructions given. If any-
one has tried to put them in practice, I do
not remember to have seen any account of it.

According to the teaching of the clipping
here quoted, the matter is much simpler: It
is merely to select for breeders those which
give not more than ten per cent better results
than the average. For instance, if your aver-
age per colony this year was 60 pounds per
colony, and you had one or more colonies yield-
ing 100 pounds each, and one or more yielding
66 pounds each, you are to breed next year
from those which gave GO pounds each. Tile
idea is that the 100-pounders are freaks, in-
constant in habit, and so are likely to hark
back to poorer work, while the GC-pounders
are more likely to be permanent in their pos-
terity.

If I may be allowed to venture an opinion,
the idea that a hen which has overstrained
herself by too heavy laying has weakened her-
self thereby and will consequently have a
weakened posterity hardly applies to bees. But,
of course, I don't know for certain.

I suppose it is undisputed that in many
cases where a new strain has been established
in some class of domestic stock, the starting
point has been with some animal which showed
a marked departure from the ordinary type

—

a sport or freak—and then the effort was made
by selection to make permanent that freakish
departure.

I must confess that for years I have been
breeding from freaks. In other words, I have
bred from queens whose worker progeny gave
me the largest yields. The result has been
exceedingly satisfactory, so far as yield is

concerned. Whether I might not have done
as well or better by persistently breeding each
year from stock whose yield was only ten
per cent above the average, I cannot say.

I am confident of this, that if a bee-keeper
breed each year from stock better than the
average, he will be sure to improve his stock,
whether he follows the plan of breeding from
stock 10 per cent above the average or from
that which is 100 per cent better.

Requeening Colonies.
I have 170 colonies of bees, 70 of them

with Italian queens that I bought of reliable
queen-breeders. The balance (100) arc com-
posed of common bees, partly Italian and mixed
with black bees. Now, I do not feel able to
buy queens for the 100 colonies, and ask for
the best way to requeen them, and wish you
to be particular to give me a method that a
common bee-keeper ought to be able to under-
stand and use. I do not care to try cell-cups
or any method that is adapted to experts. I

wish to requeen the 100 colonies from cells

reared from eggs of some of the best queens
I now have. "Southwest."

Answer.— I can do no better than to re-

peat my reply to "Tennessee" in another col-

umn. The second plan given is the way I

rear queens for my own use, and by using
brood each time from the best stock I have
developed bees that are truly hustlers. You
can do the same. Only don't make the mis-
take I did, and regard only gathering qualities.
Look out for temper at the same time.

Transferring Bees—Getting Extra
Brood - Combs — Introducing

Queens—Best Honey
Strains of Bees.

1. I have one colony of bees with crooked
combs which I am unable to get out of the
Iiivc. Would you transfer them early in

the spring, or wait until they swarm ?

2. How do you like putting a hive with one
frame of brood over the colony to be trans-
ferred, and a queen-excluder between, when
you catch the queen in the upper hive ?

3. What is the best way to get extra brood-
comb for late swarms ? They do not draw
out foundation well. I use shallow frames
in the supers.

4. Would like to rear a few queens, but think
the Pratt method too complicated for a be-

ginner. Can you tell me a simple way to rear
them?

5. Can you give me a safe way to introduce
a breeding-queen? I was not very successful
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with the candy method last summer. My bees
are hybrids.

G. What do you think of feeding sugar m
the spring?

7. Do you think some strains of bees will

gather much more honey than others, under
the same condition? What strains do you rec-

ommend? Tennessee.

Answers.—1. Wait till they swarm; hive
the swarm, setting the old colony and swarm
close together, and 21 days later cut up llie

old hive, melt the combs, and add the bees to

the swarm. If, however, you want increase,

you can transfer at the end of the 21 days.
2. It will work all right. Here is some-

thing you may like better: Drum out all the

bees, putting them in the new hive on the old

stand with a frame of brood, put on an ex-

cluder, and then the old hive. In 21 days
the worker-brood will be gone from the old

hive above.
3. Vou can «et combs built out only by

having them filled, as bees do not build comb
beyond their needs. Instead of shallow frames,
you can put a story of deeper frames above,

and then extract them. Or, you may brush
bees and queen from the combs into the hive,

leaving one brood in the hive and filling up
with foundation, then put the frames of brood
in an upper story, and excluder between.
Then, when the brood has matured above, you
may take these upper combs, extracting from
them if necessary.

4. When the harvest begins, take from your
best colony two frames of brood with queen
and adhering bees, and put them in a hive

on a new stand. Ten days later let the hives
exchange places. Then divide the qucenless
part into nuclei of 2 frames each, making sure

that each nucleus has a good cell centrally lo-

cated, and imprisoning each nucleus for 2 or

3 days. The one on the stand where the

queen had been needs no imprisonment.

Another way: Get a fresh comb built in

the colony containing your best queen. About
ten days after this comb is started, take it away
and put it in the center of a strong colony
from which you have removed the queen.
Nearly all the cells the bees start will be on
this comb, because it is freshly built. These
cells may then be distributed to nuclei at

pleasure.
You will find some valuable information

about this simple way in "Forty Years Among
the Bees."

5. Yes. I can give you a way that is en-

tirely safe. You must have some frames of

brood just hatching, with no unsealed brood.

One way to secure these is to put the frame*
of brood over an excluder on a itrong col-

ony 8 or 9 days before you want to use them.

Brush all the bees off these combs, leaving

not a single bee. Put them in a hive that you
will set over a strong colony, with a sheet

of wirecloth between the two stories, and close

up bee-ti^ht. of course after putting in the

queen. In five days you may allow a very
small entrance somewhere into this upper story,

but of course not connecting with the lower
story. As soon as you think enough bees have
hatched out to keep the bees from chilling,

remove to a new stand. Possibly there may
be enough bees at the end of the 5 days, in

which case it will be better to remove to the

new stand before allowing any bees to fly.

6. Not so good in spring as in fall, but

will do if you have no honey. But some
pollen must be present, for bees cannot rear

brood from sugar alone.

7. Yes, there is a difference. Italian 3-

banders are probably as safe as any.

"DOT HAPPY BEE-MAN."
(Drawing sent specially for the American Bee Journal by Leon C. Wheeler,

of Barryton. Mich.)

Oil-Heater in Bee-Cellar— Medium
Brood in Shallow Extracting
Frames—Feeding Combs

of Honey.
1. Will an oil-heatcr burning in the cellar

for a few minutes affect in any way the beci

that are stored in it?

2. Will medium-brood comb foundation be

all right for shallow extracting framei? and
will it do to put full sheets of foundation
between drawn combs in supers?

3. In giving combs of honey in early spring

to a colony, do you put them in the center

of the brood-nest? Do you scratch or break
the cappings?

It is wonderful what a fund of informa-

tion we have in the American Bee Journal.

It saves us a lot of mistakes and blundcis.
Iowa.

Answers.— 1. Yes, it will warm them up
and it will injure the quality of the air. Hot
•tones or ju^s of hot water tightly corked

will leave tlie air better.

^

Dr. Miller—How lucky! There's a railroad car famine, and if I had any honey to ship
I'd likely have trouble to get a car. Fortunately. I've no honey to sell, so I won't have to
bother. How happy 1 am!

I ish von of dose happy bee-mans.
I don't got to vork any more;

1 loafs all day on der shtove round about,
Und hops mit mine feet on der Hoor.

2. The medium brood will be all right. It

will give better combs to keep the foundation
by itself, as there is likely to be some irregu-
lar work if combs and foundation are mixed

3. Put them next to the combs containmj;
brood, but not between them. It is not a

bad plan to break the cappings.

Bee-Moth in Winter.
I have a good colony of Italian bees that

did well the past summer. When removing
the quilt on top in preparing them for winter
I found a bee-moth between the quilt and
frame.

1. Will the bee-moth work this winter?
2. Will the bee-moth (or grub worm) when

matured, die, or will it build a cocoon and
then hatch? If so, into what?

3. How and when is the best time to get

rid of it? Maine.

Answers.— 1. The moth is likely to die be-

fore spring without laying any eggs; but there

are very commonly eggs or young larvse that

will live over in the hive.

2. The grub, or larva, when it comes to

full size, spins a cocoon and comes out a

moth, and in course of time the moth dies.

3. The best thing is to keep colonies strong

so the bees will keep the moth at bay, al-

though Italians will defend themselves even if

tolerably weak.

Moving Bees to More Pasturage.

The honey source here is white clover and
basswood. Ten miles west from here is 40

to 60 acres of wild raspberry bushes, fairly

well covered. People came 10 to 14 miles to

pick berries from this patch last summer. It

was just covered with berries. In a town 14
. miles east of here they started a cucumber
pickle factory last summer. The farmers
around there raise from Ya to V/i or 2 acres

each of cucumbers.

1. Would it pay to move my bees 10 miles

west to a 40 or CO acre patch of raspberry

bushes next summer, back here for the bass-

wood flow, and 14 miles cast to the cucumber

fields after the basswood flow, as there is

"nothing doing" here after the basswood flow?
2. How many colonies could I move to this

raspberry field to best advantage ? I have
heard that raspberry bloom almost always will

yield nectar.
3. How is cucumber as a nectar-yielding

plant? and how many colonies could be kept
at one place to the best advantage, when the
farmers raise J4 to 2 acres each?

Minnesota.

Answers.—1. I can only guess, and my
guess is that it would pay to do so if nothing
is yielding at home at the time of raspberry
and cucumber flow.

2. If no other bees are there, 100 colonies
or more might do well.

3. Hard to tell. Depends somewhat upon
size of farms. If each farmer plants half an
acre, you will readily see that there will be
four times as much pasturage if the farms
average 40 acres as if they average 160 acres.

I should guess that 100 colonies might do well
with 1 acre in every 100 in cucumbers.

Spacing Hoffman Frames—Queen
Returning from Mating—Space

Above Brood-Frames.
1. Are shallow extracting frames (Hoff-

man) spaced right for brood-frames ?

2. Will new swarms, put on these shallow
frames with full sheets of thin super founda-
tion, wired and waxed to top-bar, hold in

place and not melt down?
3. Will a virgin queen taken in a trap

when she comes out to mate, if the queen
and trap are carried off a few rods, opened,
and the queen takes her flight, be sure to

come back in safety?
4. How much space do you want between

super and brood-franics?
5. Do your bees build comb and fill in

badly between the top of the brood-frames
and the bottom of the sections first put on?

C. Is there any practical way to prevent
this nuisance, and have them do good work?

Massachusetts.

Answer.— 1. I think they are generally made
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to space Ifg inches, which is all right for
brood-frames. Of course they might be made
differently.

2. I don't know. If the hive has no chance
for ventilation except the ordinary entrance,
I should expect a break -down, especially il

the weather is very hot. With abundance
of ventilation below and on top it might be
all right. But with the slack horizontal wiring
that is sometimes advised I should expect so
much stretching at the upper part as to make
tlie comb unfit for brood-rearing.

3. I think so. Of course I suppose you
mean to take bees in the trap with the queen.

4. |/4 inch.
fi. No; but more than I like.

*>. Years ago I had ^^-inch space between
top-bars and super, and there was a bad mess
in the space. I then used Heddon slat
honey-boards. That left the mess as bad
as ever between top-bars and honey-board,
but almost entirely clean between honey-board
and sections. With j4-inch space between
top-bars and super there is so little building
that I prefer not to use the honey-board.
Possibly the size of the top-bars (IJ^x'^^) has
something to do with it.

Italianizing—Rearing Queens.
1. A friend bee-keeper told me that if I

had a colony of Italian bees and black bees,
and wanted to get pure stock of Italians from
that colony, I could get them by boring a
two-inch hole in a block of wood and cage a
young queen, or, in other words, a ripe queen-
cell and a fine drone of her kind for 7 days,
and the queen would be mated with that
drone. Is that so?

2. What are the best bees for me in Rap*
pahannock Co., Va.?

3. Do you think I can ,rear my queens all

right now if I can get them mated the way I
want?

I have black bees and Italians.

Virginia.

Answers.—1. There might be one chance
in a million for success if it were not that
the drone would be likely to die before the
end of 7 days.

2. Probably Italians as nearly pure as you
can keep them.

3. Vou can rear the queens all right; but
will probably never control the mating.

Rheumatism and Bee-Stings.
I would like a little space in the American

Bee Journal to probe the truth of bee-stings
being good for rheumatism. Last year I suf-
fered very much with rheumatism. I took
everj' precaution and fixed so they could not
sting me. This year I did not have time to
fix for them, and they stung me whenever
they wanted too. In fact, they made me very
sick at my stomach. The trouble all seemed
to settle there, and that was the last of my
rheumatism. Before, at this time of year, I
could hardly get my clothes on for pain. The
bee-stings drove the trouble into my stomach,
and when my stomach trouble left me I was
well of rheumatism, and have been ever since.
Now what did it? I took no medicine. This
is a true statement. It was the last time I

worked with them this year, that they stung
me so badly and made my stomach hurt.

Tennessee.

Answer.—No doubt some would credit the
cure to the stings, while others would deny
that the stings had any effect. The trouble
is to tell whether a cure comes on account of
the stings or merely after the stings. So
many cases have been reported where the
stings were believed to have effected a cure
that one can hardly blame people for having
faith in them.

Sweet Clover and Alfalfa.

1. I have about 2 acres of pasture I have
thought I would sow in sweet clover, and
possibly the cow would eat some and the
bees some, and it would fertilize the ground
some; and in the fall it would die and there
would be about as much blue-grass as if the
sweet clover had not been there. I saw
not long ago an advertisement where some
fellow had yellow sweet clover seed for sale.
Which is the better, yellow or white?

2. Can I sow it on the sod and get a crop
next year? and when is the best time of year
to sow ?

3. If I were to get a stand of sweet clover
and then sow alfalfa in among it without
breaking up the ground, would the alfalfa
catch? It is said that the sweet clover im-

pregnates the ground with the proper bac-
teria. What do you think of the alfalfa idea?

Illinois.
Answers.— 1. It depends upon circumstances

which is better for you. One kind yields
probably as much nectar as the other, but the
yellow is 2 to 4 weeks earlier than the while.
If you have a good yield of white, or Dutch,
clover, the white variety of sweet clover is

better, as it follows the white clover. In a
failure of white clover, yellow sweet may be
better than white sweet.

2. You are not likely to get a good catcli by
sowing sweet clover on sod; but you may
succeed if you sow in early spring and let

stock tramp it in the ground while the ground
is wet and muddy.

3. The same thing may be said about a catch
of alfalfa as is said in the previous reply about
sweet clover. Good idea to get in alfalfa for
cattle and horses, but the likelihood is that in
your locality it will be worthless for bees.

Dog-Bane or Bitter-Root.
Has the weed commonly known as dog-bane,

bitter-root, or honey-bloom (technical name is

Apocynum androssemifoHum) any special value
as a honey-plant? New York.

Answer.— I don't know, but the fact that
it has not been reported as a good honey-
plant makes it a pretty safe guess that either
it is not a very good yielder, or else it is

not found in sufficient quantity to be worth
considering.

Making T-Supers.
I would like to have a T-super. I hare

made some hives, but don't understand how a
T-super is made. Will you kindly describe it?

British Columbia.
Answer.—The T-super is a plain box with-

out top or bottom. It should be the same
width as the hive on which it is to be used,
H inch deeper than the sections to be used
in it, and !4 inch longer, inside measure,
than the length of the 4 sections. Ihus.
a super for an 8-frame hive, to contain 24
sections of the size 4S'4x4 J4xl^, will meas-
ure, inside, 17J4xl2J^x4J^ inches. To sup-
port the sections at each end, a strip of tin

is nailed on, that projects yi inch inwardly,
and 3 T-tins, each 12 inches long (which can
be bought of supply dealers), will be sup-
ported by 3 squares of sheet-iron nailed on
the bottom at each side, or else by staples
driven in and bent over.

Producing Honey Without Separa-
tors.

I saw an article in the November issue
about producing comb honey without separa-
tors, and I don't understand the method. 1

would like to have you explain it.

Kansas.
Answer.— I can hardly see what there is

to explain. According to Mr. Morrison the
single requisite for getting straight sections
without separators is to have the sections
narrow enough. He says they must be 1%
inches in width, and you will see that in the
same article Mr. Hutchinson thinks IJ^ is

narrow enough. Except that one matter of
width, there is nothing special about the sec-

tions. If you want to try the experiment,
all you have to do is to order sections of any
size you desire, only so the width is 1 %
inches, unless you want to try Editor Hutch-
inson's IJ^^ inches. Whether any change must
be made in your supers depends upon the
kind of supers you have. A T-super Aill

need no change, but if you use any kind
of frames of bottom supports for the secti:>ns,

then these must be of the right width.

Spiders and Bees—Chaff Cushions

—

Feed for Spring—Getting Bees
Down Into Brood-Nest

—

Queen Candy.
1. Do spiders ever injure bees?
2. Is not the purpose of the chaff cushion

partially defeated by placing a super-cover,
or enameled cloth, over the brood-frames, and
under the cushion? I see this plan advocated
in Gleanings.

3. Which would be best to feed bees in
the spring to encourage brood-rearing, syrup
from granulated sugar, or candy made from
honey and powdered sugar?

4. How can I best get a colony of bees
down into the brood-nest in very cold weather?
They are clustering on the empty extracting
frames which I neglected to take off before

tliis, although there is plenty of honey below.
(Dec. 20, 1909.)

5. How do you make queen candy?
Illinois.

Answers.— 1. Not to any great extent. If
their webs are allowed at the entrance of a
hive, a few bccs will be caught and killed.

2. No; the object is to keep the hive warm,
and especially to have the top of the hive
warmer than the sides; and the cushion will
help to confine the heat whether over or un-
der the cover.

3. I'robably the candy, just because it has
some honey in it.

4. It seems almost impossible that the bees
should have clustered on the extracting-franies
unless there was considerable honey in them.
On a day when it is warm enough for the
bees to fly, shake and brush them from the
extracting-combs down upon the brood-combs.
If you are afraid the bees will starve before
a flight-day comes, take them into a warm
room late in the day, and operate at night
with very little light. But it is quite possi-
ble that when a warm day comes the bees
will shift their location of their own accord.

5. Take a small amount of extracted honey
warmed and work into it enough powdered
sugar to make a stiff dough. Let stand a
day or longer, and if it becomes thin work in

more sugar.

Transferring Bees— German Bee-
Paper—Preventing Swarming,

I am only a starter in the bee-line, and
have to learn a lot to be successful. I started
with 3 colonies 2 years ago, and did fairly
well. A few months ago I bought 11 colo-
nies, which are housed in ordinary boxes,
turned upside down, and I expect to hare
a hard job to transfer them next spring, as
the bees have built the combs solid in the
box, and there is no way of getting at them.

1. My idea is to set an 8-frame Langstroth
hive on top of the hive next spring, and after

making some opening on top of the old hive,
drive up into the new hive with smoke. Ot
course I intend to give each about 3 com-
plete frames, and the rest foundation. Do
you approve of this plan ? Maybe it would
be better to set the old hive with the bees
on top and drive them down into the new
hive.

In the American Bee Journal I often see
the Pratischer Wegweiser mentioned. Being
a German, it would be good for me to have
it. Kindly tell me how to get it.

3. I would also like to get a little handbook
of preventing the swarming of bees tha^ is

practical, and does not cost too much.
New York.

Answers.— 1. Either plan will be all right

if the bees will move, but you may find them
very stubborn about it. They will travel up
more readily than down, and pounding on the

hive will help no little to make them go up.

Instead of making an opening in the top of

the hive it may be a good deal better to turn
the hive upside down. That is on the gup-
position that the bottom is not nailed to the

hive, and, even if it is, the bottom can be
knocked off.

2. Praktischer Wegweiser fuer Bienen-
zuechter is published in Oranienburg. Ber-
lin, and costs 75 cents a year.

3. I do not know of a handbook on that

subject. The nearest that comes to it is

probably "Forty Years Among the Bees,"
which can be had for $1.00, postpaid, at the

office of the American Bee Journal.

Hives—Drawn-Combs for Swarms-
Best Strain of Bees—Best Super

Chaff Hives.
1. I use 10 frame Woodman Protection

hives with Langstroth frames. Would it not

be a good plan to extract the honey mostly
in the spring at the beginning of the honey-
flow and give the queen more room to hatch,

as last year my hives were full of honey
in the fall and 'the bees died off heavily m
the fall, and did not consume much honey
through the winter, although they swarmed
quite early, but little swarms? I think this is

because the queen did not have much room
to hatch. What do you think?

2. In hiving a swarm don't you think it a

good plan to supply the new swarm with
drawn combs, 3 or 4 of them or more, as it

would give the queen room to lay at once,

and they would breed up faster?

3. Which is the best super for comb honey,

and gives the best results, and the most con-

venient to use ? Would not one extracting-
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frame on each side of the sections be a good
arrangement to use for best results.-•

5. I have 10 colonies in chafT-hivcs, and
11 in single-walled hives. The 11 are packed
on three sides. The temperature stands at
30 degrees about all the time. I can not
make it any warmer this year. I give them
^xo inch entrance, and 4 of them a 7-inch
entrance. They are very heavy colonies.
Would you advise a larger entrance or not?
The cellar is very dry and is ventilated well,
and the bees seem quitt- quiet. I have a
chaff tray on all.

6. Would it pay to use all chaff-hives even
if one does winter his bees in a cellar, as
thcv afford better protection in the fall and
spring, and bees will breed up faster? I want
to start in with the best that can be had.

Michigan.
Answers.— 1. It is a good plan to extract

some of the honey from the brood-combs if
in all hiz'es you find the queen has not room
enough to lay in spring or early summer.
But that's a thing that rarely happens, and
I very much doubt whether that was the
trouble with your bees last year. Veiy early
the queen requires not a great deal of room,
because there are not enough bees to cover
a large amount of brood. As the season ad-
vances the honey is used up very rapidly,
giving the queen constantly more room. At
any time you think there is danger that the
queen is crowded for room, look and sec
whether there are no empty cells in the hive.
If all the cells are filled either with brood
or stores, then there is a possibility that the
queen may be crowded for room; but not till

then. Even if you should find a colony with
its queen crowded for room, instead of ex-
tracting any honey, it may pay better to takt
out a frame filled with honey and exchange
it for an empty comb in some other needy
colony.

2. Yes, giving ready-built combs will save
the bees just so much labor and material.

3. Generally, leather-colored Italians are pre-
ferred for work. Hybrids, as the cross be-
tween blacks and Italians is called, are among
the worst to sting.

4. If rightly used, I know of nothing more
convenient than the T-super. As to ainount
of honey stored, probably one kind of super
will give as much as another. Some have
reported good success by having extracting
combs and sections in the same super. But a
T-super would hardly answer for that pur-
pose. Wide frames would be better.

5. It will probably be better if yoi; give
in the cellar the full-sized entrance, and keep
the cellar as nearly as you can at 4 5 de-
grees. Even at 30 degrees, better cnlirge
the hive-entrance.

6. I do not know of any one whu has tried
it extensively who thinks it pays to have chaft*-

hives for wintering bees in the cellar.

orte ana
experiences

iiuitcy-ixciiicuy lui Kai-Ache.
.•\ recipe for ear-ache remedy : One drop

of honey to a little warm water, well mixed;
one to two drops in the ear. Sure thing.

Bees did very little here last year.
Virginia. 111.. Dec. 20. F. M. Davis.

Only One-Third of a Crop,
Bees did not do well this year. I got only

about one- third of a crop, but am living in
hopes of a better one in the coming new year
of 1910. IT. A. RUSHTON.

Jackson. Mich., Dec. 27.

Laws Against Spraying in Bloom.
Allow me to ask if the American Bee Jour-

nal can furnish a brief account of the law
in the dilTerent States against spraying while
in bloom. Having suffered heavy loss myself,
r.nd finding many others have been greatly
damaged, in many cases not knowing tiic cause,
I want authentic information for use in a
practical way.

I do a good deal of work within a radius
of 50 miles, among people wlio wish expert
advice and assistance, and thi.s brings me in
touch with people of inlluence who could, and

would, help US to control this great damage.
Also. I speak more or less to granges and
farmers' clubs, and a little good-tempered ad-
vice and information on the spraying evil
would count for much. The farmer is an
intelligent, practical man, as a rule, and if
I can show him just what other States find
it wise to do, he will be more impressed than
by anything I can say. It is a fact that locali-
ties in this section were so thoroughlv poisoned
that squashes failed to set, and tliere is no
doubt that the apple crop itself was greatly
injured. But preparation is being made for
much more extensive spraying in bloom next
year, the effort being to destroy the codling-
moth larvs (carpocapsa pomonella).

George W. Adams.
Rt. 1, Rowley, Mass., Dec. 24.

[We are going to ask any of our readers
who can do so, to mail Mr. Adams copies
of any laws that may be on their statute
books, on this subject. We hope they will
be prompt in doing this, so that Mr. A. can
have the desired information in time to make
good use of it.

—

Editor.]

Complete Failure of Honey.
I liave S culonies of bees in the cellar, ap-

parently doing well. Last year was a complete
failure for honey here; bees got little more
than enough to winter on. But we hope for
better results next year.

Arthur Fitzpatrick.
Flandreau, S. Dak., Dec. 27.

Very Poor Season for Bees.
The last season was a very poor one for the

bees; about one-third of a honey crop from
clover. Bees went into winter fairly well
supplied with stores from smartweed, and we
hope next season will be better.

J. F. Vigor. M.D.
Pomona, Xans., Dec. 20.

Good Prospect for White Clover.
My bees are prepared for winter on the

summer stands.

The past one was another poor honey sea-
son in this locality, and that was the third
poor season in succession. We produce mostly
extracted honey, but we try to produce some
section honey, and did not get a single sec-
tion in the last 3 years. We got only about
300 pounds of extracted honey last season from
70 colonies. Some of the colonies needed feed-
ing to bring them through the winter. As I

have been in the business nearly 40 years,
1 will not give it up yet. There is a good
prospect for white clover for the coming year,
so I still live in hopes that we may have a
bountiful crop next season. Max Zahner.

Lenexa. Kans., Dec. 1.

Bee-Stings and Rheumatism.
I often see articles in the American Bee

Tournal and in "Der Gcflegelzuechter," on bee-
stings as a cure for rheumatism, and I con-
sider it my duty to tell my experience.

Early last spring I began to feel pain in
my left arm between tlic elbow and the shoul-
iler, and started to rub it with different salves
;ind liniments. When I did not get relief I

went to a doctor, who said it was muscular
rheumatism, and that I should take some medi-
cine. Things went on for more than a month,
and til' n-'iM 'it.-w worse. In the nioining i

could hardly dress myself, and a friend told
me that Turkisli baths would fix me up. 1

took two, and in the meantime rubbed my arm
till the skin was sore, but the pain remained.
Then 1 gave my Ix-cs a cliancc. although I

did not think much of it at first. But 1

thought it would do no barm.
I collected about a dozen bees in a glass,

and set them on the spot vlure I had the
pain. By shaking the glass and knocking at

it I got the bees angry so they wofdd sting,

and I repeated it three or four times, at in-

tervals of about a week. J felt relief the
next day after the first trial, and the pain
disappeared inside of a few weeks, and I have
had no pain since. I want to say that my
arm did not swell at all at the spot where
tlie bees stung, but it swelled very much near
the wrist.
As to any "f;bock" received wlu-n the bees

stung, I cannot agree with Dr. Bonncy (see
November. 1009. issue). When a bee sat on
my arm I expected a sting, and took it as a
matter of course that it would hurt a bit.

Someone may say it was not rheumatism
that was bothering me, and I can't swear it

was, but I know since the bee stung me 1

am rid of the pain in my left arm.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 25. A. Wenz.

Poor Clover Prospects for igio.
W'e have had no honey crop to speak of,

and honty dtw to winter on njeans disaster be-
fore spring.

I commenced the past season with 145 colo-
nies, increased to 170, and got 3,300 pounds
of comb honey, or about 22 pounds per col-
ony, spring count. Does this sound like pros-
perity? If this is bad, last year was at least
a little bfttt-r. I commenced the st-asou of
190S with OS colonies, closed with 145, and
secured 7181 pounds, or over 105 2-3 pounds
per colony, spring count. I wintered every
colony.

But with 170 colonies now, I do not expect
to have 100 alive next spring. I extracted the
black stuff out of the brood-nest of one out-
yard, which may winter better. But as we
had a terrible drouth and no show for a fall
crop, I did not extract from the other yard.
The clover outlook is poor, as the drouth

killed nmst of the young cluver that staited in
spring during the wet time we had. So the
bee-prospects for the coming season are any-
thing but bright. This is the condition over
a big portion of the Central States, notwith-
standint; a certain usual report of tine show
for a clover crop in 1910. I think we ought
to have the truth, whether good or bad. An
intelligent reader who has carefully followed
the reports in bee-papers, of crops and con-
ditions, need not be told that we will not
have any big crop of clover honey, generally,
next season. Of course, some sections or
localities will have good crops (always do),
but no matter what reports come in, a cer-
tain publication usually publishes that clover
prospects were never brighter. Having said
this, I want to say, also, that the American
Bee Journal has tried to give us conditions
just as they are. We all thank you. and ap-
preciate your honesty in this and also other
interests of bee-keepers generally.

I run out-yards on somewhat of Dr. Mil-
ler's plan.

Cantril, Iowa. A. B. Tackaberry.

Keeping Bees in a Bee-Shed.
The picture is one of my bee-shed apiary

of 20 colonies situated in the suburbs one-
half mile from the city, near the most beau-
tiful park in the State. The lot on which
the apiary is located is 80x130 feet, set with
small fruit; 50 red raspberries, 25 blackber-
ries, nicely trained to tree-shapes and tied
to stakes. GOO strawberries, 40 dwarf pears, a
few plums and currants, also two large beds
for vegetables. These added to the^ profits
from the bees make a very profitable invest-
ment. The small cottage in the picture is
furnished with easy chairs. On the table will
be found tlie late number of the .\merican
Bee Journal and other bee-publications and
literature. The bee-people often drop in and
discuss the good and bad of the bee-business,
as well as the best methods of securing a large
honey-flow.
These 20 colonies of bees take very little

of my time, other than putting on the supers
and taking off the honey, and a little extra
time during the swarming season, cutting out
queen-cells. As to the pleasures of bee-keep-
ing, tliere are many. Among other pleas-
ures, who does not enjoy sitting by a hive
and watching the litllc busy workers coming
and going hither and thither, each one doing
its part, gathering the honey from the mead-
ows far and near.

The Bee-Shed.

Tor keeping bees on a small scale where
you do not have the room of the farm or
the shade of the apple orchard, I am in favor
of the bee-shed. I suppose the majority of
the bee-keepers throughout the country are
those having from 2 to 25 colonies, and they
are kept in the rear of the garden lot. or on
small places. The shed gives a permanent
and liandy place for them. They are less
liable to annoy any one, and I feel certain
they keep to their place and work better.

I have anifile room in the shed to work
w itii the btcs from the rear of the hive. I

tind tlie bees will not come into the shed and
bother while working with them as they do
out in the open. I can work with the bees
on sunshiny or rainy days, whenever you may
have time. This is very important to those
who are engaged in other vocations than bee-
keeping. Many persons wlio keep bees are
employed at inside work, and for tliem to

go out in tlie mi<ldle of the day in the hot
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sun. is at last uncomfortable, and, in many
cases, may be injurious. The shed is ven-

tilated with two small windows, and all work
done in the shade with comfort.
The shed should be built wide enouRh to

store the supers back of the hives, and evcry-

thinp will be handy and convenient, which is

very desirable when you have only a small

space to be given To bee-keeping. The shed

is built so the sun shines on the front of

with a rush and put for a stable. The owner
told mv to take an old, lame horse to go after

the bees, but when we saw the stable boy lead

him out to water, wt- protested that he was
too lame, and for the humane part we would
rather not use him. I ti)ld the man to give

me any other horse, and if it was not all

right I would fix it with my brother-in-law,

he being owner of the Iiorscs. So, after much
talk, he consented to give us another, and we

Smei) Aimary uf K. K. Giles, of Ai.to(jna. Ha.

the hives early in the morning, warming the
bees and giving them an early start.

Hives and Management.

I use double-walled hives, winter and sum-
mer, and winter the bees in the shed just
where they stood during the summer. All
moving of hives into the cellar, etc., is avoided,
which simplifies the work of bee-keeping very
much. The shed protects them from the snows
and cold winter blasts, and under these favor-
able conditions they winter fine. In the spring
they are warm and protected, and breed up
nicely for the honey-flow.

I use the 8-frame hives, and during the
past season had one swarm. As soon as the
colonies are strong enough with bees in the
spring, about 2 weeks before the honey-flow I

make whatever increase I may desire, arti-

ficially. I take 2 frames of bees and brood
from a hive, put them in a new hive, give
a queen-cell, or a queen. In the old hive I

put in place of the frame taken out 2 frames
of foundation. In a short time the new
frames are filled with brood. In the new
hive I add frames of drawn comb or founda-
tion from time to time, and by fall they are

a strong colony, and winter well. During
the honey-flow I cut out the queen-cells about
every lu days, and give the bees plenty of
super-room.

I believe the cutting out of the queen-cells,

giving plenty of super room, and artificial in-

crease early in the season, form one of the

best methods to control swarming. As swarm-
ing is a natural conditon, I do not believe it

can be entirely wiped out. I run my apiary
for comb honey.

The first super I put on is of small ex-

tracting frames made to fit an 8-frame super,
that takes a 4^4x4^x1^ honey-box, frame
filled with full sheets of foundation. The
bees seem to take to this readily, and when
they get a good start in the extracting frames,
I place under it a super containing the one-
pound honey-boxes.

I note the bees draw out the comb in the
little extracting frames well, and fill it with
honey, which seems to be wider and fuller

than in the one-pound boxes. It is fine for

table use. I put full sheets of foundation in

all frames and the one-pound honey-boxes,
thereby helping the bees as much as possible

in their work. Under this system of handling
bees, which I have learned through the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, and a few little things which
I have picked up through experience, it has
proved satisfactory to myself, and the past

season I bad colonies that stored 50 to 150
pounds of comb honey, with only one swarm.
Altoona. Pa., Aug. 2. E. F. Gilks.

just spun right over the road about ti miles
into the country.

Well, we got our bees, (3 colonies) , anc*.

tied them in the wagon, and started for home.
Everything went fine for about 3 miles, other
than our feeling cold, and my friend com-
plained of his fingers feeling quite cold; but
all of a sudden he yelled, "Look out!" And
sure enough, I did. But it was a case of the
horse shying and putting us into the ditch,

though he never purposed to stay for a second.

When our senses were collected we found
that we were lying in a puddle of water so

deep that when I stood up it was over the

tops of my rubber boots. Everything was
dumped out but the horse, and he took French
leave.
Our bees were in box-hives, and after foul-

ing for 15 minutes or more we succeeded in

relighting our lantern and righting our hives.

A fine predicament, 3 miles from home, and
soaking wet!

Our first thing was to find a telephone, and
after talking over the wire, we decided we had
better go for home. Yes, we had to hoof it

all the way, and found the horse browsing
near the stable. Then we took the old lame
horse and went home for a change of clothes
and a bite to eat. After that, away we v/ent

for what was left. We put our horse up, ate

our breakfast, and then it was just time to

go to work.

We have had lots of joshing and laughing
about that night trip of ours. But our cour-

age is still good, and we hope to be heard
from as producers later, though the honey
crop has been a total failure around here this

year. I think I have had more hard luck tor

a beginner than is meant for one man in a

dozen years. But, then, it may be worth a

good many dollars to me later on.

E. H. BiSSELL.
Brewer, Maine, Dec. 25.

A Beginner's Experience with Bees.
A little experience a friend and I had with

this our first venture with bees, while not
very encouraging, was at times quite laugh-
able.

About May 11, 1909, we ate our suppers

Letter from a Finland Bee-Keeper
To tny bce-kceping friends in the imtcd

States and Canada:
It has been my desire to express my feelings

towards my bee-keeping friends in North
America, by means of an article in one of the

bee-papers of that country. When I left Fin-

land with the intention of learning bee-keeping
in America, I never thought that I would like

it there as well as I did. Though the climate
did not agree very well with me, the people
and the conspicuous political and social free-

dom certainly won mv 'sympathy and com-
mendation, and the bee-keepers, especially,

showed such great friendliness and hospitality,

though I was a perfect stranger to all of them,
that I am obliged to say that I felt sorry to

leave a country of such remarkable character-

istics.

It might interest some of you to listen to a

short account of my entire trip to
^
your

country, how it was started, and how it was
finished.

In the fall of 1907 I visited my brother,

who, for many years, had been a very success-

ful bee-keeper. I had left a technical college

for lack of interest, and one day we were dis-

cussing tlie important question of my future.

My interest in bce-kccping had been aroused
at the time when my brother bought his first

colony of bees, but I had never owned a bee
myself. Brother knew that it would do me
good to sec some of the world while young
(I was then 22), and—why not go to America
to study bee-keeping? Among other bee-

papers he had been reading some of the Amei-
ican, and we knew the names and methods oi

some of the most prominent bee-men of your
country.

I had secured a position with Mr. K. 1"".

Iloltermann, of Canada, for the season of

190S. I wanted to spend the previous winter

in America, too. but 1 had no position in view.

Depending upon good luck, 1 sailed October
IC, 1907, from Ilelsingfors. Finland, and three

weeks later I landed in New York City. My
plan was to go to Medina, Ohio, and I ar-

rived there on a Saturday, and the next Mon-
day my work began with the A. I. Root Com-
pany. They were kind enough to give me an

opportunity to work in their factory, allowing

a thorough study of modern bee-supplies.

I afterward went to Brantford, Out., enter-

ing the position as assistant to Mr. Ilolter-

mann. The time spent with this splendid bee-

keeper was of very great importance to me.

After working half a year with him. I again

secured a position with the A. I. Hoot Co.,

where the forepart of last winter was profita-

bly spent. But I had a desire to see the

South—the land of flowers and honey; and,

about Feb. 1st, a ticket for Texas was bought.

There I spent a month with John W. Pharr,

getting some very valuable information about

queen-rearing.

March. April and May, 1909, were spent

with J. W. K. Shaw & Co., in Louisiana.

Here I grafted my first queen-cup^, and

learned in a practical way the prmcipal

"tricks" of the queen-trade. But the heat of

the South did not agree with me (you must

remember that our home is situated at 60 de-

grees north latitude, or the same as South

Greenland, though that country is colder than

ours).
, , . . ^ .

Fortunately I secured a position as assistant

apiarist with Messrs. C. P. Dadant & Sons, of

Illinois. My stay with these splendid people

Paul Mickwitz.

was not only a pleasure, but also of great in-

structive value to me.

By this time the government of Finland
aided me with $300, which should be used for

traveling among prominent bee-keepers in the

United States and Canada. This was accom-
plished during the months of last August and
September. Several dozen beekeepers in

various States were called upon. I had many
more on my list, but it being so late in the
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season, I am sorry to say my time was limited,
and the route had to be drawn as straight as
possible.
Now, I want to extend my sincerest thanks

to all the bee-keepers I visited, for all their
hospitality and kindness in answering ques-
tions pertaining to bee-keeping, etc., also to all
those ladies of the house who had extra work
for my sake.

I am at home. The cold, Northern winter
is fast approaching, and our bees ceased long
ago to fly about the fields. Next summer 1
will start a little apiary of my own, and, be-
lieve me. I am anxious to put into practise
some of the valuable information secured in
your country. Paul Mickwitz.

Helsingfors, Finland, October, 1909.

_
[We are glad to give a place to the forego-

ing appreciative letter from Mr. Mickwitz. As
mentioned in these columns before, we had the
pleasure of meeting him several times when
in this country, and he is certainly a promis-
ing young bee-keeper. We shall hope to re-
ceive something from him from time to time
about bee-keeping in Finland, after he has had
opportunity to try out some of the American
methods of bee-keeping that he learned while
here. In the meantime we wish Mr. Mick-
witz all the success he anticipates.

—

Editor.]

Poor Season—Feeding Bees.
The past was a poor season for bees in this

part of the country. In early spring it was su
cold that there was no bloom to speak of.
Fruit-bloom was nearly all killed, so the bees
got nothing until the middle of June, then
the weather turned warm, and " basswood,
sweet clover, and alfalfa came into bloom, and
we had the best flow of honev that I ever
saw for 3 weeks: then it ended as suddenly
as it

^
begun. When the honey-flow started

the hives were empty, as far as honey was
concerned, and when it ceased the brood-
chambers were full, and nearly all of the
colonies had filled one super, and some were
starting to store in the second super, but there
was very little of the honev sealed. Then
we had a drouth that lasted till Sept. 1st.
By that time the hives were about empty of
honey. The bees had taken all of the honev
out of the supers and the swarms were starv-
ing. By the last of September almost all of
the swarms had starved.

After that we had rains, and the asters
bloomed for one month, so all of the colonies
that did not swarm will have enough to last
them till spring. As I enquire of the farmer
bee-keepers how their bees are, they say that
2 out of 3 colonies are dead, and the one thai
is alive will not live till fruit-bloom next
spring. I don't believe there will be 20 per-
cent of the bees alive next spring around here.
The owner thinks there is no use to try to
feed them. In October I fed all of my bees
that were short of stores. Some that did
not have more than 5 pounds of honey I
fed sugar syrup. I gave them 10 pounds ol
sugar in 5 pounds of water, and now I give
each of them a cake of candy weighing 6 or
8 pounds, made from sugar and water. I

put one quart of water in a dishpan on the
kitchen stove and, when the water begins to
boil, I pour in the sugar and keep stirring all
the time. When it gets so that it will form
a lump when dropped into cold water, then
I remove the pan from the stove and keep
stirring until it begins to grain. Then I pour
it into a bread-pan, and after it is cool I place
it on top of the brood-frames, first laying 3 or
4 one-inch sticks across the frames to give a
passage for the bees from one comb to an-
other. Over the candy I put burlap cloth,
then some newspapers, then put an empty su-
per on filled with dry leaves. Then I put on
a weatherproof cover; then I feel satisfied
that they will winter all right. I don't put
anything in the candy, and have never had
any loss of bees so treated, or any trouble
with the candy getting so hard that the bees
could not make use of it during the winter.
After warm weather comes in the spring, if
there is any candy left, I melt it into syrup
and feed it in a divison-board feeder to stimu-
late weak colonies. J. L. Young.

^fanhattan, Kans., Dec. 4.

A Rare Tree Swarm of Bees.
I am sending a photograph of myself and

a large, fine swarm of bees that I found
September C, 1909, hanging on a limb IH
inches through, 43 feet from the ground, in
the open, without any protection whatever.
with combs 2 feet long on the limb, and 13
inches deep. At the time I found it, it was
completely covered with bees, and at fiist

sight it resembled a young bear hanging with

his back down. Two weeks. later I went with
a spring wagon, extension ladder, a box, and
ropes, to get it.

I_ went up the tree, roped the limb properly
so it would hang when cut off just as it was
before, sawed it off, and from where I was
I lowered it slowly near to the ground, fas-
tened the rope securely, and went down.
.Then I took a sheet of cheesecloth, slipped
it under the bees, wrapped it up snugly to
the cluster, and tied at both ends of the
combs so no bees could get out; then the limb
was cut otf a little beyond the combs at each
end, set in a box large enough not to mar

Mr. Guernsey and Swakm on Limh.

the combs, and taken home 13 miles, in safety,
with the loss of but very few bees.

After a rest of three days I took them
in the box to Ionia (2J/^ miles), into a photo-
praph gallery and lifted them out and held
them as you see them, 5 minutes or more,
and had several views taken. Only 3 bees
left the cluster and went to the skylight. It
was a fine, warm day.
Then I gave an exhibition, as you see them

here, on the streets for several hours; brought
them home, and packed them in their little

box where I expect to winter them success-
fully outdoors, as I winter my bees outdoors
exclusively. Next season I will confine them
to a certain space and make them build the
combs as I want them, to my fancy, then
hang it out on a tree in the open. A swarm
like this I have never bct-n able to find, or
ever heard of one in Michigan, although it is

a common thing in a warm climate.

Ionia, Mich. A. H. Gufrnsev.

Ontario County, N. Y., Convention

The Ontario County (N. Y.) Bee-
Keepers' Society will hold a meeting in

the Town House at Canandaigua, N.
Y., on Jan. 17 and 18, 1910, to which we
would cordially invite you.

Naples, N. Y. F.' Greiner, Sir.

Wisconsin State Convention

The 31st annual convention of the
Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion will be held at the Court House,
in the city of Madison, Wednesday and
Thursday, Feb. 2 and 8, li'lO, beginning
at 10:30, Wednesday morning.
We have the promise of papers from

Mathilde Candler, F. Wilcox, Harry
Lathrop, George W. York, A, C. .\llen,

and N. K. France. These are all well-
known names, and their papers will be
such as to create interesting discussion
and bring out plenty of questions. We

also have other prominent and well-
known bee-keepers who are consider-
ing the writing of papers for this con-
vention, or in some other way giving
the benefit of their experience and
years of observation. The Question-
Box will be an important feature.
We advise all who will attend to stop

at the Sinions Hotel, which is always
headquarters for the bee-keepers. The
rate is $1.35 per day, but in order to
secure a room, you must engage it sev-
eral days ahead, and enclose $1.00 in
your letter. This is a clean house. No
bar in connection.
We invite every member to renew

his membership, and every bee-keeper
to become a member. The annual dues
for the Wisconsin State and National
are $1.00 for both, or you may become
a member of the Wiscorisin State alone
by sending .50 cents to the Secretary.

Let us hear from you with your dues,
together with your questions, and, if

possible, attend the convention.
Augusta, Wis. Gus. Dittmer, .SVr.

Michigan State Convention

The annual convention of the Michi-
gan State Bee-Keepers' Association will

be held in the parlor of Hotel Went-
worth, corner E. Michigan and Grand
Avenues, Lansing, Mich., Feb. 23 and
24, 1910. A fine program is in course
of preparation, and will appear in the
February number of the American Bee
Journal. All are invited.

L. A. ASPINWALL, fres.
E. B. Tyrrell, Sec,

230 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Eastern Illinois Convention

The second annual meeting of the
Eastern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion will be held in a hall adjoining the
Junction House at St. Anne, III, Jan.
31 and Feb. 1, 1910. A good program
has been arranged, and we expect a
large attendance. All bee-keepers are
invited to come. The question-box
method will prevail. Special rates at

the hotel. Those desiring to attend
can correspond with either the presi-
dent or the secretary.
Rev. Howard, rrc-s. H. S. Duby, Sei:

Gardner, 111. St. Anne, 111.

To Illinois Bee-Keepers

At the December meeting of the Chi-
cago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' .Asso-

ciation it was voted to join the Na-
tional and the Illinois State Associa-
tions in a body. The annual member-
ship fee to the Chicago-Northwestern
is $1.00. This dollar will not only make
you a member of the three associations,
but will entitle you to the reports of
the three associations, published in one
volume, bound in cloth. The book
alone is worth the price of member-
ship. Send dues to Louis C. Dadant,
Secretary Chicago-Northwestern Bee-
Keepers' .Association, Hamilton, 111.

Notice to Oklahoma Bee-Keepers

Bee-keepers from over the State met
at Guthrie, Dec. 30, 1909, and a State
.Association was perfected with the fol-

lowing officers

:

President, N. Fred Gardner; Vice-
President, Geo. H. Coulson; Secretary,
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F. \V. VaiiDeMark; Treasurer, d. A.

Garrison.
A Constitution and By-Laws were

adopted, and the semi-annual meeting
will be held in Guthrie, April -1, lillO.

The annual meeting will be held at

Stillwater some time in January, ISlll,

during the Farmers' Short Course. The
-Association will at once incorporate
and endeavor to increase and encour-
age the production of honey through-
out Oklahoma. The following bee-
keepers were present : Geo. H. Coul-
son, Jacob Goenwein. G. A. Garrison,
R. J. Martins. J. A. Nininger, E. Q.
Couch, C. C. Piatt. Keith Sellars, C. S.

Mavhew, N. Fred Gardner, F. W. Van-
De^Iark, and A. Rhoads and J. H. Tate,
bv proxy. F. W. V.anDeMark, .sVc.

Stillwater, Okla., Dec. 31, 1909.

% CentsaRod
For22-in.noff Fence; 15 3-4cfor
26-lDcb; lS8-Jcfor Slioth; 22e
for 31-lncli; ibe for a 47 Inch
Farm Feuce. 50-inoh Poultry
Fence 3:tc. Sold on 30 days
trial. SO rod spool Itieal liurb
Wire $1.55 Culalogue free.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
SOS 85 MUNCIE, IND.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

BEST MADE
Lowest
in Price

I'll Save You
$26:50

"I lay l'.tIO Spilt Hickory Auto-
U ISiik'k'y- Or. 2iiVo savlriK

...uaranteed on retail price of any
\«'ii]cU'. made to order. .'lOdayw'
road teiit—a-yeur guarantee.

Let Mc Pay the
Postage on Big

Free Book to Vou
Shows 125 styles. Also Imrness,

Beniltlfut color- views. I'riceHatston-
islilnt':y low. Write mo nu\

H. C Phelps, Prcs.

The OhioCarrlageMfg.Co.
Sta. 322, Columbus. O.

H'.'iis r.'cl cut pre
mure ckrs. Gel a Crown lioiie

^ Culler. Send to-day fur cutiiloinie.

^WilBoa Bros., Box Sl4, Eastoa,I>B.

Pllease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Bees.Fruit Poultry
A GRAND COMBINAl ION AN

SURE MONEY MAKER — Pou
thrives on orchard insects and bu„
bees get honey from orchard blossomi
and fertilize the fruit. No woric, sr

expense and big profits from tJ

honey, eggs and fruit you sell.

Fruit growinK pays big 1 $300 a

acre is nothine unusual from Apples
Peaches, Plums, Blackberries. Rasp-
berries, Strawberries, etc.

Let me send you. charges prepaid
and free, my grand Combination Cat-
alog on Orchard Trees, Small Fruit
and Farm Seeds. I am giving away
20.000 live, hardy fruit plants, and
you ^vi!l get one of them in

proper season if you ask (or it

now,Catalogfree.\Vriteto-day.

W. N. SCARFF,
New CoRLisiE, Ohio.

I Grow Strawberry Plants

With as Great Care

Us Vou Buy Tliem
_ If you buy my y)laMls

I you get jioo'i, slroiiK,
liealtliy ones that are
Krowu in a natural

f.strawberry country
where soil, climate anii
season eacli help to
make hardy auci pro-
ductive plants. "S'ou

get plants true ton a nit.
Whether you plant a
dozcu or loo.ooo your
Older can be filled

promptly from the
stock of Kjio plants

—

I never grew a finer
i-.-acre lot of them. Send
3-color catalog. It is li

i«ant you to have a copy

W, W. THOMAS
The Strawberry Plant

I 52 Main Strset,

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

GET EGGS NOW
Hiimphrf'y'H newcHt buuk, "Tlie<;«Ulen
Ekie*" will nIiow you bow to seteeuN nil
whiter, unii from 150 to 250 esan n hen a
year. I will «ive you, FRKE, my HecreC
of reducing feeding coHt one half nod of
doubling your poultry income.

Humphrey, Amboe Street Factory, Joliel, III.

Where Humphrey's Bone Cutters, Clover Cutters,
Brooders and other Poultry Helps are made.

Locations for Bee-Keepers
The Santa Fe Southwest has been declared by experts, to

be the greatest Bee Country in the World. Hundreds of loca-

tions in New Mexico, Arizona and Southern California are now
ready for the man who knows how to take advantage of the op-

portunities ofifered.

New irrigation works have been estabHshed and the land
planted to Oranges, Lemons, Alfalfa, and other honey-yielding
plants.

The honey produced is a clear white product of unusual
flavor, and there is a steady demand at remunerative prices.

The climate is ideal for both bee-life and honey-making.
The honey ripens rapidly and goes to market in perfect condi-
tion.

I have a number of illustrated pamphlets descriptive of the

country served by the Santa Fe. I will gladly mail you copies

on request.

C. L. SEAGRAVES, General Colonization Agent, A. T. & S. F. Ry.,

1115 Railway Exchange Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Am. Bee Tournal when writing.
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Read What Purchasers Say

I received Farm Journal and "Poultry
Secrets." and am very much pleased with
both. The secrets are worth their weight in

gold. Why. I paid Ss.oo for the sprouted oats
method. You certainly give a fellow over
his money's worth.

Andrew F. G. Morev. Utica. N. Y.

I purchased a copy of " Poultry Secrets,"
and find many helpful ideas in it. especially
Dr. Wood's Egg Hatching Secret.

Mrs, F. T. D.^rnei.i., Westfield, Ind.

By putting within our reach these Poultry
Secrets, you are doing a more philanthropic
work than giving alms or endowing hospi-
tals, for you make it possible for us to make
both ends meet,

L. BovcE. iVIilwaukeo. Wis.

Received your book of Poultry Secrets.
It's an exceptionally instructive work, and
worth Sio to-any progressive poultryman. I

would not care to take that for my copy if I

could not get anotlier.

ROBT. F, KiNGSI.AND. Montville. N. J.

The Farm Journal came to hand, and later

Poultry Secrets also arrived, all of which I

wa very glad to receive, and have been
greatly interested in reading same, and
think you are doing a glorious work in dif-

fusing such valuable knowledge for so little

money. F. B. Meade, Boston, Mass.

As to " Poultry Secrets." 1 will say I have
lectured on this subject over the greater
portion of this .State for tlie past 15 years,
and have about every book that is published
on this subject in my library, and I consider
this book of yours the most valuable I know
by far for the general public.

L. A. RiciiARDStiN, Marine, 111.

Judges Tell Poultry Secrets
Five famous poultry-show judges, known all over the country, contribute

to the latest edition of " Poultry Secrets "—Michael K. Boyer"s remark-
able book. J. H. DREVENSTe'dT tells his method conditioning

Fowls for Exhibitions
D. T. HEIMLICH tells the points necessary to a successful show-bird

—

what a good judge looks for and seldom finds. F. B. ZIMMER explains

his successful method of securing foster mothers for incubator chicks
and other orphans, also his line-breeding system. W. W. KULP and
THOMAS S. RIGG contribute equally valuable secrets. Their disclo-

sures make the " Poultry Secrets " book

More Valuable Than Ever
DR. WOODS' secret of laying food for producing a large egg-yield.

The PHILO SYSTEM, a brief outline telling what it is and for what it

is valuable.
The CURTISS method of producing; a high percentage of pullets in the

hatch.
Selecting the laying hens—the central thought of the so-called HOGAN

and PALMER Systems.

I. K. FELCH'S System of in-breeding without loss of vitality in the stock.

GRUNDY'S method of producing 8-cents-a-bushel green feed; also the
" 15-cents-a-bushel " secret.

H. C. DAVIS' System of rules for preventing loss of chicks.

Several new food formulas, many of them the same as expensive " pat-
ented " foods.

I. B. GRAY'S secret of fattening .-itock quickly and obtaining an extra
price for it.

Are Only a Few of the Secrets Disclosed

In short, the new edition contains the cream of the exclusive knowl-
edge of dozens of America's foremost poultrymen, and you should have

it if you have even a few hens in a back-yard. Do not liesitate ; no
confidence has been violated ; every secret has been

Obtained in an Honorable Way
(I) by outright purchase: (2) by free permission given our poultry editor. Michael K. Boyer;
(3) by collecting old. valuable, but little known methods; (4) from Mr. Boyer's own 30 years'

experience. A large amomit of new material, never before published, has been added to

this new (gth) edition; no poultry owner should attempt to care for his stock without know-
ing these secret methods and discoveries.

It would be absurd to expect every bit of this Information to be unknown to every one : we
make no such claim. But we believe that the beginner with a few hens, the farmer with his small
flock, or the poultryman with his thousands will all find knowledg-e in this book which Is absolutely

new to them, and worth many limes its cost. Wc risk our reputation on this.

We Will Pay $10.00 for Any Secret Not in the Book

provided it is practical and valuable. II It Is something both g-ood and new. a check for Ten Dollars

will be sent at once. In submitting secrets address all communications to

POULTRY DEPARTMENT OF FARM JOURNAL.

Farm .Touit.vAi, has for thirty years made a specialty of poultry: this department Is ably edi-

ted and more valuable than many specialized poultry papers. This is only one section, however,
of a remarkable magazine—a monthly with CUO.OOO subscribers—circulating' throughout America
and in every civilized land. NOT a dreary, technical farm paper, badly printed on cheap paper, full

of medical and trashy advertisements, but a magazine for the home—town, village, or country: well

printed and Illustrated, clean, clever, quaint, aiid always cheerful: intensely practical: equally at

home on a thousand-acre farm or in a suburban back g-arden; In cottage or mansion. East or West:
and in a dozen ways UNLIKR ANY OTHER P.\PER you ever saw.

" Poultry Secrets "ry-e^r*s?S'ot'h7o?2?,^ $1.00
FARM JOURNAL, 1093 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.

iSS"' Our Splendid New Almanac for IIUH FRh'.E if you accept this offer within

10 days and ask for it. "^^ej Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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— For the Best Goods —
and LOW FREIGHT send your
orders for BEE-SUPPLIES to

The A. I. Root Company, Institute Place

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

We carry on hand constantly a full line of bee-supplies. We have the best
shipping facilities, and can fill your orders promptly the year round.

We have carloads coming from the factory constantly to replenish our
stock, so that our goods are always bright and new, and we keep our assort-
ments well up.

Send in your order now and take advantage of early order discounts.
Catalog on request, We will be glad to quote you delivered prices on any

list you may send in. We have on hand now a large stock of Extracted honey.
You will have to order quickly if you want some of this, as our honey always
goes fast.

¥

The A. I. Root Co., Chicago, Illinois
Institute Place R. W. Boyden, Resident Manager. Jeffrey Building

Take Elevator to Sixth Floor. Telephone 1484 North.

r

We will Buy and
Sell

HONET
^ of the different grades and kinds.

^M If you have any to dispose of, or i(

^2 y°" intend to buy, correspond

^^ with us.

Sfi We are always in the market

m Beeswax
at highest market prices.

Hildreth & Segelken
265 & 367 Qreenwlch Street

NEW YORK, N. Y.

^^

se mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Western Bee-Keepers slow^ou
how to save money. Send for our new cata-
log of the best Bee-ware made.

TBICOLOUDO BMIT-rtODICEU' IM'I. teiTer. M:
i'K'Qce rnention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS
FRIEND BEE-KEEPER—We are prepared

to fill your orders for Sections. A large stock

on hand. Also a Full Line of Bee-Supplies.

We make prompt shipments.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

IOWA-J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville.
CJregory & Son, Ottumwa.

KANSA.S-S. C. Walker & Son, Smith
Center.

MICHIGAN- Lengst & Koenie, 127 South
13th St., Saeinaw. E. S.

S. D. Buell. Union City.
NEBRASKA—Collier Bee-Supply Co..

Fairbury.
CANADA- N. H. Smith. Tilbury. Ont.

ARIZONA—H. W. Ryder. Phoenix.
MINNESOTA-Northwestem Bee-Snp-

plv Co.. Harmony.
ILLINOIS-D. L. Durham. Kankakee.
OHIO-F. M. Hollowell Harrison.
TEXAS-White Mfe. Co.. Blossom.
WISCONSIN-S. W. Hines Mercantile

Co.. Cumberland.
J. GobeU. Glenwood.

IMPORTED
QUEENS

CARNIOLANS
BANATS

CYPRIANS
I am wintering a tine'Iot, each Quet'ii bred in looo in the native land of its race. Price,

extra selected. 56 each. « Order now and have queen whenever desired.

FRANK BENTON, P. O. Box 17, Washington, D. C.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when u-ritipo
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Langstroth

Honey-Bee
on
the

Revised by Dadant. Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
lil)rary of every bee-keeper. Bound in

substantial cloth, and has nearly (Umi

pages. Revised by that large, practical

bee-keeper, so well kno\yn to all bee-
dom—Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following tlie instructions of
this book one can not fail to be won-
derfully helped on the way to success
with bees.

We mail the book for $1.20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00. This is in-

deed a splendid chance to get a grand
bee-book for a very little money.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 W. Superior St. • CHICAGO, ILL.

BIG BARGAIN SALE
on Bee-Supplies

I have bought all the bee-supplies and
machines of the Minneapolis VVood and
Machinery Co. Send me a list of what you
need, and get the right price. Also Adel,
Caruiolan, Italian, and Caucasian Queens.

CHAS. MONDENG, 4Atf
160 Newton Ave. N., Minneapolis, Mian.

Are You Interested

Months
Trial

Subscription

10 cents

in raising poultry, live

stock, produce, fruit, hon-
ey, or other farm products?
If so, send ten cents for a
3-months' trial subscrip-
tion to the "RURAL FARMER."

It Tells You
all about farm cultivation, orcharding-, live
stock and poultry breeding. How to market
cropa successfully, informs you how to ship,
pacK, crate, bill and jjet returns. "RURAL
FARMER" columns are rich in things you
should know. Throe Months for 10 cents.
Published weekly—5u cents per year; 3 years

for $1.0U, or$1.00 per year for club of 3 persons.

•'RURAL FARMER."
44 8. 3rd Street, - Philadelphia, Pa.

EXTRACTING MADE EASY

by using

MILLER AUTOMATIC DECAPPERS

$S to $35. Catalog Free.

APICULTURAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

Providence, R. I. 7Atf—IfEjRE/r/S—
IMPROVED CLARK'S DODBLE ACTION

CUTAWAY MARROW
The most won.Uirful farm tonl ovor invented
Two harrows in ono. 'Ihrows Iho dirt out. then

in, lenvioK tho Imul level and trun.

^i l_—J ^ labor Hiivor. w time Bavor. Por-
^^ I^Sg^^ fer-t center ilrnft. Jointed Polo.

Bewftr»> of iniitfitlons and in-

frint'ementH. Rnnl today for

KKKK IlfioUlil.

CUTAWAY HARROW CO.
;ii;i Miiln 8t..

lliicifuiiuui, Cuun.

Pfcue mention Am. B«e Journal when writing.

M. H. HUNT & SON
The best time to buy your goods is during

the fall and winter months. Wc are mak-
ing; Liberal Discounts for Early Orders,
and would like to quote you net prices (ui

your needs for next season.
-i;i:es\v.a\ wan rf:i5-

LANSING, - MICHIGAN.
Please mention Am. Bee Tournal when writing.

Bee-Supplies
Lewis Goods in Iowa

at Factory Prices
Write me for prices on Goods jou need for
igio. Discount for Early Orders. Send for
Catalog. It will be read>' about .January ist.

—Beeswax Wanted-
W. J. McCARTY. Emmettsbur^, Iowa

Engravings for Sale.
We are accumulatint; quite a lart^^e stock

of bee-j'ard ent;raviny;s and other pictures
used from time to time in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them couid be
used by bee-keepers in their local newspa-
pers, on their letterheads, on souvenir cards,
or in other profitable or interestint; ways.
If we can sell them it will help us to pay for
others that we are constantly having made
and usin^,' in these columns.
We do not have a catalof; or printed list of

the eng^raviny^s. but if you wilt let us know
just which you want we will be pleased to
quote you a very low price, postpaid. Just
look throujih the copies of the Bee Journal
and make your selection. Then write to us.

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO.

146 West Superior Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

Pacific Homestead
Do you want direct information on the

bee, stock, horticultural and agricultural
industries of Oregon, Washington and
Idaho ? Then send 25c in stamps right now
for a three months' trial subscription to our
Pacific HomesteRd, the illustrated farm
paper of the Pacific Northwest. We g:ive
with this our big Holiday number (equiva-
lent to a $2.00 book) containing articles on,
and over 100 illustrations of the entire
Pacific Northwest. 6Atf

Sample copies of current numbers free.

Address

Pacific Homestead
Dept. C, Salem, Oregon

Laug.stroth Book "Special"

We have about 30 copies left of the
book, "Langstroth on the Honey-
Bee," of the edition just preceding the
last. It is practically equal to the
latest edition, and we will mail them so
long as they last, for 90 cents a copy.
(The regular price is $1.20.) Or, we
will send one of the above 90-cent
copies with the American Bee Journal
one year—lioth for $1.75. Address the
American Bee Journal office.

How About Your A«lvertisiiig?

Have you anytliing to sell? .Any bees,

honey, hives, or anything else that you
think the readers of the .American
Hee Journ.il .miglit want to buy? If so,

why not offer it throu.gh our advertis-

ing columns? See rates in the first

column of the second page of every
number of the Bee Journal. We try to

keep our columns clean and free from
any dishonest advertising. Sucli can
not get in, if we know it.

Our Clubbing List.
We have arranged with some of the

best magazines and other publications

to offer them in connection witli a

year's subscription to the American
Bee Journal. If there are any others
that you would like to subscribe for, be
sure to let us know what they are, and
we will quote you price. Our list so

far as made up is as follows, the prices

applying only to the United States, out-

side of Chicago

:

American Bee.Iournalone year (75 cts.) Both
With American .'\6rriculturist. ..Si.oo $i.7s

Bee-Keepers' Review I new) i.oo i.8s
American Poultry World.. .50 1.40

'\ American Sheep Breeder, i.oo 1.85
] Better I-'ruit i.oo 1.75

Breeders' Gazette 1.75 2.45
| Canadian Bee Journal 1.00 1.85

Century Magazine 4.00 4.75
] Circle Alatiazine, The 1.50 2.25
''^ Commoner, The i.oo 1.75

Country Life in America.. 4.00 4.75
Delineator. The i.oo 1.85
Designer. The 50 1.40
Dressmaking at Home i.uo i.8s
Etude. The (musical) 1.50 2.25
Everyday Housekeeping.. .50 1.40
Everybody's Magazine 1.50 2.25
Garden Magazine 1.00 T.85
Gleanings in Bee Culture, i.oo 1.75
Good Housekeeping i.oo 1.75
Guide to Nature. The 1.00 1.85

Harper's Weekly 4.00 4.75
House Beautiful. The 2.S0 3.25
Housekeeper, The 75 1.50
Human Life i.oo 1.75
Ladies' Home Journal i.so 2.25
Little Folks I.oo 1.85
Market Growers' Journal. 1.00 1.75
McCall's Magazine 50 1.40
McClure's Magazine 1.50 2.25
Modern Priscilla 75 1.60
Mothers' Magazine 50 1.40
Munsey's Magazine 1.00 1.85
Natl Stockman & Farmer. I.oo i.8s
New Idea Woman's Maga-

zine 50 1.40
Ohio Farmer 75 1.60
Outing 3.00 3.75
Popular Science Monthly. 3.00 3.7s
Recreation 3.00 375
Review of Revie\vs 3.00 3.75
Scrap-Book 1.00 1.85
Scribner's Magazine 3.00 3.75
St. Nicholas 3.00 3.75
Suburban Life 3.00 3.75
Success Magazine 1.00 1.85

Sunday-School Times 1.00 1.85

Wallace's Farmer i.oo 1.85

Woman Beautiful. The I.oo 1.75
Woman's Home Compan-

ion 1.50 2.25
World's Work 3.00 3.75

' World Today. The 1.50 2.25

Youth's Companion (new. 1.75 2.50

Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

146 W. Superior St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

Wants and Exchanges.
(Advertist'niLMits in tliis depiirtrnont will

he inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-
counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than twi> lines. If wanted in this de-
partment, you must say so when orderinn.l

S. C. W. LuLrliorns. lar^e size, record layers,
lar^eet'es; stock could not be finer; 15 eges
Si.oo. Orders booked now. O. I. Masten,
R. F. 0.36. Indianapolis. Ind.

Wantko.—Thousands of both new luid re-
newal subscriptions for the American Hee
Journal durini,' its (ioldcn Jubilee Year.
Why not each present rek'tilar subscriber
send in one or two new suoscriptions dur-
ing llie next w days? Subscription i>rice
now Si.oo a year, witli exceptions as n<Ued
on paye 2,
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apoMQOLS

«. CAPONS »>ri tit; thp largest profits
,

— 100 per rent iiiurM lh;in other poul-

try. (.'!i|.inii/.lnt' is easy and soon
It'urneil. rr>.)Kri'ssive poultryiiiea use

PILLING CAPONIZ-
INO SETS

Postpaid $'- aU per set with free instruc- 1

tiouB. The convenient, durable, ready-
for-use kind. Best material. Wealsomaho I

Vnultru Marker 25c. Oape Worm Extractor 25o
\

' French KUlin'j Knife 50c. Capon Book Free.

G. P. Pilling & Son, Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Celluloid Queen-Buttons
These are very pretty things for bee-keep-

ers or honey-sellers to wear on their own-
hipels. They often serve to introduce the
siihji-ct of honey, which might frequently
lead to a sale.

XoTK. — One bee-keeper writes: "I have
every reason to believe that it would be a

very good idea for every bee-
keeper to wear one [of these
buttons), as it will cause peo-
ple to ask Questions about

I

the busy bee. and many a
' conversation thus started
wind up with the sale of
more or less honey; at any
rate it would give the bee-
keeper a superior opportu-

nity to enligliten many a person in regard to
honey and bees."

The picture shown above is a reproduc-
tion of a motto queen-button that we offer
to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the under-
side to fasten it.

Prices—by mail— I for 6 cts.; 2 for 10 cts.;

or6for25cts. Address.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 West Superior Street, CHICAGO, ILL

n A nyFA 9 Foot-Power

DAnllCO Machinery
Head what J. L Parent, of Charl-

ton, N. Y.. says; "We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last

winttT. 50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey-racks, 500 brood-frameB.
2.000 honey-boies, and & great deal
of other work. Thiswinter we have
double theanionnt of bee-hiTe8,etc.,
to niake.andwe expecttodo it with
this Saw. It will ao all you say It

will" CAtalog and price-list free.

Address, W. F. ftJOHN BARKES.
995 Rnby 8t., Rockford. lU.

Rakv fthirk« - cts. uacli. Eggs for hatcU-
Oauy UniGKS ing. $4 per loo. ah kinds poul-
try at lowL-st prices. Guarantee safe arrival
anvwh^^re. Write for price-list loA'-t

CULVER POULTRY FARM 1015 Reei. BENSON. NEBR.

^^^ $5D0WN, $5 MONTHLY
Twelve million people within l.iO miles

of this land, ill miles from Atlantic City.

(;oo<l success belnn made In Southern New
.liTsey ralsUiK berries, vegetables, fruits,

siiuabs. broilers and egg's for Eastern mar-
kc-ts. Two mam line railroads. Large man-
ufacturing town near by. Title Insured,

liooklet tree. FR.VZIER COMPANI

.

T60 Bailey liutldlng.
PUll.AUF.I.rHI.\.

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind.

'' If goods are wanted quick, send to Pouder "

BEE-SUPPLIES
Standard Hives witli latest improvements; Danzcnbaker
Hives. Surtions. Foundation, Extractors. Smokers. Veils.
and a (•i>in|iletL- stock of

Root's Standard Goods at Factory Prices

My etniipmfnt. my stocii ni gtiods. and my shii)ping
facilities, cannot be excelled, and I ship goods to every
State in the Union. Illustrated and descriptive catalog
mailed free.

Finest White Clover Honey
oil hand at all tinit-s I Buy Beeswax.

859 Massachusetts Ave.

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
BINGHAM ^ Extracts from Catal*e»— 1907:

OLEAN '^^A Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.—This is the Smoker we
ij^^ a recommend above all others.

^^* " u. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—We have sold theee Smok-
ers (or a gfood many years and never received a single complaint.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of thelcup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,

1892, and 1^3," and hare all the new improvements.

Smoke Engine—largest smoker made $1.50—4 inch Btov«
Doctor—cheapest made to use 1.10

—

3}4
"

Conqueror—right for most apiaries 1.00—

3

"

Large—lasts longer than any other 90—2X "
Little Wonder—as its name implies 65—2 "

The above prices deliver Smoker at your post-office free. We send circular if requested.

Original Biagham & Hetherington Uncapping-Enife.

T. F. BINGfiflM, Farwell, MiGll

Patented. May 20. 1879. BEST ON EARTH.

Bee - Supplies Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Honey for Sale.
(Asl< for Prices.)

Extracted Honey Wanted.
(Send Sample and Price.)

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. foj

(Successors to tlie York Hoticv & Bee-Supply Co.) H. M. ARND, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

BETTER FRUIT
Tlie best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 per acre. One

Dollar per year. Sample copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "TreoT"

>

>

¥

>

¥

BEE-SUPPLIES.
40-paE:e
"—iTul

catalog free.
Brimrul of the latest
make of hives, etc. Our
supplies will please

you In everv wav. Prices are right. We can make
prompt ahlpmerita as we carry a full line of A. I

Root Co. 's supplle.'' in stock. Do-'" '"" * *'

as If you are in need of supplies
Don't fall to write

8Atf

'^! ase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY CO.. High Hill. Montg. Co., Mo

PSeasc mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

"FFNPF ^t'^R^o^^^
Mado-

^'S\^i\y"i High Carbon Double Strength U
ili'd Vt irt.'. Heavily Galvanized toll

^provt-nt rii^^t. Have no agents, bt^ll at|f

^factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
pwe imy all freight. :i7 li.lirlUrt .>f farLu U
aanii poultry fL-m-t'. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
sBox 89 Winchester, Indiana.

I
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AH the best novelties and staodard varieties ol Garden and
Fann seeds. Send for handsome, illustrated catalot^e of
Seeds, riants. Poultry Supplies, Nuisery Stock, etc., and
special Bargain List ol Vegetable and Flow-
er Seeds at 2 cents per packet and upwards.
Mailed to you, if you meatioo this p^fjer.

Iowa Seed Co,, l>ept. 5 Des moines^ iowa
FREE

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

ALFALFA HONEY
—FOK SALE—

White, Heavy, Excellent

One 6o-lb. Can. per pound loc

Two " "
"

o'Ac

10 or more Cans 8J^c

Arnd Honey and Bee-Supply Co.,

i48\Vest Supfiior .St.. - CHR'.\G( ). ILL.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Honey Wanted.
All grades of Comb and of Extracted. 2uoo
cases of Buckwheat Comb wanted at once.
What have you to sell ? Third car of water-
white Sage just in. Write for prices.

THE GRIGGS BROS. CO.
iiAtf TOLEDO. OHIO,
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

HONEY
For Sale — Amber or Buckwheat Comb. 2i
sections, in glass-front case. S2.75 per case,
25 cases at 82.60; 50 cases at $2.50 per case.
Unfinished Sections at J8 per 100. Will pack
honey in straw carriers and guarantee safe

QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-BREEDER,
Bellevue, Ohio.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

FOR SALE
We liave several hundred Cases of uood

Second-Hand Cans, two in a case, used only
once with Wliite Honey—

10 Cases or over 40c per Case.
25 " " ''. 35c "
100 30c

Speak Quick. F. O. B. TOLEDO, OHIO.
21 North Erie St..

iiAtf THE GRIGGS BROS. CO.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

HONEY *!!? BEESWAX
When consigning, buying,

or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.
199 South Water St. Cliicaeo, III

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

BEE-KEEPERS
Write U8 now for our Catalog and get low

prices on good, honest,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Onr specialt; is making Sections. All other
goodi up-to-date.

AUa. LOTZ & SON, Cadott, Wis.
lOA34t Pleaae mention the Bee Joarnal.

Twill be in the Review
Dr. .Jones, ul .M inuesota, has published a little book de-
scribing a simple system of management, whereby sw-arm
ing is absolutely prevented—no clipping of Queens' wings,
no caging of queens not even necessary to look for
Queensi, no pinching of cjueen-cells. no shook-swarmins.
no dividing, no extra expense nor fixtures, yet a good crop
of honey is secured.

The book retails for 25 cts. ; and is copyrighted, so
that no one has a right to copy any of it without permis-
sion— to do so brings a liability of prosecution— but the
Bi'c-ls.eepers' Review has paid the author a good round
sum for the privilege of copying the ciilirc hook into its col
umns—uo otlier journal can print it unless similar ar
rangements are made with the author.

The first installment will api)ear in the February
Review, and the entire book will be copied before the
opening of the swarming season—probably be finished
with the .-Vpril issue.

, , ,, , ,

The Review is Si.oo a year, but there are stdl left a

few sets of back numbers for loog, and, so long as the sup-
ply holds out. these back numbers will be sent free to the
man who sends Si. 00 for the Review for igio. In other
words, you can get the Review for iqoq and loio for only
81.00; and, as already explained, the Jones book on swarm-
prevontion will be copied into (he early issues.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.
Pfease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

A Bargain in
Poultry Supplies

Cornell Incubators and Mann Bone Cutter
for sale at about half price.

232-Epg capacity Incubator, only 815.00
364-

' " ' " 18.00
Mann No. 11 Power or Hand Bone

Cutter, for only 18.00
Mann Clover Cutter, iron stand. 6.00

Leg Bands. Poultry Markers, and Egg-Tes-
ters, at half price.
The above machines are slightly damaged,

but about as good as new. Never used, but
tested and guaranteed, .\ddress.

Arnd Honey and Bee-Supply Co.,

148 West Siii>crior St.. CHIC.\GO. ILL.

For SaJP — '"ancy extracted alfalfa honey.
I III vaic thoroughly ripened, rich ^: thick:
If you want honey that " tastes like more."
try a 60-ib. can for S.5.00. A. K. LvONS,
i2A3t Rt. 5. Fort Collins. Colo.

FOR SALE
so 8-frame Colonies of Italian Bees, H'o Su-
pers to match same, for comb honey. Right
in the alfalfa section of independence Co..
at Newark. Ark. Rather than move them,
will take S150.00.

W. J. LITTLEFIELD,
i2Atf Rt. ^. Litti.p: Rock. Akk.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

AGENTS:- IF i KNEW YOUR NAME, I

would send you our $2. lit sample outfit free thlB
very minute. Let me start you ni a prulitable
business. You do not need one cent of capital.
Experience unnecessary, fit) percent profit. Cre-
dit given. Premiums. Freigrht paid. Chance
to win $500 in g^old extra. Every man and wom-
an should write me for free outnt.
QA6t JAY BLACK. Pres.. 305 Beverly St.; Boston, Mass.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

CYPRIAN, Carniolan,Caucasian.Italian Queens
Select untested. %\M. Select tested, $2.00.

Bees $8 colony. Supplies and Honey. 6Aly
W.C. MORRIS. Nepperhan Hts., Yonbers. N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Dittmer's Comb Foundation
Is BEST, not because WE say so, but because in every case where
it was tested side by side with other makes, THE BEES PREFER-
RED IT; and the reasnn for this is, ITS .\BSOLUTE PURITY,
of which the BEES ARE THE BEST JUDGES, and which can
be obtained only by the use of DITTMER'S PROCESS for CLE.\N-
ING .A.ND PURIFYING WAX.

Our entire Process is ORIGINAL AND INDEPENDENT, and
its entire Success is deinonstrated by its EXCLUSIVE USE by
thousands of Bee-Keepers in every part of the country, in prefer-

ence to any other MAKE OR PROCESS.

We make a Specialty of Working your Wax for Cash.

Write us for Prices and Samples, whicli must be seen to be ap-
preciated. We carry a full line of

Bee-Supplies, Wholesale and Retail,

and will be pleased to mail you our Catalog and Prices. Address,

GUS DITTMER COMPANY,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Phase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Chicago. Dec. 28.—The demand for honey
of all kinds has been slack during December,
but we are looking forward to the next two
months brineinKa demand sufficient to taki'

thesurphis now on hand. Fancy grades of
comb honey sell (inickly at i6c. with the un-
der grades slow at from i@3C per pound less.

Extracted is in gooii demand for clover and
basswood. which brines «e. and the off kinds
are from half to a cent less in price. Amber
grades are steady at b(^b',ic. with some at :c.

Beeswax in good demand at .t2c, if clean and
of first quality. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Boston. Jan. I.—Fancy white comb honey
at io®i7c; No. i. I5@i6c. White, extracted.
8@Qc; light amber. 7®8c; amber. 6@7C. Bees-
wax, 3o®32c. Blake. Lee Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. Dec. 2q.—The demand
for both comb and extracted honey is good:
the receipts light. We quote: No. i white
comb. 24 section cases. S3. 50; No. 2 white and
amber. $3.25 per case. White extracted, per
pound, 7!4c. Beeswax. 25@28c.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Cincinnati. Dec. 28.—The market on comb
honey is exceedingly brisk, and has made an
advancement. \\ e quote comb honey. 24

sections to a case, in large lots. S3. 50 per
case: by the single case, $4.00. The market
on extracted honey is good. Sage at 8@8/2C
per pound: amber in barrels. 6,''.(3 6;*c. Bees-
wax is fair at 33c. These are our selling
prices, not what we are paying.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Toledo, Dec. 30.—The demand for honey
— as practically ceased, as is usual at this
time ofthe year, and as so many producers
liave held on to their crops there is a ten-
dency t o shove it out. which, of course,
weakens the market, and prices have some-
what declined. W^e are quoting fancy white
from I5C2'I5'2C; No. I. la'^^i^^c: very little de-

niiind for darker grades. White cit>\er l*\-

tiacted in cans would bring from 752(?8j2C.
and is in fair demand. Very little demand
for lower grades. Water-white sage we are
quoting at 8^i@i}C. Beeswax is quite firm at
281S30C. The Griggs Bros. Co.

iNUiANAi'Oi.is. Dec. 28.—There is a good
deman<l for best grades of both comb and
extracted honey, but jobbing houses are well
supplied. Practically no honey is now be-
ing offered by producers, and jobbers are
selling No. i and fancy white comb at I7@i8c.
Best extracted, ij&mc. according to quantity
taken at one shipment. Poor demand for
amber honey and no established prices.
Producers arebeingpaid 28(»3ofor good aver-
age beeswax. Walter S. Pouder.

Zanesville. Ohio. Dec. 28.—The local
honey market is usually very quiet at the
holiday season. For this time of year the
demand is about normal. Producers should
receive from the jobbing trade I4@i.=5c for No.
I to fancy white clover or raspberry comb
honey, and for best extracted in 5-gallon
cans. 8@8j4c. delivered: wholesale prices
ruling 2C*2'2C higher on comb, and i@i'^c on
extracted. For clean yellow beeswax, pro-
ducers are offered 28c cash, or 30c in ex-
change for merchandise.

Edmund W. Peirce.

New York, Dec. 2g.—During the past few
weeks thedemandfor comb honey has slack-
ened off somewhat. There is still a fair de-
mand for No. r and fancy white, but off
grades and dark are rather neglected, and
not in much demand. While our stock is

not large, it is sufficient to meetthe demand,
and straggling lots are still coming in. We
quote: Fancy white. i?c; No. i. 14c: off
grades. ii(gi2c: buckwheat and dark. io@i2c.
according to quality. Extracted, demand
fair, principally for California; prices rul-
ing the same as our last quotation. Bees-
wax, steady, and in good demand at S30C.

HiLDRETH &SEGELKEN.

Wanted—White Honey.
state kind, how put up, and lowest cash

CHAS. KOEPPEN, KnSMainSt..
oAtf KREDFRICKSBURG. VA.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

FALCON
OUNDATION

Years of experience in llie manufac-
ture of

FALCON
COMB
FOUNDATION

have made it PERFECT.

Bees like it. and tlie foremost

Honey-Producers Use It.

It lieljis ni;iteri.illy tn increase the

Honey Crop
(Send fur onr new Catalog.)

Ship us vour

BEESWAX
to FALCONER, N. Y.

Will send shipping-tags, when yon
write askint,' for quotations.

We pay highest market prices.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

FOR SALE
i5 Empty Hive-Bodies, nailed and painted:
never used. Will take Si^ for tlie lot.

Henry Cable, Rt. 1, Reynoldsville, Pa.

DDE IBL DDEr DDE :[
nl

If You Want the Best Bee-Supplies Made
and the best service possible, send your orders to

WEBER
WE HAVE on hand constantly a complete stock of Root's Goods, and can fill all orders promptly

at factory prices. Send us your orders, and get goods as nearly perfect as possible. It is a matter of no
little pride to us to be able to ofTer goods of such high character to our friends. Letters of commenda-
tion like the following are usual where orders are filled with Root's supplies

:

I have one of your new hives set up and painted, and am very well pleased with it. Your hives are
50 percent better than others I have boufrht at the same price. A. J. FISCHER.

I have just received my goods, and am more than pleased with them. I had intended to make mv
hives: but when I received the sample hive and saw the No. i pine lumber it was made of. and considered
the workmanship. I felt satisfied that I can buy cheaper than I can make them—enough cheaper to save
the price of the lumber. O. C. MILLS.

All of onr supplies are up to this high standard, and we want every bee-keeper in this vicinity to
send us at least a trial order this season. All we want is to get you started ; we know you will send us
all your orders, once you have had some of our goods. Delivered prices cheerfully quoted on any list

you may submit. Catalog for the asking.
We still have a good stock of choice HONEY, and can fill your orders promptly for this. Sample

on request

Send Your Orders to Weber, and be Satisfied.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
U 2146-2148 CENTRAL AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OHIO

^^ni inr= inr= inr= inr= ir=JjDDE 3DE
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Be Sure to get our PRICES on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's Wax

or
Let us send to you our prices for

Working your Wax into

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
Many large Honey-Producers prefer our Foun-

dation to other makes, because the bees like it best.

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of

BEESWAX, and we are buying at all times of the

year at highest fash and trade prices.

During the season of 1909 we handled over

175,000 pounds of Beeswax.

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

We Keep Only the Best.

Let us Figure on

Your Season's Supplies

1910 CATALOG

Now Ready,

and Free for the Asking.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH

Established 1864

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
C We manufacture and furnish everything needed in practical, up-to-date BEE-Culture at

the very lowest prices. We make the celebrated DOVETAILED HIVES and

the famous MASSIE HIVES. These are the most practical, up-to-date Bee Hives

made and our extremely low prices place them within the reach of all bee-keepers. Our

HONEY EXTRACTORS and BEE SMOKERS are tiie very best that can be had any-

where. We guarantee satisfaction to every customer or refund your money and i)ay the trans-

portation charges both ways. This means that you can send back to us any goods you buy

from us that are not satisfactory. We will exchange them or refund your money instantly

without a ()uestion.

C If you haven't one of our CHAMPION SMOKFIRS you don't know what a

good one is until you get one, (sample by mail $1.00).

CWrite today for our large illustrated catalog— it is free; it is one of the easiest catalogs

to order from that you ever saw. Remember our guarantee qf entire saiisj'action.

CL Write us for [irices on any orders. IVe can save you monei/.

Kretchmer Mfg:. Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

GEORGE W.YORK S COMPANY
146 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

THE SUBS(UlIPTION PRICE of this Journal
Is $1.00 a year. In the United States of America
(except In Chicagxj. where It is $1,251, and Mex-
ico: in Canada $1.10: and in all other countriea
in the Postal Union. 25 cents a year extra for

postag^e. Sample copj-free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription is

paid. For instance. "declO" on your label shows
that it is paid to the end of December, 1910.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,
but changre the date on your address-label,
which shows that the money has been received
and credited.

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, I5g.
14 lines make one inch.

Nothine: less than 4 lines accepted.

Discounts:
3 times 14c a line 9 times lie a line

6 " 12c'*'" 12 " (lyr.) 10c aline

Reading Notices, 25 cents, connt line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

National B^^-Keepers' Association.

(Ortranized in 1870.)

Objects.
1. To promote the interests of bee-iteepers.
2. To protect and defend its members in

their lawfnl rights as to keeping: bees.
3. To enforce laws against the adulteration

of honey.
Membership Dues.

One dollar a year.

Officers and Executive Committee.
President—Gp:oR(;e W. York. Chicago. III.

Vice-President—W. D. Wright. Altamont.
N. Y.
Secretary—Louis H. Scholl. NewBraun-

fels. Te.t.
Treas. & Gen. Mgr.-N. E. Fran'CE. Platte-

ville, Wis.
Twelve Directors.

G. M. Doollttle. Borodino. N. Y.
Jas. A. Stone, Kl. 4. Sprlngrfield. 111.

R. A. Holekamp. 42(i3 Va. Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Wm. McEvny. Woodbum, Ont., Canada.

M. U. Mendleson. Ventura, Calif.
R. C. Aikln, Loveland, Colo.

K. I.. Taylor. Lapeer. Mich.
E. D. Townsend, Remus, Mich.

ITdo Toepperweln, San Antonio. Tex.
J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

E F. Atwater. Meridian. Idaho.
R. A. Morgan, Vermilion, S. Dak.

Arevou a member? If not, why not send
the annual dues of $1.00 at onre to Treas.
France or to the office of the American Bee
Journal. 1.16 W. Superior St.. Chicago. III.?

It will be forwarded promptly to the Treas-
urer, and a receiiit mailed to you by him. It

is the desire of the officers to increase the
membership to 5«i(> by the end of iqio. Every
progressive bee-keeper should be a member
of this, the greatest bee-keepers' organiza-
tion in America.

Doubled the Sale of Honey.

The copies of "Honey as a Heath Food"

that I have used have about doubled my sale

of honey. Gfio. H. Couuson.

Cherokee, Okla., Oct. 20, 1909.

ElkhartBuggies
are the best made, best grade and easiest riding

buggies on earth for the money.

FOR THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS
we have been selling direct and are

The Largest Manufacturers in the World
selling to the consumer exclusively.

W'c bblp for finrninaliun and approval, yuar-
antecing safe .lt:Uvery, ami also Xn save you
monev. If you are Dot satisfied as to style,

quality and price yu arenothirif; oi

May We Send You Our
Large Catalogue?

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg.

Elkhart, . - - - Indiana^

save you
; to style.

^g.CoJ
ana^^

Poultry and

Bee-Supplies
We keep on hand at all times the largest

and most complete line of things used by

Foultry and Bee-men.

Prairie State Incubators

and Brooders

Root's Bee-Supplies

Standard Bone-Cutters

Our fyec Catalotr for the asking. We save

you freig:ht on goods from TOLEDO.

Beeswax—Wanted at all times. Send
list of goods you will need.

The GRIGGS BROS. CO.

24 North Erie St., Detroit, IVIich.

Cook's Honey-Jar.
With patent Air-Tight Sanitaky Stoi-I'ER
is the Best and Cheapest Honey-Jar made.
Sold only by

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City.

Send in cents half postage) for sample ,lar.
and catalog of Well-Bkkd Bees. Queens,
Hives, etc.
l^r- The oldest Bee-Supply Store in the

East, 2.\tf

Fnr ^alo '- Indian Kunner Duck eggs. 5i. 00.rui «dlC 15 White Wyandotte eggs. 81.00;
i; K(.si' Comb Rhode Island Reds. $1.50. 2.A.3t

J. F. MICHAEL, Rt. 1, Winchester, Ind.

Again to the Front with

The Famous Banats
Having ni<:>\ed my Banat
Apiaries from Sabinal to
San Benito. Texas. I am
now better prepared to
furnish High Quality

QUEENS
and guarantee them pure-
ly mated. Prices: Untes-
ted Queens, each. I'^c: per
doz.. $8.00. Tested Queens
each. $1.25; per doz.. S12.00.

My stock is pure and free from disease—
the gentlest bees on earth.

GRANT ANDERSON,
2Atf S.\.\ BENITO. TEX.AS.

Ruby Nugget
Tomato

-^ V^. J'^ueTrww.ut
II

A gran^l novelty wtiicn ortKliint-

IL*^^ _ jSZSkTo»Mro II ed on our place and Is now offei^

'ni5'^ ^HeSbfc ed for Ihe firrtt time. Whllfl Iio(

pk.l ^ ^T^ L
larEP.fitlU it iB a handsome tniit,

^CiVCp-^^-^j-iir^—<3 of drtl't'oiis flavor and womler-
O y^ ^** ^^ fully j.roductlve—over 700 fruits

\^/% J |.* have teen Krown on one plant.

OCHll\ rVlA.. A cash prise oftlO.OO will l«i paid

^\|V I I MA to ihe person jrrowinpthelarcesl
• VC number of Kul.y NuECet Toma-

toes on a slnelo plant this year. Price is 35 cents pel pacKet

of 100 seeds, but to Induce yon to give our Choice Iowa

Seeds a liiftl this vsnr. we will send von a trial packet of

about 25 seeds wiiluut . haree, tocelher with a copy of

large Illustrated seed and plant catalog. If you have had

our catalog thii year, please say Bo. Mention this paper

IOWA SEED CO.. Dept. 5 PES MOINES. IOWA.

Books for Bee-Keepers

Every bee-keeper should have a bee-

book besides a bee-paper. On another

page will be found all the best books
offered—either at a price, postpaid, or as

a premium. If you can not earn them
as premiums for getting new subscrip-

tions, it wrill pay you well to purchase

one or more of ther

DOUBLE ACTION HARROW &. CULT
FOR lOOVo CROPS jLft.

Witli this todl iiioro dififtJl

ol' work can ho timie,
Willi less Ul'i'ni t. LilJin

with any othor. Cr.AKK'S is tlie only I'isk Culti-

vator that coimiliarly cinljodit^s the duuhJe actiou
priiH'iplo. It will do tho work of several disk jna-
rhiiies that would rost you s»»voral times as iiiucli,

ami do it moro thoroughly, liocause it has 4 canes
insti'iid of only 2. Tlio draft is always frnni centre

—

siiitaltlo for '1 liiiht liorses. Eqninpi'd with Kxtonsion
Head and .lointo<I Polo, and vrln-ii so ordered two
laru'o disks for Li-^tine are supplied.
Send today for our tree Hook, "Largo Hay Crops."

CUTAWAY HARROW COMPANY,
m Main St., HIGGANUM, CONN.

IVATOR
THE

ORIGINAL
CUTAWAY."
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[ how to malic money raisinK P'>i;llry.

I The book that has been cua^cd and
[ discusseJ mure than any other hut

sale ia incrcaiinC tluily. Why?
au&e it tells fucts and not theo>

irs. Endorsed by poultry authur-
lies and successful amateurs who
ire making money folIowinU ihi^ nd-
rice of the author, Milo M. Mast*

Indi Ex-Commercial Poultry Expert for V. S. Government.
"

1 he Dollar Hen " is sold in combiuation with the " Poultry

Digest" to increase its circulation. It is a real book, 212

pa^es, with illustrations; not a paper bound pamphlet, ex-

plaining " Systems." '" Secrets" or " Mcrhod*." The book
ond " Pnultry Digest" one year, postpaid, $1.00. Sulisfac*

'VuLTRy'KgEST pub. CO." 57.J ANN ST., NEWYORKCITY.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sold at reduced prices. Dovetailed Hives,
Sections, and cverythinf oertaininir to bee-
keepins of the very best kept in stock.
Large Warchousi- on of 1.. S. & M. S. R. R.

Wholesale and Retail. New price-list just
out— Free. Let nie figure on your wants.

iiAtf W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal w)w!n writing.

The Cyphers Incubator

Pays From the Start

Bepln right — vrhether you are In the chlckea
business on a lartre or small scale. Dou'fexptrl-
ment up" to Cyphers quality. Get the best^rst.
Tbe Cyrliers means no moisture troubles; no

heatlntr troubles; no ventilation troubles. BlKPtst
percentages; Lealtliiest chicks. It's tbe best by test.

The World's Standard Hatcher
Used by more Government Experiment Stations,

more State Agricultural Colleges, more well-knowQ
Fanciers and Practical Poultrynien than all other
makes combined. A hot-air machine— no metal
tanks to rust out. Self-regulatiiit:; si-lf-veiitilating.
Cyphers Incubators

and Brooders are
guaranteed to you
personally. Vou have
SO days—4 hatches—to
prove a Cyphers In-
cubator. Money
back If vou want it

—after fair trial. 160-

pa^e Catalog free.
Address Nearest City.

Cyphers Incobator Co.
DepartmcDt 83,

piiffali-.. N. Y.

Fir* Preofadr Insurable

New York City. N. T.|
Kansas Cliy.Mo.;

Chicago, TIL
I

Oakland. Cat

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of the Book

"Bees and Honey"
By Thomas G. Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to
close out. It contains 160 pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at 50 cents each; or
with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for only $1.20. Surely
this is a bargain. Tlie book is well
illustrated, and has some good infor-
mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

This is the only Place in Indiana
Where you can get this Combination

—

Prompt Service
—AND—

Lewis Beeware
Lewis Wisconsin Hives are winners.

Lewis Dovetailed Hives are in a class by

themselves.

E^" Our New, Up-to-Date Catalog will soon be
issued.

It is Absolutely Free. Send for one.

THE C. M.ISCOTT CO.
1009 E. WashingtonlSt. INDIANAPOLIS, IND

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

12 Hardy Blizzard Belt I70I?1? f
Strawberry Plants fKtL!
Everybody likes strawberries and to prove that our "BLIZZARD BELT*
plants are the strongest rooted and heaviest fruiters, we oiler to send
ONE DOZEN selected plants to you FREE OF CHARGE. We picked
36 quarts of flne fruit from a test bed of but a dozen strawberry plants
set the year before. You can do as well. If you care to send 10 cents
for mailing expense, we will add 6 BABY EVERGREENS 2 years
old arid send all to you at proper planting time. Write to-day and
we will enter your name for the plants and send you our CATA-
LOGUE :uid BARGAIN SHEETS of HARDY "BLIZZARD BELT"
fruits by nfxt mail. Address
THE GARDNER NURSERY COMPANY. Box^239 Oi&^e, Iowa.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Write Us for Prices
We will make you delivered prices by return mail, on anything

you may want for your apiary.

We Manufacture
Dovetailed Hives, Hoffman Frames, Sections, Separators, Shipping-

Cases, etc. Also Berry Boxes and Crates.

There are no better HIVES than ours.

Prices the lowest.

Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.

Nicollet Island MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Nearly6Acres of Ground
Now Devoted to the Manufacture of

Lewis Beeware
Forty thousand square feet of floor space. One- half mile of private

railroad track for the prompt handling of all freight. Lumber-shed
five hundred feet long. Latest improved machinery operated by
electricity.

Thirty Distributing Houses
Send for new Catalog giving nearest one

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
—-— Watertown, Wisconsin.

Our operating plant having been destroyed by fire on June 20,

1909, building operations on a new and complete plant were begun at

once. This new plant is located a few blocks from the old one, the

change in location being made to avail ourselves of larger ground

space and the best railroad facilities. Needless to say. we are now
better equipped than ever to handle our constantly increasing business

and to furnish the finest goods.
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Cditbriaf ^ofes
and Comments

Overstockingr and Inirlugiiig-

G. M. Doolittle having commended a
man as conscientious who "would not
think of locating in a territory already
occupied by somebody else," Morley
Pettit, in Gleanings, thinks the man is

wise, rather than conscientious. He
says: "The act of overstocking is a

boomerang. Unlike mercy, it curses
him who gives and him who takes." Of
course the idea is that the man who in-

fringes on the territory of another so
as to cause overstocking has thrown a

a boomereng that will recoil upon him-
self. Editor Root footnotes the article
by saying

:

There can be no question but that, when
a man brings a lot of bees into a locality that
is already well stocked, he is working
against his own interests. But the question
is, "How are we going to educate him so
that he will be ' wise ' enough not to locate
there in the first place?" Mr. Pettit has
presented a phase of the question that has
not been receiving the attention it should.

Now, who has the answer to the
question as to how a man is to be edu-
cated to look out for his own interests?
Very likely, Mr. Root, there are some
who will suggest that in some cases
where men can not be educated to be-
come "wise" to their own interests,
other steps are taken. The man who
is "wise" will never steal, nor drink
whiskey, but no system of education
has yet been discovered so effectual
but that there are still thieves and
drunkards. But laws against stealing,
with penalties attached, are supposed
to be necessary for those who will not
otherwise become " wise," and there
are among bee-keepers some who are
cranky enough to suppose that there
ought to be laws to compel a man to
be " wise " in the matter of infringing
on another man's territorv.

Advantage ot Bulk Comb Honey
Among the advantages claimed for

bulk honey by J. J. Wilder, in Glean-
ings, is this

:

In the production of bulk comb honey all
the surplus honey can be removed at the
end of each flow, whether the frames are full
or not, and the honey is as nice, for it can
be saved and will bring its full market value.

The idea probably is that the honey
may be extracted from the partly filled

combs at the end of any particular flow,
the combs to be used again in the next
flow.

Variation in Basswood Bloom
That close observer, G. M. Doolittle.

reports in Gleanings, that in his vicinity
the very earliest blooming tree opened
its buds last year July 12. Then other
trees came into bloom on successive
days until July 24, on which date the
very latest opened its first bloom. Thus
there was a variation of 12 days be-
tween the earliest and the latest bloom-
er. That would make it seem that the
basswood harvest should be in any
year more than 12 days in duration.
But there are years of failure, when
there is no basswood harvest ; and it

is not impossible that in other years
the failure may affect all but the earliest
or latest, thus cutting down the time of
yield to less than 12 days. Possibly,
too, in other localities the variation
between earliest and latest may be
greater or less than at Borodino, N. Y.

Flour Plan of Queen-Production
In England the plan of uniting colo-

nies by sprinkling the bees with flour
is quite in favor, although for some
reason it has not been used much in

this country. But Elmer J. Weaver re-
ports, in Gleanings, that he has been
using it successfully in introducing
queens. He says

:

The method I employed with success was
to remove the old queen, place the frames
back in the hive, and dust several small
handfuls of flour over the tops of the frames
in such a manner that the flour got well
mixed with the bees between the frames.
The queen was then coated thoroughly with
flour and run down between the combs, fol-
lowed by a good sprinkling of flour.
This plan was not entirely successful

when practiced with queens received
through the mails, so was modified in the
following manner: After removing the old
queen, the bees were shaken from the
combs into the bottom of a hive, dusted
thoroughly with flour, and the queen coated
with flour was dropped among them. The
frames were then replaced carefully, and
the hive not opened again for a few days.

In the same paper, Mel Pritchard, an
experienced queen-rearer, thus reports
his success with flour in introducing
virgins

:

.\t one time last summer I had quite a sur-
plus of virgin qeens that were about six days
old; and. wishing to introduce them as
quickly as possible, I decided to try the flour
method. I took the virgins, one at a time,
and threw them into a tin baking-powder can
half full of flour, and shut them in. As six-
day old virgins are very active they tried to
fly around in the box. and in less than one
minute they were so completely covered
with flour that they could not fly at all.
While in this condition I picked them up on
the end of a small twig and ran them in at
the entrance of the nucleus-boxes. Forty
virgins were thus treated, and about 75 per-
cent of them were successfully introduced.
At the same time, three laying queens were
successfully introduced to full colonies by
the same plan.

How Much Honev Does a Bee
Oather?

In Gleanings, G. M. Doolittle makes
an estimate of what a bee can do in the
way of gathering in its lifetime, setting
it at an ounce of nectar, or 'j ounce
of honey, with conditions most favor-
able for gathering. A Stray Straw in
the same periodical, on the supposition
that a colony with a field-force of 30,-

000 workers each day for 26 consecutive
days (26 days being the field-life of a
worker) gathers 15 pounds of honey,
including the amount stored and the
amount consumed by the colony, fig-

ures that a bee during that time may
store one-fifth of an ounce of honey.
What a bee can do under the most

favorable circumstance^ is quite a dif-

ferent thing from what the average bee
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actually does <lo in its lifetime. It may
not be without interest to make some
attempt to answer the latter question.
Of course, many a bee spends its life-

time when little or nothing can be
done, and the average of all must be
taken.

It is hard to havg any positive data,

but for the sake of having something
to start with, let us suppose that during
the season a queen lays eggs that will

be the equivalent of 1000 eggs a day for
half the year, or 182 days. That means
that the season's gathering must be
divided among 182,000 workers.
Suppose also that the colony stores

75 pounds of honey, to which must lie

added what the colony consumes dur-
ing 12 months, 200 pounds, according
to Adrian Getaz. This gives us 275
pounds, or 4400 ounces. Dividing that
among 182,000 bees gives .02417, or
about one-fortieth, of an ounce to be
credited as the life work of each
worker.
That may or may not be somewhere

near the exact truth, but it is not hard
to believe that there is a very wide dif-

ference between the average life work
of a bee and what it can accomplish
when it has the best chance.

Kequeening for European Foul
IJroofl

John T. Greene, who had about 300
cases of black brood, or European foul
brood, reports in Gleanings, that be-
coming discouraged with shaking and
disinfecting hives, he finally gave up
all other treatment, and merely re-

queened with young Italian queens,
leaving all the old combs in the hive,
and was " greatly pleased to find about
9.5 percent of the colonies thus left,

without a trace of the disease at the
close of a very light buckwheat flow."

3Iea.suring Cells iu Honey-Comb
An easy way, partly copied from

L'Apiculteur, is given in Gleanings.
Lay upon the comb a rule marked with
eighths or smaller measurements, with
the end of the rule corresponding with
the side-wall of a cell. Look along
the rule until the wall of another cell

corresponds with some mark on the
rule, and count the number of cells
thus enclosed. Thus, suppose 9M inches
be the measurement, and 46 the number
of cells. Divide 9X by 46, and you
have .201087 of an inch as the diameter
of a cell. Again, divide 46 by 9 V, and
you have 4.9729 (practically 5) cells to
the inch.

A mistake is sometimes made in esti-
mating the number of cells in a square
inch. Because there are 5 cells to the
inch, it is at once taken for granted
that there are 5 times 5, or 25 cells to
the square inch. That would be cor-
rect if the cells were square; but being
hexagonal there are, instead of 25,
28 13 15 cells to the square inch

;
quite

a little difference when the number of
cells in a whole comb is to be esti-
mated.

It may be desired to measure the
number of cells in a given surface with-
out being obliged to figure on the size
of the hexagons. Lay your rule on
the comb, as before described, horizon-
tally, and mike your measurement.

Now measure vertically, having the

end of the rule at a given point in a

cell, and find where the corresponding
point in another cell coincides with a
mark in your rule. Multiply together
the count of the cells in both directions,

and you have the number of cells in

the space measured, which will, of

course, be found by multiplying the
number of inches horizontally by the
number vertically. Divide the total

numtjer of cells by the number of

square inches, and you have the num-
ber of cells to the square inch.

producing sections without separators
if the honey is to be packed for ship-
ping ; for a home market it is possibly
worth while, as, under some circum-
stances, if not under most circum-
stances, a little more honey may be ob-
tained without than with separators.

Sections Without Separators

As heretofore mentioned, W. K.

Morrison claims that section honey
may be successfully produced without
separators, the chief stipulation being
narrow sections, and beside these there
must be full sheets of foundation and
level hives. Discussing the matter in

the Bee-Keepers' Review, Adrian Getaz
says that the bee-keeper who thinks
that by fulfilling these conditions he
will always be as successful as Mr.
Morrison is likely to be wofully disap-
pointed. Mr. Getaz sells his honey in

the local market, so that absolute reg-
ularity is not necessary, and he has
produced sections mostly without sep-

arators. He thinks that without sep-

arators four bee-way sections are best,

and that the thickness of the sections
makes only a little difference. In addi-
tion to the conditions mentioned, he
adds as essential : a heavy flow, a

strong colony^and warm weather. With
either of these conditions lacking, there
is likely to be more or less failure.

It is perhaps hardly worth while for

any one to experiment with regard to

Chunk Hone.v in the North

M. P. Cady (in the Bee-Keepers' Re-
view) reports that some half-dozen
years ago he was quite taken with the
idea of producing bulk, or chunk,
honey, and gave it a trial (supposedly
in Wisconsin) on an e.xtensive scale.

He says

:

In order to test thorouglily the desirability
of the " chunk" honey, and at the same time
to develop a marltet for the new product, a
^ood salesman was employed to solicit or-
ders direct from the consumers. .'V fine
sample in a flint glass pail was used in secur-
ing orders. The salesman explained tlie

superior money value of tlie chunk honey,
and. being a silver-tongued hustler, he made
sales very readily at 12':! cents i)er pound, at
the same time selling, to those who pre-
ferred, extracted honey at lu cents per
pound, and section honey at 15 cents; how-
ever, most of the sales were "chunk"
honey.
While the immediate results were very

satisfactory, the final results were disap-
pointing. .\n occasional patron was pleased
with the chunk honey, but more than nine-
tenths of the purchasers were emphatic in
expressing their r^reference for either ex-
tracted or section honey: and finding it im-
possible to make sales of the chunk honey. I

was obliged to discontinue its production.

Consumers objected that the honey
was mussy, was not equal in flavor to

section honey, and the candying of the
extracted honey used to fill up the
crevices spoiled it for table use. For
some reason these objections do not
prevent chunk honey from being pop-
ular farther south.

f!@fxJ5 -ifems
* -"

H. L. Jefli-ev—An Old-Time Bee-
Man

Mr. James McNeill, of Hudson, N.
Y., has sent to this ofiice a copy of the
New York Herald, which contains an
account of the interview of a reporter
with H. L. Jeffrey, now 63 years of age,

and known to the older readers as a

former, occasional contributor to bee-
literature. Nearly a full page is oc-
cupied with the report, which is chiefly

interesting as showing how much space
can be occupied with so very little real

information about bees. Air. Jeffrey
will probably smile when he reads that

he " knows more about the savage little

honey-gatherers than any other man
on earth," and that not till he had
solved such mysteries was any one able
to answer the question, "Why were
the cells of different size, and why did
the bees build always on a phunb line,

and why was there only one queen in

a hive, and why were a lot of other

things?" If. instead of having the space
filled by a man who cheerfully con-
fesses " woful and utter ignorance con-
cerning the insects," one-tenth of the

space had been filled with matter
directly from Mr. Jeft'rey's pen, its

readers would liave had ten times as

much real information about bees.

Young- Bees for Queen-Bearing
The importance of having young bees

for queen-rearing is not as generally
understood as it should be. Some-
times queen-rearing nuclei are made up
entirely of old bees, as when a nucleus
is formed by moving a colony from its

stand and depending upon the return-
ing bees, which, of course, will all be
field-bees. An article from the late E.

L. Pratt, in the British Bee Journal, has
the following :

I am entirely convinced that both (he
queen and the drones are stinuilated to nup-
tial Hiffht by the workers when they have
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arrived at ripe age. not only by feedine. but
by Erooming and comnuinication as well. I

have been closely watclifiil of this, and have
gathered some data which may be interest-
ing to the student. By repeated experiment
I have found that if a colony is entirely
made up of old bees—so old that they are in-

capable of nursing— it becomes impossible
for them to create in a virgin that desire to

fly and mate. She may fly, but she does not
seem to he attractive to the drones, as she
repeatedly returns unsuccessful in her
flights.
As a result of the above condition the vir-

gin simi^ly lives among the bees as a worker-
member lives, not even becoming a drone-
layer, owing to the lack of nurse-bees to de-
velop her ovaries by feeding, liven young
larva; given to such a colony will be neg-
lected, and will frequently die of starvation.
If emerging brood is given, howe^cr, young
bees will hatch, and at length begin to feed
the queen, and in time the queen may begin
to lay. but. having passed the mating age.

she will not mate, so becomes a drone-layer.
These experiments have proved to me that
it is necessary for even a drone-layer to be
fed and nursed by workers before it is pos-
sible for her to produce eggs.
As a conclusion, I believe that young bees

are absolutely needed at the three funda-
mental stages of a queen, viz. : First, to pro-
duce the abundance of food needed fully to
develop their queen in her cell: second,
properly to stimulate her to flight for the
purpose of mating; third, to develop the
eggs in her ovaries after impregnation.
Further, as has been previously mentioned
in the papers, it is also necessary for the
drones to receive their share of attention
from the nurse-bees in order that they may
become at all potent.

Editor Hntchinson and His Bee.s

The editor of the Bee-Keepers' Re-
view has a streak of poetry in liim

which frequently manifests itself in

his writings. In his January issue he
becomes enthused over the condition

of the bees in his cellar, and breaks out

in this strain

:

"When I wake in the night there is actually
a comfortable feeling comes over me when I

think of those bees snuggled away there,
sleeping away the winter with their heads
pillowed on snowy combs of sweetness."

The brutally matter-of-fact bee-

keeper will say, " My bees spend the

winter with their /'<</ resting on the

combs, and the blacker the combs the

better." But we may easily forgive the

license of speech in one whose poetic

soul thus lovingly expresses his feel-

ings toward his little pets.

Slow Upward Veiitilatiou for
Winter

R. B. Ross, Jr,, discussing the matter
in the Canadian Bee Journal, is not in

accord with those who advocate sealed
covers in cellar-wintering. He asks
Editor Root to make trial of 3 colonies
varying in strength, with good stores,

any kind of ventilation at the entrance,
covers removed, and a heavy gunny-
sack thrown over (with a newspaper
loosely laid over, if the cellar is very
cold.) ^
Spraying: Fruit-Trees in Bloom
We have received the following

from Dr. G. Bohrer, of Kansas :

On page 22. Mr. George W. ,^dams asks for
information as to the laws in different States
concerning the matter of spraying fruit-
trees when in bloom. While here in Kansas
we have no law upon the subject of spray-
ing, we have a State Horticultural Society
that holds annual meetings at which the
matter of si>raying is discussed every year.
And while spraying is recommended, all

agree that trees should never be sprayed
while in bloom—for two reasons:

First, it destroys the fruit-germ to come in
direct contact with spraying fluid.

Second, spraying-fluid will kill honey-bees
—a thing well informed horticulturists do
not wish to have occur, knowing that bees
aid very materially in the pollination of
fruit-bloom. They advise spraying just be-

fore the blossoms open out, and soon after
thev drotr off.

While a number of our States have no law
upon the subject of spraying trees, they are
quite likely to enact such laws in the near
future, as it is becoming more and more
generally conceded that to spray is the only
sure means of securing fruit free from in-

jury by insects. And bee-keepers should
make it a point to see their member of the
I..egislaturc and point out to them the im-
portance of the law specifying that spraying
must not be done when trees are in bloom,
for the reasons above given,
Lyons, Kans, (Dr.) G. Bohrer,

This is a r'ery important matter, and
one in which not only bee-keepers but
horticulturists as well should be deeply
interested. Spraying fruit-trees while
in bloom is a two-edged sword—it is

likely to injure the delicate and tender
blo*ssom, and also kills the bees that
want to help Nalure produce a bounti-
ful crop of fruit.

Bee-keepers should pass the word
along, that the only safe and proper
time to spray fruit-trees is just before

the blossoms open, and just after
blooming is over. To do it during the
time between is to risk killing the bees
and ruining the prospects for a crop of
fruit. ^
Honey-Yield and Cold Weather
A report is given in the British Bee

Journal which rather upsets one's
ideas as to the effect of cold weather
on the honey-flow. It refers to the
heather harvest, as follows :

September 3 was the best day. showing a
gain of 10 pounds. The day began with a
very heavy hoar frost, a shade temperature
of 34 degrees Kahr.. rising to 58 degrees Fahr.
at midday. The wind was due north and
very cold, so that in spite of a cloud-
less sky imtil 2 p.m.. it was too cold to
sit in the open air unless sheltered from the
wind. The bees began gathering at 8 a.m.,
with a shade temperature of 48 degrees
Fahr.. a very heavy flow continuing until 10

a.m.. when the temperature had reached only
52 degrees Fahr. After this the nectar in-

take rapidly slowed down, though carried
on until 3 p.m. A suspicion of north wind
or a hoar frost we had always regarded as
fatal to heather-secreting.

To Help Our Advertiser.s Help.s
All

We want to invite our readers to

patronize those who advertise in the
columns of the American Bee Journal.
Always be sure to mention the Bee
Journal when writing to any of them.
They want to know in what papers
their advertisements were read. And
such mention helps the American Bee
Journal also, for when advertisers find

that their announcements are read in

this journal, they will not only continue
to use its columns, but will often in-

crease the space they use. And then
we can have more money to spend on
making the American Bee Journal bet-

ter for vou.

California State Convention

The California State Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet at Los Angeles,
Feb. 15, Ifl, and 17, UtlO. It is expected
to make this meeting the most inter-

esting and instructive of any held in a

long time on the Pacific Coast. Write
to M. H. Mendleson, Ventura, Calif.,

for further information, if desired.

The Michigan State Convention

The annual meeting of the Michigan
State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at Hotel "VVentworth, corner of E.

Michigan St. and Grand Ave., Lansing,
Mich., Wednesday and Thursday, Feb.
23 and 24, 1910. Rate, $2.00 per day,

and the use of the parlor free as the

convention room.

A very interesting program has been
arranged, containing, besides the ques-
tion-box, the following papers:

"A New Method of Getting Rid of Foul
Brood," by Ira D. Bartlett.

" Size. Ventilation, and Construction of
Hives, ' by R. !•". Holtermann. of Canada.
"The Bee-Keeper's Real Problem." by E,

B. Tyrrell.
" Some of My Experience as a Farmer Bee-

Keeiier," by W. J. Manley.
" Science and Theory of Bee-Keeping," by

Hon. Geo. E. Hilton, ex-pre^sident of the
National Association.
"A Few Suggestions." by N. E. France,

General Manager ot the National Associa-
tion.

George W. York, president of the

National Association, has promised to

be present, and many others that we
have not room to mention, have signi-

fied their intention of attending.

Many prizes are offered for exhibits

of honey and beeswax. Send for pro-

gram and prize-list, if interested.

If for any reason you cannot attend

this meeting, but would like to take ad-

vantage of the benefits derived from
having your name appear in the Asso-
ciation's Annual Booklet, send $1.00 to

the Secretary, which will make you not
only a member of the State Associa-

tion, but also of the National, for one
year. E. B. Tyrrell, Sec.

230 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.'

The Wiscou.sin Convention
This was held at Madison, Feb. 2 and

3, 1910. While the attendance was not

large, the interest was good. We were
present and enjoyed meeting the repre-

sentatives of Wisconsin beedom once
more. The officers for the ensuing year

were all re-elected, viz.

:

President, Jacob 'Huflfman, of Mon-
roe ; vice-president, F. Wilcox, of

Mauston ; secretary, Gus Dittmer, of

Augusta; and treasurer, A. C. Allen, of

Portage.
We expect to publish a brief report

later, in these columns.

The S. E. 3Iinn. and W. Wis.
Convention

The Southeastern Minnesota and
Western Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will hold its annual conven-
tion Feb. 22 and 23, 1910, in the Court
House at Winona, Minn. There will

be some good speakers present. All

bee-keepers are invited.

O. S. Holland, Sec.

Route 1, Winona, Minn.

Worth Many Tiines the Price.

I appreciate the American Bee Journal very

much, and don't see" how I can very well do

without it, as some of the articles are worth

many times a year's subscription alone. I

expect to be a subscriber to the "Old Reliable"

as long as I keep bees, so you may count on

me as a permanent customer.

Jackson, Mich. II. .\. Rushton.
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The New Officers of the
National

With the exception of General .Man-
ager France, all the officers of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Association elected
for 1910 are new ones. We thought our
readers would like to know them bet-
ter, so we put their pictures (excepting
the president) on the front page this
month, and herewith will be found
their biographical sketches, which
doubtless will be read with interest.
Surely at the present time there is very
little opportunity for criticism of the
officers of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association, on the grounds that they
are not bee-keepers ; most of them are
rather extensively engaged in the busi-
ness. Read the following sketches,
and see if you do not feel that these are
real men, and that you are proud of
them as leaders in American beedom :

No. 1.—Vice-Pres. W. D. Wright, of

Altamont, N. Y.

Wheeler D. Wright was born at Berne.
Albany Co.. N. Y.. Oct. 3, 1851. and has been a
resident of Altamont. N. Y., (formerly Know-
ersvillej for more than 40 years. He pur-
chased his first stock of bees in iHbb, and has
not been out of the business since. He built
his first honey-extractor in 1870. of wood,
coated inside with wax, as mentioned in the
American Bee Journal for 1871. page m.

In the 7o's he reared Italian queens for
sale, and issued a small catalog of bee-keep-
ers' supplies; but soon concluded that there
was more money for him in honey-produc-
tion, which he made his sole business for
several years. Later, on account of poor
seasons, he concluded it was desirable to
combine some other business with it. and
for 12 years he conducted a local fire insur-
ance business.

Having a general knowledge of carpentry
and cabinet work, and being of a construc-
tive turn of mind. Mr. Wright took up the
study of architecture 20 years ago, and for m
years has practiced that profession. Numer-
ous buildings in Altamont and the surround-
mg country testify to his ability. He is a
memher of the Architectural League of
America.
The largest number of colonies ever reach-

ed by Mr. Wright was 435. His number for 7
years was over 300 colonies; these were
usually kept in two or three apiaries. In
1885. he produced over 24.000 pounds of sur-
plus honey from 243 colonies, spring count,
nearly all of whicli was in the comb. In
1887 his crop of surplus was nearly 22.000
pounds from 318 colonies. His total honey-
production is over 100 tons; three-fourths of
it in the comb. At present he keeps about
70 colonics.

Mr. Wright has been connected with theNew York State Department of Agriculture
for 10 years, in the capacity of inspector of
apiaries. He has been thrice elected presi-
dent of the young Eastern New York Bee-
Keepers' Association. Twenty years ago he
held the same office in a society with the
same title.

Mr. Wright's life partner for 30 years was
called to her Eternal home a year ago. A
son and daughter also survive her.

It was our pleasure to meet Mr. Wright for
the first time at the Detroit convention of
the National, in 1008, where he appeared on
the program and took an active part in the
discussions. He is eminently qualified to
fill the high position to which he has been

elected in the National P.ee Keepers' Asso-
ciation, and we are delighted to have him as
one of tlie officiary.

No. 2.—Secretary Louis H. Scholl, of

New Braunfels, Tex

Louis H. .Scholl was born at Hunter. Tex..
Oct. 24, 1880, of German parents. Like Lang-
strotli of old. he received no encouragement
from his parents, but. in fact, almost every
discouragement possible; and the bees
which he had accumulated in his minority
he purchased to save them from other
hands when he attained his majority. This
is according to an old German custom, that
whatever earnings children may make before
becoming of age. belong to the parents. He
was told that bee-keeping was no occupati'on.
and that he must take up some trade, but
he couldn't see it that way. and so struck
out for himself on the bee-line. He was
about 21 years of age at this time, leaving
home October, iqoi. and landing in South-
west Texas, where he made a tliorough
study of bee-keeping conditions, and at one
time was managing apiarist for a company
owning 1x50 colonies, distributed in several
counties.
Takingan ardent interest in association

work. Mr. Scholl. in 180Q. was elected Secre-
tary-Treasurer of the Texas Bee-Keepers'
Association, and held it for a number of
years. He has also had experience in ex-
perimental apiary work, having had charge
of such a department in the Agricultural
and Mechanical College, at College Station,
Tex. At one time he was sent to Colorado
to study bee-keeping conditions there, par-
ticularly as to foul brood. He was instru-
mental in securing the foul brood law tor
Texas, and in 1003 was appointed Apiarian
Assistant in the Department of Entomology
at College Station. The work of foul brood
inspection throughout the State of Texas
fell to him. In 1004 he lectured to 42 audi-
ences, the main topic, of course, being bee-
keeping. While at College Station he was
elected to fill a position under the German
Government, in East Africa, at S3000 per year,
but he felt it his duty to refuse the offer in
order that he might stay with apiculture,
saying that could he have taken Texas and
his bees he would have gone.
The fall of 1004 Mr. Scholl attended the

Ohio State University, and remained six
months, returning in the spring to look after
his apiaries. During his stay at the Univer-
sity he worked on his herbarium of Texas
honey-yielding plants, and now has a collec-
tion of about 300 specimens, which is con-
sidered the best collection of its kind to be
found in Texas.
Mr. Scholl resigned his position at College

Station Dec. i. 1005. in order that he might
go back to his home in New Braunfels. to
enlarge and build up his private bee-busi-
ness.
June 20. 1006, Mr. Scholl married one of

New Braunfels' favorite young ladies. Miss
Emma Froelich. who has indeed been a help-
meet to him in every way.
Mr. Scholl now has about 20 apiaries scat-

tered over the country, the nearest being 8
miles, and the farthest ii)7 miles from New
Braunfels. He regards this stretch of ter-
ritory as important, in that it gives a variety
of flora, so that if there is a failure of the
honey crop in one locality he may get it

from another. In 1007 his honey crop aggre-
gated over 20.000 pounds, or $2000. exclusive
of beeswax and vinegar.

As our readers know, Mr. Scholl is a spe-
cialist in bulk comb honey production,
which is simply comb honey cut from shal-
low extracting frames and packed in various
sized cans; then extracted honey is run in
on the comb, which is cut so as to fit snugly
on the inside of whatever sized can is used.
The proportions are two-thirds comb and
one-third extracted honey. From his api-
aries in the season of two Mr. Scholl secured

between 40.000 and 50.000 pounds of chunk
honey.
Mr. Scholl is a pmlific writer, and con-

tributes not a little to the various bee-
papers. His position as editor of "South-
ern Beedom." in the .American Bee Journal,
is too well known to require comment.
With Mr. Scholl's ability and experience

in so many directions, it seems to us he
ought to make one of the best secretaries
the National has ever had. He stands over
six feet in height, and if all the other officers
e.xpect to measure up to him. some of them
will have to do considerable stretching, in
more ways than one.

No. 3 General Manager N, E. France,
of I^latteville, 'Wis.

The subject of this sketch was born July
24, 1857, on the wild prairies of Iowa, having
Indians as neighbors. In 1862 his parents
moved to Platteville, Wis., riding all the dis-
tance of 230 miles in the fashionable "auto-
mobiles " of the time—a covered wagon and
ox-team—with a cow tied behind the wagon.
For some years his father. E. France, had

bees in boxes, and by 1857 had succeeded in
having all straight combs by the use of melt-
ed wax on the underside of the frames with-
out any bottom-bars. Later. Langstroth used
a frame of wood on all sides.
In 1865 to 1885 " N. E." went to school fall

and winter, and was at home during the
summer on a fruit and bee farm. In 1875 he
owned his first 6 colonies of bees, which
gathered a good honey crop, and in the fall

filled the hives with honey-dew for winter
stores. The next spring the bees were all

dead, but the bee-keeper's hopes were not
frosted. He bought more bees and built up
another apiary, and by the fall of 1877 had 75
colonies. He heard of a machine to take the
honey out of the comb and save the comb.
He drove 40 miles, besides going some miles
by railroad, to see the first honey-extractor.
The whole can and stationary inside fixtures
turned. In 1S78 he extracted 5120 pounds of
honey, and as it was work in those days to
take the honey from the combs, it sold for
30 cents per pound, or 5 cents more than
comb honey.
Since that time Mr. France has harvested

30.000 to SQ. 000 pounds Of honey in a single
season. In each of three years he sold a car-

load in one sale. For a number of years he
has employed students attending the Nor-
mal School at Platteville, to help in caring
for his several apiaries.
Mr. France has held a number of pub ic

positions in bee-keeping, as well as in public
schools, etc. He served as secretary for 2

years, and as president for 4 years, of the
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation; 2 years as secretary, and 8 years
as president, of the Wisconsin State Bee-
Keepers' Association ; for 7 years as general
manager of the National Association; and
for 13 years as Wisconsin State Inspector of
Apiaries. In the last two positions he is

still serving.
Mr. France was principal of the same

school for 10 years, and for 6 years was a
student in the State Normal School located
at Platteville. For 4 years he was Deputy
United States Mail Carrier, and was super-
intendent of the bee and honey display at
the Chicago Pure Food Show, in which the
National Association won the highest award.
'rhere probably is not another man who

has done more in a general or public way for
bee-keer>ing than has Mr. France; and he
has done it all at much sacrifice, and so un-
selfishly. The general managership of the
National Association means a great deal of
work, and for very small pay. But Mr.
France has done it all because his big heart
was in it.

At the Harrisburg convention of the Na-
tional, in 1007. a gold watch was presented
to Mr. France, and a set of silver spoons to
Mrs. France, all of which was only a slight
token of the esteem in which Mr. France
and his good wife are held by the bee-keep-
ers of America.

No. 4.—Director J. E. Crane, of Middle-
bury, 'Vt.

Some 70 years ago there came a little

stranger to a farmer in Western 'Vermont,
to which the parents attached the name of

J. E. He there watched the snow fall in
winter, and saw the crows lly over in sum-
mer, and wondered at the fire-flies, and how
the night-hawks should fly only at night, and
heard in terror the thunder that rolled in
the clouds. He went to a " district " school
when old enough, and was. perhaps, one of
the most stupid in his class, though he re-
members once that he did get to the head of
the class during one whole term. As lie
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ttiinks back he can but admire the patience
of his teachers in tryine to get him to learn
the alphabet.
Wlien 1; or 14 years of nee his health be-

came very poor. and. indeed, he has never
been verv well or strong since. When 16
to 20 he became interested in books and
wanted to study, but the doctors said he
should stay on the farm. So he graduated
at the old brown school-honse on the hill,
and. to make it possible to live on a farm at
the age of 26. he tried his hand at bee-keep-
ing:.

At 30 he boufht a small farm, and moved
on it. and with his bees and a wife tried to
work out his salvation. It was uphill busi-
ness still, and after lo years he rented his
farm, and for the past 30 years has devoted
his time to bee-keepinir almost wholly.
For many years Mr. Crane kept about 500

colonies of bees, but for the last few years,
since his son. P. E. has been in business
with him. he has kept more. Their lareest
honey crop was in 1006. when they shipped
of their own some 42.oo« pounds to market.
They have marketed their honey, in years

back, all the way from Chicaeo to Liverpool
and London. England.
Mr. Crane was instrumental, with some

others, in starting a State bee-keepers' asso-
ciation many years ago. that has held its
meetings regularly, and many semi-yearly
meetings. Of course, he has held all the
various offices in this association, and is not
without honor from the National Bee-Keep
ers' Association, as (perhaps in i8iJ3. it was
when he attended the meeting in Chicago of
that year, he found when it came to tlie elec-
tion of officers they were running him for
president with two others, and as he did not
care for the office, and the others seemed
very anxious for it. he asked those voting
for him to vote for one of the others, which
they were kind enough to do. However, they
had their revenge, and put Mr. Crane in as
vice-president, and the next dav. at a short
adjourned meeting, he had the pleasure, or
honor, of presiding over the Xational Bee-
Keepers' Association.
Mr. Crane has never been much of a poli-

tician, but many years ago was elected to
the office of County Commissioner, whose
duty, under the old prohibitory law. was to
license agents to sell spirituous liquors for
medical and mechanical purposes, and to
look after them. When he came into the
office he found the agent in his town was
selling Sjboo value of liquor a year just for
medicine, you know. In two years Mr.
Crane succeeded in reducing those sales to
$1200. and he also compelled him to label
every bottle filled correctly, on a blue label
on which was printed in heavy type" Poison."
with a skull and cross-bones. Of course, he
was turned down at the next election, but
the man who succeeded him did not dare to
let the sales go as before.

When the Prohibition party came along.
Mr. Crane found himself unexpectedly in
that, and has been nominated to many im-
portant offices in that party, and has just as
often been defeated at election time; but as
he considered it a greater honor to be de-
feated on that platform than to be elected
on any other, he has had a good many hon-
ors thrust upon him.
Mr. Crane has preferred to w-ork for the

upbuilding of society through church and
Sunday-school work than through other
channels. He has never found it easy to
use a pen and express himself on paper. He
did. however, some years ago. write a series
of articles for Gleanings, entitled. "Uncle
Lisha's Shop." under the nom de t>lum( of
"Uncle Lisha." in which he tried to show
the value of careful breeding of bees, and
how other races of animal life had been
changed by the efforts of man. It was a great
surprise, when some 2 or 3 years ago Glean-
ings wished him to take up a department.
He begged off. but as its publishers seemed
much interested in having him do so. he
"gave in." He doesn't think it has been
much of a success, at least not so much as
he expected, or hoped it might be. Perhaps
nothing in this line has given Mr. Crane
more satisfaction than at a recent centen-
nial celebration of the dedication of his
church. He was one of six asked to prepare
a paper to be read at that time.

Mr. Crane has many times wished he
might give the bee-keeping world something
to repay for the many inventions and other
helpful things hehas received, and by which
he has secured such success as he has
achieved: and he has been wondering In the
l^st year or two if the improved paper ship-
ping-case which he and his son the past sea-
son Introduced, would not in some measure
do so. They have now used these cases
for four seasons, with increasing pleasure.

and rejoice that those who have adopted
them regard them of great value. They have
been adopted quite generally in the State of
Vermont. Dealers are still willing to give
them 5 cents extra per pound for honey in
those cases; and dealers who get them seem
to prefer them even at extra cost. Mr.
Crane believes as soon as their value be-
comes known they will be very generally
adopted.
Mr. Crane has been invited several times,

during the past year or two. to speak at bee-
keepers' conventions in other States. He
was surprised to find himself nominated for
director in the National Association, and at
first thought he would write and have his
name withdrawn, but did not just see how it
could very well be done, and so let it stand.
It was well that Mr. Crane did not withdraw
his name, for bee-keepers need the wisdom
and influence of just such men as he in their
National councils.

No. S.—Director E. F. Atwater, of Meri-
dian, Idaho.

Mr. Atwater was born in Decatur. Nebr..
and started with a few bees while attending
school in Yankton. S. Dak., in 1806. In i8m7
or 1808. there appeared in the .American Bee
Journal a report something like this, as near
as.he can remember:

" We started the season with 4 colonies.

increased to 8. and secured 300 pounds of
honey."—E. F. Atwater.
In 1001 Mr. Atwater moved to his present

location, bought some bees, and for years
past has oiierated from 500 to 700 colonies,
last year having increased from 750 to oso
colonies. He has now bought more, so his
company now has over loco colonies, and
hopes to start the season of mm with 1200 or
more.

No. 6—Director R. A. Morgan, of 'Ver-

milion, S. Dak.
Mr. Morgan is 54 years of age. and has been

in the bee-business since 1870. when he be-
gan in Buffalo County. Wis. He owned and
operated 435 colonies there in 1884. and has
had more or less bees ever since. He lias
been in South Dakota for 22 years, and now
has 140 colonies, about one-half of which are
Caucasians. When Mr. Morgan went to
South Dakota there was not a head of clover
to be found there, and he has livetl to see
the Southern part developed into a beautiful
clover-producing section.
Mr. Morgan has had considerable experi-

ence in making bee and honey displays at
fairs, has often been superintendent of such
exhibits, and has held various official posi-
tions in the South Dakota Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation. He was elected Secretary. //-c /£;/;.

of the National convention held at Sioux
City last September.

rficlc:

Shaking Energy into Bees—
[Cliunk Honey, Etc.

BY G. C. GREINER.

The October (1909) number of the
American Bee Journal is so full of in-

teresting bee-matter to think and talk
about, that I hardly know where to

strike first. Referring to shaking en-
ergy into bees, the Editor asks, " Has
any one else made it a success?" I

jump up and say, Yes, sir; I have.

When the idea of shaking bees for
that purpose was first brought out in

our bee-papers, undoubtedly it made
some of the older bee-keepers smile,
and I confess I was one among them.
But after considering the matter a little

more, and taking an investigating re-

view of the past. I find that I have
actually practiced the same thing for
many years—not for the sole purpose
of shaking, however, but severe shak-
ings were necessary to perform certain
operations. To explain just what I

mean, I will give a brief review of last

summer's mana,gement.
When the season of actual work in

the apiary opened—about the middle of
May— I found that I had from 12 to 15
weak colonies, the rest being medium
and strong, about .50 percent of each.
The rule I adopted for classifying was
something like this: Two to 4 combs
of brood—weak ; 4 to 6 combs—me-
dium ; and 6 to 8—strong. With the
exception of one or two examinations
to determine their supply of honey, the
hives of strong colonies were not
opened for spring-management pur-
poses, but the other two classes were

niani[)iii:[t(M| every week, and some-
times at intervals of from 5 to 6 days.
The weak colonies I kept for rob-

bing purposes ; I took from one comb,
sometimes two of their most mature
brood, weekly, giving them full sheets
of foundation instead. These combs
of mature brood I used to strengthen
up the mediums, to prepare them for
the coming honey-flow. Of course, all

bees on those combs, taken from the
weak colonies, were shaken off in front
of their respective hives, and by so
doing it gave them for about 5 or 6
weeks a continual shaking. The result
was surprising. In spite of all this
robbing and shaking, these weak colo-
nies grew stronger from day to day,
and by the time the white clover flow
was in full swing, nearly all of them
were in fair shape for the supers. Be-
fore the flow was over, they stored
quite a little surplus honey—the weaker
ones extracted, and the better ones
comb honey.

In building up the " mediums," it

was almost the same affair in regard to
shaking. To make room for the combs
of brood taken from the weak colo-
nies, I took out such combs (generally
side combs), that were the least desir-
able for brood-rearing. Here, too, the
shaking process had to be resorted to,

for all combs thus removed were more
or less covered with bees, and had to

be shaken ofT. I hardly need to say.

that these colonies grew rapidly
stronger, and were ready for the har-
vest when the flow began.

And did the remaining "strong"
colonies have any shakings? Not for

the purpose of shaking energy into
them—they were doing their level best
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No. I.—General View Showing Entire Apiarian Display at the Oklahoma State
Fair.

without it. Nevertheless, they were
severely dealt with. After the flow had
nicely started, honey came so fast

that i could hardly supply them with
empty combs fast enough. For various
reasons best known to myself, and not
intended to be discussed in this article,

I practice taking out full combs when
necessary and replace by empty ones
during the extracting season. When-
ever this work is being done, all supers
are generally crowded and combs com-
pletely covered with bees. According
to the condition of the super, from 3 to

5 combs are exchanged at each opera-
tion, and, of course, that many combs
have to be shaken off, or brushed off,

every time.

It happened that the honey-flow was
so profuse this season that I had to

make the rounds every 3 or 4 days,
making an almost continual shaking
compulsory, and, it seemed, the more I

shook the more honey they stored.

Now, if Mr. Getaz failed to notice any
beneficial results from shaking, it may
be he did not shake in the right way.

Chunk or Bulk Comb Honey.

Then comes Mr. SchoU with his
chunk-honey introductory. This opens
up a long discussion—too long for this

article, if indulged in, but a few brief
comments may be admissible.

If the people in his locality are edu-
cated that way, and call for chunk
honey, by all means produce it. It is

by catering to the demand that we suc-
ceed in making sales. It is an unprofit-
able job to sell, or try to sell, what peo-
ple don't want to buy; and it is the
easiest thing in the world to dispose of
anything they are looking for.

Some years ago, before I had my
present trade established, a party used
to call at my home and bought all the
unfinished honey I would sell, paying
me the same price per pound as I asked
for my finished sections. In a round-
about way I found out that he manu-
factured a sort of honey syrup, cutting
up my unfinished honey and mixing it

with I-don't-know-what, which he ped-
dled from house to house, and sold by
the pound. I cannot say whether he
offered his mixture as honey-syrup or
honey, but from the innumerable ex-
pressions of his former customers, I

should judge that he called it "honey."
When I first began to be known as

a producer of honey at our city market,
which I visit late years regularly once
a week, people came to my wagon and
expressed themselves something like

this: "Some years ago a man used to
call at our house and sold honey by the
pound ; he dipped it out of a crock, and
we had to furnish a dish to put it in.

He called it honey. It looked like

honey, and tasted some like honey, but
it was not like you/- honey. He doesn't
call any more since you come to the
market. We want J<ti?-c honey, and we
know what we bought of you before
was fine."

This is a sample of the stories I

heard, time and again, during the first

years I visited our city market, and
even now, after the reputation of my
honey has become an established fact,

I hear the same thing occasionally.

There is one serious objection to

Mr. SchoU's chunk-honey management
—he offers a helping hand to this ne-
farious business of adulteration. Not
that I mean to say Mr. S. himself
would be guilty of doing any mixing,
but after his honey has left his hands,
what is to hinder a dishonest dealer
(and there are lots of them) to turn in

a lot of glucose and sell it all as pure
honey? How long would it be before
consumers would find out the difference
and refuse to buy chunk honey, saying,

as some of my customers did, "We
want pure honey." The chunk-honey
idea will eventually become a sad set-

back on our honey-trade. This s my
impression.

But why does Mr. Scholl so persis-

tently advocate the production of

chunk honey, enumerating the various
advantages connected therewith, when
the production of extracted honey
would give him all those advantages
and others besides? Put up in clean,

labeled glass cans, it presents a neat
appearance, which Mr. S. cannot say of

his chunk honey. We are always urged
and instructed to make honey displays
at fairs, conventions, etc., for the fur-

therance of the honey demand
;
given

frequently photographs of elaborate
displays of prominent bee-keepers.
Could Mr. S. rig up anything of that

kind with his products?

The people here in the East are so
used to seeing all our commodities put
up in neat, attractive form, that they
would rather pay a little more and have
things to suit their fancy. If they want
comb honey it cannot be disputed that
a nice, white flake of section honey on
a tasty desert dish presents a much
more attractive, appetizing part of the
table outfit than chunk honey in any
form it can be served. There is only
one class of people in this part of the
world who would buy chunk honey,
providing they could buy it for less

money, and that is the laboring class
of foreigners. The American laborer,
as a rule, prefers his table-supplies just

as neat, tasty, and up-to-date in every
respect, as his employer.
More could be said on this subject,

but the wise will take the hint.

La Salle, N. Y.

Apiarian Displays at the Okla-

homa State Fair

BY J. C. FRANK.

The Oklahoma State Fair, held Sept.
29 to Oct. 8, 1909, at Oklahoma City,
Okla., was a grand success. It was, of
course, the sweetest and best exhibit
on the grounds, and attracted consid-
erable attention. It also proved very
interesting to the thousands of people
that visited the Apiarian Department.

The exhibitors were as follows : F.
W. Van De Mark, of Stillwater; B. F.
Bartholomew, of Norman ; Geary &
Geary, of Noble; Geo. H. Coulsoii, of
Cherokee; Mrs. J. T. Wallace, of Okla-
homa City; and The Golden Apiary of
Dodge City, Kans.

Picture No. 1 is a general view,
showing the arrangement of the entire
display, consisting of bees, honey, bees-
wax, bee-keepers' supplies, and all

other products of the apiary.

No. 2 is a view of B. F. Bartholo-
mew's exhibit, showing the arrange-
ment of bulk-comb designs in honey
and beeswax. Also Mr. B. in the fore-
ground ; but the writer knew of no
special premium being awarded to him
for an exhibit of that kind!

No. 3 shows the exhibit of F. W.
Van De Mark's, who was away eating
ice-cream cones at the time this pic-

ture was taken.
No. 4 represents "The Alfalfa Api-

ary," with G. H. Coulson, the proprie-
tor in the foreground. Mr. C. was the
bee-man at the fair, talking bees to all

the visitors.

No. 5 is a view of "The Golden Api-
ary," with the writer, who is mana.ger,
in the foreground. This was a part of

the display from the Kansas State Fair,

where it carried off nearly all the first

premiums; the rest of this display was
lost on the A. T. & S. F. railroad.

No. 6 is a general view of the .Agri-

cultural Building, where the apiarian
displays were located.

The awards were made as given be-

low by Prof. Wright, of Stillwater,

Okla. :

Bulk comb honey in glass— ist. B. V, Bar-
tholomew. 2d. F. W. Van De Mark; jd.

Geary & Geary.
Section honey, not less than s cases of is

pounds each— ist. The Golden Aijiary; 2d.

Geary & Geary; .«i. B. F. Bartliolomew.
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Case of white honey from native flowers—
ist. The Golden Apiary. 2d. B. !•'. Bartliolo-
mew; 3d. K. W. Van De Mark.
Case of amber honey from native flowers—

1st. Geary & Geary; 2d. B. V. Bartholomew;
3d. F. W. Van De Marls.
Extracted honey—ist. The Golden Apiary;

2d. B. F, Bartholomew; .3d. Geary & Geary.
Samples of extracted honey in not less

than one-pound bottles—1st. K. W. Van De
Mark; 2d, Geary & Geary; 3d. B. F. Bartholo-
mew.
Candied extracted honey— 1st, Geary &

Geary; 2d. B. F. Bartholomew; 3d, F. W.
Van De Mark.
Samples of candied honey from different

flowers— ist, Geary & Geary; 2d, F. W. Van
De Mark.
Beeswax— 1st. The Golden Apiary; 2d. B.

F. Bartholomew; 3d. V. W. Van De Mark.
Designs in honey— ist, B. F. Bartholomew;

2d. The Golden Apiary; 3d. Geo. H. Coiilson.
Designs in beeswax—1st, B. F. Bartholo-

mew; 2d, F. W. Van DeMark; 3d. The Gold-
en .-Vpiary.
Sealed comb for table use—1st. F. W. Van

He Mark; 2d. B. F. Bartholomew; 3d. Geary
vV Geary.
Sealed comb for extracting— ist. Geary &

Geary; 2d. B. F. Bartholomew; 3d. The
Golden Apiary.
Apiarian appliances— 1st. F. W. Van De

Mark; 2d. The Golden Apiary.
One fr^ie of dark Italian bees in observa-

tory hive, and aueen— 1st. Geary & Geary;
jd. Mrs. J. T. Wallace: id. Geo. H. Coulson.
One frame of golden Italian bees in obser-

vatory hive, and queen—1st, Geo. ,H. Coul-
son; 2d. F. W. Van De Mark.
One frame of black or native bees in ob-

servatory hive, and queen—ist. Mrs. J. T.
Wallace; 2d, F. W. Van DeMark; 3d. Geo.
H. Coulson.

Separators in Section Honey?
IIV G. M. DOOLITTLE.

"Mr. Doolittle. won't you give us an article
in the American Bee Journal relative to the
use of separators in the production of comb
honey for market? Shall we use them, or
shall we not?"

Thus writes a correspondent who
evidently is anxious, as all should be,

to place their section honey on the
markets of the United States in /he

most markt'tabh' shape.

In replying, I wish to say that the
answer to this question depends quite
a little upon what would be the answer
received were the question, " What are
the markets of the United States?" put
to our correspondent or the readers of

the American Bee Journal. To the one
who would answer this question by

saying, " 1 sell a!/ of my section honey
in the local or home market," my reply
would be, that it mattered very little

whetlier separators were used or not,

for, in such a case, any person having
a fair, average ability as an apiarist,

could succeed without separators in

producing section honey that would
please, as in the home market, absolute
regularity or straightness of combs is

not necessary. While having the nice
white capped sides of comb honey all

straight and even as a board, is pleas-
ing to the eye of prospective customers
whether in the local market or other-
wise, yet where honey is not cased, this

pleasing-to-the-eye part would not be
of sufficient value, in my opinion, to

pay any one who had a quantity of
supers and fixtures adapted to the pro-
duction of section honey without sep-
arators, in casting them aside that they
might adopt a system requiring the use
of separators.

But, supposing the answer to the
question, " What are the markets of
the United States?" proves to be "a
village or distant city market," or one
which requires the casing of our pro-
duct. And this is the answer any api-
arist who in any way believes that in

time he may become a specialist in the
bee-keeping branch of agriculture, is

sure to give sooner or later. With such
an answer, a radical change from the
non-separatored plan is sure to come,
for the reason that not one in ten of
the section-honey producers of the
United States have an average ability

of high order enough to produce sec-
tion honey that can be promiscuously
cased, without there being more or less

sections, the combs in which are so
wavy or bulging that when placed in

the case, some parts of their sealed sur-
face will come in contact with their
fellow sections, this causing the honey
to leak and run down into the bottom
of the case, if not through the case.

Thus, on the arrival of such honey to

the village or city to which it was
shipped, it is in almost any other than
a marketable shape. After one or two
such experiences, any bee-keeper who
has an "eye " to his calling, concludes
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tliat he has sufficient reasons for cast-
ing aside all of his supers that will not
allow of separators being used, and
going to the expense of providing him-
self with suitable material so that the
comb honey in no section used shall

be built otherwise than between sep-
arators.

So far I have been considering the
matter from the standpoint of the one
who has from 20 to 500 colonies with
hives and fixtures therefor, on the plan
of non-separatored section honey. But
allow me to say further, any one be-
ginning in apiculture cannot make any
mistake if he starts out with fixtures

adapted to the production of comb
honey with separators, as such honey
is equally as salable in the local or
home market, as it is in any spot or
place in the world, say nothing about
the United Stales. The production of

unseparatored honey in marketable
shape requires some things over which
the apiarist has no absolute control.

Suppose the honey-flow is on and the
bees have commenced to work in all

parts of the super (as they must if we
are to have reasonably decent combs
in the sections for market), and at the
end of these two days after starting,

cool to cold weather comes on, the
bees draw in the cluster until it may
not occupy more than half of the

super, when, if such weather holds on
for 3 or 4 days, as is often the case,

those sections clustered upon will be-
come "fat," while those outside will be
"lean." The weather now turns warm
and then hot. so that the cluster again
takes in all the sections in the super,

or at first, when we have of necessity

the fat ones with their cells lengthened
out into the lean ones along the edges,
where the bees left off clustering dur-
ing the cool spell till these fat ones are

nearly, if not quite, twice as thick as to

combs of honey as are the others. This
will entirely exclude them from being
cased in any way, except by taking
their places in the case in the identical

position they occupied in the super,

which it is not possible for tliem to do
unless the super and the shipping-case
are of equal dimensions in every way.

Then, to have anything like satis-

factory results with unseparatored su-

pers, all colonies supered must be
strong enough to enter and fill any one
super at once ; otherwise we have the

same state of affairs as in the before-

mentioned case, for should there be
only bees enough to start work vigor-

ously in the center of the super, each
section, as we go farther and farther

toward the outside of the super, will

have one fat side and one lean side,

this becoming more and more promi-
nent as the sides, each way, are drawn
the nearer to.

Again, there must be almost a

"downpour" of nectar to secure good
results, and that continued till the

whole of the super is finished. With a

light or an intermittent flow, many of

the sections will be capped down a part

of the way, and, on a "spurt" of honey
coming, the uncapped cells just below
will be lengthened out, some project-

ing into their neighbor sections, this

way and that, until the "faces" of the

combs will have become so uneven that

casing them will be entirely out of the

question.
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Then, if we wish to use " bait "-sec-
tions to start the bees to work in the
supers, just as early in the season as
possible, the profitableness of which is

conceded by nearly every practical api-

arist in the world— if done without
separators, these baits will have their
cells lengthened out before capping is

commenced, so that they will bulge
nearly into the center of those on
either side.

If I am correct, this whole idea of
producing section honey without sep-
arators originated with the idea that
bees will store more honey in a super
without separators than they will store
in the same super with separators. But
just how much more I have never heard
any one attempt to say. I used to
think just that way myself, but after 30
years of close watching, and trying the
two plans side by side, / cannot tell

how much more; but, my candid opin-
ion is, that there might possibly be
this difl:erence ; only 499 pounds being
stored ivilh the use of separators as
against 500 pounds where separators
Mr;v tiot used.

Borodino, N. Y.

Treating Bee-Fever

Honey

Chunk

BY HARRY LATHROP.

If I were so minded I might advertise
to sell a secret for one dollar, " How
to cure the bee-fever." I would be
compelled to state, though, that the
cure would not be permanent in all

cases, and could not be applied at all

seasons. As I do not sell secrets, I

will give the cure here. It is this :

Hard work in a bee-yard in hot
weather, with more work than you can
get through with, and many stings, the
latter being especially good ; and the
hotter the weather the quicker the
fever will abate.

For myself, I have a recurrence of
the disease every winter, and no cure
for it until the season arrives when 1

can procure the above presciption.
I do not have time during the sum-

mer to read the bee-papers carefully,
l)iit in winter 1 get them out and read

everything in them, whether I had pre-
viously read it or not. Then the fever
rages, and I honestly believe I can
keep as many bees on paper, or in my
mind, as any living man.
Out of this fever usually grows some

plans for the coming honey season.
Just now I am greatly interested in the
subject of bulk-comb or chunk honey.
I never liked the pound-section way of
producing honey, but feared that if we
tried the Texas method of chunk
honey, there would be too much gran-
ulated bulk honey, which would be a
hard matter to handle. I now think
that by keeping the honey in the
frames in a suitable place as long as
possible, then pack in receptacles, using
extracted honey that had previously
been treated by slow heat in a sun ex-
tractor or otherwise, we might obviate
the difficulty of granulation.
Then there is the possibility of mar-

keting comb honey neatly wrapped in

paraffin paper, a certain weight to each
package. It seems to me that such a
method might become popular. Any-
way, bee-keepers do not want the bass-
woods cut up into section wood, and
consumers do not want to pay for this

wood when they buy honey. The
greatest items, however, are the saving
of labor, and the increase in produc-
tion.

The only trouble may be that some
producers will sell this honey at the
price of extracted. In that case there
would be no advantage in it.

I am pleased that we are to have a
series of articles on chunk honey pro-
duction, in the "Old Reliable." But
let us of the North try it next summer,
and the experience gained, if given at

the close of the season, will make good
reading.
Bridgeport, Wis.

Shaking Energy into Bees
BY C. V. UAUANT.

When something new is discovered,
whether in the bee-business or in other
lines, many enthusiasts are apt to over-
estimate the improvement, while others
discourage it beyond reason. The idea
of shaking the bees out of their hive to

give them more energy has been en-
grossed upon by the usual number of

enthusiasts, and has been ridiculed by
many others. I have been quoted as

being in favor of this method ; that is

why I desire to discuss the pro and con.

It has been stated emphatically that
a natural swarm works with more
energy after being hived than its bees
worked in their former abode, and this

has been laid to some mysterious in-

fluence of the disturbance. The oppo-
sition, on the other hand, has e.xplained
that a new swarm, not having any
brood to care for during the first few
days in its existence, is in the best of
conditions for amassing stores. To
this might be added the statement that
all the bees in a swarm, by the fact of
their emigration, have become active
workers. Those who are in the habit
of watching swarms emerge from the
hive have noticed that only such bees
as are too young and too weak to fly

remain in the hive, that many of the
just-hatched bees nevertheless crawl
out, carried by the whirl, only to fall

helpless in front of the alighting-board,
returning with great difficulty. Many
of the more mature young bees, were
it not for this pell-mell exit, would
have remained a week or more within
the walls of their home. Swarming
evidently hastens their maturity. It is

a case of necessity. Many of them, of

course, will remain at home in the new
abode for a few days, if their labor is

needed inside, to build comb or nurse
the young. So the working force of a

swarm is greater than that of the old
colony ever was, but this increase of
ability is at the expense of the old col-

ony, and the more thorough the exit

has been the weaker the old colony
has become, though it is usually some-
what replenished from the bees that

were out foraging at the hour of the
swarm issue.

The activity of the new swarm is

also enhanced by the much greater
amount of room which they find to be
filled, especially if all, or a good pro-
portion, of the combs have been fur-

nished to them. However, in this case,

breeding is more rapid, and the expen-
diture and time required to take care
of the brood reduces the apparent
activity that much.

The shaking process applied to the

bees of a colony in working order has
a somewhat similar influence on the
young bees. Many that would have re-

mained quiet for a week or more are
thus compelled unceremoniously to

take a flight. That it causes the young
bees to start out earlier in life for the

harvest field may very readily be proven
if we Italianize a colony of common
bees. The change of queens causing a

change in the color of the hatching
bees within 21 or 22 days, it becomes
quite easy to see whether we can
hasten the flying out of the young bees
by positive disturbances. This is a

very good reason for an increase of

energy in the colony, if the weather is

favorable to their flight and the pres-

ence of the young bees is not positively

needed indoors to build combs or keep
the brood warm.

In the breeding season there is an-
other result secured by the disturbing

of the hive from time to time. This re-

sult, however, is conditional upon the
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quantity of lioney which they may have
in store. In an observation Iiive one
will often notice that if any loaded bee
passes by the queen, she will offer the
queen honey. To lay thousands of
eggs each day, the queen must eat a

great deal—in fact, she must eat at all

hours. When there is no crop, the
offer of food to her by the bees is less

frequent than when the crop is on. If

we disturb the colony, the bees will

fill themselves with honey from their

stores. They do this whenever they
are frightened from any cause. Nat-
urally, before those stores are returned
to the cells, many bees meet the queen
and the offers of honey to her are more
frequent than if the colony had re-

mained quiet, especially if there is no
honey in the fields. .\n increase of
food for her means an increase of lay-

ing, and sooner or later an increase

—

an unusual increase—in the strength of

the colony. The oftener this is re-

peated the more honey is consumed,
but the greater the laying. This would,
of course, do no good if the crop was
already on ; and if the crop was not to

be over 4 weeks' duration,^the increase
of laying would mean the production
of workers too late for the harvest,
since it takes nearly a month to make
a field-worker from the fresh-laid egg.
The two above-named reasons are to

me very plain expositions of the cause
of an increase of efficiency in colonies
that are disturbed during the breeding
season preparatory to the honey crop.
There would be no increase and no
benefits if the colonies in the case were
short of stores. This is very evident.
Now, is there an apparent increase

of efficiency in colonies that have simply
been transported to our new pastures?
Some persons will say that tlrere is no
such increase. But I have often noticed
it, and so have" others, among whom I

will name my brother-in-law, E. J. Bax-
ter, of Nauvoo, 111., who has had oft-

repeated experiences in transporting
large apiaries.

The disturbance will, of course, cause
an increase of consumption of honey
and an active feeding of the queen, but
this will be of very short duration, and

in return lliero is more or less loss of
laying, for she cannot well busy herself
at her duties while the colony is being
shaken about. One will certainly offset

the other. We must look elsewhere.

I believe the increase of efficiency
from moved colonies is due to their
having to learn a new location. In
normal conditions each bee at its first

flight turns and carefully examines the
location before venturing in the fields.

It does not learrv tlie entire vicinity in

one day, surely. Not long ago a French
scientist ventured the assertion that
bees could find their way home with
their eyes bandaged, from any point of
the compass. But he limits their range
to two or three kilometers—less than
two miles. I believe that they learn to

find their way in the fields very much
as we would find ours if we were pro-
vided with wings, by the configuration
of the locality. Bees that have been
brought to a new spot have to learn
their location all over, every one of
them, young or old. As soon as they
find that they are in a new field, it

seems reasonable to believe that they
are eager to become acquainted with
the range. Hence more active flight,

more positive returns, than in the case
of the bees which have been reared
within this field of action, and find no
change from day to day.

Many different opinions have been
advanced as to the range of a bee in all

directions. It is evident, from the tes-

timonials given in this country as well
as in Europe, that there is quite a dif-

ference in the distances according to

the direction, the winds, the hills, the
blossoms. But an old bee in a new
field (new to her) will very probably
develop an enthusiasm that she would
not have experienced in a long-beaten
track.

It seems to me that the above expo-
sition of probabilities and deductions
is sufficient to indicate that disturb-
ances and transportation of bees can
have only a limited influence on the
success of the colony, and that we must
not put too much stress on the benefit
to be derived from such abnormal

operations. In many cases disturbance
and transportation of bees will do more
harm than good.
Hamilton, 111.
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2.—Bee-Talks for Beginners
;;_ by jimson racweed, of indiana.

Molding Beeswax into Cakes.

Dear Cousin .IiMSON:-While attendiiiir
the reunion I went through your shed and
examined your bee-fixtures, and I saw some
beeswax molded into cakes of about j pounds
eacli. and free from dirt. How do vou do it?
Ourdruirand wall paper man says he will
take all of my wax if I will mold it in cakes.
I poured a lot of melted wax in Martha's
cake-pans, but now we can't get the wax out.
and it seems full of specks. Should I grease
the pans with tallow, and should I strain
the wax? We had intended goini; up to The
Crossing this week, but Baby Sid is threat-
ened with a cold, and Martha thinks best to
wait till the weather gets better.

Your Cousin. Cyrus Ragweed.
Cousin Cyrus:— I am very glad you men-

tioned about the beeswax. Several little
secrets in this line have been imparted to
me. and I will try to explain. Do not grease
your pans, and do not try to strain your wax
through a cloth. In melting your wax use a
double-boiler; that is. one pail placed in a
larger one with water in the larger pail-
This prevents overheating, which is inju"
rious to wax, and it also overcomes the dan-
ger of having the wax boil over on the stove.
Most impurities will settle to the bottom,
but if some particles float they should be
skimmed off while the wax is fluid. Now. do
not attempt to pour in molds till the wax
shows a congealed ring around the edge, and
it will then be just right to pour, and when
cool the cakes will drop from the molds by
simply inverting. If molds are filled while
the wax is too hot. the wax will cling to the
molds after cooling. Wax could be improved
still further if longer time could be given in
the cooling process before pouring. These
directions are not difficult to follow, and by-
using care one can realize a better price for
his wax.
Thursea says to tell Martha that if she will

apply goose-grease to Sid's chest and nostrils
at night, he will be better by morning.

Your Cousin. JiMSON Ragweed.

Getting Straight BroodCo.mbs.

Dear Unci.e Jimson:—When we were at
the reunion pa and Cyrus went through your
shed looking at your bee-fixtures, and pa
says he never saw such nice, straight brood-
combs, free from drone-comb and no wire
or splints used. Pa spoils so many nice
new combs in extracting, and he wants me
to write and ask how you manage.
Ma is going to send you a crock of our

punkin butter by express.
Give our love to Aunt Thursea, to Sam and

the twins. Write soon.
Stella Ragweed.

Dear Niece:—A great many good bee men
wire their frames, and others use splints,
but for myself I find that I get more superior
combs by using full sheets of medium-brood
foundation without wire or splints. In ex-
tracting I use regular brood-frames in the
second story, with a queen-excluding board,
and 1 try to foretell how many combs I will
require. In getting new combs drawn out I

always place them about the center of the
brood-chamber, exchanging for the same
number of combs which I place in the upper
story. I want to be sure that an equal force
of bees work on both sides of the foundation
at once, and if my hive is level, the combs
will be straight. After being used for brood
one season they are then sufliciently strong
to be used for extracting. I would not at-
tempt to extract from a newly built comb.

Your Uncle. Jimson Ragweed.

No. i—Exhibit of Geo. H. Coulson's Alfalfa Apiary at the Oklahoma .State Fair,
See page 42.

Shaking Bees for Work.
Dear Pa:—There are several good bee-

men here, and of one them wants me to
write and ask you about shaking bees. He
says he cut out that article that you wrote
for a farm paper on the subject some years
ago. and he has lost the clipping, but he still
has the paper.
Pa. when you write again I wish you would

slip another 10-dollar l>ill in your letter.
This is an awful good business college, but I

must have a new tableland some linen col
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lars. for it seems that I am about the onlj-

one in Vincennes who is wearing celluloid
collars.
They tell me tliat at the option election

this county voted so' wet that some of the
people are actually (retting to be web-footed.
My love to ma. and to Steve and Eva.

Your son. Samuel Ragweed.

Dear Sammy;—Tell your friend to go slow
about shaking bees. In a good season excel-
lent results can be obtained, while in a

poor season the more they are " shook *" the
poorer the results. Tliose who undertake
it should be thoroughly familiar with all de-
tails, and your friend could profit by read-
ing tiie excellent articles that appear in the
bee-publications from time to lime.
Perhaps the most practical method of

shaking is where one produces both comb
and extracted honey, and permits swarming
with his comb-honey colonies. When a
swarm issues, hive it on the old location,
using starters onlv in brood-frames, a queen-
excluding honev-board. and the super from
the parent hive, and then brush every bee
in with the new swarm. The set of combs
containing brood should then be placed over
a honev-board on another hive for extract-
ing. This method is thoroughly practical,
and permits swarming without increase.
Such newlv-hived swarms will give better
results than any normal hive in the same
yard, for obvious reasons—storing goes right
ahead in the super.no brood requiring the
attention of workers, no danger of second
swarms.

, ,, , ,,

Sammy, I enclose two 5-dollar bills, and
your ma says to ask you if linen collars are
not pretty high in Vincennes.

JiMsoN Ragweed.

Its Quality Sells Honey.

Dear Brother-in-Law; — Knowing that
you dispose of your honey by soliciting from
house to house. I would like to ask what the
tricks are in doing this kind of work. I will

solicit French Lick and West Baden, and it

will be necessary to go over the same ter-

ritory about every 3 weeks.
I want to come over and visit with you a

week or two about the first of the month,
just to talk bees, and I want to go to Ma-
rengo. III., for a couple of weeks tor the same
purpose. Let me hear from you.

WiNFIELD S. FeSLER.

Sir;—There are no /rids in the work
which you outline, but there is one secret,
and I will confide it to you. /uc/- t/fi ///<

ijualily. I think most honey salesmen fail

because they try to increase their profits by
putting out inferior goods.
Thursea and I are to be away from home

during the forepart of the month.
Ji.mson Ragweed.

(To be continued.)

Shaking Not a Stimulus to Bees

liy LEO E. gateley.

Without questioning the accuracy
and good intent of the many recent
reports seeming to show where bene-

ficial results emanated from shaking
sleepy colonies of bees, I wish merely
to draw attention to a prevailing error
many are spreading through an erro-
neous belief in some mysterious cause,
while all such benefits really spring
from conditions brought about during
such manipulations. Let us lay aside
preconceived notions, tradition, and
prejudice, and examine this subject
with a desire to know the truth.

From the start the mistake in con-
cluding that benefit can be derived
purely through the act of dislodging
bees from their combs into a pile in

front of the hives, is obvious by the
claim that such proceedings bring col-

onies into the same psychological con-
dition characterizing newly - hived
swarms. While newly-hived swarms do
generally display a degree of energy
impossible to be secured from old col-

onies, it has been conclusively shown
that such energy is not the result of
having swarmed, or the handling re-

ceived through hiving, but wholly from
certain conditions under which the
bees labor in their new environments.
The underlying cause, generally, will

be found to lie principally in the brood-
less condition of such swarms, permit-
ting a greater force of bees to engage
in nectar gathering. Also, the honey
old colonies are compelled to use for
breeding purposes, newly-hived swarms
store in the supers. That increased
energy never arises simply through the

act of swarming is manifest from the
equally great energy displayed by
brushed swarms. Such energy, then,

is not the result of mental conditions,
but of surrounding circumstances and
influences.
Colonies during a good flow, that re-

fuse to do super-work for reasons ap-
parent only to themselves, can be often

led into so doing by arranging more
favorable conditions under which bees
are naturally inclined to do such work

—

never through shaking alone. Good
colonies that will ignore the surplus
receptacles while others are busy in

the sections, are occasionally of infe-

rior stock, but are more often laboring
under adverse circumstances. Wiiile

shaking may correct the unfavorable
conditions through breaking up and
disarranging the order of tilings, what-
ever the cause may be, it is the bee-

master's business to locate the trouble,
and remedy it effectually and intelli-

gently. Certainly the mere manipula-
tion of shaking bees on the grass and
of shaking the bees out of their hive to
causing them to crawl back into their
hives is of absolutely no value, unless
connected with a change of hive or of
combs. Though it would be illogical
and inconsistent to anticipate beneficial
results from indiscriminate sliaking,
intelligent manipulation is imperative
and indispensable to successful honey-
production.
With sectional hives the purpose of

shaking can, by the transposing of
brood-sections, be accomplished scien-
tifically in .5 minutes time. To create
increased activity it is necessary only
to interchange the two divisions of the
brood-chamber. This operation prac-
ticed at the time of supering will cause
the bees to begin work in the sections
without delay.

Sebastian Co., Ark.

Are Bees " Wild " Animals?
Translated from the Bohemian in the '

' I 'cela
Moravska.^'

BY REV. ALOIS J. KLEIN, V. G.

In the village of Nemcice, near Ne-
tolice, in Bohemia, the principal teacher,
Mr. Francis Jaros, an acknowledged
authority in matters apicultural, keeps
16 colonies of bees in the school-gar-
den, chiefly for educational purposes.

One day he was accosted by Mr.
Schuster, the chairman of the village
board, to present him with one of the
hives. The principal having declined,
the chairman issued a restraining or-
der, enjoining the teacher from keeping
bees within the limits of the village.

The captain of the political district
overruled the prohibitory order, be-
cause, being unconstitutional, and in

abeyance with certain school laws pre-
scribing explicitly that school yards be,

as far as possible, provided with hives
as expedients of instruction.

This decision was upheld by all in-

stances.

The chairman then resorted to some
other mode of wreaking his anger upon
the principal.

On an August forenoon, when bees
were busily flying to the fields, he sent
his son to plow the ground adjoining
the school yard. As soon as the plow-
man got stung by a bee, a neiglibor was
sent for, and both men stationed them-
selves close to the fence on the divide,

in order to be able to give optical tes-

timony that the flying bees were com-
ing exclusively from there, and from
nowhere else. It so happened that the
neighbor, too, received a sting, and the
village chairman indicted the case to

the county court in Netolice.

The county attorney, however, did
not feel in the least inclined to insti-

tute proceedings in such an odd com-
plaint, and hence conferred witli the
State's attorney at Pisek.

By order of a deputy State's attorney,
Mr. Sebanek, action was brought
against the principal, charging him
with the alleged violation of article 388
of the Penal Code (keeping " wild

"

animals without the governmental
license), and with violating article 388
of the Penal Code (failing to render
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the said "wild" animals innocuous
though cognizant of their dangerous
habits).

The judge of the first instance hand-
ed down a decision of exoneration,

upon the ground that bees must be con-
sidered domestic (tame) animals, and
that there does not exist an arrange-
ment by which bees could be rendered
harmless so far as to prevent them
from making use of their stings, when
irritated. Neither can they be kept in

an enclosed space, since their economi-
cal importance of honey-gathering
would then be nullified.

Impelled by orders from higher
places, the prosecutor of the State an-

nounced an appeal, and the gendarmes
was assigned to investigate, whether
the school-master's bees are vicious,

and whether or not the chairman's
field, adjacent to the school-garden, is

really threatened to such an extent as

to render all the field-work thereon
next to impossible. In Austria any-

thing may happen, and the gendarmes
furnished evidence that the field-work

is actually endangered. And this, too,

was ascertained by them in the winter
time!
Consequently this peculiar case was

up before the circuit court at Pisek.

The Bohemian National Bee-Keepers'
Association, of which the principal was
a member, furnished the defendant with

a legal counselor in the person of Dr.

Zmek, who, before the court of appeals,

eloquently emphasized the importance
of apiculture along the lines of national

economy, besides setting forth its peda-
gogical value, and in his closing ap-

pealed to the still valid Patent of Em-
press Maria Teresa, in which tlie high-

est disfavor is put on those who would
dare to commit an infraction against
keepers of bees ; remarking further,

that it would be impossible to tie bees
with a thread on their legs, or to pro-

vide them with a muzzle, he petitioned

the court to affirm the verdict of the

first instance.

The deputy State's attorney, Mr.
Sebanek, contended in his lengthy plea,

that the present case actually involves
offences against both articles of law,

and requested judgment against the

defendant.

The Senate of Appeals sustained the
ruling of acquital, of the lower court,
basing its opinion on the Patent of

Maria Teresa, already quoted, the va-
lidity of which was thus confirmed.

Brainard, Nebr.

Conducted bv J. L. BYER, Mount Joy, Ont.

Disposing of Comb and Honey in Foul

Brood Treatment

A. R. Summers, of Missouri, asks as
to what is done with the combs and
honey put into the vat of boiling water
as described in the McEwen treatment
for foul brood in the December Ameri-
can Bee Journal. They are, of course,
rendered into wax at once, and that is

one of the main things in any of the
different treatments of foul brood that
is really necessary—getting the source
of reinfection out of the way in a thor-
ough manner. One of the most diffi-

cult things the inspectors meet with in
their rounds is in seeing that all these
old combs are out of the reach of the
bees after other instructions have been
faithfully obeyed. The matter of ren-
dering the combs into wax is often put
off till "a more convenient season,"
and they will be placed in some shed
or other building where it is taken for
granted that the bees will not find

them. Judging from many experiences,
some men seem to think that any place
that will exclude a woodchuck, will

also be proof against bees getting in,

and, as a result, often the work done
previously is rendered abortive because
of gross carelessness in allowing the
bees to gain access to these combs of
honey.
Time and time again have I come to

a place where the bees have been shaken
from the old combs, and on asking if

the latter were burnt or put into wax
the answer would be, " No, but they are

away from the bees." Insisting on
seeing where they had been placed,
sometimes we would be taken to a

building and find the combs of honey,
etc., loosely stacked up, and many open-
ings in the sides of the building that

the bees could come through at will.

The owners would express surprise
that I thought the bees would ever
come in such roundabout places, and
really thought that I was a bit unrea-
sonable in insisting that the combs be
moved into a cellar or other secure
place at once. Of course, it is only
fair to say that this would be with men
who kept but few bees, and gave them
little care, at that, as any experienced
bee-keepers soon learn that even when
every possible crack is closed, in so
far as can be seen, often after all our
precaution we will find bees gaining an
entrance in some out-of-the-way place
that has been overlooked.

No. 6. -General View of the Agricultural Building of the Oklahoma State Fair,
Where tiie^Apiarian Department Was Located.—See page 42.

Sealed Stores for Spring Feed

There is some difference of opinion as to
the quantity of honey a colony of bees
should have in the spring in order to build
up successfully.
The late E. W. Alexander stated that he

would prefer to have the brood-chamber
nearly empty when the first fresh honey
came in. while many good bee-keepers think
that it is a sign of prosperity if there are
several combs of sealed stores in the hives
when brood-rearing commences.
There is no doubt that this capped honey

helps out in feeding the brood, but its pres-
ence in the hives at this time is a serious
detriment to the growth of the colony. I

have frequently seen a good queen greatly
hampered in her egg-laying by the presence
of capped honey at the tops of the frames
and in the frames at the outside of the hive,
and it is quite possible to have the frames in
the hives so tilled with honey in the spring
that there is no chance of a colony getting in
good shape for the harvest.
This condition is often brought about by a

late fall flow, or by heavy feeding to a col-
ony on its full set of brood-combs.
Any ordinary colony will winter well on 6

Langstroth combs, well tilled with honey or
sugar syrup, and by contracting down to this
number and tilling them up well, the honey
or syrup is in the best shape possible to be
used by the bees.
When brood-rearing is well advanced in

the spring the empty spaces can be filled out
with empty combs, and the queen given a
better chance to go ahead with her egg
laying.

I would much prefer empty combs on the
outside of the brood-nest in the spring with a
gooti feeder on the hive, to several solid
slabs of honey in the brood-nest.
Bees will not use up sealed stores for

brood-rearing to any extent, and the pres-
ence of tins surplus honey in the hives is no
indication of prosperity. It is rather the
reverse.
The tinest combs of brood that I ever saw

were in empty frames given to fill out. In
them the queen could lay unhampered by
honey, and they were filled right out with
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brood all nearly of tlie same atre. Such a
condition is not possible in combs that are
Dartly filled with honey when the queen
commences to lay in them.
Kew rjeople realize how a eood. strong col-

ony of bees will boom ahead under the
stimulus of regular feeding in the spring.
and at this time sugar syrup regularly fed is
of ten times the value of capped honey to
thebees.-F. P. Adams, in the Cuiaduiii Bee
Journal.

Mr. Adams is one of our most suc-
cessful bee-keepers, and also a queen-
breeder on a large scale, hence any-
thing from his pen is always worth our
serious consideration,

What he says in the foregoing is, I

believe, entirely correct in so far as the
handling of pure Italians is concerned,
but when Carniolans and their crosses
are taken into consideration a lot of
modification is necessary, of some of
the statements made.

With me, the major part of my bees
have Carniolan blood, and although
the past few years have seen the large
hives literally jammed with stores, yet
so far the full combs have not bothered
me any in the spring. Mr. Adams says :

" Bees yvill not use up sealed stores for
brood-rearing to any e.xtent. and the pres-
ence of this surplus honey in the hives is no
indication of prosperity. It is rather the
reverse."

Quite possibly so with the Italians,
biit pretty sure to be just the reverse
with Carniolans. The past 3 springs
have been classed as unfavorable for
brood-rearing, judging from many re-
ports to that effect, but in my own
yards my experience has been that just
siach springs are the very best for Car-
niolans. Granted a big hive with abun-
dance of stores early in the spring,
even if the bees get only an occasional
flight during weeks of bad weather, the
result will be, every time, that all these
sealed combs will be converted into
bees, and the colonies will be boiling
over with bees by fruit-bloom.

Before me I have a letter, sent me in
the spring of 1908 from Mr. McEvoy,
in reply to one I had sent him earlier,
in which I stated that my bees were so
heavy in stores after wintering that I

did not know what to do to get rid of
all the buckwheat in the hives before
the clover flow came on, as I expected
to be so busy as not to have time to
follow out the known plans to carry out
this purpose. Mr. McEvoy kindly' sent
me instructions as to how to proceed

—

methods that, in his judgment, would
be the best, and I had decided to go by
his advice in the matter, to the best of
my ability.

Just a few days after this the weather
turned cool and wet, and continued so
almost continuously for weeks. Noth-
ing was done at all, as it was rare that
conditions were that a hive could be
opened, and during this time many
were heard to complain of starving
bees. Of course, I did not fear that,
anyway, and when at last the weather
did clear, what was my surprise to find
practically all of the stores used up and
the hives boiling over with young bees.
The result was that nearly all my bees
had to be supered during fruit-bloom,
and from the many adverse reports re-
ceived that spring I am convinced that
the Carniolan blood was responsible
for the good results—certainly it was
no credit to me, as I did nothing but
smile over the fact that the bees were

so well supplied during all the bad
weather.
Malign the Carniolan bees as much

as you will, yet the most prejudiced
Italian worshipper will have to admit,
on trial, that for good wintering and
for brood-rearing in the spring, under
adverse conditions, the Italians are
simply "not in it."

Let me add that I have no queens for
sale, lest I be misjudged in my motives
in thus writing.

men have failed to discover their value—if value they have. I do not attempt
to solve the difference of opinion, and
as the matter of " locality " does not
seem to enter into this proposition, I

will leave the subject for each one's in-
dividual solution.

Bait-Combs in Supers

Not being a comb-honey producer it

seems like presumption on my part to
make any comments on what others
write on that subject. However, after
glancing over the article of Mr. Doo-
little's, on page 405 (1909), and noticing
there, as I have often before in his
writings, the great amount of impor-
tance he attaches to having bait-combs
in comb-honey supers, I could not help
but reflect how the great majority of
our extensive comb-honey producers
here in Ontario absolutely want none
of these baits, and, in some cases, at
least, they claim they are a decided
detriment. That these same men " pro-
duce the goods " no one will deny who
has a chance to see their product, and
in the matter of quantity—well, it is just
a chance if they will take second place
in that matter, either. I happen to
know that a number on the "other
side" have no use for the baits, either,
and indeed a couple of New Yorkers
come to my mind who have expressed
themselves on the matter very forcibly.

Mr. Dooltttle certainly must have
found the baits profitable else he would
not advocate them so persistently;
and, on the other hand, it seems a won-
der that the many other comb-honey

Chunk Noney in the North

Louis Scholl may advocate the pro-
duction of bulk or chunk honey as
much as he likes, and for all tha't he
says seems to make it clear beyond a
doubt that the thing is and will be a
success in the South, yet I feel confi-
dent that not much trade will ever be
done in honey in that form here in the
North. Why? Simply because of the
matter of granulation, if for nothing
else. Granulated extracted honey is
one thing, but granulated extracted
honey and comb honey mixed is a dif-
ferent proposition. When the pur-
chaser tried to liquefy a mixture of
this kind, he would wonder what he had
discovered when the resulant product
would be revealed, and quite likely one
application would be sufficient for the
customer.
We Ontario bee-keepers feel glad to

know that at last extracted honey here
has gained such an honorable status
that there will be no trouble for years
to come in disposing of all we pro-
duce, at a good figure. As to comb
honey in sections, the price is so high
that the producers can well afford to
cultivate the market for the style in
vogue, and it is doubtful if a comb-
honey producer could be found at
present who would seriously entertain
the thought of producing chunk honey
as a substitute. This being the case,
we will be glad to leave to our South-
ern friends the monopoly of producing
the mixed article.

Conducted by EMMA M. WILSON. Maicuto. 1,1.

Golden Wedding of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.

Anderson
It is a pleasure to have the oppor-

tunity of presenting to the sisters Mr.
and Mrs. J. L. Anderson, who have
lately celebrated their golden wedding.
Perhaps the sisters will remember Mr.
Anderson as the man who recom-
mended that each sister should have a
hive-lifter similar to one he gave an
illustration of.

Of the iiO or more who witnessed the
marriage of Mr. and Mrs. Anderson 50
years ago, only one person now sur-
vives.

Mr. Anderson was born in E. Berk-
shire, Vt, April 12, 1836, and in 1856
came to the vicinity of Marengo, III.

Mrs. Anderson was born June 12, 1831,

near Buffalo, N. Y., and in 1845. with
her parents and nine sisters and broth-
ers, came to the locality where she has
lived ever since, being the onlv one
now living of the early settlers' who
came to that vicinity.

In an account of the golden wedding,
in the Harvard Herald, occurs the fol-
lowing :

Mr. and Mrs. Anderson are well known in
the community about Harvard, their home,
having been at Lawrence for more than so
years. Their acts of charity and good-will
have made them popular with old and
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often digs into the wood. This end of
the tool is also fine in cleaning out a
hive, scraping a cover, or cleaning off
an excluder, or any work of that kind.
The middle part of the tool is 1 1-16

inches wide, and 7-32 thick. The
-smaller end is 1% inches long and %
inch broad, with rounded edges, and 7-

32 thick, terminating like a screw-
driver. This end is excellent in taking
out dummies, loosening frames, etc. In
loosening up the frames just stick the
end of the tool between the frames,
give it a twist, and it pries the frames
apart every time without marring the
wood in the least, as it has no sharp

edges. This end of the tool is very
handy when you want to destroy
queen-cells, dig out a worm, or things
of that kind.
Another score in favor of this hive-

tool is that it is so light and easy to
handle, the whole tool being only 8!i
inches long—just the right size to carry
in my apron pocket.

If you think I am giving it too high
praise, just get one and use it for a
while, then try to get along without it.

and if you feel as forlorn as I did when
I lost mine for about a week, you will
not think I have said any too much in
its praise.

r^
ioutficriT^

Conducted bv LOUIS H. i_il', LL. New Hr„„„.t.;i., i,

Prospects for 1910

The 1910 prospects in Texas are bet-
ter than they have been for many
years. Lots of rain, cold weather,
s/iozc and ice have made the outlook
fine for a bountiful crop of honey.

shall be my greatest pleasure to serve
as well as I know how. Put me to
work; tell me what you want me to do—why you wanted me in this place

—

and I shall be there, "Johnny-on-the-
spot." I thank you all for the honor.

Spring Examination of Bees

Our spring e.xaminations consist of
visiting every yard the first warm days
in January and Februarj', and seeing
that every colony has sufficient stores
for the spring brood-rearing period
until new honey can be had. To do
this, the shallow supers that are on all

of our hives at all times, are simply
tilted up ; a glance gives an idea of the
condition of the cluster and the stores
below, while we "feel "the amount of
stores in the supers when they are
tilted back. We leave part of the win-
ter stores in a super on each colony.
Some may not need this, while others
may run short. It is thus easy for us
to exchange the supers of the two, and,
presto, how easy it is to feed the needy
ones!
Caring for the weak and needless

colonies, and taking of notes finishes
this work for another month.

Tliat New National Secretary

It did not take the writer long to
hear that some of his friends had
pressed him into service, and a service
which he is not sure he can perform as
well as may be expected of him. Fur-
ther, it was a surprise for me to hear
of such a thing, not even expecting that
a fellow " way down South," and in
such an out-of-the-way place, had the
least bit of a " show."
Since it has happened, and since I

know it was the wish of the members
that I should serve as their secretary,
and the place was not sought by my-
self in the least—especially since I have
already too many irons in the fire—it

Bulk Comb Honey Production

Athough a/iy hive already in use can
be used for bulk comb honey produc-
tion, there are somr that are bcllo-
adapted for this than others. And since
my object of this month's article shall

Fio. I.—ScHOLL's Bottom-Board,

be to answer a number of enquiries, I
shall endeavor to explain in detail.

" Starting anew, what kind of hive
would you adopt or advise for others
to adopt, if bulk comb honey is to be
produced?" are questions that have
been asked me a large number of times.
For the beginner who does not know

what he wants, or such as may not stay
in the business, and who may later sell
theiroutfit.it may be well 'to advise
the regular lU-frame Langstroth size of
hive-body for brood-chambers, as these
are standard goods, and it is always
easier to dispose of bees in such stan-
dard hives. I say it might be better. I

am of the opinion that the time is not
far away when certain dh'isible brood-
thambir lih'cs will be just as much stan-
dard hives as any other; and for this
reason I am not sure but what it might
be just as well for all who contemplate
getting new hives, if they think they
prefer the divisible hives with their

many advantages, to adopt such hives
as well, instead of putting money into
deep-bodied hives, which may be re-
gretted later, (That is what I have
done.) The advantages in the different
manipulations of the shallow hives over

KiG. -SCHOLI.'s HiVE-COVER.

deeper ones are many, and one is en-
abled to accomplish things with much
less labor and a saving in time that
cannot be accomplished with deep-
frame hives. And since this is espe-
cially true in bulk-comb-honey produc-
tion this point has been mentioned, and
it is a part of the answer to the ques-
tion.

My hive is one of the simplest. There
are only 3 different parts—the floor,
cover, and a shallow body with shal-
low frames. Of the latter, as many
can be used to the hives as needed, yet
they are always the same kind, whether
used for brood-chambers or supers, for
comb honey or for extracted honey.
The hive is one of simplicity itself.

Although I^am an advocate of fac-
tory-made goods, because they are so
much more accurately made, fit better,
and give better satisfaction all around,
I have made my own bottom-boards
and covers; this because I can make
them much cheaper, cost less in the
first place, and last longer in the sec-
ond place. But all other parts are fac-
tory-made—supers and frames. I have
made some, and have bought many
home-made hives of various styles, but
all have more or less defects, and I do
not want these in my hive-bodies and
supers.

The bottoms are made of our com-
mon native yellow pine lumber, which
is much more durable than white pine,
and is much cheaper. As made (Fig.

Fig. 3.—Scnoi.i.'s Frame akd Sh.m,low
Story.
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1) it has two pieces 1x8x21 inches for

floor. Two end cleats lx2xl(i inches
are placed at each end. Six penny wire-
nails, (5 at each end—3 to each end of a

board—are driven right through these

Fig. -N.\RROW .-VNO WniE Toi'-B.'iR
Kkames.

and the cleats, and are then clinched
underneath. The ^ thick cleats for the

hive to rest on are then nailed on the

upper surface as shown, and the whole
receives thorough painting.

The cover (Fig. 2) is made of the

same material, 1x8x24 inches long, and
has the same kind of cleats at the ends,

only that one is placed above as well

as below the ends of the boards. Long,
slim, 10-penny wire-nails are nailed

through the ends, cleats, board and all,

and then clinched underneath. To
tighten these up they are placed on an
anvil. This makes the strongest cover
I know of, as the cleats hold the boards
with such a grip that they cannot zvarf'

or twist in anyway. With a piece of an
" O. G." batten nailed over the central

joint, and the whole well painted, I

have the best cover I have had after

trying nearly all.

Now for the hive or super—which?
It is all the same. Fig. 3 shows one on
end, and also the frames. I advocate
the 10-frame size as the best for all

purposes, especially for my purpose, as

I have tried them side by side

with 8-frame sizes ; and I would not
hesitate to advocate the 10-frame size

with my system of management for

comb honey in the North as well as here
in the South, as I believe that I could
get better results, with less swarming,
even there, than are obtained with the
too small 8-frame hives. These supers
are nothing other than the standard o%-
inch deep shallow super with frames
5^8 deep of Hoffman self-spacing style.

They are just idea! for bulk-comb-
honey supers, for extracting supers,
and for divisible brood-chamber hives.

My frames have narrower top-bars
than the regular ones put out, and are

Fig. 5-—Scholl's Xi'clei.

widely known as the " Scholl " frame,
as has been mentioned before. The
difference in the passage-way between
the two kinds of frames is an impor-
tant item, as one hinders the bees and
queen passing from one story to an-
other, while with my frames this is ob-

viated. The difference shows plainly
in Fig. 4.

Now these shallow stories are not
only used as supers ; 1 use them singly
with a bottom and cover fertile nucleus
of a colony. Add another to it later
with empty combs or honey, and brood
perhaps, and my, how they build up to
full colonies! Then one story after
anotlier is piled on, as so many supers
after the honey-flow has begun until I

And that the colony, as shown in Fig.
5, has grown into that enormous stack
of the finest sweetness on earth—280
pounds of the very prettiest bulk comb
honey from one colony, in Fig. 6. That
was the record kept of my best colony,
and meant a surplus that brought
$33.60 from that one colony of bees.
So much for the description of t!ie

kind of hive I would adopt and advo-
cate when starting anew for the pro-
duction of bulk comb honey.

In the next issue will be shown what
is in that stack of shallow stories.

Fig. -One of Scholl's Sentinels.

No Advantage in Producing Bulk Honey

I have been readint< and studyint; the writ-
ings on bulk comb honey, and I am not able
to see any advantage in the production of it

at all. We bee-keepers are not supposed to
go back to where our forefathers stood, 75
or more years ago, before the movable-frame
hive was known, when they kept bees in
box-hives, and handled the honey in chunk,
or bulk, as you may term it. If we are going
to do away with our section-comb honey
and produce bulk-comb honey, what do we
want with the movable-frame liives? We
are living up to a fast day now. and the in-
dustries of our country are progressing
more and more each year. Then, why do we
bee-keepers want to produce a cheaper
grade of honey to take the place of our nice,
attractive section-comb honey. I say. if our
Southern bee-keepers want to cut their
noses off to spite their own faces, let them
go. Suppose the farmers of this country
want to go back to the old way of farming,
our country would be bankrupt within two
years. So it would be if all of our bee-keep-
ers were to produce bulk comb honey—our
bee-industry would be ruined.

Then let us look at the disadvantage we
would have in handling it over our section
honey. We would have to cut the combs,
so there would be a loss by the honey drip-
ping from the combs where they were cut.

We also would have to handle it several
times, which would be another loss, saying
nothing about the smear we would have
from beginning to end. We can take our
section honey off the bees, case it. and
haul it to market without getting one
comb broken. 1 live 8 miles across two
mountains to my nearest station and mar-
ket, and if I were to produce chunk comb
honey and take it to market, by the time I
would get there with it vou would not be
able to tell whether I had comb, extracted
honey, or what not. and I would not be able
to sell one pound of bulk honey to where I

sell 50 pounds of section honey. With sec-
tion comb honey I can haul it 8 miles over
the rough road to market without a single
comb bfing broken.
So. my bee-keeping friends, it is no diffi-

cult matter to sec tlie advantage we have of
section comb honey over the old style of
bulk honey. I think wo bee-keepers should
stick to the production of section comb
honey, as we have an article we need not be
ashamed of. and that we should go hand in
hand to get our section honey to a higher
standard, that we may be able to get better
prices than we ever have had heretofore. I
trust that we bee-keepers will take more in-
terest in the production of section comb
honey, that it may take the lead over all
other grades of honey that are put on the
market. T. A. Crabili..
St. Davids Church. Va.

If you had given my method of comb
honey production a trial, Mr. Crabili,
I believe you would have found that
there are at least some advantages in it

over the production of section honey.

I am not surprised at the attitude you
have taken, because there were many
Texas bee-keepers who criticised the
method, even denounced it with dis-
favor, when the production of " chunk "

honey was first advocated. But do they
still do so? Nay! Instead, some of
them are today the most extensive pro-
ducers of this article. Their claim, at
first, was the same as yours, but finding
that they would be left badly in the
background, which, both from a social
and financial standpoint, became very
serious, bulk comb honey production
soon became to them as easy, if not
an easier matter than producing either
section or extracted honey.

Neither does such a change mean
going back to the ways of our fore-
fathers. It involves just as much study
and systematic work to attain the
highest results in bulk comb honey
production as in any other, and the
movable-frame hive is just as essential.

Neither can it be said that the honey
produced is of cheaper grade, for if

gathered from the same source, it must
necessarily be the same in quality,

whether produced in sections or frames.
Of the two, the comb honey in frames
is only the better in that it is ripened
better—the combs are thinner in this

case, and the ventilation in the process
of ripening the honey can only be bet-
ter on account of the continuous pas-
sage-ways between the combs.

After I have described the methods
I employed in bulk comb honey pro-
duction, and given a better idea of it

all, and the advantages, the demand,
and the profits over other kinds, I am
sure that you will also look upon it

with more favor.
Of course, it is needless to say that it

is not my object to drive sections en-
tirelyoff the market, for there is a place
for them that must be filled, and the
same can be said of the place for ex-
tracted honey. At the same time I

know that bulk comb honey will find a
good place also in time, and it will re-

place section honey to a great extent
just as it has in Texas.
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Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal or to
DR. C. C. MILLER. Marengo. 111.

Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Doolittle Division-Board Feeder.

1. In Doolit tie's division-board feeder
("Scientific Qae'^n Rearing," pat;cs OS and
69) are those part'tions running Icn^thwire to
keep the bees from di owning, as in the Sim-
plicilj' and Alexntl-.T feeders^

2. It' made wider thnn a frame (say 9
inches) vi uid such parti'ions be necessary'

New York.

Answers.— 1. No, the inner width of the
feeder is only 1 inch, so a bee can never have
to swing: more than half an inch to climb up
one wall or the other.

2. I'm not sure, but I think 2 inches would
be pretty safe. However, you can make safe

for any width by putting in cork chips.

Feeding Granulated Honey in Combs.
Would combs in which honey was granulated

before being extracted, and not taken out by
the extractor, be all right for bees next sum-
mer, either for swarms or old colonies?
Would the bees clean them out, or would it be
an injury to them? WiscONSlM.

Answer.—It will be all right so far as the
bees are concerned, and will do them no harm.
In giving such combs to the bees it will be
well, just before giving them, to spray them
with water. That will make it easier for the
bees to use up the honey, and will also save
some of it from being wasted, for bees are
likely to throw out some of the grains. But
you better not use the combs as they are in

extracting-supers. T he old honey may help

to candy the new.

Colony Dwindling.

I have one colony of black bees which hai
25 pounds of honey. The bees are dwindling
away in large numbers. Can you help me out?

Georgia.

Answer.— I don't know whether I can. You
see I don't know what the trouble is, or in-

deed whether there is any trouble. Foul
brood or some other disease may be present,

but that would hardly make the bees die off in

unusual numbers at this time of the year. The
colony may have been queenless for some time,

having only old bees, which have attained

such age that they are dying off rapidly, and
there is nothing to be done, unless it be to

to kill them so they will not waste any more
of their stores. There may be nothing wrong.
Bees are constantly dying off from old age,

and it would be nothing strange to have 100,

300, or more dying off daily in a strong colony.

Queen-Rearing Question.

I have now 100 colonies, and live in a good
locality—horsemint. In "Simplified Queen-
Rearing" (Swarthmore), I can not understand
the following;

"If the pressed cups are first given to any
colony of bees long enough for them to be
polished on the inside, no failures in grafting

will occur. Used cups are to be cleaned in the

same manner, and new cups are first swabbed,
as previously explained."

I have the Swarthmore series, but can not
find the word swabbed explained. What does
it mean, and how do I do it? My bees won't
polish cups if I put them inside the hives.

I introduce fertile queens, virgins, and cells,

without any trouble, failure, or loss of brood.

I had no swarms, and had as fine a honey
crop as possible. Texas.

Answer.—Unfortunately I have not before
me the text to which you refer, so as to find

the word *'as previously explained," but as the

cups are given in advance to the bees to be
cleaned and polished, it is a pretty safe guess
that the swabbing is to induce the bees to

start the work of cleaning and polishing, and
my guess would be that the cups are "swab-
bed" by being brushed out or moistened with
honey or diluted honey. If that guess is cor-
rect, all you need to do is to daub with honey
the entire inside surface of the cup.

Upward Hive-Ventilation.
I am a beginner and have packed my bce»

this winter in piano-boxes, 8 colonies in a box.
They are packed very fine I think; sides, ends
and bottom having about 4 inches of packing,
the top having about 12 inches, with upward
ventilation. Did I do right in giving them
upper ventilation? New York.

Answer.—Opinions are divided as to the
matter of upward ventilation, but with the
large amount of packing wisely given on top,
your bees ought to be all right.

Why Entrance at Side of Hive?
What is the reason for placing the entrance

at the end of the hive instead of the side? I

contemplate building tenement cases to hold
several colonies, and by setting the hives
lengthwise of the case the frames can be
handled much more easily, although it will
bring the entrance at the side of the hive.

New York.
Answer.—In Europe, hives are used with

frames running parallel with the entrance,
called the "warm arrangement," and also with
frames running at right angles to the en-
trance, called the "cold arrangement." I think
the warm arrangement is in more common use
there than the cold. In this country the cold
arrangement is used almost altogether. It al-

lows the bees more readily to reach each
frame, and allows a better chance for ventila-
tion. If any great gain were to be made by
having frames run the other way, I would not
hesitate to make the change.

Spanish-Needle — Winter Hive - En-
trances— Do Bees Freeze?

In the spring of 1907 I started with i

colonies, one of which was in a log from the
woods. Now I have 51 colonics, all in good
condition. I use the Langstroth hive.

The season of i8q8 I sent for 7 Italian
queens, and last year Italianized all my bees;
I find it quite a task to get queens purely
mated, on account of my neighbors* black
bees. But on the queens I sent away for, I

certainly got "stung," Out of the 7 I got only
4 good ones. The best of them all was the
queen I received in a clubbing offer. I take
the American Bee Journal, and could not, nor
would not, think of doing without it while in

the bee-business.
1. What kind of a flower is it that growi

here in Southern Illinois? It starts blooming
about September 1, and lasts until frost. The
plant grows from 2 to ^ feet high every-
where in the fields, and every plant will have
from 20 to 30 yellow flowers about the size

of a half-dollar and larger. When in full

bloom the fields look like a sheet of gold.

When the seeds get ripe they stick to one'*
clothes, and arc very annoying. We call

them "bootjacks," as they resemble a boot-

jack more than anything else. The leaf of

the plant resembles the leaf of ragweed very
much. We call it "Spanish-needle," but I

don't think that is the proper name, for I

never see it spoken of in the paper. If^ it

were not for this plant, bees could not live

here, as it is a great honey-producer.
2. Are drones produced by a drone-laying

queen or a drone-laying worker, capable of
fertilizing a queen ?

3. How old does a young queen hawe to
be before she will turn to a drone-layer, if
she is not mated?

4. What is the cause of ice gathering at
the top of the frames just under the cloth?

5. I winter my bees on the summer stands.
What size entrance do you advise for this
locality ? We don't often have any weather
colder than zero.

6. Would too small an entrance have any-
thing to do with the ice accumulating?

7. Do bees often freeze to death with plenty
of stores? Illinois.

Answers.— 1. I hardly know how it has
happened that you have seen no mention of
Spanish-needle as a honey-plant. I'm afraid
you haven't a bee-book. You cannot afford
to be without one. Much has been written
and said about Spanish-needle, which is also
called boot-jack and golden coreopsis. In
Root^s "A B C and X Y Z of Bee Cul-
ture," J. M. Hambaugh reports that an apiary
of 43 colonies averaged in 8 days 47 pounds
each of Spanish-needle honey.

2. Yes, either of them. But I don't be-
lieve I would want them for best stock.

3. Three weeks or more.
4. The moisture from the breath of the

bees. You probably need more or warmer
packing on top of your bees. It should be
warmer on top than at the sides. Moisture
condensing on the sides of a hive does no par-
ticular harm, but on top it docs. When it

thaws it drops down on the cluster of bees.
5. An entrance 4^-inch deep is good. The

width depends upon the strength of the col-
ony, perhaps an inch for each frame that is
occupied by bees.

6. It might; for too small an entrance
might prevent the escape of moisture.

7. No; unless the colony is too weak or 1
small cluster of bees get caught in a cold
Spell away from the main cluster.

Light Brood Foundation — Spring
Requeening Queenless Colony

—

Queen-Excluders.
1. Do you consider light brood foundation

sufficiently heavy to be used with your splintt
in regular Langstroth frames?

2. Is it possible, and advisable, to requcen
a queenless colony in the spring by keeping
them in the cellar longer than other colonies,
and giving them a frame containing eggs from
a colony which has started brood-rearing?

S. In your "Forty Years Among the Bees,"
you do not consider queen-excluders of much
value to you. Would you consider them neces-
sary if you were trying the method advocated
in "A Year's Work in an Out-Apiary?"

Illinois.

Answers.— 1. Yes, only in place of 5 splints,

as with medium, 7 splints must be used with
the light brood foundation. At least I did
not feel safe to do with less than 7, and had
good results.

2. Possible, but not advisable. It is not ad-
visable to let a queenless colony rear a queen
before ther.e is a honey-flow, as the queen is

likely to be very poor, and it would be still

worse if the queen were reared in the cellar.

3. Yes, I think they are necessary in that.

In some cases I think very highly of excluders,
but they are not necessary to keep queens
from going up into section-supers if the sec-

tions are filled with worker-foundation.

What Ailed the Bees?
I received my first copy of the American

Bee Journal in 1879, and am still taking it.

I kept my first bees in that year. I have 29
colonies in my door-yard, and some in other
yards 3 miles away. I live in town on a lot

100 feet in front and 220 feet back. I secured
about one-fourth of a honey crop this year
(1909), of that black honey-dew. I sold it all

at a fair price. I am expecting a good honey-
flow next month (September) from heartsease
or smartweed. My town is located on Big
Raccoon, 18 miles north and east of Tcrre
Haute, where heartsease grows abundantlj.
August has been very hot and dry. Last week
it turned cool without any rain. We had t
or 4 cool nights—very cool, but no frost. I

noticed those cool mornings that my bees were
dying very fast. Some of the hive-entrancea
would be filled full of dead bees, some of them
very young, white brood taken from the comb.
What is killing my bees? Is it the black
honey-dew or foul brood? I thought they were
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starving at 'first, but when I looked in at them,
I found them with plenty of honey. Then 1

feared it was foul brood. They have large
brood-nesls, and the brood looks nice and cvt-n,
no sunken brood or bad odor in the hive. 1

found some drone-brood in the cells, and when
I lifted it out with a tooth-pick, it was just
the skeleton of a drone, and at the edge of
the comb I found some worker-brood that was
not capped. It looked like brood ready to
come out of the cell, but when lifted with the
tooth-pick, it was dead and looked dark. That
colony was strong with bees, but the brood-
ncst was scattered. The bees have been very
ill to handle this year. After the bees begin
to fly on cool mornings, they would clean up
all dead bees. Now, what shall I do ? Your
answers to others in the American Bee
Journal have been a great help to me in the
past. Indiana.

Answer.—I am extremely sorry to say that
your letter dated Aug. 25 was in some
mysterious way mislaid, not turning up again
until the beginning of the New \ear to re-
proach me with its presence, and to remind me
that among New Year's resolutions there
should be one reading, "Resolved, That I'll

not again mislay a letter to be answered in
this department, nor let any one else do so."

I am very much puzzled to know what to
think about your trouble. Some things in
the case look like disease, but a good many
don't. There seems to be some trouble with
the brood, but you say the entrance of the
hive would be full of dead bees, and some
of them would be young bees. That seems as
if the dead bees were mostly mature bees,
making the trouble with the bees rather than
the brood. On the whole, I am more in-

clined to suspect poisoning, although it was
not at a time of year when spraying poisons,
would be going on. Of course, there might
be poisoning in some other way. It could
not very well be the honey-dew. That kills
bees in winter, not in August.

It is possible that before this time you
may have informed yourself in the case so
as to need no suggestions from me. If there
was poisoning, the trouble probably disap-
peared in a short time. If there was dis-
ease, that also may have disappeared with
the cessation of brood-rearing, only to re-

appear with the beginning of brood-rearing
next spring. In that case the thing to do is

to keep watch, and when the first sign of
anything wrong with the brood appears, send
a sample of it, (a piece of comb 2 or 3
inches square) to Dr. E. F. Phillips, De-
partment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
If you write for it, he will send you a box
in which to send the sample. There will
be no charge, and you will have the best
expert advice possible to obtain.

Preventing Swarming—Amount for

Winter Stores—Sour Honey

—

Foul Brood, Etc.
I have a small farm of 62 acres, and have

always kept a few colonies of bees, or for
at least 20 years. I remember very well
my first bee-keeping, putting boxes in the
trees and in that way capturing my swarms.
My bee-yard at present consists of 18 Ital-

ian colonies, 10 spring count. I intend to
winter the bees on the summer stands, in
single-wall 8-frame dovetailed hives. I am
at the third 100-pound sack of sugar, feed-
ing the bees. Last fall I had 26 colonies,
but reduced them to 18, thinking the stronger
the colony the less feed it would take to
winter them. I can not remember such a
poor honey-crop as the past season, and with
so many flowers in bloom. A good many
bees in this country will certainly starve.

1. How long can a bee live?
2. Will bees rear brood sooner in spring

when wintered in the cellar on the summer
stands?

3. How can I prevent bees swarming? I

am running for section honey.
4. In what way will bees do better in the

cellar?
5. About how many pounds of honey lesi

can be fed to bees when wintered in the
cellar than on the summer stands?

6. How high should the summer stands be
from the ground for the hives to rest on ?

And how will it be best to build them?
7. What is the cause of sour honey that

was taken out of supers about the middle of
June?

8. What is the first sign of foul brood?
9. Do you think a Danzenbaker hive is a

preventive of swarming more than any other
hive? Missouri.

Answers.—1. A worker-bee, in the busy sea-

son» lives about an average of 6 weeks. Some

think less. It depends much on the work
done. A worker born in the fall, doing no
work that fall, may live 7 or 8 months. A
(luecn lives 2, 3 or more years, in rare cases
5 or (1. A drone lives till he dies from star-

vation, the workers declining to feed him
when they feel they can no longer alford it.

2. They begin rearing brood as a rule
sooner outdoors than in cellar. Kven in the
north brood-rearing outdoors begins often, if

not generally, in February, and in the cellar
generally not till March.

3. 1 don't know. I wish I did. Some
pages of "Forty Years Among the Hees" are
taken up with telling what I do in my strug-
gle against swarming, but just the best way
is still an unsolved problem. If you like

the plan, however, you may avoid swarm-
ing by making a colony queenless 10 days
before the harvest and then giving it a young
laying queen. You can get the secret of Dr.
Jones' plan of preventing swarming by send-
ing 25 cents for his book. (See advertising
columns.)

4. Almost any old way so there is abundant
ventilation of both the hive and the cellar,

with the temperature at about 45 degrees.
5. It depends upon localities and conditions.

Perhaps generally about 10 pounds.
6. Where it is not necessary to take special

precautions against ants, il is well to have
hives near the ground, say 4 to 6 inches. Just
now there is a decided tendency toward con-
crete stands, and it may be well to have the
hive rest on only a small portion of the stand,
as when it rests on a flat surface there is a
tendency toward water remaining between the
stand and bottomboard and rotting the latter.

7. I don't know. Likely some peculiarity
as to the source of the honey.

8. Dead brood. If at any time you find
dead brood and don't understand it, send a
sample at once to Dr. E. F. Phillips, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

9. No, I don't think that is claimed.

Bees, Management, Wintering, and
Locality.

I have so far received 3 copies of the
American Bee Journal, and have during that

time read some very interesting things in it.

I am not in the bee-keeping business myself,
but am very much interested in it, and would
like to be, but there are certain things I

can not understand about it as yet. In the
first place, many people claim to have secured
from one to 6 supers of honey from one col-

onv in one season; others one to 2 supers of
honey, and from 50 to 100 pounds of ex-
tracted honey from one colony in a season,
and still others have secured a tremendous
amount.

This town is located about 50 miles west
of New York City, in the Ramapo Valley,
and I should judge from the writings of
others that this is a very good locality for
bees, as there is plenty of dandelion, clover,
sumac, goldenrod, asters, and some basswood,
and several other honey-yielding plants, al-

though the bees rarely made a living here last

year. One colony did fill one super, but
had a scant store for winter. There were
about 50 colonies of bees here last summer,
and years before that there were not so many
owned by different men, say 5 or 6, each
man owning only a few colonies, perhaps the

owners were a mile apart. Now there is one
man who received the best results from his

bees. He started about 5 years ago with
one colony that he got from a tree in the

woods, and every year since he puts up
hives in different places in the woods and
catches swarms, sometimes catching a nice-

looking yellow swarm, and more times catch-

ing black swarms, so naturally the bees are
mixed, but the Italians seem to be a little

the best, but not always, for sometimes he
catches a real black swarm that stores equally
as much as any other be has.

Commencing in the spring, his supers are
ready with foundation, natural swarming is

allowed, most colonies swarming twice, and
some only once. He hives the swarms, giv-

ing them 8 Hoffman frames with foundation.
After swarming is over he puts on one super
apiece, and as soon as a colony fills its super
he takes this off and replaces it with a new
one, if the season isn't too late, and the bees
will perhaps fill this with comb, and fill 2 or
3 sections with honey, but he never thinks
of getting over one full 24-section super from
one colony in one season ; and some colonies
will partly fill one super, and some will not
go up into the super at all. and store only
just enough for winter; and still some will

not store enough for wintering. He never
requeens any colonies, or catches any drones,

and, for wintering, the colonies are left out-
side on the east side of the hill. The hives
arc % or one-inch wood, with just an extra
cover on, and no extra packing on the out-
side. Has he right kind of bees? Does he
not manage his bees properly? Is the win-
tering too much for them? Is the locality
too poor? What do you think about it?

New York.
Answer.—Bunching your questions, I should

say that the bees your neighbor has are
probably not so very much to blame for his
results, and from what you say about the
flora, the pasturage is good. As to his man-
agement, he might do worse—if he tried hard
enough. At any rate, if he had the best re-

sults, it must have been that his neighbors
did worse. They must be experts at doing
things the wrong way.
The man you speak of catches swarms in

the woods every year. That's all right on
his part, but some one must be doing pretty
bad work to let so many swarms get away.
Now let me recount some of the things that
he does that are not good, and then tell how
you will do when you get to be a good bee-
keeper:
He puts supers on after swarming is over.

You will put them on before there is any
swarming, about as soon as you see the very
first white-clover blossom.
He allows most colonies to swarm more

tlian once. You will never allow any colony
to swarm more than once, and will make
some effort to keep them from swarming at all.

He does not give a second super until the
first is removed, and appears never to have
on a hive more than one super at a time.

You will, as soon as the first super is about
half filled, raise it up and put an empty one
under it, and a third one under the second
when the second is perhaps half filled, and
sometimes you will have 4, 5 or 6 supers on
a hive at one time.
He never requeens nor kills off drones.

You will be likely to requeen a colony which
doesn't do satisfactory work, unless you are
satisfied the fault does not lay with the
queen; and although you may not kill any
drones you will take care that there is not a

lot of drone-comb in every hive to rear un-
necessary drones.
He winters outside with no protection. You

will have your hives well packed, especially

on top, or perhaps better still you will win-
ter the bees in the cellar.

Now let me make up another thing out of
my own head. He has no text-book on bee-

keeping. You will have a bee-book—more
likely two or more. You can get along with-

out a bee-paper (but you won't), but you can't
get along without a bee-book. Not unless

you want to lose money on bees.

Getting Strong Colonies in South
Africa.

I am an American far from home, and
bee-keeping is a hobby of mine, I have about
30 colonies of bees, mostly Doolittle strain.

I have a few native queens (5 or 6), but
will supersede them with Italians, as the wild
bees are too vicious. The wild bees are won-
derful breeders, breeding practically the year
through, and are good honey-gatherers, too,

but are so cross that it takes ail the fun
out of it. I have known them to sting every-

thing in sight within 100 yards from the hive.

And it is a common thing for them to kill

dogs and fowls.
The Doolittle Italians are as good, or bet-

ter, honey-gatherers, and are very gentle, but
I find trouble in keeping a big force of them
ready for the harvest, tor when the honey-
flow slackens, the queens stop laying; while
the natives, if there is honey in the hive,

will keep right on breeding.

Our spring begins about August 1, and in

September and early October, there is a light

honey-flow. This year I took an average of

15 pounds of extracted honey. After this

there is no honey or pollen until the rain

comes in October or November. This year

the rains came the last of November. Ten
days ago none of my Italians were laying,

although I gave them a little syrup each night
for about 10 days. Now I find queens are

just beginning to lay, and a little pollen is

coming in. We have had 7 or 8 inches of

rain, and the main honey-flow will come in

about the New Year.
Remember, this is our summer. The tem-

perature before the rain was around 90, Bees
were as quiet as in the winter time and not
breeding. I would like a suggestion as to

how to get a hive full of bees in time for thii

main harvest. The harvest comes before the

queen is laying to her full capacity, and with
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the colony none too strong, they are very in-

clined to fill the brood-nest.
How would it do in September, with our

light honey-flow, when the bees are building
up strong and rather inclined to swarm, to

put on an upper story of full frames; put
the queen in the story with a queen-excluder
below this, and above the brood-nest, and in

the brood-ncst put a ripe queen-cell? Would
the queen be accepted and in due course be-

gin laying? If this would work, and I could
have the two queens laying for a couple of
weeks, and then kill the old queen just before
the honey-flow stopped, I think I could keep
a large force of the old bees over for the
main flow, and the young queen would be
more likely to lay during the dearth of honey,
particularly if I left considerable honey in the
hive. Rhodesia.

Answer.—You have just the problem I

have to deal with every year—getting colo-

nies strong enough for the first flow—only
you have a very different climate, Vou arc
about as far south of the equator as Cuba is

north. Thus you have a hot climate com-
pared with mine, and with the seasons re-

versed ; so I do not feel very competent to

advise, but I can tell what I think.
If I begin feeding early I may do more

harm than good, setting the bees to flying in
weather too cool. I suspect you don't have
that trouble. If I understand the matter cor-
rectly, your weather is favorable enough, only
the lack of forage results in no breeding.
The thing to do then is to come as nearly as
you can to giving the bees an artificial pas-
turage by feeding. Two parts of water to

one of honey ought to be an ideal food, al-

though S parts water to 3 of sugar may
answer. Feeding every other day may do,
but feeding every day is better. Enpugh
should be given so it will about all be worked
up into brood. Try a pint or more daily,

and increase until you find a very little is

left unused in the combs. If too little is

given, the bees will not feel they can afford
to breed freely; if too much, the queen may
be crowded ; but better too much than too
little. Of course, if you find too much is

stored in the combs, you must decrease.
Now as to when to begin. As the honey-

flow you have begins about New Year, and
as it is about 37 days from the time the egg
is laid until the worker reared from it be-

comes a fielder, it will be seen that if a lot

of eggs are laid Nov. 25 they will give field-

ers for New Year. But if the laying begins
only Nov. 25, then the field-force will only
begin Jan. 1, and will be a feeble affair.

Moreover, you say the queens do not begin
laying until after you have been feeding about
10 days. So the feeding should begin some
time before Nov. 25; just how long before,
it may not be easy to say. Taking this into

consideration, and remembering that it is

easier to keup queens iayintj than to start
them again after they have stopped, the wise
course will probably be to begin feeding very
shortly after the first flow ceases, and before
the queens stop laying.

I'm afraid your plan of putting the queen
over an excluder and a queen-cell below would
not work to your satisfaction. It might in-

duce swarming upon the emergence of the
young queen. Moreover, you would probably
have no greater force from the two queens
than with one, for one tjueen would probably
lay all the eggs the force of bees could take
care of. The Demaree plan'—the reverse of
your plan—will work better, and is very sat-

isfactory wliere extracted honey is in view.
Put all but one frame of brood in the second
story over an excluder, leaving the queen in

the lower story with one frame of brood and
empty combs or foundation, and destroy the
cells in the upper story, if any, in 10 days.

Report for Season of igog.

I started in the spring with 25 colonies,
and out of the 25 only 14 produced any
surplus. I took from these 14, 384 pounds
of dark honey, an average of 20 pounds to

the hive, while in 1908 the average was 53
pounds per colony. X have now 29 colonies,
c!l packed in forest leaves, and in splendid
condition for wintering.
About the middle of August I removed

all the supers, and what they gathered from
then until frost they stored in the brood-
chamber for winter supplies. Wlien I weighed
them, just before packing for winter, nearly
all ranged in weight between 60 and 75
pounds per hive, so I estimate they have from
30 to 45 pounds each to winter on.

Gosport, Ind., Jan. 14. Walter Goss.

Bees Covered with Deep Snow.
I have 21 colonies, all in good condition

for the winter. I winter them on the sum-
mer stands packed with straw. They are
now covered with deep snow. We had heavy
snowstorms for fully 3 weeks.

W. A. Daiilke.
Ebenezer, N. Y., Dec. 29.

Bee-Industry in Mississippi.

The bee-industry is in a very primitive
condition right in this locality. I have been
South only four years, but believe it a good
location, as I am only one mile from the
great ti-ti swamp, which never fails to bloom
early in spring. My bees did not store much
surplus, but went into winter with an abund-
ance of stores, and I hope for a good honey-
year for 1910. I bought 5 new swarms of
black bees and requeened with Italian stock.
I now have 7 strong colonies.

Pecan, Miss., Dec. 30. J. D. Gould.

Painted or Unpainted Hives.

In order to set you right on the subject
of "Painted or Unpainted Hives," kindly per-
mit me to remark what every one knows,
that bees invariably coat the inner surface
of their hives with an air-and-water-excluding
substance. Get clearly in mind that the bees
render the surface of their hives on the in-

side tight, so as to prevent the passage of
air or water, either into the hive or out of it,

and nothing is left but to paint the hive in

order to lengthen its days of usefulness.
There may be a question as to the proper
color to paint the hive, but there is no ques-
tion that the hive should be painted.

J. J. FOUTS.
Gonzales, Tex., Jan. 19.

Season of igog the Poorest.

My experience runs back about 35 years,
and I owe what success I have attained, very
largely, to the information I have received
from bee-papers, and I feel even now that

I cannot very well get along without them.
The year of 1903 was a splendid season

here, but 1909 was one of the poorest sea-

sons 1 have ever known; no surplus and only
very late in the season did the bees get
enough to winter on.
My bees are housed in a closed bee-shed

packed in straw. I wintered them the same
way last winter without the loss of a single
colony. G. T. Willis.

Hoopeston, 111.

Not a Very Good Season.

I began the season of 1909 with 4 colo-

nies of bees in the spring, and increased to

10 during the spring and summer. Some of

the new swarms I found, some were given to

me. I took about 200 pounds of comb honey
from 5 or 6 colonies, the others barely stor-

ing enough to winter on. It was not a very
good season.

In September I was appointed to this place.

I chartered a car through, and having to

put the team in the car with household goods,
I decided to sell the bees, thus avoiding the
danger of their getting out and stinging
the horses. They brought $3.50 per colony.
I have no bees now but will stock up again
next spring with a few colonics, as I have
some eititpty 10-frame Langstroth hives, so I

can look out for stray swarms.
(Rev.) J W. Stine.

Sperry, Iowa, Dec. 31.

Poor Season in igog.

The past season was a very poor one for

bee-keepers in this section. No clover to

speak of. Wc do not have a great deal of
basswood here, but what we have was full

of bloom. However, even the basswood bloom
did not seem to furnish much nectar. Never-
theless, I secured a few sections of very fine

basswood iioney. Tliu main part of our lioney
was from honcy-dcw, and very inferior at

that. My bees went into winter quarters
with plenty of the 'p«t-named stores, but as

the winter is severe and continuous, I am
somewhat dubious as to the result. My bees
have not had a flight for 7 weeks now, and
no prospect for a flight soon.
The colonies all seem healthy up to date,

and we are all hoping for the best.
Clover went into the winter in the best

possible condition, and unless something un-
foreseen happens we will have plenty of
clover-bloom the coming summer. Clover
furnishes our main honey-flow here, although
there are several other sources auxiliary, such
as basswood, goldenrod, Spanish-net- die and a
few others.

Cromwell, Ind., Jan. 13. E. H. Upson.

Extracted Honey.
"The Two Cans of Honey" in the Novem-

ber and December (1909) numbers, is a
"corker" and hit the nail right on the head.
For extracted honey I always have 2 full-

size supers, and 3 for the most of them,
although it is seldom necessary, as 100 pounds
is generally the limit. But some exceptions
happen, and I do like to see them 4 high,
but the exception was the other way this
year, although I have great hopes for 1910.
But let it come. I am ready for it.

I do not see anything in the American Bee
Journal that could be spared. It is about as
good as it is possible to make it; at least, for
a dollar a year, and as long as I can get the
dollar, I intend to have the Journal.

O. K. Rice.
Gray's River, Wash., Dec. 27.

Dry and Poor Season.

The season of 1909 was very dry and poor
for bees. I started with 4 colonies last spring,
got 78 pounds of extracted honey, 43 sections,
and increased to 7 colonies. I have bought
2 colonies, making 9 to begin with next spring.
I hope next season will be much better, as I

notice the honey-bearing plants are getting in

a good start right now. We have had plenty
of rains in November and December, and now.
The last winter was very dry for the honey-
plants to get a start.

Last spring I tried to transfer a colony from
a box-hive to a frame hive, and I did it all

right, at least I thought I did. When I got
through I left the entrance full width, and
honey smeared all about the hive, and there
came the robbers, and took what little there
was. Next day I looked in the hive and
found that the bees had gone for good to the
woods. So I see a person must be careful,
and clean off all the spilled honey, and spill

as little as possible, and not do the transfer-
ing too early in the spring—better to wait till

the bees begin to store, then there will be
no danger of robbing.

I reared a few Italian queens in the spring,
and will try to rear more next spring, if my
bees get through the winter all right. There
are no modern bee-keepers in this settlement;
some farmers have a few box-hives of bees, and
some of them visited me. When I showed the
queen in my frame-hive they wondered and
said, "That is the first one I ever saw. Oh.
is that the queen?"

I like the American Bee Journal fine. It

contains so much good reading for the bee-

keeper. I am inviting the Texas bee-keepers
to write more for these columns.

Bellville, Tex., Jan. 12. Jos. Jezek.

Keeping Bees in Washington.
I am located on a fruit-ranch in the beauti-

ful Columbia Valley, near the mouth of the
Okanogan River. We came here a little more
than a year ago, from the Sunny South, and
just as soon as we were settled in our new
home, I began to look around for some bees,

for I felt lost without them. There were none
to be had in this part of the valley, but finally

I learned the name of a bee-keeper at W_e-
natchee, and in a very short time I was in

possession of one of his best colonies. They
built up very rapidly despite the cool, back-
ward spring, and the hive was soon boiling
over with bees. As they were very dark hy-

brids, I decided to Italianize and divide them
at the same time. So ordered a couple of

queens, hut they were probably chilled in the

mails, for they both died soon after introduc-

tion, but not before one of them had laid the

combs nearly full of eggs. In a few days
there were ^ very tine (jueen-eells sealed: in
fact, they looked so fine I could not bring my-
self to throw one of them away, so I just

divided the strongest colony again and saved
all three cells.

Happily each one hatched, and in due course
of time were laying nicely. But as each colony
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by this time was a mere nucleus, and T had no
brood nor even drawn combs to give them,
they were very slow building up. The weather
was so cool and windy all summer tlie bees
could not work more than half the time.
There was not a day, however, that I can re-

call, suitable for bee-flight, that they did not
bring in considerable honey, so I managed to

get the combs built down and the hives heavy
with stores for winter use. I have them in

the cellar, but believe they would winter very
well on the summer stands.
We have no alfalfa-, no clover, nor any

other artificial pasturage here. The entire
valley. \<^here susceptible to irrigation, is going
into fruit, and the trees ore too youn;^ to be
any help to the bees.

I was in the bee-business in South Texas a
good many years, but the seasons her-^ are so
different from what 1 have been accustomed to

it is almost like starting over and leatniug
everything anew.

Mr. Grigsby, of California, touched on a
point of much interest to me, but his opinion
differs from mine. I would say, if possible,
give us more pictures. I always like a peeT
at the apiaries, if neatly arranged, no matter
how few the hives. And if I might make
another suggestion, give us more pictures and
descriptions of honey-plants from different
parts of the world.

J. D. Yancey.
Bridgeport, Wash., Jan. 17.

Why Honey Brings the Same Price

as 20 Years Ago.
In answer to the question, "Why Are These

Things So?" by G. M. Doolittle, in the Jan-
uary number, I will try to give an answer
why I think prices have not changed.

First, because we depend too much upon
the commission merchant to sell our crop for
us. Another thing is, the man who does not
care how he puts his honey on the market.
Then, honey is not used as other foods, but
more as a luxury. Honey also has many sub-
stitutes, while other foods have not. If we
would try to sell our honey by advertising
in some good journal or paper, we soon find
we have better prices. But in order to do this
we must send out samples of what we have,
and be surp it is all right. And after we
get our customers we will have no trouble in

keeping them and getting a good price for our
product. That is, if we still give them good,
ripe honey.
Mr. Doolittle said that honey does not ad-

vance in prices with other farm produce, but
still takes a "slump" when those things do.
I think he must be mistaken in this, for
honey is governed as to the amount produced
as are all other things which we raise. If
Mr. D. had taken the market price on eggs
and butter along in the month of May, he
would find that eggs were not 40 to 50 cents
a dozen, as stated here.

I will say again, put your honey up in good
order; have it good and ripe; sell direct to

the consumer, and- it will not be long till we
have better prices. There are now also 5 bee-
keepers to where there was one 20 years ago.

Now, I have told you how we can get better
prices, and why I think they do not rise; 1

would like to hear from others on this ques-
tion. Ray A. Hamilton.
Donovan, 111.

Pictures of Apiaries—Non-Swarming.
Editor York:— I have read the November

number of the "Old Reliable" with the usual
pleasure, and the best of all was that nice,

kind reproof you gave me concerning the little

protest I offered regarding pictures of faces
and apiaries. Although it made me feel j ust
a little ashamed of myself, I must confess that

it did me good to read it, in more ways than
one. Mr. York, you are certainly an artist.

Send on your pictures. I have no more to
say. I suppose I have gotten myself into
business by speaking of the compliments that
have been passed on my apiary. I have re-

ceived a number of cards and letters already
urging me to send the picture of that beau-
tifu I apiary for publication.

One sister bee-keeper in Ohio says she wants
"to see the photo of vou," underscoring the
word "you" twice, "and of your 164 colonies,

in the American Bee Journal," signing her
name. -A lady bee-keeper in Texas writes:

"I earnestly request you to send the photo-
graph of yourself, family and apiary, to the
editor of the American Bee Journal for re-

production," and solicits my subscription to

another bee-paper.
Like the Feast at Cana, the best came last.

It is a letter from Mr. B., a Minnesota bee-

keeper, who sent his picture and the picture
of '40 colonies of his apiary, if I mistake not.
He wrote me quite an extensive letter, and
really iie said so many kind things to mc
about it, and all he said was said so very
courteously, and in such gentlemanly style,
that I enjoyed it, and filed it away to look
at later. It really made me love him, and
1 wisli I could meet him.

I believe that bee-men are generally, above
all, gentlemen. If I did misbehave a little,

I must confess that Mr. B. made me feel just
as if I had been a little rude. I offer my
apologies to anyone whose feelings I may
have touched.

Just a word to those good sisters who so-
licit my picture, and that of my apiary. If
I should reconsider and send it (which I do
not like to after all I have said, someone be-
ing sure to think I was simply seeking an
invitation), it would be after I have made
some clianges in my apiary grounds, which
cannot be done before the fall of 1910. 1

will in the near future write for publication
in the columns of the American Bee Journal
a pl.in I have discovered and put into practice,
which has proven with me to be a sure and
unmistakable preventive of swarming in an
apiary run solely for extracted honey. I

iiLnitd r ;ich and cvl-iv c'luny (110) that i

began with in the past spring, many of which
had sealed queen-cells, and just on the verge
of swarming, all of which cells I found cut
duwii 1 t( \N (lr*ys Inti r. ami all ideas of su'arm-
ing abandoned. While the past spring this

part of Southern California seemed to be in
I he t'tip of 7\ svvarmiiijj; <pidcmic, not one ol
my colonies showed any further disposition to
swarm after being treated. It is simple and
ab«nluif|\ in- xpensivt. C. L. GrigSBY.

El Casco, Cal., Dec. 6, 1909.

[We will be pleased not only to have the
picture of Mr. Grigsby's apiary, but also the
description of his non-swarming methods.

—

Editor.]

Moisture Above Brood-Nest, Etc.
I have watched the columns of three bee-

journals to learn the thickness or thinness
of lumber used to cover the brood-nest. I

was using inch boards, until several of them
warped, one allowing the condensed moisture
to accumulate on the sawdust and run baqk
into the hive, and chilled the queen into a
drone-layer. Then I made all new covers ol
?/i-inch lumber with three cleats nailed across-
wise. T just e.xamined to see results. All
lie flat and sealed. I believe much moisture
will escape through this thin cover, and pass
up through the 18 inches of sawdust above.
I never want paint or any of its relatives,

nearer than 3 inches of a brood-chamber
where winter-cases are used. I used quilts

until the bees gnawed through. A good queen
crawled up between quilt and cover, and I

found her dead. I generally lay a rock on
the cover in summer, but if left on in win-
ter it will condense moisture that will soak
a cover in one spot where it touches. I give
all hives one inch slant to the south, that

accumulating moisture may run out of the
entrance. There are very few days but that
snow will pack here. No danger of entrances
clogging with ice.

Seven to One Eggs in a Cell.

I received a queen August 13, 1909, that,

to all appearances, was just a good, ordinary
3-band producer. She had traveled about 2000
miles. I gave her to some good-positioned
3-banders to eat out of the cage. A sectional

hive of 8 combs, 4 inches high, all honey
but 3, that were partly filled, was her lay-

ing ground. I looked in 5 days after, and a
very few cells had one egg in it, the rest

had from 2 to 7. Then I found the queen.
Of all the monstrosities in the shape of a
queen, she "took the cake." Her body was
longer from tip of wing back than toward
the thorax, and distended like a Baltimore &
Ohio locomotive. "Good young lady, you
fill the bill." Then I gave her more bees
and 6 empty combs that she filled one egg to

the cell. Now some would condemn, but I

reasoned she is healthy, prolific, and in a cooler
climate, that she has acclimated to at once.
Her bees hatched out one bee to a cell,

3-banded, gentle and good workers. I wrote
to the man that sent her, but he misunder-
stood and offered to replace her, but I de-

clined the offer. Such queens are good enough
for me.

Feeding Bees.

I have dropped onto a plan for feeding at

anvtime consistent with necessities, but am a

little in debt to Dr. C.C. Miller for that al-

most indispensable 2-inch space under the bot-

tom-bars. I have the best success here in
sight of snow-capped mountains, by keeping
all hives in well-painted wintering-cases^
packed with sawdust all the time. Many con-
trivances used in the single-walled hive I can
not use.

I cut a slot 2 inches deep, and 12 inches
lorig for an entrance. My hives sit on a rim
2 inches high. Here, where timber is plenty,
I make a dummy to fill up to within J^-inch of
the brood-frames. This dummy is slanted on the
front end, the lower edge comes flush with
the outside of the case. I drive 2 staples in on
the front end, have 2 wire hooks, that 1 hang
on the outside of the case, when not in use, on
the back side of the case. I make an en-
trance-block to cover the opening 14x2J^x2,
with a 2x^^ notch cut out of the under side.
With this device one can feed whenever con-
sistent without danger of robbers, or bees
rushing out. by closing the entrance tight.
There will be sufticient air in this large space.

I use the unprecedented brood-comb of only
4-inch depth, Langstroth length the other way,
and 16 combs in 2 sections completes a hive.
For extracted, comb, or increase, the sectional
hive for me. F. F. George.

Fraser, Idaho.

Eastern New York Bee-Keepers*
Convention.

The second annual convention of the East-
ern New York Bee-Keepers* Association was
held December 8, 1909. in the Common Council
Chamber of the City Hall. Albany, N. Y. The
president, W. D. Wright, called the meeting
to order. At the calling of the roll of 53
members, only 20 were found to be present.

The minutes of the last convention held at

Catskill, N. Y., were read and approved. At
the collection of dues, 20 members responded
and paid their dollars.

A motion was adopted that all dues shall be
payable from January 1st of each year.

The president presented an interesting and
entertaining address.

The annual election of officers resulted as
follows: President, W. D. Wright, of Alta-

mont; Vice-President, T. D. Moores, of
Athens; Second Vice-President, A. L. Fisher,
of Central Bridge; Secretary, S. Davenport, of
Indian Fields; and Treasurer, M. A. Kings-
man, East Greenbush, N. Y.

The president, W. D. Wright, and secre-

tary, S. Davenport, were elected delegates to

the State Convention of Bee-Keepers' Societies.

The secretary suggested the propriety of

taking a statistical report from members, of
their bee-keeping and its results; but on
soliciting the same, some discussion developed
much opposition, and the subject was Iiid on
the table.

Geo. B. Howe and Irving Kinyon, delegates

to the State Convention, also Alden Hilton,

made extended remarks on interesting topics.

The time of the convention was mostly
taken up with routine business, as it was to

be followed in the afternoon by the conven-
tion of the New York State Association of
Bee-Keepers' Societies.

S. Davenport, Sec.

Indian Fields, N. Y.

Honey as a Health-Food

This is a i6-page honey-pamphlet in-

tended to help increase the demand for

honey. The first part of it contains a

short article on "Honey as Food," writ-

ten by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where
to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc.

The last part is devoted to "Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Hon-
ey." It should be widely circulated by
those selling honey. The more the peo-

ple are educated on the value and uses

of honey, the more honey they will buy.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy for a

2-cent stamp; 50 copies for 90 cents;

100 copies for $1.50; 250 copies for

$3.00; 500 for $5.00; or Tooo for $9.00.

Your business card printed free at the

bottom of front page on all orders for

100 or more copies. Send all orders

to the office of the American Bee Jour-

nal.
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SPECIAL CLUBBING and PREMIUM OFFERS
In Connection With The

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
eive you a year's subscription free for sending us 3 new
scribe and so eithirgit^^own subscription f;e^i;re^e";elo^;;ru,;"useM'^?l^i!S>l'^!^^^.'^^^?^^'^of^ ^Zf,!,'"^subscriptions at Si. 00 each. = wuilu teiuns.. we

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE

Tour name and addressput
on one side of the handle as
shown in cut. and on the

other side pictures of
a queen-bee, a worker,
and a drone. The
handle is celluloid
and transparent,
through which is
seen your name.
If you lose this
knife it can be re-
turned to you, or
serves to identify
you if you happen
to be injured fatal-
ly, or are uncon-
scious. Cutise.xact

' size. Be sure to
write exact name
and address. Knife
delivered in two
weeks. Priceofknife
alone, postpaid, $1.25.
With year's subscrip-
t i o n , $1.00.
Free for i
new 81 sub-
scriptions.

BEE-KEEPER'S

GOLO-NIB
FOUNTAIN PEN

A really good
pen. As far as
true usefulness
goes it is equal

to any of the high-
er-priced, much-
advertised pens.
If you pay more it's
the name you're

charged for. The Gold
Nib IS guaranteed 14 Karat gold.
Indium pointed. The holder is
hard-rubber, handsomely finish-
ed.

_
The cover fits snugly and

can t slip off because it slightly
wedges over the barrel at either
end. This pen is non-leakable.
Itis very easily cleaned, the pen-
point and feeder being quickly
removed. The simple feeder
gives a uniform supply of ink to
the pen-point without dropping,
blotting or spotting. Every bee-
keeper ought to carry one in his
vest-pocket. Comes in bo.\ with
directions and filler. Each pen
guaranteed. Here shown H ac-
tual size.
Price alone, postpaid. $1.00. With
a year's subscription. $1.7o.

Given free for 3 new subscrip-
tions at Ji.oo each.

"r

QUEEN-CUPPING DEVICE

The Monette Queen-
Clipping Device is a
fine thing for use in
catching and clipping
Queens' wings. 4(4
inches high. It is used
by many bee-keepers.
P' u 1 1 printed direc-
tions sent with each
one.
Price alone, post-

paid, 25 cents. With a
year s subscription, -

$r. 10. Given free for 1 new
subscription at Ji.oo.

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invented
oy a Minnesota bee
keeper, adapted
for prying up su-
pers and for gen
eral work around
theapairy. Made
of malleable iron.
SVn inches long. The
middle part is 1 !-]„
inches wide and 7-32
thick. The smaller
end is 1 7-8 inches long,
1-2 inch wide, and 7-32
thick, ending like a
screw-driver. The
larger end is wedge-
shaped having a sharp,
semi-circular edge,
making it almost per-
fect for prying up cov-
ers, supers, etc.. as it
does not mar the wood.
Dr. Miller, who has
used it since 1903 says.
January 7. 1907; "I
think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid.
40cents. Withayear's
SHbscription. $i.2n.
Given free for 2 new
subscriptions at
li.oQ each.

PREmiun
QUEENS

These are untested, stand-
ard-bred, Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
They are active breeders,
and produce good work-
ers.
Sent only after May 1st.
Orders booked any time

for 1908 queens. Safe de-
livery guaranteed. Price.
75 cents each. 6 for $4.00,
orl2for$7.50. One queen
with a year's subscrip-
tion, $1.40. Free for
anew $L subscriptions.

HUnOROUS BEE POST-CARDS

.jC25^£5i;v^O**'T mu BEE nr HONEY
-,*.'i>'? <^ ««/i /And chcer this lonely mubt?

V-BEAR To^j/' ANOwt
^

J^^'r^ tost /^^^a
WOULD NfVEfi PART

A "Teddy Bear" on good terms with
everybody includini^ the bees swarming
out of the old-fashioned "skep." Size
S'/ixSYs, printed in four colors. Blank
space lV4.x3 inches is for writing. Prices—
3. postpaid. 10 cents; 10 for 25 cents. Ten
with a year's subscription.

. Si.io. 6
given free for one Si.ou subscription.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS
Forty Years Among the Bees, by Dr. C. C.

Miller.—oW Pd^es. buund in hanrlsoine cloth,
with g-old letlurs and design, illustrated with 112
beautiful half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller.
It is a g'ood, live story of successful bee-keep-
ing- by one of the masters, and shows just how
Dr. Miller works with bees. Price alone, $1.00.
Withayear's subscription, $1.75. Given fkke
for 3 new subscriptiuns at $1.00 each.

Advanced Bee-Culture, by W. Z. Hutchin-
son.—The author is a practical and helpful
writer. 330 pages: bound in cloth, beautifully
illustrated. Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription, $1.90. Given fhee forSnew sub-
scripllona at $1.00 each.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture, by A. I. S
E. R. Root.—Over 500 pag"es, describing' every
thing- pertaining- to the care of honey-bees. 400
engravings. Bound in cloth, price alone, $1. .50.

With a year's sub.scription. $2.25. Given fkee
for 5 new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolitlle.—How the very best
queens are reared. Bound in cloth and illus-
trated. Price alone, $1.00. With a year's sub-
scription. $1.50. Given fhee for 2 new subscrip-
tions at$l.iJ0 each. In leatherette binding, price
alone, 75 cents. With a year's subscription, $1.25.
Given fkeb for 2 new subscriptions. $1.00 each.

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Api-
ary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book la instruc-
tive, helpful, interesting, thoroughly practical
and scientific. It also contains anatomy and
physiology of beee 544 pages. 295 illuatrations.
Bound in cloth. Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription, $1.9a Given free for 4 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—This classic has been entirely rewrit-
ten. Fully illustrated. No apiarian library is
complete without this standard work by "The
Father of American Bee-Culture." 620 pages,
bound in cloth. Price alone, $1.20. With a year's
subscription. $3.00. Given fkee for 4 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

The Honey-Money Stories.—64-Dage book-
let of short, bright items about honey. Has H3
tine illustrations, and 3 bee-songs. Its main
object is to interest people in honey as a daily
table article. Price 25 cents. With a year's sub-
scription, $1.10. Given FREE for one new sub-
scription at $1.00. Three copies for 50 cents; or
the 3 with a year's subscription. $1.30: or the 3
copies GIVEN FREE for 2 new subscriptions at
$1.00 each.
Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans

Buschbauer. is a bee-keepers' handbook of 138

pages, which is just what our German friends
will want. It Is fully illustrated and neatly
bound In cloth. Price alone, $1.00. With a year's
subscription. $1.70. Given free for 3 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

THE EMERSON BINDER
A stiff board uulslde like a book-cover with

cloth back. Will hold easily 3 volumes (3ti num-
bers) of the American Bee Journal. Makes ref-
erence easy, preserves copies from loss, dust
and mutilation. Price, postpaid. 75 cents. With
a year's subscription. 1.50. Given free for 2

new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

WOOD BINDER
Holds 3 volumes. Has wood back but no cov-

ers. Price, postpaid. 20 cents. With a year's
subscription $1.10. Given free lor one new sub-
scrlptiun at $1.00.

BEE-HIVE CLOCK
A few of these handsome "bronze-metal"

clocks left. Base 10 1-2 Inches wide by 9 s-4

inches high. Design is a straw skep with clock
face in middle. Keeps excellent time, durable
and reliable. Weight, boxed, 4 pounds. Yuu
pay express charges. Price, $1 50. With a yeary
subscription, $2.25. Given free for 6 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

«iEND All ORDERS TO THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL. CKIcago, HI.
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PROTECTION HIVE
All arguments

lead to a matter
of protection,
look where you
may. Dead -air-

spaces or pack-

ing.as you prefer.

The hive that is

sold at less than

the material in it

will cost you at

your local lum-

ber-dealers,
equally good
stock being used.

Send us a list

of goods wanted,
and let us fitiure

on Dovetail hives

sections, founda-

tion, and all bee-

keepers' sup-
plies. We will

save you money.

Send
for
Circular,

A. G. WOODMAN CO., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Wants and Exchanges.
[Advertisements in this department will

be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-

counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-
partment, you must say so when ordering.]

S. C. W. Leghorns, large size, record layers,
large eggs; stock could not be finer; 15 eggs
$I.0P. Orders booked now. O. I. Masten.
R. F. D. 36. Indianapolis. Ind.

Will Exchange Gladioli.— I have quite
a collection of these flowering bulbs. To in-

crease the same. I will exchange good bloom-
ing-size corms for varieties I have none of.

I will also exchange Dahlias; only one tuber
of a kind. What have you? Address, W. A.
Prval. soth St.. near College Ave.. Oakland.
Calif.

Wanted.—A bee-man to take care of 200

colonies of bees in Washington Co., Miss.;
also to look after live stock. Good buildings
to live in.—A. H. Peterson, Room 406. 114

Dearborn St.. Chicago. III.

Wanted.—To sell 20 acres 2 miles from
town, and 42 colonies of bees; 15 acres
planted, and fruit good. Five-room house,
and well water.— B. Web.ster. San Cristobal,
Cuba.

Wanted—Bee Journals.—We are binding
a number of volumes of the different bee-
journals for use in the Ontario Agricultural
College, and find that quite a few copies and
some complete years are missing. Please
send a list of the old journals you have,
stating what price you ask for them.—MoR-
i.EV Pettit, Provincial Apiarist, Guelph,
Ont , Canada. 2Atf

Gladioli and D.\hlias.— I have a splen-
did mixed collection of Gladioli in various
colors, shapes and sizes that I am offering in
bulblet form at 25 cents per hundred, by
mail. This is a good way to get a start by
growing your own bulbs. Some will bloom

the first year; the great majority the second
year. Dahlia tubers, named kinds, 15 to 25
cents each. Address. W. A. Prval, 59th St,,
near College Ave.. Oakland. Calif,

Alsike Clover Seed.
Small and large Red. Alfalfa, and Timothy

Seed for sale. Seed recleaned and choice.
Write for prices.

Catalog of APIARIAN SUPPLIES Free.
Address.

F. A. SNELL,
2A3 MILLEDGEVILLE. Carroll Co.. ILL.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

APISCURA
M.IKK

For Itching of Eczema. Skin Abrasions. Fis-
sures. Chaps. Abscesses. Burns. Sun Burns.
Pruritus.
Formula—Beeswax with Sterilized Nutri-

ent Oils. No Chemicals.
25 Cents per Box ; 6 for $1.00.

Barnes & Co., P.O. Sta. 1, New York, N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

We have just received a Car of

! California Extracted Honey

!

If in the market, write us for Sample and
Price.

C. C. CLEMONS PROD. CO.
2Atf KANSAS CITY, MO.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

BIG PROFIT
In growinii Catalpa Trees for Posts, etc.
Big demand. Fast seller. N'o help required.
i'ays better than farming. BOOKLET KREE.
Northern Illinois Nurseries. St. Charles, 111.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Our Book Notices.
By LEWIS EDWIN YORK,

Sunt. Public Schools.

MARTINS FERRY. Belmont Co.. OHIO.

Great Names and Nations By Harmon
B. Niver. Illustrated. Chicago: Atkinson.
Mentzcr &. Grover. 24U pages. Cloth. Price.
65 cents.
The purpose of this book is to give the

youthful reader a clearer survey of the old
world as a background for the study of
American life. It is entirely unlike any
other book written for boys and girls.

Boy Life. — By William Dean Howells.
Stories arranged by Dr. Percival Chubb.
Illustrated. New York: Harper & Brothers.
IQO pages. Price. S1.25. ,

All of Mr. Howells' work possesses charm
and finish. In these selections he is at his
best. "Boy Life" is a classic based on
/!/-««// day interests. "Tom Sawyer "and
' A Boy s Town " will ever be favorites.

Adventures in Field and Forest. — By
Spearman. Martin. Palmer. Drysdale and
others. Illustrated. New York: Harper &
Brothers. Cloth. 212 pages. Price. 60 cts.

The authors of "Adventures" have pro-
duced 15 charming stories that appeal to the
young who have a love for the open. Ani-
mal nature and human nature are revealed
in striking situations, and all is told with
consummate skill.

The Social Spirit in America By Charles
R.Henderson. Chicago: Scott. Foresman &
Company. Cloth., 3S8 Pages. Price Si.5u.

In 17 chapters of inspiring, helpful, illumi-

nating outlines, the author has produced a
really modern text quite out of the ordinary
in its inspirational quality. Mr. Henderson
is an unusually close and careful observer,
and he sees truth where others overlook it.

To any one who is seeking a clear statement
of modern life in all its variety, with its

manv new adiustments and relationships,

this book will prove a joy and a blessing.

National Ideals Historically Traced—By
Albert Bushnell Hart. Illustrated. New
York: Harper & Brothers. Buckram. 400

pages. Price. $2.00.
.

This is volume 26 of the great series known
as The American Nation, of which Dr. Hart
is editor-in-chief. Though one of a series it

is complete in itself, covering the period
bounded by the dates of 1607 and igo7. This
volume dedicated. " To Theodore Roose-
velt Practicer of American Ideals, is not a

book for children: it makes its strongest
appeal to mature judgment and ripe experi-

ence.

The Hero of Erie By James Barnes. 10

full-page illustrations. New York: D. Ap-
pleton & Company. 167 pages. Price, $1.00.

Oliver Hazard Perry's name is familiar

to every American school-boy. and few
names are associated with more heroic ad-

ventures, more patriotic devotion, or more
charming bravery. No boy will remain un-

changed by the reading this book. It appeals
to the red blood in one's makeup. It fur-

nishes an outlet for the forces that need e.\,

pression in every growing boy. It points the
way to heroic achievement. It restores ori-

entation to the lad who has lost his way.

Any of the above books may be

ordered through the American Bee

Journal, 146 W. Superior St., Chicago,

111. Send us 60 cents in addition to

the price of any book as given, and we
will credit your subscription to the

American Bee Journal for one year.

i^" KiTsELMAN Brothers, fence manu-

facturers of Muncie. Ind.. have just com-

pleted their large catalog of fencing. Their

prices are extremely low when you consider

the high quality of their fencing. Prices

range from I4'4 cents a rod up. See their

advertisement elsewhere in this paper, and
write them for catalog.
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« $125\J
$5 Down
$5 Monthly

Only I'; miles from Atlantic City, X. J.,
within easy shipping distance of best mar-
kets in country—N'exv York. Philadelphia.
Baltimore. Washington and Jersey coast re-
sorts. Good successes beiiifr made in South-
ern Xe'v Jersey raising berries, vegetables,
fruits, squabs, broilers and eggs. Two main
line railroads through property. Large
manufacturing town near by. Title insured.
White people onlv. HooUk-t free.

FRAZIER COMPANY,
750 Bailey Building. FH!L.\dei.i'hia. Pa.

PLease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Bees. Fruit. Poultry
A GRAND COMBINATION AND A

SURE M0NP:Y M a KE K — Poultry
thrives on orrhurd insects ;ind bugs ;

bees ijet honey from orchard blossi3ms
and fertilize the fruit. No work, small
expense and big profits from the
honey, eggs and fruit you sell.

Fruil growinir pays big ! $300 an
ocre IS nothinn unusual from Apples,
Peaches, Plums, Blackberries, Rasp>
berries. Strawberries, etc.

Let me send you, charges prepaid
and free, my grand Combination Cat-

alog on Orchard Trees. Small. Frui
and Farm Seeds. I am giving away
20,000 live, hardy fruit plants, and
you will get one of them in
proper season if you ask for it

now. CataloRfree.\\'ritetO-day.

W N, SCflRFF,

New Carlisle. Ohio.

^brase

14% Cents SiRotI
For 23-ln. Hog Fence ; 15 3-4e for
2G-inch; 18 3-lc for 31-infh; 22c
for 34-lneh; 25c for a 4? inch
Farm Feuce. 50-iuch Pi>iiltry

Feace 83c. Sold on 30 days
trial. 80 rod Fpool Ideal liarb
WireSil.SS Catalo;j;in.- free.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 85 MUNCIE, IND.

Pk-asc mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Langstroth

Honey-Bee
on
the

Revised by Dadant.

Tliis is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
llljrary of every bee-keeper. Bound in

substantial cloth, and lias nearly 600
pages. Revised by that large, practica'
bee-keeper, so well known to all bec-
dom—Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following the instructions of
this book one can not fail to be won-
derfully helped on the way to success
with bees.

We mail the book for $1.20, or club
it with the American Hee Journal for
one year—lioth for $2.00. This is in-

deed a splenrlid chance to get a grand
bee-book for a very little money.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 W. Superior St. • CHICAGO, ILL.

Latest Edition

BEES, NUCLEI,

and QUEENS
For many years I have been selling

bees and queens, and guaranteeing sat-

isfaction in every way. I will be in the

business more extensively than ever

during the season of 1910. I have

mailed queen-bees practically all over

the world. My prices the coming sea-

son will be as follows, for Italian

BEES
Full colonies with Tested Queens, in 8-

frame Langstroth hive, $7.00 per col,

;

in same hive with 10 frames, $7.50. Col-

onies in lots of 5 or more, 25 cents per

colony less.

NUCLEI
One 3-Hoffman-Langstroth-frame Nu-
cleus, $2.50; in lots of 6 or more at

$2.35 each
;
price of queens to be added.

Orders for nuclei filled about May 10th

to 15th, and thereafter.

QUEENS
tested Italian, each $1.60 ; 6 for $7.50;

or $13.00 per dozen.

I have 50 choice Italian breeding-

queens, either golden or leather-color-

ed, at $2.50 each. " First come first

served."

Untested Queens After Nay 15

Italian (warranted) 75 cents each ; 6 for

$4.00; or $7.50 per dozen. Carniolan

or Caucasian at the same prices.

If you have never had any of my Bees
or Queens, you should give them a

trial. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address
all orders to

ARTHUR STANLEY,
DIXON, LEE CO., ILL.
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Tennessee-Bred Queens

!

All from Extra-Select Mothers,

Davis' Best, and the

Best Queens Money Can Buy
38 Years' Experience in Oueen-Rearing-.

Breed Three Band Italian Queens Only.

November ist to July ist

I 6 12

Untested $1.00 S500 $ o.c

Select Untested.. I.2S 6.50 12.00

Tested 1.75 0.00 17.00

Select Tested— 2.50 i.i.so 25.00

July I to Nov. I
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— For the Best Goods —
and LOW FREIGHT send your
orders for BEE-SUPPLIES to

The A. I. Root Company, Institute Place

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

4

4

4

We carry on hand constantly a full line of bee-supplies. We have the best
shipping facilities, and can fill your orders promptly the year round.

We have carloads coming from the factory constantly to replenish our
stock, so that our goods are alv^ays bright and new, and we keep our assort-
ments well up.

Send in your order now and take advantage of early order discounts.
Catalog on request, We will be glad to quote you delivered prices on any

list you may send in. We have on hand now a large stock of E.xtracted honey.
You will have to order quickly if you want some of this, as our honey always
goes fast.

The A. I. Root Co., Chicago, Illinois
Institute Place R. W. Boyden, Resident Manager. Jeffrey Building

Take Elevator to Sixth Floor. Telephone 1484 North.

We will Buy and
Sell

HOKET
of the different ^tdes and kinds.

If you haTC an; to dispose of, or if

you intend to buy, correspond

with US.

We are always in the market
for

Beeswax
at highest market prices.

Hildreth & Segelken
365 & 367 Oreenwicb Street

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Western Bee-Keepers 8^«w^"u
how to saTB moaey. Send for our new cata-
log of the best Bee-ware made.

Til MIOUDO BOTIT-rKODDCEES' IWI. ttiTer. 0«l«.

Pl?5?? mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

CARNIOLANS
BANATS

CYPRIANS
I am wintering: a fine lot. each Queen bred in iqoq in the native land of its race. Price,

Sri; extra selected. %b each. Order now and have queen whenever desired.

FRANK BENTON, P. 0.|Box 17, Washington, D. C.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writlna

IMPORTED
QUEENS

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS

FRIEND BEE-KEEPER—We are prepared

to fill your orders for Sections. A large stock

on hand. Also a Full Line of Bee-Supplies.

We make prompt shipments.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

lOWA-J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville,
Gregory & Son. Ottumwa.

KAN.SAS-S. C. Walker & Son. Smith
Center.

MICHIUAN-Lencst&Koenie. 127 South
13th .St...S:u'inaw, E. S.

R. D. Biii'll. Union City,
NEBKASK.V—Collier Bcc-SuppIy Co..

Fairbury.
CANADA- N. H. Smith. Tilbury. Ont.

ARIZONA—H. W. Ryder, Phoenix.
MINNESOTA- Northwestern Bee-Sup-

ply Co., Harmony.
ILLINOIS- I). L. Durham. Kankakee.
OHIO-F M. Hollowell Harri.son.
THXAS-White Mfg. Co.. Blossom.
WISCDN.SIN—S. W. Hines Mercantile

Co., Cumberland.
J. Gobeli, Glcnwood.
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n A nyrO' Foot-Power

DAnllLO Machinery
Read -what J. L Pakekt. of Charl-

ton, N. Y,, says; "We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 50 chaff hives with "-in. cap,
100 honey-racks, 60u brood-frames.
2,000 honey-boxes, and a great deal
of other work. Thi8wlnt«r we have
double theamount of bee-hive8,etc.,
to make.andwe expect todo it with
this Saw. It will do all you say It
will." Catalog and price-list free.

Address, W. F. & JOHN BARNES.
095 Ruby St., Bockford. lU.

Baby Chicks ^ ^*^- each. EgSfS for hatch-
ing. $4 per 100. All kinds poul-

try at lowest prices. Guarantee safe arrival
anywhen-. Wrilo for price-list. ioAt>t

CULVER POULTRY FARM lOlS Reed. BENSON. NEBR.

"If goods are wanted quick, send to Pouder"

BEE-SUPPLIES
standard Hives witli latest impnn emi-iits; Danzeiibaker
Ilivcs. Sections. Foundation. E.\tractors. Smokers. Veils,
and a complete stock of

Root's Standard Goods at Factory Prices
^Iy ctiuipinint. my stock of i;oods. and mv sliipiimi;

facilities, cannot be excelled, and I ship Koods to every
State in the Union. Illustrated and descriptive catalog
mailed free.

Finest White Clover Honey
on hand at all tijiu-s. I Buy Beeswax.

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind. 859 Massachusetts Ave.

BINGHAM

BEE SMOKER

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
Extracts from Catalans—1907:

CbBS. Dadant & Son, Httnilton, 111.—This is the Smoker we
recommend above all others.

«. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—We have sold theee Smok-
ers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of theloup
80 that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

All Bingham Smokers are stamped ob the tin, " Patented 1878,
1893, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.
Smoke Engine—largest smoker made $1.50—4 inch stove
Doctor- cheapest made to use 1.10—3>i "
Conqueror—right for most apiaries 1.00—

3

"

Large—lasts longer than any other 90—23^ "
Little Wonder—as its name implies 65—2 "

The above prices deliver Sm sker at your post-office free. We send circular if requested.
Original Bingham & Hetherington Uncapplng-Enife.

T. F. BlNGMM, Farwell, Midi

Patented. May 20. 1879. BEST ON EARTH.

Bee - Supplies Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Honey for Sale.
{Ask for Prices.)

Extracted Honey Wanted.
St'ud Sample and Price.)

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. not

(Successors to the York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.) H. M. ARND, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

BETTER FRUIT
The best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 per acre. One

Dollar per year. Sample copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "TregT"-

>

>

¥

>

¥

BEE-SUPPLIES.
^°^^"^°' "'''5^^"^'-'

yon in every way.

make of hives, etc. Oar
supplies will please

Prices are rigrht. We can make
prompt shipments as we carry a full line of A. I.

Root CO. '8 supplies in stock. Don't fall to write
us if you are in need of supplies. 8Atf

JOHN NEBEL& SDK SUPPLY CO.. High Hill. Montg. Co., Mo

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

;fence 5/r^a"?!^'
=Madenf High Carbon Double Stren^h
LColled Wirt-. Heavily Galvanized t<>

^ pre V tilt rust. Ila\ <• no agents. Hvil at
rfactory prices on 30 days' free trial.
fWe I'liv all freight. :i7 li-.-lv^tits t.f farm
=and puultry ftin-t.-. Catalog Free.
^ COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
a Box 89 Winchester, Indiana.
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Swarming Prevented
A now metliod. just publishud. wortliy tif

investigation by all progrt'ssivu bcL'-kcup-
ers. Advantaferes claimed for the plan of
treatment. No clipping of queens* wines-
no caging of queens—not even necessary to
look for queens: no pinching of queen-cells
— no shook swarming—no dividing— no extra
expense connected with t!ie plan—plan sim-
ple and easy to carry out—satisfactory hon-
ey crop—saves time and labor. Send to

Dr. H. JONES, Preston, 3Iinn.,

for his booklet, describing his method of
treatment. Price. 25 cts. Process protected
by copyright.

ALFALFA HONEY
—FOK SALK—

White, Heavy, Excellent
One 'jo-lb. Can, per pound loc

Two " "
"

()'Ac

20 or more Cans S'Ac

Arnd Honey and Bee-Supply Co.,

148 West Superior St.. - CIIK AGCi, ILL.

Honey Wanted.
All grades of Comb and of Extracted. 2000
cases of Buckwheat Comb wanted at once.
What have yon to sell ? Third car of water-
white Sage just in. Write for prices.

THE GRIGGS BROS. CO.
iiAtf TOLKDO, OHIO.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Queens & Bees
Also Honey. To close out will sell Buck-
wheat or Amber Comb at S2.?o per case of 24
sections; and unfinished boxes at S7.50 per
hundred.
Have your orders for Bees and Queens

booked now. as there will be a rush for stock
this spring.

QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-BREEDER,
Bellevue, Ohio.

FOR SALE
We have several hundred Cases of good

Second-Hand Cans, two in a case, used only
once with White Honey—

10 Cases or over 40c per Case.
25 1; " ',\ 35c

1;

100 30c " "

Speak Quick. F. O. B. TOLEDO, OHIO.
24 North Erie St..

iiAtf THE CRICCS BROS. CO.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

HONEY *!!° BEESWAX
When consigning, buying,

or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.
199 South Water St. Clilcago, III

Pfcase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

BEE-KEEPERS
Write us now for our Catalog and get low

pricea on good, honest,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Oar upecialt; is making SectiODS. All other

gooda up-to-date.

AUG. LOTZ & SON, Cadott, Wis.
10A34t Pleaac mentloa the Bee Joamal.

Strawberry secrets
The secrets of Amcrirra's sur- ' -"""-

"

cessful strawberry ^I'owcrs an?
all told in the new editiun of
FARMER on Ihe Strawberry
A real book, not a catalocue, by
L. J. Farmer, who has worked
27 years among strawberries.
"Worth its Weight in Gold/'
but costs only 25c. postpaid.
iour Monev hack %f not satt^fied.
Big Norwood Strawberry, Plum.

Farmer Raspberry, etc. Immense
stock of Herry p!;ints—all varieties,
Write for tree Catalogue to-day.

I. J. Farmer Narsery Co., Box 40, Palaskl, N. V.

Crown Bone Cutter
BEST mAOE
Lowest
in Price

GET EGGS NOW
Huinphrey^B neweHt book, ** The l.olden
I^8S«*' n'ill Hhow you liovr to set eeeu all
n-inter, and from ISO to 2S0 eeef* n hen a
year, I ivill eive you, FRKE, my secret
of rcducine feeding ooHt one half nnd of
doubline yonr poultry income.

Humphrey, Amboe Street Factory, Jollet, III.

Where Humphrey's Bone Cutters, Clover Cutter*.
Broodera and other Poultry Helps are made.

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

I Strawberry Plants |
» Grown in a Natoral Slrawberry Coanlry S

have banlintrss and •
bearing qual ill ts that j;
do uot get into plants ^grown under less fa- •
vorable conditions. S
Soil, climate and sea- ^
sons here are ideal, ^
and put dependability —
in the plants I offer ^
inmycatalog.Tweuty S
years in the business. S
Two liundrcd acres of ^
plants growing each ^
year. I persoually su- jj
perintend the work. «
I am as careful in ~

2 my selling as you can be in your buying. ^

I See My 3-Color Catalog |~ Leading varieties illustrated, and shows SS
ZZ various scenes of strawberry plant farm SX itself. I do not conduct a nursery or S
» seed house—^just grow strawberry plants. Z
5 W. W. THOMAS. The Strawberry Plant Man —
= 152 Main St.. Anna. 111. E
H]iiiiEiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Please mention Ara. Bee Journal when writing.

A Bargain in
Poultry Supplies

Cornell Incubators and Mann Bone Cntter
for sale at about half price.

232-Egg capacity Incubator, only $15.00
364-

" " '
iH.oo

Mann No. 11 Power or Hand Bone
Cutter, for only 18.00

Mann Clover Cutter, iron stand, b.oo

Leg Bands, Poultry Markers, and Egg-Tes-
ters, at half price.
The above machines are slightly damaged,

but about as good as new. Never used, but
tested and guaranteed. Address.

Arnd Honey and Bee-Supply Co.,

148 West Superior St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

Fnr SaIp —^^^ncy extracted alfalfa honey,
I Ul aaic thoroughly ripened, rich & thick.
If you want honey that " tastes like more,"
try a 60-lb. can for $5.00. A. A. Lyons.
i2A3t Rt.S. Fort Collins, Colo.

FOR SALE
so 8-frame Colonies of Italian Bees, too Su-
pers to match same, for comb honey. Ri|;ht
in the alfalfa section of Independence Co..
at Newark, Ark. Rather than move them,
will take S150.00.

W. J. LITTLEFIELD,
I2Atf Rt. ?. LiTTLK R(.K K. ArK.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

AGENTS :~ IF I KNEW YOUR NAME, I

would aend you our $2.iy sample outtit free this
very minute. Let me start you in a profitable
business. You do not need one cent 9f capital.
Experience unnecessary. 50 percent profit. Cre-
dit given. Premiums. Freight paid. Chance
to win $500 In gold extra. Every man and wom-
an should write me for free outfit.

gAbt JAY BLACK, Pres., 305 Beverly St.; Boston, Mass.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

CYPRIAN. Camlolan,Caucasian. Italian Queen&
Select untested, $1.00. Select tested. $2.00.

Bees $8 colony. Supplies and Honey. 6Aly
W.C. MORRIS. Nepperhan Hts.. Yonkers. N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Dittmer's Comb Foundation
Is BEST, not because WE say so, but because in every case where
it was tested side by side witli other makes, THE BEES PREFER-
RED IT; and the reason for this is, ITS ABSOLUTE PURITY,
of which the BEES ARE THE BEST JUDGES, and which can
be obtained only bv the use of DITTMER'S PROCESS for CLEAN-
ING AND PUl^IFYING WAX.

Our entire Process is ORIGINAL AND INDEPENDENT, and
its entire Success is demonstrated by its EXCLUSIVE USE by
thousands of Bee-Koepers in every part of the country, in prefer-
ence to any other MAKE OR PROCESS.

We make a Specialty of Working your Wax for Cash.

Write us for Prices and Samples, which must be seen to be ap-
preciated. We carry a full line of

Bee-Supplies, Wholesale and Retail,

and will be pleased to mail you our Catalog and Prices, .'\ddress,

GUS DITTMER COMPANY,
AUGUSTA, WIS.
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Chicago. Jan. 25.—There is ciuitc a erood
demand for No. i to fancy comb honey at
from I6@i7c per pound, and very little of it

on the market; the other Erades are neg-
lected and difficult to sell. Extracted clover
and bassvvood are in tood demand, -with
other white grades iilentiful and easy in
price. The range of the market is from 7iS>-

S',6c. Beeswax is in good demand at 32c for
prime yellow, with other grades about 2c
less. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Indianapolis. Jan. 2';.—There is a good
demand for best grades of both comb and
extracted honey, but jobbing houses are well
supplied. Practically no honey is now be-
ing offered by producers, and jobbers are
selling No. i and fancy white comb at I7@i8c.
Best extracted. o@ioc. according to quantity
taken at one sliipment. Poor demand for
amber honey and no established prices.
Producers are being paid 2q®3I for good aver-
age beeswax. Walter S. Pouder.

Denver. Jan. 25.—We quote onr local
market as follows: Strictly No. 1 white
comb honey, per case of 24 sections. S^.so.
No. I, light amber. S3. 25; No. 2. S3. 00. W'hite
extracted. 7@8>3c; light amber, 6M@7/4c. We
pay 25c per pound for clean yellow beeswax
delivered here.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

F. Rauchfuss. Mgr.

Boston. Jan. 26.—Fancy white comb honey
at zb@nc; No. i. is®it)C. White, extracted.
8@oc; light amber, 7@8c; amber. 6@7c. Bees-
wax, 3o@32c. Blake. Lee Co.

Toledo, Jan. 25.—The market on honey is
rather quiet now. as is usual at this time of
the year. Comb honey is moving very slowly
and we are quoting as follows: fancy white.
I5®i6;ic; No. I white, ijOisJic; buckwheat.
I3@i5c. depending upon quality and grade.
Very little demand for amber grades. Ex-
tracted white clover, Q®ioc; white sage, oc;
Arizona white honey. 8^c. Beeswax is quite

firm at 28@30C. Owing to the high prices this
season, honey is not moving as rapidly as
expected. .Some producers have been in-

clined to hold their crops for exorbitant
prices, and they are now offering them at
much less, which has a tendency to drop the
market some. We look for a better demand
later on. The Griggs Bros. Co.

Cincinnati. Jan. 25.—The market on comb
honey is almost bare. The demand is con-
siderably lighter than it has been for the
past few weeks. It is selling for about $3.50
per case of 24 sections. Amber honey in
barrels is selling at b'Afs'bVic; sage honey in
60-pound cans. 8Hc. Beeswax fair at S33 per
100 pounds. These are our selling prices,
not what we are paying.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 25.—The receipts
df both comb and extracted honey are light.
We quote; No. i while comb, 24 sections to
case, S3. 50; No. 2 white and amber, $3.25 per
case. Extracted, white per pound, t'Ac.
Beesw'ax. 25@30c.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Zanesville, Ohio, Jan. 25.—There seems
to be a slightly improved demand for honey,
though there has not been complete recovery
from the holiday slump. Very little, espe-
cially comb, is now being offered by pro-
ducers. For No. I to fancy white comb pro-
ducers should receive I4@i5c. and for best
white extracted 868550, delivered here.
Practically no sale for off-grades on this
market. In a wholesale way. comb honey
brings 2@2j-3C. and extracted I@2c advance
over these prices. For good clean beeswax,
producers are offered 28c cash. 31c in trade.

Edmund W. Peirce.

New York. Jan. 26—Comb honey fairly
well cleaned up. especially No. i and fancy
white stock, while there are gome off-grades
still on the market. There is a fair demand
for No. I and fancy white at I4@i5c a pound;
off grades ii@i2c; buckwheat io@i2C. accord-
ing to quality. We are now receiving new
crop comb from Cuba, of very fine quality,
which is selling at about the same prices as
domestic. Extracted is in fair demand only,
with sufficient supply of all kinds. We
quote: California, water-white. QC; white-
sage. S@S'ic; light amber. 7!'i@8c; amber, 6!4-

@7C. Southern and West India, in barrels,
65@75c per gallon, according to quality. Bees-
wax steady at .30c per pound.

HiLDRETH &SEGELKEN.

F
ALCON
OUNDATION

Years of experience in the manufac-
ture of

FALCON
COMB
FOUNDATION

have made it PERl'EC'r.

Bees like it, and the foremost

Honey-Producers Use It.

It helps materially to increase the

Honey Crop
(Send for our new Catalog.)

Ship us your

BEESWAX
to FALCONER, N. Y.

Will send shipping-tags, when you
write asking for quotations.

We pay highest market prices.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Wanted—White Honey.
state kind, how put up. and lowest cash
price.

CHAS. KOEPPEN, 1508 Main St..

QAtf FREDERICKSBURG. VA.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

lum 3E1E 3E1E DDE :[r =1
If You Want the Best Bee-Supplies Made

and the best service possible, send your orders to

WEBER
WE HAVE on hand constantly a complete sjock of Root's Goods, and can fill all orders promptly

at factory prices. Send us your orders, and get goods as nearly perfect as possible. It is a matter of no
little pride to us to be able to oflter goods of such high character to our friends. Letters of commenda-
tion like the following are usual where orders are filled with Root's supplies

:

I have one of your new hives set up and painted, and am very well pleased with it. Your hives are
50 percent better than others I have bought at the same price. A. J. FISCHER.

I have just received my goods, and am more than pleased with them. I had intended to make my
hives; but when I received the sample hive and saw the No. i pine lumber it was made of. and considered
the workmanship. I felt satisfied that I can buy cheaper than I can make them—enough cheaper to save
the price of the lumber. O.C.MILLS.

All of our supplies are up to this high standard, and we want every bee-keeper in this vicinity to
send us at least a trial order this season. All we want is to get you started; we know you will send us
all your orders, once you have had some of our goods. Delivered prices cheerfully quoted on any list

you may submit. Catalog for the asking.
We still have a good stock of choice HONEY, and can fill your orders promptly for this. Sample

on request.

Send Your Orders to Weber, and be Satisfied.

C. H. W.WEBER & CO.
J 2146-2148 CENTRAL AVENUE, CINCINNATI. OHIO
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Be Sure to get our PRICES on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's Wax

or
Let us send to you our prices for

Working your Wax into

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
Many large Honey-Producers prefer our Foun-

dation to other makes, because the bees like it best.

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of

BEESWAX, and we are buying at all timtes of the

year at highest cash and trade prices.

During the season of 1909 we handled over

175,000 pounds of Beeswax.

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

We Keep Only the Best.

Let us Figure on

Your Season's Supplies

1910 CATALOG

Now Ready,

and Free for the Asking.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH

Established 1864

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
C, We manufacture and furnish everything needed in practical, up-to-date BEE-Culture at

the very lowest prices. We make the celebrated DOVETAILED HIVES and

the famous MASSIE HIVES. These are the most practical, up-to-date Bee Hives

made and our extremely low prices place them within the reach of all bee-keepers. Our

HONEY EXTRACTORS and BEE SMOKERS are the very best that can be had any-

where. We guarantee satisfaction to every ctistomer or refund your money and pay the trans-

portation charges both ways. This means that you can send back to us any goods you buy

from us that are not satisfactory. We will exchange them or refund your money instantly

without a question.

C If you haven't one of our CHAMPION SMOKERS you don't know what a

good one is until you get one, (sample by mail $1.00).

CWrite today for our large illustrated catalog— it is free ; it is one of the easiest catalogs

to order from that you ever saw. Remember our guarantee of entire satisfaction.

CL Write us for prices on any orders. We can save you money.

Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa
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GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY
146 W. Superior Stmt, Chica|o, III.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

Is f 1.00 a year. In the United States of America
( except In Chlcag-o. where It ts$1.2.i). and Mexico;

In Canada. $1.10; and In all other countries In tljp

Postal Union, 25 cents a year extra for postage.

Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE Indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription Is

paid. For Instance, " declO " on your label shows
that It Is paid to the end of December, 1910.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.—We do not send

a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,

but chanere the date on your address-label,

which shows that the money has been received

and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOU.NTS:
i times I4C a line <) times iic a line
() " i2c " 12 " ,1 yr.l IOC a line

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

BIG BARGAIN SALE
on Bee-Supplies

I have bought all the bee-supplies and
machines of the Minneapolis Wood and
Machinery Co. Send me a list of what you
need, and get the right price. Also Adel,
Carniolan, Italian, and CaacaBlan Qneens.

CHAS. MONDENG, 4Atf
160 Newton Ave. N., Minneapolis, Allan.

Queens
Three Banded
Leath'r-Colored
Italian (JUEENS.
.Selected Untes-
ted. $1.00 each; 6

for $4.50. Also—
FULL COLONIES and NUCLEI For Sale.
Circular Free.

3^^^ 0. F. Fuller, Blackstone, Mass.
REF.-.'Vrthur C. Miller, Providence. K, I.

DOOLITTLE'S
««Scientific

Queen-Reairing"
This is G. M. Doolittle's master-piece on

rearing: the best of queens in perfect accord
with Nature's way. It is for the amateur and
the veteran in bee-keeping. The A. L Root
Co., who ought to know, say this about Doolit-
tle s queen-rearing book:

It is practically the only comprehensive
book on queen-rearing now in print. It is looked upon by many as the foundation of mod-
ern methods of rearing queens wholesale."

Mr. Doolittle's book also gives his method of producing comb honey, and the care of
same; his management of swarming, weak colonies, etc. It is a book of 12"^ pages, and is
mailed at the following prices : Bound in cloth, 11.00 : bound in leatherette,.75.cents.

r

special Clubbing Offer
We offer a cloth-bound copy of this book with the American Bee Journal one year—both

for Si-so; cr a copy of the leatherette-bound edition, with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for $i-25. The cl.jth-bound book given free for getting 3 new subscribers at $1.

each : or the leatherette-bound copy given for 2 new subscribers.
Every bee-keeper should have a copy of Mr. Uoolittle's book, as he is one of the stan-

dard authorities of the world on the subject of queen-rearing and everything else connected
with bee-keeping and honey-production.

George W. York <a Co., Chicago, 111.

To be Given Away in a

Great Contest for Big Cash
Prizes

—

Free—and open to

everybody. Help the

"100,000 Club" and you
can earn a big reward for a

little easy, pleasant, spare-

time work. Write today for

full particulars. Contest

to be conducted by

TiiFfuIt-Grower

St. Joseph, Mc

Box 201

FIRST PRIZE $500AUTO
Brush Runabout Shown Above
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DO YOU WANT
EGGS

WHEN PRICES ARE HIQKESTP
The only book that really tell«

I
bow to make money raisinC pnultry.

L The book (hat has been ouaacd and
I discusied more than any other— hut

I Ita sale ! increasinf daily. Why?
,

Because it (ellt facta and Dot thco-
' riea. Fndorsed by poultry author-
< itiea and successful moteurs who
I are making money followin< the ad*
' vice of the author, Milo M. Hast-

ings Bx-Commercial Poultry Eipert for U. S. Government.
"' Tlic Dollar Hen " ia aold in combination with the " Poultry

Dijeat" to increase ita circulation. It is a real book, 212

pa^es, with Illustrations; not paper bound pamphlet, ei-

plainini
" Systems." " Secrets" or "Methodi." The book

•nd " Poultry Diftest " one year, postpaid, $1.00. Sutislac-

tion iuaranteed. Order to-dov

POULTRY DIGEST PUB. CO., 57.J ANN ST., NEW YORK CITY.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sold at reduced prices. Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, and everythinyr pertaining to bee-
keepingr of the very best kept in stock.
Large Wareliouse on of L. S. & M, S. R. R.

Wholesale and Retail. New price-list just
out— Free. Let me figure on your wants.

iiAtf W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal wh^^n writing'

1030 Chicks
From 1047 Eggs

Firs Preoftdrlnaurtbls.

IN three hatches. Th.^fs what G. W. Ormsby, of Pier-

I>oint, Ohio, did with aStdmiard Cyphfrs Incub.itor.

He don't claim to be an expert— tust a pr.iLlicnl,iiioney-

m.ikinc chicken-raiser. But he iosisib uq the best hali-her.

Cyphers Incubators
are used by more Government Experiment Stntion=.. more
leading Agricultural Colleges, more well-known Fanciers

and Practical Poultrymcn than all other makes combined.
Ilot-air heat—notank-troubles—a genuine non-moisture

inculialor. Self-vcntilaling. Sell-re^ulatini;- Vou can get

Cyphers Patentetl fea-

tures of sxipenority io

no other machine.
Cyphers IncuKitorsani

Brooders are guar.mteci
to you—you have 90
days—1 hatches to prove
tlirir superiority.
Write today for our

big, handsome Catalog
lor 1910, describing
Cyphers Inciib.itors,

Brooders and Poultry
Supplies,
Address Nearest City.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO., DepartmcDt 83 .

Bunalo, N. Y. : New York City, N. Y. ; Chicafo, lU.

;

_Boston. Mass. ;" Kansas Cilv. Mo. : Oakland, Cal.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of the Book

I "Bees and Honey"
By Thomas G. Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to
close out. It contains 160 pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at .50 cents each; or
with the .'\merican Bee Journal one
year—both for only $1.20. Surely
this is a bargain. The book is well
illustrated, and has some good infor-
mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,
146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

This is the only Place in Indiana
Where yuu can get this Combination-

Prompt Service
—AND—

Lewis Beeware
Lewis Wisconsin Hives are winners.

Lewis Dovetailed Hives are in a class by

themselves.

It^" Our New, Up-to-Date Catalog will soon be
issued.

It is Absolutely Free. Send for one.

THE C. M. SCOTT CO.
1009 E. Washington St. INDIANAPOLIS, IND

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

12 Hardy Blizzard Bell T701?1? f
Strawberry Plants rKljL!
Everybody likes strawberries and to prove tbatour "BLIZZARD BELT'
plants are the strongest rooted and heaviest fruiters, we offer to send
ONE DOZEN selected plants to you FREE OF CHARGE. We picked
35 quarts of fine fruit from a test bed of but a dozen strawberry plants
set the year before. You can do as well. I f you care to s<'nd 10 centa
for mailing expense, we will add 6 BABY EVERGREENS 2 years
old and send all to you at proper planting' time. Write to-day and
we will enter your name for the plant.'* and spnd you our CATA-
LOGUE and BARGAIN SHEETS ol HARDY "BLIZZARD BELT"
fVuits by next mall. Address
THE GARDNER NURSERY COMPANY, Box 239 Os«ee, Iowa.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Write Us for[^Prices
We will make you delivered prices by return mail, on] anything

you may want for your apiary.

We Manufacture ^"^^

Dovetailed Hives, Hoffman Frames, Sections, Separators, Shipping-
Cases, etc. Also Berry Boxes and Crates.

There are no better HIVES than ours.

Prices the lowest.

Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.

Nicollet Island MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Pleaac mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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SCIENCE IN HIVE-MAKING !

The Lewis Hive goes together like a watch. It can't help it.All parts of Lewis Bee-hives fit accurately.

It is made that way.

Lewis hives are right when you put them together, because they are right when they leave the factory.

This is because Lewis Hives are scientifically made. Lewis workmen have this all-important point in

view—accuracy. Many of them have spent most of their lives making Bee-hives.

Don't make the mistake of thinking "a bee-hive is a bee-hive, and that is all there is to it." There is a

vast difference. You will find Lewis Hives are in a class by themselves. They are as near perfect as man
can make them.

If you place your bees in poorly-made hives they will try to correct tlie mistakes made in the making of
tlie hive by filling up the cracks and crevices with comb, and the rough surfaces will bring about propo-
lizing. Men can make hives better than bees—don't leave it to the bees. Be sure to get Lewis Hives.
They are made right to begin with.

czzzzzzxzzzzz

This is the Brand

tM«»»«»»««»»tt»«im««»»»»»TTTT!

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
Jl_ f^"__\ A / I O "

MAKES THE FIN EST

gggggggggggg^TgTgggggggggggtggggg!

WATCH FOR IT

»»mt-»»»»»»«««««««W»««H»TTTTy

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

Distributing Houses for Lewis Beeware
SCOTLAND.—Dundee, R. Steele.
FRANCE.—Paris, Raymond Gariel. 2ter de la Megisserie.
CUBA—Havana, C. B. Stevens, 19 Officios.

ALABAMA.—Prairieville, Wm. D. Null.
COLORADO.—Denver, Colorado Honey-Producers' Association, 1440 Market St.
COLORADO.—Loveland, R. C. Aikin.
COLORADO.—Grand Junction, Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association.
COLORADO.— Delta, Delta County Fruit-Growers' Association.
COLORADO.—Rocky Ford, Honev-Producers' Association.
COLORADO.—Montrose, Robert Halley.
COLORADO.—De Beque, Producers' Association.
ENGLAND.—Welwyn, E. H. Tavlor.
GEORGIA,—Cordele, J. J. Wilder.
ILLINOIS.— Chicago, Arnd Honev & Bee-Supplv Company, 1 18 West Superior St.
ILLINOIS.—Hamilton, Dadant & Sons.
IDAHO.—Idaho Falls, Dr. J. E. Miller.
IDAHO.—Lorenzo, Alma Olson.
INDIANA.— Indianapolis, C. M. Scott & Co.
IOWA.—Davenport, Louis Hanssen's Son.
IOWA.—LeMars, Adam A. Clarke.
IOWA.—Emmetsburg, W. J. McCarty.
MICHIGAN.—Grand Rapids, A. G. Woodman Company.
MISSOURI.—Kansas City, C. E. Walker Mercantile Company, 312 Temple Block
OHIO.— Peebles, W. H. Freeman.
OREGON.— Portland, Chas. H. Lilly Company.
PENNSYLVANIA.—Trov, Chas. N. Greene.
TENNESSEE. Memphis, Otto Schwill & Company.
TEXAS.—San Antonio, Southwestern Bee Company.
UTAH.—Ogden, Fred Foulger & Sons.
WASHINGTON. Seattle, Chas. H. Lilly Company.
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editorial ^ofes
and Comments

Blumler in Treating European
Foul Brood

In Gleanings for 190-"), where E. W.
Alexander first gave to the public his

treatment- for European foul brood, he
directs as follows

:

"Go to every diseased colony you have
and build it up either by giving frames of
maturing brood or uniting two or more until
you have them fairly strong. After this, go
over every one and remove the queen; then
in days go over them again, and be sure to
destroy every maturing queen-cell, or virgin
if any have hatched. Then go to your breed-
ing-queen and take enough of her newly-
hatched larv« to rear enough queen-cells
from to supply each one of your diseased
queenless colonies with a ripe queen-ceil or
virgin just hatched. Those are to be intro-
duced to your diseased colonies on the 20th
day after you have removed their old queen.
and not one hour sooner, for upon this very
point your whole success depends; for your
young queen must not commence to lay until
3 or 4 days after the last of the old brood is

hatched, or 27 days from the time you re-
move the old queen."

Dr. Miller comments on the fore-
going thus, from his own e-xperience :

Four years later, when I came to tr>- the
cure, instead of going back and looking up
carefully just what Mr. Alexander had said,
I made the inexcusably stupid blunder of
understanding that it was a laving instead of
A virgin nween. So with no thought of de-
parting materially from the Alexander treat-
ment, I introduced a virgin 10 days after re-
moving the queen, with the idea that she
would begin laying at about the time I un-
derstood that Mr. Alexander gave a laying
queen. The strange part of it is that no one
called my attention to the blunder until late
in January, loio.

While I offer my humblest apologies for
thus blundering, and for misrepresenting
Mr. Alexanders treatment, I may be allowed
to say that, after all. the blunder is hardiv
regrettable, upon the whole, // it shall turn
out. upon further trial, that others find the
cure reliable.
The treatment I used was certainly suc-

cessful in most cases, and it is entirely pos-
sible that the cases of failure were because
the subjects under treatment were not
strong enough. For an essential part of

treatment, as directed by Mr. Alexander, is

to make tiie colonies strong. Please notice
that it is not to have strong colonies, nor to
make strong part of the colonies, but to
nuike strong any colony that is to be treated;
for it is doubtful if any colony badly affected
is ever strong enough to be treated without
being strengthened by the addition of brood
or young bees, or both.
A comparison of the two methods will

show that if the plan I used proves to be
generally successful—always keep that ' if

"

in mind— it has a very material advantage
over the regular --Alexander treatment. .As
compared with the regular Alexander plan,
the period of queenlessness is cut exactly
in two by the Miller plan— if I may be par-
doned for thus naming it. not for the sake of
taking away any credit due Mr. Alexander,
but for the sake of brevity. For small credit
is due me for any improvement that may
have been made by sheer stupidity. More-
over, there is this notable difference: By
the Alexander treatment the bees are hope-
lessly queenless for 11 days; never for an
hour by the Miller treatment.
Cutting out 10 days of queenlessness. and

relieving the bees of 11 days of listlessness
when without hope of ever having a queen,
with the possibility of laying workers upon
the scene, and that in the midst of a harvest,
ought to make no little difference in the
work of the season; so much difference, in-

deed, that it may be well w'orth while to
give the plan a fair trial. C. C. Miller.

Droue-Liaying Queen.s and Lay-
ing-Workers

When the work of egg-laying has
gone wrong, and only drone-brood is

found, one can tell pretty well by in-

spection of the combs whether it is a

case of a drone-laying queen or of lay-

ing-workers. If there is a drone-laying
queen, she seems unconscious that any-
thing is wrong with her laying, and
lays just as she would if all her eggs
produced workers. The eggs are placed
compactly in worker-cells, drone-cells
generally being avoided, even if drone-
cells are plenty. On the other hand,
laying-workers make irregular work,
skipping some cells and perhaps laying

more than one egg in each of other
cells. If drone-cells are within reach,
they are preferred. The most reliable
sign, however, is their preference for
queen-cells. If you find a queen-cell
with more than a single egg in it, you
may be pretty certain it is the work of
laying-workers. Sometimes you will
find half a dozen or a dozen eggs in a
queen-cell, some of them generally
looking not plump but withered, and
perhaps there may be several such
queen-cells in the hive. You may be
sure no queen was ever guilty of such
work.

Distance for Pure Queen-3Iating

F. W. L. Sladen says in the British
Bee Journal

:

"I would not rely on isolation for pure
mating anywhere in Britain, except on an
isolated island. Supposing 3 miles were the
limit of flight of queens and drones, one
would have to ascertain by careful inquiry
that no bees were kept within a radius of
over 6 miles, and then one could not be sure
that no colonies existed in hollow trees or
in buildings, or that swarms might not settle
in the district,"

On the next page the editor goes still

farther:

"It would be difficult to prevent cross-
breeding by removing the bees unless you
can make sure that there are no other bees
within 10 or 12 miles of you."

While there may be no entire security
except at such distances, some think
that the majority of matings occur be-
tween queens and drones whose re-

spective homes are not more than a

mile apart.

Comb Versus Extractetl Honey
"Itseemitome that during the last few

years many bee-keepers are given over en-
tirely to producing extracted honey, and too
little is being written on the subject of ex-
pertly running apiaries great and small for
comb, quantity and quality. I would like to
see the bee-papers classify their articles,
and have a thorough department each time
for comb, and one for extracted honey. We
could then read and study all. but quickly
consult, if we wished, the portion devoted
to that we were chieHy interested in. '—A
Correspondent.

In some respects the interests of bee-
keepers are the same everywhere, and
in other respects their interests are
quite diverse. It is natural and right

that each one who subscribes for a

bee-paper should desire to have his own
interests fairly considered, and the man
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who is interested in comb honey alonet
does not care to read through an entire
article only to find when through with
the article that it is of interest only to

the man who works for extracted
honey. Especially in a crowded time
it would be a convenience if the comb-
honey producer could have a depart-
ment to himself, and also the producer
of extracted honey. But when it comes
to putting such a plan into actual prac-
tice, it is not so easy as might be sup-
posed. In reality, the number of arti-

cles that are of interest only to one or
the other class of producers is very
small, and it is to be feared that if all

the other articles in any one number
were to be assigned to one or the other
departments the one who did the as-
signing would have a rather impossible
task.

Take the January number of the
American Bee Journal. About 88 per-
cent of the items and articles are of
equal interest to both classes of pro-
ducers, and it would be impossible to
say whether they should go under the
head of production of comb or of ex-
tracted honey. Of the remaining mat-
ter, the bulk of it refers to bulk comb
honey, and while this belongs to comb
rather than extracted, still there is

some extracted honey in the case.

Only one article can fairly be said to

belong exclusively to the extracted de-
partment, and although a larger num-
ber refer to comb than extracted, they
are not entirely without interest to ex-
tracted men.
This leads to a question whether

really more attention is given to ex-
tracted honey than to comb. Possibly
the January number is exceptional, but
the likelihood is that there are not
lacking those who think comb honey
gets the lion's share of attention.

The foregoing count is without ref-

erence to the Question-Box, which
stands in a class by itself, there being
no rejections, but all questions sent
being answered, and these questions
ought to show pretty clearly in what
the questioners are interested. It so
happens that only two of the letters

could be assorted as belonging exclu-
sively to one department, and they both
belong in the comb-honey department.
On the whole, it is perhaps not prac-

ticable to do more than to indicate so
far as may be by the heading, to which
class an article belongs. This has gen-
erally been done, but it may do no
harm to have it even more especially
in mind hereafter.

Delayed Fertilization aiitl Lia.viiis:

Workers
A bee-keeper reported in Praktischer

Wegweiser a case in which a virgin be-

gan work as a drone-layer, and then
when () weeks old began laying worker-
eggs. From this he concluded tliat

after she failed to be fertilized promptly
she began laying drone-eggs, and after

laying thus for a time she was then
fertilized. Herr Dobbratz explains
that a wrong conclusion was drawn
from the facts. Under special circum-
stances fertilization may be long de-
layed. He has known cases in which
virgins were still capable of fertiliza-

tion when (I weeks old. Only in the

rarest cases will a virgin become a

drone-layer under that age. If within

his time one finds drone-brood pres-
ent, and then later—say at the end of

the (i weeks—the queen turns out to be
laying worker-eggs all right, it is a

clear case that the drone-eggs were
not laid by the queen. He and others
have had cases in which workers laid

eggs while a virgin or a queen-cell
was present, and these laying-workers
continued until the queen was fertilized

and began laying.

Comb-Honey Production
EorroR York;~Do you think it would be

of sufficient interest to enougli of those who
read the American Bee Journal, to have an
article by some suitable person telling how
he handles his 'comb honey from the time
it is taken off the hive luitil it is sold? In
other words, how he cleans the sections,
grades the honey, what kind of shipping-
cases he uses, who buys the honey, etc.
Most of my honey is sold to people that

come here to spend the summer, and I want
to know how to prepare it in the best way
for market.
The American Bee Journal is all right,

and I value the articles by G. M. Doolittle
enough to take it for those articles alone,
even if there was nothing else.
Benzonia, Mich. John A. V.\N De.man.

This letter voices the desire of every
ambitious beginner who desires to pro-
duce honey of the very best grade. The
demand has been met more than once
in the past, and will no doubt be met
more than once in the future. But in

the nature of the case it inust be seen
that if an article or a series of articles

of the kind should be published each

time a new member joins the American
Bee Journal family, the repetition of
such article or articles would be so
frequent that there would be serious
complaint of room thus used to crowd
out fresher matter. Unless something
at least partly new can be given, there
is hardly justification for the publica-
tion of such articles. In reality, their
place is rather in bee-books than bee-
periodicals. The information desired
by Mr. V. is amongst the fundamental
matters in bee-keeping—matters that >

all bee-keepers are sure to need, and so y
are discussed in the te.xt-books on bee-
keeping.

As already said, the likelihood is that
something will be given in the desired
line whenever anything new is to be
had, and in the meantime it may be
mentioned that there are at least two
books written especially to tell the
whole story of the production of comb
honey from beginning to end. They
are " Forty Years Among the Bees,"
by Dr. C. C. Miller, and " A Year's
Work in an Out-Apiary," by G. M.
Doolittle. Our correspondent will find

them exactly what he asks for, with
such full details as could not so readily

be given in the columns of a periodi-
cal. Dr. Miller's book is mailed for

$1.00, or with the American Bee Jour-
nal for one year—both for $1.75; the
Doolittle book is mailed for .50 cents,

or with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for $1.40.

Our Front Page Pictures

The picture shown in the upper left-

hand corner was sent us by F. Greiner,

of Naples, N. Y. It shows his apiary
after a heavy snow-storm ; the snow
being piled up on the hives, and hang-
ing on the trees like so much cotton.

It is a beautiful midwinter picture, we
think.

The upper right-hand picture is a

view of the apiary of Chas. T. Dennis,
of Lake Preston, S. Dak. It was taken
from the rear, and does not show the

first rows. The hives on the right are

"empties." Mr. Dennis reports having
had good success with bees at his loca-

tion, up to last year.

The large lower picture s hows Mr.
Will. Stolley and his shed-apiary. On
another page of this number will be
found Mr. Stolley's report for last year,

and also something about his experi-

ence in using bee-stings as a remedy
.or inflammatory rheumatism.
The hives shown on the top of Mr.

Stolley's shed-apiary are decoys for

catcliing stray swarms. We understand
that he has caught quite a number of

runaway swarms in those roof-hives.

Mr. Stolley himself seems to be taking
it easy in a rocking chair in the center

of the picture, seemingly to be " mon-
arch of all he surveys." Just now, he
and his wife are spending a few weeks
of the cold winter weather down in

Florida, where he reports having a

good time. Mr. Stolley is one of those
jolly Germans one often meets in the
wild and woolly West. We liave had
the pleasure of seeing him at one or
two of the National conventions of bee-
keepers.

Dr. Lyon's Lecture on Bee.s

Rev. D. Everett Lyon, Ph. D., of New
York, delivered his illustrated lecture

on " The Story of the Honey-Bee," be-
(

fore the Unity Club of Cincinnati, F^eb.

13, 1910. Dr. Lyon is an enthusiast on
bees, and while he fills his pulpit at

home, he has traveled much to study
bees and bee-keeping. His stereopti-

con slides are made from negatives of

his own taking, and show most clearly

the activities and habits of bees.

Mr. Fred W. Muth. who heard the

lecture, and was instrumental in secur-

ing Dr. Lyon, has this to say about both
Dr. L. and his bee-lecture:

Dr. Lyon's lecture was everytliing that
could be desired; in fact, we have heard
lectures on this platform for 10 years, and
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Ur. Lyon's delivery ranked among tlie first-

class orators in every respect. The story of
the honey-bee was never so well and enter-
tainingly told as it was yesterday, by Dr.
Lyon. He is on for se\'eral lectures in the
Kast, I think it would be a wise thing for
the Xatii^nal Hee-Keei)ers' -Association to
get Ur. Lyon to lecture on the honey-bee be-
fore Chautauciua assemblies, or on any
other good lecture course. He would do the
bee-keepers at large a wonderful amount of
good. I thitik.
Ur. Lyon is a first-class man. and as an

orator among the bee-keeping ranks I have
not seen his equal. If ever a man made
honey-eaters, or if ever a man made it plain
.about I)ee-keeping. it was I^r. Lyon in his
lecture. It was worth a trip from Chicago
to Cincinnati several times to listen to him,
and (luite a number of people who heard
him say the same. Freu W. Muth.

Honey in Crane C^ellular Cases
KniTOR York:— I notice on page 41. that in

a sketch of my life. I am reported as receiv-
ing s cents a pound more for honey i>ut up in
my improved shipping-case, than other«'ise.
Now .s cents a pound is a good deal— in fact,
a great deal more than the facts warrant.
Had you stated that we get 5 cents a case
more when honey is packed in our improved
cases, you would have stated the exact
truth. We think 5 cents a case extra is

pretty good, as they weigh only about one-
half that of glass-and-wood cases. The sav-
ing in freight, with the extra 5 cents, half
pays for the cases, which is worth looking
after these days, J, E, Cr.\ne,

Well, yes, that makes quite a differ-

ence, whether it is 5 cents a case or .I

cents a pound more for honey. We are
glad to make the correction, as we do
not wish to misrepresent in any par-
ticular in the American Bee Journal.
The truth is good enough for us, and
of course our readers want only that.

But mistakes will occur in the best reg-
ulated families as well as offices.

To lUinoi.s Bee-Keepers

Some may have been overlooked in

the sending out of 1200 blank petitions

for a foul brood law, and if they will

notify the Secretary, Jas. A. Stone,
Route 4, Springfield, 111., they will be
supplied with proper blanks.

Also, if any in this State wish to be-
come members of the Illinois State
Bee-Keepers' Association, $1.00 will pay
the annual fee and entitle to member-
ship as well in the National Associa-
tion for one year, and also a cloth-
bound copy of the Ninth Annual Re-
port, which will be published some
time in March. It will embody the re-

ports of the last conventions of the
Illinois State, Chicago-Northwestern,
and National Associations.

Jas. a. Stone, Str.

Rt. 4, Springfield, 111.

A Japane.se Bee-Paper
If Japanese bee-keepers do things

wrong side foremost, as their bee-jour-
nal is printed, it must be a confusing
business. This office is in receipt of
"The Friend of Bee-Keepers," now in

its second volume. Besides the name,
there is an advertisement of queens in

English, the rest being in hieroglyphics
worse than Greek. A picture of Lang-
stroth occupies a full page, and he ap-
pears to be in the English language.
The last page is the first, the lines on
the page run from top to bottom in-

stead of from left to right, and even
the numbers seem to be wrong end to,

for in is written 01. Yet doubtless
honey tastes just as sweet in Japanese
as in plain English.

Important Questions on Honey-
I>e\v

We have received tlie following from
Dr. E. F. Phillips, In Charge of Api-
culture, in the Bureau of Entomology,
U. S., Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D, C, :

Df.,\k Mr, Vokk,—Since honey-dew was
so abundant in many parts of the Eastern
United .States during the past season, it

would be well for the bee-keeping industry
to know, if possible, what conditions brought
this on, I should very much appreciate it

if the readers of the American Bee Journal
who had honey-dew last year would answer
the following questions, and in addition give
any facts which might help in solving this
problem

:

1. Was there any honey-flow from flowers?
2. Did bees work on honey-dew and flowers

at the same time?
i. What was the average amount of honey-

dew per colony?
4. On what kind of trees were the insects

which produced the honey-dew?
5. Give dates showing the duration of the

honey-dew yield.
b. Was much honey dew used for winter

stores?
7. Is the mortality of colonies up to the

present date any greater than usual among
your own and neighboring bees?

8. What information have you as to the ex-
tent of territory in which houey-dew w'as
abundant?
Replies may he directed to the Bureau of

Entomology. Washington. D. C.
Respectfully. E. F. Phii-i.ips.

/// Charge of Apit'ultttre.

We hope all of our readers who can
do so will send the answers promptly,
as requested.

•

The Michigan State Convention

This was held at Lansing, Mich.,
Feb. 23 and 24, 1910. There was a good
attendance and an interesting meeting.
We had the pleasure of being present,

and enjoyed once more renewing ac-
quaintances among our old Michigan
friends, and making some new ones.
The officers were re-elected for the en-
suing year, as follows

:

President—L. A. Aspinwall, of Jack-
son.
Vice-President—E. D. Townsend, of

Remus.
Secretary-Treasurer— E. B. Tyrrell,

of Detroit.

We expect to publish a brief report
of the meeting next month.
The next annual meeting will be held

at Grand Rapids, the date t.o be fixed

by the Executive Committee.

as a barn, -wi- will simply ask to be ex -

cused from remaining, if we are there-

We ought to have known better the
last time. But it takes a long time to

learn some things.

Editor Sick and 48 Pages

We had planned to have this number
of the American Bee Journal out on
time, but unfortunately, on returning
from the Michigan convention, we
were taken with an attack of the
grippe, which bordered closely on
pneumonia. This, with 16 extra pages,
perhaps is sufficient explanation why
this number is a few days late.

We aim to mail the Bee Journal from
the 12th to the 1.5th of the month. If

we closed the forms earlier in the
month than we do, there would often
be quite a loss on advertising, which
we don't feel that we can afford. And
as a bee-paper is not like a newspaper,
it is not imperative that it be received
exactly on a certain date. Its contents
are not of the spoiling character; they
will keep all right until used—read.

We are recovering slowly from our
sickness, but whenever another con-
vention is held ill a place nearly as cold

A Night at Dr. Miller's

It was our great privilege to be at

the home of Dr. C. C. Miller, at Ma-
rengo, 111., the night of Feb. 21, 1910

(our own birthday). As we remained all

night we were there the morning of
Washington's Birthday also. We found
the Doctor and his family all very well

indeed. The mother of Mrs. Miller
and Miss Einma Wilson (who, as many
know is also a member of Dr. Miller's

family) was 91 years old, Feb. 15th. She
is pretty well for one of her extreme
age.

It is always an oasis in our own life

to spend even a few hours with Dr.
Miller and his beloved family. The
Doctor will be 79 years old next June,
but he doesn't seem to be a day older

—

in heart and manyother ways—than he
was when we first met him, some 2.5

years ago. May he live to be a hun-
dred—" and then some."

Clean Bee-Keepers in New York
According to J. E. Crane, New York

bee-keepers are not badly sodden with
whiskey and tobacco. He reports an
interesting convention of New York
bee-men at Albany, and says this in

Gleanings

:

"And Prohibitionists seemed at the New-
York convention about as plentiful as bee-
keepers. At any rate. Dr. Miller, or Pres.
York, of the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, would have felt quite at home: and.
besides all this, it was quite a comfort to
me when I got home not to have my wife tell

me that I smelled of tobacco smoke."

If we were publishing a newspaper
instead of a bee-paper, we would call

for good reasons for boys and men to

use tobacco. We have never heard a

real good reason for its use, except
perhaps as a poison or insect-killer.

Sam Jones once said the reason he
chewed tobacco was "to get the juice

out!" But he must have had to chew
the juice hi before he could chew it

out.

Gleanings had this paragraphic defi-

nition of tobacco in its Jan. 15th issue.

'

" Tobacco—.A nauseating plant that is

consumed by but two creatures—a large
green worm and man. The worm doesn't
know-, any better."—Calvin Moon.

There doesn't seem to be any
"Moon-shine" about that.

We hope that at least the boys and
young men in the families of the read-

ers of the American Bee Journal will

be smarter than the "large green
worm !"

*
North Texas Convention

The North Texas Bee-Keepers' Con-
vention will meet Wednesday and
Thursday, April li and 7, 1910. All in-

terested are cordially invited.

Blossom, Tex. W. H. White, Sec.

Illinois Bee-Keepers, Take Notice
The blank petitions sent out by the

secretary of the Illinois State Bee-
Keepers' Association for a foul brood
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law, are to go before the 47th General
Assembly, which does not meet till

next winter (the present session is a
special of the 46th Assembly).
These petitions were sent out at the

time of sending the membership blanks,
in order to save extra postage. But we
advise getting them filled early, while
there is no rush in work—and before
they are forgotten.
The copy for our Ninth Annual Re-

port is beginning to go to the printer,
and we hope to get it finished by the
last of March (depending upon how
much the printer is rushed). We will
also place the list of members and
statistical report in the back of the Re-
port, so it will include all the members
who send in their $1.00 fee till the time
the Report is finished. We will also
name, in the end of the Ninth Annual
Report, the senatorial district that leads
in number of signatures sent in (or
perhaps the highest 3, in order); and
also the name of the three persons who
send in the greatest number of signers.
(N. B.—They musf sign their own
names). A list of names does not
count—they must be si's^ners. If you
are not sure about the number of your
senatorial district, never mind it, for
we are getting so many that are wrong.

We will go over the whole list and
make corrections.
Our next Report will cost, with the

postage for sending out, as nearly as I

can estimate it at present, an even one
hundred cents per copy. Those who
do not get their names in pretty soon
may have to take a paper-covered copy.

J AS. A. Stone, Sec.
Route 4, Springfield, 111.

California State Couveiitiou

We had the best attendance at the
recent meeting of the California State
Bee-Keepers' Association that we have
had for years. We could not get
through with our program, and more
was accomplished than in many of the
previous meetings. We assembled one
day longer than usual.
We were honored with Eastern talent

at our convention. Mr. Harrington, of
Ohio; Mr. Coggshall, of New York;
and other experts from New York and
other States, were present.
We have not had a good rain for

over two weeks, and the prospects are
not bright for honey. If we do not
soon have rain many colonies will have
to be fed. H. M. Menuleson.
Ventura, Cal., Feb. 21.

iiir
«e-Keeping

Conducted by EMMA M. WILSON. Marengo, 111.

Sweet Miss Honey-Bee

No one's makiii' speeclius
'Cept de honev-bee;

De principles slie teaches
Sounds right sensible to me.

.She says: " Keep lookin' fo' de sweets
Dat s growin' eb'r.vwhere.

.A.n if some no-count weeds you meets.
Pass on. an' don't you care

"

As she comes a-bringin'
De goods fum roun' de farm,

she says: "A little singin'
Ain gwineter to do no harm."

I tells you, lots of us would getMo joy f'um life if we
Kep' follerin' de sample set'
By sweet Miss Honey-Bee.

— Washhwlon Star.

"Honig-Lebkuchen"
Some time ago a friend in Germany sentmean excellent recipe for making honey-

cakes, or Honig-Lebkuchen, " as the Ger-mans call them. The cakes are so good that
1 thought perhaps the readers of the Ameri-can Bee Journal would like a copy of the
recipe, and I send it herewith as follows-
.1^ lu

'^ extracted honey one yuart: sugar,
c

'OS- ;,Pastry flour, y, lbs.; almonds chopped
nne. >4 lb.; citron chopped fine. !4 lb.; can-
died orange peel chopped tine, Ji lb.; rinds
ot 2 lemons chopped fine; powdered cinna-
mon, iJi oz.; powdered cloves, Jk oz. ; fruit-
juice. I wine-glassfull; bakingsodaj pinches.

In making the cakes, first make thu honey
hot. then put the sugar into it. then the finelychopped almonds, citron and orange or
etnon peel. Alter this has cooled put two
knife-points full of baking soda in it thenone wine-glass full of any kind of fruit-juice,and then mix in the flour. Mix everything

light and careful, and roll out somewhat like
thick ginger-cookies, and bake in a good, hot
oven.
These cakes improve with age. and will

keep any length of time. They should bemade at least ,1 or 4 weeks before the time
desired for use. 'Wlien first made they are
hard, but after a while they are delicious
In making they can be cut into squares or

fancy figures or shapes. Before putting
them in the oven they should be brushed
with a syrup made from sugar and water.
t lie oven must have a steady, even heat-
neither too hot nor too cold. The pans inwhich they are baked should be buttered
and dusted with a little flour before the
cakes are put in for baking.
Many families accustomed to eating these

cakes think they could not properly cele-
lirate Thanksgiving or Christmas without
"iSr'' . ^, „ F. D. Clum. M. D.
Cheviot. N. Y.

These honey-cakes are said to be
quite an institution in the father-land,
especially at fairs and on other public
occasions, much as gingerbread is said
to have been an institution formerly in
parts of this country on training and
election days. It is quite possible that
some sister whose early days were
spent in Germany will be vividly re-
minded of the past upon reading over
the recipe so kindly sent by Dr. Clum.

A Sister Tells How to Produce Chunk or

Bulk-Comb Honey
I riotice nearly every one is telling how to

produce section and extracted honey, andnow I want to tell how we produce " chunk "

or rather, bulk honey, and its advantages
over the other kinds.
As to hives, we have the shallow, lo-frame

supers from top to bottom, and the Hoffman
frame. We place c frames in each, and use
no excluders.
"Why, the queen will go up into the supers

and lay." you will sav. Well, what if she
does? So many more workers; and farther
along I II explain why it makes no difference
to us.
The reason we prefer to place only

frames in the lo-frame supers all the way
through, is because we believe that in the
brood-chamber the young bees are some-
what larger and better, the cells being
deeper, and in the supers the combs being f'thicker are more easily uncapped for ex- v<
trading, and the bulk honey looks so much
more appetizing in both jars and other ves-
sels. The g frames are spaced so as to have
the same distance from either side as be-
tween each and every frame, and so when
filled are .;// uniform in size. The old way
(or at least old to me) causes that side of the
frame next to the super on either side to
have no honey at all. There you have the
equal to one unused frame anyhow, and with
twice the manipulation and the rest of the
frames of honey so very thin. Then the
spaced frames have an even surface, while
the 10 tight-fitting frames are decidedly
bulged and difficult to uncap.
W^hen takingoff the honey we remove each

and every frame separately, shake off all the
bees and remove to the honey-room. All
those with brood are carefully uncapped
and extracted, and then returned to the su-
per nearest the brood-chamber, and if there
are not enough to fill it, frames with combs
are added; another super with 6 or 7 frames
with starters, and i or 2 (as the case may be)
frames of combs for baits. We like to use
all combs when we have an ample supply.
Frames with old combs, or rather combs
that have been appropriated by her ladyship,
are used either for running for extracted
honey in the future, or used to help build
up a weak neighbor, or placed in a hive
when catching swarms, or in preventing
swarming.
Now we will return to those in the honey-

room. There we have light, dark and indif-
ferent frames of solid honey and some ex-
tracted. The very whitest combs are cut
out in slabs just wide enough to be placed in
Mason jars, which are then filled up with
white extracted, sealed, washed and dried,
and an attractive label placed upon them.
The dark and indifferent but tender ones
are cut out in convenient squares, gen-
erally somewhat larger than tiie ordinary
section, and placed in buckets, cans, pails—
anything that is scrupulously clean and has
a lid to it. Then we have recourse to the ex-
tractor, and each vessel is filled nearly to
the top, the lid is put on, the vessel washed
over, dried, and labeled. The frames, which
should have but very little honey in them, if

they have been cut closely, are washed off
in a tub of water and hung out to dry. In
odd times they are placed, a few at a time,
in a warm oven with the door open, and
when warm are easily scraped, the groove
carefully cleaned out with an 8-penny nail,
and starters secured in them with melted
wax on one or both sides. The nail is
bent up at the point the least little bit. You
then grasp the whole nail, place the point in
the top corner of the groove, and pull it

down to the end. The nail acts as a plow,
throwing the old wax to one side.
The honey in the 60-pouiid cans is sold to

our customers who buy in large quantities,
and the smaller ones to those vvlio buy in
small quantities, so that the honey in the
large cans is never disturbed except by the
consumer, and as our smallest vessels are
baking-powder cans, we can supply our very
poorest customers without getting sticky
or tearing up the combs in the larger ones.
We hardly ever sell to grocers, preferring

to sell direct to consumers, unless we ex-
change in trade. Customers either pay in
cash what the vessels cost us. or give us a
counterpart in exchange. In selling to the
consumer we get the full value of our honey.
and build up a name that could not other-
wise be obtained. Many of our customers
wait until we can come around, and buy of
us rather than buy of the groceryman. or
come all the way to our place and buy it out
of the honey-room or from the liives. There
are so many different caprices, some like
what they call "warm " honey, some just like
to see it taken from the hives, and. not a
few. just for the sake of contrariness. But
we like to please them all. regardless of in-
convenience to us—a customer pleased is a
customer forever.
The frames with very tough combs are ex-

tracted and placed in those new supers
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that I told you of. and used for baits, or re-

served for furtlicr use as extractiriK combs.
The uses for tough combs are legion. By
this method there is no hreakinn down when
extracting, plenty of extracted honey to fill

up with, and all sells as extracted honey—10

cents a pound.
We /1,1-,'r section supers, and these are put

on when the flow is heavy, and the colony
strong, wlien the bees enter them willingly.
When the flow is light we get all the honey
there is for them to get. whereas, if we had
vn/y sections, we would get half-filled or
" thin " sections, and most likely none at all.

T!ie sections (A' bring a good price, of course,
but then they are often hard to get. as they
must be /////. and then, there is no end of
expense, trouble and worry with them, un-
less the flow is heavy enough to justify one.
The light weights and unfinished sections

are cut out and placed in vessels with the
bulk honey.
We have also a very few 8-frame hives,

and in them we place the full 8. as they are
not such a tight fit as the lo-frame super;
and then, we like to have the little square
sections, as some of our customers prefer
them to the tall ones: the majority, though,
prefer the tall ones (4x5). The thing is. to
Plfiisf our iNstonuTs when we can possibly do
so. without too much drawback to ourselves.
So you see that by rinining for bulk honey

we are at all times ready to give them ex-
tracted or bulk comb. and. when conditions
are right, section honey, too.
Some of our contemporaries will say that

bulk honey is old-fashioned and slipshod, or
slovenly; but. let me tell you. the old-fash-
ioned way, in this instance, is more profit-
able and simple, and not slipshod or slov-
enly, because the comb is neatly cut (not
torn, as in the old days '.and the liquid honey
is t-xtfiutfj, not strained through any old
thing from brood-combs and "bee-bread"
and what-not, with hands clean or otherwise.
The consumer gets a full pound every time,

and for less money. The producer can care
for more colonies with less help and less ex-
pense, and has a more certain crop, less loss
of time, and far more profitable, in that one
can sell ^ pounds of honey where only one
could be sold before, when one runs for
bulk honey. Just try this and advertise it as
liberally as you would the sections, and see
if it is not as I say.
One of the uses we have for tough combs

is when catchingswarmsor making increase.
To a N-ery small swarm we give ^ combs in
the center, and the rest frames with starters;
the combs having pollen are very desirable.
A medium swarm receives one comb of pol-
len, one of empty comb, and the rest of
starters. When transferring, a strong col-
ony gets starters only: a weak one gets
empty combs, and combs with pollen, and
sometimes with brood and honey. Increas-
ing is conducted in the same manner.
By using the above method we have never

lost a swarm or colony. Then when one
places a full super of combs on top, don't
you know one gets combs ready for extract-
in? quickly.
Another use we have for tough combs is in

keeping down swarming. We go to (say hive
No. I. which has only one 10-frame shallow
super;, and remove 5 frames—2 from one
side and i from the other. We then replace
them with 2 frames with starters on each
side, then divide the 4 frames of brood that
were left, and place a frame of comb in the
center. On top of them we place a reserve
super, and in it one frame of starters, one of
comb; then the ? which were removed from
below, one of comb, and one of starters in
succession as stated, then the cover. As a
rule, we find 2 of the 5 with honey, which are
extracted and others put in their places.
We will now say that hive Xo. 2 has 2 shallow-
supers for a brood-chamber. We manipu-
late in the same way. and use the extra 5 in
making increase, or give them to some weak
colony that is not likely to have the tendency
to swarm. The frames, of course, are free
of bees.

I notice some seem to think we might ex-
tract " while the brood is in all stages" (no-
tice Gleanings for Dec. 15. looo. page 762-^^ :

but not so. If the brood is not all capped
those frames are not extracted, but left in
the hive or given to a weak colony. And
then, is it necessary to sling so vigorously?
And now allow me to congratulate Ye Edi-

tor on that splendid index that accompanied
the December issue. Thank you very much
for it. As I have saved all my year's num-
bers it is a great convenience to us. Also
how pretty the covers are now. I. for one.
don't mind the rise in subscription price.

Eola. Tex.. Jan. 7. (Mrs.; M. E. Friitt.

The advantage of having 9 frames in
a 10-frame super for bulk honey needs

no argument; as to the brood-cham-
ber, there may be differences of opinion.
Are you sure that when more room is

given the cells will be made any deeper,

so long as the width remains the same?
In the super there will be more honey
with it frames than with 10 frames, but
in the brood-chamber only 9-10 as

much brood can be put in frames as in

10. But perhaps you find the advan-
tage of having all cotiibs interchange-
able so as to be used either for the
brood-chamber or the surplus apart-

ment overbalances all disadvantages.

Most assuredly you are right as to

extracting from frames containing un-

sealed brood. Whoever does that is

taking a long step towards injuring the

credit of extracted honey.

There is much discussion at present
about bulk honey, and this very timely
article will no doubt be of great inter-

est to the bee-keeping sisters. Many
thanks for such clear and explicit in-

fonnation.

Myrrh, Borax and Honey Mouth-Wash

Rub together '/i ounce each of pul-

verized borax and extracted honey, add
gradually one pint of pure alcohol and
one-half ounce each of gum myrrh and
red Saunders wood. Let the whole
stand in a wide-mouthed bottle for two
weeks. Shake the bottle occasionally.
Pass through filtering paper. Add a

few drops of water and use as a mouth-
wash.

—

Mme. Qui Vive, in the Chicago
Record-Herald.

A ur J^

Canadian
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Conducted bv J. L. BYER, Mount Joy. Ont.
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Honey Crop Pretty Well Sold

In a recent issue I commented on
the extraordinary demand for honey
during the present season, and up to

the time of this writing the demand
still continues. Before writing these

notes today, my first duty was to an-
swer some letters asking for honey,
and I know of only one place to direct

them to, and for all I know the person
referred to may not have any left. This
is unusual for this time of the year,

particularly as some of the inquiries

come from dealers who usually stock
up in the fall heavy enough for the
season's trade. Such a condition cer-

tainly augurs well for the sale of the

crop this year, should we be fortunate
enough to secure one.

Snow Protecting Alsike Clover

The steady winter already alluded tO'

with a nice covering of snow all over
the clover since early in December,
should insure good wintering of the
alsike, the source of our main honey
crop. I said main crop, but in so far

as this immediate section is concerned,
I might more truthfully say the only

source of white honey, as, for some
reason, white clover never amounts to

anything around here.

What a Bee-Woman Can Do

Miss Wilson asked in her Depart-
ment, in January, " Why can't we have
more lady bee-keepers at our conven-
tions?" A pertinent question, truly,

when we consider how many men bee-
keepers are indebted to their wives so
much for whatever success they may
have attained in their business. Of
course this will hold true in any busi-

ness, but it seems to the writer that the
fact is more apparent with bee-keepers
than any other class, as the more I

come in contact with members of the
craft the more I am impressed with
the fact that an unusual number have
such efficient helpers in their own
homes. Indeed, we might just as per-
tinently ask, Why do not more lady
bee-keepers write up their experiences
for the bee-papers, for it looks as if in

most cases the ladies are the siVi-nf

fa>-tni:rs. as we so seldom hear from
them. Perhaps it may be because of

the thought that the men say so much
that the women get disgusted, and
think that by writing they would but
aggravate the oflfence ! At least I am
afraid that may be the case in our
house, for although my good wife has
been asked by the Editor of this Jour-
nal to write occasionally for Miss Wil-
son's Department, she steadfastly re-

fuses, and says that I say enough for

bol/i oi us ;—although she did not say

so, yet I rather suspect she would will-

ingly change the word "enough "for
" too much."
However, at the risk of getting my

hair pulled, I am going to tell the read-

ers of the American Bee Journal what
one woman did last season in the way
of wielding the uncapping-knife, even
if it does mean the necessity of my
apologizing for permitting her to have
done so much heavy work.

To make a long story short, the

woman in question, all by herself, un-
capped, during the season of 1909, some-
thing over 30,000 pounds of honey; in

fact, there was only one day that ex-

tracting was done that she was not
present with us.

Now for the apology : Briefly stated,

in the first place, she likes the work
even if a steady day's uncapping does
tire her a good deal ; and, in the sec-
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oncl place, it was impossible at the time
to get helpers qualified to do the work,
and she simply itiststtd on being pres-
ent and having the work cleared up as
fast as possible. However, if we should
be blessed with a crop this coming sea-
son, I believe it will need more urgent
excuses than the foregoing to allow me
to let her do so much uncapping again,
as I really believe the work is too
heavy for any woman, when a good
crop is to be handled. At the same
time, I cannot but feel that the work of
Mrs. Byer was, in the words of Mr.
Scholl, " Not so bad for a woman ;" and
I wonder how many men did much bet-
ter than that last season.

Divisible Style of Hives

Mr. Scholl's article on hives used by
him for bulk comb honey, serves to
arouse my interest again in the divisible
style of hives. Not for the production
of bulk-comb honey, though, but I see
many points in their favor for the pro-
duction of extracted honey, and, if

starting all overagain, I am not so sure
but what I might adopt that style of
hive entirely. As there is no likelihood
of my having the privilege of starting
all oyer again, there is not so much
satisfaction in considering the ques-
tion, so I will have to be content with
the "contraptions " on hand for some
time yet, at least.

Dr. Jones' Non-Swarming Method

I have been reading Dr. Jones' meth-
ods of preventing swarming, with feel-
ings—well, I hardly know how to de-
scribe them. Dr. Jones is certainly a
radical of the extreme type, ever to
have thought of such a scheme. Really,
I do not known whether to /rv the plan
or not, as it seems so cruel and waste-
ful in the extreme. Of course, we can-
not carry the sentimental too far in
any business, but because of the repul-
siveness, if for no other reason, I

hardly think that the plan will be re-
ceived with much enthusiasm.
This reminds me that there are, seem-

ingly, restrictions as to just how far we
may comment on the work, so perhaps
I had better not commit myself too far
in the matter, lest I repent for so doing.

Winter Everywhere—Bees All Right So

Far
" Lots of rain, cold weather, s//oz^'

and ice have made the outlook fine for
a bountiful crop of honey." That is

from Mr. Scholl, and he is talking
about Texas, mind you—not of Can-
ada, where we expect snow and ice
every winter—in fact, would be disap-
pointed if they failed to make their an-
nual appearance. After this scribbler
having had a longing to go to Texas or
some other warm clime for the winter,
such a declaration from the " man on
the spot," certainly has a tendency to
Clio/ off such sentiments considerably.
Judging from many reports to hand,
the middle and south parts of the con-
tinent seem to be having a more than
usually severe winter, while, on the
contrary, we here in Ontario, are en-
joying simply ideal winter weather. Of
course, we have had cold weather

—

without that feature the weather here
would be unseasonable—but all things
considered, so far the season has been
as nearly perfect as we can look for in
this part of the globe.

If I am correct, we have had but (i

days so far (l-eb. 16) that the thermome-
ter has reached below the zero point

;

while, on the other hand, there has been
scarcely warm enough weather to be
called a real thaw. A pleasing feature
has been the excellent sleighing ever
since the middle of December, with an
almost total lack of drifted roads so
common with us since the timber has
been cut down.
How are the bees progressing dur-

ing this steady cool weather? A little

too early to make a statement yet, but
from all outside appearances the bees
outdoors seem to be wintering fine. I

have been in very few cellars, but the

40 colonies I have in a neighbor's eel -

larare not nearly so quiet as was the
case last winter. The cellar in ques-
tion is a damp location, and while it

has always been on the cool side for
wintering bees, yet, with a furnace in

part of the basement, the bees have al-

ways wintered well. This winter the
furnace was not started till Jan. lb. and
although the weather was milder than
during the same period last season, yet
the thermometer registered about 4 de- /"

grees lower this year than last, and ^

that factor may be the one that is mak-
ing the difference in the actions of the
bees. However, they may be all right,
and it will not be long any more
before the worst will be known in the
matter, so I will console myself for the
present with the knowledge that there
are only 40 of the colonies in the cel-
lar, anyway.

By W. A. PRYAL, Station K. Oakland, Cal.

Air-Ships for Out-Apiaries

A few days ago it was my good for-

tune to see the celebrated Mons Paul-
han.the wonderful French "bird-man,"
gracefully navigating in mid-air at

great speed a few miles south of San
Francisco. His biplane traveled more
evenly and with less discomfort to the
rider than does any means of convey-
ance used on land or water, and the
byways of the atmosphere were unob-
structed. It has occurred to me that

when this means of travel will be with-
in the reach of the average person, one
of the first who should make use of it

would be the bee-keeper. What a

pleasure it would be for him to soar
away to his distant apiary over the
mountains. Distance, time and obsta-
cles of mountain-passes would be ob-
literated ; the tediousness of. travel

would be reduced to a minimum.
The possibilities of the aeroplane in

bee-keeping is great; who will be the
first apiarist to make use of one?

Some months ago I heard that a com-
bination of men were going to unite all

the large apiary interests in California,

with a view of controlling the output
of the bee-hives, and boost prices. It

is likely that such a combination is not
so easily brought about. For my part,

I hope it will not be. The price of

honey will largely have to be regulated
by locality; the nearer such price is

kept within the reach of the common
people the better it is for the bee-
keeper.

The Coming Season

Of course, it is far too early to pre-
dict that we are going to have a glori-

ous honey-year. So far all indications
point to a prosperous season. The
rainfall has been bountiful ; if the

spring is propitious then will the com-
ing crop be large. But we must remem.
ber that there is " many a slip," etc.

High Prices for Honey

This looks well on paper; tariff tink-

ering may have made it better for the
producers of vile, filthy honey, but no-
where do I notice that really fine honey
is selling any higher during these
troublous times of soaring food-prices
than heretofore. And, perhaps, it is

well that the product of the bee-hive is

one of the fixed commodities, for more
of it will be sold and greater will the
demand become at a fair, remunerative
price than if it were to be sold at the
boosters' figures.

One reason, I suppose, that the price
of honey has not taken to flying-ma-
chine prices is that it has not fallen

into the hands of the so-called trusts.

A Bee-Keeper's Utopia

From a gentleman in Bavaria, Ger-
many, I received a letter asking about ,-'

the conditions of bee-keeping in this ^

State, that is so full of hopes and in-

spirations that I reproduce it here al-

most entire, as follows:

Dkar Mk. Pkvai.:— I intend to go to .\mer-
ica ill .ibout two months with the view of
biivinga small apiary \yith all tlie hNtiires
and the land needed. Of course, the location
oiit'lit to he tood. bnt need not be excellent,
anil be able to stand considerable increase
withoiil redncing the surpUis per colony
very considerably.
In seleclink' an apiary, if I had the choice

I would consider the climate just as impor-
tant as the sources of nectar. Not too hot,
not too much wind, and a Krcat deal of sun-
shine. 'I'lie location wouUl ha\'e to be so
that I would haye no trouble with the bee-
keepers in the ncii,'liborlioo(l. as soon as I

would increase the niitnber of colonies. In a
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new location I want to be distant enough so
as not to infringe on prior riflits. Tlie con-
ditions in California are so different from
here that I cannot precisely say what I want,
nor do I know what might be tiad. Are api-
aries depending only upon wild sage invari-
ably very isolated—no roads to them, a great
Pistance from habitations, etc.-'

I would be greatly obliged to you if you
would inform and advise me. so that I may
succeed in finding a suitable location. I

suppose that it is a difficult task, but that is

no reason to desist from trying to rtnd what
1 wish. 1. A. H.

As this correspondent surmises, he
has propounded a difficult task, one
that would take many pages of tliis

journal to deal with in a satisfactory
manner. However, I shall briefly an-
swer a few of his questions, and would
refer the gentleman to articles and let-

ters from various correspondents of

the American Bee Journal in past is-

sues, especially to what was said of Mr.
Vernon Townsend's apiary and experi-
ence on page 213 of 1910.

The California bee-keeper does not
find it so necessary to be near a sage-
field now as formerly; these latter

ranges are mostly in far-away places,

among the hills and mountains, and
the majority are almost inaccessible

;

but that does not hinder the sturdy api-

arist from reaching them any more
than it does the bees from flying over
the hills, or winging their way against
strong wind currents through moun-
tain passes to get to the nectar-fields.

One can find the most delightful cli-

mate within 25 miles or so of the sea-

coast ; further inland one will find

pretty hot conditions at times, though
after one becomes acclimated the heat
is rarely oppressive, except for a few
days at certain periods of the summer.
It is in the hot valleys that one usually
finds the large areas devoted to alfalfa

growing; here ideal locations are often
found for apiaries.

I would advise any one seeking a
good location in California to follow
the course pursued by Mr. Townsend

;

go over the ground carefully and note
results. This might be done in less

time, and at less expense, than Mr. T.
found necessary; his experience, as
noted in the article mentioned, should
be of immense value to any one seek-
ing a bee-range in California. How-
ever, I would not undertake to advise
any one locating in the same county
Mr. Townsend selected ; there are lots

of other places just as good, and, per-
haps, better. What would suit one in-

dividual might not suit the next.

Where Ignorance is Bliss ; or Bees vs.

Flowers

Mr. Thomas Chantry writes me from
Price, Utah, of the thorny road he has
to travel as a bee-keeper where he has
located 4 car-loads of colonies of bees.

His home is in Los Angeles county,
this State, but he wanted to gather the
vast sweetness that was going to waste
in one of the rich alfalfa districts of
Utah. It really seems that "he ran up
against " more ignorance than one could
possibly suppose existed in these en-
lightened United States. Possibly that

is^because he went where the light of
intelligence has hardly penetrated up
to this year of grace.

It seems that the denizens of the
alfalfa region have gotten it into their

thought-foundries—for it appears use-

less to say "brains" in this case—that

the visits of bees to the alfalfa bloom
rob the plants of their vitality; that
the alfalfa becomes poor and useless
for the purpose it is intended, to-wit

:

fodder for stock. Besides, I suppose
the seed does not form in the seed-
vessels.

.•Kny chjld in the lower grades of a

Missouri public school would be able

to prove to those Utah alfalfa-growers
that they are wrong; that, on the con-
trary, the bee is of great benefit to the
alfalfa, and consequently to the farmer.
This fact was made patent in a splen-

did article prepared by Prof. Coburn,
and printed in his book on " ."Mfalfa,"

an extract of which I used in the Jan-
uary issue of this Journal. I might
quote other instances, but it seems un-
necessary.
Mr. Chantry may secure some valu-

ble literature, I believe, bearing on this

very subject, by writing to the National
Bee-Keepers' .Association. By all

means turn the light upon those Utah
farmers; they will be the better for it.

Bees as Soil Fertilizers

It has long been known that bees are
among the most wonderful factors in

the cross-fertilization of flowers, but it

has not been so well known that these
same insects also fertilize the soil so
that we often have larger and better

flowers. Did you ever stop to consider
what becomes of the millions and
millions of bees that are produced in a

large apiary.

Years come and go, and during every
day of those years for many months
thereof, the mother-bee industriously

toils on producing bees, for what.-' In

the end, to die like all animated things,

and like the rest of God's creatures, to

be resolved again into dust. And in

this dissolution of the bee lies a great

fertilizer, greater than at first thought
we are apt to consider her. One has
but to notice the wonderful growth of

vegetation in front of the colonies in

the apiary to know how great a soil-

fertilizer dead bees are. I have not

studied this matter from the standpoint
of a scientist, but simply as a casual ob-
server. I feel that if it were tested in

some of the Experiment Stations it

would be found that the decaying car-

cass of a bee generates a germ (to put
it that way) that is a great factor in

soil-fertilization.

This much advanced, I drop the mat-
ter for others to try it out as they may
see fit.

*-•-•

Acacia Mollissima—Mainly for Pollen

One of the glories of a California
garden during the winter months is

the beautiful Acacia mollissima. This
is a tree from Australia or adjacent
islands, I believe, and is thoroughly at

home in this State. It is of a fairly

rapid growth, of pleasing form and
graceful, feathery foliage. The wood
is hard, of splendid grain, and can be
used for many purposes where a beau-

-ACACIA.

tiful fine-grained wood that takes a

splendid finish is required. I have seen
specimens of these trees here over 60

feet high, and in the neighborhood of

2 feet in diameter. During January
and February it is in blossom, and it

is a common sight to see trees one
mass of solid golden yellow—a sight

that the eye fairly delights to feast

upon. Its blossoms are eagerly sought
after by the bees, mostly for pollen.

outherii
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Bulk-Comb Honey—A Recapitulation and

a Word of Warning

That bulk-comb honey will be more
e.xtensively produced in other parts of

the country outside of Texas becomes
apparent more and more, as indicated

by the many letters regarding it that

have come to me since the first article

on this subject was written last October
in the American Bee Journal. The in-

terest in the subject is participated in

by more of our bee-keepers than was

first expected when the articles were
begun, and it is very gratifying, indeed,

to learn that so many are "taken" with
the idea. While there has been an oc-

casional one with an objection to this

kind of honey-production, the great
majority of the letters show a favor for

a change from the production of the

section-box honey to the very much
more feasible, more economical, and
more easy way of producing bulk-
comb honey. ^lore than this, dozens
of letters show that there are numerous
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bee-keepers who have already sold
bulk-comb honey in a small way, in

some way or other, finding that it will

work, that there can be worked up a
trade for it, that there will be a demand
for such a product if it is only intro-
duced, and that there will be a bigger
profit in it for the producer. And the
latter is one of the i^w'-'"''' things a per-
son could wish for in bee-keeping.
Right in line with the above I need

only refer our readers to the article by
Mr. Greiner, on page 13 of the January
American Bee Journal. His article

represents practically what has been
written me by many others, by bee-
keepers who have had the same kind of
experience, and who favor bulk-comb
honey. I should like to ask the reader
to look up Mr. Greiner's article and
read it over carefully, for he covers
many good points in it. It will be noted
how it would be possible for him easily
to work up his trade in bulk-comb
honey already begun. In fact, he al-

ready has the trade, and all he will have
to do is to furnish the bulk-comb
honey. There are thousands of others
who can do exactly 'the same thing.
And it will mean dollars and cents to
them. It will help them to sell honey
where they are not selling section
honey today. It will help the bee-keep-
ers all over the country to dispose of a
far greater amount of honey, and a
great deal of it right at home, thus
keeping great quantities away from the
glutted market. And is there any doubt
about this not helping to increase the
price of honey? Will it not help to
lessen the bee-keeper's wail about the
honey market, and the low prices for
his honey? Will the production of

comb honey—a honey that will be used
by more of the masses, as it is in the
reach of those who cannot afford sec-
tion honey, and those who do not care
for extracted honey—not result in a

more even and wider distribution of
honey, instead of it going in train-loads
to markets tliat are only glutted be-
cause of this action on the part of the
bee-keeper himself? We know this is so.

Right in this connection I wish to
call the attention of the reader to a
few points that will have to be consid-
ered in this matter of bulk-comb honey
production in the North, and other
places where it will be a new product,
if its introduction is to be attempted.
The first of these is, not to go too

fast. Remember that it may be a new
thing to your customers ; that they may
not like such honey right at the start;

and that a good deal of education may
be necessary (?) before the people in

your market will take to it readily. I

have put a question mark above for the
reason that here in Texas it has never
been necessary for its producers to
spend much effort toward educating
the consumers for bulk-comb honey.
They "took to it" right from the start;

in fact, they took to buying it much
more readily than did the most of the
bee-keepers to producing it. In the lat-

ter respect, the bee-keepers of Texas of
that time resembled the bee-keepers of
the North at the present time. While
some of them adopted the plan imme-
diately, and profited by it, others lagged
behind for a' while, to see if it would
work, and then they wondered after-

ward why they did not fall in line right
away. But since there is a difference
in localities, it will be well to give the

matter a thorough trial in a small way
at first, and then increase its produc-
tion as the market takes to it.

Secondly, it will be well to remember
that some education on the part of the
bee-keeper himself is required in the
new method, since it takes experience
and knowledge on the part of the pro-
ducer in producing a good article, put-
ting it up attractively; and, lastly, but
not least by any means, introducing it

to his customers in the right way.

Summing up the whole, therefore, do
not rush into this matter, but take
plenty of time. Go slowly, and work
into it if it will work in your locality,

and then, as your increase in demand,
and your increase in experience, grow,
your business will naturally enough
grow with them. The while that you are
trying to introduce bulk-comb honey
in a small way, keep right on produc-
ing the other kinds now produced by
you, and if the new venture should fail,

your loss will be very slight ; and if the
new way is successful, the change can
be made gradually until an entire

change seems advisable.

My succeeding articles will deal with
each feature in rotation, so that I hope
to help all who wish to try it this sea-

son. There is a great future for bulk-
comb honey, but the change may be a

gradual one for a year or two, to the
advantage of the bee-keepers, perhaps.

Scholl Apiaries—Where Bull(-Comb Honey

is Produced Exclusively

To give the readers an idea in what a

great variety of looking apiaries bulk-
comb honey production can be carried
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on, tlie pictures of a dozen of the writ-

er's apiaries will show. These are in

as many different kinds of locations.

There are now another dozen besides
these, as the pictures show the apiaries
of several years ago. They will num-
ber 26 the coming summer. Besides
this, the apiaries look entirely different

now from those in the pictures shown.
There are no more weeds, and grass,

and untrimmed trees. The hives have
been overhauled and re-arranged. The
bees, even, have been receiving an over-
hauling, in that the queens are being
looked after and replaced wherever
this is best, so that the stock itself is

better than before. All this is done for
one reason : To make more bulk-
comb-honey production in my exten-
sive apiaries the best, most economical,
cheapest, and most profitable.

While some of the apiaries are located
within a few miles of New Braunfels,
Tex.—our operating center—others are
scattered around many miles, so that

some of them are 2(t miles and more
from home. Then there is a separate
"string of apiaries " nearly 200 miles
from here, in the rich valleys of the
Brazos River, on the great cotton plan-
tations, where cotton bulk-comb honey
is produced exclusively. All of these
are managed by one fellow (the writer),
producing every year car-loads of bulk-
comb honey. Could I do this with sec-

tion? No, I could not, for I have, at

one time, produced such on a small
scale.

Here is a short description of the
apiaries shown :

Fig. 1 shows my original home api-

ary at Hunter, Tex., where I grew up,
and started bee-keeping nearly 20 years

ago. The shade-trees are evergreen
cedars or junipers, planted my myself.
When still at home, the yard was kept
as clean as a floor, but grass grew up
during my absence later. The shade is

not desirable; too dense. Here o/i/y

/zi'o /;ifids of /nt/uy u'tTf produced for a

number of years

—

sec/ion /loiny and e.\-

/racted. And here, too, is where I

learned to change to bulk-comb honey,
in a jiffy, after I learned of it; in less

than two seasons changing to bulk-
comb honey production exclusively.
This was 15 years ago.

In Fig. 2 is shown the first out yard 6

miles south, and two more (Figs. 3 and
4) still several miles further south,
where hundreds of tons of bulk-comb
honey have been produced since their
establishment. Mesquite tree shade
here is an ideal one for an apiary. It

is not dense, gives a partial shade, and
as it comes into leaf late in the spring,
and sheds them early, the sun plays
with the hives of bees both early and
late in the day. Here the divisible

brood-chamber hive, described in one
of my articles, prevails, except in Fig.

4. This yard is now changed to that
kind of hive, as are nearly all the yards
now. By looking closely the shallow
bulk-comb-honey supers will be seen
on the hives. Fig. 4 shows full-depth

bodies with extracting combs nearly
filled with honey, and the bulk-comb-
honey super given between it and the
brood-chamber. This plan is used on
all of our colonies, but shallow ex-
tracting supers are used, which are ex-
actly the same as the bulk-comb supers.
It is a method that has helped us to en-
courage brood-rearing at the same
time, to keep down swarming and get

more honey, and will be described
fully later.

The best two apiaries are in Figs. 5
and 6. Their average a year ago was a
little over 180 pounds of bulk-comb
honey per colony, and 160 pounds the
past year. Fig. -5 shows an average of
4 supers on all around in the early
summer, and there were several with
eight 30-pound supers on at the end of
the season. One of these "sentinels,"
as I call them, was shown last month.
A number of the colonies in them were
produced in the two places nearest
home, shown in Figs. 7 and 8, where
the most of our increase is made dur-
ing the season, and then moved out to
yards where needed, or new ones es-
tablished. Here all kinds of hives are
brought into play, as we make it a
practice to make use of ei'eryi/iinff all
the time, if we possibly can, as it is just

so much money lost if left lying around
as idle capital. One of the secrets of
success is, in my opinion, the constant
turning over of the dollar that we
have already invested, and " making it

make more dollars " for us. We do
this in these yards, as well as in other
things.

The last four pictures show some
yards nearly 200 miles away. Fig. 9
was just located when the picture was
taken, and has no supers on as yet;
while Fig. 10 has already received its

first round. The other two, 11 and 12,

"have legs." They are built crane-
style, so that we can wade around in

the water when we have those terrible
—yes, " tearable "—floods in those river
valleys. They have been in a half-
dozen floods, sometimes with the water
right up to the entrances of the hives.

m^m
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But no matter what tliey have had to

go through, the production of bulk-
comb honey in these apiaries has made
it a profitable venture, as it has been in
all of our apiaries.

Moving Bees With Open Hive-Entrances

I liave clipped the following from the
Dallas (Texas) Semi-Weekly News, and
as it comes from one of our most ex-
perienced and extensive hee-keepers, I

give it place here. I have always dis-

couraged moving without closing the
hives securely, and do this now, for the
inexperienced, at least. But a move of
600 colonies in summer, as stated here,
shows that under certain conditions it

can be done successfully, at least, by
experienced bee-keepers

:

How TO Move Bees.

How we moved 600 colonies of bees in sum-
mer and without closinti the hives :

The bees were in three apiaries of about
200 colonies each, and three wagons with
high sideboards were used in moving them.
About 36 hives were put in each wagon.
We prepared the hives for moving by work-

ing them back to one-story hives. The brood
and honey were placed in the lower story,
and the top story, sometimes with honey in
it. was set in a stack to be cleaned out by
the bees. If there are many combs of honey
they could of course be extracted or kept
for feeding. Covers were then nailed, bot-
toms stapled on. and they were ready.
About sundown and a moonlight night was

the time selected for moving. One man
smoked each hive just before loading. The
team was unhitched while loading. After
wagons were loaded a thin cloth was spread
over the wagon, and stray-chains unhooked
to facilitate unhitching in case of accident.
Arriving at the destination the horses were
taken out, and we retired for the nigiit.

At daybreak each wagon was well smoked
and then unloaded. A. H. Knoi.i.e.
Sandia. Tex.

Fall Crop of Cotton as a Honey Plant

Last season (iqoS was the best I have ever
seen; this season was the worst. Up to
Aug. 20. we had hardly rain sufficient to lay
the dust. All crops, and even tlie weeds,
failed to grow; but cotton will stand until
frost: and if it gets rain in the fall it will
grow fast. I believe the fall bloom will yield
more nectar than it does at its usual bloom-
ing time, which is from May to July, as the
long, hot days seem to dry up the secretions,
and. as a general tiling, there is an abun-
dance of other bloom during those months
in this locality, and it would be difficult to
say that you had any real cotton honey.

But there is no mistake about it in the
fall, for there is absolutely nothing else to
work on. I have watched the bees at work
on it for hours. During the last few days
they do not seem to care much about the in-

side of the bloom, but prefer the nectar-
glands at the base of the corolla, and outside
also on the buds or "sQuares."—D. P. Hunt.
in Gleanings.

Shallow Hives

The following is a welcome letter:

Dear Sir :—\ frequently notice that you ad-
vocate shallow hives, and also your plea for
shallow frames—page 156 (iooq). Well. I iiope
that you will have better success with
teaching others than I have had so far. I

have used the shallow hives for nearly 12

years (on recommendation of Mr. Stachel-
hausen, now deceased), and in spite of my
securing much larger crops as heretofore. I

cannot convince even my neighboring bee-
keepers that shallow hives are "the thingi"
What a convenience to have but one kind of
hive and super for comb or extracted honey

!

Most California bee-keepers have about 2 or
3 different styles in their apiaries, and ever
so many styles of supers.

I notice that the A. I. Root Company are
advocating the shallow hives more and
more, and I think it will be the coming hive
all right.

I wish to thank you for your valuable arti-

cles in the bee-papers. I always read them
with special interest. M. R. Kieune.
Pomona. Calif.

Bee Keeping in Oklahoma

The young State of Oklahoma has a
good word spoken of it as a bee-keeping
State by two writers in Gleanings. W.
F. Roller says

:

Conditions here are ideal for outdoor win-
tering. The hives are seldom moved from
their summer stands, and double-walled hives
and packing are not necessaiy. The severe
cold spells of weather seldom last longer than
two or three days. In nearly every week
there are one or more days warm enough for
the bees to take a good flight. Theoc frequent
flights enable them to stay contentedly in the
hives, flying out only on days w arm enough
for them to get back without danger of getting
chilled and lost.

The critical period with us is the spring
season, from early in March to about the
middle of May. Dviring the larger portion
of this time the weather is cool, the winds
are high, and though the flowers furnish only
a small amount of nectar the bees seem un-
able to get what little there is. Brood-rearing
continues throughout this period, aud unless
there is an abundance of winter stores left
over or ample feeding resorted to, many col-

onies dwindle down to a mere nucleus or die
from actual starvation.
The summers are long and unusually fav-

orable for the gathering of nectar. With three
or four successive crops of alfalfa and many
other nectar-bearing flowers, there is more or
less of a light, continuous honey-flow from
May to October. Fou! brood and other bee-
diseases are almost unknown here.

Meat and Honey

Wesley Foster says this, in Gleanings
in Bee-Culture

:

I was never especially impressed with the
combination of milk and honey, but good thick
extracted honey of mild flavor spread over
cold meat makes a morsel that is edible in
the highest degree. It sweetens the meat
without making one aware that it is honey
that sweetens. Try it and see if I am wrong
on the taste.
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Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal or to
DR. C. C. MILLER. Mareneo. III.

Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

e;

National Bee-Keepers' Association

What is the use and advantage of belong-

ing to the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion? West Virginia.

Answer.—The thing that first started bee-

keepers to uniting together was the fact that

a Wisconsin bee-l<eeper. Mr. Freeborn, was
prosecuted by a troublesome neighbor who
kept sheep, and who charged that Mr. Free-
born's bees drove the sheep and injured the
pasture. The expenses of the lawsuit were
retty heavy for one man to stand, and all

^ee-keepers were more or less interested.

for if the suit went against Mr. Freeborn,
and he had to pay damages, bee-keepers all

over might be mulcted in the same way. So
a number of us chipped in to help Mr. Free-
born, and from that grewapermanentorgani-
zation. which with some changes of name.
has continued ever since.
Prior to that time, in a good many instances

bee-keepers had been obliged to give up bee-
keeping or else to move their bees at the
whim of some troublesome neighbor, but
after this banding together they began to

stand up for their rights, and the Associa-
tion always stands ready to aid its members
if trouble starts. In this way it stands as a

sort of insurance company, for none of us
knows what day he may get into trouble and
need help.

.

It has also influenced public opinion by its

deliverances, and by some effective adver-
tising. If bee-keepers were all as wise as

they should be. and all of them unite with
the .Association, there is no telling how much
good might be done. Some think prices
could be influenced to such an extent that
the annual cost of membership would come
back to the pockets of each member many
times over.
The annual report that each member gets

free of charge is valuable.
If vou are awake to your best interests

you will send a dollar to the General Mana-
ger. N. E. France. PlatteviUe, Wis., and he
wili at once enroll you as a member; or send
it to the office of the .'\merican Bee Journal
if more convenient.

Moths in Hives—Bees Eating Holes in

Combs

1. How can I best prevent moths from get-

ting into my hives. Last summer they de-
stroyed 4 for me— literally destroyed them.
I laid it mostly to moths being more numer-
ous than usual, there being much wet
weather, and it seems there are many more
in wet weather than in dry weather. In two
days and nights last summer they destroyed
one colony. I examined each of the hives
every 2 or 3 days while so wet, after I saw
that it was necessary to do it.

2. What makes one of my colonies eat
holes in its comb? It is not that the bees
have nothing to eat. for they have plenty.
there being about half of the comb full of

honey. They seem thrifty, that is. they
seem healthy, and are strong. They have
eaten holes through portions of the combs.
and eaten the edges and corners off of other
portions. I first thought that mice had
made a nest with them, but on examination
I do not find it so. Kansas.

Answers.— I. The moths are not so bad as
you think they are. Wherever they are bad
its a pretty safe guess that the bee keeper
himself has first been pretty bad in allowing
more or less weak colonies in his yard. You
went into each hive every 2 or 3 days, and
doubtless you destroyed all the bee-moth
larvs. or wax worms, that were large enough
to be readily seen. You did well, and that's

about all you can do directly to get rid of
them. The indirect means are the most im-

portant. Don't allow pieces of comb or
liives containing them to be standing about
as breeding-places for the pests. Most im-
portant of all is to keep all colonies slroittf.

Italians are almost moth-proof, ever so much
better than blacks. Even a rather weak
colony of Italians will keep the moth at bay.
If you want to encourage the moths, leave
a \'ery weak colony of olack bees in your
yard. Then when their combs are riddled
with the work of the moth, give them to a
strong Italian colony, and see how soon they
will be c't aned out.

2. I don't know without seeing. It may be
that the bees have been digging out worms.
It may be that the bees have been digging
down the comb at a part where it is not in

use. to be added to some part that they are
using. Sometimes, indeed very often, it

looks as if bees dug down theircomb through
sheer mischief. Especially if foundation is

given at a time when no honey is coming in.

you may count on their gnawing it more or
less.

Best Clover for Bees—Kind of Brood
Foundation—Best Bees

1. What kind of clover is the best for bees?

2. What kind of brood foundation should I

use?
3. I am sending a few bees. What kind are

they?
4. What kind of bees are the best?

Iowa.

Answers.— I. In Iowa, probably, all things
considered, no clover is more valuable than
the common white clover. Very likely you
have that without any sowing. If you want
to sow any besides, try sweet clover, both
the white and yellow variety. It blooms
later than white clover.

2. Perhaps "medium brood" will be as
good as any for you; although " light brood "

might do if well supported by wires or
splints.

3. As nearly as I can make out from their
mashed condition. I should think them hy-
brids, or blacks with some admixture of Ital-

ian blood.
4. You can probably do no better than to

have Italians.

Moth Troubles—Italianizing

1. I have 6 hives of bees, the common black.
The bee-moth destroyed 2 colonies. 1 did
not know anything about the moth till one
day I saw some dirt on the alighting-board,
and looked in to see what was going on. and
I discovered the moth. Everything was solid

webbed in moths of all sizes. There is a
woman about a mile away who keeps bees,
so I went to her to see what to do. She said.

"Burn sulphur, and set the. hive over it:

melt up the comb, and clean out the hive. " I

think I ought to have done it. as the moths, I

believe, have gone into the other hives. The
frames are all fastened together. They have
never been handled like a regular bee-man
would handle them. What can I do if the
bees should be alive in the spring, to save
what I have of the 4 colonies? Is there any
way to keep the moth away by traps or any
other device' My bees did not store any
honey last year; possibly they have no
queen, or a poor one.

2. If I bought an Italian nucleus with a
queen, would they Italianize the blacks, or
would the blacks "black " them? I have
" Forty Years Among the Bees." but I have
not found, as yet, what to do with the moth.

New Jersey.

Answers.—I. See reply to Kansas.
2. If you get a nucleus with an Italian

Queen, andset it in a yard of black bees.

,111.1 1(1 nothing more than that, the nucleus.
01 th.- colony that grows from it. will con-
tinue to be Italian so long as that queen
lives. When a young cjueen takes her place,
the young queen will most likely meet a
black drone, and her worker-progeny will be
what are called "hybrids." At the same
time some of the young queens in the black
colonies may be fertilized by Italian drones,
but the black blood will predominate largely.
If you rear young queens from the Itafian,
introducing them into other colonies, you
may soon have Italian blood predominating.

Moths in Bee- House—Trap for Swarming

I have 2 colonies of bees now. I lost 2 with
moths.

1. 1 am going to place them in a building
when taken from the cellar. Will moths
bother them there?

2. As I have not time to be around at
swarming time. 1 am going to put on the
queen and drone trap. Will that be right?

Minnesota.

Answers—I. The moths will trouble as
much in a building as out of it. Read care-
fully the answer to " Kansas."

2. It will be all right if you give the proper
attention afterward. But merely putting on
a trap will not answer. The queen will be
caught in it, and if you leave her there there
will be a young queen in the hive in a week
or so, and when she tries to fly out to be
fertilized she will be caught in the trap, and
then you will have a qiieenless colony. You
will have to keep watch, and when the queen
is caught in the trap make an artificial

swarm, or dispose matters some other way.

Non-Swarming—Getting Increase

1. In the American Bee Journal for May,
page iq8, it gives an easy way to stop swarm-
ing, by putting the new swarm on the old
stand, and the old swarm beside it; later
move the old swarm about 10 feet away. Will
they store just as much honey, or more, if

this is done? or would they do better if left

to swarm about 2 or 3 times?
2. In the July issue.page220.it shows an

easy way to increase. Do you think this is

just as good as natural swarming? Would
you increase that way? Iowa.

Answers.— I. In your locality I think you
would always get more honey by the plan
mentioned than by allowing the bees to
swarm at their own will. In a season not
above the average, if a colony should swarm
2 or 3 times you would be likely to get no
honey. By following the plan mentioned
you might get a fair crop from the swarm.

2. The plan is given, not as a very good one.
but as a very easy one. It is not as good as
natural swarming, for you would not have
as good queens, if there were no other ob-
jection. But if one could not be on hand to
hive natural swarms, and one wanted to in-

crease the easiest way. it might be used. No.
I wouldn't use it myself. I would rather take
a little more trouble and have a better way.

In "Forty Years Among the Bees" you
will find some of the ways I use that are not
so easy, but a good deal better.

Supers Partly Filled VJixh Honey

1. I have about 20 supers about half filled

with honey from last year. What can I do
with them? I thoughtwhen I put them away
thev were all right to put on in the spring,
but from studying bee-papers, that does not
seem the thing to do.

2. What if 1 should put them on early, say
as soon as bees are taken out of the cellar?

Iowa.

Answers—I. I am in the dark as to
whether section supers or extracting supers
are meant. It makes a difference. In either
case, the probability is that the honey in the
supers is candied, and candied honey cannot
be suffered in sections, although it might not
be objected to in extracted honey. The
honey should have been emptied out last

fall by the bees, but it does no good to tell

you that now. I'm only telling you for the
future. Likely there are sections in the
supers. Set 4 or 5 supers in a pile (not over
any colony), and allow an entrance only large
enough for a single bee at a time. Or, you
may put 8 or 10 in a pile, with a small en-
trance at the top and another at the bottom.
If vou allow a large entrance, the bees will

tear the combs to pieces. Leave them till

the bees have cleaned them out and have
practically stopped working on them. If you
allow a large entrance, the bees will tear the
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combs to pieces. Leave them till the bees
have cleaned them out and have iiractically
stopped workiiiK on them. If you take them
away sooner, it may start rohbine if they are
anywhere near the hives. They will not be
so nice as fresh sections, or as if cleaned outm the fall, before candied, but thev mav do.
fc-xtracting combs may be cleaned out' thesame way. only you need not be so particular
about small entrances unless the combs arenew and tender,

2. Extracting combs may work all right
that way; but there is too much danger that
sections would not all be emptied

Untested or Tested Queens.
Which is more profitable, to purchase un-

tested queens at $1.00 each in June, or to get
a tested queen for about $3.00 and increase
from her stock? Illinois.

,.
^.^.^"'^''-—It depends something on the re-

liability of the testing, and upon your hurry
lor increase. If you can be sure the tested
queen is superior, and are not in a hurry
about increasing, take her. If the testing
means that she is of the same stock as the
3 untested, only that her worker progeny
shows she has mated all right, then take the
three.

Comb-Foundation for Wired Frames.
Is it necessary lo put in full sheets of

foundation in wired Hoffman frames, or can
I put in just half a sheet, or a third of a
sheet (cut the other way) on each side, and a
starter for the center? Will the bees finish
up these frames, and which way is the best?

Sagin.\w.
Answer.—It is not absolutely necessary to

put in full sheets. The bees will build out
the combs if foundation is put in either way
you mention, or even with a starter only half
an inch deep. But I never felt I could afford
to put in less than full sheets, for otherwise
entirely too such drone-comb is likely to be
built, and in the long run that is expensive
business.

Granulated Honey in Hives in Win-
ter—Why Did Bees Die?

1. My bees have had one flight since De-
cember 8, and that was January 19th. I ex-
amined them yesterday (Jan. 20), and found
the combs that were not capped, full of granu-
lated honey. What is the cause?

2. I further found 5 colonies dead with
plenty of honey in the hives, the bees being
all bunched in a pile and stuck f.i^t in tlie
combs. What is the cause? Kentucky.
Answers.— 1. The character of the honey

may be to blame. It may have been gathered
late, not ripened, and so left unsealed,
when It would granulate. Some kinds of
honey are worse than others in this respect.
Ihen there may have been honey-dew.

2. Again, it may be the character of the
honey, or honey-dew. That's the most likeiy
guess; although sometimes bees starve with
plenty in the hive, the cluster being at one
side of the hive and the honey . in the other
the honey in the cluster being used up and
the weather too cold for the bees to leave the
cluster to reach the honey in the combs

Management for Much Honey and
Little Increase.

I have 200 colonies of bees in 10-frame
hives with movable combs. I run for bothcomb and extracted honey, using the strong-
est colonies for comb honey early in the sea-
son, and finishing up the season with ex-
tracted honey. I want to get all the honey
t can and increase as little as I possibly
can, next season. I use queen-cxcludcrs on
all extracting hives. When queen-cells are

"/^-M-
"^ontainiig eggs or larvae, I thought

ot killing the old queen, and in 8 days destroy
all queen-cells but one, and give plenty of
room for storing.

.i.''i.^'" "''? y°""8 queen occupy the hive
tne balance of the season without swarming

2. Is there danger of clogging the brood-
nest with honey as the bees hatch out, so

o' ^^v ^°""S queen will not have room?
3. Will the bees store as well after the old

queen is removed ?

4. Do you approve of this plan?
Minnesota.

Answers.—1. I think there would be no
swarming before the next season.

2. The likelihood is that as fast as cells
^" \" empty by emerging young bees they
will be filled with honev. But when the
young queen gets to laying they will be
emptied for her.

3. I'm not sure whether they will from the
time the old queen is removed until the young
queen hatches, but as soon as the latter is
out of her cell the bees will hustle.

4. That's the hardest of your questions. If
you can be sure m every case that the young
queen will get to laying, then I approve the
P'^in "^mpliatically. I think some might have
trouble with swarms leaving when the young
queens take their wedding-flight. Vou might
not have that trouble. Of course, you need
not be told that in killing queen-cells S days
after removing the queen you might be too
late if the larva? were too far adanced. There
IS also the possibility that the only cell left
might prove to contain a dead larva. Not much
danger, but such a thing has happened. On
the whole, you will probably do well to try
the plan. For the extracting colonies you
might try the Demaree plan. When the sea-
son has begun, but before swarming, put all
the brood over the excluder, leaving the queen
below, with empty combs or foundation

Method of Swarm Prevention.
Did you follow the same method of swarm

prevention in 1908 as you describe in your
book.' If any modifications, kindly state them,
l-an this plan be successfully carried outwhere a person has clover, buckwheat, and a
fall flow? I run for comb honey.

Indiana.

ic^'*^'^';i'i~I" J.^OS, the plan given on page
J-?' J

.^"'"'y ^'^'"^ Among the Bees" was
modihed m this way: Instead of putting sev-
eral frames of foundation in the lower story
a comb containing the least amount of broodwas left, or else from another colony aframe was obtained which contained very lit-
tle brood and was mostly filled with pollenand honey. This frame was put in the lower
story at one side, and next to it were put
2 empty frames—not even the sign of a
starter in them. That was the only variation
in the treatment. The object was to make sure
the queen would not desert, for she would not
leave this established comb as she might theempty foundation. The empty frames without
any starter were to discourage building asmuch as possible.

In some cases a colony that showed ad-
vanced preparations for swarming had itsqueen killed or removed, and 10 days later
all cells being destroyed, the colony received'
a young queen that had been laying but a
short time.

The plan here first mentioned is, I think
as safe against swarming as any that leaves
the old queen with the colony; the second
plan as safe as any I know of.

Either plan works here where there is clover
and a fall flow, although there is no buck-
wheat. I should not feel afraid, however
that a buckwheat crop would make any trouble'

Wants More Dark Honey—Disinfect-
infecting Hive-Tool.

1. I got honey from white clover, raspberry
sumach, etc., beginning about June 1, and
asting until about July 15. This honey is
light and nice-looking. Then about August
1. the buckwheat begins to yield. Sometimes
*.""<! >s not much of a break between the
light honey-flow and buckwheat flow. I always
leave a super on during the slack time so
bees do not forget that there is an upstairs
to the hive, but the best I can do, I have
some sections that don't get finished until the
buckwheat opens, and then they are finished
out with buckwheat, making two colors of
honey m the same section, that docs not look
well, or sell well. In fact, everybody wants
dark or buckwheat honey, and I have very
few calls for light honey, and none at all for
mixed. I run mostly for comb honey and
sell It mostly by peddling with a wagon. I
wish you would describe a plan by which I
could get the bees to keep more of the light
honey and give me lots of buckwheat honey
or some way to get nearly or quite all buck-
wheat instead of so much light and mixed
honey. If I can not do this I would like, at
least, to avoid the sections of two colors, if
possible. If I could get some light honey
inixed in with the dark gradually, so as not to
give two colors, it might sell fairly well. How-
ever, I don't know.

2. If I get a hive-tool or anything used in
bee-work in contact with foul brood, how can
1 disinfect It so that I am safe in using it touncap healthy brood, or anything I might
want to do with it? As you've had a good
l"?"^ ^"Shting yours, I'll try lo do likewise.
It s liuropean. Pennsylvania.

Answers.—I'm afraid I can't help you verymuch. To turn the early honey into thebuckwheat crop is beyond me, unless in thetorm of extracted honey. Vou could extract
some of the early honey, or keep it in combs.
Alter the buckwheat harvest closes, you could
extract from the brood combs all the honey
which would be chiefly buckwheat, or if sonie
white honey was present it would merely ^lighten the buckwheat a little. Then you
could supply the bees for winter with the ~
white honey you had saved. I doubt if itwould pay.
But the thing you most .dislike, the spotted

sections, white honey in the center and filled
with buckwheat, you certainly can avoid. You
can take off all sections at the close of the
white flow, let the bees rob out those partly
filled and put them on again when the buck-
wheat How begins. You say you leave asuper on during the slack time "so bees donot forget that there is an upstairs to the

r u ,."/"•,"'<= bees don't need anything
of the kind to keep them from forgetting I've
tried It and I know. When the buckwheatHow begins they will start on those sections
that have been robbed out just as promptly
as if they had staid on the hive all the timeCome to think of it, I don't see why you
couldn t swap your white sections with some
bee-keeper who has buckwheat but prefers
white. Most bee-keepers prefer the white. A
small advrtisement in a bee-paper ought to findsome one with whom you could make a profit-
able trade.

Bee-Keeping as a Business.
1. Would you advise a young man to follow

bee-keeping as a profession? I have 23 colo-
nies at present, and like it very much.

2. What preparation would you advise' Ihave "A B C of Bee-Culture," and take' two
bee-papers. Would you advise working with
an expert apiarist for a time?

3. I am 19 years old and have completed a
preparatory course for college. Do you know
of an agricultural college which has a course
in bee-keeping connected with it? We have a
first-class State Agricultural College, but it
has no course in bee-keeping.

New York.
Answers.— 1. I would hardly advise any one

to enter upon bee-keeping as a life-work until
he has become quite thoroughly acquainted
with the business. He will then be able to
decide the question for himself more satis-
tactonly than can any one else for him

2. Vou seem to have a pretty good idea ofwhat IS to be done. Study and practise are
the things needed, adding more books, attend-
ing conventions, and if you can work under
the superintendence of a good bee-keeper, all
the better.

3. .-Vgricultural colleges with courses in bee-
keeping are scarce, and I am sorry to say
1 can not now give a list of them. There
was a fine course in Michigan, but I think
it has gone into a decline since Prof. Cook
left there and went to California, where I
think he has started one. One has been es-
tablished, I think, in the Ontario Agricultural
College, at Guelph, Canada.

A Hive Question—Honey without
Separators.

1. I would like to have your opinion of the
hive I will describe. It is made of white pine
lumber, 21 inches by 2 feet 2 inches. This is
merely an outside shell. Inside is placed a
brood-chamber with 10 frames. This allows
space of about 4 inches all around the brood-
chamber. As the brood-chamber is not deep
the hive looks rather queer— a large affair
with a small box inside is what it looks like,
the sections during the summer are placed
upon the brood-chamber and so tiered up
This IS wholly a home-made hive which I
purchased of the wife of a successful bee-
keeper in our town, after hi.s death. I regret
to say that I never spoke with him so I can
not say whether the hive is valuable or not
(Jn account of his death the bees were sold
cheap, and I ventured to buy 3 colonies which
was my sl.irt in the bee-business. I now have 7
colonics all hived in the same kind of hives,

(Colli ill Nfii on /laji^e V7.)
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lis is fT ,„j

ed a \
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Disinfection of Foul - Broody

Hives
BY D. M. MACDOXALD.

The question, instead of being a neg-
ligible quantity, is one of primary im-
portance. Before entering on the sub-
ject, let me make two short quotations
showing the anomalous position the
question of nomenclature has fallen

into in Canada and the United States.

You, as with us on this side, recognize
a mild and a virulent type of foul brood.
Which is which? Take this descrip-
tion of the so-called American type :

'You miKht as well expect to cure Ameri-
can foul brood by throwintj a cup of cold
water in the grass in front of ,vour hives as
to expect to cure it by recjueening:. as I rec-
ommend for European foul brood."—Alex-
ander.

Now place alongside it this contra-
dictory statement

:

" It seems to be of a particularly virulent
type. and. inilike ' American* foul brood.it
will go all through your apiary in a few
weeks. With it we are almost entirely help-
less."— BvER.

Mr. Alexander distinctly sets the
American foul brood down as the vir-

ulent type; Mr. Byeremphatically takes
the opposite side and describes this

Black or European foul brood as of " a
particularly I'iritletit typc^ I don't rec-
ognize the names as appropriate, but I

will waive that point at present. The
principal consideration is that we have
a disease insidious in its working; like

the pestiTence it walketh in darkness,
and virulent in its distinctive power.
Now, Mr. McEvoy and his support-

ers, backed up by some of your Inspec-
tors, and abetted by the editor of the
Bee-Keepers' Review, declare that they
work cures without disinfecting, and
hence they reason illogically, because
from a wrong premise, that disinfec-
tion is unnecessary. Get the disease,
even the virulent type, at a certain
stage, and you have to deal with ^erms
only. A shaking and a renewal of the
works may rid the hive of the seeds of
contagion, particularly if the bees are

\ made tirst to consume the infected
honey they carried away in their sacs.

Delay treatment, however, until these
germs assume the spore stage, and com-
plications at once arise. The vitality

of a spore is almost incredible, and its

reproductive powers almost fabulous.
This once recognized, it will become
apparent that spores left in or about
the hive after lying dormant for a time,
can easily be resuscitated when the cul-

tural medium appears. We find in one
type of Bacillus alvei, that this arises
time and again. Hence our insistence
on disinfection. We do not entirely
rely on one, or even two, shakes (and
I know many in America do not place

implicit faith on even the latter), be-
cause we know that frequently the
seeds of future disease are left to blos-
som into vile fruit.

It follows, therefore, that a little re-

gard to sanitation will not only scotch
the snake, but kill it. What bee-keeper,
if he is at heart of the good and true
type, would grudge a little toil if he is

assured it is for his own and the bees'

well-being. This is all we plead for,

and our plea is, I think, a reasonable
one. So we scorch the interior of a

dirty hive, or otherwise disinfect it.

(In parenthesis might I say here that

the absurd insinuation thrown by Edi-
tor Hurley at Editor Root, is wholly
illogical. This process does not les-

sen the number of hives in an apiary,

and so does not gain for his firm a sin-

gle cent. Mr. Hurley should therefore
withdraw from his untenable position.)

Another feature which should weigh
with editors is the fact that their news-
papers are not written for experts, in-

spectors, or even the giant bee-farmer,
but for the average bee-keeper. It fol-

lows that what Messrs. Hutchinson,
France, McEvoy, etc., might be trusted
to do cannot be safely entrusted to the
man in the street, and as a logical

sequence editors should sink their own
personal beliefs on a point over which
so much hangs. You and the editor of

the Review know that Tom, Dick, and
Harry, all estimable men and keen bee-
keepers, cannot be entrusted to per-
form expert work, such as he and you
could do. Leave one spore and there
lie the seeds of contagion; leave one
foul-broody hive amongst a thousand,
and you have still the disease.

So I plead for a thorough cleansing
and disinfecting of efery foul-broody
hive. A spore is an almost infinitesi-

mal atom, requiring a microscope for
its detection, even by an expert. Who,
then, can say where it may be present?
My own idea is that even where it is

presumably absent, the bee-keeper
should act as if it may be present, and
do his utmost to rid the hive of its

presence. Hence I say, emphatically,
Disinfect!

Ballindalloch, Scotland.

Spring Stimulative Feeding.

BY C. A. BARBISCH.

In 1908 I practiced stimulative feed-

ing on 8 colonies, but the results were
not as expected. The colonies were
not larger, nor did they swarm earlier

than other years. The past season I

experimented again. Out of 18 colo-

nies that wintered perfectly I again
stimulated 9 colonies, and as they had
a good deal more honey than they

needed—in fact, there was no room for
the queen to lay eggs, having eaten
but very little honey during their .")

months' confinement in the cellar—

1

extracted about l(Mf pounds, according
to the Alexander plan. Nine colonies
were left alone entirely. Now those
latter colonies that were not stimulated
cast large swarms first, and stored more
surplus honey than those that were
stimulated, so after this no more stimu-
lative feeding for me. Seven colonies
were prevented from swarming by cut-
ting out all queen-cells every days,
giving plenty of room and wide and
deep entrances like those that Dr.
Miller recommends, and I tell you they
were the bees that brought in the
honey. In my opinion, colonies that
do not swarm will give at least twice
as much honey as those* that swarm
once give.

Clipping the queen's wing has its

advantages as well as its disadvantages.
Colony No. 14 swarmed first with a

clipped queen. She was found at once
and caged ; the hives were changed or
new ones put in their places, but the
bees would not come back to the old
hive, nor could they cluster, as the
queen was not with them. They were
all over the whole apiary, and finally

after they flew for nearly half an hour I

put a cage in the Manum swarm-
catcher and set the catcher against a

tree, when they immediately clustered
and were hived as usual. For some
reason or other they are more satisfied

when they can cluster. It is natural
for them.
Now this colony went to work at

once and never swarmed out again,

while 7 more colonies that swarmed
with clipped queens came out two and
three times, no matter whether I hived
them on starters or full sheets of foun-
dation, or gave them a frame of un-
sealed brood, it was all the same. Of
course, we were always there to put
the queens back again, but it is lots of
work when they act that way. Now
why did they do that? Will some ex-
perienced reader of the .American Bee
Journal give me some light on the
above question? I had an idea because
it was so tremendously hot during
swarming time, and the swarms were
so large, was one reason why they acted
so strangely. To give an idea what the
swarms did, let me tell the followihg:

Colony No. 10 swarmed at 9 o'clock,

a.m. They were hived in a 10-frame
hive, and in two days they had drawn
out and filled 7 Langstroth frames with
honey, and on the third day swarmed
out again for the last time. One fine

thing in favor of the clipped queen is,

1 never lose a swarm, while bee-keepers
in this vicinity all around me lost from
2 to ti swarms, letting the bees swarm
naturally. In fact, I had quite a large

swarm come to my apiary from a

neighbor bee-keeper who lives within
one-half mile of me. As he did not
care for them, I united them with one
of my colonies.
A short time ago I received 2 queens

by mail. Both were introduced the

same day to queenless colonies. One
was accepted, but the other one, on
opening the hive the third day, I found
the bees balling her. I expected the

queen to be half dead when I caged her
again, but she seemed to be all right.
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I put more candy in the cage, put the
queen and cage back a^ain, and two
days afterward I found her majesty
tearing down a capped queen-cell, and
the bees assisting her. I cannot see
how I had overlooked that cell, and
that must have been the reason they
did not accept her in the first place.

La Crescent, Minn.

Methods of Introducing Queens

BV DR. C. BOHKEK.

On page 279 (1909), Mr. R. E. Hickok
gives his experience in the introduc-
tion of a queen, by dusting both the
queen and workers with flour. .And
being successful in this one case, he
states that he will try it again. Please
permit me to suggest to him that it will

be well for him not to regard this

method of introducing queens as at all

reliable. However, in case a colony is,

and has been, queenless for 10 days or
from which to rear a queen, thus be-
ing confronted by certain destruction,
2 weeks, and no eggs or larvK available
and all this during a honey-flow, they
are most likely to accept a fertile queen
by simply turning her in among them
at the entrance of the hive.

But I once knew a colony of Cyprians
to ball and kill a fertile queen when
they liberated her by eating the candy
out of the cage in which she had been
mailed. They belonged to one of my
neighbors who brought them to me
the day after they killed the queen re-

ferred to, and said to me that if I could
do anything with them he would be
glad to have me give them a queen. I

happened to have a mismated Italian

queen in a cage, and the ne.xt morning
after he brought the colony to my api-

ary, I smoked and drummed them quite
a bit, so as to induce them to fill them-
selves with honey from their stores,
which will put bees in a condition ren-
dering them harmless. That is, they
will not assume the offensive, but will

act solely on the defensive.
Please permit me to digress slightly,

and say that it is by the foregoing pro-
cess that bees are brought under con-
trol so that persons can enter a cage,
and with bare hands and face handle
them with apparent carelessness before
large gatherings of people without re-

ceiving a sting, unless they are pinched
or led to believe that they are to be
hurt, in which event they will sting
quickly.
While in this mood I turned the mis-

mated queen loose on one of the frames
set on end, and leaning against their
hive. And so far as I could see, not
one bee disturbed her, but, instead, she
went where she pleased unmolested,
and at once became mistress of the
colony.

I have called attention to the fore-
going case to show that even where a
colony is hopelessly queenless they will

not invariably accept a queen when in-

troduced by the methods that are as a
rule successful, in view of which I

smoked and alarmed them so as to

cause them to fill themselves with
honey, which, in addition to their help-
less condition, as to any means of
securing a queen, I regarded as an ad-
ditional means of putting them in an
inoflfensive mood, as far as such a con-

dition was possible. And in the pres-
ence of all this I was still suspicious,
and took the precaution of setting a
frame on end against the hive in order
that I might, by ocular oljservation,
witness the moment in which they re-

ceived the queen. And if they balled
her I could at once dump them into a
basin of water, which will cause them
to let loose from a queen.

In fact, I do not regard any method
of introducing queens, now in common
use, as being invariably reliable, and, of
late, when I give a queen to a strange
colony I fix no definite time for her
liberation. But I put her in a cage
made of a piece of ordinary window-
screen, wire-cloth, 4 inches square bent
into a flattened cylinder with one end
closed, by pressing the end of the cage
perfectly flat, and closing the other end
with a small piece of sponge slightly
saturated with honey. Such a 'cage
can be put down between the frames
as near the center of the cluster as pos-
sible, leaving the end of the cage flush

with the top-bars of the frames. Every
day I take the cage out and note the
conduct of the bees that adhere to it.

If they cling to it as if bent upon the
destruction of the queen, being unwill-
ing to let go of the wire, it will be
quite safe to conclude that they are not
at all friendly to her. But if, on the
contrary, they simply crawl over the
cage, manifesting no feeling of anger,
I feel pretty safe in testing the matter
by liberating the queen on a frame of
the bees, set on end against the side of
the hive so that I can see the manner
in which she is received, and if they do
not bite at her, and prevent her from
moving about over the comb as she
wishes, I at once cage her again and
leave her 24 to 48 hours longer, and
then test the matter again, and so on
from time to time until they do treat

her friendly. I have been as long as 2

weeks in getting a colony to accept a

queen. In the meantime, I look for
and destroy all queen-cells that the
bees start which requires careful
and thorough inspection, for, if one is

missed, and a young queen is hatched
out failure is almost sure to result.

The first Italian queen I ever bought
was in 1864, and was, as far as I know, the
first Italian queen ever introduced in

the State of Indiana. I had no experi-
ence in the introduction of queens, and
was extremely fearful of failure; espe-
cially so on account of being chided
for paying $10 for a queen. (A " bug "

she was called, and a humbug at that,

by some of my skeptical neighbors.) I

got her from -Mr. Langstroth, and
adopted a plan of putting her at the
head of a colony on what I called "the
nucleus plan," by putting a frame of
mature brood in an empty hive. .Ml
the bees were carefully brushed off so
that not one old bee was left on the
comb. A number of young bees were
emerging from the cells every minute
or two, and such bees I thought were
not likely to attempt to hurt a queen,
as they never knew any queen but the
one I was giving them. I put a mov-
able division-board in the hive by the
side of this comb of brood, and closed
the hive for 48 hours, so that not one
bee could pass either out or in. I kept
them where the maturing and unhatched
bees would not get chilled.

I turned the queen with the bees tha
came with her (about .50 in number,
being shipped by express) into this
hive when arranged as described, and
at the end of two days I opened the
entrance, and the few old bees began to
fly out and in, and at once went to
work. In a few hours I opened the
hive and found several hundred young
bees had emerged, and the queen had
begun to lay eggs. In .3 days more I

gave them another frame of brood, and M
in a short time had a good colony. ^
This method will save a valuable queen
without any risk of having her killed
if properly managed.
Lyons, Kans.

Improvement Through Re-

Queening
BY LEO E. GATELY.

Reasoning from effect to cause, it will

be generally found that the unnatural
difference in colonies in the same apiary
can be traced almost invariably to a

failing queen. As the slightest deteri-

oration of the queen throws the colony
into an abnormal condition, it is impos-
sible to estimate the actual loss incurred
by allowing colonies to queen themselves.

An important factor in the economics
of honey-production is the improvement
of our bees through the selection of
breeding queens from colonies possess-
ing the most desirable qualities, event-
ually bringing the entire apiary to a
higher degree of permanent productive-
ness. The apiarist who pays scant at-

tention to the improvement of his stock
will soon find the very foundation of his

business gradually sinking. Without
systematic efforts in this respect, an
apiary will deteriorate slowly but surely,

and the process by which it can be built

up is equally tedious.

To anticipate satisfactory results from
breeding it is necessary to decide what
points we are to breed toward. One
race of bees must be selected, and our
efforts confined to that race alone. A
first cross may occasionally prove supe-
rior to either race of which it is com-
posed, but such results are seldom per-

manent, and are made so only by a limit-

less course of thoughtful selection.

If judgment is exercised in selecting

colonies for drones as well as for

queens, Italians can soon be so bred
that they will cap their product as white
and neatly as average blacks. For in-

creased yields, simply select colonics giv-

ing the highest pound average, and breed
from them exclusively. ^
Reasoning from a false analogy, many H

suppose that the propensity for swarm-
ing can hardly be bred out of any race.

In this instance we are endeavoring to

eliminate an instinct, and greater time
is required to accomplish appreciable re-

sults. We can, however, produce, with-

out delay, bees less given to swarming
than were there ancestors, by simply
breeding from those that swarm least.

Honey-producers should learn to rear

their own queens. If you are not pas-

sionately fond of this branch of your
business, rear them in spite of yourself,

until it becomes a habit. Once formed,
the habit will be turned into a love for
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queen-rearing. In the average apiary

the expense of requccning is about S
cents per hive. It should never exceed
10 cents, and all for labor.

The expense of requeening an apiary
is prcpondecantly overbalanced liy hav-
ing colonies of the same strain, and all

queens of the same age. Uniformity of
work is thus secured throughout the

apiary, which saves an endless amount
of head-work and annoying labor. In
connection with a system of wintering
fitted to the locality, it amounts to the
elimination of spring overhauling.

With the number of colonies the

honey-producer has from which to make
a selection, there is little difficulty in

finding a few especially adapted to cell-

building. Or, we can, directly after the

swarming season or harvest is ended, go
through the colonies of an apiary and re-

move their old and debilitated queens.
In four or five days we come along with
a comb of larvae from the choicest col-

ony. Remove the larva; from their two
best cells, dipping into their places those
of our own selection. Then destroy all

cells except the best two. Further ex-
amination of colonies receiving such
treatment is unnecessary, unless we wisli

to see if the young queens have begun
laying.

Sebastian Co., Ark.

Report for Season of 1909—
Bee-Stings and Rheumatism

BY WM. STOLLEV.

The season of I'pog was partly favor-
able, and party unfavorable, for bees in

this section of the country. Up to the

middle of July, everything went well,

and from 30 colonies I secured 2,797
pounds of white extracted honey, of
which 544 pounds were white clover,

and the rest sweet clover, with an ad-
mixture of alfalfa honey.

After the month of July, drought
stopped the flow of nectar entirely, and
I had to feed 395 pounds of a mix-
ture of honey and cane-sugar, viz. : 275
pounds of dark honey of the previous
year, and 120 pounds of cane-sugar. By
Nov. 1st all the bees were ready packed
for winter, in all 38 colonies. I re-

queened about two-thirds of my colo-

nies, and the rest have queens of the
year 1908, all of my own rearing, and
first-class, as far as I was able to test

them.
We have had some very cold weather

alread)', and also two heavy snows. The
rainfall during the entire season was

I
l7->i inches.

' The first light frost we had October
nth to i2th, but on Nov. 12th and 13th,

we had the first real snowstorm
; 4 de-

grees Fahr., above zero, and about 20
inches of snow on the level. From
Xov. i6th until the end of the month
we had fine, mild weather, and all the

snow disappeared by Xov. 25, and the

bees had several good flights. On Dec.
I, it again turned cold, and rain fol-

lowed by snow kept coming right along
until now.
December 5, 7, 8, and 9, were zero

days, and at sunrise the thermometer
registered 10 Fahr., below zero. We
now have about 15 inches of snow on

the level once more, and still the snow
is falling.

I have kept bees now for 30 years,
and have an accurate account of all ex-
penditures as well as of the income of
my little apiary. The following is a
condensed statement of results:

During the 30 years I realized out of
my hees $8,641.21. I paid out on ac-

count of them, $1,867.19; hence I have
the amount of $6,774.02 for my labor

;

and, in addition to this, I have my lit-

tle apiary, w'ell equipped in every re-

spect. But the money I got out of my
bees, is by no means the best part of

what I obtained by keeping them. My
bees have been a source of great pleas-

ure to me all these many years, pleas-

ures such as the mere making of money
never had for me.

Bee-Stings for Rheum.atism.

Besides this, / knoiv that I have been
greatly benefited by the effect of bee-

stings received during all these years,

when handling bees, as there is no
doubt in my mind, that I would have
been a sufferer from rheumatism with-
out them. My mother was a great suf-

ferer from rheumatism, and I believe

that I inherited the inclination from
her, to be afflicted likewise. But al-

though I am now nearly 79 years old,

I am, owing to the bee-stings received,

entirely free from that terrible ailment

;

and what is more, I have relieved and
cured many a sufferer from rheuma-
tism for many years.

Now, it is no wonder that I noticed
Dr. A. F. Bonney's article (page 300,

of the September, 1909, issue), and when
reading it I at once decided to pay to

the Doctor my respects, as soon as time
would permit me to do so.

After reading Dr. B.'s rather pre-

sumptive criticisms on the matter at is-^

sue, referring to Mr. Louis H. Scholl's

standpoint (page 236, and the Doctor's
subsequent letter to Mr. Scholl, page
365). I would refer to a case in point,

published many years ago in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, which, however, bears
re-publishing, so as to enlarge the medi-
cal knowledge of the Doctor, and to

set him to thinking, instead of assert-

ing things.

The only question is. Will bee-stings

cure rheumatism?

Dr. Bonney claims, that they will not
cure, but I say, Ihcy will in very many
cases, that is, inHammatory rheumatism,
and ivill alivays subdue and ease the
pain. Of very many cases, which in

the course of 30 years, came under tny

personal observation, the following is as

good as any

:

A gentleman by the name of Geo. Loan,
at that time the street commissioner
of Grand Island, and still among the

living, was suffering terribly from in-

flammatory rheumatism, at about 70
years of age.

For about 8 months Mr. Loan was
confined most of the time, and several

of our learned doctors were pumping
medicines into the sufferer, and kept his

legs well greased with their useless lini-

ments ; but in spite of all the doctors
were able to do for him, the ailment
got worse and worse. The children of
Mr. Loan had heard of the "StoUey bee-

sting cure," and they insisted on him
giving the bee-stings a fair trial.

At last Mr. L., to please his children,
consented to be taken to my farm. He
was utterly unable to walk, and had to

be lifted out of liis carriage. The rlicu-

matism had finally settled in one knee.
Tihc swelling was simply fearful, and
the pain, as Mr. L. said, was terrible,

He told me that he had not the least

faitli in the bec-sting cure. I told him
that that would make no difference as
to the effectiveness of stings, and that
lie would not be a cent out of pocket in

trying it. So I gave my patient to be-
gin with, 7 stings on his sore knee, and
told him to call again a week later.

The next Sunday Mr. Loan was
brought down to the farm again. He
got out of his vehicle without help, and
said, "Mr. Stolley, I begin to believe in

your bee-stinging ; the pain in my knee
was almost gone before I got back to

town, (i}-2 miles), and, you see, my
swollen knee is shrinking some."
That day Mr. L. received 9 stings,

and it was agreed' upon that he should
come again the next Sunday, when he
was on hand promptly; he got out of
his carriage, and walked almost without
limping and said, "Your bee-stings have
done wonders; why, now I want a whole
lot of bee-stings." I objected to his

request, but agreed that I would give
him 15 stings. As it happened he re-

ceived but thirteen stings, while two
went into my own fingers.

Mr. L. was under orders to call again
the Sunday following. During the week
I did not hear how he was getting
along, but went to town on Saturday,
the day before he was to come out
again to my farm. The physicians in

the city, of course, heard of what was
going on with Mr. Loan, and watched
the case closely. So, when I got to town
on that Saturday, one of the doctors,
who had been dosing Mr. L. with medi-
cine, and kept his legs greased, for 8
months, approached me thus ;

" Say,
Stolley, have you heard of Loan?"

I answered, "No, I have heard noth-
ing aibout him for a week."
"Why, Loan is dying; he has an awful

fever. Look here, Stolley, if L. dies

you can be held responsible for it. You
have no right to practice medicine."

Now, while this conversation took
place, I noticed Mr. Loan coming,
walking as though nothing ailed him,
along the street towards us, but the

doctor could not see him, for the simple
reason that he had no eyes behind, and
talked right on.

So I knew my Mr. Loan was all right,

and not dying, and I told the "learned"
doctor that I always should insist that
I had the constitutional right, in this

free country, to give to sick people bee-
stings, if they were in need of them,
and asked me to apply them, in particu-

lar, since I was not charging anything
for stings, time and trouble.

Meanwhile Mr. Loan had come up,
right to where I talked with the doctor,
who, being blind behind, was not aware
of his presence.

At this juncture I lifted my hat, and
gravely addressing the doctor, I said,

"My dear colleague. Dr. E., I have the
pleasure of introducing to you my pa-
tient, Mr. Loan;" and turning to Mr.
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L., "Please teM the doctor what bee-

stings have done for you." And he did

tell the doctor

;

"Why, doctor," Mr. L. said, " look

licre"— (and he threw out his former

sore leg, and shaking it to demonstrate

how nice and limber it was after the 3

weeks of bee-sting cure
—

"for 8 months
you doctors kept me most of the time

in bed, and in pain
;
you have filled

my stomach with medicine, and almost

ruined it; you have taken $200 out of

my pocket for thus treating me, and
only made my sick leg worse. You arc

no doctors at all. If you want to learn

something about the cure of rheuma-
tism, why, go down to StoUcy's farm,

where you can learn all about it."

Here I again politely lifted my hat

and told the "learned" doctor, that it

would give me great pleasure indeed to

teach him how and where bee-stings

should be applied, so as to add some-
thing practical to his lacking profession-

al knowledge.
The foregoing is all I desire to say

this time, as to the effectiveness of the

bee-sting cure for inflammatory rheu-

matism.
And now I lift my hat to Dr. A. V.

Bonnev, and wish him a profitable New
Year.

'

Grand Island, Neb., Dec. 10, 1909.

Something on Wintering Bees

BV F. GREINER.

Every year winter is still making in-

roads upon the stock of bees in many
yards, and while a few bee-keepers are

making tire claim of never losing any

bees .during winter, the majority enter-

tain at least some fear that the dreaded

cold season may play havoc with them.

I have not had very heavy losses dur-

ing a long term of years, but I ani not

so sure but what I may. The conditions

vary so much from year to year. Early

last spring I visited a bee-cellar of a

friend. There were 275 colonies housed,

and although the tiirie was near to take

them out, yet they were as still as mice.

We were "poking" around among thcni

for half an hour, tipping up a hive here

and there, to get a better look at the

beautiful yellow bees—yet none left

their hives. They seemed to be in the

most perfect condition. The year be-

fore the same lot of bees was very

badly afifected with dysentery, and many
hives were still showing signs of hav-

ing been badly spotted. In both years

the bees had stored a nice crop of fine

clover honey, and were practically

handled in the same manner, yet tliere

was this most marked difference in their

wintering.
Another friend in my own town win-

ters about 150 colonies in his house-

cellar, and is quite successful. He al-

ways pries up the inner cover or honey-

board, and raises it just a little, to al-

low a circulation of air. I prefer to

give the needed ventilation in my bee-

cellar only from the bottom of the

hives. But he claims his bees would
suffer from dampness if he did that.

I judge there must be a difference in

the conditions of our respective cellars.

In putting my bees into the cellar

I aim to disturb them as Utile as pos-

sible. On the other hand, I have
brought bees home from an out-yard,

late in the fall, and, after jolting them
over 15 miles of rough road, put them
directly into the cellar, without noting
any disastrous result. Generally, I make
all the move in October, before the

roads become bad. This is a good prac-

tice, because usually the bees have a

chance to fly some ibefore being housed,
and, of course, the moving is done
easier, and with greater comfort.

Locality is an important factor in win-
tering bees out-of-doors, and must be
taken into consideration, although we
may not understand wherein the differ-

ence lies, and, in that case, w'c have to

be satisfied to find out by experience

what is best in one, and what is suit-

able for the other.

One of my special friends, located in

the other end of the county, concludes
that it is detrimental to his bees to

pack them early. He is using a sort

of Quinby hive, which admits packing
after the section supers are taken ofif.

I rather prefer packing at an early date,

fixing up things snug long before any
snow comes. I have never known any
bad results to come from this.

I still prefer upward ventilation

through a thick chaff-cushion, for chaff-

packed hives, and I am trying only a

limited number each year under sealed

covers. Other bee-keepers fare better

by putting the packing on top of the

sealed cover; in other words, they do
not remove the inner cover or honey-
board, and replace by a quilt, 'but leave

it as the bees have sealed it after the

surplus receptacle had 'been removed.
Undoubtedly in some localities one plan

works best ; in another the opposite plan

gives better results.

It is quite natural that some of us

are looking for easier and cheaper meth-
1 ods to winter our bees. We find it cum-
bersome to have them in chaff. Cellar-

wintering, on the other hand, requires

a suitable repository, and it is no pleas-

ant work to set the hives in, and out

again later We have tried wrapping
our hives in black paper, putting on a

deep telescope cover, • with paper or

bagging under it, and various other

plans, but we are not satisfied to have
found that easy and safe way we were
looking for. Some years our bees came
out all right with all methods; in other

years, again, all would fail more or less.

And so we keep on experimenting.

Naples, N. Y., Jan. 28.

Bee-Keeping in Southern Cali-

fornia
BY W. K. MORRISON.

The business of honey-production in

Southern California labors under seri-

ous drawbacks. Two of these will be

readily appreciated—low prices, and long

hauls to market over rough roads. Why
the prices of high-class honey should

rule low when the consumer is paying

high prices, is not so easily explained,

but I will try to analyze the situation.

The market for San Diego County
honey is chiefly in Hamburg, Germany.
The price obtained there is probably

about loYi to II cents per pound, and
the price in Liverpool, England, is

about the same. The freight-rate is

about one cent a pound, certainly not
more than that, as the rate to Europe
is less than to New York. Deducting
dockage, etc., the net price ought to be
about 9 cents, but the price obtained in

San Diego is about SJ4 cents per pound
delivered. To the man who has his

apiaries 40 or 50 miles from a railway
station, over the roughest kind of a

mountain road, this price is not en-

couraging. M
As to who is responsible for this state "

of aft'airs, I shall not attempt to say,

but let me point some of the causes of

this condition.

First, the local market is poor, largely

because of inferior methods of selling

in the retail stores. A large percentage
of the honey for local use is put up in

Mason jars, for which the consumer
is charged 10 cents in addition to the

price of the honey. This deters many
from buying at all. True, the grocer
refunds the 10 cents, when the jar is re-

turned, but, nevertheless, it is putting

the case very mildly to say, that this is

a very poor way to sell honey. 1 do
not know of any other food product
which requires a lo-cent package for 25
cents worth of goods. At present, but-

ter sells for 40 cents a pound in San
Diego, but the cost of the package does
not exceed one-tenth of a cent. No
doubt the butter-makers could use a

glass butter-dish to place their butter in,

but they don't do it. Why do bee-keep-

ers do it?

There is a fine field in California for

the cheap paper packages for honey,

such as milk dealers use. 1 think paper
bottles are made in Los Angeles, and
possibly in San Francisco. In any event,

I hope California bee-keepers will soon
see the folly of using very expensive
packages for honey. These are fine for

exhibiting honey, and that is all.

As it is now, glucose by the carload

comes here from Chicago overland, a

distance of 2,500 miles, and is sold here
at 6 cents per pound. In other words,
the California people send their splen-

did honey to the East to be exchanged
for glucose. They pay the freight both
going and coming, and yet they say the

people of the Pacific Coast are smart

!

1 don't believe it. It seems to me it is

tlie Chicago dealers who are smart.

True, a large percentage of the honey
goes to Hamburg, but they do not buy
goods there. The money goes to Chi-

cago to pay for the glucose, already

bought. Wonderful business! Califor-

nia does a considerable trade on this

basis. It trades fine olive oil for cot-

ton-seed oil and cottolene, and so on. ^
It is a grand tiling for the dealers—and ^
the railroads.

Very little is used by the baking trade

in California—why, it is difficult to say.

California used to be the banner wheat-
exporting State, but now the biscuit

business is controlled from St. Louis,

Kansas City and Chicago. \y present,

one of the big trans-continental rail

roads is out of commission, and will be

for some months, but it seems to me it

would be a good thing for California

if some more of them were washed out

by the floods for awhile, until the Coast

people learn to stand alone.

As regards comb honey, the situation
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is much tlie same. The California bee-

keepers have not "caught on" to "canned"
comb honey. Probably it is because it

is a Southern idea, for most of the peo-

ple here are from the North, and do
not accept Southern ideas, not even

prohibition.

It is my opinion there is a fine field

for canned comb honey. The local mar-
ket here for almost everything is good,

and it is not at all diflicult to 'introduce

a new thing. Any way, it strikes me
that a very large sliarc of the honey
produced in this State can be consumed
at home at better prices than can be
obtained abroad.

At present, the bee-keepers are poorly

organized, or not organized at all, ow-
ing to the fact that they are so far

apart : but the country is being rapidly

opened up by means of good roads in

addition to more railways, and it will

soon be possible for all of them to get

together occasionally and discuss ways
and means for improving the industry.

It seems to me 2 cents, at least, could

be added to the prevailing selling price

of honey, and 5 cents to the price of

beeswax. I see no reason why the price

of good sage extracted honey cannot be

raised to 10 or 12 cents, or the same
figure that white clover honey will bring

in the East. This can probably be best

brought about by the canned comb
honey idea, which would pave the way
for better prices.

I have talked over this matter with
several practical bee-keepers, but they

catmot make themselves believe there is

any profit in it. They have had it dinned
so incessantly in their ears that "ex-

tracted" honey is the only product for

them, that they cannot sw'allow the

Texas principle without protest. I in-

stance the fact that Dr. Miller and Mr.
Doolittle both do without an extractor,

yet they get good yields of honey. Still,

they shake their heads. Many Califor-

nia bee-keepers could do without extra

help in the apiary, if they could do away
with the heavy labor of extracting the

combs by centrifugal force.

By selling more honey locally, much
heavy hauling long distances could be

avoided. ]\Iany farmers here are good
buyers, as they produce only one thing

—

wool, raisins, lemons, oranges, walnuts,

etc. They even use the canned essence

of the cow.
Good roads are going to help this

section wonderfully. San Diego County
recently voted bonds to the value of

$1,250,000 to build new roads, or remake
old ones. Los Angeles also voted some
$5,000,000 for the same p'urpose, and the

other counties will do equally well. This
will make a fine beginning, and I note

with pleasure that the money will be

spent for the purpose the people voted

it. Back in Ohio, I noted very much
good money was being wasted on "good
roads" ; that is to say, the road-makers
did not understand their business—pol-

itics was their business.

The roads here wind in and out and
around mountain ranges, that are al-

most ideal for bee-keeping, but at pres-

ent it takes a 4-horse team to do the

work of one horse. Many a good bee-

location is entirely neglected just for

this reason. The day is not far distant

when this will be changed, and the bee-

keeper of Southern California will come
into his own. At the same time, I

doubt very much, if the same amount
of honey exported will again equal some
of the fat years of the past. The local

consumption will leap up with bounds,
and possibly none at all will be sold

outside.

It is something of a shame, that the

United States, and, more especially, that

part of it known as the "Pacific Slope,"

should allow so rich a food product as

sage honey to go to foreign markets
to get a fair price. It looks as if the

Germans had more food-sense than

.Americans. To my mind, it is a dis-

grace, and something ought to be done
to remedy this disagreeable condition of

aflfairs.

San Diego, Cabf.

Bait-Sections Not So Important

as Changed Conditions

BY RALPH P. FISHER.

Mr. Adrian Getaz gave a few very in-

teresting remarks under the head of

"Swarming and Other Topics," in the

American Bee Journal for November,
1909, which I think can be substantia-

ted onlj- in part.

In my candid opinion, from past ex-

perience, results go to show that too

much importance is given the matter of

coaxing bees by the use of bait-combs

in section-honey supers. This in due re-

gard for any advantages found in their

use, for we all know the importance of

having the bees of surplus colonies early

at work in the supers.

How to do this efifectually has been a

matter of no little concern, and, to the

point of being satisfactory, bait-combs

cannot fully commend themselves,

though they are an aid to a certain end.

I wish to describe a manner of oper-

ating dilatory colonies, showing that

changed conditions will produce results

far more satisfactory than the continual

use of baits.

With me, it became evident that these

lingering colonies were the ones that

swarmed, and that those which entered

the supers w-ithout coaxing went through

the season without a sign of this ever-

existing drawback. Granting any pos-

sible exceptions to this rule, it is likewise

true that such lingering colonies, after

having been baited, will swarm out when
the sections are not yet one-half com-
pleted. In this case the baits served only

an end, but failed to pay the master for

the time used in the care and preparation

of the previous year's cull stock. Then,
on the other hand, the fact that a colony

was remarkably early at work in the

supers after being baited, is no criterion,

for very possibly that same colony would
respond as quickly without baits. So
often has this been the case that I feel

safe in writing this, knowing other

comb-honey producers are laboring with

the same obstinate troubles.

Since arriving at the aforesaid con-

clusions, I began the practice of follow-

ing the large-hive idea and adopted the

lo-frame Langstroth, perfected a system
of operation including the hive of tiew

swarms in small hive-bodies. I was as-

sured the carliness of section work is

due, not to the direct influence of baits,

but to the more remarkable condition of

the brood-nest and natual propensity of

the queen's progeny, more or less luani-

fest from the source of nectar. Hiving
these new swarms in small hive-bodies,

with a super added, has the effect of im-
mediate section work, with all the ad-

vantages favoring a full harvest. For
hiving purposes I use a Danzenbaker 10-

frame body with full sheets of comb
foundation, allowing the bees this domi-
cile throughout the surplus season, trans-

ferring in the fall to the standard lo-

frame Langstroth hive-bodies. At this

time, if the occasion requires, requeen-

ing is practiced, though in either case

the method used in transferring is quite

the same. I shake the bees from the

Danzenbaker frames as in "shook"
swarming, returning the combs to the

hive-body, then place the whole over the

Langstroth hive with an escape-board

between. After a proper time has been
allowed the transferred colony to get

reconciled, the bees are encouraged to

rob out their previously-gathered stores

when they are made ready for winter on
the summer stands.

1 believe in large colonies, and conse-

quently a large hive is needed in spring

to permit of a prolific queen doing her

utmost. The 8-frame Langstroth hive

necessitates too much care and atten-

tion, often containing a surplus of last

year's honey and pollen, preventing the

queen's energy. With the lo-frame
Langstroth this predominating feature

is never a drawback, and it is easier to

add than take from, in the event of too

much dry comb, consequently this

standard is preferred, since crop results

are as satisfactory as when the 8-frame
Langstroth hive is used exclusively.

From observation, it is also a simpler

matter to know which of the colonies

would need baits, and these are en-

couraged to swarm, as would be the

case sooner or later, anyway, while the

others are left alone, generally going

through the season intact.

All this goes to show that there is

more in changed conditions than with

the trouble of depending on baits, in so

so far as this locality has to do with the

methods of production. Having a re-

gard for others differently situated, it is

desired that they consider these fuiida-

mental principles in lieu of bait-sections

in supers, and see whether production

isn't very largely increased. Because I

find the foregoing a direct iiriprovement

is no criterion, still the hiving of new
swarms n small hive-bodies for the sea-

on, must commend itself to comb-honey
producers more favorably than other

methods having less advantages. The
labor connected with the transferring

business is within itself a matter un-

worthy of consideration, as with large

parent colonies, swarming never exceeds

20 percent, and many seasons as low as

5 percent.

Therefore my experience seeks sup-

port, and is given with a hope that at

least some one can add a mite to this

manner of getting dilatory bees in the

supers early.

Vienna, N. J.
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Sale of Bulk Comb Compared

With Section Comb Honey

BV L. R. DOCKERY.

My experience in the production of
junk, chunk, canned or bulk comb honey
covers a period of the last 3 of ii years
which I have devoted to bee-keeping.

From this experience, I, like most others
who have marketed this kind of honey,
learn that it pays best. The task of put-

ting up bulk-comb honey is a very dis-

agreeable one. It is a task I look for-

ward to as drudgery, and look back on
with relief. Also the method most gen-
erally used in packing is another dis-

agreeable feature, and it seems that a

more attractive method should be the

rule.

I am making a specialty of bee-keep-
ing, hovifever, and have gained my liveli-

hood in this way for the past several
3'ears, and expect to continue to do so
in the years to come. However, in all

vocations, as well as all lives, we have
the thorns as well as the roses, and a
great success is always attended with
obstacles almost innumerable.

In the year 1907, I bought 200 colon-
ies of bees at Socorro, N. M., which
were in a miscellaneous lot of hives.

Standard hives and supers were ordered
in which to transfer them, but owing to

the delay in delivering the goods, the
honey-flow had been on some time before
transferring was begun, and during this

time the stronger colonies were build-

ing up rapidly. It was plainly apparent
that they would be able to store a sur-
plus, if the room was provided, and for
this reason, the supers belongin.g to the
original lot, which were not provided
with frames, were put on, and the combs
were built to the cover. This was done
with the idea in mind that the honey
thus secured could be sold as "strained,"
and the wax sold separately.

Out of this lot of hives something like

2,000 pounds of bulk comb-honey was ob-
tained. After being cut out, this honey
showed such fine color, and looked so
well, that I decided to sell the whole lot

as bulk-comb instead of "strained." But
as all readers of the bee-papers know.
New Mexico is a country where section
comb-honey is produced almost exclus-
ively, and the offering of this for sale

seemed rather an uncertain undertaking.
I was expecting to make a cross-country
trip, however, and decided to take
samples of this honey with me. This I

did, and met with immediate success,
for every merchant approached gave me
his order, and almost all of them mailed
second and third orders for this kind
of honey. These orders continued to

come in long after the 2,000 pounds had
been disposed of. Some of the mer-
chants that had sent in orders and failed

to get them filled, asked for quotations
when the next season opened. This I

did, stating that I had no bulk-comb
honey but could fdl their orders with
section comb; but strange as it may
seem, not one order did I receive

!

There was a slight difference in the
price of the bulk comb and the section
comb honey, on account of the fact that
the section is a more expensive way of
producing it. Until this time I did not

realize that the ready sale for the bulk
comb honey was accounted for by reas-

on of its being put up this way, and I do
not think the slight difference made in

the price of the two kinds had anything
to do with the slow sale of the section

comb honey. I have seen many people,

who, on seeing a section of comb honey
the first time, declared it to be artificial,

while no one seeing the comb in bulk
will be suspicious of its purity. This
may be one reason for the popularity of
the bulk comb as compared with the sec-

tion honey.
At the close of 1908, I sold out in New

Mexico, and came to Texas. The man
who purchased my interests there tells

me, in a recent communication, that on
account of the bungling work of an in-

experienced bee-keeper .in putting in

foundation in frames, about 2,000

pounds of honey had to be sold as bulk
comb, and that he found a very ready
sale for it. Encouraged by this, he ex-
pects to abandon the use of sections, and
devote all his time to the production of
bulk-comb honey.

With these seeming successes of the
sale of bulk-comb honey in a country
where section comb is the rule, I am led

to believe, that anywhere it is produced
and offered for sale, a like success
would be realized.

Goliad, Tex.

Black or European Foul Brood

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

It is with interest that I always read
anything from the pen of Dr. C. C. Mil-
ler, but it was more than usual interest

that held me while I read what he had
to say on pages 394-5 of the December
number of the American Bee Journal
for 1909, regarding his experience with
"European Foul Brood." The w-ay he
spread the disease by changing frames,
took me back to the year 1872, when,
during January of that year, I purchased
some empty combs of a man whose bees
had died over "the brimstone pit" the
fall before, because he thought the col-

onies too weak in bees to winter. I no-
ticed a few cells of capped brood scat-

tered here and there in some of the
combs, but then being a novice in bee-
keeping, and not having known or heard
anything of American foul brood, I fit-

ted these combs into frames, and so dur-
ing the summer, like Dr. Aliller, "did my
level best" to scatter and spread it

throughout the whole apiary, by setting

in those frames filled with combs one or
two in different hives throughout the
bee-yard. Before I got through with
the job of curing a whole apiary during
that fall and the next year, I became
fully aware of what American foul

brood is; and from the fall of 1873 to

the present time I have not had a single

cell containing that dreaded disease in

either of my apiaries.

Time went on and as the year 1900
drew on apace I heard of a disease

called "Black Brood" as being in the

eastern part of tliis State, but from real,

practical experience I knew notliing of
what it was till about four years ago.

However, away back in the latter eight-

ies I ran across some brood in one of my

hives that set me to trembling lest I had
a case of the old trouble, yet it was not
the old disease of 1872-3. I shut the

hive and let the colony entirely alone for

4 weeks, as the colony was strong
enough to defend itself from robber-
bees. At the end of that time, just at

night, I again opened this hive, and
found no trace of anything wrong, the

same as Dr. Miller tells of his No. 13.

For a whole year I kept everything
about that colony separate from any-
thing else in the apiary, for fear of some

|

contagion, but as nothing more was seen
of it this colony was used with the rest

for any and all purposes. Time passed,
and in the latter nineties I found one
day, about the first of June, two colonies

which had the same thing, only to a still

worse extent. These colonies were closed
for a month, the same as the one was
ten years before, and on opening again,

not a single cell was found that showed
aught but perfect brood. Having the
experience of the other before me, I

paid no further attention to the matter.
About two weeks later foul brood in-

spectors Stevens and Stewart, of this

State, called on me, and examined sev-

eral of my colonies. I took them pur-
posely to these two colonies, although T

told them nothing regarding what I

knew of their past, only requesting them
to be very particular in their examina-
tion, because if there was any disease
amongst my bees I desired to know it.

They both pronounced all the colon-
ies they had looked at as perfect, and on
their going away, I asked them to de-

scribe black brood for me. As soon as

they did this I knew that those two col-

onies, had (the first of June) what was
known as black brood, and so I kept all

that belonged to them separate for two
years. At the end of two years, as noth-
ing further came of the matter, I paid
no more attention to these two hives, es-

pecially, as they, like Dr. Miller's No. 13,

gave about the best results of any of my
colonies.

Four years ago last spring, my part-

ner, Mr. Clark, established a small out-
apiary near the one I had, and, when
winter approached, he put 11 of his col-

onies in the farmer's cellar with my 30,

and moved 9 of his 20 colonies near a

piece of woodland, where we had de-
cided to locate all of the out-apiary bees
the next spring. In this cellar, with our
41 colonies of bees, was stored about 5
tons of cabbage, which, owing to low
prices, were allowed to remain all the
time the bees were in the cellar, and
when the bees were taken out, the stench
from the cabbage was anything but
pleasant to our nostrils, although the

bees had apparently wintered perfectly.
j

The latter part of May every one of '

Mr. Clark's 11 colonies wintered in this

cellar, and 19 of out of my 30, had
black brood, some of them being so bad
that fully half of the brood was dead in

the cells, while not one of the 9 colonies
wintered outside showed any signs of
the disease, nor did they that summer.
At the time, we thought the cabbage
had much to do with the matter, but
at "this distance" I think it very doubtful.

Mr. Clark shook all of his diseased
colonics on foundation, the same as Dr.
Miller tells of doing, and as far as was
seen that year, all thus shaken were
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prosperous. He asked me if I was not
going to shake mine, and I told him I

thouglit not, especially if he would risk

matters with his colonies which were
with mine, asour bees were out of "sight

and hearing" of other colonies, in a se-

cluded spot under the protection of this

large piece of woodland. He said he did
not care so long as he could hold the

matter there where it was and not spread
it among otiier bees. I doubled all the
colonies which were likely to succumb,
and succeeded in getting a fairly good
crop of section honey from the whole,
although tlie number was quite largely
reduced by doubling. Dr. Miller tells us
that he marked all colonies having from
I to 20 diseased larvx "bad," and all

having more than this as "very bad."
Those having from I to 20 cells with me
were marked with an X ; those having
from 20 10 200, were marked with XX,
while those having from 200 to nearly
half the cells containing this diseased
brood were marked XXX. Thus I

could tell in the future all about what
had been in any of these diseased colo-
ies.

After the harvest of white honey was
over, and the sections were removed,
only 5 colonies showed any signs of the
disease, and these 5 only a few cells;

while all of ^Ir. Clark's, both those
which he had shaken on foundation, and
those not having the disease in the
spring, were all right. Strange to say,

only one of those showing sings of the
disease at his time was marked XXX,
two being marked X, so that those con-
sidered the worst in June did not so con-
tinue to the end of the honey harvest, as
there were more at first of the XXX
than of the others. All had normal
quantity of bees for winter, together with
necessary stores to carry them through.
Owing to heavy winds, blowing in just

in the right direction, the snow piled in

very deeply around that part of the

woodland where the bees were, so that

the colonies became too warm, started

brood-rearing and when spring opened
the larger part of both Mr. Clark's and
my own had succumbed, or were very
weak, and spring-dwindled.

When June arrived I had only 3 col-

onies left, and of these one was marked
with an X, one with XX, while the third

was marked with XXX. On opening
these hives not a trace of black or Euro-
pean foul brood could be found in eith-

er of these three colonies, while 2 of the
colonies which Mr. Clark had shaken on
foundation the year before showed the
disease, one of them quite badly.

Mr. Stevens, the inspector for this

locality, came around on his tour of in-

spection. After telling him all that had
been done and what had not been done,
he was requested to examine carefully
the 3 hives marked with X, XX, XXX,
especially this last, to see if he could
find a single trace of any disease in that

colony. He not only very carefully
looked all the unsealed larvx over, but
he uncapped hundreds of those which
were sealed, and after this rigid inspec-

tion he said he was compelled to pro-
nounce each of the 3 colonies free from
all disease. And they have shown no
signs of the disease since.

Those of Mr. Clark's, having been
shaken the previous year, but showing

the disease again, were allowed to re-

main without further attention, and the
out-apiary is today free from the disease,
as far as can be discovered.

As this article is already too long, I

will leave what I wish to say further for
the next number of the American Bee
Journal.

Borodino, N. Y.

3.—Bee-Talks for Beginners
DV JIMSON RAGWEED, OF INDIANA.

L.-^TE Feeding of Bees.

Mr. Ragweed:— I have one colony of bees,
very strong and much honey, but the honey
is all sealed over. Our minister thinks they
should be fed, and he gave nie your name and
address and has told me about your bees.
During the warm days I fed them a spoonful
of sj;rup, or what I could pour on the alight-
ing-board without it dripping away, and they
actually were very hungry; but since the
weather is cool they refuse to eat more. How
should I proceed? Perhaps this question is

unusual, but I am a beginner, and any in-

formation will be thankfully received. I de-
rive much pleasure in caring for my bees,
especially since I am alone in the world.

Very truly,

Mrs. Sarah B. Good.

Dear Mrs. Good:—I have your kind
letter about your bees, and I take pleas-

ure in replying. Your question is not
unusual, but I think you have a wrong
impression as to their need of more
stores. Being strong in numbers and an
abundance of sealed stores is a most ex-
cellent condition, and I think that no im-
mediate attention is required. Feeding,
when required, should be done inside the
hive, so that no robber-bees can inter-

fere, and the bees then deposit the syrup
in the comb and consume it as required.
By this mail I am sending a copy of a
bee-paper, and I believe you would be
much pleased with one of the bee-books
which you will see advertised.

Witli kindest wishes.

JiMSON Ragweed.

Stimulative Feeding in Spring.

Dear Uncle Jimson:—Our bees did not do
very well last season, but we will have an
abundance of white clover this year, and pa
wants me to write and ask your opinion about
spring feeding, or what you call stimulative
feeding.
You ask about Nathan. Yes. he still calls

every Sunday and Wednesday evenings. Last
Sunday evening he staid till 11 o'clock, and
then ma rapped on the floor upstairs, and he
went right home ; but he came back Wednes-
day evening. Ma has just found out that
Nathan smokes a pipe, and so I don't know
just what we will do yet.

We all send our love to Thursea, Sam, and
the twins. Elsie Ragweed.

My Dear Elsie ;—-Jimson has gone to

Peru today to attend a swine-breeders'
meeting, and I thought I would write

you. About stimulative feeding, Jimson
says he knows some good, progressive
bee-men who practice the method, but
after trying it repeatedly he does not be-

lieve in it. He says he gets best results

by doing his feeding all in the fall, and
then in the spring, about the time the

bees get their first pollen, he goes
through each hive, brushing off bottom-
boards and placing outside combs, that

contain most honey, next to the cluster.

Such colonies for us build up faster than
those which we have tried to stimulate.

When we tried soring feeding for stimu-

lating, it seemed that the bees were en-

ticed to fly out, under the impression that
flowers were secreting, and at every
burst of sunshine they would start out,
and such colonies suffered with spring
dwindling, and just at the time of year
wlien every bee counts.

We are all well except Eva. I pinned
a red shawl around her and she and
Steve went out in the yard to play, and
our turkey gobbler attacked her. She is

not hurt, but badly scared.

Your aunt,

Thursea Ragweed.

Keeping Sections Clean.

Cousin Jimson:—At the reunion Ci and 1

took a look at your comb honey in your bee-
shed, and I want to ask you how to keep
your sections so nice and clean. I have a
lot of honey just as fine as yours, but the
tops of my sections are fearfully stained. I

use the very best hives and finest polished sec-
tions, and a heavy cloth over each super.
We are going to kill hogs next week. Can't

you bring your family and come over? We
had intended to butcher this week, but the
moon will not be right till next week.

Archie Ragweed.

Dear Archie:—I think I understand
why your sections are soiled. Some
years ago all hives were constructed
with no bee-space on frames or sections,

but now all hives are supplied with a

bee-space of about three-sixteenths of
an inch, so that when we place the cover
we do not kill the bees, and they can
pass over one section to the other. With
this bee-space neither propqlis nor bur-
combs are deposited, and when you use
the cloth you are spoiling the very feat-

ure that is valuable in your hives. In
the old hives the cloth was essential,

but it should be omitted now.
There is a new calf in our barn, and

we can not very well come next week.
Jimson Ragweed.

(To be Continued)

How to Make Honey-Vinegar

BY C. P. DADANT.

I am going to make some honey-vmegar next
summer, and would like to have you tell me
how to make it.

1. Where would be the best place to keep
the barrel in the summer, in the shade or in

the hot sun?
2. Where would be the best place to keep

it in winter, in the cellar or up-stairs? My
cellar is damp in winter.

3. Do you put anything in the vinegar to

make it stronger? If so, when would you put
it in the barrel, after the water and honey are
in the barrel ?

4. What part water and what honey is best?
5. How long does it take the vinegar to

form?
6. What temperature should it be to make

it work well? Wisconsin.

I like to see the matter on which in-

formation is wanted put into the shape
of questions, so these questions are very
appropriate, for they indicate about what
the average bee-keepers wants to know
on the matter of vinegar-making.

I will, however, not follow the line

they indicate, but will try to answer
them while handling the subject from
one end to the other. I have already,

at diflferent times, discussed this manu-
facture, but after seeing and tasting the

different samples of vinegar exhibited

at State Fairs in which I was judge—in

Illinois, Kansas, etc.—I conclude that as

yet, there are very few persons who suc-

ceed in making good vinegar out of

honey. So this will probably be useful
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to many. My aim is to give the most
simple method by whicli any apiarist
may be able to make honey-vinegar with-
out putting himself to any inconvenience,
or making elaborate preparations.

Let me first say that I have not found
it profitable to make honey-vinegar on
an e.Ktensive scale. It could, no doubt,
be sold at a handsome margin if suffi-

ciently advertised. But each family uses
so little of this condiment that the adver-
tising of it must be carried on by firms
who handle other merchandise of the
same kind—spices, oil, tea, coffee. If
we cannot make a special advertising
plan, we must be content with a local
sale among our neighbors, who, when
they ascertain the high grade of our vin-
egar, will gladly pay us from 25 to 40
cents per gallon for it. Each apiarist
can, in the course of a season, readily
sell two or three barrels of it at least.

If you give it special attention you may
sell more. The main advantage of it

is that you can in this manner dispose of
a quantity of inferior honey at paying
figures.

The first thing to bear in mind is, that
in order to change a sweet article into
acetic acid (the acid of vinegar,) it is

necessary for that sweet to pass first

through an alcoholic fermentation. Both
the alcoholic and the acetic may be car-
ried on at the same time, but the one
must always have the precedence, and
the more thorough this fermentation is,

the more thorough will be the other. It
is also necessary to know that if the
amount of sweet is too great—great
enough to produce more than 14 percent
of alcohol in the liquid—the time will
come when the alcohol produced will
destroy all ferment, both alcoholic and
acetic. In that case the honey-water
would be sweet—alcoholic and acetic at
tlie same time. This would make a poor
article. It is therefore well to make
the honey-water just sweet enough, and
not too sweet. It is also well to give the
alcoholic fermentation full headway be-
fore inducing the acetic to begin.

.\ pound and a half of honey in a gal-
lon of rain-water is about the best pro-
portion for vinegar. But if you were
simply to mi.x the two, you might meet
the conditions I struck at my first at-
tempt. Mixing water with honey, in
about the proper ratio, and knowing that
plenty of air was needed, I put the mix-
ture into earthen jars holding from 4 to
10 gallons each, and left it to take care
of itself. I succeded in having only a de-
caying fermentation. My honey-water
became ropy and insipid, and refused to
sour. Ropiness is a disease of liquids,
viscosity, which allows them to run in a
thread, as a glutinous substance. My
father, who was then living, and was
better informed than I was, but had had
no hand in this proceeding, asked me to
read a little French treatise on the mak-
ing of wine vinegar. Later I read sev-
eral scientific descriptions of the manner
of changing sweets into alcohol, and I

readily perceived where I had failed.

The European scientists, especially the
German and the French, have handled
the question of honey-wines, honey-vine-
gar, and mead, in all their phases. This
question of decaying honey-water has
been explained by them. They tell us

that in gathering the honey from the
blossoms the bees also gather (mechan-
ically and without purpose on their part)
many different germs found on plants
and in the air. So honey brought in

from the fields contains all sorts of
germs. It is for us to develop those
germs which will serve our purpose if

they thrive, and destroy the others or
prevent their spread. The honey on
which I failed did not contain any germs
suitable to start the alcoholic fermenta-
tion. As to the acetic, its germs are so
thoroughly scattered through the ambi-
ent atmosphere that it is usually not
necessary to produce it artificially, but,
as I said before, the alcoholic fermenta-
tion must precede the acetic ; the germs
of vinegar will not feed on sugar.

When you have decided on the quanti-
ty of vinegar you desire to make, you
should secure good barrels. Iron-bound
barrels are the best, provided they do
not leak. If they were to leak you will

remember that nothing rusts iron like

vinegar, and in a little while the iron
hoops would be eaten through. Wooden
hoops are very good, hut are more apt
to get out of place. The barrels must
be free from musty smell. An empty
whisky-barrel or a syrup-barrel of good
quality will do. A cider-barrel will do if

it has not been allowed to remain open
or unwashed after emptying. Perhaps
it will be as well to say how to keep a

barrel clean after emptying it.

After emptying a barrel which has
contained either sweet cider, hard cider
or claret, rinse it thoroughly with plenty
of water. If residues or dregs stick to

the bottom, you will readily remove
them by taking an old piece of cistern
pump chain and rolling the barrel about,
after having inserted the chain through
the bung-hole. To make it more easy to

remove, tie the end of it to a string
passing through the bung-hole. Then
let the barrel drain dry, burn a little

brimstone in it, and bung it tight; it will

remain sweet until you are ready to use
it again. For vinegar purposes, if the
barrel is thoroughly dried, it will not get
moldy or musty, even if not brimstoned.
If the barrels used had a musty smell,

when employed for vinegar, no decent
housekeeper would accept any of it for
a gift, let alone paying you a good price

for it.

Select your honey; honey-dew will do
as well as any. Use one and a half
pounds for each gallon desired. Put it

in a boiler and heat it to about 180 de-
grees, taking care not to scorch it, which
would give it a molasses taste. This
also would injure its sale, for the taste

of caramel is very persistent. Mixing it

with water will avoid burning. The heat
is for t.he purpose of destroying all

germs. Of course you may use it raw,
and accidentally secure the alcoholic fer-

mentation at once. In that case you take
some chances. Once the alcoholic fer-

mentation is started, however, there is

little to be feared of anything else, and
the vinegar fermentation will soon fol-

low, if the air be not excluded.
If the honey used is unripe, it will

take more of it for the same quantity
of vinegar, since it is more aqueous.
Dihitcd honey-water, secured by wash-
ing of cappings and of vessels having

contained honey, and in which the pro-
portion of honey is not exactly known,
may be tested for this purpose, by the
use of a fresh egg floating in the liquid.
If the egg sinks, there is too little honey.
The portion of its shell showing above
the surface of the liquid should be about
equal in size to a dime. A little more or
a little less does not matter. Chas. F.
Muth used only a pound of honey to the
gallon of water ; some persons use 2
pounds for the same measure. Half
way between the two seems to me the
best proportion for a good, strong ar-
ticle.

The temperature at which vinegar
makes best is, according to some Euro-
pean authorities, about 86 degrees Fahr.,
or 30 C. But the .exact temperature is

not of importance, so that it does not
fall below 70, especially during the first

or vinous fermentation. To start the
fermentation readily, the honey-water
should be put warm into the barrels,

somewhere below 100 degrees. Then
add some fruit-juices that have not been
boiled, grape-juice preferred. But
cherry, raspberry, or other juices in con-
siderable quantities will readily start

the action, say a gallon or more to the
barrel.

At first, if the weather be warm, there
will be quite an effervescence brought
about within two or three days, and the
barrels would best be not quite full, say
within 5 or 6 inches of the bung. The
fermentation is very active when once
started and if you left the barrel
bunged you might have an explosion.
In making claret, as we do not wish to
allow vinegar fermentation, we protect
the bung-holes of the casks with a sand-
bag. An inexperienced man, in making
claret, dropped the bungs into bung-holes
of two large 600 gallon casks, thinking
that the gas would lift them to escape.
But the moisture formed over the liquid

in the first few hours swelled the wood,
the bungs held and the heads of those
casks, 2 inches in thickness, were warped
out until the liquid could make its es-

cape. So be sure that the barrel is open.
If you are after vinegar, plenty of air

will be acceptable, and the acetic fer-

mentation may begin very shortly after

the other. A very fine brass or tin

strainer, such as they use on milk-pails,

will keep out flies and gnats, which are
readily attracted. Ordinary wire-screen
is too coarse, and, besides, would at once
deteriorate from the gases which escape.

iTo be Continued.)

Planning for the Coming Bee-

Season
BY J. C. FR.\NJ<.

The season of the year is here when
plans for the coming summer should be
well matured. A large part of the suc-

cess of the season depends upon the
planning, and thought given to it. While
it is true that no amount of planning can
make up for poor execution, it is also
true that the most diligent efforts can
not atone for lack of forethought.
Planning for the coming season should
be done in the light of knowledge of
previous years, and that gained by ob-
servation of the work of others. The
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one mistake tliat is found among bee-

keepers everywhere is the faihue to

study the work of the past, and profit

thereby.

In every locality there are outstandmg

successes and outstanding failures.

These may be of a single crop, or they

may extend to all branches of apicul-

tur'al work. There could not be tliis va-

riation when conditions as to nectar-pro-

ducing plants, etc., are similar, without

some reason. Why has one failed and

another succeeded? Have you ever tak-

en the trouble to solve the problems

thus presented in your own experience,

and that of your neighboring bee-keep-

ers? If not, you have been missing one

of the most valuable sources of practical

information.
Sometimes the reason why is not so

easily determined, but iri most cases the

thinking man can find it, and when he

has learned to hunt for these hidden

treasures, and then uses them in his

apiary, puts them into practice, he is in

a fair way to achieve the success every

man prizes. The writer has seen men in

what were called poor localities achieve

better results than their neighboring bee-

keepers with much better conditions.

Tlie one had given thought and energy

to his work ; the other had not. The
fact is, that too many of us have never

learned to think and reason. We have

accepted the traditions and customs

handed down to us without questioning

their value, or determining the reasons

for their use. They may suit our con-

ditions, or they may not, and until we
know we cannot keep bees intelligently.

The bee-keeper should be the greatest

reasoner on earth. He has every con-

dition favorable for the development

of reasoning powers. He is breathing

the pure, fresh air continually, is furn-

ished with an abundance of healthful

exercises, and has before him, always,

problems for his solution, changing a

hundred times every day to meet con-

stantly changing conditions. No need to

go into one of the so-called professioris

to develop the mind ; the opportunity is

before him continually.

Why, then, is'the ordinary bee-keep-

ers not a reasoner? Because he works by

rote rather than by reason. If a bee-keep-

er moves into a new locality and fol-

lows methods in advance of his fellow

bee-keepers, he will be watched closely,

and, if he succeeds, his methods will

gradually become the common practice

of the neighborhood. His neighbor bee-

keepers borrow his methods, or often

unconsciously slip into them. Bee-

keepers by rote, they have adopted the

practices of the successful one without

caring to find out ic/iy they are supe-

rior to their own. They have cheated

themselves out of the mental develop-

ment they might have had, and have

degenerated into mere imitators, instead

of workers and investigators.

These criticisms do not hold true of

all bee-keepers, but of too large a per-

centage of them. There are men in

every community who are thinking, rea-

soning, and investigating men, and are

- of inestimable value to their neighbor-

ing bee-keepers, and to apicultural

work everywhere. All honor to them.

But there should be more of them.

Dodge City, Kans.

Bees and Horticulture

A'caJ before the Missouri Horticultural Society

BY M. E. DARBY.

.S7,7/<- Inspector af Apiaries for Missouri.

A delightful combination; rich in na-

ture study; full of practical and scien-

tific research and moral teachings. In

their life and habits, their relationship

and mutual dependence, the one upon the

other, we find a most beautiful and use-

ful lesson in the harmony of nature

—

one which holds us in wonder and

amazement, while we consider the mar-

velous provision in nature for the accom-

plishing of good results and the preven-

tion of waste. Here we find the one get-

ting its food supply from the other, out

of a product—honey and pollen—that

would otherwise be wasted; and, while

so doing, is unwittingly performing a

service that means the perpetuation of

the species of the other. Hence we find

that the profusion of nectar-bearing

flowers, which are so generously pro-

duced all over the country, in cultivated

orchards, fields, pastures and gardens, to

be absolutely necessary for the well-be-

ing of the bees. While, on the other

hand, the bees and other insects are a

necessity to the fertilization of the

flowers, and the production of seed for

the perpetuation of their kind.

To enable the uninformed to better

understand this relationship, let us brief-

ly notice the construction of the flower,

the arrangement of its parts, the func-

tions performed; then the means for its

pollenization, and the special adapta-

tion of the honey-bee to this work.

The flower, which is but a special de-

velopment of the leaf growth, is pecu-

liarly arranged in itself for some spe-

cial purpose ; and those modified leaves

are converted into special parts or or-

gans to accomplish this prearranged pur-

pose, viz., reproduction. For this end,

these modified members are developed

into two sets of organs, beautifully and

systematically arranged.

1st. The outer or floral envelope, con-

sisting of the calyx and corolla, which

serve for protection and attraction.

2d. The inner or essential organs,

consisting of the stamens and pistils.

The functions that these perform bear

a true resemblance to sex in the animal

kingdom. The stamens, or male organs,

the anthers of which are the principal

parts, these contain the pollen-grains or

fertilizing element. When the anthers

are ripe they burst open and the pollen-

grains are ready to be transferred to

the receptive surface of the stigma.

The pistils, or female organs, consist

of the ovary or seed-receptacle, contain-

ing the ovules, the style and stigma.

The stigma is the upper portion of the

pistil, which when ripe presents a vis-

cid surface which receives the fertiliz-

ing element from the stamens. Tliese

essential organs may be contaiiied in

the same flower, or they may be in dif-

ferent flowers, and on different plants or

trees.

The Fertiliz.vtion of the Flower

In most plants there is a prepotency

to foreign pollen ; in others, the flowers

are absolutely sterile to their own pol-

len; in others the essential organs come
to maturity at separate times; still oth-

ers have the stamens in one flower and

the pistils in another. This shows a_ wise

provision in nature to prevent self-fertil-

ization. Here w-e see the wisdom in the

forces back of nature in providing the

tempting sweets to entice insect visitors.

Darwin summed this subject up by say-

ing: "Nature abhors perpetual self-fer-

tilization."

To accomplish perfect pollenization of

flowers, so that a generous crop of seed

or fruit may be secured, some animate

or inanimate agencies must largely be

depended upon to perform this service.

In some plants and trees the pollen is of

a dry or powdery nature, and produced

in great abundance, so that the wind or

inanimate agency docs the important

work. But in many cultivated fruits, the

pollen produced is more of a sticky na-

ture, and not produced so abundantly,

and not so easily carried by the wind,

making it necessary for some animate

agencies, such as bees and other insects,

to perform the greater part of this ser-

vice. To induce insects to visit the flow-

ers and perform this mission, nature

placed a tiny drop of nectar, which is

suitable for insect food, in the bottom

of the flower in such a manner that, to

obtain it, the insect must come in contact

with the essential organs as it goes from

flower to flower getting its food. Here
the bees render a very valuable service

to mankind, as pollen distributors—

a

service that we do not appreciate as we
should, for the reason of our inability to

measure the exact amount of service

rendered, and, further, there are no es-

tablished wages for a bee's day's work,

whether it be organized or unorganized

labor. Yet the bee knows full well what

reward it will get, or what the penalty

will be, if it "knocks off" and "goes_ on a

strike," while the golden grains of pol-

len and silver drops of nectar are evap-

orating and wasting in a field that will

be fruitless.

The bee is especially adapted to the

work of distributing pollen, by being

provided with a long, flexible tongue for

lapping up the tempting sweets secreted

in the nectaries of the flowers; its hind

legs are provided with a pair of pollen-

baskets, in which it carries great pellets

of pollen to its hive, to be used in the

preparation of food for the larval bees;

its body is covered with a number of fine

hairs or bristles, which gather the pollen-

grains as the bee goes from flower to

flower in search of pollen and honey.

While the bee is busy in gathering its

precious loads to carry home to its hive,

it is incidentally carrying the ripe pol-

len-grains from one flower to another,

and brushing them on the receptive stig-

ma; thus performing an act, as it were,

of "touching the button" and sending

the current of life down into the baby

fruits, fertilizing the ovules, and causing

the development of seed and fruit. Im-

proper pollination results in a failure of

fruit to set, or in its dropping before ri-

pening. It has been asserted by those

who have made the subject a careful

study, that the work done by bees in pol-

len distribution is w^orth more to human-
itv than the crop of honey produced.

A majority of our fruits arc evidences

of the bees' good work. A large number

of them have come as chance seedlings,

being a product of varieties then exist-
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ing, mixed in the bloom by the bees

;

the ripened seed thus produced being
dropped in some out-of-the-way place

where it germinated and grew, having
its struggles for life and sustenance, un-
til it's beautiful, tempting fruit brought
it into favor with man. It was then cul-

tivated with care, and new plants start-

ed from it by some system of propaga-
tion, such as budding, grafting, layering
or cuttings, whereby this valuable fruit

may be produced with certainty, and be
of use to man. It is sometimes very dif-

ficult to trace up these valuable chance
seedlings, and place the credit for their

existence where it properly belongs, and
it should be mentioned here, and I do it

with pleasure, that all the new and valu-
able varieties of fruits, vegetables and
flowers, are not the product of wind and
insects.

While nature may seem slow and
somewhat reluctant in divulging her se-
crets, yet to him who has proven himself
capable and worthy, by years of patient
toil, much thought, and careful investi-

gation, she delivers the keys that un-
lock her hidden forces. As stibjects

worthy of special mention in this noble
work, we have a few horticultural gi-
ants, such as Bailey, Burbank, and oth-
ers, who have gotten close enough to the
heart of Nature to obtain that key
which has enabled them to accomplish
such great good all along the line of hor-
ticulture. Many new and choice fruits,

vegetables and flowers are the products
of their skillful hands. When these new
productions are propagated in sufficient

numbers, and set in commercial orch-
ards, we find the majority of them re-
quire the visits of the bee to "brush life

into their baby fruits," just the same as
others.

So man, with all his boastful preten-
sions in controlling the lower forces of
nature, would make a dismal failure in

producing the abundant crops of fine

fruit that supply the markets of the
world, without the help of the industri-

ous honev-bee.

It is sometimes said that Nature
makes no mistakes. Yet freaks are no
uncommon occurrence. Sometimes we
find coupled on a man's shoulders a don-
key's head, exhibiting all the stubborn,
kicking and self-willed disposition of the
real animal. A very good illustration

of this character, is that man who re-

peatedly persists in spraying during fruit

bloom, thus killing his friends—the bees
—and injuring the blooiu by poisoning
the tender organs of the flower. Efforts
to convince him of his error are in vain.

He is at variance with the world, sadly
out of harmony with himself, and you
are forced to the conclusion that "to con-
vince him against his will, he'll be a mule
still."

A great many horticulturists are not
bee-keepers, yet they should take that

honest pride in helping to keep their

neighbors' bees, that is characteristic of
the libcral-nu'nded man who knows wdien
he has been benefitted, and is willing to

acknowledge the favor. This seems easy
enougli in the blooming spring-time,

when all animated Nature is in tune with
the Creator; when the very air that sur-

rounds us seems to be laden witli per-

fumed poetry, set to notes almost divine,

and everybody loves his neighbor. How-
ever, when the latter part of the sum-
mer arrives, if there should be a scar-

city of honey-producing flowers, the bees'

short-comings are manifested; then, how
soon the whole scene, stage and all, seems
to tumble upside down, and rehearsal of
prose—very common, every-day prose

—

mingled here and there with ugly nerve-
grating epithets may be heard, out in the

orchard, at the cider-press, and even in

the kitchen around the preserve-kettles
and jelly-pans. Bees, like human beings,

are not without faults, and when the

fruit-harvest comes on, they, like men,
will go to collect a part of the crop that

they have helped to produce. They, how-
ever, take the rotting, cut, punctured or
bruised—the very culls of the crop

—

while man takes the best and then is

not satisfied ; he wants to cheat some-
body by placing these culls in the mid-
dle of his boxes and barrels.

Bees do not lead in the ugly work of
puncturing sound fruits, as many people
believe. Their mouth-parts are made
for working soft wax, and not for cut-

ting and puncturing; but they will

quickly engage in the work of carrying
off the spoils, when the skin is once
broken or cracked, as it often is after a

sudden flow of sap, or when punctured
by birds, yellow jackets, wasps, curculio

and other insect pests, or by fungus
growth which causes rot, which is so

often noticed in peaches, in which case

the broken-down tissue presents such
a slight change at first that it is unob-
served by the fruit-grower until the bees,

that are close observers, have detected it,

and are at w'ork trying to save what
would otherwise go to waste. Then the

fruit-grower comes in and says, "The
bees are doing it ; I see them at it ; you
can't fool me!" He might with equal pro-
priety say that the common, old. every-

day buzzards were directly responsible

for the death of some fine animal that

he lost, because he found them feasting

on its dead carcass.

These fruit-juices are decidedly harm-
ful to the bees; but here, again, we find

them acting like some people—imbibing
too freely of that which docs them hurt.

But men do not wait for drouth or fam-
ine to cause them to hunt for the tempt-
ing of peach and grape. It is in time of
scarcity, and under the above-named
conditions that the bees swarm to our
fruits, cider-presses and kitchens, and
we, trying to follow out the principles of

the Golden Rule in the relations with
our bee-keeping neighbor, learn then

how much easier it is to be a Bear, than

it is to forbear.

In such occasions we should learn to

use the "memory of services rendered,

as oil for the rusty machinery of pa-

tience." Yet many people will spend
much more time in grumbling and growl-
ing about some slight loss of these

culls, and a few accidental stings re-

ceived, than they will in thankfulness for

benefits measured to them in the half-

bushel.

Some people will magnify a bee-sting

until it seems greater than a railroad ac-

cident, and still seem to be unmindful of

their own cruel words and unkind ac-

tions, which may be stings of nuich long-

er duration to some neighbor or friend.

If the world would pay half the at-

tention to the human stings that are in-

flicted along the highway of life, in the
wild, delirious scramble for wealth, posi-
tion, and power, that some people pay to
an occasional bee-sting, what an uplift
society could receive

!

The colony inside the hive, again like

human society, often maintains a large
number of drones, which live by the
toils of others; but, toward the approach
of cold weather, the society of the hive
kills or drives out its drones, while hu- ^
man society increases the number and
gives them increased privileges. If the
workers or producers in human society
should deal thus with their drones, and
public leeches, there would be an exodus
to tropical climes, the like of which has
never been known. Then, if the Red
Sea could forever be closed in behind
them, another Day of Thanksgiving and
Prayer would be in order. But as they
are here, and most likely to stay, let us
hope that they yet may learn to emulate
ill good qualities the poor drone of the
hive, which does but little harm outside
of satisfying his enormous appetite, fill-

ing the station in life that nature intend-
ed he should, and disappearing with the
close of the season. What a world this

would be, if everybody would come as
near performing his assigned part in life

as does the poor and much-abused
drone-bee

!

Sometimes both bee-keeper and fruit-

grower meet with disappointments by
the failure of their crops. Then they
wear the same kind of clothes. They
wrap themselves in coats of hope for fu-

ture success ; they put on caps of faith

in their chosen vocation; then feast their

hungry souls on rich anticipations.

"Fortunately, however, the perfection of
a man's happiness bears but little rela-

tion to the size of his fortune ;" for he
who can lovingly and patiently watch
the slow developments from the bloom
to maturity of fruits, and carefully pro-

tect them from disease and insect pests,

and he who can keep himself in tune
with the merry hum of the honey-bee
while skillfully directing it in the pro-

duction of a crop of honey—tliat sweet
of all sweets—can find happiness and
contentment not to be measured by dol-

lars and cents. Such men are not idlers

or drudging slaves on the public high-

ways of life, although tlieir work may
be hard and constant ; they are in real-

ity students, teachers and rural artists,

who understand how to guide Nature's

trowel and paint-brush in putting on the

finishing touches to their products. They
understand what the same great Chem-
ist who is compounding the food-values

of the fruit, is filling the prescriptions

in the honey-laboratories. They are in-

telligent and worthy citizens, and at pres-

ent are on very friendly terms. We have
now followed this congenial pair from
the time, when the bee, which, 2 little

contrary to the custom of her sex, first

went courting the fair flowers, and when
she betrothed her life in kissing life and
hope into the fair blossoms; on up to

where we found a little friction, that

justly should not exist, and wliich was
removed by an application of the Gold-

en Rule ; and now we find them march-

ing down the aisle, strewn with flowers,

to the march rendered by the mocking-
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bird high in the top of the Old Apple

Tree, pausing under the Smilax for the

question, "Are there any objections?"

Springfield, Mo.

Bee-Keeping in Mexico

BY B. A. HAUSELL.

In going south over the Mexican Cen-

tral Railroad, I see by referring to my
nienioraiidum, the town of Logas has ir-

rigated alfalfa, mesquite, catclaw, wild

pepper, and cactus. Three locations are

in view where, say, 600 colonies of bees

might be kept. The next station, Fran-
cisco, with three locations or 600 colonies

of bees. Both of the above towns have
street-car. Siloo has 10,000 acres in

corn in view—two locations suited for

400 colonies of bees; plenty of macho-
cha. mesquite and willows. Land is $100

to $J00 per acre beyond the town—good
locations for 4 apiaries or 800 colonies.

At Irapuata strawberries are sold at

the train every day of the year; also it

is good bee-countrj', where one apiary is

kept by a German. There has been only

one frost in 20 years at this point.

Quertaro is the place where Maxi-
niillian was shot. Farm hands get 20

cents in gold per daj', i peck of corn,

and I peck of beans per week, and board
themselves. In the factories they get

SO cents, 75 cents, and $1.00 a day, and
board themselves. Forty cubic inches

of water and the land to put it on cost

$100,000. Artesian water can be had at

a depth of 700 feet.

On ascending the mountain you look

back over the valley and can count 13

artificial lakes for irrigation, and 20,000

acres of corn, all frosted, and nearly a

total loss. I saw 50,000 acres of corn

on this route, and south of the City of

^lexico, toward Vera Cruz, almost a

total loss by frost. It is estimated that

the early frost damaged Mexico $40,-

000,000. At Horseshoe Curve, on the

railroad a few miles further on, the

frost had not killed anything; 200 col-

onies of bees could be kept. The flume,

all of masonry, to carry irrigation water,

is 30 feet high and one mile long. In

passing southeast over the International

Railroad, each looks like a town with

horse street-cars connecting the stations

with probably 20,000 acres in corn in

view, all frosted. Pulpa and barley are

also grown extensively.

Then after leaving Delmonte, we look

down out of the clouds upon a beautiful

valley, 4,000 feet below us, dressed in

living green, with crops in all stages

;

some planting, others harvesting, with

the smoke from two large manufactur-
ing towns. Here the railroad winds
back and forth three times in the de-

scent. We have dropped down out of

the clouds. The frost-ridden, cold and
dreary one-crop region through the gates

of the Tropics—a bee-man's paradise,

everything so different
;

you feel as

though you were dreaming of Paradise,

and wonder whether it is only a dream.

Cordova is a beautiful city, beyond
description. There the Vera Cruz and
Pacific Railroad goes south to Santa Lu-
crecio, where we connect with the Te-
huantepec Railroad. From the time we
drop out of the clouds it is one continu-

ous bee-country, except where the coun-

try is grass and devoted to stock-raising.

At Sanborn I examined an apiary

which was in lo-frame Langstroth

hives, painted, and in good condition. I

was informed that they began with 14

colonies last spring, increased to 97, and

:;>i

extracted two tons of honey. They sell

5-gallon cans of honey at $9.00, Mexican
money. I also see their honey on the

market in Cordova, in i-pound jars, at

80 cents per pound, Mexican money.
Buckeye, Ariz.

(To be continued.)
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Convention
^ Proceedinds

Wisconsin Convention Report

The 31st annual convention of the

Wisconsin State See-Keepers' Associa-

tion was held at Madison, Feb. 2d and

3d. It was called to order by Pres.

Huffman, at 10:30 a. m., Feb. 2d.

The report of the secretary, and also

of the treasurer, were read and ap-

proved. The latter showed a balance

of $177 in the treasury.

On motion, a committee on resolu-

tions was appointed consisting of N.

E. France, George W. York, and A. C.

Allen.

Mr. York addressed the convention as

President of the National Bee-Keepers'

Association, and w.as followed by Mr.
France, as General Manager of the Na-
tional. The latter suggested the appoint-

ment of an assistant superintendent of

the apiarian exhibit at the Wisconsin

State Fair in addition to a judge. The
committee on resolutions were instruct-

ed to embody such recommendation in

their report. Messrs. York and France
also spoke on increasing the member-
ship of both the National and the State

Associations, and several plans were
suggested.

Afternoon Session.

The afternoon session was called to

order by Pres. Huffman, at i 130 p. m.,

after' which he read the following:

President Huffman's Address.

I am pleased to meet the members of this

the 31st annual State convention of Wisconsin
bee-keepers, under such favorable circum-

stances. I am glad to see so many present,

for there is inspiration in numbers.
_

It is an
important occasion, and I hope it will be
very interesting to those who are engaged in

the bee-industry though to a greater or smaller
extent.

This convention is not called in the in-

terest of those taking no part, simply seeking
amusement. Such will not care to attend.

It is a meeting for business, for deliberation,

to hear reports, to decide on the best methods
given. Men learn by asking questions. Here
may be the place whereby we may receive a

key which will unlock the many mysteries con-

nected with the most wonderful and mechan-
ical little insect. \Vc can equip ourselves with
the knowledge of how and when to act; where
we may become conversant with the nature
and habits of bees; discuss all questions per-

taining to them; receive the opinions of others-
which prove as valuable; where all matters
may be thoroughly ventilated; where we can
unite with profit and emphatically say no or
yes to all things common to the best interests

of the bee-keeper. Through our convention
proceedings the bee-keeping fraternity has be-

come awake to bettering conditions. Through
organization, and to my way of thinking, we

hope to keep the interest of the bee-keeper

somewhere near its true level.

To those who have not experienced the

helping influence of the state organization, 1

would say, try for yourselves. Who in our
ranks has not. or would not have, welcomed
valuable information on the honey crop and
the honey market at such times; and would
not be pleased to think j'owr crop, together

with that of your neighbor, could be handled
for you to the very best advantage. While
we have received valuable help in the past,

we start out this year equipped with the ad-

vantages of the past, expecting greater things

to develop in the future.
I would like to impress upon you the ad-

vantage and necessity of co-operation with your
fellow bee-keepers in every possible way, for

co-operation is the great factor of the twen-
tieth century.

Bee-keeping is a science and a progressive

science. Those who have the inclination are

investigating, and ready to give us new points

which will prove valuable. What we need in

this State, and in fact every State, is a greater

knowledge—a practical knowledge—of our in-

dustry. Here we have the privilege of listen-

ing to the papers and discussions of scientific

and practical men. We find development in

varied ways. Furthermore, we have men at-

tending our conventions who have become stu-

dents of the anatomy and physiology of the

bee, and there are depths which, as yet, have
not been reached. As one writer has said,

we are in a high-tension age, and consequently
look for greater results. No one would con-

sider the expense of our gathering—the meager
amount paid as dues—when compared with the

benefits derived.
I see several wTiters have mentioned the sub-

ject of whether the bee does more harm than
good to the fruit-growers! I hope this ques-

tion will be discussed satisfactorily to all pres-

ent, and that each may take away enough in

his larder to be able to settle all disputes, or

accusations brought against the most useful

little insect.

There is, however, one other feature that

I wish to mention, and though last, it is by

no means least. The social hand-shake, the

genial humor and sunny atmosphere which al-

ways seem apparent at our annual gather-

ings—the enthusiasm characteristic of our
brother bee-keeper. Business without pleasure

or sociability grows dull. There is an old

adage, "Work and then play," or business be-

fore pleasure. I have no objection to this,

but I think there is no harm to combine busi-

ness with pleasure.

In conclusion I will say : Be yourselves.

Be at home. Exchange smiles as well as

thoughts, and we doubtless will make this

convention memorable for more than one rea-

son. Jacob Huffman.
Monroe, Wis.

The following paper by Miss Mathide
Candler, of Cassville, Wis., was read

by Secretary Dittmer:

Wintering Bees on the Summer
Stands.

I have been asked to prepare a paper on
wintering bees on their summer stands. I do
not know that I can add anything new to

this old. but ever interesting, subject; but, as

I have had fair success in wintering bees out-
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doors, I will give a short account of my ex-

perience, and what I think I have learned

from it.

I have changed my method of packmg hives

for winter, at different times. My first win-

ter-case was a shallow box or frame, about 3

inches widtr than the hive on all sides, which
was slipped over the hive. It had muslin

tacked to the rim so as to form a kind of

sack under and around the hive, and about 6

or 8 inches was put on top. Then the muslin
was neatly folded over and fastened in place

with pins.

Later I used wooden winter-cases without

bottom packing, using them singly, 4 in a

case, and in long rows of 10 in a case. Then
I began to experiment with tar-papt-r wrapped
around the hive, and now I use that method
of winter protection altogether.

Before putting on the paper I examine the

top of each hive carefully to see that the

cover is sealed down tight, and that here

are are no chinks, or crevices for the heat to

escape, or for a draught through the hive.

If the top is not tightly sealed I close the

opening with clay, or paste a newspaper down
over and around the top. About 5 inches of

planer-shavings are then put over the sealed

cover, the hive-cover is put on, and paper
wrapped snugly around all. The entrance is

left open the full width of the hive.

It seems to me that with a small hive-

entrance bees are more inclined to have dys-

entery.
I like paper protection, for several rea-

sons:
1st. "Roth bees and combs are dry. I think

this is because the moisture condenses on the

sides of the hives, due to the thinner and
colder side-walls, instead of above the bees.

2d., While it is quite a little work to fix

them up properly, the work is not heavy,
and therefore it suits me best.

3d. It does not require so much Storage-

room as do wooden winter-cases.
From my experience I should say that

tliere should be no packing below the frames,
and not much on the sides; but a good, thick
packing of some kind at the upper part,

and above the frames, is necessary for out-

door wintering of bees.
Cassville, W"is. Mathilde Candler.

In the discussion following the fore-

going paper, Mr. Allen said that Miss
Candler winters her bees in 2-story hives

with the bees in the upper story. Mr.
France said that her hives were protect-

ed under a bluff.

Extracting Honey.

"How ought good honey to be heat-

ed without injuring its color?
Mr. York would heat it as high as

i6o degrees, but it must be bottled at

once, and there will be little granula-
tion. It has, however, a tendency to in-

jure both color and flavor, if kept for

too long a time at i6o degrees or higher.

He described a method of blending to

make a good basswood flavor, to help

to prevent pranulation.

Getting Old Pollen Out of Combs.

"What is the best method to get the

old pollen out of the combs?"
Melt the old combs, and render into

wax, and then use comb foundation.

Fastening Foundation in Frames.

"Which is the best and easiest way
to fasten medium brood foundation
in a Langstroth triangular top-bar
brood - frame, wire or splints ? Is it

necessary to use either when founda-
tion is re-enforced by brushing melted
wax over part of it?"

The re-enforcement plan had not been
tried by any one, but the majority
agreed to try it the coming season. It

seems to be the opinion of all for ex-
tr^icting combs that wire is necessary.
The rc-enforccment plan was demon-
strated and ex])lained by Mr. France.
The following paper by Harry La-

throp was read by Secretary Uittmer

:

The Bee-Keepers' Need and Enemy.
What is it that bee-keeper's need more than

any other thing? The question is easily an-

swered. It is a reliable market for honey.

What is the greatest enemy of bee-keeping

in the United States? Not foul brood. That
enemy can he handled by the intelligent bee-

keeper. The greatest enemy of bee-keeping

in our country is the glucose trust. The in-

dividual can tight disease, but he can not,

alone, tight organized greed. Only the united

effort of all producers can effect desired leg-

islation; and we must also enlist the aid of

all fair-minded people who want to see the

right prevail.

The extracted honey that is sold in the

country districts at the present time, amounts
to only a drop in the bucket as compared
with the glucose syrup that is sold under dif-

ferent names, usually as corn syrup. What-
ever it is, it is not a natural product, and,

by reliable information, is detrimental to

health. Vet the trust magnates have the

"gall" to advertise it as being "better than

honey."
I will say here, parenthetically, that I

have talked with some who have worked in

glucose factories, and they declared that they

would not eat the product that they had
helped to manufacture. It seems, from what
they told me, that hoofs and other refuse

from packing houses are used to give "body"
to ihe stuff!

The future of our industry depends largely

upon the sort of fight that we can put up
against this" insidious foe. Considering so-

ciety as a family, what sense is there in de-

stroying large amounts of grain to produce
an artificial product, when real health-giving

nectar is going to waste all over the land,

and the saving of which for the use of hu-

manity needs only the encouragement of the

workers (bee-keepers.)
The manufacture of glucose is on a level

with the making of whiskey. It is not done
for the benefit of humanity, or for the com-
mon good, but for greed. If things were
made for use instead of profit, how much of

those poisons would be manufactured and
sold ? Greed of gain is at the bottom, and
bee-keepers, I hail you as a class of work-
ers who would not have to give up your oc-

cupation if the reign of righteousness should
actually come on earth—the federation of the

world, the brotherhood of man, under the

Golden Rule.
Bee-keeping will ever be an occupation of

the people, available to the man or woman
of small means. Industrial slavery of the

masses is the aim, consciously or uncon-
sciously, of organized wealth. If there is

anything that the glucose trust would like

to do today, it is to crush out bee-keeping as

an industry.
Fifteen years ago the dairy interest of

this State was fighting for its life against the

great packing houses. The dairy interests

were strong, and they won the fight. You of

Southern Wisconsin know the result. See the

wealth that has been added to our State, and
the happy homes of comfort and prosperity,

because organized greed was not allowed to sell

something "better than butter," and manufac-
tured from nobody knows what.
Our cause is as just as that of the dairy-

men, and more urgent, as the product being
put out to displace boney is not as fit for

luiman food as oleomargarine, no matter how
liiphly the latter is colored.
There is important work for us to do. The

bee-keepers are in the fore- front of a battle,

Irlie result of which may mean liberty and
prosperity for the masses, or it may mean
serfdom, witli all the machinery of govern-
ment, standing army, navy, etc., in the con-
trol of the money-power. I,et the bee-keep-

ers' contingent do their duty in the struggle.

Rridgeport. Wis. Harry Lathrop.

The nature of glucose and Karo Corn
Syrup was discussed, and the use of

both condemned.
The following paper by H. H. Moe

was then read by the secretary

:

Bee-Keepers as I have Known Them.
Bce-kfcpcrs themselves are an interesting

class of people. By way of acquaintance, or

an introduction, I shall present here in a brief

paper my impression of some bee-keepers. Of
course, I had read of some of the big men,
and read something from some of them. It

was my pleasure and privilege to attend the

National Convention at Los Angeles, Calif., in

in03, and the Harrisburg Convention in 1907.

These two conventions, at the extremes of our

country, brought me into contact with some of

the big kee-keepers in various parts of our

country. A photograph of the Los Angeles
Convention is especially valued. It is an art

work in itself, where such men as Prof. A. J.

Cook, Dr. C. C. Miller, A. L Root, George
\\. York, W. Z. Hutchinson, N. E. France,

and a large number of other noted bee-keepers,

were assembled. For this convention a special

car for bee-keepers from Chicago to Los An-
geles was chartered. This car the party of

bee-keepers occupied for six nights, and the

pleasure of this trip will long be remembered.
The delightful visits, the beautiful songs, and
wonderful scenery, are not soon forgotten.

Tlie only thing that marred the dignity of the

party was the appearance of a deck of cards, t

one day, that tumbled on the floor. Some. said, ^

jokingly, that it was Dr. Miller's; some said

it was Mr. Root's; but if any one claimed the

deck, I failed to find out who it was.

One day, while our train stopped for a
short time for dinner along the route in West-
ern Kansas, many of us were hurrying to din-

ner at the hotel. Mr. Hutchinson and myself

were together. Right in front of him was a

very prettv girl who had just pulled a chair back

from the' table, which she no doubt intended

to occupy. But Mr. Hutchinson was too quick

for her, and squatted himself right down in

her chair, and proceeded to do justice to the

dinner. He was perfectly unconscious of the

beauty of the girl, or that he had in any way
been impolite.
As for our memorable visit to the Grand

Canyon of the Colorado, that would be de-

serving alone of a longer paper than I in-

tend to weary you with here. How our mid-

night sleep was disturbed by the yip, yip! and
bow, wow! of the coyotes. Mr. Hutchinson
and Mr. France are big bee-men, but a trip

down into the Canyon scared them out. They
" remained on top and described us as little ants

crawling along the mountain side. Wonderful
scenery, indeed! The interesting gospel serv-

ice Sunday morning, by the bee-keepers, in

the hotel—a place unused to such services

—

will no doubt long be remembered. And were
they not appropriate ? The beautiful song,

"Not Ashamed of Jesus," by Mr. and Mrs.
York, (the latter now deceased), will not be

forgotten. Dr. C. C. Miller's resonant tenor

voice in "The Rock That is Higher Than I,**

sounded especially inspiring in that region.

A. I. Root, one of the best known bee-keep-

ers in all the world, spoke on the text, "In
all thy ways acknowledge Him," and his ad-

dress also seemed very appropriate.

But I set out to write a brief paper, and
not one to put you to sleep. You wish to

know my impression of some of these bee-

keepers? Being a school-teacher, my fellow

laborers I would generally recognize as clean

and intelligent. The typical leading bee-keep-

ers I have met I can also characterize as

clean and intelligent—two very high accom-
plishments, and not as common as I wish they

might be. Nor are these characteristics pos-

sessed in so high a degree as they might be
in certain quarters. But the typical bee-keeper

is also a pure-bred Prohibitionist, and when I

say that. I am paying them a high compli-

ment. -My first personal acquaintance with the

Editor of the American Bee Journal was to

learn that he had refused to publish a recipe

for making wine out of honey. I immediately
made up my mind that the Editor was in-

deed worthy of being at the head of a great

bee-paper.
A. I. Root's attempt to curtail the tobacco

habit by offering a bee-smoker to any one who
would discontinue the use of the poisonous

weed, (and if resumed, to pay for the bee-

smoker), was, I believe, quite generally known.
Let all such good work go on.

Should anything of what I have here said

make any of the big bee-keepers sort of stuck

up, you would better empower the president to
|

take them down a notch or two!
Woodford, Wis. H. IL Moe.

The discussion and reminiscences

which followed developed some facts

that Mr. Moe, naturally, W(nild not

mention in liis paper.

Sugar Syrup for Winter Stores.

"What is the best method to make su-

gar syrup for winter bee-food?"

Two parts sugar to one part water,

thoroughly mixed by churning it

Sealed Covers in Winter.

"Are sealed covers preferable to bur-
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lap for out-door covering for bees?"

Almost all those present preferred

sealed covers for cellar-wintering of

bees?

WINTER Bees' Nest—Feeding Sugar
Syrup.

''Do bees make a nest for winter?"

The general opinion is that they do.

"What is the best way to feed sugar

syrup to bees?"

The Miller-feeder is the best to use

for feeding bees for winter stores.

Blacks vs. Italians—Feeding Bees in

Winter.
"How many prefer the bl-acks to the

Italian bees?"
No one.

"What and how would you feed bees

when too cold to feed liquid food in

winter?"
Put over the bees a super with comb

honey.

Filling Empty Combs with Syrup.

"How would you fill empty combs
with syrup for winter feeding?"

Let the syrup run down on the comb
on a slant, by pouring, which is faster

than sprinkling.

Liquid or Candied Honey—Strength
OF Colony vor Winter.

"When selling honey in 6o-pound
cans, is it customary to have it liquid

or candied?"
Candied, unless the market demands

the liquid form.
"Is it desirable to have a colony very

strong for wintering ? Will it winter
better than a medium colony?"
That depends on the age of the queen,

and whether a large proportion of the

bees are old.

This brought out the question, "How
can you sort them from young bees?"

It was suggested to move the hive to

a new stand, placing the empty hive

at the old stand, and let the old bees
return.

Mr. Huffman thought a medium col-

ony would winter better than a strong
one, as the latter would consume too

much honey, and there would be too

many dead bees.

Doolittle Feeder—Carniolan Bees.

"How many have used the Doolittle

<iivision-board feeder?"
Mr. Allen has 50 of them, and likes

them very much, especially in cold
weather.
"Has any one tried the Carniolan

bees?"
No one present had ever tried them.

Mr. York mentioned Mr. Byer, a Cana-
dian specialist, who prefers them to the

Italians as honey-gatherers, but they
are somewhat excessive swarmers.

Pure Food Law.

"Has the National Pure Food Law
been a benefit to honey-producers? If

so, to what extent?"
It has given confidence to the con-

sumer as to the purity of honey, but it

has not raised the price of honey, nor
increased the demand.

Shaking Energy into Bees.

"Can you really shake energy into

bees ?"

Shaking bees for the purpose of put-

ting them to work had generally been

found unsatisfactory.

Second Day—Morning Session.

The convention was called to order

by Pres. Huffman, at 9:30 o'clock.

The report of the committee on reso-

lutions was read by Mr. France, as fol-

lows :

Report of Committee on Resolutions.

Uksoi.\ EU, That in the recent death of our
ohkst member, D. U. Uaniher, of Madison,
Wis., the last surviving charter member of

this State Association, we have lost a valua-

ble member; and hereby tender to his family

our sincerest sympathy in their bereavement;
that a copy of tliis resolution be forwarded
to his family by our secretary.^

Kesolved, That this Association elect one
of its members and also a substitute, as dele-

gates to represent us at the next annual
meeting of the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation; and that one-half the carfare of said

one acting delegate be paid by this Associa-

tion.

Resolved, That this Association recommend
to the State Board of Agriculture, the ap-

pointment of a special Superintendent of the
Apiarian Department of the Wisconsin State

Fair. Be it further
Resolved, That Franklin Wilcox of Maus-

ton, be appointed Judge of the apiarian ex-

hibits at the Wisconsin State Fair.

Resolved, That the Executive Board of this

Association (including N. E. France) investi-

gate the publication of reports of its annual
meetings; and arrange for such publication,

with full power to act, taking into careful
consideration the expense thereof, so that it

shall not exhaust our treasury. Be it further
Resolved, That said Executive Board (with

Mr. France) be authorized to take such meas-
ures as they deem wise to increase the mem-
bership of this Association, explaining the
advantages of membership in both State and
National Associations.

Resolved. That the President of the W is-

consin State Association and State Inspector
of Apiaries, urge the Wisconsin State Legis-
lature to enact a stringent law prohibiting
the poison spraying of open fruit-bloom, for
two reasons: Istj that the invaluable pollen-
izing insects, including bees, are thus killed;

2d, that the open blossoms thus sprayed are
largely destroyed. N. E. France.

A. C. Allen.
George W. York,

Committee,

On motion, the foregoing resolutions

were adopted.
Mr. France was recommended for the

position as assistant superintendent of
the apiarian exhibit at" the Wisconsin
State Fair.

The following paper was read bv Mr.
Allen :

Perfect Control of Swarming—Large
Crops of Honey and Easy Increase.

When the subject of swarm-control is sug-
gested, I realize it is one which has been
threshed over until to many it is a stale story.
Yet because of the wonderful results which
we anticipate would accrue from absolute con-
trol of this unpleasant feature of our occu-
pation, we still aspire to the desired end.
While realizing that location has much to

do with most plans, I believe the problem is

satisfactorily solved for this latitude, and I

caiinot see why it will not work in most places.
Since we last met here, two plans have been

given to the public, both of which," it is

claimed, have proven a perfect success in the
hands of those practising them. One is a very
wasteful way, and directly opposed to Nature's
plans, and I think no one will doubt but that
it accomplishes the object and discourages the
swarming inclination, as completely as the be-
heading of all the larger children in a good-
sized family, would discourage the parents
who reared them.
To describe the plan which I have worked

out, permit me to go back to the days when I

began bee-keeping, and relate what led to its

development.
Twenty years ago last fall I began the study

of apiculture with the "A B C of Bee-Cul-
ture," and one colony, with my broother as
half-share partner. Fortunately the colony

wintered well, and in- anticipation of increase
we purchased 2 second-hand hives, and paid
a carpenter $4.50 to make 3 more (whicl},. by
the way, he never made, so we still have
"something coming").
Our anticipations were correct, for that col-

ony did cast 5 swarms, and we saved 2 of
them, the other 3, which were hived in nail-

kegs and a cracker box, absconding. We also

got $5.00 worth of comb honey; but the loss

of those vagrants so discouraged my brother
that I bought hira out, and decided to paddle
the canoe alone.

In those days, desiring increase, swarming
was considered an omen of success, and no
sound was sweeter than to hear the cowbell,
dishpan-drum, dinner-horn, and feminine
voices shouting, "The bees are swarming!"
when we would rush from field or garden
and join in the fracas. This order of things
continued until the apairy numbered about 30
colonies, and 2 to 4 swarms would appear at
once, and go 20 to 30 feet high in the near-by
maples, when I began to think differently
about the swarming business.

1st. My first attempt to control it was by
means of a perforated due trap, with a slide
which I kept closed whenever absent from the
apairy; but as most of you are familiar with
its good and bad features, I will only say that
it was but a few ytars before we discarded
it for the following:

2. The advance step of clipping the queen's
wing.

3. Next, large hives were advocated, and
with many to-day their use seems to be about
all tliat can be desired; but even with them
where is the man who can say he never had
a swarm when he did not expect it? X think
it can be safely said we have all had some
swarms from hives having an abundance of
room, therefore it cannot be said large hives
solve the problem; and with any of these
three plans it was not safe to le'ave the
apairy.

4. The fourth step was to clip out all

queen-cells once a week. This was found
quite successful, provided a cell was not
missed; but it is a hard job to look so care-
fully over the combs of all colonies every
week and not miss one; and sometimes the
weather being bad, the bees were cross, but if

we didn't go through them, we would have
a swarming mania on the first sunny day.
Besides, I know of no way that will degen-
erate an apiary so quickly as this very one,
unless we constantly introduce new blood.
Another objection to this system is that the
colonies are kept ail the season with the
swarming desire, and we all know bees do
not work as well when that is present. The
satisfied, contented colony is the one that
u-orks best. I learned this fact, when, after
losing several absconding swarms, no more
were lost, by simply placing a comb of un-
sealed brood in the center of each hive in
which a swarm was placed.

5. A fifth plan—that of certain hive
manipulations, mostly with the sectional hive

—

has been recommended and practised with
varying results.

6. And then a sixth came before us, that
of shaking the bees on starters, compelling
them to build new combs, which, in the hands
of many, seems to be wonderfully conducive
to sulking, absconding, and general discon-
tent, on the part of the bees thus handled.

7. I will now offer a seventh. You know
7 is considered a complete number, so per-
haps this is the last.

Studying upon the problem day and night,
I began to put three facts together, viz.: 1st.
a strong colony which will work all through
the season making no preparations to swarm,
is the one that gathers the most nectar.

2d. A new swarm hived on empty combs
and one comb of unsealed brood, works with
the greatest of energy, with no sulking or ab-
sconding.

3d. As the stirring up that a colony re-

ceives when shaken rightly and at the proper
time, unquestionably puts new vim into them,
led me to see if I could not combine all three
of these strong points, and thereby accom-
plish the desired end; and it would seem that
I have hit it. for there has not been one fail-

ure after trying it three seasons.

In performing this, the operator may shake
or not, as he chooses, and results will be about
the same, for if we happen to discover the
queen when we first open the hive, she can
be put in her proper place, and the shaking
dispensed with. We will call it the "Non-
swarming Brood- Exchange Plan."

Nearly every method heretofore used to pre-
vent swarming weakens the colony, but this
does not ; the entire colony is kept together
for the clover flow, and is made stronger for
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the fall than it could possibly be were it not
thus treated. Your boy or girl, hired hand

—

yes, even your wife—can do it as well as
you can, and your mind can be at rest, for
the bees will not swarm that season.

Every means possible is used to get all col-
onies strong at the beginning of the honey-
flow, and in the case of 8- frame hives, the
queen is given the run of two stories for egg-
laying; thus the swarming fever is not con-
tracted before the clover flow starts, and just
as it is nicely on I apply the treatment,
which both prevents and satisfies all desire to
swarm, and causes the queen to continue lay-
ing as vigorously as before; thus getting a
fresh lot of workers ready for the fall flow,
instead of slacking up on laying at this time,
as is the case if left to themselves.

W'lien the honey -flow is well started I go
to each strong colony, regardless of whether
I he bees desire to swarm or not, and remove it

from its stand, putting in its place a hive
filled with empty combs, less one of the cen-
ter ones. Next, a comb, containing a patch of
unsealed brood about as large as my hand, is

selected from the colony, and placed in the
vacant place in tlie new liive; a queen-excluder
is put on this lower story, and above this a
super of empty combs, this one having an
escape-hole for drones; and on top of all, an
empty super. A cloth is then nicely placed in
front of this new hive, on which the bees
and queen are shaken from the combs of the
parent hive, and the third story is filled with
the combs of sealed brood and brood too old
to produce queens, and allowed to remain
there and hatch, returning to the working
force. Thus the swarming fever is satisfied,
the colony is stimulated to do its utmost in
honey-gathering, and the queen is encouraged
to lay as in spring-time. Yes, much better,
for in two weeks she will have 5 to 7 combs '

filled with brood and eggs, which forces the
honey above, where we want it.

It does not take five minutes for the bees
to find that brood above, where it is nicely
cared for. There is no sulking, for in less
than an hour the colony is at work as though
nothing had happened, and as the brood
hatches its combs are filled with honey, and
often a fourth story has to be put on to catch
the flow, for in keeping the whole colony to-

gether we get big results.

The old hive often contains more brood
than will go in this third story, and the bal-
ance is put on any weak colonies that may
be in the yard, thus strengthening them.

If I want increase, it is made about 10 days
afterward, by simply lifting this upper story
of brood off and placing it on a new stand,
and given a ripe cell, or a queen. As all bees
that are old enough to be field-workers will
return to the old stand, nothing is lost from
the clover crop in this way, and these new
colonies sometimes secure a super of fall

honey, and are the very best to go into win-
ter quarters, as all their bees are young.

If any of you will try this plah, I will be
pleased to have you report results, and any
questions or criticisms will be gladly consid-
ered. A. C. Allen.

Portage, Wis.

Mr. Allen demonstrated his non-
swarming plan, and many questions were
asked, showing much interest in his

methods.
Mr. York then read the following pa-

per on,

Honey—Its Marketing and Staple

Use.
To some bee-keepers the word "honey" is

almost a new one, so far as the honey season
of 1909 was concerned. A few not only har-
vested no honey at all, but even had to feed
their bees; or else what their bees did store
was honey-dew, which in some instances, was
but little better than no honey at all, and in
other cases worse than none, especially for
the bees' winter stores.

But as the good honey season have been In
the past, so they will be again in the fu-
ture. About 20 years ago there was con-
siderable said about the then poor and dis-
couraging honey seasons, many bee-keepers
even wondering if the good honey crops of
the early '80s would ever be repeated! But it

was not so very' long until the good old sea-
sons came again, and with increased amounts
of honey, so that the crops of lOOli, ]90G
and 1008, were even more abundant than
those of the former bounteous years.

While, of course, there will be little or no
difficulty experienced in disposing of the

honey crop of 1909, very likely another large
crop will soon be here, and the question of
marketing it will be up for consideration again.
In the meantime it may be well to look at
some of the present most successful methods
of disposing of honey.

Perhaps the bulk of the honey crop each
year is sent to the large city markets—sold
wholesale. This, of course, the easiest way to
sell, but not always the most profitable to
the producer. And yet, for the most exten-
sive producers it is the best way, for such
can not hope to work up a demand at home
sufficiently large to take all the honey pro-
duced in their immediate locality.

But all who ship or sell wholesale should be
exceedingly careful with whom they deal.
There are commission men who handle all

kinds of produce, and such do not know best
how to dispose of honey. They seem to
think that any old price will do for honey,
so long as they get their commission on the
sales they make. And thus often the mar-
ket is ruined before much honey has begun
to be shipped.

In nearly every large city there are now
commission men or dealers who make a
specialty of honey. They have developed a
line of customers to whom they can sell honey
right along, year after year. Such dealers
can usually realize much better prices for the
producer than c^n the ones who know little

about honey.
Every bee-paper publisher knows pretty well

who are the reliable and best wholesale honey-
dealers, and if every bee-keeper reads the
bee-papers (as, of course, every up-to-date bee-
keeper does), he will have little trouble about
learning where it is best to ship his honey.

Next is the retailing of honey—that is, sell-

ing it near home, or to consumers residing
within a short radius of the producer. Many
bee-keepers, after years of patient effort, have
developed a good local demand. If more
would do this, I think all would soon find
that better prices, both wholesale and retail,
would result. Less honey would be sent to
the already overloaded city market, and thus,
by reason of less quantity, a higher price
would be realized; and by cultivating the
home market, it would be found that soon
more honey would be required to supply it,

or else what honey there is to be disposed
of there would bring a better price. The
fact is, there are thousands upon thousands
of people in the country and in small cities
that do not see any honey from one year's
end to the other. And this ought not so to
be. It surely doesn't pay to neglect the home
market, and overstock the large cities with
honey.
And this brings me to a consideration of

honey as a staple article. You ask. Will
honey ever be used as commonly or as ex-
tensively as sugar? Maybe not. But the
fact remains that it ought to be used ever
so much more generally than it is today.
And it is "up to" the bee-keepers them-
selves to see that honey has its rightful place
among the articles of daily consumption. I

say daily consumption, and I mean it. I de-
clare that lioney should always be on every
table, just as much as butter or any kind
of sauce or fruit. And surely at the pres-
ent price of extracted honey, why should
it not be eaten daily ? Oh, yes, I know that
some people say that they don't care for
honey! But I have found that there are
but very few people who would not eat honey
pretty regularly if they had a chance!

Right here I want to touch upon the form
of honey to be placed before the people, if
we ever expect it to be used extensively, or by
practically everybody.
Of late, my attention has been called to

chunk or bulk comb honey, which has been
in recent years such a success in certain parts
of the South, especially in Texas. Do you
know, I believe our Southern brethren have
hit ujjon 3, good thing, in more ways than
one ? In the first place, they can produce
more honey by their present methods than
they could if produced in sections or even
in the extracted form And then, they get
a higher price for it than they could ex-
pect for the liquid honey free from the
comb. They produce all their honey in shal-
low extracting-frames, then cut it out and
put it in tin cans of various sizes, ready to be
delivered to the consumer. .And I can readily
understand now nearly everybody would take
to such honey, just as naturally as a duck
takes to water. It has the real bee-honey
taste. There is nothing about it that suggests
artificiality, as do the clean, white sections,
free from even a stain of propolis or bee-
glue. Chunk or canned comb honey shows
on its face that it is the real honey simply

cut out of the hive and placed on the mar-
ket. It could very well be put into tin pails
or other receptacles, that may easily be handed
out to customers. I predict that this method

—

which may seem somewhat slipshod, and savor
a little of the back woods—will be prac-
tised pretty generally over the whole coun-
try within a very few years. It is a sane^
sensible, successful method. It is economical
for the producer—no sections needed, but
plenty of shallow frames; more comb founda-
tion, more hives, more supers, and then more
honey harvested. And, with plenty of such
super-room on the hives, there is going to be
less swarming. The honey is not removed
from the hives till the end of the honey sea-
son. Result, a better quality of honey be-
cause thoroughly ripened while with the bees.

But I didn't start out to boom chunk, bulk,
or canned comb honey. And yet, I believe
it is going to prove to be the method which
will help most to popularize the use of honey

—

help make it a staple article of diet-—sooner
than anything else I know of. I think thi&
method needs to be encouraged, because it

will also put more money into the pockets
of the honey-producers ; more money in the
bank for the bee-supply manufacturers and
dealers; and thus bring the greater financial
success to all connected in any way with
the industry of bee-keeping. And above and
beyond all this—and also more important—
more people will be eating honey, and thus
more people will have better health, will live
longer, and be happier. And, maybe, more
people will be keeping bees, more bee-keep-
ers will "keep more bees;" and thus there
will also be produced more and better fruit
because of the more perfect fertilization of the
fruit-blossoms throughout the country on ac-
count of the presence of a" larger number of
bees to do the work.
Now, you may say that all this looks very

well on paper, but it is the talk of an enthu-
siast. All right, let it be so. But what I

am telling you is already being accomplished
in Texas and other parts of the South—that
fair land that has in very recent years been
teaching the North how to "sober up" and
get rid of the curse of the open saloon, State
by State. Who knows but our Southern bee-
keeping brethren and sisters will yet teach
us of the North, how to "sivecten up," as
well.

Let us not despise our calling, but let us
go forth to help make our goodly land "a
land flowing with honey," whether it flows
with milk or not. Our dairy cousins can
look after the cow and milk part of it; let us
attend to the bees and their honey.

Chicago, 111. George W. York.

An interesting discussion followed the

foregoing paper, in which some gave
their experience with chunk-honey,
which was both pro and con.

The election of officers resulted as
follows, each being re-elected : Presi-

dent, Jacob Huffman, of Monroe; vice-

president, Franklin Wilcox, of Mauston

;

secretary, Gus Dittmer, of Augusta; and
treasurer, A. C. Allen, of Portage. Del-
egate to the National Convention for

1910, Jacob Huffman; alternate delegate,

A. C. Allen._

The question-box was again resumed.

Pollen in Wintering—Gasoline En-
gine IN Extracting.

"Do bees need pollen for wintering?"
They do not need it, and are much

better off without, as it is liable to be
the cause of diarrliea.

"Will a gasoline engine run a 2-frame
extractor?"

If you want to use power, use a 4-

frame extractor.

Cellar-Wintering—Preparing Nuclei
FOR Winter.

*'Why are some colonies dry and oth-
ers damp in the same cellar?"

This question was discussed, but no
satisfactory reason given.

"Give the best method to prepare nu-
clei for winter."

Set them on top of strong colonies,

with a l(i inch board between them.
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Introducing Queens—Shade for Bees.

"What is a simple and reasonably safe

metliod of introducing queens?"

Mr. York reported success in nearly

all cases by "drowning" the queen, or

holding her under water, and then drop-

ping her into the hive, having removed

the old queen the day before.

"What is the best way to provide

shade for the bees?"
What do you want shade for? If you

must have shade, use shade-boards only.

Too much shade makes the bees cross

and slow to go to work. Sunshine

makes not only better workers, but bet-

ter honey.

Uniting Weak Colonies—To Prevent
Swarming.

"Should weak colonies be united in

spring?"
Generally speaking, no.

"Will it prevent or lessen swarming
to move the hive backward on the bot-

tom part 2 or 3 inches for free circula-

tion of air under the brood-chamber?"

It will check it to some extent during

warm weather, but do not have the

draft in the upper part of the hive.

Meeting with Horticulturists.

"Is it advisable to have one or two
joint sessions with the horticulturists?"

Mr. France explained that there might

he an advantage ; that we could have

some of our papers in the State horticul-

tural bulletin.

Mr. France was appointed a committee
of one to confer with the Horticultur-

ist Society in regard to this matter, and

to have the paper prepared by some
member to be read to that society at its

next meeting.

Afternoon Session.

The convention was called to order at

I :45 p. m., by Pres. Huffman.
No other business appearing, the ques-

tion-box was again taken up.

Nature of Bees—Selling Honey in

Cans.
"Are bees better natured now than

they were 20 years ago?"

All seemed to be of the opinion that

they are the same now\
"Should honey in 60-pound cans be

sold net or gross weight?"

Mr. Allen always sells gross weight,

but there seems to be no rule, and all

were of the opinion that gross weight
is right.

More Extracted than Come Honey.

"How much more extracted than comb
honey can be secured from the colony?"
- The general opinion is that more ex-

tracted honey can be obtained than comb,
some even claiming to get double the

amount of the former, but there is no
rule.

"Will a colony that does not swarm
yield more honey than where they
swarm ?"

It seems to be the experience of all

who have observed, that bees will store

more honey without swarming.

Reducing Freight-Rates—Comb vs.

Extracted.

"What w'ill reduce freight-rates on ex-
tracted honey?"

Ship as fourth-class, by boxing the

cans and pails.

"Which is more profitable, comb honey
or extracted?"

Messrs. Allen, Putnam and Huffman
all expressed themselves in favor of ex-

tracted honey.

Bee-Cellar in Spring—Stimulative
Feeding.

"Will it do to open the cellar door a

few days previous to putting out the

bees? Will it quiet them or make them
more uneasy?"

It will do them good to open the

doors during cold nights, but it should
be closed during the day, if it is warm
outside.

"Is spring feeding for stimulative

breeding profitable?"

If the weather is warm it is beneficial

for the honey-flow, and during the inter-

val between two honey-flows, when no
honey is being gathered, always consid-

ering the weather.
The convention then adjourned at 3.00

p. m., to meet at the call of the Execu-
tive Committee in 191 1.

Gus Dittmer, Sec.

New Jersey Convention Report

The annual meeting of the New Jer-

sey Bee-Keepers' Association was held

in the State House, at Trenton, N. J.,

Dec. 18, 1909.

At 10 a. m., Pres. W. W. Case called

the meeting to order, and gave a short

address. He expressed himself as

pleased with the activity of the Associa-

tion the past year in working for a

Foul Brood Law, and in increasing the

membership.

Short Cuts in the Apiary.

The first talk was by J. M. Donaldson,
on "Short Cuts in the Apiary." One
of the first requisites to applying "short

cuts" is to have the latest and best appli-

ances ; every hive and fixture an exact

counterpart of the other in the apiary.

Have all colonies numbered ; keen an ex-

act system of records; get rid of divi-

sion-boards; and keep colonies free

of drone-comb.
An excellent method of making in-

crease is as follows : Take frames of

brood from any colonies that are strong

enough, with adhering bees, being care-

ful not to get the queen; assemble them
together in a colony, give them a laying

queen in a cage, and in a week to ten

days the colony will be as good as any
in the yard.

He believed the capping-melter one
of the best "short cut" appliances to be

used. He said that to prevent the honey
from being darkened, it should be al-

lowed to run off as fast as melted.

In uncapping, he recommended a cold

knife and downward cut.

Mr. Donaldson's talk was followed by
discussions, of which the matter of rec-

ords was the most important. Mr. Hor-
nor used the system of records advised

by Mr. Donaldson. He has the num-
bers painted in large figures on the

alighting board of the hive, and the

records are kept on a slate. This sys-

tem has many advantages. When a col-

ony is changed in the yard, leave the

alighting boards and make changes on

the slate. The numbers are at all times
in regular order, and not scattered all

over the yard as in numbering on the
hive-body. Then, the slate can be taken
into the shop or house at night, or on
rainy days, and the condition of the api-

ary studied, and the work planned.

Bee Races and Characteristics.

The next paper, "Races of Bees and
Their Characteristics," was by Franklin
G. Fox, of Erwinna, Pa., late assistant

in the Government Apiary at Washing-
ton, D. C.

He gave a brief history of the intro-

duction of the honey-bee into this coun-
try, saying that they were first brought
here previous to 1763 by the Spaniards;
they appeared in New York State in

1793. They were first noticed west of
the Mississippi in 1807.

Briefly, some of the characteristics of
some of the races were as follows : The
only thing worthy of mention in favor
of the blacks is that they are excellent
workers on buckwheat, and build nice,

white combs. The first Italian bees were
imported into this country in i860, and
since that time have become almost the
standard bee. Their characteristics are
too well known to need description.

The Cyprians he described as good
workers, good breeders, and not too
cross to adopt generally.

The Carniolans he considered good
breeders, good winterers, and good
workers, and the gentlest of all bees.
Their objection, so far, is their ten-

dency to propolize so much about their

hive-entrance on the approach of cold
weather. But, he said, much of this

could be overcome in the fall, and in

having all the colonies face the south.

He recommended the Banat bees as
best of all. He said their working qual-
ities were equal to any other race ; they
are good breeders, but would not breed
so much out of season as other prolific

races. He said they are as gentle as
Caucasians, gather almost no propolis,

and swarm but little, mak-ng them espe-
cially desirable for comb honey produc-
tion.

The paper was followed by a discus-

sion. Some expressed objection to the
Italians, that they were slow to breed
up in the spring, especially if the spring
was cold and backward. But the reply

was that if the hive was full of honey,
they will breed up in time for the flow.

Securing Foul Brood Laws.

Mr. C. B. Howard gave a talk on,

"How New York State Secured a Foul
Brood Law." The first thing they did

was to secure the support of the Com-
missioner of Agricu'ture. The law was
drafted so as to ptn the matter of in-

spection under the Commissioner. To
secure the law, bee-keepers must stand
together and support the Committee they
elect to get a Bill passed. The bee-

keepers throughout the State must write

and see their senators and assembly-
men, and explain to them what foul

brood is. what loss it is causing, and
ask that they support their Bill. The
importance of the bee-keepers making
their needs known cannot be overes-

timated. Bee-keepers must write their

senators and assembly-men.
Wm. E. Housel gave a brief address
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on the efforts of the New Jersey bee-
keepers the past year, in trying to get a

Foul Brood Hill. He said that we had
made a good impression—a good begin-

ning—and felt that we ought to be able

to get it this year.

In the discussion that followed Mr.
Hornor suggested that we try tc get an
endorsement of our Bill from the State
Horticultural Society. A committee of
three was appointed to get the endorse-
ment of that body.
There was now a general discussion

of our Foul Brood Bill, section by sec-

tion, by all present. Section 2 came in

for considerable discussion. The part
that authorizes the inspector to destroy
diseased colonies, after the owner has
been notified and instructed to treat the
disease, and neglects or refuses to do
so—part of the members contended that

it would be destroying property without
due compensation. But the other side
contended that if the owner of bees re-

fused or neglected to treat the disease,
he was violating the law, and should
therefore be penalized, and that the loss
of his bees would be the penalty. Then,
if the law provided for paying for the
bees destroyed by the inspector, we
would make it harder for the Bill to
pass.

A business session was now held. The
following officers were elected for the

ensuing j-car : President, J. H. M. Cook,
of Esse.x Falls; ist vice-president, E. G.
Carr, of New Egypt; 2d vice-president,

Wm. E. House!, of Junction; 3d vice-

president, W. W. Case, of Frcnchtown

;

and secretary-treasurer, Albert G. Hann,
of Pittstown.

The following was elected to attend
the meeting of the State Board of Agri-
culture, as our delegate : W. W. Case

;

alternate, Harold Hornor. The dele-

gate was instructed to try to secure the
endorsement of the State Board of Ag-
riculture for our Foul Brood Bill.

The retiring President W. W. Case
was given a rising vote of thanks.

The minutes of the last Field Meet-
ing were read and approved.

The secretary's report was read and
adopted.

It was ordered to pay the secretary
$25.00 for the coming year.

It was decided to hold anotlier Field
Meeting in one of the northern counties
of the State.

The meeting adjourned, subject to the
call of the Executive Committee.

Albert G. Hann, Sec.

much spotting of washings when bees
have their first flights. The bee-keep-
ers should try to plan the wash days,
and place their bees out afterward.

National Bee-Keepers' Association
Getu-ral Manatier. X. K. I-'ranxk, Platteville. Wis.

The membership of the National to-

day (Feb. 19) is 3tJ00.

The revised edition of "Bee-Keepers'
Legal Rights" is now in the hands of
the printer. A copy will be mailed free

to any member requesting it.

Zanesville, Ohio. The Executive Com-
mittee will not decide as to the time
and place of the next meeting until,

perhaps, June 1st, so there will be
plenty of time for other cities to get in
their invitations to the General Mana-
ger before the final decision is made.

There have been two or more recent
cases of bee-keepers sending in their
dues, and asking for help a/'/er getting
into trouble. This is contrary to the
constitution. No imsurance company
insures burning property.

The Executive Board asks any one
to report to Pres. York or the General
Manager any suggestions as to how
the National Association can be of
more help to its members. Several sug-
gestions have been received already,
but others are wanted.

There ought not to be very much
trouble in getting the desired 5000
membership by the time of the Na-
tional convention of 1010. There are
now 3t)00 members, so that only 1400
more would be necessary.

Director R. A. Morgan, of South Da-
kota, suggests that the National issue
reports quarterly instead of annually,
and save postage ; also the more fre-

quent reports will help create more in-

terest among the bee-keepers.

Thos. Chantry, of Utah, suggests that
the dues of the National be increased
so that there would be more money in

the treasury, for use in the interest of
the membership; and he would urge
every present member to get in new
members for the National.

Director J. E. Crane, of Vermont,
thinks it would be a good thing if the
National would own and rent to mem-
bers stereopticon views for bee-lectures,
and thus better advertise the use of
honey; and also have the National ad-
vertise in papers.

Invitations for the 1910 meeting of
the National have been received from
Toronto, Can.; Buffalo, Albany, and
Rochester, N. Y. ; Nashville, Tenn, ; and

Those who are in arrears in their
membership dues are kindly urged not
only to remit at once to tiie General
Manager, but also, if possible, to get
their neighbor bee-keepers to become
members also. In this way the 5000
membership could be gotten within the
next (iO days. Why,not do it ?

The poison spraying of open fruit-

bloom in the Southern States has be-
gun, as some apiaries are already af-

fected by it. Complaints of bees spot-
ting the washings hanging on lines in

the South are coming in. The Nortli
will have similar complaints later. The
long, cold winter is liable to cause

The Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers'
Association was the first to join the
National in a body, and has ever since
continued to do so. It was also the
first this year to vote to send a dele-
gate to the National convention of
1910. Let other State and local asso-
ciations do likewise, and build up both
by so doing.

Up to this date (Feb. 19), since the
last National report was issued, the
General Manager has received $1.00
each as dues from 80 members, and 50
cents each from 545 members. This
far exceeds any other year for 50-cent
dues, which shows that the local asso-
ciations are co-operating very nicely.
The 50-cent rate to local associations,
when joining in a body, helps the Na-
tional both in number of members and
financially.

It has been suggested that the time
and place of the bee-keepers' conven-
tions throughout the whole country be
arranged with the Executive Board of
the National Association. If this is

done, it may be that dates can be se-

lected when certain officers of the Na-
tional can be present at nearly all local
meetings. Also, it may be that a sys-
tem of meetings for the good of all

can be planned something like the va-
rious State Fairs in the fall.

Honey as a Health-Food

This is a 16-page honey-pamphlet in-

tended to help increase the demand for
honey. The first part of it contains a
short article on "Honey as Food," writ-

ten by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where
to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc.

The last part is devoted to "Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Hon-
ey." It should be widely circulated by
those selling honey. The more the peo-
ple are educated on the value and uses
of honey, the more honey they will buy.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy for a

2-cent stamp
; 50 copies for 90 cents

;

100 copies for $1.50; 250 copies for

$3.00; 500 for $5.00; or 1000 for $9.00.

Your business card printed free at the

bottom of front page on all orders for

100 or more copies. Send all orders
to the office of the American Bee Jour-
nal.

Laiig'.sti'oth Book "Special"

We have about 30 copies left of the
book, " Langstroth on the Honey-
Bee," of the edition just preceding the
last. It is practically equal to the
latest edition, and we will mail them so
long as they last, for 90 cents a copy.
(The regular price is $1.20.) Or, we
will send one of the above 90-cent
copies with the American Bee Journal
one year—both for $1.75. Address the
American Bee Journal office.

Worth Many Times Its Price.

To cnic who t;il<cs an intrri^st in lioney-
bees, tlie American Bee Journal is worth its

priee many times over.
Tacbnia, Wash. P. A. Norman.
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like those described before. Give mc your
opinion as to their value, and how you would
pack them for wintering.

2. Is it possible to have honey stored in
supers without separators wJht the ^%\^%\ij)i
inch boxes?

3. The woman mentioned before said that

it was never necessary to feed bees anything
to winter on, because they always filled the
brood-chamber before they started in the
supers. According to her, if the bees stored
one pound of surplus they had their brood-
chamber filled. She claimed to have worked
in the apiary helping her husband. Is she
right or wrong? New Jersey.

Answers.— 1. Bees work in any kind of a
thinp as to choice in hives is the convenience
of the bee-keeper. An important thing in de-
ciding as to the kind of hive to use is whether
it is commonly enough in use to be easily
obtainable. Kspecially is that true if a larger
number in the future is likely to be needed.
If you have something that is not in common
use, it will be difficult to buy others of the
same kind, and you can generally buy cheaper
tlian you can make. Also, if you ever want
to sell, the sale will be more difficult in odd
hives. The most important thing about the
hive—the size of the frame—you do not give.

If it is some odd size, it is decidedly ob-
jectionable. I had hives with frames only H
of an inch longer and J-i of an inch shorter
than the regular Langstroth frame, and I

threw aside a hundred of them to adopt the
standard size ( 17^^x9 J^i). Without knowing
more definitely about them it is hard to judge
as to your hives, but from what you say I

strongly suspect that they are in a class by
themselves, in which case you would do well
to adopt something more nearly standard.

The hives being double-walled may need
little packing. If you can get at it, the 4-inch
space might be filled with leaves, shavings,
chaff, straw, or other material to maintain
warmth, with what is of more consequence,
a packing of a little greater depth on top.

2. Yes, and for home use it is just as well.

Even for a home market it may do. But for
shipping to a distant market separators are
almost a necessity, for without them the sec-

tions are likely to be so irregular that they
will not pack in a shipping-case without inter-

fering and causing leaking.

3. As a general proposition she is wrong.
The brood-chamber may be filled before any-
thing is stored in the super, then the bees
may store a small or a large quantity in the
supers, and starve before the winter is half
over. For the brood-chamber may be mostly
filled with brood—generally is—when storing
begins in the supers, leaving empty combs
when the brood is hatched out, which must
have honey stored in them for winter. How-
ever, the size of the hive has something to
do with it. With 8-frame hives it often oc-

curs, especially if there is no fall flow, that
bees store well in supers and then need feeding
for winter. In this regard larger hives arc
much safer.

Marking Queens with Color—Uniting.
Colonies—Forming Nuclei—Boiling

Beeswax—Transferring Bees.
1. Why not mark the queens with color

so that they may be easily and quickly found,
even in a big colony?

2. I have 2 colonies of common or black
bees which I here will call "A" and **B."
Colony *'B" I obtained and transferred last

fall from a bee-tree into a standard hive.

It was a small or weak colony; but it seeras
to be more industrious, and more gentle and
with a larger queen. And so it is my choice
colony which I would like to breed from.
Colony "A" is a big one. How can I best
build up colony "B" in the spring to be a
big one?

3. How will it do to sprinkle with flour
when uniting bees?

4. How will it do to use a fine spray of
water to unite bees?

5. In '"A B C of Bee Culture," in the
Somerford method of forming nuclei, how
about that queen that is to te removed and
kept caged for 10 days? Is it all right to
keep her in the cage alone, or must there
be several worker-bees with her ? Must she
be provided with food in those 10 days, such
as "Good candy ?" How about the tempera-
ture for her in the 10 days ? Will it be
well enough to place the caged queen, for in-

stance, on a shelf in the dwelling in those
10 days?

6. When after 10 days the queen is re-

turned to her bees, will the bees accept her
readily, or will they consider her a stranger?

7. If in the hives there are some brood-
combs that have been transferred into the
frames, and there are also some brood-combs
which are built on full sheets of foundation,
how may I best manage to remove or dispense
with those transferred brood-combs, as they
are inferior?

8. Is beeswa.x injured by coming to a boil?
If so. can it be detected that the wax has been
boiled?

9. Is it a favorable time to transfer from
bee-trees during the time of fruit-bloom?

Wisconsin.
Answers.— 1. I don't know of any objec-

tion. It is practised quite a little in Europe.
2. Just what is the best way depends on the

strength of B. If it is very weak, able to
cover only 1 to 3 frames of brood, there are
two ways to proceed, either or both of which
you may use. One is to take from A, a
frame of brood with adhering bees, being sure
not to take the queen; then to shake or brush
the beeS down in front of B, trusting the
older bees to fly back to their old home and
the younger ones to crawl into B. After 2
or 3 days the dose may be repeated, and at
intervals afterward. The other way is to
swap frames of brood, without taking the
bees. Take from A, a frame of brood that
is as much as possible sealed and swap it for
one of B that is mostly eggs and very young
brood. You may continue swapping in this
way just as often as you can find in A frames
of brood more advanced than those in B.

If B has as many as 3 frames well filled

with brood, or when you have made it as
strong as that, you may work more rapidly.
Take from A, a frame of the ripest brood
with adhering bees, and give to B. Within a
week this may be repeated. After B has as
many as 5 frames of brood well covered with
bees it can stand having 2 frames at a time
given to it. If you give bees too rapidly
while it is weak, there is danger to the
queen.

3. It is practised a good deal in England,
but for some reason not much in this coun-
try. I think some have reported favorably,
and some not.

4. I don't believe it would do very well.
6. The article in question having to do with

making nuclei, little was said about the queen,
only she was to be kept out of the hive for
10 days, and then returned. Generally she
would probably be kept in a nucleus of per-
haps 2 frames of brood with adhering bees.
She might also be kept caged with a retinue
of bees, candy being in the cage, or she could
be in the cage alone if warm enough, say 70
degrees or more. In the latter case she might
be kept in the house.

6. They are not likely to make any objec-
tion to her.

7. Merely remove them and put frames filled
with foundation in place. If there is brood
in the removed frames, put it in an upper
story over an excluder till the brood has
hatched out. Do not alternate the founda-
tion with the brood-combs already present,
but put the foundation at one side together.
You will get straighter work if you put a thin
dummy between the combs and the frames of
foundation.

8. Bringing to a boil will hardly hurt it

if not repeated too much, nor continued too
long, and I don't believe the short boiling
could be detected.

9. Yes, very.

Wintering Bees in a Nail-Keg—Comb
Honey and Increase—Bee-
Keeping in Washington.

I have a swarm that I caught last May and
put in a nail-keg, and they seem to work
well, filled the keg with comb, cast a nice
swarm in July, and had a good flow after
that, but I don't know how much honey they
went into winter with ; but the other day I
noticed that some 12 or more bees had come
out of the keg, and had chilled in the snow,
and every day since I can see several come
out and spin around on the snow and never
get back, for the days are cold. What makes
them come out? Do you think they are short
of stores?

2. I have them on the summer stand with
a piece of burlap wrapped around the keg,
with a J^xo-inch entrance. Do they get
enough air?

3. If they are short of stores can I feed
them? How is the best way?

4. If they were in a frame hive I could
soon see if they had any honey. I want to

transfer them in the spring. When is the
best time, and how is the best way?

5. I want to run for comb honey and get all
of it I can, and get all the swarms 1 can.
How is the best way to manage it?

6. Would you use the 8 or the 10 frame
hive?

7. We have a very good honey-flow here.
It lasts about 3 months, from June 1st to the
last of August. We have a milk-weed that is
very nearly as good as white clover, smells
like clover, and the honey tastes very much
like it, but not quite so white. Then there
is some alfalfa raised here, and more sowed
every year, so I think this will be a good
bee-country after a while, for it is new now.
Is there a bee-keepers' association in this
State, and where are the headquarters?

8. What books would you advise for a be-
ginner? Washington.

Answers.— 1. The bees coming out as you
say, spinning around and dying on the snow,
is no sign that anything is wrong. If they
were starving they would die in the hive, or
at the most they would get no farther than
close to the entrance. More or less bees
always die through the winter.

2. That ought to give enough air.
3. It's a troublesome thing to feed them;

but you can put some comb honey under the
combs on the floor, and the first day it is
warm enough they can take it.

4. Wait till they swarm, hive the swarm
in a movable-comb hive, setting it on the old
stand with the nail-keg close beside it. A
week later move the keg to a new place, per-
haps 10 feet away. Two weeks later still, or
21 days from the time the swarm issued, all
the worker-brood will have hatched out in the
keg, when you can cut up the keg, brush the
bees into the hive containing the swarm, and
melt up the combs. Instead of this, however,
as you probably want increase, you may, at
the end of the 21 days, cut out the good combs
and fasten them in frames as directed in your
bee-book, and transfer bees and comb into a
new hive.

5. If you get all the honey possible, you
will not have any swarms, unless you are in a
locality where the season is long and there is
a heavy flow late. If you have as many
swarms as possible, you will not expect much
honey. Perhaps the happy medium will be
to double your number. When a prime swarm
issues, set it on the old stand with the old
hive close beside it; move the old hive to a
new stand a week later, and that will throw
the field-force all into the hive with the swarm.
That will make the swarm strong for a crop
of honey. If you are anxious for more in-
crease and less honey, when the prime swarm
issues hive it and put it on a new stand,
leaving the old hive on the old stand. Then,
if the colony has been strong, you may have
another swarm from the old hive about 8 days
after the first swarm. Set this second swarm
on the stand of the old hive, and move the
old hive 10 feet or more away.

7. Write Legh R. Freeman, N. Yakima,
Wash., who will be able to tell you about the
Washington State Bee-Keepers' Association.

8. Dadant's "Langstroth on the Honey-Bee,"
Root's "A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture,"
and Cook's "Manual, or Bee-Keepers* Guide,"
are all good. After one or more of these, may
come any of the other books advertised on
another page of this paper.

Cellar-Wintered Bees— Milkweed

—

Bees Superseding Clipped Queens

—

Eggs that Disappeared.
1. Last winter I had my bees in the cellar

with a bottom-board IJ^ inches in depth of
opening under the hives in front, but with it

all closed except about 1^x33^ inches, with
wire-nails placed close enough together over
the opening to keep out mice. I had also a
cork hole less than an inch in diameter in
either the front or back end of each hive
about 1-3 from the top. closed with a mouse-
proof tin stopper in 10-inch deep Danzenbaker
hives, with the frames set crosswise, and lost
none by wintering in the cellar under the
living room of the house. Although this win-
ter has been very mild for Ontario, Canada,
till now (February), I can't keep the cellar
so warm as last winter, and have had it down
to 41 degrees a couple of times, and from that
to 45.

I should have said that last winter the cot-
ton covers were mostly free from propolis,
and over these 4 or 5 thick quilts, either of
felt or cut from bed-quilts, covered with
weighted wire or zinc screens to keep out the
mice.
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This year I have taken the plan given by

DooIiKle and left the opening all the way
across on the bottom-board, about 14xlJ4, with
J^-inch galvanized wire screen mouse-protector,
and the cork-holes closed entirely. All the
hives have the same quilt covering now as they
had last winter, only the propolis was not
removed from the cotton summer covers, but
they were moved too late for the bees to seal
them down, and these are covered over all
with the Root H zinc-bound *'honey-boards."
Now, why is it that under the board cov-

ers the quilts are quite cold? Not the slight-
est heat can be detected over the cluster. I

examined only 2 in the top row on the east
side of the cellar that were easiest to get at.
The bees on the west side of the cellar make
less than half the noise of those on the east
side. I suppose because the cooking stove
is within 3 feet of the top of the hives on the
east. Are the quiestest bees not wintering the
best? There are not so many aead bees on the
floor as at the same time last winter. I ex-
amined some of them with a lamp, holding it

close to the entrance, and not a dozen dead
bees were on the bottom-board, and not a bee
came out in the few seconds I was there. Are
my 14xlfi entrances too large? Probably they
are more than 4 times the size of Doolittle's,
but they can't be as bad as those hives win-
tered with no bottom-boards at all, all open,
set upon a 4-inch scantling, and come out
fairly well. I could partly close the slide
easily, instead of having it removed entirely,
as it is now.

2. When I tried incubating, as I informed
you. with a lamp under a hive, in the house,
with exit under the window in the spring of
190S, it \vorked well, because any extra heat
escaped into the room and did no harm, but
in the spring of 1909 I put a lamp in a hole
dug in the ground, surrounded it with a top-
less and bottomless box and set 4 hives upon it

for a top, but I could not keep the heat low
enough without having the lamp go out, and
after moving them to proper stands when the
weather got warm, only the weakest colony of
the four did any good. One of the stronger
ones swarmed before its time, from too much
heat, but the swarm and the other three did
not, all together, give more surplus than the
weaker ones. Buckwheat and goldenrod gave
most surplus unless the large milkweed helped.
I saw many bees working on it and some of
them would sit on its leaves as if they were
half asleep. Did you ever have any experi-
ence with this milkweed? It is getting to be
more of a nuisance every year.

^ 3. I was reading in the last Report of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, first column
of page 64, that a Mr. Bernschein said he
always loses half his clipped queens by super-
seding in the spring. I have always clipped
my queens, and have had the same trouble
at other times of the year, but last spring
the queens were killed at the most critical
time, when they should have been breeding
for the white honey-flow. Is this a usual
thing for the bees, to kill clipped queens? I

have long been trying to account for the
loss of so many queens by superseding, and I

think I told you of it once. This has hap-
pened so often that all my bees are hybrids,
though buying queens every year. If you
tell me this is usual I shall clip no more,
except as an experiment. Every bee-keeper
should join the .N'ational to get its full re-
ports, as the bee-papers could not publish the
reports in full even if they tried, and the
General Manager, N. E. France, of Platts-
ville. Wis., is such a splendid, enthusiastic
man.

4. Lately I tired of the way some dealers
in Italian queens humbugged the people by
making them believe that the filthy combs fre-
quently built by Italian bees were caused by
"travel-stain." as they call it, when it is
caused chiefly by the Italians mixing in pieces
of ohl, dark comb with new wax in building
new combs, so I decided on trying Carnio-
lans that are reported to build white combs.
I procured some Carniolan queens in Octo-
ber, one of which I introduced as follows, on
some one's recommendation in the papers:

I first smoked the bees heavily below, and
closed the entrance, then pounded on the
hive to make them fill themselves with honey,
and then laying a large board in front of the
hive-entrance, 1 shook off all the bees from
the combs on to the board and let them run
into the hive, and they soon collected on the
combs again that had been returned to the
hive, and the queen had been dropped amongst
the bees outside the hive and ran in with
them. In a few days there were eggs in part
of one comb and soon after no eggs or larvx
were visible, and in a few days after there

were more eggs, but these also disappeared
shortly after. What became of these eggs?
Did the bees destroy them because it was too
late in the season to rear brood, or what?
"I don't know." Probably you do.

Novice.
Answers.—1. You are to be congratulated,

lour bees have such an abundance of good
air of the right temperature that they do not
need to make any stir to change the air nor
to warm it, so they are so nearly dormant
that you can feel no heat over the cluster.
What more do you want? Of course, the
quieter the bees are, the better. My hive-en-
trances are 12^x2, making 24^ square inches.
\ours are 14xlJ:i, or 24'/^ square inches.
\our entrances are all right. If vou want to
warm your hand over the cluster, make the
entrance so small that the bees will have to
ventilate to change the bad air, and the effort
to ventilate will help warm your hand. Or,
lower the temperature of the cellar below the
freezing point, and the bees will have to stir
themselves and eat a lot of honey to warm up
the cluster, and then it will warm your hand
on top. Sounds contradictory to say that cool-
ing the cellar warms up the cluster; but it's
about the same as saying that as the weather
gets cooler the fire in a sitting-room gets
hotter.

2. Milkweed is rather plenty here, and I
think I have seen a very few sleepy-looking
bees on it, but the greater trouble is that
sometimes the bees are thrown out of business
by having parts of the flower stick to their
feet. The Chapman honey-plant is the worst
I ever knew about having a number of bees
sit stupidly upon it.

3. I think every one who begins clipping
queens will be surprised at the number of
queens that are superseded. It is not that any
more queens are superseded than before he be-
gan clipping, only while wings were whole he
could not well tell whether they were super-
seded or not, and when he finds a queen with
whole wings in place of a clipped one he
knows there was superseding. Ask him how
many of his queens were superseded before
lie clipped, and he might answer, "I don't
know, but I don't suppoce one in twenty."
The actual fact is that in the regular course
of nature ei'ery queen is superseded. I have
clipped for a great many years, and have had
a good many old queens, and I don't be-
lieve I ever had a queen killed because her
wings were not whole.

4. I doubt that Italians are worse than oth-
ers about taking bits from their old combs to
put into new. At any rate I've had blacks and
near-blacks that were just as bad.

I think it is the usual Ihing that a queen
continues laying at least a short time after
the bees stop rearing brood from her eggs
But bee-keepers don't often notice it."

A Big Bunch of Bee Questions.
1. Can I take bees without a queen a

distance, give them a frame of brood with a
queen-cell, and get them to stay and increase
to a full colony?

2. I made a hive the other day that has
S rooms in it, 4 frames to the room, only one
room has 10 frames. Over each 4 brood-
frames are 4 honey-frames on top. The 10-
frame room is to run for honey and drones,
so they may have a better chance at the
queens. Will that hive be a good one to rear
queens in?

3. There are no black bees within a mile
and a half of me that will interfere. As I
use drone-traps do you think I will ever
have a good stock of Italians?

4. Are hybrids as good for honey-gathering
as full-bloods?

5. In caging cells, one cell in a hive, with
no queen, will the entrance of the cage have
to be closed to keep the bees from tearing it

out?
0. A bee-friend says a pound of honey will

go as far with a colony of bees as 2 pounds
of granulated sugar for winter. Is that so?

7. He says the workers lay the drone-eggs.
Is that so? I thought the queen laid all the
eggs.

8. He has 50 colonies and has had bees
20 years. I have 10 colonies and have had
bees 2 years. He says he thinks the bees
know when a queen gets to be too old, and
will rear a young queen when it is needed,
whether they swarm or not. Another bee-
keeper with 40 colonics said he had a box-
hive with a queen that had been in it for
20 years. I believe they are both mistaken.
What is your idea?

9. Can I confine a young queen in a hive

and have her mated without taking a flight?
10. Will it make anv difference for me to

get golden Italians and red-clover Italians, and
let them mix, or would I better keep only
one kind?

11. Which of the two kinds mentioned do
you think better for mv locality, and will the
Italians beat here? Our chief honey-plants
are poplar, blackberry, cherry, locust, sumac,
white clover, raspberry, catnip, bitterwood,
maple, buckwheat, etc.

12. If I cage queen-cells, must I hang them
as they were in the hive, or can I lay them
down in the cage?

13. How many can I cage in a queenless
colony and have the bees feed them as they
should?

14. How is the best way to make queen-
candy if I should need it for my yard, as
I am going to rear my own queens if I
have luck.

15. I have 10 colonies of bees and want to
increase to 2S this year. I can buy prime
swarms for $1.00 to $1.25 each. Would I
better let mine run for honey or let them
swarm once each? Chunk honey is 10 cents
a pound here.

10. I have Italians and blacks. I want to
get pure Italians and keep them, and also keep
pure blacks. How will I manage it?

17. I am going to move some of the blacks
to an out-apiary, but do not want to move all.
Can I catch and kill all the black drones in
the home apiary, and rear my Italian queens
in July and August? How would that do?

15. What good are drones to a colony that
has a mated queen? Will it hurt if I kill
all drones in such a colony?

19. What is the gentlest race of bees you
know of?

20. What race of bees has the longest
tongues?

21. What is the best way to select a young
queen before her brood hatches?

22. Which is the safest way to make a liv-
ing, to work with bees or to run a farm?
Which way will one have the best time?

23. I run my bees for extracted honey.
When I don't find sale for it, how will it do
to let the honey stay on the hive till I do
find sale for it? How will it do to put a
wire-screen over a strong colony and pile up
the supers over this? Virginia.

Answers.— 1. If you move the bees a mile
away, or imprison them for 3 days, if you
take enough bees, and if it is a good enough
season, you might succeed.

2. I'm not sure I understand just how the
hive is made. I suppose several nuclei are
to be kept in the same hive, separated by bee-
tight partitions, in which you expect to keep
young queens to be fertilized. If the en-
trances are so arranged that there is no dan-
ger of the young queens entering wrong com-
partments when returning from a wedding ex-
cursion, the hive ought to be a success. But
if you have 4 full-sized brood-frames for each
nucleus, there will be little or nothing gained.
I question your idea about drones.

3. You may if you get a pure queen now
and then.

4. Very often they are.
5. If a cell is given before the bees realize

their queenlessness, they may tear it down;
not afterward.

6. For wintering, a pound of sugar will
go farther than a pound of honey.

7. In a normal colony the queen lays all
the eggs. In a colony queenless long enough,
laying.workers may appear, and their eggs
will produce only drones.

8. Your friend is right about bees replacing
a queen without swarming, and that is what
took place several times in that box-hive, no
doubt, for a queen generally lives only 2 to
4 years, and I never heard of one living more
than 5 or 6.

9. No.
I

10. Generally it is considered better to keep
"

only one kind; but a cross often does better,
at least for a time.

11. Likely there is little or no difference,
although if the red-clover bees are really what
their name implies they ought to be the better
in a red-clover region. Likely Italians will
beat the blacks.

12. You may safely lay them on the side.
13. X don't know, but I suppose a great

many.
14. Stir powdered sugar into warmed ex- •

tracted honey to make a very .stiff dough.
After standing a day or two, if it becomes
thin, knead in some more sugar.

16. At the prices you name, better produce
all the honey you can and buy prime swarms.

16. Keep each kind in an apiary by itself,
5 miles away from any other kind of bees.

17. That ought to answer; only remember
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that there is some chance of niixiiis at a dis-

tance of 6 miles or more.
IS. No use. All right to kill them.

I'j. Caucasians havethat reputation, although
Root says they are no gentler than some
strains of pure Italians.

20. Perhaps Cyprians.
21. I don't know of any way to judge ex-

cept by her looks, the way she fills the frames
with eggs, and the stock she comes from.

22. Most men will probably be safer as to

a living on a farm. The man who is thor-

oughly qualified for it may be safer with bees.

Such a man, with a strong liking for bees,

will have a better time with them even if he
should not make so much.

23. It will be all right to leave it on the

hives until the weather bLComes too cold. But
if you use a screen, so the bees can not get

to the honey, the moths will probably have
"a high old time" with the cnmh*;.

Lots of Snow—Fair Prospect

There is lots of snow here this winter.
The prospect is fair for honey the coming
season. J. E. Cr.^nk.
Middlebury. Vt . Feb 2f».

Seem to Be Wintering All Right

My bee» were put in winter quarters Dec.
3. 1000. They are weak, but they seem to be
wintering perfectly thus far. There are no
siens of disease yet. H. W. Lee.
Pecatonica. II).. Marrh i.

A Very Cold Winter

We have had a very cold winter here. The
bees have been under snow about 2 feet
deep. The snow has gone now, and the bees
flew today. Out of 15 colonies I have only ^

left. James H. Knotts.
Tunnelton. \V. Va.. Feb. 28.

Bees Seem All Right

I have 80 colonies of bees, all in the cellar.
They seem to be all right so far. The season
of iQo-j was a very poor one for honey in this
part of Xew Brunswick. There was no sur-
plus honey to speak of. Bees were put in
winter quarters Quite light in stores. I hope
they will come out all right.

Geo. F. Beach.
Meadows. N. B.. Canada. Feb. 21.

Bees Seem to Winter Well

Last fall I had 42 colonies of bees, and they
were left on the summer stands. Today it

was warm enough for them to fly. and they
all seem strong yet. But I cannot say how
many may die before the winter is over. I

hope this year may prove a good one. as we
have had three bad seasons for bees.
Martinsville. Ind.. Feb. 15. J- A. Lewis.

Coal-Oil to Keep Ants Away

The best way to keep ants from bees in
summer is to plant as many posts in a row as
needed for the hive bench to sit on. and
then dig out a hole as large as a peck meas-
ure and cement it and fill the hole about ^4

full of water, and pour coal-oii on top of
that, as much as a half-pint in each hole. I

think all who trv this will find it all right.
William H. Clark.

Sperryville. Va.. Jan. n.

Distance Bees Fly for Honey

I saw in the January .A.mencan Bee Jour-
nal an article written by L. B. Smith, as to
how far bees fly. I will tell of a little experi-
ence. Last fall, one warm day, my father
and I went out towards the mountain bee-
hunting. We came to an open place on a
tidge that led to the mountain, where we
put out some bait. In about half an hour we
heard the buzzing of the bees, and sure
enough one lit on the bait. So we watched

the bait for several hours where wc first put
it out. and in that time we had several dozen
bees on it. But we were unable to tell in

what direction they were going, as they cir-

cled so high in the air wc could not tell

which way they led off. However, we sup-
posed they flew towards the mountain. So
we commenced to move the bail towards the
mountain, the direction wc thought tliey

were going, and finally we startea up the
mountain, still moving the bait, time after
time, until we got towards the top. when we
commenced to sec which way they flew, as
they did not circle so high, and they led off

to the top of the mountaiiL
We continued moving the bait, and the

farther we went the more bees we had. un-
til we got to the top. wlien night overtook us
and we had to start for home.
The next day being my regular huckster

day. I could not go back, but the next day we
went to the top of the mountain where we
K-ft off. We put out some bait, and in a
short time we had lots of bees, and they
llfw right down the other side. We com-
menced movingdown the other side until we
got down in the other valley, where we
found them in an old oak-tree. I feel con-
fident in saying the distance from where we
first put out the bait to where we found
them was between 3^2 and 4 miles, as it was
from one valley across a large mountain into
another valley. So I believe in a time of
scarcity they will fly as far as Mr. Smith
says; but as to the amount of honey they
will store I am not able to say, as that one
had only about 2 pounds of honey. However.
we have had a terrible drouth and pasturage
was scarce. I hope to see this subject more
fully discussed. T. A. Crabill.

St. Davids Church. Va., Jan. 25.

Bees Long Confined to Hives

This has been the closest and longest that
mv bees have ever been confined to their
hives. They haven't had a flight for 8 weeks.
They are on the summer stands wrapped
in painted canvas, well protected from rain
and wind. I can hear them humming in the
hives. How do you think they'll pan out in
the spring? We have 18 inches of snow this
winter. It is an old-timer, away back in the
50's. and still snowing. I am anxious to see
the bees out. Is it prudent to let them out
on the snow, or should I keep them in the
hive until the ground gets bare? I would
like to hear from other bee-men.

I put 2i colonies away, and am waiting
patiently to see the outcome of the close,
hard winter. C. H. Mangi's.
Altoona. Pa., Jan. 31.

Cold Winter for Bees

I have been at bees for 30 years, keeping
onlv 8 or ic colonies, as I never allowed my-
self to have enough colonies to interfere
with my pastoral work. And for that reason,
and because I have never gone into serious
commercial honey producing, I have kept to
comb honey.

I have been pastor here 11 years. In that
time I have not failed to get 100 pounds of
comb honey in Danzenbaker sections every
year, per colony, until 1000. when all was
black honey-dew— not a single section of
clover, basswood. or other white honey.
And now this is a very severe winter on
out-door bees, since many feared to house
them in the cellar with no chance to fly

when they had no stores but honey-dew.
All this long lying snow will be good for

loio clover, but I believe many bees will be
lost this winter between honey-dew and
cold continued so steadily that they cannot
warm up and eat. to say nothing of taking
wing. We have had 6 weeks of unusual cold
here. Rev.) T. Chalmers Potter.
Glasgow. Del., Jan. 18.

No Trouble in the South from Granulation of Bulk-

Comb Honey

In the January number of the American
Bee Journal, page 13. Mr. Greiner, in com-
menting on our Texas bulk-comb honey-pro-
duction, seems to think we would have some
trouble with our honey granulating while in
the pail or receptacle, and " that he would
be a little skeptical in filling the interstices
with extracted honey." I have been selling
bulk-comb honey since 1884. and have never
had any trouble along that line. In fact, our
honey does not granulate until the cold
weather sets in. and I have never been able
to supply the demand for nice comb honey
during the summer and fall months, for it is

invariably all sold out before the weather

becomes cold enough to granulate our honey.
I have known a few grocers to buy in s-gallon
cans, and set it away out of sight of their
customers and have it granulate, but when
put up in one or one-half gallon tin-pails,
and put where it can be seen, it is all sold
before it t;ranulates.

If Mr. Greiner will fill some of liis pails
with honey without filling tlie interstices
witli extracted honey, and show it to Ids cus-
tomers, he will soon know which sells the
best. They like it "soppy." as they call it.

The most salable receptacles are half-
gallon and gallon buckets made of very
light tin. as that kind is the cheapest, and
can be sold at the same price per pound
as the honey. Some of our bee-men use
quart and half-gallon fruit-jars, but unless
the combs are cut in very small pieces, they
are hard to get into the jar. and much harder
to get out. Also, the jars cost so much more
than the tin. and are more easily broken.
Besides all these advantages that the bulk

comb has over section-box honey, we are not
bothered with so many fixtures in its pro-
duction. Only a plain, shallow extracting
super, with a i or 2 inch starter to each
frame is all that is necessary; and. also. I

find it so much easier to get the bees to work
in these shallow frames than in the little i-

pound boxes.
I also found it much easier to get the bees

to work in the 2-pound boxes when separated
with slatted separators, instead of the slot-
ted or scalloped separators. The little slats
are fastened at the ends by tin strips bent
over the ends of the strips. This gives the
bees free access to all the boxes, and they
do more storing than they otherwise would,
unless the separators are left out altogether,
but we frequently have had a bad mess of it

without the separators.
I get the bees to build comb and store

honey in these shallow frames when there is

a light flow, and then they will not start in
the deep frames.

I use the common Langstroth frame in the
brood-chamber, and with the lo-frame size I

seldom have brood in the supers. When I

do, I use the combs for extracting, which are
light and easily handled.
Our bees are carrying in pollen now from

the chaparral and cedar, and as the plum
buds are swelling, the bees will soon be at
work on them.
The rest of Mr. Greiner's article on winter

packing does not interest me this far South,
for we never need to do anything of that
kind here. D. V. Marks.
Lorena. Tex.. Feb. 6.

Honey-Dew—Discouraging Outlook

This has been one of the worst years I

have ever experienced in bee-culture. No
honey, but some black stuff that looks like
tar. and if there is one colony out of 20 living
next spring, I will be surpised. as they have
not flown since the first of December. Those
that did not feed their bees will be beeless
when next spring comes, and have a lot of
depopulated hives. Nobody got any honey,
so they have no honey for their buckwheat
cakes this winter.
The bees did a lot of swarming in June,

and the swarms were all dead before the
cold weather was here. The outlook is not
bright for the bee-keeper next spring.

I would be lost if the American Bee Jour-
nal would not come once a month. It is all

right. I like to read, even if I have no honey
to eat. Henry Best.
Hibbetts. Ohio. Feb. 8.

Why Are These Things So?

In answer to G. M. Doolittle's article on
"Why Are These Things So?" I would say
because there are too many small producers
of honey, mostly a class that, if they got a
good croo of honey one year they will dump
it in their home market for " any old price

"

the groceryman offers them, and then say.
"Well. I have made so much on my bees
this year." The cost of production is never
figured. Some bring a first-grade of honey to
market, and others not so good, and, sup-
pose they sell it for 10 cents a section, or 11

cents a pound for comb honey, as has been
done in this town, you will readly see that a
first-class article will have to go begging for
12/4 cents a section, or 15 cents a pound for
comb honey. Then we must always bear in
mind that the more people there are produc-
ing any one article individually, the harder
it is to keep the price up.

If we look back to the years gone by when
you could almost cojnt all the practical
bee-men on the tips of your fingers, and they
had the field to themselves, then you could
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make something on honey. I myself haye
sold a fancy or best grade of section honey
for 15 cents per section to the retailer not
over 5 or 6 years ago. but the price is down
now. and is likely to stay there for these
reasons;
First, too many in the business; second,

no combine or union; third, some States
can, or do. produce honey cheaper than
others; fourth, selfishness and mistrust also
hinder a producers' union. Please bear in
mind that I am not in favor of any combine
or auythint; else that helps one side and
crushes the other. A combine is one way to
get better prices, but how are we going to
get it?

The other ivay is to fall out; that is. to
keep right on the same way producing honey
until we find out that it is done only at a loss
all the time, and uuit the business. Then
you will see the price go up again to a profit.
You say. see the price of eggs, butter and

beef. I tell you. it did not pay to produce
them, and the farmers went out of them.
When grain went up they went to raising
what would pay better. I. for one. had to
quit the poultry business when grain went
up lo the high prices where it is. Although
I am equipped to accommodate 800 layers. I

don't think that t would quit until I had to.
Maybe I will have to go to saving, so you will
see that the trustsare at the bottom of it all.
Take the beef-trust for one. The investi-

gation says they are entitled to a 15 percent
profit, so I understand. Whether that is
once a year or on every transaction I can't
say. and I rather think it is the latter. Look
at the enormous profit, and if per annum it

is still greater than the law allows a money-
lender.

I will say there is yet a living price for me
in the production of honey, or in other ways
I get out of it all I put in. which I did in the
poultry business.

I hope that the spirit of good fellowship
will enter every man's heart, and that' God
will bless us and our bees.

Lewis A. Oertel.
Gloversville. N. Y.. Jan. 28.

Poor Season in 1 909

Last year's honey season was a very poor
one in this part of the country. There was
no white clover honey, though considerable
blossoms, but the bees paid no attention to
them. There was lots of honey-dew. and a
little white honey in the fall. The winter
losses of the bees are very heavy.
Rushville. 111.. March 2. W. E. Mason.

Apiarian Experience and Admonitions

I have kept bees in a small way for a
period of about 20 years, and .vill give some
of my experience, and try to give some ad-
monitions that ought to be a benefit, espe-
cially to the beginner or those contemplat-
ing bee-keeping.
As intimated, I have never been an exten-

sive bee-keeper, but have kept from 6 to 45
colonies in connection with farming, and for
the benefit of those contemplating bee-keep-
ing. 1 will say that in proportion to the
amount of capital invested and time con-
sumed, my bees have paid as well as or bet-
ter than anything else on the farm, besides
furnishing to me pleasure and an experience
worth many dollars.

I have kept bees in three States: First
when a young man in central Illinois, when
I supposed all one had to do with bees was
to hive the swarms and "take out" the
honey (and it is a fact detrimental to bee-
keeping, that a great many who keep bees
still have the same idea I had then); second,
in central Arkansas; third, in Kansas; and
at last I have again got back to Illinois within
i«) miles of the beginning place. So last fall
I bought 9 colonies of bees as a starter, and
being very busy and getting very sick later. I

neglected to fix them for winter, as I had
anticipated land which no bee-keeper should
neglect), and as the cold has been severe
and continued. I fully expected my neglect
to cost me the price of the bees. Hut since
the weather has moderated. I find they are
alive, even to a late swarm that is in a
double-walled hive, which had only about
one-fourth of the brood-chamber filled with
comb, and which I had aimed to unite with a
colony last fall. As they had fared so well 1

concluded to try to save them so as to have
the queen in the spring, so I fed them a few
pounds of sugar syrup a few days ago. And
here it might be in order to admonish the
beginner, who perhaps did not take the pains
to see that each colony had an abunnance
of stores last fall, that when he can catch
an occasional warm day, it would be a good
lime to peep into a few colonies late each

evening so as not to excite any robbing' and
feed any colonies that might be short of
stores. Perhaps some of the best colonies
stored about everything in the super, andwhen you took that off they had about half
enough to winter on. and so may perish.
Many of the best colonies are lost in this
way by the careless man. A very satisfac-
tory way to feed them is to slip out 2 or 3frames and fill one side with sugar syrup
\ ou can use less frames by filling both sides,
but lay the side you have filled over an
empty frame while you fill the other side.
I he worst objection to this method is it is a
little hard on the man who wants to sell his
bee-feeder. There is danger of the beginner
thinking he must buy everything advertised
before he can keep bees. When I first went
to Kansas I supposed I could not keep bees
unless I had a cellar or double-walled chaff-
hives. But during a term of 7 vears I win-
tered my bees by putting a cheese-cloth over
the brood-frames, and then put on the super
filled w'lth dry leaves, and made a wind-
break of fodder on the west side. I did not
lose a colony in 7 years by this method, and
we had as low as 24 degrees below zero. So
to any bee-keeper no farther north than a
line running through central Kansas, Mis-
souri, Illinois, and so on. this is as much ex-
pense as he really needs to go to in order to
winter his bees successfully in single-walled
hives on the summer stands.
Here it might be interesting to note that

the only colony I ever lost from cold was in
central Arkansas, the cause being we had a
cold spell of unusual length and severity for
that climate, and the bees could not break
the cluster to get to a new supply of honey;
and having consumed the honey on which
they were clustered, they perished sur-
rounded by plenty of stores. This was the
best colony I had in a lot of 40.
Moultrie Co.. 111. E. G, Hanna

Chunk Honey—Bees Wintered Well

I notice in the discussion of chunk honey,
one writer said that he believed the dealers
in bee-supplies were discouraging it in order
to sell goods. We don't like to hear people
slandered that way. Such is not the case in
this country, at least. We have two custo-
mers who like the chunk honev. but the
majority claim it is not so neat for the table,
and they dislike to have the candied honey
which is in the bottom of the vessel. We try
to have some chunk honey each season, but
last year was almost a failure with us of any
kind.
We have the section-holders with a strip

of wood on top. and by taking thin super
foundation one can put in a starter. My
brother made the pieces first; they can be
used for several years. These pieces of
honey can be put in a tight box. and kept
just as easily as in sections. We find that
there is from a pound to a pound and a half
more on one of these strips than in four sec-
tions, but, of course, one must try to please
people, which, sometimes, it is hard to do.We have 43 colonies, but as the white
clover was so near a failure, and we had an
early frost, our bees did not pay expenses;
but they have wintered well, and we are ex-
pecting to make something another season.
Had it not been for the honey-dew we would
have been compelled to feed our bees in
midsummer; as it was, we fed only 120
pounds of granulated sugar.

Ollie Green.
Worthington, Ind., Feb. 21.

Last Season Too Dry—Starting New Bee-Keepers

The season of iijofj the spring How was good,
but the fall flow was the poorest we have
had in a long time. It was too dry. I did
not have to feed any; some of the best col-
onies filled one super, but if it had been a
good season they would have filled ^ or more.
or an average of about 40 pounds each from
the fall flow. The spring was the same.

I work for honey only, both comb and ex-
tracted. I have 10 out-apiaries, and expect
to make more increase. I have a good home
market, and it has outgrown my suppls-. I

think I will keep more bees and try to sup-
ply the home market.

I ho|ie Mr. C. L. Grigsby, of California,
will give the readers the description of his
non-swarming methods, because the swarm-
ing season is on us; it will start here the
latter part of next month.

I hope a more experienced bee-keeper than
I will give us an instructive talk on the
advantages and disadvantages of encourag-
ing more people to keep bees. I have had
some sad experiences in getting some people
started. They did start—that is all. I'hey
got the best of hives and fixtures, but did not

have time to read a bee-paper, or any of the
bee-books, and have never studied anything
on the subject. They said that it w'as no
use; tliey had all the good, nice honey they
could use, and some to sell. They just had
the common black bees, and thought they
were good enough, and that they could not
afford to pay $1,00 or more for better stock.He may sell a few sections of comb honey
and, not knowing the market, let it go for
less than It is worth, and it may not be
graded right, and so hurt the market whichwe have worked so long to build up.
And. again, you have a home yard andmost likely you have some of your best

queens there; you have worked for vears to iweed out the old box-hives and black bees I
tor 2 miles around, and over, so that vou can
get almost all of your queens purely" matedand have an ideal place to rear queens for
the out-apiaries. You have succeeded in
doing so at no small expense; this is worth
remembering, and as all preparations aremade to requeen all your out-apiaries from
your home yard from some choice queens
you are looking into the future and thinking
you are in shape to do something in bee-
keeping. You already have as many colo-
nies as your location will support- but be-
hold, unexpected to you. here comes orie of
the bee-keepers " that you have givensome encouragement, with almost a dozen
colonies, and puts them within a stone's
throvy of your apiaries. Of course, he has
the right, and you can't help yourself. He
has black bees and does not want any bet-
ter, and does not know that there is a way
to improve the stock. Try to get him to buy
sorne good queens, and he will just laugh
and say that his bees make as good honey as
yours do, and about as much, I can't see
anything in that for me.
The above is from experience. I would be

glad to hear from others on this subect. I
say, give us better bee-keepers, and thosewho depend upon bees for a livelihood.
1 here is not one bee-keeper in 40, through
this section, who reads a bee-paper. What
must be done? John W. Cash.
Bogart. Ga.. teb. 21.

Transferring Bees—Do Bees Reason?

Last year was not a very good one for me
I secured about 35 pounds to the colony and
increased from 8 colonies to 16. and doubled
back in the fall to 11. The fall flow was very
light. Bees stored very little over enough to
winter on, but the prospects are good for
this year. White clover is looking fine at
this time,

I had quite a funny experience last sum-
mer. I had 5 colonies in bo.x-hives to trans-
fer. I transferred, or tried to. at least, one
of them, and could not find the queen, so I

opened another one. and did not find a
queen in that one. but lots of eggs and brood
in both, so I put all in one hive, but the baes
all left and went to the other hives, so the
man that they belonged to transferred the
other i the next day. and out of 5 colonies he
got only 2 medium colonies. But after I

went into the first one I knew it would not
do to transfer them for there was very little
honey coming in. but he had bought the
Langstroth hives and would have them
changed, but it was a bad job. It was the
worst luck I ever had. I have made many
changes, but those were the nearest to a
failure I ever made.

Do Bees Have Reasoning Power?
I have seen this question in some of the

bee-papers. I do not say they do or not. but
I have taken notice of bees going to an old
location and then going straight to the new
one. Last summer I had 2 colonies on top
of a house and moved them down on the
ground about 100 feet away. It rained 2 days ^
after I moved them, and for 4 or s davs after M
they were moved I noticed bees coming to ^
the old stand and circling around, and then
going direct to the new location. Whether
this is reasoning or instinct. I do not pretend
to say. I would like to hear from some one
who is better informed.
The bees in this locality have had a flight

about every III days or 2 weeks all winter. 1

do not know what condition thcv are in, for
I have not looked inside of anv of them yet,
but can soon. Soft maple begins to bloom
here the last of this month.
Princeton, Ky., Feb. 5 L. S. Dickson,

Bee-Stings and Rheumatism.
On paRc 119 (1909) Mr, J. D. Kaufman has

something to say about bee-stings and rheu-
matism. He also gives us a query as to the
riddance of vermin from his live stock.
With the creation of a cause, birth is given
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to effect. In the early seventies it was cus-
tomary, in Wyoming, to rid wearing apparel
of vermin by tossing the garment on a den
of those big ants. Next morning the garment
was free from the pest. Maybe the same
cause produced the desired effect with his
swine and collie. Again, mayb^ mica or alkaj],

or both, had something to do with the effect.

Here is one for the man of the Big Basin
to crack: He says it is a long while since he
saw an old fogy who pinned his faith to bee-
stings as a remedy for rheumatism. I shall
relate effects from my own experience. Maybe
he can tell why it was that "Uncle Joe" got
relief from the old pest—rheumatism.

In my younger days my occupation was that
of mining coal. For 20 or more years my as-

sociates were those strong-armed and big-
hearted fellows, who were not afraid to go
down into the bowels of the earth and wrest
from it the much-needed article—coal.

While engaged at my occupation among
white and black damps, fires, and gas, mud
and water, and such as the miner has to con-
tend with, a something got hold of my arms,
between the elbows and shoulders, which re-

fused, many a night, to let me sleep in any
position except with arms crossed above my
head. The doctors told me it was rheumatism.
I have good recollections, too, of their saying
they could cure me. I paid the price, took
the dope, and retained the plague, and now
the family physician says no relief through
bee-stings. They can fool me once, but not all

the time. As we boys, years ago, would say,

"More ways than one to skin a cat." Allow
me to describe the first method of "skinning
the cat," after the doctors had "skinned" me.

You should know coal-mining is a dirty oc-

cupation, a good place for perspiration and
dust to mix and cling to the one who created
the mixture; we needed a bath each evening,
which needed to be taken with more than a
grain of soap. How good and refreshed we
felt after a good wash and a suit of dry duds
on our tired bodies. When complaining to

my good old raother-in-law about those sore,

rheumatic arms, she told me that many a
healthy baby was washed and bathed into a
frail, puny condition; try less arm-washing. 1

did so, by omitting arm washing except Sat-

urdays. One week's treatment and I had re-

lief.
' Cheap, wasn't it? and easy, too; but hard

'on the washerwoman. To convince myself, 1

would return to the old way of washing arms,
and so would the old pest return. Not a few
times dii I flit back and forth with the prob-
lem, but always with the same effect. I told

others similarly afflicted, of my remedy. They
would laugh, of course, just as you now are

doing, but the torment was such that they
gave it a trial. All reported relief. Who will

tell me why it was so? Don't all speak at

once. Let me say that, as a rule, the coal-

miner is a clean man when not at work. I

have read of one doctor who said the people

bathe too much. With my experience I pin

my faith tighter to that doctor than I will

to the doctor who says bee-stings have no ef-

fect on rheumatism.
In the latter period of my under-ground ex-

perience, say some 6 or more years, I had no
arm troubles, nor did I wash them oftener
than once a week. Then through some hook
or crook it came about that "Joe" was to toil

on top of the ground instead of under and in

it, amidst sunshine, birds, and bees, and the

idea that "Old Joe" was to be where he could

see the sun all day—well, if it was "Joe," he

had lost his kit. if it wasn't "Joe." some one
had found a blooming coal-digger, and here

I am giving my bees the benefit of what
was created along some lines while digging
coal, the benefit of a well-regulated air-course

across the bottom-boards with both ends open,

which will furnish them with all the pure air

they need while toiling for me and storing

in my supers.
I got to be considerable of a clodhopper on

the farm, but my old plague returned. What
to do I knew not. I had no faith in the

doctor's remedy, and my own I could not

make use of, as wife said I had got so I didn't

wash enough, so I grinned and bore it for a

few years when (come, listen, you man from
the Big Basin, also Dr. A. F. Bonney) "Joe"
got acquainted with the bee, and he got stung
unmercifully, too, for Dr. Miller had a stand-

ing order those days for the beginners, that

the best remedy for a sting was a good sting-

ing. I always believed in obeying orders, and
I took the stings, and soon got relief from
my plague in my arms, call it what you like.

After some five or more years I got wise;

also tired of Dr. Miller's remedy, and took to

protection along exclusive lines. I got prac-

tically no stings at all, but I did get a gentle

hint of the return of the old Pest, and had
him with his spurs on, too. Then a year ago
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tlie past sui imer I resorted to Dr. Miller's
suggestions again, took rhe remedy in no small
doses, either, for I had a whole yard of the
demons ready to help drive away the plague,
and **Joe'* along with it. That summer I

again got relief, and the past summer I saw
to it that the protection was scant, and today
I feel like—well, should a man come onto my
jilace hooting the idea of the bee-sting being
good for my kind of rheumatism, I believe
I'd set the dogs on him.

The first summer with the bees my hands
reminded me of a standing shaft in the mines,
all there in one solid chunk, hut tight between
top and bottom. So after the last experience
I am like the Indian who rescued the com-
mander's daughter from an adjoining tribe

who held her in captivity. When the rescuer
returned her to her father, the father said,

"John, I'm well pleased with your doings.

You may make three requests and I'll grant
them." "John said, for first, "I will take

whisky." "All right John, you get all you
want of it as long as you live." For second
he asked for tobacco, w'hich was granted.

_
For

the third he said he would take more whisky.
So if all are willing, I will take more stings

and less of that pest. If the honey diet should
afford relief, why did the pest return when I

was eating it constantly? When we become
positive a thing won't rope we should know
what rope does, especially when the rope has
the critter fast. J. P. Blunk.

Moorland, Iowa, Dec. 24.

Color of Wax-Scales Influenced by
Pollen.

Hditor American Bee JouBtjALS—Since re-

turning home from the Chicago-Northwestern
Bee-keepers' convention, I have been thinking
over the matter of the discussion of the ques-

tion of the color of the scales of wax as they

come from the wax-pockets, and am persuaded
that the matter of the pollen, which is one of

the most important articles of food_ for the

bees, was not given sufficient consideration.

You remember, great stress was given, during
the discussion, to the different colors of

honey: but, it was said that food cut no figure,

for wax from buckwheat honey was of the very
whitest, overlooking the fact that pollen from
the buckwheat blossoms is of the very whitest

also.

We know that cream and butter is colored

a deeper yellow when the dairy cows feed on
early summer grasses, while dandelion blos-

soms are plentiful; also, when fed on carrots.

Again, beef cattle fed on yellow Swedish
turnips will not only have the flesh tainted

with the feed, but the tallow will be tinged
with yellow. So, I believe, it is with the bees.

Pollen, being an important part of their food,

dominates the color in the wax. This ex-

plains why buckwheat honey is capped so ex-

ceedingly white. Whenever and wherever the

prevailing pollen is yellow, the scales will be

likely to partake of that color, and so of any
other shade of coloring.

Once in Ohio, my bees, about 80 rods frorn

a 15-acre field of goldenrod, standing as thiciv

as though having been carefully drilled, put
in a very considerable quantity of surplus

honey from this field. The cappines were of

a duskv vellow—not travel-stained but the

wax was of that color. So I'm inclined
_
to

think that the wax-scales are not always white,

as some think; nor always of a cream color,

as some others think, but partake largely of

the color of the pollen on which the bees feed.

So t.hat, where the flowers of a locality pro-

duceNvhite pollen, there the wax will be white;

where the flowers produce yellow pollen, the

wax will partake of the same color. To con-

tend over the matter, would be like the con;

tention of the two knights over the color of

a shield—both were right, and both were
wrong. Wm. M. Whitney.

Batavia. 111.

Hatching Chicks with Incubators.^While

the American Bee Journal is not a poultry

paper, yet so many of its readers are also

interested in the raising of poultry, that we
have decided to publish the following ex-

cellent article by that long-time poultry-

man. Mr. Robert H. Essex, of Buffalo, X. Y.:

Farmers are conservative in taking up new
ideas; conservative in buying new things.

They have to be. Nevertheless, when they
see prospective profits oozing through the
safety-valve of a new or improved imple-
ment, they feel that they must have it. even
if they have to give a note for it. or encumber
their farm with a new mortgage.

That's fiiim proenss. which, interpreted
signifies firifsficrify on the fartn.
No farm can be compleie. no farmer can

be superlatively prosperous, where progress
in labor-saving equiiiment is ignored. And
this applies as well to incubators as to any
other implement.
Where not many years ago g out of o farms

had never heard of an incubator, today the
word is passing from farm to farm that the
profits are larger, the work less onerous, the
hatches more sure, and the liens are taking
fewer holidays— laying more eggs; not i'// on
account of incubators, but iirimarily on ac-
count of the incubator, and secondarily on
account of the large amount of book-knowl-
edge distributed with it. The farmer's wife
is doing her share in the profit-making. She
always has done it; but now she is gaining
recognition as a partner in the business.
This is having— it has had-its effect, and the
result is. farmers are now posted on poultry
profits. They will continue to be posted;
and those who have been operating incuba-
tors willgo back to hen-incubation onlywhen
they return to the old custom of treading
out the grain with oxen—only when they are
prepared to put the cream separator on the
shelf.
Poultrymen who are in the business com-

mercially—whose living depends upon the
profits—would as soon think of threshing the
grain with the old-time flail, as they would
of hatching chicks or ducklings with hens or
ducks. The thought would be absurd.
Without the incubator they would have to

go out of business.
Before the introduction of incubators

large commercial plants were an impossi-
bility. Mr. James Rankin gets the credit of

putting the first lot of ducklings and broilers
on the market in considerable numbers, and
making it pav. But James Rankin's only
salvation was the invention of an incubator.
Without its aid he found he could not make
a business of raising poultry for market at

a profit; so he made one.
That was many years ago. The incubator

of today has improved as time has rolled on.

but no more need be said regarding the
future of the incubator (the built-to-hatch

incubator' in the poultry business. Hens
will continue to be used where only a dozen
or two chickens are intended to be kept for

home use; but on the farm where chickens
can be fed cheaply and are raised by fifties

or hundreds, the time-saving incubator, the
economic method will be—is—adopted.
The farmer and his wife sometimes face a

disconcerting situation when they have
finally decided that they wish to get more
of the poultry profits by buying an incubator.
The Question arises, "Which incubator
shall I buy?" ,,

I mav advise them here except generally.

There are a number of good incubators on
the market; and there area number of built-

to-sell machines that the farmer cannot
afford to experiment with; but the present
day farmer has his eye-teeth cut. and knows
he cannot get something for nothing. To be
successful in raising poultry one must use
business-like methods with business-like
eguipment,

, .. »i.

In buying an incubator go about it the same
way vou would if vou were buying any other
agricultural implement, I might advise
again and again, but I cannot give better ad-

vice than that. Think it over; and be as

particular as you would in trading horses,

Mr. Editor, when you personally know of

poultry plants each using from 50 to 100 incu-

bators'; of plants hatching 40.000 ducklings

in a single season; of fanciers hatching their

New York-Chicago-Boston winners in incu-

bators, and raising them in brooders, there s

not much left for me to say. It is not evi-

dence of the utility of incubators that is

wanted, because anybody can get that in

any down-to-date incubator manufacturers
catalog—evidence on the size of the poultry

business; oil the profits in the business; on
the decadence of " mother hen iiinless the

hen that lays the eggs is the mother); and
the coming-into-her-own of the hen that

never could be made to sit. That is all com-
mon knowledge,

. , - . cj
I believe the farmer is lacking in confidence.

That's all. Confidence that he'll get what
he pavs for. Y'et. it is certain that he will

get exactly what he pays for—wn more, no less.

Manufacturers' profits are not big these

days There's not much money in making
incubators and brooders; and if the farmer
and his wife exercise their judgment in buy-

ing land not expect to make a silk iiurse

out of a sow's ear": they will certainly be
successful in the purchase and use of down-
to-date equipment for hatching.
That is the way to secure the bulk of the

profits from poultry on the farm.
Buffalo. N. Y. Robert H. Esse.v
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SPECIAL CLUBBINGM PREMIUM OFFERS
In Connection With The

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
fri„5^?E'f '^9,P'«s ffee. to help you interest your friends and get subscriptions. If you will send us names of vour neitrhhor<! orfriends we will mail them sample copies.free. After they have received their copies, with a little talk you can eet some to Inh
ISv«^^„t°f

^° either get your own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They"rewo?th leufne Weelve yon a year's sabscriptlon free for sending- us 3 new subscriptions at $1.00 each.
"<=/'<= woi lu geiiing. we

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE

Your name and addressput
on one side of the handle as
shown in cut. and on the

other side pictures of
a queen-bee. a worker,
and a drone. The
handle is celluloid
and transparent,
through which is
seen your name.
If you lose this
knife it can be re-
turned to you, or
serves to identify
you if you happen
to be injured fatal-
ly, or are uncon-
scious. Cutise.xact
size. Be sure to
write exact name
and address. Knife
delivered in two
weeks. Priceof knife
alone, postpaid, $1.25,
With year's subscrip-
t i o n , $I.Qo.
Free for )

new $1 sub-
scriptions.

BEE-KEEPER'S

GOLD-NIB

FOUNTAIN PEN

A really good
pen. As far as
true usefulness
goes it is equal

to any of the high-
er-priced, much-
advertised pens.
If you pay more it's
the name you're

charged for. The Gold
Nib IS guaranteed 14 Karat gold.
Iridium pointed. The holder is
hard-rubber, handsomely finish-
ed. The cover fits snugly and
cant slip off because it slightly
wedges over the barrel at either
end. This pen is non-leakable.
It IS very easily cleaned, the pen-
point and feeder being quickly
removed. The simple feeder
gives a uniform supply of ink to
the pen-point without dropping,
blotting or spotting. Every bee-
keeper ought to carry one in his
vest-pocket. Comes in box with
directions and filler. Each pen
guaranteed. Here shown H ac-
tual size.
Price alone, postpaid, $1.00. With
a year's subscription, $1.7o.

Given free for i new subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each.

'•I'.

QUEEN-CUPPING DEVICE

The Monette Queen-
Clippinsr Device is a
fine thing for use in
catching and clipping
pueens' wings, i'/s

inches high. It is used
by many bee-keepers.
Full printed direc-
tions sent with each
one.
Price alone, post-

paid. 25 cents. vVith a
year's subscription,

5t, TO. <*iven free for i new
subscription at Sioo,

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invented
by a Minnesota bee
keeper, adapted
for prying up su
pers and for gen-
eral work around
the apairy. Made
of malleable iron,
8V4 inches long. The
middle part is 1 1-16
inches wide and 7-32
thick. The smaller
end is 1 7-8 inches long,
1-2 inch wide, and 7-32
thick, ending like a
screw-driver. The
larger end is wedge-
shaped having a sharp,
semicircular edge,
making it almost per-
fect for prying up cov-
ers, supers, etc., as it
does not mar the wood.
Dr. Miller, who has
used it since 1903 says,
January 7, 1H07: "I
think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid,
40cents. Withayear's
SHbscription, $1.20.
(JIvcu free for 2 new
subscriptions at
$1.00 each.

PREmiun
QUEENS

These are untested, stand-
ard-bred, Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
They are active breeders,
and produce good work-
ers.
Sent only after May 1st.
Orders booked any time

for 1908 queens. Safe de-
livery guaranteed. Price,
75 cents each, 6 for $4.00,
orl2for$7.50. One queen
with a year's subscrip-
tion, $1.40. Free for
anew ti. subscriptions.

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS

, •C?^f£Sw'^"0"»'"^ «" BEE nv HOKEY
And chccr this loncly HysTi

FOS r WOULD MUO YOU M.I THE TIH^

And wt WOULD mi/in part

la UED >.-f> ^h90

A "Teddy Bear" on good terms vp.th
everybody including; the bees swarming
out of the old-fashioned "skep." Size
3'4x5H, printed in four colors. Blank
space 1V4 x3 inches is for writing. Prices—
3, postpaid, 10 cents; 10 for25 cents. Ten
with a year's subscription, Si.io. (i

given free for one $i.oi' subscription.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS
Forty Years Among the Bees» by Dr. C. C.

Miller.— ;i;i4 pag-c-H, bound in handsome cloth,,
with g:otd letters and deslgTi, illustrated with 112
beautiful half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller.
It Is a &ood. live story of successful bee-keep-
ing: by one of the masters, and shows just how
Dr. Miller works with bees. Price alone. $1.00.
Withayear's subscription. $1.75. Given fkke
for a new subscriptions at $1^0 each.

Advanced Bee-Culture, by W. Z. Hutchin-
son.—The author is a practical and helpful
writer. SSOpaKOs; bound in cloth, beautifully
illustrated. Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription, $1.90. Given fkkk for 3 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture, by A. I. &
E. R. Root.—Over 500 pag"es. describing every-
thing: pertaining: to the care of honey-bees. 400
enKravinK"s. Bound in cloth, price alone, $1.50.

With a year's subscription. $2.25. Given free
for 5 new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.—How the very best
Queena are reared. Bound in cloth and illus-
trated. Price alone, $1.00. With a year's sub-
scription, $1.50. Given fkee for 2 new subscrip-
tions atSl.OO each. In leatherette binding-, price
alone, 75 cents. With a year's subscription, $1.25.

Given fuee for 2 new subscriptions, $1.00 each.

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Api-
ary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book Is instruc-
tive, helpful, interesting:. lhoroug:hly practical
and scientific. It also contains anatomy and
physlolog:y of bees. 544 pag^es, 295 Illustrations.
Bound In cloth. Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription. $1.9a Given FHEE for 4 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—This classic has been entirely rewrit-
ten. Fully Illustrated. No apiarian library is

complete without this standard work by "The
Father of American Bee-Culture." 520 pases,
bound In cloth. Price alone, $1.20. Withayear's
subscription. $2.00. Given FREE for 4 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

The Honey-iWoney Stories.—64-pag:e book-
let of short, brlg-ht items about honey. Has 33
tine Illustrations, and 3 bee-songs. Its main
object Is to Interest people in honey as a daily
table article. Price 25 cents. With a years sub-
scription. $1.10. Given PUEE for one new sub-
scription at $1.00. Three copies for 50 cents: or
the 3 with a year's subscription, $1.30; or the 3

copies given FREE for 2 new subscriptions at
$l.UUeach.
Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans

Buschbauer. Is a bee-keepers' handbook of 138

patfes, which is just what our German friends
will want. It is fully Illustrated and neatly
bound in cloth. Price alone. $1.00. With a year's
subscription. $1.70. Given FREE for 3 new aub-
scrlpllons at $1.00 each.

THE EMERSON BINDER
A stiff board outside like a b-'uk-cuver with

cloth back. Will hold easily ;> volumes {M num-
hiTs) of the American Bee Journal. Makes ref-

rence easy, preserves copies from loss, dust
and mutilation. Price, postpaid. 75 cents. With
a year's subscription. 1.50. Given free for 2

new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

WOOD BINDER
Holds 3 volumes. Hds wnoii buck but no cov-

ers. Price, postpalil. -'U ceius. With a year's
siibscrliitlon Jl.lO. Give.n nim; for uiic new sub-
Bcrlpllori at Sl.UO.

BEE-HIVE CLOCK
A few of these hancl.some " brcinze-inetal

"

clocks left. Base lu 1-2 inches wide by U 3-4

Inches hitfh. Design Is a straw skep with clock
face In mlilillc. Keeps excellent time, durable
and reliable. WclBht. boxed, t p<mnds. You
pay express charges. Price, $1 60. With a year's
subscription, $2. '26. GIVEN FUKE for 5 new sub
scrlptlons at $l.l)U each.

SEND ALL ORDERS TO THE AMERICAN BEE JOVKNAL. Chicago, Uh
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PROTECTION HIVE
AH arguments

lead to a matter
of protection,
look where you
may. Dead • air-

spaces or pack-

ine.asyou prefer.

The hive that is

sold at less than
the material in it

will cost you at

your local lum-

ber-dealers,
equally good
stock being used.

Send us a list

of goods wanted,
and let us figure

on Dovetail hives

sections, founda-
tion, and ail bee-

keepers' sup-
plies. We will

save you money.

Send
for
Circular.

A. G. WOODMAN CO., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Poultry and

Bee-Supplies
We keep on hand at all times the largest

and most complete line of things used by

Poultry and Bee Men.

Prairie State Incubators

and Brooders

Root's Bee-Supplies

Standard Bone-Cutters

Our //-ir Catalog for the asking. We save

you freight on goods from TOLEDO.

Beeswax—Wanted at all times. Send
list of goods you will need.

The GRIGGS BROS. CO.

24 North Erie St., Toledo, Ohio.

Advocates Double Disking. —J. A. Mc-
Glvnn. of Sidney. Montana, a prosperous
farmer, wrote the Cutaway Harrow Co..
Higganum. Conn., the makers of this famous
tool, the following letter, which shows how
useful a "Cutaway " Double -Action Harrow-
is to them:

Sidney. Mont.. Dec. 21. igog.

CiT.wvAV Harrow Co., Hieganum. Conn.
(/V«^A-w<//.— Enclosed you will find a pho-

tograph of one of your A-6 D. A. Harrows at
work on tough, heavy Buffalo grass-sod

breaking, preparatory to sowing flax— photo-
graph taken June Zi. 1000.

I disked 75 acres for crop last spring, using
4 bronchos, and they handled it easily. It is

a great improvement, even on double disking
with the old style single discs, and I consider
it the most valuable piece of machinery I

have.
I send you this photograph, these state-

ments, and a reference to pages 60 and 01 of
Montana's P'armers' Bulletin No. i (in which
your machine is mentioned}, to lend force to
the suggestions I wish to make. You have,
no douDt. heard of the agitation or move-
ment known as " dry farming." lama" dry
farmer." I consider this "dry farming"
movement a great chance for you. and a
world of good for the farmers. The bulletin
referred to advises the use of your machine,
and <?// lecturers on this subject advocate
double disking. J. A. McGlvnn.

Full particulars regarding the Cutaway
Tools, and their many uses, can be had by
writing the Cutaway Harrow Co. 013 Main
St.. Higganum. Conn., and mentioning the

American Bee Journal.

Ruby Nugget Tomato.—For several years
the Golden -NugKet. a popular yellow English
variety of Tomato, has been grown, and has
been kept quite pure. Two years ago. how-
ever, one plant produced bright red fruit
which w'ere a trifle larger than the Golden
Xugget. It was so loaded with fruit that
count was kept, and it was found that over
700 were produced on the one plant. During
the past season quite a large field of this
variety was grown, and it retained its char-
acteristic branching habits, enormous yield,
beauty and quality of fruit, which, while not
large, is of exquisite flavor. The Iowa Seed
Co.. of Des Moines. Iowa, has exclusive sale
of it this season, and are introducing it un-
der the name of "Ruby Xugget Tomato."
Believing that our readers would be glad to
give it a trial, we have arranged with the
above company to send a trial packet of
about 25 seeds free to every one who wishes
to test it. A postal card request sent to them
is sufficient. Itnn'iJcdyou mention the American
Ih-e Journal. They will also send a copy of
their large illustrated seed catalog with the
seed, if desired; but if you have tneir cata-
log for this year, please say so.

Wants and Exchanges.
(Advertisements in this department will

be inserted at 1.=; cents per line, with no dis-
countsof any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-
partment, you must say so when ordering.]

Bee-keeper's Exchange.—Those wishing to
buy or sell, please sendlist of wants.
Edwin Evvei.i., 701 Elm St.. Waseca, Minn.

Eggs for Hatching. —Single Comb White
Leghorns. Send for prices.
aAjt Samuel Rahp. Morton. III.

Wanted — Old bee-keeper's literature.
Send descriptive lists, priced.
Edwin Ewei.l, 704 Elm St , Waseca. Minn.

Golden Wyandots. Best and most beauti-
ful chicken on earth. Stock and eggs for
sale. J. R. Douglas. Mound City. Kan. iA\

Will Exchange Gladioli —I have quite
a collection of these flowering bulbs. To in-
crease the same. I will exchange good bloom-
ing-size corms for varieties I have none of.
I will also exchange Dahlias, only one tuber
of a kind. What have you? Address. W. .A.
Prval, 50th St.. near College Ave., Oakland.
Calif.

Gladioli and Dahlias.— I have a splen-
did mixed collection of Gladioli in various
colors, shapes and sizes that I am offering in
bulblet form at 25 cents for 2 hundred, by
mail. This is a good way to get a start bv
growing your own bulbs. Some will bloom
the first year; the great majority the second
year. Dahlia tubers, named kinds. 15 to 25
cents each, .'\ddress. W. A. Prval. sgth St..
near College Ave.. Oakland. Calif.

Strawberries Lead to Fame!—Can you do
one useful thing better than any other living
person? If you can. you have a fortune with-
in your grasp. Here is an example that illus-
trates the point:
Once upon a time a young farmer named

Thomas decided that he would spend his
life learning one thing thoroughly. He de-
termined to grow strawberry plants and
nothing else.
His first move was to find the best straw-

berry-growing soil in the United States.
Next, he bought the most select varieties

of strawberry plants on the market.
Then he gave his thoughts and energies to

producing new and more productive strains
of strawberries. For 3 or 4 years Thomas
kept "sawing wood, ' though nobody paid
any attention to him.
Buttoday—2oyears later—nearly everybody

knows of W. W. Thomas, the Strawberry-
Plant Man. Thomas' strawberry plants are
flourishing in every berry-producingdistrict
in the United -States. Thomas' strawberries
—rich, red and juicy—are in strongest de-
mand in the great New York. Chicago and
other world markets.
The best plants take up no more space,

need no more attention, and cost little or
no more than the ordinary kind. So ad-
dress a post card to 'W. W. Thomas, the
Strawberry-Plant Man. 152 Main St.. .\nna.
III." Tell him that you want his loio Straw-
berry Book and prices. Thomas is the au-
thority on strawberry plants. His place is
headquarters for strawberry information.

Engravings for Sale.
We are accumulating quite a large stock

of bee-yard engravings and other pictures
used from time to time in the --Vmerican Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be
used by bee-keepers in their local newspa-
pers, on their letterheads, on souvenir cards,
or in other profitable or interesting ways.
If we can sell them it will help us to pay for
others that we are constantly having made
and using in these columns.
We do not have a catalog or printed list of

the engravings, but if you will let us know
just which you want w-e will be pleased 10
quote you a very low price, postpaid. Just
look through the copies of the Bee Journal
and make your selection. Then write to us.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

MS West Superior Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.
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17 Cents a Day

Buys an OLIVER

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

.A

|1

The Standard Visible Writer.

Can you spend 17 cents a day to

better advantage than in tlie pur-

chase of this wonderful machine ?

TWWTite for Special Easy Payment
Proposition, or see the nearest Oli-
ver Agent.

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
47-55 Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writins.

Not Cheap Queens,

But Queens Cheap
Prices of 3-Band Queens

Untested Queens.
Tested Queens
Breeder's Queens.

Golden or S^Band Queens

i .75

1. 00
5.00

Untested Queens.,
Tested Queens
Breeders' Queens.

3-Band Nuclei

One-frame. Untested Oueen...
Two
One " Tested
Two

5-Band or Golden Nuclei

One-frame, Untested <.)ueen..
Two
One " Tested
Two " •

..

.$ 1.00

. 1.50

. . 10.00

1

J 1.7.S

2.25

2.00
2.5U

1

S 2,00
. 3,00

2.50
, ,?.50

5 Band Red

% 4.20

5.70

6

S 5.70
8.70

Sll.2u
13.20

11.70
14.70

6

S11.70
17.70
14.70
20.70

Reared from the best ,i and
Clover Italian Breeder Queens
t*' Directions for Buii.dinc Uf'Weak

Col.ONIKS_IO cents.

W. J. Littlefield, Little Rock, Ark.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

just rc-crivcd ii
(

".II

! California Extracted Honey !

If in the market, write us for .Sample and
I'rice.

C. C. CLEMONS PROD. CO.
2Atf K.\XS.\S CITY, MO.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

i^

^SplendidTreesI ij I

andShrubs
^r Wp have made some remarkable offers In connection

with our masazine m the past, but never one that cum-
paifd with this. You will want to snap this one up quick.

The collection we are going to give you. If bought at retail
from a Nursery would cost you several dollars. We have con-

tracted for a large number 'of these collections and propose to
give the entire seven trees and shrubs away, absolutely FREE
to new s'ubscrlbers to The Fruit-Grower, for the purpose of creat-
ing a grciter interest in horticulture. Here is the collection
we offer you FRI^:
No. 1—One Winter Banana Apple Tree—Fine, vigorous grower,
fruit medium to large; smooth; color a bright golden yellow.
>i'o. ~—One Liveland Raspberry Apple Tree—Best summer ap-
ple; orange-yellow; striped, splashed with rich red; flesh tine.

No. 3—One Lutie Grape Vine—Succeeds both north and south;
vigorous; deep red; heavy bearer; berries large and tender.
No. 4—One Tulip Tree—A magnificent native tree of tall,
pyramidal shape; tulip-like flowers; allied to the Magnolia.
No. 5—One Spirea Van Houttei—Finest of all Spireas. In
May and June plant is covered with beautiful white flowers.
No. 6—One Hydrangea—Comes into bloom just when there
is a scarcity of white flowers; blooms very freely.

No. 7— One Rose, General Jacqueminot—One of the very
hardiest and most popular; velvety crimson; very vigorous.

They are exceptionally fine one-year plants—will be care-
fully bundled and sent FREE, all charges prepaid, to any-
iine who accepts this' offer and sends us $1 for 1 year's sub-
scription to The Fruit-Grower, $2 for 3 years, $3 for 5 years,
or $5 for 10 years. You will be delighted with the collec-
tion, while each issue of The Fruit-Grower will be worth
several times the year's subscription price to you If you are
the least bit interested In farm, fruit or flowers. The Jan-
uary issue was our Annual Spraying Number; February issue
our Annual Gardening Number

—

either Issue worth $1.00 to
anyone who plants a tree or a bed of vegetables—we will
send sample copies FREE as long as they last. The Fruit-
Grower is acknowledged to be the world's greatest fruit and
farm magazine, beautifully printed and illustrated, monthly,
and consists of from 60 to 100 pages each issue.

This free tree offer is open to everyone— it is our greatest
offer and effort to create more interest in tiorticulture and
to make new friends for The Fruit-Grower. All we ask in
addition to the subscription price is that you send us the
names of five friends or neighbors wlio are also interested
in horticulture, so that we may send them FREE sample
copies of The Fruit-Grower to let them see what a helpful
inagazine we are publishing. Our magazine alone is w-orth
more than the money you send, and we give the plants
mainly to S'ecure your good will and names of fruit-growers.

Read the description of the trees and shrubs and remem-
ber that you get all Seven of them Free with a year's sub-
scription to The Fruit-Grower. Send your order in today,
or if you are not acquainted with The Fruit-Grower,
we will send sample copy Free and beautiful illus-
trated circular showing trees and flowers in
natural colors. In writing uste coupon below;
put names and addresses of five friends
on separate sheet of paper. If you
want specimen before ordering, sim-
ply sign your name and address
and write the word "Sam-

Thel

pie" on Coupon.

THE FRUIT GROWER.
ST JOSEPH.
MO

rorpoN
Fruit-Grower,

St. Joseph, Mo.. Box set

Enclosed fjnd $
for year's subscription

and FREE collection of Trees
and Shrubs as per your offer. List

of names is also enclosed.

ne

Town State

'i.dsc mciHiuii Am. bee Juuiiia

50,000 Copies "Honey as a Health-Food"

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey ^

We have had printed an edition of over 50,000 copies of the 16-page pamphlet on
" Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thing to create a local demand
for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food," written by Dr. C. C.
Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,

the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid— Sample copy for a2-cent stamp: SO copies for 90 cents: 100 copies for

$1.50: 250 copies for $3.00 : ,'iOO for $5.00 : or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the

bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Address all orders to

GEOUGE W, YORK ^H CO. Chicago. III.
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North-West Breed!!
HARDY GOLDEN

and
RED CLOVER

ITALIAN QUEENS
I In'lit'vi- Hee-KoepLTS of the North-Wfst

and Pacific States appreciate the fact that
Reliable Queens can be secured near home.
We thank one and all for the liberal patron-
age given us in the past.
As the pueen-Kearine Business of Sires

Bros. Co. is now owned bv myself. I want to
furnish you as GOOD QUEENS land better,
if possible) this season.
By fair and honorable dealines. and GOOD

QUEENS. I hope to secure the patronage of
all wishing to secure a Superior Stock of
Bees. Order now. Delivered when wanted:
Select Untested, Si each; 3 for $2.75; for

$5.; doz.. $g.5o.

Tested. $1.50 each; 3 for $4.25; 6 for $8.00;

tloz.. $14.00.

Select Tested. S2 each; 3 for $5.75; 6 for
Sq.25; doz.. $16.00.

Untested Queens ready May ist.

Tested Queens ready to mail any time.

Price-list Circular of Queens, Nuclei, Bees by

the Pound, etc., on Request.

NORTH YAKIMA
WASHINGTON.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Virgil Sires,

1910 PATENTED
JANUARY 4th, 1910

WHY

(Serial No. 505,633)

WHY '^ '* that the bee-keepers al! over the"" world are losing K of their bee-families

DrQAIICC the rains and the intense heat
''^*"**'*^ of the summer warp the bottom
of the bee-hives into a form like the bottom
of a stiff hat. Through such warpint; thou-
sands of moths, excluded bees, and other in-
sects contmually attack the inner families
and destroy them.

do we put stones, or other weights, on
the top of our bee-hives?

IN ORDER ^^ ^'^^ ^vi"^s don't blow off the

WHY "^^o" * y*^" seal (lock) water- and air-""' tight all your old and new bee-hives.
top as well as bottom, with my patent Safety
Sealing Clamp or Locks?

I will sell my Patent Hive Clamps, oo cents
for 4 sets, enough for one bee-hive. The
Clamps are made from galvanized tin, and
the springs are made of steel wire, and
painted well so they will not rust. P'or a 4-

set order I charge locents extra for express;
and on 8 or more sets I will pay the express
charges to any place in the U. S. A.

When ordering, please give the exact out-
side dimensions of your hive. For sale only
in the United States, by the inventor. Ad-
dress.

JOHN TOTH,
Bee-Keepers' Supplies

From East to West,

Rt. 5, Mapleton, III., U.S.A
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writinR.

Alsike Clover Seed.
Small and large Red. Alfalfa, and Timothy

Seed for sale. Seed recleaned and choice.
Write for prices.

Catalog of APIARIAN SUPPLIES Free.
Address.

F. A. SNELL,
2A3 MILLEDGEVILLE. Carroll Co.. ILL.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

fnr ^alo 12 In iian Runner Duck egi^'S. Si-';^-
rui tfdIC ,; W'liite Wyandotte eggs. St. 00;

IS Rose Comb Rhode Island Reds. $i.so. 2.'\it

J. F. MICHAEL, Rt. 1, Winchester, Ind.

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS

FRIEND BEE-KEEPER—We are prepared

to fill your orders for Sections. A large stock

on hand. Also a Full Line of Bee-SuppHes.

We make prompt shipments.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

lOWA-J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville,
Gregory & Son. Ottumwa.

KANSAS—S. C. Walker & Son, Smith
Center.

MICHIGAN-Lecgst & KoeniE.127 South
13th St.. Saeinaw. E. S.

S. D. Buell. Union City.
NEBRASKA—Collier Bee-Supply Co.,

Fairbury.
CANADA- N. H. Smith. Tilbury, Ont.

ARIZONA-H. W. Ryder. Phoenix.
MINNESOTA-Northwestem Bee-Sup-

ply Co., Harmony.
ILLINOIS-D. L. Durham. Kankakee.
OHIO-F. M. Hollowell Harrison.
TEXAS-White Mfg. Co., Blossom.
WISCONSIN—S. W. Hines Mercantile

Co., Cumberland.
J. GobeU. Glenwood.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Untested Italian Queen-Bees
Our Standard-Bred

6 Queens for $4.00 ; 3 for $2.10 ;

1 for 75 cents.

For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely mated, and all right in every respect. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to say

about them

:

George W. York & Co. ;—The two Queens received of you some
time ago are fine They are good breeders, and the workers are
showing up fine I Introduced them among black bees, and the bees
are nearly yellow now. and are doing good work.

Nemaha Co , Kan , July 15. A. W. Swax.

George W. York & Co :—.\fter Importing queens for 15 years you
have sent me the best She keeps 9 1-2 Langstroth frames fully oc-
cupied to date, and. although I kept the hive well contracted, to force
them to swarm, they have never built a queen-cell, and will put up
100 pounds of honey If the flow lasts this week.

Ontario, Canada July 23, Chas, Mitchell

George W. York & Co. :—The queen I bought of you has proven a
good one, and has given me some of the best colonies.

Washington Co., Va., July 22, N, P, Oglesby,

George W York & Co. :—The queen I received of you a few days
ago came through O. K . and I want to say that she Is a beauty, I Im-
mediately Introduced her Into a colony which had been queenless for
20 days. She was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I

am highly pleased with her and your promptness In filling my order.
My father, who is an old bee keeper, pronounced her very fine. You
will bear from me again when I am In need of something In the bee
Une. E. E. McColm.

Marlon Co.. III., July 13.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is 75

cents, or with the old American Bee Journal for one

year—both for $1.40. Three Queens (without Journal)

would be $2.10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for in-

troducing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the

underside of the address-card orl the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-Bred Queens.

George W. York & Co., we w. superior st Chicago, 111.
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Good Queens
If you are fiointj to want any Queens for in-

crease, or replacine: old queens next June, it

is time to begin to think about it. I have
been breedingleathercoloredltalian queens
for years, and they are si ving excellent satis-
faction. If you are interested, write. Good
queens; no disease; prompt shipment, and
absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Prices:
June. one. one; three. 52.50; six. $4.75; doz..
$9.00: 20 or more at frjc each. 2.\'A

S. F. Trego, Swedona, Ills.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Crown Bone Cutter
BEST MADE

i

Lowest '

in PriceWilaoB BroM., Box

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Bees.Fruit Poultry
" A GRAND COMEIINATION AND A
SURE MONEY M A K t R — Poultry
thrives on orchard Insects and bugs ;

bees get honey from orchard blossoms
and fertilize the fruit. No work, small
expense and big profits from the
honey, eggs and fruit you sell.

Fruit erowine pays big ! $3(H) so
•ere is nothing unusual from Apples,
Peaches, Plums, Blackberries, Rasp>
berries. Strawberries, etc.

Let me send you, charges prepaid
and free, my grand Combination Cat-
mlog on Orchard Trees, Small Fruit
nd Farm Seeds. 1 am giving away
20.000 live, hardy fruit plants, and
you will get one of them In
proper season if you ask for it

now, Catalogfree. Write ID-day.

W N. SCARFF.
Hew CuRLiSLt, Ohio.

^'k-ase ment'on Am. Bee Journal when writings

% CentsaRod
For22-ln. Hog Fence; 16 S.4e for
2&-lnch; 18 8*4efor 31-inch; 22e
for 34-lnch; S3e for a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 50-lncb Poultry
Fence 83c. Sold on 30 days
trial. 80 rod epool Ideal Barb
Wire^l.SS Catalogue free.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 85 MUNCIE, IHD.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Langstroth

°-«Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant. Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard l)oi)ks on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. Bound in
substantial cloth, and lias nearly 6iM>

pages. Revised by that large, practical
bee-keeper, so vv'ell known to all bee-
doni—Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following the instructions of
this book one can not fail to be won-
derfully helped on the way to success
with bees.

We mail the book for $1.20, or club
it with the .\merican Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00. This is in-
deed a splendid chance to get a grand
bee-book for a very little money.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 W. Superior St. • CHICAGO, ILL.

liease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

BEES, NUCLEI,

and QUEENS
For many years I have been selling

bees and queens, and guaranteeing sat-

isfaction in every way. I will be in the

business more extensively than ever

during the season of 1910. I have
mailed queen-bees practically all over
the world. My prices the coming sea-

son will be as follows, for Italian

BEES

If you have never had any of my Bees
or Queens, you should give them a

trial. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address
all orders to

ARTHUR STANLEY,
DIXON, LEE CO., ILL.

Full colonies with Tested Queens, in 8-

frame Langstroth hive, $7.00 per co!,

;

in same hive with 10 frames, $7.50. Col-

onies in lots of 5 or more, 25 cents per

colony less.

NUCLEI
One 3-HofTman-Langstroth-frame Nu-
cleus, $2.50; in lots of 6 or more at

$2.25 each ; price of queens to be added.

Orders for nuclei filled about May 10th

to 15th, and thereafter.

QUEENS
tested Italian, each $1.50; 6 for $7.50;

or $13.00 per dozen.

I have 50 choice Italian breeding-

queens, either golden or leather-color-

ed, at $2.50 each. " First come first

served."

Untested Queens After Nay 15

Italian (warranted) 75 cents each ; 6 for

$4.00; or $7.50 per dozen. Carniolan

or Caucasian at the same prices.

^.;M^^.iiii>
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Tennessee-Bred Queens

!

All from Extra-Select Mothers,

Davis' Best, and the

Best Queens Money Can Buy
38 Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing.

Breed Three- Band Italian Queens Only.

November ist to July ist

I 6 12

Untested $100 $5.00 $ 0.00

Select Untested.. 1.25 6.50 12.00

Tested i.75 0.00 1700

Select Tested.... 2.50 n.50 25.00

July I to N
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— For the Best Goods —
and LOW FREIGHT send your
orders for BEE-SUPPLIES to

The A. I. Root Company, Institute Place

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

4

4

4

We carry on hand constantly a full line of bee-supplies. We have the best
shipping facilities, and can fill your orders promptly the year round.

We have carloads coming from the factory constantly to replenish our
stock, so that our goods are always bright and new, and we keep our assort-
ments well up.

Send in your order now and take advantage of early order discounts.
Catalog on request, We will be glad to quote you delivered prices on any

list you may send in. We have on hand now a large stock of Extracted honey.
You will have to order^quickly if you want some of this, as our honey always
goes fast.

The A. I. Root Co., Chicago, Illinois
Institute Place Z- R. W. Boyden, Resident Manager. Jeffrey Building

Take Elevator to Sixth Floor. Telephone 1484 North.

We will pay 30 cents a pound for

Choice Quality Pure

BEESWAX
delivered New York, until fur-

ther notice.

Alfalfa Honey
New Cans and Cases — Fancy
Light, 8 cents a pound; Fancy
Amber, 7 cents a pound, f. o. b.

New York, in not less than .5-

case lots. Will shade prices on

larger quantitfes. Shall be glad

to send samples.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN,
265-267 Greenwich St.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Pl?a9? mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Rahw f^hirlcc ** cts. each. Eggs for hatcli-Dany UniCnb ing. $4 per loo. ah kinds poul-
try at IdWLst prices. Guarantee safe arrival
auywlu-re. Write for price-list, loAbt

CULVER FOULTKY FARM lOISRecl, BENSON. NEBR.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

ElkhartBuggies
are the best made, best grade and easiest ridins
buggies on earth for the money,

FOR THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS
we have been selling direct and are

Tbe Largest Manufacturers in the World
selling to the consumer exclusively.
We Bhlp for vxamlnallon and approval, k^^''

anteeing safe delivery, and also to save you
money. If you are not satisfied as to style,

qiiality and price you are nothing out,
~~

May We Send You Our
Large Catalogue?

Elkhart Carnage & Harness Mfg.

Elkhart, - • • - Indiana

PRICE

$5950

m^^
No. ^J

Twin Auto-
Seat, Aufo-
Top and Full
Brass Mounted

ric iiiLiiiion Am,

ru Save You
$26:50

on my 1!>10 Spilt Hickory Anto-
Seat Hiin^'y. Or, -Z^y'/o savlnp
guaranteed on retail price of any
^tllt^.lo. Made to order. SOdays'
road test—a-ytjar guarantee.

Let Me Pay the
Postage on Big

Free Book to You
HhowH r.'.'} styles. aIko liameKs.

Ht^anttful color- views. PrlecBaeton-
lahlnaJy low. Wrltemeuov

H. C Phelps. Pres.

The OhioCarrlaga Mfg.Co.

Sta.322 .Columbus, O.

Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

! For Sale

!

10 to 50 pr. ct. Discount

.\ll Hives and Appurtenances of every dcs-
niption.
Larye amount still in tlie flat. New Hives

set up. painted, but never used.

About 125 Hives used and unused.

Would make best terms to party buying
all the property.

Call Saturdays 1". M., or Sundays; or ad-
dress.

P. W. DUNNE,
i6^ South Forest Ave..
:)AU KivKK FoKKsT. Cook Co.. III.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Again to the Front with

The Famous Banats
Hfivins moved my Ranat
Apiaries from Sabinai to
San Benito, Texas, I am
now better prepared to
furnish Hiyh (Juality

QUEENS
and ei'.irantee them pure-
ly ni.ucd. Prices; L'ntes-
tt-'d Queens, each. 75c; per
doz.S^oo Tested Queens
each $1.25; per doz.. $12.00.

My stock is pure and free from disease—
the gentlest bets on e.irtli.

GRANT ANDERSON,
2Atf SAN BENITO, TEXAS.

Pledse mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Ruby Nugget
Tomato

rh*'S^ tftJ^^^**^^ II
*<i OQ o"r plii'"e s' d U row oCfer-

'1115^ J^Vl^^^ edforitie flrvt time, mi lie not

P^/'L.JJ v^Tff^^^ I
I'^ree.atlll It 1b a haatieome truit,

' QCfVCji-^^^^^y-^^r^—^^ of dtrl't'oua flavor and wonder-
O S"'^ ^*

fully productive—over 700 fruite

%^/\ J
-^ ^* have been grown on one plant.

vCciIY tVtr^^ AtasbprisooftlO.OO willbopaid
^Mv I I flO' to I he person growing thelarceet

^'V* number of Ruby Nueget Toma-

toei on a dingle pUnt this year. Price ia 35 cents pei pacttet

of 100 B'-edi, but to induce you to give our Choice Iowa

Seeds a trial this T«iir. we will send you a trial packet of

about 2.1 ieeda wiihout f harcc, topether with a copy of our

large llluetratcd seed and plant catalog. If you have bad

our catalog Ihia year, pU-ase 6ay flo. M^iill''n thi,' pa) er.

IOWA SEED CO.. Dept 5 PES MOINES. lOW/y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

n A nMro ' Foo*-Power

DAnllCO Machinery
Read what J. L Parent, of Charl-

ton, N. Y.. says; "We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 50 chaflf hives with 7-ln. cap,
100 honey-racks, 600 brood-framee,
2,000 honey boxes, and a great deai
of other work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-hives,eto.,
to make, and we expect to do it witli
this Saw. It will do all you say it

will" Catalog and price-list free.

Address. W. F. ft JOHN BARNSS.
996 Baby St.. Rockford, 111.

Cook's Honey-Jar.
With patent AiR-T[r.nT Sanit.-\ry Stopper
is tlie Best and Clieapest Honey-Jar made.
Sold only by

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City.

Send 10 cents half postak'e) for sample Jar.
and catalog of Well-Bked Bees. Qcee.ns,
Hives, etc.

t^" The oldest Bee-Supply Store in the
East. 2Atf

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

" If goods are wanted quick, send to Pouder"
Established iiiBo.

BEE-SUPPLIES
.standard Hives with latest ini|)r()v<-ments: Danzenbaker
Hives, .Seclions. Fiuiud.ition. ICxlr.Ktnrs, .Smokers. Veils,
and a completi.' stock of

Root's Standard Goods at Factory Prices
My equipment, my slock of t'oods. and my shippinif

facilities, cannot be excelled, and 1 ship goods to every
State in the Union. Illuslialed and descriptive catalog
mailed free.

Finest White Clover Honey
on hand at all times. I Buy Beeswax.

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind. 859 Massachusetts Ave.

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
BINGHAM ^ Extracts from Catalogs— 1907:

CLEAN '^~7^B Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.—This is the Smoker we
BEE SMOKER 1^^ S recommend above all others.

«. 6. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—We have sold these Smok-
ers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of thelcup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1893, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.
Smoke Engine—largest smoker made $1.50—4 inch stove
Doctor- cheapest made to use 1.10—3)^ "
Conqueror—right tor most apiaries 1.00—3 "

Large—lasts longer than any other 90—2>i "
Little Wonder—as its name implies 65—2 "

The above priees deliver Sm jker at your post-offlce tree. We send circular if requested.
Orlg-inal Bingham & Hetherington Uncapping-Knife.

T. F. BINGHAM. Alma, MiGll-

Patented. May 20. 1879. BEST ON EARTH.

LEWIS BEEWARE — Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

Extracted Honey for Sale. Beeswax Wanted.
(Ask for I'rices.) 28c t'ash— :)ic Trade.

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. ^°J
(Successors to the York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.) H. M. ARND, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

BETTER FRUIT
The best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 per acre. One

Dollar per year. Sample copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "'^SeP

>

>

>

¥

>

¥

BEE-SUPPLIES. Si catalog free.
rnl of the latest
of hives, etc. Oor

supplies will please
you in every way. Prices are right. We can make
prompt shipments as we carry a full line of A. I.

Root Co. 's supplies in stock. Don't fail to write
us If you are In need of supplies. 8Atf

JOHN NEBEL& SON SUPPLY CO.. High Hilt. Monfg. Co., Mo

PBeaae mention Am. Bee Journal when writiiig.

If^HQJ^^i^'ongest
Mado-

=Madeof High Carbon Double Strength D
LL'olled Wire. Heavily Galvanized tolf
^prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at|
rtactory prices on 30 days' free trial.

U

^\Ve pav a! I freight. ;^7 luiirlitf* of farm IJ

aaod piiultry ft-nre. Catalog Free. [

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
sBoz 89 Winchester, Indiana.
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Swarming Prevented
A new method, just published, worthy of

investigation by all progressive bee-keep-
ers. Advantages claimed for the plan of
treatment. No clipping of queens' wings-
no caging of queens—not even necessary to
look for queens: no pinching of queen-cells
— no shook swarming—no dividing— no extra
expense connected with the plan—plan sim-
ple and easy to carry out—satisfactory hon-
ey crop—saves time and labor. Send to

Dr. H. JONES, Preston, Minn.,
for his booklet, describing his method of
treatment. Price, 25 cts. Process protected
by copyright.

ALFALFA HONEY
—FOR SALE—

White, Heavy, Excellent
One 60-lb. Can. per pound loc

Two • •
954c

20 or more Cans 8J4c

Arnd Honey and Bee-Supply Co.,

148 West Superior St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

Honey Wanted.
All grades of Comb and of Extracted. 2000
cases of Buckwheat Comb wanted at once.
What have you to sell ? Third car of water-
white Sage just in. Write for prices.

THE CRICCS BROS. CO.
IiAtf TOLEDO. OHIO.

Queens & Bees
Also Honey. To close out will sell Buck-
wheat or Amber Comb at S2..S0 per case of 24
sections; and unfinished boxes at $7.50 per
hundred.
Have your orders for Bees and Queens

booked now, as there will be a rush for stock
this spring.

QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-BREEDER,
Bellevue, Ohio.

g^ I About 25 Colonies ofkAW ^OlA Bees in good condition.

Lake Mills. Wis.
PDtase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

P_„ 0<»|jk Excellent Bee - Location in
rnr oalS Harrison Co.. Iowa. Close^••w

jQ town, on good road; ru-
ral mail and telephone. Lots of Basswood
and Clover. 200 Colonies of Bees, also, if

desired. No disease. Good honey-house and
caves. Favorable terms.

E. S. MILES, Duntap, Iowa.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

HONEY *!!° BEESWAX
When consigning, buying,

or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.
198 South Water St. Cliieace, III

BEE-KEEPERS
Write as now for our Catalog and gei low

price* 00 cood, honeit,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Oar Bpecialtj ia making Sectioss. All other
gooda up-to-date.

AUa. LOTZ & 50N, Cadott, Wis.
10A34t Pleaac aeatloa the Bee Joarnal.

Write Us To-Day
for our 1910 Catalog and let us tell you all about

DITTMER'S

COMB FOUNDATION

WORKING Your WAX for You.

^^^ Write us for Estimate on full Line of

Supplies. It will pay you, and costs nothing.

RETAIL and WHOLESALE.

Gus Dittmer Company, - Augusta, Wisconsin.

Latest Improved Hives &
Supplies. Disc'nt on early
orders. Catalog free. Send
25 cts. tor go-page Bee-Book
for beginners.

J. W. ROUSE,
3Atf MEXICO. MO.

<*Vaae mention Am. B<e Journal when writing.

CYPRIAN, Camlolan.CaucaBian.Italian Queens
Select unteated, Jl.OO. Select tested, $2.00.

Bees $8 colony. Supplies and Honey. 6Aly
W.C. MORRIS, Nepperhan Hts., Yonkers, N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Until April 15th .^'^'^ Nid&ptd
One-Story Hive. 8-fr. Si. 25 $=1.75 $1.70 $8.00
Supers 45 2.00 .60 2.75
Hive-Body&Krames .75 3.5o .q5 4.5<?

Geo. E. Kramer. Valencia. Pa.

Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

AGENTS:- IF I KNEW YOUR NAME, 1

would Bend you our $2.19 sample outfit free this
very minute. Let me start you in a profitable
business. You do not need one cent of capital.
Experience unnecessary. 50 percent profit. Cre-
dit given. Premiums. Freight paid. Chance
to win $500 in gold extra. Every man and wom-
an should write me for free outfit.

gA6t JAY BLACK, Pks., 305 Beverly St.; Boston, Hut.

c
RANE
ELLULAR
ASES We take it for granted you are from

Missouri, and are prepared to show you

what the Dealers and Bee-Keepers who used the Crane Cellular Case

last season think of them.

The first cost of the Cellular Case is much greater than the first

cost of a wooden case. That is why tlie supply dealers are not pushing

them.

We have decided to sell them direct to you, and

give you the benefit of the lower price we are able to

make on account of having no dealers to protect.

You owe it to yourself to investigate this Case and find Iiow much

you can save by using it, before ordering Cases for your 1910 crop of

honey. Let us tell you about it now.

.J. E. Crane & Son, Middlebury, Vt..
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Chicago, Feb. 28.—Tliere is a demand for

A No. I to fancy white comb, of which there
is very little on the market; it brings i7(!.' ific;

other grades of comb honey are not in mucli
demand. The feeling' in extracted is easier,
witli the white grades bringing 7@8c. accord-
ing to unality and amounts taken. The am-
ber grades from ()@7c. Beeswax in good de-
mand at 32c. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati. Feb. 28.—The market on comb
honey is bare. Extracted honey is in good
demand—sage. in6o-pound cans, al^c; amber,
in barrels. 6i^@6?ic. Beeswax in fair demand
at $33 per 100 pounds. These are our selling
prices, not what we are paying.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Indianapolis. Feb. 26.—There is a good
demand for best grades of both comb and
extracted honey, but jobbing houses are well
supplied. Practically no honey is now be-
ing offered by producers, and jobbers are
selling No. i and fancy white comb at i7@iHc.
Best extracted. <j@ioc. according to quantity
taken at one shipment. Poor demand for
amber honey and no established prices.
Producers are being paid 2q@3I for good aver-
age beeswax. Walter S. Pouder.

New York. Feb. 28.—Very little doing in
comb honey. There is a fair demand for
No. I and fancy white at i4@i5C. Off grades
and dark are rather neglected, and selling
in a small way from io(si3C. according to
Quality. There is not much stock on hand,
but some small lots are still coming along.
Extracted in fair demand at former quota-
tions as follows: California, water-white, oc:
white-sage. 8@8J^c; light amber. 7J^@8c; am-
ber. 6!'2@7C. Southern and West India, in
barrels. 65@75c per gallon, according to qual-
ity. Beeswax steady at 30c per pound.

Hildreth & Segelken.

American IBae Jonrnal

Zanesvii.i.e, Ohio, Mar. 2.—The demand
for lioiiey is perliaps not far from normal.
Kor Xo. I to fancy white comb protlucers
should receive 14(8150. and for best white
extracted. 8@8^c. delivered here. Little de-
mand for off grades. In a wholesale way
comb brings 2@2!:c and extracted I'lfic ad-
vance over these prices. Kor good clean
beeswax, producers are offered 28c cash. 31c
in trade. Edmi;nd W. Peirce.

Kansas City. Mo., Feb. 28.—There is no
comb honey in the liands of the jobbers; the
demand is good. The supply of extracted is

not large, but demand fair. We quote: No.
I white comb. 24 sections to case, S3. 50 per
case; No. 2 white and amber, S3. 35. White
extracted, per pound. 7@7!4c. Beeswax, 25®-
30c. C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Boston. Feb. 28.—Fancy white comb honey
at it)@i7c; No. i, I5@i6c. White, extracted,
8@gc; light amber, 7®8c; amber, 6@7C. Bees-
wax, 30@32C. Blake. Lee Co.

If you ha\e not yet sent for My Catalog of

Bee-Keepers'
Supplies

you alone are to blame. It's yours for the
asking, and it will tell ytui where tu ^^et the

Best and Cheapest Supplies
in the country. Save Money. Save Time,
and get the Best. 10 years in the business.

Chicago Freight-Rate to your Station.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

PBease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Daaam * Hardy Everblooming Roses, 2

If0S6S >'''^' °^'^- '^"^ Finest in Existence
Blooms from June till cut down

by frosts. Si. 00 for the set—White, Pink. Red
and Yellow. 1 extra bush free, for express.
Order now; sent April.

PARK ROSE GARDENS, Altooda, Pa.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

F
ALCON
OUNDATION

Years of experience in the manufac-
ture of

FALCON
COMB
FOUNDATION

have made it PERFECT.
Bees like it, and the foremost

Honey-Producers Use It.

It helps materially to increase the

Honey Crop
(Send for our new Catalog.)

Ship us vour

BEESWAX
to FALCONER, N. Y.

Will send shipping-tags, when you
write asking for quotations.

We pay highest market prices.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,

Denvkr. Colo.

Usual'
Franklin, Tex.n,, Feb. 19, 1910.

Mr. C. H. W. Weber,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Dear Sir:—Your consignment has arrived all O. K., and I find every-
thing I ordered. I wish to extend many, many thanks for your prompt-
ness and fair dealing. Ml future orders will be sent to you.

Very truly yours, W. A. Moore.

I want you to notice Four Things in the above Letter :

I.—The goods reached Mr. Moore O. K. We know how to pack
carefully and securely, and without any useless weight.

II.—He found everything ordered. We carry large stocks always on
hand, and our system of checking prevents annoying mistakes.

III. ---The advantages we have for prompt delivery are unsurpassed.
If you want goods quick, send to Weber.

IV. ---Fair dealing is now and always has been our motto.

CATALOGS have been mailed to nearly all our customers. If you have
not received yours, send us a line and we will get one to you by return mail.

Yours for service,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
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Be Sure to get our PRICES on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's Wax

or
Let us send to you our prices for

Working your Wax into

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
Many large Honey-Producers prefer our Foun-

dation to other makes, because the bees like it best.

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of

BEESWAX, and we are buying atall timles of the

year at highest cash and trade prices.

During the season of 1909 we harkdled over

175,000 pounds of Beeswax.

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

We Keep Only the Best.

Let us Figure on

Your Season's Supplies

1910 CATALOG

Now Ready,

and Free for tlie Asking.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH

Established 1864

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
C, We manufacture and furnish everything needed in practical, up-to-date BEE-Culture at

the very lowest prices. We make the celebrated DOVETAILED HIVES and

the famous MASSIE HIVES. These are the most practical, ui)-to-date Bee Hives

made and our extremely low prices place them within the reach of all bee-keepers. Our
HONEY EXTRACTORS and BEE SMOKERS are the very best that can be had any-

where. We guarantee satisfaction to evert/ customer or refund your money and pay the trans-

portation charges both ways. This means that you can send back to us any goods you buy

from us that are not satisfactory. We will exchange them or refund your money instantly

without a question.

C If you haven't one of our CHAMPION SMOKERS you don't know what a

good one is until you get one, (sample by mail fl.OO).

CLWrite today for our large illustrated catalog— it is free; it is one of the easiest catalogs

to order from that you ever saw. Remember our guarantee of entire satisjhction.

C. Write us for prices on any orders. fie can save you money.

( ^

Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa
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GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY
146 W. Superior Street, Chicago, III.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

ls?1.00 a j-ear. in the United Stales of America
{except In Chicag-o, where it is $1.25). and Mexico;
in Canada. ?1.I0: andin all other countries in the

Postal Union. 25 cents a year extra for postage.

Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is

paid. For instance, "* declO " on your label shows
that It Is paid to the end of December. 1910.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.—We do not send

a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,

but chang-e the date on your address-labtl.

which shows that the money has been received

and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, ISc.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times 14c a line times iic a line
6 " I2C " 12 " U yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

MNTESTED Italian Queens. 75c; Tested.
** $1.50. Cyprian. Carniolan. Caucasian and
Banats—Sel. Untested. Si. 00; Select Tested,
$2.00. Until June ist — Foundation. Medium
Brood 50c. Light 52c. Thin 57c. Ex.-Thin tioc.

i-Story 8*Fr. Root Dovetailed Hive, in flat-
Si. 45; s for S6.b5; nailed and pointed—i. Si. 85:
=;. $g.oo. Danz. =;c additional. Send card for
Catalog. W. C. MORRIS,
4A2t Nepperhan Hgts.. Yonkers. N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Queens
FULL COLONIES and
Circular Free.

Tliree - Banded
Leath'r-Colored
Itilian Queens.
SflL-cted Untes-
tetl. Si. 00 each; 6
for 84. so. Also—

NUCLEI For Sale.

3A8
0. F. Fuller, Blackstone, Mass.

Ref.—Arlluir C. Miller. Providence, R. I.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Untested Italian Queen-Bees
Our Standard-Bred

6 Queens for $4.00 ; 3 for $2.10 ;

1 for 75 cents.

For a number of years we have been sending out to ^—

,

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens, \^
purely mated, and all right in every respect. Here is

wliat a few of those who received our Queens have to say

about them :

George W. York & Co.:—The two queens received of you aome
time ago are fine They are grood breeders, and the workers are
shuwinK" up fine I Introduced them among: black bees, and the bees
are nearly yellow now, and are doing' Rood work.

Nemaha Co , Kan , July 15. A. W. SwAX.

George W. York & Co ;—After importing: queens for 15 years you
have sent me the best She keeps n 1-2 Lang-stroth frames fully oc-
cupied to date, and. although I kept the hive well contracted, to force
them to swarm, they have never built a queea-cell, and will put up
lUU pounds of honey if the flow lasts this week.

Ontario. Canada July 22 Chas. Mitchell

George W. York & Co. ;—The queen I boug:ht of you has proven a
good one. and has given me some of the best colonies.

Washington Co., Va., July 22. N. P. Oglesbt.

George W York & Co.:—The queen I received of you a few days
ago came through O. K . and I want to say that she is a beauty. I im-
mediately Introduced her into a colony which had been queenless for
20 days She was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I
am highly pleased with her and your promptness in filling my order.
My father, who is an old bee keeper, pronounced her very fine. You
will hear from me again when I am in need of something in the bee
line. E. E. McColm.

Marlon Co.. III., July 13.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is 75

cents, or with the old American Bee Journal fci one
year—both for $1.40. Three Queens (without Journal)

would be $2. 10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for in-

troducing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the

underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-Bred Queens.

George W. York & Co., we w. superior st. Chicago, III.
Pltase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Mott's Strain of Italians

!

Will work red clover, ooc Untested: $1.25
Tested Five-Banded Golden, the same.—
Natural Golden from Imported stock, extra.
Ask for List. Reduced rates in July.

NUCLEI. Leaflets — "How to Introduce
Queens." 15c; "How to Increase," 15c—both.
25 cents. 4.'^tf

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

BEE-KEEPERS
Write us now for our Catalog and get low

prices on good, honest,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Onr specialty is making Sections. All other
<ood8 up-to-date.

AUa. LOTZ & SON, Cadott, Wis.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

WHY NOT COME AND SEE US?
WE WANT TO SHOW YOU THEBCSfBEE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA. FOUR STORIES,
EVERYONE CHUCK FULL OFTHE RIGHT KIND OF BEESUPPLIES AT FACTORY PRICES.

WE CARRY A STOCK THAT ISN'T APPROACHED ANYWHERE ELSE. ALL NEW, ALL
RIGHT IN EVERY WAY. OUR MUTH SPECIAL BEEHIVE IS THE ACME OF WHAT A HIVE
SHOULD BE—AS NEAR PERFECT AS MAN CAN MAKE. . . . DON'T FORGET TO LET USSHOULD BE—AS NEAR PERFECT AS MAN CAN MAKE. . . . DON'T FORGET TO LET US
FIGUREWITHYOU ON YOUR I9I0SUPPLIES. IFWECAN'TMAKEITINTERESTING FOR
YOU, AND ECONOMiCAL-WE'LL BE THE LOSERS. U AN EYE OPENEIt SEND FOR OUR UTUOE.FREE.

THE FRED. W. MUTH COMPANY
THE BUSY BEE MEN'

CINCiNNATI, OHIO
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American l^ae Journal

The only book lh>

[ how to make muney rnisintf pouliry.
The bonk that has been cunscil and

I
discussed ainre chnn any nlhcr but

'

its sale is increasing daily. \\ hy?
I

Dccuu&c it tells facts and not itico*

ricB. Kndorsed by poultry author-
I successful ami

j
Bre makinf money follow

' vice of the author, Milo

iniis Ex-Commercial Poultry Eipert for U. S. Government.
" Tlie Dollar lien " is sold in combination wilb the " Poultry

Digest** to increase its circulation. It is real hook. 212

po(tcs, with illustrotions; not a poper bound pomphlct. ex-

plaining " Systems," " Secrets " or " Methods," The book
and " Poultry Digest" One year, postpaid, $1.00. Salisfuc-

'
'VoULTRv'dIgEST pub. CO.," 57.J ANN ST., NEW YORKCITY.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sold at reduced prices. Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, and everytliing pertaining to bee-
keeping of the very best kept in stock.
Large Wareiiouse on of L. S. & M. S. R. R.

Wholesale and Retail. New price-list just
out— Free. Let nie figure on your wants.

iiAtf W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.
Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writinK.

The Cyphers Incubator

Pays From fhe Start

Bepln rig/iC— whether you are In the chlckea
business on a lar^'e or small scale. Don't"e.\iKrl-
ment up" to Cyphers quality. (.Jot the hest first.
The Cyphers means no moisture troubles; no

heatjn^r troubles; no ventilation troubles. Btjipest
percentajies; healthiest chicks. It's the best by teat.

The World's Standard Hatcher
Vsed by more Government Experiment Stations,

more State Agfifultural Colleges, more well-know u
Fanciers and Practical Poultrynieu than all other
makes combined. A hot-air machine — no metal
tanka to rust out. Self-repiilatJni;;; scIf-veutilaUug.
Cyphers Incubators

and liri>oder3 are
guaranteed to you
jicrsonallv. Youhave
W)duys—1 hatches—to
prove a Cyphers In-
cubatiT. Money
back if vou want It

—after fair trial. 160-

pa^e Catalog: free.
Address Nearest City.

Cyphers Incubator Co*
DepartmeDt 83,

pufTalo. N. Y.; Kew York City. K Y.( Chlcapo.Ill.,
Boston. Mass. ; Kansas Clly. Mo,; Oakland, Ca!

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of the Book

"Bees and Honey"
By Thomas G. Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to
close out. It contains 160 pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at .50 cents each ; or
with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for only $1.20. Surely
this is a bargain. The book is well
illustrated, and has some good infor-
mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

This is the only Place in Indiana
Where you can get this Combination

—

Prompt Service
—AND—

Lewis Beeware
Lewis Wisconsin Hives are winners.

Lewis Dovetailed Hives are in a class by

themselves.

iW Our New, Up-to-Date Catalog will soon be
issued.

It is Absolutely Free. Send for one.

THE C. M. SCOTT CO.
1009 E. Washington St. INDIANAPOLIS, IND

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

—IfEffE/T/S—
IMPROVED CLARK'S DOUBLE ACTION

CUTAWAY HARROW
The most wonderful farm tool ever invented
Two harrows in one. 1 hrowa the dirt out. then

in, leaving the laud level and true.

^^ I \ ^ labor ifiiver, a time saver. Needs
^^ 1^^^© nuTontrne Truck. Jointed Tole,

Beware of imitations tind in-

frineements. Serd today for

ll{KK Rouklel.
CUTAWAY • \KROW CO.

/,*1^ M:iin St.,
iligeanuiu. Coon.

Italian Bees For Sale.li
In 8-frame Langstroth hives, i Colony. Ss:
2 for So: 5 for 820. Italian Queens—Untested
75c each; ti for $4. Select Tested. Si. 25 each;
s for %b. 4.A.6t

L. Boomhower, Freehold, Greene Co., N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

"FLYING MACHINES"
My Italian and Caucasian Queens produce
the finest .

AEROPLANES.
Send for prices. A. D. D. WOOD.
4Atf Box hi, Lansing. Mich.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Us for Prices
We will make you delivered prices by return mail, on anything

you may want for your apiary.

We Manufacture
Dovetailed Hives, Hoffman Frames, Sections, Separators, Shipping-

Cases, etc. Also Berry Boxes and Crates.

Tliere are no better HIVES than ours.

Prices the lowest.

Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.

Nicollet Island MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Though We May be Far Away
Our Goods are Near You

Not so very lon^j ago there was only one place where you could buy Lewis
Beeware. That was at Watertown, Wisconsin.

Now the G. B. Lewis Company has dotted the country over with its distri-

buting houses. No matter how far you are from Watertown, we know we
can easily reach you through some one of these distributing houses.

All vou have to do is to send in your inquiry or order to the nearest distri-

buting house named below, and the goods arrive in a "jiffy." In this way
you save both in freight and time.

This service is at your disposal if you buy Lewis Beeware. Take advantage

of it now.

rTrrsTXTYyrrxxTxxTTgxxxTXIXXH

This is the Brand

t»»«»Tl««**»«t« l lH»»»«»»l«gTr.

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
k*W I s •

MAKES THE Fl N EST

ggggggggggggTTgggTggggTgggyTYYTm

WATCH FOR IT

t«»»t»g»»»t»«m»«t«mm«»TTy

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
— — .

. ,^

Distributing Houses for Lewis Beeware
SCOTLAND—Dundee, R. Steele.

FRANCE.—Paris, Raymond Gariel, 2ter de la Megisserie.

CUBA.—Havana, C. B. Stevens, 19 Officios.

ALABAMA.—Prairieville, Wm. D. Null.

COLORADO.—Denver, Colorado Honey-Producers' Association. 1440 Market St.

COLORADO.—Loveland, R. C. Aikin.

COLORADO.—Grand Junction, Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association.
COLORADO.— Delta, Delta County Fruit-Growers' Association.

COLORADO.—Rocky Ford, Honev-Producers' Association.

COLORADO.—Montrose, Robert Halley.

COLORADO.—De Beque, Producers' Association.

ENGLAND.—Welwyn, E. H. Taylor.

GEORGIA.—Cordele, J. J. Wilder.
ILLINOIS.—Chicago, Arnd Honey & Bee-Supply Company, 148 West Superior St.

ILLINOIS.—Hamilton, Dadant & Sons.

IDAHO.—Idaho Falls, Dr. J. E. Miller.

IDAHO.—Lorenzo, Alma Olson.
INDIANA.— Indianapolis, C. M. Scott & Co.
IOWA.—Davenport, Louis Hanssen's Son.
IOWA.—LeMars, Adam A. Clarke.

IOWA.—Emmetsburg, W. J. McCarty.
MICHIGAN.—Grand Rapids, A. G. Woodman Company.
MISSOURI-Kansas City, C. E. Walker Mercantile Company, 312 Temple Block
OHIO.—Peebles, W. H. Freeman.
OREGON.—Portland, Chas. H. Lilly Company.
PENNSYLVANIA.—Trov, Chas. N. Greene.
TENNESSEE.—Memphis, Otto Schwill & Company.
TEXAS.—San Antonio, Southwestern Bee Company.
UTAH.—Ogden, Fred Foulger & Sons.
WASHINGTON. Seattle, Chas. H. Lilly Company.

^

Q
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Editorial Notes and Comments

Dr. Phillips on Foul Brood
Franz Richter, the man who culls

from American bee-papers for Bienen-
Vater, sent a letter of inquiry concern-
ing foul brood to Dr. E. F. Phillips. In
his reply, Dr. Phillips says Italians are
little if any less immune to American
foul brood than other bees. In the
case of European foul brood, Italians

are under certain circumstances cer-
tainly more resistant to the disease
than blacks. American foul brood is

more difficult to combat than European.
Where the European variety breaks
out it is extremely virulent, but after

a time its virulence seems to abate.
The Alexander treatment, which is not
recommended by the U. S. Department,
gives satisfactory results only where
European foul brood has lost some of
its virulence.

Putting One Colony Over Another
The Alexander plan of putting a

weak colony over a strong one in

spring, for a time, has been a great
success by some, and a failure by
others. The advice is to handle the
hives very gently, so that the bees may
not be stirred up to mix together until

they have obtained the same hive-scent.
Perhaps it may be well in most cases
to make sure on this point, by having
wire-screen between the two stories
for a few days. In that case there is

no need of gentle handling, and there
is no possibility of harm to either queen
until the screen is removed. It is then
to be replaced by a queen-excluder.
What is perhaps better is to put the
excluder on at the start, the wire-cloth
over it, and then, after 3 or 4 days,
merely remove the wirecloth.
Less troublesome, although not quite

so safe, is the plan of putting one or
two thicknesses of newspaper over the
excluder. The removal of the paper is

gradually made by the bees. There is

no need to have any entrance from the
outside to the upper story. The im-

prisonment of a weak colony for a few
days, with the room of a whole story,

can do no harm. Some think it better
to put the weak colony under.

Gross or Net Weight ot Honey
Just now there is quite a to-do over

this matter among Canadian bee-keep-
ers. Some say that when a customer
buys a •5-pound can of honey he ex-
pects and should get a full-weight -5

pounds of honey. Others say it is the
usual thing in buying packages ready
put up that the weight of the package
is included, and so "a .5-pound can of

honey" should mean that can and
honey together weigh 5 pounds. Prob-
ably it does not matter such a great
deal which plan be adopted so long as

there is no attempt to deceive the cus-
tomer; only it is better that there be
uniformity, and the final decision of

our Canadian brethren, if they ever do
all get together, will be watched with
interest.

W. Z. Hutchinson's Increase Last
Year

In the forepart of June, as he relates

in the Review, Editor Hutchinson had,
last year, 20 colonies that he says were
really .S-frame nuclei, also -500 empty
combs, and about July 1 he bought 10

colonies of bees. VVith this capital

to work on, he had in the fall 41 colo-
nies of bees, 70 brood-combs filled with
honey, and so far as the report shows,
not a drop of salable surplus honey.
A beginner could have increased the

30 colonies to 82, with at least some
honey to put on the market, instead of

having it all in brood-combs. Not only
could a beginner have done so, but the
average beginner probably would have
done so. •A.nd therein Mr. Hutchinson
showed himself not a beginner, but a

veteran. The beginner who should in-

crease to double the number of colo-

nies that Mr. Hutchinson reached,
would go into winter quarters with

weaklings, in all probability, and come
out in the spring with a less num-
ber than would Mr. Hutchinson, those
that did come through needing tender
nursing.
Mr. Hutchinson says fall found him

with 41 colonies in 10-frame hives;
combs fairly loaded down with honey
and stocked with young bees ; and up
to March they were wintering perfectly.

For every pound of honey in those 70
brood-frames he probably will have re-

turned at least 2 in surplus, if not b,

and the probability is that in the com-
ing season he will not be disappointed
in his expectation to make things
"hum."
And all this is set down especially for

beginners to think over.

Weight of Queeu-Bees

As may be found reported in Bienen-
Vater, Ph. Reidenbach has for years
weighed all his queens, and he finds

the weight of a virgin to vary from 150

to 210 milligrams, while the weight of

a fertilized queen is from 230 to 300
mg. So when he wants to decide
whether a queen is a virgin or not, he
weighs her, and finds whether she
weigh less thon 210 or more than 230.

His chief object in weighing is to select

the heaviest queens as being the most
prolific to breed from.

Herr Reidenbach is considered good
authority, but one may be pardoned for
questioning the wisdom of depending
chiefly, or indeed very much, upon the
weight of a queen in making selection.

One of the most prolific queens, if not
the most prolific queen, the writer ever
had, was one of the smallest and light-

est. Neither is it certain that the most
prolific queen is always the best. A
queen which lays 25 percent more eggs
than another is no better than the less

prolific queen, if the workers of the
latter live 25 percent longer than the
workers of the former. Then there are
other important qualities to be con-
sidered.

Bees 3Iost Immune to Foul Broort

In this country and in Australia it

seems to be the general opinion that

Italians resist foul brood more suc-
cessfully than blacks. .Vt least some
authorities in England hold the same
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view. Of those in all these English-
speaking countries who do not agree
with this view, there are perhaps none
who think blacks more imnuine than
Italian; they merely think there is no
difference. On the other hand, it seems
to be largely the opinion in European
countries that immunity belongs to
blacks rather than Italians. Is it not
possible that both are right ?

In Germany, and especially in Switz-
erland, care has been given to improve
the black race, and the Swiss leaders
are doing their best to drive out all

Italian blood. Just the reverse has
been the case in this country. It is

just as hard to find pure blacks in

.America as it is to find pure Italians in

Switzerland. What more natural than
that the most vigorous bees will be
found to be Italians in America, and
blacks in Switzerland? And we may
yet find that the bees most resistant to
disease are not so much those of any
one particular race, but those of great-
est vigor, whether they be blacks, Ital-

ians, hybrids, or what-not.

Two Queens iu a Hive
Interest in the matter of having two

queens in a hive is not so great as it

was. It is now pretty well understood
that it is a thing practically impossible
to have more than one vigorous queen
laying at the same time in the same
brood-nest. An old queen and a
younger one may live peaceably to-
gether—a thing that has been known
for a long time.

To have two queens in the same hive,
especially in spring, sounds to a begin-
ner like a very attractive thing. His
first thought is, " Two queens in a hive !

Just the thing. In spring a weak col-
ony is slow at building up. Put in two
queens, and have twice as many eggs,
and the colony will build up twice as
fast." Not so fast, young friend. The
number of eggs and the amount of
brood in the hive depend not alone
upon the queen or queens present, but
on the number of workers. No more
can be taken care of than can be cov-
ered by the workers. A good queen
can and will lay all the eggs any ordi-
nary colony can take care of in spring,
to say nothing of a weak colony. What
would be gained by putting a dozen
more queens in the same hive?

There is one real advantage, and per-
haps only one, that could be had from
two or more queens in the same hive.
It would give an easy way to keep re-
serve queens over winter. But pre-
cisely in winter is the most diificult

time to have two queens remain to-
gether. Even in the case of an old
and a young queen, the old queen gen-
erally turns up missing in the spring.

lloue.y-I>ew a Secretion or Kv-
••retion ?

The Scotch aiithority, D. M. Mac-
donald, having said that honey-dew is

not an excretion but a secretion, Dr.
C. Gordon Hewitt, Canadian Dominion
l-'.ntomologist, and Dr. E. R Phillips,
of Washington, both appear in Glean-
ings, and say emphatically that Mr.
Macdonald is incorrect in saying that
honey-dew is largely a plant secretion,

and in part a secretion from the nec-
taries of aphids.

Dr. Hewitt says: " Honey-dew is an
excretory product of the digestive tract
of the aphid which is naturally expelled
by the usual aperture."

Dr. Phillips says: "All observations
up to the present time indicate that the
honey-dew of aphids is an excretion
passed through the digestive organs of
the body, and is a residue of the juices
sucked from the various food-plants
for the purpose of food."

Neither the taste nor the appearance
of honey-dew will be changed by our
knowledge of its source; the only dif-

ference it makes is as to our notion of
its cleanliness. On this point Dr.
Hewitt relieves our minds by saying :

I entirely fail to understand wliy the idea
of its being an excretion instead of a secre-
tion should be rcpellant to any one; it is

merely changed cell-sap. as also is honey,
both of which undergo a change in the diges-
tive tract of the insect. The difference be-
tween an excretion and a secretion is really
not so great as at first sight appears. The
cells of an animal's body produce certain
chemical substances according to their na-
ture. The cells of the salivary glands pro-
duce by their activity a secretion k-nown as
the saliva; the wax-cells of the aphid and of
the bee produce a wax secretion. Many of
the cells of the body extract waste sub-
stances from such of the body fluids as the
blood, etc., and in turn excrete these sub-
stances into the digestive tract or the kid-
neys, or even in the case of sweat-glands on
the skin of the animal. Both secretions and
excretions may be the result of cell activity.
Of course, the term excretion is frequently
used to indicate waste products which have
never gone through the cells but have passed
through the alimentary canal in an un-
affected state; that is not, however, cellular
excretion.

Bait-Sectiou.s in Snper.s

It is a very generally accepted view
that it is a desirable thing to have in
the first section-super given to a col-
ony one or more bait-sections, or sec-
tions that have been partly filled the
previous season and the honey emptied
out by the bees. There are some, how-
ever, who object that a section which

has been kept over winter is not lit to
be used again. In any case it will not
do to use "any old thing" in the way
of a section. A section that has been
left on late and is discolored with pro-
polis is not fit to be used. It should be
clean and white, so that when filled it

can not be distinguished from its

neighbor which started with fresh foun-
dation.
Opinions differ as to how baits are^

to be used. Just what is best depends^
upon the object in view and the num-
ber of baits on hand. One says, " Put
a bait in each corner of the super, so
that more even work may be done.
Without any baits the central sections
are finished first, and the corners last.

If we can get the bees started on the
corners first, we will have more even
work, and the central sections will not
be darkened while the corners are still

unfinished." Another says, " Bees are
not very likely to start in a super at

more than one point at a time, so even
if there is a bait in each corner they
may start in only one of them. Of
course, it is still true that the corners
will all be finished sooner than they
would be without baits. But my chief
object in using baits is not to get even
work so inuch as to get early work.
There is no question that a bait in the
center will be begun on sooner than
one in a corner, and the difference in

time of beginning in the two places
might make all the difference between
swarming and not swarming."
As already said, the number of baits

on hand is a factor. A man with 100

colonies might have 100 baits, or he
might have 400 or -'jOO. With 100 baits

he cannot put a bait in each corner of

each first super, but he can put one in

each center. With 400 he can put one
in each corner, or he can fill .3 corners
and put one in the center. If he wants
to take the greatest advantage of his

baits to hurry beginning and prevent
swarming, he will probably put the 4

baits in the center in a block.

Miscellaneous News-Items

German Bee-Keepers' School

This first school of its kind in Ger-
many is located at Preez. Holstein, with
ample grounds, residence for the direc-
tor, dormitories for scholars, etc., estab-
lished at a cost of nearly $9(100. .\t a

moderate expense a full course is of-

fered in the theory and practice of bee-
keeping, with a sufficient apiary for the
purpose. ^
" A Glimpse of Ji;i.ysiiim"

This is a nice (5x9 inch pamphlet
of 20 pages and cover, brown-cord tied,

being a very neatly printed and gotten
up souvenir edition of a paper by Hon.
Eugene Secor, of Forest City, Iowa,
read before the Iowa State Horticul-
tural Society at its last annual meeting
held in Des Moines, Dec. 8, 1909. It

also contains a splendid picture of Mr.
Secor. It closes with a characteristic

poem, entitled, "Let Me Go Hence in

June." The whole is written in Mr.
Secor's best style, as usual.

Miter-Box for Cuttin^Foimclation ^_

Rev. G. T. Willis has been using with "IF
much satisfaction a miter-box for cut-

ting starters of comb foundation to be
used in sections. A bread-knife does
the cutting. .\i\ item in the construc-
tion is worth considering. In making
the miter-box, he does not leave a

smooth flat surface at the bottom for

the knife to cut down upon, but con-
tinues the saw-kerf down into the bot-
tom for the depth of l-l(i of an inch.

This allows the knife readily to make a

cut clear through all the foundation,
whereas with a smooth flat surface the
cut will not so readily be made clear
through to the bottom. The knife is

kept wet so it will not stick; it is put
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in with the handle toward the operator,
and close up against the wood, and
then with sufficient pressure the knife

is drawn toward the operator and a

single stroke does the work.

Yellow Sweet Clover

According to R. L. Snodgrass, in

Gleanings, the time to sow sweet clover
in Kansas is any time between Dec. 1

and Feb. 1, as the seed germinates best

if it freezes a few times in the ground.
He values especially the yellow variety,

as will be seen by the following

:

There is no other clover that is sucli a
soil-reno\ater as sweet clover. I have been
pasturing my clover ever since one month
after I cut llie wheat. When I turned my
cows on it they doubled the flow of milk,
and it is still green as it can be at this writ-
ing. Dec. ^. and my cows are still grazing on
it— the white clover. I have also a i5-acre
tield of the yellow variety on rented ground
that is about one foot high, and just as green
as in mid-summer. I haven't turned the
stock on this yet, bvit expect to do so soon.
I prefer the yellow variety to the white, as it

is an earlier bloomer and makes more pas-
ture, as it will stand closer grazing. The
hay is also much finer, and cures more
quickly, and therefore is ready to stack
much sooner than the white; and I believe,
too. that the stock eat it more readily.
Now. the most important feature of it all is

that it is an earlier bloomer by 2 or 3 weeks
than the white, or alfalfa either, and conse-
quently it puts the bees in good condition
for the alfalfa honey-flow; and if the first

crop of alfalfa fails to bloom, as is usual in
Kansas, the yellow sweet clover lasts until
the second crop of alfalfa is in full bloom.

"Am Bieneustautl "

Under the title " Am Bienenstand,"
which might be freely translated " In
the Apiary," a German bee-book has
been received which is written by Au-
gust Ludwig, and contains 14(1 clearly

printed pages with 109 illustrations. It

is published in paper covers for 25
cents, by Fritz Pfenningstorf, Berlin,

Germany.
In some things there is a difference

between the teachings in this work and
the usual teachings in this country, and
in many things the teachings are the
same. It is reckoned that in moder-
ately favorable years, with suitable pas-
turage, there will be a harvest of 20
pounds per colony and .50 percent in-

crease. That does not look very good
to an American bee-keeper. But when
he is told that prices are such that this

would mean a yield of $5 per colony,
he does not feel like commiserating his

German brother.
The size of frame unhesitatingly rec-

ommended for all hives is 40x2.j centi-

meters (l-j.7-5.x9.84 inches) /« //w clear.

The frame is hung with the larger
dimension horizontal, 9 frames are
used, and the hive is called a " lager-
beute " (a flat or lying hive), and if the
larger dimension is vertical, 12 frames
are used, and the hive is called " Staen-
derbeute" (upright hive). This latter

gives about the same comb surface as

\Z/i Langstroth frames, and ought to

satisfy a Dadant for room.

The advantages of having hives scat-

tered in the open as in this country are
considered, " yet over and against these
advantages stand many more and much
greater disadvantages." Chief of these
are the dangers of stings and robbing.
An American bee-keeper will feel a bit

amused to be told that every hive
opened invites robbers, and this may

be so bad that by the time tlie second
or third hive is opened the work nnist
stop so as not to endanger the whole
apiary, for robbing has already become
so bad in many cases that whole api-

aries have fallen a sacrifice to it. In
spite of this our large bee-keepers find

little difficulty in keeping up the work
all day long, even when little honey is

coming in.

Frames are wired vertically, and
there may be a question whether we
would not do well to return to the
same fashion. But it sounds a little

strange to be told to let the foundation
come down within an inch or so of the
bottom-bar in each brood-frame so as

to leave a space for the bees to build
drone-comb.

Before and Ai'ter the Snow-Stonn
I send herewith two photographs of

the apiary on my fruit-farm. One shows
the hives (which contain 14 frames in

the supers) before the last snow-storm.

Before the Snow-Storm.

and the other shows the same hives
after the snow-storm. The hives have
frequently been covered or buried in

snow like this, and yet the bees came
out in good condition in the spring.
You notice that the covers of the

supers are held on with a hook which
prevents them from blowing off. Be-
yond the apiary in the first photograph
you can see my barn and apiary where
I keep 200 flying homer pigeons.

F. D. Clum, M. D.
Cheviot, N. Y., Feb. 8.

Foul Brood Iteiii.s

Charles Stewart, one of the New
York foul-brood inspectors says, in

Gleanings, that in both American and
European foul brood, the intensity of

the odor varies greatly. He has sfen
yards where one could smell the dis-

ease before reaching the yard, while in

others, where the disease had lost some
of its virulence, one could get the odor
only by putting a comb close to the

nose.
In European foul brood most of the

affected larvae die just previous to the

proper time for capping. (E. W. Alex-
ander says when they are 2 to 4 days
old.)

After disinfecting thousands of hives

in years gone by, just as good results

are now obtained without disinfecting,

merely treating the diseased colonies

in their own hives. Mr. Stewart says :

"Formerly, it was thought necessary to

shake again in 3 or 4 days; but we find the
average number reinfected is about i to 10,

so we prefer to watch these colonies treated,
and treat the tenth one rather than all of

them a second time."

After the Ssow-Storm.

Foul Brood Law in Switzerland

ihe following is a translation of the

Swiss law on foul brood, lately passed

by the government of Switzerland. It

shows that the question of foul brood
is being solved by other countries, and
that some of our States are not staying

in the front row. Let us not get too

far back ; the world is apparently mov-
ing ahead.
The translation was made by Mr. C.

P. Dadant. from the French, as taken
from the Bulletin de la Suisse Romande,
of which he is a regular contributor,

and reads as follows :

The Federal Council of Switzerland passed
the following law. under date of Dec. 3. iwo:

1. Foul brood among bees (stinking, or
otherwise, and pickled broodi is hereby rec-
ognized as an infectious, contagious disease,
presenting a general danger; it is inserted
as No. 12. in the list of epizootics mentioned
in Article 24 of the regulations of Oct. 24.

1887. upon policy measures to be enforced
against such diseases.

2. The separate Cantons shall designate
competentpersons inspectors of foul brood .

who will order and superintend the treat-

ment and disinfection of diseased colonies,
and shall inspect diseased apiaries. The
exercise of these functions may be commit-
ted by the Cantons to the associations of
bee-keepers.

5. Every owner of bees suffering from foul
brood shall make immediate declaration of
it to the competent authorities. It shall be
required to observe in every manner the in-

structions given him by the inspector or his

delegates, lend his aid. as much as in his
iower. to the work of cleansing and disin-

licting his apiary, and employ for this pur-
I'ose such persons as may be in his service.

4. It is forbidden to sell, loan or give away
colonies, hives or utensils from an infected
apiary. The unoccupied hives and the honey
receptacles and combs shall be enclosed so
as to be out of reach of bees. No colony may
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be replaced in any infected hive before the
latter has been thoroughly disinfected.
.5. In any infected apiary the struggle con-

sists essentially in the destruction of thegerms of the diseas'e. In view of this, hebees which took the infected hives shall
eitlier be killed by brimstone vapors orunited in artihcial swarms in swarming

days after which they may be init uponcomb foundation.
Tlie combs containing brood, or the rem-

2r"*''?fwP'^>"'*' shall be destroyed bv
^h!ii 1

'he other combs of diseased hive'sshall be melted up.

^R"'^}' ^U''"'
hives as have contained dis-eased colonies shall be destroyed by t^reWooden hives or utensils that have been incontact with diseased colonies shall bewashed with a 10 percent solution of soda inhotwater; they shall then be submitted to

the flame of a benzine lamp, or boiled for anhour in a lo percent soda solution.
If the diseased colonies are located in a

house-apiary, all parts of the building thatmay have been in contact with the disease-
floors, tables, supports, etc.-shall also bewaslied in a soda solution, or painted with
linseed oil paint. The soil in front of theapiary shal be spaded, or in case of impos-
sibility. It shall be disinfected.

•u'^jI
f°"' '".°'"' inspectors shall be permitted to examine all the apiaries situated

in an infected district, in order to detect thepresence of the malady.
7. Violations of the above law shall bepunishable by a fine of from $2 to Sioo ac-cording to the police regulations concerning

fR'/^^l"'nu
''"^ regulations of the penalcode shall be applicable to those who pro-pagate the disease by malevolence.

Our Front-Page Pictures
The following paragraphs tell some-

thing about pictures of apiaries shown
on the front page this month :

No. 1—Apiary of J. J. Hangartner
Enclosed find a picture of a portion of my

bee-yard, and myself standing in the front Ihave 120 colonies, but last season was the
poorest in the past 28- years. I receivedonlyabout 800 pounds of comb honey. But
all the colonies are in good condition. I win-
ter my bees out-of-doors, and have lost veryfew as a resiil t of outdoor wintering. I have
all large chaff hives, making them myself as
increase demanded, which you will' notice
in the picture. J.J. Hangartner.
-Marion. Wis.

No. 2

—

Apiary of A. Rozell

.
I am sending a small picture of our apiary

in Los Angeles County. Now, Mr. Grigsbymay hnd just a little fault with me fordoing
so, but Mr. Grigsby and I do not think alike
on the picture question. I think vou are
doing about the right thing, and treating
those who have small and large apiaries
fairly.
The picture represents a rather large api-

ary, the whole of which is not shown, at
least a third not being in view, to the left
hand. It may please many bee-keepers to
look at this picture, and I would like very
much to see Mr. Grigsby 's by the side of it,
thus to see how it would "stack up" by the
side of his. It would hardly do for manv to
liave the Bee Journal devoted entirely to
solid reading-we want some variety in its
make-up-pictures. advertising, humor, and
the work in the apiary. I think. Mr. York,
you re on the job " pretty well.
Los .•\ngeles. Cal.. Nov. 20. A. Rozeli..

No. 3—Apiary of Edwin Corwin

I am sendini; 3 picture postal cards, two of
myself holding a 12-pound swarm of bees,
and one of Dr. C. L. Walton, of Chicago,
hiving said swarm in my yard. In August
there was a great deal of buckwheat sown
in my locality, and when the bees com-
menced capping the 3 and 4 supers of honey
.they would swarm. I wintered 12^ colonies.
T he season wasn't good until buckwheat
time, and then it was fine—bees stored honey
fast. I secured 2000 pounds of extracted
and 3U110 pounds of comb honev, besides
fighting black brood all summer. I'lie bees,
in this locality, have had black brood for 5
or 6 years. It has killed some whole apiaries

No. 4.—Apiary of Chas. Wallin
I will send you a pictureof my bee-yardwhich contains 10 colonies. The two "

fel-lows" you see in the picture are my brother
and myself. M.v dog. Carlo, is close to mv
right. The building you see is the living
house. I had good returns from my bees the
last two years. I have learned a good deal
by reading the American Bee Journal
St. James, Minn. Chas. Wallin.

owi uji^dis. iiiids Kiiiuu some wnoie apiaries
—James Heddons, at Dowagiac. and lots of
others. I am located 6 miles from James
Heddon. Euwin Gokvvin.
Dowagiac. Mich.. Dec. 14, 1000.

EuwlN CORWIN'S .'\P1AKV AND SwARMS.

No. 5.—Apiary of Jay Smith

This picture shows the apiary of Jav .Smith,
of Vincennes. Ind. He wrote some time
ago that the bees were wintering well on
honey-dew.

No. 6.—Apiary of James B. Trease

onies "
n„"lv 1 Pi'^t'"'''f"^u""' 3P''"'>' of "> f^ol-

h^^y>??i^^n^o\^^h°aid'.'-l'-'he^Tup^;rs^1fa"vI

'sh''ei?o'„^."x^^sh.
JAMES B.^Trea!;^:'^

No. 7.—Apiary of O. B. Griffin

j4'l^f'^,iP°*''''i"''5' °f my bee-yard with
art of the surplus honey crop still on the

pa
hives
Caribou. Maine, March 7,

O. B. Griffin.

No. 8.—Apiary of H. H. Fay
This is a picture of the bee-yard of H H

i'ay. of Epworth, Iowa. Mr. F. failed to sendany descriptive matter to appear with the
picture.

Sweet Clover as a Soil Restorer
We have received the following from

Wm. M. Whitney, of Batavia, 111., dated
Feb. 16, 1910

:

Editor American Bee Journal:-! here-
}V)fh enclose a clipping from an article en-
titled. Darby s Talk to Farmers." in the
Eeb. loth number of the Cincinnati Enquirer.
Ut course, all bee-keepers are supposed toknow the value of sweet clover as a hone' -

plant, but I am inclined to think there are
'"u"*j

'?'''" bee-keepers" — as some are
called-who yet regard it a noxious weed,
and treat it as such. Knowing little or noth-
ing of Its fertilizing value, they greatly un-
derestimate it as a farm product. Experi-
ment Stations throughout the country are
beginning to catalog it among the most val-
uable plants. Strange, isn't it. that it should
take so many years to gain recognition? But
so It is. and ever has been, with almost
everything valbable in life.

Wm. M. Whitney.
The clipping enclosed by Mr. Whit-

ney reads as follows

:

Sweet clover is fast coming to the front as
a soil restorer. Until the last few years it
has been classed as a troublesome weed by
many. I have been experimenting with the
different clovers for several years as to
their value as cured hay, grazing, and as a
crop to turn under as green manure. As
cured hay sweet clover comes second to
alfalfa, which is the finest feed we grow in
the Ohio 'Valley. As a pasture, sweet clover
IS away ahead. On land that is very thin,
and on which there is little humus, if sown
to sweet clover and blue-grass there will be
a good stand of pasture the second season,
and if pastured lightly a heavy sod is formed
rapidly. Then after the fourth season it
may be pastured regularly, and it will con-
tinue to improve as a green crop to turn un-
der. I have not been able to find anything
near its equal. Where sown thickly it

makes a very heavy growth to turn under,
and as this decays and is converted into
humus, the nitrogen-gathering bacteria that
live on the roots of the clover, release the
nitrogen that was gathered while the crop
was growing.
The bitter taste that sweet clover has is

some against it, as all stock do not take to it

readily, but this bitterness, caused by a
property contained by sweet clover known
as cumarin, prevents the stock that feed on
the clover from becoming bloated. Hence,
anything that makes a good food is a good
fertilizer.

Of course, all who have read the bee-
papers during the past 10 or l.j years,
know vyhat a fine honey-plant sweet
clover is. In some parts of the coun-
try it is made into most excellent hay.
As noted in the above clipping, it surely
is a splendid soil fertilizer and reno-
vator. Score a whole lot for the once
despised sweet clover!

Fifty Years a Reader.
I am sorry to s.ly that my connection with

the American Bee Journal must cease with
the end of my present subscription. I have
read it for 50 years with pleasure and profit;
but a malignant cancer will end my life in a
few days. With great sorrow I bid you an
everlasting farcwelil J. S. Hughes.

Chiplcy, Fla.
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Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo. 111.

Your Sweets, But Not You

We are indebted to the courtesy of

Mr. Eugene Libby for the following
brightly written lines, clipped from the

Portland, Maine, Telegram. The cap-
tion is perhaps the best comment upon
the sad refrain, "They want your
sweets, but they want not you;" but let

us thankfully remember that that sad
refrain is not of universal application :

• TisTrve. "TisPiTY. PityTis'TisTri'e."

Roses sweet in your dainty dresses.
Royal pansies in velvet gowns.

Fair young wheat that the wind caresses.
Brown-eyed daisies with golden crowns;

And oh. my drooping and rich ripe clover.
Your hearts are heavy, but not with dew!

Your ardent bee is a faithless rover.
He wants your sweets, but he wants not

you!
All ye wilding and winsome beauties.
Rich in spoils for that bandit crew.

Bee and butterfly, whose pursuit is

Fora^'ing sweets, if you only knew
Why they waver, and Hit. and hover.
The same forever and aye is true

!

The reason is one. the wide world over.
They want your sweets, but they want not

you!
—Clara Marcelle ^reene.

Cocoons and Wax-Moths in Hives

Early last spring I discovered cocoons of
wax-moth in thecornersof a dovetailed hive.
I set a new hive close to the old one. lifted
the old hive and carefully set it on the
ground, brushed off the bottom-board of the
hive of dead bees and cocoons, set a new
hive-body on the bottom, then took the
frames of the old hive and put them into the
new one. put on a cover, set the old hive
close in front of the new one. and shoved the
bees into their clean home. They did not
seem to mind, and went to work at once.

Ohio Bee-Woman.

It was well enough to get the old
hive emptied so that the cocoons might
be cleaned out, but their presence was
an index that there had been something
still worse—worms in the combs. A
colony ought never to be suffered so
poor and weak as to allow the worms
tranquilly to plaster cocoons in the
corners of the hive.

may be interested. It somewhat surprises
me that it itff/>riscs them.
Before I had bees I was a school-marm,

teaching a country district school. One day
I saw an advertisement in an agricultural
paper of the "A B C of Bee Culture." Hav-
ing always had a liking for the objects of
Nature—birds and bees and bugs and bee-
tles and flowers and trees, of which I used
to gather specimens to examine with a
microscope—I became interested, and re-

solved to send for the book. Reading it

brought on the worst kind of a bee-fever,
not only the umiders of bee-keeping of which
I read there, but also the greater iiide^endciu-e

which I thought I could secureattracted me.
and in the spring of i8qo I bought 2 colonies
of bees in box-hives.
Now began my troubles. O those first les-

sons in bee-keeping! Stings! I wonder if

any other beginner was stung any worse, or
any more, than I was that first season. I

waded right into it. and I was a sight. I

actually f/Vi/ with the pain. I even wished
that I had never seen those horrid bees, and
that something might happen to rid me of
them forever; although I never would have
confessed myself defeated to any one.

But nothing happened, and after a time I

learned better how to handle them. I bought
some rubber gloves, made a good bee-veil,
and learned to keep the smoker from going
out. My enthusiasm returned. I subscribed
for a bee-paper, and read eagerly the articles
from the pens of old and experienced bee-
keepers. Do all beginners read those first?

Does not every enthusiastic beginner (and
what one is not enthusiastic expect to be-
come one of these experts some time, and
does he care very much for reading begin-
ners' reports?

I also bought several other bee-books, and
later subscribed for all the bee-papers. I

would have been the loser had I not done so.

for I think I have learned something from
each one more than enough to pay the sub-
scription price during my whole oee-keeping
life. One bee-paper alone by no means con-
tains nearly all there is to tell of bee-keep-
ing experience and information. A beginner
should read them n//—and I am yet a be-

ginner.
. , , . i_ 1

I made a visit to a neighboring bee-keeper
where Isawmyfirst patent hive, andsecured
a sample, after which all my earlier hives
were made. I also visited Mr. France, at

Platteville. and saw how they handled their

bees there. It was a revelation to me. and a
most valuable lesson. Actual demonstration
is way ahead of any written description or
instruction in a bee-book. A beginner can
do nothing more profitable than to visit some
near-by brother in bee-keeping.

I worked with bees in the summer, and at-

tended an Art Institute in Chicago in winter,
having given up teaching as soon as I had
bees enough to give a little revenue. I kept
only between 60 and 70 colonies, and thought

A Successful Wisconsin Bee-Woman

Attendants upon the bee-conventions
at Chicago will not have failled to see

one sister almost always there, sitting

quietly with little or nothing to say,

^ but intent upon all going on. When
r told, "That is Miss Mathilde Candler,

who keeps 300 colonies of bees," one is

sure to take a second look at her, and
H one engages her in conversation one
finds that what she says is well worth
hearing. The following story of her
beginning and growth as a bee-keeper,
which is taken from the Bee-Keepers'
Review, cannot fail to be of interest:

" How did you ever come to take up bee-
keeping as a business?" is a Question I am
often asked. It seems to surprise some peo-
ple to find a woman who is a bee-keeper,
although I do not know why. Woman is

taking a more or less active part in all the
worlds work, and I cannot see why she may
not become interested in bees, or anything
else, for that matter, in which human beings

that was about all my locality could profit
ably maintain. Now I have about three
times that number in the same locality, and
it is only an average one; but the manage-
ment is different.
Financial losses and diflnculties finally

compelled me to give up my art studies,
.^bout this time there appearedtlie editorial
in the Bee-Keepers' Review urging the keep-
ing of " more bees." I resolved to do so. in

the hope of recovering what I had lost, and
increased to about luo colonies. The follow-
ing spring I commenced an out-apiary about
8 miles from home. I started it with only 18

colonies. That was a mistake. I should
have taken half the colonies in the yard. I

had no money with which to buy hives and
fixtures, but I had a lot of discarded hive-
bodies, and I resolved to use these in my out-
yard. That was another mistake. I should
have used them in the home-yard where I

could better watch them and give the atten-
tion that old and worn-out hives sometimes
demand.

I had an opportunity to buy some cheap
lumber on credit, and had some nice bee-
sheds put up. three in number. 6x16 feet.

Having neither covers nor bottom-boards. I

put the bees in these sheds or house-api-
aries, and increased until they were full,

and the rest I put outside.
It is uphill work building up an apiary

without covers or bottom-boards. I used
dirt bottom-boards, sawdust bottom-boards
and wood; and. for covers, many hives were
just covered with paper and any boards I

could find to use. weighteddown with stones
so the wind could not blow them off. Colo-
nies do not become very strong under those
conditions. And in the fall I had a lot of
weak colonies to unite; and in the spring
a lot of dead or very weak ones, caused by
mice gettinginto the hives. But every year
I made some advance, until now my colonies
are in pretty fair shape, and I have increased
both yards until I have about 300 colonies.

I used to do nearly all the work alone, and
did much for which I was neither fitted nor
strong enough. Then I got a neighbor boy to

help me during part of the school vacation.
Now I employ help whenever I need it. pro-

vided I can get it. Help is always hard to

get; especially help in a bee-yard, and I

often have to do everything alone, and work
from daylight until dark. Lifting is the
hardest part of bee-work for a woman, and I

think I've done my share of it.

I keep no horse, but go to the out-apiary

by train, as it is near the railroad station.

Board is cheap, and I remain until the work
is finished, doing only what seems most nec-

essary at the time. Of course, with so many
bees, and insufficient or no help. I cannot
hope to have things as they ought to be. or

as I would like to have them. I just do as

well as I can. and let it go at that.
M.1THILDE Candler.

Cassville. Wis.

Honey as Toil for Stings

From 10 colonies, in 1909, I took 260

pounds of salable honey. I did not

weigh the unfinished sections, taking

them as toll for numerous stings.

Ohio Bee-Woman.

Sketches of Beedomites

A. J. KING
It seems that after I had prepared a

short sketch of the life of Prof. King
for Gleanings in Bee Culture, the edi-

tor of the American Bee Journal wrote

the Professor for a sketch of his life,

not knowing that I had about that time

submitted my " copy " on the same sub-

ject to Gleanings. Now it happens that

Prof. King asks me to send the "Old
Reliable" the "little biographical

sketch" Mr. York wrote for, so it is in

this way that I come to write up the

veteran bee-keeper a second time with-

in a few months. In doing this I now
give a more complete resume of his

work.
Albert J. King learned to handle bees

when he was quite young, for bees were

kept on the familv homestead in north-

ern Ohio long before the advent of

movable-comb hives. The bee-keeper

of the family was his brother. Nelson

H. King, who was quite a genius, and

it was he, 1 believe, who invented the

American bee-hive. The invention of

this hive made the two brothers men-
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tioned, and a third, Homer A. King,
famous in the bee-world of a genera-
tion and more ago. The subject of
this sketch had little to do with the de-
veloping of the first bee-hive factory
ever,started— it was H. A. and Nelson
King who industriously pushed the
American bee-hive to the front in the
60's ; their factory at Nevada, Ohio,
was kept running night and day to sup-
ply the demand. About this time Albert
went to California to introduce the
King hive into that State. There he
found the Harbison hive in full swing,
and it remained so until the early 70's.

In the Golden State the latter brother
fell into the ways of a pedagogue, and
for some years was engaged in tutor-
ing the savage young Californians in

the walks of every-day life, especially
in "teaching their young ideas how to

shoot." It was in this way that I fell

under the sway of the bee-keeper
school-master.

It was around the middle CO's that a
school-house was built in our district,

and a gentleman from Ohio, who had
recently moved to the district, was in-

strumental in inducing Mr. King to
come to the district, with a promise of
installing him master of the new school.
The latter came, built himself a home,
and—only to find that his would-be
friends went back upon him, and were
going to elect some one else teacher!
Just then an election of school trustees
took place which upset the plans of the
tricksters, if they might be called such.
On the new board was the writer's
father. Mr. A. D. Pryal, recently de-
ceased, and he and another new mem-
ber, Mr. John Kearney, I believe, saw
that Mr. King was treated as he should
have been—so he taught the school
until he resigned some years later. It

was in this way as a youngster that I

became acquainted with this gentle-
man, who, a few years later, played
quite an important part in the early
history of bee-keeping in the United
States.

After leaving California, Mr. King
went East, and was soon associated
with his brother. Homer A. King, in

the publication of the National Agri-
culturist and Bee Journal. Later this

paper was merged into the Bee-Keep-
ers' Magazine. The first issue of the
latter was published in the fall of 187'^,

and so, if it were still in existence, it

would rank as the second oldest bee-
l)aper in America. A few years later

the senior brother withdrew from the
publishing business, and the subject of
this sketch continued the editorial

management of the paper quite suc-
cessfully until about 1885, when he sold
his entire interests in the paper and
supply business to others. Some of

the best articles on bee-keeping that

ever appeared in any bee-publication
were published in the Bee-Keepers'
Magazine, the editor being fortunate
in securing the services of the leading
solid weights in apicultural work of the
times.

It was during Prof. King's editorial

management of the Magazine that the
great fight over the invention of the
manufacture of comb foundation be-
gan. Mr. King found that the preten-
sions of the would-be patentee were
groundless, and he went to work and
in a masterly wa.T -ade a clean expose
of the whole affair leading up to the

invention of comb-foundation manu-
facturing, including the making of the
embossed rolls, which are now used in

the making of this most useful adjunct
of the apiary. How soon we forget the
past ; 33 or 3."> years ago the gentleman
I write of was putting in his best ef-

forts to give to the bee-keeping world
the free use of comb foundation, and he
did so. How few of today recall the
time, or give him that meed of thanks
he is so much entitled to. And it was
he who also did much to popularize the
bee-smoker. The times were ripe for

this invention. In connection with the
late Moses Quinby and T. F. Bingham
(each separately), he perfected the
smoker so that the ones in use at this

time are much the same as the later

products of A. J. King. And in the
matter of improving bee-hives this bee-
keeper was ever alert. He turned out
several splendid hives that would have

Ai-BEKT J. King.

become standards among bee-keepers
if it were not for the fact that Ameri-
can bee-keepers demand the lowest
possible cost along with utility in all

the appliances used in the apiary. This
is owing, mostly, to the fact that the

product of the apiary has to be sold at

a price that does not warrant the pro-
ducer spending much capital for equip-
ment, etc. In England and on the con-
tinent of the Old World this is not so;
there, costly hives are the rule. 'Tis

true, perhaps, that a cheap hive will

often allow a colony of bees to pro-
duce as much honey as the more ex-
pensive one, so, on the whole, the
American bee-keeper is justified in

being economical.
While in the great city of New York,

Prof. King demonstrated that bees
could be profitably and successfully

kept on the roofs of buildings. There
he maintained several apiaries; often

reporters from the city press would
visit some of these roof-apiaries and
forthwith would appear " How doeth
the busy bee" in Gotham. All of which
attracted attention to the industry and

helped to whet the appetite for honey.
And in even more did he show his
skill as an educator in the noble ^t of
tending bees. While conducting his
bee-publication and supply business,
he instituted a bee-college, as it were,
and had classes in apiculture at his
office in New York. The students came
from the city and adjacent country.
Often after instruction in the "class "-

room an adjournment would be made
to the roof-apiary above, where the
practical side of apiculture would be
demonstrated.

In 1873 Prof. King brought out a re-

vised edition of his brothers' "Bee-
Keepers' Text-Book," which up to that
time had had the largest circulation of
any bee-book ever published. He also
prepared articles for several permanent
works, notably for the Ninth or Ameri-
can edition of the great Encyclopedia
Britannica. This article stands as a

lasting monument to Prof. King's con-
tribution to the bee-literature of this

country.
Here I might mention that Prof.

King's Practical College of Apiculture
attracted a good deal of attention at

the time; it was so novel to find such a
school that many persons other than
the news-gatherers came to see it.

The " College apiary " occupied a space
on the roof 25x75 feet, and I think I am
free to state that many of our agricul-
tural colleges at this time cannot boast
of a larger or better equipment. This
school—or college—apiary was illus-

trated and described in Harper's Mag-
azine at that time. It was from the
reading of, an article that Prof. King
contributed to the Scientific American
that induced Cuban capitalists to secure
his services in establishing a large api-

ary in Cuba. He had previously estab-
lished several apiaries on the same
island for other parties. About this

time he was elected president of the
Eastern Bee-Keepers' Association, but
his absence in Cuba prevented him
doing active work for the association.

Prof. King was a frequent exhibitor
of apiarian appliances and literature,

as well as Italian bees and queens, at

the American Institute in New York
city, and on several occasions he was
awarded the highest premium ever
given an .American bee-keeper. Sev-
eral of the gold and silver medals be-

stowed on him he highly prizes at even
this late date.

To illustrate still further the cam-
paign of enlightment in the modern
field of bee-keeping he brought about,
Prof. King was secured by Cooper's
Institute to lecture on several occa-
sions before the Farmers' Club, on
"Modern Bee-Keeping."
Reverting to the invention of comb

foundation, I might here remark that

during I'rof. King's hunt for evidence
to overthrow the pretensions of the

We have about 30 copies left of the

book, "Langstroth on the Honey-
Bee," of the edition just preceding the

last. It is practically equal to the

latest edition, and we will mail them so

long as they last, for 90 cents a copy.

(The regular price is $l.i!0.) Or, we
will send one of the above 90-cent
copies with the American Bee Journal
one year—both for $1.75. Address the

American Bee Journal office.
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Wagner claims as patentee of the comb
foundation process, the former secured
samples of comb foundation made as

early as 1853, and which were exhibited
in that year at the World's Fair then
held in London, England. This inven-
tion, like many of the other very use-
ful ones that modern bee-keeping is

indebted to, had its birth in Germany,
but, as in the case of the bee-smoker,

k honey-extractor, movable frames, etc.,

t it remained for American ingenuity to

bring them to the highest stage of per-
fection. It took a Langstroth and a

King to give us a perfect hive and
frame; a Quinby and a Bingham to

give us a direct-draft bee-smoker that
is the principle of all smokers now in

use; a Weed, Washburn, and others to
perfect the comb-foundation machine;
a Root, Lewis, Peabody, and a few
others to give us the extractor of to-

day, though it must not be denied that
in the case of the extractor we have to

take oflf our hats to the work of a dis-

tinguished foreign genius who devised
the automatic reversible honey-extrac-
tor—I refer to Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan,
of England, whose form of extractor
will endure for all time, as the most
useful invention ever given the bee-
and-honey fraternity.

One of the most prized of all the
premiums given Prof. King for his con-
tributions to the bee-world, is the finely

wrought solid goKl Apis melifica be-
stowed upon him by a committee of
the Paris World's Fair as a reward for
his exhibit of the first volume of the
Bee-Keepers' Magazine, which was ed-
ited by Homer A. King and himself.

Much more might be written of Prof.
King, but the foregoing will suffice, ex-
cept to state that up to a year ago he
had taken an active part in tending
bees. Failing health has compelled
him to relinquish this cherished work.
Today he is leading a quiet life at the
home of his son-in-law in San Diego,
this State. Both Prof. King and his
good wife, whom I well remember for
her kindly and queenly ways when I

was a little boy, have each passed the
7-lth milestone in life's pilgrimage;
while he has worked among much
sweetness, still the cup of bitterness
has been their lot on several occasions
—of their 4 children, I believe, only
one remains alive, Mr. Benjamin King,
of Los Angeles. Their only remaining
daughter died suddenly in San Diego a
little less than 2 years ago, as an-
nounced in these pages shortly after-

ward. But it is the wish of the bee-
keepers of this land, I am sure, that the

remaining days of their lives may be as

bright and peaceful as is the climate in

which they dwell. W. A. Pryal.

Oakland, Cal.

Canadian Beedom
Conducted by J. L. BvER. Mount Joy, Ontario, Canada.

Control of Swarming

We are in receipt of a circular letter

from the Ontario Agricultural and Ex-
perimental Union, announcing that, for
1910, apiculture has been added to the
list of departments for experimental
work. .-Vs there is no material as yet
the first year to be sent out, the letter

states that for this season the experi-
ments asked for will be on the control
of swarming, and the receivers of the
circular are requested to write Mr.
Morley Pettit, at Guelph, stating their
willingness to help in the work in a

careful and systematic manner. All so
expressing themselves as willing to
conduct an experiment, will be fur-
nished with all instructions and speci-
fications by Mr. Pettit.

I suppose that all Ontario bee-keep-
ers of which the department has the
addresses, will be receiving a copy of
this circular, and as the list runs away
up in the thousands. Mr. Pettit's appeal
through the Experimental L^nion should
meet with a response on the part of
many. The fact of the Union at last

recognizing bee-keeping as being on
the same status as the various other
agricultural industries that have been
receiving attention so long, is a matter
of congratulation on the part of the
apiarists of Ontario, and with so capa-
ble a man as Mr, Pettit in charge of
the bee-keeping branch, the calling
should soon appeal in a different and
more important light, than has been
the case in the past.

Some time ago I mentioned in these
columns how undecided the question
was in regard to the manner of work
to be done at the College by Mr. Pettit,

when the latter ventured to ask the
Ontario association when in convention
assembled at Toronto, in November
last. It appears to the writer that the
work outlined in the circular referred
to is a step in the right direction, and
we may have reason to believe that this

is just a beginning, and surely will be
pardoned for being so egotistical as to
have visions of the apiary department
at Guelph, Out., soon being in position
second to none on the continent.
Any Ontario bee-keepers who may

not receive one of the circulars, and
who may chance to see this item, will

no doubt confer a favor on Mr. Pettit

by writing him of their willingness to
help in the work he may outline for
them.

Cause of Spring Dwindling

D. Everett Lyon, who conducts the
apiary department of the snug little

paper called the Farm Journal, says in
the March issue that spring dwindling
" results from the colony becoming
chilled during a cold spell that may
follow their removal from the cellar."

Mr. Lyon does not say what causes
dwindling in colonies that have been
wintered on the summer stands, but I

suppose it is but logical to suppose
that he would assign the same reason
as in the former instance.

With all due regard for Mr. Lyon's
opinion on the matter, I, for one, do
not believe that there is as much in the
idea of spring dwindling being caused
by adverse weather conditions in the
spring; and rather feel more convinced
each year that the trouble is simply an
after effect of bad wintering. To be
sure, I would not wish to be understood
as advocating the idea that adverse
weather conditions are not harmful to
bees in the spring, but 1 mean to say
that such a condition is merely a sec-
ondary factor at the most, in so far as
it is responsible for causing spring
dwindling. Let me illustrate :

Who has not noticed that whether
bees are wintered in the cellar or out-
doors, if the tell-tale marks of dysen-
tery are around the entrances of the
hives, that colonies so marked will

dwindle away like snow in an April
sun, while other colonies that are clean
and nice will not be materially affected

even if we have weeks of unfavorable
weather in the spring? Take a colony
with a bad dose of dysentery, and you
may wrap up the hive with any kind of

protection imaginable or practicable,

and it will go "all to pieces" beside its

sister colony which, healthy, but un-
protected, continues to hold its own
and even increase, although the weather
conditions are the same in both cases.

Other causes may also contribute to-

wards spring dwindling, and at least

one of these causes may be farther to

trace up than the winter the bees may
have passed through without actually
dying.

Last fall 5 colonies were placed in

the home cellar under the steps, all the
rest at this yard being wintered out-
doors. Four of these colonies have
young queens, while in the case of the
other it was only discovered by acci-

dent late in September that the queen
was useless, and had been for some
time, as at that date there were only a
few scattering cells of normal brood,
with patches of drone-brood here and
there. .'Vt that late date the old queen
was destroyed and a young queen on
hand was introduced by shaking all the
bees in front of the hive and then
throwing the queen among them. I did
not know for sure whether the queen
was accepted or not, but carried the
hive into the cellar with the others,

with the idea of seeing how all those
old bees would fare in the winter and
spring.
Right here I wish to qualify what I

mean by " old " bees, as much depends
upon the conditions surrounding such
bees, in so far as it affects their longev-
ity. For a few years prior to the grow-
ing of buckwheat in our section, prac-
tically all honey-gathering was over
with the clover flow, and as a result

very little brood was reared at the lat-

ter part of the season. But the old
bees in the hives were never very
active during all this period of dearth,

and consequently their vitality was not
impaired to any great extent; and as

for results in ivintering, they invariably
came through in good condition. Now
with a fall flow this is all changed, as
the bees work hard and are prematurely
aged, as is the case in the clover or
any other honey-flow. The old bees in

the hive mentioned stored quite a large
surplus from the buckwheat, while all
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the while no young ones were being
reared to supplement the waste. How-
ever, the o colonies were carried out of
the cellar on March 5th, about a month
earlier than is the general rule. To all

appearances the •') colonies were in per-
fect condition, but it was noticed that
the colony that had the old queen last
fall had a few spots on the entrance. A
hasty peep revealed the fact that the
young queen had been accepted all

right, as there was sealed brood in the
hive. As near as could be determined
by the hurried look at the other 4, no
brood was started, at least none was
sealed, anyway. Now the first colony
referred to is full of bees, but I ex-
pected that it would spring dwindle,
and from present indications it looks
as though I am not to be disap-
pointed (?). All .5 colonies have a
telescoping e.xtension top, and are
packed nicely on top of the frame; as
to side packing in the shape of paper,
etc., I would not pay 2 cents to have
somebody cover all my hives that way
in any spring, no matter how cold it

might be.

Well, we have had some cold weather
since the 13th up to this date (March
17th), but as to those 4 colonies—well,
I may be a bit too sure, but I would
not give a nickel to insure them against
spring dwindling, even if the weather
stays cold for two weeks longer. As
to the other, it is a different story, and
every time I pass by the entrance of
the hive I clean out dead bees all

bloated up that are obstructing the
contracted entrance; and while at the
job invariably some old worn-out ones
will come out buzzing, seemingly anx-
ious to rid the hive of their useless
presence. Of course, that colony will
spring dwindle, and the same cause
that is responsible for the trouble in
this case, is also responsible for thou-
sands of others in the country every
year. Bad stores, damp hives, and a
multitude of other causes contribute to
the death-rate every year, and so often
the cause is wrongfully diagnosed as
" spring dwindling."

Let me repeat that in 99 cases out of
IDO, if the bees have wintered perfectly,
there will be no spring dwindling to
amount to anything.

"There is No Place Like—"
The old saying, "there is no place

like home," seems to be as true as ever
in the majority of cases, even when the
maxim is applied to bee-keepers who
leave their homes in search of richer
pastures. I am reminded of this in a
letter received from Mr. Arthur Laing,
some weeks ago, in which he mentions
his intention of coming back to On-
tario again this spring. Mr. Laing has
for years been afflicted with the "wan-
derlust," and has in his travels visited
Cuba and many States of the Union.
His latest move was to sunny Califor-
nia, and from sundry longings I, my-
self, have for that warmer clime, I

rather imagined that Mr. Laing would
be enamored with the country, and not
care to come back to " Our Lady of the
Snows." However, it seems otherwise,
as Mr. Laing says in his letter, "I am
living in a land where for (i months we
have had sunshine and sand, and now

for about 6 weeks we have had rain.

California is a nice country, but Onta-
rio is nicer, and I am coming back."
.\nother extensive bee-keeper of east-

ern Ontario sold all his bees a year ago
and went to the same country, and last

fall he wrote to the one who bought his

bees, that he was coming back again,
as he preferred snow-banks in the win-
ter to sand-storms. Since then he has
come back and purchased his bees
again at one-half more than he sold
them for over a year ago. Say, judging
by these testimonies they must have
some drawbacks in California as well
as here in Ontario; but lest this should
stir up some Californian to attack this

scribe, let me remind all with such in-

tentions, that all I am saying is what
the " other fellow " says, and, person-
ally, I plead guilty still to having a

longing to see the country under dis-

cussion.

Bees Wintering " First-Classly
"

Before closing for this month, let me
say that from present indications the
bees are coming through the winter in
first-class condition. Of course, it is

too early to be positive in the matter,
but at this date (March 18th) I have
reason to believe that there is not a

dead colony in my yards, and from re-

ports of a number received by 'phone,
the condition
York Countv.
the condition seems to be general in

Clover is now being tried pretty hard,
as we are having heavy freezing at

nights with thawing in the daytime.
However, we always have a siege of
this weather in the spring, and in the
great majority of cases the clover
stands it all right, so we will not bor-
row trouble, and at present continue to
be pleased at the splendid shape in

which the bees appear to be.

Southern Beedom
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl, New Braunfels, Tex.

6ull(-Comb Honey Production—Our Ideal

Frame

Numerous questions from prospec-
tive bulk-comb honey producers have
been asked about the frame we are
using, asking a more definite descrip-
tion of it, despite the fact that this

frame has been described several times.
With an attempt to make this more
clearly understood, a rough drawing
was made which shows a top-bar, end-
bar and a bottom-bar, and it is hoped
that the description following will save
further enquiring letters, as I will not
be able to answer them on account of

the very busy season now on.

First, we will take the top-bar, which
is really the only part of these shallow
frames that is original with me, all the
other parts being the regular Hoffman-
style shallow-frame, except that we
have, for years, also used a heavier end-
bar to strengthen our frame for rough
usage.
The top-bar is just a plain strip of

wood cut off of %-inch stuff, which is

it will be shown later. At each end'
notches are cut out 3-16 deep by 15-16

inch long, leaving the ends 5-16 thick
to hang on.

The end-bars are shallow Hoffman
style, 5^ inches long and %-inch
thick, which latter makes a much stouter
and stronger frame than was formerly
put on the market, with the end-bars
only 5-16 thick. This, in addition to

the top-bar we use, makes it a much
better frame.
For the bottom-bar just plain strips

/4x34xl7^^ inches are used. We have
tried slightly heavier bottom-bars, but
with such a shallow frame it is not
necessary to use them.

We hdve tried extensively both the
long top-bar frames without the end-
spacing staples on the end-bars be-
neath the ends of the top-bars and
those with the staples. We find that

after the frames, and the supers in

which they hang, have been in use for
some time, there is no doubt about it

that the staple-spaced frames are bet-

ter, and can be manipulated more rap-

// >%:•

the width of the top-bar, and just }i

inch thick. In other words, it is noth-
ing but a >^-inch strip ripped off of a

%-inch board. This board, from which
they are cut, is just exactly ISU inches
long, all square and true, so that every
strip will be exactly the same length,
making every top-bar from it exactly

I8;V inches long. There is no groove
on the underside for foundation, but
only smooth and flat, and how to fasten

idly. We have thousands of each kind
in use, and as long as the ends of the
frames, top-bars and the hive-rabbets

are clean, there is not nuich trouble.

As soon as the bees stick propolis into

these intersections, the trouble begins
with the long top-bars, and then the
staple-spaced frames can be handled
much more easily. This is quite an
item to consider in bulk-comb honey
production when sliort cuts and rapid
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manipulations make us the more dol-

lars and cents.

And, again, we want the best, strong
frame possible for our purpose, for it

differs from the production of extracted

honey, in that since the combs are cut

from these frames, the frames scraped

clean and foundation put in each time

they have been tilled, they are handled
much more, and therefore receive much
more rough usage. Our frames are

strong and easily manipulated.
The self-spacing idea is to be greatly

prefif'cd for our purpose, since all of

oui- manipulations deal with whole
supers of these frames, once they are

filled with foundation, and the frames
are not again handled until the finished

product is to be cut out of them in the

honey-house. We have tried many
kinds, but the advantages of the self-

spaced ever-ready-in-position frames
beat them all

;
yea, not only that, but

for our rapid, get-there, money-making
work, unspaced frames are entirely out

of the question for our purpose. Our
system demands that when the frames
are once ready for the hives, they be in

the supers so that the whole thing can

be "slapped" on to the hive in a sec-

ond ; the same when they come off in

a wholesale manner when full. All

this w^ill be described in due time.

Returning to some of the advantages
of our narrow, thick, top-bars, we cite

their greater strength, no sagging, and
hence no unevenness of the tops of the

frames, allowing bur and brace comb
building, which is a great nuisance in

our rapid work ; this extra strength at

the same time making a stronger frame,

allowing freer communication between
the frames and from one story to an-

other on account of the wider space
between top-bars of one frame and the

next, which is worth many hundreds of

pounds of honey otherwise lost on
account of the discouraging feature of

the wide top-bar shallow frames; and
making the examination of the con-

tents of the frames much easier in that

a glance between the top-bars of such
frames reveals more than can be ascer-

tained with wide top-bars and narrow
spaces.

All of the above applies equally well,

if not more so, to the brood-chambers
if such shallow, narrow top-bar frames
are used throughout, as we do in the

hives we have described in a former
article. By using these frames thus we
have found them to be an ideal frame
for all purposes, as well as for the pro-

duction of fancv comb honey.

Light Honey Consumption this Winter

—

I

" Chunk " Honey

Bees have consumed less stores here this
winterthan usual. This is from two differ-

ent causes, I think; the principal one be-

ing the steady cold we have had the present
winter. The second one is. the bees were
not as strong as they often are when we have
a fall honey-fiow. The past year was very
dry. and we had no fall flow here.

Mr. Scholl, your articles on the production
of " chunk" honey are very interesting: read-
ing, and show you have worked out a system
pretty much your own. and that you have
had much practical experience, both in the
production and sale of such honey. I have
worked my apiaries mostly for extracted
honev, but am working my bees now more
and more for " chunk " honey, for which I

have a good demand. I hardly think the
production of chunk honey will ever
supersede section honey in the North as it

has here in the South. There are several
reasons for thinking this, a few of which I

will mention

;

In the first place, it would seem the people
of the North had become thoroughly edu-
cated to the use. or consumption, of section
honey, which is not the case in many of the
Southern States. Then, it is seldom we
have a A'ci'i/honey-fliiw of long enough dura-
tion to produce a first-class section honey;
while in most of the Northern States the
honey-Hows are fast and strong compared
with ours, and it is much easier to produce
nice section honey there than here. Then,
from my knowledge of inuchof tlie Northern
honey, it is very much inclined to granulate.
more so than the honey we usually put up
here for chunk honey; and I want to cau-
tion the would-be chunk-honey producer
tliere. as well as here, to be very careful
about putting up any honey as chunk honey
that is Quick to granulate. From what I

know of alfalfa honey, it would not be at all

suitable to put up in that way. Some chunk
honey was shipped into this locality a few
years ago that was n// granulated on arrival,
and caused much dissatisfaction among the
consumers.
So mv advice to those who live in a locality

that has fast and good honey-flows, where
section honey is easily produced, to try
chunk honey only on a small scale. No. I

don't believe chunk honey will ever become
as much of a staple article in the North as it

has become in the South. L. B. Smith.
Rescue. Texas.

De.-^r Mr. Smith :—You surmise right-

ly when you lay the main cause of light

honey consumption of the past winter
to the long continued and steady cold
weather, but since our very strong,

rousing colonies have shown the same
thing in that respect, it seems that the

weakness of the colonies did not have
so much to do with it.

It is not my intention, as stated in a

former article, to have bulk-comb
honey take the place of the section

honey entirely, in the North, as it ha
done here, in which you are right to

this extent. But, Mr. Smith, it is a

mistake to state that we seldom have
good honey-flows here in the South,
yea, even in Texas, and you'll have a

big wasp's-nest full of bee-keepers
jumping up and down on you if yoii

don't mind, for we have many ideal
locations where the finest section
honey can be produced, and where the
honey-flows for quantity and rapidity

of the flows cannot be surpassed any-
where. On the other hand, I know
personally, also, that there are just as
many places in the North where the
honey-flows are not better than you
have in your own locality; where it is

a difficult matter to produce good sec-

tion honey; and where bulk-comb
honey would prove much more profit-

able for the producer, and more eco-
nomical for the consumer, than section
honey. It is these we are trying to

reach, as well as a multitude who could
make more money out of bulk-comb honey
production than section honey, no mat-
ter what kind, or how good, honey-
flows they may have.
We want the would-be bulk-comb-

honey producers to go slow, to be
sure, and such a warning has been
given already; but it should be tried

by the majority on a small scale, at

least.

As much of our honey here granu-
lates just as readily as anywhere else,

and it is not such a serious obstacle, I

shall leave this for a separate article in

due time.

National Bee-Keepers' Association
General Manager. N. E.France. Platteville. Wis.

R. L. Taylor, Chairman of the Board
of Directors, has been having the
grippe.
The winter losses of bees are quite

heavy in places. Some report 7-5 per-

cent loss.

Each new member gets a copy of the

1909 Annual Report free, as long as the

supply lasts, which is getting low.

The present honey prospects are

good except in Southern California,

where they have had no rains for 9

weeks.
The membership enrollment today

(March 26) is 3700. The President's

mark of 5000 is fast coming in sight.

Let the good work go on.

Information Bulletin No. 1-5 has just

been mailed to members. This is of

value only as each member uses it. To
many it is worth the dues of several

years.
If each National member would work

to get new members like our recent
candidate for President (Thomas Chan-
try) has done, we would number 5000

by the close of the honey harvest. Why
not do this?

The second edition of " Bee-Keepers'
Legal Rights" has just been mailed to

the membership. It is a reference vol-

ume, which every bee-keeper should
have in his library. Paid up members

get a free copy. There are none for
sale to outsiders.

If our members who produce ex-
tracted honey will follow the advice
given in Information Bulletin No. 1.5,

there will be a great demand for honey
with hopes of better prices next fall.

The bulletin contains the following on
this subject

:

Great Dem.^nd for Honey.
"

I have devoted much time to discover
why so many complain of no market for
their honey. I have asked 15 wholesale deal-
ers why honey-sales were slow when other
foods found ready sale at high prices. I also
asked bee-keepers who buy tons of honey
besides their own for bottling, and also
asked many who used to be extensive honey-
eaters, why they have dropped it from their
daily food. Almost every one replies with
this answer:
" * Good, well-ripened honey, sealed by the

bees, and matured in the hives, is always in
demand at fair prices. But this thin stuff,

extracted before it is ready—before it is well
ripened—that will sour—that never has
either flavor or body—/Aa/ is what spoils the
market for honey.'

'Through the Information Bureau I have
had sent me many offers of honey to sell.

For several such lots I found sales, and later
received word from the purchasers that the
thin honey had no bodv or flavor, except
souring. If every member of the National
Association will promise me that all his honey
will be rifi(, capfiei-aver honev helove it leaves
the hives, he will have a market which he
never can supply. Our Association never
can brand the honey of its members until
this is done."
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Bee-Keeping as a Business

BY F. GREINER.

A writer in Centralblatt has the fol-

lowing to say in regard to the reliability

of bee-keeping now as conpared to years

ago:
"Some 250 years ago quite a few people

discovered that bee-keeping was a better pay-

ing business than many other enterprises, but

conditions have changed considerably since

then. Every business, every enterprise,
_

if

carried on at all, has to return a larger divi-

dend than formerly, or it is found to be neg-

lected. Even ordinary agriculture, with its

more intense culture and use of machinery,
is prominent as a well-paying business. It

pays much better than bee-keeping. It is

therefore not astonishing that bee-keeping and
iioney-production have slightly been retrograd-

ing. It must be acknowledged that apicul-

ture has not kept pace with other enterprises
when considered from the dollar-and-cent
standpoint."

Whether all the above can be en-

dorsed and subscribed to by us here in

America is questionable. Can it be said

that the business here has come to a

stand-still? Do we produce less honey?
Does it not pay us well to keep bees?

It appears to me that the bee-keepers

in the United States turn out a great deal

more honey than formerly. 1 have been
in the busineses 35 years. At the begin-

ning of this period we found no honey
in our common groceries. It is now
offered in almost every little store in the

country in both forms— comb-honey and
extracted. Judging from this, it seems
that the output is proportionately larger

than it was 35 years ago, saying nothing

of 250 years ago. It is to be regretted

that no reliable data are at hand for

comparison. We haven't anything tangi-

ble even as to the amount tliat we pro-

duce today. Uucle Sam will tell us, I

suppose, after the next census, just how
many colonies of bees we have or had in

the United States on April 15, 1910;

what their value is; how many pounds
of honey was produced in 1909; how
much wa.x ; and the value of these pro-

ducts. It is gratifying to know that,

sooner or later we will be in posession

of these figures. As to former years, of

course we are depending only on guesses.

Our methods have advanced over

former practices, as may be said of ag-

riculture and manufacture. Even with

the poorer bee-pasturage the bee-keeper

is enabled to produce more honey, by 3

or 4 times, than he could years ago—not

per hive perhaps, but with the amount of

labor he puts into the business; and the

prospect, it seems to me, is in no way
discouraging.

I am not sure that we have as many
bee-keepers, proportionately, as former-

ly, but many more of them keep larger

and more apiaries. The business has

really become a business, while it was
formerly carried on as a side-'ssue of

minor importance: The honey produced
was almost wholly consumed at home

—

none entered into commerce.
Personally, I have the greatest con-

fidence in the bee-business—more than

I ever had. Considering the capital in-

vested, and the labor required to con-

duct it, the returns (rom it are greater

than from keeping poultry and growing
fruit—at least it pays me better—and
better than general farming does the av-

erage tiller of the soil.

Naples, N. Y.

Black or European Foul Brood

BY G. M. DOOLITTLF,.

By turning to pages 644 and 648 of

the American Bee Journal for the year

1884, a full and exhaustive treatise of
foul brood may be found over the signa-

ture of Frank R. Cheshire, of London,
England, who dug down into the matter
more deeply than any, unless perchance,
Drs. Phillips and White are excepted,
ever found time to do. He there, and
on pages 740 to 742 of the same volume,
(more than 25 years ago,) calls this dis-

ease "bacillus alvei," and said so many
things which were entirely foreign to

our practical and lamented Moses Quin-
by of those days, that in absence of any
reply from any of our (in those days)
scientists, I ventured a reply on page

24s of the American Bee Journal for

1885. In this reply I said

:

"These words of Mr. Cheshire, found on
page 646, 'the popular idea that honey is the
means by which it is carried from hive to
hive, and that mainly through robbing, is as
far in error that only occasionally and casually
can honey convey it from colony to colony,'
are so directly opposed to our much honored
Quinby's words, 'I drew all the bees from
such diseased colonies, strained the honey, and
fed it to several young, healthy swarms soon
after being hived. When examined a few
weeks after, every one, without exception, had
caught the contagion,* that it is not strange
that I began to wonder if here was not a
mistake somewhere.

"Again, Mr. D. A. Jones says, 'A single
drop of lioney taken from a diseased colony,
is sufficient to start the work,' which, if ar-

rested, is inevitable destruction.' While I

always prize scientific research highly, yet to

be valuable to me, such research must not
run squarley against facts known to exist from
practical experience. As hundreds of the
practical apiarists of the United States do
knozu that the foul brood of this country is

spreading, and contagious mainly through the
honey, the words of Mr. Cheshire sound very
strangely to me when applying them to what
I know of foul brood."

I have quoted thus largely, so that

those of the younger members of our
American Bee Journal family who may
not be able to turn to the pages referred

to above, may get a fair understanding
of the case. And yet, right on page 644,

Mr. Cheshire gives a description of

black brood, now known as foul brood,

that is more perfect in conciseness than
any description which has yet appeared,

no matter whether the writer be from
this or any other part of the world. If

Mr. h'rank R. Chesliire were alive today,

I should feel it a great privilege to ask

his pardon for what I wrote in 1885, and
confess to him that I was that "pig-head-

ed" that the words "foul brood" got so

near my eyes that I could not read
"BLACK BROOD" in his description.

And, right here I wish to say that by
calling both of these diseases /ok/

brood, it is exceedingly misleading
at the present time, as many thus write

and speak, without qualifying by using
the words ".American" or "European"
before the kind meant. It would seem
far preferable to have stuck to the old

"black brood," for the European, even
did it not "just suit the occasion," than ^y|
to be inixed, as very many are when ^^
trying to express themselves in the mat-
ter. But to return.

The first I fully realized that Mr.
Cheshire's "bacillus alvei" was our
black brood, was at a bee-meeting 3 or 4
years ago, when Dr. Phillips told us that

it had now come to light that the foul

brood of Europe was not the foul brood
of our American fathers, but what we
had termed "black brood." Then the

whole matter opened up to me, and I

readily saw that when I was opposing
Mr. Cheshire, for asserting that no
bacillus or spores could be found in the

honey of diseased colonies, he was right

and I was wrong; the confusion coming
about by our using the words foul brood
as representing two almost, if not entire-

ly, different diseases. / know that just

ONE drop of American foul-broody
honey going into a healthy colony will

surely bring disease and death to that

colony, as it is taken therein ; and I am
A'OIV as fully pursuaded that all the

honey in a score of European foul

broody hives will not carry the disease

to ONE single colony, no matter if all

the colonies in a large apiary partake of
it; as was Mr. Cheshire when he said

bacillus alvei (the same being European
foul brood) could not be conveyed by
the honey.

Now let me come back to Dr. Miller's

article, found on pages 394-5 of the Am-
ican Bee Journal for Deceinber, 1909, of
which I spoke in my article last month.
Dr. Miller says, "The regular thing is

to shake on foundation or starters in

the evening — that, probably, because
safer from starting robbing." Just so.

And I have been asking, "What is the

use of shaking at all, if, as proven by
Mr. Cheshire, Mr. E. W. Alexander, Mr.

J. A. Green. Dr. C.C. Miller and myself,
and manv others, that European foul

brood is NOT INFECTIOUS through
the honey?

But one of our New York foul brood
inspectors thinks it would be a danger-
ous thing to take the stand that the dis-

ease cannot be carried in the honey; and
so this trutli, as so fully brought out
by Mr. Cheshire, has been kept hid from #
the public, to the vexatious toil, sweat

*
and trouble of the hundreds and thous-
ands of bee-keepers jf the world, for

fear some would Ijecome too lax in this

matter, and thereby spread the disease.

Now, the disease is IN the honey, or
it is NOT. Mr. Cheshire's pronuncia-
tion that it is NOT, has never been over-
thrown, not even by Doolittle (in his

ignorance), and until it has been over-
thrown by positive proof, it seems wick-
ed to keep the apiarists of the world
laboring on that which amounts to

nothing.

Dr. Miller tells us how some of the

colonies which he shook deserted be-
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cause he "starved" them too close, and
to overcome this desertion he gave them
sections of honey from DISEASED col-

onies (italics mine), then he left them
a comb of honey from their OJf'.Y dis-

eased hive ; and finally he took to the

Alexander plan, and left them all their

diseased honey, but kept them queen-
less for a certain length of time, when
all went well, and the disease disap-

peared in all alike. And that Doo-little

man, has been sitting right down and
hiding his" light under a bushel," be-

cause a few have said that it is not best

that the truth be known; which light, if

it had been let shine, would have saved
the good Doctor all of his trouble of
"shaking like sixty" during his weari-
ness each EVE.\'I.\'G. for fear robber-
bees would get the honey, if he did it

while he was rested in the morning.

Xow about how colonies become dis-

eased : .\s I have lent Mr. Simmins'
book, so I do not have access to it, I

must quote from memory. If I am cor-
rect, both he, and my old teacher in

apiculture, J. Burtis, claim that "bacillus

alvei, like many of the germ diseases
of the human family, are always 'floating

in the air,' and when conditions are right,

they take possession, and the patient be-

comes sick, or dies from the disease,

which they cause."

One thing has been very noticeable

:

When we have what we term "a poor
year for bees," the disease has been at

its worst ; as soon as it changes to a

good time for bees, those colonies hav-
ing the disease, but still strong in num-
bers, begin to pick up, clean out the

dead brood, and by the close of the
white honey harvest, the disease has
mostly, if not entirely disappeared

;

while a really good year, from begin-
ning to end, the whole apiary presents
the usual appearance that it does when
no European foul brood disease is pres-

ent. But, with the old American foul
brood, there is no let up. It is always
aggressive, and, as Dr. Miller well says,

"the Alexander plan" (nor any other,

short of ridding a colony of all the foul
broody honey,) will not cure it.

Mr. Cheshire tells us on those pages
away back in the American Bee Journal
for 1884, that phenol or pure carbolic
acid, zcill cure black brood (bacillus

alvei). I have never tried it. If any
have, they will benefit the readers of the
American Bee Journal by telling us
about the matter. I am well aware that

carbolic acid has been tried on American
foul brood (bacillus larvae) and failed;

but has it been tried with European
foul brood (bacillus alvei) in the United
States?

Borodino, N. Y.

Methods of Treatment of Eu-

ropean Foul Brood Compared
BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

In treating European foul brood by
the Alexander plan—and it should be
kept in mind that only European and not
American foul brood can be cured by
that plan—a virgin queen is given 20
days after the removal of the old queen.
If the cure is just as certain by giving

the virgin 10 days sooner, the shorter
period is better. Even if there are some
failures by the shorter plan, provided
there be not too many, it will still be
better to use the short cut if the gain
in the successful cases be enough to

overbalance the loss in the cases of fail-

ure. So it may be worth while to at-

tempt some comparison between the two
ways, so as to form at least a little es-

timate as to the gain.

Suppose we have on the 31st day of
May 2 colonies affected by European
foul brood, the two colonies being exact-
Iv alike in every particular. Suppose
each queen for the past six weeks has
been laying at such a rate that the out-
put of healthy bees amounts to 1000
daily. (As a matter of fact that sort of
regular work does not take place, but it

makes the problem easier, and for the
sake of illustration it may serve just
as well.)

.^n important part of the treatment
is to have the colonies strong, or rather
to make them so, for a colony affected
by foul brood is not likely to be strong

;

so on the 31st day of May w-e will give
to each colony enough brood in all

stages so that 1000 young bees will hatch
out of it daily in each colony. At the
same time we will remove the queens.
Counting 42 days as the life of a bee,

there will be in each hive 42.000 bees.

As there will be 1,000 bees dying daily,

and 1,000 daily increase from the brood
of the removed queen, and also another
1,000 from the added brood, there will

be a net increase of 1,000 bees. So June
I there will be 43.000 in each hive, and
63,000 June 21. On that date the last

of the brood will have hatched out, so
there will be no more increase. But the
daily death-rate will continue, so there
will be a loss of 1,000 daily, after June
21.

So far we have the same figures for
each colony. Now let us see about the
difference in treatment. One colony,
which we will call A, is to have the
regular Alexander treatment, queen-
cells being destroyed June 9. and a vir-

gin given June 20. The other, which we
will call M, is to have the modified treat-

ment, queen-cells being destroyed June
10 and a virgin given at the same time.

In each case the virgin is supposed to

be just hatched. As each will begin lay-

ing when about 10 days old, the one in

A will begin laying June 30, and the first

young bee from her eggs will hatch out
21 days later, or July 21. Let us see how
many bees there are in A on this latter

date.

We found there were 63.000 bees
June 21, and a daily loss of i.ooo bees
after that. From June 21 to July 21 is

30 days, during which time the total loss
will be 30,000. Take 30,000 from 63,000,
and we have left 33,000 as the number
of bees in A, July 21.

In M there will be the same figures
except for the difference made by giving
the virgin on a different date. She was
given June 10, and may be expected to

begin laying June 20. The daily output
of eggs depends on the strength of the
colony, and more especially on the num-
ber of the nurse-bees, or bees not more
than 16 days old. As 2,000 young bees
have been hatched out daily in the past

16 days, the nurse-bees will number 16

times 2,000 or 32,000. That is just twice
as many as there were in the hive during
the reign of the old queen, for as 1,000
young bees were hatched out daily there
would be 16 times that number, or 16,000
nurse-bees. With twice the nurse-bees,
the queen ought to lay twice as many
eggs, so long as the number does not go
beyond her capacity. With 16,000 nurse-
bees the queen laid 1,000 eggs daily for
the 1,000 bees that hatched out, and an
additional number of eggs for the brood
that died. But let us call it 1,000, to be
on the safe side. Then the young queen
in M, with double the number of nurse-
bees, would lay 2,000 eggs daily. The
first of these eggs being laid June 20,
the first young bees would hatch out 21
days later, or July 11. July 21, or 10
days later, 10 times 2,000, or 20,000
would be the number of young bees
from the new queen in M.

So we have 20,000 more bees in M
than in A July 21. That is, there are
33.000 bees in A. and 53,000 in M. Just
what difference that would make in sur-
plus would depend on the season. In
some seasons it would mean empty
supers for A, and a fair yield from M.
At any rate it would pay for a large per-
centage of failures by the shorter plan.
My present opinion is that there will be
no more failures than by the longer plan.

Marengo, 111.

No. 2.--Making Honey-Vinegar

By C. p. DADANT.

While the alcoholic fermentation is

going on, it is necessary to keep the
liquid at a fairly high temperature.
Should you let it fall below 70 degrees,
it might be difficult to start it again.
But the liquid in fermenting will create
a certain amount of heat which will
help its work. Within a week, if all

goes well, the change is such that there
is next to no saccharine matter left. If

the air has been excluded, the acetic
fermentation has probably also begun,
and you may readily detect it by the
smell. If, however, this should fail to
be produced, add a little good vinegar,
or what is called "vinegar-mother,"
taken from the old vinegar barrel. Let
it be free from musty smell, or you
might perpetuate this smell. Keep the
barrel in a warm place in the shade, if

possible, while this is going on. Many
persons keep their vinegar barrel out-
of-doors in the sun. I do not like this
because it warps the upper staves and
spoils the barrel in short order. Be-
sides, it evaporates too much of the
liquid.

After the acetic fermentation has be-
gun, all it needs is plenty of air and
sufficient warmth. Practical vinegar-
makers succeed in making good vin-
egar in 48 hours after the alcoholic
fermentation, by letting it drip slowly
in a warm atmosphere through a bar-
rel containing oak or beech shavings,
which have been previously dipped into
good vinegar. The barrel is bored at
both ends, and the liquid that has gone
through the alcoholic fermentation
goes in sweet at the top and comes out
sour at the bottom. But you could not
succeed in doing this withunfermented
honey-water.
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When either fermentation is incom-
plete, the result will be a vinegar, sweet,

alcoholic and sour at the same time.

Such vinegar might do for sweet pick-

les, but not for ordinary sale.

If you follow the simple process
mentioned above, without the extra

work of passing it through shavings,

you may make good vinegar in 2 or 3

weeks. Much depends upon the com-
pletion of the first fermentation. Afte^

that, the acetic change will push itself

forward without interruption, unless

you let the temperature fall, or exclude
the air.

Transferring the vinegar, or what is

ordinarily called "racking;" in other

words, taking it from the dregs, will

increase its strength because it helps to

oxidize it. The oftener this is done
the clearer it will be, and the stronger
it will become.
The vinegar should be fully matured

before winter, even if you wait till the

grapes are ripe to make it. To keep it

during winter, put it in a warm room.
The cellar will do. If you have a fur-

nace, a corner in the furnace-room is

quite satisfactory, even with the fea-

ture of a little coal-dust, which would
settle at the bottom. But if the vinegar
is sufficiently strong it may be bunged
and put away anywhere. If you have a

barrel of strong vinegar and one of

unfinished vinegar, add a little from
the latter barrel to the former every
time you draw some for your use. In

this way you will keep it active, and the

weak vinegar will gain strength.

To draw vinegar from the barrel, as

faucets are apt to leak and get out of

order, we use a small hose about 6 feet

long and a half inch in diameter, and
draw the vinegar by syphon. This hose
is used for no other purpose, for it

would give the vinegar-germs to other

liquids. We keep it hung right by the

barrel. But before you attempt to use

such a device, be sure that you have
tried it with clear water first, and that

you fully understand the principle of

the syphon, otherwise you would risk

taking an unpleasant drink of vinegar
partly in your windpipe, and I should
want' to be out of your way then. After

a little practice one may draw a liquid

from a barrel with a syphon without
even tasting it.

Housekeepers should be warned
against keeping open vinegar vessels

in apartments or cellars where open
jars or bottles of preserves, or marma-
lades, or cider, or claret, or even grape-
juice, are kept. The germs of vinegar
will pervade the air and act upon any-

thing which may have a tendency
to sour.

A damp cellar will in no way injure

vinegar. A very dry cellar will cause

it to evaporate. In that case water
may be added. Our make of vinegar
by the above process is so strong that

our women use about half water in

making pickles. But be sure not to

allow any musty or moldy action.

When the vinegar is thoroughly made,
do not leave the barrel open unneces-
sarily. It needs no air then, and will

only gather impurities.

Do not expect your vinegar to im-
prove with old age. After 3 or 4 years

in this hot and cold climate, vinegars
and wines have nothing to gain from
age. It is only in the deep cellars of

mildly temperate Europe that great
age has good effect on wines or vine-
gar, and I doubt whether the latter is

improved by great age in any climate.

When the vinegar has attained its

highest point of excellence, you may
best keep it by bottling it. Very few,

however, go to that trouble, owing to

the low value of even the best vinegar.
Its deterioration is evidenced by the
forming of the vinegar-mother, which
is nevertheless a very good adjunct to

use in new vinegar when the acetic ac-

tion is slow. But some authorities ob-
ject to it under the plea that it hastens
the deterioration of the fresh article. A
still better agent to hasten the fermen-
tation from alcohol to vinegar is what
is called the "flowers of vinegar," a

fungus which is the base, the real cause
of acetic fermentation. These flowers
appear on the surface of all good vin-

egar in small white particles resemb-
ing mold, and are scientifically named
"mycoderma aceti." Not only do they
form in the making of vinegar, but they
will often appear on ciders and wines
previous to acetification. In those
cases, the only prevention of vinegar
fermentation of those beverages is by
heating and sealing afterwards.

Another so-called disease of vinegar
is the vinegar-eel—anguillula aceti—

a

very small helminth, visible, however,
to the naked eye, if you place the vin-
egar in a very thin flat vial, and hold it

between your eye and the light. This
is never found in artificial vinegars
made of injurious acids. So the vin-

egar which contains them may very
positively be considered as pure, hon-
est goods. They are very easily de-
stroyed by heating to about 140 degrees,
Fahr. They will then settle to the bot-
tom of the vessel and may be taken off

with the dregs.

If you want very clear vinegar, you
may clarify it, after heating, by using
the white of eggs. For a barrel of

vinegar it would take a half-dozen.
Pour them into the barrel and stir vig-

orously with a stick or a wooden spat-

ula. The white of eggs well mixed
with the liquid makes a sort of net-

work which in settling takes with it all

the floating impurities. Drawing the
liquid off carefully, without stirring,

after 4 or .5 days will secure a very
limpid article. But this trouble should
be taken only with thoroughly finished

vinegar.
Cider or wine vinegar may be treated

in exactly the same way as honey.
Good cider and honey-water mixed
make excellent vinegar if air exposure
and temperature are right. In general,

those who fail to make good vinegar
have been at fault in providing insuffi-

cient heat or warmth at the inception.

Summer or fall is the proper time.

Late fall or winter is a poor time to

make good vinegar.

Do not forget that you need never
lose any honey from cappings, or from
the washing of honey-soaked utensils.

The first water used need not be of

great- amount. Water from cappings
washing will look very dirty. Just
heat it and get it to ferment, and after

the fermentation is stopped you will

find that all impurities have settled to

the bottom. As those impurities are

entirely composed of particles that

you would eat without second thought,

when sealed comb honey is served up-
on the table, I cannot see why you
should object to them in your vinegar,
especially if they are left in the dregs
when the liquid is racked. Many a bee-
keeper wastes a lot of good honey by
failing to wash the cappings before
rendering them into wax. We usually
let them drain for several weeks pre-
vious to rendering them, but there is

always enough sweet left in them to
make a quantity of first-class vinegar, ^t
which is all net profit to the apiarist.

"
Economy is the mother of thrift.

I have often received beeswax (ship-
ped to me by good apiarists) that fairly
leaked honey, even after it had been
rendered and boxed for shipment.
This is an unnecessary waste. We never
allow a drop of good honey to be
wasted.
Hamilton, 111.

Plague of Ignorance—Hornets
BY ALLEN LATHAM.

The title of this article is chosen be-
cause of the title found on page 371 of
the American Bee Journal for 1909.

Ignorance is a plague which affects us
all from earliest childhood, and one in
which none of us ever becomes better
than convalescent. Therefore, W. A.
Pryal is very human in his ignorance,
though he may not be wholly human in

his method of vindicating his ignor-
ance in his destruction of the hornets.

Possibly hornets in California are of
a different breed from what they are in

Connecticut, and their destruction there
may be justifiable. I feel rather confi-

dent, however, that their habits there
are much the same as they are here

;

and it is likely that the country over,
these insects, though usually considered
a pest, are among man's best friends.

Last summer a farmer told with great
glee about getting into a yellow-jack-
ets' nest while haying. The gleeful
part was that in which he " stomped it

into the ground." Possibly some of
my readers wear the same astonish-
ment on their faces now that he wore
when I told him that he had killed one
of his best friends.

It was 2.5 years ago that I first learned
of the habits of the yellow-jacket. I

had taken up a war against the tomato
worm, and being then a boy I hanged
14 fat fellows on the rail fence with
bits of twine. The next day disclosed
the fact that all the worms were not
all there. Pausing to note the fact I

observed a yellow-jacket cutting off a

piece of tomato-worm steak to carry
home to the children. Within 3 days
only the heads of the culprits remained
on the gallows. The lesson was in-

structive. It set me to thinking and to

watching. 1 learned little by little that
these striped pests (the yellow-jack-
ets) made a regular diet upon the larvse

of moths and butterflies. 1 gradually
came to know what these hornets were
searching for when I saw them poking
about the foliage of a tree or bush. It

is a common sight for one who looks
for it to see a yellow-jacket flying along
with a caterpillar hanging from its jaws.

And the busy chaps that are steadily

returning to their beautiful nest are
carrying the chewed remains of one of

our enemies.
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There is not the slightest doubt in

my own mind that insect pests would
be beyond our control but for the hor-
nets. It is a sad fact that their worth
is little known, and, when it is learned,

is not much more than half believed.

It does seem that a bee-keeper should
not feel so strongly against the sting

of a hornet that he thereafter counts
that insect his mortal enemy. I almost
have to laugh at the attitude which Mr.
Pryal has taken, for it is almost iden-
tically the attitude the public takes on
the subject of honey-bees—and Mr.
Pryal is a bee-keeper. But if Mr.
Pryal continues to set his trap for hor-
nets he deserves to be put out of the
brotherhood.
The hornets—and by that term I

mean both yellow and black—are car-
nivorous insects, rarely paying much
attention to honey. Still, the yellow-
jacket shows its kinship to the bee by
filling up with honey when the cater-

pillar season is slow. The queen hor-
nets, too, not infrequently try to get at

the honey of the hive in early spring.

The main food supply, however, is meat.
They are insect scavengers and tigers.

They accept living or dead insects. A
single nest with its hundreds must de-
stroy unnumbered larvse of many kinds.
It takes by preference the naked larvae,

such as the cabbage-worm, the larvs
of the Cecropia, Polyphemus, and other
large moths, and the cankerworm, etc.

These are taken while small, and car-

ried off bodily. This hornet will carry
off the larv;e of the Imperial moth—

a

beautiful moth, but most destructive as
are all the moths in their larval stages.

I have known an adult larva of this

moth to consume 19 leaves of the Eu-
ropean linden in the space of one night,

by actual count. This larva grows to

be the size of a man's finger. A single
moth lays over 200 eggs. Suppose the
caterpillars were not taken care of, what
then? How much has Massachusetts
spent in trying to keep in check the
gypsy moth? Probably over one mil-
lion dollars—and the end is not yet.

The gypsy moth comes from a foreign
shore, and has no natural enemies here,

hence it muliplies as moths can multi-
ply. Our own native moths are kept in

check by natural means.
Let every bee-keeper spread the truth

in regard to hornets of all kinds. T/iey

arc oitrfrieiids. Let them alone and
they will let you alone. Many an hour
have I spent with my face in close
proximity to their nests, studying their

habits. They resent any molestation
of their nests. Who would not? They
sometimes resent sudden motions near
their nests. Long experience has taught
them that sudden motions are fre-

quently followed by nest destruction.

They never resent gentle motions, and
pay no more attention to a man than to

a tree, if the man knows his business.
Deliver us from the plague of ignor-

ance. Norwich, Conn.

Convention Proceedings

Report of the Michigan Convention

The Michigan Bee-Keepers' conven-
tion was held Feb. 23 and 24, 1910, at

Lansing, and was pronounced by all

present to be one of the liveliest the
Association ever held. Not a dead
minute during the two days' session.
President Aspinwall kept things mov-
ing every minute.

Affili.\tion With the Nation.al.

The convention started out with the
Secretary's report, which brought out
some good, live discussions right from
the start. The question of continuing
in affiliation with the National was dis-

cussed, with arguments put up both for
and against it. It was finally decided
to remain as before ; but as it was
deemed advisable that the Association
should have a larger working capital,

the dues of the Michigan were placed
at one dollar per year, with an extra
half dollar to go to the National, or
$1.50 for the two. Of course, a person
already holding membership in the
National could become a member of
the Michigan by paying the dollar. It

was also voted that the membership of
each should expire on Jan. 1st of each
year. This brings the renewals all at

one time.

Wiring Frames—Making Comb Foun-
dation.

The question of wiring frames to
prevent sagging came up as a result of

the paper sent by Manager N. E.
France, of the National, and caused a

lively discussion. The concensus of

opinion, however, seemed to be that no
matter how your wired, the foundation
would sag as long as it is made as at

present. The following resolution was
the result of this discussion :

" Be it resolved by the Michigan Bee-Keep-
ers in convention assembled, tliatthe manu-
facturers of comb foundation be asked to
consider the question of making brood foun-
dation so it will hang just opposite to the
way it is made now. the object being to pre-
vent sagging.'"

Foul Brood.

Ira D. Bartlett, of East Jordan, was
also on the program for a paper on
"Foul Brood," but owing to sickness in

the family, was unable to be present.
His paper was read, however, by the
Secretary, and created much favorable
discussion.

Honey—Its Use and Advertising.

The convention was favored by the
presence of Pres. George W. York, of
the National, also L. W. Boyden, of the
A. I. Root Co. Mr. York read a paper
on " Honey, Its Marketing and Staple
Use," and Mr. Boyden contributed
some valuable suggestions to the dis-

cussion on the advertising of honey.
Among other things he suggested that
the use of honey be demonstrated at

pure food shows; also suggested hav-
ing samples of the different flavors of

honey put up in such a way that the
public could sample the same.

Various Paters and Discussions.

Among the addresses given were
"The Bee-Keepers' Real Problem," by
the Secretary; President's .A.ddress by
L. A. Aspinwall ;

" Science and Theory
of Bee-Keeping," by Hon. Geo. E. Hil-
ton ; and "Some of My Experiences
as a Farmer Bee-Keeper," by W. J.
Manley. These all brought discussions
along their various lines.

Michigan Members' Booklet.

It was decided to continue the publi-
cation of the booklet which gives the
names and addresses of the members
in good standing having honey for sale.

This year it is to be gotten out about
.Aug. Ist, and there is to be 1500 printed.
This booklet has been a big help to the
members in selling their honey. Last
year it was sent all over the United
States, and the great cry at the conven-
tion was that the members could not
supply the demand for honey. One
bee-keeper who produces probably at
least 10,000 pounds of honey annually,
stated that he could sell ten times that
amount, and gives the entire credit to
the booklet.

Next Convention—Selling Honey.

The next convention is to be held in
the fall, in Grand Rapids. The Associa-
tion now has nearly 200 members, and
a strong efTort is to be made to in-
crease this number greatly by the next
convention. This Association is car-
rying out a practical plan of co-opera-
tive selling with no expense to the
members other than their annual dues.
The old officers were elected to suc-

ceed themselves, and are as follows:
President, L. A. Aspinwall, of Jackson;
Vice-President, E. D. Townsend, of
Remus ; Secretary-Treasurer, E. B. "Tyr-
rell, of Detroit.
Hon. Geo. E. Hilton was elected to

represent the Association at the State
Legislature on foul brood legislation.
The Executive Board was authorized

to appoint a representative to attend
the next National meeting.
The books of the Secretary were also

audited by an Auditing Committee, and
the following report made: Total re-
ceipts, $200.41 ; total expenditures, $158,-
80. Balance on hand, $41.61.

Aw.ARDS ON Exhibits.

Prizes were won as follows : Best 10
pounds of comb honey—1st, C. S. Foote,
of Ridgeway; 2d, L. C. Wheeler, of
Barrj-ton. Best 10 pounds of extracted
—1st, A. D. D. Wood, of Lansing; 2d,
L. C. Wheeler. Three pounds of ex-
tracted containing least water—1st, L.
C. Wheeler ; 2d, A. D. D. Wood. Best
10 pounds of beeswax—1st, A. D. D.
Wood; 2d, J. H. Peters, of Detroit; 3d,
L. C. Wheeler. E. B. Tyrrell, Sec.

Worth the Money.

With reference to the advance from 75

cents to $1 a year for the American Bee
Journal, I think, considering what we get,

no subscriber should raise any objection. I

consider "Dr. Miller's Question-Box" alone is

worth the money, to say nothing of the Jour-

nal as a whole. Walter Newell.
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Dr. Miller's Question-Box
Send Questions either to tlie office of the American Bee Journal or direct to

Dr. C. C. Miller. Makknco, III.

He does not answer bee-keepint; questions by mail.

2. Safe enough; but can you do it? That
is, can you get from one colony so many
frames of brood with adhering bees as many
as 4 times in one season? 'Hardly, unless in

an extra season.

Black Honey-Dew.
1. What is black honey-dew?

A HoosiER.

Answer.—Honey-dew is that which is gath-

ered by the bees from the secretions of

aphids, or plant-lice, and varies in color. Some
of it is very dark, as dark as buckwheat honey,
or darker, and this is probably what is meant
by "black honey-dew."

How to Know Drone-Comb.
In reading the American Bee Journal, I see

drone-comb spoken of a great deal. Please

explain huw I may be able to know drone-
comb. Utah.

Answer.—Lay a rule on the surface of the

comb. H the cells measure 5 to the inch they

are worker-cells. If they measure 4 to the

inch, they are drone-cells.

If you buy a text-book on bee-keeping,

it will be worth to you many times its cost.

Colony Mostly Drones—Extracting
Early Honey.

1. We have 15 colonies, and store them in

a building. Why is it that some colonies are

all drones? We had a colony last season that

when we opened the hive had all drone-brood,

so we cut it out, and it seems it was due to

the queen. They had very few workers, so all

the honey the bees would gather they would
consume. We have both Banat and Italians.

The Banat is a very good bee. We have all

our queens clipped.

2. Is it advisable to extract early honey
as soon as it is gathered? Is there any dan-

ger of it geting sour?
Iowa.

Answer.— 1. Either, as you suggest, the col-

ony nas a drone-laying queen, or else it is

queenless and has laying workers.
2. It may be extracted early if it is sealed;

but neither early nor late honey should be ex-

tracted before sealing. It may sour, and the

flavor may be poor.

Foul Brood and Stray Swarms

—

Spring Management.
1. Is it dangerous to take in tramp swarms

of bees, that is, swarms we find hanging on
the fence or trees in summer, apparently with-

out an owner? Is there danger of foul

brood?
2. How will it do to put on the strong

colonies in spring a super of drawn-combs
for the queen to use for brood, then supers
above that for surplus? or would it be bet-

ter, when she gets that super full of brood,

to put her below, and put a queen-excludirig

honey-board between that super and the main
brood-nest ? Would I get stronger colonies ?

Iowa.

Answers.— 1. A colony of bpes in a tree may
have foul brood as well as one in a hive.

So may a swarm found hanging on a fence

or a tree, but there is not so much danger
in this case, for a colony badly affected with

foul brood is not so very likely to swarm.
2. Very likely the plan is all right, but

you do not give the size of hive, nor say

whether comb honey or extracted is meant,
and something depends on this.

Wax-Worms—Ripening Honey on
the Hive.

1. I have been troubled with what, I think,

you would call wax-worms. They arc very,

very small, probably J^-inch long. They bore

into the sections, and bring out small batches

of borings, which resemble fine sawdust. They
are very difficult to see. I have also seen

where they were in my brood-combs. I have
searched Root's '"A B C and X Y Z of Bee
Culture," and all the bee-literature I can get,

but can't find anything more than merely a

mention of them. Can you suggest a remedy?
2. How long is it necessary to let honey

(section or extracted) remain on the hive to

be properly ripened? I have been keeping

bees in a small way for several years. At

present, I have only 6 colonies, but I expect

to increase to about 30 this year, by purchas-

ing some early swarms. * Missouri.

Answer.— 1. You have nothing but the com-
mon wax-worms, which you will find treated

in the books under the head of bee-moth.

Only they do not treat very fully of the very
young larvae that you speak of, with their fine

sawdust, which is perhaps more like flour than
sawdust. It is simply the gnawings of the

little pest, dark in old combs and white in

white sections. Fumigate your sections lightly

with sulphur, or perhaps better still with car-

bon disulphide—bisulphide of carbon it has

usually been called. The preventive measure
is Italian blood.

2. Generally it may be taken when sealed,

although the honey is better to be left on the

hive some time after being sealed. But white-

ness of comb requires that sections be taken

off before darkening of the comb begins, so

the rule is that the sooner sections are taken

off after being sealed the better. But I have
known it to be the case when honey was com-
ing in with a rush that sections were so

quickly sealed that the honey would easily be-

come watery after being taken off the hives,

unless very carefully kept.

Rearing Brood in Winter—Other
Questions.

1. Why do bees rear brood in December and
January? They had very little honey.

2. I ordered 6 untested queens, and lost 3

of them, and the other 3 are hybrids. Do
you advise buying tested queens?

3. Last summer I took a queen out of a

strong colony, and put her into a cage, and
put her in the shade for about 5 minutes;

when I looked at her she was dead. What
killed her? The day was very warm.

4. How many pounds of honey ought bees

to have at this time—March?
West Virginia.

Answers.— 1. It is nothing unusual for bees

wintered outdoors to begin rearing brood in

February, especially as far south as Virgiiiia,

and not so very unusual in January. I think

December is unusual, and I don't know why
any of yours should begin so early. Possibly

there is some difference in the bees them-

selves, and possibly something in their condi-

tions.

2. Depends on circumstances. Usually I

should advise buying untested. I think your
experience was unusual. That the half that

lived would prove hybrids looks a little as if

the whole might be hybrids, and probably you
would do well to ordtr elsewhere next time.

3. I don't know. In the shade she would
have lived all day, unless she starved. The
only thing I can guess is that she may have

been injured when caught.

4. Hard to say in exact figures. At a guess,

I should say there might be danger of short-

age with 10 pounds, and twice that would do

no hurt.

Making Increase—Italianizing.

1. Is it safe to make increase by taking 4

frames of brood from a strong colony with

the bees, place them about one hundred feet

from the old stand, give them a good queen,

feed them until bees are gathering honey and
pollen, then add full sheets of foundation from
time to time, as much as the bees can cover?

About how long will it take till they will have

from 7 to 8 frames of brood, under ordinary

circumstances?
2. I have 2 colonies of 3-banded Italians.

I intend to run one for extracted honey for

my own use. and would like to increase the

other to fi. Do you consider it safe to do so

on the above-mentioned plan ? I am going

to buy my queens. I am a beginner, have

4 colonies, but have 2 of them with my father

on the farm; those 2 arc hybrids. I intend

requeening them, and get the 3-banded Ital-

ians. Illinois.

Answer.—The plan is safe, unless you
should operate at a time when no honey is

coming in, as in that case there might be

danger of robbing. They might build up

in about a month.

Italianizing Bees.
1. I have only black bees in Danzenbaker

hives, except 2 in box-hives. How would it

work to put an Italian queen on the top of

the frames in a new hive filled with full

sheets of foundation— place it on the old
stand and move the old hive to a new stand

—

what would be the best time of day to move J^
the old hive, and if moved at night, would ^'
not most of the bees return to the new hive

on the old stand?
2. In case of box-hives what would be the

result if I should place them on top of new
hives with full sheets of foundation, and the

queen in a cage on top of the frames, with an
escape-board between the hives so the bees
could pass down in the new hive; leave them
24 hours and then remove the box-hive to a
new stand—would the queens be released and
accepted in these cases if it is done in spring
when they are strong and nearly ready to

swarm?
3. After moving the hives in the first ques-

tion, suppose I should open the old hive, kill

the black queen and put a queen in the cage
on top of the frames, would not the young
bees release and accept her? and wouldn't she

take care of any queen-cells in the hive

weakened by taking away practically all of the

worker force?

Answer.— If you make the move at night,

you might find an empty hive with no queen
the next morning. The field-bees will re-

turn to the old stand, no matter what time of

day or night you make the move. The thing

is to have them stay there. It should be at

a time when a large number are returning
from the fields, so that both bees and queen
will feel encouraged to remain. The best time

is when the most bees are afield, and when
the young bees are in the midst of a play-

spell. I tried it once successfully with empty
combs; I would hardly expect it to do so well

with foundation. A frame of brood would
make it all right, and for safety the queen
should be caged.

2. Yes; of course understanding that the

cages are provisioned so that the bees will eat

out the candy and release the queen.
3. Yes.

Management to Prevent Swarming.
1. There is nothing I am more anxious

about than the swarming problem, as I have
nearly SOO colonies. I have just read about
shaving off the heads of all capped brood to

stop swarming. I think this may stop it, but
I do not like the wav. as there is a loss in

some cases. I would like to try the plan,

or a modification of the plan, I tried last sum-
mer, and would like suggestions from you.

My bees were run for extracted honey at one
yard, and were in 2-story, 10-frame hives.

When they were quite well filled with brood
and honey, and a good many had queen-cells

under way, I placed a hive of empty combs
under the 2-story hive on the bottom-board;
into this hive of empty combs I put one frame
of brood and the queen, and confined her

there for the rest of the season. The two
upper stories contained the brood, all but the

one frame, and the lower story had enough
empty combs to keep her busy for some time.

Up to this time the entrance was at the bot-

tom-board; I now changed it, by making an
entrance at he top of the lower hive and over

the queen-excluder, which covered the lower

liive. This entrance was made by raising up
the front of the second story, and putting in a J
block. The lower entrance was now closed. L
The bees in the lower story with the queen
had to pass through the excluder in going and
coming from the field. As the brood hatched
from the two upper stories, the combs were
filled with honey, and there was no excluder

to bother the upper bees.

Now. I will tell how the plan worked. The
bees swarmed well, and made a good crop of

honey; a 70 percent increase, and about 25

percent of this came from the mating of

voung (|Uicns above the excluder, making two
colonics on one stand. How could you have
managed differently, so there would have been
no swarming? Would breaking off the qucen-

cclla from brood-combs above the excluder
have done it. or all but one cell?

2. Would both queens try to fly out from
the same stand, one above the excluder and
the other below, in case of swarming?

3. By keeping nil queen-cells broken off,

after putting the brood above the excluder,
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and have the queen confined to tlie lower
story under the excluder, what percent would
try to swarm? New York.

Answers.— 1. Pretty surely, if no cells above
the excluder bad been allowed.

2. I think so.

3. I don't know. Possibly not one.
Vou have used a variation of the Ucniaree

plan. Here is the plan: Put all the brood
in the second story over the excluder, leaving
the queen below with empty combs or founda-
tion, destroy all queen-cells at the time of
putting up the brood, and also 10 days later.

With some this proves an entire preventive
of swarming, while others say there are some
failures. Wliethcr putting the one brood-
cumb below would make any ditTerence I do
not know. Neither do 1 know what difference
was made by your change of entrance. I

should be afraid that when ypu wedge up the
second story the larger space would be filled

with bur-combs.

Caging Queen Over a Colony—Other
. Questions.

1. When a queen is taken from a colony,
and caged over another, what kind of a cage
do you use ?

2. Do you put candy in the cage ?

3. Can she be returned to her own colony
without introducing ?

4. How long after a. swarm issues can it

and the . original colony be united without
fighting?

5. When pait of a colony is drummed out,
can the balance be united with them 31 days
later without fighting?

6. I have directions for uniting bees after

the honey-flow, by uniting the brood in Au-
gust and September; this leaves a queen and
a lot of old bees to dispose of. What would
you do with them?

7. I use S-frame hives on account of their

light-weight, for extracting Iioney. Does one
storv give enough room for brood, or would
an extracting super on top be better?

Tennessee.

.Answer.—The cage that is listed in the
catalogs as Miller's queen-catcher and intro-

ducing cage, although I vary the construction.
Uut almost any cage will do.

2. Sure.
3. 1 es, if she has not been away more than

a day or two ; but sometimes she may have
acquired a strange scent that the bees do not

.like.
4. I don't know. It depends somewhat on

circumstances. I should guess that there
might be trouble sometimes in a week, and
sometimes none in a month. But in the latter

case it would be when honey is coming in

well, and when almost anything would unite
peaceably. But mind you, I don'* know.

5. Generally, yes.

6. I can hardly understand how such a

course would be advised unless it were in-

tended to kilt the old queen and old bees.

7. For a good strain of bees 8 frames are

not enough for the building up, although they
may be enough after the harvest begins. But
even then more room might be better for ex-

tracted honey.

Making Increase— Shade-Boards — 8
or 10 Frame Hive—Feeding

Honey-Dew,
I. I have 8 colonies of bees, and would like

to increase to about 16. I have all Italian

queens, and do not care to select any particu-

lar queen to rear the young queen for the
increase, as I have no time to watch for

natural swarms, and would like to try a
way of making artificial increase. The fol-

lowing is my plan— let me know wliat you
think about it:

I am going to get my colonies as strong
as possible before the honey-flow, and when
the swarming season comes I will look through
them every few days, and if I find any build-
ing queen-cells, and preparing to swarm, I

will take a new hive with frames filled with
full sheets of foundation, and go to the colony
which is getting reauv to swarm, and lift out
one frame with eggs and young larvae and the
queen, hang it in the new hive, then remove
the parent colony, and place this new hive
with frame of eggs, larvae and queen on the
old stand, and then brush about ^ of the
bees remaining in the parent colony, and
piace this new hive with frame of eggs,
larvae and queen on the old stand, and then
brush about J4 of the bees remaining in the
parent colony in front of the new hive, then
move the parent colny in front of the new-
hive, then move the parent colony to a new

location and destroy all the queen-cells ex-
cept the two best ones. Would this plan work?

2. Do you ket-p shade boards on your hives
during the hot season, or do you let them
stand in the open sun?

3. What is the color of a drone from a
leather-colored Italian queen? I bought a red
clover queen from a breeder in Kentucky and
her drones are almost jet black. Was she a
full-blooded queen ?

4. I adopted the S-frame hive when I com-
menced with bees, but I think I made a
mistake by not taking the lO-frame. I need
some more hives. Would you advise me to
take the 10-frame, or would it be better to
stick to the 8-frame exclusively ?

y. I have some honey which I would like
to feed my bees in the spring; mix it with
water, half and half, and give each colony
'/i pint at sundown every day in an Alexander
feeder. Would this cause the bees to start
robbing? Illinois.

Answers.—1. Your plan will work if the
queen-cells are sealed. Indeed, you would
hardly need to destroy any cells, for the col-
ony will be so much weakened by having H
of its bees taken away that it will hardly think
of swarming. Besides, if you leave 2 cells
you will be about as sure of swarming as if

you leave a dozen. If the queen-cells are un-
sealed, they may not be well enough fed to
make good queens in so weak a colony.

2. Sometimes I have used shade-boards, but
mostly my hives have the shade of trees, not
so much for the bees as for my own comfort
when working at them.

3. Pure Italian drones vary very much, from
being mostly yellow to very dark. If the
workers of the yellow-colored Italian show the
3 bands, you may call the drones pure, no
matter what color.

4. So long as the same frames are used in
either, it would not cost you much to try the
10-frame hives side by side with the 8-frame,
and then you could tell better than any one
else which suits best. All this if you run for
comb honey. If you run for extracted honey,
I would advise you to change to 10-frame
hives without any experimenting.

5. No, if you keep all well covered so that
bees from outside can not get at the feed next
morning.

Transferring— Spring Feeding— Old
Comb Foundation—Jumbled

Combs.
I have kept a few bees for 3 years, and am

now starting with 70 colonies. I will devote
all my time to the bees. I am using 8-frame
hives, and running for comb honey. I have
bought 10 box-hives, and want to transfer the
bees to frame hives. When should I transfer?

2. Should I transfer from odd-sized hive's to

standard?
3. I am now feeding ^ pint of thin sugar

syrup once a day to each colony, in Alexander
feeders. Am I doing right?

4. W'hen should I put in new queens, and
which are the best, Southern or Northern bred
queens?

5. I have about 40 pounds of light founda-
iton, 2 years old, and it seems dry. Should
I use it, or have it worked over?

6. I have a number of hives in which combs
are built cross-wise, and others in which the
frames are stuck fast and combs built over.
Should I loosen them all up, and try to have
the frames all worked free so that I can handle
them at any time? If so, when should I work
them over?

7. Would it be better to transfer the bees
from hives with crossed combs to new hives?

8. Have you queens to sell? If so, please
quote me prices. I will want 12 or more. I

have hybrids now, and want a good strain of
Italians.

9. I think my bees are in fairly good con-
dition, and I want to increase all I can this

season. I will try the Alexander plan of in-

crease, or can you suggest a better?
Kansas.

Answers.—1. You can transfer in fruit-

bloom, or perhaps better wait till the colony
swarms Hive the swarm in the right kind
of a hive, and then break up the old hive 21
days later, melting the combs, unless you pre-
fer to transfer the best combs and form an-
other colony.

2. Not so very important, but on the whole
it is better to have only one size of frame in

the apiary.
3. Maybe, and maybe not. Likely a little

safer without the feeding, unless the weather
is very warm for the first half of March. In
my own practise I feel it is safer to do no feed-

ing except to make sure there is abundance of
feed in the hive.

4. All things considered it may be well to
wait till June, although if you want to rear
queens from your new stock you can get one
earlier from the South, or else a last year's
queen from the North. There ought to be
no difference between Northern and Southern
queens, only a queen may be reared earlier
South than North, and a queen reared too
early is not likely to prove so good.

5. The probability is that it is all right to
use It as it is.

6. By all means get them in such shape that
each frame may be lifted out. Do it when bees
are gathering, at which time they will quickly
mend all breakages; and it is better to do it
before the combs are filled with honey. In
fruit-bloom is a good time.

7. Not if the old hives are all right.
8. I don't sell queens except now and then

as accommodation, and don't think you would
want queens from me, for my best cjuecns are
generally hybrids, and there is danger of foul
brood here.

9. It doesn't make so very much difference
what plan of increase you use, only so that
you manage to have all colonies strong before
winter. Remember that it is more important
to have a large number of bees in each hive
than it is to have a large number of hives with
a small number of bees in each.

Using Old Foundation—Ventilation to
Prevent Swarming—Using Moldy
Combs—Getting Swarms Cheap.

1. Seeinti that article in Gleanings, by F.
Creiner, in regard to bees being slow to go to
work in last year's foundation rather disturbed
my peace of mind, as I have a large quantity
of starters (50 pounds) left from the total
failure of last year, and suppose you are in the
same fix. Part are in the sections and part in
the box, as it came from the factory, and
it ought to be all right, I should think. 1
dislike cutting those out of the aections. as
they are put with hot wax, on three sides ala
Yoder, which plan I am sure, if you tried
once, you would never have any further use
for a Daisy machine. It is far faster for me,
anyway, than the Daisy, and saves so much
trouble with the full sheets buckling so.

2. How would it do to raise up an ordinary
S-frame hive, and put a super under it through
the swarming season to help keep them from
swarming? Probably the sections would be
badly stained. My bees are black, and being
near the house and neighbors, I cannot handle
them as I would like to, to prevent swarming,
etc. I will have the yellow bees some day, I
hope.

3. I have a large number of empty combs
which I bought this winter, in which the bees
have died, and parts are moulded and smell
badly. Where would you store such combs ?

I always have them in the cellar to keep the
moths away. How can I get my bees to clean
them up so I can use them for extracting, and
to hive the new swarms? I have noticed that
it is hard to get the new swarms to stay in
such hives, but I suppose it would help to give
them a frame of brood.

4. Part of the hives I will take to a neigh-
boring bee-man, and he will fill them with his
new first swarms, for $1.00 a piece. This
is quite cheap, is it not, and ought to pay me
to do it? The bee-keeper in question has 40
or 50 colonies, and some years he does not get
enough honey to supply his family. A friend
of mine who is rather deaf, and misunderstood
what I said, told the bee-keeper how well my
bees had done the last year, and what a lot
of honey I sold. He said he did not believe
it at all. If I got any Honey, it was because
I fed my bees sugar and molasses, and the
bees had made that into honey. Just think
of it, from a man who has kept bees for years
and years, and then the ideas and questions
that otherwise well posted people will ask about
bees are sometimes very amusing. I have
noticed when you get a good crop at Marengo,
we do here, too, although the conditions must
be far different, as this is a very hilly country;
but 1908 was a bumper year, also 1903.

New York.
Answers:—1. If it would be just as conven-

ient, I would put foundation in sections and
have it on the hives within 24 hours after it

left the mill. The fresher it is the better,
liut although I believe it makes a difference
to have it fresh, I think that difference is

very little. As a matter of convenience the
foundation is put in my sections some time be-
fore the next year. I have had them filled all

right after having stood in the suoers for 4 or
5 years, so long as they had never been on the
hives. Even if they have been on the hives
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they are all right if they have not been on
when the bees were idle. It never seems to

do any harm to have them on a little too early,

but if they are left on after the harvest closes,

and more or less painted with propolis, the
only thing to do is to pull out the foundation
and mirlt it.

It takes some degree of expertness to suc-

ceed witli the Daisy fastener, and some make
slow work of it. Possibly with enough practise
they would do all right.

2. I'm afraid the sections would be darkened,
but if you would raise the super before the

bees began sealing any sections it might not
be so bad.

3. Leave them piled up anywhere in doors
or out, so they will have the benefit of freez-

ing to kill any eggs or larvs of the moth. The
moth will not disturb them till the weather is

quite warm and bees are flying well, even if

left till in June. In fruit-bloom you can set

a hive-body filled with combs under a strong
colony, forcing the bees to go down through
the idle combs, which the bees will clean out.

When well cleaned out thus, I think you will

find that the swarms will prefer them to

foundation.
4. Yes, you will do well to get swarms at a

dollar each, and if your neighbor gets so little

honey he may do well to sell swarms at that
price. From what you say about him he prob-
ably does not read many bee-books and bee-
papers.

Introducing Queens—Keeping Queens
—Other Questions.

1. Can I introduce an Italian queen in the
same cage in which she is mailed to me by
placing the cage on top of the brood-frames
for 3 days, and then set her free among the
bees? and should the old queen be removed
at the time the new queen is placed on top
of the frames in the cage?

2. If you wanted to keep a queen for 10
days or 2 weeks, and didn't need her in the

hive, where would you keep her, and how
would you feed her?

3. My bees are bringing in pollen, and not
a flower in bloom, and a few days ago we had a

hard freeze. Where do they get it?

4. I have 3 colonies in 8-frame hives; had
12 last fall, but 9 died because of worms and
starvation. Could I have prevented this by
feeding them on sugar and water, and if a
little honey is added wouldn't it keep the sugar
from granulating in the combs?

5. To make the 3 extra strong, how would
it do to place a second hive-body under them,
with full sheets of foundation, to give the

queen extra room, and, when the honey season
opens, give them all the bees and the best of

the brood and use the comb for swarming? I

have no extra comb.
6. Swarming begins here April 15; according

to that, when does the bee season open, and
when should I put on supers?

7. Should I introduce Italian queens before
or after the swarming season

?

8. Last summer, I had 12 colonies in boxes,
they gave 12 swarms, which I put in hives; 9
of these died in the fall, and only one box-
hive colony died. I robbed the box-hives, so

I have 11 box-hives and 3 frame hives. What
made the box-hive colonies do so much better?

9. Are bees from an Italian queen mated
with a black drone any better than the regular
black bees, and is their color yellow?

30. Do you think I could do better business
running for chunk honey in shallow frames,
than for section honey?

11. How many colonies of bees did you have
last summer, and how much honey did they
produce? Did you have a good honey season?

Georgia.
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mailed in introducing cages provisioned with
candy which the bees eat out, thus releasing
the queen, but generally they are so arranged
that the candy is not accessible to the bees
of the hive till the bee-keeper uncovers it. It

will be all right to leave the queen as you say
for 2 days; then remove the old queen and at

the same time uncover the candy so the bees
may release the queen. That is safer than for
you to let the queen out of the cage yourself.

2. Put her in a cage provisioned with candy,
put the cage on top of the frames of any strong
colony, or else in the house where it is warm.

3. I don't know.
4. Yes, to both questions. But feeding will

not keep out the worms. Do that by keeping
the colonics strong, and introducing Italian
blood.

5. Excellent plan, provided the colonics are
stronp enough in the first place to fill more
than the one story, which they may well be.

0. You cannot gauge the time of putting on

supers by the time of swarming. It differs in

different places, and also in the same place
in different years. Find out as nearly as you
can when the flowers first open that give you
your harvest, and give supers at that first open-
ing. Or you can go by the old rule to put on
supers when you first see bits of white wax
along the top-bars and upper part of the combs.

7. Either or during swarming.
8. The old combs are better for wintering

than new ones, having the olu cocoons in the
cells to make them warmer. Besides, the new
colonies had to use part of their honey in builu-
ing out their combs, and the old ones were
spared this expense. Possibly tlie size or shape
of the hives may have had a little to do with it.

A movable frame hive is much more conven-
ient -for a bee-keeper than the old-fashioned
straw hive, but the latter is better for the
bees.
They may be as good workers as pure Ital-

ians, and they vary in color from pure black
in appearance to pure Italian. But the after
generations of hybrids do not hold out in

quality like the first cross.
10. Very likely. At least some of the lead-

ing beekeepers in your State think so.

11. I didn't spend the summer in getting
honey, but fighting European foul brood. Be-
sides, the season was a failure. I started with
155 colonies, increased— I mean decreased—to
122, and got less than 1,000 pounds of late

honey.

Feeding Bees—Introducing Queens

—

Laying Workers—Shading Hives

—

Ventilating Hives—Sweet Clovei.
1. Will 2 pints of granulated sugar and 1

pint of water make 3 pounds of stores? If

not, how much would it be in weight, that is,

after the bees cap it over?
2. Please explain the Abbott plan of intro-

ducing queens.
3. What is the Sibbald quick method of in-

troducing queens? Mr. J. L. Byer speaks of
it in the June number of the American Bee
Journal, but I have lost that number.

4. What is your way of introducing queens
Please explain the plan.

4. What is your way of introducing queens
when you get them by mail?

5. What is the best way of getting rid of
laying workers, and not destroy the colony?

6. Do you keep your hives in the shade in

summer? I see some advise no shade. Which
is best?

7. Are the long-tongued, red clover Italians
as yellow as the goldens?

8. What are the exact measurements of a
10-frame hive, inside measure ?

9. I see you advocate slipping the supers
back to give more air. What would you do
to keep the rain out between the hive and
super, for there is bound to be a gap?

10. I am thinking of sowing about an acre
of sweet clover on wheat early in the spring.
Do you think it will work all right? I will

let it stand a year or so for the bees, and then
put it in alfalfa.

11. Did you ever try, or see used, the Tri-

State hive? If so, what do you think about it

for a beginner to adopt? I have trouble with
the dovetail pulling loose at the corners.

Missouri.
Answer:—1. If the 2 pints w«igh 2 pounds,

it ought to be about 2^ pounds when sealed.
2. Put the new queen in the hive in a pro-

visioned cage with the candy protected so the
bees of the hive cannot get at it. In about 2
days remove the old queen and give the bees
access to the candy so they may liberate the
queen.

3. Hunt the queen out that is to be removed
and put her in a wire cage on top of the
frames. Then the queen that is to be intro-
duced is laid on top of the same frames, too,

and left till evening. Now remove the old
queen, and put the new queen in the cage
from which the old queen has just been taken,
and over the end of the opening fasten a piece
of comb foundation. Place on the frames
again, after punching a few small holes with
a pin through the foundation and release the
queen. Sometimes Mr. Sibbald rubs the dead
body of the old queen, that has just been
killed, over the outside of the cage* she has just

come out of.

4. Not always the same, something depend-
ing on the value of the queen. I may use
something like the Abbott plan, putting the
new queen at the entrance if the weather is

warm enough, and not removing the old queen
for about 3 days. If I want to be entirely
sure of safe introduction, I put some frames
of hatching brood into a hive, not a bee with
them, put in the queen, and set the hive on
top of a strong colony, with wirecloth be-

tween the hives so that the heat can ascend
from below, the whole being closed bee-tight.
In 5 days I allow the upper hive an entrance
large enough for one or two bees at a time,
and as soon as I think enough bees are pres-
ent I set the hive on a stand of its own.

5. Give them a virgin queen just hatched,
and a frame of eggs and young brood at
the same time. Generally break up the colony.

6. I like hives in the shade of trees, chiefly
for my own comfort.

7. I don't know that there is any definite
variety called red-clover Italians. At differ-

ent times bee-keepers have had bees that did
unusually well on red clover, and some of ^them may be darker in color than others. ^

8. Unfortunately there are no "exact meas-
urements'* that all makers have always used
in making hives to take 10 frames of Langs-
troth size. The depth of the frame being 9^
inches, if J4 inch be added to that to make
a bee-space, we would have 9H for the depth
of the hive. But a very little shrinkage
would make bad work, and to make sure
against that the hive is made 9J^ inches deep.
The length of the frame is 17^, and if ^
inch be added at each end we would have
iS% for the length of the hive. But that
makes very close work, and bees are not
much inclined to build at the ends of the
hive, so the length is not less than 18J4- For
an 8-frame hive I think there is general agree-
ment on 121-^ for the width. That allows
1 1 inches for the 8 frames spaced 1 J^, and
IH inches for a dummy ^ thick with a space
each side of it. If we add twice IH, or 2H
inches, for 2 additional frames, we would
have 14^ for the width of a 10-frame hive.
But for some reason, that never seemed sat-
isfactory to me, the dummy is generally omit-
ted in 10-frame hives, and they are made 14J4
inches wide. So I think we may say, as
nearly as we can come to standard, that the
inside measurements of the 10-frame hive are
18%xl2%x9y2. As a side remark, I may
say that I think some of the hives are not
more than 9^ deep, although I think they
were 9J/2 when new.

9. Nothing. I never knew any harm to
come from rain entering the gap.

10. Yes; sweet clover will work right al-
most any way, provided the ground is not
so soft that the plants will heave in winter.

11. I have never seen the Tri-State used.
It must be that you do not nail your dove-
tailed hives. They were never meant to be
used without nailing, and when nailed they
are the strongest made.

Ventilating Hives
1. When buying swarms of different par-

ties. I took a 10-frame body filled with full
sheets of foundation, and told them to put a
piece of section under the cover and shade
the hive, yet about '.i say they won't stay
hived. lam afraid if I put in one or two
drawn combs. I may get some foul brood.
The entrance is J's-inch by the width of the
hive. What can I do? Pennsvlv.'\nia.

Answer.—The piece of section raises the
cover H of an incli only at one spot. That
does not give ventilation enough. Instead of
putting anything: under the cover, shove it
forward so as to leave an inch or more of the
top of the hive uncovered at the back end.
Also give abundant ventilation at the bot-
tom.

No Queen-Cells—Shade for Bees—East
Florida as a Bee-Location

1. I am a beginner in bee-keepint. Last
summer I had q colonies of bees. 5 were new
swarms and 4 were transferred from box-
hives. The 4 that were transferred in July ^
starved in January, and in examining the K
combs I did not find a single queen-cell in ^
either hive. Should there have been a
queen-cell, one or more in each hive?

2. On page QS it leaves the impression that
bees need no shade. My bees, when left in
the hot sunshine, loaf on the outside of the
hive. Do yon know of a remedv for this
loafing? and do you think that in this part of
the State bees should be shaded some?

3. Do you think the east coast of Florida is
a good location for bees? I have never read
anthintr in llic American Bee Journal about
that Stale. lam thinking.of locating there,
is the reason I ask. Illin(,)Is.

Answers.— 1. No. a queen-cell would have
been of no advantage.

2. On page as. to whicli you refer, the an-
swerwas given at the Wisconsinconvention;
' What do you want shade for? If you must
have shade, use shade-boards only. Too
much shade makes the bees cross and slow
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to BO to work. Sunshine not only makus
better workers, but better honey." I <ion't

know who eave that answer, but it sounds as
if it had been given on tlie spur of tlie mo-
ment, without time for thoutrht. No answer
is Kiven to the question. " What do you want
shade for?" but what conies after seems to

take it for granted that it is wanted for tlie

bees. Many beekeepers, myself among the
number, want shade for the bee-keeper
rather than for the bees, in which case a

shade-board docs no good whatever. I want
the shade for my own comfort when sitting

beside a hive, and for that purpose it is hard
to have anything better than a deciduous
tree, which allows the sun to shine upon the
hive early in the year, but not during hot
weather Localities differ. There are places
where it is better for the bees to standout
in the open; and in some places they need
the shade. What is best for a Wisconsin
bee-keeper may not be best down South. In
your locality I should like hives under trees.

1. I don't know, but I think good locations
may be found there.

Repairing Broken Comb, Etc.

1. We have a lot of comb in frames, some
of it is broken and looks rough. Will the
bees patch this up? It is my intention to

give this comb to the first new swarm.
2. Some of this comb has a lot of some

liquid substance that looks dark, and glis-

tens. The cells are partly filled with this

stuff. Will the bees be able to clean this

out. or can I remove it before placing it in

the hives? lOWA.

Answers.— 1. Bees are marvelously good
repairers. No matter how much the cells

may be broken down, if the midrib or mid-
dle'wall still remains, the bees will soon put
all to rights. If the midrib be entirely gone
at any part, the bees will restoreit. but there
is danger that any holes thus filled will be
filled with drone-cells. You may. however,
avoid this by fitting into thevacancies pieces
of worker-comb, tying them in if necessary,
and the bees will fasten them together
nicely.

2. Likely it is only pollen and honey, and
the bees can take care of it.

Cleaning Out Hives Wliere Bees Died

What is the best method of using up the
honev of about 20 colonies of bees that died
last winter? It is all honey-dew and dark
honey, and only fit for bee-feed. It is in 8-

frame dovetail hives, and they are about
half full; and some of it is quite damp. I

cleaned out most of the dead bees and stored
them in the cellar, but I am afraid they will

get moldy if left in there very long. I lost 20

colonies out of 45. and think it was on ac-
count of the honey-dew. If I would set them
out. putting 3 or 4 hives in a pile, and leaving
a small entrance for the bees to clean them
out. would it cause the stronger colonies to

try to rob the weaker? If I did that way
would you put them out now? And would
you put them all out at the same time?

Iowa.
.-Answer.—The only object in leaving a

small entrance is to keep the bees from
tearingthe combs when the combs are few'

compared with the number of bees to work
at them. In the present case the combs are
so many that such care need not be taken.
Moreover, brood-combs of some age are not
likely to be torn. So you should set the
whole out, fully exposed to the bees, prefer-
ably a few rods distant, and in 2 or 3 days the
job will be done. It ought to cause no rob-
bing if you do nothing foolish in the way of

opening up hives while the work is eoing on.

Strengthening Weak Colonies—Golden
Queens—Getting Increase

I. I found a colony yesterday which, from
spring dwindling, had gone to only a few
handfuls of beesand a queen. As it is warm
weather here with many wild flowers in

bloom, and the bees carrying in any amount
of pollen from the maples. I proceeded as
follows, and want to see what you think of
the plan:

I went to a strong colony, taking a frame
covered with about 10 square inches of
brood, and brushed the bees off so as not to
get the queen, and placed it in a weak col-

ony. Then I moved the strong colony about
6 feet distant from its former stand, and set
the weak one in its place. Since it has a
queen and weighs about 50 pounds with the
honey, and has been strengthened with that
brood and the field-force of the other colony.

do you think it will come through? Will
that usually work?

2. Did you ever use any golden queens? Do
you think that there is anything to the
story of their being poor winterers in this
State?

3. What do you think of the plan of in-

crease by giving a queen and 2 frames of
brood to a colony and setting it on the stand
of a colony, as I proceeded above? What
plan of increase do you advise?

Illinois.

Answers.— I. Usually the plan will work,
but there is danger that the queen of the
weak colony will be killed. It is safer to
brush some bees on the ground a little dis-

tance in front of the weak colony, so that the
older bees will fly back home and the young
ones crawl into the hive of the weakling. If

only a few are added in this way. the queen
will not be endangered. Then the the next
day more can be added, and for several days
if desired. Each day the danger will be less

from larger numbers beingadded. as there is

a larger number in the hive to defend the
queen. Or. after a few have been added in

this way. a frame of advanced brood with
adhering bees may be added.

2. Yes. I've had such queens. There rnay
be good and there may be poor wintering
among them.

3. As you may have guessed from the first

answer. I don't like the plan. The best plan
depends upon circumstances. For some it

may be natural swarming, for some the
nucleus plan. etc. Study up the whole mat-
ter carefully, and then decide which will fit

you best.

Bee-Trap — Swarming — Transferring —
Clipping Queens

1. Do you advise the use of a queen-and-
drone trap?

2. How soon would you put on the trap
again after swarming the first time in the
spring?

3. How often would you allow a colony of
bees to swarm in one season?

4. When would you advise transferring
bees into new hives from old boxes to get
the best results?

5. When would you advise clipping a
queen's wings? ILLINOIS,

Answers.— I. It is desirable in a case
where a swarm is expected to issue with no
one on the watch. It merely holds the queen
until the bee-keeper can deal with the case.

It is also useful in some cases to catch un-
desirable drones. But many bee-keepers
find no use for one.

2. Generally there is no need of a trap for

the queen at all. after swarming. But if it

be needed to catch drones, don't have it on
a hive with a virgin queen until perhaps 10

days after her birth.

3. That depends. If honey and no increase
is desired, then it's better to have no swarm-
ing at all. if you can prevent it. If you care
for increase alone, then bees will hardly
swarm too much. Generally, where some
increase is desired honey is also desired, in

which case it is better not to have more than
one swarm from each colony.

4. Wait till the bees swarm, hive the
swarm in a good hive, and transfer 21 days
later.

5. Clip any time convenient as soon as
bees are gathering, and after that clip each
queen as soon as convenient after she has
begun to lay.

Too Early Dividing for Increase

In P'arm Journal, in the column for bee-
keepers, appears the following paragraph:
"April 15th is a good time to divide colo-

nies for increase; and if only a few colonies
are split up for increase, one can make in-

crease and secure a surplus at the same
time."
Would not a few words of caution in the

April American Bee Journal, in your Ques-
tion-Box. help to carry some innocent bee-
keepers through April and most, if not all.

of May. without thus spoiling good colonies?
Subscriber.

Answer.—Something depends upon the
interpretation put upon the last clause of
the sentence quoted. Some may understand
it to mean that in an apiary of say 50 colo-
nies. 5 or 10 may be divided .\pril 15. leaving
the remaining 40 or 45 for surplus; and thus
there would be an increase of 5. 10. or more,
and a good surplus from the 40 or 45 not
divided. Likely, however, a larger number
will understand it to mean something like
this: If you have only a few colonies, and

want to increase and at the same time get a
reasonable crop of honey, you can easily do
so by dividing your colonies April isth. for
by dividing thus early each part will have
plenty of time to build up good and strong
for the harvest.
Again something depends. In the South,

in localities where bees swarm naturally
April i5th. conditions are different from
what they are in the North, where natural
swarms do not occur till in June. Most of
those who read the Farm Journal likely live
in the North, and it requires no argument to
show that in the North a colony divided
April isth will have a longer time to build
up for the harvest than if divided Juneist.
That has a very attractive look to the be-
ginner, who says to himself. " If I wait to let
the bees swarm naturally, that will seldom
be as early as the first of June, and the time
to build up for the harvest will be very short,
for clover will be yielding perhaps by June
loth. If I divide April 15th. the time for
building up will be so much longer that there
will be a great gain. But why not give still

longer time to build up. and thus get a rous-
ing crop. Glad I thought of it. March 15th
forme."
But if he divides in March, he will find

that something more than time is needed.
If he divides 5 colonies, expecting to have 10

strong for the harvest, he is more likely to
find that part of them have died, and none of
the rest is very strong. Early in the season
a weakling is not likely to build up at all. On
the contrary, it remains stationary or be-
comes still weaker, showing no increase
until the weather becomes warmer, while a
colony of considerable strength can keep up
heat enough in the hive to increase right
along even through some very cold days.

Another thing is the matter of queens. In
the North a queen reared much before about
June loth, is not likely to be of the best char-
acter, if indeed she does not disappear be-
fore she gets to laying.

It can hardly be said with too much em-
phasis, that the average attempt to divide
early in the North, with the idea of increas-
ing the honey crop, can only end in dismal
failure.

Winter Work in the Apiary

You may suppose that there is nothing to

be done in the apiary during this cold
weather. .Sol thought, but passing through
my bee-yard this morning I happened to

notice that the entrance to one hive was
almost closed with dead bees. I at once
went to each colony, and with a small switch
pulled out the dead bees in much greater
numbers than I expected, so early in the
winter. , .

This is a good time to repair empty hives
and to paint them nicely, using a little putty
to fill cracks and nail-holes. I have my hives
all painted in two colors—the brood-cham-
bers red. the supers white. This plan, to

my eye. gives a more attractive appearance
to the apiary. Were I skillful in free-hand
drawing. I would paint flowers on each su-

per. This certainly would add much to ap-

pearances, and when nectar failed in the
field, might help to pull the little bees
through until another flow !

If you are handv with tools, make a few
extra hives, and surely some extra supers.

These are easily made, and w'e ought to

have at least 2 supers to each brood-cham-
ber. Some bee-men have 3 and 4. and tier

up when needed. In the December Ameri-
can Bee Journal is an account of two bee-
men, one of whom had but one super to each
colony, and as soon as this was full, not
waiting for capping and ripening, he ex-

tracted; it was so easy to throw the honey-

out when not capped. This man attempted
to ripen the honey himself, but failed, and
lost heavily as he could not sell the thin
stuff. The other man had extra supers,
tiered up. gave the bees time to cap and
ripen the honey, and he secured fine honey
and sold at a fancy price.

Make your hives and supers now. and be
ready for the great white clover flow which
is predicted for iqio.-T. M. Barton, in

Farmers' Hojnc louriial.

Noble Old Banner.

While I talie two other bee-papers, and have

several books treating on bees, I could not do

without the American Bee Journal. Noble old

Banner, O long may she wave!

H. E. Galveah.
Rt. 1, Carsonville, Va.
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Bees Doing Well

I must say I like the American Bee Journal
ver>' much. I put out my bees on March I8th,
and they are doing well. Two colonies died
01;',,°^

I''-
Aug. Kuehn.

\\ auKon. Iowa. March 28

Expecting a Good Season

Bees are 25 days earlier than any previous
year I can remember. They have wintered
well, as far as I can hear. We are looking
forward to a good season.
Lansing. Mich.. April i. A. D. D. Wood.

Brighter Prospects In California

We had two inches of rain here last week
so the prospects for a honev crop are much
brighter than when my friend Mendle-
spn wrote, on Feb. 21st. All reports say that
the bees have wintered well, and are in first-
class condition.
Ventura, Cal.. March 29. D. J. Kennedy.

Heavy Winter Loss of Bees

There has been a great loss in the number
of coloniesof bees in Southwestern Ohio this
winter, fully 50 percent being dead; and
more weak colonies than I have ever seen
before. That means slow breeding up for
the white clover flow, which is our main
honey producing plant. At this date white
clover looks good. The cause of the great
winter loss was honey-dew, and a shortage
of winter stores. J. G. Creighton.
Harrison. Ohio. March ?i.
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and pollen is accessible. As soon as I had
the hives on the summer stands. I made
them warm and snug on top by wrapping
with tarred rooHng-paper. For this purpose
I procure a grade of roofing-paper at a cost
of 64 cents per roll of 100 feet. This is better
material for wrapping hives than the ordi-
nary tarred paper, and costs less.
Now these Questions confront us: How

long will thisNew Mexicoweather continue?
If winter weather comes on again, as it is
quite possible that it should here in Wis-
consin, what will be the result in colonies of
bees that have been getting pollen as thev
have here, and undoubtedly have started as
much brood as they possibly could? It might
have been much better to have prevented
such early breeding: but how could it have
been done? The conditions for taking bees
out of winter quarters were ideal, and while
they have been contented up to that time,
not one bee-keeper in a hundred would have
wished to keep them confined any longer.

I wonder what Dr. Miller is thinking about
this situation? It may come out all right-
all depends upon weather conditions; but it
will certainly be hard on bees and fruit if
after having a period of such weather as we
have now, there should ensue a period of
hard freezing weather. Fruit is safe for a
time, as no trees are in blossom yet. but if
the weather continues long as it is now,
everything will come out. I think in such a
case the bees would stand the best chance.
Colonies that are very strong can probably
protect their brood, all e.\cept newly-laid
eggs in the outer circle. The loss of these
eggs would be no detriment. Weak colonies
could be set over strong ones with a queen-
excluder between, as advised by Mr. Alex-
ander for the treatment of weak colonies in
spring.
Aside from the weather conditions, which

are phenomenal, prospects for a honey crop
in the North and Central West are good.
This brings in the question: What will be
the effect on present honey prices of a good
crop this year? Let us hear from otliers on
these questions that are of interest to each
and all. Harry Lathrop.
Bridgeport, Wis., March 25.

Good Honey Crop Expected

The past season was very unfavorable to
honey-producers in this State, many bee-
keepers failing to secure any surplus what-
ever. Fortunately we succeeded in getting
a fair crop, due in no small degree to the
he pful teachings of the American Bee Jour-
nal and other publications. The spring has
been an unusually late one. but the turning
point has been reached, and colonies are
rapidly becoming populous. Indications
are favorable for a good honev crop.

I-t. Smith. .Ark.. March 28. Lee Kerr

Prospects for Good Honey Season

We are having one of the earliest springs
on record. March began with warm weather,
and has continued warm throughout the
whole month. I put out my bees the 24th;
they came out strong, and began at once to
carry pollen from soft maple and elm. I

have about 50 colonies. l°rospects are for a
good honey season. We had a very poor
crop of honey here last year. There was
not enough honey to supply the demand of
the local dealers. W.m. Ehi.ekt
Vesper, Wis.. March 2a.

Questions of the Season

We are havinga wonderful spell of weather.
Since .March i;th, in days ago. the weather
has not only been spring-like, it has been
summer-like. My bees are having such a
time as may be experienced by bees in this
locality at this season of the year only once
in many .years. I placed the bees in the
cellar (a few over too colonies) about Nov.
15th. and took them out March 17th, in almost
perfect condition. The question is not one
of feeding, but of taking away honey to give
the queens room to lay. Some of this honey
will be needed later on. no doubt; but I am
well satisfied it would be a mistake to leave
it all in the hives now.

.\s early as last Sunday .March 20: the soft
maples along the Wisconsin river were out
in full bloom, and the bees roaring on them.
In fact, then' lias not been a dav since the
bees were removed from the cellar that the
bees could not work all {l;iy. F.lms are now
out. and no telling wliat amount of bloom

Bees Wintered Well

The weather is so fine that I have taken
my bees out of the cellar. Splendid win-
tering—14 colonies out of 17. The i dead
were nuclei that were weak. Bees were in
cellar 4 months. Two colonies of "driven"
bees, secured from a neighbor in November,
wintered almost wholly on sugar svrup.
They each had a comb of honey from an-
other hive, but took the syrup and left the
honey. Five strong colonies, bought in Iowa
and shipped by freight, were put into the
cellar without flight the day they arrived,
and have come through nicely. The next
few weeks will be trying, as we have con-
siderable wind. There was a heavy snow on
the ground all winter. Edwin Eweli..
Waseca. Minn.. March 23.

Working Bees for Best Results

In the Report of the National convention
held at Sioux City. Iowa. I notice a paper
furnished by Mr. A. C. Allen, who gives the
plan I have followed in most particulars for
many years, and as I have had good success
I intend to continue the plan.

I notice in a bee-paper last season that
almost every one heard from in giving their
experience in preparing bees for wintering,
advised doing all feeding in the fall so as not
to have to do any spring feeding. Fall feed-
ing is all right so far as it goes, for the bees
should have plenty to live on, but it makes
no difference with me how much stores the
bees may have. I feed in the spring, anyway.
Of course, one should feed at any time the
bees may be short of stores, if found so—at
any time during winteror early spring—so as
to bring them through until fruit-bloom; as
soon as that is over, in order to keep ui)
brood-rearing started during the blooming
period. I then feed about every other dav.
according as needed to keep the bees stimu-
lated to brood-rearing, so as to have them
rear lots of young bees; and I try to have
them ready with a large lot of bees by the
time the white clover comes in bloom, which
is about June 20th with me; then I gel them
to work storing in the supers, and I seldom
ever have any swarms at all; and, if any.
they are rousing good ones.
-After the white clover is past, or about

over. I divide, if I wish increase. I.work my
bees mostly for extracted honey, although I

have worked some for section honey also on
this plan. One cannot control swarming

quite so well with section honev as for ex-
tracted, but with careful manipulation one
may succeed even with section honey. I use
the lo-frame hive exclusively. I am sure I

could not be so successful in securing any
kind of honey with a hive less than the 10
frame, as I want rousing colonies when I ex-
pect surplus honey, or even large swarms.

I have followed this plan for many years
with good success. What I have done others
maj- do. But I have not then been as suc-
cessful as the report that Dr. Miller gives, or
Mr. Doolittle. I think I do not give my bees
as close attention as either of these leading
beekeepers, as I am much occupied with
other business during the very time the bees
need the most attention; but I try to give
them as good as I can. not to neglect my
other business, although I have never gone
through a season yet but what I thought my
success could have been much improved
with more attention.

If you will remember. Mr. York. I gave my
experience once in the Progressive Bee-
Keeper, some years ago, stating that I had
secured 2co pounds of honey per colony; but
when my bees were at their very best on
Spanish-needle, it turned so very dry and
hot all at once that the nectar ceased very
suddenly. If it had continued in bloom as
it usually does for a longer period, I am sure
my average would have been much better.
You said in commenting upon my experi-
ence at the time that you would " like to
know how much I was expecting." I have
taken 200 pounds in three different seasons
with my plan, and while my success has
been much over the average, I have never
thought that I did so very much, nor near
the possibilities. This only shows that with
good care, bees, or in fact any business, may
be a success— at least very much better than
the average. J. W. Rouse.
Mexico. Mo.

[Mr. Allen's plan was given on page 93. last
month.—Editor.]

Bee-Keeping In Ontario

My bees wintered tip-tori, only losing one
out of 24 colonies, and that through putting
on taffy not made hard enough, and it melted
and smothered them. Never have my bees
come through a winter in better shape, both
in strength and stores.
The past season was the best, for both

early and late flowers of honey, we have ha
for a long time in this section; no honey-dew
of any sort, and bees went into winter qiiar
ters in first-class shape.

I winter my bees on the summer stands in
chaff hives. They had no chance for flight
this winter from the middle of November
until the tith of this month. We had a nice,
steady winter with but three or four cold
dips below zero, and then only for a day or
two at a time. ToM CooLEV.
Sheflield. Ont.. Can.. March 22.

Some Weather Prophecies

I have been quite amused to notice in the
bee-papers about shaking energy into the
bees, by prominent bee-men. It reminds me
very forcibly of an old saying, which has
been handed down through our ancestors
from Switzerland to the present generation,
and which is as follows :

First, w^hen the bear comes out from his
den of long sleep or hibernating, and sees
his own shadow on Feb. 2d. or Candlemas
Day. bruno will go back and remain in his
den 4 weeks, if not b weeks.
Second, in the month of February the lion

does not shake his head; then he switches
his tail.

Third, if Mathias. on the 24th of the sec-
ond month of the year, finds ice he will
break it; if not, he will make it.

First, to understand that prophecy of our
ancestors, may be accomplished as follows:
Those mountaineers of Switzerland were
thoroughly acquainted with the nature of
bruno's winter quarters. Somewhere in the
7o's. 1 had the privilege of taking a uiglu's
lodging on Candlemas Day with .1. L. Byer.
of Mt. loy. Out., who owned a large bear.
'I'he following morning..the bear being bur-
rowed in straw in the barn, matle his appear-
ance fastened to the barn-[iost with 15 or
more feet of chain. The writer witnessed
his action at the door of tlu- b.un. looking
ami snitling fora few moments and then went
back into the den agaiii.it being very cold,
as it was below zero, and we had our over-
coats on to keep warm. As the sun was
sliiuiug all ilay. the owner said that the bear
would make his appearance again in 4 weeks.
Fifty years ago I had the privilege on Can-

dlemas Day, it being cloudy, drizzling and
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summerlike, of taking a gun and going
squirreling. The coon, cliioniunk or ground
squirrel, and tlie like, were ransacking the
bush, appearing like vernal life again. As
chance would have it, myself and 4 other
men with seine or draw-net on Candlemas
Day, in 67 or '08. it being a very mild winter
up to I-'eb. :d. had done some fishing, it be-
ing a fine, warm day. and no ice on the fish-

ing "ground." we fished a lot, of all kinds of
fisn with the draw seine, simply showing
that one extreme can be followed by another.

Second, the lion has his play to perform as
well as the bear, in as much as the sun en-
ters constellation Capricorn, which places
our earthship in constellation I^eo or Lion
on the meridian at midnight. \ow, the lion
being at home in a warm climate does not
shake his head the first half of the \vinter,
and it not being cold and stormy will switch
his tail in the last half of the w-inter, repre-
senting the cat when mousing, the nearer
the mouse will approach the more anxiety
the lion will show as well.

Third, l-'ebruary ;4th, called Mathias Day.
the writer observed more than once that the
winter Boreas didn't form much ice, and the
February thaw made its appearance, and
made it like spring weather. The white
mantle was laid aside, both on land and
water, so the ice-men lamented of having ice
stored away. XIathias with Boreas in com-
pany showed their power; March 20th there
were 10 or 12 inches of icp in inlet waters in
shape for the ice-men to store up.

The bumble-bee and honey-bee give good
forecast of the future weather. Last No-
vember there had been a pleasant squaw
winter of u days duration, and the last i
days of that month the honey-bees carried
in pollen and some honey like dew. They
have not had a cleansing flight since, but
seem to do fine so far, most of the time be-
ing nearly covered with snow. The bumble-
bee in wet summer weather has the nest
made in sheltered places, and in hot sum-
mer weather in the ground to escape tlie

summer heat.

In summing up the three prophecies, the
whole creation is so interlinked that the
wise observer can understand the financial
welfare of the future, whether prosperity
is in store or not. J. M. Wismkr.
Jordan Station. Ontario.

Wants and Exchanges.
[Advertisements in this department will

be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-

counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-

partment, you must say so when ordering.]

Eggs for Hatching. — Single Comb White
Leghorns. Send for prices.
3A3t Samuel Rapp. Morton, 111.

Golden Wyandots. Best and most beauti-
ful chicken on earth. Stock and eggs for
sale, J. R. Douglas, Mound City, Kan. jAj

Ringlet B. P. Rock Eggs from extra-light
birds. First Pen, S1.50 per 15 eggs. Second
Pen. $1.00 per 15.

4A2t E. E. MOTT. Glenwood. Mich.

Wanted—100 or more Colonies of Bees in
Southern Wisconsin State price, style of
hive, and location. Address.

721E. soth St. 3d. Chicago. Jll.

Will Exch.^nge Gladioli.—I have quite
a collection of these flowering bulbs. To in-

crease the same. I will exchange good bloom-
ing-size corms for varieties I have none of.
I will also exchange Dahlias: only one tuber
of a kind. What have vou- Address. W. A.
Prval. S'jth St.. near College Ave., Oakland.
Calif.

Gladioli and Dahlias.— I have a splen-
did mixed collection of Gladioli in various
colors, shapes and sizes that I am offering in
bulblet form at 25 cents for 2 hundred, by
mail. This is a good way to get a start by
growing your own bulbs. Some will bloom
the first year; the great majority the second
year. Dahlia tubers, named kinds. 15 to 25
cents each. Address. W. A. Prval. 5<jth St.,

near College Ave., Oakland. Calif.

Our Book Notices.
By LEWIS EDWIN YORK,

Supt. Public Schools.

MARTINS FERRY. Belmont Co., OHIO.

British Poets of the Nineteenth Century.—
By Curtis Hidden Page. Chicago; Benjamin
H. Sanborn & Company. Cloth. g35 pages.
Price. $2.00.

Professor Page, of Columbia University,
has selected and arranged the choicest
poems of 15 British authors from Words-
worth to Swinburne, and the publishers
have made a most delightful book that
should ha\"e a place in every well-selected
library. Most people do not read enough of
poetry. Yet the habit is easily acquired.
The results are astonishing. One's ideals
are elevated. He inhales the ozone of a
higher region. He finds uplift, inspiration,
new energy for the common tasks of life.

Civics and Health By William H. Allen,
Secretary of the Bureau of Municipal Re-
search. Introduction by William T. Sedg-
wick. Illustrated. Chicago; Ginn & Com-
pany. Cloth. 410 pages. Price. $1.25.

It is only within very recent years that we
have come into possession of tested knowl-
edge relative to health, sanitation, public
hygiene, etc. The book at hand deals with
this vital subject in a truly popular yet
scientific way. Doubtless it will be the
means of saving thousands of lives and of
enhancing the physical welfare of multi-
tudes. The chapter on " The Patent Medi-
cine Evil " is worth many times the price of
the book. A knowledge of health science is

absolutely essential to the maintenance of
abundant bodily health and strength. Get
and read this book.

Primer of Sanitation.—By John W.Ritchie.
Yonkers. N. Y. ; World Book Company.
Illustrated. Cloth. 200 pages. Price. $1.50.

Newspapers and magazines are full of the
subject of individual and public health.
Rockefeller has given a million dollars to
fight the hookworm, and President Taft has
recommended the establishment of a pub-
lic health bureau that shall be national. The
average parent will find in this Primer just
what is needed for a clear understanding of
all the diseases that are common, such as
measles, tonsillitis, scarlet fever, grippe,
colds, etc.

Alexander Hamilton.—By F. S. Oliver.
New York; G. P. Putnam's Sons. Cloth.
474 pages. Price. Si. 25. for students' edition.
Every careful reader likes to have a half-

dozen or more of the best of essays in his
library. Here is a little volume with sub-
title; An Essay on American Union. Its
every page sparkles with the best output of
a master English literary artist. The rise of
political parties, the conflict of contending
forces, the personal character of the leaders
are all given in clear relief and admirable
setting. No one can read this book without
increasing his culture and getting a clear
notion of the principles that governed the
makers of our nation.

The Northwest Under Three Flags By
Charles Moore. New York: Harper ii.

Brothers. Illustrated. Cloth. 400 pages.
Price. S2.50.
The lover of history will find in this book,

with its excellent map and pictures, the very
thing to interest and inspire. The French.
English and American flags have floated in
succession over the Northwest. Out of this
territory have been carved many States that
are taking the lead in .American affairs. In
10 absorbing chapters the author unfolds the
story of the successive changes. To read
the story of our country, and to know the
heroism that was shown by our fathers in

the winning of freedom mean the awakening
of the best within us. We all need to learn
the lessons of patriotism, protection and
service, and this can be done best through
the pages of history when the stories are
told by men who have learned to see.

John Marvel, Assistant.—By Thomas Nel-
son Page. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons. Cloth. 57.^ pages. Price. %i.=-o.

This is a marvelous book in many respects.
It delineates in a most fascinating manner at
least three very strong characters, of which
John Marvel, the assistant rector of a
wealthy Episcopal church, is the principal.
While at times the language of certain char-
acters in the book is anything but chaste,
still, when the reader remembers the class

of people described, he can overlook those
expressions. AH in all, it is a strong book,
and ought to help arouse a deeper interest
in the poorer classes, and their conditions.
It will repay a careful reading.

Our Clubbing List.
We have arranged with some of the

best magazines and other publications
to oiifer them in connection with a

year's subscription to the American
Bee Journal. If there are any others
that you would like to subscribe for, be
sure to let us know what they are, and
we will quote you price. Our list so
far as made up is as follows, the prices
applying only to the United States, out-
side of Chicago

:

American Bee Journal one year (75 cts.) Both
With .American Agriculturist. ..$1.00 $1.75

Bee-Keepers' Review new) i.oo 1.85

American Poultry World.. .50 1.40
American Sheep Breeder, i.co i.8s
Better Fruit i.oo 1.75
Breeders' Gazette 1.7.1 2-45
Canadian Bee Journal i.uo i.8s
Century Magazine 4.00 4.7s
Circle Magazine, The 1.50 2.25

Commoner, The i.oo 1.75
Country Life in .America.. 4.00 4.7S
Delineator. The 1.00 1.85
Designer, The 50 1.40
Dressmaking at Home I.oo 1.85
Etude. The (musical) I.so 2.2s
Everyday Housekeeping.. .50 1.40
Everybody's Magazine i.so 2.25

Garden Magazine 1.00 1.8s
Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1.00 1.75
Good Housekeeping 1.00 -1.75
Guide to Nature. The i.oo 1.85

Harper's Weekly 4.00 4.75
House Beautiful. The 2.50 3.25

Housekeeper, The 75 1.50
Human Life I.oo 1.75

Ladies' Home Journal 1.50 2.2s
" Little Folks 1.00 1.85

Market Growers' Journal. 1.00 1.7S
McCall's Magazine 50 1.40
McClure's Magazine 1.50 2.25

Modern Priscilla 75 1.60

Mothers' Magazine 50 1.40

Munsey's Magazine 1.00 1.85

Natl Stockman & Farmer. 1.00 1.85

New Idea Woman's Maga-
zine 50 1.40

Ohio Farmer 75 i.6o

Outing 3.00 3-75
Popular Science Monthly. 3.00 3.75
Recreation 3.00 3.7S
Review of Reviews 3.00 3.75
Scrap-Book 1.00 1.85
Scribner's Magazine 300 3.75
St. Nicholas 3.00 3.75
Suburban Life 3.00 3.75
.Success Magazine 1.00 1.85

Sunday-School Times 1.00 1.85

Wallaces Farmer 1.00 1.85

Woman Beautiful, The 1.00 1.75

Woman's Home Compan-
ion 1.50 2.25

World's Work 300 3.75
" World Today, The 1.50 2.25

Youth's Companion (new . 1.75 2.50

.Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

146 W. Superior St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

Again, I Say
And It's worth Repeating

If in need of the

Best Bee-Supplies at Lowest Prices
Send for my Catalog.

It will tell you all. The very BEST of SEC-
TIONS, etc. Carloads on hand, and ship
without delay. Write Tou.av.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.
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Giant Radish from Japan
Sa-kura-jima

Grows to Weight of 10 to 40 Pounds

FROM PHOTOGRAPH. SHOWING SIZE
COMPARED WITH WATER BUCKET.

Has Been Grown V/2 feet Long and 10 in. Diameter
This Giant Radish is a distinct novelty, in

fact the greatt-st novelty of its kind ever
introduced in Anierica. The Frult-Grower
could hardly helieve the stories told about
this wonderful radish, so we sent out seeds
for testing to our subscribers last year. We
are "from Miss-ouri." but we were certainly
"shown" by our readers, for they grew rad-
ishes weighing all the way from 10 to 42
pounds. The story of the growing of these
Giants is told in February, our Gardening
Number. Sample copies sent on request.

What do you think of a radish which
grows to weigh 10 to 42 pounds, which is
often a foot and a half long and 10 Inches
through; which is as* tender and sweet dur-
ing hottest July weather as earliest spring
radishes: meat crystal white, solid, texture
like a fine apple, and never becomes hot or
pithy; which can be eaten raw like an ap-
ple, cooked like turnips, and pulled late in
the fall, keeps all winter as sweet and crisp
as when pulled. The tops, which grow 2 to
3 feet long, cooked as "greens," are to be
preferred to spinach and mustard.

This describes the Giant Radish from

Japan. "Sakurajlma." introduced in Amer-
ica several years ago by the U. S. Dept. of
Agriculture, and has proved of great value
here. Among the first places tested was at
the Long Island Experiment Station, and
The Fruit-Grower received a "tip" as to Its
value from Director Fullerton.

Planted late, it will extend the radish
season through the entire summer, being at
its best in hottest weather. Seeds planted
to mature in late autumn will keep nearly
all winter.almost until radishes come again.
Hon. Wm. J. Bryan, hearing we had this

seedt wrote: *'I saw the giant radish dur-
ing my tour of Japan and have been intend-
ing to send there for seed. The flavor is
good. 1 will buy seeds of you or subscribe
for your paper—in fact, you can trade with
me on your own terms."
Mr. Bryan is a Frult-Grower subscriber.
Director Fullerton writes that during 1909

he grew one of thes-e radishes which weigh-
ed forty-two pounds, and that he expects
during the present season to break all rec-
ords by growing one which will weigh 50
lbs. Read his article In The Frult-Growe

SEEDS FREE with a Trial Subscription to The Fniit-Grower
Appreciating the great value of this new

radish. The Fruit-Grower has purchased
practically all of the seeds of this variety
in the United States to be distributed Free
to new subscribers. We canvass'ed the en-
tire country, and it would not be possible
to secure more seeds, even from Japan.
The seed is not for sale at any price, but

we will mail a trial packet free to every
one who sends 50c, coin or stamps, for a
year's trial subscription to The Fruit-Grower.
Regular rate $1.00, but we offer it to you at
half price, to get you interested, and con-
vince you that we have the best paper of
the kind In existence.
Send for a free copy of February, annual

Gardening issue, handsomely illustrated. 84
pages, and read how our folks grew the big
radishes; leading fruit paper of America.
Many of our 100.000 readers write that a
single number is worth the price of a whole
year's .subscription. Ask the editor of this
paper about The Fruit-Grower. He will rec-
ommend it. and he knows that we could not
afford to make this offer unless The Fruit-
Grower would "make good." and that Sa-
kurajlma Radish had been fully tested and
all we claim for it. Liberal cash prizes for
largest radishes grown. Send .50c at our
risk for a year's trial subscription, and
seeds will be sent by return mail. FREE.
Write at once, before supply is exhausted

THE FRUIT-GROWER, Box R-701, St. Joseph, Missouri

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

50,000 Copies "Honey as a Health-Foor

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey
We have had printed an edition of over 50.000 copies of the 16-page pamphlet on

" Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thing to create a local demand
for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food." written by Dr. C. C.
Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,
the more honey they will buy.

Prices. prepaid-Sample copy for a 2-cent stamp : 50 copies for 90 cents ; 100 copies for
$1.50; 250 copies for $3.00: 500 for $5.00 : or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Address all orders to

GEOUGE W. YORK d. CO., Chica/|o. III.
I'lcase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Engravings for Sale.
We arc accumiilatiiik' quite a lar^e stock

of bee-yard emiravings and other pictures
used from time to time in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be

J
used by bee-keepers in tlieir local newspa-
pers, on their letterheads, on souvenir cards,
or in other profitable or interesting ways.
If we can^ell them it will help us to pay for
others that we are constantly having made
and using in these columns.
We do not have a catalog or printed list of

the engravings, but if you will let us know
just which you want we will be pleased to
quote you a very low price, postpaid. Just
look through the copies of the Bee Journal
and make your selection. Then write to us.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 West Superior Street, • CHICAGO, ILL,

AUTO-SEAT BUGGIES ARE NOW ALL
THE POPULAR RAGE

H, C. Phelps
Miiiliifiietui;,- ,.f (\lrl,i

ted !<plit iliikorifVeliU-tts

Book Free

Great improvements have been made in
this year's latest styles of auto-seat buggies
including the sunken-panel auto-seat, giving
a very fine effect in the back—as these
panels can be painted the same color as
the gear, it desired, or of a different color
than the rest of the seat making a very
attractive contrast.
Automobile style seats within the last

two years have become very popular for
vehicles of all kinds,
on runabouts, buggies
and on surreys. But
one of the most popu-
lar automobile seats
are those arranged
with quick shifting at-
tachments, where they
are furnished on top
vehicles, so that the
tops can be instantly
removed, thereby con-
verting the vehicle in-

to a stylish open run-
about style without
leaving irons or lugs
on the seat when the
top is off. as with old
st\ le vehicles.
On this style auto-

seat buggy one can
take off or put on the

top in less than five minutes.
We believe that our readers will be inter-

ested in seeing the illustrations and the
descriptions of these latest auto-seat
improvements on all style vehicles as
explained in the handsomely illustrated
catalog of The Ohio Carriage Mfg. Co.,
makers of the celebrated "split hickory"
brand vehicles, also of high grade harness

—

whose factories are located at Columbus,
Ohio. In this book, showing over 125 latest
styles of vehicles for 1910, you can read
full descriptions of more buggies and a
larger line of harness than you could see
displayed in ten big salesrooms. It is a
regular "buyer's guide," a library of infor-
mation on the question of makmg and sell-

ing vehicles and harness, explaining fully
how everyone can make large savings by
buying direct from the factory.
This company is so well known to our

readers that it is not necessary for us to do
more than suggest that it will pay you to
write a postal for this latest catalog. The
company advertises to save its customers
from $36 50 upward on any vehicle—making
just what you want to your order and
shipping it direct from their factories on
;« Days' Road Test and Full 2-Years'
Guarantee.
We have never known of their not doing

exactly as they advertised. Better write
and ask for this book which is illustrated
this year in colors. Simply a postal
addressed to Mr. H. C. Phelps, President,
The Ohio Carriage Mfg. Co., Station 322,
Columbus. O.. will bring it to you by return
'nail, postpaid.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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North-West Breed!!
HARDY GOLDEN

and
RED CLOVER

ITALIAN QUEENS
I lielifVL' Bee-Keepers of the Xorth-VVest

and Pacific States apDreciate the fact that
Reliable Queens can be secured near home.
We thank one and all for the liberal patron-
age i;iven us in the past.
As the Queen-Rearing Business of Sires

Bros. Co. is now owned bv nivself. I want to
furnish you as GOOD QUEENS and better,
if possible) this season.
By fair and honorable dealings, and GOOD

QUEENS. I hope to secure the patronage of
all wishing to secure a .Superior Stock of
Bees. Order now. Delivered when wanted:
Select Untested. Si each; 3 for $2.75; 6 for

$5.: doz., $Q.5o.

Tested. $1.50 each: 3 for$j.2s: 6 for $8.00;

doz.. $14.00.

Select Tested, $2 each; 3 for S3.75; 6 for
$0.25: doz.. $16,00.

Untested Queens ready May ist.

Tested Queens ready to mail any time.

Price-list Circular of Queens, Nuclei, Bees by

the Pound, etc., on Request.

Viroil Qirpc north yakima
llgll ailCd, WASHINGTON.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Swarming Prevented
A new method, just published, worthy of

investigation by all progressive bee-keep-
ers. Advantages claimed for the plan of
treatment. No clipping of queens' wings-
no caging of queens—not even necessary to
look for queens; no pinching of queen-cells
—no shook swarming—no dividing— no extra
expense connected with the plan—plan sim-
ple and easy to carry out—satisfactory hon-
ey crop—saves time and labor. Send to

Dr. H. JONES, Preston, Miim.,
for his booklet, describing his method of
treatment. Price. 25 cts. Process protected
by copyright.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

fifational Bee-Keepers' Association.

(Organized in 1870.)

Objects.
r. To promote the interests of bee-keepers-
2. To protect and defend its members in

tireir lawful rights as to keeping bees.
3. To enforce laws against the adulteration

of Iioney.
Membership Dues.

One dollar a year.

Officers and Executive Committee.
President—George W. York. Chicago. III.

Vice-President—W. D. Wright. .Altamont.
N. Y.
Secretary—Lours H. Scholl. New Braun-

fels. Tex.
Treas. & Gen. Mgr.-N. E. France. Platte-

ville. Wis.
Twelve Directors.

G. M. DooUtUe. Borodino. N. Y.
Jas. A. stone. Rt. 4. Sprlngfleld, 111.

R. A. Holekamp. oa Va. Ave.. St. Louis, Mo.
Wm. McEvoy. Woodbum. Ont.. Canada.

M. H. Mendleson. Ventura. Calif.
R. C. Aikin, Loveland. Colo.

E. L. Taylor. Lapeer. Mich.
E. D. Townsend. Remns, Mich.

Udo Toepperwein, San Antonio. Tex.
J. E. Crane. Middlebury. Vt.

E P. Atwater. Meridian. Idaho.
R. A. Morgran. Vermilion, S. Dak.

Are voir a member? If not. why not send
the annual dues jf $1.00 17/ <>«<< to Treas.
France, or to the office of the American Bee
Journal, nh W. Superior St.. Chicago. III.?

It will be forwarded promptly to the Treas-
urer, and a receipt mailed to you by him. It
is the desire of the officers to increase the
membership to 5000 by the end of loio. Every
progressive bee-keeper should be a member
of this, the greatest bee-keepers' organiza-
tion in America.

^ Hand's

I
HANDSOME

I HUSTLERS
Are a superior honey-gatliering
strain of hardy Northern-bred
three-band Italians. The Hand
system of queen-rearing pro-
duces queens of the highest de-
velopment. Every queen a

breeder, and warranted to pro-
duce large, beautifully marked
bees. Warranted, $1.00 each : six,

$5.00 ; dozen, $9.00. Tested, $1.2.5
;

six, $6.50; dozen, $12.00. Three-
frame nucleus, without queen,
$3.25; add price of queen wanted.
Don't take chances. Get the real

thing. Send for circular. 4.M

J. E. Hand
Birmingham, Erie Co., Ohio

1

U
Please mfiiTion Am. I5ee Journal when writing.

How About Your Aelvertisiug?
Have you anything to sell? Any bees,

honey, hives, or anything else that you
think the readers of the American
Bee Journal might want to buy? If so,

why not offer it through our advertis-
ing columns? See rates in the first

column of the second page of every
number of the Bee Journal. We try to

keep our columns clean and free from
any dishonest advertising. Such can
not get in, if we know it.

We will pay 30 cents a pound for

Choice Quality Pure

BEESWAX
delivered New \ ork, until fur-

ther notice.

Alfalfa Honey
New Cans and Cases — Fancy
Light, 8 cents a pound; Fancy
Amber, 7 cents a pound, f. o. b.

New York, in not less than 5-

case lots. Will shade prices on

larger quantitfes. Shall be glad

to send samples.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN,
265-267 Greenwich St.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Uao^ mention Am, Bee Journal when writing.

17 Cents a Day

Buys an OLIVER

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

TypoWri-fer

The Standard Visible Writer.

Can you spend 17 cents a day to

better advantage than in the pur-

chase of this wonderful machine ?

^^"Write for Special Easy Payment
Proposition, or see the nearest Oli-

ver Agent.

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY

47-00 Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, - ILLINOIS

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Not Cheap Queens,

But Queens Cheap
Prices of 3 -Band Queens 1 6

Untested Queens S -75 $4.20
Tested Queens i.oo 5.70

Breeder's Queens 5.00

Golden or 5-Band Queens 1 6

Untested Queens S i.oo { S.70
Tested Queens 1.50 8.70

Breeders' Queens 10.00

3-Band Nuclei 1 6

One-frame. Untested Queen. ..S 1.73 %u.2a
Two " " "... 2.25 13.20

One " Tested " ... 2.00 11.70

Two " " "... 2.S0 14.70

5-Band or Golden Nuclei 1 6

One-frame. Untested ijueen...$ 2.00 $11.70

Two "
" "... 3.00 17.70

One " Tested " ... 2.50 14.70

Two "
" "... .3.50 20.70

Reared from the best 3 and 5 Band Red
Clover Italian Breeder Queens.
^"Directions for Building Up Weak

Colonies— 10 cents.

W. J. Littlefield, Little Rock, Ark.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

We havu a Car of

! California Extracted Honey !

which we offer at 6?i cents per pound. Sam-
ples on request.

C. C. CLEMONS PROD. CO.
2Atf KANS.A.S CITY. MO
Pfcase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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PROTECTION HIVE BEES, NUCLEI,

and QUEENS
All art;iiments

lead to a matter
of protection,
look where you
may. Dead - air-

spaces or pack-

ine.asyoii prefer.

The liive that is

sold at less than

the material in it

will cost you at

your local lum-

ber-dealers,
equally good
stock being used.

Send us a list

of goods wanted,
and let us figure

on Dovetail hives

sections, founda-
tion, and all bee-

keepers' sup-
plies. We will

save you money.

Send
for
Circular.
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Tennessee-Bred Queens

!

All from Extra-Select Mothers,

Davis' Best, and the

Best Queens Money Can Buy
38 Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing.

Breed Three-Band Italian Queens Only.

November ist to July ist

Untested Sioo $5.00

Select Untested.. 1.25 6.50

Tested i.75 0.00

Select Tested.... 2.50 n.5o

12

S Q.OO

12.00

17.00

25.00

July I to Nov. I
1
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>OiOO! Root's Goods in Chicago iCOOt

Last April we moved to this location. We were
unable then to arrange our stock as we desired as the
busy season was upon us. April, 1(110, finds us in bet-

ter shape than we have ever been since the opening of

this office.

Our stock is now conveniently arranged, h'ence

no confusion in filling orders. We now have on dis-

play in our show-room a complete line of our sup-
plies. Call and see them. From this date we will

have cars from the factory about every 10 days.

Have you received our catalog for 1910? If not,

we want you to have it. A postal card request will

bring one.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture

If you have not seen a late copy of our paper,
which is issued twice each month, you can't tell from
a brief description how much valuable information
each issue of it contains. Each issue is fully illus-

trated. Our writers are the very best. A trial sub-

scription of six months (12 different copies) will cost
you only 25 cents.

Alexander's Writings

Mr. Alexander was one of the largest, if not the

largest, bee-keeper in the United States, and what he
has told of his methods must necessarily be of inter-

est to large bee-keepers. He kept bees for over 40

years, and produced honey by the carload. His writ-

ings are practical, and what he has done others may
do if they care to follow his teachings. Here is what
a prominent bee-keeper says of his book:

"Alexander's Writings are the best thing I ever read;
practical, enthusiastic, sympathetic, encouraging. I predict
an enormous sale of the book. Why not get out an edition
with cloth cover? It's worth while. Wish you could print
more such books." WM. BAYLEY.

n N'. Brighton Ave., East Orange. N, J.

This Book is Sold only in combination with Gleanings

From now until January 1, 1911, we offer one copy
of the Alexander book with every yearly subscription

to GLEANINGS, new or renewal. You get BOTH
for subscription rate alone, which is only $1.00.

Canadian postage, 30 cts. ; foreign postage, 60 cts.

per year extra.

Power Extractors

We believe all of nur extractors are about as near
perfect as it is possible to make them. For large api-

aries one of our power machines is a great advantage.
A circular of these will be sent upon request.

Read what a large producer says:

Lang. Cai.if., Sept. 26. iqoq.

(7('////(-w/(v/.-—Owing to the fact that power extractors are
not in general use at the present time, it may be of interest
to you to know that I used a Gilson engine " i H. P.," together
with the latest model of the 6-frame automatic extractors.
" Roots." for this season's extracting. I was surprised and
delighted with the work done. In extracting our heavy white-
sage honey it not only cleans out the combs much cleaner
than can be done by hand-power, but does it at a minimum of
of expense. The cost of gasoline and oil used being only 16P
per ton of honey extracted. It takes the place of a man at
S40 per month and board, so one can readily see that it much
more than paid for itself in the one season, besides doing
much better work than could be otherwise. The above cost
of extracting is given on the basis of gasoline at 25f per gal-

Ion. which is the cost here. Truly.
I

H. A. Slayton.

Our Aim for the Season of 1910
This year we aim to give our customers the very

best possible service. Remember, for low freight-

rates and quick delivery, Chicago is as well located as

any city in the LInited States.

Our Location and How to Reach It

The A. I. Root Co. institute place.

One block north of Chicago Ave., cor. Franklin
St. Take any car going north on Wells St. Get off

at Institute Place, >^ block west to Jeffery Bldg. Take
elevator to (ith floor. Or take N. W. Elevated to Chi-
cago Ave. and walk }i block north on Franklin St.

Tel. North 1184.

ElkhartBuggies
are the best made, best grade aod easiest ridinfif

buggies oa eartb for tbe moaey.

FOR THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS
we have been selling direct and are

The Largest Manufacturers in the World
selling to the consumer exclusively.
We ithlp rurcxamlDatlun and approval, g^uar*

antceing safe delivery, and also to save you
money. If you are not satisfied as to Style,

qualityand price yoii are nothing out. ~

May We Send You Our
Large Catalogue?

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. i

Dkhart, - - - - Indiana^

save you
; to style.

Fg.CoJ
ana^^

t-ntion Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Golden Queens
NOW READY

Virgins, 50c; Untested. "5c; Select Untested
00c; Tested. Si. 00: Select Tested, Si. 50.

Write for prices on (< or inort-. 4A^

A. I. Davis, Del Rio, Tex.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Sweet-Potato Seed
Direct from storage t<t consumer. Sound,
bright stock. Yellow Jersey at Si per busliel
measure. Discount on large lots. Other
varieties, W'rili' fnr desci ii>ti\ e lu iee lisi.

L H. Mahan, Box 143, Terre Haute, Ind.

.tease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

New England
^,^^,%\l<;^^

Bee-keepers! pnces
: PROMPT DELIVERY:

Cull & Williams Co.
Providence, - Rhode Island.

Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writins

DOOLITTLE & CLARK
Ale now booking (»uleis for Itali.ui Ijruedint;
(,>ueens, at $2. so. Ss.ou ant! Sio.oy each. Ihese
(,)necns are mated to .Selected Drones. j ^^
Send for Circular,

_^
^^

, X2t Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.[^

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

WASHINGTON QUEENS

!

Wurth's Best Queens are as good as money
can buy.

I Iiave leased all of Sires Bros. Co.'s bees,
with the exception of loo

%.. \u/ . colonies. I have control of

^i, fl^ffl.^ seven hundred colonies of
v^K*'^^ bees, and have the largest

and best queen - rearing
outfit in the State, with 40
years' practical experience

Bee - keepers from any
part of world need not hes-
itate in sendinji me their
orders, as they will get the
best queens that can be
reared under tlie latest and
best impro\'etl nietiiods.

—

S,ifo delivery and satisfaction guaranteed.

Prices of Eitlier Golden or 3 -Banded Queens.

I'ntestod. $1 each; six forSs; i do/, tor %i.-s.

Tested, Si..^o each, three fur $4.2^, six for

58.25; I doz. for Sis.

Select Tested, S2 each; three for S6,7?; six

for Sio.
, . ,

(Jueens ready to send by return mail. Send
all orders to-

DANIEL WURTH,
4Atf Rt. I, WAPATO, WASH,

Please mention Bee Journal when answer-
ini; this advertisenuut.

Golden and Red-

Clover Queens...

From Extra-
Selected
Mothers

L'ntesteil. 7.=;c; six for $4. 00.

Selected Untested, Si.ou; six'for %$<">

rested. $1,50.

Safe arrival guaranteed. Twenty-one years_
rxperirnce. Send >-our orders to . _J

E. A. Simmons,", Greenville, Ala.

Pk-ase mention Am, Bee Journal when writing.
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CAPONS brincthelargest rroflts

— iLtU per cent muro th;in other poul- ^

try. Caponizinff is ensy and boon
learned. I'rogressive poultrymcD use

PILLING fn'o^^i'iU
Postpaid T2.bO per set with free Instruo 1

tioDS. Tbe convenient. durable, ready-'
for-u9e kind. Beslmaterkil. Wealsomako 1

Pntittry Marker 2oo, GapeWorm Extractor 2oo
]

J
rYcnch Kill inij Knife 50c. Capon Book Frvc.

[G. P. Filling £0 Son Co., tnUadelplua.Pa.

^

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Messrs. BEE-MEN,
Honey-Producers & Co.

Has your concern our lOlii

catalog?
How do you expect to do busi-

ness without it?

We want it on the desk of
every good buyer of goods
wanted for BEES
whether he operates one hive or
one thousand. Our prices are
right, and the freight from

TOLEDO
—well, you know what this means.
We want to call your attenion

to the back cover of our Catalog,
and will ask you to pin this to

your mind. It means something
to honey-producers.

Beeswax wanted — Cash or in

Trade.

The GRIGGS BROS. CO.
24 North Erie St.,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

The Practical IgpcKEJJ Men

Again to the Front with

The Famous Banats
Havin? moved my Banat
Apiaries from Sabinal to
San Benito. Texas, I am
now better prepared to
furnish Hitjh Quality

QUEENS
and guarantee them pure-
ly mated. Prices: Untes-
ted Queens, each, 75c; per
doz.. S8.00 Tested Queens
each $1.25; per doz., Si^.oo.

My stock is pure and free from disease—
the gentlest bees on earth.

GRANT ANDERSON,
2Atf S.^X BENITO, TEXAS.

Cook's Honey-Jar.
Willi patent Air-Tight S.anit.\kv Stopper

; tlie Best and Chea
Sold only by

eapest Honey-Jar made.

J. H. M. Cool(, 70 Cortlandt SL, N. Y. City.

Sendiocents half postat'el for sample Tar.
and catalog of Well-Bked Bees. Quee.ns,
Hives, etc.
ET- The oldest Bee-Supply Store in the

East. 2Atf

" If goods are wanted quick, send to Pouder "

ESTABI.ISIIKD 188g.

BEE-SUPPLIES
standard Hives with latest improvements: Danzenbaker
Hives. Sections, Foundation, Extractors, Smokers, Veils,
and a comi)lete stock of

Root's Standard Goods at Factory Prices

Nfy equipment, my stock of ijoods, and my shipping
facilities, cannot be excelled, and I ship goods to every
State in the Union. Illustrated and descriptive catalog
mailed free.

Finest White Clover Honey
on liand at all times. I Buy Beeswax.

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind. 859 Massachusetts Ave.

BINGHAM
CLEAN

BEE SMOKER

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
Extracts from Catalogs—1907:

Chas. Dadant & Son, HamiltoD, 111.—Ttiis is the Smoker we
recommend above all others.

«. B. Lewia Co., Watertown, Wis.—We haTe sold theae Smok-
ers for a good many jears and never received a single complaint.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of thelcup
80 that the liquid creosote runs dovrn inside of the smoker.

All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1892, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.
Smoke Engine—largest smoker made $1.50—4 inch «tov«
Doctor—cheapest made to use 1.10—3X "
Conqueror—right for most apiaries 1.00—

3

"

Large—lasta longer than any other 90—aX "
Little Wonder—as its name implies 85—2 "

The above priees deliver Sm jker at your post-office free. We send circular if requested.

Orlg^inal Bing^ham & Hetherington Dncapping-Knife.

T.F.BINGMM, Alma, Midi.

PateBted. May 20. 1879, BEST ON EARTH.

LEWIS BEEWARE — Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

Extracted Honey for Sale.
(Ask for Prices.)

Beeswax Wanted.
28c Cash—31c Trade.

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO.
J*Sc

(Successors to the York Honey i: Boo-Supply Co.) H. M. ARNO, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

BETTER FRUIT I

The best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 per acre. One

Dollar per year. Sample copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "°°5eK"'

>

>

>

Honey Wanted.
All grades of Comb and of Extracted. 2uoo
cases of Buckwheat Comb wanted at once.
What have you to sell ? Third car of water-
white Sage just in. Write for prices.

THE GRIGGS BROS. CO.
iiAtf TOLKDO. OHIO.

=FENCE ^^'''?"^^®^
Matio-

-Maiieof High Carbon Double Strength D
,< ' lU'd Wire. Heavily Galvanized tol
_prfvt-nt niyt. Ua\e no agents, bell at [I

Tfactory prices on 30 days' free trial, tt

fWe pay ail freight. 37 belchts of farmfi
aand poultry fen. -c. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
aBox 89 Winchester, Indiana.

I

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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.We carry an up-to-date

tgwAYSj Line of

v"fM7 Bee-Keepers'
Supplies

Prices tlie lowest in the West.
Write us for our oO-page catalog,

ready to mail you. Free for the
asking. We can fill your orders
promptly and satisfactorily. Our
old customers know what we
handle; to new ones we can say
that we have

The Best Make of Supplies

nothing to fear as

$
hence there is

to quality.

Send us your rush orders and get S
your goods before swarming time V
arrives. A
Bees and Queens in their season. Q
Beeswax taken in exchange for j}

supplies or cash. X

John Nebel & Son $
Supply Co. $

High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo. ^

Alsike Clover Seed.
Small and larue Red. Alfalfa, and Timothy

Seed for sale. Seed recleaned and choice.
Write for prices.

Catalog of APIARIAN SUPPLIES Free.
Address.

F. A. SNELL,
2A3 MILLEDGEVILLI-'.. Carroll Co.. ILL.
Please mention Am* Bee Journal when writing.

<

<

i

i

i

<

<

i

i

Of Interest

FOR the past 50 years New
England bee-keeepers have
purchased Bees, Queens, Bee-

hives, Supers, Section - boxes,
Comb Foundation, Smokers,
Honey-jars, and other necessary
bee-supplies, of the Reliable and
long-established firm of W. W.
Cary & Son.

I have recently purchased the above
business, and will continue it at the
same place as before. I have been
associated with the firm for the past
eight vears. and have had experience
in all branches of the business.

I have a fresh supply of the A. I. Root
Co.'s goods, which I am able to supply
you upon short notice. Send in your
orders early and I will give them my
best attention. a.'Mit

Send for Bee-Supply Catalog.

EARL M? NICHOLS,
Sin ( rssor to W, W I iiry iV Son

Lyonsville, Massachusetts

For Sale
; 111 lian Kuiiiier Uufk i-j,'i;s. $i.<hj.

White Wyandotte e^KS. Si.oo;

IS K(»Sf r.)nih Khode Island Reds. 5i.5o. 2AU
J. F. MICHAEL, Rt. 1, Winchester, Ind.

Write Us To-Day
for our 1910 Catalog and let us tell you all about

DITTMER'S

COMB FOUNDATION

WORKING Your WAX for You.

IW° Write us for Estimate on full Line of

Supplies. It will pay you, and costs nothing.

RETAIL and WHOLESALE.

Gus Dittmer Company, - Augusta, Wisconsin.

n A nyrO' Foot>Power

DAnllCO Machinery
Read what J, L Parent, of Charl-

ton, N. Y., says: "We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey-racks, 600 brood-frames.
2,000 honey-bosea and a great deal
of other work. This winter we have
donble theamount of bee-hivefi,etc.,
to make, and we eipecttodo itwith
this Saw. It will do all you say it
will." Catalog and price-list free.

Address, W. F. ftJOHN BARNES,
096 Ruby St., Rockford, lU.

Latest Improved Hives &
Supplies. Disc'nt on early
uider^. Catalog free. Send
2s cts. for Qo-page Bee-Book
for beginners.

J. W. ROUSE,
^iAtf MEXICO. MO.

AGENTS:- IF I KNEW YOUR NAME, I

would yend you our $2.19 sample outfit free this
very minute. Let me start you in a protitable
bubinesH. You do not need one cent of capital.
Experience unnece,ssary. 50 percent profit. Cre-
dit given. Premiums. Freig:ht paid. Chance
to win $.'>Ul) In g-old extra. Every man and wom-
an should write me for free oullit.

oA6t JAY BUCK, Pres.. 305 Beverly St.; Boston, Miss.

c
PANE
ELLULAR
ASES

Mr. H. W. Coley, of Westport, Conn., writes us

:

" I am using your Corrugated Paper Cases for shipping comb honey
in, this year, and like them. On one shipment last year of six wooden
cases packed in a carrier with a straw cushion, the greater part were
ruined. This year the same quantity shipped to the same place in your
cases went through without a broken comb."

1. The first cost of tlie Paper Cases is less.

2. He saved the cost of the carriers.

3. He saved the time of making the carriers.

4. He saved the weight of the carriers.

5. The Paper Cases weigh less than wooden ones.

6. They can be assembled in one-half the time it

requires to set up a wooden case.

Send for our Circulars and let us tell you what some of the other large

producers and dealers say.

Do not take our word for the value of this new Case.

Plan to order early. Some were disappointed last year.

>00S00GCCQOS<SOUeO6OSOS<>0!

J. E. Crane & Son, Middlebury, Wt.

I
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Qoney atib

Chicago. March 28.—The season is now
about over for the sale of comb honey in

larsre quantities, but it finds the market well
cleaned up. and prices are steady at from

\ I7ei8c on A No. I to fancy while, and from
J i@3C less for the lower i;rades. lixtracted

honey is meeting with only fair sale, and the
prices are inclined' to be easy, with white
selling at from 7fe8c. according to kind, body
and flavor; ambers from b@7c. with dark
grades bringing about 6c. Beeswax is in

active demand at 3;:c per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Indianapolis. March 28.—There is a good
demand for best grades of honey, but none
is now'being offered by producers. Dealers
are fairly well supplied with one grade of
comb, which is fancy white, mostly from
Michigan, and i8c is the price asked. Finest
white clover extracted is being sold by deal-
ers in cases of two 6o-pound cans at loc per
pound. Producers of beeswax are receiving
2gc cash, or 31c in exchange for goods.

Walter S. Pouder.

Toledo, March 30.—There is not much
change in the honey market since our last

Quotations. The demand is fair for this
season of the year. Fancy and No. i brings
I6@I7C per pound in a retail way. depending
on the Quantity bought. No demand for dark
or amber grades. Extracted is in fair de-
mand, as follows; Sage brings BJ^goc; white
clover. o@ioc; amber. 6}4^'7c; dark, s'/i^bc.

Beeswax is in good demand at 32c: fancy
yellow. 33c. These are our selling prices.

The Griggs Bros. Co.

New York, March 28.—Very little doing in
comb honey. There is some demand for
No. I and fancy white. We are receiving
small lots right along, which evidently have
been held back. Off grades are in very poor
demand, and no demand for dark or buck-
wheat. Strictly fancy and No. i white will

still bring I4C. while off grades and mixed
will not bring over u®i2C, according to
quality. For extracted, demand is fair only,
with sufficient supply especially of Califor-
nia. We quote: Water-white sage, oc;
white-sage. 8@S'Ac; light amber. 7@7!4c; am-
ber. b@biic. Cuban and West India, from
68@75C a gallon, according to quality. Bees-
wax steady at 30c per pound.

HiLURETH & SEGELKEN.

Cincinnati. March 28.—The market on
comb honey is bare. Extracted honey is in

good demand. Sage, in 60-pound cans. 8^c;
amber, in barrels, bh&'hc. Beeswax in fair
demand at $33 per 100 pounds. These are our
selling prices, not what we are paying.

C. H. W. WEBER &. Co.

Kansas City, Mo.. March 28.—There is no
comb honey in the jobbers' hands; and very
little in the retailers'. The supply of ex-
tracted is not large, demand fair. We quote;
No. I white comb. 24 sections 10 case. S3.75:
No. 2 white and amber. $3.50. White ex-
tracted, per pound. 7c; amber. 6;-2@ti?4c.

Beeswax. 25@28c.
C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Boston. March 28.—Fancy white comb
honey at ib®nc: No. i. I5@i6c. White, ex-
tracted. 8®«c; light amber. 7®8c; amber. 6@7c.
Beeswax. 3o®32c. Blake. Lee Co.

Zanesville. Ohio. Mar. 2g.—The demand
for honey continues about normal. As the
new season approaches there is a disposi-
tion on the part of producers to make con-
cessions in prices, though but little is being
offered now. Producers should receive here,
first-hand, for best white comb, isSisJ^c. de-
livered; and for best grades of extracted.
i'A&QC. In a wholesale way. the usual mar-
gin of about 2C on comb, and I's 2c on ex-
tracted, prevails. Beeswax of good quality
yields the producer 28c cash; 31c in ex-
change for merchandise.

Edmund W. Peirce.

Rahv Rhirke * ^ts. each. Eggs for hatch-DdOy bniUK^ ing. $4 per 100. All kinds poul-
try at lowest prices. Guarantee safe arrival
anywhere. Write for price-list. ioA6t

CniVER POULTRY FARM 10)5 Re«d, BEMSON. NEBR.

F
ALCON
OUNDATION

Years of experience in the manufac-
ture of

FALCON
COMB
FOUNDATION

have made it PERFKCT.
Bees like it, and the foremost

Honey-Producers Use It.

It helps materially to increase the

Honey Crop
(Send for our new Catalog.)

Ship us vour

BEESWAX
to FALCONER, N. Y.

Will send shipping-tags, when you
write asking for quotations.

We pay highest market prices.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,

Denver. Colo.

As Usual
Franklin, TENN.,Feb. 19, 1910.

Mr. C. H. W. Weber,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Dear Sir:—Yoiir consignment has arrived all O. K., and I find every-
thing I ordered. I wish to extend many, many thanks for your prompt-
ness and fair dealing. All future orders will be sent to you.

Very truly yours, W. A. Moore.

I want you to notice Four Things in the above Letter :

I.—The goods reached Mr. Moore O. K. We know how to pack
carefully and securely, and without any useless weight.

II.—He found everything ordered. We carry large stocks always on
hand, and our system of checking prevents annoying mistakes.

III. ---The advantages we have for prompt delivery are unsurpassed.
If you want goods quick, send to Weber.

IV. ---Fair dealing is now and always has been our motto.

CATALOGS have been mailed to nearly all our customers. If you have
not received yours, send us a line and we will get one to you by return mail.

Yours for service,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. C. H. W. WKBER & CO.
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Be Sure to get our PRICES on

SEES WAX
Before selling your season's Wax

or
Let us send to you our prices for

Working your Wax into

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
Many large Honey-Producers prefer our Foun-

dation to other makes, because the bees like it best.

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of

BEESWAX, and we are buying at all tirrtes of the

year at highest cash and trade prices.

During the season of 1909 we handled over

175,000 pounds of Beeswax.

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

We Keep Only the Best.

Let us Figure on
Your Season's Supplies

1910 CATALOG

Now Ready,

and Free for the Asking.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH

Established 1864

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
C We manufacture and furnish everything needed in practical, up-to-date BEE-Culture at

the very lowest prices. We make the celebrated DOVETAILED HIVES and

the famous MASSIE HIVES. These are the most practical, up-to-date Bee Hives

made and our extremely low prices place them within the reach of all bee-keepers. Our

HONEY EXTRACTORS and BEE SMOKERS are tlje very best that can be had any-

where. We guarantee satisfaction to every customer or refund your money and pay the trans-

portation charges both ways. Tiiis means that you can send back to us any goods you l>uy

from us that are not satisfactory. We will exchange them or refund your money instantly

without a question.

C If you haven't one of our CHAMPION SMOKERS you don't know what a

good one is until you get one, (sample by mail $1.00).

4I,Write today for our large illustrated catalog— it is free; it is one of the easiest catalogs

to order from that you ever saw. liemember our guarantee (if entire salisjhction.

C Write us for prices on any orders. Ji'e can save you money.

Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa
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GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY
146 W. Superior Stmt, Chicago, III.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

Is 11.00 a year, in the United States of America

(except in Chicago, where it is $1.25), and Me.xtco;

In Canada. $1.10: andin all other countries in the

Postal Union, 26 cents a year extra for postage.

Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE Indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription Is

paid. For instance. " declO " on your label shows
that it is paid to the end of December, 1910.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.—We do not send

a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,

but change the date on your address-label,

which shows that the money has been received

and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times I4C a line q times iic a line
6 " I2C " 12 " II yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices. 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

UNTESTED Italian Queens, 75c; Tested.
Si. 50. Cyprian. Carniolan. Caucasian and

Banats— Sel. Untested. Si. 00; Select Tested,
$2.00. Until June ist — P'oundation. Medium
Brood soc. Light 52c. Thin 57C. Ex.-Thin hoc.

i-Story 8-Fr. Root Dovetailed Hive, in flat-
Si. 45; 5forS6.65; nailed and painted— i. Si. S5;

5, $g.uo. Danz. sc additional. Send card for
Catalog. W. C. MORRIS,

4.-\2t Nepperhan Hgts.. Yikn'KKKs. N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Queens
Three - Banded
Leath'r-Colored
Italian Qt'EENs.
Selected Untes-
ted, Sr.oo each; 6

for $4.50. Also—
FULL COLONIES and NUCLEI For Sale.
Circular Fret-.

^^^ 0. F. Fuller, Blackstone, Mass.
Ref.—Arthur C. Miller, Providence. K. I.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Untested Italian Queen-Bees
Our Standard-Bred

6 Queens for $4.00 ; 3 for $2.10 ;

1 for 75 cents.

For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keegers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely mated, and all right in every respect. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to say

about them :

George W. York & Co. ;—The two Queens received of you some
time ago are tine They are erood breeders, and the workers are
showinj^ up fine I introduced them among" black bees, and the bees
are nearly yellow now, and are doing" good work.

Nemaha Co , Kan , July 15. A. W. Swax.

George W. York & Co ;—After importing queens for 15 years you
have sent me the best She keeps 9 1-2 Langstroth frames fully oc-
tMipled to date, and. although I kept the hive well contracted, to force
thein to swarm. Ihey have never built a queen-cell, and will put up
luu piinnds of honey if the flow lasts this week.

Ontario. Canada July 23. Chas. Mitchell

George W. York & Co.:—The queen I bought of you has proven a
good one. and has given me some of the best colonies.

Washington Co., Va., July 22. N. P. Oglesby.

George W York & Co. :—The queen I received of you a few days
ago came through O. K . and I want to say that she is a beauty. I im-
iiK-tluitely nitruduced her into a colony which had been queenless for
2U (lays. Shr was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I

am highly pleased with her and your promptness in filhng my order.
My father, who is an old bee keeper, pronounced her very fine. You
will hear from me again when I am in need of something in the bee
line. E. E. McColm.

Marion Co.. 111., July 13.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is 75

cents, or with the old American Bee Journal for one

year—both for $1.40. Three Queens (without Journal)

would be $2.10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for in-

troducing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the

underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-Bred Queens.

George W. York & Co., ne w. superior st. Chicago, 111.
Pllease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Mott's Strain of Italians

!

Will work red clover, qoc l^ntcsted: Si. 25
Tested. Five-Banded Golden, the same.—
Natural Golden from Imported stock, extra.
Ask for List. Reduced rates in July.

NUCLEI. Leaflets — " How to Introduce
(.lueens." 15c; " How to Increase," 15c—both.
25 cents. a.-\tf

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

BEE-KEEPERS
Write us now for our Catalog and get low

prices on good, honeet,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Onr specialtj is making Sections. All other
goods up-to-date.

AUG. LOTZ & SON, Cadott, Wis.
Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

NOBODY GETS STUNG
WHEN Ht IS WISE ENOUGH TO USE THE DANDY

MUTH IDEAL BEE VEIL

HONF.^T "IT'S THE BEST ON THE MARKET"-DR. D. EVERETT LVON,nUi^dSI ALLENDALE, N J.

.r^n>i..t>,n,mTCi "'T IS A VERY GOOD VEIL"-MR. W. T. FALCONER
OPINIONS (MODEST BUT DECIDED)

"IT'S THE VEIL"-MR. FRANK RAUCHFUSS, DENVER, COL.

AND IF TEDDV HAD HAD ONE WITH HIM IN AFRICA, HE WOULD SURELY HAVE BEEN
"DE-E-E LIGHTED"

You naed this vail mora than you do the 75e it costs, delivared. And why are
you waiting to ask for our catalog of bee supplies? It's free.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
SI WALNUT Street "the busy bee men" Cincinnati, (

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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The

The only book that really telli

[ how to make money raising poultry.
I The book (hut bus been cu*tcd and
1 discusBcd more thou any other— but

f its sale ia increasing daily. Why?
j

Because it tells facta and not theo-
ries. Endorsed by poultry author-
iliea and successful amateurs who
re making money following (he ad-

' vice of the kutbor, Milo M. Host-

inits Ex-Commercial Poultry Expert (or V. S. Government.
"

1 he Dollar Hen" it sold in combination with the " Poultry

Digest" 10 increase its circulation. It is a real book, 212

pajtcs. with illoitrntions; not paper boi

plaining " Systems." "Secrets" or Metl

and " Pnultry Didcat " one year, posipoid, $1.00.

^^Ou'LTBro'tQEST PUB.CO.rST-J ANN ST., HEW YORK CITY.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sold at reduced prices. Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, and everythins pertaining to bee-
keeping of the very best kept in stock.
Large Warehouse on of L. S. & M. S. R. R.

Wholesale and Retail. New price-list just
out—Free. Let nie figure on your wants.

iiAtf W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.

Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

AM

Protect your Hives and
Boxes air and water
tight, and you will dou-
ble your money. Ask
me for KKEF. informa-
tion today. .Vddress.

JOHN TOTH,
Bee-Keetjers' Supplies
From East to West

Mapleton, III. U.S.A.

PJease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

SWARTHMORE
PEDIGREED

GOLDENS
Queens from the well-kno.vn Swarthmore
Apiaries of tlie late E. L. Pratt. The bright-
est hustUrs and the n\o%\. gentle pure strain of
Goldens in the V . S. 5A5t

The Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of the Book

"Bees and Honey"
By Thomas C. Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to
close out. It contains 160 pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at .^0 cents each ; or
with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for only $1.20. Surely
this is a bar.gain. The book is well
illustrated, and has some good infor-

mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

Pte-ase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

This is the only Place in Indiana
Where you can get this Combination-

Prompt Service
—AND—

Lewis Beeware
Lewis Wisconsin Hives are winners.

Lewis Dovetailed Hives are in a class by

themselves.

'iW Our New, Up-to-Date Catalog will soon be
issued.

It is Absolutely Free. Send for one.

THE C. M. SCOTT CO.
1009 E. Washington St. INDIANAPOLIS, IND

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

—IfERE/r/S—
IMPROVED CLARK'S DOUBLE ACTION

CUTAWAY HARROW
The mosi wonderful farm tool ever invented.
Two harrows 111 one. 'J brows the dirt out. then

leaving the land level and true.

^ \ \ A labor saver, a time saver. Needs
"^ IjBgt^ no Toni-'iie Truck. Jointed Pole

Beware of imitations and in-

fringements. Send today for

FKEK Itooblpt.
CUTAWAV "AKROW CO.

^^118 Main St.,
llilfeanuiu, Oodh.

Italian Bees For Sale.
In 8-frame Langstroth hives, i Colony. $5;
2 for So; 5 for S20. Italian Queens—Untested
75c each; 6 for %\. Select Tested. Si. 25 each;
5 for St). 4A6t
L. Boomhower, Freehold, Greene Co., N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Carnlolan Queens.
Untested Si-oo
Tested i.::5

6 12 5A5
55.50 lio.oo

Wm. KERNAN, R. D. No. 2,' Dusho'r'e' Pa.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Write Us for Prices
We will make you delivered prices by return mail, on anything

you may want for your apiary.

We Manufacture
Dovetailed Hives, Hoffman Frames, Sections, Separators, Shipping-

Cases, etc. Also Berry Boxes and Crates.

There are no better HIVES than ours.

Prices the lowest.

Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.

Nicollet Island MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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LEWIS BEEWARE
One large carload of the best grade of lumber going into

the manufacture of the above perfect article ev^ery da}-.—

One hundred thousand Sections and hundreds of hives in

addition to other goods coming from our machines daily.

Lewis Bee - Hives

built like furniture
raTTxr»TgTTyr»myyiTixTTTXX»»xxx:

This is tlie Brand

lttW ttlIWWW9t999WI9999M9tTTrr.

BEWARE
WHCne YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST

t»;»»Ig»»Sg»T»TTIITgI««»»»t«»;»««!

WATCH FOR IT

^^^^^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^xizxix

See what they say :

Grand Rapids, Mich., April 2, 1910.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown. Wis.
Geiitlfmc?i:—We have just had occasion to examine the dovetailing on the

recent shipment of 2000 Dovetail Hives, and find them absolutely perfect. We
have always considered the work done heretofore as good as they could be made,
but your new machines must be absolutely perfect to the hair in order to turn out

such work. We have never before seen anything in the bee-hive market that

compare with them. This accounts for the many enthusiastic reports received
on goods we have shipped. Very truly yours,

A. G. Woodman Co.
A. G. Woodman.

Hamilton, III., April 0, 1910.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gendcmen:—We are in receipt of your letter of the 4th in regard to the new

dovetailing done on your hives. We have always thought " Lewis " goods to be
far ahead of any other make in (luality and workmanship. That the new dove-
tailing is perfect goes without mention. This new feature will add to the already

great popularity of " Lewis " goods. Truly yours,
Dadant & Sons.

L. C. D.

Thirty Distributing Points
Send for our Catalog. It is free, and will tell you
the nearest point from which we can supply you.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
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Editorial Notes and Comments

Ke<l-Clover Bees !

Occasionally some beginner reads or
hears about red-clover queens or red-
clover bees, and understands that there
is a race of bees distinct from all

others, just as Italians are distinct, and
that if he gets one of the red-clover
queens he will be able to red-cloverize
his apiary, just as he might Italianize
it, and have his bees work on red
clover just as freely as they do on
white clover. Disappointment may
await him.

There are differences in bees in

many respects. In the same apiary
colonies having the same origin may
show quite a difference in temper.
More commonly than perhaps some
may think, ordinary bees work at times
at least a little on red clover. At such
times Smith notes by careful observa-
tion that one colony excels the rest in
the amount of red-clover honey ob-
tained. Naturally he calls that colony
a red-clover colony, and queens ob-
tained from it red-clover queens. But
Smith has no monopoly of the busi-
ness. Jones makes the same discovery
among his bees, and he, too, has red-
clover queens. Others likewise. Neither
is there anything wrong in any one of
them selling red-clover queens. The
iinfortunate part is that the trait is not
fixed, and the beginner who expects to
red-cloverize his whole apiary finds
that after a generation or two he is

just where he was before getting the
new stock.

Prevention ofSwarniiug
The plan given on another page by

C. L. Grigsby is a variation of the
Demaree plan, given to the public some
years ago by G. W. Demaree, of Ken-
tucky. Mr. Grigsby operates just be-
fore it is time for queen-cells to be
started. It is not always easy to guess
at this time correctly, and the usual
way is to operate just a bit later, and if

some or most of the colonies have
started queen-cells, they are destroyed.
Mr. Grigsby says nothing about ex-
cluders, but the probability is that a
queen-excluder is put over the lower
story, otherwise the queen would be
likely to go up at once into the story
having the brood. In his case queen-
cells were started in the brood above,
and the bees afterward destroyed these
cells. Bees do nothing invariably, and
it may be possible that another year
the bees may not be so obliging, and it

may be necessary for the bee-keeper
to intervene. Many who work for ex-
tracted honey have found the Demaree
plan excellent. Pity it will not work
so well for comb honev.

Illinois Board of Agriculture and
Bee-Keeping

This office is in receipt of the Statis-
tical Report of the Illinois State Board
of Agriculture, dated Dec. 1, 1909,
Springfield, 111., J. K. Dickerson, Secre-
tary. Naturally, the first object of in-
terest is the report on Bees and Honey.
On page 25, the report gives -54,985

colonies of bees, which yielded 324,333
pounds of honey, the average price of
which was 15 cents a pound. Some
bee-keeper, upon reading that will say,

"My honey was of the best quality,
and all I could get for it was 8 cents.
I wonder who the fellow was who got
such a high price as to bring the aver-
age up to 15 cents." Of course, his

honey was extracted, although equally
of course the report includes both
comb and extracted. Market quota-
tions for Chicago up to the close of
1909, show ly cents as the highest for
best comb, and 8 cents for best ex-
tracted. That certainly would not aver-
age 15 cents. But some of the honey
was sold in home markets, and may
have brought a much higher figure.

A table shows bees, honev, and price
for 1891 to 1909, inclusive. In 1891

there were 120,2.52 colonies in the State,

dropping to 81,928(1892) ; since then the
number has averaged somewhere in the
neighborhood of 55,000, except in 1890,

when it was 43,411. The smallest yield

of honev was 31(),701 pounds in lOOO;
the largest was 821,(578 in 1891.

Comparing the crop of 1909 with that
of the preceding year, we find that the
number of pounds of honey produced
in 1908 was not quite 6 percent more
than in 1909. As 1908 was a bumper
year, and 1909 was generally voted a
failure, it is hard to believe there is not
some mistake about this, especially as
there was little difference in the num-
ber of colonies.
The figures show that in the bumper

year 19(t8, the average yield per colony
was a little less than tj'/i pounds. Surely
there must be something wrong about
that.

At page 86 begins a report for each
separate county. Referring to a single

county, McHenry countv is reported
for 1908 with a crop of 230 pounds! As
a matter of fact, a single bee-keeper in

that county had more than 75 times as

much. If the reports of other counties
are no more reliable, little reliance can
be placed upon the whole affair.

In the report of the Illinois State
Bee-Keepers' Association for 1908, we
find that only 128 members reported
their crops, but these 128 secured 471,-

429 pounds of honey, considerably more
than reported for all the bee-keepers of

the State in the figures before us.

It may not be easy to say just where
the fault lies, but if nothing more reli-

able can be given, it might be better not
to undertake a report which only belit-

tles the business of bee-keeping.

Disinfecting Foul-Broody Hives

In the British Bee Journal. D. M.
Macdonald quotes the latest pronounce-
ment from the Bureau at Washington,
that " We can be sure of complete dis-

infection by burning out the hive,"

immediately following it by this:

"
I am neither a prophet nor the son of a

prophet, but I am all but confident Dr.
.\Iiller will have a sad awakenint' when he
finds next season that lie has failed to kill,

and has not even scotched, the snake."

Our good Scotch friend may be as-

sured that although there may be dis-
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appointment there can be no rude
awakening, for there has been no fall-

ing to sleep in the comfortable assur-
ance that no return of the enemy was
possible. Indeed, there can be scarcely
any disappointment, for under all the
circumstances the return of the dis-
ease is not unexpected. In the first

place, the treatment was in part of the
cases e.xperimental, with no certainty
as to its success. In the second place,
there being in the State of Illinois no
law to prevent a man from cherishing
foul brood if he so desires, and dis-
eased colonies in all direction being
conveniently near to supply fresh in-
fection, it will be a surprise if there
shall not be fresh cases.
But if every colony in the apiary

should become infected, it will be no
proof that the fault lay in not disinfect-
ing the hives. Indeed, it may not be
easy, if at all possible, to tell anything
about it. In default of anything better,
however, one may be allowed to fall

back upon the testimony of the many
experienced foul-brood inspectors of
this country who claim that thousands
of hives not disinfected have been used
with no bad results. If any consider-
able number of these inspectors are
strongly impressed with the idea that
disinfection of hives is necessary, they
are certainly not making any great
noise in making that belief known.

Is there any positive proof that foul
brood was ever conveyed by a hive
that had contained a diseased colony?
Please remember that the occurrence
of foul brood in such a hive is not sat-
isfactory proof that the hive was the
disease-carrier unless all other sources
of infection are entirely eliminated. It
is not denied that the disease has arisen
in foul-broody hives that have not been
disinfected, but it is equally true that it

has arisen or returned iii hives that
have been disinfected. Neither is it

denied that it is an entirely safe thing
to disinfect hives, but the likelihood is

that until there is positive proof that a
reasonable percentage of foul-broody
hives will carry the disease, a good
niany will continue to believe that dis-
infecting hives does not pay.

Blendel's Law of Hreediiig^

T. W. Ramm sends a clipping relat-
ing to this matter which he thinks of
interest to bee-keepers. George Men-
del, an Austrian monk, made experi-
ments -jO years ago in breeding plants,
and claimed to have discovered a law
relating to crossing that could be re-
lied on :

" Mendel lieUl that where two strongly
contrastiiiK strains wert- cros.sod. one would
be likely to prove itself dominant. The re-
sulting first generation of ofT.ii;r:"" would
all be like the dominant s'rain. .Members
of this generation would beget offspring
three-fourths of which would follow the
dominant strain; but one-fourth would re-
act to the weaker grandparent i;nd show the
characteristics of that member that had ap-
peared absolutely absent in the ti.'st genera-
tion. In the third generation these charar-
aeristicsof the weaker meuiber would re-
tpp i-ar in the descendants of those that had
shown It in (he second. c;//(/ remain tireil re-
producing themselves indelinitely. So would
tlie characteristics of 2S percent of the
dominant strain in this generation become
hxed. I his would leave an unfixed 50 per-
cent that would breed another generation
with the characteristics iiartly unfixed and
in the same proportion as the previous gen-
eration. All the generations that followed

from this unfixed division would be like the
third generation in the characteristics and
their proportions."

For some time not very much atten-
tion was given to this, but of late years
the Government has taken it up. At
Bethesda, in the outskirts of Washing-
ton, is located an experiment stadon of
the Bureau of .Animal Industry, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and experiments
made here, not upon plants but upon
rats, have established the correctness
of Mendel's law, an entire buHding
being filled with cages of rats.

While of exceeding importance to
the stock-raiser, it is not so certain
that bee-keepers will be benefited by
Mendel's law so long as fertilization is

not at all under control in the breed-
ing of bees.

Hear or Bii> tiueeiis—Which ?

It is a question sometimes whether it

is better for the honey-producer to buy
queens or to rear them. Probably the
same rule does not hold good for all.

The great majority, no doubt, rear
their own queens, but it may be a ques-
tion whether some large producers
might not do better to buy. So good a
bee-keeper as M. A. Gill, after trying
both ways, says he cannot afford to
rear his own queens. Having over
1000 colonies, he can spend his time
more profitably at other things, and
pay some one else for rearing his
queens.
The amateur with only 2 or 3 colo-

nies is often in need of a queen—some-
times he has scant notice of the need

—

and he may save money by buying.
But the amateur will tell you that he is

not in the business for the money so
much as the pleasure, and as queen-
rearing is "the poetry of bee-keeping,"
he does not want to be deprived of that
pleasure.
Returning to the large-producer, it

ought to be true that he cannot pro-
duce queens so cheaply as the man
who makes a specialty of queen-rear-
ing. Another locality may be more
favorable for queen-rearing than the
one occupied by the honey-producer.
The queen-rearer has everything ar-
ranged for the business. In short, it is

like any other business—a man can
buy from the large manufacturer for
less money than it costs him to pro-
duce his own goods.

To this the honey-producer may re-
ply, "Yes, it costs me twice as much to
rear my own queens, and they are
worth three times as much as those I

can buy from Tom, Dick, and Harry.
By breeding always from my best stock
I can increase my crop of honey to I
such an extent that it will pay, many
times over, the extra cost. If I buy
from Tom, Dick, aod Harry, about all I

know of the queens is their looks, and
while I like pretty bees, I care more for
those that will ' deliver the goods.' "

All this must be admitted. Moreover,
it is true that only the man who pro-
duces honey can really tell what is best
stock. A man may rear a million of
queens, but if he never does anything
but rear queens, he knows nothing
about their worker-progeny as honey-
gatherers.

While all this may be true, it is not
the whole of the story. One does not
need to buy of Tom, Dick, and Harry.
One may buy of a queen-rearer who is

thoroughly reliable. Suppose A is such
a man, and B a honey-producer. It will
not cost B -5 cents to send his best
queen to A, and why may not A rear
from her just as good queens as B
would, and for less money? There is

no law against doing even better than
that. If B sends his best queen to A
to have his young queens reared from,
so may C and E, and a dozen others.
Having all these choice queens on
hand, what is to hinder A from pitting
them against each other, and finding
out which is the best of the lot as a
houcy-frodnccr ? And, in general, what
is to hinder A from skirmishing about
and getting from men who are reliable
as honey-producers their best stock,
and then selecting again the best of
the best? And if A is honest and intel-

ligent, something of that sort is ex-
actly what he will do.

There is still room for improvement
in stock, and if the land is to be stocked
with the very best, there must be intel-

ligent co-operation between queen-
rearers and honey-producers.

Schroeder's Aniericaii Viisit

Alexander Schroeder gives in Illus-
trierte Monatsblaetter a pleasant de-
tailed account of his visit to the apiary
of W. H. Horstmann, Chicago, a pic-
ture of the apiary accompanying. Such
men as Mr. Schroeder help to lessen
the distance between the two countries.

Time to Spray Fruit

The Journal of Agriculture, of Vic-
toria, contains some " Orchard Notes,"
by J. Cronin, Principal of the School
of Horticlulture, which it would be
well if every fruit-grower could read.
It is shown that it is a serious mistake

to suppose that ir\\\^-l>lossoms should fK
be sprayed. Mr. Cronin says: 'M

The codlin-moth is popularly supposed to
develop into the perfect egg-laying stage
about the blossoming period, and it lays its
eggs in the calyx or eye of the young fruit,
or as some few people assert in the blos-
soms. 'Ihe practice of people holding this
belief is to try and till the eye of the fruit
with the poison, \\hate\er it may be. and tti

depend largely, if not ;iltogetlier, upon the
one application. The facts are that few eggs
are laid during the blooming time, except in
case of late-flowering varieties that arc not
specially attacked in the eye on account of
being in flower when the moths are plentiful.
and the majority of the eggs, at least, are not
laid in the calyx, or even near it. Also, the
calyx is often closed, and the fruit fairly
large, before any evidence of codlin-moth is
present, and the first trace is the eggiv/Mc
liiiil, and the young insect attacking from
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the side. Mani\if not all. of the supposed
attacks from the calyx end of the fruit will
be found on examination to be made from
outside the calyx, and underneath its lobes,
and not from the interior of the cavity. It

is positive waste to spray apples and pears
when in blossom: it is errine. possibly, on
the side of safety, to spray very thoroui;hly
before the calyx closes. But it is absolutely
necessary, in the writer's opinion, to spray
very carefully when the first etigs are seen,
and to repeat spraying periodically as fruits
are swelling, after very heavy rains, or when
by any reason whatever there is an untreated
surface of the fruit exposed.

Geii. l>Igrr. France Injured

On the evening of March 31st, as

General Manager N. E. France and
wife were mailing the last buggy-load
of the pamphlet " Bee-Keepers' Legal
Rights." they met with serious injuries

through another team running into
their buggy, up-setting it, and causing
a runaway. \\'e are glad to report that
both Mr. France and his good wife are
getting along nicely, and doubtless in

due time will be as good as new again.
At any rate, their hosts of friends will

rejoice that they were not more seri-

ously injured.

New Factory of G. B. Lewis Co.

April 28th we visited again the new
factory of the G. B. Lewis Co., of
Watertown, Wis. When we were there
last fall everything was but in prospect,
as only the brick walls of the main
building were up. Now 30 or 40 ma-
chines are running in the building, and
things certainly are humming. Next
month we will be able, with the aid of
illustrations, etc., to show something of

the de%'elopment of a large bee-supply
factory from the ground up. The G.
B. Lewis Co. were working 13 hours a

day, and were still somewhat behind on
their orders, but at the rate they were
turning out the goods they would soon
be caught up. and ready for practically
everything that comes to them. But
more of this next month.

Illiuois State Convention Report
The Qth Annual Report of the Illinois State

Bee-Keepers" Association is ready for de-
livery. It will have 224 paijes. About 50
copies extra of the cloth-bound edition have
been ordered, which new members will re-
ceive so long as they last, when they pay the
annual fee of Si-oo to the undersigned, which
also will make each one a member of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association.
The Illinois State Association will send a

delegate to the next National convention.
J.\s. A. Stone, .S'.'i.

Rt. 4. Springfield. III.

The above Report is, we believe, one
of the largest volumes ever issued by
the Illinois Association. It contains,
besides other interesting matter, the
reports of the 190t> conventions of the
Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association,
the Chicago-Xorthwestern Bee-Keep-
ers' Association, and also the National
Bee-Keepers' Association. It will be
a book worth having, and any bee-
keeper who has not yet sent in his $1.00

for membership should do so at once
in order to get one of the cloth-bound
copies. Remember that there are only
about r,() available copies, and if you
want one of them, you will have to re-

mit to Mr. Stone very promptly. The
$1.00 will pay your membership fee in

both the Illinois State and the National
Associations, as mentioned by Mr.
Stone.

Suninier Course in Bee-Keepinjj

The South Dakota State College of
Agriculture and .Mechanic Arts an-
nounces a summer session for 1010, be-
ginning Wednesday, June 22d and con-
tinuing to July 13th. The courses of
instruction are open to any one who
desires to take advantage of them. The
bee-keeping instruction, which is part
of the course, w'ill be given along the
lines of starting an apiary, increase of
colonies, hiving and managing, produc-
ing of comb honey, etc. Prof. A. A.
Brigham, director of the summer
school, will deliver lectures on poul-
try culture and bee-keeping. For
further information, address A. A. Brig-
ham, care South Dakota State College,
Brookings, S. Dak.

A 318" Swarm and Good Colony

I am sending a picture where I am
hiving the largest swarm of bees I ever
saw from one 8-frame hive. I got G

A Big Swarm of Bees.

gallons of extracted honey, 28 pound-
boxes fairly well filled, and this big
swarm, although the honey-flow was
not very good last year.

T. M. GuLicK.
Edgerton, Minn., Jan. 8.

&

Te.st.s for Wax-Adulteration
Paraffin and ceresin. I believe, are the

main adulterants. If the beeswax is pure,
and if you chew a sample you will find it will

all granulate in your mouth. If there is any
reat amount of paraffin along with it. it will

je pasty and act like gum in your mouth. It

is a simple test, which I am assured by
manufacturers and others, will tell if there
is any perceptible amount of paraffin with it.

Ceresin. I understand, is the main adulter-
ant used in comb foundation. They tell me
as good a test as you can make for that—

I

have never tried it myself— is to take a hot
iron and drop a sample of what you know to

be pure beeswax on it. and notice the smell
ana odor of the smoke; and then take your
suspected sample, and if there is a small
percentage of ceresin in it you can tell it

right away—a very fatty, pungent smoke will
come from it.—J. L. BvER. in Caiiiuiiati Bcc
fonrnal.

Short t'ourse in Bee-Keeping
Circulars are now being distributed

for the two weeks' course in bee-keep-
ing which comes May 2jth to June 8th,

at the Massachusetts Agricultural Col-
lege.

The practical field-work and demon-
strations in the handling of bees will

be given by Dr. Burton N. Gates, of
Washington, D. C.
Crops for honey bees will be treated

by Dr. William P. Brooks.
Bees, and their relation to the pol-

lenation of plants, will be treated by
Dr. George E. Stone.
The origin and evolution of the

honey-bee, by Dr. Henry T. Fernald.
Bee-Keepers' supplies, by Dr. James

B. Paige.
No tuition is charged in the course.

Board and room can be secured at

reasonable rates.

A circular and registration card can
be secured by writing the Director of
Short Course, W. D. Hurd, of Amherst.
Mass.

It is encouraging when agricultural

colleges are turning at least a little of

their attention to the study of bees and
their value as aids to profitable agri-

culture and the sweet food-supply of

the world. May the good work go on,

and may many young men and women
take advantage of the opportunity to
study the honey-bee and its work.

National Biscuit Co. and Honey
The last of March we had a very in-

teresting interview with Mr. H. J.

Evans, head of the purchasing depart-

ment of the great National Biscuit

Company, here in Chicago. Naturally
the conversation turned on honey, and
some surprising statements were made.
In the first place, the Company uses

about 125 carloads of honey annually! •
A carload being from 13 to 15 tons, it

would make about 3,600,000 pounds.
That surely is some sweetness. The
larger portion of the honey they pur-
chase comes from the Western part of

this country, although they do get

quite a little from the East, the South,
and from Cuba. At the end of each
week a report is made to headquarters
from all the branches of the Company,
and it was found on Saturday, Alarch
26, 1910, that there was on hand a total

of nearly 2,000,000 pounds of honey. So
it will be seen that they seem to have
no difficulty in keeping up their supply,

even if there was a shortage in the

crop in some places last year.

It is generally supposed that a gallon

of extracted honey weighs 12 pounds.
Mr. Evans said they never had any
honey, from anywhere, that weighed as

much as 13 pounds to the gallon. The
nearest was 11 pounds WYz ounces, and
that was honey from .-Vrizona and Cali-

fornia. He thought the average weight
would possibly be not over 11 pounds
and 10 ounces.

I asked about honey adulteration.

Mr. Evans said there is no such thing,

and has not been so far as his Com-
pany's experience goes, especially in a

wholesale way, as they buy honey. The
nearest they ever came to getting adul-

terated honey, was in a small lot they
purchased some years ago from an
Iowa bee-keeper. In testing a sample
from the lot, their chemist found cane-
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sugar in it. On further investigation,
it was learned that sugar had been fed
the bees in the spring to tide them over
till the flowers should yield, and some
of it must have been carried up into
the extracting combs. That was the
only experience the National Biscuit
Company ever had with adulterated
honey. That certainly speaks volumes
for the honesty of honev-producers
generally.
The National Biscuit Company never

uses any shipment of honev without
hrst submitting a sample to their chem-
ist. In the case of a carload of honev,
they select and test 10 samples taken
from various parts of the car. They
will not use any adulterated honey a't

all. It must be absolutely pure.
In their bakings, the light amber

honeys seem to hold out best as to re-
tained flavors, although alfalfa, sage,
and many other kinds of honey are
good. They find that even the' best
honey-dew honey is quite inferior for
their use. Practicallv all the honey
that comes from the Hawaiian Islands
IS honey-dew. They have had it of-
fered to them as low as 3 cents a
pound.
Their bakings which carry the name

"honey" at ail, such as "Honey
Wafers," etc., contain o>i/v honey as a
sweetener. If there is the least bit of
any other sweet used in connection
with the honey, the word "honey "'is
not used in the name under which it is
retailed.

As most of our readers know, we
were for some years in the honey-busi-
ness, and handled from 3 to 5 ca'rloads
a year, bottling the larger part of it.
But when we talked with the man who
buys 12.J carloads e7;-ry war, we felt
that really we had never' been in the
honey-business at all. However, we

, wouldn't take a good deal for the honey
experience we gained in those years
when we O-icd to sweeten all Chicago
and many other places as well. The
only way to learn some things is /o do
ll,,;n. Theory is all right, but usually
the man who knoics is the one who has
been "through the mill" himself. Mr.
Iivans IS that kind of a man. We ap-
preciated the free and frank manner in
which he talked, and we believe our
readers will be interested in what we
have here briefly given from the con-
versation we had with the head of one
of the most important departments of
the well known National Biscuit Com-
pany.

Clarifying- VVa.v With Acid
Some object to the use of sulphuric

acid at any time for clarifying wa.x,
and certainly it should be us'ed only in
case of very dark wax, if at all. When
used at all, the danger is that too much
will be used. O. L. Hershiser thinks a
teaspoonful to a gallon of wax should
never be exceeded. He says in the
Canadian Bee Journal

:

.
Supnose you liave a quantity of wax thata IS tk-sjred to treat with acid. Melt thewax in about oiie-qiiarter its volume of clean

water. \\ lien hot enouk-li to remain melted
without commencini; to coiiueal on the sur-
tace for tlie space of about lo minutes, re-move from il.e fire. Provide a rool<ini;spoon with a loni; lianclle and into it pour
sulphuric acid in the quantity of not to ex-ceed a halfteaspoonful to a i.'ali<mof wax.
1 our the acid from the spoon into the wax
without diluting, and at the same time com.

mence stirring vigorously and keep it up for
4 or 5 minutes. When agitation of the wax
due to stirring has ceased, if there is anyscum on the service, skim it off and set the
vesse away to cool. If vou will wrap the
vessel containing the wax in papers or cloths
or set It in a slightly larger vessel to prevent
the rapid radiation of heat, and cover with a
lid having a hole one or two inches in diam-
eter in the center to cause it to cool more
rapidly at that point it will be more likely to
cool in a solid cake.
Diluting the acid with water before intro-

ducing into the wax has been tried, but the
results were unsatisfactory: the desired
eftect in bringing out the yellow color was
not obtained.

A Pet Bear that Likes Houey
While I was at Grand Island, Nebr.,

I saw a pet bear and gave it some
honey, and it was so an.xious to get it,

it would whine and reach for it, and
growl, etc. So I got a photographer to
take a snap-shot as he was pulling the
owner's arm down to take some from

Bear Whining for Honev.

his fingers. It is a rather poor picture,
but it shows him while I was watching
his actions, and listening to his roar-
ing whine for the honey.

Salix, Iowa. Thos. Chantry.

Michigan Bee-Keepers
These people certainly are hustlers.

Recently they have been making a
"Whirl-Wind Campaign for New Mem-
bers." They issued a large -1-page cir-
cular giving a little history of what the
Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion is trying to do for its members.
Secretary E. B. Tyrrell, of 230 Wood-
land Aye., Detroit, is a wide-awake
officer, who is leading in the effort to
build up the largest, and the strongest,
and the most helpful State bee-keepers'
association in this country. Its dues
are $1.00 a year, and if 50 cents more is
added (making $l..Ml) anv bee-keeper
will become a member of the National
as well as the Michigan Association.
For 6 years the Michigan Bee-Keep-

ers' Association has published a book-
let giving the names and addresses of
its members, and stating the kind of
honey they had for sale. This booklet
has been the means of selling tons of
honey for the membership, and finding
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many new markets. It seems to be
working out the practical solution of
the marketing problem, and has met
with gratifying results so far.

Keep an eye on that Michigan Asso-
ciation, and those hustling "Michigan-
ders." They know how to do things.

Bees in Switzerland and Russia
The following paragraphs are taken

from the Daily Consular and Trade Re-
ports for Feb. 28, 1910. Mr. Frank Ben-
ton edits these reports—in fact, dresses
them up a good deal from their origi-
nal "amateurish" form. For more
than a year he has been editing consu-
lar reports. Here is what was recently
reported from Switzerland and from
Russia, relating to bee-keeping :

Utilizing Bee-Pasturage of Mountain
Areas in Switzerland.

Consul-General R. E. Mansfield, of Zurich.
writes interestingly of the development
which the cultivation ot bees has reached in
the mountain republic of central Europe.
He says;
Much of the 16,000 square miles of territory

comprising Switzerland is so mountainous
and stony that when available for any pur-
pose it can only be for the pasturage of ani-
mals. Yet. so carefully are all of the natural
resources conserved and exploited that the
country is one of the most prosperous in the
world, and the Swiss people are as contented
as they are industrious and frugal.
An attractive feature of every Swiss land-

scape in spring and summer is the beauty
and variety of wild flowers growing in pro-
fusion on hillsides and lower mountain
ranges, while the valleys resemble beauti-
ful mosaics in the rich and varied tints of
flowers that cluster in the greensward. This
wealth of blossom, in addition to beautifying
the landscape, is turned by the thrifty Swiss
into profit. The flora of Switzerland pos-
sesses qualities that produce delicious
honey and thousands of colonies of bees
may be seen in the country, being utilized
by the people to increase the food-supply
and commercial products; in fact, the pro-
duction of honey and wax constitutes an in-

dustry of considerable importance to the
Confederation, as is shown by statistics
furnished by the Swiss Society of Apicul-
turists.

It is estimated that there are 250.000 colo-
nies of bees in the country, each of which
produces 40 pounds of honey during the sea-
son, a total of 10,000,000 pounds a year. The
average price of Swiss honey for the year
loog. was 25 cents per pound, giving the year's
product a total value of S2. 500.000. The sta-
tistics furnished by the Society of Apicul-
turists show that the highest average pro-
duction for 1000 was in the Canton of Lu-
cerne, where 8000 colonies of bees produced
424.000 pounds of honey, an average of 53
pounds to the colony. The next highest
average. 42 pounds, was in the Canton of
Berne, where 0600 colonies produced 403.200
pounds of honey. The territory comprising
the Cantons of Lucerne and Berne is rich in
the flora especially suited to honey-produc-
tion.
The honey crop of Switzerland, valued at

$2. 500.000, is largely profit to those engaged in
the industry, nature producing the raw ma-
terial.

Bee-Industry Reviving Under Modern
Methods in Rt'ssiA.

Consul ,lohn H. Grout, of Odessa, writes
as follows of the coiuiitions under which the
production of wax and honey are found to
be profitable in the southern part of the
Russian Empire:
•Apicnlture has for many centuries played

an important part in Russia. When sugar
was an imported article, and its price as
compared with other articles of food iiiled
high, being sometimes even more than ten-
fold that of fresh beef, honey, the only nat-
ural sweet of local i>roiuiction, was of mucli
importance, and nearl>' every large house-
hold had its own apiai'>-, and honey seems
to have been generally plentiful. It was
even an article of export, and still more so
beeswax, which the people in those days
had not learned to adulterate nor found sub-
stitutes for.
With the advent of cheap and good sugar

less attention was given to oee-culture, and
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a half century ato the industry scemeil to
be declining. Famous physicians pointed
out tlie great value of honey as a remedy in
certain maladies, while equally great botan-
ists drew the attention of farmers and fruit-
growers to tlie necessity of bees for the
proper pollination of many fruit and tield
crops. It was shown that the decline of
apiculture was not the direct and inevitable
conseciuence of the reduction in the area of
forests and tlie resultant absence of proper
shelter for bees, but that, with good care
and judicious selection of varieties of bees,
more energetic breeds might be obtained.

SuoAR Not a Good SfBSTiTvrTE for Hoxev
It was found that sugar was not a real sub-

stitute for honey, especially as food for the
aged, and still less for children, so that even
dear honey had a justification alongside
cheap sugar. The industry began to revive,
and while in some parts there is still a con-
tinuing decrease in the production of honev.
there IS a decided increase in others, espe-
cially in some places where there is little
fprest shelter. Even a considerable reduc-
tion in the extent of meadows and a corres-
ponding increase in the sown fields does not
prevent a successful further development
of apiculture, provided proper attention is
devoted to it. and provided there are in the
neighborhood such trees as the locust
(Kobinia pseudoacacia:. wild olive lElaeag-
nus oleaster, the maples, lindens, etc.Among Russian held crops there are alsosome invaluable as honey-yielders. such as
buckwheat, the clovers, rape, flax, etc.
If. to tide over particularly lean periods,
small plots are sown with phacelia or some
other honey-plant, then with moderate at-
tention bee-culture can be made a paying
industry. It is found that, without detri-ment to their health, bees may be fed for
winter stores, or to carry them through a
dearth of honey with cheaper sweets than
honey.
A report from Bessarabia states that in

the year 1800 the percentage of the whole
area devoted to agriculture was !-.8- in 1881
It was 44.6; and in 1887 it was 61. a steadygrowth unfavorable to apiculture. Therewas also a great reduction in the area ofbuckwheat fields, the acreage in moo having
been 2741: in.iQoa. 3634: 1004. 1047-. IQOS. 887; and
loob. 403. I his shows a considerable reduc-
tion in one if the principal food-plants of
tlie bees, yet the following interesting data
as to the honey and wax produced are re-
ported:
Year No, No. Tons Tons

apiaries, colonies, honey, wax.•S" 4.082 84.241 123 40
^'"^ 2.077 42.351 120 32""" 3,500 53.677 214 51
""OS 3.418 50.220 253 60

Thus, there was a decided increase in the
output in the face of less favorable circum-
stances, and with better instruction thiscan be still further extended. Some other
provinces are without doubt more favorably
situated than Bessarabia, although the honey
trom this province is appreciated, and sells
at higher prices than some other grades

New ,Jer.sey's Governor and tlie
Vetoed Foul Broo<l Bill

We have received the following from
Mr. Albert G. Hann, Secretary of the
New Jersey Bee-Keepers' Association :

The bee-keepers of New Jersey, through
their State -Association, succeeded in get-
ting a Foul Brood Bill passed; but when it
came before the Governor for his approval
he vetoed it on April 12th. We do not know
his reasons exactly, but understand he con-
sidered It too drastic.

Our Bill was modeled after the one rec-
ommended by Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the De-
partment of Agriculture, and was consid-
ered a good one by all who saw it. We think
it was rather from a lack of understanding
on the part of the Governor, than from any-
thing else. We spent all our efforts to get
the Bill, on the Assemblymen and Senators,
thinking theGovernor would surely approve.
To say that we are greatly disappointed is

expressing it mildly. After working so hard
to get the Bill passed, and then have it
stabbed by the Governor was the least of
pur expectations.

But. then, there is no use to fr'etT'We will
simply have to stay sweet and try again. I
suppose we will have to frame a Bill to meet
the Governor's objection, and try again next
winter. This is individually our opinion.

and will have to be approved bv the Asso-
ciation.

In the meantime, we would like to have
more bee-keepers join the Association. Dues
are 50 cents a year. We know of some bee-
keepers who have held aloof from joining
the Association because they thought we
could never get a Bill passed. The stronger
the Association the stronger appeal we can
make next winter.

.Ai.hekt G. Hann. Sa'vTreas.
Pittstown. \. J.

We regret very much that New Jer-
sey's Governor was not seen in ad-
vance by some leading bee-keeper, who
could have explained to him the need
of just the kind of a Foul Brood Law
that the bee-keepers had succeeded in
having passed, and which should have

had his hearty approval. It is the same
experience that Missouri bee-keepers
had some years ago. It is discourag-
ing, but success will finally come if

bee-keepers do not give up. Persis-
tency does wonders, sometimes. Be-
fore the next session of the legislature,
let all New Jersey bee-keepers get into
their State organization, so as to be
ready to win next time. Numbers mean
much in a thing of this kind.

We congratulate New Jersey bee-
keepers on succeeding in securing the
passage of the law, even if the Gover-
nor was not sufficiently informed on
the subject to s^ive it his approval.

Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
Conducted by F..mm..\ M. Wilson. Marengo. 111.
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Honey Preserving Fresh Butter

Wash the butter thoroughly in several
changes of water, slightly salted and boiled
for about 5 minutes. The hands of the
operator should be thoroughly washed and
then rinsed in water previously boiled. The
butter is then well worked up with the
hands, and after being well kneaded there is
no longer any butter-milk left. Put the but-
ter into glass jars, the best for the purpose
being tliose holding 2 pounds. These jars
must first be well washed in boiling water,
made thoroughly clean and then dried.
When ready for the butter, turn over the

jar and burn in it a sulphur match, then put
in the butter, pressing it well down. This
done, pour on the top. to the depth of about
one-third of an inch, thoroughly ripened
honey just about to granulate, and screw on
the lid. If the operation is carried on ex-
actly as directed above, the butter will keep
well right through the winter.
Scotland. D. M. Macdonald.

It is quite a compliment to the Sis-

ters' department that so distinguished
an apicultural writer as Mr. D. M. Mac-
donald, from far ofT Scotland, should
favor us with the foregoing. Mr. Mac-
donald may be assured that the com-
pliment is greatly appreciated. On the
face of it, one can hardly doubt the
good effect of honey thus used in pre-
serving butter. There will be plenty
of opportuhity to try it the coming
summer.

Why These Things Are So

They are so because the source from
which bees gather honey is the same today
as it was. not only "20 and 30 years ago," but
since the beginning— free. The poultry-
man's product comes from grain, etc.: said
grain costs him more today than it did 20 or
30 years ago; the grain comes from land that
then cost him 5 or 10 cents an acre, and that
now costs him S5 to $10. and way up to Sioo or
more.
The dairyman pays more for his milch

cows and their keep than formerly, and so
has to charge more for his butter and milk.
Hogs cannot produce scent lard and eat the
high-priced corn grown on the high-priced
land. What, may I ask. do you have to pay
for your bees' pasturage? It costs no more
than it did 2a or 30 years ago—it's free. See?
If you had to pay so much for every tree and
plant that the bees worked on. wouldn't you
have to ask so much for the honey gathered?
As you pay out nothing for tlie source, you
ask only the sum which recompenses you for
your time and labor and other expenses.
Prices have risen on queens and nuclei be-

cause the source of them also has risen.
Pure-bred Carniolans or Italians are worth
more today than the black bee. and the
black bee has not any more value than ii

had since the beginning—at least I think
that is correct.
As to the "slump." the bee-men are re-

sponsible, in that they should hold their
honey rather than sell it for less than it

should bring. Because farm products take
a slump, it doesn't stand to reason that
books (or anything else) should, too. Then
why honey?
Now take cotton, and suchlike. Has not

practically one man in Wall Street got pos-
session of it? Wheat, etc.. goes to Wall
Street first, and is given to the miller's at the
price they choose to let it go for. The miller
sells it to the wholesaler at his price; then
the wholesaler sells it to the retailer at his
price, and then the consumer pays the re-
tailer what he in turn asks for it. It passes
through t> hands, and. mind you. the seed it

came from was high—grown upon high land.

It's a wonder to me. flour is as cheap as it

is. 6 having to make a living out of it before
the consumer receives it. Honey doesn't
pass through so many hands; in most cases
the producer sells tothe consumer. If every
bee-man had to have his honey worked
over by some manufactorv. and sold again
and again to others, of course it would rise.

And now another reason why; Honey is

not an absolute necessity. People i<7h live
without it. and when it gets out of their
reach they will not buy it. If bacon went to
60 or 70 cents a pound people would still buy
it. If flour and meal went to So per ico
pounds, wouldn't they still Arac to Buy it.

some way or other?
It is true that we have customers who

would buy honey if it soared to Si a pound;
but they are few and far between, and very
rich.
The foregoing has always been my idea

upon this subject, and it is one that we have
thought much about.
Eola. Tex. ;Mrs.) M. E. Pruitt.

Mr. Doolittle raised the question,
"Why are these things so?" without
attempting to give any answer to the
question. It has remained for a sister
to give one of the first answers. It will
be interestfng to know whether others
agree with her.

Beginning With Bees

I do not know anything about bees, but I

would like to learn, and in February I

bought 2 colonies of bees from a man who
was moving away. The bees were in his
cellar and seemed to be all right, so I gave
him Sis for the 2 colonies and 3 extra hives,
etc.. and left them in the cellar. When this
warm weather came. I went to look at my
bees, and found them dead. I thought them
all dead, and so did the father of the man
I bought them of. who has kept bees for
many years, and in whose cellar they were.
Well, wetook themoutside. pulled the hives
in pieces, and poured the bees out upon the
ground, and in about 15 or 20 minutes I no-
ticed some of them moving, and called the
man's attention to it. We watched them
awhile, and in half an hour there was about
a pint of live bees. We put them back into
the hives and fed them some honey and
water. One colony, which the man said was
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the old bees, had a little honey; but the
other hadnone—not abit. The combs were as
dry as if they never had honey in them. We
can find no queen-bee in either hive. What
shall I do? Shall I let them alone, or shall I

get a queen, and put them all together in one
hive? Orshalllkeep on feeding? What do
you advise?
We are living in Barron Co.. Wis., in cut-

over timber, and I think it will be a good
location for bees. I am anxious to keep a
few. vMRS.; .]. BROSS.1RD.
Rice Lake. Wis.

Although yoit have not found a

queen, it is by no means certain that
there is no queen there. Even the
most experienced sometimes fail to

find a queen. Look and see whether
there is any brood in the hive; if not,

you may conckide the bees are queen-
less, in which case it will be well to

furnish a queen to the united lot of

bees. By this time the bees ought to

get along without any feeding.

spoonfuls, according to the number of

hens) into the drinking-vessel in the
morning, the honey being previously
dissolved in hot water. In severe cases

I give each hen daily a teaspoonful of

clear honey.
It is also advisable to allow well hens

this luxury as a preventive of disease.

One by one the old bee-keepers are
passing away. Only a few of those
who lived when the Lan.gstroth hive
was invented are still with us. Many
of the present generation know but

Honey for Hens

Here is something for the sisters who
are interested in the biddies. It is

taken from Schweizerische Bienen-
zeitung

:

In all cases of disease among my
hens, especially diseases of a catarrhal
form, I have used a strong solution of

honey in warm water, and have found
no medicine to compare with it. It is

wonderful how quickly the creatures
recover with this cure, which consists
in stirring honey (one or more table-

A Correction—Other Items

There was a slight mistake in my article
in March, igio. pages 72 and 73. which I would
like to have corrected, which says, "and all

sells as extracted honey at 10 cents a pound."
It should have been, "and ail sells as comb
lioney at 10 cents a pound"—that is. when
the honey is dark. When it is white honey,
of course it sells for I2j^ and 15 cents.
By the way. we have sold about 1000 pounds

of that dark honey this siiring; this dark
honey was gathered from live-oak balls. It

was honey that the bees had over from their
winter stores.
In looking over them in February, we

found 2 colonies queenless out of 120. One of
them we saved, but the other was too far
gone, so we increased one. and our rows are
not broken. Both cases were the result of
neglect on our part.

I would like to tell you some more of our
experiences, etc.. but I'm afraid I shall
wear my welcome out.

[Mrs.) M. E. Pruitt.
Eola. Tex., March 31.

Have no fear about wearing out your
welcome. You will always be more
than welcome.

Please accept sincere thanks for the
private word of appreciation accom-
panying your article. Such words
warm the heart, and make us feel that
we are indeed sisters.

Sketches of Beedomites

Dr. J. P. H. Brown
Mr. J. L. Patterson, of Augusta, Ga.,

writing us recently informed us of the
death of Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Augusta,
Ga., Aug. 24, 1909. He was in his 78th
year, and it seems death had been ex-
pected for some time on account of his
feeble condition.

Dr. Brown came to Augusta some 40
years ago from Atlanta, where he had
been a practicing dentist. He was also
interested in agricultural pursuits, and
was one of the old organizers of the
agricultural clubs and agricultural
movements. Dr. Brown was looked
upon as one of the leaders in his part
of the country.

In the American Bee Journal of Dec.
7, 1893, we published the following
brief sketch of Dr. Brown :

" Dr. Brown was born Oct. 15. iHm. and was
reared on a farm in Carroll Co.. Mil. Like
many other country boys, he worked in sum-
mer and went to a ctjmmon country school
in winter until he was 16 years of age. when
he attended an academy in his native town.
He afterwards took a course in natural
science and mathematics at the Western
Liberal Institute iji Marietta. Ohio.
"After lea\ing the Institute he studied

medicine, but mechanism being a ruling
passion, he took up dentistry as a medical
specialty. lie migrated to Georgia in iKst),

and his services were so much appreciated
by the Confederate Government that he
was detailed to manufacture dentists' gold-
foil and other specialties for the dental
profession.
"Dr. Brown's commencement as a bee-

keeper dates back to childhood. His father

kept bees in the old box-hives, and his ear
liest recollection is the cry of ' Bees swarm
ing!' and the unusual thumping on a tin-pan
to settle them.
"In 1870 he adopted the movable-frame

hive and introduced into his apiary the Ital-
ian bee. In 1874 he began to import queens
direct from Italy, and to breed them. Since
then he has been a large breeder, and has
shipped bees and queens to all parts of the
United States. Canada. Cuba and Mexico.
"As a queen-breeder Dr. Brown has work-

ed for a better bee: and to secure this ob-
ject he has brought to bear all the science,
skill and detail that he was possessed of.

He also runs a factory for the manufacture
of hives and supplies for the apiary."

Dr. Brown is survived by no near
relative except his wife, Mrs. Mary
Brown. His only child died several
years ago. He was a popular citizen

of his locality, and was held in very
high esteem not only by those who
knew him where he lived, but also by
the dental fraternity, who considered
him "one of the most prominent prac-
titioners of Georgia in days past, and
who did the most active work for the
advancement of his profession in his

time ; who having turned aside from
the prevailing selfish idea of ' making
money,' has left a public record as evi-

dence of special work in uplifting the
profession."

Some years ago Dr. Brown conducted
the department of "Southern Beedom"
for the American Bee Journal, which
department is now in charge of Mr.
Louis H. Scholl, of Texas.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown.

little of the struggles made by our
fathers in the bee-keeping line. We
have all entered into their labors, and
are reaping the result of their efforts

and devotion to the cause of bee-keep-
ing. Only a few more years and not
one of the faithful old-timers will be
left to tell the story of bee-keeping in

its infancy in this country. Almost
without exception the apiarian leaders
we have personally known, or read of,

have been splendid men—in fact, some
of them have been splendid women. It

is an inspiration to know not only that,

but that their successors dcsfi-v the
success and honors that have come to

them during the passing years.

Thomas William Cowan and His
Work

That does not mean that a full ac-

count of all our distinguislied cotem-
porary has done for British bee-keep-
ers and bee-keeping is to be set down
in order here, which would take too
many pages. It is merely to say that a

man who has been so actively engaged,
and for so many years, begins now
wisely to think of taking things just a

bit less strenuously. At a late meeting
of the British Bee-Keepers' .Associa-

tion he ottered his resignation as its

Chairman, after having filled that im-
portant position for 36 consecutive
years. This was felt to be nothing
short of a calamity, and instead of ac-

cepting his resignation the .'Association

begged that he would take further time
for consideration, with the assurance
that his position should be made as

easy as possible.

Since the death of Mr. W. B. Carr,

who so ably assisted Mr. Cowan, the
burden of editing the British Bee Jour-
nal has been etitirely upon the shoul-

ders of Mr. Cowan as editor-in-chief,
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except as he has wisely brought into
training a man who promises well as

his successor, Mr. W. Herrod. The
American Bee Journal extends to Mr.
Herrod its heartiest good wishes, with
the hope that between the two Bee
Journals—British and American—there
shall always remain the same cordial

relations that have been in the past.

To Mr. Cowan, not as a British bee-
keeper, but as one who belongs to the
whole world, are hereby extended con-
gratulations upon the life of usefulness
he has hitherto been permitted to en-
joy, with the earnest hope that his last

days may be his best.

Canadian Beedom
Conducted by J. L. Byer. Mount Joy. Ontario, Canada.

Foul Brood and the inspectors

At this writing (.April IS) the names
of the different apiary inspectors for
the current year have not yet been
made public. The appropriation for
the work has been increased, and the
number of inspectors increased from
14 to 16. A few years ago there was
much discussion in the bee-papers as
to whether foul brood is on the in-

crease or not, and it seems that the
action of the Department at the present
time should be a good answer to the
question. While not saying that the
disease is on the increase at present,
yet all may rest assured that we have
all we want of the article, and might
probably spare seed to other countries
that may be in need of some samples.
One favorable feature about the situa-

tion is that an aggressive policy of
education is being advanced, and while
far too many are not reached even by
this means, yet enough are influenced
to be a powerful factor in helping to
eradicate the disease.

Early Spring—Prospects Good

In common, I suppose, with most of
the country this year, we are, in our
section, having a very early season

—

fully a month or more earlier than last

year. Winter jumped abruptly into
summer, almost, early in March, and
with slight interruptions of cold weather
has so continued right up to date of
writing (April 18). Last year the apple
Blossoms were still in bloom during
the latter week in May, while this sea-
son, if the warm weather should con-
tinue, the blossoms will show in an-
other week or 10 days—the earliest, by
all odds, that I have any record of since
I have been keeping bees.

While little has come into the hives
as yet, still a lot of warm weather with
some pollen being gathered, has caused
the bees to breed up at a great pace,
and as a consequence the stores are
disappearing like magic. If the weather
should be cold through willow and
apple blossom, it will be a case of feed
the bees or let them starve. Clover is

in fine shape, and barring some set-

backs that may come in the way of
heavj- frosts later on, prospects are
good.
In the fruit-raising sections of the

country, the situation is regarded as
somewhat critical, as the blossoms
are abnormally advanced for the time
of the year, and as we usually get
heavy frosts after this date, naturally
the fruit-men are much concerned as

to the weather conditions of the next
3 weeks. To a certain extent the same
thing applies to the bee-keepers, al-

though, by feeding, the matter can be
helped out somewhat even if the fruit-

blossoms should freeze, as it is not at

all likely that the alsike would be in-

jured by a freeze to any great extent.
However, we have had a wonderful
spring so far, and perhaps a like condi-
tion may prevail all through the bal-

ance of the season. In looking back
over my past years of bee-keeping, I

find that, as a rule, my best years have
been after a late spring. Here's hoping
that this year may be an exception to

the rule.

Breeding from the Best

To the writer's mind, there is no
question but what there is a good deal
of truth in the surmise (page 118) rela-

tive to the different races of bees being
popular in different countries, simply
because the different countries have
improved certain races to the exclu-
sion of others. As pointed out, in

Switzerland the German or black bees
are preferred to the Italians, and con-
sequently the latter race has been neg-
lected, while, on the other hand, the
reverse is true with a vengeance on
this continent.

For the past .3 years I have com-
mented on the fact that in my yards
during the said period, the colony that
has headed all each spring, is one
bought from a farmer bee-keeper who
never bought an Italian queen in his
life, and to all appearances the bees
are of the genuine German race, in so
far, at least, as color goes. There the
comparison ends, however, as the col-

ony is very quiet, without a trace of

the nervous disposition so common to
the black bees. This spring again, this

colony is very strong and ready for a
super any time that a flow of honey
comes along. .-Vt this date (April 1-5)

the bees are fanning at the entrance
although the weather is too cool for
flight, and whenever it warms up a bit,

they will cluster outside.

A peculiar feature of this colony is

that this condition keeps up right
through the season without declining
in strength as is generally the case with
colonies abnormally strong so early in

the spring. For the past 3 years this

colony has stored a super full of honey
from the willows and fruit-bloom, and,
by the looks of things at present, this

condition is apt to be duplicated again
this season. In all this time the colony
has never offered to swarm, although

the bees have been crowded for room
at different times.

Is it at all unreasonable to suppose
that with proper care a strain of bees
with these good traits could be propa-
gated that would have all the virtues
of the Italians with perhaps less of
their faults? Certain it is that if I

could have an apiary like the colony
mentioned, I would not exchange it

for any Italian stock that I have ever
handled, and we have had a few from
most of the breeders in America.

As to one race being more immune
to foul brood than another, it seems a

fact that the Italians are more capable
of resisting the ravages of black brood
than are the other races ; but in all

sincerity it certainly appeals to the
writer to be a joke, when it is claimed
that Italians are less subject to the old-
time foul brood than are the other
races. Does any one, I wonder, really

entertain such a view? As a matter of
fact, in my limited inspection work, I

have generally found more foul brood
among Italian colonies than among
other bees, not that they are more sub-
ject to the disease at all, but because,
as a rule, Italians are inveterate rob-
bers as compared with other races, and
are always nosing around for mischief,
consequently get into trouble oftener,

as is bound to be the case with bees or
members of the genus homo, for that

matter, if they stray away from home
too often in other people's premises.

Not Byer's Bear

What's the joke, Mr. Editor, on page
134, about J. L. Byer and the bear?
Surely a case of mistaken identity in

some way, as back in the 70's the writer
was not concerned about bears, weather
prophecies, or anything else for that

matter, as it was late in that decade that

I first saw the light of day. When I

read the item it caused me to scratch
my head a bit in a meditative mood,
and wonder if I was a second Rip Van
Winkle. I suspect that my name has
in some way got mixed with that of an
old friend still living who has always
been a great sport and hunter. As the

names are not very similar, it is up to

you and Mr. Wismer for an explana-
tion.— [We shall have to refer this to

Mr. Wismer. It must be a mistake.—
Editor.]

Early Stimulative Feeding of Bees

By the way, I wonder how many are
practicing early stimulating this spring?
Please don't mention the subject to

me, but kindly, instead, hand me out a

recipe to keep down brood-rearing
without letting the bees starve. Not a

colony died in the winter, and so far I

have found only 2 percent queenless,

with about that percentage weak. Doz-
ens of colonies in 10 and 12 frame hives

(Jumbo frames) have brood in from 6

to 8 frames, and are boiling over with
bees. Lots of these colonies had 2-5

pounds of stores, at the least, a few
weeks ago, and now some of them
have nearer that number of ounces in-

stead. Is it any wonder that the

thought of stimulating gives me a

pain, and that instead I am thinking of

dipping into my pocket, not to stimu-
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late, but to avoid starvation if the

weather should be bad during vvfillow

and fruit bloom?
One favorable factor in the situation

is that the bees are so strong that they

will be able to take advantage of every

bit of weather that allows them to fly

when any nectar may be available.

With two seasons in succession very
late and generally considered bad for

brood-rearing, yet in both cases it was
necessary to super most of the bees
during fruit-bloom to hold down
swarming, and now with a spring of

the other extreme, and bees in the

same shape—really, I am afraid that I

am done with all spring stimulating

(previous to a possible dearth between
fruit-bloom and clover) for the future,

and will leave that work to the other
fellow, the writer being contented, or
rather (shall I say?) liiscoiilenU'il. to

buy sugar only to avoid starvation, as I

am rather expecting to do in a week
or so.

List of Ontario Apiary Inspectors for 1910

[Since another item in this depart-

ment was put in type, Mr. Byer sent in

the following :

—

Editor.]

1. J. S. Schrank, Port Elgin—Bruce
and Huron counties.

2. D. Chalmers, Poole^Waterloo and
Perth.

;5. \Vm. Idle, Clarksburg—Wellington
and Grey.

4. W. A. Chrysler, Chatham—Lamb-
ton, Kent and Essex.

b. John Newton, Thamesford—Mid-
dlesex and Elgin.

(). Jas. Armstrong, Cheapside—Nor-
folk, Haldimand and Welland.

7. W. Bayless, Grand View—Oxford
and Brant.

8. .Mex Robertson, Waterdown

—

Wentworth and Lincoln.

9. Arthur Adamson, Erindale—Hal-

ton, Peel and Dufiferin.

10. Hy. Johnson, Craighurst—Simcoe
and Muskoka.

11. J. L. Byer, Mount Joy—Ontario,
York, Victoria and Durham.

12. W. Scott, Wooler — Peterboro,
Northumberland, Hastings and Prince
Edward.

13. J. B. Checkley, Linden Bank-
Lennox and Addington, Frontenac and
Leeds.

14. A. A. Ferrier, Renfrew—Renfrew,
Lanark and Carleton.

1.5. Alex Dickson, Lancaster—Rus-
sell, Prescott and Glengarry.

16. Homer Burke, Tayside — Gren-
ville, Dundas and Stormont.

Convention Proceedings

Southeast Minnesota and Western
Wisconsin Convention

The following address was given by
Pres. W. K. Bates :

Pres. Bates' Address.

.\gain we are gathered in our annual meet-
ins:, and so far as I know death has not taken
any of our membership.
Tlie last year was not one of the liest for

our pursuit, but I think the territory covered
by our Association had as good a honey liar-

vest as. if not better than, some of our sister
States and locations. Honey-dew was prev-
alent to a Kreater extent than usual, and
tended to lower the price and quality of
honey, and very little surplus honey was
gathered after July 20; but. so far as I can
learn, bees generally went into winter quar-
ters with plenty of stores.

I think the time has arrived that we
should study more to improve our strains of
bees, which can only be done by improving
our Queens and strains of bees that give us
the best results, and this cannot be attained
by the usual way of keeping bees, but only
by applying the best methods will we be
able to hold our own; and prices of our
products do not increase with the increase
of prices of the articles we use. such as
lumber for hives, supers, sections, etc.

The marketing of honey is a subect for all

of us to study in its different phases.

The reports we gel from the Western
fields seem to be that bee-diseases are on
the increase. European and .'Vmerican foul
brood are being found in the West, and may
invade our locality any year, and our tneni-
bers should be alert and on the look-out for
any outbreaks of these and other diseases,

I have to report to you at this time the
death of the Minnesota State Foul lirood
Inspector. Wm, Russell, at Miiuieaiiolis, in
May. IQO'). who was with us at our last annual
meeting. Gov. Johnson appointed Mr. Rus-
sell to succeed himself for the current year.
and at his death appointed Mr. Hamlin V.
I'oore. of Uird Island, to the office, who, as
far as 1 know, has " made good " as his suc-
cessor.

1 would recommend that our rates for

membership be raised so we can gain a mem-
bership in the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation as a body. I have had some corres-
pondence with Mr. N. E. France, the Na-
tional Manager, and he desires us to become
members. A rate of 60 or 75 cents would
pay dues in both our own and the National
Association.
We must all work for the National meet-

ing in Minneapolis, in igi2. which is the prob-
able place in that year.

I am glad to report that the two Minnesota
State Bee-Keepers' societies merged into
one large association in January, and I would
recommend that you send a delegate, or
delegates, to their next annual meeting.

Few people realize the magnitude, impor-
tance and possibilities of the present bee-
keepin^industry in the United States, and
as it has reached the annual sum of $20,000,-

000 in honey, and S-, 000,000 or more in bees-
wax, it seems to me we all should see that in

the census about to be taken, correct
reports should be given so that we may have
a better showing than we had in the 1000

census reports; for in that census the aver-
age number of colonies to the farm in the
United States was less than 6, and valued at
S14.40—a very small investment, indeed.

Your committee appointed at the last an-
nual meeting on revision of our constitution
and by-laws, held a meeting at Minnesota
City, in January, and will report the results
of their work to this meeting at the proper
time, for your action on the same.

W. K. Bates.

Mrs. E. Monette, Jr., ofYered the fol-

lowing remarks, which were of interest

:

Monette Non-Swarming Method.

Since there have been many inquiries re-

garding our brother. C. Davenport Mouette's
non-swarming method, and especially the
similarity of his method and that of Dr.
Jones. 1 wish to make a few remarks on the
subject.
At the time Dr. Jones published his book,

he wrote us. sending his nook, and asking us
if, in our opinion, his method might not have
been that of C. Davenport. On rea<ling his
book, we thought it might be possible; but
about two weeks ago we received, through

the courtesy of A. C. Gilbert, of New York,
two clippings taken from the American Bee
.Journal, dated March, 1006, and July. mod. In
these C. Davenport says his method or oper-
ation " requires 3 or 4 minutes to each col-

ony, though I have frequently done it in less
than 2 minutes; then the next day. or any
time within is days, another operation re-

quiring less time. There is no searching for
queens, no jumping of hives around, no pos-
sibility of any eggs or brood being chilled or
lost, no possibility of after-swarms.

"

In the other article. " There is no cutting
of queen-ceils. The frames are not removed.]'
Now it seems to me, there can be no simi-

larity in the two methods, since by Dr. Jones'
method the frames have to be removed and
part of the brood destroyed. He also says
the oiieration can be repeated the next day,
or any time within 15 days.
Ms.0. at the time of C. Davenport Monette's

death, June 13th, many colonies were strong
enough to swarm, and some did swarm in a
day or two. Although at that time neither
Mr. Monette nor I knew anythingabout bees,
and had immediately to study and learn, we
can recall no instance of seeing any brood
carried out, or showing signs of being un-
capped, on examination; and there were as
many colonies as strong, and stronger, that
did not swarm, as those that did. Since
reading these articles relating to his method,
we have thought that perhaps these colonies
had been so treated.
That he did have some way of preventing

swarming. I am positive, as he often left

home in the height of the swarming season
for a day or two. and himself said that
swarming did not trouble him any more. His
articles sent us by Gleanings and those in

the American Bee Journal, sent by friends,
are all we have to go by. The house and en-
tire contents were burned, and his brothers
were not interested in bees at the time, con-
sequentiv tfiey did not know a queen from a
drone. Sleither have we been able to find
anyone in the neighborhood who had been
in our brotlier's confidence.

Mrs. E. Monette.

[This probably will be the final word
on the Monette non-swarming method.
It seems to have perished with him,

when he was burned to death, with the

house and contents.

—

Editor.]

Patrouize Our Advertisers
We have been endeavoring to in-

crease the patronage of our advertising
columns. But nothing else would help
us so much to do this as would a lib-

eral patronage of our present adver-
tisers on the part of our subscribers.
So please, always, mention that you
saw the advertiseiuent in the American
Bee Journal whenever you write to

advertisers. This will help both of us
and the advertisers. If it were not for

the advertising patronage we have, v^
couldn't possibly furnish the .'Vmericah

Bee Journal at $1.00 a year. So we
hope that all will aid us in this matter
by complying with our request to men-
tion having seen their advertisement
in the American Bee Journal, when
writing to any of our advertisers.

Don't forget that we now have a
" Want and E.xchange " column that is

a good place in which to make your
offers also. If you have anything that

you think our readers would like to

buy, there is no better place in which to

advertise than in the Am. Bee Jouraal.

Single Number 'Worth $25.

I am gl;nl to sec yuu KCtting into line with
a $1.00 publication. i-'roin the standpoint of

one specialist at least, I wish to say that 1

prefer 25 cents worth of the American Bee
Journal to the money, any time. What does a
dollar a year amount to when a single num-
ber may suggest something worth $26? Bee-
keepers arc at last awaking to the possibilities

of their profession, and it will not be to

turn down one of the best bee-papers siinply

beause it costs 25 cents nearer to what it is

really worth. This is my honest opinion, at

least.

Hebron, Ind. F. B. Cavanagh.
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Arrangement of Hives for Bulk-Comb

Honey Production

We have been in tlie midst of a great
rush during our early April honey-flow

;

when we have had /i> do //i/>i_i,rx: when
every labor-and-time-saving short-cut

method and management had to be
brought into play. And during this

time we have found what it is to have
a proper arrangement, or system of
arrangement, of the hives in the api-

aries.

We have tried many ways of placing
the hives, arranged differently in as

many apiaries, and have found some all

right, while others had great disadvan-
tages. Placing hives in straight rows,
equal distances apart, is bad practice,

even if the hives are several feet apart.

Placed in rows, and in pairs is better;

still, each pair is like another pair in

the same row or the next row'S. Too
much sameness should not exist,

mainly on account of the resultant loss

of queens in mating, and also to avoid
the drifting of bees.

We prefer to handle our hives in

groups, and therefore arrange them
accordingly. There is a great advan-
tage in working the colonies in groups
of 5, as we do, and especially in our ex-
tensive work in producing bulk-comb
honey, with the idea in view to reach
the greatest possible quantity witli the
least amount of labor and expense.

At the same time we prefer shade

—

natural shade, or at least a partial

ary of oH colonies. By studying this

closely you will see that :! hives face
southeast, if you will look at the way
the arrow points. These 3 are placed
about 3 feet, or a little more if the tree

is larger, from the main trunk of the

protecting the colonies inside to a
great extent. Such an arrangement
has to be tried to be appreciated.

We work the groups from behind, or
the northwest side, with all the en-
trances facing away from us. There
is no interference with the bees' flight,

as we always have our backs near the
tree behind us, where very few bees
fly. We are also, most of the time, ir»

the shade, especially the hottest part of
the day. The trees serve us a double
purpose. Besides furnishing shade for
the bees and for us, we use their trunks

Fig. 2.—Group of Five Hives—Ready for Supers.

tree, or trees, where there are several
in a group. This allows free passage-
way for the operator from behind
them. From \'/i to 2 feet of space is

left between the hives, from each other.

Two more hives are then added, as in

the pictures, one facing northeast and

A^^

I
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smoker in the right hand, the left raises

off the covers in a jiffy, jars the Ijees

off on the ground in front of the hive,

and places it against the tree behind,
while a puff or two of smoke keeps
down the bees. The next hive re-

ceives the same treatment, and then

the next, and in 5 jiffies all the covers

that's so easy, everything is always in

place, the trees standing ready for you
at all times. This saves much valuable

time, as there is none wasted looking
for a place to put the covers, or look-
ing for them when they are scattered
around when the hives are to be closed
again.

Fig. 3.—Grui'I' of I-ive Hi\ ks-JSii'KRs in I'l.^ce.

are piled against the tree, with the

smoker sitting on top of them, as

shown.
Now the 5 supers are lifted off the

cart ill one toad (they are light), and set

on the first hive opened, the lower one
released, and 4 set on the next hive,

releasing each lower one until only
one super remains for the last of the
group.
Now the smoker is grabbed again

with the right hand, a whiff or two of

smoke chases the few bees that have
had time to crawl up to the top out of

the way, and the left hand replaces the

covers in several jiffies more; and

In Fig. 3 we again see the same
group of 5 hives, supers and covers all

in place, and it has all happened so
quickly that the bees below hardly
know it happened. We do not stop to

smoke at the entrances when we put
on supers. Not necessary ; only a

waste of time when bees are gathering
honey, and it would only set tliem back
or disturb them unnecessarily. This is

quite an item, as it saves time for the
operator and the bees.

This is given for those who wish to

arrange their hives systematically; and
what better arrangement could one
wish?

Contributed Articles

Old Comb Foundation-Will

Bees Work It?

BY C. r. DADANT.

I see in the April number of the

American Bee Journal that several ask
the above question of Dr. C. C. Miller,

and he answers it favorably. As I have
made experiments on it, I thought best

to mention them.

Years ago the statement was made in

the bee-papers that comb foundation
became worthless with age ; that the

bees would cut it out. I decided to

test this for myself. I had at that time,

in the upper room of our shop, a box
of foundation of an odd size which had
been made for a special order, and the

one ordering it had countermanded the
order. As it was a large size, and we
did not wish to work it over or cut it,

we had put the box away, lioping

to fill an order with it sooner or

later. But it had been forgotten and
had laid there two full years. I used a

sheet of this to make my test.

In June, when the bees were at work
and storing some honey, I placed this

sheet of foundation in the center of a

colony. Then I took a sheet of fresh-

run foundation and placed it also in

the center of the same hive, with only
one frame of brood between the two.
They were therefore on an equal foot-

ing— old and fresh alike.

Two days later 1 opened the hive and
found both sheets drawn and eggs laid

in both. This, it seems to me, ought to

be sufficient evidence that old founda-
tion is as good as new, even if there
might be a few hours of difference in

the acceptance of it by the bees.

But now let me explain why old
foundation is considered as less readily

accepted by the bees, and why the bees
sometimes cut holes in it.

Beeswax has peculiar properties. My

readers all know that it becomes so
by heating, and finally melts when
enough heat is applied. But many do
not know that when beeswax has been
heated, it retains its flexibility for quite
a time, even if the heat is not continued.
I may very well compare it to iron, for
it may be malleable or brittle accord-
ing to the manner of rendering it and
manipulating it. It has similar proper-
ties to those of iron also in this, that .

time acts upon its malleability. Those C
of you who have used wire for fences,
or for grape-trellis, know that new
wire, fresh from the factory, is not
brittle unless tempered. But those
who have seen the same wire on their
fence or on their grape-arbor for 30
years, know also that at the end of that
time, even if it is galvanized, the wire
is much more brittle. So it is with
beeswax. It is more brittle, and there-
fore harder, when it is old. To give
back to iron its ductility, it is necessary
to melt it. But not so with beeswax.
It takes much less to give it back its

flexibility. Heating to blood heat or a
little more will render it flexible again.

If we have foundation from the pre-
vious years in our hives outside of the
cluster, this foundation has become
hard and is not attractive to the bees.
Neither is old comb, until they have
covered it for a few hours and given it

their heat. But fresh foundation only
a few days old, used by the apiarist,

still shows a softness similar to that of

new-built comb. The bees, therefore,
take to it with great eagerness. That
is why many apiarists will tell you that
old foundation is not so readily ac-
cepted by the bees. But just as soon
as that old foundation is covered by
the cluster it becomes warmed up, and
within a very few hours will be as soft

and acceptable as the new-made. Of
course, if both the old and the new are
put into supers, the bees will not hesi-

tate and will appropriate the new foun-
dation more promptly because it is

more malleable. But if you do as I did
in the experiment referred to above,
and place both kinds in the center of
the cluster, the difference in the ac-
ceptance of the two by the bees will be
so little marked that you will not be
able to detect it after the lapse of 48
hours.
Now, why do bees cut holes in foun-

dation that has been in the hive a long
time? If you were to watch them you
would see that they use the particles

thus cut to repair the combs within the
cluster. This cutting of holes in foun-
dation is always done when they do
not see the possibility of using it where
it is outside of the cluster.

There are, however, exceptions to all t%
cases. Some foundation may be so 'fl

covered with dust that the bees have
repugnance to use it. .You find similar

instances with dried-up combs which
are given them in partly-built sections.

I have sometimes seen the bees build

new combs in preference to using old
ones that were within their reach. But
give them old combs in the center of

the cluster and see whether they do not
use them quickly. If there is anything
moldy or objectionable about such
combs, when they are inserted by the
apiarist in the heart of the brood-nest,
they soon cut out the objectionable

parts and make new work out of the
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old. You will find the case exactly the

same with comb foundation mmfv of
good beeswax, no matter how old it

may be.

It is therefore safe to say that old
comb foundation, which has been prop-
erly kept, will be worked by the bees
as readily as, the new goods as soon as
it has been heated sufficiently. E.xpos-
ing it to the heat that would soften it

for a few minutes previous to its in-

sertion in the hive, would make it as
promptly acceptable as new goods, but
this is not at all necessary.
Old comb foundation has one advan-

tage over new goods. Owing to its

very toughness it is less liable to

stretch or breakdown under the weight
of bees than the other, and is safer

for swarms.
A Correction.

In closing, allow me to correct a typo-
graphical omission in my last article

on honey-vinegar, page 127. In the
eleventh line, the printer makes me say,
" If the air has been excluded the acetic

fermentation has probably also begun."
It should read, "If the air has nol been
excluded." All reasoning persons who
have followed my explanations have
readily understood that the air is abso-
lutely necessary in the making of vine-

gar. Oxygen is at the base of nearly
all chemical changes.
Hamilton, 111.

Bee-Keeping in Old Mexico

BY B. A. HADSELL.

In my last article, in describing the

route from the city of Mexico over the

International & Vera Cruz, a few words
were overlooked which do not make it

clear, which I will now explain.

From the City of Mexico until we
drop down out of the clouds it is

a vast tableland, owned by wealthy
land owners, each having large buildings

with many tenant houses, with street

railroads connecting the railroad sta-

tions, and the land is devoted to farming
one crop of corn or barley, therefore

not a bee-country.

Much of the shrubbery in Texas,
New Mexico and Arizona, such as the

mesquite and catclaw, have thorns, and
so it continues until you reach the

tropics of Mexico. There nearly every-

thing has bloom with but few thorns,

even the mesquite drops its thorns, or

rather changes to a number of varieties

which have no thorns, but produce
bloom and beans similar to those in the

States. Nearly all varieties of trees

bear bloom at some time of the year,

and when the tree is not in bloom the

morning-glory covers them at the height

of 20 to 40 feet, furnishing bloom dur-

ing the season we term winter in the

North, and I should judge it to be the

greatest honey-flow of any time of the

year, yet I am puzzled to say just when
the greatest flow would be in the tropics,

as there is so little change in the tem-
perature, that the bees can work contin-

uously. It is possible that some of the

blooms which stand upright may have
the honey washed away by rain during
what we term summer, but I am confi-

dent that many of the bloom hang down,
and that the honey is protected, and can

be gathered by the bees, at any time of
the year when it is not raining, and it

seldom rains except in the evening and
the night, and then they can get a great
abundance of honey .

The tropics of Mexico are certainly

the bee-man's paradise. My ambition
has always been to be the largest bee-

keeper in the world, and Arizona was
probably the best location in the United
States that I could have selected to ac-

complish that end. I probably reached
the height of my ambition, but think
I have found a better country on the

southwestern coast in the tropics of
Mexico, and am closing out my bees
in Arizona as fast as I can find buyers,
and hope to make Mexico my future
home. The most desirable location that
I found is from Geronimo to Tapachula.
This valley is about 20 miles wide and
225 miles long.

At Geronimo the rainfall is 30 inches,

and where they raise one crop of corn
or grain a year without irrigation. This
is a heavy mesquite country, of many
varieties, which furnishes a heavy
honey-flow. The rainfall increases as
you go south. At Tonala it is 60 inches,

where they plant and husk corn every
day of the year, and rice and sugar cane
produce big crops without irrigation.

At Tapachula it runs over 100 inches.

The hilly section north of this valley
receives three times the amount of rain-

fall in the valey. The valley section is

covered with grass waist high, covered
with fat cattle the year round. The val-

ley slopes from the hills to the ocean,
with prairie on the upper portion and
valuable timber on the lower portion
next to the Pacific Ocean, with moun-
tain streams running across the valley

every mile or two, making perfect drain-
age. There is scarcely an acre of waste
land in that entire valley. The soil is

very rich, with the purest of water and
the most ideal climate of any place on
the North American continent, the
mercury never dropping below 55, or
goes above 90. It is claimed that throat

and lung trouble is unknown there. The
Pan-American railroad runs through the
center of this entire valley, and it will

soon be one continuous line from Seat-
tle, Wash., to the Panama Canal. This
valley is the natural home of the orange,
lemon, lime, and many other tropical

fruits which grow wild in the woods,
furnishing honey for the bees and fruit

for the inhabitants.

Buckeye, Ariz.

(To be continued.)

Apiarian Progress of 50 Years

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Looking over some papers found
"stored away in the garret," I ran
across an old bee-paper, and about the
first item my eyes alighted upon was
these few words, which carried me
back to my childhood home and my
father's bees, which engrossed my at-

tention more than half a century ago :

"Bees, like pouitry. beiontr largel.v to the
farmer. He wishes to liave an abundance of
tliesweets for his tabie. and if in bounteous
years there should be some surplus, it is

that much extra to be exchanged for other
things."

Of course I, myself, did not keep
bees more than half a century ago, but
I can remember, as if only yesterday,
when my father and a neighbor living
nearly 2 miles away, who had a few
colonies of bees, came to " our house "

bringing one of those colonies in a
box-hive (a simple box of boards about
II inches square, with a cover nailed
on one end, the height of which was
about 20 inches), this hive hanging in
the center of a sheet tied at the four
corners, and carried between the two
men by means of a pole resting on their
shoulders, after the pole was passed
through under the tied corners of the
sheet. This is a very safe way to move
bees, but hardly the one W. Z. Hutch-
inson would advise side by side with
his ever-pushing advice of "keep more
bees." A 4-horse team with a broad
and high hayrack, capable of carrying
40 to dO colonies, or a railroad train,
are now needed by the Hutchinson
type of men.

Next I wish to notice those words,
" Bees, like poultry, belong largely to
the farmer." Father was a farmer,
"pure and simple," as all were classed
in those days who followed mixed
agriculture, as nearly every one did.

About 2 years after this hive in a sheet
carried on a pole arrived on " our
farm," I was so interested that I went
around among the other farmers who
had bees, and I can now, in memory,
count up some 1.5 "apiarians," all of
whom lived within 2 miles of our
house, and numbered their colonies
from 2 to 15, and some 20; these latter

being looked up to as large bee-keepers.
For such to have been advised to " keep
more bees" would have nearly "taken
way the breath " of the " whole farm-
ing community." In that same circuit,

in this year, A. D. 1910, only 3 persons
keep bees, and neither of these would
make the claim of being farmers,
further than having a little land to set

the bee-hives on, and a garden. Then,
oh ! it seems but yesterday, the ding-
dong and a-rat-a-tat of the bells and
beating on tin-pans, announced to the
farmer in the corn or hay fields that
"the bees are swarming," and I can in

memory see the one living across the
valley running from the field, and ar-

riving all covered with "sweat," so that
the bees could be " swarmed " before
they "run off to the woods."

I often wonder what those who kept
bees then and passed to "the great be-
yond " when I was a boy, would think
if they could " appear on the scene " in

this age of " keep more bees." Not one
of them would know what the term
" extracted honey " or " section honey "

meant, without an e.xplanation. Then
allot the colonies with " hives which
were hefty," and those thought too
" light " to winter, were " brimstoned,"
and after the hives had been jarred and
pounded upon so as to " jar the dead
bees down into the brimstone pit," they
were taken to the kitchen, pried apart,

when the combs were cut out, and that

sealed honey portion of the combs
which was white and nice, put by itself

when cut "where the white and dark
honey separated," while the rest of the

comb having honey in it was " chopped
fine," when this "sweet mass" was put
into a bag and the same hung up be-

fore the " old open fire-place," over the
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"big brass kettle" to "strain." This
"strained honey" was offered to those
who kept no bees, in exchange " for
other things " as the writer quoted at

the commencement of this tells us, and
in this way all of this class of honey
was disposed of to the mutual advan-
tage of all concerned.

Then, the white " honey in the comb,"
was taken to the towns and villages

near by and exchanged for boots, shoes,

"factory cloth," yarn for mittens and
socks, which mother used to knit so

nicely for us—bless her memory; and
if sugar was wanted, the merchant
would, "just to accommodate." give
one pound of "confectioner's A ' for 2

pounds of the honey. " 'Twan't right,"

mother used to say, "but you know,
husband, 1 can't use honey for making
that company cake." That kind of

sugar Vk'as the first zr/ii/i- sugar I ever

saw, but now it is impossible to get one
pound of the dark " muscovado " sugar
which used to be the sugar in common
use at that time—plenty ot which could
be bought for 3 cents a pound, or the
merchant would give 3 pounds of this

for one of the white honey, by way of

exchange, till he had enough honey to

supply the wants of " home consump-
tion."

Then, in those old days, our queen-
bee was a "king," and the "sight of

the king," when a swarm was being
hived, was considered something
worth telling about among all the

neighbors, while the embryo queen-
cells we now find on the combs were
" the cradles of the kings," which,
when clipped from the combs after

brimstoning, were given to us children

to play with. What would have been
thought of the person who would have
dared predict that before half a cen-
tury had passed the traffic in king (?)

bee's, for " the improvement of stock,"

would amount up well into the thou-

sands of dollars, if not into the hun-
dreds of thousands. And what would
not those fathers have given to have
known of the non-swarming of the

present, where whole out-apiaries with
colonies numbering from 3 to 10 times
the colonies kept by the "large api-

arians " of those days are kept without
a single swarm to be cared for or lost?

Those men who had to " run " from
their work in the fields to care for

swarms, were equally anxious to pre-

vent swarming with those of the pres-

ent, but with their "gums " and " box-
hives" were not able to accomplish the

things the many improvements of half

a century enable us to do.

We older ones almost stand aghast at

the mowing machine which takes the

place of the scythe of 60 years ago; of

the self-grain-binders, which take the

places of the sickle and cradle; of the

wheel-rake on which the rider is drawn
by a horse taking the place of the hand-
rake, by means of which the old men
prided themselves as to who could

"close the nicest winrow"in haying
time;" of the hay-loaders taking the

place of the hand-rake and old ox-cart
" laden with its burden of sheaves ;" of

the bicycle, the automobile, the airship,

the telephone, by which a farmer talks

to his neighbor through "a hole in the

wall ;" the phonograph by which " the

dead still talk to the living," etc., all of

which are even beyond the very

thoughts of the past. Vet in all of
these, there has not been an advance so
much above that made in bee-keeping,
when viewed from an apicultural stand-
point. In those days an extractor, a
section honey-box, a movable-comb
hive, separators, comb foundation,
queen-bees reared on a stick by the
thousand, shipping-cases for honey so
perfect that our product can cross the
continent by the car-load in safety, etc.

;

all of which was as far from the minds
of our fathers in bee-keeping as were
the autos, phonographs and telephones
from the minds of the great mass of
those living in that age. Surely bee-
keeping has kept well abreast of the
times. And had the writer of that lit-

tle item which brought out these
thoughts been living today, he would
see bee-keeping as "belonging to the
farmers " passing mainly from them
into the hands of specialists. It is

something wonderful, what has come
to the bee-keeper, as well as the rest of
the world, during the past .JO to 75
years.

Borodino, N. Y.

Swarms Deserting the Hives-
Other Topics

BY £. V. r.\G.^N.

G. A. Barbisch asks, page 81, why his

swarms left the hive after being hived,
even when a frame of brood was given.
He seems to think the clipped queens
had something to do with it. Hardly.
A colony does not seem to know any
difference between a queen with clipped
and a queen with whole wings, for it

will swarm out with a clipped queen
just the same as if her wings are whole,
and it is not likely that the swarm
knows any more difference. He is

probably right that it was " because it

was so tremendously hot during swarm-
ing time, and the swarms were so
large." Added to that it may be that

he took no great pains to give unusual
ventilation. The excitement of swarm-
ing always begets a great deal of heat,

and if a strong swarm on a hot day is

put into a close hive, especially if the
hive stands in the sun the bees get out.

Give all the ventilation possible below,
and at least for 2 or 3 days give large
additional ventilation at top, either by
raising the cover or by shoving it for-

ward so as to leave an inch opening.
If the hive is not in the shade, shade it

in some way, perhaps by putting on
top hay or long grass anchored down
by a stick or two of wood. Showering
the hive with water also helps.

Bait-Sections and Swarming.

Ralph P. Fisher, page 8"), seems to

think that in some way we should avoid
using bait-sections. Just how he thinks
it can be done, and his reasoning con-
nected therewith, seem a little hazy, but
as nearly as I understand, he finds out
which colonies would need baits, en-
courages them to swarm, hives the
swarm in a small hive and later on
transfers them to a larger hive. That
seems a good deal like surrendering
the whole thing. Nothing is done to

hasten work in supers until a colony
has swarmed, and after that time bee-
keepers in general are not particularly

concerned about hurrying super-work,
for the bees themselves commence
promptly, even if hives are not so very
small. The chief object with all, with
many the only object, in trying to
hurry super-work is to prevent swarm-
ing. But Mr. Fisher seems to say, " If
they want to swarm, don't do anything
to prevent it, but if they must swarm
encourage it." And swarming, in the
general opinion, cuts down the honey
crop.
Right down at bottom, his objection

to baits is the fact that he has little or
no faith in them to hurry up work. If

he is right in that, then he is right in
not using them. But if he has had ex-
perience with baits, it is hard to see
how he can believe they make no dif-
ference. The fact that bees begin work
in a bait before they begin in any other
section ought to be proof enough that
they begin work at least a little sooner
in a baited super than in one not baited.
Moreover, in a poor season the writer
has had many a bait filled in a super
and the foundation not drawn out in a
single one of the remaining sections in
the super. Can proof be stronger that
they have a marked preference for the
bait? If Mr. Fisher will give baits a
fair show, he will probably find that
he can cut down still more the small
number of swarms he now has.

Blending to Prevent Granulation.

That's a good convention report,
page 91, but in one spot the mistake
is made that is only too common of
telling about something just enough to
awaken one's curiosity, and still leav-
ing one in the dark. On page 92 is

this: "He described a method of
blending to make a good basswood
flavor, to help prevent granulation."
Now what's the use of taking up space
to say that, and then leave us entirely
in the dark as to what the method is?

Plan of Swarm Prevention.

The plan to prevent swarming, by A.
C. Allen, page 94, is the Demaree plan,
given by G. W. Demaree many years
ago, which has proved reliable in many
places, but there have been reports of
some failures. The unfortunate thing
about it is that it can be used only
when running for extracted honey.

4.—Bee-Talks for Beginners
BY JIMSON RAGWEED, OF INDIAN.V.

Selling Bees—Hiving Swarms.

Uncle Jimson:—Ma wants to know if you
would care to buy our bees. Pa has so much
to look after, and ma says she cannot carry
heavy hives about the yard at swarmint-
time like she did last year.
We had a nice letter from Sammy yester-

day. We were surprised to know that he is

in a business college in Knox County. His
letter was printed just like one wc had from
the Empire Medicine Company.
Pa has irone to Martinsville to vote, and

ma is making her ash-hopper.
your neice. I, ucile Ragweed.

Dear Lucilk :— If I could I would
discourage your ma about disposing of
her bees because the season promises
good, and a great many lady bee-keep-
ers are making quite a success of the
business. I think, too, that some of

the hardships which you mention can
be avoided. I remember that when you
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have a swarm your ma takes a hive to

the swarm to be hived and then moves
the hive after dark. I do not consider
this the best plan, because a newly-
hived swarm goes to work at once,
and they mark their location, and after

being moved many bees return to that

location, possibly to perish. I would
solve the problem like this: Place an
empty hive on its permanent location,

and then bring the swarm to the hive.

This lightens the work, and is much
more satisfactory, for if hives are car-

ried about after the swarm has entered,
frames may be jolted apart and combs
would then not be satisfactory.

Your uncle, Jimson Ragweed.

A Boy BeeKeeper—Hiving Swarms.

Dear Uncle Jimson:— I am now 3 years
old. I go to school and to Sunday-school, and
I help pa with the bees. We have 7 colonies,
and pa is Boing to get a slinsrer.

Pa says to thank you for the picture with
your hair down on your shoulders. Ma says
she thinks you look more like grandpa Rag-
weed than any of the boys.
Pa wants me to ask you how you hive a

swarm of bees. Pa pours them in at the top
of the hive, but when he puts the lid on he
smashes some of the bees, and then we feel
so sorry.

I have 64 Lincoln pennies and a dog. Has
Steve and Eva got a dog?

If you get this, write soon.
James Ragweed.

Dear Little Jimmie:—I am sur-

prised that you can write such nice
letters. Tell your pa that I think the
best way to hive a new swarm is to

pour the bees at the entrance of the

hive after having the empty hive on its

permanent location. As soon as a few
bees get started in they will hum a

note of "Home, sweet home," and they
will just scramble over one another to

get in. Xot a bee will be killed. I am
like you, I always feel sorry when I see

a bee destroyed.
Steve and Eva have no dog, but they

have 7 or 8 cats.

Our best wishes to all of you, and
you must write again to your uncle.

Jimson Ragweed.
Bee-Keepixg as a Business.

Mr. Ragweed;—I have seen your name in
one of the bee-papers, and I would like the
privilege of asking a few questions about the
Bee-business. I am thinkingof taking up the
business as an exclusive line, but I have had
no experience. About how many hives
shoulci I keep? What race of bees do you
recommend? My library is quite complete
on bee-literature, and I find the subject very
fascinating. Pardon me for intruding on
your valuable time, but I would be much
pleased to hear from you.

William Taftvelt.

Mr. Taftvelt : — The bee-business,

like all other agricultural pursuits, has
its ups and downs, and some seasons
we have near failures. I have never
seen a season so poor that bees would
not produce some surplus in your
locality, either from white clover or
fall flfowers. In your location you
would have a home market for all you
produce, which would be in your favor.

In a good season profits are excellent,

and I have known a single colony to

net its owner as much as $20. It would
be unfair to expect such a yield regu-
larly, but I think one-fourth the amount,
or $-5 per colony, as an average, would
be fair. I do know that in your locality

you could realize 20 cents per pound
for comb honey and 1-5 cents for ex-
tracted. Retail dealers are getting this

price, and the public would much pre-
fer to buy from the man who has the
bees.

As to making it an exclusive business,
you should have at least 100 colonies,
and then it might be well to establish
out-apiaries of 75 to 100 colonies.
As to race of bees, I prefer the gen-

tle Italians, but personally I would not
try very much to keep up a high stan-
dard of purity where honey alone was
my object. I am very partial to the
gentle strains of bees, and I have be-
headed many queens because their bees
were inclined to be cross.
Poultry and small fruit go nicely with

the bee-business, and I have often
thought it might be well to have some
other line on which to fall back in a
poor season.
One other thing: One may be thor-

oughly well read on any subject, but in

learning many of the details, actual ex-
perience is required, and on this ac-
count I usually advise beginners to
start with a few colonies and then in-

crease as experience may suggest. That
the business is fascinating to you is

much in your favor, and yet any one
who studies the bee is bound to be-
come deeply interested. I have kept
bees for many years, and have no in-

tention of giving it up, although I

could take the agency for a certain
brand of rattle-snake oil and make
much more money.

Very truly, Jimson Ragweed.

Easy Comb-Honey Production

BY W. K. MORRISON.

There are hundreds of readers of the
American Bee Journal who would like

to find some way to produce comb
honey as easily as extracted is now
produced. They can sell comb honey
readily, but it costs too much in time
and trouble, and extracted honey is too
hard to sell.

If you are in the above class, I wish
to ask the favor of your closest atten-
tion, hoping you will do me the honor
of following my directions to the letter.

You will undoubtedly be told that pro-
ducing comb honey in this way is im-
practicable, etc. Please do not mind
such advice for once at least, and try
the experiment yourself.
There are certain facts that should

be borne in mind at all times, when we
are producing comb honey.

First, swarming is the stumbling
block in comb-honey production. If

you control this without in any wise
weakening the bees you have made a
great step forward. The usual plans
recommended are an aggravation rather
than help. Mr. Louis H. Scholl recom-
mends a plan that is certainly effective,

but not all of us can dispose of canned
comb honey. In the meantime we want
something practical until the Scholl
idea has gained more ground.

At the present time, when we put
a comb-honey super on a strong col-

ony, the net effect is to cause the col-

ony to swarm. In any case it does not
keep the bees from swarming. When
a super with frames of comb is put on,
the case is different. Suarminff is ar-
rested al u/icc, and if this policy is con-
sistently carried out the whole season,
there will be no swarming worth men-
tioning. Why?
Our English cousins have gone a

step further by adding a super below

the brood. The bees are not expected
to use this super, but the added space
tends to check the swarming impulse.
Do you see the point? Well, it is this:
A large vacant space is necessary. A
super with a lot of partitions is not re-
garded by the bees as a vacant space.
On the contrary, the bees have to be
compclUd to enter it. MSflj
The idea now presented is to create

a comb-honey super that closely re-
sembles a super for extracted honey.
The fewer partitions the better, and
the nearer the sections correspond to
frames the better. They must be about
the same width. Let me state the
specifications

:

1. Sections must be open on all 4
sides.

2. Sections as narrow as possible

—

not more than \y% inches from center
to center.

3. Dr. Miller's T-super.
4. Absolutely no separators.
.5. Starters ; if full sheets are used

they must be attached on all sides.

6. Hives set perfectly level. Use a
brick-layer's spirit-level.

The first two points are very impor-
tant. No success need be anticipated
unless these are strictly adhered to.

I discovered long ago that bees can-
not make straight combs if the thick-
ness is greater than one inch. They
will make reasonably smooth combs
when the width allowed is not more
than l^s inches from center to center.
They will do better at 1 '4 inches from
center to center, and even better at l^s
from center to center. Bees allow only
% of an inch between two Aowcv-combs,
so that the thickness of comb at \yi
from center to center is almost one
inch.

I once made a lot of hives with sec-
tions in the brood-chamber instead of
frames. They were spaced at different
widths. At 1 '4 inches I secured the
best results. The worst results were
obtained at 2 inches.

You will have some trouble in get-
ting narrow sections, as bee-supply
men do not have them in stock. To
get around this difficulty buy plain sec-

tions, and cut the insets yourself. They
may look a little rough, but your cus-
tomers won't mind that in the least. I

used a Langdon mitre-box to cut the
insets, using a chisel to gouge out
afterwards.
You can readily make the T-super

by purchasing long boards cut the
right width and thickness at the plan-
ing mill. T-tins can be had by e.x-

press or mail. The outside sections
require an extra bee-space, but little

chips of section stuff will provide that.

There is no harm in using a follower.

To get good results the supers should
be placed on in ample time. One of
the causes of swarming is too much
honey in the brood-apartment. The
queen finds herself restricted for room
to lay, and concludes the hive is full up.

Another point that must not be over-
looked is ventilation. During hot
weather provide an entrance to each
super or story by pulling it back a lit-

tle till there is just enough room for
the bees to pass out. Also, pull the
cover sidewise a little until the space
between the follower and the side is

exposed. I know full well what the
text-books say about this matter. But
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pass them by for once. Writers often
entertain views that are quite erroneous.
The greatest fallacies have always had
able writers to defend them. I have
lost a great deal by following the writ-

ers of bee text-books. We bee-keep-
ers have followed too ardently after

writers who had an axe to grind, or
they were too theoretical. Anyway,
let us get out of the rut. Text-books
are seldom original. They follow ruts.

There are a number of other points
that I might mention, but they are not
absolutely essential, and many bee-

keepers cannot afford to make radical

changes just now. One of these points

is non-propolizable hives. Such hives

are regularly advertised in Europe, and
they are quite within the range of prac-

tical bee-keeping. /« matiy l/iirti^'s ice

are behind Europe. Our hive-roofs, or
covers, also bottom-boards, are poor
affairs. Their only merit is cheapness.
I often think the great impro-rementx

we have made on the original Lang-
stroth were in the nature of steps back-

ward towards the plain box-hive.
Personally, I prefer a broad, shallow

hive which gives much room for sec-

tions, so that when a super is well filled

it will give 45 to -tO filled sections. That
is not quite essential, but it seems to me
bees notice a super so placed much
more readily than one which stands on
top of a tall-shaped hive. I like to put

that vacancy as near the brood as pos-
sible, so as to check the swarming
fever. Shade also has something to do
with this matter. Bees hived in a tub
are not likely to swarm, if shaded. Put
the bare tub out in the sun and they
will swarm with the tub half-filled with
combs.

It is my opinion we can control
swarming so well that not more than 2

percent will swarm, and that, too, with-

out any elaborate arrangements for

controlling the same. The main thing

to remember is to fashion your comb-
honey hives so as to resemble hives

arranged for extracted honey.
San Diego, Cal.

Dr. Miller's Question-Box
Send Questions eitliur to the office of tht; .Vmt-iican Bee Journal or direct to

Dk. C. C. Miller. Makengo. III.

He does NOT answer bee-keeping Questions by mail.

Best Comb-Honey Super and Hive

1. Wliat kind of super is the best to use for
comb honey, and what are its advantages?

2. Wliat liive do you think is best for comb
honey? West Virginia.

Answers.— I. Personally. I prefer the T-
super to any other. It is simple, costs little,

and those who use it correctly have good re-

sults with it.

2. I doubt if there is anything better than
the Langstroth hive, the commonest form of
which is called the dovetail hive. The lu-

frame size is best unless one gives much at-

tention to the business.

Alsike Clover in Kentucky

Will alsike clover make bee-pasturage in

this .State Kentucky)? A very small amount
lias been sown in this country until the last

year or so. white clover being the principal
source of honey. Kentlcky.

Answer.— I think alsike may be counted
on as a good honey-plant wherever white or
red clover does well.

Kinds of Bees

What kind of bee is each of the ones I

have enclosed herewith: The queen, i; the
bright striped bee. 2; the glossy looking one.

3: the common colored bee. 4?
California.

Answer.—You cannot tell by looking at a
single bee what sort df a colony it belongs to.

It is possible that all 4 specimens belong to
the same colony of hybrids, a cross between
blacks and Italians. For such a colony often
has some bees that have 3 yellow bands, the
same as pure Italians; some with no yellow,
and some between. One of the workers
seems to have 3 bands, as nearly as one can
tell from a dried-up dead bee. and it may be-
long to a pure colony or to a hybrid. One of
the workers may be pure l)lack. or it may be
hybrid, 'the queen may be almost anything;
for one judges from worKers. not from
queens.

Cork-Chips for Water-Floats

What size of cork-chips do you use in

water to keep bees from getting drowned?
Also, about how thick is the layer of corks
on top of the water? I am trying to get cork-
chips here. I can get granulated cork, of
wiiich I have samples Nos. 2, 3, and 4.

Watering bees in this locality is quite an
item. My 7? colonies get away with as high

as 60 gallons per day. I have to haul it all. I

have been using large troughs tilled with
brickbats, but the bats take up almost all of
the space. I also tried second-hand corks
(cut them up), but in a few days the water
\vould be foul; mostly wine-corks. I am
sending samples of cork-chips. Should they
be finer or coarser, etc.? California.

Answer.— I don't believe it makes so very
much difference as to the size of the cork-
chips, although I suppose the finest chips
will lose their buoyancy soonest. Neither
does it matter greatly as to the depth of the
layer, only so it be not so thin that the bees
will sink down into the water, nor so thick
that they cannot reach the water. The chips
I have been using are those which the gro-
cers receive as packing in kegs of grapes
that come in winter, or at least very late in

the fall. The chips are of various diam-
eters, from very fine ones up to those that
are !s inch or more in diameter. A layer
about H inch deep is first used, and more
added later as they become soaked. The
idea is to have enough chips so that the top
surface will be a little out of the water.
Although I never tried that size. I suspect
that the coarsest you send (something like 14

inch in diameter) would be ideal. After
giving cork-chips a fair trial, if you find
they're not great, please send me a letter
" blowing me up," and I'll publicly apologize.

Getting Increase Using Old Combs

1. Nearly all the bees in this part of the
country were lost during the winter. What
is the best way to increase?

2. I have considerable honey in hives
where the bees died. Some is not capped,
and is a little sour. What is best to do with
it? Would it make vinegar? If so, what is

the best way to make it? Where the honey
is capped it seems to be all right.

South D.^kota.

Answers.— I. I don't know. It depends
upon circumstances, and especially upon
your knowledge. If von have no bee-book,
and very little knowledge of bees, very
likely there is nothing better than to let the
bees swarm naturally, hiving the swarms on
the combs left empty by the bees that died.
If vou have studied a good bee-book thor-
oughly, so as to have a pretty thorough
knowledge of general principles, you will

likely be able to tell better than any one
else what is the best way for you. If you
have no such book, it will pay jou big in the
present case to get one. ' Korty Years
Among the Bees " is perhaps more full upon
the subject of artificial increase than any
other book, but i can hardly recommend it

as the first and only book for a beginner. In
any case, those empty combs ought to be
quite a help to you, and if you have not
already done so, you ought to clean out the
dead bees and keep the combs in good con-
dition till they can be used. It will be a
good plan to put one or two stories of these
combs under each colony, and then when
given to swarms they will be readily ac-
cepted. But this may delay swarming, if

you depend upon natural swarming. At a
venture, I may suggest that if you are famil-
iar with it. the nucleus plan of increase is a
pretty good one.

2. If the honey is only a little sour, it may
be given to the bees, one frame at a time. It
may also be used as you suggest, for vine-
gar, and you will find full instructions as to
this in the very excellent articles by C. P.
Dadant in late numbers of the American
Bee Journal. He knows ever so much more
than I about making vinegar.

Labeling Honey

1. A friend of mine contends that it is

necessary for me to place my name on every
section of honey I sell in the State. Is this
true?

2. What is necessary if I ship out of the
State?

3. Would the comb foundation I put in
sections prevent me from labeling it 'Pure
honey gathered from the nectar of flowers
by bees?" Illinois.

Answers.— I. Your friend is entirely mis-
taken. There is nothing obliging you to put
your name or anything else on your sections.

2. All the same whether you ship out of the
State or sell in the State, as the pure-food
laws of the State are about the same as the
Federal laws.

3. The foundation makes no difference.
It's beeswax, just the same as when no foun-
dation is used.

Doubling Up Swarms

1. I would like to know the best way to
double swarms up. If they both come out
the same day, or a day or two apart, should
I put the old colony on top of the new
swarm? Should I take the bottom out of the
top hive, or how can I get them together?

2. If a swarm comes forth, and you don't
see what hive it comes from, is there any
way to tell what hive it comes from?

New York,

Answers.— I. If they are only a day or two
apart, the easiest way is to hive the second
one in the same hive as the first, just as if

the hive were empty. But both queens
must be laying queens, or else both virgins,
for 2 swarms will not unite kindly if one has
a laying queen and the other a virgin.

2. Take a bunch of the bees away from
the swarm, dredge them with flour, and
watch to which hive they fly back. Of
course, you may also be able to make a good
guess by looking into the hives and finding
one which has a scarcity of bees.

Ten-Frame
Honey

Hive for Winter—Feeding Section

-Getting Extra Frames tor Spring

Feeding

1. My bees wintered well, but I found 2

colonies very light. One was in an 8-frame
Wisconsin style, and one in a g-frame Acme.
This year I am going to use the lo-frame
dovetailed hive. Do you think they will
winter better if we have a good year?

2. I fed these colonies by placing a siiper
on each, and put in ihree i-pound sections
of honey, and repeated when empty; one
colony does not use any more of the honey
given. Was that way of feeding all right, as
I didn't have any honey? Why does that
colony refuse to take the honey given?

3. Do you look into each hive in the spring
to see if the bees have plenty of honey, or
clean out the moth-worm? In looking into
the hive and raising the combs, would it be
apt to start robbing? When is the best time
to do this work?

4. The fruit-trees are starting to bloom,
the weather is fine, and bees are carrying
lots of pollen. Do you think there is much
danger of starvation when conditions are
such as these? Do bees use pollen for food?

5. How do you get extra frames of comb
honey to be used in the spring, if needed?

Iowa.

Answers.—I. The change of hives will

probably make very little difference in their
wintering.

2. It is possible that the colony was weak
and the weather too cold for the bees to get
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so far from the cluster. More likely tlie
bees liave plenty of honey, and thouttht it

was all riitht to leave the honey right where
it was until they needed it.

?. Right away after the bees arc taken out
of the cellar I heft the hives by lifting' them,
and whenever I find one that feels light I

look in to see whether it needs honey. I pay
no attention to moths or their larvai. There
is not much danger of starting robbing if

one is careful.
4. There may be no danger, and there may

be great danger. Bees use stores rapidly at
this time, and if there is not much honey in
the hive a few cold days in fruit-bloom may
find them starving. .Also, there may be
dearth and starvation between fruit-bloom
and clover. The safe way is to have so
much honey in the hive that there will be no
danger.

5. Perhaps a few colonies arc devoted en-
tirely to storing honey in combs to be ready
for emergency the following spring. Perhaps
some are allowed to store in combs after the
clover flow is over.

Foul Brood—Splinting Foundalion

1. My bees have had foul brood. I lost 40
colonies last winter—foul brood, long con-
finement and honty-dew was the cause. I

have
J
colonies left, and on account of foul

brood I would like to shake them on comb
foundation. When would be the best time
to do it?

2. They are weak, and I would like to save
all the brood I can. How shall I work it to
save the brood?

3. How do you put splints in comb founda-
tion, horizontally, crosswise, or up and
down? and how big are they? Ohio.

Answers.— I. "In the honey season, when
the bees are gathering freely." Yet last
year 1 operated in a drouth, there being no
honey season.

2. Pile the brood up several stories high on
a new stand, taking enough bees w-ith the
brood so it will not chill. In 1 weeks this
pile can be brushed upon comb foundation
and a queen be given.

3. The splints are put in vertically, run-
ning up and down. They are about 1-16 of
an inch square, and about % inch shorter
than the distance between top and bottom
bars.

Management for Increase

I have 2 colonies of bees and want to in-

crease to 5. How would you increase so as
to have them strong for the honey-flow? It

comes about June 1st. What time should I

make the increase? I would think that if I

would take out the division-board and put a
partition in it bee-tight, and put a queen in
each side, they would have frames of brood
between them: and when the honey-flow
starts, take the partition out and introduce
a queen, it would be all right. Xebrask.^.

Answer.—I don't know of any way by
which you could increase 2 colonies to 3 and
be likely to have all strong for the honey-
flow, unless it should come very much later
than the first of June. As to the time for
making increase, it is generally not wise to
undertake it before about the time when
bees swarm naturally.

I cannot give an opinion as to the plan you
propose, as I do not understand it.

A Beginner's Questions

1. I am a beginner and have only 8 colonies
of bees. Last year I had one colony that had
a fine Italian queen, and in October she was
all right with plenty of honey for winter.
W^hen I opened the hive in March I could
not find her, but there was another queen as
black as any of the rest of my black bees.
How did the black queen get there? She
seems to have not a drop of Italian blood in

her.
2. What race of bees will get the most

honey, regardless of temper or any other
faults?

3. I introduced an Italian queen into a col-

ony of blacks, and in 5 days I found queen-
cells sealed, and the queen I introduced w'as
all right and laying, but the bees were tak-
ing care of the eel Is just as if they had no
queen. Why did they do this when they had
a laving queen?

4. How can I tell pure Italian bees?
5. How would it do to get queen-cells built

in a hive with its queen in it, by putting all

of the brood and bees over an excluder and
leaving the queen below on empty combs,
or giving a little more distance without the

excluder? Would llie colls be as good as
those built in a queenless colony?

6. If I remove the queen from a strong col-
ony in a good flow will the cells be as good
as the ones started in swarming season?

7. What percent of your bees swarm?
8. What race of bees would you adopt if

you could not get Italians? Virginia.

.'Vkswers.— I. Hard to tell. It is just pos-
sible that she flew there from some other
colony.

2. I don't know. I'd as soon risk Italians
as any. Continued selection, always breed-
ing from the best, will improve the gather-
ing qualities of any kind.

1. They often do so. The probability is

that finding things irregular at the time of
the introduction of the queen, they think
something is wrong, and as a matter of
safety start queen-cells. Then before the
cells mature they find they don't need them,
and destroy them. But sometimes the cells
are allowed to go on to maturity and the in-
troduced queen is killed.

4. The regulation rule is this: Look at the
worker progeny; if they show three yellow-
rings, the mother is pure, and purely mated.

5. If brood is separated from the queen by
an excluder, sometimes cells will be started,
and sometimes not. Cells will be more sure
to be started if the queen be in the first
story and brood in the third, with no ex-
cluder, and combs with no brood in the sec-
ond story. Cells started in either way are
as good as in a queenless colony, if the force
be the same.

6. I think so. But something depends upon
the condition of the colony and the time
when the queen is removed. If the colony
be weak, or if the queen be removed too
early, a poor queen is likely to result.

7. If you mean what percent swarm nat-
urally and are regularly hived in another
hive, perhaps less than one percent. If you
mean how many swarm out and then go
back to their own hives, somewhere from 3

to 20 percent. If you mean how many would
swarm if left entirely to themselves— in

some years to percent, and in some years 00
percent.

8. I don't know. If ever that time should
come, I'd try to study up on the question,
and perhaps try some of several kinds.

Most Gentle Bees—Comb-Honey Hive—Introduc-

ing Queens

1. What strain of bees do you consider
most gentle and easy to handle?

2. Do you think best to sprinkle bees with
water before putting them in the hive when
they swarm?

3. Would you use an 8 orio frame hive for
comb honey?

4. Are hybrid bees as good as pure stock?
5. I have a queenless colony. What kind

of a queen do you think best to introduce
to them? They are 3-banded brown bees.
What method do you advise?

Washington.

Answers.— I. The Caucasians are claimed
to be gentlest of all, but reports do not all

agree.
2. It is not a general custom, but if there is

fear that the swarm will go off, sprinkling
will help to prevent it.

3. For the one who does not give very close
attention to bees, the larger hive is better:
for the one who gives all the attention need-
ed, the 8-frame hive may be better. But in

building up before harvest, it will need to be
used 2story sometimes, and that really
makes it a 16-frame hive.

4. Sometimes they are better, and some-
times not so good. But even if better, they
are more likely to run out than pure stock.

5. Get an Italian queen and introduce by
the method given in the instructions that
come with the queen.

Increase by Dividing

Can you give me a method of artificial in-

crease as good or better than natural swarm-
ing? I have 23 colonies, and would like to
increase to 50. if the season is favorable,
and have not time to watch them as I would
have to do by natural swarming.

Minnesota.
Answer.—Just what is the best way for

you is not easy for me to say. It depends
something upon your familiarity with bees
and their habits. If you have not done so
already, get one or more good bee-books and
study upon general principles, and then you
can judge better than I what course to pur-
sue. My book. " Forty Years .-Vmong the
Bees," gives perhaps more information upon

different ways nf artificial increase than
any other, but it would be better to have
some other book first as a foundalion study.

It may be well, however, to mention one
way of making increase that may suit you.
Ten or 12 days before you think there is dan-
ger of swarming, and at a time when honey
is yielding well, take from her colony your
best queen along with 2 frames of brood and
adhering bees, and put them in an empty
hive as a nucleus. The bees thus left
queenless will start queen-cells. Within 2
or 3 days take from a number of other colo-
nies all their brood but one frame, and put
this brood in an upper story over an ex-
cluder, leaving the queen in the lower story
with her one frame of brood, the rest of the
story being filled with empty combs or
frames filled with foundation. Ten days
from the time your best colony was made
queenless. set these upper stories on new
stands and give to each a queen-cell from
your best colony.

Increase by Driving—Races of Bees—Foreign

Bee-Papers

I am a beginner of 2 years standing, or
rather " kneeling. " because I am all crippled
up with rlieumatism. so that 1 am unable to
walk without a stick, and have to kneel
when working with the bees. I began last
season with 2 box-hive colonies and 2 weak
nuclei, mismanaged colonies of the season
before with bees enough to cover one frame.
One of the box-hive colonies swarmed itself
to death, or. at least, almost so. for when I

transferred it Feb. 20, I found very little
honey, no eggs, no brood (not even one cap-
ped drone-cell), and about a scant half-gallon
of bees, so they must have swarmed at least
21 days before. I increased to 13 colonies,
and got from 2 hives which I did not use for
increase after the middle of June) about 75
pounds of chunk honey from one, and 56 sec-
tions from theother; besides that, the latter
being in a divisible lo-frame brood-chamber,
and every frame of the upper section of it

filled solid with honey, and had. about the
week before Thanksgiving, the lower section
filled, with the exception of a space about
3x5 inches in 3 frames, that was filled with
brood. We had a fine fall flow, the bees
gatheringup to Sunday before Thanksgiving.

1. I w-ant to double my colonies, which can
easily be done as peaches and pears are in
full bloom, and although the bees are a little
behind last year, they have all from 5 to 8
Langstroth frames of brood, or thequivalent.
1 also have one colony doubled up and
strengthened to 12 frames of brood, to be
used to rear drones and queens, the eggs for
queen-rearing to come from another queen.
To get more increase I can use about 10 box-
hives, if I should supply the planter's family
with honey and leave the old hives on the
place. Now I want to drive these bees as
often as possible without ruining them. How
often could this be done by putting the old
queen back in the box-hive?

2. How long would it take for them to be-
come strong enough for a second drive if I

have to run in a virgin?
3. How long w-ould it take if they had to

rear a queen themselves?
Now. I don't want a mathematically exact

answer, a rough guess will do.
4. I have several bee-books. Root's "AB

C," Dr. Miller's "Forty Years Among the
Bees." Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee Cul-
ture," Cook's " Manual of the Apiary," Doo-
little"s, "'A Year"s Work in an C)ut-Apiary,'"
and a couple of pamphlets, but what all of
these books do not suv about the different
races of bees would fill a good-sized book,
a^Xi^ that is the one I am after. So if you can
tell me where to get a book of that kind, in
either English or German, you would oblige
me very much.

5. I have sent for queens to several queen-
breeders and received queens that produced
good, hustling workers, but I don"t believe I

got what I ordered, because I got from one
breeder Carniolans, and from another
Banats; they both build nice little curtains
from propolis about Vi inch back from the
entrance, so as to let them enter upwards
between the frames, and also below through
small openings about Jix^i to one inch or so.
"These curtains or storm-doors have proven
to be sure mouse-excluders, but also point
strongly to Caucasian blood in those queens.
Now I want the coming summer or early fall

2 or 3 imported Banat queens, mailed from
the Banat part of Hungary direct to me w-ith-

out being classified; that is. picked over by
anybody. If you know- of any importer who
will do this, please let me know his address,
or if you know the address of an Austrian bee-
paper where I could find advertisements
from exporters (must be printed in German)
please let me know. There is a bee-paper
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edited in my old country, the Kingdom of
Saxony, and if 1 am not mistai^cn. tlie city of
Leipzig, thai I wonld like to tai<e if you can
tell me its address and subscription price.

Mississii'i'i.

Answers.—I've studied over your ques-
tions several times. and each time thefeeling
grows upon me tliat I don't knov\' very much
about bees. I might bunch the i questions
toeether and answer them by sayini; "

I don't
know" (which would lie only the truth), but
you suggest "a rough guess," and surely I

can do so much as that, even if it be so
rough that viiu'll need a very coarse file to

smooth it. The great trouble is that there
are no fi.xed data to work on—only varying
quantities. The strength of the colonies
may vary greatly, there's nothing definite
abinit the amount you will drive each time,
nor for that matter as to just how strong the
driven lot should be. Something depends,
too. upon the time of day when you drive.
Perhaps it will be better to drive at a time
when a good force is out in the fields, and
then make a pretty clean driYe.

But I'll undertake the guess, leaving the
way open for any one to make a better guess.

1. About 3 weeks.
2. About 30 days.
^. About b weeks.

, , .

I don't know of any book that gives what
vou want about different races of bees any
better than the ones you have.

I'm not so sure that you are right about
those " curtain "-builders beingof Caucasian
blood. The worst gluers ever I had were
the so-called Funics.

I will try to give information either in this

or next number about the foreign journals
you mention, in which you may perhaps
learn about the bees in question.

Black, Sticky Substance Around Hive-Entrance

One of my colonies of Italian bees has a

black, gummy substance around the en-
trance, almost entirely closing it. I have to

clean it out every day; no other colonies
have this. Is there any danger of losing it:'

Being a novice I would like to know.
Dei.aw.\re.

Answer.—It is not likely that the colony is

in any serious danger from it. although 1

must confess I don't know what the trouble
is It may be the droppings of the bees, and
it is possible that a larger entrance would
be better, it the entrance is much less than
a square inch. If it were in the fall I should
guess bee-glue, but not in the spring. I never
(jefore heard of a case that would need at-

tention every other day.

Splinting Comb Foundation—Uniting Weak Colonies

1. What is the best way to support founda-
tion in the frames, with wire or with splints?

and how are splints fastened to the upper
and lower bar. or not at all?

2. "What is the best way to unite weak
colonies? Shall I kill the queen, or will the
bees do that?

,i Is it better to unite 2 swarms, and make
one big swarm out of 2? and will I get more
honey from one big swarm than I would get

from 2 small ones? 'Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. Splints are growing in favor.

They are better than wire for brood-frames,
but wiring is probably better for shallow ex-

tracting frames. Splints are pressed into

the foundation, and not fastened either to

lop or bottom bar. Kull instructions for

fastening are sent with the splints.

2. The bees will destroy one of the queens,
but it may be better for the beekeeper to

attend to that job. There will be more
peaceful uniting if one colony has been
quecnless for 2 or 3 days.

3 You will be more likely to get more
honev from uniting. In places where a
strong flow continues very late, more honey
may be had from the two kept separate.

Laying Worker—Young Queens

1. How early in the spring will a colony of

bees take a laying worker? I have ,; colonies
I put out-of-doors about the first of March,
and the bees of one of the hives have died
terribly, only about 2 combs of bees left. I

ask about the bees taking a laying worker
because I expect to find one or more hives
without a queen when I look through them,
and would rather give them eggs than goto
llie expense of buying a queen lor them.

2. VVillthev take a laying worker before
the queens of the other hives commence

hiyiui,' 1 would rather give them eggs from
another hive to rear for themselves a queen.

3. Will they take eggs and start a queen
after they choose a laying worker? If I un-
derstand what a queen of the current year
is. it is the queen that is hatched this
summer. I saw in Dr. Miller's bee-book that
a queen seldom swarms of the current
year's hatching.

4. How can a colony swarm the second time
without the young queen swarming with
them' and if the queen of the current year
doesn't swarm, how soon in the spring can
one go to overhauling the hives?

Illinois.
Answers.— I. Perhaps 2 or 3 weeks after

beginning to fly nearly every day.
2. They may rear a queen from eggs or

young brood given them, but it doesn't pay.
When laying workers appear on the scene
'it may be well to mention that instead of
there being a single laying worker as you
suppose, a whole lot of them go at the
wretched business', all the workers in the
hive are pretty old. and most of them will
have died off before any young brood can
appear to take their places. Indeed, whether
there are laying workers or not. it is a poor
plan to let a queenless colony rear its own
queen in the spring. Generally the queens
are very poor. The best thing is to unite
the queenless colony with another having a
laying queen.

^. In the case of a second swarm, or any
afterswarm, a virgin queen goes with the
swarm, and of course she is of the current
year's rearing. But a laving- queen of the
current year, if left in the hive where she
was reared, is almost certain not to swarm.

4. As soon as bees are gathering freely,
and the weather is warm enough for them to
fly well.

Requeening Colonies—Comb or Extracted Honey?

1. Which is the best way to tell whether a
colony is queenless. and needs requeening?

2. Tell me how to go at it in an easy way
to requeen colonies?

3. "What month wonld be the best to re-
queen colonies? I have 21 colonies, and I

would like to requeen part of them this
spring or summer.

4. Which is the best plan, to run for comb
or extracted honey

5. Which makes most work, to produce
comb honey or extracted honey? I guess ex-
tracted makes less work for the bees.

Minnesota.
Answers.— I. Look and see whether there

are eggs and brood present. If not, there is

no /(/i7'//,r queen present, but there maybe
a virgin queen. Give a frame with young
brood, and if no virgin is present queen-cells
will be started. Yet sometimes cells will be
started even when a virgin is present.

2. There is probably no easier way than
the one generally given as instruction that
accompanies queens sent by mail. I'hat is,

to remove the old queen and put in the cage
containing the new one, allowing the bees to
liberate the queen by eating out the plug of
candy. A safer way is not to let the bees at
the candy for 2 or 3 days after the cage is in
the hive.

3. June is a good month.
4. For some, comb is best; for others, ex-

tracted. You will have to find out which is

best for you.
5. Comb honey is generally considered to

take more work.
Yon would find it of great profit to get a

bee-book.

Bees Robbing—Using Combs on Which Bees Died

—Drone-Comb

1. Since you said that the hives I have need
little packing, I unpacked them yesterday.
Everything went all right, and I finished my
work about o'clock. I took no notice of
the bees until after dinner. Then I hap-
pened to look at the bees. when, behold!
they were robbing one of the hives. They
were pouring in and out of the entrance,
trying to push into cracks, etc. I shut the
hive up. but noticed as I did so a heap of
dead bees lying at the entrance of the next
hive. At night, or rather towards night,
when the bees were all in I opened the hive
and found every bee in it dead. They had
already begun to rear brood and had it in all

ages. Now did the robbers kill the bees, or
did they, after their hive was robbed, en-
deavor to enter the next hive and were
stung to death?

2. What caused the bees to rob? I did not
scatter any honey or comb, and I removed
everything I had used as soon as I had fin-

ished.
3. I have several hives now empty which

had bees in. but they died during the winter.
Now-. I would like to know, since one of
them contains two frames of honey-dew. can
I put a swarm in it just as it is? Another
has some candied honey in it. Can I put a
swarm in this as it is?

4. If I can. would it be worth while to cut
out the dronecombr The reason I ask this
last question is this: I have read that one
should never give a swarm a number of
already-built combs, for they are sure to
build drone-comb in the rest or remaining
space. Now if I cut it out won't they build
drone-comb again in the same place?

New Jersey.

Ansv\^ers.--i. I don't know; but robbers
are not likely to kill the bees that are being
robbed.

2. I don't know what caused the robbing in
this particular case, but in general the fault
lies with the robbed rather than with the
robbers. In most cases, especially in the
spring, the colony that is robbed is queen-
less. Likely this was not the case in the
present instance, as you say there was
brood in all stages. It may be the colony
was too weak to defend itself.

3. It would be all right incase the honey-
dew and the candied honey should be used
up before winter. But there is some danger
that this would not be the case: so it is bet-
ter to have the combs emptied out before
using them for swarms. Let the bees rob
them out before the time of swarming, so
the honey-dew will be worked into brood.
Spray the combs of candied honey with
water as often as the bees lick them dry.

4. It is worth while to cut out drone-comb
if you patch the holes left with worker-comb
or foundation. Otherwise the bees will be
pretty sure to fill in drone-comb again.

Sundry Questions

1. W^hatarethe latest editions of " Lang-
stroth on the Honey-Bee " and " Forty Years
Among the Bees?"

2. How much do you suppose they would
charge for >2-pound and i-pound packages to
ship bees? How much a piece without bees
in them?

3. Whit kind of a drone-guard gives the
best ventilation, zinc or wire?

4. How would this kind of hive be for the
production of comb honey. Frame i5Hxo%,
8 in a hive: just one body used for a brood-
chamber?

5. How would you like a wood-and-wire
honey-board, with just M as many slats, and
wire to take the place of slats to give more
ventilation in the upper story?

Arkansas.
Answers.— I. The latest edition of Da-

dant's Langstroth is igo«: of "Forty Years
Among the Bees." 1006. I don't know about
the others you name in your letter.

2. I don't know; I don't find them listed in
the catalogs. You can find out by writing to
the manufacturers.

3. I think the wire.
The other things you ask about I have no

practical acquaintance with.
4. The capacity of such a hive would be 72

percent of that of an B-frame Langstroth.
That would be quite too small.

5. Other things being equal, there would
be an advantage in the greater openness.

Plans to Prevent Swarming

1. Do you think this is a good plan to pre-
vent swarming? By fastening the young
queen in the hive, by putting a queen-ex-
cluder between the bottom-board and the
hive. It you don't get the right understand-
ing of this, please look on page 171), "Forty
Years Among the Bees."

2. I also enclose a clipping from a farm
paper of a plan to prevent swarming. Do
you think it is a good one to follow?

.Minnesota.

Answers.— I. If you will read on 2 pages
further in " Forty "Years Among the Bees."
you will see that the plan didn't work well
with me. and I wouldn't advise you to try it.

I think it would be all right if one had only a
single colony, and it might work fairly well
in a small apiary; but in a large apiary there
is too much swarming and mixing.

2. The plan given in the clipping ought to
work successfully; although what works for
one is not always sure to work for anotJier.
The clipping is this:

"Method OF Handlinc; Bees.—Every bee-
keeper of this locality should attend to his
bees ill the siiring. Such is our way so that
when the honey season begins, in each of
his hives will be a powerful, strong colony.
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that means in my locality abinit tlic first of

June. By May 20th I ireiierally put on a suner
of extracting frames, no queen-excludi-r be-
tween, so that the ciucen has free access to

tlie super; and by June 5th. if this colony is

very strong, the queen will have at least 3 or
6 frames of brood in this super. The honey-
daw here begins about from June isthto25tli.
Then when I see that the white clover is in

bloom. I raise this super off the hive and put
2 empty supers on there, a tjueen-excluder
between the hive and the supers, and then
take the queen, if she should be in the upper
story that I have lifted off. and let her run in

at the entrance of the hive, and put oil top
of the hive, and put on top of this the super
with the frames of brood.

" And if there should be any drones pres-
ent in the upper story I lay a strip of wood
across under the cover of this top super
with the brood, so the drones can pass out.
Then I raise the hive one inch off of the
bottom-board, put on a strip of wood be-
tween each corner of the hive and bottom-
board. This gives ventilation all around.
Now some will think, why not make the en-
trance larger? But I will tell you why this
cannot be done, as the bees would build un-
der the frames down to the bottom-board.

" Now then the work for the season is

done, except adding more supers to the
hive as the honey harvest continues. In this
way I have not had any bees to swarm for a
good many years, and have had as high as
.100 pounds of honey per colony right here in

the city of Stillwater. .A.nd last year I aver-
aged over 100 pounds per colony, and my
bees did not store one pound of honey after
July loth, as the honey harvest was very
short here last season."—Loris Markert.
of Minnesota.

Transferring from a Box-Hive

I have a colony of bees in a box-hive.
What is the best way to transfer them to a
frame hive with the frames in)? And when
is the best time to do it—after the swarming
season, or now? Canada.

Answer.—You can transfer them in fruit-
bloom according to instructions in your bee-
book: but nowadays the preference is to
wait till they swarm, hive the swarm in an
approved hive and set it on the old stand
with the old hive close beside it, move the
old hive to the other side a week later, and
then 21 days after the time the swarm issued
break up the old hive, add the bees to the
swarm, and melt up the old combs.

Putting On Supers Transferring, Etc.

1. Since I can get no satisfaction on this
subject, I write you now before it is too late.

I run for comb honey, and my bee-book, one
of old origin, advises having comb honey
stored in frames instead of sections. It also
advises removing the honey as fast as
capped. Now these views are, I think, or
rather have been, abandoned, if they ever,
were held. The new method is. I believe, to
put on one super, and after this is half filled

raise it and put on another empty one un-
derneath, and continue so until near the end
of the flow, then cease the operations, and
allow the bees to cap the honey over. R. C.
Aikin. in a contributed article in last Au-
gust American Bee Journal, says practically
this; "Don't stretch the colony too far.
otherwise you will have a lot of unfinished
sections, with few complete ones." He says
put on one super, and when another is to be
added put it on top, and if the bees enter it

in large numbers, and if the flow is good the
position of the super may be reversed. Now.
how can you tell if there is a flow, if it is a
good one; that is. enough to continue to add
supers, when to cease adding supers, and
when to remove all sections, for I think you
advise taking them off at the end of the
flow?

2. Kor one who has asters, goldenrod, and
some buckwheat, when is the proper time to
remove all supers to allow the bees to get
ready for winter?

3. I have a weak colony that is small. I

hived them late last year on 2-inch
strips of foundation in the brood-chamber.
They did not half fill the chamber below
with comb, but I fed them and they win-
tered all right. They are rearing brood like
the others, and I would like to know how I

could build them up for the honey-flow.
4. I think Aikin. in his article, whicli was

mentioned before, tells you to take note of
the honey-flow by watching the brood de-
partment. Now I would like to know if he
pries off two or three supers in order to
look down below. I would have to smoke
the bees to such an extent that after I did I

would not be able to find out anything.

5. In trnnsferriUL.' you advise us to do it

during the swaruiiut: season. You say "Wait
until the colony has swarmed, hive the
swarm, set it in the place of the old hive with
the old hive near by. and 21 days afterward
break up the old hive." You do this in or-
der to have all the worker-brood hatched
out. but why doesn't the queen continue to
lay. or is it perhaps because all the bees go
to the swarm? Wouldn't the queen with the
hatching brood make a swarm?. What is

done with this brood, or rather, the young
bees, after the old hive is broken up?

6. When bees swarm you say hive the
swarm. i:)lace it in the place of the old hive
close by. and a week later luove the old hive
away to its future place. If you follow this
plan, will the old colony store any surplus?
If not. will the swarm make up for it?

New Jersey.

Answers.—I. Unfortunately it's a matter
of more or less guessing. When the flow be-
gins to let up. you will see a lot-up in the
activity of tlie bees. The plainest sign of
the let-up of the flow, however, is generally
the crossness of the bees, and their trying
to rob. You can tell something by the ap-
pearance of the plant upon which the bees
are working, as to whether the bloom is dis-
appearing. But sometimes the let-up is only
temporary. In a clover harvest the bees
may for some reason stop storing for 3 or 4

days, and then begin again as fiercely as
ever.

2. The bees are likely to take care of that
matter themselves. Brood-rearing will grad-
ually become less, and the cells left empty
in the brood-chamber will be filled with
honey, so that although you may leave the
supers on until the flow ceases you will find
the brood-chamber heavy with honey.

3. You can give them help from a very
strong colony, say one that has b or more
frames of brood. It will not pay to help
them from a colony that is not itself very
strong. You may shake the bees from a

frame of brood in front of the hive, when
the younger bees will run in and strengthen
the colony; you may exchange one or more
frames of younger brood for one or more of

riper brood; or you may give to the weak
colony from the strong colony a frame of

sealed brood with adhering bees, perhaps
repeating this after two or more days.

4. I don't understand how smoking the
bees will prevent you seeing the condition
of matters in the brood-chamber, even if

you use so much smoke that the bees get to

running like a flock of sheep. But there is

no need to use so much smoke. Just enough
smoke to keep the bees from flying out at

you will allow you to lift off the supers and
leave the bees as quiet below as if they had
not been disturbed, or at least almost as
quiet.

5. The queen does continue to lay in the
swarm; but there is no queen in the old
hive, only a aueen-cell. and the young queen
that hatches out of the queen-cell will not
have much brood before the end of the 21

davs. when all the bees from the old hive
may be added to the swarm. Or. combs and
bees may be transferred, and continued as a
separate colony.

6. Unless the season is very good there
will be little or nothing stored by the mother
colony, but the swarm will store more than
both would have stored if the swarm had
been put on a new stand and the mother col-

ony left on the old stand.

A Buncli of Ten Questions

1. Will queenless bees store honey?
2. Does the black bee enter the supers

more readily than the Italian?
3. Will a 4-frame nucleus formed May 8

make any surplus honey if the season is

good, and if the rest of the hive is filled with
full sheets of foundation?

4. Is May ist too early to have queens sent
from Arkansas to Illinois?

5. Some of my neighbor bee-keepers claim
the Carniolan bee is superior to the Italian.
Do you think it would be wise for me to buy
Carniolan queens, for mine are all black?

6. 'VVhat is the difference between 3-banded
Italian bees and the red clover bees?

7. How would it do if bees are run for ex-
tracted honey, to make a specialty of it and
nothing else?

8 A strange thing happened to me last

year. I had 5 colonies of black bees: 2 of
them came out in the spring strong, and the
other 3 weak. I thought I would run the 2

strong ones for honey, and the weak ones I

would divide after they had built up; but. to
my great surprise, the strong ones began
swarming May 20; each colony swarmed 3

times, and I caught one stray swarm of yel-
low bees with some black ones as cross as

hornets. The 3 weak colonies I spoke of
stored 175 pounds of salable comb honey,
and none of them swarmed. How would you
account for this? The 2 strong colonies did
not store any honey.

0. What kind of bees are the yellow ones,
with black ones in with them, that are
crosscr than my blacks? When I hived
them I wore a black hat. and when I got
through the crown of the hat was almost
white witli stings.

10. How do so many keep bees without the
American Hee Journal? I can't understand
how they do it. Illinois.

Answers.—I. Yes, indeed,
2. I think so; but I have no trouble with

Italians.
3. Yes, if strong enough to have 3 of its

frames well filled with brood.
4. I wouldn't care to have queens of this

year so early, but last year's queens would
be all right.

5. The Carniolans would probably be
quite an improvement on the blacks, but I

would rather risk Italians.
(1. There may be no difference, and there

may be a good deal of difference. The 3-

banded Italian is the kind that comes from
Italy, and a red-clover queen is any one
whose bees work more than the average on
red clover.

7. It's all right to make a specialty of
either; although some think it better to pro-
duce both kinds in the same apiary.

8. That's not a very hard question, after
all. The strong colonies split up their

strength byso much swarming, and the weak
colonies kept all their strength together. If

you had limited the strong ones to a single

swarm each, you probably would have had a

nice surplus from them. Next time try it

this way: Put the swarm on the old stand
and set the old hive close to it; then about
a week later move the old hive to a new
stand. Then you'll be likely to gel a fair

yield from the swarm.
g. They are hybrids, or a cross between

blacks and Italians.
10. Neither can I.

Reducing Hive to One Story—Looking for

Queen-Cells—Queens Disappearing

1. How do you select the frames of brood
when reducingto one story—page 130. ' Forty
Years Among the Bees;" that is. if a 2-story

colony had. say 5 frames of capped brood. 5

of hatching brood, and 2 frames of eggs,

which would vou select 8 frames from to

leave on the old stand? Also, reason why?
2. Do vou shake the bees off the combs

when looking for queen-cells? If so. do you
shake the bees on the ground or upon the

tops of the frames in the hives? My bees
seem to try to hide cells by clustering in

bunches. , . .

3. On returning the queen after giving your
foundation treatment (page 186!. do you
shake her off with the rest of the bees that

were in the lower story, and let her run in

that way. or do you catch her and let her
run down between the frames?

5. I had some trouble with queens disap-

pearing last season in using the foundation
plan. The first few colonies that I worked
made me scratch my head for a few days
following, for. upon examination I found
that they were plugging up the old brood-
nest with honey. "That won't do. 1 said:
"

I want the honey in the sections. j3ut

when I returned the queen, gee! didn t they
turn out comb honey though! I quit scratcti-

ing my head, and commenced to rustle up
more supers, saying in the meanwhile.
"Guess Dr. Miller knows his business.
The prospect for a good season this year

is very bright; it was fearfully dry for a
month or more, and things looked decidedly
bad for the bee-men, but rain came at last,

and lots of it. California.

Answers.—I. Most years there will be
some colonies at the time of reducing to one
story which can take one or more frames of

brood. In that case the ripest brood will

be taken for those colonies that need
strengthening. In a year such as the pres-

ent promises to be. in which there will be
more brood in the apiary than can be con-
tained in one story for each colony, then the
brood least advanced is taken away. The
general idea is that the most advanced brood
is to be left under honey-supers, and where
brood is taken from a stronger to be given
to a weaker, the weaker needs the better
brood.

, , , .

2. Sometimes the combs are looked over
without any shaking, for if cells are in the
hive at all. one is not likely to miss them all.

But if a single cell is found, then it is hardly
safe to omit shaking all the combs. Just
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how the shaking is done depends upon cir-
cumstances. If tlie cnieen is to be found,
she must be found before any shaliing is

done, and tlie frame she is on set out of the
liive. for if a single frame be first shalten.
then it's good by to finding the queen. After
tlie queen is out of the hive, the bees may
be shaken on the ground, on top of the
frames, or into the hive between the frames.
If the queen is not to be found, the bees are
shaken on the top-bars or into the hive be-
tween the frames.

3. The queen may be caught and placed on
top of the frames, but that is not the verv
best way. for sometimes she will run over
the frames for some time before going down
between them, and it is possible that she
may run over the side of the hive, or that
the bees may start to cliase her. In all cases
where a queen is to be returned to her own
bees, the safe way is to take one of the
frames of brood on which she is to be, to-
gether with its adhering bees, hold or lay
the frame Hat.and let the queen drop directly
upon the middle of it.

4. I've had trouble, too, with queens disap-
pearing, so I've changed my practice. In-
stead of putting foundation below, I now put
to one side in the lower story a frame with a
little brood in it, perhaps a frame of pollen,
and beside it 2 empty frames. When I sav
empty I mean empty. Not even a starter of
any kind in the frames. That frame of pol-
len or honey with perhaps some brood will
satisfy the queen better than frames of
foundation, and the entirely empty frames
will have very little comb built in them,
which will generally be broken out for wax.
I'm sure you'll like the change.

Requeening- Using Combs of Honey
Swarms

-Tramp

1. Can you requeen with young queens by
killing or removing the queen that issues
with a prime or first swarm, and letting the
swarm return, then in 6 days it will issue
again with a young queen? Is that a good
plan to requeen.^

2. I took my bees out of the cellar the
night of the 24th, and they are now piling in
the pollen. I saved several combs of honey
for feed, but tlie hives are as heavy, appar-
ently, as when I put them in—they don't
need feed. What can I do with the combs?
If I keep them to give to young swarms, how-
can I keep them.' I put 3- colonies in last
fall, and took out 37 this spring, but one
flunked after taking out. but had plenty of
honey.

3. Is it safe to take in tramp swarms, or is
there danger of getting foul brood? Iowa,

Answers.— I. It's an old-fashioned way and
works well. If you want to increase by one
colony, hive the swarm that issues with the
virgin, set it on the old stand, and set the
old hive 10 feet or more distant on a new
stand. If you don't want any increase at all.
return to the old hive the swarm each time
it issues. But you may have to do that a
number of times.

2. For some time they will be all right in a
cool cellar, for worms will be slow at be-
ginning work there. The safest place is to
put under full colonies. One strong colony
can take care of 3 or 4 stories. Put a story
under, and 2or 3 days later put another over
the under one, and later still put another
over the last, each time putting the new
story up next to the story containing the
colony.

3. There is danger if there is foul brood
near you.

Weak Colonies Using Empty Hives Where Bees
Died —Age When Queen Lays

1. How will it do to change a weak colony
with a strong one during the honey-How in
the afternoonr Will there be any danger of
the home-coming bees killing the queens?

2. I reduced 26 colonies to 18 last fall, be-
ing in 8-frame dovetail hives. Almost one-
third of the bees in each of the 18 colonies
were fro/.en to death from the cold, long
winter. 1 reduced those 18 to 11 this spring,
and lliey are now in pretty fair shape. I have
now I'j empty dovetail hives with drawn-out
combs; how can I keep them so the moths
won't get in them? Will it be all right to set
one empty drawn-out comb hive under each
of the II colonics?

3. If I work it that way will the bees swarm
as usual, or can I shake them in the lower
hives during swarming season, and place the
new one on the old stand, and move the old
one away?

4. I run for section honey. Which will be
the most profitable, have those 11 colonies
swarm to fill the !<; empty hives with drawn

comb, or let each swarm once? It is as good
a rirospect for the white clover as there ever
was,

5. How long will it take after a queen is
mated with a drone before she begins to lay
eggs? MissofKi.
Answers.— I. 'Ves. there will be some

danger.
2. No safer way than the one you suggest.

"You can put 2 stories under each, but it will
be better to have only one under for a few
days, and then put the second one bchi'feii
the full and the empty story?

2. If you leave them that way the bees may
not swarm at all, but your plan of shaking
may work all right. In any case only one
story should be left at the time of putting on
sections.

4. You will get a good deal more honey to
let them swarm only once.

5. .-^bout 3 days.

Italian vs. Banat—Untested Queen

1. Which is the better bee. the Italian or
Banat. as tohoney-gatheringand hardiness?

2. Is an untested queen pure stock?
3. Would it be advisable to introduce an

untested queen into a strong colony?
Pennsvi,vania.

.Answers.—I. I have no practical acquaint-
ance with the latter, and they are not yet as
well known as Italians.

2. .She is supposed to be of a pure mother,
but being yet untested it is uncertain
whether she has mated with a pure drone or
not.

5. Certainly, if the likelihood is that the
new queen is in any way better than the one
whose place she is to take.

Bees Doing Nicely—Heavy Losses

We have nice spring weather. Fruit-trees
are in full bloom. Bees are doing nicely—
that is, what is left of them. We have had
heavv losses. W. H. Leacock.
De Witt. Nebr., April 10,

Swarming in April in Indiana

Much natural swarming is being reported
in central Indiana in April. It is rather un-
usual for this early date. The cold spell
apparently has had no bad effect on strong
colonies, and the white clover is luxuriant.

Walter S. Pouder.
Indianapolis, Ind., -April 26.

Bees Doing No Good

I have 400 colonies of bees in lo-frame hives,
and up to this time they have done no good.
It has been so wet that bees couldn't work;
but things are looking fine now. I have had
6 new swarms today. I hope we will have
better times later on. My bees did tine in
iQog. J. R. Furlong.
Belcher. La., April 23.

Wintered All Right—Blossoms Frozen

Last year I had only 2 colonies of bees. I

did not get any honey, and had to feed one
of them last fall. They wintered all right,
and are doing well, although the blossoms
are all frozen off; but dandelions are plenty.
I hope to increase some this summer.
Galva, III.. May 2. P. A. Carlson.

Some Colorado Conditions

I don't suppose you have heard from the
Western Slope this spring, so I will tell of
the conditions. We had the hardest winter
since bees have taken the place of the In-
dians— ii weeks without a flight. I feared
they would all die. but my loss was much
less than 1 expected. They swarmed late
last season, and the second crop of .-ilfalfa

yielded no honey, so the late swarms gath-
ered but little honev. I fed some, and
doubled the rest, but did not gain in count-
have the same number now as last spring. I

am feeding a few to keep them alive. Spring
is a month earlier here than last year. We

have a few flowers, and bloom on early
peaches and apricots, and Cottonwood
bloom. I hope the trouble is nearly over,
and that we will have a better honey crop
than last year. E. C. Wright.
Montrose. Colo.. April 6.

Cold Weather—Poor Crop in 1909

We have had a cold spell of weather since
April I5th. The bees are in good condition.
I wintered 20 colonies in the cellar. They
started to bring in pollen the same day. I

hope there will be a good crop of honey this
year. There was a very poor crop of honey
here last year, as it was too dry.

Henry F. Pischer. Jr.
Granton. Wis.. .April 23.

Early Swarms in the North

1 was surprised with a swarm of bees yes-
terday. Even makingallowance for the early
spring, it is quite an item for north central
Wisconsin. If any one in the northern half
of the State can tell the same story. I would
like to hear of it. A. Fraser.
Chili. Wis.. April 28.

[Mr. Charles Busche. of Elgin. Ills., re-
ports a swarm there after April 28th.—Ed.]

Honey-Dew on Grass

I noticed an item on the secretion or ex-
cretion of honey-dew. April 7, loro, there
was a heavy honey-dew over the grass in the
pastures. All the bees went wild over it.

Neither the oak nor the hickory trees were
in leaf—nothing but elms and soft maples.
We had a dry spring up to April 15th. I

live in a prairie country. I would like to
have a scientist explain as to the honey-dew
referred to. A. W. Spracklen.
Cowden. III., April 16.

Foul Brood and Tramp Swarms

I see the question is asked. " Is it danger-
ous to take a tramp swarm?" My answer
would be. it is dangerous if hived on drawn-
out combs; if hived on comb foundation,
and the foundation taken from them after 4
days, it is safe.
My record shows that colony No. 13

swarmed May 30. 1009. and the swarm was
gut into hive No. 48. July 14. I found foul
rood in No. 13. and Sept. 2 found foul brood

in No. 48. which was hived on drawn-out
combs. 1 gave them both the McEvoy treat-
ment, and examined them both April 30. 1910.

and found them in a healthv condition.
J. G. Creighton.

Harrison. Ohio. May i.

Prevention of Swarming

I see so much in the different bee-papers
on prevention of swarming, and some of it

does not appeal to me as being good common
sense, so I will tell, as briefly as ijossible. a
method which orginated in my mind in the
early spring of igog. and which worked like
magic.
Just previous to the time. when, in my

judgment, the bees would start queen-cells
preparatory for swarming, I went carefully,
and. as I often used to term it. tenderly
through each of my lii\-es, stacking each
super one by one to one side, and away from
the hive-stand, placing a new bottom-board,
and a new first super instead of giving said
first super a full set of clean, empty worker-
combs. If I found a queen I caged her for a
few moments; if not. I took my chances on
getting through without injuring her.

Placing a weighted down newspaper in
front of the newly-arranged super, I begin
shaking off and brushing each comb on this
paper, and letting them crawl in at the front
entrance just as I would hive a swarm. 1

cndeavtn'ed as nearly as practical to place
all brood in the top super, even with a 3*

supcred hive. My reason for this was to get
it as far frtim Her Majesty as possible, think-
ing to give her a new start in business, be-
lieving that it stood to reason that they
would abandon all idea of swarming for
a while, at least.
As I got the combs clean of bees I rebui

the hive, giving it as near its original appea L
ance as possible, and if a queen had been
caged 1 then let her run into the front en-
trance, shut up the hive, and gave them a
decent U-tting alone. In many of the hives,
consisting or 130 or more, capped queen-cells
were plentiful. By the time I had thus
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treated all my colonies, the black sage
honey-tlow was upon me in fnll blast. I

quickly proceeded to go tlirout'h each hive,
and if I found any number of frames sealed
up from one up i extracted that, or them, as
the case was: and as soon as I was over the
apiary. I returned to the beginningpoint and
did likewise until the honey-How was at an
end. However the case may be. all the
capped queen-cells were at once cut down,
and while this whole Southern California
was over-run with what I will call a swarm-
ing epidemic. I did not have a swarm during
the season. lam now manipulating in a lit-

tle different way. but practically along the
same line, and whatever the result may be
will be offered to the Old Reliable for publi-
cation in due time. C L. GrK'.sbv.
El Casco. Cal.. April 6.

Bad Weather for Queen-Breeders

We are having the coldest, stormy weather
I ever saw at this season of the year. It

snowed Saturday. Sunday and Monday, with
cold wind and rain since then. All tender
vegetables, fruits, corn. etc.. are killed. This
has interfered fearfully with queen-rearing.
I have worked as best I could, making nuclei
in the snow, with bees crawling under my
clothes and chilling on the ground. I pre-
pared queen-cells in a warm room by the
lire, using a lamp with a reflector to select
the larva;. John M. Davis.
Maury Co.. Tenn.. April 27.

We have had winter here for several days.
It is still snowing this morning, with snow i

inches deep. All the flowersand every green
thing is killed, or I suppose will be before it

is over. We were compelled to open our
cell-building hives to look after queen-cells,
with snow falling in the hives. We were
getting in full shape for the queen-business
before the storm came on. but we can't tell

what the outcome will be. and we are now-
prepared to get out 1000 cells every month, if

this spell of winter weather does not upset
all of our plans. T. S. Hall.
Pickens Co.. Ga.. April 25.

Bees and Poultry—A Happy Combination.
—Many of our readers unite poultry culture
with bee-keeping, to the advantage of the
home table and the family funds. We have
lately found a very valuable help for poultry
keepers. This is Dr. A. A. Brigham's new
book. "Progressive Poultry Culture." The
book begins right. It gives first a sensible
standard for the poultryman and his busi-
ness. By studying the first chapter any one
can promptly decide whether he is capable
of making chickens pay or not. Next, the
volume gives the science and best methods
of practice in breeding fowls for a purpose.
Incubation and Breeding are then treated
in a clear, common-sense way. showing how-
to succeed and what to avoid. Ingrowing
the chicks after brooding age. Dr. B. espe-
cially advocates and fully explains the col-
ony system, giving free range. The chapter
on feeding, including the oalancing of ra-
tions, is the best we have seen in print.
Parasites and diseases, preparing poultry
products for market, systems of selling, ad-
vertising, accounting, exhibiting, scoring,
etc.. are very practically handled. Housing
and fencing are given a whole chapter, and
the book is closed with a very careful con-
sideration of practical methods of manage-
ment. It is a good guide for the beginner,
and a very valuable assistant of the veteran
in chicken culture. It is well worth the
price. Si. 50. postpaid. Bound in cloth. 293
pages. We club it with the American Bee
Journal one year—both for $2.00. Send all

orders to the office of the American Bee
Journal. 146 W. Superior St., Chicago. III.

Wants and Exchanges.
[.advertisements in this department will

be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-

counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-

partment, you must say so when ordering.]

Eggs for Hatching. — Single Comb White
Leghorns. Send for prices.
3A3t .S.\MrKi. Kai-p. Morton. III.

Golden Wyandots. Best and most beauti
ful chicken on earth. Stock and eggs for
sale. J. R. Douglas. Mound City. Kan. jAj

RiN(;i.KT B. P. Rock Eggs from extra-light
birds. First Pen. Si. 50 per 15 eggs. Second
Pen. Si. 0(1 per 15.

4.A2t E. E. MorT. Glenwood. Mich.

Wanted to Sell— 125 Colonies fine Ital-

ian Bees in i^-story hives. 8 and 10 frame.
For price and description, address, 5A1

Louis Werner. Rt. 2, Edwardsville. 111.

S. C. Rhode Island Reds—On acct. late-

ness of seaSon. Eggs. 15 for 75c; too for $4. 00.

Neighbor & Purves Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.,
Sta. A. R. R. No. 36.

Back Volumes of Am. Bee Journal—We
have some on hand, and would be glad to
correspond with any one who may desire to
complete a full set. It may be we can help
do it. Address. American Bee Journal.

146 W. Superior St.. Chicago. 111.

Will Exchange Gladioli.— I have quite
a collection of these flowering bulbs. To in-

crease the same, I will exchange good bloom-
ing-size corms for varieties I have none of.

I will also exchange Dahlias; only one tuber
of a kind. What have you? Address. W. A.
Pry.\l. syth St.. near College Ave.. Oakland,
Calif.

Gladioli and D.^iilias.— I have a splen-
did mixed collection of Gladioli in various
colors, shapes and sizes that I am offering in
bulblet form at 25 cents for 2 hundred, by
mail. This is a good way to get a start by
growing your own bulbs. Some w-ill bloom
the first year; the great majority the second
year. Dahlia tubers, named kinds, 15 to 23

cents each. Address. W. A. Prval. 5gth St.,

near College Ave., Oakland. Calif.

Golden Queens
NOW READY

Virgins, 50c; Untested, 73c: Select Untested
Qoc; Tested. Si.oo; Select Tested. $1.50.

Write for prices on 6 or more. 4A!

A. I. Davis, Del Rio, Tex.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

DOOLITTLE & CLARK
Are now booking orders for Italian Breeding
8ueens. at $2.50. Ss.oo and Sio.oo each. These
ueens are mated to Selected Drones.
Send for Circular

4A2t Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Langstroth
on
theHoney-Bee
Revised by Dadant. Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
lil)rary of every bee-keeper. Bound in

substantial cloth, and has nearly 60u

pages. Revised by that large, practical

bee-keeper, so well known to all bee-
dom—Mr. C. P. Dadant, Each topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following the instructions of
this book one can not fail to be won-
derfully helped on the way to success
with bees.

We mail the book for $1.20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00. This is in-

deed a splendid chance to get a grand
bee-book for a very little money.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 W. Superior St • CHICAGO, ILL.

M. H. HUNT & SON
The best time to buy your goods is during

the fall and winter months. We are mak-
ing Liberal Discounts for Early Orders,
and would like to quote you net prices.on
your needs for next season.

-BEESWAX WAXTED-
LANSING, - MICHIGAN.
1 iease mention Am. Bee Journal w'aen writing.

"The Honey-Money Stories"

This is a 64-page and cover book-
let SJ4 by 8I/3 inches in size. Printed

on enameled paper. It contains a variety

of short, bright stories, mixed with facts

and interesting items about honey and
its use. It has 31 half-tone pictures,

mostly of apiaries or apiarian scenes.

It has 3 bee-songs, namely : "The Hum
of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom,"
"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey," and
"The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby," It ought
to be in the hands of every one not
familiar with the food value of honey.
Its object is to create a larger demand
for honey. It is sent postpaid for 25
cents, but we will mail a single copy as a

sample for 15 cents, 5 copies for 60
cents, or 10 copies for $1,00. A copy
with the American Bee Journal one year
—both for 80 cents. Send all orders to

George W. York & Co., Chicago, 111.

Langstroth Book "Special"

We have just a few copies left of the
book, " Langstroth on the Honey-
Bee," of the edition just preceding the
last. It is practically equal to the
latest edition, and we will mail them so
long as they last, for 90 cents a copy.
(The regular price is $1.20.) Or, we
will send one of the above 90-cent
copies with the American Bee Journal
one year—both for $1.75. Address the
American Bee Journal office.

Send For This Book
All of our readers who are thinking of

buying a carriage, \vagon or set of harness
in the near future ought to write to the

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co.. at

Elkhart, Ind.. and ask for one of their new
1910 catalogs This company has been
manufacturing vehicles and selling them
direct to the user for thirty-seven years and
are by far the largest manufacturers in

their line doing business this way. Their
success is wonderful, but it only goes to

show that honest goods at honest prices

are always appreciated. This firm knows
how to get up a book so as to give a pros-

pective buyer an accurate knowledge of

what they have to offer. Going through
their catalog is as good as a trip through
their factory. Everything is illustrated

with the finest halftones, made direct from
photographs. They picture each particular

feature and describe it so clearl> and com-
pletely that there is nothing left to the

imagination. When you order a job from
the Elkhart catalog, you know just what
yon are going to get. Besides they give 30U
a two years' guarantee on every vehicle

they sell, and a guarantee from such a

company means what it says Get one of

these books before you buy elsewhere
anyway.

Crown Bone Cutter
BEST mADE
Lowest
in Price

, EutODjP
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Don't Throw It

Sell It!
I Will Give You
a Classified Ad Free W

If you Iiave any implements, or buggies, or
engines or separators, that you are not using, do
not let them go to waste—they represent money.
Sell them; if you are through with them, let
someone else get the good out of them; let some-
one buy them from you—don't throw them away. ^^^^^^^^^^aiBMi
If you want to sell the farm, or if you have
breeding stock of any kind—Poultry, Hogs, Cattle or Horses—let peopleknow about it. Among our 100,000 readers, stockmen, farmers, poultry-
men, bankers, you are nearly sure to find a buyer for anything, and'

I

will write a classified ad for you and publish it in two issues of Farm
and Stock—all FREE. All you need to do is write me a description of
whatever you want to sell, and tell me the price.

Sample

Advertisements

Live stock breeders
are familiar with adver-
tising. Others may wish
to know m.ore about the
ads.

Just turn over to the
Classified, or small ads.
in this paper, and you
can s-ee what I am of-
fering" you- You can't
afford to miss this Free
Ad. Sell the farm or
at least get a neat sum.
for secondhand articles.
Economize, di>n't let
things' go to waste

—

SELL THEM

!

Here are people wlio have accepted my offer—

the ads brought them from $10.00 to $40.00

Fredonia, N. T., March 24th. 1910.
Gents: In reply to your kind favor would say. that

1 have had very good results from, my advertising: In
Farm and Stock. I have sold $40.00 In eggs and cock-
erels. Yours truly, ira P. WATSON.

Springfield, Ohio. March 23rd, '10.
Dear Sirs: As to, my ad in Farm and Stock, well, I

received quite a number of orders through it. and am
ft-ell pleased with the ad. Yours truly.

COL. JOSEPH LEFFEL.
Carthage. Mo., March 2:d. 1910.

Dear Sirs; Since I commenced my ad in Farm and
Stock. I have sold the last surplus Rose Comb R. I.
Red I had, so please discontinue my ad. Y'ours re-
spectfully, D. J. BLIS.S.
Now, my offer is a Classified Ad Free Two Times

to all who will subscribe to Farm and Stock for one
year at $1.00. Our paper is a splendid Farm Magazine,
well known everywhere and especially good on Cc.rn,
Live Stock Breeding and Feeding. Markets, Dairying,
Draft Horses. Women's- Department. Poultry, Bees,
Fruit. Sunday School Lessons, Editorials, etc. It is
profusely illustrated and very handsomely printed—

a

very valuable and interesting agricultural journal in
every way.
Now just look around the farm and see what ought

to be turned into cash at once. Or list the farm, or
stock, or anything you like. These letters s'how vou
that one man got back $40 in cash in a few weeks.
The ad was Free—he simply ordered Farm and Stock.
Now I will do the same for you. Just order Farm and
Stock one year—it stops promptly when time runs out.
Write me a full description of article for sale, and I
win make up the ad.

CATCH THE NEXT ISSUE
Send dollar bill, or money order for subscription.

Not a farmer in America but has something be would
like to s-ell and someone else would quickly buy if they
knew of It. .Tust let me advertise it for you now. This
offer Is so good that I will even agree to return your
dollar if you are not highly pleased with the paper
after readintj two issues. Address me persnn.ally today.

F. J. WRIGHT, President Farm & Stock Pub. Company
Box 44. ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

50,000 Copies "Honey as a Health-Food"

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey
We have had printed an edition of over 50,000 copies of the 16-page pamphlet on

" Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thins to create a local demand
for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food," -written by Dr. C. C.
Miller, It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Usinir Honey." It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,

the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid—Sample copy for a2cent stamp: 50 copies for 90 cents; lOO copies for

$1.50: 250 copies for $3.00; 500 for $5.00 : or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

.'\ddress all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK ^t CO., Chicago, III.

An English Honey-Spoon

9

Over in old England they
have a handy honey-spoon,
or at least a spoon that has
a device in its handle that
will prevent it from drop-
ping down in the jar of hon-
ey on the dining-table, thi^s
soiling the fingers and spoil-
ing the table-cloth. It is a
very ingenious idea, and
should have extensive de-
mand among honey-consu-
mers, especially bee-keep-
ers. It is well plated on
high-class nickel, and has
a beautiful raised design

on the upper side of the
handle, as indicated in
the picture herewith.
We have secured some
of these very unique
spoons, and will mail

1 them at Qo cents each.
lOr. we will send spoon
land the American Bee
IJournal one year—both
' for Si.75.

The spoon would be
fine as a gift for Christ-
mas, birthdays, etc.

The editor of the Bee
Journal has used one of
these spoons for a num-
ber of months in the
honey-glass which is al-

ways on his table, and he would not like to
be without this spoon again, as it is so con-
venient, and also unusual in this country.
Wecan fill orders promptly now. You cer-
tainly would be pleased with this honey-
spoon, and so would anyone to whom you
might present it. Send all orders to,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

146 W. Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

,.»>

^.

=-
I On WoodcraHand Nature

Is always fascinating to him who lores

banting and fishing especially. There are
many cii'iiyable and prohtable facts that

ytmslinu!,! know about the great

OUT O'DOORS p-lT^sS-'L^i
profit abound. Do yoa know of the babiti.

\alue and methods •i taking fur bearing

animals, in your own locality? Also about

Steel Traps. Snares, Scents. Deadfalls.

Trapping Secrets, Raw Fur Market. Coon
Hunting. Fox Chasing, Hunting Dugs.
Big Game Hunting, Wild Fowl Shooting,

[jvjj Fishing, Prospecting, Camping. Guns.
Ammunition, Ginseng and Golden Seal

Growing. Fur Farming, Bee Hunting, etc.

Some of these are

Great Source of Profit
,""

Farm During the Winter. Vmi will find

tliese topics all dealt with cntertainincly

and authoratively in that splendid 160 to

200 page, illustrated monthly magazine

HUNTER - TRADER - TRAPPER
IT is ALONF IM ITS CI.AS.S.

«

«•

A

'-^

SPECIAL:-
Send lOe. to this office ana get a sampifc

copy of the H-T-T. al80 a 64 page book of

Interesting Information, containing late

fi'amc I.,aw8. etc.
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North-West Breed!!
HARDY GOLDEN

and
RED CLOVER

ITALIAN QUEENS
I believe Bee-Keepers of the N'orthWest

and Pacific States appreciate the fact that
Reliable Queens can be secured near home.
\Vc thank one and all for the liberal patron-
at;e Kivi-n us in the past.
As the Queen-Rearing Business of Sires

Bros. Co. is now owned bv nivself, I want to
furnish you as GOOD QUEENS and better,
if possible) this season.
By fair and honorable dealiUKS. and GOOD

QUEEN'S. I hope to secure the patronage of
all wishing to secure a Superior Stock of
Bees. Order now. Delivered when wanted:
Select Untested. St each; 3 forS2.-5; 6 for

$5.; doz.. $0.50.

Tested. $1.50 each; 3 for $4.25; for 58.00;

doz;. $14.00.

Select Tested, $; each; 3 for 55.75; 6 for
$0.25; doz., Sib.oo.

Untested Queens ready May ist.

Tested Queens ready to mail any time.

Price-list Circular of Queens, Nuclei, Bees by

the Pound, etc., on Request.

Virffil ^irpc north yakima
llgll OirCS, WASHINGTON.

Pk-ase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Swarming Prevented
A now method, just published, worthy of

investigation by all progressive bee-keep-
ers. Advantages claimed for the plan of
treatment. No clipping of queens' wings-
no caging of queens—not even necessary to
look for queens; no pinching of queen-cells
—no shook swarming—no dividing—no extra
expense connected with the plan—plan sim-
ple and easy to carry out—satisfactory hon-
ey crop—saves time and labor. Send to

Dr. H. JONES, Pre.stoii, Minn.,

for his booklet, describing his method of
treatment. Price, 25 cts. Process protected
by copyright.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing,

ffational fi^c-K^epers' Association.

(Org.iiiized in 1870.

Objects.
1. To promote the interests of bee-keepers.
2. To protect and defend its members in

their lawful rights as to keeping bees.
3. To enforce laws against the adulteration

of honey.
Membership Dues.

One dollar a year.

Officers and Executive Committee.
President—Georc;e W. York. Chicago. III.

Vice-President—W. D. Wright. Altamont.
N. Y.
Secretary—Louis H. Scholl. New Braun-

fels. Tex.
Treas. & Gen. Mgr.-N. E. France. Platte-

ville. Wis.
Twelve Directors.

G. M. Doollttle. Boroillno. N. Y.
Jas. A. Slurie. Rl. 4. Springlield. 111.

R. .\. Holckarap. iH'S Va. Ave.. St. Louis. Mo.
Wm. McEvoy. Wouilbiim. Ont.. Canada.

M. H. Mendleson. Ventura. Calif.
R. C. Alkln, Loveland, Colo.

R. L. Taylor. Lapeer. Mich.
E. D. Townsend. Remus. Mich.

Udo Toepperwein, San Antonio. Tex.
J. E. Crane. Mlddlebury. Vt.

E F. Atwater. Meridian. Idaho.
R. A. Morgan. Vermilion, S. Dak.

AreYOt' a member? If not. why not send
the annual dues jf $1.00 <// ('//<t' to Treas.
France, or to the office of the American Bee
Journal, 146 W. Superior .St., Chicago. 111.?

It will be forwarded promptly to the Treas-
urer, and a receipt mailed to you by him. It

is the desire of the officers to increase the
membership to stxjo by the end of iqio. Every
progressive bee-keeper should be a member
of this, the greatest bee-keepers' organiza-
tion in America,

I
Hand's

I HANDSOME
1

HUSTLERS
»s«

.•\re a superior honey-gathering
O strain of hardy Northern-bred
X three-band Italians. The Hand
N system of queen-rearing pro-

O duces queens of the highest de-

S velopment. Every queen a

O breeder, and warranted to pro-
duce large, beautifully marked
bees. Warranted, $1.00 each ; six,

$.5.00 ; dozen, $9.00. Tested, $1.2.5 ;

six, $t).50 ; dozen, $12.00. Three-
S frame nucleus, without queen,

S$;3.2.");
add price of queen wanted.

- Don't take chances. Get the real

N thing. Send for circular. 4A4

I

I J. E. Hand
5 Birmingham, Erie Co., Ohio

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

How About Your Advertising?
Have you anything to sell? Any bees,

honey, hives, or anything else that you
think the readers of the American
Bee Journal might want to buy? If so,

why not offer it through our advertis-

ing columns? See rates in the first

column of the second page of every
number of the Bee Journal. We try to

keep our columns clean and free from
any dishonest advertising. Such can
not get in, if we know it.

We will pay 30 cents a pound for

Choice Quality Pure

BEESWAX
delivered New York, until fur-

ther notice.

Alfalfa Honey
New Cans and Cases — Fancy

Light, 8 cents a pound; Fancy

.^mber, 7 cents a pound, f. o. b.

New York, in not less than .5-

case lots. Will shade prices on

larger quantitfes. Shall be glad

to send samples.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN,
265-267 Greenwich St.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

17 Cents a Day

Buys an OLIVER

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

OLIVEt^
TypeWri't&r

The Standard Visible Writer.

Can you spend 17 cents a day to

better advantage than in the pur-

chase of this wonderful machine ?

I^^Write for Special Easy Payment
Proposition, or see the nearest Oli-

ver Agent.

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY

47-00 Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, - ILLINOIS

Pkasc mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writins.

Not Cheap Queens,

But Queens Cheap
Prices ot 3 -Band Queens 1 6

Untested Queens S .75 S 4.20

Tested Queens i.oo 5.7o

Breeder's (Jut--ens 5.00

Golden or S-Band Queens 1 6

Untested Queens $ i.oo % 5.70

TestedQueens 1.50 8.70

Breeders' Queens 10.00

3-Band Nuclei 1 6

One-frame. Untested Queen. ..S 1.75 S11.20

Two " " "... 2.25 13.20

One " Tested " ... 2.00 11.70

Two " " "... 2.5:' 14.70

5-Band or Golden Nuclei 1 6

One-frame. Untested Queen... S 2.00 S11.70

Two " " "... 3.00 17.70

One " Tested " ... 2.50 14.70

Two " " "... 3.30 20.70

Reared from the best 3 and 5 Band Red
Clover Italian Breeder Queens.
^~ Directions for Building Up Weak

CijLONiKs— 10 cents.

W. J. Littlefield, Little Rock, Ark.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

We li.iv a I'.ir ^ti

! California Extracted Honey !

which we offer at 6"i' cents per pound. Sam-
ples on reauest. _.__ «._.

C. C. CLEMONS PROD. CO.
2Mi KANSAS CITY. MO.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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BEES, NUCLEI,

and QUEENS
For many years I have been selling

bees and queens, and guaranteeing sat-

isfaction in every way. I will be in the

business more extensively than ever

during the season of 1910. I have

mailed queen-bees practically all over

the world. My prices the coming sea-

son will be as follows, for Italian

BEES
Full colonies with Tested Queens, in 8-

frame Langstroth hive, $7.00 per col,

;

in same hive with 10 frames, $7.50. Col-

onies in lots of 5 or more, 25 cents per

colony less.

NUCLEI
One 3-HofTman-Langstroth-frame Nu-

cleus, $2.50; in lots of 6 or more at

$2.25 each ;
price of queens to be added.

Orders for nuclei filled about May 10th

to 15th, and thereafter.

QUEENS
•lested Italian, each $1.50; 6 for $7.50;

or $13.00 per dozen.

I have 50 choice Italian breeding-

queens, either golden or leather-color-

ed, at $2.50 each. " First come first

served."

Untested Queens After May 15

Italian (warranted) 75 cents each ; G for

$4.00; or $7.50 per dozen. Carniolan

or Caucasian at the same prices.

If you have never had any of my Bees

or Queens, you should give them a

trial. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address

all orders to

ARTHUR STANLEY,
DIXON, LEE CO., ILL.

Good Queens
It you are Eoing to want any Queens for in-

crease, or replacing old queens next June, it

is time to benin to think about it. I have
been breedini; leather-colored Italian queens
for years, and they are KivinB excellent satis-

faction. If you are interested, write. Good
Queens; no disease: prompt shipment, and
absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Prices;

June. one. ooc; three, »2.i;o; six, 54.75; doz..

jg.oo; 20 or more at 6oc each. sAgt

S. F. Trego, Swedona, Ills.

:smj^^-

ADVANCED BEE-VEIL
- POSTPAID -

All Cotton, 50c ; Silk Face, 60c ; All Silk, 90c

Made oE Imported French Tulle Veilintr: cord ar-
rangement which permits wearer to handle bees in
shirt-sleeves with no chance of bees crawlinn up
and under veil. With a hat of fair-size brim to
carry veil away from face, you are as secure from
stings, movements as free and unrestricted, and as

cool and comfortable as you
would be at a summer resort.

Please send me two more hee-vells. I have tried
all kinds, and yours are best of all—N.E.Prance.
PlatteviUe. Wis.

Editorial Comment In Bee-Keepers' Review:—
The Advanced Bee -Veil Is something- I have
worn with great comfort the past few weeks.
The peculiar feature of the veil is, the edges are
held down firmly on the shoulders away from
the neck. This does away with all chance of
stings, and the hot. suffocating", uncomfortable
feeling found in other veils that are tucked In
close about the neck.—W. Z. Hi'tchixsox.

A. G.' Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

$ Caucasians, Carniolans, Banats, Cyprians $
Select untested uueens, $i each; > fi>r $4.

inal importer and get genuine stock.
Iniportetl lireediuk' tiiict-ns, $^ to S'v Send to orig-
FRANK BENTON, Box 17, Washington, D. C.

QUESNS
An improved superior strain of Italians is

what Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder rears.

Our stock is Northern-bred and hardy.

Our five yards Winter on Summer stands

with practically no loss.

One of our customers tells us he has be-

come one of the largest honey-producers of

the West, and says that in a great measure
his success is due to our stock.

Prices before July r i 6 12

Select queens $100 $500 S 9 00

Tested queens 150 800 1500
Select tested queens 2 00 10 00 18 00

Breeders 400
Golden 5-band breeders.. 6 00

2-comb nuclei, no queen.. 2 50 14 00 25 00

3-comb nuclei s S" 2000 3S 00

Full coloniesonS frames, h 00 .^0 00

Colonies and Nuclei, if shipped before

June 1st, add 25 percent to above price; also

add the price of whatever grade of queen is

wanted with same. Safe arrival guaranteed.

Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder, Bellevue, 0.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Celluloid Queen-Buttons
These are very pretty things for bee-keep-

ers or honey-sellers to wear on their ro:it-

lapels. They often serve to introduce the
subject of honey, which might frequently
lead to a sale.

Note. — One bee-keeper writes: "I have
every reason to believe that it would be a

very good idea for every bee-
keener to wear one [of these
buttons], as it will cause peo-
I>le to ask questions about
the busy bee, and many a
conversation thus started
wind up with the sale of
more or less honey; at any
rate it would give the bee-
keeper a superior opportu-

nity to enlighten many a person in regard to
honey and bees."

The picture shown above is a reproduc-
tion of a motto queen-button that we offer
to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the under-
side to fasten it.

Pricks—by mail— 1 for 6 cts.; 2 for 10 cts.;
or 6 for 2'; cts. .Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 West Superior Street, • CHICAGO, ILL

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

! For Sale

!

10 to 50 pr.ct. Discount

All Hives and Appurtenances of every des-
cription.

Large amount still in the flat. New Hives
set up. painted, but never used.

About 125 Hives used and unused.

Would make best terms to party buying
all the property.

Call Saturdays P. M.. or Sundays; or ad
dress.

P. W. DUNNE,
i6^ South Forest Ave.,
3A3t River Forest, Cook Co., Ii.L.

Italian Bees, Queens and Nuclei

Choice IIonie-Bred Impor-
ted Stock. All (Jueens
reared in Full Colonies.

Prices for May
I Untested Queen— Sn.oo

I Tested " i.io
I Select Tested 1.40

r Breeder Queen 2.20

i-Comb Nucleus
(no queen) Q5

.Safe arrival guaranteed.

For price on larger quan-
tities, and description of each grade of
Oueens- send for Catalog. Send for sample
Come Foundation. 4--\tf

J. L. STRONG,
204 E. Logan St., CL.\RlNn.\, \0\\'.\.

New England ^,^^,%\lf^
Bee-keepers! pnces

: PROMPT DELIVERY:

Cull & Williams Co.
Providence, - Rhode Island.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when wri'ir-S

7^c; Tested. Jl.oo;

Breeder (lueens,
$5,00; 2-frame nu-Italian Queens

clei. with Queen. $2.50 each. iiAi

E. M. Collyer, Bro .^iway Ossining, H. Y.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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ROOT'S GOODS
for loio are better than ever. We carry full

line of thcni.
MR. BE1':.\I.-\X. take notice! For low

freight and quick service our location can-
not be excelled in the State. Don't delay.
Order now. You can be savinK your honey
croi) while the tardy fellow is waiting for his

Koods to arrive.

Our 1910 Bee-Line
is of the best. We are making a specialty of
high-grade untested queens from a famous
strain of honey-gatherers, at Si. 00 each. Or-
der now. and be sure to get one for our de-
livery after May 15. 1910. Remember that
cheap queens and poor blood do not pay.

Rea Bee &. Honey Co.^
Reynoldsville. Pa.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Golden Italian Red Clover Queens

Gray Carniolan Queens

BRED FROM IMPORTED STOCK
] ij

Untested Sn^"! % } 00 $ g.ou

Selected 1.25 6.50 12.00

Tested i.So 8.00 I5.0O

Selected 2.-m ii.oo 18.00

Prices after June 15th
I 6 12

Untested $0.73 J-i-co $7.50
Selected i.oo 5.00 0.00

Tested 1.25 600 12.00

Selected 1.50 8.00 15.00

Choice Breeders. $3.00 up to $500.

Choice Italian Queens mated in my Car-
niolan apiary—First cross, one for 60c: 12 for
$6.50; 25 or more. 50c each.

KiRST Cross.—We have tested these bees
and find them to be real hustlers. We have
also had many calls for this very desirable
bee. We have decided to offer them to the
bee-keepers at the low prices above. Car-
niolans have many good points to recom-
mend them to the bee-keepers, more espe-
cially this first cross. The drones are large
and powerfully strong flyers, which gives
vigor and strength to the bees. They cap the
honey white, which most Italians do not.

They resist diseases very much more than
any other bees, and are quiet, gentle, and
easily handled. S-'^tf

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
i;o3 Main St.. FREDERICKSBURG. VA.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Bee-Supplies
Distributor of Lewis' Bee-Supplies at Fac-

tory Prices in Iowa. Also Red Clover and
Leather-Colored Italian Queens; and the
Folding Berry Boxes, and the old-style
Boxes.
Beeswax wanted. Send for Catalog.

W. J. McCARTY. Emmettsbar^, Iowa
Please mention Am. Bee Jotimal when writing.

Tennessee-Bred Queens

!

All from Extra-Select Mothers,

Davis' Best, and the

Best Queens Money Can Buy
38 Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing.

Breed Three-Band Italian Queens Only.

November ist to July ist

Untested Sioo

Select Untested.. 1.2s

Tested 1.75

Select Tested.... 2.30

6 12

$5.00 $ g.oo

6.50 12.00

0.00 17.00

H.50 25.00

July I to Nov I
1
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»Q<ne< Root's Goods in Chicago VXCf.

Last April we moved to this location. We were
unable then to arrange our stock as we desired as the
busy season was upon us. April, IDKl, finds us in bet-
ter shapj than we have ever been since the opening of
this office.

Our stock is now conveniently arranged, hence
no confusion in filling orders. We now have on dis-
play in our show-room a complete line of our sup-
plies. Call and see them. From this date we will
have cars from the factory about every 10 days.

Have you received our catalog for 1910? If not,
we want you to have it. A postal card request will

bring one.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture

If you have not seen a late copy of our paper,
which is issued twice each month, you can't tell from
a brief description how much valuable information
each issue of it contains. Each issue is fully illus-

trated. Our writers are the very best. A trial sub-
scription of six months (12 difTerent copies) will cost
you only 25 cents.

Alexander's Writings

Mr. Ale.xander was one of the largest, if not the
largest, bee-keeper in the United States, and what he
has told of his methods must necessarily be of inter-
est to large bee-keepers. He kept bees for over 4(1

years, and produced honey by the carload. His writ-
ings are practical, and what he has done others may
do if they care to follow his teachings. Here is what
a prominent bee-keeper says of his book:

"Alexander's Writinss are the best thing I ever read:
pra ctical. enthusiastic, sympathetic, encouraging. I predict
an enormous sale of the bool^. Wiiy not get out an edition
wi til cloth cover? It's worth while. Wish you could print
more such books." WM. BAYLEY.

43 N. Brighton Ave., East Orange. N. J.

This Book is Sold only in combination with Gleanings

From now until January 1, 1911, we ofifer one copy
of the Alexander book with every yearly subscription

to GLEANINGS, new or renewal. You get BOTH
for subscription rate alone, which is only $1.00.

Canadian postage, 30 cts. ; foreign postage, (50 cts.

per year extra.

Power Extractors

We believe all of our extractors are about as near
perfect as it is possible to make them. For large api-

aries one of our power machines is a*great advantage.
A circular of these will be sent upon request.

Read what a large producer says

:

Lang. Calif.. Sept. 26. iqoq.

6V«//iv//.v/.—Owing to the fact that power extractors are
not in general use at the present time, it may be of interest
to you to know that I used a Gilson engine "

i H. P.." together
with the latest model of the b-frame automatic extractors.
"Roots," for this season's extracting. I was surprised and
delighted with the work done. In extracting our heavy white-
sage honey it not only cleans out the combs much cleaner
than can be done by hand-power, but does it at a minimum of
of expense. The cost of gasoline and oil used being only i6('

per ton of honey extracted. It takes the place of a man at
S40 per month and board, so one can readily see that it much
more than paid for itself in the one season, besides doing
much better work than could be otherwise. The aboye cost
of extracting is given on the basis of gasoline at 25P per gal-
lon, which is the cost here. Truly,

H. A. Slavton.

Our Aim for the Season of 1910

This year we aim to give our customers the very
best possible service. Remember, for low freight-

rates and quick delivery, Chicago is as well located as

any city in the United States.

Our Location and How to Reach It

The A. I. Root Co. institute place.

One block north of Chicago Ave., cor. Franklin
St. Take any car going north on Wells St. Get off

at Institute Place, Yz block west to Jeffery Bldg. Take
elevator to 0th floor. Or take N. W. Elevated to Chi-

cago .'Kve. and walk Yz block north on Franklin St.

Tel. North 1-184.

ElkhartBuggies
are the best made, best grade and easiest ridinjj

bugRies oa earth for the money. PRICE

FOR THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS $5952
we have been selling direct and

The Largest Manufacturers in the

sellinK to the consumer exclusively.
We ship for examinalion nixl approval. t'>J*''

anteeitig safe delivery, and also to save you
money. If you are not satisfied as to style,

quality and price you are nothing uut. ~

May We Send You Our
Large Catalogue?

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg.

Elkhart, . • - - Indiana

World

No. ^m
2240^^

Twin Auto-
Seat. Auto-
Top and Full
Bra&8 Mounted

save you
\ to style,

^g.Col

BETTER FRUIT
The best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 per acre. One

Dollar per year. Sample copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "TreoT"

WASHINGTON QUEENS!
Wurth's Best Queens are as good as money^
can buy. \,^L

1 have leasedlall of Sires Bros. Co.'s bees,
with the exception of loo
colonies. I have control of
seven hundred colonies of
bees, and have the largest
and best queen rearing
outfit in the State, with 40
years' practical experience

Bee - keepers from any
part of world nueil not hes-
itate in sending nie their
orders, as they will get the
best queens that can be
reared under the latest and
best improved methods.

—

Safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed.

Prices of Either Golden or 3-Banded Queens.

Untested. Si uach; six ftir S5: ido/, for $g.75.

Tested. Si. 50 each: three for S4.25; six for
$8.25: I doz. for S15.

Select Tested. $2 each; three for S6.75; six
for Sio-

Qucens ready to send by return mail. Send
all orders to-

DANIEL WURTH,
4Atf Ki 1, WAl'Al'O. WASH.

rieasc im-ntiiui lUc Journal wlirn answer-
ing tiiis a(l\ ertisi-mi-nt.

Golden and Red-

Clover Queens...

From Extra-
Selected
Mothers

V'litrsltd. ;5c; six for $400.
St-ii'i-tud Untested. Si-oo; six'.for $5.00.

lesti-d. Si. 50.

Sate arrival .Lruaranteed. 'r\>'('nty-one years'
fxperii'iici.'. Sriul \oiir ordi-rs to

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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CAPONS brinsTthelarpest profits

— lUU ptT cent more tbun other poul- 1

try. C:iponizing i3 easy and &oon
learned. Frogressivo poultrymcn use

CAPONIZ-
INQ SETSPILLING

Postpaid 53.50 per eel with free Inetrac- 1

tlons. Thecnnvenient.ilurable. ready-'
' for-use kind. Bestmatehal. We also make 1

Pnultry Mnrker25*^t Gape Worm Extractor 25o \

J rrench Killing Kmfe 50c, Capon Book Free.

\ G. P. Pilling fi^ Son Co., tmiadelpiiia.Pa.

Your Order Will Be Shipped

BY AIRSHIP
(IN 1915)

Meanwhile half a hundred
freight and express trains
are daily at your service.

FREE CATALOG for the
asking, telling all about—

PEIRCE SERVICE
-ROOT QUALITY.'

EDMUND W. PEIRCE,
136 W. Main St., Zanesville, Ohio

State that vou saw this in Am Bee Journal.

PRIZE TAKERS
Pharr's Goldens took first prize at 3 ex-

hibits in Texas in 1007. We will furnish

Golden. Carniolan. Caucasian, and 3-band

Italian Queens, untested. Si. 00 till June i.

then 75 cents. Tested. $1.50 till June i. then

$1.00. For large Quantities, write. Our 3"

band Breeders from W. O. Victor and Grant
Anderson strains; other races from the best

obtainable. "Prompt service and satisfac-

tion." is our motto, .\ddress. ?.\tf

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO.

or JOHN W. PHARR,
Berclair, - - Texas

Again to the Front with

The Famous Banats
Having moved my Banat
Apiaries from Sabinal to
San Benito. Texas. I am
now better prepared to
furnish High Quality

QUEENS
and guarantee them pure-
ly mated. Prices: Untes-
ted Queens, each. 7SC: per
doz. S8.00 Tested Queens
each S1.25; per doz.. S12.00.

My stnrk is pure and free from disease—
the gL-ntlest bets on >. irtli.

GRANT ANDERSON,
2Atf S.\N BENITO. TEXAS.

NORWOOD'S —Texas-Bred—QUEENS
Three bantlod 'Jueen Bees l.irei.1 for busi-
ness. Try them, then you 11 know. Untes-
ted. $1.00; six. $=.' Write us.

sAtf E. B. NORWOOD, Del Valle, Tex.

*' If goods are wanted quick, send to Pouder "

ICSTAHMSIIKP 18.^7.

BEE-SUPPLIES
Standard Hives with latest improvements; Danzenbaker
Hives. Sections. Koiiiidation, Extractors. Smokers. Veils,
and a complete stock of

Root's Standard Goods at Factory Prices

My equipment, my stock of goods, and my shippinjr
facilities, cannot be excelled, and I ship goods to every
State in the Union. Illustrated and descriptive catalog
mailed free.

Finest White Clover Honey
on hand at all times. I Buy Beeswax.

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind. 859 Massachusetts Ave.

Pllease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
BINGHAM ^ Extracts Irom Catalogs—1907:

CLEAN ^^-^B Chas. Dadtnt & Son, Hamilton, III.—This is the Smobec we
I^R m recommend above all others.

2 \j. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—We have sold these Sfook-
* ers for a good man; years and never received a sinf^le complaiikt.

*"_ A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of thelcup
S BO that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

• All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,

2 1892, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.

2 Smoke Engine—largest smoker made tl.50—4 inch 8tOT«
£ Doctor—cheapest made to use 1.10—3X "

Conqueror—right for most apiaries 1.00—

3

"

Large—last* longer than any other 90

—

i% "

Little Wonder—as its name implies 65—2 "

The above prices deliver Smoker at jonr post-o£Sce free. We send circular if requested.

Original Bingham & Hetherington Dncapping-Knife.

T.F.BINGfiflM,Aima,MlGll.

Pateatcd, May:20. 1879. BEST ON EARTH.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

DOOLITTLE'S
"Scientific

Queen-Rearing"
This is G. M. Doolittle's master-piece on

rearing the best of queens in perfect accord
with Nature's way. It is for the amateur and
the veteran in bee-keeping. The A. I. Root
Co.. who ought to know, say this about Doolit-
tle s queen-rearing book

:

' It is practically the only comprehensive
book on queen-rearing now in print. It is looked upon by many as the foundation of mod-
ern methods of rearing queens wholesale."

Mr. Doolittle's book also gives his method of producing comb honey, and the care of
same: his management of swarming, weak colonies, etc. It is a book of 12h pages, and is

mailed at the following prices : Bound in cloth. $1.00 : bound in leatherette..75,cents.

Special Clubbing Offer
We offer a cloth-bound copy of this book with the American Bee Journal one year—both

for Si. 50; cr a copy of the leatherette-bound edition, with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for Si.:s. The cloth-bound book given free for getting 3 new subscribers at Si.

each ; or the leatherette-bound copy given for 2 new subscribers.
Every bee-keeper should have a copy of Mr. Doolittle's book, as he is one of the stan-

dard authorities of the world on the subject of queen-rearing and everything else connected
with bee-keeping and honey-production.

George W. York <a Co., Chicago, ill.

LEWIS BEEWARE — Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

Extracted Honey for Sale.
(.Ask for Prices.)

Beeswax Wanted.
23c Cash—31C Trade.

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. j^oj

(Successors to the York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.) H. M. ARND, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Prices the lowest in the West.
Write us for our 50-page catalog,
ready to mail you. Free for the
asking. We can fill your orders
promptly and satisfactorily. Our
old customers know what we
handle ; to new ones we can say
that we have

The Best Make of Supplies ^
hence there is nothing to fear as

to quality.

Send us your rush orders and get
your goods before swarming time
arrives.

Bees and Queens in their season.
Beeswax taken in exchange for
supplies or cash.

John Nebel & Son

Supply Co.
High Hill, Montg. Co., IMo. 6

ITALIAN QUEENS DIRECT FROM ITALY
Extensive Apiaries -

E. PENNA, BOLOGNA, ITALY.
I send Queens from May i> to Sept. ^o. In

Italy we have only Italian bees, so all my
Queens are warranted quite pure and right-
ly mated. One fertile Queen, Si. 40: twelve.
S12.00; one Breeding Queen. Si-oo. Cash with
orders. Queens sent postpaid. Safe arri-
val guaranteed. 5A1

Of Interest

FOR the past 50 years New
England bee-keeepers have
purchased Bees, Queens, Bee-

hives, Supers, Section - boxes.
Comb Foundation, Smokers,
Honey-jars, and other necessary
bee-supplies, of the Reliable and
long-established firm of W. W.
Cary & Son.

I have recently purchased the above
business, and will continue it at the
same place as before. I Iiave been
associated witii tlie firm for tiie past
eight years, and have liad exi>erience
in all branches of the business.

I have a fresh supply of tlie A. I. Root
Co.'s goods, which I am able to suppi>'
you upon sliort notice. Send in your
orders early and I will give them mj-
liest attentiiin. .i.\iil

Send for Bee-Supply Catalog.

EARL M. NICHOLS,
(Successor to \V. W. Cary i*<. Son)

Lyonsville, Massachusetts

The copies of "Honey as a Heath Tood"
tliat I Iiave used have about doubled my sale

of honey. Geo. H. Coulson.
Cherokee, Okla., Oct. 26, 1900.

Write Us To-Day
for our 1910 Catalog and let us tell 3'ou all about

DITTMER'S

COMB FOUNDATION

WORKING Your WAX for You.

tW° Write us for Estimate on full Line of

Supplies. It will pay you, and costs nothing.

RETAIL and WHOLESALE.

Gus Dittmer Company, - Augusta, Wisconsin.

BARNES'""""Machinery
Read what J. L Parent, of Charl-

ton, N. Y., says: "We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey-racks, 600 brood-frames,
2,000 honey-boxes, and a great deal
of other work. This winter we have
double theamount of bee-hiveB,ete.,
to make, and we expect to do it with
this Saw. It will do all you Bay it
will." Catalog and price-list free.

Address, W, P. &JOHN BARNES,
996 Rnby St., Bockford. lU.

Latest Improved Hives &
Supplies. Disc'nt on early
orders. Catalog free. Send
2S cts. for QO-page Bee-Book
for beginners.

J. W. ROUSE,
3Atf MEXICO. MO.

"Established in 1878"
The Oldest, the Largest and Best Equipped
Oueen-Brt'edin^'^ A[)iaries in the North.

Every <,*iniii ( "jikirantecd Pure Mated.
Italian and ( ,iiir.isiaii. Circular Free.

A. D. D. WOOD, Box 61, Lansing, Mich.

Pliease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

c
PANE
ELLULAR
ASES

Mr. H. W. Coley, of Westport, Conn., writes us

:

"I am using your Corrugated Paper Cases for shipping comb honey
in, this year, and like them. On one shipment last year of six wooden
cases packed in a carrier with a straw cushion, the greater part were
ruined. This year the same quantity shipped to the same place in your
cases went through without a broken comb."

1. The first cost of tlie Paper Cases Is less.

2. He saved the cost of the carriers.

3. He saved the time of making the carriers.

4. He saved the weight of the carriers.

5. The Paper Gases weigh less than wooden ones.

6. They can be assembled in one-half the time it

requires to set up a wooden case.

Send for our Circulars and let us tell you what some of the other large

producers and dealers say.

Do not take our word for the value of this new Case.

Plan to order early. Some were disappointed last year.

.J. E. Crane & Son, Middlebury, Vt..
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Chicago. April 10.—The market on honey
of all kinds is slow at this writing. Very
little comb offered, with prices ruling at ilic

for A No. I to fancy, and from i to 3C less on
the lower grades. Beeswax is in good de-
mand at 3ic. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati. April 30.—The market on
comb honey is bare. Extracted honey is in

good demand. White saKe, in 60-pound cans,
8J4c; amber, in barrels, bj-eo^ic. Beeswax in

fair demand at $3! per 100 pounds. These are
our selling prices, not what we are paying.

C. H, VV. Weber & Co.

Indianapolis, April 30.—There is a good
demand for best grades of honey, but none
is now being offered by producers. Dealers
are fairly well supplied with one grade of

comb, which is fancy white, mostly from
Michigan, and i8c is the price asked. Finest
white clover extracted is being sold by deal-

ers in cases of two 60-pound cans at loc per
pound. Producers of beeswax are receiving
2QC cash, or 31c in exchange tor goods.

W'alter S. Pouder.

New York, April 30.—There is practically
no business in comb honey. Stocks are
pretty well exhausted. There is little de-
mand for fancy stock around I4@i5c. Ex-
tracted is in fair demand only. Last year's
crop is pretty well cleaned up. and the mar-
kets in general are not overstocked, only
carrying a fair supply. Latest reports from
the Coast indicate a short crop the coming
season on account of lack of rain, and witli

a short crop in view, prices are likely to rule
higher within the near future, and present
stock is held firm. Beeswax steady at 30@3ic.

HiLDRETH &. SEGELKEN.

Boston. May 2.—Fancy white comb honey
at i6C*i7c; No. t, I5@i6c. White, extracted,
8(a'<)c-. light amber, 7®8c; amber. 6@7c. Bees-
wax, 3ofe32c. Blake. Lee Co.

Kansas City, Mo., April 30.—Our market
is absolutely bare of comb honey, conse-
ancntly we liave no quotations to make.
The demand for extracted is fair; supply
light. We quote: Wliite extracted, per lb..

6^C'!t7c. Beeswax. 25@28c.
C, C, Clemons Produce Co.

Zanksvii.i.e. Ohio. May 2.—There is about
a normal demand for honey, with market
rather bare. At this season of the year but
little is offered. Best grades of white clover
comb, which is what the trade here de-
mands, should bring first-hand n'A'Sii'ic,
with wholesale prices about as last quoted.
Producers should receive for beeswax 27&28C
cash. io@32c in trade, according to quality.

KdmundW. Peikck.

Only 25 cents per Case

!

6o-lbt. Empty Tins, two to a case;
used but once—as good as new.

C. H. W. Weber & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

UURT-CAIN CO., Inc.. Receivers and Ship-
• pers of Comb and Extracted Honey. Re-
finers of Beeswax.

Consignments Solicited.
We make a specialty of Southern Honey.
sA3t 37 Vance Ave., IMemphis, Tenn.

Cook's Honey-Jar.
With patent Air Tif;HT .S.'XNIT.arv Stopper
is tlie Best and Cheapest Honey-Jar made.
Sold only by

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City.

Send 10 cents Oialf postage) for sample Jar.
and catalog of Well-Bred Bees. Queens,
Hives, etc.
tS^ The oldest Bee-Supply Store in the

East. 2Atf

FALCON
OUNDATION

Years of experience in the manufac-
ture of

FALCON
COMB
FOUNDATION

have made it PliRFECT.
Bees like it, and the foremost

Honey-Producers Use It.

It helps materially to increase the

Honey Crop
(Send for our new Catalog.)

Ship us vour

BEESWAX
to FALCONER, N. Y.

Will send shipping-tags, when you
write asking for quotations.

We pay highest market prices.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.

As Usual
Franklin, Tenn., Feb. 19, 1910.

Mr. C. H. W. Weber,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

De.'^r Sir:—Your consignment has arrived all O. K., and I find every-

thing I ordered. I wish to extend many, many thanks for your prompt-
ness and fair dealing. All future orders will be sent to you.

Very truly yours, W. A. Moore.

I want you to notice Four Things in the above Letter :

I.—The goods reached Mr. Moore O. K. We know how to pack
carefully and securely, and without any useless weight.

II.—He found everything ordered. We carry large stocks always on
hand, and our system of checking prevents annoying mistakes.

III. ---The advantages we have for prompt delivery are unsurpassed.

If you want goods quick, send to Weber.

IV. ---Fair dealing is now and always has been our motto.

CATALOGS have been mailed to nearly all our customers. If you have

not received yours, send us a line and we will get one to you by return mail.

Yours for service,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
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Be Sure to get our PRICES on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's Wax

or
Let us send to you our prices for

Working your Wax into

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
Many large Honey-Producers prefer our Foun-

dation to other makes, because the bees like it best.

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of

BEESWAX, and we are buying at all tirmes of the

year at highest cash aud trade prices.

During the season of 1909 we handled over

175,000 pounds of Beeswax.

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

We Keep Only the Best.

Let us Figure on

Your Season's Supplies

1910 CATALOG

Now Ready,

and Free for the Asking.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH

Established 1864

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
d. We manufacture and furnish everything needed in practical, up-to-date BEE-Culture at

the very lowest prices. We make the celebrated DOVETAILED HIVES and

the famous JMASSIE HIVES. These are the most practical, up-to-date Bee Hives

made and our extremely low prices place them within the reach of all bee-keepers. Our

HONEY EXTRACTORS and BEE SMOKERS are tiie very best that can be had any-

where. We guarantee satisfaction to every customer or refund your money and pay t)ie trans-

portation charges both waj's. This means that you can send back to us any goods you buy

from us that are not satisfactory. We will e.xcliange them or refund your money instantly

without a question.

C If you haven't one of our CHAMPION SMOKERS you don't know what a

good one is until you get one, (sample by mail $I.OO).

CLWrite today for our large illustrated catalog— it is free; it is one of the easiest catalogs

to order from that you ever saw. Remember our guarantee qf entire satisjaction.

C Write us for prices on any orders. Wc cdn save you money.

Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa
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GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY
146 W. Superior Sbtet, Chicago, lU.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of thla Journal

18 (1.00 a year, In the United States of America
(except In Chicago, where It la SI.26), and Mexico

;

In Canada. $1.10; and In all other countries In the

Postal Union. 25 cents a year extra for postape.

Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE Indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is

paid. For Instance, " declO " on your label shows
that it Is paid to the end of December, 1910.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.—We do not send

a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,

but change the date on your address-label,

which shows that the money has been received

and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times 14c a line g times lie a line
6 " 120 " 12 " (I yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices. 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

Our Famous Red Clover
and Golden Queens

Have no equal. Untested, =;o cts. Select un-
tested. 75c. Tested. $i.u.i. bA^t

Evansville Bee & Honey Co.,

2430 South Gov. St.. - EVANSVILLE, IND.
(Successor to H. A. Ross.)

Queens
Three - Banded
Leath'r-Colored
Italian Queens.
Selected Untes-
ted, $1.00 each; 6
for $4.50. Also—

FULL COLONIES and NUCLEI For Sale.
Circular Free.

'^^ 0. F. Fuller, Blackstone, Mass.
Ref.—Arthur C, Miller. Providence. R. I.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Untested Italian Queen-Bees
Our Standard-Bred

6 Queens for $4.00 ; 3 for $2.10 ;

1 for 75 cents.

For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely mated, and all right in every respect. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to say

about them :

George W. York & Co. :—The two Queena received of you some
time ago are fine They are grood breeders, and the workers are
showing- up fine I Introduced them among black bees, and the bees
are nearly yellow now. and are doing good work.

Nemaha Co , Kan , July 16. A. W. Swak.

Gkoroe W. York & Co.;—After Importing queens for 15 years you
have sent me the best She keeps 9 1-2 Langstroth frames fully oc-
cupied to dale. and. although I kept the hive well contracted, to force
them to swarm, they have never built a queen-cell, and will put up
100 pounds of honey If the flow lasts this week.

Outarlo, Canada July 22. Chas. Mitchell

George W. York & Co. ;—The queen I bought of you has proven a
good one, and has given me some of the best colonies.

Washington Co.. Va., July 22. N. P. Oglesby.

George W York & Co. :—The queen I received of you a few days
ago came through O. K . and I want to say that she Is a beauty. I im-
mediately Introduced her into a colony which had been queenless for
20 days She was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I

am highly pleased with her and your promptness In filling my order.
My father, who is an old bee keeper, pronounced her very fine. You
will hear from me again when I am In need of something In the bee
line. E. E. McColm.

MarionCcIll., July 13.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is 75

cents, or with the old American Bee Journal for one
year—both for $1.40. Three Queens (without Journal)

would be $2.10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for in-

troducing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the

underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-Bred Queens.

George W. York & Co., we w. superior st. Chicago, 111.
ricase mention Am. Bte Journal when writing.

Motfs Strain of Italians

!

Will work red clover, ooc Untested; $1.25
Tested. Five-Banded Golden, the same.—
Natural Golden from Imported stock, extra.
Ask for List. Reduced rates in July.

NUCLEI. Leaflets — " How to Introduce
Queens." 15c; " How to Increase." 15c—both.
25 cents. -xM!

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

BEE-KEEPERS
Write us now (or our Catalog and get low

pricei on eood, honest,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Oar epecialtj 15 making SectioBS. All other

foods up-to-date.

AUG. LOTZ & SON, Cadott, Wi«.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writinf.

NOBODY GETS STUNG
WHEN HC IS WISE CNOUCH TO USE THE OANDV

MUTH IDEAL BEe VEIL
HrklMF^T "IT'S THE BEST ON THE MARKtT"-DR.D. Everett LVON,a^^l'^HiiSl ALLENDALE, N J.

,r^nv».T><->,«.tci "it is a VERY GOOD VEIL"-MR. W. T. FALCONER
OPINIONS (MODEST BUT DECIDED)

"IT'S THE VEIL"—MR. Frank Rauchfuss, Denver, Col.

AND IF TEDDY HAD HAD ONE WITH HIM IN AFRICA, HE WOULD SURELY HAVE BEEN
"DE-E.E LIGHTED"

You n«ad this veil mora than you do the 75c it costs, delivered. And why are
you waiting to ask for our catalog of bee supplies? It's free.

THE FRED W. IVIUTH CO.,
61 WALNUT STREET "tH E BUSY BEE MEN" CINCINNATI, I

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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The only book that rcaUy telli

I
bow to oiuke money raiaJnj poultry.

1 The book that has been cusictl and
[ diacasscd more than any other— hut

I
its aulo is increasing daily. U'hyp

I

Because it tella facts and Dot theo-
riei. Endorsed by poultry author-

I ities and successful omateurs who
I are makinf money following the ad-
' vice of the author, Milo M. Ilait*

Infs, El-Comniercial Poultry Expert (or V. S. Government.
" The Dollar Hen " is sold to combination with the " Poulrry

Diflest" to increase its oircuUtion. It is • real book, 212

pa<es, with llluiiralions ; not a paper hound pamphlet, ei-

plainint " Systems." " Secrets" or " Methods." The book
and " Poultry Digest" one year, postpaid, $1.00. Satiafac>

^''pOULTBv'dIQEST pub. CO." 57.J ANN ST., NEW YORKCITY.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sold at reduced prices. Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, and everything pertaining to bee-
keeping of the very best kept in stock.
Large Warelionse on of L. .S. & M. S. R. R.

Wholesile and Retail. New price-list just
out — Free. Let me figure on your wants.

iiAtf W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal wh^o wnODK.

Protect your Hives and
Boxes air and water
tight, and you will dou-
ble your money. Ask
me for KREK informa-
tion toda>'. .\ddress.

JOHN TOTH,
Bee-Keepers' Supplies
PVom East to West

Mapleton, III. U.S.A.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

SWARTHMORE
PEDIGREED

GOLDENS
Queens from the well-kno.vn Swarthmore
Apiaries of the late E. L. Pratt. The bright-
est hrtstlen and the most ffcntic pure strain of
Coldens in the U S. 5.-\5t

The Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

Plcaje mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of the Booit

"Bees and Honey"
By Thomas C. Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to
close out. It contains 160 pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at .jO cents each; or
with the .'Kmerican Bee Journal one
year—both for only $1.20. Surely
this is a bargain. The book is well
illustrated, and has some good infor-
mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,
146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

This is the only place

where you can get

This Combination:

Prompt Service
and Lewis BEEWARE

We have in stock a number of Danzenbaker Bottom-
Boards, both 8 and 10 frame, which we are closing out

for 17 cents apiece.

Send for Free Catalog. BEESWAX WANTED.

The C. M. SCOTT CO.
1009 E. Washington St.,

Indianapolis, - Indiana

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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IMPROVED CLARK'S DOUBLE ACTION
CUTAWAY HARROW

The most wonderful farm tool ever invented
Two harrows in one. 'I hrows the dirt out. then

in, leaving the laud level and true.
^i I A labor saver, a time saver. Needs
"'^

l1F*T^g? 110 Tonpue Truck. JointedPoIe.
Beware of imitations and in-

fringements. Send today for

'IlKK Rooklot.
CUTAWAV HARROW CO.

.913 Main St.,
w^ Uiesanuin, Conn.

Italian Bees For Sale.
In aframe Langstroth hives, i Colony. $5;
2for$Q; 5 for $20. Italian Queens—Untested
75c each; 6 for $4. Select Tested. $125 each.
5 for Sb. 4A6t
L. Boomhower, Freehold, Greene Co., N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Carniolan Queens.
Untested $1.00

Tested 1.25

6

$5.50 $10.00
6.75 12.75

SAs

Wm. KERNAN, R. D. No. 2, Dushore, Pa.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Write Us for Prices
We will make you delivered prices by return mail, on anything

you may want for your apiary.

We Manufacture
Dovetailed Hives, HoiTman Frames, Sections, Separators, Shipping-

Cases, etc. Also Berry Boxes and Crates.

There are no better HIVES than ours.

Prices the lowest.

Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.

Nicollet Island MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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This New Plant was built for You
We want all of our bee-keeping friends to realize that the facil-

ities now offered you is the result of our desire to give 3'ou the

best bee-goods, and to give you the best service in the world

—

omg 1

j^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^^^ g^^j j^^ Yq^ 7

Prices No Higher than Other Standard Makes.

Lewis Sections—clear, bright lumber, accurately machined.

Lewis Hives—fine white pine, perfectly fitted.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

This is the Brand

WATCH FOR IT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
JV IS=_.WIS!

MAKES THE FIN EST

30 Distributing Points

Send for our Catalog. It is free, and
will tell you the nearest point from
which we can supply you.

An Investment Opportunity
You have paid Premiums to Fire Insurance Com-

panies for years without having an opportunity, per-

haps, until now to share in the Profits, because Stock-
holders hang on to such investments.

The Centr.\l National Fire Insurance Company
of Chicago is increasing its Capital, the business hav-

ing largely increased ; the Stock, instead of all being
held in Chicago, is to be scattered, partly, among de-

sirable customers throughout the country.

Shares are Fifty-Five Dollars.

Subscriptions can be paid for in installments, if

desired, with interest at 5 percent on unpaid balances.

References, by permission :

National City Bank of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.

Merchants and Manufacturers Bank, Milwaukee, Wis.

Experienced IVIanagement

OFFICERS :

James B. Hobbs, President.
Oliver H. Horton, Vice-President and Counsel
Henry P. Magill, Vice-President and Manager

Frank M. Rice, Secretary.

HOIVIE OFFICE:

184 Y La Salle St., - Chicago, Illinois.

Further information will be furnished those
interested who will detach this coupon and send to

the Manager.

CENTRAL NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, Pk^se mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

184 Y La Salle Street, Chicago, III.

Please send me additional information regarding the Capital Stock of the Central National Fire Insurance
Company.

Name

Address
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Editorial Notes and Comments

" Nosema Apis "—Is It a New Bee-
Foe?

Under the title, " Nosema Apis—

A

New Bee-Foe," in the November, 1909,

issue, page 358, there appeared an edi-

torial giving a brief resume of a report
in the Praktischer Wegweiser, of the

work of Dr. Enoch Zander on Xosema
apis, a member of the animal kingdom
which he finds in adult bees suffering

from dysentery. He considers the or-

ganism as the cause of the diseased
condition, and considers the disease in-

fectious and a serious manace. The
published accounts of this work have
seemingly led many of our bee-keepers
to be alarmed for the future of the in-

dustry, and to fear that this disease may
be introduced into America. There is

no cause for fear in the matter.

The disease with which Dr. Zander
has evidently worked is our old friend

and enemy Dysentery. He does not
claim that this is a new disease, but

rather that he has found the cause of

the old one. We should be glad that

the cause of a well-known disease is

being investigated, rather than alarmed
because a new name has appeared on
the bee-keeping horizon.

Dysentery is a well known and read-

ily prevented disease, which causes no
great inconvenience to progressive bee-
keepers. It is brought on by poor win-
ter stores and long confinement in the

hive. Honey-dew is a very common
source of this trouble, and during the

past winter, when it was so abundantly
used for winter stores, dysentery caused
heavy losses. The progressive bee-
keeper, however, got the honey-dew
away from the bees before cold weather
set in, wintered on sugar syrup or good
honey, and no dysentery appeared. A
disease which we can predict, prevent
and produce if we should so wish, is

not likely to frighten progressive bee-
keepers very much.

In the meantime, let us patiently wait

until full knowledge of the new organ-

ism is obtained. We need not worry
about the introduction of dysentery
into America, for it is already here.

Now that Dr. Zander has found Xosema
afi's in the intestines of diseased bees,

dysentery does not thereby lose or gain
any undesirable characters.

When to Put On Supers

To put supers over a colony much
before they are needed is simply a

waste of heat, and so, indirectly, a loss

in the harvest. To leave them off till

they are needed helps to bring on
swarming, and this again interferes

with the harvest. It is better, however,
to put them on a week before they are

needed than a day after.

The old rule was to give supers as

soon as bits of white wax are seen on
the upper part of the comb or on the

top-bar. This is all right where swarm-
ing is desired, but otherwise rather

late, for this extra wax is a sign of

some crowding, and that induces
swarming. It is better to have the

supers on at least a few days before
there is any danger of crowding. A
little before the real honey-flow begins
is all right. For example, in the North,
where white clover grows, watch for

the very first clover blossom that

opens, and then, or within a week, give

supers. The real flow from clover does
not begin until about 10 days after a

stray blossom opens here and there.

Honey vs. Sugar for Feeding

Is sugar as good for feeding bees as

honey? That depends. Sometimes it

is not so good : sometimes better. Let
it be well understood that sugar and
honey are not precisely the same.
There are elements in honey that are

not in sugar. Authorities tell us that

young bees reared on sugar will be
lacking in vitality, and those bee-keep-

ers who empty all honey from the

brood-chamber replacing it with sugar
may unwittingly be losing heavily there-

by when they think they are gaining
the difference between 20 or more
pounds of honey and the same weight
of sugar syrup.
On the face of it, it may look to some

a very simple problem. Extract from
the brood-combs 20 pounds of honey,
sell it for 10 cents a pound, and you
have $2.00. Then feed back 20 pounds
of sugar syrup at a cost of 70 cents,

and you have $1.30 for your trouble.

But suppose the vitality of your bees
the following spring be so much les-

sened that the colony shall store 13

pounds less of honey. You are then
nothing ahead, and have no pay for

your labor. Also, there is some danger
that enfeebled vitality may become a

permanent factor.

Sometimes, however, the brood-
chamber is filled with honey-dew of

such character that it means sure death
to the colony before spring. In that

case it is certainly better to extract and
teed sugar.

Latterly, however, we are told that

bees winter all right on part honey-
dew. Perhaps if the matter be looked
into closely, it may be found that it is

even better to have part honey-dew
than to have all sugar. For the sugar
being fed last will be consumed first.

Sugar is all right to keep up the heat

of the colony when it is needed for that

alone. If the sugar holds out till the

bees fly daily, then they may takefreely
of the honey-dew without harm, and
find it better than sugar for brood-
rearing.
The important point is that plans

should now be made to have on hand
next spring plenty of good sealed honey
for brood-rearing, so as not to have to

depend upon sugar.

Double Shaking for Increase

Under the captivating title, " Making
100 percent increase, yet getting a full

crop of honey," is given in the Bee-
Keepers' Review, Leonard S. Griggs'
plan of honey-getting and swarm-pre-
vention. As soon as any colony is

found to have larv:e in queen-cells pre-

paratory to swarming, the hive is taken
from its stand and in its place is put a

hive containing frames filled with
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sheets of foundation, all but one frame
which contains drawn comb that must
have had brood reared in it at least one
season. This comb is placed in the
middle. The supers from the old hive
are placed on the new. Then in front
of the new hive the bees are shaken
quite clean from all the combs in the
old hive except two. the queen prefer-
ably being shaken among the last bees
entering, so that she maynotrushup
into the super. Then the old hive with
its frames of brood is placed behind
and a little to one side of the new one.
About a week later the shaking is re-
peated, the bees from the old hive be-
ing again shaken into the new, and
from all the combs but two. Then the
old hive is placed on a new stand and
a young queen is given to it.

Anwering the question, " Does the
shaken swarm prepare to swarm again
after receiving the additional shake of
the week later ?" Mr. Griggs says :

" I

would say about u percent have started
queen-cells again; some about a week
after the second shake and others
toward the close of the swarming sea-
son."
By this method there is 100 percent

increase, and Mr. Griggs thinks he
gets as much honey as from a non-
swarming colony. As to this last, not
every one will agree with him, although
the difference may not be so very great.

Why Bees Don't Work in Supers
The inexperienced bee-keeper is ex-

pected to ask as to this matter appar-
ently with the notion that at a certain
time all colonies, no matter what the
circumstances or conditions, will be-
gin to pour honey into the supers.

One reason may be that the colony
is so weak that it has all it can do to
keep up the supply for the brood-cham-
ber, without troubling the supers.
Again, the brood-chamber may not

be filled, and so long as there is any
room there it is preferred to room in
the supers.

If sections are in the super, the bees
may be hesitating about commencing
on the raw foundation, but will prompt-
ly begin if a bait-section is present;
that is, a section drawn out, or partly
drawn out, the previous year.

Again, the bees may be storing noth-
ing in supers because they have noth-
ing to store. Even though the bloom
be abundant, there may be no nectar
in it.

Foul Brood—Anierit-aii and Eu-
ropean

There seems to be a constant ten-
dency toward confusion as to the two
kinds of foul brood, and those who say
it would have been better to have re-
tained the old nomenclature have some
ground for saying so. There would
be less danger of confusion, and it is

certainly shorter to say foul brood and
black brood than to say American foul
brood and European foul brood. As
the Mciivoy treatment is successful
with either disease, no harm will come
from wrong naming if that treatment
be applied. But when it comes to the
Alexander treatment, the case is en-
tirely different.

Whatever may lie thought of the
Alexander treatment, it should be dis-

tinctly kept in mind that it applies only
to the treatment of European foul
brood. Mr. Alexander insisted most
strenuously that it was utterly without
effect upon American foul brood. So
a confusion in names may lead to seri-
ous results. A case in point occurs in
the interesting report for l'M)9, issued
to its members by the Illinois State
Bee-Keepers' Association. In the re-
port of the Chicago-Northwestern con-
vention, page 132, is given in condensed
form the Alexander treatment for
American foul brood. An inexperienced
bee-keeper might easily accept that as
correct, and be bitterly disappointed in
the result. Of course, European foul
brood (black brood) was meant.

It may be worth while to give here a
corrected copy of the condensed state-
ment of the two forms of treatment
given in the report

:

Modified Alexander Treatment for
European Foui. Brood.

Make the colony rrrr strotiti.

Remove the queen.
Ten days later destroy queen-cells and

give a virgin of best stock.

Modified McEvov Treatment for Euro-
pean F"ouL Brood.

Brush and remove all frames of brood but
one.
Put beside that one two emptv frames.
When eggs are found in one of the empty

frames, remove the foul-brood comb and fill

up with foundation.

Some days after the foregoing was
written, we received the following on
the subject mentioned in the above
item, first paragraph :

Dear Mr.Editor:—Both Mr. Doolittleand
Mr. Byer have complained of the terms
"American Foul Brood" and "European
F'oul Brood," and yet they both keep on
using them, whereas neither term has been
accepted by the bee-keeping world, nor likely
to he. The objections are these:

1. You cannot change a common name,
such as "foul" brood or "black" brood,
once established. <tr// if desirobU,

2. No change is necessary, or desirable.
3. The rule of priority holds good.
4. There are over 100 bee-papers in exis-

tence, and only two or three have attempted
to make the change. There is not the slight-
est probability of the others making any
such Quixotic attempt; tlierefore. in the in-
terest of science and of bee-keeping, it

would be well for writers to drop the at-
tempt and return to the st^ilus uiio ante.
.San Diego, Cal. W. K. Morrison.

It certainly would be a good thing if

all the bee-papers, at least those in the
English language, would agree in the
nomenclature referred to. " Foul
brood" and "black brood" are very
much simpler, just as clear, and have,
besides, the advantage of several years'
use.

Disinfecting- Foul-Broody Hives
Another American fallacy has been ex-

ploded—namely, that respecting the useless-
ness of the disinfection of hives. The Swiss
inspectors have also carried out experi-
ments, and they have proved just the con-
trary. An instance is given of an apiary of
20 colonies, the bees of which had died out
in the Bernese Oberland. I'he proprietor
sold the hives to several bee-keepers in the
neighborhood, and in every case where they
were used the disease broke out, —///vV/t/; />'<•<•

fonrnat.

American bee-keepers are by no
means a unit in believing it is unneces-
sary to disinfect a hive in which foul
brood has dwelt. Some of them insist

just as strongly upon disinfection as if

they had spent their whole lives on
British soil. The man, however, who
thinks disinfection unnecessary will

hardly be satisfied with the mere state-
ment that Swiss inspectors " have
proved "disinfection necessary. He will
say, "You've got to show me," and will
ask lunv it was proved. As to the in-
stance given, he will say, " I grant you
that there may have been 20 cases of
foul brood in hives that had previously
contained foul brood. And I can point
you to 20 cases in new hives that by no
possibility could have previously con-
tained foul brood. Where is your proof
that the hive had anything to do with
it in either case ?"

Perhaps it does not make so much
difference but that each may go his
own way. The one will say, " Thou-
sands of infected hives have been safely
used; so it is certain that disinfection
is not always necessary, and the cases
of carrying the disease are so few that
it is cheaper to treat again the few
cases that occur than to be to the
trouble of disinfecting all hives." The
other will say, " It is not much trouble
to disinfect a hive, and I believe it is

best to be on the safe side."

Ohio Foul-Brood Law
Ohio bee-keepers are rejoicing be-

cause their foul-brood law has passed
both houses of the legislature, but are
still on tenter-hooks lest the governor
veto it. There seem to be good
grounds for their fears, from the fact
that lately the governor of New Jersey
vetoed a similar bill after it had passed
the legislature, and some time ago the
governor of Missouri did the same
thing. It would be a good thing to
have prepared a special course of in-
struction for governors, that they
might be coached in advance.

Foul Brootl Law in New Zealand
Bee-keepers in New Zealand are feel-

ing quite encouraged with the workings
of their new foul-brood law. Keepers
of bees in box-hives at first thought it

a hardship and an interference with
their rights to be obliged to put all

their bees into movable-frame hives,
and some of them thought there was
no need to submit to such a law. But
Mr. W. B. Bray, the energetic inspector,
had two of them fined for failure to
transfer their colonies into hives with
movable frames after having written
notice served upon them, and this has
caused a change of mind. Very likely
the box-hive men will all come to look
upon the law as a blessing in disguise.

Reserve Combs of Houey for
Feeding

Not many pieces of advice can be
given of more value than the advice to
have on hand some extra combs sealed
full of honey, ready to be given in the
spring or early summer wherever
needed. Not only does the beginner
need the advice—there are no doubt
those who have been keeping bees for
years that do not fully realize its im-
portance.

It takes a long time to learn with
what rapidity stores are used in the
early part of the season, when colonies
are building up, with combs filled with
brood that recjuire a big lot of feeding,
when perhaps little or nothing is being
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brought in from outside. If stores run
short, there is a let-up in brood-rear-
ing, and it may even go so far that the
white skins of larva; may be found
thrown out at the entrance, their juices
having been sucked out by the bees.
The result upon the honey crop is the
same as if right in the midst of tlie How
a large number of bees were poisoned.

In white-clover regions there may
come a period of starvation even after
clover is in bloom, either because of
inclement weather or because the bloom
yields no nectar.

To meet the case there is nothing so
good as a frame of honey entirely filled

and entirely sealed. It is too late now
to advise those who may be short at
the beginning of this season, but it is

perhaps the best time now to urge
readiness for the spring of 1911. If you
have 8-frame hives, you will do well to
lay your plans to have at least 2 extra
combs of honey for each colony.
Larger hives are likely to have a larger
supply, with less danger of running
short.

Just what is fhe best way to secure
these extra frames of honey is a ques-
tion for each oneto decide for himself;
the present desire is simply to urge
that the matter be not overlooked, but
planned for in advance—planned for
now. For some it may be best to have
a colony or colonies—according to the
number of colonies to be provided for
—entirely devoted to filling up these
extra combs. A colony that spends
the entire season filling such combs
will need very little care. Just before
there is any danger of swarming, put
all the brood but one in an upper
story, leaving in the lower story the
queen and one of the poorest frames
of brood, with a queen-excluder be-
tween the two stories. The vacancies
in each story will of course be filled

out with drawn combs or frames filled

with foundation. This is the Demaree
plan, and with many it acts as an entire
preventive against swarming. As the
brood hatches out in the upper story
the vacant cells will be filled with
honey. But before there is any danger
that the surplus room shall be filled an
additional story must always be given.
To make still more sure against swarm-
ing, allow ventilation between each
two stories by shoving forward or
back the upper story, so as to leave an
open space of V of an inch.

Some who count on a late flow of
fall honey may secure filled frames at

that time. Others may be able through-
out the season to secure a frame here
and there. Perhaps a nucleus may
have a comb too much crowded with
honey. These frames from different
places may be assembled over a colony
whose business it shall be to complete
the job by filling the combs plump full.

Whatever plan may be adopted, plan
now to have a stock of extra combs of
honey for next spring.

Paiutiu^ Hi\ e.s

In the British Bee Journal is the fol-

lowing paragraphs written by D. M.
Macdonald :

Congratulations to the American Bee Jour-
nal on attaining its "Golden Jubilee Year!"
The associate editor (page n does not paint

[lis hives! I would have all hives painted.

for one or a 11 of the following, amongst other,
reasons:

1. They look ever so much better painted.
The senior editor is a man of aesthetic
taste, and adorns the front cover of each
issue of the American Bee Journal.

2. Painting preserves the wood.
3. In this way the existence of the hive is

doubled or quadrupled.
4. Suitable painting keeps the interior of

the hive warmer in winter.
5. It keens it cooler in summer.
6. Il hinders cracks and faults in the wood

froiti developing.
Kor these reasons driving rain and melt-

ing snow are repelled from the wood, or at
least it does not absorb the moisture readily.
Thercjore. Doctor, the moisture from out-
side does not penetrate to the interior. You
area prohibitionist. I am a temperance ad-
vocate. We both aim at keeping moisture
(drink) outside! Inside it works evil, outside
it can do no harm So with moisture in the
hive. But. you will say. moisture is generated
in the hive. Yes; that is so. But we never
should think of letting it find its way out
through the wood. That process would be
slow, tedious, uncertain, and at best but
partial. Our absorbent packing, while it con-
serves the internal heat, allows a mild, gen-
tle " percolation " upward, and this is still

further aided by the span-roof, all but uni-
versal in this country, affording an open
space above the packing, and by the venti-
lating holes back and front allowing of the
quick evaporation of the moisture.

Thanks, Mr. Macdonald, for my little

share in the congratulations.

After giving some study to your 6

points, I incline to advise you—in case
you should want my advice—to paint
your hives. But some things appeal to

you that do not appeal with the same
force to me, as you will see by taking
up your points seriatim.

1. I entirely agree with you as to the
matter of looks, and as to the taste of
the senior editor. If as many people
looked upon my hives as look upon

that well adorned first cover, you may
be sure they would be painted, if not
polished. But my hives are rarely seen
by any one except those at work at
them (I've no doubt it's different with
you), and while at work I see only the
inside, and when through work I can
have more aesthetic enjoyment in Ti

minutes looking at the roses and nat-
ural scenery than in looking at painted
hives all day.

2. I agree : it preserves the wood, but
not the bees in winter. And painting
costs, too.

3. Whether it doubles the existence
or not, don't you think you are doub-
ling the argument in No. 2?

4. Yes, and moisture.
o. Sometimes not. Evaporation is a

cooling process, and more moisture
evaporates through the unpainted than
through the painted wall.

6. In this case you are the prohibi-
tionist, for you want to prohibit en-
tirely the moisture from penetrating
from the outside. And it is all right
for you, for your absorbents (if a thor-
oughfare may be called an absorbent)
provide escape for moisture. But I

have no absorbents. "Get them?" No,
thank you. unpainted walls are cheaper
and less trouble.
Now I admit the force of your argu-

ments as applied to your own case
(really No. 1 is argument enough of
itself), so you have my cordial permis-
sion to wield the brush to your heart's

content ; and if you could find it in

your heart to write out a permit for me
to use my hives without paint, I would
appreciate the favor. C. C. M.

Miscellaneous News-Items

The National at Albany, N. Y.

It has been definitely decided by the
Executive Committee, that the 1910
meeting of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held at Albany, N.
Y. The exect date has not yet been
fixed, but probably about the middle of
October would suit most of those who
would go. We hope to be able to an-
nounce the date next month.

Nebraska Fair Premium List

We have received the premium list

of the Nebraska State Fair for 1910, to

be held at Lincoln, Sept. .5 to 9. The
premiums offered on exhibits of bees,

honey, etc., amount to over $200 in

cash and about $100 in miscellaneous
articles. They surely ought to bring
out a large display. Mr. E. Whitcomb,
of Friend, Nebr., is the Superintendent,
who in past years has made the Api-
cultural Department of the Nebraska
Fair such a great success. Nebraska
bee-keepers should unite in making
the exhibit at their next Septem-
ber Fair the largest and best ever
shown. Write to Mr. Whitcomb for a

copy of the premium list, if in Nebraska,
and help in making a display in the
bee and honey department worthy of

Nebraska beedom.

Report on Maryland Bee-Keeping
We have received No. 3. Vol. VI, of

the Maryland Agricultural College Bul-
letin, which contains the second An-
nual Report of the Maryland State Bee-
Keepers' Association. It is an illus-

trated pamphlet containing 72 pages,
and is very nicely gotten up. Every
bee-keeper in Maryland should have a

copy of this Report, which, no doubt,
can be had by addressing Thos. B.

Symons, College Park, Md., who is the
Secretary of the Association.

" The Home of ' Beeware '

"

Last month we mentioned our visit

to the G. B. Lewis Company at Water-
town, Wis., and promised to have
something more to say about it in this

issue of the American Bee Journal.
Their massive new plant is located only
a few blocks from the old one, which
was destroyed by fire in June, 1909.

We want to say that there is no better

indication of American thrift and en-
terprise than is found in this new plant

of the G. B. Lewis Company, which
affords a floor space of over 40,000 feet,

and covers nearly 6 acres of ground.
Fig. 1 shows the main factory, which
is operated entirely by electricity. In
addition to this are the warehouses.
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lumber-sheds, main office-building and
lumber vard, with a piling space for
2,000,000'feet of lumber.
More wonderful is the fact that this

splendid monument to untiring effort

and progress has sprung up from a

large, a splendid hammer would be
put in without extra charge.
The G. B. Lewis Company have been

manufacturing Lewis Beeware for 35
years. Tlieir employees have been
trained in the making of the perfect

of wliom produce honey by the ton-
This product lias a national reputation,
and not only sells all over the United
States, but in all parts of the Globe,
and is known as the "Beeware Brand."

It is very rare in beedom that a fac-

tory which has been burned to the
ground has been rebuilt so quickly, so
completely and on so large a scale as
has been the case with that of the G. B.

Lewis Company. In view of this we
feel it is well worthy of special men-
tion and description. We are always
glad to help along a deserving institu-

tion, especially if that institution is

really run in the interest of bee-keep-
ing in general, and conducted on right

principles. We know this applies to

"The Home of Beeware," for we have
been acquainted with the G. B. Lewis
Company for over 25 years, and have
yet to hear of anything unfavorable
concerning them or the goods they
manufacture and send out to the bee-

keeping world.

Fig. I.—Main Operati.\g I'lant ok G. B. Lewis Company. Watektown. Wis.

mass of charred ruins in but a few
months. Now while the bees are work-
ing industriously in the fields,the wheels
of the new Lewis plant are turning day
and night to supply the demand for
bee-goods, which has been coming in

from all sides. To meet this demand it

has been necessary to operate the plant
day and night, with a working force of
over 100 hands on bee-hives and parts,
as well as sections, at a weekly pay-roll
of over $1000. This gives a daily out-
put of hundreds of hives and over 100,-

000 sections. The average consumption
of lumber is over 20,000 feet per day,
the planing of which alone produces
several tons of shavings, which are
mechanically baled and sold in the mar-
ket by the carload.

This plant has one-half mile of pri-
vate railroad track, so that the raw ma-
terial can be hauled to its door and be
taken away in the shape of the finished
product without unnecessary delay and
cartage.

One novel feature of this new plant
is Superintendent L. W. Parks' office,

shown in Fig. 2. It is suspended be-
tween the steel trusses of the operating
plant, about 10 feet from the floor, and
through the large windows an excellent
view of all the interior parts of the fac-
tory is obtained. The superintendent
is thus able to attend to his desk-work
and at the same time keep in constant
actual touch with all work in the fac-
tory.

I was not only told, but could really
see, when visiting this plant, that Lewis
Beeware has now reached such a state
of perfection that it is in reality " K. D.
Furniture." The parts are all accurately
made of the very finest clear, white,
lumber; all parts very carefully fitted,

so that wdien they are received no
operation to make them lit is necessary
other than the putting together. In
fact, everything required for the setting
up of the hive but the hammer is sent
right along with the goods. And we
doubt not if the order were sufficiently

article, constantly keeping watch over
all the machinery, which is strictly

modern and up to date, and, in fact, the
very best that American skill can pro-
duce for the making of bee-supplies.
In this way the out-put is kept up to
the standard. Since the Lewis plant
was in its infancy the best materials

Indiaua Bee-luspectioii Work
We have received from Benjamin W.

Douglass, of Indianapolis, Ind., who is

the State Entomologist, his second An-
nual Report, covering 1908-1909. The
volume consists of 248 pages, is cloth-

bound, and most beautifully printed

and illustrated. The bee-inspection

work is written by George S. Demuth,
Assistant in charge of the Division of

Apiculture, and covers 40 pages. No
doubt, a copy of this interesting book
can be had by applying to Mr. Doug-

KiG. 2.—Superintendent's Office in Interior Main Operating Plant of G. h. Lewis
Company—Pay Day.

have always gone into the manufacture
of Lewis Beeware, and during all the
years of its commercial life the quality
has never been sacriliced. To this is

undoubtedly due the fact that Lewis
Beeware is now used by the most suc-
cessful bee-men in the country, many

lass. livery bee-keeper in Indiana
ought to have a copy of it.

When forwarding to us the copy of
the Report referred to above, Mr.
Douglass wrote as follows :

Editor .American Bee Joirnai,.
Dear .sir:— I am sendini; you. under sep-
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arate cover, a copy of my last Annual Re-
gort. which Erives an account of the Indiana
eeinspection law. and of our first summer's

experience with it. We are very much
pleased with the way in which this statute
is working out. The law is planned so as tt)

cost the State the minimum amount and
still do efficient work. The bee-inspectors
are men competent in both bee-work and
orchard work, and are accordingly employed
for the entire year. When not engaged in
the actual work of bee-inspection they de-
vote their time to our regular inspection
work in the orchards of the State. This ren-
ders unnecessary a separate apiary depart-
ment whose inspectors would be idle a great
portion of the year. As a result, I think we
are securing more competent bee-inspection
for less money than any other State in the
Union.
The work of last season as reviewed in

the Report sneaks for itself.
Respectfully,

Benjamin W. Douglass.
State Entomologist.

Indianapolis. Ind., May 18.

Section.s Made of Paper
We have received the following from

one of our readers in Quincy, 111.

:

.All know that the price of sections is get-
ting higher every year, and basswood is fast
disappearing in some localities. It is strange
that some of our bee-supply manufacturers
have not as yet tried making sections out of
paper. We have berry-boxes made of
paper, and they are cheaper than, and just
as strong as. the wooden ones. I wonder
why a section could not be made with wire
strung through the paper to help support it.

I think they could be made just as strong as
the wooden ones. I should like to know if

paper sections have ever been tried.
Subscriber.

We believe that a bee-keeper in

Michigan experimented with heavy
card-board made into sections, and he
seemed to think that it was a success.
Perhaps he will be kind enough to tell

us something about this experiment
with paper sections. It would seem, at

first thought, that paper sections would
be cheaper than wooden ones. Per-
haps some manufacturer will be kind
enough to experiment in making them,
and report. *
Our Front-Page Pioture.s

The first picture is referred to on
page 198 by Mr. .Adams, and the second
one is described as follows:

Apiarv of John Albert. Jr.

I am sending a picture of a part of my api-
ary. It contains 40 colonies of Italian bees—
my favorites. The strongest colonies are
run for comb honey, while the weaker ones
are for extracted honey.
Our main honey-fiowsare white clover and

heartsease, although heartsease is the more
important. Heartsease honey sells better
than the clover honey in this locality.
The honey-flow last year was almost a

complete failure. It was necessary to feed
some of the colonies. Prospects for a good
clover flow for this year are excellent.
Wahoo. Nebr. Joh.n .\lbert. Jr.

A New Bee-Book
The Macmillan Co., of New York, N.

Y., have just issued a book written by
D. Everett Lyon, which bears the at-

tractive title, " How to Keep Bees for
Profit." It has 329 pages, measuring
7>^x.5 inches, with clear print from
large type. The usual topics discussed
in text-books on bee-keeping are found
in this work, although necessarily with
greater briefness, as it contains less
than a fourth as much matter as the
leading bee-books.
The work is written in easy style.

Unfortunately it is sometimes more
readable than reliable. In the chapter

"How to Make Increase," the reader is

advised that about the last of April, if

the weather permits, and honey is com-
ing in rapidly, a good, strong 10-frame
colony of bees may be increased to ,5

colonies by dividing into 5 parts and
furnishing each part with a queen, and
then the author says:

" If you desire to increase one colony up
to 10. the method of procedure is identically
the same, and differs only in that you give
each empty hive but one frame of bees and
brood instead of two.

"

In the North, even supposing that
each of the frames were filled with
brood, a single frame of brood and
bees in a hive in April would have a

hard time of it to struggle through
until warmer weather.

The author favors Italian bees for the
beginner, especially of the red-clover
strain ; for comb honey, the Danzen-
baker hive or other shallow hive; and
says : " By all means winter outdoors."

Although this book can not take the
place of any of the excellent text-books
on bee-keeping already so extensively
in use, it adds one more to the con-
stantly increasng number of works on
this fascinating subject. It is bound in

cloth, and sells for $1..50, with 10 cents
extra for postage. We club it with
the American Bee Journal one vear

—

both for $2.20. Send all orders "to the
office of the American Bee Journal,
146 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

Tale of a Bee
A boy met a bee in the clover.
And bothered the spry little rover.
The bee grew mad and then madder—
And the youth is now wiser and sadder.

—Selected.*

Natioiial'.s Meinber.ship Growing
The last report from General Mana-

ger France showed a membership of
38.37 in the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation. So it should soon be an even
4000. We had hopejl, that it might
reach .5000 by the tiirle of the next
National convention, and still feel en-
couraged that it may. But perhaps it

would be well to make it 4000 first.

Do Bees Steal Eggs?
It is hard for one to believe that

bees will deliberately enter another
hive and carry away eggs from which
to rear a queen. But M. T. Pritchard,
the man who with the aid of a boy
reared nearly 3000 queens in one sea-
son, reports, in Gleanings, a number of
cases that seem to leave no room for
doubt. He says

:

In the early part of the season of 1006 we
had trouble with our queenless colonies
used for grafting. Nearly every day we
found cells started with either eggs or young
larva: in them, resulting in the bees refusing
to accept the grafted cell given to them.
This we could not account for. as these colo-
nies are not used to graft into until 5 or 6
days after they are made queenless. Occa-
sionally one of these cells would be over-
looked and a virgin hatch, each of which
proved to be a bUuk virgin.
All colonies in the yard were Italians with

tested Italian queens except one. This was
a fine imported Carniolan queen kept in a
very weak colony to prevent her from rear-
ing any drones; consequently we concluded
that the queenless bees were stealing eggs
from the Carniolan colony; and to test it we
saved several of these cells and hatched
them, and found that each one produced a
typical Carniolan virgin. We then removed
the Carniolan colony from the yard, and had
very little trouble with natural cells from
that time.
Our theory is that the Carniolan colony

being light, or from some other reason, did
not defend its entrance as well as the other
colonies, and the queenless bees found it an
easy place to steal eggs.

A Bear Correction
On page 155 there was an item in

"Canadian Beedom" headed, "Not
Byer's Bear." Mr. J. M. Wismer, who
wrote the letter in which the error oc-
curred, says that the original in his

scrap-book reads as follows: "Some-
where in the 70's the writer had been
privileged to take a night's lodging
with a friend in J. L. Byer's neighbor-
hood, who owned a large brown bear."
It seems that the way we published it,

the bear was owned by Mr. J. L. Byer,
who conducts the "Canadian Beedom."
He never was a bear conductor or
owner. We are glad to make the cor-
rection, as we do not wish to bear
down too hard on Mr. Beyer, for, if we
remember correctly, he is already be-
coming a little bare on top!

Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

Bees Wintered Splendidly at Marengo

—

The Unusual Spring

Last fall we took our bees into the
cellar Nov. 18. The weather was very
mild until Dec. 0, the thermometer
going as high as 07 degrees, and it did
seem almost too bad to have them in

the cellar when they could be having
such good fHghts, but we were very
glad they were tlure when on the 8th
of December we had a heavy snow-
storm, and never saw bare ground
again until March. They wintered
splendidly, and we took them out of
the cellar March 21, strong and vigor-
ous, never in better condition. We had
some misgivings as to what the weather
might be, but never in all our bee-
keeping experience have we had ideal

weather for bees to build up as was
the rest of March and the first half of

April. They just boomed.
We overhauled most of our bees in

March. We found them fully a month
ahead of any previous year. Full,

healthy frames of brood never looked
so good before.
Then when pears, plums, cherries,

and apples were in full bloom—each
tree a bower of beauty—came our
freeze. The thermometer at 21 degrees
and the ground covered with snow.
Oh, such desolation! It made one
shiver to look at the poor fruit-trees.

We had a long cold, wet spell—very
trying weather for bees—and had it

come earlier it would no doubt have
been very bad for them ; but the fine

start they had, had made them strong
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enough to stand the test. We did not
lose a single colony, and the middle of
May found all strong enough for supers.
But continued cold days with but little

chance for flight, caused some let-up
in brood-rearing.
The first white clover blossom was

seen May 18th—earlier than ever be-
fore. That means bees will begin
storing from the abundant lay-out of
clover May 28— if there is any nectar
in the clover. Will dandelions con-
tinue until that time ?

Apple and Honey Drink

Praktischer Wegweisergives a recipe
for a preparation that is said to be an
excellent remedy for a cough or cold.
One would judge that it has at least
the recommendation that it is not hard
to take. It is as follows:

Cut up 6 ripe apples without parins. and
pour over them a quart of boilini; water.
Cover, and let stand for a day. Pour off the
liquid, add the juice of i to 3 lemons, and
sweeten to taste with honey.

Poor Season in 1909-Stealing Honey

Although the year 191)9 did not prove
a success financially, I made enough
from the sale of the poor honey the
bees worked so hard to find, to pay for
5 colonies of bees, and keep John in
honey, which he dearly loves to spread
thickly on his pancakes mornings. It

was a bad season for people as well as
bees. I hope that 1910 will be a success.
We bid good-bye to the failure of 1909.

I enjoyed a laughable experience last
season. One hot day in July, as we
were eating dinner, I heard screams
from the direction of the apiary. Run-
ning out, I saw a man who was cutting
brush across the road, striking at a
small boy with a brush, and the boy
was yelling, "They have stung me
again !" I put on my bee-dress, grabbed
the ammonia bottle, and ran to the
road. I said, "You were after my
honey." He replied, " George said to
lift up the lid and get some honey."
George was getting badly stung, too. I

told him to run out through the field of
growing corn and the bees would leave
him, which he did.

The little boy was badly stung, and
will never try to steal any more honey.
His father said he was afraid of a black
fly now. Ima.
Ohio. __

Bees Killing Each Other—Sulphur Treat-

ment for Bee-Paralysis

I have 2 old colonies of bees. In igo8 I

bought one colony of pure Italians with a
tested queen. Last year I took 72 pounds of
fine comb honey and liot one tine swarm,
both of which are very stronc. but they have
been Itillini; each other all winter, and still
keep it up; one colony has lost 2 good
swarms, the other one. The new ones are
killine each other just the same. Others iti

in the neighborhood are complaining of the
same trouble. What causes it ?

Mks. K. I^. Stephens.
Mart, Tex., .'\pril 2g.

It sounds a little like robbing, but
robbing would hardly be so long con-
tinued, and so general. It may be bee-
paralysis, the bees dragging out the
diseased members. If it is paralysis
the affected bees will shake their wings
in a trembling manner, and have a
black, shiny appearance.

Many cures have been reported only
to fail when tried again. Perhaps the
most hopeful treatment is that used by
Mr. O. O. Poppleton, who has had
much experience with the disease. It

is given in the "ABC and X Y Z of
Bee Culture." One plan that he uses is

as follows

:

He sprinkles sulphur over the affected
bees and combs, but not until all the
brood in the diseased colony has been
removed and put into a strong, healthy
one; for Mr. Poppleton says the sul-
phur kills all the unsealed brood and
eggs ; that no harm results in putting
the brood among healthy bees, as he
finds the source of the malady is not in
the brood or combs, for he has put
combs from paralytic colonies repeat-
edly into healthy ones, and never (but
once) did the disease develop in any
such colony, and that was a year after-
ward.
Another plan is this : He forms as

many nuclei from strong, healthy colo-
nies as there are sick colonies to be
treated. As soon as the nuclei have
young laying queens, he gives to each,
as fast as they can take care of them,
one or two frames of the oldest capped
brood from each of the paralytic colo-
nies, and thereafter till all the brood of
such colonies is used up. The diseased
bees and queen he next destroys with
sulphur fumes, fumigating the hives at

the same time.

Journal. I consider " Dr. Miller's Ques-
tion-Box " alone is worth all it costs.
Keokuk Co., Iowa. M. D. Johnson.

A Little Bee-Sister—Honey Crop Almost

a Failure in 1909

Honey here was almost a failure
last year. My average per colony in

comb for 1908 was 130 pounds ; for 1909
40 pounds. I am sending you a picture

Miss Li'ciiK Johnson.

of my little girl, Lucile Johnson, 10

years old, handling the Caucasians.
She has helped me in the work for two
seasons, and has never had a veil on.

I can't do without the American Bee

Why Did Bees Die ?—Using Hives Where
Bees Died in Winter

I had 4 colonies of bees last fall: I have
only 2 now. The ones which died seemed
weak. I could not find any queen-cells in one
ilast year's swarm/, and no queen in the
other one 2 years old). The hives were very
full of honey, and they seemed to be very
clean. What was the trouble?
The 2 colonies are very busy, all young and

healthy. What time ought I to uncover the
bees for the summer work?
The fruit-trees have been full of bloom,

but the heavy frost destroyed them. Will
there be plenty of white clover this year ?

Can we use the frames of the hive we have
from the colony that died, or will it be bet-
ter to start with a fresh, new bo.\-hive ?

Can we get a colony of bees to stay in a
hive where other bees have been, if we wasli
it thoroughly with salt and water ?

Mrs. E. p. Day.
Bloomington. III., April 27.

It is impossible to say why the 2 col-
onies died. Queenlessness may have
been the trouble; they may have died
because so weak; or there may have
been some other trouble.

When bees are wintered outdoors, if

there is no danger of their running
short of stores, it is just as well to
leave the covering on until nearly time
to put on sections, or until white clover
begins to bloom.
The prospect for a white clover crop

this year is very good.
By all means use the old frames and

hives. They are very valuable. Of
course, if the bees died of foul brood
or any infectious disease, then they
should not be used again ; but prob-
ably there is no such trouble with your
bees.

If hive and combs are clean, a swarm
will prefer them to anything new.
There is no need to use salt water or
anything else if they are clean. If dirty,
wash with Clearwater. When a swarm
is hived, either in new or old hives, if

a frame of brood is given it will make
the bees more sure to stay.

End-Spaced Frames—Top-Bar Thickness

Miss Mathilde Candler says in the
Bee-Keepers' Review:

Some time ago I sent for some Langstroth
brood-frames. They shipped me the short
top-bar variety. I do not like these, as I do
not want spacers in the frames, and without
spacers they slip down in wlienever I tip the
hive. I tried lengthening the top-bar. by
driving a staple in the end; but gradually
the staple will work down into the wood.
Nor do I think it necessary that the top-

bar should be so heavy. I have a few frames
with top-bar only 'ns's. and they seem to be
every bit as good as those with a heavy top-
bar. Yet I do think 'sinch a bit light, and
would prefer to be on the safe side and have
them a /;///<• thicker. (7-16 suits me.—Editor.]

It would be interesting to know just

why so practical a sister as Miss Cand-
ler objects to spacers at the ends of
frames. Of course a short top-bar
without them is utterly out of the ques-
tion, for that would allow the frames
to be constantly dropping down. Even
with the spacers some have complained
of the frames dropping down, but that
must be because there is some fault in

the construction of the hives, for in

this locality there is never any trouble,
although such frames entirely have
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been in use for years, and we would
dislike very much to go back to the
long top-bars. Miss Candler tried

lengthening the short top-bars by driv-
ing staples into the end of them. Is it

perhaps just possible that she tried the
staples in no other way ? We have
them driven into the end-bars, close up
against the top-bars. The grain of the
wood runs there in such direction that
the staple will not gradually be driven
in as it will in the top-bar.
The diflference between Editor Hutch-

inson's 7-16 top-bar and the y» bar is

only l-l(i. Either one works all right
for a time; most of them for always.
But in the course of time some of them
will sag, and sag badly; at least the Js

ones will, for we had more than 2000 of
them years ago. Even if they should
never sag, we prefer the thicker top-
bars (H) for the sake of the whiter sec-
tions where they are thus made farther
from the brood-combs. For extracted
honey the case is different. But we had
to have excluders or honey-boards
with the thin top-bars, and that's rea-
son enough against them.

Canadian Beedom
Conducted by J. L. RvER. Mount Joy, Ontario. Canada.

The Cold, Backward Spring

The weather pessimist now has his
innings, and can say, " I told you so,"
to his heart's content. During all the
balmy weather we had during March
and the forepart of April, of course the
usual prophets were around trying to
spoil our enjoyment of the lovely days
by telling us that we would "pay up
for this in May," and for once at least
their gloomy forebodings have come
true.

Since April 20 we have had very
cool weather all the time, with torren-
tial rains for the first half of this period.
The result is that instead of a very
early season, as spoken of in my last

bunch of notes, with apple-blossoms
likely to open by May 1st, here it is

May 18th and only the early varieties,
such as the Duchess, showing open
bloom.
Very strong colonies have kept us

from the necessity of doing much feed-
ing, as whenever the bees get an hour
or two they can work, they carry in

enough to keep them going. At this
date (May 18) I venture to say that
there is not -500 pounds of old honey in

the 300 colonies, yet so far I have fed
but 300 pounds of sugar. The colonies
were all very heavy last fall, but the
early warm weather, with heavy breed-
ing as a consequence, explains matters.
Naturally I am in hopes thatthe weather
will clear off in time for the bees to
get some honey from the apple-bloom,
to carry them along till the clover
opens.

During all this cool weather we have
had but very few frosts, and as the
fruit-bloom was not advanced far
enough, very little if any damage has
been done. Judging from reports from
some of the middle West and North-
ern States, those sections have not
been so fortunate in this respect.

Temper of Bees—Carni-ltalians the Best

It is, I believe, generally conceded
that the temper of the worker-bee is

inherited from the male parent ; in

other words, a queen bred from a cross
colony and then mated with a drone
from a very quiet colony, will produce
quiet bees. While I have been aware
of this teaching for some time, yet I

never, till this spring, have seen how

forcibly true this rule works out in

practice.

Two years ago two dozen Carniolans
were introduced in an apiary where
the black blood previously was, if any-
thing, in the majority. This spring a
number of the Carniolans have been
superseded, and in a few cases the
young queens have met black drones,
the worker-bees showing this by their
color and temper, as they are decidedly
ugly—much worse than the pure black
colonies. On the other hand, a number
of the black queens have been super-
seded, too, and on opening the hives of
these colonies it was a happy surprise
to find that the young queens had met
Carniolans, and that the worker-bees
were very quiet, most of them being
marked so that I could destroy the old
queens on account of the bees being
so ugly, and now the bees in these
same hives are among the gentlest in

the yard.
Fortunately, but few of the Carnio-

lans met black drones, and it will

be noticed that the Carniolans will

more than hold their own in this re-

spect, as the drones seem to be very
powerful on the wing, and, as a rule, a
large percentage of queens reared in a
yard where there are some Carniolans,
will be found to have met drones of

this race of bees.

Some of the best bees I have ever
owned, all things considered, have been
bred from Italian queens that have
mated with Carniolan drones, and if I

were asked what is the "best bee," I

certainly would say the first cross of
Italian queens with Carniolan drones.
Unfortunately the next crosses are not
nearly so uniform in good points as is

this first cross.

That Busy Bee-Man Byer

The weather continues i-ery back-
ward, and apple-blossoms are just

ready to open, having been held in the
bud for 4 weeks.

Bees are very strong, but the weather
is so bad that I cannot get queens
clipped and supers on. When we do
get a few warm hours (not days) we
have to get such a hustle on that it is

certainly nerve racking. Among my
300 colonies, at least 250 are ready for
supers now—have 125 on now.

I have clipped 220 queens, and have

80 more to clip, so if I had 2 warm
days I could get on top again. Then I

have about 2 weeks' inspection work
mapped out—about a dozen people
wanting me to come to their places all

at the same time. But there is no use
in worrying over what cannot be
helped, so I will just do the best I can,
and let go undone what I cannot do.

[No, Mr. Byer didn't put that head-
ing on the above item. But it seems to
fit him all right,

—

Editor.]

The Balling of Queens

Just what causes some bees, some-
times, to ball their queens on the
slightest disturbance of the hives has
always been a question to me, and this

spring the matter has been brought to
my mind again in a forcible manner.
Owing to the cold, backward weather
we have had all through May, it has
been a difficult matter to get all the
queens clipped and supers put on pre-

vious to my going away on some in-

spection work that was imperative. As
a consequence, we have been opening
brood-nests when the weather was
hardly fit for the purpose, and at times
when little nectar was coming in.

In 3 or 4 different colonies a few
bees were noticed running after the

queen, some of them clinging to her,

and in one case, after taking all the
frames out and looking them over, a

glance at the bottom of the hive re-

vealed a ball of bees about as large as

a walnut. The queen was released,

and after a while let go on a comb on
the opposite side of the hive, but yes-

terday, being at the yard again, I

looked at the entrance, and sure enough
there was the dead queen. Now this

colony was a very gentle one of Car-
niolans, not at all excitable, and when
the hive was open the bees were quietly

sitting on the combs, paying very little

attention to anything.

Former experiences with queens be-

ing balled, has generally, if not always,

been noticed in colonies very much ex-

cited, with the bees running in every
direction, as is common in the blacks

or hybrids if they get in a panic from
having too much smoke given them, or
from other causes.

In watching the actions of the few
colonies that were so foolishly solicit-

ous of the queen's welfare, I was re-

minded of that work entitled, "Are
Bees Reflex Machines ?" as all the bees
in the hive would seem to be actuated
by a common desire over which they
have no control.

If the queen that was receiving such
undue attention on the part of her sub-
jects happened to be on the side of the

hive, the same nervous demonstrations
on the part of the bees would be seen
if she was removed to the opposite
side. In brief, the bees seemed to be a

unit, so to speak, and in some mysteri-
ous manner the same fear of losing
their queen seemed common to the
whole crowd. How such a condition
is made possible among many thou-
sands of bees in a simultaneous man-
ner seems a great mystery, and it would
seem that they have some means of
communication that we mortals do not
understand.

All have noticed the peculiar " home
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is found" hum when bees are content-
edly entering into a hive after having
swarmed, and even in a more pro-
nounced manner is the hopeless, queen-
less hum noticeable in a colony that
has just lost its queen—is it possible
that they have also a call that sounds a

warning to all the bees in the hive that

the queen is in danger ? It looks very
much like it, and more's the pity that

they do not take more sensible meas-
ures to protect her in her peril, fancied
or otherwise, than simply to embrace
and smother her to death.

In the event of the queen being re-

leased before death ensues, why is it

that she is generally useless afterwards,
as is nearly always the case, according
to what I have learned from others,
coupled with a few experiences of my
own.
Three years ago at the Altona yard I

had a queen in one of my best colonies
balled, and although she was released

in less than half a minute after being
attacked, and safely introduced that

evening again, yet the queen laid only
a few eggs afterwards, and was super-
seded in 2 or 3 weeks. She was not
stung, in so far as I could see, but in

some way she had been injured, and, if

I am correct, what happened to that

queen after being balled is the common
lot of other queens thus treated.

I have always been very much ad-
verse to opening hives during unfavor-
able weather, particularly in the spring,

and the results of this spring's work
during such weather only serves to in-

tensify my feelings on that line.

Let me repeat once more what I have
often said before, that early spring
manipulation of the hives causes the
death of many valuable queens each
spring. This advice is of course only
for beginners—others have learned the
truth of the same through experience.

Southern Beedom
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl, New Braunfels. Tex.

Bulk-Comb Honey Production—The Comb
Foundation

This is a most important subject in

connection with profitable bulk-comb
honey production—one upon much de-
pends whether we are successful in ob-
taining the maximum quantity of a

gilt-edge article ; one upon which not
enough importance is placed by a great
many, even experienced bee-keepers.

There was a time when I thought
starters were sufficient during a honey-
flow, since much wax would be secreted
and would otherwise go to waste if the
bees were not given a chance to use it.

But one single experiment, and that an
accidental one, proved to me the im-
portance, yea, more, //lat the use offull
sJieets of comb foundation Tcas most
essential and frofilablc at all times and
under all conditions; for the extensive
bee-keeper at least.

It might be admitted that there are
certain times and conditions during
which a lesser use of foundation may

be profitable, but that belongs entirely

to another class of bee-keepers from
ours. They are those whose numbers
of colonies are small, and who have
abundant time to be watchful of such
occasions. This can not be done by
those with numbers of apiaries, and
these in as many different localities,

with perhaps as many diflferent honey-
sources. This is my condition exactly,

and being so situated has given me
occasion to observe. It has taught ?«c

to use full sheets of foundation at all
times, both in supers and brood-cham-
bers. It pays, and pays big'.

The picture (Fig. 1) gives an idea of

my operations when putting in the full

sheets of foundation. The large pile

of supers are already filled. Note in

the foreground a charcoal furnace on
3 legs. On this is a pan of melted wax.
Immediately between this and the pile

of 4 supers notice a seat with a cush-
ion on it; this can barely be seen. I

want you to get an idea as to just

where the operator sits—almost facing

toward the furnace, and having the wax
in easy reach to the right.

In front of the operator, to the left,

within easy reach, is a frame-rack upon
which the frames are placed for filling.

Notice the 3 slanting guide-boards of

it just in front of the small tree in the
picture. These things will be described
more fully further along. My desire

now is that you locate the position of

these things as I use them, so you will

understand them satisfactorily.

As described, the operator has the

pile of 4 supers shown with empty
frames, to his right. These empty
frames pass from here to the frame-
rack, and, when filled, to the pile to the

left of him, thus filling one super after

another as they are emptied on his

right.

Now I will fix the fire-pot as I use it

instead of the furnace shown in the

picture. Fig. 2 will explain this. It is

nothing less than a 5-gallon honey-
can with a large opening for the pan of

wax. On each side are large ventilator

holes made by "jamming" a heavy-
pointed instrument through the tin.

Inside the can rests a square piece of

tin, with like holes through it, on two
rods of iron extending through two
sides of the can as shown. This acts

as a grate upon which I make the fire.

Charcoal, corn-cobs, or chips of wood

Fig. 2.—Schoi.i.'s Fire-Pot.

FiF. I.—Schoi.i.'s Wholesale Method of Putting Foundation in Frames.

are used for fuel. A wire handle fast-

ened as shown finishes the stove.

Of course there are many others, and
perhaps better ways of heating the wax,

but it must be remembered that in an
extensive business, as mine is, with 26

apiaries, and these widely scattered, it

is impracticable to have things just the

best. Small oil-stoves or gasoline

heaters are fine, but as we can not
always carry them along, or have them
where wanted, we must have something
at each place. Hence, something,-- cheap
must be adopted, and old, rusty, worn-
out honey-cans fill the bill for me.

A very cheap, 10-cent stew-pan is

used for melting the wax ; using a

quantity of water in it to prevent
scorching. For this work I use all

kinds of scrap and inferior wax not fit

for the market, hence I gain an advan-
tage here, .^n important matter is to

have a good quantity of melted wax at
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all times for fast work. Do not
die " with a tomato-can or an oi

etc.

Fig. 3 shows one of my spoons,
a narrow lip, and bent handle,

latter enables me to hang it over

Fig. 3.—ScnoLL's Wa.x-Spoon.

edge of the pan, always in reach, and
in;'er in the u'ax, as shown in Fig. 2.

The narrowed lip is made by beating
with a hammer, and guides the wax
into a narrow stream. The size is large

enough to hold enough wax to fasten

one sheet with each spoonful. It is a

very common tin soup-spoon, and costs

10 cents a dozen.

Now the rack (Fig. 4) receives an in-

verted frame as indicated by the dotted

lines. A full sheet of foundation is

laid inside of it, the slanting guide-

board placing it centrally in the top-

bar. A spoon of melted wax runs

Fig. 4.—Scholl's Frame-Rack.

down the incline and fastens it. While

this is cooling another is fixed on the

second board, then another on the

third. Now the first is removed to

the empty super to the left of the opera-

tor, and another frame is put in its

place on the rack, and so on all day

long, or filling thousands of frames

with full sheets of foundation.

.\s the supers become empty on the

right of the operator, they are placed

to the left and refilled again, making it

necessary to begin with only one empty
super at the start.

Contributed Articles

Chunk, Section and Extracted

Honey
BY DR. G. BOHRER.

On page 51 of the American Bee Jour-
nal, Mr. T. A. Crabill takes exceptions
to the production of chunk honey, on
the ground that it is going back to

where our fathers stood 7.5 or more
years ago. And as far as putting honey
into bulk with combs broken, he is en-
tirely correct; but the honey is now
taken from the hives as surplus and
put up in receptacles prepared for the
purpose of putting honey upon the
market. He fails to report in detail

the difference between bulk honey as
now put upon the market and 7-5 years
ago. Then, dark combs lined with
cocoons, wormy cells containing pol-
len, and not infrequently larvae and

mature dead bees, were found. All of
this occurred on account of the honey
being taken from the brood-nest, where
dark and white comb containing honey,
pollen and larvae, were almost insep-
arable.

It was then the general custom to
suffocate the bees over a brimstone
pit, or to get honey from trees in which
absconding bees had taken up quar-
ters, and, as a rule, an undesirable mass
was, and is yet, obtained in all such
cases. Such a thing as extracted honey
was not known. Such pieces of comb
as presented such an uninviting appear-
ance as would render it certain that no
one would think of masticating and
appropriating it as food, were some-
times put into a sack, put through the
squeezing process, and what was called

"strained honey" was obtained. It

often contained pollen, I know to be a
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fact, and if I ever heard any one say
that the juice of an occasional dead
bee, as well as that of larv:e, worked its

waj through the strainer and became
a part of the so-called strained honey,
I never contradicted the assertion. But
the invention of the movable-comb
hive, and its general introduction
among all intelligent bee-keepers, to-
gether with the extractor, has banished
the custom of entering the brood-nest
for comb honey.

The many other advantages of the
movable comb Mr. Crabill should not
overlook. The manner in which Mr,
SchoU and others of the comb-honey
class of bee-keepers secure honey, does
not, in any particular, point to the
brimstone period and method of secur-
ing comb honey. When it is fully

understood it is the cheaper method
of securing comb honey, 1 am fully

convinced, as it requires less labor
upon the part of the bee-keeper; there
is no annual putting together of frames,
as the same set of frames will last in-

definitely, while in the section method
new sections must be purchased, put
together, provided with starters and
section-holders, must be carefully

scraped and adjusted to receive the sec-

tions. The comb honey received from
shallow frames is quite as white as that

stored in sections, and it is as free

from dark comb, cocoons and pollen
as section honey is certain to be, for
to put it upon the market in any other
shape would sound its death-knell in

short order.

But the great objection to bulk honey
is that the combs are pressed together
and are covered with honey poured
over and around them in the cans or
jars it is packed in, which simply de-
prives it of its solid, unbroken cap-
pings, which are simply ornamental.
But when the consumer buys a pound
of it he gets 16 ounces, while the sec-

tions, I think, are retailed by the piece
and fall short from a fractional part

of an ounce to several ounces. But
isn't extracted honey produced a little

cheaper than either section or bulk-
comb honey? To me it seems that the
time and labor required to extract
honey will cost less than the comb
taken from the bees with bulk-comb
honey, as much time, labor and honey
are consumed in replacing the comb
taken from the bees with the honey;
and, aside from all this, beeswa.x or
honey-comb is in no sense a component
part of any food, it being wholly indi-

gestible.

Then, to view section-comb honey,
bulk-comb honey, and e.xtracted honey
from whatever standpoint I may, sec-

tion honey is the most ornamental, but

the most expensive. Bulk-comb honey
ranks second in the matter of cost of

production, and extracted the cheapest

;

and if any real difference in the quality

the latter is the most wholesome; but

all three methods are far in advance of

the antiquated customs practiced 7."i

years ago, and I feel (|uite convinced
that Mr. Crabill will see matters in the

same light when he conies to note all

the facts that have followed the inven-
tion and introduction of the movable-
comb bee-hive.

As to the matter of super frames,
both Mr. Scholl and Mr. Dadant favor

the shallow pattern. It is true the

bees can warm a shallow super to the
temperature necessary to enable them
to construct comb, with a much smaller
number of bees and warmth than must
be had when building comb in a deeper
super; but when the combs have once
been constructed, I have been able to
note but little if any difference in the
matter of storing the combs of either
deep or shallow supers with honey;
and therefore use mostly 2-story hives,
and feel quite certain that when the
upper story is really required I have
less trouble in getting bees to work
above the brood-nest. I never put on
the upper story until the brood-nest is

quite populous, then when a honey-flow
is on I put on tlie upper story and raise

a frame or two of brood up into the
super or upper story. This not only
puts the bees to work above, but. with
me, it seems to put a quietus on the
swarming impulse, and secures more
honey.
The popularity of the different shapes

of honey for the market is largely a
matter of education.
Lyons, Kan.

Numbering the Hives Keeping

Record-Books

BY O. B. METCALFE.
(" T/ie AVtc Mexico C/mp,")

For the past year or so there has
been some discussion of numbers for
hives, and of the record-book. I think
every professional bee-keeper should
keep a note-book in which he may jot

down, from his experience, things
worth remembering, and if he rears

his own queens, he should number and
keep some record of such colonies as

he may desire to use for breeding pur-
poses.
Numbering «// hives and keeping

their record as to queen-cells and such
details, I do not think practical for a

man with as many as a thousand colo-
nies, or perhaps less.

The number! ng-every-hive-and-keep-
ing-its-record system, as it has been
discussed, is supposed to enable the
bee-keeper, when his breakfast is swal-
lowed, to look at his record-book and
see where he should go to work that

morning. Such a system would, last

spring and summer, have called me
every morning to about half a dozen
different yards at once, varying in dis-

tance from one to 8 miles apart. Not
being able to " scatter out " that way,
being systematically informed as to

just how things were, might have put
me in the insane asylum.

I think I hear Mr. Doolittle say, "I
told you so!" for two years ago, when
I asked him how I was to control
swarming in some 1500 colonies by
myself, explaining that experienced
help was not to be had in my locality,

he advised me to sell all but 500 colo-

nies, and no doubt the readers of bee-

papers generally would have thought
his advice wise. I did not, however,
sell any of them, and nearly 75 tons of

honey that fall—20,000 pounds of comb
and the balance extracted—showed
either wisdom or luck.

I have always been a true Westerner.
I will " make it or lose it." When my
partner and I decided to go into the

bee-business, we carefully read "ABC
of Bee-Culture" (something no begin-
ner can afford to omit); but after not-
ing that it advised beginners not to try
more than 20 colonies, we went and
bought 300 3-frame nuclei. I knew a
drone when I saw it, and had once
seen a bee that I felt pretty sure must
have been a queen ; my partner had
never seen a drone or a queen.
That fall we bought 1200 colonies more.
My partner and his extracting crew
(usually a couple of Mexicans who
cannot speak English) take oiT and ex-
tract the honey, and to me falls prac-
tically all the manipulation. Most of
the time I am '" on top," but once last
spring they "got me down." That is a
common expression out here, but it

seldom fits quite so well, for the bees
were in great bunches on the tops of
the trees, and I on the ground frantically
trying to get them back down. This
time I pressed my partner, my brother
(who was with us a month or so about
that time), and a Mexican boy, into the
"manipulation," as I term all work
with the bees, except the taking off of
honey and preparing it for market.

Well, getting back to my subject, and
cutting short a long story that is prob-
ably more interesting to me than to
others, I will say, at a rough guess, that
it would take about one-fourth of each
day to make and refer to such a record
of our hives as, for example. Dr. Miller
keeps of his. I could not possibly spare
that time, and yet I believe I am a prac-
tical bee-keeper, and that I keep a large
number of colonies of bees in a prac-
tical way.
The marking system I use is about as

follows : I carry a large crayon of the
paraffin kind in my pocket, and with
that I check-mark or write on the hives.
To attract immediate attention, I use a
green weed. When I walk into a yard
and see a weed that is beginning to
look old, without having been taken off

and thrown down, I know I am late

there, and I "' get busy," I do not even
keep a record of which yard to go to
next, and I can generally say to myself,
"I should have gone to yard , 2 or 3
days ago." When I get there things
have gone a little wrong; I right them
as quickly as I can, and go to the next
yard. I love the work, and consider
that my partner has the hard and dis-

agreeable task.

M.\RKiNC Hives With an Arrow.

It was my great pleasure, last sum-
mer, to have with me in my home Mr.
W. H. Laws, of Texas, and among the
many valuable hints he gave me, I re-

call a marking system which I shall try
this season in one yard at least. The
plan was to nail, on one side or end of
the hive, a wooden arrow about (i inches
long, by driving one nail through the
center of it. The arrow can be re-

volved to indicate different things; for
example, if the arrow points up, it in-

dicates that all was well at the last

visit, both in regard to queen and super-
room; if turned Js of a revolution to
the left, the colony was preparing to

swarm ;
'4 to the left, it had swarmed

and needed watching to see that the
new queen was all right; >2 turn, or
pointing down, denotes queenlessness.
Turning to the right refers to super-
room wliich is needed in the degree in-
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dicated by the number of degrees
turned ; if nearly to the bottom on the

right side, a super was needed without
delay, etc.

By wdlking out in front of a row of

hives thus marked, I could see 15 or 20

steps away where 1 was most needed,
and what for. It seems to me just the

marking system for my system of keep-

ing bees.

Mesilla Park, New Mex.

No. 1.—Heartsease and Span-

ish-Needle

BY C. P. DADANT.

I saw in the Kebruary number of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal that Spanish-needle is a
great honey-plant; and that heartsease is

also. I am desirous of learning more about
them. There is no Spanish-needle around
here, at least I never saw any of it. Nor is

there any heartsease, unless it is tlie com-
mon weed we call smartweed; 1 rather think
that is it. but I am not sure of it. I haye seen
bees work on the smartweed. but they seem
to gather but yery little honey from it.

Heartsease may resemble it in some re-

spects, and not be it: I am not sure about it.

Does the Spanish-needle grow seed? and
does it grow from seed ? If it does, can you
tell me where I can get the seed?

I am going to move my bee-yard to a place
20 miles from here, where I will have an un-
limited range for them. I will be 5 miles
from any other bee-keeper. I can there keep
100 colonies, and more, if I can care for them.
There is a fine flow from fruit-bloom and
clover, raspberries, blackberries, poplar
and basswood. buckwheat, goldenrod and
aster. I can also get a good stand of Spanish-
needle and heartsease, as there is consider-
able land that is not cultivated. If these
plants can be grown from seed, and if they
will grow here. I will endeavor to have them
sown and see how they will do.

I saw an account of white sage as a honey-
plant. Where can I obtain that seed? I

want to make the place a first-class bee-
country, as I think I will spend the remain-
der of my days there. I have always liked
bees, and enjoy handling them. Any infor-

mation in regard to honey-producing plants
will be very thankfully received by me.
New Jersey. Wm. E. Hoisel.

Heartsease and Spanish-needle are

the best wild blossoms for the pro-

duction of fall honey along the Miss-

issippi River. Perhaps this statement

could be truthfully extended to the en-

tire Mississippi Valley, but as both

plants thrive best in w^et lands, the low
lands of the Mississippi and Missouri
Rivers are also their best home.

"Heartsease" is to some extent a

misnomer. Gray's Botany and the Cen-
tury Dictionary both agree in giving

the name " heartsease " to a violet

—

I'io/ii tricolor—the pansy. The Century
adds; " In some parts of the United
States the common persicaria, peach-

wort, lady's thumb or smartweed. Poly-

gonum Pcrsuaria." It is to this genus
of plants that we refer when we speak

of the " heartsease, smartweed, knot-

weed, persicaria, etc." According to

the Century, there are about 50 species

of the persicaria, which I do not doubt
judging from the numerous different

varieties which occur on low lands.

Phe Century devotes to this genus of

plants a half column which is instruc-

tive to peruse.

The name "Polygonum Persicaria"

is a very good description of the plants,

when we refer to the etymology. "Poly-
gonum" is derived from two Greek
words " polus," signifying "many," and
" gonu," " knee, knot," a plant with many
knots, each joint of the stem looking

indeed like a knot. The other name,
"persicaria," is from the Latin "persi-
carius," a peach-tree. This name was
given to the plant from the resemblance
of its leaves to the leaves of a peach-
tree in their shape.

The ordinary persicaria of the fields

is a sweet plant which cattle eat readily.

It does not grow very plentifully on
grazing lands owing to this fact, for it

is readily destroyed. It thrives mainly
in wet stubble-fields after the wheat,
rye or oats have been removed. The
low lands of the Mississippi River,

which overflow more or less periodi-

cally, produce it in abundance. I have
often seen it take the place of crops
when the latter are destroyed by the

June rise of the Mississippi, and then it

grows so luxuriantly that I have seen it

attain a height of 5 feet or more. Dur-
ing the summer of 1880, the Mississippi

River covered the lowlands to such an
extent that it broke through several of

the levees built to protect the crops.

Thousands of acres in Hancock and
Adams County, in Illinois, were over-

Heartsease.

flowed, and the crops entirely destroyed,

for the water remained on the land un-
til well into July. At the same time
our uplands were burning up with an
unusual drouth, and the bees that were
located on the hills were threatened
with starvation. The combs were ab-

solutely dry in August. I took occa-
sion of this to try migratory bee-keep-
ing.

About Aug. 15 we transported to the

low lands below Warsaw, 105 colonies,

traveling with our teams during the

night time in order to avoid endanger-
ing the life of our bees by day confine-

ment. The bees which were thus

brought in the midst of thousands of

acres of heartsease gathered a splendid

crop of light-colored honey. Within
15 minutes after their release from the

hive we could see them on the flowers

in every direction. These weeds were
so thrifty that they stood as high as the

backs of our horses—a perfect sea of

blossoms. I never saw bees in such
rush. They appeared as if intoxicated
by their good luck.
The heartsease is, however, not gen-

erally regarded as a first-class honey-
plant. Dr. Miller, in his " Forty Years
Among the Bees," gives a very good
cut of it, page 171, but says on page
122:
" The summer of ito2 was very wet. and for

the first time in my observation heartsease
was busily worked upon by the bees."

This is certainly not a very good
recommendation, coming from so ex-
perienced a man as Dr. Miller. But
the Doctor is not located where this
plant is most abundant or successful.
On the other hand, the " A B C of Bee
Culture " says of the heartsease that it

yields "in Nebraska and other States
in that section, immense quantities of
honey." This work cites a Nebraska
bee-keeper who harvested an average
of 2.')0 pounds per colony one year
from this source. Our own experience
with it has been very favorable, al-

though the plant is not a regular pro-
ducer of large crops. I believe, with
Dr. Miller, that it takes moist seasons
to get the maximum from its blossoms.

As there are a number of different
species, varying with the soil, the
climate and the season, there is also a
variation in the grade of honey that it

produces. For this reason contradic-
tory reports have been made regarding
the color of the honey. Some people
have held it to be as white as white
clover honey, while others reported it

as amber. In our own case we found
it slightly darker than white clover, but
of a light pinkish tint. I believe its

color would be reported upon more
favorably by the average apiarist, were
it not that its bloom often runs into
the blooming time of Spanish-needles,
and the two kinds are often mixed.

There is but little doubt that the Per-
sicaria, in one species or another, is to
be found in many parts of the United
States. The botanical works mention
some species as native of the New Eng-
land States, others as growing from
Michigan to Kentucky. A number of
species are native of Europe, and a cul-

tivated species. Polygonum Orientate,
produces very large leaves and beauti-
ful clusters of flowers. The bees work
on it regularly.

One of the peculiarities of our hearts-
ease, as of the smartweed, is that the
petals do not fall after the seed has
formed, but retain their color, white or
pink, until long after the seed has
formed and ripened, so that you may
find a blackened ripe seed within a

corolla that to all appearances is fit to

yield honey.
The smartweed is not to be consid-

ered a good honey-producer; although
the bees work on it at times, they do
not appear to stop on its blossoms
long. Its name is derived from its

juice, and for that same reason it has
also received the incongruous denomi-
nations of " culrage " and " arse-smart

"

(Century Dictionary). Its botanical
name is J^olygottum acre. Another va-

riety is Folygoiiiiin hydropifer—water-
pepper.
Outside of the Persicaria there are

other honey-producers in the family of

Polygonaceas, the leading of which is

our buckwheat. The observing bee-
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keeper has probably noticed its resem-
blance to the heartsease in the "knots"
o{ the stem, the shapes of the blossom
and of the seed.

The Persicarias are fully as common
in Europe as in America, but I have
never heard of them as great honey-
producers on the European Continent.
They have a certain credit as medicinal
plants, and in Russia, India, China and
Japan, the leaves and the roots are em-
ployed for making dyes. (United States
Dispensatory.)
The Grand Dictionnaire Larousse

mentions the plants of this family as

good soil-enrichers. I believe this is

correct, for I have often seen buckwheat
grown purposely to plow under as they
do with red clover.

This article being longer than I an-
ticipated, I will mention the Spanish-
needle in another number.
Hamilton, 111.

Increase vs. Honey-Production

BY LEO E. G.ATELEY.

Shall the professional honey-pro-
ducer set aside certain colonies for
making necessary increase, or shall the
entire apiary contribute toward such
an end? This is a question that I have
never settled to my complete satisfac-

tion, and is one, I believe, which must,
to a great extent, depend upon condi-
tions.

By setting apart a share of the apiary
to be used for increase, those remain-
ing can be kept in an ideal condition
for storing surplus; but in order to

prevent swarming among such colonies,

when run for section honey, it becomes
necessary either to practice shook-
swarming, or at one time or another,
deprive the bees of all or most of their

brood. Where only a small increase is

desired, it can be supplied by this re-

moved brood with no appreciable effect

upon the amount of surplus secured.
As soon as the hives are well popu-

lated, whether the honey-flow is on or
not, I place over each colony a second
story of empty combs or foundation.
This will delay swarming until the
queen has moved up into the top hive.

By the time this occurs there should be
quite a flow on, and the upper story
with the queen can be removed to a

new stand. The lower story is then
given a ripe cell or virgin from choice
stock, and a super added. As the hive
on the old stand now contains sealed
brood only, it cannot swarm as there
are neither eggs nor larvae from which
to start cells. The return of the field-

bees from the top-story so diminishes
their force that all danger of their

swarming is removed. The emerging
brood left upon the original stand, re-

inforcing the field-force, work in the
sections will go forward with a rush.

The old queen and bees in the new
hive should by winter build up into a

fair colony; but if so great an increase
should prove undesirable, the top
stories can, as they are removed, be
tiered up to any depth without quarrel-
ing, and all of the old (jueens will be
killed but one.
This method of management I find

secures a crop of honey equal to any,

supplies young queens to a good share
of the apiary, furnishes sutTicient in-

crease, totally prevents swarming, and
keeps all of the original number of
colonies at work in the sections.
As most of my colonies are in sec-

tional hives, another plan is used to

prevent swarming with such. Like the
first, it involves the removal of brood,
but this is taken away gradually, one
division at a time, and the old queen is

left upon the original stand.
My preference for such methods of

increase arises chiefly from the fact
that there is so little labor connected
with them. There is no handling of
frames whatever, and if no more than
100 percent increase is needed, it can
be formed without lessening the honey
crop in the slightest, and while per-
forming only necessary operations in

the production of the crop.
If a greater increase is needed, a

division of the brood removed can, un-
der favorable circumstances, be made,
but it would in all probability be found
advisable then to adopt other measures,
even though they involve some trouble
and expense. In fact, the foregoing
plan is not so much in line with the
requirements of those wishing to build
up an apiary quickly, as it is suitable to
the practical honey-producer who does
not care to have his increase interfere
with his business of securing the larg-
est possible yields of surplus.

Sebastian Co., Ark.

Hatching of a Queen-Bee's Egg

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

"
I see that you sometimes answer ques-

tions in the American Bee Journal, giving
some length to (lie answer. There is some-
thing which I wish to know more about, and
I thought that Doolittle miglit be able to
shed some light on the matter. It is this;
How do the bees iiatch the eggs which the
queen lays ? Or is this question worded
wrong? Let me put it another way; Do the
eggs laid by the queen honey-bee hatch of
themselves the same as do the eggs of our
birds and barnyard fowls, just from the
warmth they are exposed to during incuba-
tion ? or do the bees, by some secret of their
own. cause them to hatch ? Again, How
long can the eggs the queen lays be kept and
then hatch?"—A Correspondent.

These questions are very interesting,

and those on which I have often
thought I would experiment, but when
the rush of the season comes on I find

that many of the scientific things I

desire to look after have to step to one
side from the pressure which is brought
to bear from the dollar-and-cent point
of the apiary; for, say what we will,

the harvest of queens, bees and honey
is the main " lever " resting under all

of our work with the bees. With the
hope that some one not having so
much to do as I have, will take this

matter up and carry it further than it

has been my lot to do, I will try to tell

all I know in this matter.
Several years ago there came a dearth

of honey just when it was necessary
that the eggs laid by the queens should
be matured into bees, if I was to have
the maximum number of bees on the
stage of action when the flowers giving
my harvest of white honey were in

bloom. Being anxious for the best re-

sults I watched carefully to see that the
eggs laid by the queen were hatching
into larvx, and these larvae fed till

sealed up; for years of observation had
told me that with the sealing up of a

cell containing a larva, such was the

same as insured for a perfect bee about
12 days later, if no unforeseen accident
happened to that colony. That when
the bees considered it necessary to re-
trench in brood-rearing from any
cause, that retrenchment was always
begun through a limitation of the eggs
allowed to hatch, and lastly by with-
holding the proper food from the
queen so as to restrict her egg-laying.

After the dearth above spoken of
had been on for a few days, I found
that the larvs were being scrimped of
food, and a day or two later all of the
brood contained in any of the hives
was in the egg or sealed-brood form.
Desiring to do the best possible with
the bees, I commenced to feed about
half of the colonies, hoping to see the
eggs hatch ; but from some reason
those colonies fed refused to do any-
thing different from those not fed. All
of the days were cloudy and cool, so
that the bees were kept confined to the
hives, except as those fed would fly for
a time after the warm feed was poured
into the feeders. I have always thought
that had I commenced the feeding be-
fore the bees began to scrimp the food
of the larvae they would have gone
right on, the same as if there was no
dearth of nectar caused by this cool,
cloudy spell which was of two weeks
duration. However this might be, I

noticed at every examination of the
hives that there was an unusual num-
ber of eggs being retained in the
combs, aggregating many more than
there were before the dearth com-
menced, as the queen filled with eggs
very many of the cells from which the
larvae were removed, while those on
the outside of the brood-circle were
still retained.

It now came off bright and warm,
and in less than 3 days—that necessary
for the incubation of the eggs of the
queen—the combs were teeming with
larvae to an extent never before ob-
served, the largest larvae being on the
outside of the brood-circle, instead of
on the inside, or next to the sealed
brood, as is usually the case. I care-
fully inspected these combs, holding
one for some time, and watching the
bees put their heads into the cells. I

next fi.xed my gaze on a certain place
where the eggs and hatched larvae ran
along side by side in two rows of cells

matching each other for some 2 inches,
when a bee put its head into one of the
cells containing an egg. Immediately
on the withdrawal of the head, I peered
in and saw that the " shell" of the egg
was wet, apparently with the milky food
the larva was fed on. I marked this

cell, and on looking a few minutes
later found the shell partly melted
away, as nearly as I can describe it,

and the smallest larva I had ever wit-
nessed lying on the part of the shell

under it, still, in a measure, intact.

From this and other observations
similar to it, I have always believed
that the bees hatched the eggs laid by
the queen by their manipulation of the
larval food on part or all of their sur-
face, something in the way the capsules
containing medicine are melted with
the saliva coming in contact with them
when swallowed by a patient. The ex-
periment I had planned to use to prove
this matter was to put a clean comb
into a colony of bees, leaving it till the
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queen had filled it with eggs, and a few
of these eggs had hatched into larvae,

when this comb was to be placed in a

wire-cloth nursery-cage, put in a strong
colony and left a few hours or over
night.
The next morning, by placing some

of the larval food on the eggs imme-
diately surrounding the larvae, by
means of a dropper or the little stick

used in putting the royal jelly into

queen-cups, then setting the frame
back in the nursery for an hour or so.

this should tell whether what I believe

to be true was a real fact. Of one
thing I am certain, which is, that eggs
taken from the bees will never hatch
from simple warmth, for I have watched
time and time again, both in the lamp-
nursery and in a wire-cloth nursery
left with a strong colony of bees, and
never knew of one hatching.

From the observation as given, of

the egg which I see apparently hatch-
ing, it would seem that larvae never
really hatch ; or, to put it in another
form, the eggs of the queen-bee do not
hatch, but are liberated by the action

of the food which is placed upon the

egg by the nurse-bee. This seems rea-

sonable ; the larvae having no means of

biting or breaking their way out of the

prison walls that surround them.

Again, all of my observations have
failed to reveal the "shells " of eggs in

any cells in any bee's mouth (as would
be the case if the bees removed them),
or in any part of the hive. So I con-
clude that the action of the food upon
the " shells" cause them to melt away,
as it were, and mix with this food, all

of which is consumed by the growing
larvs.
Who can give us more light on this

interesting subject ? As to how long
the queen's eggs can be kept and still

hatch, I am unable to say. I have
stored combs of drone-brood in the

cellar with a view of killing the brood
there, and had both the eggs and
capped brood mature after being a

week away from the bees ; but the

larvae were killed.

Borodino, N. Y.

5.—Bee-Talks for Beginners
BY JIMSON RAGWEED, OF INDIAN.V

Texas Honey—Price of Honey.

Mr. JiMsoN Ragweed:— If Texas produces
so much honey, why do we not see more of
it on the market ? What do you think is the
reason that the price of honey does not ad-
vance in proportion with eges. butter, pork,
etc.?
How is Sam setting along since his term at

college? Yours,
Amos Cumbsome.

Dear Amos :—Your postal card to

hand. Texas really does produce an
immense amount of honey, and the
quality is fine, but they consume it

themselves, especially since the pro-
ducers have got to putting up chunk
honey. When they have a good thing
in Texas they keep it themselves.

In my opinion, the price of honey
has held its own. Improved facilities

with increased numbers of colonies
have increased the production wonder-
fully, and under ordinary circumstances
this would mean a decline in prices.

Sammy is getting along fine. He can
play feet-ball, and they say he is fine

on roller skates. One of the students
asked him what business I follow, and
Sammy told him I have an apiary. And
then they asked Sammy what an apiary
is, and Sammy told them it was a place
where apes are kept! When asked
what an aviary is, he told them it is the
place where Wright Brothers keep
their air-ships. Today Sammy is sprout-
ing the potatoes in the cellar, but he
did not like it much because Thursea
brought up the pan of doughnuts while
he was working there.

Truly yours, Jimson Ragweed.

Label for Honey-Jars.
Mr. Jimson Ragweed:— I wish to get a

new label for my honey-jars. What kind of
a label would you recommend ? I would like
one so fine that the grocer would place my
goods to the front.
Manda sends her love to Thursea.

Yours. John Johnson.

Dear John:—I do not know that I

can tell you very much about labels,

but I would get an oval label rather
than a square one, because it can be
placed more rapidly without the cor-
ners curling up. I would suggest that
you have your photo engraved and use
it in the center of your label. An ad-
vertising man told me once that your
own picture makes the very best possi-
ble advertisement. A bee is all right,

but all bees look alike, but there is but
one John Johnson, and the uglier one
is, the better the advertisement. On
this account you might ask Manda if

the suggestion appeals to her.

Yours truly, Jimson Ragweed.

Attending Bee-Conventions.

Mr. Jimson Ragweed: — What do you
think about attending bee-conventions? I

thought the one up at Indianapolis was fine,
but I did not fancy that banauet business at
the Hotel English. I noticed four men
speaking German before I had been there 5
minutes, and I thought that seemed funny
for an English hotel. Even the waiter looked
at nie inquiringly and said "tabledote?"
The bill of fare, which they called a " menu
card." had a peculiar list on it. the first item
being cranberry sauce and roast turkey;
but the very next item was sucking pig and
apple sauce. The idea of us sitting down to
a table and sucking a pig was too much for
me, and when Ras Smith took a drink of
water from the finger-bowl I nudged him.
and we went over by the hay-market where
we each had a piece of pie and a glass of
milk. No more banquets for Ras or me.

Yours truly. Amzi Cragg,

Dear Amzi :—I believe it pays to at-

tend the bee-conventions, and your
support will help others. I confess
that I realize the most benefit at a con-
vention from the social part, or the
little talks and hand-shakings during
the intermissions, and I find many men
of excellent ideas who do not get up
and talk. Whenever I go to a bee-
convention I always connect many
pleasant memories with the meeting
for years to come. The first bee-con-
vention that I ever attended was across
the river in Kentucky, and the late

Father Langstroth was in attendance.
One man got up and told how the king-
birds were eating his bees, and how he
was shooting the birds, and I guess we
all thought the thing to do was to get
the gun and kill all the birds that came
around. Mr. Langstroth then took the
floor, and in his kind and impressive
way urged them not to kill the birds.

Older readers who have heard him will

never forget his wonderful power as
an impressive speaker, and to hear him
was well worth a long journey.

Jimson Ragweed.

Mixing or Drifting of Bees.

Mr. Jimson Ragweed:—My hives are ar-
ranged in long rows, and very close together,
and at times the bees mix. I would like to
overcome this, and I wish you would give
me your ideas about it.

Neighbor Newt Plumb sends his regards
to you. and says to tell you that he is rearing
lots of queens this year. Newt has issued a
circular about his bees and honey, but the
printer made two bad mistakes. Last year
.Newt sold 10 untested queens to one man.
and all proved to be purely mated, and Newt
used his letter in his circular, but the printer
used the word poorlv instead of purely. In
the part about his honey he wanted to say
no foul brood in his locality, but the printer
h&s ii no pure food in his locality. Newt is
sending them out anyhow.

Truly yours. Ephram JONES.

DearEphram:—The nicest way that
I have ever discovered to arrange
hives so bees will not mi.x is to place
the hives in groups of three. The bees
seem to remember the end hives and
the center hive without any confusion.
I use scantling 2x4 and 6 feet long,
placing them on bricks so the hives
will be 5 or 6 inches above the ground.
Use a spirit-level, and have the front
of the hive an inch lower than the rear.

Very truly, Jimson Ragweed.

Ordering Bee-Supplies.

Mr. Jimson Ragweed:—You know I told
you about the long delay in getting my sup-
plies last year. We got entirely out of hives
right at swarming time, and Angeline hived
one swarm in one of her bureau drawers
and another in an old churn. This year 1
ordered earlv.
How do you arrange your alighting-boards ?

Mine are always falling down, and weeds
and spiders occupy the underside.

Truly yours, Tii.ford Moots.

DearTilford:—I use tin alighting-
boards to all of my hives, and Thursea
and I made them ourselves by unsold-
ering some quart fruit-cans, bending
the edge to an angle and soldering a
wire-nail at each end. We drove an
end-space staple over each nail, which
makes a hinge, and we can turn them
up against the hive while we run the
lawn-mower close to the hive. We
painted them one coat and then sprin-
kled them with sand; and then another
coat of paint, and this gives the bees a
good foot-hold. I sometimes sprinkle
a little salt around the entrance which
keeps down weeds and grass. During
the winter snows I turn these alighting-
boards up against the hives, which still

permits an abundance of ventilation,
and prevents having the entrance
closed with snow.

Very truly, Jimson Ragweed.

Control of Queen-Fertilization

.\ Chicago bee-keeper is working on
a plan to control the flight of queens

and drones, which looks feasible enough
to insure the pure mating of over 75

percent of the queens. He has ex-

plained this procedure to the editor of

the American Bee Journal, and as soon
as he has experimented sufficiently he

will describe his methods in these col-

umns. He has also discussed it with a

number of bee-keepers during the past

year, and all feel that it must prove

successful.

The copies of "Honey as a Heath Food"
that I have used have about doubled my sale

of honey. Geo. H. Coulson,
Cherokee, Okla., Oct. 26, 1900.
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California Reflections
Conducted by W. A. Pryal. Station E. Oakland, California.

The Season and Prospects

We never had sucli a tine year for

vegetation ; never did grass grow,
flowers bloom and bees hum as they

have been doing this season. What
the product of the bee-hives will be I

know not. There are signs that there

are going to be many cool nights, and
if so the secretion of nectar will be
greatly lessened. But the growth the

plants are making this year will stand

them in good stead next year, even
if the rainfall then should be less

than the average. Toward the end of

April we had some very hot days; the

bees started to swarm in a terrific man-
ner. It was good the hot spell did not

last more than 4 days, otherwise I

should have been swamped with
swarms. After this warm spell the

bees got down to normal conditions.

Strange, just at the time we were
having our hottest weather, the Middle
West was having a cold snap

—

killing

frosts in some places. While this may
be good for our fruit-growers, still, I

am sorry that such a calamity overtook
those Eastern growers. Too many of

them will lose heavily. The cultivator

of the soil can never afford to lose a

crop; he has too many calls for the

use of his hard-earned money to suffer

such loss. It is so here ; I am sure it

is the same the world over.

Hornets, Bees, and Ignorance

The correspondent of the American
Bee Journal who dubbed the writer of

the hornet article " ignorant," in the
April issue, struck a far more reaching
blow at the " ignorant " class of bee-
lights than he probably intended. I

have been looking up all the authorities

on bee-keeping in my possession, and
I find that every one of them, American
and English, who have anything at all

to relate about wasps and hornets, say
that they (the hornets) should be de-
stroyed. And none of them gave as

strong evidence against these insects

as did the writer hereof, and for which
"assault" on the "person and charac-
ter" of the hornet Mr. Latham rather
ungentlemanly started to abuse me, in

the doing of which he also whacked
the good men who wrote our principal
bee-books. I don't know but I should
thank the very learned gentleman for
putting me in such distinguished com-
pany. He evidently stirred up a bigger
hornets'-nest than he bargained for.

I still hold to my contention, that
hornets are injurious to fruit; they
pester the honey-house, and everlast-

ingly get into the honey in their thiev-
ish propensity to pilfer that sweet. At
times of the year they are bothersome
to the bees, sometimes even attacking
and killing them. Of course, the trouble
from his source is never serious; it

is, however, so to the honey-room and
the fuit-crop. One thing about a hor-
net is that he is the most determined

of robbers ; lie will poke and nose
about a honey-house until he finds

some small crack through which he
can crowd his miserable little carcass
into the place where the honey is

stored. It seems to me that one will

work about the outside of a honey-
house all day until he manages to

secure an entrance. This a bee will

never do, for a bee generally wants to

get to the sweets right off; if she finds

her ingress blocked she will take her
busy little self to other pastures—pas-
tures probably far more pleasant and
better for her health.

At another time I may present some
strong evidence to show that we of
this State are not disposed to raise hor-
nets to fatten on "wormy "-steaks ; we
shall leave that profitable business to

the learned correspondent and defender
of the thievish and abominable hornet.
In doing this I won't dispute that the
hornet may have some good traits—so
have nearly all the members of the
robber profession, both in and out of
jail; those traits are at their best, how-
ever, when the owners are asleep, or
when they are dead.

Wild Radish as a Bee-Plant

One of our most common weeds is

the wild radish. I believe it is found
all over the length and breadth of the

State; I have seen immense patches of
it in bloom at Santa Barbara in April.

About the San Francisco bay counties
it is sometimes a pest, though with
careful cultivation it can be subjugated

Blossoms of Wild Radish.

in a few years. It blooms here during
April and May, and furnishes a large
quantity of nectar. The flavor is not
altogether bad; in fact, it is considered
very good. This plant is not a native,

but was introduced here at probably
the time of the Spanish occupation of

the country. There seems to be sev-
eral varieties, one or two of which is

very strong-growing, and the roots at-
tain large size. It may be possible that
these are of oriental origin. While an
annual the plant will live for several
years, I believe, by cutting ofT the tops
before the seed matures.

It would be well to destroy this wild
radish wherever found, by cutting it

bodily, as it is a useless weed except
that it has yalue to bee-keepers, but to
no one else that I know of.

Vale Ye Portrait Headings

1 hail with much pleasure the disap-
pearance of the headings used in the
departments of this Journal up to and
including the March number. On the
adoption of the old headings, or shortly
thereafter, I filed with the publishers
my objections to this style of headings,
especially the photographic use of my
"phiz" in connection with the heading
over the department I have been al-

lowed to inflict upon the good readers
of the "Old Reliable" these several
years. I did this not that the publica-
tion of said "phiz" would lead to my
detection and incarceration for "high
crimes and misdemeanors," or that I

was loath to be seen in company with
the class of individuals that appeared
elsewhere in the Journal, or, even, that
I felt myself so much better than the
other individuals that I did not want to
rub up against them through the me-
dium of printers' ink and white paper

—

no, not for any of these reasons, but
for the simple one that I considered
that it appeared a conceited idea to
have one's picture forever paraded be-
fore the public. But my objections
were voted down by ye Editor. I was
asked to let the heading run until a
complete change was made throughout
the Journal,and I reluctantly consented.

I make the foregoing comments this

time, for some reader of this magazine
has been so good as to call the atten-
tion of both Mr. T. B. Terry and the
editor of the Practical l<armer to the
fact that my "phiz" was monthly dec-
orating the pages of the " Old Reliable."
And I was therefore called "inconsis-
tent." All because I objected in a mild
and gentlemanly way to certain features
in the make-up of the said Practical
Farmer, one of which was the use of
headings much after the style of the
late ones of the American Bee Journal.
With the publication of my letter set-

ting forth my reasons for such unnec-
essary use of portraits in the way men-
tioned, the paper thereupon and ever
since has abandoned their use. But
with their going the editor has been
dying hard; he has taken occasion sev-
eral times to let himself down easy;
also to make digs at me for my intima-
tion that Mr. Terry is too prone to be
boosting things elsewhere advertised
in the issues of the Practical Farmer.
Any one who knows anything about
the inside management of a publication
office, knows that a " puff " or " boost "

is never given an article advertised ex-
cept for good and sufficient reasons
best known to the business department.
We all know that publishers are not
engaged in printing a paper just for the
fun of it, or even for their health, if

you will. Of course, I must admit that
there are times when reading notices
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or puffs are admitted without any com-
pensation ; usually, however, as inti-

mated, there is some ulterior reason for

such notice, especially when an adver-
tisement of the article noticed is dis-

played elsewhere in the paper.

In making these comments I inust

say that 1 have a very high regard for
Mr. Terry and his work; also for the
usefulness of the Practical Farmer, but
I cannot sever Mr. T.'s connection with
the editorial department of the paper
from the business office, no matter how
much the editor and Mr. T.'s friends

may think the latter is above writing
pufTs on demand of the business depart-
ment of the paper.

Several rea<lers of the said Farmer
have written me in praise of the stand
I have taken. .Anyway, I have it to my
credit, though perhaps not altogether
deserved, of having had a hand in oust-
ing department portraits from two
great papers, to-wit the American Bee
Journal and the I'ractical Farmer. Oh,
no; never mind the thanks! I was
doing siniplv what I considered my
dutv.

Dr. Miller's Question-Box
Send Questions either to the ofticc of tlic American tiuc Journal or direct to

Dk. C. C. Millek. iMa.kkn<;o, III.
He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Reinforced Comb Foundation

1. Is the reinforced comb foundation safe
with two wires in a Langstrotli frame in the
brood-nest ?

2. Is the extra-thin surplus reinforced
comb foundation drawn out quicker in cool
nights, like in Nevada, than the thin surplus
comb foundation ?

3. Is the midrib less in it than in comb
foundation not reinforced ? and do bee-sup-
ply dealers and manufacturers of comb
foundation offer to sell it

- Ut.^h.

Answers.— I. It ought to be safe with al-

most any kind of reinforcing, although 1 do
not know to what kind of reinforcing you
refer.

2. I don't think T ever before heard of ex-
tra-thin surplus reinforced foundation, but
1 don't think it would be drawn out quicker
than other foundation

3. I don't understand this, and I don't think
I ever saw such foundation for sale.

What Ailed the Bees ?

I have found that about -3 of the bees of

this locality died with the brood-chambers
full of honey, with no brood. What was the
cause?

. , ,,
1 had 2 swarms of bees this spring by IVIaya.

Indiana.

Answer.—You do not say when the bees
died. One would naturally suppose in the
winter; only you say there was no brood in

the hive, and that looks a little as if they
died in the spring after brood ought to be
present. It is of course impossible to say
without knowing more about the case, but if

they died in winter it might be that they
starved to death with much honey in the
hive, because the steady cold so long con-
tinued did not allow them to leave the clus-
ter to reach out where the honey was. Again.
the trouble may have been diarrhea. Of
course, one would not expect brood in the
hives in winter, but if they died after time
for brood in the spring. I don't know what
the trouble was. It might be queenlessness.
only that would hardly be on so large a scale.

A regular swarm as far north as you are so
early as May i is something remarkable;
but this was a very remarkable season.

Dequeenlng—Queen-Cells for Requeening

1. Is it a good practice, if working for ex-
tracted honey, to requeen by deqiieening
shorllv before the close oi the main honey-flow,
if followed by two months with little nectar
and then enough fall honey for wintering ?

2. Will a sealed, or nearly sealed, queen-
cell. <// Me <-/<>.« of the honey-flow, be accepted
shortly after dequecning to the exclusion of
cell-building ?

3. Would it be an advantage to give more
than one queen-cell ? Virginia.

Answers.—I. Yes. with a string to the any-
swer. Some, perhaps, would have no string.
But I wouldn't like to dequeen a colony that
had a good queen, unless I felt sure she
would get a better one. Even if you give a
young queen reared from choice stock, you
are not always certain of any improvement
since you don't know what drone she may
mate with. It is safer to requeen only the

third or half of the apiar\ that has done
poorest work.

2. If the queen-cell be unsealed, or sealed
only a short time, you may count on other
cells being started, with possibly swarming
as soon as the virgin from the cell given is

ready to go with the swarm. If the virgin is

nearly ready to emerge, although cells may
be started there is more likelihood that the
bees will tear them down. Something de-
pends upon how dearthy the dearth of honey
is. The safest thing is to give a virgin that is

not more than 12 hours out of the cell.

3. Yes. and no. If either cell were bad. as
sometimes happens, the other cell would
make all right. But with 2 cells, there might
be the chance of swarming.

Queen-Cells and Swarming

1. At what stage in the development of
queen-cells are bees apt to swarm? How
long before or how long after being capped
over ?

2. Am I correct in my understanding that
they are capped over 7 days after the eggs
have been placed in them ?

3. Is there any way of determining accu-
rately the ageof the larva, or. in other words.
how long it has been in process of develop-
ment, without waiting for it to be sealed
over ? New Jersev.

Answers.— I. About the time the first
queen-cell is sealed. Of course it may be
delayed after that time if weather is unfa-
vorable.

2. It is possible that in some cases matters
may be hurried as much as that, but the rule
is : 3 days in the egg. and then ^ days of feed-
ing. "That would make 8 days after the lay-
ing of the egg.

3. Nothing very definite. In general terms
it may be said that the larva makes most of
its growth in the last 2 days of its 5 days of
larval existence; and I think it doesn't
cover the bottom of the cell till after it is 3

days old.

Starling With Bees

1. Would you recommend a full colony or
a 3-frame nucleus with a tested queen for a
beginner ?

2. Will you kindly explain how to handle
the super when examining the brood-frames?

3. Would you start with common black
bees and a good Italian queen, or with all

Italian bees? Peoria.

Answers.— i. Get the full colony if you
can get one near at hand. If you have to
send oft a distance, get X\w nucleus, as ex-
pressage on a full colony would make it very
expensive. If you care nothing for expense,
get the full colony in either case.

2. I suppose you want to know what is

done with the super while you are examin-
ing the frames. Set it with one end on the
ground, the other leaning against the body
of a tree that is within reach, or against an-
other hive, or even against the hive at which
you are working. Of course the bottom of
the super will face toward the tree or other
object of support. .-Another way is to place
the cover of the hive flat on the ground and
stand the super on one end on the cover.
This applies only when the cover is flat. Or
set the super on end on another hive. If

there is danger of robbers troubling, put an
emi)ty hive or super on the ground close by.
put the super or supers on that in the same
position in which they were on the hive, and
then cover over.

3. A little butter to start with the whole
business Italian, but in 6 weeks all will be
Italian anyhow provided the queen is Italian

Swarm Prevention and Increase

1. What do you think of this plan for
swarming prevention and increase at the
same time? Go to a big colony, which is
taking care of queen-cells preparatory to
swarming, and lift out say 3 frames of brood
with the queen, and place them in another
hive for increase, and give the parent colony
a queen-cell of some desired strain from
which to rear their queen, taking care that
all the older cells were first destroyed ?

2. Do you favor placing the new swarm on
the old stand when a natural swarm has
issued, setting the old one a few feet away ?

Illinois.
Answers.— I. The plan will work. You

don't say what you will leave on the old
stand. Better leave on the old stand the
queen with the 2 or 3 frames of brood, and
put the rest on a new stand.

2. Yes. but still better it is to set the old
hive close to the swarm which has been put
on the old stand, and move the old hive
to a new stand a week or so later.

Growing Yellow Sweet Clover

There is some sweetclover in this vicinity,
of the white variety, which yields a good
quality of honey for a month or more. White
clover is our main dependence for honey.
There is very little basswood here, but con-
siderable fruit-bloom, which yields some
nectar in favorable seasons, to be divided
among 7 bee-keepers within a radius of 5
miles, some of whom shamefully neglect
their bees, and lose the greater part of their
new swarms which go to the woods. Several
have lost all their bees by not giving them
the proper protection during the winter.
Kindly give me the address of some one who
grows yellow sweet clover for seed, as I wish
to purchase 20or 30 pounds for experimental
Purposes on my new farm of 80 acres. I

ought it this spring. It is located about \Vi
miles from here, and I intend to move my
bees next December, when I take posses-
sion. Michigan.

.Answer.— I do not know of any one now
who has yellow sweet clover seed, but
likely some one will advertise it for sale in
this journal, as has been the case in the
past. Coming 2 or 3 weeks earlier than the
white sweet clover, the yellow is of great
value where there is a scarcity of common
white clover, or in years when white clover
blooms, and yields no honey.

T-Supers—Shallow Frames for Chunk Honey

1. In answer to a correspondent, you said
it would be better to make the T-super 17^
inches instead of 17*3 inches as you gave me.
Have you tried that length ? It seems to me
that there is a surplus room to wedge. Will
vou tell me how you wedge, if one end or
both? What kind of wedge do you use? I

wedged some with the broken sections or
any little pieces: wedged both ends, each
row of sections wedged independent of the
others. The bees put propolis beside some
of the wedged end of the sections.

2. I have read of people producing bulk or
chunk honey in shallow frames. What is

the depth of the frame, inside measure? I use
H-inch strips to make my frames. Do you
think 8-inch lumber will be too deep? "The
top and bottom pieces, and the 'i-inch space
I have would leave the honey 6^ inches
deep. Kentucky.

Answers.—I. I use, as you remember, lit-

tle sticks i2x'4X"8 or thinner than '/a) to
wedge in at the top between the sections.
Well, when the sections fit in at the bottom
too loose, they will sometimes drop down at
one end, and putting in a wedge at one end.
as you speak of. will do nothing to prevent
that unless merely by the tightness of the
wedging. Instead of wedging at the end, I

take one of those little sticks I first men-
tioned, and put in the angle of one of the T-
tins. That virtually makes the bottoms of
the sections H-inch longer, and prevents
any dropping down at the end.

I have not tried supers i7'/» long, but the
fact that I can. and do, shorten some of the
I7js ones H of an inch by putting in the strip
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H thick seems to show that 17!-*' would be
enough. Unfortunately some of my supers
are a little more than 17M. not being made as
accurately as they should have been, al-
though made at a regular hive-factory. No
ereat harm comes from a loose fit if it were
not that it allows the sections to drop down
at one end.

2. I don't think all producersof bulk honey
use frames of the same depth, and it is prob-
ably not very important as to the depth.
Those who. like Mr. Scholl. use brood-
frames prefer, I think, to have the surplus-
frames of the same depth as brood frames.
I don t know, but I should suppose, that any
one who makes frames any shallower than
the regular Langstroth {qMi would prefer
them still shallower than yours, which are
7% inches deep, outside measure, which is
only i» of an inch shallower than the Lang-
stroth frame. Wouldn't 6 inches be deep
enough for you ? That would leave the
honey-comb 5 inches deep with top and bot-
tom-bars Ji inch thick. But don t you think
a bottom-bar ^4 inch thick is unecessarily
strong ? Most people would be satisfied with
% inch. ^^^^^

Queen-Rearing and Swartti-Prevention

1. What method of larvce trausferrence do
you use in queen-rearing? Do you think
that of transferring cocoons superior to dry
cell and jelly ?

2. Do you ever raise the back of the inner
cover on hives for summer ventilation ?

3. Would a good method of requeening and
swarm prevention be to take the queen from
the colony making preparations, and after
they start cells to graft larvse from the
breeder in their cells after destroying the
inmate of the cell ?

4. What is the best method of transferring
bees from a box ? Illinois.

Answers.— I. I don't use either way.
Formerly I used both ways, and preferred
transferring cocoons.

2. I have no inner cover, and I don't raise
the cover for ventilation. But I do what is
equivalent to it: I let the super come far
enough forward to allow a space of '4 inch
for ventilation. This very often through the
hot weather. It has its objections when
working for comb honey, but the advantages
are greater. It has not the same objection
for extracting work.

3. Inexperienced hands the plan ought to
work well.

4. Let the colony in the box-hive swarm,
and 3 weeks later, when all worker-brood
has emerged, break up the hive and melt
the combs, adding the bees to the swarm.

May Not Be Foul Brooil—Treatment

How far am I off ? They say what people
don't know don't hurt them, but what I

don't know at the present time about Euro-
pean foul brood hurts me beyond compare.
First I will try to describe the looks of the
brood I suspect of being diseased. Brood in
the larval state, probably one in 25, seems to
be shriveled, and does not have that clear,
white, transparent or watery appearance.
Also, the brood in the pupal state should
always be capped (as I suppose), but it is
not capped, but I can see those purple eyes
through a small hole left not sealed, which
looks as though they had started their work
but had not finished it. But still they seem
to be alive; at least, they move their anten-
nae or feelers, and the mandible, or jaw.
although some would not move; they were
all intact, firm, and of one color. Still I am
satisfied that some of this brood in the larval
state is dead. This has come suddenly to
me, and I suppose with close attention I can
decide whether this is European foul brood
or not. But 1 would like your opinion. The
above conditions exist in about 7 colonies
out of go.

The main object with me is to get your
udgmenton the following treatment that I

lave been studying over for the last few
days.

First, fill a super with chunk-honey frames,
drawn combs, or foundation. Go to the dis-
eased colony, remove it from its stand, put
said super on the stand in the place of the
old hive, shake the same as a shook swarm;
fiut another super on top of this one the fol-
owing day. with an excluder between
(chunk-honey super preferred). Now re-
turning to the old body I will say, set it by
the side of said ^^per, and handle on Atchley
plan. Of course. I don't expect to follow
that plan to a finish, but I will leave enough
bees in the body to protect it until the 21
days have expired, then I will shake them
and remove the body for 4 days, return it to

i,^

Its own original stand latter removing super;
return the bees to it and hatched brood in
the super the same as done in the body. My
idea IS to get some honey and at the same time
cure the disease. Yes, I can almost see you
smile when you think of those big bunches
of pollen I will have in that upper super,
biit the chunk-honey man gets very handy
witli the knife, you know. Yes. again, I will
not have a glutted brood-chamber with all
young queens, with a chance for a record
breaker the following year, that is true. I
will also add that I don't expect to make
honey or money without a big lot of work.
But do you think it will cure? and is "the
game worth the candle?" Oregon.
Answer.-From your description I have

some doubt whether your bees have Euro-
pean foul brood. Send a sample of the dis-
eased brood to Dr. E. F. Phillips. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Washington, D. C, and
you will get positive information. If you
write him in advance he will send you a
package and frank, so postage will cost you
nothing.

I don't know whether your plan will cure,
but It doesn't seem to be giving the best
chance for a cure. If I understand correctly,
you are expecting the bees to clean out the
combs, and are leaving only a few bees with
the combs to do the cleaning. A weak, dis-
couraged lot of bees can not be expected to
be very energetic about cleaning up. If you
want to save the combs and also get a crop
of honey, why don't you try the Alexander
plan, or a modification of it ? First, see that
the colony is strone. or make it so. Remove
the queen. Ten days later destroy all
queen-cells and give the colony a virgin
queen of pure Italian stock, or at least of
vigorous stock. But perhaps there is no
foul brood among your bees, and by the time
this is in print all the bad symptoms will
have disappeared, in which case they will
not need any treatment.

Relative Merits of Bees

1. What are the relative merits of Golden
Italians, 3-banded Italians, Caucasians, and
Carniolans, for this region?

2. Having 3-banded Italians, could Cau-
casian queens be introduced? and would
they mix with my present strain ?

Illinois.
Answers.—I. Answering in a general way,

I should say that the 3-banded Italians were
likely to take the lead for good results.
Either of the others has its admirers who
find it superior to the 3-banded Italians, but
others give different testimony. Perhaps
this may be because of difference in indi-
vidual colonies. At any rate, the great ma-
jority. I think, consider the 3-banded Ital-
ians the ones to tie to.

2. A Caucasian queen could be introduced
into a colony of Italians, and there could
hardly be said to be mixing in that colony,
for in less than 2 months there would be
nothing but Caucasians in the hive. But
there would be mixing afterward, for the
next young queen reared in the Caucasian
colony would be likely to meet an Italian
drone. Also. Italian virgins in other colonies
might meet Caucasian drones.

Questions by a Beginner

1. 1 purdiased a 3-frame nucleus this
spring, receiving it May 5. I have been feed-
ing them ever since I got them. Do you
think they will be strong enough in about 4
weeks to store any surplus honey, the flow
beginning about June 5 ?

2. Would you think that a 3-frame nucleus
would be strong enough colony since May 5
so I could take another 3 frames of brood
and bees out of the colony about July 15 and
start another colony? Of course. I would
have to buy a queen, and get them strong
enough for the winter.

3. What is a division-board in a hive for?
How is it used, and where would you place
it to get the best fcsults ?

4. How can you tell a queen from the rest
of the bees ? Mine are all Italians.

5. I have seen more or less in the American
Bee Journal about using 2-story hives. How
would this work: Place a hive minus the
bottom on top of another hive, and let the
queen and bees enter the same as the lower;
let them breed in the upper story, and use
the lower for stores; that is. do it in the fall
of the year ? Would you have to leave
this upper story on all the time, or could [

take it off in the spring? Would such a col-
ony store more honey than in a single story ?

Which is best? I am a beginner in the bee-
line. I had 4 colonies last year and they all

died last winter. So I started fresh again
this spring with a 3-frame nucleus. I will letyou know what luck I have had, some time
t n IS 1311.

I have been getting the American Bee
Journal for 6 months, and I am well pleased
with it. If I live long enough I may be a bee-keeper some day. Illinois
Answers,—I. Quite likely they may. Yetthere is nothing certain about it. Something

depends upon the strength of the nucleus
tor all 3-frame nuclei are not equal in
strength. If strong, in as good a season as
this promises to be, they ought to yield aa good surplus.

2. Yes, if of good strength, and the season
good.

3. A division-board may be used to sep-
arate a hive in 2 parts, either to contain 2
colonies or 2 nuclei, or to make the room
smaller for the one colony in the hive.
Division-boards are not used a great deal
In many apiaries none is used. Dummies
are much used, and these are often incor-
rectly called djvision-boards. A dummy is a
board, generally thin, of the same size as a
brood-frame, and having a top-bar. Almost
invariably an 8-frame hive contains a dum-
my. The 8 frames do not quite fill the hive
and the dummy is put in atone side to fill
out the vacant space. It is easier to lift out
the dummy and then lift out a frame than itwould be to lift out a frame if the frames
filled the whole space. I'en-frame hives are
generally made so they need no dummy I
don t know why.

4. Look for a bee longer than the rest, and
with wings that look too short for the length
of Its abdomen. You'll not be likely to miss
It the first time you see it.

5. It wouldn't work the way you seem to
expect. Bees like to have their stores above
their brood, and if you gave them an upper
story they would use that and not the lower
one for stores. Whether it would be a good
thing to have 2 stories depends upon a good
many things—too long a story to go into here

I- rom some things you say 1 suspect you
have no bee-book. It will be money in your
pocket to have one. It might save the cost
of the book several times over just in the
matter of wintering alone.

Keeping Ants Out of Hives—Oipping Qoeens

1. What is good to keep ants out of bee-
hives ? We are bothered with them so
much. We shake them off every day, but
they don't seem to stay out. Will it hurt the
bees ?

2. We had a colony that did not have a
queen in the spring, and the rest had. When
I looked for the queen the next day in the
hive which stood near that one, I found the
queen had walked over in the queenless
hive. Did you ever hear of anything like
that ?

3. Is it best to clip the queen's wings ?

Wisconsin.
Answers.—L Generally, the kind of ants

that trouble bees in your part of the coun-
try do no serious harm. More than anything
else, they like to make their nests over the
hive because it is warm there. The bees
will drive them out themselves, if the bees
can get at them. The prevention is to have
no place where the bees can not get it ants
can get there. If there is a quilt over the
frames that closes down so no bee can get
above the quilt, and then a cover over that
with a crack big enough for the ants to
crawl through, that makes the nicest kind of
a warm shelter for the ants. Some keep ants
out by having legs to the stands, the foot of
each leg standing in a little dish containing
water or some offensive substance the ants
will not crawl through.

2. I'm not sure I ever knew anything ex-
actly like it.

3. I wouldn't like to keep bees without
having the queens' wings clipped, and I

think most bee-keepers are of the same
mind.

A Beginner Asia Some Questions

1. I use foundation starters in all of my
new hives. Would you advise the use of a
bee-feeder inside of a hive filled with syrup
where a new swarm of bees is to be put?
and do you think this will bait the bees so
that they will not leave the hive, which they
sometimes do ?

2. They say if a swarm of bees goes south-
west and stops, and you hive them, they will
stay; but if they go southeast and stop, and
you hive them, they will not stay. What is
your opinion ? or give the reason why ?

3. Will bees go in old hives as well as new
ones when they have become damp inside
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several times, but have never been used be-
fore ?

4. A neighbor places common boxes up in

trees and catches stray swarms. Is there
anything a person can put in a hive that will

bait a swarm to the box placed in a tree ?

5. Will it be all right to cut a small hole on
top in the hive-box. and place a screen over
it for ventilation when I transfer bees from
boxes into new hives ?

6. I have a super on a hive with pound-
boxes and starters, and have no queen-ex-
cluder between. It is tilled with bees, and
I'm afraid they have drawn out the combs
and the queen has deposited eggs in them.
What should I do with the super ? Put it on
the new hive when the bees swarm, or leave
it on the old hive ?

7. Have bees a location in view before
swarming? If so. have they this location
prepared ready to enter ?

8. Is there a young queen in a hive before
the old one leaves with the first swarm?
How soon does she take her mating flight ?

How often does a queen mate in a lifetime ?

Q. I have some bees that have 2 and 3 yel-

low stripes or bands across their backs,
back of the wings, and are some larger than
the blacks; also, more savage. Is there any
Italian blood in them ?

10. What date of the month is the Ameri-
can Bee Journal published ? I get it on the
ibth of the month, and can hardly wait until

it comes. Illinois.

Answers.— I. If the weather is unfavor-
able, or if for any reason the bees of a
swarm can not gather when they are first

hived, it is an excellent plan to feed them.
But can you afford to use only starters in

your brood-frames ? The bees will be pretty
sure to build a good deal of drone-comb un-
less the frames are filled with foundation;
and having much drone-comb is expensive
business.

2. And what will they do if they go just
half way between the two directions? I

don't think there's anything in it at all.

3. Yes. if the hives are sweet and clean.

4. Yes. if you can put brood-combs in it. If

the combs have been used but are still sweet
and clean the bees will like them better
than any empty hive.

5. Yes. but it is not necessary.
6. If there is brood in the super, and you

want it to continue there, put the super over
the swarm as soon as it is hived. If there is

no brood in the super, give it to the swarm 2

days later. If you give the super to the
swarm before the queen has begun to lay in

the brood-chamber, there is danger that she
may go up in the super.

7. I don't know. 1 suspect they generally
have a location in view. I've seen them
cleaning out a place 2 or 3 days before
swarming.

8. Before I forget it. I want to tell you that
it will be money in your pocket to buy a
good bee-book. It will answer a whole lot

of questions about things that you ought to
know and may not think to ask about, and
the knowledge you would gain on a single
point may be worth twice the cost of the
book. But I'll answer these questions now.
and not make you wait till you get the book,
for there will be plenty of other questions to
ask after you get the book.

When the first swarm issues there is no
young queen in the hive except those in

queen-cells. The swarm emerges about the
time the oldest queen-cell is sealed. The
young queen takes her wedding-flight when
she is 5 days old or older. She mates only
once in a lifetime; but some say there are
exceptions to this rule.

Q. Bees with 2 and 3 yellow stripes prob-
ably have more Italian than black blood in

ihem.
10. The American Bee Journal is published

from the 12th 10 the 15th of each month. I'm
always anxious to see it, too. and sometimes
I wish it would come sooner in the month.
But if it did, we'd have to wait just as long
between meals for the next, so Where's the
odds ?

Getting Bees into Other Hives

Last spring 1 boui;ht 5 exceptionally strong
colonies of bees in large hives. This spring
I have been considering different plans for
getting them ovit of the hives. There is the
old plan of letting the bees swarm, destroy-
ing the queen-cells in the hive, and shaking
the bees of the old hive into the new one.
when in 21 days none will be left. I have
been considering two variations of a differ-

ent plan, but would like your opinion before
putting cither into practice.

I. My bees are all very strong, some of
them starting work in the second stories.

Suppose that about June i. or when the
queen begins laying in the upper hive-body,
I put a queen-excluder bctvi-een the stories.
After all the brood has hatched I could re-

move the lower story filled with honey.
Could I put this honey over a colony after
the honey-fiow and get them to put it into
sections by uncapping it ? I know they
would fill the brood-chamber, but would
they go further if several supers were be-
tween them and the honey ?

2. The other plan I had in view was to put
a bee-escape board between the two stories,
and put a piece of wire-screen over the old
entrance, forcing the bees above as soon as
hatched. By this plan, the bees could not
fill the losver combs with honey, but would
so many bees go above that the brood would
not be sufficiently covered? In either case
would I need to destroy queen-cells below?
Perhaps there is some difficulty that I have
not thought of. I shall await your reply with
the greatest of interest. Illinois.

Answers.—I. Looks as if it might work;
but I've tried it and it was a failure.

2. I don t think there would be so much
danger of brood being chilled as there would
be of thirst. But you could furnish water.
I don't believe it would be necessary to de-
stroy the queen-cells below.

colonies nicely in the way you propose. Sup-
pose th« Italian colony has swarmed. If the
weather was favorable for 2 or 3 days before
the swarm issued, you may cut out the cells
about a week after the issuing of the swarm.
But if the weather was rainy or cold for i. 2,

or 3 days before the issuing of the swarm,
then you must cut out cells that much ear-
lier, because the swarm may have been de-
layed by the weather, making the cells just
so much more advanced, and if you wait too
long you may find the cells destroyed.

About 2 days before you cut out the cells,
destroy the queen in any desired colony.
Then when you cut out the cells, give one
of them to this colony. Use a hive-staple to
pin the cell on the side of a comb, letting
one leg of the staple be sunk in the comb,
while the other holds the cell in place. Let
the cell be centrally located so there will be
no danger of its being chilled.

If you want to rear some queens, break up
the dequeened colony into nuclei, using 2 or
3 frames of brood with adhering bees for

each nucleus, and giving it a cell.

Transferring Bees—Text-Books—Crosswise Combs
—Chunit vs. Comb or Extracted, Etc.

1. I have bought 12 colonies of bees in box-
hives from a neighbor. I got them at 75

cents per hive. Don't you think I got them
cheap ?

2. The hives are full of bees, and I want to
transfer them. Would you advise me to

transfer now. or wait till the old hives are
filled with honey ?

3. Would you use the old combs, or full

sheets of foundation ?

4. I am a beginner. What text-books would
you get ?

5. How do you make queen-candy ?

6. I have one colony with combs built

crosswise. How would you manage to get
them straight ?

, , , ,

7. Do you think I could do better running
for chunk honey than for comb or extracted ?

8. Does it pay to use full sheets of founda-
tion in the brood-nest ? Georgia.

Answers.— I. If you succeed in everything
else in bee-keeping as well as in buying your
bees, you ought to oeat us all.

2. The honey is in the way in transferring;
so you better not wait. Nowadays it is con-
sidered better to let the bees swarm, hiving
the swarm in a movable-frame hive, setting
the swarm on tlie old stand with the old
hive close beside it. a week later moving the
old hive to the opposite side, and then 21

days after the swarm issued breaking up the
old hive. At that time all the brood will be
hatched out except a few drones.

3. By the way I have mentioned you would
use foundation.

4. Roots "ABC and X Y Z, " Dadant s

Langstroth," and "Cook's Manual " are all

good.
5. Warm a little extracted honey, knead

into it powdered sugar until you have a stiff

dough. Let it stand a day or so. and if it

seems a little soft, as it likely will, work in

some more sugar until it is stiff.

6. That depends altogether on the condi-
tion of affairs. It may be part of the frames
are straight and the others only a little

crooked. In that case you may be able to

cut away the attachments and straighten
the comb into its own frame. If all the
combs are very crooked, you may consider
it as a box-hive.

7. I don't know; but likely you would.
8. Yes. indeed.

Malting Increase—Queen-Rearing

I am a beginner in the bee-business. I have
some black bees, also some Italians. I would
like to know if I could take some queen-cells
from the Italians in May or June, and divide
the black bees and get an increase of Ital-

ians. Those who rear queens seem to quote
prices very high. Please give me the best
way to introduce the cells, or can I clip the
cells and rear some queens ?

North Carolina.

Answer.—You can buy queens for a dollar
apiece or less, which doesn't seem very
high. If you go into the business of rearing
queens you will not make a fortune at such
prices. For all that, it is a good thing to

know how to rear your own queens. You
can utilize the queen-cells from your Italian

" La Loque " or Foul Brood

I am a honey producer myself on a small

scale, and I fear that my bees are suffering

from "la loque." If so. how would it be
seen, and what is the best remedy or treat-

ment for curing same ? Canada.

Answer.— "La loque" is simply the

French name for foul brood. A more or less

foul odor accompanies it. and the most
marked feature is the stringiness of the

dead brood. Thrust a tooth-pick into one o£

the rotten larvae, and as you draw it out the

decayed matter will stick to the tooth-pick

and string out an inch or so before it breaks.

The usual cure is to take away all the brood
at a time when bees are gathering freely,

leaving the bees on frames with shallow
starters, taking these away 4 days later and
replacing them with frames filled with foun-

dation. This is the American foul brood.

European foul brood, or black brood, is not

generally so foul-smelling, and there is little

or no stringiness. It may have the same
treatment as the American variety, and it

may also have the Alexander treatment,

thus: Kill or remove the queen. In g days
destroy all queen-cells. On the 20th day
after removing the old queen, give a ripe

queen-cell or a virgin just hatched, the cell

or the virgin being of pure Italian stock.

Some have reported success by destroying
queen-cells 10 days after the removal of the

old queen and giving a virgin at the same
time. But remember that the Alexander
treatment is no good for the American foul

brood.

Queen-Cells Above Queen-Excluders

I Since my first sight of queen-excluders
my enthusiasm for them has been at white
heat, but rush of work in spring-time has,

until the present, prevented my putting

them on just at the opening of the sage

bloom, which was about April 20 to 24. I

placed one on every hive I have above one
super high. For reasons that only concern
the writer, I left all brood from the egg to

maturity above the excluder. Within the

usual time it takes to set them, almost every
colony was filled above the excluder with
queen-cells. I make a quick job of going

through them all and destroying the cells.

I noticed before I got to the end of my job

that the bees had torn them down in some
instances, and in some they had not. What
would the result have been if I had not de-

stroyed these queen-cells? Would they

have superseded the queens? I frankly ac-

knowledge that the matter puzzled me. and
that I am still puzzled. California.

Answers.— I. When brood is put over an
excluder, the queen being below, the bees
sometimes start queen-cells and sometimes
they don't. After starting them, sometimes
they destroy them and sometimes they don t.

In the cases whore they do not destroy the
cells, if you had not interfered, a young
queen would in time have emerged. Then
the remaining cells may have been de-

stroyed, or they may have been left and an
attempt made to swarm. The young queen
or queens being imprisoned above could not
get out with the swarm, but the old queen
could, and would. In any case the young
queen could not get out to be fertilized, and
I don't know what would happen then. Per-

haps the bees would worry her to death
when they found she was not coming up to

their expectations; and perhaps she would
go to work as a drone-layer.



Prospects All Right for Honey
I have about 20 colonies of bees. Tfie pros-

pects are all right for a good honey-flow here
from white clover, which is iust beginning to
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new swarms, as there is but little demand
for bees here; people like the honey well
enough, but they dread bee-stings.

I have 23 colonies of Italian and hybrid
bees now out of 25. fall count, in chaff and
dead-air space hives. I got $50 worth of
comb and extracted honey from colonies,
spring count, last season. I sold the best
section honey at i3/i and 14 cents per pound,
also had enough for family use on the table
2 or ) times a day all the time. I sold my
extracted at 75 cents per 2-quart Mason
fruit-jar. Wm. H. Martin.
Highland. Mich.. April 2^.
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bloom.
Liberty. Mo.. May 21

JAS. I. ESTE.

Hard Spring On Bees

1 have 31 colonies of bees left. But this
has been a hard spring on them. I have been
feedingthem so as to keep them strong. I

notice this morning that they have com-
menced to gather pollen again.
Monticello. Mo.. May 6. Jas. W. Antrim.

Bees Wintered Well

My bees are still alive. We are having
some of everything but good weather. Bees
came out this spring very well, in view of
the honey-dew they had for winter stores. I
wintered 26 colonies out of 27. outdoors.

.]. C. Cunningham.
Streator. 111.. May 16.

Bees Hustling Now
My bees are doing nicely. We have had

rather peculiar weather until lately, and
now the bees are making up for lost time, as
the fruit-trees are in full bloom and seem to
be yielding some nectar and lots of pollen.
Sheffield. Ont.. May 16. Pom Cooley.

Warm and Then Cold

We had warm weather in March, and it

was cold in April and May. The early fruit-
bloom is ruined. I divided my heaviest col-
ony April rst. and bought a queen for one
part. The result is 2 good colonies that will
be ready for the honey-flow.
Waseca. Minn.. May id. Edwin Kwei.i,.

Feeding Bees in May
Bees are in a deplorable condition. I have

to feed to keep them from starving. Every-
thing was killed by the frost but the clover,
which is just beginning to open. I plucked
the first heads yesterday, so there is hope
for relief from feeding soon. I have about
75 colonies left from from 90 put into winter
Quarters last fall. A. WicHERTs.
Matteson. III.. May 24.

Warm Weather Needed.

The prospect for a good honey crop is very
favoraole. While the spring has been cold
and wet it his been favorable to the growth
of white clover, as it seems to branch out
and grow better with a cool spring. The
fruit-bloom was frozen and killed, as was
also the black locust bloom. Bees will be
in a starving condition unless the weather
clears up soon, as there is no bloom to gatlier
from at the present time. Should the
weather turn warm there will be plenty of
bloom soon.
My bees wintered better than ever here,

as I lost only a few colonies, and none were
as much weakened as you would expect
after as hard a winter as we had.

W. H. Svvearingin.
Epworth, Ky., May 9.

Side-Line Bee-Keeping—Home Market

I still think as much of " l-'orty Years
Among the Bees" as ever. I often have oc-
casion to refer to it. and find it full of use-
ful information on bee-keeping. I have kept
bees a-i a side-line of minor importance ever
since the year 1867. with varying success. I

use mostly the lo-frame Simplicity hive.wired
frames. When I get more than 20 or 30 colo-
nies on han<l. I simply smother the rest with
brimstone in the fall, extract the honey and
keci) the empty hives over, away from mice,
and use them the following season to hive

Not Good Spring for Bees

My bees came through in pretty good
shape; I had 3 Queenless this spring. These
were all I lost out of 68 packed in chaff on
the summer stands. Last year 1 wintered 38
colonies and extracted 4000 pounds of honev.
besides an increase of 3u swarms. This
spring has not been very good for bees. We
have had cold, windy weather most of the
time when it is not raining, but 1 had quite a
few good, fat combs of honey, and by putting
one on flat right over the brood-nest. 1 have
built up some of the weaker colonies in
good shape. R. Rutherford.
Strange. Ont.. May 10.

Bees Facing Starvation

After havinga splendid start during March
and early April, the bees in this vicinity
now face starvation, unless fed heavily. We
have had very heavy frost which has killed
all fruit-bloom. The only source left is
dandelion, and we have practically none of
that here. One queen was occupying s
frames 3 weeks ago; she is laying only in 2
now. The clover came through the winter
in splendid condition, and the young clover
made a fine start, but although we have had
a fine spring since the frost of March, we
have not had any rain yet. and the young
clover is dying; the old is making no growth,
but burning up on the south side of the hills.
But we are hoping for the best.

N. P. Anderson.
Eden Prairie. Minn.. May 8.

Worthless Bee-Census—Foul Brood

If all the rest of the census enumerators
did as the one has done here, we won't know
any more about the beekeeping industry
than if there had been no census taken at
all. Our enumerator personally knows me.
He asked the usual questions until it came
to my occupation. I gave it as "Apiarist."
He did not ask how many colonies I have,
nor anything about the crop of honey or
beeswax. When I asked him if he wanted
that, he said no; that he would not make
out a ranch list.

Foul brood has about cleaned up our bees
in this county. There are only 23 colonies
left in this (8) precinct, of which I am the
bee-inspector.

It has been cold and windy, and the bees
have been doing poorly. G. H. Eversoi.e.
Flora Vista. New Mex., May 21.

An Unfavorable Spring for Bees

In the spring of igo8 I came out with 50 col-
onies. It was cold and hard on bees in this
northeastern part of Wisconsin, but as soon
as the weather warmed up the bees built up
quickly, and my crop was 4000 pounds of
honey, and the bees had plenty for winter
stores. But loog was poor. I had that spring
65 colonies that built up nicely for the har-
vest, but when we thought of getting a crop
of honey, and the bees had started nicely to
work, it was cutoff by drouth, and left us
with a very small honey crop of 1200 pounds
for 1900. and the bees had to be fed in the
fall for winter.
But this spring I have 80 colonies. It is so

early that we were from 2 to 3 weeks ahead
of other springs. March was so fine that my
bees were all out of the cellar on the sum-
mer stands on March 21st, and on the 2';th

bringing in the first pollen. This is earlier
than I have seen them do in the i.^i years that
I have kept bees. The outlook was good,
but. oh! April and the first half of May gave
them a knock-down, with cold, frost, storm
and snow blizzards; the strong colonies held
their own. but the weak ones dwindled
down to nothing. Now we have fruit-bloom,
and we hone to build them up yet to have
them ready for a honey crop. Bee-keepers
are always hopeful. C. H. Voigiit.
Tisch Mills. Wis.. May 21.

From 1 Colony to 30 in One Season

May 2u. iguu. a friend of mine. Harry Fort,
of Washington Co.. N. Y.. got a strong colonv
of Italian bees from me; he wanted more,
but 1 said. "No. let us see how many we can
get from one colony." To my astonishment.
we were able to increase that one to 30
strong colonies, the bees building all their
own comb and roaring nearly all their own
queens. We did it by dividing We found
it necessary to do some feeding near the
close of the season, as the season was a poor
one.
In order to give a description of the method

followed in making the increase it will be
necessary to tell what kind of frames and
hives 1 use. The brood-frame I use is iii-S

inches deep, and iiH inches long. It is
nearly square, and known as the Gallup
frame. 1 consider it the best frame for all
purposes ever used. I have used the Lang-
stroth and several other kinds, but do not
like them. Bees winter better on the Gallup
frames, being deeper. The honey-extractors
cost less for this kind of frames, and the
combs of honey hang in them the same as
they do in the hive, making it easier to ex-
tract without much breakage of combs;
while with the Langstroth framesvery many
break out when extracting heavy combs of
honey, as they have to stand on end; at
least, this has been my experience. Bees
build up faster in the spring in Gallup
frames, the hives being more compact.
Next is the size of the hive. I use 2 sizes,

both of them of my getting up. one an 8-

frame hive, which 1 use when running for
increase and to winter bees in. The other
16 frames, being nearly 25 inches long, out-
side measure, is used for the production of
either comb or extracted honey only. This
I call my non-swarming hive, and I never
had a colony swarm when the hive was
tiered up 3 hives high, and only one swarm
when it was tiered 2 high, in 30 years that I

know of. I make all of my hives with a half-
inch above the frames and a half-inch be-
low the frames. The bees winter much
better this way. At the top the bees can
readily pass to all the combs because they
have plenty of room, and the heat is nearly
all up there. 1 also use a cover with a i-

inch hole bored in the center to let the mois-
ture out of the hive in winter. This is all

the upward ventilation a strong colony
needs. The hole is covered with wire-
cloth. In the picture [See upper picture on
the front page.—Editor.] you will see the
little stones lying over these holes to keep
the rain out of the hives. These ideas are
original with me. This does away with
chaff cushions and cloths of every kind ; the
bees can be wintered much better without
them, as I have tried them and know.

I never use much comb foundation, only
starters in the brood-frames and sections.
A long time ago I discovered a substantial
way of putting starters in the brood-frames
without the use of wooden strips. The
starter I use and recommend is only M inch
wide. I like natural combs; they never sag.
or at least 1 never saw it. These bees that 1

am about to tell you of built all their own
combs except the starters.
The queen of the colony Mr. Fort got of

me was one of the best layers that 1 ever
saw. On May 20 I went to his place and ex-
amined the colony, and found 7 full combs
of brood, and one comb full of honey.
Now this is the way 1 began the increase;

I took the best two combs of brood nearest
to the hatching and the comb of honey, with
plenty of bees on all 3 combs, the queen in-

cluded, to an empty hive quite a little dis-
tance away. 1 shook the bees from 2 more
combs from the old hive into the new. know-
ing that many of the bees in the hive just
made would return to the old hive. I now
placed 5 new frames with starters in the
hive where the queen was taken from.
Note one thing right here, the queen-cells
were reared where all the field-workers
were. There were none with the queen.
One week from this time 1 made 2 more
small colonies from the queenless part, giv-

ing each part 2 nice queen-cells. Of course,
the old hive with the one comb of brood was
fully as strong as any. because most of the
field-workers were there. Mr. Fort painted
his hives, some of them green, some white,
some red. Every young queen mated all

right this time, and 4 colonies were soon
strong ones. June 2d. the hive where the
old queen was. was packed full again. I then
divided 9 in the same way as 1 did before,
and one week later 2 more were made. July
24 the hive containing the old queen was full

again, and I divided it that day. also with
quite a number of the old hives, and one
week from that time a whole lot were made.
Now we had gotten to a point where we
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could go fast, and the yard was soon full.

Aug. 28 we divided for the last time. We
split 7 of the strongest colonics riglit in two
in the middle as nearly as we could eel
them that way. Of course, the larirer part
of the nearest hatching brood was placed in
the hives on the new stands with the greater
fiart of the worker-bees; in this case we
eft the queens at home on the old stands.
Of course, all the old tield-workers would
come back to the old places, and that was
just what we wanted, because right here we
safely introduced 7 Italian queens. The last
colonies divided soon became strong.
When we had done dividing we found we

had ^i colonies, but the queen of one of the
hives was not laying as well as we thought
she ought to. so we killed her and introduced
an Italian queen, but failed. We then
united this queenless colony with one of the
weakest in the yard, which reduced the
number to io colonies. I verily believe if we
had put in young queens in the queenless
parts ;is fast as we divided, we could easily
have increased to so strong colonies from
one.
The parent colony I let Mr. Fort have. 1

have marked with a point of ink on the
cover; you will readily see it in the picture
which I send. Mr. Fort's boy is also in the
picture.
Twenty-one colonies were packed in dry

sawdust. ^ in a box. last fall, in the yard, but
fixe<l so they could dy if the weather was
warm enough. The other q were put into the
cellar to winter. I will send Mr. Fort's let-

ter, and you can see for yourself how they
have wintered—almost perfectly. Twenty
colonies will be put in non-swarming hives,
and run for extracted honey the coming sea-
son, and later I will let you know how we
get along. The other colonies will be run
for increase.
Only 23 colonies can be seen in the picture.

G. H. Adams.
Rensselaer Co.. N. Y.. March x

[The letter referred to by Mr. .\dams
in the above reads as follows :

—

Editor.]

Friend Adams;— I was glad to liear that
your bees wintered successfully. My bees
are all alive except one colony. It was the
last box we put the bees in. They alt had a
good flight, and have been out 4 or 5 days
lately. This one I spoke about did not fly.

so I thought I would look at it. I found it

dead. The bees were all on one side of the
hive. The honey was all used up. Some
bees were deep in the cells. They had honey
in the hive, but it was on the other side of
the hive, so I guess they starved to death—
too cold to move over to the other side.
But I think I have done very well so far. My
best colony was out terrible—that pride of
mine, you know which one that is. I have
quite a few colonies that are strong. I looked
at those in the cellar the other night, and I

found them all right, except. I think, they
will need feeding very soon. I have sent for
comb foundation, and expect it this week.
Do you think I would better put water out
where the bees can get at it, and flour ?

What kind of flour, if any ? When should I

take the bees out of the cellar? Have you
taken yours out yet ? You said you were
going to take yours out in March this year. I

will make my hives in April. Write as soon
as you can because I depend all upon you.

H. Fort.
Washington Co.. X. Y.. March 10.

[We received the following from Mr.
.'\dains May 7. which contains a further
reference to Mr. Fort and his bees.

—

Editor.]

Dear Mr. York:—Mr. Fort had a large
swarm from one of his colonies a week ago
today (April 28.. Washington County is one
of the northern counties of New York State.
I doubt if this ever happened before in all

the ages of the past in this northern county.
Allot Mr. Fort's colonies are very strong-
all ready to swarm.
Everything seems to be supernatural—be-

yond my comprehension. In all my experi-
ence I have never seen the like. I have
never had a swarm of bees in April, and
never had them swarm until the latter part
of May.
Twenty of Mr. Fort's colonies will be put

in the largest hives known— 16 Gallup frames
to the hive—and will be tiered 3 hives high,
and run for extracted honey. 'I'he balance
will be run for increase. I will try to keep
you informed regarding this superior yard
of bees—how much honey they store, and
the amount of increase secured.

G. H. Adams.
Rensselaer Co.. N. Y., May 5.

Wintered Well—Early Season

Nov. 15, iQO'j. I put 2'j colonies of bees into
the cellar, and on the morning of March 23d
I took them out of the cellar and found that
all had wintered in excellent condition. By
placing them back on the same stands which
they had occupied the previous season,
there was no confusion or mixing of the
bees. Upon examining the frames after the
bees had had their first flight. March 13. I

found brood in i to 3 frames in every hive,
and when I examined them April 0, the
brood was increased to .3 frames in the
weakest, and 7 in the strongest. If the fine
weather continues, bees will have the
swarming mania before the middle of May.
I am using a bottom-board with a space of 2

inches beneath the frames, and owing to
neglect I failed to put false bottoms in place
until April g. and. as a consequence, the
bees in the strongest colonies built comb be-
tween the bottoms of the frames and the
hive-bottom, and the queens were laying
eggs in the cells as soon as the cells were
anywhere near completed. So. according to
the rapidity in which the bees are building
up. the weather, pollen, and nectar must
be in excellent condition in this part of Illi-

nois. The prospect for a clover crop is fine,

the young clovers are plentiful, and I saw a
few early clover blossoms April 10. What
do you think of that for being early in the
season? C. I. Glenn.
Geneseo. III.. .-Vpril 22.

[We think that is altogether too early, es

pecially so as winter seems to have come
again. It was snowing hard in Chicago on
April 25, at 4 p.m.. and was quite cold.—Ed. 1

Bees Doing Well

My bees are doing as well as I ever saw
bees do at this time of the year. I have 78
colonies. b8 strong and fine. I have had 30
swarms, hived K in new hives, and turned
back the rest. Mrs. Carrie Branch.
Ennis. Tex.. May 2.

Reading and Hoping

My 100 colonies of bees are strong and on
the i/ui five. They seem too anxious to work
right on through the comet's tail. The land
is carpeted with white clover. But. alas!
the weather is cloudy and cold. But I am
reading the American Bee Journal, and
hoping. J. H. Collins.
Bardwell. Kv.. May 17.

A Discouraging Prospect

I will say that we are going to experience
a very bad year in regard to honey. It will
be a totally dry year for our bees this year.
I have 135 colonies, and I have to feed all.

There are still over half that have to be fed.
and if they can make their living until next
year they would do very fine. The prospect
of storing honey this year in this country
has already come to a close. The bees can
hardly find enough honey to make their liv-

ing. No rain. Louis Yanner.
Santa .Susanna. Cal., May 14

Distance for Pure Queen-Mating

Some think that to secure pure mating of
queens there must be no other bees within
ioori2 miles. I think it all depends upon
the location. I keep 50 colonies here in a
small valley or pocket in the hill, and H mile
from me. over the hill, there are a few colo-
nies of black bees. As I requcen every 2

years. I replace 25 queens each year; and I

have kept a strict account of the mating of
my queens, and for a term of 7 years I have
it out of 25 purely mated. I rear my queens
in small nuclei. I place a virgin in the nu-
cleus, a perforated zinc excluder over the
entrance to prevent the queen from falling
out of the box before she can fly. and when
she is 3 days old I remove the zinc to let her
take her bridal trip. One day when I re-

moved the zinc the queen came out. and
after making a few circles around the hive
she flew away. I sat down to watch to see
how long she would be gone. In a minutes
she returned, entered the box. and I could
not see any evidence that she had met the
drone. She remained in the box one minute,
and in 10 minutes I heard her flying, but she
did not entM the box. I waited 5 minutes
longer, and she returned with plain evidence
that she had met the drone, and in 4 days

she was laying, and her bees proved to be
well-marked Italians.
When a queen is on the wing she makes a

different sound from that of any other bee,
so I know I am not mistaken; and as there
are no other Italian bees anywhere near me,
I believe the queen never left the yard very
far. At other times when I have watched
queens when released, they would not be
gone more than 4 minutes, and would re-

turn with evidence of having met the drone,
and in due time would be laying. Perhaps
the ilrones go farther from the hive.
Manhattan. Kans. J. L. Young.

Disagreeable Spring

We have had a very disagreeable spring
for queen-rearing. The prospect for a good
crop of clover honey is good. White clover
is just opening up. and there is also lots of
sweet clover. All we want now is fine

weather. The last 4 days have been
cool and rainy, so bees could not get out.
The temperature on several occasions with-
in the past few days has been within 3 de-
grees of freezing. That's pretty cool for
this time of year in this locality. However,
we are hopingfor better things in the future.
Bellevue. Ohio. June i. H. G. QUIRIN.

Early Season—Reading Bee-Papers

I wintered 12 colonies of bees on the sum-
mer stands last winter, and sold 3 colonies
in March, leaving g. On examination today
I find 8 out of them storing honey in the
supers—2 had the supers two-thirds full. 6

had the supers halt full, and one had not be-
gun to fill the super yet. so I think I can say
that I have good bees, as this is only May 4--

in fact, this is the earliest that I ever found
my bees storing honey in the supers in my
30 years' experience with bees.

I have been a reader of the American Bee
Journal for several years, and believe it is

the best bee-paper for the person who han-
dles bees in a small way that I have ever
taken. I believe that every person who
handles bees ought to take a bee-paper,
even if having only one colony to care for. It

will pay well in the end. Welch Bibbee.
Cottageville, W. Va.. May 4.

A Beginner's Report

Last spring I purchased my first bees (2

colonies), from which I received about 20

pounds of dark comb honey, and one swarm.
The colony from which I took the honey (the

one that swarmed) died last winter, and its

offspring is very weak. Now. the other win-
tered well, and is in dandy shape for the
clover, which is now coming into bloom.
The 2 colonies liii colonies in one hive, and
'A colony in the other, making 2) have pulled
through the winter on the summer stands
without any extra protection. Under the
conditions given, would they be more apt to

be 'A colony each instead of what they are ?

The bees gathered a great quantity of honey-
dew last year. too.
Bees have not wintered very well around

here, but the few the winter has spared will.

I believe, pay for their keeping, and then
some. Here's hoping so, at least.

I gain much information from the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, and also pleasure in read-
ing its contents. Benj. C. Shilling.
Burkett. Ind.. May 18.

[Under the circumstances you are to be

congratulated that your bees came through

as well as they did.—Editor.]

Poor Wintering

—

Swarm Control

Bees did not winter very well here—too
much honey dew. Out of 32 colonies I have
only 21 left, including one that is queenless.
One neighbor east of me lost all he had; an-
other one. southwest, lost out of 12. and I

believe about this percentage of loss holds
good throughout this section. I must add,
however, that the most of our bee-keepers
througli this part of the country are from 25

to 50 years behind the up-to-date methods of
bee-keeping.
Clover is looking fine—never saw a finer

prospect. Fruit-trees of all kinds are loaded
with bloom, and the bees have been having a
regular picnic all through the spring and
summerlike weather we have had ciuring
the past few weeks.

I have been reading Dr. Jones' method of
swarm control, and am interested in it.

However. I notice that the Doctor's experi-
ence has all been with lo-frame hives, while
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mine are only Bframe hives. Does he know
of any one having 8-frame hives who has
been successful with this method? [f so,
how- many frames in each hive should be
treated? A short article from Dr. Jones, in
the American Hee Journal, relative to the
above would be appreciated by myself, and,
no doubt, by others of the readers who use
8-frame hives. E. H. Ui'SON.
Cromwell, Ind., April 18.

[Dr. Jones is hereby requested to comply
with Mr. Upson's request, if he will.—Ed.]

The Census of Bee-Keeping

I have noticed in the Report of bee-keep-
ing in Illinois, that there are nearly 55.000
colonies of bees, with a yield of 324.333
pounds of honey per year, and some other
years much more in both bees and honey.
The Labor Bureau of Missouri have col-

lected statistics, and give the number of
colonies as over 41.000 for this State. I have
been almost afraid to give these figures in
talking about the bee-industry of Missouri,
but I will be more bold after this, since I

have seen the statement about Illinois bee-
keeping. The figures for Missouri are as
follows: Honey 6.015.000 pounds, worth $760.-
000, which, with the value of beeswax ob-
tained, would make, perhaps. $1,000,000 from
the bees per year in Missouri. I do not think
they did so well last season, but hope they
will do as well, if not better, this season.
Prospects are for a good honey-flow in this
section, although it continues too cold as
yet for bees to work much. White clover is

abundant, and commencing to bloom a little,
and. as we have had plenty of rain, we are
hoping for a good season.

I am disappointed in the taking of the cen-
sus, as I had hoped to have a correct count
on bees, but when the census-taker was at
our house, he would not list the bees at all.
saying that as I lived in the city, and as I

could not report sales of garden and other
products raised and sold from my place
amounting to $250 or more, his instructions
were not to list any. If bees are listed at
any place at all. I do not see why they should
be left out in other places. If the general
census is taken in that way it surely will be
unreliable. It would have been a great help
to the bee-industry if we could have a cor-
rect showing of what it is. and I am sure it

can never be taken as easily as it could
have been along with the rest of the census.
I have seen reports of honey taken by coun-
ties, and in this county I have taken nearly
as much as was named, and not including
any other beekeeper in the county, so the
figures are not nearly what the industry
amounts to. J. W. Rouse.
Mexico. Mo.

Field-Meeting of the New Jersey
Bee-Keepers' Association

The New Jersey Bee-Keepers' Association
will hold a summer Field-Meeting at Hack-
ettstown. 'Warren Co.. N. J., on Wednesday.
June 2Q. iQio.

The program arrangements are not com-
plete yet, but will include the following:
"Profitable Spring Manipulation in the

Production of Extracted Honey," by Harold
Hornor.
"Increasing the Sale o' Honey by Syste-

matic Advertisting in the Grocery Trade
Journals." by K. J. Root. Acting Manager of
the American Grocer.
"Suggestions on Foul Brood Inspector's

Laws, by John B. Smith, Sc. D., State Ento-
mologist of New Jersey.
"Shall the New Jersey Association join

the National Bee-Keepers' Association in a
Body? —a general discussion led by E. G.
Carr. A vote will be taken on this proposi-
tion.
"Comb Honey." by Ralph Fisher.
All bee-keepers in New Jersey and adjoin-

ing .States are invited.
Hackettstown is on the D. L. & W. rail-

road, and can be reached from all points on
Ihat line and connecting lines.

lice-keepers and others are requested to
bring along any new or improved appliance
relating to apiculture. Bring samples of
loio crop of comb and extracted honey. Per-
haps a premium will be given for the best
exhibit.
Programs will be mailed to all our mem-

bers, and to any others who write the Sec-
retary. Albert G. Hann. Ser.
Pittstown. N.J.

Giant Radish From Japan—"SA-KURA-JIMA"—

has been grown by our readers to a weight

of 42 pounds and to a size of 10x18 inches

This wonderful radish was introduced from Japan sev-
eral years ago by the United States Department of Agricul-
ture, and was successfully grown last year by Fruit-Grower
readers. We have secured the entire supply of seeds and
offer it for testing.

10c—TRIAL PACKET SEEDS—10c
This is a late radish and may be planted August

1st. It should not be planted earlier than July 1st. Send
10c, coin or stamps, at once before seed supply is exhausted,
and we will send you free a copy of The Fruit-Grower, the
best garden and fruit magazine published. We will offer
cash prizes for the largest radishes grown from this seed.
Write at once.

THE FRUITGROWER, Box 910, Saint Joseph, Mo.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

50,000 Copies "Honey as a Health-Food"

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey
We have had printed an edition of over 50,000 copies ot the 16-page pamphlet on

" Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thing to create a local demand
for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food," written by Dr. C. C.
Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,

the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid—Sample copy for a 2cent stamp : 50 copies for 90 cents ; 100 copies for

$1.50 ; 250 copies for $3.00 ; 50O for $5.00 ; or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the

bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., Chicago. III.
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Not Cheap Queens,

But Queens Cheap
Prices of 3-Band Queens 1 6

Untested Oiiuciis S .75 $4.20
Tested Queens 1.00 5.70

Breeder's Queens 500

Golden or S-Band Queens 1 6

Untested Queens S i-oo $ 5-7o

Tested Queens 1.50 8.70

Breeders' Queens 10.00

3-Band Nuclei 1 6

One-frame. Untested Queen... 5 175 $11.20

Two " " "... 2.25 13.20

One " Tested " ... 2.00 11.70

Two " ' "... 2.S0 14.70

5-Band or Golden Nuclei 1 6

One-frame. Untested Queen. ..S :.oo S11.70
Two ' " " ... 3.00 17.70

One " Tested " ... 2.50 14.70

Two " " "... 3.50 20.70

Reared from the best 3 and 5 Band Red
Clover Italian Breeder Queens.
^^ Directions for Building Up Wkak

Colonies— 10 cents.

W. J. Littlefield, Little Rock, Ark.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writinf.

Swarming Prevented
A new method, just published, worthy of

investigation by all progressive bee-keep-
ers. Advantages claimed for the^ plan of
treatment. No clipping of queens' wings

—

no caging of queens—not even necessary to
look for queens; no pinching of queen-cells
—no shook swarming—no dividing— no extra
expense connected with the plan—plan sim-
ple and easy to carry out—satisfactory hon-
ey crop—saves time and labor. Send to

Dr. H. JONES, Preston, Minn.,

for his booklet, describing his method of
treatment. Price. 25 cts. Process protected
by copyright.

Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Wants and Exchanges.
[Advertisements in this department will

be inserted at rs cents per line, with no dis-

counts of any kind Notices here cannot be

less than two lines. If wanted in this de-

partment, you must say so when ordering.]

Eggs for Hatching. — .Single Comb White
Leghorns. Send for prices.
3A3t Samuel Rapp, Morton. 111.

Bee-Mask Veil—Cloth and Wire. Post-
paid, 35 cents. Edwin EwELL.

704 Elm Street. Waseca. Minn.

Back Volumes of Am. Bee Journal—We
have some on hand, and would be glad to
correspond with any one who may desire to
complete a full set. It may be we can help
do it. .4ddress. American Bee Journal.

146 W. Superior St.. Chicago, 111.

Will Exchange Gladioli.—I have quite
a collection of these flowering bulbs. To in-

crease the same. I will exchange good bloom-
ing-size corms for varieties I have none of.

I will also exchange Dahlias, only one tuber
of a kind. What have you? Address, W. A.
Pkval. 50th St.. near College Ave., Oakland,
Calif.

Gladioli and Dahlias.— I have a splen-
did mixed collection of Gladioli in various
colors, shapes and sizes that I am offering in

bulblet form at 25 cents for 2 hundred, by
mail. Phis is a good way to get a start by
growing your own bulbs. Some will bloom
the first year; the great majority the second
year. Dahlia tubers, named kinds. 15 to 25

cents each. Address. W. A. Pryal. 5<*th St..

near College Ave.. Oakland, Calif.

X velopment. Every queen a q
8 breeder, and warranted to pro- Q

At^(-f iQrorp hf^aiit-ifiillv marked O

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

How About Your Advertising?
Have you anything to sell? Any bees,

honey, hives, or anything else that you
think the readers of the American
Bee Journal might want to buy? If so,

why not offer it through our advertis-

ing columns? See rates in the first

column of the second page of every
number of the Bee Journal. We try to

keep our columns clean and free from
any dishonest advertising. Such can
not get in, if we know it.

We will pay 30 cents a pound for

Choice Quality Pure

BEESWAX
delivered New York, until fur-

ther notice.

Alfalfa Honey
New Cans and Cases — Fancy

Light, 8 cents a pound ; Fancy

Amber, 7 cents a pound, f. o. b.

New York, in not less than 5-

case lots. Will shade prices on

larger quantitfes. Shall be glad

to send samples.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN,
265-267 Greenwich St.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Ffational Bce-K^epcrs' Association.

(Organized in iy7o.)

Objects.
1. To promote the interests of bee-keepers.
2. To protect and defend its members in

their lawful rights as to keeping bees.
3. To enforce laws against the adulteration

of honuy.
Membership Dues.

One dollar a >i-ar.

Officers and Executive Committee.
President—liKoKcK W. York, Chicago. 111.

Vice-President -W. D. Wright. Altamont.
N. Y.
Secretary—Louis H. Schoi.l. New Braun-

fels. Tex.
Treas. & Gen. Mgr—N. E. France. Platte-

ville. Wis.
Twelve Directors.

G. M. DooUtlle. liorodlno. N. Y.
JaH. A. Slune, Rt. 4, Sprintrfielrt. IlL

R. A. Holekanip. 43r,3 Va. Ave., St. Louis. Mo.
Wm. McRvoy, Wo()dbuni, Ont., Canada.

M. H. Mcudleson, Ventura, Calif.
B. C. Alkln, Loveland, Colo.

R. L. Taylor. Lapeer, Mich.
E. D. Townsend, Remus. Mich.

Udo Tocpperwcin, San Antonio. Te.x.
J. E. Crane. Mlddlcbury. Vt.

E P. Atwatcr. Mertdian. Idaho.
R. A. Morgan. VermlUou, S. Dak.

Are YOU a member? If not. why not send
the annual dues jf $i.oo <// o/ne to Treas.
France, or to the office of the American Bee
Journal, 146 W, Superior -St.. Chicago. III.?

It will be forwarded promptly to the Treas-
urer, and a receipt mailed to you by him. It

is the desire of the officers to increase the
membership to 5000 by the end of loio. Every
progressive bee-keeper should be a member
of this, the greatest bee-keepers' organiza-
tion in America.

Only 25 cents per Case

!

60-lb. Empty Tins, two to a case;
used but once—as good as new.

C. H. W. Weber & Co., incinnati, Ohio.

Golden Queens
NOW READY

Virgins, soc; Untested. 75c; Select Untested
goc; Tested. Si.oo; Select Tested. $1.50.

Write for prices on 6 or more. 4A3

Plsaas mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

A. I. Davis, Del Rio, Tex.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Langstroth

Honey-Bee
on
the

Revised by Dadant. Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the

library of every bee-keeper. Bound in

substantial cloth, and has nearly 600

pages. Revised by that large, practical

bee-keeper, so well known to all bee-
dom^NIr. C. P. Dadant. Each topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following the instructions of

this book one can not fail to be won-
derfully helped on the way to success
with bees.

We mail the book for $1.20, or club
it with the .American Bee Journal for

one year—both for $2.00. This is in-

deed a splendid chance to get a grand
bee-book for a very little money.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 W. Superior St. • CHICAGO, ILL.
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BEES, NUCLEI,

and QUEENS
For many years I have been selling

bees and queens, and guaranteeing sat-

isfaction in every way. I will be in the

business more extensively than ever

during the season of 1910. I have

mailed queen-bees practically all over

the world. My prices the coming sea-

son will be as follows, for Italian

BEES
Full colonies with Tested Queens, in 8-

frame Langstroth hive, $7.00 per col,

;

in same hive with 10 frames, $7.50. Col-

onies in lots of 5 or more, 25 cents per

colony less.

NUCLEI
One 3-Hoffman-Langstroth-frame Nu-
cleus, $2.50; in lots of 6 or more at

$2.25 each ;
price of queens to be added.

Orders for nuclei filled about May 10th

to 15th, and thereafter.

QUEENS
lested Italian, each $1.50 ; 6 for $7.50;

or $13.00 per dozen.

I have 50 choice Italian breeding-

queens, either golden or leather-color-

ed, at $2.50 each. " First come first

served."

Untested Queens After Nay 15

Italian (warranted) 75 cents each ; 6 for

$4.00; or $7.50 per dozen. Carniolan

or Caucasian at the same prices.

If you have never had any of my Bees

or Queens, you should give them a

trial. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address

all orders to

ARTHUR STANLEY,
DIXON, LEE CO., ILL.

Good Queens
If you are uoine to want any Queens for in-

crease, or rcnlacini; old queens next June, it

is time to biKin to think about it. I have
been IjreedinK leather-colored Italian queens
for years, and they are fivint; excellent satis-
faction. If you are interested, write. Good
Queens; no disease-, prompt shipment, and
absolute satisfaction euaranteed. Prices:
June, one. Qoc; three, Jami; si.\, $4.75; duz..
t«.oo; 20 or more at 6oc each. 2A'ii

S. F. Trego, Swedona, Ills.

ADVANCED DEE-VEIL
-POSTPAID

All Cotton, 50c; Silk Face, 60c; All Silk, 90c
Made of Imported French Tulle Veiling; cord ar-
rangement which permits wearer to handle bees in
shirtsleeves with no chance of bees crawlins; up
and under veil. With a hat of fair-size brim to
carry veil away from face, you are as secure from
stings, movements as free and unrestricted, and as

cool and comfortable as you
would be at a summer resort.

Please send me two more bee-veils. I have tried
all kinds, and yours are best of all.—N.E.Pkanck,
Plattevllle. Wis.

Editorial Comment in Bee-Keepera' Review:—
The Advanced Bee-Veil la something: I have
worn with great comfort the past few weeks.
The peculiar feature of the veil la, the edprea are
held down ttrmly on the shouldens away from
the neck. This does away with all chance of
stinKs, and the hot. MUffucatlni,', uncomfortable
feeling: found In other veils that are tucked In
clusc about the neck. -W. Z. Hctchinson-.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

QUEENS
Golden, Red Clo-
ver, & 3-Banded QUEENS

Untested. 75 cents each; $4.40 for b ; $8.75 per dozen. Tested, Ji.ou each. Queens sent by re-
turn mail. hAti

DANIEL WURTH, Rt. 1, Wapato, Wash.

$ Caucasians, Carniolans, Banats, Cyprians ^
Select untested queens, 81 each; 5 for $4. Inii«>i"ted breeding queens. $5 to 8h. Send to orig-
inal importer and get genuine stock. FRANK BENTON, Box 17, Washington, D. C.

QUEENS
AND BEES — an improved, superior
strain of Italians is what QUIRIN
REARS. All yards winter on sum-
mer stands with practically no loss.
Our stock is hardy, and will ward off
brood diseases.

Last spring we sent fifty nuclei to
,1. 'D. Nixon, La Farge. Wis., and on
July 2olh (same year) he wrote us say-
ing they did just splendid, as at that
writing they had already filled their
supers, and that he would have to ex-
tract them. We have files of testi-
monials similar to the above.

Prices before July i i 6

Select queens $1 ou $ 5 00
Tested queens 150 800
Select tested queens 2 00 10 00
Breeders 4 00
Golden 5-band breeders.. 600
2-comb nuclei, no queen.. 2 50 14 00
;^-comb nuclei *' " 3 50 20 00
Full colonieson 8 frames, h 00 io 00

S Q 00
15 00
18 00

25 00

35 00

Add the price of whatever grade of
Queen is wanted with Nuclei and Col-
onies. No order too large and none
too small. Will keep 5ou to 1000 queens
on hand ready to mail. Safe delivery
and pure mating guaranteed. Over
20 years a breeder. Testimonials and
Circular free.

QUIRIN-THE QUEEN BREEDER,

BELLEVUE, OHIO.

\\\- li.ni- a Cm- ..I

! California Extracted Honey !

which we offer at b}i cents per pound. Sam-
ples on request.

C. C. CLEMONS PROD. CO.
2Atf KANSAS CITY. MO.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

M. H. HUNT & SON
Tlie best time to buy your goods is during

the fall and winter months. We are mak-
ing Liberal Discounts for Early Orders,
and would like to quote you net prices_on
your needs for next season.

-BEESWAX WANTED-
LANSINC, - MICHIGAN.

^ROOT'S GOODS
For Pennsylvania

We carry a full line. Send us your orders
and we will give you " A Square Deal."

Best Untested Italian Queens. Si 00.

Best Tested Italian Queens, $1.50.

REA BEE AND HONEY CO.,
RF.VNOLDSVILLE, I'A.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Scoggins' Strain of Bees
A Cross of Cyprian and Italians. 1 have
been breeding this strain of bees for 7 years
for honey, and they are the best honey-
gatherers in the world. I have tried them
all. If you want honey, try one of my
(.lueens—7SC to 85-"o. 6.^3t

J. B. SCOGGINS, Fouke, NiUer Co., Ark.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Giant Radish From Japan
.*0- !,,,_« "ff.^** Grown lOxU inches.
od*Kura-jima weight of u iba.

IntrtJiluced by V S. Pepartment of Airrl'
cultur*' ami rt'coiniiii'inlcd t>y Wru. J. Ilryan
W ! liav** ali tlie tjrmiiiif seeds ftvaildtile

Trial Packet IOc.I'AVe'.'.X'^?;".''
Si^ntl lOf Htamps or culn at onre, before
supply in R-ono and will send free copy of
The iTult-Ortiwer, best trarden and fruit
macazini'. Cafifi prizes for InrK-ejst radifheg.

The Fruit-Grower. Box 10. St. Joseph. Mo.

IMcase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Bee-keepersi prices

: PROMPT DKLIVERY :

Cull & Williams Co.
Providence, - Rhode Island.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writins

Italian Bees, Queens and Nuclei

Choice HomeRri'iI Impor'
yj' ti-d Stock. All Oiicens
Kf reared in Kill! (Colonies.

^gt^ Prices for July and After

K^'^ I Untested Queen So. 75
I Tested " 0.00
1 Select Tested i.io

I Breeder Queen 1.65
i-Conib Nucleus

(no Queen) 80

Safe arrival guaranteed.

For price on larger quan-
tities, and description of each grade of

8ueens- send for Catalog. Send for sample
OMB FOI'NDATION. iM(

J. L. STRONG,
204 E. Logan St., CLARINDA. lOW.A .

Golden Italian Red Clover Queens

Gray Carniolan Queens

BRED FROM IMPOKTED STOCK
Prices after June 15th

I 12

Untested Jo. 73 $4co $ 7.5"

Selected i-oo 5.00 0.00

Tested 1.25 <).oo 12.00

Selected i.So 8.00 15.00

Choice Breeders. Ss-oo up to $500.

Choice Italian Queens mated in my Car-
niolan apiary—First cross, one for boc; 12 tor

$6.50; 25 or more. 50c each.

First Cross.—We have tested these bees
and find them to be real hustlers. We have
also had many calls for this very desirable
bee. We have decided to offer them to the
bee-keepers at the low prices above. Car-
niolans have many good points to recom-
mend them to the bee-keepers, more espe-
cially this first cross. The drones are large

and powerfully strong flyers, which gives
vigor and strength to the bees. They cap the
honey white, which most Italians do not.

They resist diseases very much more than
any other bees, and are quiet, gentle, and
easily handled. sAtf

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
1508 Ma in St.. FREDF.RICKSBURG. VA.

Bee-Supplies
Distributor of Lewis' Bee-Supplies at Fac-

tory Prices in Iowa. Also Red Clover and
Leather-Colored Italian Queens; and the
Folding Berry Boxes, and the old-style
Boxes.
Beeswax wanted. Send for Catalog.

W. 1. McCARTY, Emmettsbnr^, Iowa
PJeas* mention Am. Bee Journal when writiox.

Golden and Red- •^^s%"ected"-

Clover Queens... Mothers

Untested. 75c; six for $4.00.

Selected Untested. $1.00; six for $5.00.

Tested. $1.50.

Safe arrival guaranteed. Twenty-one years'
experience. Send your orders to

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, fAla.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

IP you need a nice yellow Italian
'' Queen at once, send to J. L.
FAJEN, Almai Mo. Untested, on-
ly "3c. Tested. $1.25. 3-frame nu-
cleus with Queen. $2.75. Full col
ony. in 8-frame hive. $5.50. 6.A4

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Tennessee-Bred Queens

!

All from Extra-Select Mothers,

Davis' Best, and the

Best Queens Money Can Buy
38 Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing.

Breed Three-Band Italian Queens Only.

November ist to July ist

Untested $1.00 $5.00 J 0.00

Select Untested.. 1.25 6.50 12.00

Tested 1.75 000 17.00

Select Tested 250 H.50 25.00

July I to Nov I
1
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>SCO! Root's Goods in Chicago »OCO{

Last April we moved to this location. We were
unable then to arrange our stock as we desired as the
busy season was upon us. .\pril, 1910, finds us in bet-

ter shape than we have ever been since the opening of

this office.

Our stock is now conveniently arranged, hence
no confusion in filling orders. We now have on dis-

play in our show-room a complete line of our sup-
plies. Call and see them. From this date we will

have cars from the factory about every 10 days.

Have you received our catalog for 1010? If not,

we want you to have it. A postal card request will

bring one.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture

If you have not seen a late copy of our paper,
which is issued twice each month, you can't tell from
a brief description how much valuable information
each issue of it contains. Each issue is fully illus-

trated Our writers are the very best. A trial sub-
scription of six months (12 different copies) will cost

you only 2.5 cents.

Alexander's Writings

Mr. Alexander was one of the largest, if not the
largest, bee-keeper in the United States, and what he
has told of his methods must necessarily be of inter-

est to large bee-keepers. He kept bees for over 40

years, and produced honey by the carload. His writ-

ings are practical, and what he has done others may
do if they care to follow his teachings. Here is what
a prominent bee-keeper says of his book:

'Alexander's Writings are the best thing I ever read;
pra ctical. enthusiastic, sympathetic, encouraging. I predict
an enormous sale of the book. Why not get out an edition
wi th cloth cover? It's worth while. Wish you could print
more such books." WM. BAYLEY.

43 N. Brighton Ave.. East Orange. N. J.

This Book is Sold only in combination with Gleanings

From now until January 1, 1911, we ofifer one copy
of the Alexander book with every yearly subscription

to GLEANINGS, new or renewal. You get BOTH
for subscription rate alone, which is-only $1.00.

Canadian postage, 30 cts. ; foreign postage, 60 cts.

per year extra.

Power Extractors

We believe all of our extractors are about as iftar

perfect as it is possible to make them. For large api-
aries one of our power machines is a great advantage.
A circular of these will be sent upon request.

Read what a large producer says

:

Lang. Cai.if.. Sept. 26. igog.

Ge»//cmett.—Oviing to the fact that power extractors are
not in general use at the present time, it may be of interest
to you to know that I used a Gilson engine "

i H. P.." together
with the latest model of the 6-frame automatic extractors.
* Roots." for this season's extracting. I was surprised and
delighted with the work done. In extracting our heavy white-
sage honey it not only cleans out the combs much cleaner
than can be done by hand-power, but does it at a minimum of
of expense. The cost of gasoline and oil used being only i6f*

per ton of honey extracted. It takes the place of a man at
S40 per month and board, so one can readily see that it much
more than paid for itself in the one season, besides doing
much better work than could be otherwise. The above cost
of extracting is given on the basis of gasoline at 25P per gal-
lon, which is the cost here. Truly.

H. A. Slayton.

Our Aim for the Season of 1910

This year we aitn to give our customers the very
best possible service. Remember, for low freight-

rates and quick delivery, Chicago is as well located as
any city in the United States.

Our Location and How to Reach It

The A. I. Root Co. institute pVace.

One block north of Chicago Ave., cor. Franklin
St. Take any car going north on Wells St. Get off

at Institute Place, ^ block west to Jeffery Bldg. Take
elevator to Gth floor. Or take N. W. Ele'vated to Chi-
cago Ave. and walk }4 block north on Franklin St.

Tel. North 1484.

ElkhartBuggies
are the best made, best grade aod easiest ridine
buggies oa earth for the money.

FOR THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS
we have been selling direct and are

The Largest Manofacturers in the World
selling to the consumer exclusively.
Wp ship for examinalion And approval, t^usr-

anteeing safe delivery, and also to save you
money. If you are not satisfied as to style*

quality and price you are nothing; out. ^^~-

May We Send You Our
Large Catalogue?

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg.

Elkhart, . . - - Indiana
B.CoJ

: BETTER FRUIT
<

4

<

<

4

The best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 per acre. One

Dollar per year. Sample copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "'?„,eT"'

>

>

>

>

¥
1

W. H. Laws
BEEVILLE, TEX.

Is again ready with his Italian
Queens. There is no mistake but
the Red-clover Italians are the
best bees known. Letters com-
ing in nearly every day verify
this claim. Just read this one:

Dear Sir; — The bees from tlie
queens you sent ine last spring are
breedintr finely, gatherint.' honey, and
are NOT swarming. If all your reds
equal or approach these they are the
l'L\/ hc-cs ill l/ie '.forht If you can not till

\\\y order at once that yon have bookt
t am willing to wait, as I want none
Init yours. W. LkGetth. D.D.S.
Taylorsville, N. C.

I have not dared to advertise
until the present, nor reduce pri-

ces, as I should be swamped with
orders. From the time this ad.

reaches you 1 shall be in a posi-
tion to fill all orders promptly,
liut always appreciate a lew days'
notice before orders are to be
liUed. PRICES — Single Queen.
^1 ; six for $5.00; Breeders, $.5.00.

W, H. Laws, Beeville, Bee Co., Tex.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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CAPONS briDK the largest profltg

-lUU por cent more than other poul- 1

try. Caponizlnp is easy and boon
,

learned. I'rogresslve poultrymcn use

PILLING CAPONIZ*
INQ SETS

Postpaid f2.60 per set with free Instroo-

1

tlons. The convenient, durable, ready-

1

' for-uee kind. BestmaterlaL We alsomake 1

' Poultry afarker 25a, Oap^Worm Extractor 25o
]

J
French Killing Knife 6O0, Capon Book Free.

IG. p. Pilling &o Sott Co., Pluladelplua.PaJ

Line-Bred Queens!
Line breeding is scientific inbreeding, and

it is the only way we can ever expect to
reach perfection or have stoclt that will re-

produce itself. As honey-gatherers I will
put my strain up against any other strain or
race in existence.
Send 10 cts. for sample cage of bees and

Booklet which contains information on rear-
ing Long-Lived. Prolitic Queens. Improve-
ment of Stock, etc.
Prices of Queens — Untested. %i.oo: Select

Untested. $i 25. I can furnish either Red
Clover or Golden Italian Queens.
My Queens are mated to Select Drones. I

guarantee a well-pleased customer.

W. M. PARRISH,
Queen-Breeder,

Lawrence, - Kansas
lease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

PRIZE TAKERS
Pharr's Goldens took first prize at 3 ex-

hibits in Texas in i«07. We will furnish

Golden. Carniolan. Caucasian, and 3-band

Italian Queens, untested. $1.00 till June i.

then 73 cents. Tested. $1.50 till June t. then

$1.00. For large quantities, write. Our 3-

band Breeders from W. O. Victor and Grant
Anderson strains; other races from the best

obtainable. "Prompt service and satisfac-

tion." is our motto. .Address. 5-Atf

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO.

or JOHN W. PHARR,
Berclair, Texas

Again to the Front with

The Famous Banats
H.iving moved my Banat
Apiaries from Sabinal to
San Benito, Texas. I am
now better prepared to
furnish High Quality

QUEENS
and guarantee them pure-
ly mated. Prices; Untes-
ted Queens each. 7^c: per
doz.. $8.00 Tested Queens
each $i.;3. per doz.. $i;.oo.

Mv stock is pure and free from disease—
the tL-iiilest beis .ju e.irtli.

GRANT ANDERSON,
;Atf SAN BENITO. TEX.AS.

NORWOOD'S —Texas-Bred—QUEENS
Three-han<lt'(i Queen liees bred for busi-
ness. Try them, then you 11 know. Untes-
ted, ti.oo; six. S=i"0. Write us.

sAtf E. B. NORWOOD, Del Valle. Tex.

'* If goods are wanted quick, send to Pouder "

ESTAliLISllEU iHH-j.

BEE-SUPPLIES
standard Hives with latest improvements; Danzenbaker
Hives. Sections. Foundation. Extractors. Smokers. Veils,
and a complete stock of

Root's Standard Goods at Factory Prices

My euuipment. my stock of goods, and my shipping
facilities, cannot be excelled, and I ship goods to every
State in the Union. Illustrated and descriptive catalog
mailed free.

Finest White Ciover Honey
on hand at all times. I Buy Beeswax.

Walter S. Pouder, liidianapolis, Ind. 859 Massachusetts Ave.

I'kase mtntiun Am. bte Journal when writing.

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
BINGHAM ^ Extracts from Catalogs—1907:

CLEAN ^^-^B Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, III.—This is the Smoker we

RFF SMflKFR li^^ " recommend above all others.

«. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—We have sold these Smok-
ers for a good many years and never received a single complaliU.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of tbelcup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1892, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.

Smoke Engine—largest smoker made $1.50—4 inch stOT«
Doctor- cheapest made to use 1.10—33^ "
Conqueror—right for most apiaries 1.00—

3

"

Large—lasts longer than any other 90—2^ "
Little Wonder—as its name implies 65—2 "

The above prices deliver 8m Dker at yotir post-ofl3ce free. We send circular if requested.

Original Bingham & Hetherington Uncapplng-Knife,

T. F. BIlHGttflM, Alma, MiGH.

Pateated, May'20. 1879. BEST ON BARTH.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

DOOLITTLE'S
"Scientific

Queen-Rearing"
This is G. M. Doolittle's master-piece on

rearing the best of queens in perfect accord
with Nature's way. It is for the amateur and
the veteran in bee-keeping. The A. I. Root
Co.. who ought to know, say this about Doolit-
tle s queen-rearing book:

It is practically the only comprehensive
book on queen-rearing now in print. It is looked upon by many as the foundation of mod-
ern methods of rearing queens wholesale."

Mr. Doolittle's book also gives his method of producing comb honey, and the care of
same; his management of swarming, weak colonies, etc. It is a book of l?*! pages, and is
mailed at the following prices ; Bound in cloth. JI.OO ; bound in leatherette..75.cents.

Special Clubbing Offer
We offer a cloth-bound copy of this book with the American Bee Journal one year—both

for $1.50; cr a copy of the leatherette-bound edition, with the American Bee Journal one
year-both for 5i.:5. The chjth-bound book given free for getting 3 new subscribers at $i.

each : or the leatherette-bound copy given for 2 new subscribers.
Every beekeeper should have a copy of Mr. Doolittle's book, as he is one of the stan-

dard authorities of the world on the subject of queen-rearing and everything else connected
with bee-keeping and honey-production.

George W. York ®. Co., Chicago, 111.

LEWIS BEEWARE — Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

Extracted Honey for Sale.
(Ask for Prices.)

Beeswax Wanted.
28c Cash—31c Trade.

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. ^°^
(Successors to the York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.) H. M. ARND, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Established 1885 V

We carry an up-to-date Q
Line of V

Bee-Keepers' S
Supplies X

Prices the lowest in the West.
Write us for our .50-page catalog,
ready to mail you. Free for the
asking. We can fill your orders
promptly and satisfactorily. Our
old customers know what we
handle; to new ones we can say
that we have

The Best Make of Supplies

hence there is nothing to fear as
to quality.

Send us your rush orders and get
your goods before swarming time
arrives.

Bees and Queens in their season.
Beeswax taken in exchange for
supplies or cash.

John Nebel & Son

Supply Co. §
9 High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo. S
looQooooocoscoooooacoooeoe^
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS DIRECT FROM ITALY
Extensive Apiaries

E. PENNA, BOLOGNA, ITALY.
I send Queens from May 15 to Sept. 30. In

Italy we have only Italian bees, so all my
Queens are warranted quite pure and right-
ly mated. One fertile Queen, $1.40; twelve,
$12.00; one Breeding Queen, $j.oo. Cash with
orders. Queens sent postpaid. Safe arri-
val guaranteed. 5A1
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

FOR the past 50 years New
England bee-keeepers have
purchased Bees, Queens, Bee-

hives, Supers, Section - boxes,
Comb Foundation, Smokers,
Honey-jars, and other necessary
bee-supplies, of the Reliable anil

long-established firm of W. W.
Gary & Son.

I have recently purchased the above
business, and will continue it at the
same place as before. I have been
associated with the firm for the past
eight years, and have had experience
in all branches of the business.

I have a fresh supply of the A. I. Root
Co.'s goods, which I am able to supply
you upon short notice. Send in your
orders early and I will give them my
best attention. jAbt

Send for Bee-Supply Catalog.

EARL M. NICHOLS,
(Surcessor to \V. \V. Cary X Son)

Lyonsville, Massachusetts

t'kase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Write Us To-Day
for our 1910 Catalog and let us tell you all about

DITTMER'S

COMB FOUNDATION
WORKING Your WAX for You.

1^^ Write us for Estimate on full Line of
Supplies. It will pay you, and costs nothing.

RETAIL and WHOLESALE.

Gus Dittmer Company, - Augusta, Wisconsin.

BARNES"'""'Machinery
Read what J. L Parent, of Charl-

ton, N. Y., says: "We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. SOchaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey-racks, 600 brood-frames,
2,000 honey boies, and a great deai
of other work. This winter we have
double theaniouDt of bee-hive8,eto.,
to make, and we expect to do Itwith
this Saw. It will do all you say It
will," Catalog and price-list free.

Addrees, W. F. ftJOHN BARKE8,
995 Baby St., Boekfexd, lU.

Latest Improved Hives &
Supplies. Disc'nt on early
orders. Catalog free. Send
25 cts. for QO-page Bee-Book
for beginners.

J. W. ROUSE,
3Atf MEXICO, MO.

Established in 1878"
The Oldest, the Largest and Best Equipped
Queen-Breedinj^ Apiaries in the North.

Every Queen Guaranteed Pure Mated.
Italian and Caucasian. Circular Free.

A. D. D. WOOD, Box 61, Lansing, Mich.

Pltase mention Ara. Bee Journal when writing.

c
RANE
ELLULAR
ASES

Mr. H. W. Coley, of Westport, Conn., writes us

:

" I am using your Corrugated Paper Cases for shipping comb honey
in, this year, and like them. On one shipment last year of six wooden
cases packed in a carrier with a straw cushion, the greater part were
ruined. This year the same quantity shipped to the same place in your
cases went through without a broken comb."

1. The first cost of the Paper Cases is less.

2. He saved the cost of the carriers.

3. He saved the time of making the carriers.

4. He saved the weight of the carriers.

5. The Paper Cases weigh less than wooden ones.

6. They can be assembled in one-half the time it

requires to set up a wooden case.

Send for our Circulars and let us tell you what some of the other large

producers and dealers say.

Do not take our word for the value of this new Case.

Plan to order early. Some were disappointed last year.

>ocoe<

.J. E. Crane & Son, Middlebury, Vt.
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Chicago. May 27—The stock of fancy
comb honev is about exhausted. When sales
are made of it. it continues to brin? n'anSc.
The other grades are from i®5c lo\ver. Bees-
wax continues to be in eood demand at 32c

for clean yellow. Kxtracted. white. 7@8c:
amber 6(!"7C. according to quality and flavor.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati. May 27.—The market on comb
honey is bare. The market on extracted
honey is brisk, white satje. in 60-pound cans,
two to a case, bringing SWc: amber, in bar-
rels. bii@bhc. The demand for beeswax is

only fair at $33 per 100 pounds. These are our
selline prices, not what we are paying.

C. H. W. Weber S. Co.

Indianapolis, May 27.—There is a good de-
mand for best grades of honey, but none
is now being offered by producers. Dealers
are fairly well supplied with one grade of
comb, which is fancy white, mostly from
Michigan, and i8c is the price asked. Finest
white clover extracted is beins sold by deal-
ers in cases of two 60-pound cans at loc per
pound. Producers of beeswax are receiving
3cc cash, or 32c in exchange for goods.

Walter S. Pouder.

New York, May 27-—Stocks of choice white
comb honey well cleaned up. with a fair de-
mand. New crop is now beginning to arrive
from the South, and finds ready sale at
I3@i5c. according to quality. Dark honey
and oft grades are not in demand. The de-
mand for extracted is fair. Quite a little

stock on handof California last year's stock,
but judging from the reports we are receiv-
ing from the Coast, this year's crop will be
very short, and consequently what is held
over is held at firm prices. West Indies honey
is arriving regularly, and finds ready sale.

New crop from the South just about begin-
ning to come in. We quote: California
white sage. oWioc; light amber. 8c: amber.
''Ijinic. Southern, average quality, 7o@75c per
gallon; fancy, 6J^C<S7j^c a pound. Beeswax
steady at 3o®3ic. Hildreth & Segelken.

Boston. May 23.—Fancy white comb honey
at I6(gi7c; No. 1, I5@i6c. White, extracted,
8@oc; light amber. 7@8c; amber. 6@7C. Bees-
wax, 3o@32c. Blake. Lee Co.

Zanesville. Ohio. May 31.—There is about
a normal demand for honey, with market
rather bare. At this season of the year but
little is offered. Best grades of white clover
comb, which is what the trade here de-
mands, should bring first-hand I4/^@I5!2C,
with wholesale prices about as last quoted.
Producers should receive for beeswax 27@28c
cash. 30@32c in trade, according to quality.

Edmund W. Peirce.

Kansas City. Mo.. May 27.—There is no
comb honey on this market now. and has
been none for some time; the demand is
good, and we think No. i white comb in 24-

section cases would sell at S3. .so to $3-75 per
case. Demand and receipts on extracted
are both fair, and we quote white at 6Ji#7C
per pound. Beeswax at 25@28c.

C. C. Cl.EMONS Pkodi.:(e Cii.

UURT-CAIN CO., Inc.. Receivers and Ship-
" pers of Comb and Extracted Honey. Re-
finers of Beeswax.

Consignments Solicited.
We make a specialty of Sor'niKKx Honey.
sAst 37 Vance Ave., IMemphis, Tenn.

Cook's Honey-Jar.
With patent Air-Tu-.ht Sanitary -Stopper
is the Best and Cheapest Honey-Jar made.
Sold only by

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City.

Send 10 cents half posi;it:e) for sample Jar.
and catalog of Well-Bked Bees. Queens.
Hives, etc.^" The oldest Bee-Supply Store in the
East. 2Atf

F
ALCON
OUNDATION

Years of experience in the manufac-
ture of

FALCON
COMB
FOUNDATION

have made it PERFECT.
Bees like it, and the foremost

Honey-Producers Use It.

It helps materially to increase the

Honey Crop
(Send for our new Catalog.)

Ship us your

BEESWAX
to FALCONER, N. Y.

Will send shipping-tags, when you
write asking for quotations.

We pay highest market prices.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,

De.nver. Colo.

June Shipments
The month of white clover is

here ; and at the time we write

this announcement the prospect is better for a magnifi-

cent flow from clover than we have had for many years.

Many times bee-keepers have been caught with a lack

of Sections or Comb Foundation on the eve of a heavy
honey-flow, believing that their present stock is large

enough, or not knowing what really wonderful flows oc-

casionally occur. When an apiary is in good condition
it takes only a moderate number of colonies to store a

ton of honey in a single day, and some of the best yields

ever recorded have been the result of big flows from
clover or basswood lasting a comparatively short time.

Do not lose half a ton of honey by being short a thou-
sand sections. It is much better to have a few sections

to carry over than to be the loser by not having them.

^PPtlAIIC ^ handle the best grade of Sections made.
WwWllUlld If j.Qu want a hundred or ten thousand or
a hundred thousand, I can fill your order promptly with
goods which are bound to please. You may judge of the
popularity of the Sections I sell when I tell you that the
manufacturers made upward of twenty-five million of
them last season.

rOlinililtlOn
'^'^^''^ '^ nothing more important to

I VUllUailVII the up-to-date bee-keeper than to have
Foundation just when he needs it, and of the best qual-
ity. I sell nothing but Weed-Process Foundation, the
recognized standard of the world. The bees appreciate
the good points of this Foundation, and every bee-keep-
er knows that it is best. All grades and sizes constantly
on hand. A pound or a ton, just as you like.

Shipping
Whether you are ordering in ample sea-
son or whether you have put oflf until the

last moment, you may rest assured that our service will
give you delivery of goods at a minimum of expense and
time. Having so many years' experience in this work,
we know the best routes, and we have the best facilities

for serving you. Just tell us your needs briefly, and send
us definite orders, and we will demonstrate what we can
do for you.

A thirty-two page
booklet that has aPower Honey-Extractors

lot of valuable information for the bee-keeper who pro-
duces extracted honey. A copy free on request.

Catalog and price-list of the best bee-supplies made,
for the asking.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.
2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Be Sure to get our PRICES on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's Wax

or
Let us send to you our prices for

Working your Wax into

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
Many large Honey-Producers prefer our Foun-

dation to other makes, because the bees like it best.

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of

BEESWAX, and we are buying at all times of the

year at hig-hest cash aud trade prices.

During the season of 1909 we harkdled over

175,000 pounds of Beeswax.

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

We Keep Only the Best.

Let us Figure on

^Your Season's Supplies

1910 CATALOG

Now Ready,

and Free for the Asking.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH

Established 1864

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
C We manufacture and furnish everything needed in practical, up-to-date BEE-Culture at

the very lowest prices. We make the celebrated DOVETAILED HIVES and

the famous MASSIE HIVES. These are the most practical, up-to-date Bee Hives

made and our extremely low prices place them within the reach of all bee-keepers. Our

HONEY EXTRACTORS and BEE SMOKERS are the very best that can be had any-

where. We guarantee satisfaclion lo every cjistomer or refund j'our money and pay the trans-

portation charges both ways. This means that you can send back to us any goods you buy

from us that are not satisfactory. We will exchange them or refund your money instantly

without a question.

C If you haven't one of our CHAMPION SMOKERS you don't know what a

good one is until you get one, (sample by mail fl.OO).

CWrite today for our large illustrated catalog— it is free ; it is one of the easiest catalogs

to order from that you ever saw. Remember our guarantee of entire satisjaction.

C Write us for prices on any orders. JVe can save you money.

Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa
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GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY
146 W. Superior Stnet, CKicago, III.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

Is Sl.OO a year. In the United States of America

(except in Chicago, where It latl.25).and Mexico:

in Canada. tl.lO; and In all other countries in the

Postal Union. 25 cents a year extra for postage.

Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is

paid. For instance, " declO " on your label shows

that It is paid to the end of December, 1910.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.—We do not send

a receipt lor money sent us to pay subscription,

but change the date on your address-label,

which shows that the money has been received

and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times 14c a line times iic a line
6 " I2C " 12 " U yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices. 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

DOOLITTLE & CLARK
Have some fine ITALIAN BREED-
ING QUEENS at $2.50, S5.00, and
Sio.oo. Untested Queens. Si. 00 each;
$0.00 per dozen. Send tor Circular.

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Our Famous Red Clover
and Golden Queens

Have no equal. Untested, 50 cts. Select un-
tested. 75c. Tested, Si.ou. 6A3t

Evansville Bee & Honey Co.,

2439 South Gov. St.. - EVANSVILLE. IND.

(Successor to H. A. Ross.)

"tease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Queens
FULL COLONIES and

Three - Banded
Leath'r-Colored
Italian Qukkn.s.
Selected Untes-
ted, $1.00 each; 6

for $4.50. Also—
NUCLEI For Sale.

Circular Free.

3^^ 0. F. Fuller, Blackstone, Mass.

Ref.—Arthur C, Miller. Providence. R. I.

BEE-KEEPERS
Write us now (or our Catalog and get low

prioM CD Eood, honeit,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

OoT apecialtj it making SectioBS. All other

goodi up-to-date.

AUa. LOTZ a SON, Cadott, Wis.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when wtiMM.

American "Bee JoarnalJ

Untested Italian Queen-Bees
Our Standard-Bred

6 Queens for $4.00 ; 3 for $2.10 ;

1 for 75 cents.

For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely mated, and all right in every respect. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to say

about them

:

George W. York & Co.;—The two queens received of you some
time ago are fine. They are rood breeders, and the workers are
showing up fine I Introduced them among: black bees, and the bees
are nearly yellow now. and are doing: grood work.

Nemaha Co , Kan , July 15. A. W. SwAX.

Georoe W. York & Co. :—After importing: Queens for 15 years you
have sent me the best. She keeps y 1-2 Langstrolh frames fully oc-
cupied to date. and. althoug-h I kept the hive well contracted, to force
them to swarm, they have never built a Queen-cell. and will put up
lOU pounds of honey If the flow lasts this week.

Ontario, Canada July 22. Chas. Mitchell

George V7. York & Co. :—The queen I bought of you has proven a
good one. and has given me some of the best colonies.

Washington Co., Va., July 22. N. P. Oglesby.

George W. York & Co.;—Thequeen I received of you a few days
ago oame through O. K . and I want to say that she is a beauty. I im-
mediately introduced her into a colony which had been queenless for
20 days. .She was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I

am highly pleased with her and your promptness in filling my order.
My father, who is an old bee keeper, pronounced her very fine. You
will hear from me again when I am in need of something in the bee
line. E. E. McColm.

Marlon Co., 111., July 13.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is 75

cents, or with the old American Bee Journal for one

year—both for $1.40. Three Queens (without Journal)

would be $2.10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for in-

troducing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the

underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-Bred Queens.

George W. York & Co., we w. superior st. Chicago, 111.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Fine Red Clover Queens
FOR SALE

From finest breedinj; Queens procurable-
bo cents each. Selected. 75 cents. Am pre-
pared to furnish I or 100 promptly. Sso per
100. Would appreciate any orders sent. 15

years' experience. 7-'^tf

A. H. KANAGY, Kishacoquillas, Pa.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Motfs Strain of Italians

!

Golden or R. C. Untested, 05c; Tested, $1.15.

Natural Golden from Imported stock—Un-
tested, $1.00. Tested, Si, 50. See list.

NUCLEI. Leaflets — " How to Introduce
Queens." 15c; "How to Increase." 15c—both,
25 cents. jAtf

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Comb & Extracted Honey
Write us when you have any to offer, naming

your lowest price, freight paid Cincinnati. We
buy every time your price justifies, and we re-

mit the very day shipment arrives.

The Fred W. Muth Co.
"THE BUSY BEE-MEN"

51 Walnut Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO
Pleue mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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The only book that really telU
I bow to moke money raising poultry.

t The book that has been cussed and

I
dilCUBsed more than any other— but

I Itt sale is increasing daily. Why?
1 Because it tclla facta and cot theo-

I

ries. Endorsed by poultry author^

I

itica and successful amateurs who
1 ftre making money followin|< the sd-
' vice of the author, Milo M. H»st'

in£a Ex-Commercial Poultry Expert (or U. S. Government.
" The DolUr Hen" i* aoM in combination with the " Poultry

DiKett " to increase itt circulation. It is S real book, 212

po«ei, with Illustrations; ont • paper bound pamphlet, ex-

plaining " Systems. " " Seercis" or " Methods." The book

end " Poultry Di£cat" one ycor, postpaid, $1.00. Satisisc-

'^oVlTRr'o'lOEST Pu'b. c'o.'sT.J *NN ST., KEWYORKCITY.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sold at reduced prices. Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, and cverytliinsr pertaining to bee-
keeping of tlie very best kept in stock.
Large Wareliouse on of L. S. & M. S. R. R.

Wholesale and Retail. New price-list just

out— Free. I. it me figure on your wants.

iiAtf W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal whxa writinK.

Protect your Hives and
Boxes air and water
tight, and you will dou-
ble your money. Ask
me for FREE informa-
tion today. .'Address,

JOHN TOTH,
Bee-Keepers' Supplies
From East to \Vest

Mapleton, III. U.S.A.'

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

SWARTHMORE
PEDIGREED

GOLDENS
Queens from the well-kno.vn Swarthmore
Apiaries of the late E. L. Pratt. The briglit-

csl hustlers and the most gentle pure strain of
Coldens in the U. S. sAst

The Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

Plcaj« mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of the Book

"Bees and Honey"
By Thomas G. Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to
close out. It contains 160 pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at 50 cents each ; or
with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for only $1.20. Surely
this is a bargain. The book is well
illustrated, and has some good infor-
mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, HI.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

This is the only place "^^^fl

where you can get

This Combination: P^f^'^'^^s.

Prompt Service
and Lewis BEEWARE

We have in stock a number of Danzenbaker Bottom-
Boards, both 8 and 10 frame, which we are closing out

for 17 cents apiece.

Send for Free Catalog. BEESWAX WANTED.

The C. M. SCOTT CO.
1009 E. Washington St.,

Indianapolis, - Indiana

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

—/fER£/r/S—
IMPROVED CLARK'S DOUBLE ACTION

CUTAWAY HARROW
The most wonderful farm tool ever invented.
Two harrows in one. Throws the dirt out. then

in, leaving the land level and tme.
A labor t^iiver, a time saver. Needs

10 Tonpue Trufk. Jointed Pole

ewaro of imitations and in-

frineements. Send today for

REE nooklet.
CUTAWAY HARROW CO.

.^913 Main St.,
liigeanuui, Ooqu.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

1 1 Italian* Bees_ For Sale. ^
In 8-framu Laugsfroth hives, i Colony. $s;
2 for Sq: S for S20. Italian Queens—Untested
75ceach; for $4. Select Tested. $1.25 each;
5 for $t). B4A6t
L. Boomhower, Freehold,^Creene Co., N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Carniolan Queens.
"IHrprl from best Imported stocli.

After July ist
I 6 12 5A5

Untested $.75 54.00 $7.20
Tested i.oo 3.50 lo.oo

Wm. KERNAN, R. D. No. 2, Dushore, Pa.

Sections at $3.50 a 1000
We are making this big sacrifice in price to move a lot of -500,000 we have

in our warehouse. These are the regular one-piece 4 Vx'lVxly's two-beeway
Basswood Sections. They are No. 2 quality, and listed at $.5.00 per 1000. Send
in your orders now, before they are sold out.

Our Shipping-Cases
are recommended by the largest honey-buyers in the country. Covers and Bot-

toms are one piece; everything is Basswood, smooth on both sides, no-drip

sticks or corrugated paper in bottom. We make these to fit any number or size

of sections. We have on hand a large stock to hold 24 sections, which we offer

complete with paper and 2-inch glass at $1.3 per 100; Crates of -50, $7..50; Crates

of 25, $4.00.

Write for Catalog and prices on Hives, Frames, Foundation, or anything
you need in the apiary.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.
Nicollet Island MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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Section Time is "Lewis Time"
" Now is the Time the Bee-Keepers' Fancy turns to Sections."

A Word About Lewis Sections

Lewis Sections, or the " Beeware " Sections, which are the same thing, are

now being made by the new Lewis Plant at the rate of

One-Hundred Thousand Per Day.

The G. B. Lewis Co. have been manufacturing Sections ever since the first

one-piece section was turned out. They have been constantly improving on

them. Their machines are the finest and most up-to-date that human skill and

ingenuity can produce. These machines are operated by old and careful em-
ployees. Every section that comes off a machine is as near perfect as it can

be made. A section expert of twenty years of Lewis experience superintends

the whole job.

And now about the wood : It is the best bright basswood that thirty-

five years of buying experience can get.

There are Sections and Sections and Sections, but only ONE Lewis Section.

THIRTY DISTRIBUTING HOUSES

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

An Investment Opportunity
You have paid Premiums to Fire Insurance Com-

panies for years without having an opportunity, per-

liaps, until now to share in the Profits, because Stock-
holders hang on to £uch investments.

The Central National Fire Insurance Company
of Chicago is increasing its Capital, the business hav-

ing largely increased ; the Stock, instead of all being

held in Chicago, is to be scattered, partly, among de-

sirable customers throughout the country.

Shares are Fifty-Five Dollars.

Subscriptions can be paid for in installments, if

desired, with interest at r, percent nn unpaid balances.

References, by permission :

National City Bank of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.

Merchants and Manufacturers Bank, Milwaukee, Wis.

Experienced Management

OFFICERS :

James B. Hobbs, President.
Oliver H. Horton, Vice-President and Counsel
Henry P. Magill, Vice-President and Manager

Frank M. Rite, Secretary.

HOME OFFICE:

184 Y La Salle St., Chicago, Illinois.

Further information will be furnished those
interested who will detach this coupon and send to

the Manager.

CENTRAL NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, P^^ mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

184 Y La Salle Street, Chicago, III.

Please send me additional information regarding the Capital Stock of the Central N.\tional Fire Insurance

Company.

A'atne

Aciiir,:-
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Editorial Notes and Comments

Names ol Uee-Disea.se.s

When foul brood is spoken of, it is

uncertain which of two different dis-

eases is meant, and there is constant
danger of confusion. To prevent con-
fusion, the lull name must be used each
time, " American foul brood " or Euro-
pean foul brood,'' as the case may be.

But the constant tendency is to shorten
by leaving off the first part of so long
a name, simply saying " foul brood,"
and then there is trouble.

If we use the old name " black
brood " instead of '" European foul
brood," there is less danger of confu-
sion. But the blackness of the brood
is not what distinguishes the disease.

The other disease has just as black
brood. The color of the brood, how-
ever, is a prominent characteristic, and
when one is looking through a colony
to see signs of the disease, the one
thing he specially looks for is the color
of the larva, as it lies coiled up in the
bottom of its cell, is seen to be yellow-
ish or yellow, the scourge is present.
As yellow brood is the thing looked
for, no more appropriate name could
be given the disease than "yellow
brood." Then if the name " foul brood "

be used for the other disease there
ought to be little chance for confu-
sion. Is there any objection to the
names "yellow brood" and "foul
brood " for the two diseases ?

One Super and Frequent Extract-
ing

The practice of leaving extracting-
supers on till the close of the season
and then extracting all at one time
seems to be on the increase, and there
are good arguments in its favor. Cir-
cumstances alter cases, and G. C.

Greiner gives reasons in Gleanings for
going to the other extreme. Instead of

piling up supers as they are filled, he
gives only one super to each colony,
using Jumbo frames of the same size in

both super and brood-chamber; and
instead of waiting till the close of the
season to extract, he begins to extract
as soon as the first frames are three-
fourths sealed. He gives several rea-
sons for this, a chief one being that

his customers want the honey as soon
as the first of it is ready to extract,

and he would lose trade if he were not
ready to cater to it. Another reason
is that, not being very strong physi-
cally, he handles only one frame at a

a time, never doing a very heavy day's
work in any one day, but going over
his apiary in order, taking part of it at

each extracting, and in the rush of the
season extracting daily, doing the work
in the warm part of the day.

His management during the first part
of the season is interesting. He says:

As soon as the season is far enough ad-
vanced to show signs of incoming honey, all

better swarms are supplied with their su-
pers. This generally takes place during
fruit-bloom, about the 20th or 25tli of May.
When the white-clover flow begins, or a lit-

tle before, all the rest that promise fairly
well are also supplied to make sure that all

have room for storage. As the flow advances,
and the strong and best-working colonies
are tilling up. I take from 2 to 4 of their heav-
iest combs and exchange for empty ones
from the weaker colonies that have not
started yet. The bees that adhere to these
full combs I try to shake in front of their
hives; but I am not very particular if a few
bees are left on the combs.
Two or three days after the first exchange

was made, the inserted combs in those
strong colonies are probably full again, and
need exchanging the second time. When
this is done, all the bees are left on the
combs taken from colonies that are overly
strong, and exchanged for empty ones of the
weakest colonies. In this way I hit two birds
with one stone— I control swarming with one
lot and build up another to proper working
condition.

Then he begins extracting, as already

mentioned.

Sealed Honey vs. Feeders

The writer is the inventor of one of

the most popular feeders in use, but if

he could always have things to his lik-

ing he would never use a feeder.

Frames of sealed honey have the pref-

erence, every time. Nor is the writer
lacking in good company. Editor
Hutchinson says: " If I always had an
abundance of sealed stores, I would
iifver «sc feeders."

" But," says one, " feeding syrup is

important for stimulation." To this

Mr. Hutchinson replies :

'

I suppose that the regular feeding of a
syrup is more stimulating than the presence
of sealed stores in the hive, but I doubt if it

is much greater than would be the uncap-
ping of some of the sealed stores already in

the hive."

Is it any greater? Is it as great?
The uncapping will certainly make the

bees handle some of the honey. Could
there be any possible advantage in get-

ting them to take the same amount of

honey from a feeder ? The only ques-
tion is whether there is anything more
stimulating in sugar syrup than there

is in honey ? It is not very hard to

believe that honey is the more stimu-
lating of the two, for it contains ele-

ments that are not in sugar.

So far, then, as the matter of stimula-

tion is concerned, it is not hard to be-

lieve that uncapping sealed honey is

better than feeding sugar syrup. Please
understand, however, that this is not
saying that either is necessary or ad-

visable at all times, or indeed often. If

the hive contains abundance of stores,

and the bees have all the brood they

can cover, what can possibly be gained

by anything further in the way of

stimulation f Only in times and places

where there is so long a dearth that

there is danger that laying may cease

altogether, or that the bees will not
care for the eggs that are laid, does it

seem that stimulation of any kind can
do much good.

But there is another item of serious

importance to be considered in com-
paring sealed stores and sugar syrup.

Excellent authorities tell us that young
bees reared upon sugar syrup have not
the stamina that comes from honey. In

Switzerland—and you may go a long
way before you will find safer guides

than Swiss bee-keepers—they say. prac-

tically, " Feed sugar, if you must, for

winter stores, but only for winter
stores. When it comes time to rear

young bees in spring, honey must be
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on hand if you do not want degenerated
bees."

" But why speak of these matters
now ? One will hardly think of stimu-
lative feeding before next spring."
Next spring will be too late. If frames
of sealed honey are to be on hand next
spring, they must be gotten ready this
summer. The matter is considered of
such serious importance that it was
thought worth while to urge it once
more, in the hope that some who other-
wise would not give it sufficient thought
might be induced to secure a sufficient
stock of sealed combs to be ready for
any emergency next rear.

Why Bees Fear Smoke
It is common knowledge that bees

are frightened when smoke is blown
upon them; but not every bee-keeper
has stopped to inquire 'why. Some
have said that when the bees smell
smoke they suppose their home is in
danger of being burned down. But
how should they have learned to con-
nect smoke with fire; or, indeed, why
should they fear fire? In the introduc-
tion to the book, "How to Keep Bees
for Profit," it is thus explained :

In former times "the bees were
hunted in their native habitat in the
clefts of the rocks, in the heart of the
trees of the forest, and such other
places where they are accustomed to
build their combs. In securing their
golden stores the hunters were com-
pelled to smoke and destroy the bees,
thus creating in them a fear of smoke-
that has been inbred for centuries."
This makes the matter simpler, for it

leaves fire out of the question alto-
gether; century after contury, when
they have smelled smoke they have
learned to associate it with the destruc-
tion of the colony. Why not ?

But when we come to inquire just
how the fear is inbred, how the fear in
a colony that has been destroyed to
the accompaniment of smoke is con-
veyed to Its posterity, the whole fabric
falls down. For none of the colonies
destroyed ever had any posterity!
Couldn't have. At least it could have
no postertiy proceeding from it after
Its destruction. And none other could
count.

Evidently we have not yet the true
answer to the conundrum. Perhaps we
never shall have. Fortunately it does
not so greatly matter.

Bees that Best Resist Foul Brood
In America and in Australia it is the

prevailing belief that Italians are less
subject to foul brood than blacks. In
England and in Switzerland the oppo-
site view IS held. Commenting upon
foul brood in Switzerland, the British
Bee Journal says :

.
The fact that in Southern .Switzerlaiici.

just where (he Itahan bee is indigenous, foulbrood IS most extensively found throws aDeculiar heht on the statement in American
papers and that of some of the German
ones, that bees of the Italian race arc less
subject to foul brood. The statistics have
sliownjust the reverse. It is in the canton
lessin where the Italian bee is exclusively
cultivated, .iiid whence queens are lart'elv
exported, that the highest iiercentat'e of
cases was found, namely, i6 percent.

The argument is hardly to the point.
The fact that foul brood prevails where
Italians are exclusively cultivated

proves that Italians are not immune to
foul brood—a thing which perhaps no
one claims. The question is: If blacks
were kept in the same region, would
more or less than 1(1 percent of them
be affected with foul brood ?

If an American bee-keeper, holding
the belief that Italians are better honey-
gatherers than blacks and less subject
to foul brood, were to keep bees in
Switzerland for a year, he would likely
change his mind. Likewise a Swiss
bee-keeper, after a year in this country,
would likely und"ergo a change of
mind. The fact is, there are blacks and
blacks. .\lso there are Italians and
Italians. Granted the variation in the
two different kinds, it is easy to be-
lieve that some blacks are better than
some Italians, and that some Italians
are better than some blacks.
The American bee-keeper is very

sure Italians are better than blacks.
He has tried the two side by side, and
he knows. But is he sure that the
blacks in England and in Switzerland
are just as poor as the blacks he has
kept? Is it not possible that the
blacks of_ this country are a specially
poor lot? Is it not worth trying to
find whether the best blacks of Switzer-
land are better or worse than the Ital-
ians in this country ? Possibly Swiss
blacks are not adapted to our climate.
And just possibly they are.
Returning to our original question,

it will probably be found that the most
vigorous bees are the least subject to
foul brood, whether they be blacks,
Italians, or hybrids.

Eight Frames vs. 1 2 Frames
R. F. Holtermann and the Canadian

Bee Journal are not agreed as to the
size of hives. Mr. Holtermann says
that "a large hive (a 12-frame Lang-
stroth) is much better than an8-frame."
Editor Hurley says

:

" We do not hesitate to take issue with Mr.
Holtermann in this statement. The i2-frame
is too large to winter in: it is too large for
spring; it is too large for fall. There is, in
our opinion, to much 'barn' room for the
bees to keep at the necessary temperature.

"

There is just a possibility that Mr.
Holtermann might say: "To be sure,
a r3-frame is too large; but better have
a hive too ' barny ' than too small."
Possible, but not probable; and not at
all probable that he will agree with Mr.
Hurley when the latter says :

" We
would not recommend anything larger
than 9 or 10 frames."

Possibly the friction between these
two Kanuck leaders may throw a spark
of light on this ve.xed question.

Itestlessness of Queens iu Winter
Under the title of "The Long Night

in the Hive," Tickner Edwardes has
written an article for the Pall Mall
Gazette, in which he takes the ground
that bees would remain dormant, or
nearly so, consuming practically no
stores, if it were not for the fact that
the queen keeps them constantly stirred
up. Among other things he says :

" Prolonged study of hive-life in U'inter
will reveal one hitherto unsuspected fact.
At this time, far from settling down into a
life of sleepy iuactivity, the quoeu-bee
seems to develop a restlessness and impa-
tience not to be observed in her at any other
season. It is clear that the workers would

lie quiet enough if they had only themselves
to consider. But the queen will not allow if
.\ightor day. she seems always in this un-restmg state of mind, and the work of get-
ting their queen through the winter season
IS evidently a continual source of worry to
the members of the colony. Altogether'the
most logical inference to be drawn from any
prolonged and careful investigation of hive-
life in winter is that the queen-bee herself
IS the main obstacle to any system of hiber-
nation being adopted in the hive.

' In some future age the mother-bee may
be ruthlessly slaughtered at the end of each
seasori. another queen being reared when
breeding time again comes around. Then,
no doubt, honey-bees would hibernate, as
do so many other creatures of the wilds; and
the necessity for all that frantic labor
throughout the summer days be obviated

The germ of life in all eggs is notoriously
hardy; and it is conceivable that bv a system
of cold storage, as carefully studied and
ingeniously regulated as are most other
affairs of the hive, the bees might succeed
in preserving eggs throughout the winter in
a state of suspended, but not irresuscitable.
life. And if ever ihe honey-bee, in some
f".ture age, discovers this possibility, she
will infallibly become a true hibernating in-
sect, and join the ranks of the summer loi-
terers and merry-makers. But the bee-mas-
ter will get no more honey."

All this sounds rather wild, and the
last part of it, at least, lies entirely in
the realm of fanciful conjecture, but
the fact that the dignified British Bee
Journal has seen fit to devote nearly
two pages to copying the article with-
out note or comment makes one won-
der just how much ground there is for
the assertion that prolonged study will
reveal the hitherto unsuspected fad
that in winter the queen- seems to de-
velop more restlessness than in sum-
mer. Certainly she does not seem a
great idler in summer. Has our much
esteemed contemporary enough faith
in Mr. Edwardes to take his word for it,

that the queen is such a troubler in win-
ter, without so much as saying, " How
do you know ?"

According to Mr. Edwardes, if the
queen were absent the colony would
be so quiet that little or no stores
would be consumed in winter. But are
not queenless colonies the very ones
that are notoriously uneasy and con-
sume most in winter ?

"Bee-Keepers' Guide"
This book on bees is also known as

the "Manual of the Apiary." It is in-
structive, interesting, and both practi-
cal and scientific. On the anatomy and
physiology of the bee it is more com-
plete than any other standard Ameri-
can bee-book. Also the part on honey-
producing plants is exceptionally fine.

Every bee-keeper should have it in his
library. It has .'')44 pages, and 29.5 illus-

trations. Bound in cloth. Price, post-
paid, $1.20; or with a year's subscrip-
tion to the American Bee Journal—both
for $1.90. Send all orders to the office

of the American Bee Journal, 14G West
Superior St., Chicago, 111.

" Scientific Queeu-Reariug "

No other book compares with this

one written by Mr. G. M. Doolittle. He
is an expert in the business. It tells

just how the very best queens can be
reared. Bound in cloth. By mail, $1.00

;

or with the American Bee Journal, one
year—both for $l.t)it. In leatherette
binding, 75 cents, postpaid; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—both
for $1.2.5. Send to the American Bee
Journal, 140 W. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
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Miscellaneous News-Items

Heartsease at Marengo
On page 101. C. P. Dadant quotes me

as saying that in 1902, for the first time
in my observation, heartsease was
busily worked on by the bees, and says,

"This is certainly not a very good rec-

ommendation." A little explanation
will show that I meant nothing to the
discredit of heartsease as a honey-plant.
It was not that heartsease had been
plenty for years and had yielded noth-
ing, but I think that previously the
plant had been so scarce here that it

was not worth considering as a honey-
plant. I think it is on the increase,

and now of considerable importance,
especially as I think the honey from it

is very light in color. C. C. M.

A CaU ftoiu Dr. Phillips

Dr. E. F. Phillips, in charge of Api-
culture, Bureau of Entmology, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D.
C, called at the office of the American
Bee Journal early last month. He was
on a tour in the interest of foul

brood. The Government is taking
hold of the diseases of bees in a sys-

tematic, thorough manner that should
yield good results in time. It is a tre-

mendous undertaking, to cover the
whole of the United States, but when
accomplished it should be productive
of much good to th& whole bee-keeping
industry.

Dr. Phillips, with his assistants, is

doing things for bee-keeping, and if all

interested will co-operate, the work
being done, and in process, will yield
large returns.

Houev Prospects and Bee-Supply
Trade

About the middle of June we sent
several questions to some of the lead-

ing bee-supply dealers, asking as to the
honey prospects for 1910, and also con-
cerning the demand for bee-supplies.
Some of them did not respond, but the
following have been heard from :

The C. M. Scott Co.

The bee-business is on the boom. Every-
thing goes out at once. Everybody, it seems,
has waited until the last minute, and now
they can not set the goods fast enough. The
prospect for honey has never been better
for many a day. There are fields of white
clover in bloom that remind one of snow in
the summertime, as it is practically white.
If the weather continues as nice as it is now.
we will certainly have a better honey crop.

The C. M. Scott Co.
per E. A. Dittrich.

Indianapolis. Ind.. June 17.

Dadant & Sons

Editor American Bee Joirnal—
Dear Sir:—Ovrins to the cool weather in

May and the early part of June, the bee-sup-
ply business has been very slow locally.
Wholesale dealers and jobbers have been
stocking up heavily, owing to the good pros-
pect for white clover.
The crop started here June nth. and since

that time bees have been storing honey rap-
idly. With enough rain theru should be a
good clover crop, and it should run pretty
well into July. There is plenty of clover.
and it is blooming profusely.

Truly yours. Dadant & Sons.
Hamilton. III.. June 17.

Walter S. Pouder

Indiana bee-keepers are rejoicing because
we are in the midst of one of the best white
clover flows that we have ever known. Old
and experienced bee-keepers express sur-
prise'at the way honey is coming in. Weather
conditions seem to be exactly right—very
warm—and comb-building seems easy for
the bees. The weather in May was not
favorable, but bee-keepers have not been
discouraged at any time. Many winter losses
have been reported, but the owners have
profited by their experience in many cases,
and are building up again with better mate-
rial. We can not tell how long this flow will
last, but with favorable weather it should
extend into July. Much nectar is going to
waste in some localities because there are
not enough bees to take care of the bloom.

Walter S. Pouder.
Indianapolis. Ind., June Z3.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.

Editor American Bee Journal—
Dear Sir:—Bees in this locality wintered

very well, and up to the end of April were in
fine condition—better than we have ever
known them to be any year before. After
that it turned cold for over 6 weeks, which
set them back a little, but apparently did
not do much harm. White clover came out
fine about lu days ago. but as we have not
had any rain here for over a month, every-
thing is dried up. and the bees are not get-
ting any honey at all just now. Basswood is

budding out pretty well, and it is possible
that we will get a crop of basswood honey.
The bee-supply business has been very

slack all spring, and is now almost at a
stand-still. We have a large stock on hand,
and are filling orders just as fast as they
come in. Yours very truly,

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.
Minneapolis. Minn.. June 22.

C. B. Lewis Company

Editor American Bee Journal—
Dear 5;>.—Replying to yours of June 13th.

referring to the bee-supply business and
trade in general, we will say that the Colo-
rado trade has been very good, and we un-
derstand the prospects for honey are very
favorable.
We are just in receipt of a report from

Iowa, from which we quote as follows:
"The prospects for honey are good. Win-

ter loss is the cause of poor trade."
Another one from Illinois as follows:

" Weather has finally turned warm, and bees
are beginning to get busy."
Another one from Michigan, as follows:
"We are having bee-weather now; oceans
of honey, but very few bees in the hive to
gather it. Very few bees in the country are
working in the supers when they should be
at it full blast. As a result, no swarms, sec-
tions are not being filled up, and no demand
for goods. This was all caused by the cold
and bad weather during April and May.
when there were weeks at a time when the
bees could not leave the hives. When the
honey-flow opened up a few days ago. bees
were in a weaker condition, not nearly as
strong as they were April ist. During the
bad weather the queen quit laying, so they
are short of workers now when the harvest
is on." Very truly.

Geo. C. Lewis.
Watertown. Wis.. June 17.

A. C Woodman Co.

Editor American Bee Journal—
Dear Sir:— In reply to your favor of recent

date, relative to the honey crop, I will say
that perhaps the following letter, just re-
ceived from Mr. S. D. Chapman, of Mance-
lona, Mich., one of Michigan's best and most
extensive honey-producers, will explain
matters best:

Mr. IV'oodman:—! guess it is time to order
a few cans. You may send me 100 cases.
This is the most singular season I ever saw.
Bees wintered splendidly, and built up very
early in the spring. I had more than 50 colo-
nies start queen-cells the last of March, but
early in April it turned cold, and for about
60 days the bees hardly had a flight. Rasp-
berry and all the fruit-buds were frozen, no

pollen came in during all this time; the bees

rot out of honey, and I let 14 of the best
had starve to death. I was right after them

all the time. I fed 251:0 pounds. No brood-
rearing was going on until June 8th. Now
my bees are growing lighter every day. but
in a week the first young bees will begin to
come on. Ninety-five percent of all the
raspberry was frozen; all that escaped has
been in bloom two weeks, and all that froze
will come on all right; it will be in bloom in

S or 6 days. The bees are more than making
a living now. Basswood is budding full:

willow herb is plentiful, and the prospects
are good for honey; but we will have few-

bees to gather on raspberry.
S. D. Chapman.

Mancelona, Mich.. June 20.

Our trade was excellent up to about May
20. at which time it dropped off considerably
on account of bad weather conditions; but
things are now booming again. The above
letter explains conditions exactly as they
existed over the entire State of Michigan,
and undoubtedly other parts of the country.
There is now a most excellent honey-flow—
oceans of it to be gathered; what few bees
were in a condition togather when it opened
up are securing a fine harvest. Conditions
are now as favorable as they were discour-
aging during May. A fair crop is assured,
and with rains to prolong the flow, a good
crop should yet be secured this season.

Yours truly, A. G. Woodman Co.

P. S.—Michigan is a solid mat of clover.
An engineer that runs between Grand Rap-
ids and Detroit, says that the air is heavy
with clover fragrance at night, and he never
before saw so much of it. A. G. W.

Bees—Farmers' liuUetin No. 397

This is a new publication issued by
the Department of Agriculture at

Washington, D. C. Its aim is to give

briefly the information needed by per-

sons engaged in the keeping of bees,

and to answer inquiries that are fre-

quently received from correspondents
of the Department. It discusses the

location, equipment, and stocking of

the apiary, the habits of bees and their

manipulation, the production of honey
and wax, wintering, and diseases and
injuries. It also gives such general in-

formation as how to obtain and intro-

duce queens, laws afifecting bee-keep-

ing, and journals and books on the

subject. This publication can be ob-

tained free as long as the supply lasts,

by applying to the Secretary of Agri-
culture, Washington, D. C. ; it may also

be secured from Senators, Representa-
tives, and Delegates in Congress; and
the Superintendent of Documents will

sell it at 5 cents per copy.

" Der Bien Und Seine Zucht

"

This is the name of a text-book on
bee-culture that has been received at

this oflice. It is written by Rev. F.

Gerstung, editor of the German bee-

paper. Die Deutsche Bienenzucht. The
work contains nearly 500 well-printed

pages, with 230 illustrations, many of

them full-page. A little more than 100

of these are representations of apiaries,

mostly house-apiaries, or pavilions, as

they are called in Germany, for an api-

ary with the hives separately placed out

in the open is as rare in Germany as a

house-apiary in this country. The au-
thor says

:

" We are convinced that Americans, also,

will introduce our wonderfully beautiful
pavilions as soon as they learn their practi-
cal advantages over having hives placed
singly."

He perhaps does not know that

house-apiaries were more in vogue in

this country 40 years ago than at pres-

ent.
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Very admirable are the 32 illustra-

tions of brood-combs.
Mucb space is given to developing

the author's idea that a colony of bees
is an organism.
A very full list of honey-plants is

given, occupying 20 pages.

It is generally believed that propolis
is gathered from the buds of trees, but
the author raises the question whether
it may not also, like virax, be a secretion
of the bee.

The only size of frame favored is

that used in the Gerstung hive, which
the author calls the " rational " size, as
being best adapted to the needs of the
bee. It measures 40x2o centimeters
(about lo-'ix9% inches), not outside,

as frames are measured in this country,
but inside measure. It will be seen
that a Langstroth frame contains about
.89 of the area of a Gerstung frame (not
.99, as given in the book—a manifest
error). But this frame may be used
either as a deep or a shallow frame.
The more common way seems to be to

use it as a deep frame, 40 centimeters
in depth, with the warm arrangement;
that is, with the frame running parallel

with the entrance. When the frame is

used with 25 centimeters as the depth,
the cold arrangement is used, the same
as frames are generally used in this

country.
Those who are familiar with the Ger-

man language will find it quite interest-

ing to note some of the differences be-

tween the teachings of this work and
those of the Knglish text-books.

All Iiiexpen.sive Hive-Stancl

In the very neat report of the second
annual meeting of the Maryland Bee-
Keepers' Association will be found an
address by Dr. Burton N. Gates, in

which he demonstrated the inexpensive
and substantial bee-hive stand in use in

the United States Government apiary,

College Park, Md., as follows:

The stand consists of two glazed, vitrified
tiles 4.25x4.2s inches and 18 inches Ion;;. The
corners of the otherwise square tile are

c

nia>' bo obtained from tcrra-cutta facturics.
Weiehine about 15 pounds each, they are
just heavy enougli to stay readily in position.
Beine.hard burnt and vitrified, they are
practically impervious to water, and to a
nigli degree they resist the action of weather
and frost.

The hive rests upon one tile at the
back end, and one at the front end.

nectar " to beat the band." as the bov
on the street would say. Up to June 8
the bees were starving, but immediately
after that day there was a complete
change, and by June 18, on some hives,
there were over two comb honey su-
pers.

Dr. Miller's "Otb birthday anniversary
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The tiles cost about 5 cents'each. Sec-
onds or culls cost less than No. 1 tile,

and answer as well. A tile slightly

warped or chipped is all right, but if it

is cracked it will not last.

A Call On Dr, C. C. Miller

Saturday, June 18, was a perfect sum-
mer day. The ride from Chicago to

Marengo, 111., was so refreshing, as the
electric cars sped along fields of white
clover whose delectable fragrance was
wafted through the open car windows.

Two OcTAiajNAL Tn.Es Used eor a Hrvi-SiAsn

occurred June 10, when there was a

gathering of the clans, at his delightful
home, and a thoroughly enjoyable time
was had by all present.
Miss Emma Wilson, who conducts

Our Bee-Keeping Sisters' department
in the American Bee Journal, still

works with the bees as much as, if not
more than, ever. As most of our read-
ers know. Miss Wilson is the sister of

Mrs. Miller. Then there is Grandma
Wilson, 91 years old, mother of Mrs.
Miller and Miss Wilson, which com-
pletes the family circle at Dr. Miller's.

We have said it before, and expect to

say it often, as it will bear repeating,
that to spend a few hours with Dr.
Miller and his family, in their plain,

quiet, dignified, restful home, is a privi-

lege and pleasure that any one may
well covet. We look both forward and
backward to our visits there with a

satisfaction and a delight that are ever
increasing as the mind dw'ells upon
them.

It has been our hope, expressed many
times, and in which we know all bee-
keepers unite, that Dr. Miller may be
spared yet many years to bless the
world with his cheering presence and
mellifluous contributions to the living

literature of beedom. It is nice to

know that his last years are indeed his

best, and that he has the abiding love

and confidence of an admiring host,

not only of bee-keepers, but of others in

the varied walks of life who are so

fortunate as to know him personally or
by reputation.

clipped, thus makinir it approximately oc-
tatronal in cross-section. In the trade these
tiles are known as " iH-inch. one-way conduit
tile." and are used for conductintf electric
wires below the cround. Being so generally
used througliout the United States, they are
obtainable from electric light and telephone
companies in practically every city, or they

We arrived at the hillcrest home of

Dr. Miller, often called "the sage of

Marengo," about 11:30 a.m. He was
well, and as happy and optitnistic as

ever. He has Ilu colonies of bees, and
they were piling in the white clover

The Two Kiinls of Honej-l>ew

At a conversazoine of the British Bee-
Keepers' .Association, as reported in the

British Bee Journal, an intere'^ting dis-
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cussion regarding honey-dew took
place. Some held that honey-dew was
the excretion of plant-lice, and some
that it was a secretion directly from
the plants.

"Mr. Cowan, in summinti up the discus-
sion, said that bothsides were riglit. because
there was honey-dew produced by plant-lice
and honeydew produced by exudation of
tile leaves. You will always find a strong
flow of honey-dew after hot and dry davs.
followed by cold and damp nights. If the
night is dry. you do not iret honey-dew; if it

is a damp night, you are sure to have honey-
dew. There are two causes which produce
honey-dew. Kirst. insects, which attack the
leaves, and digest only part of the liquid
they suck up. discharging the greater part in
sticky drops, which we all know. Then, in
the absence of insects, there was the exuda-
tion of the leaves. The exudation forms in
small drops on the underside of the leaves.
and drops from one leaf to another.
"The tn'o honey-dews differed in many re-

spects, that produced by the leaves being
formed at night—just the reverse to the
other: that produced by insects being
formed during the day. and the hotter the
weather the more of it was produced, the
greatest production being in the middle of
the day; that was because the aphides were
feeding during the day. During the night
they do not feed on the leaves, so that the
production ceases. On the other hand, the
leaves exude honey-dew during the night,
when the atmosphere is moist. There was
also a distinction in their composition. We
all know that Hower nectar is composed of
saccharose and glucose, but the composi-
tion of honey-dew produced by insects con-
tains a large quantity of dextrine, gums, and
other sugars, such as mannite. Mannite is
abundant in the ash. and is found in white
scales on the leaves.

"Now, the honey-dew that is produced by
the exudation of the leaves is identical
with the nectar that is collected from the
flowers. We know that the polariscope
helps us very much in discovering these
things. .^11 flower-honey polarizes to the
left, and honey-dew. on the other hand,
polarises to the right, like glucose, and it

was supposed at one time thatall honey that
did not polarize to the left was adulterated.
It is now- known that some of this honey that
polarizes to the right is not adulterated at
all. but is due to honey-dew. There is an-
other important matter. The exudation of
the leaves also polarizes to the right, and we
have to find out how to differentiate the one
from the other, and devise a method of diag-
nosing it.

" He haddemonstratedsome years agothat
insect honey-dew polarized to the right; but
as the honey-dew produced by the exudation
of the leaves polarized to the right also,
after dialyzing it for 24 hours, according to
Dr. Haenle's method, it would go back to
zero, whereas the other would not do so. It

therefore showed that there was a difference
between the insect honey-dew and the exu-
dation of the leaves. This was a very im-
portant point to bear in mind."

Our Froiit-Page Pictures

Brief descriptions of the pictures on
the front page this month are as fol-

lows :

No. 1—Apiary of I. D. Nixon

I am sending a picture of my bee-yard
taken last year. The person to the right is

myself. I took about 60 pounds of clover
honey per colony last year. The hives at
the right contained 50 2-frame nuclei which
I got from Ohio. They were put in the yard
May27. loog: I built them up with plenty of
honey to winter on. and extracted 2iou
pounds of honey from them during the sea-
son.

I have at present 103 colonies. This has
been a very hard spring on bees. It was so
cold, and the frost killed all the bloom.
White clover will bloom about June i.

Lafarge. Wis.. May 11. I. D. N'lxON.

No. 2.—Larva of the Greater Bee-Moth

This picture is taken from the Sec-
ond Annual Report of the Indiana State
Entomologist. George S. Demuth, the
Indiana Bee-Inspector, savs this about
it:

The eggs of this bee-moth are usually
pushed into the crevices between boards or
under hives or about the entrance. The
caterpillars are of a dirty gray color, with
brown heads. They seek the comb during
the feeding period, and tunnel through it,

1 o better protect themselves from the bees
they line this tunnel with a silken tube
which they have power to spin. In ^ or 4
weeks they are full grown, being about an
inch in length. They now spin their cocoons
and in about 2 weeks appear as moths. The
moths have a protective coloring mimicking
that of old boards, and are thus not readilv
observed.

No. 3.—Apiary of Jesse Jones

This picture represents the home api-
ary of Jesse Jones and his three daugh-
ters, located at Parma, Mo.

No. 4.—A Japanese Apiary

This is a picture of the Nonogaki
.\piary, a queen-breeding yard at

Okucho, Owari, Japan, We had hoped
to have a description of it, but failed to
get it. There is much in it that indi-
cates up-to-dateness.

No. 5—Advanced Stage of American Foul
Brood

Another picture from the Second
.Annual Report of the Indiana State
Entomologist. Mr. Demuth says this
of American Foul Brood :

The American Foul Brood is that which
has been known simply as Foul Brood. From
investigations conducted by the Bureau of
Entomology of the United States Govern-
ment, the cause of American Foul Brood
was found to be a species of bacteria. Bacil-
lus Larvae.

In diseased colonies the bees are usually
not very active. Much of the brood fails to
hatch. The cappings of the cells are usually
sunken and discolored, and often have rag-
ged perforations. In American Foul Brood
most of the cells containing diseased larvae
are or have been capped and the larva; seem
to die soon after the time of capping. If one
of these diseased cells be opened the larvae
may be seen lying on the lower side not bot-
tom) of the cell. Later It sinks down into a
jelly-like mass of brownish color. The odor
of this decaying material is characteristic,
and can frequently be detected before open-
ing the hive, even when but few diseased
cells are present. If a pin or a small stick
be inserted in a dead larva and withdrawn
the material stretches out in a fine thread or
is "ropy." This characteristic is usually
the final clinical test in the diagnosis of this
disease. In the earlier stages the color of
the dead material is best described as that
of coffee diluted with milk, but later the
color is dark brown, and finally the dead
larva dries down to a mere dark scale which
adheres firmly to the lower side of the cell.
The bees are seemingly unable to remove

these scales. They may be seen in any
comb that has contained American Foul
Brood by letting a strong light strike the
lower side of the cells and looking into them
at such an angle that the line of sight strikes
the lower side of the cell about one-third of
its depth. Each of these scales contains
innumerable spores, each of which is capa-
ble of producing the disease in a healthy-
bee-larva.

Treatment.

The underlying principle of any treatment
of either of brood-diseases is the complete
separation of bees and the infected mate-
rial. The plan usually followed is the so-
called McEvoy treatment, which, given in
Mr. Evoy's own words, is as follows;
"In the honey season, when the bees are

gathering freely, remove the combs in the
c-'vt'/nfrj^ and shake the bees into their own
hive; give them frames with comb founda-
tion starters on and let them build comb for
4 days. The bees will make the starters
itito comb during the 4 days and store the
diseased honey in them which they took
with them from the old comb. Then in the
evening of the fourth day take out the new-
combs and give them comb foundation to
work out. and then the cure will be com-
plete.

'

While Mr. McEvoy does not advise disin-
fecting the hives, it is always advisable to
do so. as many cases of reinfection have
been reported when the bees were shaken
into the same hive.

Hives may be rendered entirely safe for
use again by charring the inside by means
of a paint torch or by burning out with kero-
sene.

No. 6.—Apiary of Andrew M. Pultz

This is a picture of the apiary of An-
drew M. Pultz, of Lake Prestoii, S. Dak.
Mr. Pultz reports a very bad spring for
the bees, which seemed to be the style

practically all over the country this
year. Frost killed all the fruit-bloom,
and up to May 18 dandelion was all

there was for the bees to work on.

Iiidiaua Fair Apiarian Lii.st

The -jTth annual State Fair of Indi-
ana will be held at Indianapolis, Sept.
12 to 16, I'JIO. In the apiarian depart-
ment $2.30 in cash premiums is offered.
Mr. Geo. W. Williams, of Redkey, Ind.,

is to be the judge. l"or further infor-
mation, also a copy of the premium
list, address, Charles Downing, Secre-
tary Indiana State Fair, Indianapolis,
Ind.

•*

Wi.sconsiu Inspector'.s Report
Mr. N. E. France, who for 13 years

has been the inspector of apiaries for
the State of Wisconsin, has issued a

neat pamphlet report for 1910, covering
24 pages. Besides his 13th annual re-

port as inspector, it contains Secretary
Dittmer's report of the last meeting of
the Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' .As-

sociation. Every Wisconsin bee-keeper
should have a copy of this report. Send
to N. E. France, Platteville, VVis., for it,

if you haven't already received a copy.

Back Volumes of the Anierioan
Bee Journal

We frequently have calls for back
volumes of the American Bee Journal
beginning from Vol. I, 1861. Occa-
sionally we receive notice that one of

our old subscribers has passed away,
and in one or two instances the rela-

tives have been kind enough to write
us that all the copies of the Bee Jour-
nal have been saved, and they would be
pleased to send them to us. We appre-
ciate such oiTers very much indeed,

and wish to say now that we would like

to hear from any one who has been
careful enough to preserve the back
volumes of the American Bee Journal,
as quite often we have calls for such
volumes, and would be glad to supply
them. We hope that no one would
think of destroying the copies of the
American Bee Journal, as they cer-
ainly are rally valuable, having a his-

toric interest that increases as the
years pass. There are institutions, such
as agricultural colleges, etc., that often
wish to have a complete set of volumes
of the American Bee Journal, and, of

course, they apply to us first, to find out
whether we can furnish them. So,
hereafter, we will appreciate it very
much if the relatives of the deceased
subscribers who have taken the Ameri-
can Bee Journal for a half century or
less, would be sure to preserve such
back volumes and write us about them.

" What kind of a career have you mapped
out for your boy Josh?" "I'm goin' to
make a lawyer of him." answered Farmer
Corntossel. " He's got an unconquerable
fancy for tendin' to other folks' business,
an' he might as well git paid for it. '— Ho..//-

iitgton Star.
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Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
Conducted by Emma M \Vii.son. Marengo. 111.

Bees Hanging Out On the Hives

I have a few bees which I am very much
interested in. I live in Charleston. S. C.
The weather so far has been quite cool, but
in spite of that the bees hang on the outside
of the hives, and stay there from a week to ?

weeks. It is not because the hive is full of
honey, for I have looked and find plenty of
comb not sealed. Why. do you think, the
bees hang on the outside of the hive? The
front of the hive is so full of bees that I

don't see how they manage to go in and out.
These colonies I speak of have swarmed 2

or 3 times. Where do you think the queen
is? And would you advise me to catch
some of these bees and put them into an-
other hive ? Some of my hives are old-fash-
ioned box affairs. Do tell me how I can
catch the queen. Emma Furman.

At this distance it is not easy to be
entirely certain why the bees hang out
in clusters on the hives, but it is a
pretty safe guess to say that it is more
comfortable out than in, just as you
may find it more comfortable some-
times on a hot day to sit out on the
shady side of the house. It may be
that there is too small an entrance,
giving too little chance for ventilation.
It is hard to give too large an entrance
in hot weather, only there should not
be more than an inch of space under
the bottom-bars, else the bees will build
down comb in the space. Some raise
the hive by putting little blocks under
the 4 corners. You can also increase
ventilation by allowing an opening
above. Let the upper story be slid for-
ward so as to leave a space of '4 inch
at the back end. It makes a difference
if the hive stands out in the hot sun.
Sometimes when a good flow is on, the
bees will hang out at night, when all

the bees are at home, and in the day-
time, when all the field-bees are out at
work, the outside of the hive will be
clear. Sometimes bees hang out for
no other reason than that there is noth-
ing to do in the fields, and they may
just as as well be clustering idly on the
outside of the hive as to be wearing
out their lives in the field where there
is nothing to do. It has been advised
to smoke the bees to make them go to
work, but that probably does more
harm than good.

It is practically impossible to catch a
queen in a box-hive. If you are smart
enough, you might catch her when she
issues with a swarm. You might also
drum the bees out into an open box

;

but it would be hard to find the queen
then. In a movable-comb hive it is

easy to lift out frame after frame until
you come to the one on which the
queen is found.
You would likely gain nothing by

taking the bees that are clustering out
and putting them in other hives.

How a Texas Sister Extracts Honey

Dear Miss Wilson: I often wonder how
many of our sisters like extracting. I. for
one, immensely enjoy it. It is about all I do
during the extracting season. I attend to
the frames in every way. My husband takes
them from the hives, and I extract them.
When one comes to think about it. it is a
job, though not a heavy one.

If system is needed anywhere it is cer-
tainly needed in the honey-room. As I have
told you before, we run mostly for bulk-
comb honey. As the frames are brought in.
the white ones suitable to be cut out are
put in one place, end those to be extracted
in another.
We have not yet gotten to where we can

afford an uncapping melter; but all in good
time. I have an ordinary washing tub on
which I place a box. with screen-wire in the
bottom. The screen-wire comes up on the
outside of the box at least 3 inches, and is
Hrmly secured thereon with strips of pine
2\% inches, the full length of the box on all
four sides. This prevents the wire from
pulling loose with the weight of the cap-
pings. Nailed across the top of the box is a
2xJi inch strip with a half inch depression
in the center in which to rest the frame
while uncapping.

I use a hot. sharp knife, and the downward
stroke. At present I am using the old stvle
Bingham knife, but would dearly love to
have the Bingham Improved, with the
Hanged shank and SJi-inch blade. I find that
the cold knife, dipped often in ice-cold
water, works very well, but with the hot
knife one can work much more rapidly, es-
pecially on the thick frames. .\s to the
downward stroke, why, I find that I can hold
the frame steadier, have more power in my
wrist, that the weight of the knife helps a
great deal, and that the cappings roll off free
from the frames, be the angle what it mav.
Should the cappings not want to curl over,
just push the knife forward until the thumb
comes in contact with them, and give them a
flip with the thumb. With the upward
stroke the frame Aas to be at a certain angle
or the cappings stick to the frame, which is
a decided nuisance. We have a 2-frame non-
reversible Root extractor. %vhich we hope to
replace this year with a 4-frame reversible.
The extracted frames are placed by them-

selves nearest the door, so as to be accessi-
ble to the one who carries them out to be
given back to the bees. Each frame is care-
fully examined to see that the comb is
straight. Should a corner, or other part
bulge, it is cut loose with a pocket-knife
and pushed in place.
As we have several extra frames, those

taken from a hive are immediately replaced
with them, the liive closed, and the little
ladies just keep right on with their work as
though nothing had happened; except, per-
haps, with renewed energy.
Two years ago we had no extra frames, so

the extracted frames were not given back
until late in the evening, when the bees
would be fractious to the last degree, and, at
times—well, ugly, especially when smoke
was used. On the cover there would be
two-thirds of the bees. If left until early
next morning to avoid the second opening
of the hive on the same day), comb building
on the cover would be well under way—to
make a long story short—24 hours hard labor
lost. With the iiresent method everything
is accomplished with one manipulation.
Mr. Pruitt starts work just about 20 min-

utes before I do. and I finish the last frame
just about one-half an hour after he quits.

My work in the honey-room, though, be-
gins long before his does. Take, for in-
stance, one day—my first duty is building a
fire and putting on two dinner-pots full ol
water to get hot; next is washing and squeez-
ing out the cappings of the day before.
Then the honey in the tub is poured into
the extractor and the box put on ready for
use. Next, all the buckets, pails, etc.. that I

shall need for that day are washed and got-
ten ready, and the extractor oiled. I use a
small medicine dropper with which to oil it;
it is very convenient. The knife is then
whetted, and one of the pots of hot water is
brought in. and I'm ready to start. ICxlract-
ing then goes on until—say about an hour
and one-half by sunset.
The gate is left open all the time and a full

pail is replaced with an empty one. In this
way it is easier to keep the very whitest
from mixing with the darker honey. Of
course, one has to keep one eye open, but
with a little experience it is not so danger-
ous as one would think.
As soon as one pot of water gets too cold

the other is brought in. Frequent dipping

of the hands in the wash-basin keeps th
handle of the knife and the crank from get-
ting sticky. Also wetting the hands well be-
fore attempting to tie the tender combs is
absolutely necessary.
My method of tying is to catch one end of

the string with the left hand, holding the
frame and string together. Then wind
around about 4 times towards the opposite
end of the frame and pull tight, then back
again, and rest the right hand end of top-
bar on the extractor, and pull tight again,
even to the bending of bottom-bar. and tie.
The tying is done, of course after the comb
lias been uncapped on both sides. After it

is extracted the string is left on and the bees
carry it out. It takes up too much time to
untie them, and then too much trouble to tie
the next weak comb with the same string.

After the extracting is done I pull all the
cappings to one side of the uncapping box,
and run them through my hands a few times,
tearing them up in very small pieces, and
gradually work them over to the opposite
side. I then smooth them out about level
and scoop out a little in the center, clear
down to the screen-wire, and leave them to
drain until morning. The idea for this mas-
saging allows the honey to drain out much
faster, and leaves the cappings drier than
did the old way of leaving them just as they
fall from the frames. This is original with
me. although others may do so. I would like
to know if they do.
The next thing on the program is to cut

out the white frames and put in jars fS full
of honey, or in other vessels. Said vessels
are washed and dried off. and an attractive
label is placed on them, when they are
ready for the market; and what jolly times
we have selling it!

The empty frames are then scraped of all
wax possible, and washed. They are then
put aside until the honey-room is cleaned up.
the floor swept and washed, and everything
is left in apple-pie order. The frames are
then taken to the kitchen and put. a few at a
time, in the oven with the door open, and
when warm (the first put in is generally just
right by the time the last is put in) are
scraped and the groove cleaned out. All the
wax is put in a frying pan reserved for that
purpose. When all are gone over, the frying
pan is put on the stove, and by the time the
starters are cut, the wax is hot enough to
solder them in with. So ends the extracting
part of that day. And have you noticed how-
white and clear the hands are by the time 3
or 4 such days are over ?

I expect I may just as well own up that
after the cappings are massaged and as
much of the honey as possible is removed
from my hands, my face and neck are also
massaged and the honey well rubbed in. My
arms generally manage to take care of them-
selves, as my sleeves are always turned up
as far as they will go. If the honey is too
thick the thing can be remedied by dipping
the hands slightly in water. The honey is

left on until the room is put to rights and
then washed off last thing. Laugh all you
wish to. but. all the same, honey beats cold
cream, powder, perfumed waters, and good-
ness knows what, all to smitlierines.
The most needed accessories to the honey-

room are. a wash-basin, a towel, several
large dish-rags, two large dish-pans, a bucket
of drinking water, and a cup. A tablespoon
and a case-knife come in handy now and
again; and such things are bound to be
most needed when not accessible, so one
may just as well get them first as last.

A ball of string in a paper baking-powder
can threaded through one side of it is

mighty convenient. Punch a hole in the
opposite side from the hole where the string
is threaded through and force it o\er the
head of a nail in the wall well to the right of
the extractor. The nail should lay almost
against the w'all. pointed straight up. A
screw driver, a hammer and an assortment
of nails are also very needful at times.
Arrange so that everything is handy, get

one thing out of the way of the other. After
supper I have to myself, for study, etc.,
which consists chiefly of reading my back
bee-papers (of which I take twol. or my
poultry journals, unless, of course, I happen
to have new ones on hand.
Now. I want to tell you what I heard from

two different people, and you can take it for
what it is worth. When honey is scarce and
sugar is high, the best thing to winter bees
on is a baked chicken! Just place the tid-
bit on top of the brood-frames, then a shal-
low super (say a section-case that carries
the 4V4X4!<xi!4 scction\ and replace the
cover. Of course, a little pepper and salt
added, to season it with, might be accepta-
ble. Wonder if canvasback duck wouldn't
do as well.
We are having a bountiful crop of catclaw
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honey this year, and the mesauite is giving
very fine promises. Tiiere are as many as 87
blooms lactnal count) on catclaw twigrs a

foot lonu'. and tlie blooms are at least i'.^

inches long.
I want to give yon all two warnings in one:

Don't scn<l for bce-snpplics farther from
home than is absolntely necessary, let the
price be what it may. Be sure to be very
careful that yon order correctly all the way
through. I heard of some sections that I

could get very cheap away up in Wisconsin.
I sent for looo. and asked them to send them
by express, as we wanted them right away.
Oh! now dear they came out in the long
run! Actual price was $2. 85 per 1000. and the
express charges to San Angelo our nearest
express office) $5.!;o— SS.S'; in all. We had been
paying $5.00 a 1000. and Si.ouexpress—$6.00 in
all. I wanted 4x5x1^8. I got 4X5Xi!i. It was
a job to cut off that Vs inch 1000 times, but it's

a lesson I'll never forget. Expect I'll read
my orders over a few times before I send
them off in the future. I don't know for cer-
tain whether / was to blame or the tirm. but
Ii/yknow that I want you 10 profit by my
experience.
We have increased to 151 colonies, having

120 last summer. Mks.' M. E. Pruitt.
Eola. Tex.

It can not fail to interest the sisters

to have such explicit information as to

how things are done by one who seems
to know just how to do them. Even

the "lords of creation" may not find

Mrs. Pruitt's article without informa-
tion. How nicely little details are
given. Take tliat can against the wall
with the ball of string. Without the
hint that the nail against the wall must
be bent up just right, some one would
leave the nail horizontal, and the first

time the string was pulled the whole
would tumble to the floor, and the
thing would be voted a failure.

Even reports of mistakes are helpful.

And that suggests whether one might
not ask in a gentle sort of way whether
it is not a mistake to have bee-supplies
sent by express. "Too much of a

hurry for the supplies to wait for them
to come by freight ?" Well, possibly
it is a mistake to wait so long before
ordering that there is any haste in the
case. To be sure, one does not know
in advance what the season will be, and
so one does not know just what will be
needed, but one can order enough to

meet all possibilities of a bumper sea-

son, and if not needed the supplies will

keep till another season.

Canadian Beedom
Conducted by J. L. Ever, Mount Joy, Ontario. Canada.

Short Honey Crop

Clover is yielding heavily (June 23).

but our bees dropped out of sight, so
to speak, just at the close of the 7

weeks of cold weather, leaving hosts
of young bees and great quantities of

brood. Of course that means a short
crop for us, but what bees I have in

good shape are certainly storing very
fast.

Foul Brood and Black Brood

Thanks, Mr. Morrison, for what you
say on page 182, about the naming of

the different brood-diseases, or rather,

shall I say, the attempt to change the
existing names to something else. Act-
ing on your implied advice, and my
own judgment in the matter, this scrib-

bler is done for all time with the name
"European" foul brood, and from now
on whenever I have occasion to refer

to the brood-diseases of bees, it will be
" foul brood " and " black brood."

Bee-Keeping in Finland

A pleasant surprise in yesterday's
mail (June l(tth) was a letter from our
friend, Paul Mickwitz, of Helsingfors,
Finland. Last autumn, just before Mr.
Mickwitz sailed for his home land, we
had the pleasure of having him in our
home (or a few days, and his visit will

always be remembered with pleasure,

as he possesses the happy faculty of

making you feel that he is " right at

home" from the moment he comes un-
der your roof.

Writing under date of May 28th, he
says that the weather is very cool and
backward this spring—a condition that

seems to be general all over the north-
ern part of the globe, seemingly. In

his bee-keeping operations he is giving
preference to the Carniolan race of
bees, and, judging from my experience
with these bees, I think his choice is

wise indeed for a climate as severe as
they have in Finland. In fact, for a

climate we have /u-i-f, for the present
spring at least, the Carniolans are not
in the same class as the Italians, as the
latter will not breed up satisfactorily in

this bad weather without being
" nursed," while weather makes no dif-

ference to the Carniolans, if there is

honey in the hives to draw from. I

borrow the word "nursed" from Mr.
Alpaugh, who although an admirer of

the Italians to the exclusion of other
races, yet admits that they need more
attention than some other bees, in so
far as early brood-rearing is concerned.

Mr. Mickwitz says that for winter
stores the bee-keepers in Finland and
some other European countries, use a

preparation called " nectarin," in pref-
erence to honey or sugar—the latter

being all beet, no cane-sugar being
used there. The winters are very cold,

and the bees are often confined to the
hives for a long season without the
option of a flight, so no doubt the food-
supply is a very important factor in

wintering—indeed, it is the main factor
here in our country, too.

In reading over Mr. Mickwitz"s chatty
and interesting letter, I was led to

wonder how he in such a short time
became so familiar with the English
language—a language which is gener-
ally classed by linguists as being diffi-

cult to learn. In the whole letter I

doubt if there is a mistake in spelling

or punctuation, and yet when he ar-

rived in America a little over two years
ago, he could not speak a word of
English. It certainly speaks volumes
for his ability and "sticktoitiveness,"

in that he so thoroughly mastered so

great a task in so short a time. Many
who heard him speak at the Detroit
convention, in 1908, will remember that

it was quite difficult for him to express
himself, and when he came to our place
last fall I was surprised to see how
fluently he could then talk in our lan-

guage.
An amusing incident just comes to

mind in connection with the language
in question, and I feel prompted to re-

late it to the readers of this Journal.
(3n the first day of Mr. Mickwitz's visit

with us, I happened to receive a sample
of some splendid basswood honey from
a bee-keeper near Lake Erie. After
the two of us had generously sampled
it, he turned to me and asked how I

liked it.

I replied in a serious manner, that to

me it tasted " ?noris/i." He looked a

bit quizzical, but offered no reply at

the time, although I could see that he
was doing a bit of figuring on his own
account. Shortly afterwards, while he
was sitting at the type-writer in the

next room, I heard a jolly "Ha, ha,

mor-ish—like more. Pretty good, pretty

good." The incident shows how thor-

oughly he had mastered the intricacies

and idioms of the language—even when
he could discern the meaning likely to

be attached to such an expression as I

had made.
How I wish I could speak the mother

tongue of Mr. Mickwitz, for indeed I

would then look forward to visiting

him some day in his far off home; as

it is, I count it a great privilege to be
able to correspond with him, and thus

keep in touch in a measure with the

bee-keeping methods of his country.

Before dropping the subject for the

time, I might also add that j\Ir. Mick-
witz is thoroughly imbued with the so-

called American system of bee-keeping,
and will practice it in his operations.

It appeals to the writer as being a fort-

unate circumstance toward bringing
about a better understanding between
European and American bee-keepers,

as one so gifted as Mr. Mickwitz can
not but be a help towards that desired

end.

"AHinnotheWise,"Etc.

It is generous of the Editor to tell

the readers of the Journal that I did

not put that heading to the " busy bee-

man item " in last issue of Canadian
Beedom, but he might have gone
farther and told them also that he was
printing a private note sent along with
the regular stuff—said note being a

sort of apology for my being late in

sending the copy. Don't any of you
run away with the idea that I work half

as hard as that note would intimate, for

as a matter of fact I am somewhat like

the bees—work like fun sometimes, and
then loaf a whole lot at other times.

Just as to what form of revenge I

will take on our Editor over the matter,

I have not yet decided. Any hhils from
readers will be acceptable.

[Again Mr. Byer did not put the

above heading on this item.— Editor.]

A Variable Season

Right up to May 12th the weather
was cold—so very cold for the time
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of the year. Since that date it has been
hot—very hot even for the month of
June. About June l-jth, clover started

to yield, and at present (June 23) the
flow is fine.

Bu/, unfortunately, the most of the
bees in the country are not prepared
to take full advantage of the fiow, as
during the first week of June the old
field-bees in the most of my colonies
seemed to melt away out of sight in a

discouraging manner. For the open-
ing of this heavy f\ov/, I have baby bees
and great quantities of brood—many
colonies that filled the supers with
bees in May are not now strong enough
to enter the supers. The length of time
the flow lasts will gauge the amount of
surplus honey I will obtain, but at

present I am not counting on very
much clover honey.
More about this next month.

(F

Southern Beedom
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl. New Braunfels. Tex.

The Albany National Meeting

Albany, N. V., should be a pretty nice
place to hold a great, big meeting of
bee-keepers next fall. Let us who can
go at all prepare to go and have a

great, big time. Let us begin anew;
wake up from our long sleep, as it were,
and revive matters pertaining to bee-
keepers' conventions once more. It

has seemed as if we have been playing
" Rip Van Winkle " for the last several
years, and have left much undone to-
ward making our annual meetings
what they should be. Why should our
interest be waning ? Is our industry
getting to be of less importance to us,

that we have lost that enthusiasm, that
energy and interest that used to possess
us when it came the time for going to
the annual bee-meetings ? What say
you ?

tioued in our articles thus far, and our
articles to follow, will cover all these
styles of honey under one term

—

fit///;

comb honey. As soon as we get to our
articles under putting up bulk comb
honey for the market, the readers will

find that we have many ways for put-
ting up this product in a nice, neat, at-

tractive and sensible way, to meet all

demands, from the poorest to the rich-

est purchaser, for the consumer, the
retailer and the jobber. This includes
tin cans, pails and boxes, glass jars of
various sizes and shapes, and several
varieties of fancy paper cartons and
other packages.

So it will be remembered that all the
comb honey produced other than sec-
tion honey, must come under the one
head of " bulk comb honey."

Texas Solid in Bulk-Comb Honey

That Texas was as solid on bulk-
comb honey as our map shows, very
few of our readers have been able to
realize, although much has been writ-
ten and said on the subject. Neverthe-
less, it is a fact that more bulk-comb
honey is produced in Texas than all the
other kinds put together. .A.nd then,
since it takes extracted honey to fill up
the containers of comb honey, to make
what is known as "bulk-comb honey,"
we could take the e-xtracted honey pro-
duced in Texas to fill up with the comb
honey that is not already bulk-comb
honey, and "Texas zioiilii be solid on
bulk-comb honey."

The Texas bulk-comb honey map was
built by a colony of bees belonging to
one of the writer's friends, Mr. Willie
Wiede. of Maxwell, Tex. It was shown
last fall at both the Dallas State Fair
and the San Antonio International Fair,
where it attracted great attention. It

captured the first prize on special de-
signs in comb honey, at both places.

The map is beautifully built of white
comb. It measures about 2 feet square,
for the frame work and all. Mr. Wiede
has received many congratulations for
his skill in obtaining this piece of bee-
keepers' art.

Knowing a Good Thing

Jimson Ragweed, on page l!t3, is

right, in that we Texans know a good
thing when we see it. Consequently
our annual output of millions of pounds
of bulk-comb honev is consumed here

"Chunk," " Canned/'" Cut," or "Bulk"
Comb Honey ?

These are a variety of names used
for one and the same thing. But what's
the use of having so many ? Besides,
there is only one right one, or only one
that covers all the others, so let's get
into the habit of using this one—the
right one.

" Chunk " honey is so much used, but
I venture to say that most of the users
of this term do not know just why they
use it. It may be all right to apply this

to chunks of comb honey taken from
bee-trees or "gums," etc., but when we
talk of our bulk comb honey we do not
include for a moment such stuff as
"chunk" honey from bee-trees and
bo.x-hives.

"Canned" comb honey has been a

term suggested for bulk comb honey,
but not all of the bulk comb honey is

put up in cans, or " canned ;" therefore,
this term does not apply.

" Cut " comb honey is given to comb
honey cut up into small squares and
wrapped up into fancy packages. We
might also have "boxed" comb honey
which is put up in fancy tins made to

hold a pound or so of fancy comb
honey.

But, after all, it is hidk comti Iudu-v, no
matter how it is put up for the market.
The method of production will be the
same for all, and it will be produced in

bulk in frames, hence is bulk comb
honey.
Therefore, all that has been men- Texas as a Bii'. Hri n-Comh Honkv Statk.
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at home, and the outsiders, in other
States, see very little of Texas honey.
Other States could do as well as we if

they would. If it be remembered that

the great Lone Star State is the leading
honey producer in the Union, produces
more honey than any other State, while
its population is comparatively less, for

its great size, than the Northern and
Eastern States, it must be plain that

these States with a greater population,
ought to consume a great deal more
honey instead of having to ship it to

other markets.
Bulk-comb honey has solved the

problem for us, and we know a good
thing when we see it. We long ago
overcame the question Dr. Bohrer pro-
pounds on page I'.K).

" But isn't ex-

tracted honey produced a little cheaper
than eitlier section or bulk-comb
honey ?" is an old question that has
been put to us many times. And it has
been downed just as often by the very
fact that when the consumers want comb
honey they do not want extracted. If

section honey is too high in price
(which it is for the great masses), then
they want no honey at all. Here is

where bulk-comb honey fills the bill,

and no amount of arguing can do away
with it. We have proven this to our
entire satisfaction in the most exten-
sive way for a number of years, and
in our articles we have only tried

to set forth its merits, but not with the

idea of forcing a method of honey pro-
duction upon others, except to give our
extensive experience to those who de-

sire it. and to those who have asked
for it.

Painting Hives

That this subject was settled long
ago has been my opinion of the matter,

despite the fact that Dr. Miller, and one
or two others, for some reason or
other, still hold on to their idea of find-

ing objections to painting hives. But
every once in a while out it crops
again. This it should not do, for a

very serious reason, and that reason is

this: A beginner has no business to

know of Dr. Miller's tenacity for un-
painted hives, as it will only mislead
him. Since a beginner is only too
likely to follow a great authority, is the

very reason. There are too few rea-

sons for not painting the hives to war-
rant it in all localities, or even in some
of them, Dr. Miller's not excepted, and
since the great majority the world over
paint their hives, have good reason for
doing so, and find that it pays to do so,

the writer being only one of them, let

it be a settled matter that the majority
rules, and hives should be painted.

" The Amateur Bee-Keeper "

This is a booklet of 86 pages, written
by Mr. J. W. Rouse, of Missouri. It is

mainly for beginners—amateur bee-
keepers—as its name indicates. It is a

valuable little work, revised this year,

and contains the methods of a practical,

up-to-date bee-keeper of many years'

experience. It is fully illustrated. Price,

postpaid, 2-5 cents; or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal one year—both for

$1.10. Send all orders to the office of

the American Bee Journal. 14tJ West
Superior St., Chicago, 111.

National Bee-Keepers' Association
General Manat'er. N'. E, France. Platteville. Wis,

If any member of the National wants
a copy of my State Inspector's Annual
Report for Wisconsin, and will write
me for it, I will gladly mail a copy of it.

A renewal of membership was just

received from a bee-keeper who has
kept bees the greatest number of years
continuously—88 years, I believe. The
member is John Cline, of Darlington,
Wis. The "boys" stay with us.

The membership of the National to-

day (June 18) is -3885. It will be more
than 4000 by the time of the National
meeting. There are a few who should
renew now, but after the honey-harvest
all will attend to that, surelv.

Get ready for a very large and en-
thusiastic meeting. Every bee-keeper
who can possibly arrange to be present
should attend this meeting. Particu-
lars as to the date, program, etc., will
be announced later. Watch the bee-
papers for it.

The program of the next meeting of
the National Association is being pre-
pared. It promises to be one of the
best meetings the National has held in
many years. If the honey crop should
prove to be a good one between now
and that time, the attendance ought to
be a record-breaker.

Many report that their bees are
doing well. Today we began extract-
ing, and took off a toii of honey. My
son, who does all the uncapping, says
of all the several methods of uncap-
ping honey, he prefers the steam-heated
knife.

Albany, N. Y., has been selected by
the Executive Committee as the place
of meeting for the National Bee-Keep-
ers' Association this year. It will be
held October 12 and 13, in the Common
Council Chamber of the City Hall.

A bee-keeper sent his National dues
claiming he wanted help at once as his
swarms alighted on his neighbor's ap-
ple-trees, and the neighbor with a re-
volver said he would shoot trespassers.
He claimed the bees ruined his apples,
and sucked the juice from his onions!
How is that for charges ?

The number of copies of the last
Annual Report of the National are get-
ting low, but so long as there are any
left I will mail a copy to each new
member. Also, for 4 cents for postage
on each copy, I will mail to any one
other back numbers of Reports, as
there are a few of them still left, if they
are ordered.

Contributed Articles

Swarms and Swarming—Why
Bees Swarm

BY D. M. MACDONALD.

An investigation of the prime factors
causing swarming may be the best
means for clearing the atmosphere and
giving us a clearer vision of the whole
enigma, because, for all that has been
written on the subject, we still only see

as through a glass darkly.

1. Heat is a prime factor beyond a

doubt. As certain as that the tempera-
ture will rise to a certain height, so
certain is it that the feverish spirit of

unrest will guide the Spirit of the Hive
to teach the prescient little workers
that the four corners of their hive is

not the whole world ; but that strange
fields and pastures new await them,
ready to bless, and be blessed, by their

welcome labors.

2. A honey-glut, perhaps unexpected
and unannounced comes suddenly on.

The queen's domain is appropriated by
the laborers that must store the prized

nectar in every available cell. With
gay abandon cells are formed and the
swarming fever is generated, not to be

allayed until the wise purpose of Crea
tion is fulfilled. " Multiply and replen-
ish the earth " is their guide and motto.
Every single atom of the 40,000 inhabi-
tants of that hive has got the sentiment
permeating every fibre of its being, and
the teeming thousands act as if they
were one sentient whole, with every
heart and mind bent on one single ob-
ject.

3. Brood congestion, from whatever
cause, evolves discontent. So many
youngsters issuing cause a glut of the
nurse element in the community. The
thousands of young bees issuing every
24 hours produce too much chyle food,
which goes to waste, because others
have been before them at every open
cell flooding the young larvae with
"pap" food. The competition is in

fact so keen that the majority of the
nurses find their occupation gone, con-
sequently too many of the hive inhabi-
tants are numbered among the unem-
ployed. Satan finds some mischief still

for idle bees to do, and so a spirit of
discontent and unrest arises because
they can neither toil nor spin. There-
fore we have another swarming fever
generator in this state of congestion.
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. 4. A confined space for the queen's
ovipositing is one of the main causes

of swarming, says the advocate of the

large hive to the small hive disciples,

and of course in a measure there is at

least a modicum of truth in the conten-
tion for small hives, /. <., those afford-

ing the queen only a circumscribed
brood-area are fertile factories for be-

getting the swarming instinct, although,

of course, the small-hive man has it in

his power to overcome this drawback
in quite a number of different ways
without any resort to "Draper's barns"
or Jumbo hives. The fact remains,
however, that a queen simply must ovi-

posit while in the full flush of her lay-

ing, even to the laying of several eggs
in a single cell, or by dropping them
promiscuously about. What can the

far-seeing worker do to ease the ten-

sion but look ahead and trust to for-

tune for the establishment and fitting

up of some new home.

5. A lack of super space on a hive

during a full flow will act just as it did

in the time of our forefathers who
worked under the defective system of

small straw hives. Early in the season
even bees began to bunch out on warm
days around and above the entrance
until the flight-board and front of the

hive were black with them, and great

festoons hung down bunching from
the floor-board right to the ground.
Pursuing the same short-sighted policy

with our modern hives, what can we
expect but that bees will act in the

same way as they did in the bad old

days ? That we know a cure is easily

and quickly applied is of little use un-

less the knowledge is acted upon.

6. When a queen is no longer young,
some instinct teaches the bees that

they should look ahead and prepare

for future contingencies. Their pro-

phetic vision reveals to them that an-

nihilation must follow the loss of a

mother-bee at a season of the year
when they have no means of securing

a successor, and so, taking time by the

forelock, they proceed to anticipate

that untoward event by making hay
while the sun shines; or, in other

words, creating one or more queens to

meet all possible danger of sinking

into nothingness. The doctrine so fre-

quently enunciated, "Keep only young
queens." is simply a lesson taught us by
the wisdom of the bees.

7. That certain strains and races of

bees are inveterate swarmers is a

truism which needs only to be named,
for no one will seek to dispute the

point. Carniolans, for instance, have
been known to send out at least six

swarms in one day, althoiigh there are

Carniolans and Carniolans, because it

may be charitably presumed that the

devil is not so black as he is sometimes
painted.

8. Ventilation is certainly a prime
factor to be reckoned with in produc-
ing or hindering swarming. I am not
indeed prepared to saj that it is the

chief, but taken in conjunction with

one or two of the other points enumer-
ated, it is the one requiring most care

and attention from the bee-keeper. Take
a hive boiling over with bees, a broiling

hot sun with a temperature at fever

heat, a confined brood-area, a small

surplus space, combined with a small

entrance, and we have a concatenation

of circumstances which almost inevit-

ably leads to swarming, let the bees be
of whatever race or strain they please.
The cause is there, and result follows
cause.

9. An overplus of drones in a colony
of workers is undesirable. Their pres-
ence seems to lead the minds of the
Amazonian host astray from whole-
hearted thoughts of industry. A spirit

of unrest seizes them, and they connect
the presence of so many males with a

necessity for the construction oT queen-
cells, and immediately chaos follows.
Nothing but swarming will cool the
fever.

10. Location balks considerably in

begetting the desire. Certain sites and
surroundings produce the crave. Ab-
sence of shade, full exposure to the
sun, an over-sheltered cosy nook, each
of these, or all combined, generate the
impulse. Hives kept in such positions
breed the " bacillus" more readily than
where the apiary is in an open, exposed
situation.

11. Stimulative feeding by causing
active breeding early in the season
raises thoughts in the workers' cra-

niums which would never have entered
there if they had been left to their own
devices; therefore, if possible, let

stimulation alone wherever possible, if

there is a desire to curb swarming.

12. Checks or hindrances to the free

movement and intercourse of the bees
in the hive interior mean temptations
and inducements to the bees to beget
the swarming fever. Many of these
might be named, such as small en-
trances, badly fitting frames, bad spac-
ing, and chiefly the use of excluder zinc.

Next month. Some Means of Pre-
vention.

Banff, Scotland.

Queens Mating More than Once

BY ALEX. SCHROEDER.

Under this heading I have found an
article in the January American Bee
Journal. Seldom, but yet sometimes, it

is an advantage in getting old, inasmuch
as we can remember what the younger
folks cannot ! The mating more than

once of queen-bees is not new to me,
and I will cite a few instances when re-

peated matings of queen-bees were ob-

served, which I hope will be of interest

to the American bee-keepers.

In the year 1875, Janscha, of Vienna,
.\ustria, in his book "Complete Instruc-

tion of Bee-Keeping," on page 6, stated

that a queen-bee was fecundated only

once for her lifetime. In rare cases the

mating done but once may not bring

about a perfect fecundation (filling of

the spermatheca) von Siebold (Bienen-
zeituiig, 1867, page 159) I

as Dzierzon
(Theoric and Praxis), 1849, page 106;
(Biencnzeitung, 1853, page 44; 1861,

page 14;) Baron Berlepsch, Vogel (Bie-

ncnzeitung, 1858, page 19;) Hemmann
(Biencnzeitung, i860, page 213;) Rothe
(Biencnzeitung, 1864, page 168)—have
all seen quccn-bees fly out again more
than once, which they had observed to

return with the sure sign of consum-
mated mating. In all these cases, how-
ever, it was observed that the queens
that had returned to their hives with

the sign of mating repeated the flight,

but not that the repeated mating had
taken place.

Dzierzon (Biencnzeitung, 1861, page
IS) ; Huber (Huber, Kliene, 1856, No.
I, page 46), however, saw in two cases
queens which had returned with the
sign of copulation, fly out again and
return once more with the same sign.

The same was observed by Cutler (Bie-
ncnzeitung, 1857, page 11;); Hempel
(Biencnzeitung, 1861, page 118;) and
Leuckhart (Bienenzeitung, 1867,

)

There may be many obstacles hinder-
ing the sperm from entering into the
spermatheca, and the lust of the queen,
not satisfied, may press her for more
mating flights.

All these observations, which I have
found quoted in Berlepsch's book ("The
Bee" third edition, 1873), however, con-
firm that a queen once fecundated and
laying eggs does not fly out again un-
less to lead a swarm.

Trieste, Austria.

No. 2. Spanish - Needle and

Catnip
BY C. r. D.ADANT.

In my young days I was told that the
bees harvest a great deal of honey
from the goldenrod, and I was of course
convinced that the bright yellow honey
gathered during the blooming of that
plant was harvested from it, although
the quantity of such honey often seemed
to me very large for the limited num-
ber of goldenrod blossoms in the
vicinity. But after a few years, while
watching the results. I noticed that the
bees were rarely to be seen upon gold-
enrods at a time when they came home
laden with golden honey and them-
selves covered with a bright yellow
pollen which gave a tint to everything
inside of the hive. The goldenrod blos-
soms were then visited mainly by a
large black beetle which remained upon
them for hours.

I became convinced that something
else was producing this abundant har-
vest, and soon discovered the " Span-
ish-needle," a low, marshy plant with a

fine yellow blossom in the shape of the
sunflower, but of small diameter. There
are several kinds of this plant, classed
among the Composite family under the
name of " bidens "—in French, "bident,"
or two-toothed, thus named from the
two or more teeth, sharp and armed
with bristles, which the seed carries
and which cause it to stick to clothes
or to the hair of animals.

The bidens. burr-marigold, beggar-
ticks, Spanish-needles belong mainly
to wet soils in this latitude. We find it

along the ponds or the marshy places
of our prairies and of the Mississippi
sloughs. It also grows in dry spots,

but much less profusely. Some varie-

ties have no yellow petals to the flow-

ers, yet this does not prevent them
from producing a very great amount of

the noxious seeds.

The smell of the yellow Spanish-
needle bloom is very readily recog-
nized, reminding me of a field of mus-
tard or rape, such as is grown in many
parts of Europe. It was this peculiar
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odor which I also recognized in the

honey, that put me right on the pro-
duction of this honey. This is one of

the principal blossoms, if not the only
one, which gives to the fall honey of

the Mississippi Valley that bright yel-

low tinge, and its combs and beeswax
also a deep yellow color wliich bleach-
ing does not remove. The late Mr.
Merkle. a wax-bleacher of St. Louis,

told me once that they disliked the

beeswax produced along the Mississippi,

owing to the impossibility of removing
this color when bleaching wax.

I said that the honey which 1 had
been once told was from goldenrod
blossoms proved to be Spanish-needle
honey, and that we harvest no honey
from the former plant. I do not mean
to be understood as saying that there

is no goldenrod honey. After making
this discovery of the Spanish-needle, I

mentioned it at a local convention, and
I found that most other bee-keepers in

our Central States are of the same
opinion, but after we had decided with-
in our ranks that there was no such
thing as goldenrod honey, we met at

one of the national conventions hosts
of apiarists who were sure that their

crop in the fall was almost invariably

from this plant, and who had no Span-
ish-needle in their locality. This oc-
curred mainly in the East.

The honey from Spanish-needle is of

such bright yellow color that a drop of

it on a sheet of white paper looks at a

distance like a drop of yellow beeswax.
Its quality is good. It is a little strong,
but not unpleasant, and it has the pecu-
liar flavor which many consumers as-

sociate with pure honey. In fact, when
you offer it for sale, no one will accuse
you of offering glucose or sugar under
the name of honey, and those of my
readers who have offered extracted
clover or alfalfa honey for sale know
how readily the uninformed consumer
will suspect these two grades of being
impure, owing to their smooth taste

and light color. Basswood honey is

also often suspected on account of its

whiteness, and I will never forget a

naive customer who accused me of

having put " some sort of lemonade
"

in my basswood honey. He could see

no other cause for the basswood flavor.

Many people will work their imagina-
tion at long stretch to suspect the pro-
ducer of something dishonest.

The Spanish-needles are a very good
evidence of the inability of bees to do
damage to blossoms by working upon
them. My readers have all heard the
usual complaint of uninformed and
prejudiced orchardists, that when the
bees work too much on fruit-blooms it

deprives the latter of the nectar which
would help them to form, and causes
the fruit to be small and knotty, sickly

and wormy! If such was the case
there would soon be degeneration in

the Spanish-needles and other wild
plants, for they bloom at a season when
the bees are upon them every day, and
gather their honey over and over. Yet
they produce seed in abundance, with
the healthiest kind of burrs. These
burrs are doubtless intended by nature
to help scatter the seed in all direc-
tions, for they fasten to the clothes of

men and to the hair of animals. The
burrs are almost as tenacious as those

of the cockle-burrs, though less annoy-
ing.

The French who came to Hancock
Co., 111., under the leadership of Cabet,
in good faith, to try the celebrated
Utopia of Communism, in 184P, settled
at Nauvoo, because this city offered to

them a number of empty houses, aban-
doned by the Mormons, who had been
driven away two years previously.
They probably found the former Mor-
mon homes more or less populated
with vermin, and as they also found the
abandoned corn-fields occupied with
cockle-burrs and Spanish-needles, and
knew nothing about these plants except
the annoyance which they caused, they
called them, in their picturesque lan-

guage, the former " poux de Mormons "

(Mormon lice), the latter " fourchettes
de Mormons (Mormon forks). The
Spanish-needle indeed resembles a

short fork.

One more word about the coloring
matter contained in the pollen and in

the honey of the Spanish-needle, which
is so tenacious that bleachers have
been unable to get rid of it. I have
read lately somewhere in a bee-paper
that the beeswax produced by the bees
at this time is of yellow color when
first secreted by the bee. I believe
this to be an error. I have for years
watched the building of the bees dur-
ing the fall crop, as well as at other
times. I have been in the habit of rec-

ognizing fresh additions to the combs,
even in the height of the Spanish-
needle bloom, by the white color of the
latest built comb edges. The fresh

comb is almost pure white wherever I

have noticed it. But with such a gath-
ering of yellow honey and yellow pol-

len, especially owing to the latter,

which covers the bee's coat of hair

from head to foot, it is not astonishing
that the wax should gain this shade
within a very few hours after secretion,

since it is such a persistent stain.

As I closed this letter I received an-
other enquiry, this time concerning
catnip. "Is it a good honey-plant."

As reputations go, yes, catnip is a

good honey-plant, for bees work upon
it from morning till night during the
months of July and August, at a time
when, with us, there is nothing else in

the blooming line. But either because
catnip is not sufficiently numerous, or
because it is an indifferent honey-
yielder, there has never been any re-

sult. Perhaps it should be classed with
the honey-plants that constantly at-

tract bees without yielding enough
even for their own consumption.
" Langstroth Revised " mentions a plant

of this kind, Eryngium giganteum.

Mr. Edouard Bertrand, who edited

the International Bee Journal at Geneva
for 20 years, having noticed the persis-

tence of the visits of the bees to this

plant, had the patience to make a test.

He marked some of the bees that

worked upon a bunch of this plant in

his park, on the shores of Lake Geneva.
He then had the perseverance to sit for
5 consecutive hours and watch the
same bees working upon the same
blossoms for this length of time with-
out apparent results. He nicknamed
this plant " the honey-bee's bar-room,"
for, said he. "they keep sipping without
ever getting enough." The echinops,
so praised in America some 20 years

ago, is of the same useless nature, and
I very much suspect the catnip of be-
longing to this deceiving class, in this
section at least.

Hamilton, 111.

Forming Nuclei, Wax Color,

Etc.

BY LOUI.S MACEY.

If it is the intention to let the bees
rear their own queen (page 39.3, 11109),
why not take 2 or 3 frames of brood
and bees—say 3 frames of sealed brood
and 1 of honey, and llu- queeyi—^\\\. in
a new hive with 1 frame of foundation
and a division-board, and set on a new
location? It seems to me if this is

done just before swarming-time, the
queen with 2 frames of bees just ready
to vacate cells and go to work nurs-
ing ought to do fine, and the 6 or 7
frames left are in a much better condi-
tion to rear a queen than a weak nu-
cleus. I'm sure / don't want a 3-framer
to rear a queen any more.

Color of "Virgin Wax (Page 394, 1909).

Doesn't "locality," or the color of
the honey it is made from, decide this?
Our honey is water-white—from sweet
clover and alfalfa—and the freshly-
made comb is also quite white. I think
the yellowing with age is due not only
to the heat, but also to the bees crawl-
ing over it (probably rubbing on some
pollen or propolis), as I have observed
some little comb built outside a divis-
ion-board and left alone, remained
white longer than that built at the same
time in used frames.

Bulk Honey (Page 402, 1909).

I can sell it at the same price as sec-
tion honey, and lots more easily. It's

the " 16 ounces to the pound " that does
it. I sell it by the super or by the
frame ("deep shallow " frames), weigh
it all gross; customer cuts it out and
weighs back the empties ; customer sees

he gets 16 ounces-to-the-pound of all

"pure stuff," and I don't even get
sticky fingers, Mr. SchoU! But I

couldn't sell 10 tons.

A lady told me she "bought a Mason
jar with 2 or 3 chunks of comb honey
swimming around in corn syrup!"
Now, we don't believe that was true;
but Missourians are not the only peo-
ple who have to be " shown " when it

comes to honey.

Gray's Flour Introduction (Page 410,

1909).

Ye who have trouble! Let's not be
forgetful hearers. I, for one, am going
to try it this season.

Hive-Stand Discussion (Page 416, 1909)

/ can't see that the ancient and hon-
orable " 4 bricks " can be improved on

;

but if one must use lumber—I bought
some hives last spring that had stands
with a maximum of utility and a mini-
mum of material ; they were a double
T in shape, and made of 1x6 stuff set

on edge and running crosswise under
the hive-bottom, just inside the end-
cleats, and nailed to a 1x4 or 2x4 that
run lengthwise under the middle of the
hive. Nails are cheaper than boring
holes, and there is a minimum of bear
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Fig. I.—View Along the TEHUANTEi'Er National Kailwav, Mex. Fig. 2.—View Near V. C. & I. Railway. .Mexico.

ing surface, too. I think l.x4 would be
better, as 4 inches is as high as I want
my hives off the ground, and the cost
would be only about 8 cents.

That December Number.

It was great all the way through,
and I have privately made a note of
many other things for my own use. but
don't want to take too much space here.

However, I must " note " the Index, on
pages 420 to 425. Yes, Mr. Editor, it's

worth the space it takes, many times
over. If we've been too busy in the
summer to "get our money's worth,"
we can look over this index, and then
go back and dig up a-plenty. The
American Bee Journal is one of the
very few periodicals I keep a file of.

North Platte, Nebr.

Bee-Keeping in Old Mexico

BY B. A. HADSELL.

The pictures shown herewith I took
on my second trip to Old Mexico,
showing the trees with different kinds
of bloom, also covered with morning-
glories to the height of 2(1 to 40 feet.

As you are aware, it is hard for a pho-
tograph to show flowers to an advan-
tage. While I was through tlie tropics
in November, I found morning-glories
the same as when these pictures were
taken, March 12. Some of the trees

that were in bloom while first down

there were now laden with fruit or
nuts, and other trees were blooming
in their places. In Fig. 1 the trees were
almost breaking down with the load of
morning-glories.

Fig. 2 shows a new clearing which
had been planted to bananas about 6

weeks before. As they had not been
cultivated it is a mat of wild flowers.

The trees in the background are also
laden with bloom, fruit or nuts.

Fig. 3 is typical of the tropical jungle
of Mexico, with its sea of flowers in

midwinter.
Fig. 4 shows the writer standing in a

field of tame green grass on March 6,

with a grove of bananas and brush
laden with bloom in the background.

I visited one apiary in the neighbor-
hood where these pictures were taken,
and found it in a prosperous condition.
It was claimed to have been started in

the spring of 1909, with 14 colonies,
and increased to 94, with 2 tons of ex-
tracted honey taken. I tasted the
honey, and found it a good quality,

and they were selling it at $9 (Mexican
money) for .5 gallons. I saw also this

same party selling honey at Cordoba,
in 1-pound jars, at 80 cents.

After two trips and a thorough in-

vestigation of the tropics of Mexico, I

have decided to make that my future
home, and I am closing out my bees
and other holdings for that purpose.

I find native soft lumber about the
same price as in the United States, with

natives (who are natural born mechan-
ics) glad to work for about one-fifth
the wages paid for help in the United
States. I think it is therefore cheaper
to make the hives from native Me.xican

lumber, pack my bees in nucleus form
with division-boards between, 4 in each

Langstroth brood-chamber; therefore

saving freight. After arriving in Mex-
ico, transfer all but one into the native

hive, and build them up into strong

colonies. I see no reason why the ex-

tractor could not be running almost

continually, and see no need of leaving

more than 2 or 3 pounds in the hive at

a time.

My son, who was with me (and used

$28 worth of photographic supplies),

being a practical bee-keeper (as it was
the bees that graduated him into a

mining engineer), was quite enthusias-

tic over the tropics of Me.xico as a bee-

country, and said, "Father, if you will

put in 10,000 colonies of bees along the

railroads, I will drop my job of $14 per

day and help you run them." I felt

like he did, but do not expect to go
into it in Mexico on so large a scale to

start with, although I have just as

much faith in it as he has.

Buckeve, Ariz.

Fig. 3.—View Near Hui.e, V. C & I. Railway, Mexico. Fig. 4.—Natural Grasses—Tonolo. Cheapas, Mexico.
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Making Increase—Best Race of

Bees—Getting Worker-Comb
BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

"I am a bet'inncr in bee-keeping, liaving
only 10 colonies. I wish to increase these to
20. and secure what honey I "can. I have
commenced to read the American Bee Jour-
nal, and am greatly pleased with it. Now!
wish you would tell us through its columns
how swarms can be managed so they will
build mostly worker-combs, what use to
make of any drone-comb that may be built,

and which race of bees is best to keep. Why
1 ask about the comb-matter is. that I do not
feel able to buy comb foundation to fill the
frames with."

The first requisite toward a newly-
hived swarm building all or nearly all

worker-comb is, that such swarm have a

good queen, one which will keep up with
the bees in their comb-building, filling

all the cells as fast as built with eggs.
With such a queen little if any drone-
comb will be built, as a newly-hived
swarm has no use for drones that year,
especially if they have a good queen.

Drone-comb is built for two pur-
poses: To store honey in, when honey
is coming in from the fields very rap-
idly, so that comb is built faster than
the queen occupies the cells with eggs;
and for the purpose of rearing drones.
But as the bees of a swarm having a

good queen need no drones the same
year, the swarm arrives at its newly-
found home, no drone-comb in which
to rear drones for their natural pur-
pose is needed, hence where built by
such swarm it is generally built for

store-comb, and used for drones the
following summer. However, where
swarms having queens which have been
wintered over build drone-comb, there
will be more or less drone-brood reared
in it unless the flow of honey is very
profuse. At least, such has been my
e.xperience. Now if the swarm is a
very large one, and the flow of nectar
is very profuse at the time such a

swarm is hived, if it is put in a 10-frame
Langstroth hive, the bees will build

comb faster than the best queen ever
reared can fill the cells with eggs, and
for this reason all practical apiarists

know that if worker-comb is to be built,

swarms must be under size, or the
brood-chamber be reduced in size, this

reduction being offset by plenty of sur-

plus room over a queen-excluder.

Years ago, before comb foundation
was known, I used either to return a

part of a large swarm to the parent
hive, or hive the same on .5 frames,
with surplus room for 40 pounds of
comb honey, if said swarm issued when
there was a good flow of nectar from
the fields. In either way I succeeded
in securing nearly all worker-comb.
Where only 5 frames were used, at the
end of 10 days these would be filled

when the other 5 frames were added,
and as the queen was now at her
height of egg-laying, these other'.")

would be generally filled with worker-
comb, especially if the bees succeeded
in filling them with comb before any
of the brood emerged from the first

combs built. Where these last -5 put in

were placed in the center of the hive,

between those already built, better suc-
cess was obtained than if placed at the
sides. Of course, dummies must be
used in place of frames, where a part

of those needed to fill the hive are left

out.

If those wishing worker-comb built

will always bear in mind the using of
only enough bees in the brood-cham-
ber so that comb will not be built fas-

ter than the queen can supply it with
eggs, they will succeed in accomplish-
ing what they want. Where a large
amount of bees are with a queen, and
the flow of nectar is very small, these
conditions are secured just as well as
with a few bees and a large flow of
nectar; and nearly as well by giving of
a large amount of surplus room and a

small brood-chamber with a large force
of bees and a large flow of honey. In
other words, the befkei-prr must learn
to adapt everything to the circum-
stances under which he finds his colo-
nies and locality, together with the
season.

In regard to what to do with drone-
comb when built, let me give a bit of
experience before the advent of comb
foundation :

A large swarm was hived in a full

hive, with a strip of worker-comb yi
inch wide attached to the underside of
each frame as a " starter." At the end
of a week the frames were pretty well
filled down with comb, one-third, or
nearly so, drone or store comb. This
was all cut out, and a few days later,

on examining again, I found the frames
filled with very little drone-comb. What
little there was, I cut out again, when
the whole set was completed with not
more than two or three hundred of the
cells being aught but worker-comb.
The drone-comb thus obtained, was
cut up and fitted into the surplus honey
boxes, using, where necessary, melted
wax to fasten them. These bo.xes were
placed over a brood-chamber con-
tracted to 5 frames, in which a large
swarm was hived, when, at the end of
12 days I had the boxes all filled with
the finest lot of honey I had ever seen
up to that time, with the 5 frames be-
low completed with comb, every cell of
which was of the worker size, each
supplied with brood from the egg to
fully capped pups. In this will be
found an illustration how any one can
manage independently of foundation.

As to which race of bees it is best to
keep, from my point of view and my
location, there can be only one answer,
the Italians. Some claim that the
blacks will work the best on raspberry
and buckwheat bloom, but after the
most close watching for a period of 15
years, I failed to find a single instance
when, or a single plant or tree upon
which, the blacks exceeded the Italians
in the least as to nectar-gathering

;

while at many times the Italians were
actually making a gain while the others
consumed their stores. For this rea-
son I discarded the blacks entirely,
since which, of course, I have had no
opportunity to test them.

Before this discarding, to be sure I

was right, I sent for queens of the
(said to be) large brown bees, and of
the industrious grey bee ; but a thor-
ough trial of both only proved, as I ex-
pected, that each was not different
from the black bee of our fathers, a
half century ago. Then I tried the
Syrians, the Cyprians, the Carniolans
and their crosses, together with the
much-praised hybrids, produced by the

famed breeder of .;//.« Ameikana, and
found none of them equal to what I

had been using, taking everything into
consideration. During all of this time
of trying all of these bees, "a book
account" was kept with each colony,
and after a term of years a "summing
up " was made, which showed the profit
made from my sales of honey from my
Italians to be enough greater to force
me to part with all other races and
varieties of bees.
The black bees, at times would show

more dark or buckwheat honev than
from the Italians; but my experience
was that, at the same time' this was be-
ing done, the Italians were storing
more icliile honey from the second
crop of red clover than the others got
from the buckwheat.
Borodino, N. Y.

Honey Same Price Now as 20
Years Ago
BY A. RICHTER.

Does the gentleman from Donovan,
111., (page 55) find a home market for
all his honey? If so, he does not pro-
duce as large a crop as G. M. Doolittle,

Will any one assume that ilr. D.
does not care how he puts his honey
on the market? I never had the pleas-
ure of examining the honey of either
of the gentlemen, but I will wager that
any of the large producers, especially
Mr. D., markets a better honey than
he did 20 years ago. Does he get more
for his honey, or less? Why? Not be-
cause it's a luxury any more than it

was 20 years ago, and if it is, all the
more reason why the price should ad-
vance, for our laborers indulge them-
selves more today than they did 20
years ago.

If honey is not a food I would like to
know what is.

Honey has many substitutes. There's
" Karo." So will candle-grease substi-
tute butter if your taste was cultivated
in the North Pole region.

Yes, honey is governed by the amount
produced, but can any right-minded
student of genomics cry over-produc-
tion in hon^% or any other commodity,
when half our population go hungry
and half clothed?
Eggs may not have sold for 40 or .50

cents a dozen in May, but do now, and
did sell for 60 cents, hence Mr. Doolit-
tle scores another mark. There were
more than 5 bee-keepers to one 20
years ago. What's the result? Each
ships his surplus to the commission
man in the large cities ; he makes the
price, because he has no trouble to get
all the honey he wants at /;/i price;
while, on the other hand, he gets what
he asks from the small buyer, who can-
not afford the time to get in touch
with the producer, just as the producer
cannot afford the time to get in touch
with the consumer. We trust to the
middle-man. who. like most human be-
ings—power makes them selfish. To
increase their profits they falsely state
the product was not in No. 1 condition,
or that it sold for less than it did, un-
til " they kill the goose that laid the
golden egg." This is the history of the
fruit-growers of California; the Michi-
gan grape-growers; and the growers
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of flowers in Long Island. Wliat was
their remedy? Co-operation!
Would it not look like waking up to

have a National Honey-Producers' As-
sociation to make your market, and
accept only properly cured, honestly
packed horiey—the Association stamp
to be the guaranty of quality?

An example of the honey-producers'
question can be answered by the " dairy-

men who furnish the Chicago milk and
get ZVi cents per quart. The dealers'

combine furnishes the selling organiza-

tion, and gets 7 cents. Naturally dairy-

men are beginning to ask themselves,

Why don't we furnish the selling or-

ganization ourselves, since there is

where the profit is?"

I scarcely feel it my privilege to

enumerate the many successes of co-

operation, and take up space in the

American Bee Journal, but let the

gentleman from Illinois read co-opera-
tion in the Michigan grape-belt, in the

Saturday Evening Post of Feb. 19, 1910,

or go to the nearest library and get the

history and workings of the citrus

growers* selling organization, of Cali-

fornia. These organizations do the

advertising, and are able to engage
one gifted that way; advertising men
are born, not created, and I think the

ordinary bee-man would waste his

money trying. Of course, there are
exceptions, and ourfriend from' Illinois

may be the exception.
All our magazines and daily papers

are discussing the fact that the leading
commodities have advanced 50 percent,
and attribute the advance in price to a

50 percent increase of money in circu-

lation, claiming the two factors are in-

timately related, and commodities ad-
vance as money becomes more plenti-

ful ; but that does not feed our families,

nor clothe the children of the wage-
earner, who is the first to suffer in a

panic, and the last to benefit when
prices advance. They wait for capital

to be just, until they can stand it no
longer, and it ends in riot. That is

how co-operation is worked out in

Pliiladelphia just now; but the man
who works among bees long loses all

desire to be unjust, selfish, or jealous,

and I think could do as well as the
California fruit-growers. _
When one reads over the bee-litera-

ture he fails to find any guarding their

knowledge or protecting an idea by a

patent. How unlike any other profes-
sion or avocation! Can we not be
proud when we read, " I cheerfully and
freely give the principles in this sys-

tem to all, hoping and believing that

the same will prove as efficient in the

hands of others as thev have with me.-""

White Plains, N. Y.
'

6.— Bee-Talks for Beginners
BV JIMSON RAGWEED, OF INDIANA.

Bef.I'f.edf.r—Skctions and Foundation.

Dear Unci.e Jimson:—Pa wants me to
write and ask yon what kind of a bee-feeder
you would recommend. He also wants to
send away for some sections and foundation.
Where can he send without the risk of get-

tintr " soaked "•'"

You asked about Oscar. I am sorry to say
that Oscar is not very steady. He went to
Kvansville tlie other day and they say he
went to a picture show and just spent money
like dirt. !*a says to send him one of those
ate photos. Truly yours,

Klokence Kauweed.

Dear Florence:—As to feeders, all

of those described in the different sup-
ply catalogs have merit, but I prefer
an inside feeder, every time, so that no
robber-bees will prowl about.

As to where to buy supplies, look
over the advertising in your bee-paper,
and any of those dealers will be tickled
half to death for the privilege of sub-
mitting their catalog. Buy from some
one near if you can, to save freight.

One nice thing about all the bee-papers
is that they do not mean to accept ad-
vertising from irresponsible parties,

and you need not be uneasy about get-

ting "soaked." I send photo by this

mail. Truly,
JiMSON Ragweed.

EXTRACTkD OR COMB HoNEY ?

Mr. Ragweed;—We have 8 colonies of
bees. Which will pay us better, extracted
honey or comb honey ? We have always
produced comb honey, and have no extrac-
tor. We could sell either kind, as we know
a great many people in Terre Haute. Dur-
ing the winter months I act as clerk in a
department store, but in the summer I help
on the farm.
Papa sold two hogs last week to a buyer

for a beef trust company, and may be we
will get a touring car this fall. If we get it

we will come up to see your apiary.
Very truly.

(Missj Margaret Highshoe.

Miss Margaret:—I have been told
that there is an excellent demand in

Terre Haute for honey, and I would
think it would be to your interest to

keep more bees, with your superior
facilities. I have often said that if one
has 5 hives of bees it will pay him to
own an extractor. It is well to pro-
duce both comb and extracted, and
even if one specializes on comb honey
there are times when an extractor
comes in handy. I have always thought
that I can control my bees a little bet-
ter when I produce extracted honey,
and I think it nets me more coin, but
we must not all produce one kind.

Truly, JiMSON Ragweed.

Laving Workers.
Mr. Ragweed:—Having seen your name

in my bee-paper, I thought I would take the
liberty of writing you a few lines. Some-
how or other I feel at ease in writing to you,
but I hesitate to write to these editors be-
cause they arc always dressed up so stiff.

Not long ago I called on the editor of our
weekly Graphic, and he asked me to go to
(////mv with him. and I looked at my watch
and it was just 6 o'clock. He meant sii/'pfr.

W^ell. I have a hive of bees with laying
workers, and I would like to know if I can
save them, as I can not introduce a queen.
If I could find the laying worker, would the
bees then accept a queen? I also wisli to
ask what language is used in Canada? I

wrote a letter to a bee-man in Montreal, and
I never did get a reply.

Very truly, Sevimour Brestel.

Friend Brestei. :—If your hives are
all uniform you can save those bees by
uniting. Take the hive-body contain-
ing the laying workers and place it on
a good, strong normal colony. Within
a few days, or perhaps within an hour,
the laying workers will all be destroyed,
and after a few days, if you wish in-

crease, you can get a queen and divide
the colony, introducing the queen with
safety to the new colony. This method
is practical, and the only solution that
I know for the problem. When work-
ers begin laying there are many of
them, and I have caught them in the
act of depositing eggs, but after de-
stroying the egg-layer the work con-
tinued the same. I believe that every

worker-bee is capable of laying eggs
if driven to desperation.

As to your latter question, I would
refer you to Mr. R. F. Holtermann, of
Brantford, Ontario, Canada. He is an
exceedingly nice man, and I know he
will take pleasure in answering any in-
quiries. Yours,

Jimson Kagweed.

Home-Made Hives.

Friend Jimson:— I haven't seen you since
you had your exhibit of honey at the county
fair, and I tliought I would write you a few
lines. You certainly had a nice exhibit. I

believe our county fair is getting to be better
than some of the State fairs.

Jimson. 1 wish to ask you something. I
must have some new hives, and do you
think I would save anything it I buy the
lumber and make the liives myself ? I spoke
to Jake Peirce about this subject, and he
says I will save money by getting my hives
at some hive-factory, ready to nad together.
I know Jake has made a good deal of money
out of his bees, and it beats all how much
interest he takes in the business. The last
time I saw Jake was in front of your ex-
hibit and wife, and I asked him to go with us
to see the sheep, but Jake said he would
stay right there all day. Wife and I paid for
grand stand privileges in the amphitheater,
but we were much surprised to see many sit-
ting down after paying for a sraiid stand. We
also took in the snake charmer, and the fat
woman, and we thought it about the best we *

had ever seen, and we have been to Boro-
dino and to Chicago. Write soon.

Edmund W. Cuested.

Mr. Cubsted:—If I could, I would
discourage you about getting lumber
and making your own hives. I think
Jake Peirce is about right on this sub-
ject, and I have known several to give
it a trial. Whenever I hear of a bee-
man making his own hives, I always
connect him with slip-shod and hap-
hazard methods. In the first place, un-
less you buy lumber in very large
quantities the cost of the lumber alone
may equal the cost of ready cut out
hives. Hand-made hives can not equal
those made by machinery as to accu-
racy. You may think dealers are ask-
ing too much for their hives, but if you
will figure everything separate, frames,
metal rabbets, nails, section-holders,
comb foundation and sections, then
add it all up, prices do not seem so
high after all.

It will be a great satisfaction to you
to have every detail in your yard inter-
changeable. Truly yours,

Jimson Ragweed.

"The Honey-Money Stories"

This is a ti4-page and cover booklet,

5?^ by 8>^ inches in size, and printed

on enameled paper. It contains a va-

riety of short, bright stories, mixed
with facts and interesting items about
honey and its use. It has 31 half-

tone pictures, mostly of apiaries or
apiarian scenes ; also 3 bee-songs,

namely: "The Hum of the Bees in

the Apple-Tree Bloom," and " Buck-
wheat Cakes and Honey," and " The
Bee-Keeper's Lullaby." It ought to be

in the hands of every one not familiar

with the food-value of honey. Its ob-

ject is to create a larger demand for

honey. It is sent postpaid for 25 cents,

but we will mail a single copy as a

sample for 15 cents, 5 copies for Gil

cents, or 10 copies by express for $1.00.

A copv with the American Bee Journal

one vear—both for $1.10. Send all or-

ders to the American Bee Journal, 110

W. Superior St., Chicago, III.
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Dr. Miller's Question-Box
Send Questions either to tlie office of tlie American Bee Journal or direct to

Dr. C. C Miller. Makkx<;o. III.
He docs NOT answer bee-l<ecpiii? questions by mail.

16. Not so well as in the flow; but with
feeding you may succeed.

17. I don't know that the cell-cups would
make any difference.

Sowing Buckwheat in Corn

Would it be protitabie. at the last eultiva-
tion of corn about July 10 to 15!. to sow buck
wheat in the corn for bee-pasture? Have
any of the readers of the American Bee
Journal ever tried it ? If so. what were the
results? Illinois.

Answer.— I've had no experience in the
case, and will leave the question open for
others to answer. I know that heartsease
Erowine anions corn is of value, and it seems
buckwheat might be. If you make the ex-
periment please report. But remember that
buckwheat is not always a sure yielder. any-
way.

Perhaps Bee-Paralysis

Two of my colonies are killing what seems
to be old bees. They turn black, and they
drive them out. The brood seems to be all

riffht. I had one colony affected the same
way last year that became all right. I would
like to know the cause and cure, if any? I

have over 100 colonies, but never saw any-
thing like it before. Missouri.

Answer.—The probability is that it is a

case of bee-paralysis. The bees are black
and shiny from losing their plumage. They
come out of the hive and jump around on the
ground, generally with bodies somewhat dis-
tended, and there is a peculiar trembling
motion of the wings. The sound bees ap-
pear to pester and drive the sick ones. As
far north as you are. it is doubtful if you
need pay any attention to it. I've had sev-
eral cases of the disease, and never did any-
thing for it. and the disease disappeared of
itself. Far enough south it becomes a ter-
ror, and although many cures have been
offered they generally fail to effect a cure.
O. O. Poppleton says he cures by sprinklfng
sulphur over bees and comb.

Too Many Drones

I enclose a sample of dead bees. Our bees
;we have only one colony have not swarmed
since we got them. 3 years ago. This spring
the colony seemed strong, but a couple of
weeks ago the bees began to carry out dead,
half-grown young bees in great numbers,
and lately they have been killing each other
without apparent cause. Can you give a
reason or a remedy ? California.

Answer.—The dead bees are drones
mostly. The yield of honey ceased, the bees
superseded their old queen with a young
one. or there was some other reason why
the bees did not desire to support a lot of
useless consumers, and so they drove out
the drones and dragged out the drone-
brood. There is nothing unusual about it.

and nothing for you to do in the case, unless
it be to avoid having so many drones in the
future; for I suspect that you have an unde-
sirable number of drones in the hive. The
remedy is to allow only worker-comb in the
hive. When bees are filling the hive with
comb, allow nothing but frames filled with
full sheets of worker foundation. In the case
of a hive already filled with comb that con-
tains a good deal of drone-comb, cut out the
drone-comb and fill the vacancies with
Eatches of worker-comb, cutting up. if need
e. a frame of worker-comb to supply the

patches.

Swarming—Removing Honey

1. How do bees act before they swarm ?

2. I would like to know how late in the fall

to take off surplus honey, so as to let the
bees have time to get their winter stores
ready? Minnesota.

Answers.— I. In some cases they hangout
in a great cluster on the front of the hive
for a day or more before swarming. But
this is no very reliable sign, for they may
swarm without hanging out at all. The surer
way to tell is to look in the hive for queen-
cells. A number of these are always built
before swarming, and about the time the
first one is sealed you may expect a prime
swarm to issue, unless weather delays. The

queen-cell is sealed about 3 days after the
egg is put in the cell. If there is any after-
swarming, you may expect the second
swarm a week or two after the primeswarm.
and if it does not issue within 16 days after
the prime swarm >'OU needn't watch any
longer. A third swarm may issue about two
days after the second swarm.

2. Generally the bees will look out for
their winter stores and have enough in the
brood-chamber without waiting for you to
take off supers. Take supers off as soon as
How ceases, without paying any attention to
stores in brood-chamber. But always have
on hand extra frames of sealed honey to
give to any colony that may be needy,
although generally there will be no need of
them until the following spring.

A Beginner's Questions

1. Could I make a nucleus hive for about 10
or 15 2-comb nuclei, with bee-tight partitions,
with one entrance at the back, then the next
one at the front ?

2. W^ould wire-cloth be better for the par-
tition than thin boards ?

3. On an average, how long will it take a
queen to fill one of these 2-comb nucleus
hives with eggs ?

4. How many of these 2-comb nuclei will
one strong colony take care of with brood
and larvs ?

5. How early could I start them ?

6. How long does it take for a larva to be
capped over after the egg is laid ?

7. Why couldn't there be made an incuba-
tor to keep the brood warm after it is

capped over ?

8. Could a beginner use the cell-cup plan
of queen-rearing with success ?

0. Which would be the best. Root's queen-
rearing outfit or swarms ?

10. How can I get my queens mated with-
out putting them into a colony.

11. How could I best keep a large number
of queens over the winter with only a few
colonies ?

12. About how many queen-cells does a
colony generally start on a prepared frame
like you mention in " Forty Years Among tlie
Bees?"

13. If I have some pure drones, how could I

get queens mated with them?
14. How long does it generally take a col-

ony to fill a body of 8 frames with sugar
syrup for feeding, using comb foundation ?

15. Will they fill these bodies before the
honey-flow without injuring the colony ?

16. Could I rear queens after the flow all
right?

17. Could I do it with the cell-cups ?

Nebraska.

.-Answers.—I. Yes; but there would be
danger of queens entering the wrong en-
trances.

2. Wire-cloth would be bad.
3. Perhaps a week.
4. If you mean that no queens are to lay in

the nuclei, anywhere from 4 to 20. according
to how strong you want the nuclei.

5. As soon as clover yields.
6. About 8 days.
7. Lamp nurseries have been in use for

years: but not so much now, perhaps, as
formerly.

8. He would probably make more or less
failures. It's something of a trade to be
learned.

Q. The beginner would probably get more
good queens from swarms.

10. Put them into nuclei.
11. In a suitable cellar you might keep

them in nuclei.
12. Anywhere from 10 to 30.

13. Take them to some place i]6 miles dis-
tant from other bees. Possibly you might
succeed by putting in the cellar thehive con-
taining the young queens and drones, taking
it out as soon as other drones have stopped
flying, and then feeding so as to induce
flight. Mr. Aspinwall has had some success
by clipping the wings of his virgins just a
little, so they would not fly far from home.

14. I don't know. Perhaps a week.
15. Depends. Feeding so much very early,

especially in bad weather, might do much
harm. With everything favorable it might
in some cases do good.

Locating lor Bee-Keeping

1 have had bees two years. I was led to
begin by reading 'A B C of Bee Culture."
Langstroth's " Hive and Honey-Bee." Cook's
'Manual of the Apiary," andQuinby's " New
Bee-Keeping. " all of wliich so interested me
that I took up bee-keeping as a sort of pas-
time for the years that may be left to me. Iam now 58 years old. Two years ago I got
one colony in May, and by winter increased
to 5 colonies, which wintered well. Last
year I increased from s to 10 colonies. I was
called from home during September when I

should have been feeding for winter. A
neighbor's horse broke in and upset 12 hives,
killing 2 of my queens. Rain had set in be-
fore I fed for w-inter. I fed by laying combs
on their side, and filling from a dipper with
perforated bottom. I fed 200 pounds of
sugar in this way. The bees never trans-
ferred all the sugar, and the hives were
damp as a result. From the middle of Octo-
ber to May I it rained almost constantly,
with occasional sharp frosts. It was a most
unusual winter. My bees were all dead in
the spring. Nearly every bee-keeper here
lost heavily. I have decided that this is not
a good country for bees. Both years I win-
tered the bees on the summer stands. I
want to go to a new and favorable location
for bee-keeping. I have decided to choose
between Southern California and Northern
Washington, if the latter is suitable for bee-
keeping, it being for other reasons prefer-
able. Can you tell me if Washington is anv
good as a bee-country, or direct me to any
one who knows from actual experience how-
bees do there ? British Columbia.
Answer.— I have no positive knowledge as

to how the two places compare, but have an
impression that there mav not be so much
difference but what other things might make
Washington the place for you to choose. I
leave the question open for any one who
knows more than I do about Washington

Why Did the Bees Swarm ?

Colony No. is was examined on June 10.
and the queen-cells destroyed, although
there were no eggs in any of them. Then on
the i8th they swarmed, with only es^ers in the
queen-cells. What caused them to swarm
so previously ? Weather was warm, being
02 degrees Fahr. in the shade during the
warmest part of the day. The hive was the
only 8-frame; we have regular Langstroth
frames, painted red. but was shaded, well
shaded, too. and some of the other hives had
no shade. We use a cover of the Colorado
style. Iowa.

Answer,— I don't know. The smaller size
of the hive would have something to do with
it. and so might the heat. The disposition
of the bees may have figured in the case:
some bees are much more inclined to swarm
than others.

Cleaning Up Unfinished Sections

I would like to learn of a good plan to
clean up sections that are unfinished in the
fall of the year. That is, I extract all un-
finished, but there is more or less honey left
in the combs after extracting. When these
boxes are stored away or put in supers it

leaks down and drips all over, and makes a
sticky and dauby mess. I have thought of
tiering up supers 12 or 15 high, and let the
bees rob out, but as my yard is close to the
house and buildings, I do not like to doit,
and I don't know which is the better wav.
I have at present 105 colonies, and expect to
increase to 175 this season. I had about 2000
of these sections, and am using them for
baits, and find them excellent in starting the
bees to work in the supers. New York.

Answer —I have had much experience in
getting the bees to clean up sections in the
fall, and have found no better way than to
let the bees rob them out. If j-ou pile them
up. as you suggest, allow an entrance large
enough for a single bee for each 3 or 6 supers.
If the bees can get at them more freely, they
tear the combs to pieces. With a sufficiently
large number to be cleaned out. say some-
thing like a super for each colony, you may
go to the other extreme and spread them all
out so as to let the bees have free access to
the whole business at once. I spread the
supers about in my shop cellar, and when all
are ready I open the door and invite the
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bees to help themselves. They are protected
against rain, and may remain several days
until the bees have them thorouehly cleaned
out. If you pile them up on top of hives,
they will be cleaned up. but the bees are
likely to put some of the honey back into the
sections. Some one. I think, has reported
success by piling supers back of a hive,
allowing access by way of the bottom-board
without allowing other bees access. I never
tried it. I have tried putting them in front.
and it was a failure. It might work better
behind.

Egg-Laying of the Queen-Bee

Does a queen-bee lay eggs during the night?
If so. when does she rest ? Subscriber.

Answer.--Shesurely does lay at night, and
there is a lot of work done at night in the
hive. I don't know when the queen rests,
and couldn't be sworn that she ever rests
during her busiest season. I've some idea,
however, that she takes short spells of rest-
ing at different times tlirough the day and
night. But I may be away off. and will be
glad to learn from any one who can teach me
better.

A Beginner's Questions

1. Do bees gather honey from dandelion
and strawberry blossoms ?

2. I have 2 colonies of bees, and they are
cross. My neiglibor has a very quiet colony.
Is there any way the queen may be fertilized
by my neighbor's drones, if I should use a
drone-trap and kill all my drones ?

3. What causes water to come out of the
bees during the early morning hour ?

4. Could all the honey be taken from the
bees in the fall, and then feed them with
sugar candy? Minnesota.

Answers.— I. I don't think bees get much
from strawberries, but they get a large
amount from dandelions. It comes rather
early for surplus, but is of immense value
for brood-rearing.

2. If you suppress drones in your own api-
ary entirely, you may be sure that your vir-
gins will mate with drones from some neigh-
boring apiary.

i. The vapor from the bees condenses on
the sides of the hive and runs down in drops.

4. You can use the old-fashioned way of
mashing up the combs and straining the
honey through a cloth, or you can melt the
combs and take off the cake of wax when it
cools.

Foundation Splints—Facing Hives—Killing Bees in

^Buildings

1. I received foundation splints and used
them as follows: Boiled them in beeswax,
and fastened them with a full sheet of foun-
dation to the top-bar by putting the splints
in the opening in the top-bar. Is that the
right way. or are they to be put on the foun-
dation starter and let them touch the bot-
tom-bar of the frame ?

2. Last year r«y hives were very heavy in
the fall, and the past spring they did not
have weight to last them until blossoms
came, so i had to feed them and ^hey are
doing fine at present. Did they use all the
honey, or what was it that made the hives so
heavy ?

3. Will it be all right to have the bee-hives
face to face ?

4. I saw an article on page igs. advising to
set the new hive on the old stand, and the
old close to the new colony. Now if this is
done, suppose the queen is lost, or will not
come out. which I saw this year ;it came out,
but went in again), what will become of the
bees, and what would you do in a case of
that kind r

5. There are a few swarms of bees in a
house, and one in the bank building, which
are very troublesome. The openings are
very small. How can they be killed ?

Iowa.
Answers.— I. Either way will do—or neith-

er. The object of the splint is not to fasten
the foundation either to the top-bar or bot-
tom-bar, but to keep it rigid so there will be
no sagging. The foundation must be fast-
ened to the top-bar independently of the
splints, and then 1 fasten the splints into the
foundation without paying any attention to
whether they touch at the top or the bottom.
or lie midway. But didn't you get with the
splints a printed slip of instruction telling
just how lo put them in ?

2. I'robably there was in the liives all the
honey that you supposed. The peculiar sea-
son, whose like you never saw before, and
probably never will see again, accounted for

the consumption of a phenomenally large
Quantity of honey this spring. Summer
weather came in early spring, filling the
hives with brood. Then came freezing
weather in which the bees could gather
nothing, but consumed enormous quantities
of honey to keep up the heat of the hive and
to support the brood. The experience
ought to emphasize the importance of the
advice so urgently insisted upon in the
American Bee Journal, in season and out of
season, that frames of sealed brood should
be provided for this summer soastobeon
hand next spring to give to anv needy col-
ony. Sugar may do for winter stores, but
will not take the place of honey in the
spring, when it must be used for brood-
rearing.

^. Yes; some prefer that position.
4. If there is no queen with the swarm, I

would expect it to return to the old hive,
just the same as it would if the mother col-
ony had been left on the old stand and the
swarm put on a distant stand. If the queen
has whole wings, such a thing does not often
occur. If she is clipped, she tumbles out on
the ground, and may get back into the old
hive. It is the business of the bee-keeper to
catch her and put her in with the swarm.

5. Try putting in 4 or 5 tablespoonfuls of
carbon disulfide (called also bisulphide of
carbon.) It must be done at a time when all
the bees are in, some sort of crooked funnel
being arranged to make the liquid enter the
hole, and the hole promptly closed. Have
no light near, for fear of an explosion.

Bee-Keeping in Florida—Starting With Bees

I. In the April number of the American
Bee Journal you replied to Illinois' question
about that East Coast of Florida as a bee-
location that you do not know, lam on the
West Coast in the southern part of the
peninsula. Here we get honev from orange
and grape-fruit bloom, from pennyroyal and
from both the saw palmetto and the cabbage
palmetto. The first comes in February, the
next in March, the third in April and May,
and the last in July. In addition to that we
have some kind of flowers in bloom every
day in the year. I judge the bees can get
pollen every day. I haven't known this
country long enough to be able to say any-
thing about it from practical experience, but
I find the woods full of wild bees. There is
a good colony in an old cypress tree about
200 yards from where I am writing. I expect
to put it into a movable-frame hive shortly.
1 have several other bee-trees located. No
one here uses modern hives. I will be the
pioneer. This is a frontier country. I en-
tered a homestead about 60 days ago within
2 miles of this town, and must move on it
within 6 months. My idea is to pay expenses
with chickens, bees and truck while I de-
velop an orange grove. This is a first-class
country for each of these industries. Bees
can lly here the year around. There is
plenty of pasture for them at all seasons, I
think, but I am not sure of a honey-flow after
cabbage palmetto next month (July). I am
not able to get reliable information as to the
fall and winter flowers. My first trip to this
section was early last October. I saw no
bees then, for I was too busy looking at the
citrus fruits with which the groves were
so heavily loaded. However, I am almost
certain the fall bloom furnishes pollen, if
not honey. I used to be an expert with bees,
but for about 20 years I have been too busy
to work with them. Methods have largely
changed since that time. It seems almost a
new business to me. and that I must learn it
from the bottom up. Yet I think it will not
be too hard for one who loves to handle bees.
I would like to have loo colonies next season.
Shall I start this summer ?

2. If I start this season, shall I work for
large increase or go slow ? I have plenty of
time to devote to the Inisiness now ?

3. How fast will it be safe tobuild up when
one has no winter problem to face ?

4. What is the best way to work for an in-
crease here ?

5. The best honey-How is orange blossoms
in February. Would you stimulate brood-
rearing in January ? If so. how ?

Fl.OUIDA.
Answers.—I. Better make something of a

start this season; even if you have only a
few colonies, and then buy more next
spring.

2. As you want a rather large number next
year, it might be well for you to work mainly
for increase this year. Only look out that as
the season advances each new colony be
made strong enough so that there is no dan-
ger of your being caught in the fall with a
number of weaklings that will not pull
through the winter.

3. I am a little shaky about dates in you
locality, and am afraid it is now rather late
to do the most increasing. I hardly dare to
risk any figures in the case, and it would
really be of no practical value to you if I
could tell you exactly how many colonies
you could have in the fall for each 10 you
have now. unless it would be to know how
many hives to have ready. But it will be no
great harm if you have a few extra hives left
over. I can do no better than to repeat the
advice that each new colony you make
should be so strong at the time it is made
that there will be no question about its be-
ing safe for winter. For example, suppose
that well along in the season each of your
colonies has 6 frames of brood, and you
divide each one into two parts having 3frames of brood each. Very likely you
would lose most of them before spring, even
in your mild climate. But you might be en-
tirely safe to take a frame of brood and bees
from each, and put 5 or 6 of these frames in
each new hive. Earlier in the season a good
ru e would be not to reduce any of your old
colonies to less than 4 frames of brood by
drawing from them, and to let each new one
have 4 brood at the start.

4. The answer to this question is indicated
in the previous answer. Yet there are
many ways in which increase might be made,
and your profit will lie in reading up the
books and getting well informed on general
principles, and then you can tell better the
plan of increase that will suit vou. If I may
be pardoned for that much advertising I

may say that " Forty Years Among the Bees"
is perhaps more full than any other bee-
book in the matter of artificial increase.

5. Very likely you will come off just as well
not to do anything at stimulative feeding. If
the queen keeps as much brood in the hive
as the bees can cover, no amount of feeding
will increase the amount of brood, and in
some cases it may lessen it. Only when
there comes such a time of dearth that
brood-rearing ceases, then it mav be well to
feed so that the queen will imt st^'D huiiit'.

parts a..^ I
perience$ |

Good Honey Prospects

I hived the first swarm for the season yes-
terday. May 27. My 32 colonies wintered all
right, only one dying. White clover and
alsike are just beginning to blossom. The
prospects for a honey crop are good.

^ , ,,, .. A. A. Al'GENSTEIN.
Dakota. III., May 28.

Heavy Loss in Bees

Our bees are just commencing to do well
on white clover. The months of April and
May were too cold for bees to build up
Over 50 percent of the bees died in this
vicinity, due principally to honey-dew.
Swarming has not commenced here yet

iKev.) J. W. Stine.
Sperry. Iowa. June 10.

Bees Rolling in the Honey
Honey is rolling in now; but up to Junes,

bees were at the starvation point. This con-
dition was not due to the lack of blossoms,
but the weather was such that bees could
not be out. Yet it was hardly safe to feed
anything but honey, for fear of getting some
of it in the section-boxes. H. G. Ouirin.
Bellevue. Ohio. June 25.

Fine Honey Harvest

Our honey harvesl is on. and it is fine so
far. The colony on scales gained 56 pounds
in Q days, and might have done belter if the
bees had had more room, for they were
honey-bound. We then put on the third
story, and the 2 succeeding davs the gain
was 12 pounds each day. and the other days
7 and 8 pounds.
This is the best year since 1003. when the

highest yield for one day for the colony on
scales was 18 pounds.
We are needing rain badly, and yet we

have never seen white clover look better.
Clarinda. Iowa, June 27, J, L, Strong,
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Wintering Bees in a Warm Room
On Dec. intli I transferred a stronti colony

from a to-frame hive into an 8-frame glass
Iiive. Tlie cliange was made out-of-doors;
temperature 3a desrees. The bees were all

in the new hive in about 20 minutes, when
they were taken inside and placed in a south
window in a cold room and given a tfying-
cage 2 feet square, the hive entering the
cage at the back, with an entrance out-of-
doors through the cage.
On Feb. i-jth they were moved into a warm

room and given a Ifying-cage the same as be-
fore; temperature of the room 60 to 70 de-
grees.
March 4th the hive was placed on top of a

new circular hive. The bottom-board was
removed to .jive the bees a free passage
down through the lower hive and out into
the cage.
March 12th the bees with the Queen were

all smoked down into the lower hive, and
the top hive removed. They were given a
frame of honey from the original hive, this
being placed in the cage. They at once
made themselves at home, and began build-
ing comb and filling it with honey from the
frame.
The hive is made on the plan of a half

circle, with glass on all sides. The frames
are of standard size, and are placed long
side up. and are so arranged that they can be
turned around in such a way that each
frame stands at right angles to the next one.
thus giving an opportunity to see every
movement of the bees on the frames.

The frames contained only foundation of
different dimensions from none to full

sheets. They are now (March 23' working
on 6 frames, and have them well filled.

The second day they prepared a brood-
nest, and the queen commenced to lay, and
continues to do so.
The frames are open from once to many

times each day for inspection. This does
not appear to disturb the bees in their work.
They are looked over each night, a careful

examination and a record being made of the
changes dtiring the day.
The bees are hybrid, very black. When

outside they were very cross, but since be-
ing inside have become gentle, and can be
handled almost as safely as flies.

The hive with the brood and stores from
which these bees were transferred, was
taken to another room and given to a single-
frame colony, that has been kept in a warm
room since June 14. IQ08.

The frames were spread, and the frame
with its bees and brood placed in the center
of the brood-nest.
The changes have been very successful.

G. T. Whitten.
School of Horticulture. Hartford. Conn.

[We would be pleased to publish further
results of Mr. Whitten's experiment with
bees.—Editor. 1

A Beginner's Good Report

I am a beginner in the bee-business. Two
years ago I bought 4 colonies of bees from a
neighbor, 3 in light frame dovetailed, and
one super for each hive with the shallow ex-
tracting frames. One colony was in an old
Langstroth hive with 3 supers for sections
Yes. and the best thing of all was Root's " .-^

B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture." which I read
very carefully. Then I proceeded to get
supplies, which were >) new 8-frame hives.
and 4 shallow supers for each hive. The
man I bought them of laughed at me. and
said that I wouldn't need so many. But you
all know what a bountiful year that IQ08 was.
and 1 found I could have used more supers
to good advantage before the end of the sea-
son. The colony in the hive for sections
filled 100 sections. I sold S32 worth of honey,
nearly all extracted, as we used nearly all

the section honey ourselves, and had 10 good,
strong colonies in the fall, and some Targe
frames of honey to slip in in the spring.

I told some of the other bee-keepers how
many supers I had for each hive, and they
laughed at me. and said I needed only one.
and then when it was nearly capped over
take it off and extract it and put it back
on the hive, and the bees would do belter
and fill them quicker. But right there is

where I kicked. I had heard so many say if

they could only get some old-fashioned
honey like they used to find in the wild bee-
trees, they would like to have it at any price.
So that set me to thinking, that if I had su-
pers enough so I could leave it on the hives
till it was well ripened. I would have just as
good honey as they could get out of their
wild-bee trees.
Well. I found that 4 shallow supers were

not enough for a year like looft. but I left my
honey on just the same, and lost about 2

weeks of good honey-flow. Well, the other
fellows extracted 2 or 3 times, and the mar-
kets around home were pretty well filled. I

was laughed at. and told that I would have
to ship my honey when I extracted. When
the lujney became good and ripe. I extracted
and found it good and thick, with a fine
flavor. I filled some i-quart and 2-ciuart
Mason fruit-jars, and somes-gallon cans, and
was ready for business. Tliat was the first

of the week, and on Saturday I got ready to
go down town. I commenced to put in some
hone\-. and my wife asked. "What are you
going to do with so much?" "Sell it, sure!"
And I did. It was 2 miles from town, and I

stopped at every farm-house on the road and
had them taste my honey, and ended by
making a sale and a good customer. I was
back home again by noon and had sold S15
worth of honey. Pretty good. I thought.

It wasn't long until we began to get calls
by 'phone, and, my 1 it was gone all too soon.
My customers were all ready for igoo, and
more with them, but, alas, it was a poor
year, but I did pretty well, for I extracted
600 pounds, and increased to 18 colonies.
The one in the hive for sections filled y6.

which was good for last year. I have neigh-
bors within a quarter of a mile whose bees
did not store enough to winter on. I winter
my bees on the summer stands. I lost 6 col-
onies last winter, so have 12 left in fair shape
for this season. One of my bee-keeper
friends lost 52 out of 55. and he did not get a
pound of honey last summer.
We have a fine show for white clover this

year, and are hoping for the best.
Barnum. Wis.. Mav 3. R. L. Reed.

Little Bobby's Essay On Bees

The bee is a queer sort of an insect that
gives people a few points that they don't
appreciate The queen-bee bosses the hive,
just like ma bosses our home. The drone-
bee is like pa— he don't care much about
work. There are other kinds of bees, in-

cluding political-bees, quilting-bees. and
husking-bees. But the best bees of all are
the kissing-bees. There is a kissing-bee in
our parlor every Sunday night, and I get a
nickle not to tell about it. When it comes
to the choice of bees, give me a kissing-bee.
every time. F. M.
Meredosia. Ills., June 27

A Texas Report

Bees are doing well here, but it is raining
great floods now. ruining the basswood
honey crop, and it is hurting the farmer as
well as the bee-man

I secured 1800 pounds of extracted honey
in April from 40 colonies. The balance has
not been extracted. The honey is very
good. Prices I get are 12'A per pound retail.
and 10 cents for 300-pound or half-barrels.
For basswood I get 12/2 cents per pound in
300-pound or half-barrels: 15 cents retail.

This part of Texas is not good for the bee-
business. From a single colony 181 pounds
is the best I have been able to get in 7 years'
business here. J. E. Magee.
Pennington. Tex.. May 25.

Securing Foul Brood Laws

I notice, on page isf. the Report of the Sec-
retary of the New Jersey Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation concerning the failure to get the
Governor's signature to their foul brood
law. We bee-keepers in Missouri had the
same experience, so I feel I can give some
advice. It never occurred to us that after
we had worked on both houses of the Legis-
lature, and our bill had passed the commit-
tee with their recommendations, then passed
both houses, that it would be turned down
by the Governor, yet he did so. and it made
many sore, and was a bitter disappointment
to all of us.
Some time after the Governor had done

this, he was in this city to make a speech,
when I had occasion to meet him and intro-
duced myself as President of the Missouri
State Bee-Keepers' Association. I then ex-
plained to him the law we were after aimed
at an infectious disease of bees, and that it

was not practical to handle it by individuals,
but had to be done by experienced men who
knew how. I explained that the disease was
the same in character, or rather in its re-
sults, as glanders in horses, and as he knew
that that disease was not curable so far as
any one knows, yet foul brood is curable by
proper treatment, but is just as fatal as
glanders if let alone.

I also showed tlie Governor that where a
colony of bees had died and left honey in
the hive, the other bees would rob the hive,
and thus carry the disease, and it would
spread all around, thus continuing the dis-
ease as long as there were any bees to carry
the diseased honey. The Governor told me
that he had not so understood the case, and
that if we would bring such a bill to him
again, he would cheerfully sign it. which he
did when we got one through 2 years later.
So I say to any one in any State working for
a foul brood law. to be sure to see the Gov-
ernor and explain most fully the importance
of the bill, and also the importance of the
industry, not only as to the benefits of the
bee-products, but as to the perhaps greater
importance of the aid in fruit-growing.

It is simply impossible to control foul
brood without State aid. and a .State inspec-
tor with the law to back him up so that he
can enforce either a cure of the disease or
destroy the infected colonics. I know of
some bee-keepers now who have written me
that they know they have the disease among
their bees, but that they do not have the
time to work with them, so they were letting
them die. and thus keep the disease spread-
ing. If the bee-keepers will not do anything
where this trouble is spreading, the inspec-
tor should destroy everything that would
spread the disease, for what they have is

not only of no value in that condition, but is

a great menace to others. Hence a law is

very much needed to compel some bee-
keepers to do the right thing. Understand I

am not advocating the destruction of colo-
nies so affected, where they can be and are
treated for a cure, but only that those who
will not make an effort to cure the colonies
so affected, should be compelled to destroy
them, so as not to risk infecting others.

I think we in Missouri have one of the best
foul brood laws, as the State Board of Agri-
culture makes the appointment of the in-

spector on the recommendation of the State
Bee-Keepers' Association, and the inspector
reports everything he does to the Board.
When the time arrived to appoint the in-

spector, there were 9 applicants for the
position, some of whom the members of the
State Association had never heard of. and I

do not know yet whether some of them were
bee-keepers or not. but some of them had a
"political pull." and. doubtless, some of
them would have secured the position
through the influence they had. but for the
fact that our Association had something to
say about it. 'These men did not apply to
the Association, but direct to the Board.

There is just one point we would like
bettered in our law if we could get it. and it

is this: W^e are compelled to go to the Leg-
islature every 2 years to secure an appro-
priation of funds to carry on the work of in-

spection. This hazards the appropriation,
and it would be a calamity to some of the
bee-keepers of Missouri if we should fail to
get an appropriation so that the inspector
can go on with his work. Our inspector has
done most excellent work while he has been
at it. but it will take some time yet to get
the disease under control.
So I would say to any who are working for

a foul brood law. do not forget to see the
Governor and thoroughly inform him as to
what you want. This will apply also for
securing the appropriation.
Mexico. Mo. J. W. RousE.

'White Clover No Good

The white clover season here is no good
this year. There seems to be no nectar in

the blossoms. Alsike is in abundance, but
atmospheric conditions have delayed the
crop of honey. I doubt if I could find one
pound in my whole apiary of 32 colonies.
Knox. Pa.. June 25. Emory E. Beck

Non-Swarming—Fearful Drouth

Mr. Upson see page 200 wants to knowif
I know of any one using my method of non-
swarming, with 8-frame hives. I no not. I

do not know of any reason why it would not
work with an 8-frame as well as with a 10-

frame hive.
We are having a fearful old drouth on our

hands. Unless we can get rain soon all

prospects of a honey crop will go glimmer-
ing. The hives are full of bees, out there is

no nectar for them to gather. Honey-dew
was abundant, and the bees utilized it for
breeding purposes, and are now waiting for
somethingto turn up; and that is just what
their owners are doing. Bee-keepers in this
locality are not wearing that ' smile that
won't come off." Dr. H. Jones.
Preston. Minn.. June 30.
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Some Experiences in Wintering Bees

I would like to call your attention to some-
thing that has come to my notice this spring
which I consider of interest. It is this:
Last year, in our vicinity, a party had a

swarm of bees come off the 3d day of Julv.
and on the nth the colony sent off another.
These were hived in a lo-frame hive on
empty combs, and on the top of this was
placed another loframe hive-body filled with
sheets of foundation; on top of this was oil-
cloth and a thin honey-board, and above that
a loose storm-cover. The hive was set up
about 2 feet from the ground on a southwest
exposure, and the entrance, which was a
wide one. over !2 inch, extended the entire
width of the lo-frame hive and remained
open all winter. They did not net much
stores, as you are aware w did not get
much honey after that time last > jar: but. in
the fall, the boy in charge gave them 2 quarts
of feed with one entrance feeder, and threw
2 or 3 thicknesses; if canvas over the top.
sides and back of the hive, but the front was
generally exposed, and in this way they
passed through our 100 days of unbroken
winter.

I examined them March ^ith. and found
them clean and bright, not the least sign of
spotting. They seemed to have as many
bees as when they were put in last summer,
had brood started as large as my hand, and
had a good leather-colored queen. Now the
surprise about this is that so small and late
swarm could live through so severe a winter
in such a large, empty space. Just think of
it. 2 big lo-frame hives with nothing in but a
little swarm of bees with meager stores, in a
single-walled hive! It could not be possible
that they could have in any way kept that
great cavern warmed up. .Some of those
cold mornings it must have been down-
well, to zero, and it must be possible for the
bees to form a crust on the outside of the
cluster, as Mr. Doolittle says they can. so
that they can maintain the heat of the clus-
ter inside away up. even when it is away
down outside of the cluster.
Now-, if it is possible for bees to go through

such a winter in this big box so exposed in
single walls, have we not been going to a
great deal of labor and expense which has
been worse than useless in packing and put-
ting our bees in double-walled hives f I
really believe we have, as the evidence
seems to be all against us. I believe that 10
times out of 20 our bees die from being, or
getting, stopped up and getting too warm,
and. consequently damp, than from being
dry and cold. The great mass of our bees
have been dying from starvation in our shal-
low hives—about nine-tenths is the opinion
of our best judges—and we have been attrib-
uting the loss to the hives instead of the
quantity of honey above the bees for them
to eat up. sufficient for the long winter and
spring if it is a bad one.
Three years ago I bought, in the fall. 4

large, deep hives of bees. They had cases
on that were not removed. They had only a
thin cover over them, a loose cover above
and little other covering, and the large en-
trance was wide open; to my surprise they
came through all right, and strong, and did
far better in every way than the tucked-up
bees about them and elsewhere.
Some years ago Mr. Frank Covey told me

he bought 5 colonies of bees in tall box-
hives that were set on the edges of wide
boards, and they had built their combs down
below the hives, as there were no bottoms on
the hives, and. in this way. they went
through that worst winter of the 70's and
they did better the next year than any other
bees he had.
.My brother told me of a swarm of his that

had taken possessionof a deserted corn-crib
near liradley. Mich,, and had filled it with
comb from toii to bottom for a space of 10 to
12 feet, and these bees must have passed
these winters of the 70's in that way.

I have in mind what was told in one of our
bee-books of a lady in lower Canada who
had a large box-hive up on a stump with
great holes under it and the hive had been
made of green lumber, and had splitopen.
and the bees wintered fine in it in a temper-
ature of lower than 40 degrees below zero.
Therefore, with these evidences before us

we must conclude that bees are great cold-
resistersif they can be kept dry, that it is
next to impossible to freeze them to death,
and I think it is also apparent that we have
been spending thousands of dollars and
enormous labor in constructingdouble liives
and packing, as all of the above instances
were in single hives, or had nothing in many
places between them and the elements. I

think we must also conclude that we have
noi been careful enough at all times to keep
the openings to the hives open, but have

allowed them to become clogged within with
dead bees, or without with snow and ice.
We will have to improvise some way to
keep the openings open at all times, so the
moisture can escape if we expect to be rid
of winter losses; and if we shall expect to
have not so many colonies starve we will
surely have to leave, in some way. a thicker
crust of honey above them to tide them
through any season which may come, no
matter how severe. J. A. Pearce.
Grand Rapids. Mich.. April 10.

Colorado's Honey Crop

The prospects for a honey crop in this
locality are certainly very discouraging,
while part of the State will have some kind
of a crop, the chances are that this locality
will have but a very small part.
Denver. Colo., July 6. F. RAi^riiFrss.

Drouth and the Fall Honey-Flow

Bees have done fine on white clover this
year, which has never been more plentiful;
but owing to the drouth we are having, it is

drying up. and unless we get rain soon the
fall flow will be short. Our fall flow comes
mostly from heartsease and goldenrod.

Jacob -WiRTH.
Prophetstown. Ills. July 3.

Prospects for a Fair Crop

Bees are doing good work on red raspber-
ries at present, bringing in about a ton of
nectar every day. The prospects are for a
fair, average crop if the weather holds out
for about two weeks yet.

Ellis E. Pressler.
Williamsport. Pa.. June 21.

Hot and Dry Weather

It is hot here, and fearfully dry. We have
had no rain in 3 weeks, but the bees have
done fairly well the past 15 days, in view of
the fewness in numbers caused by their
broodless condition during the extreme cold
month of May. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino. N. Y.. July 2.

Another Shot at the Hornets

I see on page 104 some remarks bv Mr. W.
A. Pryal about hornets. I found it impossi-
ble in the foothills years ago to mate, or
hatch queens in some nuclei, on account of
that pestiferous insect. In some localities
they are very bad. Tolerate them not.
Oak Park. Cal., June 18. F. Jay Lewis.

Something About Banat Bees

In reply to the questions of " Virginia "and
dozens of others in regard to the Banat bees.
1 will give a description of them for the
benefit of all interested in these most excel-
lent bees.
The Banats are a close cousin to the Car-

niolans. which they very much resemble,
and. like the Carniolans, they are prolific
and early breeders. They are usually about
2 weeks ahead of the average Italians in get-
ting into the supers in the spring, thus get-
ting a good start made in the supers before
the Italians and blacks have begun work.
Where there is an early flow this earlv

breeding is worth much, and costs nothing.
The same is true of the Carniolans; but
after they are well started in the supers the
swarming fever usually sets in. and trouble
begins, as they are the worst bees we have
to swarm. The Banats are not excessive
swarmers. and. like the Italians, are easily
controlled, and will stand more crowding
than the average Italian.
As to color the Banats are what I would

call steel-gray, and every bee the same color.
There should be no yellow on them except
the queens, which are all shades of color
from a black to an orange yellow, but the
majority of the queens are dark, and very
quiet under manipul.ition. and usually goon
with their duties as if there is no time to
spare in romping around over the comb.
The Banats are fine comb-builders, and.

like the blacks, are white cappers, and put
up the choicest grade of comb honey.
All who have handled the Italians know

that they are inclined to fill up the brood-
combs with honey, which crowds the queens
up into the supers, where no excluders are
used, or so reduces the brood that the colo-
nies are weakened and unable to gather

much honey later in the season, and go into
the winter with few young bees, while the
Banats keep up their strength well, and
have plenty of young bees for the winter,
which means lots of nurse-bees in spring,
which is very necessary in producing a
strong colony in early spring.
The Banats are long rangers, and to prove

this I went down the Arroyo Colorado
w'hich is an arm of the Gulf of Mexico , and
made frequent landings to see how far the
Banats were working, and found them quite
plentiful at 2 miles from home, and at 3
miles there were also quite a number, and
at 3!4 miles I found very few. There are no
other bees in this range, and there were as
many blooms near home as there were
farther away.
As to temperament, the Banats are the

quietest and the easiest handled of all bees.
I use smoke only to drive them down out of
my way or off the combs. No veil is needed.
I have handled Banats 4 years, and during
that time I have had Italians. Carniolans.
Caucasians. Goldens. and Blacks, all in
yards by themselves, and after testing them
all together. I have settled on the Banats as
the best all-around bees for both business
and pleasure. However. I am now stocking
an Italian yard to supply the heavy demand
for the Italian queens, as many will have no
other.
Well, some will say. "He has an ax to

grind." I will admit that is true, and I will
keep on grinding it until I get it good and
sharp, and will chop out this thorny brush
and locate more Banat apiaries until I have
this wilderness well stocked with the little
gray pets
As the readers of the bee-papers know. I

am an old queen-breeder, and have a big
trade in Banat queens, but I am not the
only one. I have letters stating that the
Banats we bought of Mr. So-and-So, are the
best bees I have ever had. and want to try
some of yours. So. there are other men
who sell good Banats.
Yes. the Banats are all right, and I believe

all who try the pure stock like them, and
recommend them toothers.

Grant Anderson,
June 20. T/ic Texas Banat Bee-Crank.

Sealed Stores for Winter—Black Bees vs.

Italians—A Queen-Fight

When I read Mr. Byer's experience in
using sealed stores .see Canadian Beedom.
February issue), I felt very much as though
I would like to be near enough to shake
hands with him. Not so much because I

agreed with him in the matter of having an
abundance of sealed stores in the hive when
spring opened, if possible ithough in itself
this is one of the best factors of success in
this locality), but because he had the cour-
age of his convictions thus to come out
openly in the face of all the odds against
him. and announce his experience. " that for
good wintering and tor brood-rearing in the
spring, under adverse conditions, the Ital-
ians are simply ' not in it.'

"

I wonder how much difference locality
really makes in arriving at opinions regard-
ing the best bee to keep for profit. Now
away up here, just south of the North Pole,
or, at least, just south of the 47th parallel of
latitude, my experience with Italians coin-
cides very nearly with Mr. Byer's. I have
tried the Italians in a limited way. having
had queens from Texas. Ohio. Pennsylvania
and also the non-swarming, non-stinging
Golden Adels from Massachusetts, and I

found these great swarmers the most vicious
to sting of any Italians 1 had anything to do
with, and no better than any of the others
for the production of comb honey.
Nly native bees, no doubt nearly pure

black before introducing Italian blood, were
gentle to handle, good comb-builders, and in
honey-gathering qualities were certainly not
inferior to any Italians I ever had.

I have no experience with Carniolans. but
I do wish some man who may be situated so
he can. would undertake to improve our na-
tive bees. When the same time and labor
has been spent with them that has been
spent with Italians I think we. in the cold
latitudes, will all want them.
Bee-keeping with me is only a part of my

farming, and I have nearly always had to
neglect the bees for other work, and still,

with my careless methods. I have had several
colonies of blacks that have stored more
than too pounds of comb honey in i-pound
sections, the largest yield being 120 pounds.
This, remember, is in a locality where
almost no honey is stored in sections before
clover bloom, and rarely any afterward.
This makes a very short surplus season. I

believe the average yield could be greatly
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Increased over what I get, could I but have
the time to spend with thi; bees.

I have not arrived at these conclusions
hastilv. as I have been much interested in

bees for more than ;o years, and have 125

colonies stored away in tlieir winter quar-

ters at the present time.
I have never produced over ; tons of

honey in one season, so I do not claim that I

know it all. by any means.
I want to add that I have never had any

high-priced queens, just the dollar kind;

this may make all the difference. Now, if

there is any other man that can say a I'ood

word for the down trodden native, or black
bee. let him say on.

, , ,

In closinc. I will tjive an experience I had
with queen-bees a few years ago. as it seems
a little out of the ordinary; that is. it was a

new experience to me. I had been cutting

out queen-cells, and as I worked I laid them
on top of a near-by hive. When I had hn-

ished my work I noticed one queen had just

emerged from her cell. I gathered up all the

ceils, some 8 or 10. in my hands, and started
for the bee-house a few rods away; before
reaching it a second queen emerged, and
the two were crawling over my hand and the
other cells; as they neared each other they
made a quick rush and clinched in mortal
combat, reminding me very much of two
dogs. N'o serious consequence followed the
sharp tight until one seemed to gain the
mastery for a moment, when she quickly
dispatched her rival by inserting her sting

in the neck. The stung queen instantly

ceased all effort except for a slight motion
of the legs, but lived for several minutes,
perhaps 15 or 20, before life was extinct.

While the conflict was in progress the
third queen hatched and crawled about my
hand and wrist, and then on a block where I

laid them. Very soon these came together
in the same manner, and after a struggle of

the same duration of time. she. in her turn,
" got it in the neck," the same queen coming
out the victor. As a referee, I at once de-
clared her champion, and returned her to

the hive where she remained for some time,

at least ready to meet all comers in the
arena. I could not see that one queen pos-

sessed any advantages over the others, ex-

cept that the victor was the oldest by per-

haps 30 seconds. O. B. Griffin.
Aroostook Co., Maine, March 8.

'A ounce of water to a bottle of honey, and
tested that. I made sugar syrup i to t. 2 to i.

and 1 to I. and tested them. I also tested

honey at temperatures of 50. bo. 70 and go,

and labeled each bottle. I will keep them
for using in this test.

You should wash and dry the instrument
you are using before you change it to the
other bottle, so it will be level full when the
liydrometer is in. J. F. DiEMKK.
Liberty. Mo., Feb. 26.

Improvement in Caponizing— Poultrymen
throughout the country are very much in-

terested in the canonizing instrument illus-

trated herewith on which recently there was
issued by the United States patent-office a

Knowing When Honey is Ripe

How to tell when honey is ripe has always
been a hard question for me to solve, and I

think there are others in the same fix. I

have read everything I could find, including
E. D. Townsend's article in Gleanings, page
307— it was good, but by no means sure—
didn't go far enough; then I read Physical
Science and learned some more.

I had never seen a hydrometer; didn t

even know where to get one; but I had a
floating thermometer, and thought of testing
honey by comparison, having kept a sample
of each year's honey since i8q7. I took a i-

pound jar of vmH honey that I knew was ripe
and good, and a i-pound jar of looo that fer-

mented and was as green as I was, when I

extracted it. I put the 2 jars in a bucket and
warmed them up to go degrees, Fahr., then,

as the thermometer wasn't heavy enough at

the bottom to balance, I punched a hole
through a rubber cork and slipped it on the
bulb; then it stood straight up when in the
honev. Then I tested those 2 jars of honey
and it showed a difference of 6 degrees, or 3

marks on the thermometer, which showed
beyond a doubt that the igo3 honey was
heavier than the igoo honey.
A small piece of round wood the size of a

lead-pencil, with weight enough to make it

stand up when put in the honey, will show a
difference between ripe and green honey.
As simple as this test is. I would never have
thought of it if it hadn't been for the mess of

green honey extracted in vion. Lids would
pop off the buckets and go to the ceiling, and
they would as soon pop off in a store when
some one was ordering a bucket as at home

;

I think they didn't know it was hurting the
business, but I did, and I brought them all

home, and stopped selling. Xow. what do
you think of that, and I in the business ig

,ears 'r But this was the first time, and will

e the last time. But igoo was very wet and
damp. Testing honey by comparison is

quite sure, if you have the old honey to com-
pare with the new.
But. having found out this much, the next

thing to do was to get a hydrometer. So at
the physicians' supply house in Kentucky I

got one and tested the specific gravity of
alfalfa from southwest .\rizona; sage from
California; white clover from Illinois; Mis-
souri white clover loos. igoS and loog; added

&

patent to Geo. P. Pilling & Son Company, of

Philadelphia, Pa. With this instrument it

is claimed that caponizing is much easier

done The demand for capons is so rapidly

increasing that every poultry raiser should
caponize all his surplus roosters. It is a

well-known fact that capons bring nearly

double the price per pound of the uncaP9-
nized fowl; also by caponizing the fowl it

becomes nearly double in weight.

Caponizing is easily learned by little prac-

tice. The beginner must go slow at first and
learn it just like the use of any other iniple-

ment. A professional caponizer in New-
Jersey operated on nearly sixty thousand

The S^meAmoi/ni^
Of Feed Wi//
Raise Each,

agent, ask for our terms and some sam-
ple copies. Address the American Bee
Journal, 146 W. Superior St., Chicago'
III.

Couvention at KeyuoUtsville, Pa.

The bee-keepers of Armstrong, Clar-

ion and Jefferson Counties, Pa., will

hold their annual convention at Rey-
iioldsville, Tuesday, .'\ug. 2, 1910. Hon.
S. B. Klliott, Prof, H, A. Surface, Edi-

tor E. R. Root, and possibly Dr. Phil-

lips, with others, will take part. All

are cordially invited to attend.

.A. M. AprLEG.\TE, Sec.

Reynoldsville, Fa.

fowls last year. People who saw him capo-
nize say that with an assistant he can capo-
nize a fowl in half a minute. This is most
unusual, but it is very easy for all to learn
how to caponize, and do it in a reasonable
time.
We advise all our readers to write to Geo.

P. Pilling & Son Company. Philadelphia. Pa.,

mentioning the American Bee Journal, for

their caponizing pamphlet. It will be sent
free of charge to all of our readers who re-

quest it.

Getting Xew Sub.scriber.s

We believe we are succeeding in pub-

lishing a bee-paper that is valuable to

every bee-keeper. And so we want
very much that every bee-keeper shall

subscribe for and read it. Is there a

bee-keeping neighbor of yours that

does not now receive the American
Bee Journal? If so, won't you try to

secure his subscription? We will gladly

mail free sample copies either to the

those desiring to distribute them, or

direct to any names and addresses of

prospective subscribers that may be

sent to us. If you wish to act as an

National at Albany, Oct. 12-13
.•\ letter from Vice-Pres. W. D.

Wright, says that he has made arrange-
ments for holding the next meeting of

the National Bee-Keepers' .Association

at Albany, N. Y., Oct. 1'2 and 13, 1910,

in the Common Council Chamber of

the City Hall. Other details will be
furnished later. It ought to be a great
convention. Will yon plan to go .'

^
Souvenir Bee Postal Cards
We have 4 Souvenir Postal Cards of

interest to bee-keepers. No. 1 is a

Teddy Bear card, with stanza of poetry,

a straw bee-hive, a jar and section of

honey, etc. It is quite sentimental.

No. 2 has the words and music of the

song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;" No.

3, the words and music of " Buckwheat
Cakes and Honey;" and No. 4, the

words and music of "The Humming
of the Bees." We send these cards,

postpaid, as follows: 4 cards for 10

cents, 10 cards for 20 cents ; or 10 cards

with the American Bee Journal one
year for $1.10. Send all orders to the

oflfice of the American Bee Journal, 146

W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

" Langstroth on the Honey-Bee "

This is one of the standard books on
bees. It tells in a simple, concise man-
ner just how to keep bees. It was
originally written by Rev. L. L. Lang-
stroth, who invetited the movable-
frame hive in 18.51. The book has been
brought right down to date by Dadant
& Sons, than who there are no better

or more practical bee-keepers in this

or any other country. It contains
nearly 600 pages, is fully illustrated,

and is bound in cloth. Every topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following its instructions no
one should fail to be successful with
bees. Price, postpaid, $1.20; or with
the American Bee Journal one year

—

both for $2.00. Send all orders to the

American Bee Journal, 146 W. Superior
St., Chicago, 111.

The Happy Bee-Man
There was a happy bee-man who gave him-

self a hug.
.

For he crossed a nice Italian queen with a
big drone lightning-bug.

.

" So now." he said. " those bees of mme will

work with all their might
Not only in the_ daytime, but through the

dreary night.
, en j

In dreams he saw the honey-barrels filled

right up to the bung: ,
, , ,,

But when the season ended, the poor old

man was "stung." -
,

—SelccteJ.
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Clark's Plan for Requeening

R. F. Holtermann, in Gleanings, re-

ports a highly interesting address on
queen-rearing by P. I. Clark of New
York State, at the Ontario convention,
and says

:

The jewel, set in gold, of his address, in
my estimation, was when he gave the sim-
plest method of requeening try putting to one
side of the hive a comb of urood. separating
it from ilie rest of the hive by means of a
tin which acts as a tight division-board, and
which also folds oversufficiently to separate
the top of this compartment from the super.
In'this a capped cell is placed that is within
two or three days of hatching. Tliis cell is
protected by means of a cell-protector. In
this compartment the young queen is ferti-
lized, and at the proper time after the old
queen has been removed, the nucleus with
the young queen and the full colony are
united by means of a small round hole in the
tight di\ision-board.

Comb-Honey Carriers Made Too Strong

Mr. Henry Trickey entertains views
that are widely at variance with those
generally entertained, but, as he pre-
sents them, they are at least worth
thinking over. The following is from
Gleanings in Bee Culture

:

Mr. Trickey produces comb honey; and
when we asked him if the distance which ht
liad to ship his product to the market was
not quite a problem, he replied. " No. sir. It

depends upon the amount of handling which
the honey receives as to how much it is dam-
aged, and not upon thedistance it is carried.
Comb honey may be just as badly broken up
in 10 miles as in a thousand, if it is not prop-
erly packed and if it is improperly handled
by the railroad men. A good many have a
WTong notion in regard to the crates or car-
riers. Bee-keepers often come to me and
say that they are going to have the crates
made stronger and heavier so as to with-
stand the hard usage. Now. they say that,
because they have not given the matter suffi-
cient thought. A strong, heavy carrier may
not be broken up, it is true: but that is just
the trouble. The honey in the carrier may
be badly damaged; but if the carrier itself
has not been hurt, the railroad company
will do nothing about it. If we make com-
plaint that our honey was injured in transit.
we are only reminded that we did not pack it
right, if the carrier itself is still in good
thape. I say. then, the carrier should be just
stiv/m enough to carry the honey through in
good shape, provided it is handled properlv
Then if it is not handled properly, and the
honey is injured, the carrier will be broken
also, and the railroad company will have to
stand the damage."

A Sure Way of Introducing Queens,

B. F. Dobhs, in Gleanings, gives a plan
that not many may care to use on ac-
count of the extra trouble, but in some
cases where extra safety is desired it

inay be wortli while. Ho says :

\Vhen the new queen arrives, go to tin-

hive to which you wish to introduce her and
take nut

_
two combs of scaled or hatchin;;

brood, being sure not to get the old quccii.
In itieir places put full sheets of foundation,
then over the brood-chamber put a sheet ot
wire cloth, and set an empty hive-body on top.
Ill lhi> empty hive-lxidy nver tlic biutul chain
ber put the two combs of sealed brood with
the live bees nti tliein, ;iiid between tlie tw <.

combs put the caged queen. Make the en-
trance of the upper body just large enough
so that one bee can come out at a time, and
be sure that it faces the opposite direction
froin the entrance of the lower body.

I'nder the conditions uniiied ahnve. all tiu-

old and flying bees will come out and go back
to the lower hive, leaving only young bees on
the two frames with the queen above. As a
rule, these young bees will accept anything
in four or five days, and in this time the
queen will have been released. She should be
left in the upper hive until she is laying, which
will probably be by the end of the four or
five days.
When the queen is laying in the upper

body, set this hive aside temporarily, remov-
ing the old queen from the lower hive; then,

without putting the wirecloth back, set the
upper hive on the lower one again. In 24
hours the queen will be found laying in the
lower hive, or at least the two frames in the
upper one will be covered with bees, so that

the two frames of foundation can be remcved
from the lower hive and these two upper
frames put back. If the queen is found in

this upper hive on the two frames, do not
touch her, but slip the two frames out and
put in the lower hive as quietly as possible,

and leave the colony alone for a few days.

Taut Versus Slack Wiring.

Editor Hutchinson protests against

slack horizontal wiring with a vehem-
ence that is interesting, and it will be in-

teresting also to see what reply will be

made to him by those who direct that

horizontal wires must be left slack to

allow for sagging. Regarding this he
says in his Bee-Keeper's Review

:

That advice is what riles my temper. Put
in wires to keep the foundation from sagging;
then leave them slack so it can sag! Why
use the wires at all? Yes. I know what the

argument is, that the foundation will buckle
if the wires are taut. Well, suppose the wires
are put in slack, and then the foundation
stretches until this slack is taken up, and the
wires begin to support the foundation, then
what will prevent the foundation from buck-
ling? Yes, I know that there is not much,
if any, sagging after the foundation is partly
drawn, but the wires did not help any while
this stage was being reached.

Pettit Improved Honey-Strainer

This is described and illustrated in

the Bee-Keepers' Review. As hereto-

fore used, honey-strainers of cheese-
cloth have been at the bottom, and ac-

cumulations of the particles strained

out soon make it difficult for the honey
to pass through. S. T. Pettit conceived
the idea of having the straining chiefly

done at the sides. Now he has greatly
increased the straining surface in a
way that Editor Hutchinson thus de-
scribes :

Perhaps there is no more graphic way of
describing this feature than to say that the
bottom of the inside wire-cloth vessel has
deep ziTitfkles in its upper surface. There
are three of these wrinkles or double folds,
and they are 5 inches deep; the side-walls
being M inch apart. As the wire-cloth basket
is 15 inches square, these cross-sections add
over 3 square feet to the straining surface;
and at a point where the pressure is greatest.
This feature is decidedly novel, original and
valuable. As the strainer is now made
square instead of round, and is 8J4 inches
deep, there are 8 square feet of straining
surface; and, as already mentioned, nearly
all of it [t>W feet! is vcrlkal. The strainer
holds about a bushel. The outside box is of
tin. 16 inches square and 10 inches deep.
There is a large gate at the bottom of the tin
can. but this is not shown in the accompany-
ing engraving—simply the hole where the
gate is to be placed. Of course, the inside is
lined with cheese-cloth; that is. a piece of
cloth of the right size is laid in the strainer
and nicely folded or fitted to all of the inner
parts. Cheese-cloth varies in weight and
texture, and care should be taken in its
selection. No handles are shown in the cut,
but they might be added to the strainer to
make it more convenient in handling.

Bees and Fruit.

A very striking illustration of the

need of bees in order to the securing of

a crop of fruit is given in The British
Bee Journal, where Editor Thos. Wm.
Cowan says

:

Unfruitfulness may be due to a scarcity of
bees. I could mention several instances where
orchards bad proved unprofitable until bees
were introduced. As a case in point, I can
mention that when visiting a friend at Pen-
ryn, in California, some years ago, who had
40 acres of "Alexander" peach-trees, which
are generally supposed to be shy bearers, he
complained that he could hardly get any fruit
from them, and was about to cut thera down
and plant some other variety. It was spring,
and the trees were a magnificent sight, beiiift

in full bloom. As we were going rourni I

noticed that there were no bees of any sort
on the blossoms, and therefore asked my
friend how far was the nearest apiary. He
told me it was at Newcastle, 5 miles from
where we were. I said those bees were no
use to him at all, and advised him to give the
trees another season's trial, and to get some
bees at once, and if then the trees did not
bear fruit he could replant in the autumn.
He was an intelligent man, took my advice,

and obtained 2 colonies of bees, which he
placed in the center of his orchard. Of
course, by that time more than half the blos-

som was over, but for all that he got a fair

amount of fruit, the trees nearest the hives
having the most on them. This was the first

fruit my friend had obtained from his trees,

and he was so well pleased that nistead ot

destroying the trees he got more bees.

On visiting him the next year he took nie

out to see his orchard, which was a perfect
sight, and showed the bees' work, for the

I'lii-. Pktiit !MrKO\iii Honkv-Str.ainer.
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trees were so laden with fruit that, although

they had been thinned, the branches had tc

be supported by strong wooden props. Need-

less to say, there were no further complainti

about these "Alexander" peaches being shy

bearers, for here was ample proof that only

bees were required to make them fruitful.

Bees Go Five Miles for Honey.

C. W. Dayton, in Gleanings, says tliat

in a case where there could be no mis-

take, he had bees go 41/2 to 5 miles to

orange-groves, each colony filling one or

two comb-lioney supers.

ffational B^^-Keepers' Association.

(Organized in 1870.)

Objects.
1. To promote tlie interests of bee-keepers.
2. To protect aTul defend its members in

their lawful lik'lits as to keeping bees.
3. To enforce laws against the adulteration

of honey.
Membership Dues.

One dollar a year.

Officers and Executive Committee.
President—c;kor(;e W. York. Chicago. 111.

Vice-President—W. D. WRIGHT. Altamont,
N. Y.
Secretary—Louis H. Scholl, NewBraun-

fels. Tex.
Trea';. & Gen. Mgr.-N. E. Fr.\nce. Platte-

ville. Wis.
Twelve Directors.

G. M. Doollttle. Borodmo. N. Y.
Jas. A. Stone. Rt. i. Sprlngrfield. 111.

R. A. Holekamp, 42ia Va. Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Wm. McEvoy. Wnodbum, Ont., Canada.

M. H. Mendleson. Ventura. Calif.
R. r. Alkln, Loveland, Colo.

K. Li. Taylor. Lapeer. Mich.
E. D. Townsend. Remus. Mich.

Utlo Toepperweln. San Antonio. Tex.
J. E. Crane. Middlebury. Vt.

E F. Atwater. Meridian. Idaho.
R. A. Morgran. Vermilion, S. Dak.

.\revoi' a member? If not. why not send
the annual dues jf $1.00 ,1/ (nice to Treas.
France, or to the office of the American Bee
.lournal. 14(1 W, Superior St., Chicago, III.?

It will be forwarded promptly to the Treas-
urer, and a receiiit mailed to you by him. It

is the desire of the officers to increase the
membership to 5000 by the end of loio. Every
progressive bee-keeper should be a member
of this, the greatest bee-keepers' organiza-
tion in America,

Langstroth
on
theHoney-Bee
Revised by Dadant. Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the

library of every bee-keeper. Bound in

substantial cloth, and has nearly 600

pages. Revised by tliat large, practical

bee-keeper, so well known to all bee-
dom—^Ir. C. P. Dadant. Each topic is

clearly and thoroughly e.xplained, so
that by following the instructions of

this book one can not fail to be won-
derfully helped on the way to success
with bees.

We mail the book for $1.20, or club

it with the .\nierican Bee Journal for

one year—both for $2.00. This is in-

deed a splendid chance to get a grand
bee-book for a very little money.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 W. Superior St. - CHICAGO, ILL

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing

TRAPPERS
MAKE
MORE
MONEY

Copy of l()0-page monthly mag-
azine,' Hunter- Trader - Trapper
about Steel Traps, Snares, Dead-
falls, Trapping Secrets, Raw Furs,

Dogs, Big Game, Hunting, Bee-
Hunting, etc. Tells how. 10

cents; yearly subscription, $1.00.

Camp and Trail is a 24-page
illustrated weekly devoted to

hunting, trapping, etc. Two in-

teresting departments are: The
Brotherhood Gallery,containing
photographs of writers with their

letters about gaine, fish, trapping
conditions, etc. ; and Old Pioneer
Letters. Weekly Raw Fur,

Hides, Pelts, Roots and other
quotations during the season.

Sample 5 cents
;
yearly $1..50.

Hints for Huntersand Trap-
pers, a (i4-page booklet contain-

ing Game Laws. Trapping Infor-

mation and description of books
on Hunting. Trapping and Out-
door Life. Sent with orders for

copies of either.

A. R. HARDING PUB. CO.

Box 9 Columbus, Ohio.

pV-a«!P mpntion Am. Bi-e Journal when writing.
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SPECIAL CLUBBING a1 PREMIUM OFFERS
In Connection With The

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
...,h. .„^ .„ ...-er set your own subscription free or receive some p£%he^lsefXremTums^b;Vow/^TVeyy wo?t1 |eSfne°

'""
8ubs<rii.tion freeforsendinsus i new subscriptions at Ji.oo each.

."icy ic worm setting.
scribe and so either set v
eive you a year's We

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE

Tour name and addresspxit
on one side of the handle as
shuwn in cut. and on the

ther side pictures of
1 queen-bee. a worker,
and a drone. The
handle is celluloid
and transparent,
through which is
seen your name.
If you lose this
knife it can be re-
turned to you, or
serves to identify
you if you happen
to be injured fatal-
ly, or are uncon-
scious. Cut is exact
size. Be sure to
write exact name
and address. Knife
delivered in two
weeks. Priceofknife
alone, postpaid. $1.25.
With year's subscrip-
tion , $1.00.
Free for 3
new $1 sub-
scriptions.

BEE-KEEPER'S

GOLD-NIB
FOUNTAIN PEN

really good
pen. As far as
true usefulness
goes it is equal
J any of the high-
r-priced, much-
ivertised pens,
you pay more it's
; name you're

charged for. The Gold
Nib IS guaranteed 14 Karat gold.
Indium pointed. The holder is
hard-rubber, handsomely finish-
ed.

,
The cover fits snugly and

can t slip oft because it slightly
wedges oyer the barrel at either
end. I his pen is non-leakable.
It IS very easily cleaned, the pen-
point and feeder being quickly
removed. The simple feeder
gives a uniform supply of ink to
the pen-point without dropping,
blotting (,r spotting. Every bee-
keeper ought to carry one in his
vest-pocket. Comes in box with
directions and tiller. Each pen
guaranteed. Here shown ?j ac-
tual size.
Price alone, postpaid. $1.00. With
a year's subscription, $1.7o.

Oiven free for i new subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each.

QUEEN-CUPPING DEVICE

The Monette Queen-
Clipping Device is a
fine thing for use in
catching and clipping
Queens' wings. 4H
inches high. It is used
by many bee-keepers.
Full printed direc-
tions sent with each
one.
Price alone, post--

paid, 25 cents. With a
year's subscription.

$r. ro. Given free for 1 new
subscription at $100

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invented
by a Minnesota bee-
keeper, adapted
for prying up su-
pers and for gen-
eral workaround
theapairy. Made
of malleable iron,
SVi inches long. The
middle part is 1 1-16
inches wide and 7-32
thick. The smaller
end isl7-8incheslong.
1-2 inch wide, and 7-32
thick, ending like a
screw-driver. The
larger end is wedge-
shaped havingasharp.
semi-circular edge,
making it almost per-
fect for prying up cov-
ers, supers, etc., as it

does not mar the wood.
Dr. Miller, who has
used it since 1903 says,
January 7, 1907: "I
think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid.
40cents. Withayear's
SHbscription, $1.20.
Given free for 2 new
s u b s c r i p t i o n s at
$1.00 each.

PREmiun
QUEENS

These are untested, stand-
ard-bred, Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
They are active breeders,
and produce good work-
ers.
Sent only after May Ist.
Orders booked any time

for 1908 queens. .Safe de-
livery guaranteed. Price,
75 cents each, 6 for J4.00,
orl2 for $7.50.^ One queen
with a year's subscrip-
tion, $1.40. Free for
2 new tit subscriptions.

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS

For 1 WOULD hio rou all the iir^

And Wt WOULD NtVtS PABt

wi Mm
.\^/ ^^^

A "Teddy Bear" on good terms with
everybody includine; the bees swarming
out of the okl-fashioned "skep." Size
3!4x5'/4, printed in four colors. Blank
space lHx3 inches is for writing. Prices—
3. postpaid. 10 cents: 10 for25 cents. 'I'en
with a year's subscription, $1.10. 6
given free for one $1.00 subscription.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS
Forty Years Among the Bees, by Dr. C. C.

Miller.—o;i4 paeres. buurul In handsome cloth,
with irold letters and desiim. Illustrated with 112
beautiful half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller.
It is a g"ood, live story of successful bee-keep-
ing: by one of the masters, and shows just how
Dr. Miller works with bees. Price alone. $1.00.
Withayear's subscription. $1.75. Givex free
for 3 new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Advanced Bee-Culture, by W. Z. Hutchin-
J^"n. The author is a practical and helpful
writer. 3;iO pa^es; bound in cloth, beautifully
Illustrated. Price alone. $1.2U. With a year's
snhscnption. Sl.'.'O. Given fuke for 3 new sub-
bcnpllous at $1.00 each.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture, by A. I. &
E. R. Root.—Over 600 pages, describing" every-
thing pertaining to the care of honey-bees. 400
engravings. Bound in cloth, price alone, $1.50.
With a year's subscription. $2.25. Given frse
for 5 new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollllle.—How the very beat
queens are reared. Bound In cloth and Illus-
trated. Price alone. $1.00. With a year's sub-
scription, $1.50. GivEX free for 3 new subscrip-
tions at$1.00 each. In leatherette binding, price
alone. 75 cents. With a years subscription, $1.25.

GivEX FUEB for 2 new subscriptions, $1.00 each.

Bee-Keepers* Guide, or Manual of the Api
ary. by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book is Instruc-
tive, helpful. Interesting, thoroughly practical
and scientific. It also contains anatomy and
physiology of bees. 644 pages. 295 lUustrationa.
Bound In cloth. Price alune. $1.20. With a year's
subscription, $1.9a Givex fkee for 4 new sub'
scriptions at $1.00 each.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—This classic has been entirely rewrit-
ten. Fully Illustrated. No apiarian library is
complete without this standard work by " The
Father of American Bee-Culture." 520 pages,
bound In cloth. Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription, $2.00. Givex FREE for 4 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

The Honey-Money Stories.—64-pa?e book-
let of short, bright items about honey. Has 33
fine Illustrations, and 3 bee-songs. Its main
object is to interest people In honey as a daily
tabic article. Price 2^ cents. With a year's sub-
scription, $1.10. Givex PKEK for one new sub-
scription at $1.00. Three copies for 50 cents: or
the 3 with a year's subscription. $1.30; or the 3
copies GIVEN FREE for 2 new subscriptions at
$l.ui)each.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans
Buschbauer, Is a bee-keepers' handbook of 138

pages, which is just what our German friends
will want. It is fully illustrated and neatly
bound in cloth. Price alone. $1.00. With a year's
subscription. $1.70. Given FREE for 3 new sub
scriptions at $1.00 each.

THE EMERSON BINDER
A stiff board outside like a book-cover with

cloth back. Will hold easily 3 volumes (3(i num-
bers) of the American Bee Journal. Makes ref-
erence easy, preserves copies from loss, dust
and mutilation. Price, postpaid. 75 cents. With
a year's subscription. 1.50. <iiVEN free for 2
new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

WOOD BINDER
Holds 3 volumes. Has w^)od back but no cov-

ers. Price, postpaid. 20 cents. With a year's
subscription $1.10. GivEX free for one new sub-
scription at $1.00.

BEE-HIVE CLOCK
A few of these handsome " bronze-metal

clocks left. Base 10 1-2 Inches wide by » 3-4

inches high. Deslgrn Is a straw skep with clock
face In middle. Keeps excellent time, durable
and reliable. Weight, boxed, 4 pounds. You
pay express charges. Price. $1 50. With a year's
subscription. $2.25. Given free for 5 new sub-
acrlpllons at $1.00 each.

SEND ALL ORDERS TO THE AMERICAN BEE JOVKNAL, Chicago, IlL
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Tennessee-Bred Queens

!

All from Extra-Select Mothers,

Davis' Best, and the

Best Queens Money Can Buy
38 Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing.

Breed Three-Band Italian Queens Only.

November ist to July 1st

I 6 12

Untested Si. 00 $5.00 $ g.oo

Select Untested.. 1.2s <>.5o 12.00

Tested 1.75 0.00 17.00

Select Tested 2.50 n.50 25.00

July
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iooo: Root's Goods in Chicago >scc<

Last April we moved to this location. We were
unable then to arrange our stock as we desired as the
busy season was upon us. April, IftlO, finds us in bet-
ter shape than we have ever been since the opening of
this office.

Our stock is now conveniently arranged, hence
no confusion in filling orders. We now have on dis-

play in our show-room a complete line of our sup-
plies. Call and see them. From this date we will

have cars from the factory about every 10 days.
Have you received our catalog for 1910? If not,

we want you to have it. A postal card request will

bring one.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture

If you have not seen a late copy of our paper,
which is issued twice each month, you can't tell from
a brief description how much valuable information
each issue of it contains. Each issue is fully illus-

trated Our writers are the very best. A trial sub-
scription of six months (12 different copies) will cost
you only 25 cents.

Alexander's Writings

Mr. Alexander was one of the largest, if not the
largest, bee-keeper in the United States, and what he
has told of his methods must necessarily be of inter-

est to large bee-keepers. He kept bees for over 40
years, and produced honey by the carload. His writ-
ings are practical, and what he has done others may
do if they care to follow his teachings. Here is what
a prominent bee-keeper says of his book:

'Alexander's Writings are tlie best thing I ever read;
pra ctical. enthusiastic, sympathetic, encouraging. I predict
an enormous sale of the book. Why not get out an edition
wi th cloth cover? It's worth while. Wish you could print
more such books." WM. BAYLEY.

43 N. Brighton Ave,. East Orange. X. J.

This Book is Sold only in combination with Gleanings

From now until January 1, 1911, we offer one copy
of the Alexander book with every yearly subscription

to GLEANINGS, new or renewal. You get BOTH
for subscription rate alone, which is only $1.00.

Canadian postage, 30 cts. ; foreign postage, tiO cts.

per year extra.

Power Extractors

We believe all of our extractors are about as near
perfect as it is possible to make them. For large api-
aries one of our power machines is a great advantage.
A circular of these will be sent upon request.

Read what a large producer says:

Lang, Calif., Sept. 20, iooq.
(/(////('/wcA'.-—Owing to the fact that power extractors are

not in general use at the present time, it may be of interest
to you to know that I used a Gilson engine " i H. P.." together
with the latest model of the 6-frame automatic extractors,
' Roots." for this season's extracting. I was surprised and
delighted with the work done. In extracting our heavy white-
sage honey it not only cleans out the combs much cleaner
than can be done by hand-power, but does it at a minimum of
of expense. The cost of gasoline and oil used being only 16P
per ton of. honey extracted. It takes the place of a man at
S40 per month and board, so one can readily see that it much
more than paid for itself in the one season, besides doing
much better work than could be otherwise. The above cost
of extracting is given on the basis of gasoline at 25P per gal-
lon, which is the cost here. Truly.

H. A. Slavton.

Our Aim for the Season of 1910
This year we aim to give our customers the very

best possible service. Remember, for low freight-
rates and quick delivery, Chicago is as well located as

any city in the United States.

Our Location and How to Reach It

The A. I. Root Co. institUte^pVace.

One block north of Chicago Ave., cor. Franklin
St. Take any car going north on Wells St. Get off

at Institute Place, % block west to Jeffery Bldg. Take
elevator to 0th floor. Or take N. \V. Elevated to Chi-
cago Ave. and walk % block north on Franklin St.

Tel. North 118-i.

New England
^,^^,%\l^^^

Bee-keepers! pnces
: PROMPT DELIVERY:

Cull & Williams Co.
Providence, - Rhode Island.

Golden Virgins
50c

Krom thoroughbred It;tli.iii mothers. Oiiality
and safe arrival guaranteed. A cheap way to
build np to a pure stock. Each. 25c.

A. B. FRIEND, Lowen, Ark.

Golden and Red- '"'^rJected'"

Clover Queens... Mothers

Untested. 75c; six for $4.00.

.Selected Untested. Si.oo; six for %s.oo.

Tested. $1.50.
Safe arrival guaranteed. Twenty-one years'

experience. Send your orders to

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

Bee-Supplies
Distributor of Lewis' Bee-SiiiipiifS at Fac-

tor\- Prices in Iowa. Also Red Clo\'er and
Leather-Colored Italian Queens: and the
Folding Berry Boxes, and the old-style
Boxes.
Beeswax wanted. Send for C;ital<.)j^,

W. J. McCARTY, Emmettsbur^, Iowa

\.^>^

<

4

<

4

<
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BETTER FRUIT
The best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 i)er acre. One

Dollar per year. Sample copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "TrecT"-

>

>

>

¥

>

¥

W.H.Laws
BEEVILLE, TEX.

Is again ready with his Italian

Queens. There is no mistake but
the Red-clover Italians are the
best bees known. Letters com-
ing in nearly every day verify
this claim. Just read this one:

Dear Sik; — The bees from the
queens you sent me last spring are
breedintj finely, gatliering iioney. and
are NOT swarming. If all your reds
eciual or approach these they are the
/'(y/ /'(T-v /« ///( 7r.'v/(/. If >'ou can not till

my order at once that you have bookt
I am willing to wail, as I want none
but yours. W. LeGette. U.US.

Taylorsyille. N. C.

I have not dared to advertise
until the present, nor reduce pri-

ces, as I should be swamped with
orders. From the time this ad.

reaches you 1 shall lie in a posi-
tion to lill all orders promptly,
but always appreciate a lew days'
notice before orders are to be
tilled. PRICES — Single Queen,
$1 ; six for $.j.lMI ; Breeders. $."j.OO.

W, H. Laws, Beeville, Bee Co., Tex.

i'lrasc mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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^
CAPONS brlnffthelargeRt profits
— luU per cent more than other poul- 1

try. C'aponizlng Is easy and soon
learneJ. I'rogresslve poultrymcn ase

PILLING Pn'o'^'^Is
Postpaid $3.60 per set with free instrao-

1

tlons. The convenient, durable, ready-

1

for-ueefclnd. Bestmaterlal. WealBomake 1

Pi>u Itry Marker 25Ct Oapf^Vorm Extractor 25o \

I French Killing Knife 6O0. Capon Book Free,

[ G. P. Pilling &/ Son Co., Ptiiladelphia.PaJ

Italian Bees, Queens and Nuclei

Choice Hdiiie-Brc-tl Iniptir
ted Stock. All Queeiis
reared in Full Colonies.

Prices for July and After
I L'ntested Queen— S>i.75

I Tested "
o.'jd

I Select Tested i.io

I Breeder Queen i.os
i-Conib Nucleus

(no queen) 80

Safe arrival guaranteed.

For price on larger quan-
tities, and description of each grade of
8ueens- send for Catalo?. Send for sample
0MB FOfNDATlON. 4Atf

J. L. STRONG,
204 E. Logan St., CLARINDA. IOWA.

PRIZE TAKERS
Pharr's Goldens took first prize at 3 ex-

hibits in Texas in 1007. We will furnish

Golden. Carniolan. Caucasian, and 3-band

Italian Queens, untested. $1.00 till June i.

then 75 cents. Tested. $1.50 till June i. then

$1.00. For large quantities, write. Our 3-

band Breeders from W. O. Victor and Grant
Anderson strains: other races from the best

obtainable. " Prompt service and satisfac-

tion." is our motto. Address. sAtf

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO.

or JOHN W. PHARR,
Berclair, - - Texas

Again to the Front with

The Famous Banats
Having moved mv Banat
Apiaries from Sabinal to
.San Benito, Te.\as. I am
now belter prepared to
furnish High Quality

QUEENS
and guarantee them pure-
ly mated. Prices; Untes-
ted Queehs. each, 75c: per
doz.. S8.00 Tested Queens
each $1.25; per doz.. $i;.oo.

My stock is pure and free from disease—
the gentlest bets on e,u tli.

GRANT ANDERSON,
SAN BENITO. TEXAS.:Atf

r«

NORWOOD'S —Texas-Bred—QUEENS
Three-banded Queen Bees bred for busi-
ness. Try them, then you'll l\now. Untes-
ted, $1.00; six. $5.i)0. Write us.

;Atf E. B. NORWOOD, Del Valle, Tex.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writlac.

" If goods are wanted quick, send to Pouder'
I'.st.lblislinl \HH-j

B E E-S U PPLI ES
Standard hives with latest improvement; Danzeiiliaker
Hives, Sections. Comb Koiindation. lixtractors. .Smokers—
in fact, everything used about the bees. My equipment,
my stock of goods, the quality of my goods, and my ship-
ping facilities. c;in not be excelled.

Paper Milk Bottles,
for Extracted Honey. Made of heavy paper and paraffin
coated, with tight seal. Every honey-proaucer will be in-
terested. A descriptive circular free.

Finest White Clover Honey on hand at all times.
I buy Beeswax. Cal.ilogof supplies free.

'll

Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind. 859 Massachusetts Ave.

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
BINGHAM ^ Extracts from CataloK*—9<>7:

OLEAN '^A Chts. Dadtnt & Son, Hamilton, III.—This is the Smoker we

BEE SMOKER j^ S
recommend above all others.

u. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—We hare sold these Smok-
ers (or a (;ood many years and never received a single complaint.

1^ A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of tbelcup
BO that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1892, and 1903," and hare all the new improvements.
Smoke Engine—largest smoker made $1.50—4 inch stove
Doctor—cheapest made to use 1.10—3)^ "
Conqueror—right for most apiaries 1.00—

3

"

Large—lasts longer than any other 90—8>i "
Little Wonder—as its name implies 66—

2

"

The above prices deliver 8m jker at yotir post-offlce free. We send circular it requested.

Original Bingham <t Hetheriugton Uncapplng-Knife.

T.F.BINGttflM. Alma, Mien.

Patented. May 20. 1879. BEST ON EARTH.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

DOOLITTLE'S
"Scientific

Queen-Reairing"
This is G. M. Doolittle's master-piece on

rearing the best of queens in perfect accord
with Nature's way. It is for the amateur and
the veteran in bee-keeping. The A. I. Root
Co., who ought to know, say this about Doolit-
tle s queen-rearing book:

It is practically the only comprehensive
book on queen-rearing now in print. It is looked upon by many as the foundation of mod-
ern methods of rearing queens wholesale."

Mr. Doolittle's book also gives his method of producing comb honey, and the care of
same; his management of swarming, weak colonies, etc. It is a book of I2fi pages, and is
mailed at the following prices : Bound in cloth, $1.00 : bound in Ieatherette..75;cents.

Special Clubbing Offer
We offer a cloth-bound copy of this book with the American Bee Journal one year—both

for Si.so; cr a copy of the leatherette-bound edition, with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for Si.-S- The cloth-bound book given free for getting 3 new subscribers at Si.

each : or the leatherette-bound copy given for 2 new subscribers.
Every bee-keeper should have a copy of Mr. Doolittle's book, as he is one of the stan-

dard authorities of the world on the subject of queen-rearing and everything else connected
with bee-keeping and honey-production.

George W. York (t Co., Chic&go, ill.

LEWIS BEEWARE — Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

Extracted Honey for Sale.
(.Ask for I'rioes.)

Beeswax Wanted.
28c Cash— 3ic Trade.

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. [•oj

(Successors to the York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.) H. M. ARND, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writinK.
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M. H. HUNT & SON
T!u; bust timt^ to buy your goods is during

the fall and winter montlis. We are mak-
ing Liberal Discounts for Early Orders,
and would like to quote you net prices on
your needs for next season.

-BEESWAX WANTED-
LANSING, - MICHIGAN.

^ROOT'S GOODS
For Pennsylvania

We carry a full line. Send us your orders
and we will give you " A Square Deal."

Best Untested Italian Queens, $i oo.

Best Tested Italian Queens, $1.50.

REA BEE AND HONEY CO.,
RKYN'OLDSVILLE, PA,

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Scoggins' Strain of Bees
A Cross of Cyprian and Italians, I have
been breeding this strain of bees for 7 years
for honey, and they are the best honey-
gatherers in the world, I have tried them
all. If you want honey, try one of my
Queens—75c to S5.1W. 6A3t

J. B. SCOGGINS, Fouke, Miller Co., Ark.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS DIRECT FROM ITALY
Extensive Apiaries

E. PENNA, .BOLOGNA, ITALY.

I send Queens from May 15 to Sept, 30. In
Italy we have only Italian bees, so all my
Queens are warranted quite pure and right-
ly mated. One fertile Queen, Si. 40; twelve.
Si2.oa: one Breeding Queen. $3-00. Cash with
orders. Queens sent postpaid. Safe arri-

val guaranteed. sAi
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

For Sale
Fine Golden Italian
Queens from good stock
at 50c each. J.F.MICHAEL,
Rt. I, Winchester, Ind.

Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

i
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FOR the past 50 years New-
England bee-keeepers have
purchased Bees, Queens, Bee-

hives, Supers, Section - boxes,
Comb Foundation, Smokers,
Honey-jars, and other necessary
bee-supplies, of the Reliable and
long-established firm of W. W.
Cary & Son.

1 have recently purchased the above
business, and will continue it at the
same place as before. I have been
associated with the firm for the past
eight years, and have had experience
in all "branches of the business,

I have a fresh supply of the A, I, Root
Co.'s goods, which I am able to supply
you upon short notice. Send in your
orders early and I will give them my
best attention, 4.^61

Send for Bee-Supply Catalog.

EARL M. NICHOLS,
SiHci.-ssor to W, W. < arv ^V Son

Lyonsville, Massachusetts

* •
PlcaK mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Write Us To-Day
for our 1910 Catalog and let us tell you all about

DITTMER'S

COMB FOUNDATION

WORKING Your WAX for You.

1^" Write us for Estimate on full Line of

Supplies. It will pay you, and costs nothing.

RETAIL and WHOLESALE.

Gus Dittmer Company, - Augusta, Wisconsin.

DAnllLO Machinery
Read what J. L Pabknt, of Charl-

ton, N. Y., Bays: "We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey-racke, 600 brood-frames.
2,000 honey-boses. and a great deal
of other work. This winter we hav«
double theamount of bee-hiveB.etc.,
to make, and we expect to do it with
this Saw. It will do all you say It
will," Catalog and price-list free.

Address, W. F. ftJOHN BARKEB,
695 Ruby St., Rockford, lU.

Good Queens
If you are going: to want any Queens for in-

crease, or replacing old queens next June, it

is time to begin to thinli about it. I have
been breeding leather-colored Italian queens
for years, and they are giving excellent satis-

faction. If you are interested, write. Good
queens; no disease; prompt shipment, and
absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Prices;
June. one. ooc; three, $2.50; six. Sj./S; doz..

$9.00; 20 or more at 60c each. 2A9t

S. F. Trego, Swedona, Ills.

c
RANE
ELLULAR
ASES

Mr. H. W. Coley, of Westport, Conn., writes us

:

" I am using your Corrugated Paper Cases for shipping comb honey
in, this year, and like them. On one shipment last year of six wooden
cases packed in a carrier with a straw cushion, the greater part were
ruined. This year the same quantity shipped to tlie same place in your
cases went through without a broken comb."

1

.

The first cost of the Paper Cases is less.

2. He saved the cost of the carriers.

3. He saved the time of malting the carriers.

4. He saved the weight of the carriers.

5. The Paper Cases weigh less than wooden ones.

6. They can be assembled in one-half the time it

requires to set up a wooden case.

Send for our Circulars and let us tell you what some of the other large

producers and dealers say.

Do not take our word for the value of this new Case.

Plan to order early. Some were disappointed last year.

>ecoooc<oeeoeccoecoseoooe<

J. E. Crane & Son, Middlebury, Vt.
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Chicago. June ::8.—At this writing the new
crop of iQio has not put in appearance, but
the marltet is bare, and it is lil<ely to be
taken freely. Prospects are for a good yield
of nectar at this writing Prices at present
are same as «iven in last issue. Beeswax is

taken upon arrival. R. A. Burnett it Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. June 28.—There has
been only one shipment of Missouri comb
honey on this market so far this season,
which sold readily at $3.75 per case of 24 sec-
tions; early shipments will sell promptly at
this price. White extracted honey sellinK
at6^4(37c per pound. Beeswax at 22@25C per
pound. C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Cincinnati. June 23.—There is some white
comb honev coming in. and is selling rapidly
at i6c. There is a good demand for fancy
white table honey, and same is bringing from
»@oc. according to quantity. Amber in bar-

rels is selling at '>'::€. Beeswax is in fair

demand at $33 per 100 pounds. These are our
selling prices, not what we are paying.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Zanesville. Ohio. June 30.—The market is

practically bare with no arrivals to speak
of. Consequently prices are firm and deal-
ers are in a position to get their own prices.
Quotations, therefore, would not mean
much. The demand for comb is good; for
extracted rather light. Beeswax brings the
producer first-hand 28c cash. 30&31 in trade.

Edmund W. Peirce.

New York. June 2«.—We are having a good
demand for the new crop of comb honey,
and are now receiving shipments from the
South. %vhich find ready sale at 15c for fancy
white. 14c for Xo. i. and 12613c for light am-
ber. No demand for dark. Extracted in

fair demand. The new Southern crop is now
beginning to arrive quite freely, and com-
mon average is scllint' at from 65670c a gal-
lon. Better grades at from b'i@7'ic a pound,
according to puality. California's last year's
crop is held firm at from oSuJ^c a pound for
water white; HHc for white, and 76'7Hc for
light amber. Alfalfa ')66J4c. Beeswax steady
at 306 31 c. Hii.dreth & Segelken.

Denver. June 6.—We have received a lit-

tle of the new crop of comb honey which
sells readily, in a jobbing way. at S3.<io per
case for strictly No. i white, and S3. 45 per
case for No. i light amber. Also have re-
ceived a small quantity of last season's crop
which sells at $2.25652. 70 per case, according
to condition. We quote strictly -No. i white
extracted honey at BJjc: first-class No. i

light amber at yj^c; and amber and strained
at bhc. Beeswax. 25c for clean yellow de-
livered here.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Ass'n.

F. Rauchfuss. .\/sr.

Indianapolis. June 28.—There is a good de-
mand for best grades of honey, but none
is now being offered by producers. Dealers
are fairly well supplied with one grade of
comb, which is fancy white, mostly from
Michigan, and t8c is the price asked. Finest
white clover extracted is being sold bv deal-
ers in cases of two 60-pound cans at loc per
pound. Producers of beeswax are receiving
28c cash, or 30c in exchange tor goods.

Walter S. Pouder.

Boston. June 29—Fancy white comb honey
at 17618c: No. I. I5@i6c. White, extracted.
j@ioc; light amber. 7®8c; amber. 667c. Bees-
wax, 32c. Blake. Lee Co.

Superior Italian Queens fr'o'^^m,^^?!!^
stock sold for 11,;; S.itisfaction guaranteed

I. A. ECENES, Story City, Iowa.

UURT-CAIN CO., Inc . Receivers and Ship-" pers of Comb and Extracted Honey Re
finers of Beeswax.

Consignments Solicited.
We make a specialty of Southek.\ Honey
sA3t 37 Vance Ave., Memphis, Teiin.

'

F
ALCON
OUNDATION

Years of experience in the manufac-
ture of

FALCON
COMB
FOUNDATION

have made it PERFECT.
Bees like it, and the foremost

Honey-Producers Use If.

It helps materially to increase the

Honey Crop
(Send for our new Catalog.)

Ship us vour

BEESWAX
to F.A,LCONER, N. Y.

Will send shipping-tags, when you
write asking for quotations.

We paj' highest market prices.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers' Associalion,

Denver. Colo.

June Shipments
The month of white clover is

here ; and at the time we write
this announcement the prospect is better for a magnifi-
cent flow from clover than we have had for many years.

Many times bee-keepers have been caught with a lack
of Sections or Comb Foundation on the eve of a heavy
honey-flow, believing that their present stock is large
enough, or not knowing what really wonderful flows oc-
casionally occur. When an apiary is in good condition
it takes only a moderate number of colonies to store a

ton of honey in a single day, and some of the best yields
ever recorded have been the result of big flows from
clover or basswood lasting a comparatively short time.
Do not lose half a ton of honey by being short a thou-
sand sections. It is much better to have a few sections
to carry over than to be the loser by not having them.

SfiCtlOnS ^ handle the best grade of Sections made.
VVVllVll« If you want a hundred or ten thousand or
a hundred thousand, I can fill your order promptly with
goods which are bound to please. You may judge of the
popularity of the Sections I sell when I tellyou that the
manufacturers made upward of twenty-five million of
them last season.

rOUnflfltlAII There is nothing more important toWHiiHHMWll the up-to-date bee-keeper than to have
Foundation just when he needs it, and of the best qual-
ity. I sell nothing but Weed-Process Foundation, the
recognized standard of the world. The bees appreciate
the good points of this Foundation, and every bee-keep-
er knows that it is best. All grades and sizes constantly
on hand. .\ pound or a ton, just as you like.

ahlDDinO' Whether you are ordering in ample sea-
'""rr'"0 son or whether you have put off until the
last moment, you may rest assured that our service will
give you delivery of goods at a minimum of expense and
time. Having so many years' experience in this work,
we know the best routes, and we have the best facilities
for serving you. Just tell us your needs briefly, and send
us definite orders, and we will demonstrate what we can
do for you.

Power Honey-Extractors A thirty-two page
booklet that has a

lot of valuable information for the bee-keeper who pro-
duces extracted honey. A copy free on request.

Catalog and price-list of the best bee-supplies made,
for the asking.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.
2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Be Sure to get our PRICES on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's Wax

or
Let us send to you our prices for

Working your Wax into

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
Many large Honey-Producers prefer our Foun-

dation to other makes, because the bees like it best.

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of

BEESWAX, and w« are buying at all times of the

year at highest cash aud trade prices.

During the season of 1909 we harkdled over

175,000 pounds of Beeswax.

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

We Keep Only the Best.

Let us Figure on
Your Season's Supplies

1910 CATALOG

Now Ready,

and Free for the Asking.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH

QUEENS
AND BEF.S — an improved, superior
strain of Italians is what QOIRIN
REARS. All yards winter on sum-
mer stands with practically no loss.
Our stock is hardy, and will ward off
brood diseases.

Last spring we sent fifty nuclei to
J. D. Nixon. La Farse, Wis., and on
July Mth (same yeari he wrote us say-
ing they did just splendid, as at that
writing they had already filled their
supers, and that he would have to ex-
tract them. We have files of testi-
monials similar to the above.

Prices before July i 12

$ Q 00
00

15 00

22 00

32 00

Selectaueens ( 75 $400
Tested queens 100 500
Select tested queens i 50 8 00
Breeders 300 1500
Golden breeders 500
2-comb nuclei, no queen.. 225 1200
3-comb nuclei " " 3 25 18 00
Full colonieson 8 frames. 5 00 25 00

All Queens go now By Return Nail.

Add the price of whatever grade of
Queen is wanted with Nuclei andCol-
onies. No order too large and none
too small. Will keep sim to 1000 queens
on hand ready to mail. Safe delivery
and pure' mating guaranteed. Over
211 VL-ars a breeder 'restimnnials and

QUIrIn-THE QUEEN BREEDER,
BELL EVUE, OHIO.

FINE GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
Only i.mc for I ulcstcd; one do/, $7 ,«,, Testi-d
tl.ou; .Select lesteil. $1..;;,

D. T. CASTER, Rt. 2, Randleman, N. C.

ADVANCED BEE-VEIL
POSTPAID

All Cotton, 50c; Silk Face, 60c; All Silk, 90c

Made of Imported French Tulle Veiling; cord ar-
rangement which permits wearer to handle bees in
shirt-sleeves with no chance of bees crawling; up
and under veil. With a hat of fair-size brim to
carry veil away from face, you are as secure from
stings, movements as free and unrestricted, and as

cool and comfortable as you
would be at a summer resort.

Please send me two more bee-veils. I have tried
all kinds, and yours are best of all.—N.E.Fhance.
Platteville. Wla.

Editorial Comment In Bee-Keepers' Review:—
The Advanced Bee-Vell is something- I have
worn with great comfort the past few weeks.
The peculiar feature of the veil Is. the edg-es are
held down lirmly on the shoulders away from
the neck. This does away with all chance of
sting-s. and the hot. suffocating:, uncomfortable
feeling: found in other veils that are tucked in
close about the neck.—W. Z. Hitchinsox.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

QUEENS
Golden, Red Clo-
ver, & 3-Banded QUEENS

Untested, 75 cents each; S4.40 for 6 : 88. 7S per dozen. Tested. 5i. 00 each. Queens sent by re-
turn mail. h.'\tf

DANIEL WURTH, Rt. 1, Wapato, Wash.

^ Caucasians, Carnioians, Banats, Cyprians ^
Select untosttal (lUeuMis. Si e. tell ; ^ for S4. Imported liiredtn;: (ineens. S^ to $'1, Si'ud to ori^i-

inal importer and i;et genuine stock. FRANK BENTON, Box 17, Washington, D. C.

For Sale—Old Bee-Papers
lii-e-Keepcr's Advance, yr. ii'.By; lU-e-Kccp-
er's Magazine, yr. i»H7: Bee-Keeper's Guide.
yrs. 1887-yy; (jleanincs, yrs. 1888 to i8ija inclu-
sive; .American Bee.Journal. 1HM4 to i8'n in-

rlusive. Best otTer takes the lot.

A. J. BUCHANAN, Eldora, Iowa.

Only 25 cents per Case

!

60-lb. lOmpty Tins, two to a case;

used but once—as good as new.

C. H. W. Weber & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY
146 W. Supmor Street, Chicago, III.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRIC>: of this Journal

Is tl.OO a year. In the United States of America
(except In Chicago, where it ls$1.25). and Mexico;

in Canada. $1.10; and In all other countries In the

Postal Union, 25 cents a year extra for postage.

Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE Indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription Is

paid. For Instance. " declO " on your label shows
that It 18 paid to the end of December, 1910.

SUBSCRIPTION KECEIPTS.—We do not send

a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,

but changre the date on your address-label,

which shows that the money has been received

and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one iucli.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times I4C a line q times lie a line
6 " I2C " 12 " (i yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

ffational Bee -Keepers' Association.

(Organized in 1H70.)

Objects.
1. To promote the inti-rests of bee-keepers.
2. To protect and defend its members in

their lawful rights as to keeping bees.
3. To enforce laws against the adulteration

of honey.
Membership Dues.

One dollar a year.

Officers and Executive Committee.
President—George W. York, Chicago, 111.

Vice-President—W. D. Wright, Altamont,
N. Y.
Secretary—Louis H. Scholl, New Braun-

fels, Tex.
Treas. & Gen. Mgr.-N. E. France, Platte-

ville. Wis.
Twelve Directors.

G. M. Doollttle. Borodino. N. Y.
.Tas. A. Stone, Rt. 4. SprlnBTflcld. 111.

R. A, Holekamp. I'.'iW Va. Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
"Win. McKvoy. Woudbum, Ont.. Canada.

M. H. Mendleson. Ventura. Calif.
R. c. Alkln, Loveland, Colo.

R. L. Taylor, Lapeer, Mich.
E. D. Townsend, Remus, Mich.

Udo Toepperweln, San Antonio, Tex,
.T, E, Crane, MIddlehury. Vt.

E P, Atwater. Meridian. Idaho.
R. A. Morgan, Vermilion, S. Dak,

Arc YOU a member? If not, why not send
till' annual dues ^l $1.00 <// c/nf to Treas.
l-'rance. or to the office of the American Bee
lournai, 146 W, Superior .St., Cliicago, III,?

It will be forwarded promptly to the Treas-
urer, and a receipt mailed to you by liim. It

is ; he desire of the officers to increase the
membership to 5000 by the end of njio. Kvery
progressive bee-keeper should be a member
of this, the greatest beekeepers' organiza-
tion in America.

Untested Italian Queen-Bees
Our Standard-Bred

6 Queens for $4.00 ; 3 for $2.10 ;

1 for 75 cents.

For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers e.xceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,
purely mated, and all right in every respect. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to say

about them :

George W. Yoke &, Co. :—The two cjueens received of you some
time ago are fine They are good breeders, and the workers are
showing up fine I Introduced them among black bees, and the bee&
are nearly yellow now, and are doing good work,

Nemaha Co . Kan , July 15. A. W. Swax.

George W. York & Co.;—After importing queens for 15 years you
have sent me the best She keeps 9 1-2 Langstroth frames fully oc-
cupied to date, and. although I kept the hive well contracted, to force
them to swarm, they have never built a queea-cell, and will put up
lUU pounds of honey If the flow lasts this week,

Ontario. Canada July 22. Chas. Mitchell

Georoe W. York & Co. ;—The queen I bought of you has proven a
good one, and has given me some of the best colonies.

Washington Co., Va., July 22. N. P. Oglesby.

George W York & Co.;—The queen I received of you a few days
agro came through O. K . and I want to say that she Is a beauty. I Im-
mediately Introduced her Into a colony which had been queenless for
20 days. She was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I
am highly pleased with her and your promptness In filling my order.
My father, who Is an old bee keeper, pronounced her very fine. You
will hear from me again when I am in need of something In the bee
line. E. E. McColm.

Marion Co., Ill,, July 18,

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-
tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is 75

cents, or with the old American Bee Journal for one
year—both for $1.40. Three Queens (without Journal)

would be $2,10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for in-

troducing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the

underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-Bred Queens,

George W. York & Co., i46 w. superior st. Chicago, III.
Pllease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Virgin Queens
From a Select Champion Layer, imported
from Italy—IOC each. Last year's Queens—
probably mismated — three for Sioo. Mated
Queens, reared from an extra-select Breed-
ing Queen of the J. P. Moore strain. 65c each.
Full Colonies Bees, Sb.oo. Plan for intro-

ducing with each order.

A. H. KANAGY, Kishacoquillas, Pa.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Motfs Strain of Italians

!

Golden or R. C. Untested, 65c; Tested, tiiS.

Natural Golden from Imported stock—Un-
tested, Si. 00; Tested, S1.50. See list.

NUCLEI. Leaflets — "How to Introduce
Queens," 15c; " How to Increase," 15c—both,
25 cents. 4Atf

E. E. MOTT, Clenwood, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Comb & Extracted Honey
Write us when you have any to offer, naming

your lowest price, freight paid Cincinnati. We
buy every time your price justifies, and we re-

mit the very day shipment arrives.

The Fred W. Muth Co.
"THP: busy BEE-MEN"

51 Walnut Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO
PleaK mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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The only book thai really IcIU

[
how 10 make money raising poultry.

I The hook thut has been cuitcd anil

I
diaousBcd more than any other but

f
ita sale it incrcoBing daily. Why?

ecause it IcIIb facta and not thco-

cs. Endorsed by poultry author-
ca and tuccestful amateurs who

' arc mukinC money following the ad-
' vice ot the author, Milo M. Ilust-

intfa Ex-Commercial Pooliry Espert (or U. S. Government.

"The Dollar Hen" i* aold in corabioation with the Poultry

Dige>t" to increaae Ita circulation. It la • real book, 212

pailea with illuatrations ; not • paper bound pamphlet, ex*

plaining "Systema." " Secret*" or " Methodi." The book

and
" Poultry Digest" one year, postpaid, $1.00. Satisfac-

\°PoVlTB7DlotSTp'tlB.CO.,'57.jANNST.,HEWYOBKCin.

Pkast mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

^ROOT'S GOODS
For Pennsylvania

We carrv a full line. Send us your orders
and we will uive you " A Square Deal."

Best Untested Italian Queens. $i oo.

Best Tested Italian (Queens. Si-50.

REA BEE AND HONEY CO.,
REYNOLDSVILLE. PA.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sold at reduced prices. Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, and everytliins pertaining to bee-
keeping of the very best kept in stock.
Large Warehouse on of L. S. & M. S. R. R.

Wholesale and Retail. New price-list just
out— Free. Let me figure on your wants.

iiAif W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal wh*ja wntmi,.

SWARTHMORE
PEDIGREED

GOLDENS
Queens from the well-knoivn Swarthmore
Apiaries of the late E. L. Pratt. The brisht-

fit hiiitkrs and the most eeiitlc pure strain of
Coldens in the U S. sAst

The Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

Pleaae mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

IP you need a nice yellow Italian
'• ijueen at once, send to J. L.
FAJEN, Alma, Mo. Untested, on-
ly :5c. Tested. Si.;;. 3-frame nu-
cleus with Queen. $2 75- Full col-
ony, in 8-frame hive. $5.50. ty\i

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of the Book

"Bees and Honey"
By Thomas C Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to

close out. It contains 160 pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at 50 cents each ; or
with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for only $1.20. Surely
this is a bargain. The book is well

illustrated, and has some good infor-

mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

)>.^^^ I

This is the only place

where you can get

This Combination:

Prompt Service
and Lewis BEEWARE

We have in stock a number of Danzenbaker Bottom-

Boards, both 8 and 10 frame, which we are closing out

for 17 cents apiece.

Send for Free Catalog. BEKSWAX WANTED.

The C. M. SCOTT CO.
1009 E.Washington St.,

Indianapolis, - Indiana

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

—HERE/rIS—

I

IMPROVED CLARK'S DOUBLE ACTION
CUTAWAY HARROW

The moat wonderful farm tool ever invented
Two harrows in one. 1 hrows the dirt out. then

in, leaviDff the land level and true.

Li
I jf

A laijor saver, a time saver. Needs
'^

liplCra^ noTonpiieTrnok. Jointed Pole

Beware of imitations and in-

frintrementa. Send today for

FREE nooklct.
CUTAWAY HARROW CO.

,913 .Miiin St.,
Itleeanum, Conn.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Italian Bees For Sale.
In Sfiame Langstrotli liives. i Colony. $5:

2for$g; 5 for $20. Italian Queens—Untested
75c each; 6 for $4. Select Tested. Si-25 each;
5 for Sfi. 4A6t
L. Boomhower, Freehold,tCreene Co., N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Carniolan Queens.
Bred from best Imported stocli.

After July ist
I 6 12 sAs

Untested $.75 S4.00 $7.20
Tested i.oo ?.5o 10.00

Wm. KERNAN, R. D. No. 2, Dushore, Pa.

Sections at $3.50 a 1000
We are making this big sacrifice in price to move a lot of 500,000 we have

in our warehouse. These are the regular one-piece 4Xx4XxlJ^ two-beeway

Basswood Sections. They are No. 2 quality, and listed at $5.00 per 1000. Send
in your orders now, before they are sold out.

Our Shipping-Cases
are recommended by the largest honey-buyers in the country. Covers and Bot-

toms are one piece ; everything is Basswood, smooth on both sides, no-drip

sticks or corrugated paper in bottom. We make these to fit any number or size

of sections. We have on hand a large stock to hold 24 sections, which we offer

complete with paper and 2-inch glass at $13 per 100; Crates of .50, $7.50; Crates

of 25, $4.00,

Write for Catalog and prices on Hives, Frames, Foundation, or anything

you need in the apiary.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.
Nicollet island MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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LEWIS SECTIONS—'' Not a Bad One in the Bunch."

YOU CAN FOLD A CRATE OP 500 WITHOUT BREAKING ONE !

G. B. LEWIS CO., Mfrs., Watertown, Wis. 30 Distributing Houses

Bee-Keepers
Here is a bargain In No. :

4Xx4X 1-Piece 2-Beeway Sections

$3-25 per 1000. Plain. 25c less.

Send your order to-day. Also write tor Cat-
alos lAtf

AUG. LOTZ & CO.,
BOYD, WIS.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Queens
Golden and
IMPORTED STOCK !

Goldens mated to Imported Slock. If you
want Honey, try my Superior Strain.

Untested. 65c each; 6 for $3.50. Tested. Ji.co

each; 6 for $5.50.

Safe arrival. No disease. oAtt

N. FOREHAND, Ft. Deposit, Ala.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Scoggins Strain Bees!
To The People :

1 have more orders for Untested and Tes-
ted Queens than I can nil this year. But I

have a Few Fine Breeders tliat were rear

cd this year. Price, Si.iiii.-nul S'^.uo each.

J. B. Scoggins, Fouke, Miller Co., Ark.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

DOOLITTLE & CLARK
Have some fine ITALIAN BKKKD-
ING OUKENS at $2.50. {.S.oo, and
$10.00. Untested Oueens. ti.oo each;
tg.oo per do/.en. Send lor Circular.

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

CYPRIANS-
GOLDEN JUBILEE QUEENS

It is just 50 Years since I began bee-keeping, and 30 years aao I sent the first Cyprians
direct from the Island of Cyprus to America. Cyprians get the honey. (.Hieens bred and
mated in Cyprus, S5 and 86 each; homebred. Si each; 5 for St.

FRANK BENTON, P. O. Box 17, Wasliington, D. C.

We Are Still Here—Rearing Those Fine Superior
GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS

If you want to ^et a larger crop of Honey than usual, get Hall Superior
Golden Queens NOW for 1911. Untested Queens— 1 for $1.00 ; ti for ?5.00 ; 12

for $9 00. Write us vour wants.

T. S. HALL, JASPER, Pickens Co., GEORGIA.
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Editorial Notes and Comments

The Houey Crop of lOlO
It is doubtful if the present genera-

tion of bee-keepers will ever experi-
ence a year so difficult as the present
in which to forecast what is likely to

take place with regard to the honey
crop. At least this is true of a large

portion of the country. Take North-
ern Illinois. In April colonies were
strong enough for the harvest, and
with the abundant showing of clover
there was every reason to expect a

crop. Afterward came a long cold,

wet spell, and in the first half of June
the bees reached the point of starva-

tion in many cases. Where the bee-
keeper was not on the alert, if colo-
nies did not actually starve, they were
likely to stop all brood-rearing, mak-
ing them too weak for the harvest.

Then came another sudden change,
and although it is almost unbelievable,
by the 1.5th of June second supers were
given in some cases where only a week
before it was necessary to feed. For
perhaps about 3 weeks the flow con-
tinued heavy, and the bee-keeper would
have said, "There is every prospect
that this will be the biggest year we
have had." But by July 10th the' drouth
got in its deadly work, and robbing be-

came the order of the day. Whether
in such an unguessable year the flow
may start up again, giving finally a full

crop, or whether the end has already
been reached, with only half a crop,
can only be told in the future.

In a good many places the same
state of affairs seems to have existed.

R. L. Taylor, reporting from Michigan
in Gleanings in Bee Culture, graph-
ically expresses it by saying:

' The bad weather of the last part of May
and the first week of June, wlien the bees
pulled out their drones, and in some cases
worker-brood, gave honey prospects a black
eye."

Gleanings for July 15th publishes 33

reports from different parts of the

countrv. In these there are a dozen

complaints of drouth, and 4 of too
much wet. A little more than a fourth
of the reports are from good to excel-
lent; 15 percent fair; and nearly 60

percent from less than the average to

a fifth of a crop.

The Colorado Honey-Producers' As-
sociation, Denver, says

:

"The prospects for a honey crop in this
locality are certainly very discouraging.
While a part of the State will have some
kind of a crop, the chances are that this
locality will have but a very small part."

Telegraphic dispatches, dated July
12th, gave the following : Washington,
D. C, "Very poor crop." Wisconsin,
" General reports from one-third to

half crop." Fremont, Mich., "Not
more than half a crop." Lansing, Mich.,

"Half a crop." Iowa, " A little below
the average." New York, " Fair to

medium." Philadelphia, "Twenty per-

cent average." Western Vermont, "One
of our best years." Eastern and Cen-
tral Massachusetts, "Light." Missouri,
Arkansas, and Southern States report
" a very light crop—below that of last

season." Indiana, "The central and
northern parts of the State have the

best crop that has been taken for years ;

but the southern part of the State has
not done so well." Zanesville, Ohio,
" Conditions are the worst I have ever
known."

It certainly looks as if honey ought
to bring a fair price this year. But in

a year of such sudden and remarkable
changes, it can only be told later

whether the harvest is much below the

average or not.

Unoappiug- Drone-Brood to Pre-
vent Swarming

There is a more or less general be-

lief that the suppression of drone-
brood has a tendency to prevent
swarming. Certainly it is the regular

program for bees to rear drone-brood
in preparation for swarming. M. R.

Kuehne reports in the Bee-Keepers
Review that he thinks bees are dissatis-

fied if they are not allowed to rear any
drone-brood, and so for several years
he has allowed each colony to rear
some drone-brood, and then he uncaps
it. If in sufficient quantity he thinks
this prevents swarming.

Very likely uncapping this brood
does have its effect in preventing
swarming, but it might be hard to

prove that it is any more effective than
suppressing drones by keeping drone-
comb out of the hive. And what proof
is there that bees are any more dissat-

isfied with having no drone-brood
than they would be having it slaugh-
tered ?

Now a Good Time to Reqiieen
Colonies

In an apiary of any considerable size

it will generally be found that some
colonies have far outstripped others in

the amount of honey stored. Some,
indeed, will be found that have done
next to nothing, while others have
stored ten times as much. And yet too
often nothing will be done about it,

and the poor colonies will be allowed
to continue unmolested. The wise bee-

keeper, however, will see that these

ne'er - do - wells have their queens
changed for those of better stock.

A'ozi' that the season is so far ad-

vanced that we know which are the

good and which are the poor colonies,

>t IS a good time lo riqurcn all that do
not come up to the mark. Those who
have not a well established strain of

their own will find this the best time of

the year to buy queens, and on more
than one account. Prices may be

lower than very early, while quality is

likely to be better. The change of

queens can be made without interfer-

ing with the honey crop as it might do
earlier.

But the man with only 10 or 20 colo-

nies will be likely to say, "I'd like to

have the improvement, but rearing

queens is something I've never done,

and I can't afford to buy." Let us

figure just a little on that. Suppose
the average crop is 75 pounds, and that

his honey brings 10 cents a pound. If

he pays a dollar apiece for queens, it

will take 10 pounds of honey to pay for

the queen. If the queens he buys are
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only equal to the average in his yard,
he will be out of pocket nothing ex-
cept the trouble of making the change
if lie buys a new queen for a colony
that produces only ().> pounds. If he
gets a new queen for a colony that
stores j") pounds, he is a dollar ahead
for his trouble. If he buys a new
queen for the colony that stored only
2.5 pounds, he is $.j to the good.

Nor does the matter end there. A
change has been made, not only on the
single crop, but it is more or less a

permanent thing for future years. The
presence in his apiary of those poor
queens, with the chance of their drones
meeting his young queens will be a

constant menace, bringing down the
average of his apiary.
We have supposed that the queens

bought are only the equal of the aver-
age queen in his apiary. In too many
cases the average of the apiary is so
low that queens bought from a reputa-
ble dealer would bring up the yield
azvay abo:'i' the prf.^e?it aj'fra,ire. In
fact, it is not too much to say that manv
a bee-keeper could buy H) or 1.5 good
queens at $5 each and make money by
it. But when we get untested queens
at a dollar each, or less, he is surely
standing in his own light not to make
the elTort to replace extra-poor queens
with those that are at least up to par;
and in a number of untested queens he
is likely to get some that are extra-
good.

Black Bees v.s. Italiau.s

That vigorous Scotch writer, D. M.
Macdonald, in a paragraph in the
Britisli Bee Journal, says :

" The Italian bee is an excellent bee. but
it is not the fct/—at least, in all circum-
stances, in all localities, and in all countries.
At last justice is slowly working towards a
fairer view of the subject."

Then referring to the American Bee
journal, he says

:

"The editor, a great stickler in the past
for the pre-eminence of Italians, agrees that
over a great part of Europe "immunity be-
longs to the blacks rather than to the Ital-
ians."

""

As the paragraph is headed "Justice
at Last," as Mr. Macdonald says "jus-
tice is slowly working towards a fairer
view," and in that connection says the
editor of this paper was a stickler for
Italians i>t the pasl, it seems clear that
Mr. Macdonald believes there has been
a change of heart"' in this locality" as
to the comparative merits of the two
kinds of bees. It is not so very strange
he should have that view, but it comes
from not comprehending the tc/iolc

situation.

That there may be no misunder-
standin.t! in the case, it may be well to

place here the Article of Belief held
here at the present time. It is this

:

The black bee is nal an excellent bee.
As compared with the Italian, the black
bee is not worth the powder to blow
it up.

That expresses in brief the view held
at the present time. It is the view that

has been held in the past, and there is

not an iota of diminiuion of the con-
tempt in which the black bee has al-

ways been held.

The point in the case that Mr. Mac-
donald failed to get is that the two
kinds of bees thus spoken of are blacks

and Italians as they average in //its

coiinlry. As to personal experience,
there is no guessing in the case; we
kiio-cc that the blacks we have had are
greatlv inferior to the Italians we have
had.
When a man of Mr. Macdonald's

candor and intelligence says blacks are
as good as, or better than, Italians, his
word goes. Only it must not be for-
gotten that he is talking about bees as
he sees them, and not about the bees
of this country. Even at that, it is

likely that there are black bees and
black bees in Great Britain, for there
are not wanting bee-keepers there who
prefer Italians. Bee-keepers in this

country are almost a unit in preferring
Italians. On the other hand, they are
very much united in Switzerland in pre-
ferring blacks.
According to foreign bee-papers,

black queens from Swizerland have
been sent to this country. It would be
interesting if those who have received
them would report as to their success
here. The Atiierican Bee Journal will

be glad to publish such reports.

Bees Cleaning' C'onibs with Amer-
ican Foul Broo«l

Henry Stewart, reporting in Glean-
ings his experience with foul brood,
begins with this rather startling state-

ment :

'" American foul brood can be cured with-
out the loss of a particle of healthy brood
or of a single diseased comb, and without in-
terfering materially with the production of
honey, a laying queen being on duty at all

times."

Early in the season when half or
more than half the combs in each hive
contain as yet no brood, Mr. Stewart
makes 2 colonies exchange combs,
putting in No. I combs of diseased
brood from No. 2, and giving to No. 2
broodless combs from No. 1. Generally
No. 2 will be free of the disease.
His second method of treatment may

be used at any time with a strong col-

ony in a good flow. Here is the gist

of it in Mr. Stewart's own words :

I prepare a hive with a set of clean combs,
or with full sheets of foundation, in either
case using a frame containing some honey
and a small amount of brood taken from a
healthy colony, placed in the center of this
newly prepared hive. I next secure the
Queen and place her upon this frame of
brood, and at the same time remo\'ing the
old hive from its bottom-board, putting the
new one on the old stand in its place. As
soon as the tield-bees have found their
queen in her new quarters, i place the
honey-board on top. and over it I i>ut the old
hive containing the diseased brood. Lastly I

put on the cover and then let the hive alone
for 2 weeks, at the end of which time it is

well to remove any queen-cells that may
have been started in the upper hive.
The set of foul-broody combs now be-

comes an extractingsuper. and it should be
left until all the brood is hatched and the
combs are tilled with honey. If the bees
need more room, another story in extract-
ing-combs should be added; and when these
combs are tilled with lioney. it matters not
how foul they may have been, they are now.
together with the honey in the cells, as pure
as the purt-'st. .As soon tin.? new brood-nests
become well stocked with brood they should
bo examined: and if in any of thum foul
brood is found, the set of combs above, as
soon as all the cells contain honey, may be
extracted, the queen placed on tliem. and
the position of the bodies reversed and
treated as at the start.

The honey-board mentioned is a
" board of solid wood witli the excep-
tion of a strip of queen-excluding zinc
containing two rows of slots length-

wise through the center of the board."
The object of this board is " to prevent,
as far as possible, the siftings of dis-
eased matter down on the brood-combs
below from the diseased combs above."

If, in the foregoing, the word '"Amer-
ican " be changed to " European," then
it agrees entirely with what Percy Or-
ton and others have done with Euro-
pean foul brood, being more or less a

variation of the Alexander treatment.
If it can also be applied to American
foul brood, it will be worth thousands
upon thousands of dollars. But if it is

effective in getting the bees to clean
out combs affected with foul brood of
the American type, then all previous
teachings have been incorrect. The
regular Alexander treatment gives the
bees a better chance to clean out the
combs, one would suppose, than Mr.
Stewart's treatment. And yet Mr.
Alexander protested most earnestly
that bees could not clean out combs
affected with American foul brood, as
the rotten brood was of such a gluey
nature that it could not be dug out of
the cells. On the other hand, in Euro-
pean foul brood the dead brood dries
down in such a state that the bees can
remove it.

There is still opportunity for many
to try Mr. Stewart's cure the present
season, and to settle the question
whether bees can, after all, clean the
remains of the dead larvae out of the
cells, the disease being American and
not European foul brood.

The Anatomy of the Honey-Bee
The United States Department of

Agriculture's recent publication, on
"The Anatomy of the Honey- F!ee

"

(Bui. 18 Tech. Series, Bureau of Ento-
mology), embodies the results of de-
tailed studies and should prove of value
as bringing to bee-keepers reliable in-

formation concerning an insect of
such great economic importance, and
also as furnishing a sound basis in de-
vising new and improved practical

manipulations. The subject has been
for years the object of study of many
careful studetits ; but the popular de-
mand for information has also induced
untrained men to write accounts of
bee-anatoiTiy containing numerous er-

rors, and illustrated by drawings more
artistic than accurate.

All practical manipulations of bees
must depend upon an understanding of
their behavior and physiology under
normal and abnormal circumstances,
and this knowledge must rest ulti-

mately on accurate information, as to

the structure of the adult bee.

Following a brief introduction the

author first gives a chapter on the
"General External Structure of In-

sects," and then taking up the honey-
bee he gives a detailed description of

the head of the bee and its appendages ;

the thorax and its appendages ; the ab-
domen, wax-glands, and sting ; and
alimentary canal and its glands. He
discusses the circulatory and respira-

tory systems, the fat body and the
tenocytes, the nervous system and com-
pound eyes, and the reproductive sys-

teiu. The text is profusely illustrated,

57 figures, including a full-page median
longitudinal section of the body of a

worker-bee, being used, all but 3 of
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which are new and original, having
been prepared by the author with a

tliorough realization of the need of
more accurate illustrations of the or-
gans of the bee, especially of the inter-

nal organs.
This bulletin can be secured only

from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton. D. C, as the Department's supply
is by law limited to an edition barely
sufficient to furnish libraries and the
collaborators of the Department with
copies. Price, 20 cents.

Putting Empty Supers On Top
There is a difference of opinion as to

giving additional super-room. Some
say put the empty super of sections on
top in all cases, having supers thus
finished more promptly, while others
say put the empty super under the
partly filled one, so as to encourage
prompt beginning of work in it. Per-
Iiaps the best way is to do both. While
a good flow is on, and there is every
prospect of its continuance, one need
not hesitate to add a fresh super under
the first super when no very great
progress has been made in the first.

And in addition to this an empty super
may be placed on top.

More than one reason may be given
for putting this additional empty super
on top. It serves as a sort of safety-

valve. If the bees, for want of prompt
attention, become in the least crowded
for room, they can go above and com-
mence work there. If they do not need
the room, they can let it alone, and no
harm is done. No harm, but some
good. For this space above helps to

prevent overheating in hot days, and so
is a factor in preventing swarming.
The bees may do a little preparatory
work in this upper super, making it

more acceptable to them when it is put
under, so that they will commence
work in it more promptly. With the
best of care it may sometimes happen
that a sheet of foundation is not suffi-

ciently fastened in the section. One
may not notice it ; but let the super be
put on next tlie brood-chamber, and a

heavy mass of bees coming suddenly
upon it causes the foundation to fall,

making a bad mess. If it be first put
above, there will be no heavy weight
of bees upon it, and the bees will make
it their first care to fasten the founda-
tion properly. Even if it should tum-
ble down it will not be so bad in the
upper story as in the lower, for in most
cases no honey will be in it above as
there would be below.

Miscellaneous News-Items

How to Get Publif l>ocunients

There is an ever-increasing demand,
on the part of the general public, for
the publications emanating from the
various Government Departments in

Washington, D. C., and the fact that in

the fiscal year ended June 30, 1910.

more than half a million documents
were purchased by people from every
part of this country, and in foreign
lands as well, at a cost of over $87,000,
is proof of the assertion that public
documents have become a commodity
that many thousands of readers are
willing to pay for. At the same time
the numerous inquiries, addressed to

various officials, that are eventually re-

ferred to the proper official, indicate
that, generally speaking, the public has
but a ver\' hazy idea as to how public
documents can be obtained, and how
their prices may be learned. To im-
part this information, an inquiry re-

garding public documents that may be
addressed to the Sitperinteiidtut of Doc-
innoits. Government Printing Office.
Washington. D. C, will meet with
prompt and satisfactory attention.

though a very short acquaintance they can
not know so well what a graceful and gra-.
cious personage she is—or was—with every
prospect that Mrs. York will be equally
graceful and gracious. A mere man may
not always be relied on as a good judge in
such matters, but in this case the judgment
of the mere man is buttressed by the judg-
ment of the female portion of his family—

a

judgment not to be disputed.
It will not be out of place to congratulate

the readers of the "Old Reliable" upon the
brighter and better journal they may now
expect because of the brighter and better
life upon which the senior editor has en-
tered. The Associate Editor.

The " senior editor " submits as grace-
fully as possible under the most gra-
cious circumstances, to the publication
of this unsolicited very congratulatory
contribution from the junior editor, for
the former doesn't wish to incur even
the mildest displeasure of said latter

junior editor. Suffice it to say, further,
that the " new queen " is indeed a treas-

ure ; and if the old American Bee Jour-
nal isn't "brighter and better" from
now on, it won't be from any lack of
interest or desire on her part.

A New "Queen" from Kiug.ston

I am sure that many of the readers of the
.American Bee Journal will join me in con-
gratulating the senior editor on the success-
ful introduction of a new queen into his
beautiful home. If that is a trifle enigmati-
cal 10 some, let me say that the said editor
^vas so fortunate as to be able to induce Miss
Grace Hitchcock, of Kingston. III., to be-
come Mrs. George W. York. July 2. igio. be-
ing the exact date of said change of name
But I am also sure that their congratula-

tions can not be so liearty as mine, for not
having known Miss Grace as I have, even

Governmet Bulletin on " Bee.s "

Under the tersely comprehensive
title, " Bees," the United States De-
partment of .Agriculture has issued
Farmers' Bulletin No. 397, as we an-
nounced last month. It is written by
E. F. Phillips, Ph. D., contains 44 pages,
and may be had free by applying to the
Secretary of .Agriculture, Washington,
D. C. The aim of the bulletin is said
to be "to give briefly such information
as is needed by persons engaged in the
keeping of bees, and to answer in-

quiries such as are frequently received

from correspondents of the Depart"
ment." Of course, the work must be
" briefly " given to get it inside 44 pages
of rather large print.

Commendable is the following para-
graph to warn against illusionment on
the part of the would-be bee-keeper:

It is a mistake, however, to paint only the
bright side of the picture, and leave it to the
new bee-keeper to discover that there is

oflep another side. Where any financial
profit is derived, bee-keeping requires hard
work.and work at just the proper time, other-
wise thesurplus of honey may be diminished
or lost. Few lines of work require more
study to insure success. In years when the
available nectar is limited, surplus honey is
secured only by judicious manipulations,
and it is only through considerable experi-
ence and often by expensive reverses that
the bee-keeper is able to manipulate prop-
erly to save his crop. Any one can produce
honey in seasons of plenty, but these do not
come every year in most locations, and it

takes a good bee-keeper to make the most of
poor years. When, even with the best of
manipulations, the crop is a failure through
lack of nectar, the bees must be fed to keep
them from starvation.

Death of A. .J. King
A postal card received from W. A.

Pryal, of Oakland, Gal., announced the
death of A. J. King, at San Diego, Gal.,

June 24, 1910, of valvular heart trouble.
The April American Bee Journal con-
tains a biographical sketch of Mr.
King, who at one time was quite promi-
nent in American beedom.

American Bee Journal in " Aus-
tralian "

The Australian Bee Bulletin is one
of our most valued exchanges. At least

28 percent of the reading matter of the
May number is copied from the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. As it is all properly
credited, it shows a sincere apprecia-
tion of the contents of this Journal.
We are glad to have our exchanges
copy anything they like from our col-

umns, when given due credit, as the
editor of the Australian Bee Bulletin

always does.
•••

Foul-Brood Law in Ohio and

—

Illinoi.s ?
Ohio bee-keepers are feeling good

over the fact that they have secured
their foul-brood law, the Governor be-
ing too well informed to veto it. By
the time legislative scandals are
straightened out in Illinois, possibly
there may be something doing in that

State in the way of a foul-brood law.

The opposition of a very small number
of bee-keepers has been held account-
able for the failure to secure a law;
but it now begins to seem that such
opposition may have had very little to

do in the case. Bee-keepers had put

nothing into the "jack pot," and so

were entitled to no consideration! Let
us hope that the cleaning up of the rot-

tenness in the Illinois legislature may
be so complete that there shall here-

after be no hesitation about passing a

law so plainly in the interest of the

general good.
•*•

Bees Lieavlng a Honey-House
Through an Kscape

E. D. Townsend has made a radical

departure from the orthodox plan of

letting bees leave a honey-house
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through a bee-escape, and there is so
much to commend it that the entire
passage from the Bee-Keepers' Review
is here given

:

For several years we have been in the
habit of stopping up our honey-liouse bee-
escapes during extracting time, then open-
ing them after getting through, ttius allowing
the bees that were carried in to escape.
This worked well as far as the extracting
time was concerned, but if there was a par-
ticle of a chance for robbers to get into the
honey-house, this practiceseemed toencour-
age it. It was noticed that while no robbers
would seem to get into the extracting-house
during the extracting, soon after the es-
capes were opened, and bees had gone home
loaded with honey, a terrible "to-do" would
soon be on; and if there was a particle of a
chance, robbers would find their way into
the house.
Sometimes the loss of mature bees by en-

tering the honey-house for "stolen sweets."
after extracting was over, would be more
than all we had carried in on the combs.
Knowing this, no bees are allowed to escape
from the honey-house of their own volition,
but. each night, or. betterstill, when through
extracting at a yard, and the bees are clus-
tered near each window, as at swarming
time, the cluster is given a little smoke,
then, with the Coggshall brush, the cluster
is loosened and allowed to drop into a tin
pail, or other receptacle, in which they are
carried out into the yard and emptied near
some colony weak in bees.
Handled this way, the beesgo home loaded

with honey, but know nothing about where
they got it. This is so late in the day that
robbers will not work. and. by morning,
things have quieted down to such an extent
that extracting may go on without any inter-
fering from robbers. While the plan of car-
rying out the bees each night will work very
well, usually. I recommend the leaving of
the bees in the extracting-house until
through extracting, when possible.

Itee-Di.sease Samples Wanted
We have received the following that

should be of great interest to our
readers

:

The Bureau of Entomology desires to ob-
tain information concerning the prevalence
of brood diseases of bees in all parts of the
United States. If either American foul
brood or European foul brood occurs in
your vicniity. or if there is any disease of
the brood which is not understood, we
should like to know it.

In view of the fact that these diseases are
not always correctly diagnosed, it is very de-
sirable for us to obtain a sample of the
brood for bacteriological examination. It
there is any disease of the brood in your
own apiary, or near you. vveshall appreciate
It if you will send us a sample.
In order that samples may reach us in

good condition, it is desirable that a piece at
least 3 inches square be cut from the brood-
combs and then kept in a dry place for a
day or two before putting in the box to mail.
Samples should be sent in tin or wooden
boxes. Such a box will be sent on request
with franks for mailing so that no postage
will be necessary. J'lcase put vour name and
address on all saml'les sent in. Results of the
exammations will be sent out as soon as
possible.
This information is desired for the pur-

pose of sending out publications on these
diseases to bee-keepers whose bees are in
danger from disease, and in helping with
the eradication of disease in any way pos-
sible. The name of the individual sending
tlie samples is not made known to other bee-
keepers in the vicinity. .Xnv information
which will aid us in combating these dis-
eases will be appreciated, and will be a
beneht to the bee-keeping industry. Your
co-operation is requested.

Respectfully. E. K. Phillips,
In Cltarisc of Apicultiiie.

.Address IJr. Phillips, Bureau of En-
tomology, Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C.

tion. They will meet in the Pliiladel-

phia Commercial Museum, .'i4th St. be-
low Spruce. Bee-keepers and others
interested in bees and honey are cor-
dially invited to attend the sessions.
Delegates from the western and north-
western parts of Pennsylvania will be
enabled to take advantage of the low
rates of fare of the seashore excursion
trains to be run Sept. 8th. An inter-
esting and instructive program now in

preparation will be mailed when ready
to all who apply for same to, A. F. Sat-
terthwait, Secretary of the Pennsylvania
Association, Middletown, Pa. ; or to, F.

Hahman, Secretary of the Philadelphia
Association, hrankford Sta., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

National Convention at Albany

As announced last month, the 1910
convention of the National Bee-Keep-
ers' Association will be held at Albanv,
N. Y., Oct. 12th and 13th, in the Com-
mon Council Chamber of the City Hall.
The Executive Committee are planning
for a great meeting. The time is a

most favorable one for bee-keepers to

is required to stop at this Hotel, but we
have found that it is always much more
pleasant to have as many bee-keepers
as possible stay at the same place. The
little visits between the sessions are
often almost as interesting and profit-

able as the convention itself. At any
rate, the social opportunities of a con-
vention are no small part of the annual
gathering of bee-keepers, and these
can be best improved if all who can do
so will stop under one roof.

We are arranging to assemble a suf-

ficient number of bee-keepers in Chi-
cago, so that a special car may be had
from here to Albany over the Lake
Shore and Michigan Southern railroad.

The train will leave Chicago at 10 :30

a.m., Tuesday, Oct. 11, and arrive at

Albany the next morning at 9:20 a.m.,

in time for the first session at 10:30

a.m. The round trip from Chicago
will be $28.20, the tickets having a 30-

day limit, and include New York City.

There will be stop-over privileges,

either going or coming, at Toledo,
Sandusky, Cleveland, Ashtabula, Erie,

Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Rochester, Syra-
cuse, Utica, Schenectady, and Albany

Niagara Falls—A World Wonder You Ought to See.

i'enii.s.vlvania State Convention
The Pennsylvania State Bee-Keepers'

Association will hold a convention
Sept. 9 and 10, under the auspices of
the I'hiladelphia Bee-Keepers' Associa-

get away from home, as their fall work
will be pretty much done by that time.
The Hotel Kenmore, near the Union

Station in Albany, has been selected as
headquarters for the convention. The
rates for rooms are $1.00 a day and up-
ward ; meals, 2') cents, .50 cents, and
upward. Rooms can be reserved in
advance by writing to the Hotel Ken-
more, Albany, N. Y. Of course, no one

The best way will be for all of us to go
right through from Chicago to Albany,
attend the convention, and then after
the convention we can scatter as we
please, and return whenever we get
ready, within the 3(» days. Those who
have never seen Niagara Falls will

surely want to stop off there when re-

turning. This alone will be worth the
cost of the trip, although, of course.
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the main object is the National con-
vention.
General-Manager France wrote us

July 16th as follows: "Book me for

your car from Chicago to Albany, in

October."
We do not see why a sufficient num-

ber of bee-keepers can not be gotten
together here in Chicago from the

Southwest, West and Northwest parts

of our country to make up a large car-

load. There should be at least 25 or :W

in order to have a special car. Surely,

there will be more than that number
who will gather in Chicago and be

ready to go in the special car. Those
who were so fortunate as to attend the

Los Angeles and San Antonio conven-
tions, will not forget their trips in the

special cars that started out from Chi-

cago. It was a continuous convention
on wheels all the way through. There
is no reason why the trip to Albany
should not be equally enjoyable, al-

though, of course, the distance is not
quite so far as to San Antonio. How-
ever, the nearly-all-day ride from 10:3i»

a.m. until bedtime, and then the next
morning until 9:20, will surely give

abundant opportunity for visiting and
having a good time.

Of course, if there are any bee-keep-
ers between here and Albany who de-

sire to join the special car as it stops at

their railroad stations, they can do so.

All such can learn from their local

agents whether the train leaving Chi-

cago at 10:30 a.m., Oct. 11, stops at

their stations. If it does not, perhaps
they can take a local train to one of

the larger cities where it does stop,

and in that way join the special car,

meet all the bee-keepers, and go with
. them to Albany.

As soon as those who wish to join

this special car will know definitely

that they can do so, if they will let us

know, we will make the necessary res-

ervations. The sleeping car berth will

be $4..jO from Chicago to Albany for

two persons, making $2.25 each. Of
course, the special car will be a Pull-

man sleeper, the same as we had when
going to San Antonio.

It is important when purchasing your
tickets, from whatever point you start,

to be sure to see that they read over
the Lake Shore and Michigan South-
ern railroad from Chicago to Albany,
or New York City, as the special rate

of $28.20 for the round trip ticket in-

cludes New York City, if you wish to

join the special car company. Those
who have never been to that metropo-
lis of the United States will also want
to go there for at least a brief visit, if

not for a day or two. There may be
some, also, who will want to take in

Washington, D. C, on this trip; but,

of course, that would take an extra
ticket from New York City and return.

Now, if there are any questions you
would like to ask that are not covered
by the foregoing, we will be pleased to

to have you write us, when we will give
you any information that will be neces-
sary. Let us of the West show our
good Eastern friends that we are ready
to co-operate with them in making the
meeting of the National this year the
largest and best in all its illustrious

history. This will be the 41st annual
convention of the National Associa-
tion. As it begins its third score of

years we ought to make it a good in-

troduction to the other 19 conventions
yet to follow.
We are ready iiozr to make reserva-

tions in the special car for all who de-
sire to attend the convention with us.

For same, please address this ofHce, or
G. K. Thompson. General Agent of the
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern
Railway, 180 So. Clark St., Chicago, 111.

How about it. brother or sister bee-
keeper? Will you go?

Paper Pulp to Plug Hive-Cracks

Here's something from Praktischer
Wegweiser : Take old newspapers and
put them in boiling water. This makes
a stiff dough or putty, easily crowded
into any hole or crack, which dries out
in a short time and becomes quite solid.

No Foul Brood in Yakima Co.,
Wa.sli.

We have received the following from
J. B. Raniage, Secretary of the Wash-
ington State Bee-Keepers' Association,
with the request that we publish it:

In the summer and fall of igop there was a
report that foul brood existed in an apiary
In the neighborhood of North Yakima. In
the spring there were additional reports of
the same character in the same neighbor-
hood and in other sections. A sample of
the so-called foul brood was exhibited at
the April meeting of the Washington State
Bee-Keepers' Association. Some of the
members pronounced it foul brood, while
others thought it was not. Judging from the
description of "foul brood "from the api-
cultural authorities, and in view of the fact
that the assembled members could not
definitely assert that it was "foul brood."
Pres. J. W. Thornton requested that two
members submit samples from these hives
to Dr. Phillips. In charge of .Apiculture, at
Washington. D. C. One member sent two
samples, and the following report was made:

" The two samples of brood No. 1067. which
you sent for examination, show no evidence
of disease in either case. I certainly hope
that European foul brood does not reach
you. Truly yours,

E. F. Phillips.
/// Charge of Apiculture"

The other sample sent showed a light case
of pickled brood. This shows conclusively
that foul brood does not exist in this part of
the county and State.
At a meeting of the Washington State Bee-

Keepers' Association held in June. iqio. the
Secretary was instructed to send this re-
port to the bee-papers of the country, in re-
gard to the absence of foul brood, as the
report that foul brood may have gained some
headway would prevent the growth of the
industry in the State. J. B. Ramage, Sec.
North Yakima. Wash.. July 15,

Our First-Page Picture Gallery

The following are brief descriptions
of the group of illustrations that ap-
pear on the front cover page of this

number

:

No. 1 A Missouri Apiary

This picture shows some of the bees
of the Rose Hill Apiary, owned by O.
H. Brooks. It is located in a fine bee-
country, in Howell Co., Mo.

Nos. 2 and S Edwin Bert Morris

I am sending two pictures of my son. Ed-
win Bert Morris, age 4 years. He has abso-
lutely no fear of bees; in fact, will scrape
tliem up by the handful, and is in the bee-
yard a great deal of the time with me. He is

also familiar with all bee-appliances. I sent
him to the shop, telling him to bring me six
Danzenbaker fences, and although there
were six different kinds of fences there, he
brought me the right ones.
Yonkers. N. Y. W. C. Morris.

VV. C. Morris, Bert's father, is the
general manager of the .\merican Bee
Products Company, producers of honey
and beeswax, which recently has been
incorporated in New York State. In
July it was to have established its first

apiary of 1000 colonies in Kingston,
Jamaica, W. I., and increase as fast as
possible to 60,000 colonies. A large
bottling plant will be operated in New
York City, and the product sold direct
to the grocery trade. .Agencies have
been established in England and Ger-
many. The directors of the company
are J. S. Charleson, president, of New
York City; A. B. Peters, secretary and
treasurer, of Brooklyn, N. Y. ; W. C.

Morris, of Yonkers, N. Y. ; Theodore
Hess, of Paterson, N. J. ; and Herman
Neubert, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
This is a large undertaking in bee-

dom, and will require expert manage-
ment all along the line in order to

make it a success. Although a risky
venture, we certainly wish the new
company every deserved success.

No. 3.—Mrs. M. C. Samuels and Her
Handful of Bees.

I am sending a picture of myself, which is

a little odd. I call it the "contrary queen,"
as it is a small swarm of bees that would not
stay with anybody in town. They were
hived by two or three people several times
before I caught them. I hived them the next
forenoon, but out they came full tilt, and I

just caught the "little lady" queen and
clipped off a wing; then she would not stay
in one place at all. so I held her. and all the
bees came and settled on my hand. I had a
snap shot taken of the bunch, and then put
them into the hive, but the bees got up and
left the queen, and she died.

Damp Salt Bee-Sting Remedy.

I also wish to give a remedy for bee-stings,
as so many do not know what to do when
stung, and it is bad for some.

I always take with me a lump of salt and a
cup of water when I go to work with the
bees. If I get a sting I salt it real heavy.
Dampen the salt on the sting. After remov-
ing the sting with a sharp knife, apply damp
salt at once, and you will hardly know you
have been stung. It is so simple and so
good that I think every one ought to know of
the salt bee-sting cure.
Asher, Okla. Mrs.) M. C. Samuels.

No. 4.—Tenement Hives of W. L. Spink

I enclose a picture of my tenement hives,
which I submit with the hope of drawing out
a few comments from the veterans. Several
young queens mated successfully from these
hives last spring. The first hive on the
right contains an Italian queen of last sea-
son, which is doing fine. I also have an-
other Italian colony at an out-yard which I

increased on the Alexander plan, but as Mr.
Alexander failed to instruct us to put a
frame of honey below with the queen. I lost
about half the bees by starvation, as an un-
usual honey-dearth came on. and many,
having new swarms, found them starved to
death. W. L. Spink.
Varysburg. N. Y.

No. 6 Apiary of Frank Driesbock

I am sending a picture of my bee-yard (my-
self not included!. I started in 1007 with one
swarm that I found by the side of the road;
they have increased until I now have 14.

One remarkable thing is that I have never
had a colony to die. Frank Driesbock.
Verona. Wis.

Honey Crop and Bee-Supplies

Last month we published a few re-

ports from dealers in bee-keepers' sup-

plies. Since then the following have
come in

:

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Editor American Bee JoiRNAL:--The
bee-supply and honey business is everything
that can be expected. .\s the winter losses
in this neighborhood amounted to from 73 to
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85 percent, this locality had quite a set-back,
in fact, it was almost a calamity. Neverthe-
less, the honey-flow this season has been be-
yond all expectations; any number of the
bee-keepers around here report from 100 to
175 pounds of honey to the colony. The bee-
supply business suffered to some extent,
owing to the fact that almost every one used
the hives they had on hand.
We are receiving many shipments of comb

honey just now— it is in good demand, but
the price must not get up too hiuh, otherwise
it will be prohibitive.

Yours truly.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

Cincinnati. Ohio. July 27.

Marshfield Mfg. Co.

Our bee-supply trade this season is as
good as last season, if not better, in spite of
the unfavorable honey crop last season, and
the heavy winter losses of bees. One thing
this season, we are in a better position to
till orders more promptly.
From reports from most beekeepers there

will be a very light honey crop this season.
Marshfield Mfg Co.

Marshfield. Wis.. .)une 30.

Honey—Selling or Buyinf;- ?

Have you honey to sell ? Then why
not offer it through the advertising
columns of the American Bee Tournal?

Do you want to buy honey? Then
why not let your want be known
through an advertisement in the Bee
Journal ?

A good many honey producers and
buyers are losing by not using the ad-
vertising columns of the American Bee
Journal. Why not send your adver-
tisement to this office before the end
of this month for the September num-
ber ? The rate is only 15 cents per
line, with 14 lines to the inch. About
8 words, on the average, fill one line

of space. You might possibly get it

into 3 lines, or may be 5 or 6 lines.

And by running it from one to 3 times
you might sell or buy all the honey you
have for sale or want to buy, as the
case may be. "T" "^—
A large firm dealing in honey, after

running an advertisement in this Jour-
nal for 6 times, wrote us :

" We are
well pleased with results. It pays to
advertise." It would doubtless pay
you, too. Suppose you try it this fall,

and see for yourself. Address, Ameri-
can Bee Journal, 146 W. Superior St.,

Chicago, 111.

Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

Swarming—Building a Bee-Cellar

We have moved to the northern part of
Wisconsin, and are building a house and
barn. We came from Platteville. wo miles,
and our 40 colonies of bees stood the trip
well. We have had 4 swarms, but as it was
not possible for Mr. White to be in 20 places
at once, he could not clip the queens" wings
in May. so he destroyed the queen-cells. (I

am not sure this is correct, for what I don't
know about the " warm-footed" little things
would fill several books.) They are work-
ing "like mad.'" and we hope to have some
honey soon.
Our object in coming here where the

"forest primeval" reigns, was to increase
our bee-business, as there is. as a rule, an
abundance of white clover, and we have Ibo
acres of basswood. more or less.
Mr. White is anxious to build the right

kind of a bee-cellar. Have you any sugges-
tions ? (Mrs.) F. p. White.
Angus, Wis., June 2g.

Cutting out queen-cells will usually
delay swarming, but will not generally
prevent it altogether. After they are
cut out they will likely be started
again, and sometimes the bees are so
fierce about swarming that after cells

have been cut out the second time they
may swarm out in a day or two after.

But we count a good deal on it in con-
nection with ventilation clear through
the brood-chamber—big opening at the
entrance and a small opening at the
back end above, with ii-inch space and
bottom-rack under the bottom-bars

—

keeping out drone-brood, giving lots
of super-room, and breeding from bees
not much inclined to swarm.

Bee-cellars are generally cellars un-
der dwellings, and it is well to have a
good depth—8 feet deep or more—and
to have the wall above-ground well
banked clear to the top of the founda-
tion. In your part of the country these
things are important to help keep the
cellar warm, for generally cellars in
the North are not warm enough. If you
could have a steady temperature' of

about 4.J degrees it would be all right
Then the cellar must be kept dark, but
with sufficient doors and windows so
that in warm times in early spring you
can open up at night to cool off and
air out the cellar. Good air in the cel-

lar is not only important for the bees,

but for the people over the cellar, and
you must provide for it some way.

She Knows a Queen-Bee Now
The first year I kept bees I did not know

a " king-bee" from a Queen. and one day as
I was taking sections of honey out of the
super, using a dry-goods box turned upside
down for a table, and a thin case-knife to
pry the honey out of the super, a bee lit

near me on the box. I said. "You are a
funny looking bee." and pressed on its back
with the flat side of the knife. I pressed
some eggs out of it. Not for another year
did I know that that funny bee was a queen,
and as she flew away I supposed she went
back to the hive, for I did not see her again.
I have learned since to know a " king " from
a queen-bee! Ohio Bee-Woman.

After you squeezed the eggs out of
that " funny bee," if you had followed
it up, very likely you would have found
that there was a funeral within a short
time.

Colony Swarmed Out and Returned

—

Feeding Bees in Dry Time

Dear Miss Wilson:— I have 4 colonics of
bees now. one swarm, and bought a large
colony in a Wenona hive ,or made tliLM'e).

All have been working hard. The last z

weeks have been very dry and hot. One
colony swarmed, or what appeared a swarm.
,^1 times, but went back again into the hive.
What was the trouble ? There was one su-
per on it. I thought they were crowded. I

put on 2 more supers. I have 2 supers on 2

other colonies. What made them go out
and come back again ?

Some of our neighbors who have bees
ha\'e the same trouble. They settletl once,
and before we could hive them they came
back to the hive. I have nice, t'leau hives,

made on the latest plan. I have not any old
"

fashioned box-hives. I have starters in the
frames, full sections, also starters in the
sections in the supers.
Ought they to be fed while it is hot and

dry ? or is there enough for the bees to eat if
It is dry ?

I read the .'\merican Bee Journal closely,
and like it very much, but it seems one has
to have experience in taking care of bees to
learn much. We keep the surroundings
very clean. We hived one swarm of bees
with a frame of partly filled comb in it from
another hive. Mrs. E. P. Dav.
Bloomington, 111.. June 22.

It is nothing so very unusual for a
swarm to act in the way you describe.
Probably the queen will not—more
likely can not—go with the swarm;
and when the bees of the swarm find

there is no queen witli them, they re-
turn to the hive. Likely there is some-
thing wrong with the queen so that
she can not fly, but crawls back again
into the hive, only to issue again later

in the day.
Generally there is no need of feeding-

when it is hot and dry, but sometimes
there is need. If there is lack of stores
in the hive, with danger of starving,

then feeding is absolutely necessary.
Sometimes it is advisable to feed even
with plenty of stores in the hive. If

the dearth of pasturage continues for a
long enough time, brood-rearing may
entirely cease. .At such a time feeding
every day, or every other day, will keep
the brood going.

Little Girl Calls Honey " Bee Jelly
"

I heard a good thing yesterday that

seems to me worthy of a place in the
American Bee Journal. I live in town
and keep my bees a mile out on a farm.

Recently I took out some honey, and
left some at the house for the family.-

When they were eating dinner a little

3-vear-old girl said, " I would like some
more hee-Jclly." Pretty good for a new-

name for honey.
The dry weather cut clover short,

and the season is not a good one.

Edwin Ewell.
Waseca, Minn., July 18.

Bee-Brush and Robber-Cloth

A brush is a very convenient thing to

have in the apiary, and you w-ill fre-

quently have occasion to use it.

For a permanent brush probably
nothing is better than the Coggshall.

It is a long and very slim whisk-broom.
It looks as if nearly all the broom-corn
had been pulled out of it.

A better brush, although not so dur-
able, is one made of something green.

This does not seem to irritate the bees
as the other brush sometimes does, if

thev are inclined to be a little touchy.

If 'it were not for the bother and time
of making, I know of nothing better.

It has this in its favor— it is cheap, and
you can always have a brush for the

making, .\lmost any kind of weed will

do. although some kinds wilt so soon
that they are objectionable. Sweet
clover and asparagus are fine ;

golden-
rod and aster make good brushes, and
even long grass will do. Be sure to

make it big enough. Take a bunch
with the handle as big as your wrist,

tie it firmly with a string, and you have
a good brush that will last all day.

.Another tiling that will be found
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convenient to have in tlie apiary is a

robber-cloth, which is especially used
when robber-bees are bothering.
To make this robber-cloth, take U

of a yard of heavy cotton-cloth, turn
over the selvedge edges, making a hem
a little over an inch wide. Put into

these hems sliot or something that will

weigh them down, stitching it in at

intervals so that it will not all slide to

one place but weigh the cloth down
evenly. Now take 4 pieces of lath about
the same length as the hive, put the
cloth of one side between two pieces
of the lath, putting the lath so you will

leave the same amount of cloth project-
ing at each end, and take wire-nails
long enough to go through both lath

and leave enough to clinch. Drive the
nails through the cloth and laths,

clinching the nails firmly. Do the same
by the other side, and the robber-cloth
is ready for use.

By taking hold of the lath on one
side you can quickly throw this cloth
over any hive that contains either'
honey or brood, over supers of honey,
or any that is exposed to the robber-
bees.
We feel that we cannot get along

without our robber-cloths, and if you
have never tried them I think you will

find them useful articles to have in the
apiary.

Melting Combs into Beeswax

Sadly I viewed the empty hues of my
bees which I liad depended upon to furnish
me many a new gown this summer— all dead.
But I must save what I could of their homes.
I saved the straightest combs and hung them
in a light, airy place for future use. I washed
a phosphate sack clean, and put into it all

the crooked combs it would hold. It weighed
6 pounds. I put it into a large brass kettle
and filled it half full of soft water. I washed
a hoe clean and pressed it down into the
water. When I thought all was melted.
"John " made a pair of squeezers for me. of
two smooth pieces of boards with a door-
hinge between. I held the dry end of the
sack and John squeezed. We did a very
eoodiob. Ohio Bee-Woman.

If Mr. Hershiser had the slumgum
left after you squeezed out the wax
with your boards, doubtless he would
find a good deal of wax left in it. But
it is not easy by ordinary means to get
all the wax out.

of Weatherford: Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Gra-
ham, of Fort Worth; Mr. and Mrs. M. R.
Graham, of Fort Worth. Mrs. J. W. Morrow,
of I'auls Valley. Okla.; (Mr. John Graham,
of tireenville. was not present.) Of the
grand-children present were; Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Erisman. of Fort Worth. Mrs. Erisman
being a daughter of John Graham. W. M.

Many stories and reminiscences of old
times were enjoyed. No one seemed hap-
pier than Mother (iraham. Her children
were there to honor her with their presence,
her grand-children to do her homage, each
slrivitig to do sometliing for grandma; and
little Fred, her only great grandson present,
seemed to think that the whole occasion

Mother Graham's Birthday Celebration

-\t the beautiful residence of Wm. M.
Graham, in Fort Worth. Tex. a dinner was
given in honor of .Mother Graham, in the
celebration of the anniversary of her 80th
birthday. June 12. loio.

In the early 70's the writer made the ac-
quaintance of Wm. R. Graham and family.
at Greenville. Tex, Mr. Graham was a brick
contractor and builder. He built the pres-
ent court-house in Greenville, and many
other structures now standing in that city.
He was also one of the first scientific bee-
keepers in the State, and in connection with
the writer established the first factory for
the making of bee-hives and bee-keepers'
supplies in Texas.

In 1877 the State Bee-Keepers' Association
was organized in Greenville, and Wm R.
Graham was for a number of years its hon-
ored president. For nearly 20 years the an-
nual conventions were held at his residence,
in the beautiful grove, among the bees of
his extensive home apiary. He was loved
as a brother bv all whoknew him. He died
7 years ago. and June I2tli a family reunion
was held, with mother, children, grand-
children, and great grandchildren, with a
few old friends of tlie family present. The
living members of this family today are
mother. i sons. 2 daughters. 28 grand-chil-
dren, and 9 great grand-children. There
were present at lliis reunion: Mrs. Wm. R.
Graham, of Greenville: Mrs. H. L. Russell.

"Mother Graham's" 8oth Bikthday Party.

Graham's children are Olin. Ernest, Clifton.
Ravmon. Vera. Littie. and Aura. M. R. Gra-
ham's children are Margaret. Evelin, Aulton.
and M R,. Jr John Wesley Morrow, son of
Mrs. Morrow, of Paul's Valley. Okla. Of the
great grand-children only Fred Raymon
Frisman was present. The friends of the
family present were: Dr. and Mrs. W. R.
Howard. Thos. H. Rattan, and little Miss
Ella Lonise White, all of Fort Worth.
The dinner was spread in the spacious

dining hall of the handsome new mansion.
The table was loaded with everything good-
such a menu has never before been ex-

celled in the South. There were baked
turkey, chicken fried, smothered, fricasseed,
baked and stewed; roast beef, roast mutton,
baked fish with suitable dressing, fried fish,

all sorts of gravies and dressings, fruits,

pickles, sauces, salads, tomatoes, jellies,

preserves, ice-cream, cakes, sliced pine-
apples, and many other dishes and delicacies
" too numerous to mention."

was on his account. Four generations were
present, and all was enjoyment, happiness
and peace.

The photographer ended the festivities

by making group pictures. Then the visitors

sought Mother Graham, and many nice little

speeches were made, wishing her many re-

turns of the occasion, with all its happiness
and joy.

Mother Graham is well preserved for one
of her age. She can read the finest print
without the aid of spectacles. Her hair is

as black as in youth, with only here and
there a silver thread.

, ,..^

Fort Worth. Tex. W. R Howard. M. D.

Such gatherings as the foregoing

are indeed very enjoyable, and are all

too rare in this busy, work-a-day world

in which we live.

Canadian Beedom
Conducted by J. L. Byer, Mount Joy. Ontario. Canada.

Honey Crop Report and Prices

Today (July 22) I have received

blanks for honey crop report from Sec-
retary Hodgetts. The committee will

meet on Aug. 2. and consider the price

to be obtained for the season's output.

It is surprising ?—or rather shall I say,

gratifying—to notice that each year
more and more bee-keepers report,

and the great majority wait to hear
from the committee before selling their

crop. That the work is a great help to

the bee-keepers goes without saying,

and it is the best thing we have yet had
in a step towards more systematic

handling of the honey crop.

As to prices, it would be presump-
tuous for me to make any forecast, but

it seems likely that, in view of the short

crop, last year's prices will be at least

maintained, if not increased.

The National at Albany—A Texas "Chunk

Honey " Lunch

So it is settled for good that the next
ineeting of the National will be held at

Albany, N. Y. That is really too bad.

when so many of us Canucks wanted
to have it in "Toronto so as to entice a

great number of our cousins to come
over the border and see a really fine
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country. If correct, I believe Albany
is somewhere near where the " buck-
wheaters '" live, that we used to read
about in the bee-papers a few vears
ago. Not being partial to buckwheat,
it is consoling to know that the dis-
tance is not so far from Toronto but
that we can take a lunch with us if we
should decide to make the trip. Seri-
ously, though, a lot of us would like to
have had the meeting in Toronto this
year; but instead of being discouraged
we will keep a-doing for future favors,
although this fall we will be sure to
hear, "It's in the East this year; send
it West next."

Since writing the foregoing I have
had the .American Bee Journal in front
of rne, and happen to notice that it is
the intention of our genial secretary,
Mr. Scholl, to be at the Albany meet-
ing. That settles it as to the lunch
question, as he will be sure to have
some Texas " chunk honey " with him,
and I will impose on his hospitality for
the refreshing of the inner man, if it

should be my good fortune to be able
to attend the meeting.

Steam-Heated Uncapping-Knife Best

Today we finished extracting our
clover honey—all being left on the
hives till the season was over. There
IS just enough basswood honey coming
in to keep the bees from robbing, and
to make the work pleasant. Five days
steady going, handling combs all the
time, has made my finger ends so sore
that I can hardly strike the keys of the
tj'pe-writer, yet I suppose we would not
object if the work lasted another 5 days.
,We have used a steam-heated uncap-

ping-knife for the first time, and Mrs.
Byer (who is " uncapper-in-chief " in
o^r honey establishment) says no more
cold knives for her. As another user
has said, it is a " slick shaver," all right,
and saves a lot of muscle. It has the
fault of sealing over a few cells of
honey with wax now and then, but not
as many cells are closed as is often
done with a cold knife in thick honey,
as the best of operators will occasion-
ally do a little "gumming." The steam-
heated knife has come to stay, and my
half dozen other honey-knive's will not
be used much in the future.

Rapid Loss of Old Bees

In speaking of the very backward
weather we had the past spring, I am
made to say that the cold unseasonable
weather lasted right up to May 12th
(page 219), while, of course, it should
be June ]2th.

In the same item the writer promised
to say more next month about the bees
being in none too good condition at
the opening of the flow—said flow of
honey being heavy only a few days at
the start of bloom and then very indif-
ferent afterwards. I have already said
that the bees were not ready for the
flow at the start, so it is needless to
say that our crop from clover is very
light—about 35 pounds per colony,
whereas last year it was over lot), and
nearly all of it gathered in about 10
days.
Now the interesting and unsolved

roblem about the matter, in so far as
pts scribe is concerned, is as tohiu

what caused our old bees to drop out
of sight just at such a critical time
after they had been so very populous
all spring. Numerous writers have
been saying that during the cold
weather their bees stopped brood-rear-
ing, but this was not the case with us,
as nearly all colonies were jammed
with brood with the opening of the
flow, but there was not enough old
bees to care for this brood and still

have a big field-force to spare. The
scarcity of field-bees was only for
about 10 days, but after that the clover
yielded very poorly.
While we have had many theories

advanced as to the loss of the bees, the
only one I accept is the fact of the
bees being bare of honey from early
spring, as was the case with 75 percent
of the bees in Ontario this past season.
Against my will I had to feed sugar
syrup to most of the colonies, and
while they never were short of unsealed
stores, yet all colonies so treated were
in poor shape at the opening of the
flow, while some 40 that had enough
honey, and were not fed a drop of
syrup, came up to the harvest in rous-
ing shape, and stored more honey in
the same apiary than twice their num-
ber of sister colonies that had been fed
sugar syrup all spring. For winter
food, sugar is all right, but for spring

—

well, that is a different story, and I

would rather have 20 pounds of honey
in the hives on May 1st than -10 pound's
of syrup to be fed regularly with no
honey present in the hives.

As I have said, previous to June 12th
the weather was very unseasonable, and
I have an idea that the old bees were
lost in a vain attempt to get pollen, as
sugar syrup, as we all know, is no good
alone for brood-rearing. I have always
been opposed to spring feeding, and it

is needless to say last spring did not
make me any more favorable to the
practice. It is common to hear about
sealed stores being in the hive, and the
bees failing to uncap and use it for
brood-rearing. However that may be
with others, it is not so with my bees

—

probably because of a good deal of
Carniolan blood among them; but
whatever the reason, I know from
actual experience that if I have an
abundance of sealed stores in the hive
in early spring, my bees always come
into the harvest boiling over and ready
for the first honey that may come
along—and this without my having to
do a bit of feeding.

Last spring the honey was absent,
and so now is a good part of the crop
of honey which should have been
secured from the clover this year. Bass-
wood has been yielding a bit the last

few days—the first in 8 years, so it is

indeed quite a novelty for us to get a

taste of the honey again. Prospects
are real good for buckwheat—the first

smell of which was noticed today (July
22). With a big acreage of this plant
this year, and with the bees in splendid
condition, we are thinking that perhaps
our main crop will be after Aug. 1st

—

quite a change from only 5 or years
ago, when a field of buckwheat was
quite a curiosity in our neighborhood.
Fighting bad weeds explains this, as
the farmers can work the ground well
up till July, and then have a crop after-

wards.

Drone-Comb for Extracting-Supers

Every once in a while some one will
advocate the use of drone-combs for
extracting-supers. This advice is surely
a delusion and a snare, as the writer
has found out to his sorrow. The
most of my bees, through force of cir-
cumstances, have been bought from
others, and as a matter of course in
their original shape there was a lot of
drone-comb in the brood-chambers.
As long as this was the case, drone-
comb in the supers made little differ-
ence, but when I gradually got most
of the drone-comb out of the brood-
chambers, and then gave the drone-
comb supers, what a change was
noticed !

A few years ago I had our super-
combs badly filled with pollen in an off
season, and the following winter I cut
out semi-circles of the combs where
the pollen was, and allowed the bees
next spring to fill up these holes—with
tlrone-comb, of course. A foolish thing
to do, but then I didn't know any bet-
ter, and only got wise in the matter by
hard experience the following summer,
when the bees would absolutely refuse
to store honey in these drone semi-
circles, even when crowded for room

—

they seemed to think that drones were
to be reared, and lacking accommoda-
tion in the brood-nest, they expected
the queen to come and occupy this nice
center of the extracting-super.

This summer I have had a number of
cases like this, and when the drone-
comb was removed and substituted
with a worker-comb, the latter would
be filled with honey at once. I tested
the matter in a number of cases like
this, and every time the result was the
same. Practical demonstrations like
this are, in my judgment, worth a whole
lot of theories, and I certainly shall try
to get rid of a lot of my drone super-
combs as fast as possible. For the
buckwheat flow there is not much dif-
ference, if any, in the matter of drone
or worker combs, for at the time of the
year that the buckwheat blooms, drones
are a bit out of season, so to speak,
and the bees will then just as readily
store in drone-comb as they will in
worker-comb.

"The Honey-Money Stories"
This is a tU-page and cover booklet,

5^4 by 8)4 inches in size, and printed
on enameled paper. It contains a va-

riety of short, bright stories, mixed
with facts and interesting items about
honey and its use. It has 31 half-

tone pictures, mostly of apiaries or
apiarian scenes; also 3 bee-songs,
namely: "The Hum of the Bees in

the Apple-Tree Bloom," and "Buck-
wheat Cakes and Honey," and "The
Bee-Keeper's Lullaby." It ought to be
in the hands of every one not familiar

with the food-value of honey. Its ob-
ject is to create a larger demand for

honey. It is sent postpaid for 25 cents,

but we will mail a single copy as a

sample for 15 cents, 5 copies for 60

cents, or 10 copies by express for $1.00.

A copy with the ."Xmerican Bee Journal
one year—both for $1.10. Send all or-

ders to the American Bee Journal, 146

W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.
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Southern Beedom
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl. New Braunfels, Tex.

The Texas Bee-Keepers' Association

I have received the following pro-
gram which will be taken up at the
next meeting of the Texas State Bee-
Keepers' Association, which will be
held at College Station, Tex., during
the meeting of the Texas Farmers'
Cpngress, July 26, 27 and 28, 1910. This
will be a big event at the College, and
it is hoped that there will be a large
attendance from all parts of the State.

The program is as follows :

Roll call.
Prayer— Rev. W. A. Sampey.
Appointment of committees.
Reception of members.
President's Address.
' Systematizing the Membership of the

Association"—W. T.Childress and Louis H.
Scholl.
"The Necessary Qualifications of the Be-

ginner in the Bee-Business "—F. L. Aten and
D. C. Milam.
" Queens. Honey, or Bees—Which Pays

the Best ?—W. H. Laws and W. O. Victor.
" The General Habits of the Honey-Bee "

—C. B. Bankston and Ernest E. Scholl.

•'The Hive Best Adapted for .\ll Pur-
poses"—Willie Atchley and Jno. W. Pharr.

"The Progress of Bee-Keeping in Our
State as Compared with Other States"—
Louis H. Scholl and L. R. Dockery.

" How to Create and Maintain a Uniform
Honey Market"—O. P. Hyde and W. W.
Mayfield.
"Supplies for the .\piary—What I Recom-

mend and Why?"—Udo Toepperwein and
W. H. White.

" Is it Profitable for the Honey-Producer
to Rear His Own Queens ?"—Grant Ander-
son and J. W. Taylor.

" Out-.Apiaries and their Management "—
J. B. King and W. C. Collier.

" The Comparative Merits of the Deep and
Shallow, and the 8 and 10 Frame Hives"—J.

M. Hagood and W. C. Conrads.
" The Best Methods of Artificial Increase"

—T- P. Robinson and W. H. Laws.
Does a Man Have to Know How to Rear

Good Queens to Be a Successful Honey-Pro-
ducer?"—W. O. Victor and F. L. Aten.
Reports of committees.
Election of officers.
.Adjournment.
Note.—The Question-Box at close of each

session.

Honey-Dew—Laying Workers, Etc.

We have had the heaviest "honey-
dew " flow ever known in this part of

the State. We have tons of the stuff.

What are we to do with the black stutt ?

L.-vviNG Workers !

So Mr. Latham thinks that laying
workers are not so common as some
would have us think. He seems to be-
lieve much of the work done by sup-
posed laying workers is done by un-
dersized queens. " Allen," you are
wrong. (See Gleanings, page 34-5.)

Much Sw.\rming.

This has been a great year for
swarming in this part of the State.

Bees have swarmed and re-swarmed,
and kept up swarming with the result

that those of us who have out-apiaries
have lost more swarms than usual.

Introducing Queens.

This mav not be new, but I will state

it for the benefit of those that are in-

terested. I hnd that queens that have
been laying for only 2 or 3 days are
very much harder to introduce than
those that have been laying for some
time.

When Bees G.vaw Combs.

I don't like to hold opposite views in

apiculture with such men as J. E. Crane,
of Vermont, but it he believes the bees
in Vermont gnaw combs "just because
they want to," and rebuild it with drone-
comb, I am almost A' -••'''/'/;< he is mis-
taken. Bees gnaw down combs from
two causes, and rebuild with drone-

One of Scholl's Assistants Ready to
Take Supers Off.—See page 254.

comb : Defective combs, and want of
wax when no honey is being gathered.
No, Mr. Crane, bees don't gnaw down
combs in Texas "just because they
want to,'" and rebuild with drone-comb.
(Gleanings, page 378.)

Delays of Goods Ordered.

I wish there was some way to com-
pel bee-supply dealers not to accept
orders for supplies unless they could,
or would, fill them in a reasonable
length of time. I have had heavy losses
for two years in succession because I

could not get my honey cans ordered
from 2 to 3 months before needed each
year. This was not caused from delay
in transit, but because they were not
shipped.

The Drouth ano Honey-Dew.

We are in the midst of another seri-
ous drouth in our portion of the " Lone
Star" State, and if we don't have rain
imtnediately our crop of light honey
will be very short. The drouth, though,
is favorable for the honey-dew, of
which we already have a large crop

—

very much more than we want. If any
one knows where we could find a mar-
ket for the stuff I would be pleased to
hear from him. It's almost as black as
ink. and the flavor is anything but
good. Such is honey-dew in Texas.

"Real" and "Insect" Honey-Dew.
D. M. Macdonald, of Banff, Scotland,

seems to favor the belief that there is
a icai honey-dew (June 1.5th, Glean-
ings, page 388). The subject is a rather
deep one for an uneducated person to
deal with, like the writer, but it would
take more evidence than has been yet
furnished to convince me that the so-
called honey-dew is anything but the
excretion of insects, and never a secre-
t/on of the leaves of trees. Of course,
we have some plants that have nectar-
glands, such as the cotton-plant, cow-
peas, etc., that secrete nectar ; but
could this be called "honey-dew?" I
think not. L. B. Smith.
Rescue, Tex., June 23.

Bulk-Comb Honey Production

We have already produced, up to this
time, 18,000 to 20,000 pounds of bulk-
comb honey for our spring and early
summer crop. This was unusual, as,

in the localities where our apiaries
are, we do not usually " figure " on a
spring crop, but depend upon our main
crop from cotton and other sources
later in the summer and fall. We have
a spring crop every few years, how-
ever, and when we do it is just that
much in addition to the main crop,
since one does not depend upon an-
other. That is to say, we can more
safely figure on our summer and fall

crop, no matter whether we have a
spring crop or not. If our crop yet to
come equals our average we have ob-
tained year after year, we may safely
figure on more than twice as much
more of bulk-comb honey than we
have already obtained.
Now, it must be explained that nearly

all of the above has been comb honey
only, without the extracted honey
added to itto make " bulk-comb honey."
Since we have produced, comparatively,
only a very small amount of e.xtracted
honey, we have had to resort to buying
this with which to pack the comb
honey. Consequently we have bought
over 2.5,000 pounds of e.xtracted honey,
of which the greater portion has al-

ready been used for the above purpose.
This brings our output (not entirely
our own production altogether) up to
quite a large figure.

The bees are in fine condition and
are at work mainly in cotton-fields
now. The prospects from this source
are very favorable. It must be con-
sidered, however, that our bees have
not been managed entirely for a honey
crop, in which case a much better
showing would have resulted. Instead,
most of our apiaries were run for in-

crease, the majority having been in-
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creased 50 percent and more, and the
honey crop was "jnst taken along as a

side-line." The reason of our exten-
sive increase each year is because we
have to about double our output each

Scholl's Favorite for Bulk-Comb Honey
—THE Divisible Hive.

year to meet the increasing demand for
our product—" bulk comb honey."
Four years ago, 7000 pounds was our

largest output up to that time, and we
thought it an enormously big crop (for

an enthusiastic, young, extensive bee-
keeper, of course). The following year
it was 20,000 pounds, and the demand
far e.xceeded the supply. This was fol-

lowed by over 61,000 pounds last year,

with a demand over the supply amount-
ing to 6 or 7 carloads more. What the
total output will be this year we can
not yet say, but we have more than
doubled our number of colonies by in-

crease and buying, that we had last year.

This only shows how one can grow
into a business, and, also, i/iai bulk-

comb honey production is a success.

How Bulk-Comb Honey Production Looks

in the Apiaries

The accompanying pictures will give
the reader an idea of how it looks to

have a large crop of bulk-comb honey
" stacked up " on the hives in the api-

aries. These " snaps " were taken at

idifferent times and in different places,

just before the first supers were being
removed. Several of the yards, where
the honey-flow was the best, averaged
(i supers to the hive of finished product.
At one of the yards all the honey was
left on until after the honey-flow, and
it was a sight worth seeing. While a
few colonies only had 2 and 3 supers
on them, the greater part averaged (i

supers, and many 7, while some had 8

supers. The yard averaged ISO pounds
per colony of all comb honey, which
sold at an average of 12 cents per
pound.
You will notice that the divisible-

brood-chamber hives, and the same
kind of shallow supers, are in evidence
in all the pictures. This is not only my

favorite, but it is the best hive and su-
per arrangement that I know of for
bulk-comb honey production.
The outside of the hives look well

enough in the pictures, especially if

you can draw on your imagination a
bit as to what mifflit be inside of those
" stacks !"

Next month I'll show you the inside.

Contributed Articles

The Strange Season of 1910

BY HON. EUGENE SecOR.

Was it Isaac Watts who wrote some-
thing like the following lines—a poem
more familiar to the last generation
than to this hurrying, scurrying age ?

Judtie not the Lord by feeble sense,
But trust him for his grace;

Behind a frowning cloud he liides
An ever-sniiling face.

At any rate, that fact has been again
demonstrated this verj' season. What
looked like the blackness of despair
has been turned to golden fruition so
far as bee-keepers in this bailiwick is

concerned.
Tliis has been an abnormal year.

Nothing like it is remembered by the
oldest inhabitant.
Nineteen-ten will long be referred to

as a freaky season, and I reckon that in

the next generation fathers will regale
their children with stories of the olden
time when March and April changed
places, and when the apple-blossoms
were frozen as stifle as wa.x flowers

;

when pie-plant a foot high lopped over
and gave up the ghost; when box-
elders, white elms, and soft maples

light underwear, and had gone off on
his summer vacation

!

But you can't always tell what that
captivating maiden called " Sunny Al-
berta " has up her sleeve. She's a co-
quette. She likes to make us believe
she loves us when she's flirting with
the other fellow. When we had taken
her at her word and had donned our
most beautiful garments, she turned
the cold shoulder, and with a counte-
nance that froze the very marrow in
our bones she said she never loved us.

Worse than that, she let loose the co-
horts of her lover Frost King, and tried

to compass our ruin. The battle was
short but furious. Dead hopes lay
thick upon the field. We cried out in

our childish way, "The day is lost!
Everything is gone !"

The basswood's tender shoots shriv-
eled and fell, and even the hardy clover
leaves wilted and looked like the
blackened corpses of their former
selves. Apples, plums and cherries
were in full bloom, or had started fruit,

and the bees had been reveling in un-
seasonable lu.xury. But instead of
elysian beauty the wreckage of heaven
lay about us like a pall after the blast
from the regions of perpetual snow.

A Bunch of Sriioi.i.'s .Stacks of Delicious Sweetness.

were caught flinging their banners to

the breeze, inviting to the feast the
bees ; when the willows, cottonwoods
and all the hardy race of early-leafing

shrubs and perennials put out their

tender shoots early in April, just as

though Jack Frost had gone out of
business, shaven off his beard, put on

What fools we mortals be! How
short-sighted is the mortal vision? In
30 days Nature had mercifully covered
up the dead by a new growth that

looked fresher and greener than the

first. Many plants—grapes for exam-
ple—put out blossoms and formed fruit

on the second growth. Strawberries,
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though discouraged at first, matured
quite a good crop from late blossoms.
Basswood bloomed quite profusely,

and, what is better, is yielding nectar.

We are now in the midst of the linden

the thinner it became, until often, by
the time I cased it, a section could not
be turned upon its side without this

thin honey dropping out and daubing
everything upon which it fell. From

A Profitable Corner in One of Scholl's Apiaries.—See page 254.

harvest, and the perfume cheers the
bee-keeper's heart.

The best crop of white clover honey
has been secured tliat we have had for

many years. Supers are piled three

and four high on the best colonies.

We have the finest honey ever put up
by those matchless alchemists—the

bees.

The season has been hot since the

middle of May, with little rain, but
everything is looking well.

Many bees were in poor condition in

the spring, and where not fed the loss

was heavy. The owners of such are
not bragging. It is another instance
in proof of the wisdom of keeping the
pitcher right side up, even if it doesn't
rain honey.
Forest City, Iowa, July 15.

Ripening Section Honey
BV G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A correspondent writes me that he
prefers not to shake the bees all off his

section honey, but desires quite a few
left on, when he puts the surplus in the
box under the cloth, to rid the same of

bees; for before they come up on the
cloth to get out each bee fills itself with
honey, and this honey is always the
thin honey in the unsealed cells which
are around the outer margin of the
sections. And the more of this margin
honey the bees take out the better, as
it saves its dripping out from these few
outside unsealed cells when scraping
the sections and putting them in the
cases for market.

These words carried me back to the
time when I used to store section
honey in a room on the north side of
the house, as I then thought that the
cooler honey was kept the better. But
I found by thus keeping the honey in

the few unsealed cells next the section,

which many colonies insist in leaving
without capping, kept thin, and the
longer the honey staid thus stored be-

fore it was gotten ready for market.

this I thought I had struck a bright
idea, when I told all the bee-keepers
who visited me that all sections should
be kept right side up at all times if we
would keep things tidy and slick and
inviting about our product. Of course,
the apiarist could do this ; but how
about the merchant who bought it' and
the consumer ?

For several years I sold my honey to

the same merchant, and I well remem-
ber taking a sample section of snow-
white honey to him, and the first thing
he did was to turn the section down flat

in his hand, as his eyes looked admir-
ingly upon it ; but said gaze was only
momentary, for the honey from the
unsealed cells, which I had been so
careful to keep in place, was dripping
down between his fingers, which caused
a feeling other than admiration to come
over him. I then gave him a lesson in

handling honey, and never afterward
did I see him handle honey except in

an upright position. But however well
a few could do this, the great mass
were sure to do just the thing my mer-
chant first did, so that the many would
become disgusted with the "dauby
stuff," even if the bee-keepers and the
merchant did not.

After studying on the matter for
some time, I chanced to see Mr. Bet-
singer, who had been brought up
among the bee-keepers living about
" Father Quinby," and while there I

went to see his honey, which was kept
in a small building a few rods from
any other, the same being only about 8
feet high, and having a rusty tin roof
on it. As we went in I remarked about
the great heat inside. He told me that

this was as he desired, for this great
heat ripened his honey so that it was
thick, never sweat or turned of that
watery appearance so often seen when
honey was stored in a cool or damp
place ; and best of all, it never leaked
so as to daub things.

Acting upon what he had said, he
picked up a section which had been in

the room 10 days, or such a matter, and
turned it over backwards and forwards

and top side down, then laid it flat

down on a table and left it. After look-
ing over the honey all I cared for, we
came back to the table, when I picked
up the section and there was not a par-
ticle of drip about it or on the table.
As I remarked on how nice such a
condition was, he picked up one he
had brought from the hives an hour or
or two before I came, when upon going
through the same proceedings, it not
only " leaked " in handling, but dripped
several drops on the table. I now saw
what was the remedy for my trouble,
for up to this time I had always kept
my honey in some of the rooms on the
lower floor at the north side of the
house. I thanked Mr. B. for what I

had learned, and stored the rest of that
year's crop in a south chamber, which,
with the 1^^-story house which I then
occupied, was so close under the roof
that it was too uncomfortably hot to
sleep in during the summer months.
When getting this part of my honey
ready for market, it was such a comfort
in not having a particle of drip from
the unsealed cells, that I resolved when
building a shop and honey-house com-
bined, I would paint that part of it

black in which the honey was to be
stored. On thinking the matter over, I

saw that this honey-room should be in
the southwest corner of the building,
and so it was located there.

After building and locating it as
above, the mid-day and afternoon sun
would heat this room to 90 and 100 de-
grees, and in very warm weather it

would sometimes go to lOtj, on account
of the black paint absorbing the heat
to such an extent. I often feared there
would come a time when it would rise
to so great a heat that the combs in the
sections would melt down ; but it never
did. When I would get from 1000
pounds to several tons in this room,
the whole would become so warm dur-
ing the day that it would act as a kind
of " balance wheel," and thus the tem-
perature would remain from 80 to 95
degrees the whole 24 hours, unless we
had several days of cool or cloudy
weather, as the honey heated during
the day would hold its heat well up to
the next forenoon, and again in turn
hold its cooler degree, obtained during
the night, well up toward the evening
of the next day. Later on, when I came
in possession of an automobile, I added
a "wing" to the south side of a build-
ing, covered this with a paper roofing,
and painted the wing and roofing with
a red paint, using a part of the room
for the auto, and a part for storing sec-
tion honey and getting the same ready
for market. In order that I might
work at any of my various occupations
during the winter months, I put a stove
in this wing, and herein I found an ad-
ditional comfort about the ripening of
my section honey.

At two different seasons, with the
room in the shop, there came one of
those damp, cool times when the air is

almost "wringing wet" with moisture,
during which the sun was not seen
for a space of from 10 days to 2 weeks.
I now found that the black paint was
no better than white, nor wa-s this room
better during such a spell than was
those I had formerly used on the north
side of the house ; the result being,
that at the end of these spells the
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honey had gathered dampness not at
all pleasing to me. But with the stove
I was master of the situation, even did
"Old Sol" see fit to hide his face be-
hind the cold, black clouds for 2 weeks
at a time, and the honey was going
right on ripening and thickening all
the while, even if I delayed getting it

ready for market till the shorter days
of fall came on with frosty nights.

By thus having my honey thoroughly
ripened till it was so thick that it would
hardly "run," when a section dropped
so as to be broken on the floor by
some carelessness on my part, I found
that far less would be damaged in ship-
ping, stay much longer in good condi-
tion when stored in the warehouse of
the merchant, and give far better satis-
faction to the consumer.
Borodino, N. Y.

Long-Tongue Clover Queens,Etc
BY G. C. GREINER.

It is not my intention to flatter any
one, but I believe I can truly say that
Mr. Byer always presents his subjects
in such a common-sense sort of way
that his articles are not only interest-
ing but instructive at the same time.
Although I do not see things always as
he does, I agree with him on many
points. On page 332 (1909) he says:

"The long-tongue-idea, in so far as
it refers to the different races, is pretty
much a humbug." This is exactly my
opinion. I always thought so, and I

think so yet, and the reason why I have
never expressed myself publicly in such
a decided way is because I was waiting
for some good authority to bear me out
in it.

During a bee-keeping career of about
34 years, my banner colonies that pro-
duced the heaviest yields of honey have
always been blacks or hybrids—never
Italians. A year ago last summer I

had one Italian queen that did better
than anything else I had late in the
season, but her aggregate yield was be-
low that of many others in the yard.
The colony that produced my largest
yield last season—about 2()5 pounds of
white clover honey, gathered in less
than 20 days, and from 45 to 50 pounds
of buckwheat honey—were a mixture
of one Italian to three blacks—hardly
enough Italian blood mixed in to call
them hybrids. Where does the long-
tongue feature come in, in this case ?
Have they retained it as an heirloom
from some of their ancestors ?

On the other hand, I have all regard
for the sincere intentions and claims
of our long-tongue queen-breeders;
their efiforts to benefit mankind are
very commendable, but, in my opinion,
they are deceived. It is with the long-
tongue theory the same as it is with all
our imagined successes. At first we
feel a little skeptical ourselves, but we
keep harping on our pet theories from
one year to another until we believe
them ourselves, while the world at
large is laughing at our foolish notions.

Bee-Tight Honey-House.

On the same page, Mr. Byer makes
some remarks on the bee-tight honey-
house question, and I indorse all he
says in its favor. A bee-tight honey-

house is certainly a bee-keeper's desid-
eratum. I can tell Mr. B. that my
honey-house is not only bee-tight, but
fly and mosquito tight also; and that
isn't all, it is as mouse, rat and sc|uirrel
proof as it is bee-tight. To read Mr.
B.'s squirrel experience is quite amus-
ing. I would not advise any of his
squirrels to enter my honey-house un-
invited

; I would make their visit so
decidedly unpleasant that thev would
not call a second time.

When I built my present honey-
house, some 8 or 9 years ago, I in-
tended to use it as a fumigating box
whenever necessity should require it.

But during all this time I never had
any real occasion for this purpose. I
fumigated once—the second year it was
built—just to see how it would work in
case of need. I noticed a few webs
among the combs on the comb-shelves,
and for an experiment I set the sulphur
smudge a-going. It made such a com-
plete job of it that I could not ask for
any better arrangement. And in re-
gard to mice or rats, I never had the
first sign of either. I am so completely
set against these vermins that I would
leave, if they wouldn't. But I venture
to say, that their stay would be ex-
tremely short, if any of them would risk
their poor carcasses inside of my
honey-house. There is no hiding-place
anywhere. The whole building—floor,
sides and roof—is made of matched
and dressed lumber; doors and win-
dows and all joints are as close-fitting
as mechanical workmanship could
make them, so that the building itself
is a trap for all undesirable visitors
that get inside of it.

Buckwheat Swarms.

As a rule, we have no buckwheat
honey to speak of in this locality. The
conditions Mr. Byer describes in his
article on the same page, nearly covers
my case. Although he beats me a little
on the surplus, I can "go him one bet-
ter " on the time of issue. A year ago
last summer we had an uncommonly
heavy buckwheat flow during the sec-
ond half of August, which changed to
a continual flow from fall flowers, last-
ing until the middle of October. Con-
trary to former experiences, I had a
regular buckwheat swarm on Aug. 16th,
and still another on the 26th. Both
swarms were equally as strong as any
regular prime swarm in June, espe'-
cially the second one, which I hived on
a set of empty combs, expecting to
supply them with the necessary winter
stores by exchanging some of their
empty combs for heavy combs of honey.
During the few weeks following they
grew so heavy that I considered them
all right without any extra feeding;
and when I requested a bee-keeping
friend, who called at the yard later in
the seaison, to lift this hive, he was
surprised when I told him the date of
their issue. They actually seemed, as
Dr. Miller says, nailed to the ground.
But I made tlie mistake not to pro-

vide them with a set of extracting
combs, for undoubtedly they would
have stored some surplus. It is often
on account of our own neglect that we
are the losers. As we can not foretell
the season, it stands us in hand always
to be prepared for just such emergen-
cies. With the honey-producer, a few
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days ahead or behind-time will many
times make all the difference between
gain or loss.

La Salle, N. Y.

Nosema Apis—A Bee-Parasite
BY C. P. DADANT.

This newly discovered parasite of the
honey-bee is not yet proven to be the
cause of the spring diseases of the
bee—dysentery, diarrhea, paralysis orMay disease—and I fully agree with the
editorial in the American Bee Journal
for June, concerning the needlessness
of worrying about its discovery. There
would rather be cause for rejoicing
that another step has been made which
may enable us to conquer diseases al-
ready existing, but which have thus
far been permitted to thrive until they
naturally worked themselves out.

I repeat it, it is not at all proven that
Nosema Apis is the cause of bee-diar-
rhea, constipation or May disease
however probable it may seem. It is
true that Dr. Zander has succeded in
reproducing the disease by feeding col-
onies with honey mixed with excre-
ments of diseased bees containing this
parasite. But the English scientists
had already pointed out what they
thought to be the cause of these spring
diseases; some of them described a
bacillus which they named "bacillus
depilis," owing to the hairless appear-
ance of the diseased bees. Cheshire
also described what he called " bacillus
Gaytoni," charged with the same mis-
deed.

In order to be able distinctly to trace
a disease to a certain organism, it is
first necessary to single this organism
out from among the thousands which
inhabit every living or dead body, make
cultures of it containing no other or-
ganism, and then succeed in producing
the identical disease with the these cul-
tures. Failing in this, or doing what
was done by Dr. Zander, you can only
surmise concerning the probability o'f
this parasite being the true cause, and
not a result, of the disease. What hap-
pened concerning foul brood is an evi-
dence of tlie correctness of this. Dr.
White, of the bacteriological Bureau at
Washington, has clearly shown that
the true bacillus of malignant Ameri-
can foul brood could not be cultured
on ordinary bouillons, beef broth, etc.
but could be reared only on larval food'
When by the help of the microscope
you investigate the domain of the in-
finitely small, you meet thousands of
different organisms, animal and vegeta-
ble, and in order to find the guilty one
you must breed them in turns and test
singly their powers for harm, if you
wish to be positively sure.
The Germans themselves long ago

thought to have detected the cause of
the May disease, and described a micro-
organism which they called "mucor
mucedo," of which T. W. Cowan gives
a description in his "Guide-Book,"
page 187, and through the action of
which these scientists explained the
diseased bees' inability to fly. This in-
ability is well known, and is one of the
reasons for naming the disease " paraly-
sis."

The reader thus sees that there has
been no lack of research and informa-
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tion concerning tlie malady, but noth-
(ing definite was proven. It is mucli to

be hoped that Dr. Zander is right. If

we can once put our finger on the
cause of the trouble, the remedy will

be more easily secured.
Dysentery, or more properly diar-

rhea, and the May disease, are quite
different in their conditions, although
in some cases the latter may have re-

sulted from the former. In dysentery,
the bees having been confined to the
hive in cold weather on improper food,
are unable to retain the fecal matter
contained in their bowels, and instead
of waiting till a warm day to eject it as
usual in the open air on the wing, they
discharge it at the entrance, and often
even on the inside among the cluster.

They soil each other in this manner,
crawl out or scatter about the hive, get
chilled, and die. It does not matter
whether the food consists of too thin
or watery honey, or honey containing
a large percent of pollen or of honey-
dew, fruit juices, or even the product of
sorghum mills, and perhaps sometimes
of watery sugar syrup of low quality.

Long confinement and poor food com-
bined often produce this result.

In mild cases where only a portion
of the bees suffer, or when the con-
finement is not of siffficient duration to

compel them to discharge themselves
in the hive, the bees, after a good flight,

may become healthy again. Evidently
there are different degrees of the dis-

ease. After confinement bees always
discharge a certain amount of fecal

matter, but out-of-doors and on the
wing, and in healthy conditions, this

matter is nearly solid, and there is no
trace of diarrhea.

It is not only in cold weather and
under the above-mentioned conditions
that such a disease may cause havoc
and ruin. The confinement of a colony
to the hive with fresh honey in hot
weather, without sufficient ventilation,

may produce a similar result within a

very few hours. Years ago Mr. Lang-
stroth noticed this fact, which he re-

lated in the following words :

" When bees are confined to a close atmos-
phere, especially if dampness is added to its

injurious influences, they are sure to be-
come diseased, and large numbers, if not
the whole colony, perish from dysentery. Is

it not under circumstances precisely similar
tliat cholera and dysentery prove most fatal
to human beings? * * « I examined last
summer (1852) the bees of a new swarm
which had been suffocated for want of air.
and found their bodies distended with a
yellow and noisome substance, just as
though they had perished from dysentery.
A few were still alive, and instead of honey
their bodies were filled with this same dis-
gusting fluid; though the bees had not been
shut up more than two hours."

Since the above was written by Mr.
Langstroth, the same remark has been
made by myself and many others.

The May disease is very different

from diarrhea or dysentery. It is true
that in this malady the abdomen of the
bees is distended also with nauseating
fecal matter, but it should be called

constipation rather than dysentery, for
in nearly every instance the bees are
unable to discharge this matter from
the abdomen. It causes them to drag
themselves about in great misery, mov-
ing their limbs with difficulty, and for
that reason many persons denominate
this sickness " paralysis" or "vertigo.''

In mild countries the disease has so
often appeared in spring at the opening

of warm weather that thev have de-
nominated it

'• May disease ;" in French,
" Mal-de-mai ;" in Italian, " Mal-di-mag-
gio," etc.

Sunny Florida, warm Southern Cali-
fornia, the province of Ancona, in Italy,
on the Adriatic, to the south of Venice
(which are all countries with very mild
winters), suffer quite often, though
irregularly, from the May disease, and
the description is everywhere the same
—bees crawling about as if in great
misery, with more or less distended
abdomens, incapacity to evacuate (the
reverse of dysentery), their bodies
shining because of loss of hairs, and
the queen herself sometimes contami-
nated with the same trouble. The dis-
ease has been charged to different
causes. In Italy many apiarists strenu-
ously blame its appearance to the blos-
soms of the hawthorne and other early
shrubs (Dubini, L'Ape, page 192), but
the disease appears in countries where
no such blossoms are found.
Can it be that this disease and ordi-

nary diarrhea are chargeable to the
same cause, the Nosema ? When we
remove the cause of ordinary dysen-
tery, it ceases at once, but the May dis-
ease is an epidemic, which, although
usually of slight importance, some-
tirnes destroys many bees and impov-
erishes large apiaries. These matters
need further investigation before posi-
tive assertions may be made concern-
ing them.
Hamilton, 111.

Can I Nake a Living with Bees?
BY J. C. FR.\NK.

It depends upon the man or woman
who is back of the venture, and how
much is required for a living. To the
person with ordinary intelligence mixed
with good, hard common-sense, not
afraid to work, and who has the quality
of stick-to-it-iveness that is necessary
for success in any line of business,
there is no question but what a sub-
stantial living can be made with bees,
and some money be laid up besides.
That is, taking into consideration that
the family is not of the over-extrava-
gant kind, and can live within a rea-
sonable limit.

There is no business today that pro-
duces quicker returns than bees, or a
greater percentage of profit for the
money invested. Nothing on the face
of the earth is so full of business as
the busy little bee. She is more indus-
trious and earns more in proportion to
her weight than the human being.
Give her a fair chance and she will

prove to be a savings bank, yielding
daily dividends.
The reason there are so many un-

successful attempts in the bee-business
is, that people who have made a failure
in life at some other pursuit finally

take up bee-keeping. Nothing could
be more absurd; one incapable of
making a living in other lines is not
very likely to succeed with bees. Then,
too, many plunge into bee-keeping on
too large a scale, without any previous
knowledge or experience.
Did you ever know a man who has

lived on a farm all his life, made farm-
ing a life study, and without any pre-
vious knowledge or experience under-

take to practice law or medicine ? Or,
in fact, any other profession ? If you
do, you certainly don't know of any
one who has made a success of it, do
you? One is just as reasonable as the
other—it requires just as much expe-
rience to manage successfully a large
apiary with a profit as it does any
other business or profession, yet there
are thousands of bright and intelligent
men any women who deliberately un-
dertake bee-keeping on too large a
scale, without any knowledge or ex-
perience, and anticipate quick returns
and large profits. These same men
would no doubt advise you very
fatherly not to undertake manufacturing
or any kind of mercantile business un-
less you had first gained sufficient ex-
perience.
To the novice who desires to embark

in the bee-business, a brief outline of
the surest plan may prove helpful.

First of all, do not plunge. A
plunger rarely succeeds unless he has
considerable experience. The better
way is to handle a few colonies as a
side-issue, or work as a helper in a
large and practical apiary. Profit by
the other fellow's experience. Read,
study and observe. Increase your api-
ary as you gain experience, and suc-
cess warrants it. By going slowly and
carefully while learning, your mistakes
will cost you very little.

Location is the foundation of suc-
cess. A great deal depends upon the
locality. Start right, be sure to secure
a well sheltered location. This is ab-
solutely necessary.
When conducted along legitimate

business lines, and with proper knowl-
edge of the req^airements of the busi-
ness, there is no line any more profit-
able, in proportion to the amount in-
vested, than that of bee-keeping.
Of course, the first requirement is a

knowledge of the business. The sec-
ond requirement is scarcely less im-
portant, and that is, good, energetic
stock. Scrubs or hybrids are not
profitable in any sense of the word.
Where these requirements are ob-

served there is no industry on a more
stable foundation than the bee-business,
and there is no industry that is leaping
up in popularity faster.

The United States Secretary of Agri-
culture showed by his last report that
the bee-industry amounted to more
dollars and cents than any other indus-
try, in proportion.

In all you do, profit by your mis-
takes, stick to it, and don't become dis-
couraged. A half-hearted individual
never won success in any undertaking.
Get after it with a determination. A
living from bee-keeping is easyenough !

Not that alone, but it is the most pleas-
ant and independent business you could
engage in. Thousands are making a
living from bee-keeping, and paying
for nice, comfortable homes. You can
be one of them, if you only try.

Dodge City, Kan.

Aids to Swarm Prevention

BY D. M. M.\CD0NAL1).

Last month's article reviewed some
of the more patent causes for swarm-
ing. It may be of interest now to
record various means employed for
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checking or preventing the causes tend-

ing towards the evolution of the

swarming fever. When a doctor has

truly diagnosed any particular disease,

he likes to discover the root cause for

its appearance; and then, not content

with simply applying the known reme-

dies to the actual part or organ af-

fected, he also tries to eliminate the

germinating influences or conditions

without doing which indeed his medi-

cines or curative appliances would
have little or no effect in bringing

about a permanent restoration to

health.
The causes already given supply us

with some fundamental reasons for

bees swarming, and these may now be

grouped into three classes : 1st, Those
centering on the queen. 2d, Those re-

lating to the condition of the brood-

nest; and 3d, Extraneous circum-

stances relating chiefly to the hive,

locality, and surroundings. Under each

of these heads it may elucidate the

matter if we consider briefly the means
generally employed to prevent the

swarming bacillus from taking root

and growing. Assuming that when
working for extracted honey the bee-

keeper has the matter fairly well under
control, what will be said relates

mainly to those who work for comb
honey.

Queens.

1. Old queens are an undoubted
source of swarming. Young queens,

on the contrary, are distinctly averse

to taking any steps tending to unset-

tling the domestic arrangements of the

hive interior. Some authorities go so far

as to assert that a young home-bred
queen will not issue with a swarm dur-

ing her natal season. If not prepared

to go, the whole experience tends to

the conclusion that it holds good to a

very marked extent.

2. Withdrawing the queen tempo-
rarily at the critical period has cer-

tainly a deterrent effect. Brood con-

gestion ceases, cells become available

for storing, nurses become active fora-

gers at an early date, and the interreg-

num causes a new set of circumstances

to prevail in the brood-nest. There-

fore when the queen is restored, the

whole force is intent on gathering and
storing honey, consequently all desire

for a trek has been suppressed, and a

sweet feeling of content follows her re-

introduction. The Spirit of the Hive,

aware of the necessity for strengthen-

ing their numbers by mere brood in-

stincts, the workers to clear and polish

all cells, will, in advance of her require-

ments, consign the honey upstairs

where the bee-keeper most desires to

have it stored.

3. Temporarily caging the queen has

at least a moderating influence in re-

tarding preparations for the construc-

tion of swarm-cells. It acts on the

bees somewhat as did her withdrawal,

but may not be so good for herself;

and confining her on one or two frames
separated from the regular brood area

by some open divider might be more
effective.

4. Cutting out embryo queen-cells

periodically is a distinct check, but it is

an upsetting job, and raises so much
disturbance, unless where special cir-

cumstances aid the operation, that it is

not so extensively practiced as it was at

one time. The same may be said of

"inversion." In both cases good is

mixed with evil.

0. Perhaps clipping the queen's wings
is depended upon more than any other
" cure," but it has no power to check
the instinct.

6. Two or more queens in one hive is

a system only yet on its trial. Along
this path, however, there is food for
thought, and ample scope for experi-
ment.

Brood.

Closely allied to the question of the
queen is that of the brood.

1. A congested condition in the
breeding chamber at once generates
the swarming impulse, and when it

synchronizes with several other prime
factors, the fever turns into a mania.
A timely withdrawal of one or more
frames of sealed brood, and the substi-

tution of a frame or frames of comb or
foundation, not only supplies the queen
with room for ovipositing, but affords

work for the bees eager to build, store

or nurse the new batches of larvae.

2. Spreading the brood, timeously
carried out, at least partially carries

out the same end frequently, and will

be more fully considered in the con-
cluding article.

3. The " Jones plan " is merely named
to be rejected as a cruel, gruesome and
unnecessary device. Practically the
same end can be secured with humane
treatment of the brood-nest.

4. The close connection between the
appearance of drone-brood in a hive

and the inception and construction of

embryo queen-cells is very noticeable.

Therefore, everything possible should
be done to keep the brood-nest all-

worker comb. If a few drone-cells are

desired, provide them only in the outer
frames.

.5. Doubling the brood-frame capacity

by placing a second body above or be-

low the first, and giving the queen the

whole range of, say, 20 frames, is one
of the best aids to swarm prevention.
But queen and bees have here ample
scope for their energies. Double early

in the season, and contract later.

6. What is known as the " Simmins
method" is credited with a power to

check swarming. Using a long com-
bination hive some half-dozen frames
in front are fitted with starters only,

and this space is never allowed to have
its combs completed, nearly full frames
being regularly witlidrawn and others
substituted. The theory here is that

bees never kept the swarming instinct

with this empty space in front of the

brood-nest.
7. What is known as a non-swarming

chamber, simply a shallow-frame body,

is placed below the regular brood-
frames, and as fast as bees build out

the combs, the case is raised above and
replaced by another set of frames.

Theoretically, both these systems should
work efficiently, but practical dith-

culties arise, while at best they cause
hard labor.

Hive, Etc.

The third set of circumstances and
mode of procedure hinge around the

hive, its surroundings and location.

Heat being one of the chief factors

causing swarming, any moderating in-

fluence must aid in checking the desire.

1. Shade is one of the main requisites.
With a very high temperature, no cool-
ing breath of air about, and a broiling
sun beating in full force on the bees'
domicile, conditions are bound to be
very irksome to the inmates. There-
fore, every known mode of shading
and cooling the hive should be tried.

2. Ventilation of the brood-body is

essential in such circumstances. Wedge
up not only the hive front, but the
whole fabric, so that a current of air
can play all under the overheated bees
and combs. The fanners can then
drive out the foul air and introduce a
supply pure and fresh, not only at the
entrance, but all around from front to
rear.

.3. Ventilating supers is no less a
necessity in periods of very excessive
heat. If the roof is tilted aside, and
the coverings eased up, the bees find
immediate relief, and their toil is car-
ried on in a way which makes life more
worth living. Further, better and more
efficient work can be overtaken.

4. Ample room in the supers hinders
congestion above and below, affords
timely employment for lately hatched
bees, hitherto hindrances and not
helps, and secures a more bearable
temperature. A "c'ooler" case given
above the other supers sometimes in
advance of the bees' requirements, is

looked on in this locality as one of the
best aids to prevention.

."). "Shook" swarming fairly "takes
the bull by the horns," and. at least
sometimes, puts and end to the desire
to seek strange fields and pastures new,
but it has not " caught on " much over
here.

(j. Somewhat akin to this drastic
treatment was a mode of procedure
frequently practiced by our forefathers.
They, instead of going through the
process of shaking, simply changed
hives. They carried the " boiling over "

colony to the stand of a weak one, and
replaced it by the weakling; thus al-

most in an instant, as they fondly hoped,
checking swarming and equalizing
forces so that both would be fit for sur-
plus gathering.

7. Several swarm catchers are on the
market fairly efficient in their action,
but their cost, the hindrance the ex-
cluder-zinc proves to the busy toilers,

and the trouble they sometimes entail,

rather rule them out of court for the
extensive bee-keeper.

8. Never, if possible, use excluder-
zinc over frames when working for
comb honey. If they are not in the
full sense honey-excluders, they are
swarm generators. Anything checking
free intercourse must impede progress,
and imdoubtedly by hindering upward
ventilation they help to bring about the
swarming fever.

BanfT, Scotland.

"Why Are These Things So?"
BY F. DUNUAS TODD.

Mr. Doolittle asks an important ques-
iton, on page i6, but doubtless the editor

is sorry he ever allowed it to go into

print, for the odious word "socialist" oc-

curs in the article at least two times, and
everyone of the readers marching under
the banner qualified by that word will
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feel he has been specially invited to

make an answer. Furthermore, the so-

cialist is sure he is the only one com-
petent to answer correctly.

Firstly, let me say that Mr. Doolittle

does not know very much, if anything

about socialists and socialism, for if he

did he would not assert that socialist

papers are blaming the tariff for higher

prices of lumber and other commodities.

They know better.

To undertsand the reason of the com-
paratively swift advance in the prices

of most commodities, not only in this

country, but the world over, one must
know a little about the principles of

political economy. The socialist move-
ment is based on economic principles

eminated by Karl ;\Iar.\-, and I will en-

deavor to set forth brielly a few of his

tenets, and then make special application

of them to the problem in hand, which is

this: When practically all other com-
modities are rapidly advancing in price,

why does the bee-keeper get for his pro-

duct (honey), the price that held good

23 years ago?
According to Marx, the real value of

a commodity is the average social labor

necessary to produce it. Production Is

no longer an individual affair, it is a

social matter. To produce a section of

honey, for instance, Mr. Doolittle's labor

is concerned with only one part—the fill-

ing of the sections and preparing them
for the jobber; but others assisted him
by making the section-frames and the

wax- foundation. Behind them is an

army of others providing the raw mate-

rial, from the cruiser who located the

timber up to the man who sawed the

wood into thin strips. Modern produc-

tion begins with the discovery of the

raw material, and ends by placing the

goods in the hands of the consumer.

This accounts for the expression, "social

labor necessary," in the definition.

Mr. Doolittle says that he occasion-

ally exchanges honey for butter, that is,

he trades the product of his labor di-

rectly for that of the farmer, or,

stripped to its elements, he exchanges

labor for labor. Sometimes he sells for

money, that is, gold, which is also the

product of labor. Economic law says

that in the transaction there must, on

the average, be an even exchange of

labor value, of the necessary labor to

produce the honey and the gold remain

constant, prices will remain stationary,

but if one of them require more or less,

then more or less of the other must be

given in exchange.
For instance, suppose it takes as much

labor to produce 130 sections of honey
as it does to produce one ounce of gold,

then they are of equal value. But if by

improved methods 200 sections can be

produced by the same amount of labor,

while it takes as much labor as before

to produce the ounce of gold, then Mr.

Doolittle will have to give his 200 sec-

tions for the ounce of the precious metal.

The price of section honey we say has

fallen. Conversely, if the ounce of gold

is got with less labor than formerly, but

there is no change in the labor neces-

sary to produce the sections, then more
than an ounce of gold must be given for

the 130 sections, or, if we want to give

only the even ounce of gold, then we
must be content with the fewer sections.

The price of honey is supposed to have
gone up, hut as a matter of fact, the

price of gold has gone down, as ex-

pressed in terms of honey.
Of course, all kinds of variations may

and do occur. It is possible, for in-

stance, for improved methods of produc-
tion to keep equal step with both section

honey and gold, in which case the ex-

change will be constant, and we say

there is no variation in prices.

During the past 15 years the price of

most commodities have simply soared,

and are about 50 percent above what
they were in 1895. What is the cause?
The undoubtedly correct answer is, de-

preciation of gold, due to improved
methods of mining the ore and securing

the metal. So improved are the process-

es that in the past 25 years the world's

output of gold is equal to that of the

previous century and a half. Therefore
to buy an article that cost an ounce of

gold IS years ago, we must give an
ounce and a half. In common speech,

prices have gone up 50 percent, and, so

far as I can judge, the end of the up-

ward flight is not yet.

So much for the general principle.

But to answer Mr. Doolittle's specified

instance requires another application of
the same theory. He is apart producer of

a section of honey, though doubtless he
thought he was doing it all ; but produc-
tion is not complete until the section is

in the hands of the consumer. Produc-
tion essentially consists in moving—mov-
ing the article from where it is not

wanted to where it is wanted. His part

is to move the section-frame several

times; to move foundation about as

often; to move the combined result into

the hive, then out, then into the shipping-

case; next to the depot. Many others

move the honey along to the consumers,
and when it reaches him, movement
ceases, and production is finished. Or-
dinarily the consumer pays full value

—

no more, no less—for the labor stored

up in the section. There is very little

robbing at the point of consumption

—

exploitation takes place in the field of

production. Mr. Doolittle's section is

being sold to the consumer at its real

value, just as he gets full value when
he buys. But, like all other workers,

he is undoubtedly being exploited as a

producer. It is not a fair deal for him,

therefore, to compare the retail price

he pays, with the wholesale price he gets.

Let him compare retail prices with retail,

and wholesale with wholesale.

The extent to which a producer or

worker is exploited depends upon the

kind of industry he is in. Broadly speak-

ing, in the agricultural field the worker
gets about .SO percent of what he pro-

duces ; but the percentage is steadily de-

creasing as methods are improved. In

the industrial world the worker gets

about 16 percent; not so many years ago
he got 25 percent. The iron law is that

the worker gets, no matter in what coun-

try, just enough to sustain him in the

standard of living peculiar to the region

in which he lives. A bee-keeper is es-

sentially a worker, ivith a modest capi-

tal invested, therefore he gets skilled

workers' wages, plus the percentage of

his capital necessary to replace the an-

nual losses due to the deterioration of

his hives and appliances. Improved

methods enable him to produce by his

own unaided labor more honey than he

could produce 23 years ago, hence the

price, as compared with many other

commodities, has gone down; but Mr.
Doolittle is doubtless enjoying about the

same kind of a living he got a score of

years ago.

It is utterly impossible in a short ar-

ticle to cover all the ground that ought
to be gone into to make the proposition

clear, so I have tried to keep close to

essentials. In closing, I would ask that

Mr. Doolittle will kindly note that even
if I am a socialist, I have not said a

word about the tariff, and I would
humbly suggest that before he imputes

statements to socialists he ought to in-

vestigate a little, and learn from their

literature, what they actually do say.

One thing I am grateful for : Mr.
Doolittle did not trot out the law of
supply and demand, which has found
its grave, due to overwork. For a long

time it was deemed the steam of the

economic engine, but Karl Marx proved
it to be merely a regulator. The few
who still believe it to be the driving

force will have a hard job to explain

why prices went steadily up during the

period of depression that is said to be

now happily past.

Victoria, B. C.

" Bee-Keeper.s' Guide "

This book on bees is also known as

the "Manual of the Apiary." It is in-

structive, interesting, and both practi-

cal and scientific. On the anatomy and
physiology of the bee it is more com-
plete than any other standard Ameri-
can bee-book. Also the part on honey-
producing plants is exceptionally fine.

Every bee-keeper should have it in his

library. It has 544 pages, and 295 illus-

trations. Bound in cloth. Price, post-

paid, $1.20; or with a year's subscrip-

tion to the American Bee Journal—both
for $1.90. Send all orders to the oflSce

of the American Bee Journal, 146 West
Superior St., Chicago, 111.

" The Amateur Bee-Keeper"

This is a booklet of 86 pages, written

by Mr. J. W. Rouse, of Missouri. It is

mainly for beginners—amateur bee-

keepers—as its name indicates. It is a

valuable little work, revised this year,

and contains the methods of a practical,

up-to-date bee-keeper of many years'

experience. It is fully illustrated. Price,

postpaid, 25 cents; or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal one year—both for

$1.10. Send all orders to the office of

the American Bee Journal, 146 West
Superior St., Chicago, 111.

" Scientific Queen-Rearing "

No other book compares with this

one written by Mr. G. M. Doolittle. He
is an expert in the business. It tells

just how the very best queens can be
reared. Bound in cloth. By mail, $1.00 ;

or with the American Bee Journal, one
year—both for $1.60. In leatherette

binding, 75 cents, postpaid ; or with the

American Bee Journal one year—both
for $1.25. Send to the American Bee
Journal, 146 W. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
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Dr. Miller's Question-Box
Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to

Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.
He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Large Queens vs. Small Ones—Pickled Brood

1. I have a young golden queen, the yellow-
est and the largest I think I have ever seen,
but she has not filled her hive nearly so well
as some queens I have. Is it always the case
that large queens are prolific, or will she be
likely to do better next year ? She has been
laying only about a month.

2. Do you think pickled brood is conta-
gious ? It is so near like black brood that I

had to send some samples to Dr. Phillips to
find out the difference. But I can rear
queens and drones in the colony that has
had it. Arkansas.

Answers.— I. She may do better next year,
but not likely. One of the smallest queens I

ever had was, I think, the most prolific. But
that was an exception. A queen of average
size is perhaps usually the best.

2. Pickled brood is not considered conta-
gious.

Honey-Dew Granulated in the Comb

My bees have stored a quantity of honey-
dew that has granulated as fast as it was
stored. I run for extracted honey, and my
store-combs are full of it. I want to get my
bees to consume it. and rear brood from it

all they can during August for workers for
the honey-flow in October. Can I excite
the bees every day and get them to consume
some of it daily ? My bees stored a lot of it

some 20 years ago, before I had so many colo-
nies. I then soaked the combs, extracted,
and barreled it for vinegar. But it didn't
pay for the trouble. I now have 150 colonies
with store-combs on, and it would be a
laborious job to get them emptied that way.

South Carolina.

Answer.—I'm not sure that you can do
very much toward getting the bees to con-
sume any more of the honey-dew for brood-
rearing in August than they will do of their
own accord, unless it should happen that at
that time there is a dearth, or partial dearth
of forage, in which case you can extract the
honey-dew and feed it daily. But if you
keep it in the combs you will probably find
that you can get a good many of such combs
used for brood-rearing next spring. Possi-
bly some of the large dealers might buy it

for mechanical purposes.

Bees Killing Each Other

I have a colony of bees that liave been kill-

ing each other for the last 6 weeks. lean
not account for the cause unless it is rats.

Pennsylvania.
Answer.—With no particulars in the case

one can only guess. If it is drones they are
killing, that may be because of the dry
weather causing a dearth of pasturage. If

they are killing workers, it is possible that
the larva: of the bee-moth are so injuring the
young workers in their cells that their older
sisters drag them out. It is also possible
that it is a case of bee-paralysis, and the
healthy bees arc dragging out the sick ones.
If that is the case, the sick bees will look
black and shiny, and will make a tremulous
motion with their wings. As far north as
you are, paralysis is not a serious matter,
and disappears of itself.

Queen that Seemed to Faint

Has any one ever heard of a queen's faint-
ing? Last week I received a fine queen,
and after the bees had accepted her I con-
cluded to clip her wings. The clipping was
done with the gentlest of treatment, but to
my sorrow she dropped from my fingers—75
cents apparently gone, because I was sure
she was dead. Instead of throwing her
away. I placed her on top of a brood-frame
with feet sticking straight up. where the
bees gathered around her and began a sort
of a massaging. I supposed at the time that
they were attempting to eject her dead body.
The bees worked with her until they

shoved her off the top of the frame and she
fell to the bottom of the hive. Tiring of
watching at the entrance for them to bring

out her dead body. I lifted out a frame in or-
der to see what had become of her. There
she was lying on her back, but her abdomen
was faintly beginning to throb. The throbs
became greater and greater (while my heart
beat a rat-a-tat-tat-tat' until finally the "

lit-

tle lady of the hive" was placed upon her
feet by the bees around her. She then went
through motions with her whole body, much
like a dog vomiting. I concluded that it was
the dying act. After a few minutes, how-
ever, she crawled down on to the comb and
went about her duties of inspection. She
seems to have suffered no ill effects from
her swoon. Missouri.

Answer .Yes, such cases have been re-
ported a number of times.

Bees in a Gopher Hole

I have a swarm of bees in a gopher hole,
which goes directly under and among the
roots of a large poplar tree. I would not
like to destroy the tree on account of its
shade. How may the bees be removed to a
stand? Idaho.
Answer.—Perhaps you can drive them

out with smoke or gasoline, having a frame
of brood outside for them to cluster on. Or
you might arrange a bee-escape that would
allow the bees to come out but not to go
back in again. They would then settle in a
hive outside, the hive having a frame of
brood to hold them. Of course the queen
would not be with them, and so you would
have to furnish them a queen. Possibly you
might dig away enough earth without injur-
ing the tree, so that you could get out combs
and all.

Vegetables in Bee-Cellar—Drones and Queenless
Colony—Large vs. Small Hive

1. Do vegetables in cellars have any effect
on wintering bees in same ?

2. The directions of Kretchmer's swarm-
guard say to trap drones and dispose of them
by drowning, and if a queenless colony shake
them out near the entrance. What effect
will the drones have on a queenless colony ?

3. What effect has a large hive over a small
one, if any ? Minnesota.

Answers.—I. Not if everything is kept
clean and sweet as it should be. If rotten
stuff is allowed to accumulate, it is bad for
the bees as well as for the people that live
over the cellar.

2. I don't know of any effect except to eat
up victuals.

3. Not sure I know just what you mean;
but a large hive put over a small one has no
special effect except that it would be a bad
fit, and you would have to close up any open-
ing between the two.

A Beginner's Questions

1. I don't know anything about bees, but I

have 7 colonies. Are queen-cells all at the
end or at the bottom of the combs ?

2. I have one colony of bees which is a
small bunch; they don't make comb very
fast, and store but little honey. The cells
that have no eggs in them have young bees.
I thought they were queenless. What is

the matter with them ? Don't they do any-
thing? Pennsylvania.

Answers.— I. Bees generally build queen-
cells along the lower edges of the combs.
But if there is a hole, or some irregularity
of surface in a comb, thus making room for
a queen-cell, the bees do not despise the
opportunity. In rare cases they will even
build a cell separate from the comb on one
of the bars of a frame. If a colony becomes
suddenly queenless. they build cells over
young worker-larvas, converting them into
youngqueens, and these cells are often built
right in the center of a brood-comb where
there is no hole or irregularity of surface.

5. WitluMit knowing more about the case,
it is not easy to say what is the trouble.
Very likely, however, the colony has a t;>oor

queen, producing liees that are too weak or
too lazy to work. The remedy in such a
case is to give them a queen of better stock.

Swarming Oul^From Egg to Bee—Queen-Cells
1. July mth I had 2 swarms tocoiue out and

settle together. I hived them in an 8-frame
dovetailed hive with one super on and a
queen-excluder between. July 27th they
swarmed out and left. The hive was full of
honey and comb. Why did they leave ?

2. After the above swarms left there were
several bees that came back to the hive. I
suppose they were out when the others left.
Do you suppose they could rear a qneen. or
would I have to introduce one ?

3. How long is it from an egg to a bee ? I
mean how long after the egg is laid till it is a
full-grown bee ?

4. Are queen-cells always built before the
eggs are laid, or do the bees build the cells
over the eggs? Tennessee.
Answers.—L I am sorry to say I don't

know. It was certainly a very unusual oc-
currence. The thing that makes it hard to
make a guess is their staying in the hive 8
days before absconding. If the super giveo
to them had been on the hive some time be-
fore swarming, there is a possibility that
there was brood in it and oneor more queen-
cells, which might induce swarming; but
even in that case one would not expect such
wholesale desertion.

2. If there was young brood in the hive the
bees might rear a queen.

3. For a queen, 15 or lb days; for a worker.
21 days; for a drone, 24 days.

4. When bees contemplate swarming or
superseding, the cell is first built, or at least
the cup, and the egg placed in it; but if the
queen is by any means lost when no queen-
cells are already occupied in the hive, then
the bees build a queen-cell over a young
larva.
you are standing in your own light to try

to get along without a bee-book. "The read-
ing of one might save several times its cost
in one season.

Queens and Queen-Mating

1. How long after a queen-cell is capped
does the virgin hatch ?

2. Would a colony be likely to swarm if a
queen-cell nearly ready to hatch was intro-
duced and accepted ?

3. I have a colony of very cross bees, but
fine honey-gatherers; they have 1 decided
bands. What kind are they? Would the
mating of a queen of mild temperament with
a drone of a cross colony, but good honey-
gatherers, likely prove successful ?

4. How does a queen-breeder mate a
queen? Nebraska.

Answers.— I. Cowan says the grub hatches
from the egg in 3 days, is fed 5 days before it

is capped, and in 7 days after being capped
the young queen emerges from her cell. I

think, however, that the time of sealing
varies somewhat, as I have opened sealed
cells which contained rather small larv^.

2. I think it might; indeed, I remember
seeing it advised, many years ago, to put a
sealed cell in a hive to induce the colony to
swarm.

3. I don't know; it might be successful and
it might not.

4. Just the same as you do; lets the young
queens fly out at their own sweet will. But
if he is up to his business, he will do every-
thing possible to allow only desirable drones
to fly in his neighborhood. Some remove
their young queens to isolated locations
where only the right drones are to be found.

Bees Carrying Pollen—Forming Nuclei

1. How longwill bees carry pollen after the
death or removal of their queen ?

2. In forming a nucleus, is it best to re-
move the queen fiom the old hive to the
new location of the nucleus, or let the nu-
cleus rear its own queen? Bee-keepers
seem to differ on this question.

3. In forming a nucleus in a lo-frame Lang-
stroth hive, by using 3 to 4 frames of brood
and honey, would yon fill the balance of the
nucleus hive with frames with full sheets at
once, or say give 4 or 5 at transfer, and bal-
ance when these are filled ? Missouri.

Answers— I. I don't know, but for a con-
siderable time, as you will find the combs of
a queenless colony usually pretty well filled
with pollen.

2. In no case is it advisable to let a nucleus
rear its own queen. Nothing less than a full

colony is good enough for such important
business as rearing a queen, .\ftcr a queen
has emerged from its cell, or when the cell

is ripe enough for the queen to be within a
day or two of emerging, then it may do well
enough to use a nucleus. As to the matter
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of moving the queen to a new location, you
will find that the bees will stay better on the
new location if the queen is with them. But
bees that have been quecniess a day or
more will stay in a new location better than
bees taken directly from a layinequeen. One
good way to form a nucleus is to put a colony,
or part of a colony, with its queen, on the
new location, and then after 2 or 3 days to
take away the queen with all the brood and
bees except enough to make the nucleus.

3. Doesn't make any material difference;
just as well to give additional frames only as
needed.

Getting a Patent—Best Comb-Honey Hive

1. What is the best way to get a super for
grooved sections patented ?

2. Which hive is considered the best for
comb honey, the Langstroth or the Danzen-
baker ?

I have taken the American Bee Journal
one month and consider it grand.

New Jersey.
Answers.— I. I think a patent lawyer is

always employed to secure a patent. He
makes it a special business.

2. Some prefer one and some the other.
Probably the great majority have the Lang-
stroth in the popular form of the dovetailed
hive.

Progeny of Purely Mated Queen

1. Will a purely mated Italian queen ever
produce both black and red drones ?

2. I have some Italian queens that I

bought as pure stock, and a small percent of
their workers show real black on the ex-
treme tip end of the body. Is this a -sign of
impure blood ?

3. Last year 1 bought some queens and
reared them and Italianized my yard of 20
colonies, and some of them show all red
drones, and some both red and black. I un-
derstand from studying " A B C of Bee Cul-
ture," that the daughter of a pure Italian
mother will always produce pure drones,
even should she mate with a black drone.
Please straighten me out on this.

Missouri.
Answers— I. I think she may. The work-

ers are quite constant in their markings, but
queens and drones vary considerably.

2. Black on the lip end is no sign of impure
blood. If a shiny black, it is a sign that the
plumage has been rubbed off.

3. The drone eggs are not fertilized, as are
the eggs that produce queens and workers,
so the mating of the queen has no effect on
her drone progeny. Consequently if a vir-
gin of pure Italian blood meets a pure black
drone, although her worker progeny will be
mixed, her drone progeny will be the same
as if she had mated with a pure Italian
drone. That, however, has nothing to do
with the fact that there is no little variation
in drones of pure blood.

Sections Under Brood-Frames—Comb or Extracted

Honey ?— Preventing Swarming—Making

Increase

1. Do you ever have bees start sections un-
derneath the brood-frames; that is. the su-
per on the first floor, then the hi\e on top ?

2. Are there any serious objections to this?
3. Which is the best to produce, comb

honey or extracted?
4. How do you prevent sw"arming?
5. I iiave about 100 colonies now. How

many have you ?

6. I live in the blue-grass section of Ken-
tucky. White clover is very abundant this
year. My bees haveswarmedso much I will
not get as much honey as I would otherwise.
I had the surplus combs and hives for them.
so wanted some increase. What do you
consider the best method of increase :

7. What section do you prefer, the bee
way or plain ? Kenticky.

Answers— I. Xo. But some very good bee-
keepers practice it.

2. I don't know that there are serious ob-
jections except the labor involved, provided
the sections are moved above before there
is any sealing done.

3. I don't know which is best for you. In-
deed. I'm not any too possitive that I know
which is best for me. 1 produce section
honey entirely; but if I were to spend a few-
years extracting I might think that better.
But what is best for one is not always best
for another.

4. I don't always prevent it. Among the
things that I think may have some influence
in preventing swarming are: Keeping the
hives shaded; giving abundant ventilation

at the bottom of the hive with opening at
the back end on top, so that there is ventila-
tion thiounh the brood-chamber; keepingout
all drone-comb; givink'abundant super-room
in advance of the needs of the bees; and
keeping vigorous young queens. Yet some
old queens are less inclined to swarm than
some young ones. Cutting out queen-cells
sometimes prevents swarming; sometimes
not. Breeding from queens whose colonies
do not swarm is advisable.

5. log.

6. The best method of increase depends
largely upon the man. and somewhat on con-
ditions. For some, natural swarming is best.
For some, artihcial increase. Among the
different kinds of artificial increase there
are so many that space would fail to name
them all here. Perhaps there is no place
where fuller information on the subject may
be found than in " Forty 'Vears Among the
Bees."

7. The bee-way.

Position of Laying Queen and Division-Board

1. I have an observation hive. The bees
were put into this hive about June ist. and I

have been looking closely for the queen but
have never seen her. Is she covered by the
workers while laying ? They have brood and
honey sealed.

2. 1 have the S-frame dovetailed hives. I

did not know where to place the division-
board until I had read the last American
Bee Journal. I placed the division-board in
the middle of the hive instead of at the side.
Do you advise me to open the hives and
change them ? What harm do they do when
placed in the middle of the hive ?

Illinois.

Answers.— I. No, she is not covered when
laying; but she may be hidden under a mass
of bees when not laying. It is a little strange
that you have not seen her; but if eggs are
present she must be there, and if you perse-
vere you will probably see her.

2. Early in the season, while the weather
is cool, the brood-nest should be as compact
as possible to preserve the heat, but at the
present time a dummy in the center of the
hive will do no harm. It's a dummy rather
than a division-board, having space all
around it so the queen can easily pass from
one side to the other.

Bees Not Doing VVell—Wliy?

I have a few colonies of bees, but they are
not doing as well this year as last. "They
stood the winter all right, and were strong
enough up to April 25. We had 3 big killing
frosts here, and from that day to this they
have not done so w-ell. What is the cause
of it? I have just looked at them and the
queens don't seem to lay as many eggs now
as they did in March and up to April 25.

What is the cause of that ? I have been
handling the common black bee for 10 years,
and this year they are not doing anything. I

have 7 colonies of bees of the golden 5-band
Italian, and 7 of the blacks. They are all

just about the same. Arkansas.

Answer. — The remarkable season is

enough to account for the trouble. 'You will
likely never have another like it. The very
warm spell early set the bees forward and
they were in April much as they usually are
in June. Then came that terribly cold and
backward spell that set them way back, and
having a lot of brood on hand they used up
stores rapidly. If you had looked closely
you would verv likely have found that they
were entirely o "^f stores, all brood-rearing
stopped, and pel sail the unsealed brood
dragged out. Tha* ould leave them too
weak now to do their * Very likely they
ought to have been fed

Uniting Colonies—Bees Working Intermittently

—

Self-Requeening of Colony—Facing Hives

1. Is it possible, and if so, how would you
unite 2 or more colonies ? I mean, take 2

small second swarms and kill the queen of
one colony before uniting ?

2. One of my colonies stopped working
while others were very busy. They quit for
about 3 or 4 days, and then started to work
again, but are not as busy as the others.
They seem to be strong. They stopped work-
ing about one week after the swarm issued.
What do you think was wrong? Can I do
anything to get them busy again ?

3. Incase a queen dies by accident, will
the colony requeen of its own accord; that
is, if it has brood?

4. In last month's American Bee Journal.

I see there is a question asked by me about
having the bee-hives "face to face, " which
should be " face east." Do you think facing
east is just as good as facing north?

Iowa.
Answers.—I. At a time when bees are

gathering there is little trouble in uniting
almost any way. Merely putting the 2 to-
gether is generally all that is needed When
nothing is coming in there is more trouble.
One way is to alternate the frames, putting
into an empty hive first a frame of^ brood
and bees from one hive and then from the
other, and so on. Another way is to shake
on the ground in front of one of the hives all
the bees from both colonies, letting them
get mixed up together, and then giving them
the combs from both. One of the best ways
is to put one hive directly over the other,
with 2 thicknesses of common newspaper
between them. By the time the bees gnaw
the paper enough to get together they will
unite peaceably. If a little hole is broken
through at one spot it will hurry matters a
little, out the hole must be merely a break,
but not open so a bee can walk through. If
there is -any choice of queens, kill the
poorer; if not, the bees will attend to the
business themselves.

2. If they stopped working for a few days
after sending off a swarm, that was nothing
unusual, especially if a very large force
went with the swarm, leaving very few field-
bees in the mother colony.

3. 'Yes, when the bees lose their queen
they will rear another, provided there is
present brood not more than 3 days old.

4. There probably is not much difference.
A good many think it is better to face east
than north.

Rattlesnake and Ground-Squirrels

1. Yesterday July g). at our apiary, a loud
humming sound was heard, and on investi-
gating it was found that a swarm was form-
ing on a small shrub. For a while it grew in
size and then dissolved into a w^hirling
storm of bees and returned to their old
location. And, as we were watching, a large
rattlesnake went gliding along and into one
of the empty hives, evidently through a small
entrance, where he was dispatched. Might
the snake have caused the swarming, or
irritated the bees ?

2. We noticed lately that ground-squirrels
spend much of their time among the hives.
and seem to eat something in their cautious
way from the ground. Is it likely that they
eat incoming bees for the sweets ?

California.
Answers.—I. It is doubtful that the snake

caused the bees to leave the hive. It some-
times happens that bees swarm and then
return to their hive because for some rea-
son the queen does not accompany them,
and the case you mention may have been
one of this kind. Certainly the entrance of
the snake into another hive did not cause
swarming, as you say the snake was dis-
patched.

2. I have never heard of ground-squirrels
catching returningbees. and it is more likely
that if a squirrel picks up anything from the
ground in front of a hive it is dead bees or
larvae thrown out from the hive.

A Beginner's Questions

1. I just purchased (July 2: wne c*l*ny of
bees Csbanded Italians, I think/ of a man
who doesn't know much about bees, and is

afraid to go near them. He thinks bees will
fill the hive first before they will the super,
so he put the super on as soon as they
swarmed. The super is nearly full of honey
now, but none in the hive. Would you let
the bees finish filling the super, or take it off
now ?

2. Is it advantageous 10 feed any sugar
now ? Do they eat it and not so much honey,
or do they store it or make honey of it ?

3. How can I tell a queen-cell from any
other cell ?

4. If 1 destroy the queen-cell will it prevent
swarming ?

5. If I buy a new queen of some other va-
riety and put it in a strong colony, will they
swarm with the new queen? If not, what
will they do ?

6. Will the colony with the new queen
soon become entirely the same kind that
she is ?

7. Is crimson clover a good bee-plant ?

8. Where can I get sweet lyellowand white)
clover seed? When should it be sown ?

Q. / have just subscribed for the American
Bee Journal and ordered 2 bee-books, so I.

expect I won't have to ask questions here
after. New Jersey.
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Answers.— I. So long as the flow con-
tinues it is better to leave the super on till

it is filled, as a rule. I'm a little afrai 1 that
the Quecn went up into the super, and that
it is filled with brood. In that case all you
can do is to leave the super on till all the
brood hatches out. When it gets full enoufc:h
the queen will be forced below for want of
room, and when you find the queen below you
can put an excluder on the hive to keep her
below. Perhaps it may be better to find her
in the super and to put her down in the hive
below the excluder. If the super is one
filled with extracting frames, then you
should put the frames in the lower story,
provided they are of the same size as the
ones in the lower story.

2. Honey should never be fed to bees at
any time when they are storing in supers.
By so doing you are running against the
pure-food law.

3. You will have no trouble in telling a
queen-cell when you see one. Queen-cells
are utterly unlike other cells, being so much
larger. In its first stages a queen-cell looks
something like an acorn-cup. and when it is

full size it looks a good deal like a peanut-
When you get your booKs you will probably
find a picture of one.

4. I think you may have an idea th^t there
is just one queen-cell in a hive. You may
look through the hive and find none. Or
you may find a number of the little cups
almost any time of year. But when the
bees take a notion to swarm a number of
cells will be started. Cutting these out will
usually delay swarming for a little, and some-
times it will stop it altogether, and some-
times it seems to make little difference.

5. That depends. If you merely put in a
strange queen without any ceremony, the
bees will at once proceed to ball her. and
she will soon be a dead queen. They will
not be induced to swarm by having a new
queen put in. If you remove the old queen
and follow the instructions for introducing
that always goes with a queen sent by mail,
she will merely take the place of the queen
tliat was removed,

6. In perhaps 10 weeks the bees in the hive
will all be the progeny of the new queen,
and will be the same as if she had always
been in the hive.

7. Yes.
8. You will probably find it advertised in

the bee-papers. It may be sown in spring
or fall.

0. You are wiser than the average. There
are so many that think they can get along
without a bee-book, and they lose big money
by it. But you are likely to be mistaken in
thinking you will have no question to ask.
None of us ever reach that stage, and the
questions of those who have carefully
studied their books, as you will, are always
welcomed in this department, even if they
can only be answered by saying. "

I don't
know."

Manipulations to Prevent Swarming

I am a bee-keeper in a small way—12 to 15
colonies— in Louisa Co.. Va., working for
comb honey, and for several years past have
tried each year a different method of pre-
venting swarming, mostly of my own inven-
tion, with failure each year.
My case is somewhat complicated by the

fact that I can not visit the place where my
bees are kept except at irregular intervals
more than a month apart, and the man I em-
pli^y. while faithful, is even less expert than
myself. The locality has an excellent fall

flow, of which I take none, and I have not so
far lost a colony in the winter or spring. I

think this has the disadvantage of sure
swarming. Moreover, from fruit-bloom on
there is usually a small flow until the middle
of July, not very strong at any time, a condi-
tion which I believe conduces to swarming.
I am using now z stories of Dan/.enbaker
hives per colony, and thinking of trying the
fullowing method next siiring:
As soon as it is warm, before preparations

for swarming, interchange the stories, put-
ting the upper story below. Put a aueen-
exrluder between, and make sure the queen
is ill the upper story. Put on a super also,
as my bees often begin storing in supers
long before while clover blooms.
In 12 to 14 days examine the upper story,

cut out any queen-cells, and shift the stories,
keeping the queen in the upi^er story. Re-
peat the shift at intervals of 12 to 14 days.

The question puzzling me is this: After
a shift, is there danger that the contrary
things will start queen cells in the lower
story ? If there is much likellhoud of queen-
cells starte<i in the lower stories they would
have to be cut out. say a week after a shift,

which would (louble the work. I am not ex-
pecting a sure thing, but would be perfectly

contented with reducing my swarms to 20 or
even 25 percent. If I could be reasonably
certain that all queen cells would be started
in the upper story. I would take the chance
of missing one now and then.

I hope that you will solve my perplexity as
to the locations of queen-cells started under
the circumstances explained. Virginia.

Answer.—Yes. there is always danger that
queen-cells will be started anywhere where
there is brood from which the queen is ex-
cluded, provided, there ispresent the proper
material to start cells on. Possibly there is

more likelihood of it with the queen above
the excluder than with her below. At any
rate. I don't believe you will like keeping
the queen above. It is going square against
the instincts and habits of the bees. Pos-
sibly your idea is that by fastening the queen
above the excluder she can not issue with
the swarm. But the bees will swarm all the
same, even if the queen can not get out. and
after a little while there will be a dead
queen and a virgin queen. Yet with your
shifting the stories every 12 or 14 days there
may be no swarming.

I wonder if you have fully tried putting
the brood above the excluder and leaving
the Queen below. That is the Demaree plan,
and with some it succeeds in having no
swarming with merely the one shift. If you
haven't tried it, it is certainly vyorth the
trial. I am not sure that G. W. Demaree
paid any attention to cells above the ex-
cluder. He merely put all brood above the
excluder, leaving the queen below, when the
upper story became an extracting story,
and there was no swarming.

Bees Hanging Out—Bee-House for Cold Weather

r. Why do bees hang out? I have 3^> colo*
nies of bees, and some of them hang out so
badly—don't swarm, and don't seem to work.
I introduced new Italian queens but it did
not seem to help. I have put 2 supers on
each hive.

2. Does it pay to put bees in a bee-house in
cold weather ? Indl\na.

Answers.— I. The likelihood is that your
bees are hanging out for the same reason
that mine are—nothing for them to do.
About July loth the drouth cut the clover
harvest square off. and up to the present
writing (Aug. ^) bees are hardly getting any-
thing. The weather being hot it is more
comfortable outside than in the hive, so one
can not blame them for hanging out.

2. It pays to give them some kind of pro-
tection, either by packing or putting into
the cellar; but very few think it well to
have them in a house above ground in win-
ter.

Requeening Every Year—Superseding Queens

1. I am impressed with the utility of
young queens that are a year old. and I have
an idea it will pay to requeen every year.
Would there be anj" objection to this way ?

Mr. DooUttle, in "Scientific <^ueen-Rear--
ing." Chapter XXIII. " Rearing a Few
Queens," says, "Tier up a hive as for ex-
tracting, using a queen-excluder, having a
frame of unsealed brood in the upper hive
with other combs; in 4 or 5 days you will
have one or more cells started: yon can use
these for royal jelly for your wax-cups." But
now is where my question comes in: Why
not let this cell mature, say there is only
one ?

Why not proceed as he directs on the
opposite page? He says if you desire to
supersede a queen, all you have to do is to
put on an upper story, with a queen-exclud-
ing honey-board between it and the hive,
place a frame of brood with a queen-cell
upon it in this upper story, and after the
young queen has hatched withdraw the
Queen-excluder. and your old queen is super-
seded without your having to find her. or
having the least bit of time wasted to the
colony.

2. Would it be just as good to look up the
old queen, say some time in August, after
the flow is over, and pull her head, and let

the bees make a new one? Are there ob-
jections to cither of these plans? If so.

what are they ? Of course one would not get
any new blood in this way unless he got the
frame of brood as described in the first

plan, from the hive containing the best
queen, to put in this upper story to get thi-

ct'll from. One could get only a few frames
of brood from his favorite, or he would
weaken them too nutch, unless just a small
portion of brood could be taken and fastened
in a section, and this secured in a frame and
placed in the upper story. I saw that done
once. An old and experienced bee keeper

showed it to me. He had a colony workin s
nicely in the super; the queen got crippled
in some way. and he discovered that the
colony was hopelessly queenless. He took
a piece of brood from another hive no brood
in their hivei and secured it in a section,
took out one of the center sections in the
super and placed this section containing
the small piece of brood in its place, and in
due time they had 7 nice cells on this small
piece of brood. Of course, he did not use a
queen-excluder, as the bees had no queen
below.
Now I will ask right here, would not this

be a good way to supersede all queens that
you wish to supersede, even while they are
at work in the supers? Of course, it would
stop brood-rearing for a while, for 20 to 30
days right in the flow, which would probably
be too serious a matter. I prefer the first
plan, as one doesn't have to look up the
queen and murder her. That is left to the
virgin. Mr. Doolittle says she will not
always attend to it. It seems to me that this
first way would be the cheapest and easiest
way of all. and any one could do it to perfec-
tion, even a beginner like myself.

Virginia.
Answers.— I. Your scheme may work all

right, and it may not. I think you will find
that when Mr. Doolittle is talking about
superseding by putting a sealed cell in an
upper story, he is talking about superseding
a queen that is not young and vigorous.
With a vigorous 2-year old queen present,
you might find the would-be usurper ousted.
Also, you may find that in some cases no
cells will be started over an excluder. The
chances will be better with an old or failing
queen in the lower story. Also, you will be
more sure of having cells started above the
excluder if the brood is a considerable dis-
tance above the lower story, say in a third
or fourth story.

2. Killing the old queen and letting the
bees rear a successor will probably work all

right, only if there should be a fall flow
about that time there would be some dan-
ger of a swarm issuing with the first young
queen that emerges.
You speak of weakening your best colony

by drawing brood from it too often. You
can draw from it every frame of brood once
a week, and have it grow stronger instead of
weaker. Each time you draw a frame of
brood, put in its place a frame of brood
from some other colony, and if the brood
you give your best colony be more mature
than that which you take away, the process
will be strengthening and not weakening.

Bee-Moth—Producing Comb and Extracted Honey

1. In looking in one of my colonies one day
I saw some worms about Va inch long, and
some of the cappings were eaten off the
brood. What are the worms ? Do they eat
off the cappings ?

2. What is a good way to get rid of them ?

One night when looking at a hive we saw a
toad sitting on a box. and when the bees
came out he would grab them and gobble
them up.

3. We produce comb honey. Do you think
it would be better to produce comb(7«i/ ex-
tracted? New York.

Answers.— I. It was the larvcc of thebe>
moth .often called wax-worms) that you saw.
and they no doubt have eaten off the cap-
pings.

2. The best remedy, or rather preventive,
is to have strong colonies. Italians are bet-
ter than blacks about cleaning out the
worms, and it is possible that your bees
would be much improved as to fighting the
moth, as well as in other respects, if you
would get one or more queens of Italian
stock to breed from.

3. Hard to say without knowing all the
circumstances. It depends a good deal on
your market. In some places extracted
honey is little wanted, and in others it will

sell for nearly as much as comb honey.

Bee-Keeping in Cuba

I am up in the mountains about ^0 miles
northeast of Trinadad. in one of the finest
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valleys on the island. It is hiuli .above sea-
level, with no insects, plenty of fine air and
watir. and as healthy a locality as anywhere
on earth.
We have 250 colonies of bees in American

hives tliat we bouuht in Cuban lo£S and
transferred to the liive«. We expect to in-

crease to louo colonies by Oct. ist.

We have tine weather here in summer-
not too hot—and the nights are always cool.

Our winters are simply grand—they are dry:
from May to October we have rains. How-
ever, it is not Old America," and we some-
times Ions to see the States, and also Old
Glory unfurled to the breezes in our own
nati\ily. ,.,,..
Best wishes for the erand old reliable

American Bee Journal ! H. H. Arnold.
Trinadad. Cuba. July j.

Drouth Cut White Clover Short

I am working mostly for comb honey, usins
the sframe Hoffman-Root chaff-hive. I

crowd the bees all 1 can, carrying 2 and ^

supers on each hive, and taking away sec-

tions as fast as I can find any that are
capped.

, , , , ,We usually have considerable cool weather
here until tulv ist. The bees are working
well on basswood now. The raspberries
were a failure. W'hite clover was quite
good for a while, but we had a drouth that
cut it short We have had some good rains
lately which have freshened up the flowers.

Wolverine, Mich , luly 22. L. K. Feick.

Streaked Honey Crop in Michigan

The Michigan honey crop is streaked. The
raspberry crop is practically destroyed on
account of the frosts, and later the dry
weather. Those who have depended upon
it have practically no crop. On the other
hand, those who have willow-herb, milk-
weed, etc.. are securing a fine crop in cer-

tain northern Michigan points. Southern
Michigan has a fairly medium crop. The
specialist's crop in many instances is short,
but the farmer bee-keepers, as a general
rule, are securing more honey than usual on
account on very light swarming.

.\. G. Woodman.
Grand Rapids, Mich., July 30,

Later.—As advised in previous letter, the
Michigan honey crop is streaked; the peo-
ple that depended upon raspberry entirely
iiavenocrop. Mr. Chapman, of Mancelona.
in recent letters, advises that he will not get
any more than the sugar he fed in the spring
to keep the bees alive. Other Northern
Michigan points are securing a crop and a
half in certain places) where they have
abundance of willow-herb, milkweed, etc.

The crop is now being secured from there,
and of course, they have the advantage of
having bees built up on the things that came
earlier in the season. A. G. W.
August 2.

Apiarian Exhibits at Fairs

Mr. Editor:— I have been appointed su-
perintendent for a new department in the
coming fairof the Joliet .Agricultural Society
to be held in Joliet during the coming .-Au-

gust, the department being " Apiary."
In the effort to get a good e.xhibition and

-. 1 ne oDject ot tnis, primarily,
is to succeed in the ideas mentioned in the
enclosed letter.
For the good it may do, would it be out of

ing up. leaving a scanty pasture.
Kennith H.-\\vkins.

Plainfield, 111., July23.

[The following is the letter which
Mr. Hawkins sent out to bee-keepers :— Editor.]

Plainfield, III., July 22. igio.

Mr. Bee-Keki'ER;- I am writing to you to
call your attention to the new department
of " Dairy and Apiary." created for the fair

of the Joliet Agricultural Society this fall.

Your name was handed to me at a recent
meeting of the directors and superintend-
ents as a possible exhibitor.

I am green at the business of a superin-

tendent, but as the good of a Fair comes
from the individual effort of the department
managers, I am going to write to all the ex-
tensive bee-keepers of the county in the
effort to secure a good exhibition of those 2

things of which the average person knows so
little—that is. hoiiev and bees
A good exhibit for several years will do

many things for the bee-keepers, but chiefly

to get the people to know good honey when
they see it, creating a demand for a better
product, and getting them in sympathy with
apiarists, which will greatly aid in getting
foul-brood legislation, which this Slate
needs so sadly.
For these reasons I hope to interest you to

exhibit, and as any names of extensive bee-
keepers will be appreciated if sent to me. I

hope to be of some favor to you in the future,

and to hear from you in regard to this mat-
ter. Yours truly.

Kennith Hawkins.

Gend Heney Crop

The honey crop will be good in this sec-

tion this year, averaging perhaps 75 pounds
per colony. ViRGU. SiRES.
N. Yakima, Wash. July 30.

Bees •aing Fairly Well

Bees are doing fairly well They are get-

ting some fine honey now, Cleome is in full

bloom. Bees are busy on it and on sweet
clover. G. D. Caley.
Cozad, Neb., Aug. 2.

H»ney Cr»p 9nsi Up

The mercury is at Q2 degrees in the shade
as I write-ii:4^ a.m. We have had no rain

in 4 weeks, which, with this burning heat,

has dried up our honey crop.
G. M. Doolittle.

Borodino. X. Y.. July «

A Medium H«ney Cr»p

The prospects are for a medium honey
crop with fair prices. Extracting is just be-

ginning in this locality (Central California ,

We will take from 20 to 30 pounds per col-

ony, and in 2 or 3 wee'ks repeat, and so on
until Oct. 15th. A. G. Reed.
Tulare Cal., July 26.

Bees Vaing Fine

Bees are doing fine and bringing in plenty

of honey. I have not been troubled about
swarming this year. Some of my Italian

colonies have stored 3 supers full of honey,

and if the weather continues like it is now,
they will average about 100 pounds per col-

ony D. H. Gathmann.
Forest City. 111.. Julyir.

Bees B»ing Well

My bees are doingwell now. storing honey:
but the forepart of the season was very
poor—too drv. 1 had one swarm from 11 col-

onies; last vear 10 colonies and no swarms
and no honey; the year before was not much
belter We have had some good rains lately

which revived the flowers. W. L. Powell.
Arkansas City, Kan., July 19.

Pleurisy-Ra»t as a Haney-Want, Etc.

Have you had any experience with white
root, pleurisy root, butterfly root ,all one as
a honey-plant ? With me it's the thing. On
one stalk or plant 1 counted 38 bees. The
plant was about 2 feet high, and as large
around as a flour-barrel. It commences to
bloom July ist. and will last for 30 days, or
if moved off, from 30 to 60 days. I mean mow
half the patch. It grows on the road-
side on sandy loam, some on prairies
and along fences. It will grow and thrive
in sod, or in a door-yard. I enclose a small
sprig. Put it in a glass of water and set
where the bees can get at it. Probably they
will alight on it. The seed enclosed is about
the same as milkweed or wild cotton, as
some call it here. The honey is quite dark,
about like buckwheat or milkweed, but of

thick body. I prefer it toclover honey.
There was plenty of white clover, but the

bees did not gather much honey. Ihrec
rods square of white root is worth an acre
of clover. I have also catnip, motherwort,
heartsease, Spanish-needle, milkweed, and

of goldenrod 3 kinds. I have 20 colonies of
Italians. 12 new colonies. I use theS-frame
Langstroth hive with Hoffman frames; also
someQuinby style. 11 frames crosswise. I

use a T-super on the Ouinby. and the stan-
dard No. I super on the n-frame. with full

sheets of foundation and half sheets in sec-
tions. I have some May swarms that I ex-

pect to fill 3 sjpers. There is no foul brood
here, but there is some 12 miles north. I

lost 10 colonies with dysentery last spring.
This IS my third year with bees, and I have
been stung only once; I was to blame for
that. I went to stroke the bees down from
the hive and had a hole in my glove.

A. H. Honeywell.
Mendon. Mich., July 26,

[Answer.—No, I've had no experience with
pleurisy-root, as it doesn't grow here.
Others, however, agree with you in giving it

very high praise as a honey-plant.— C. C.
Miller.)

American Bee Journal Suits Him

Please allow me to congratulate you on the
fine appearance of the American Bee Jour-

nal the past year, and also for the fine arti-

cles contained therein Scholl s \vholcsale

method of putting comb foundation in

frames in the June number is well worth the

price of a year's subspription, as are also

many others, Mr. C. P. Dadant's. especially.

Keep the good work up. i RED H. MAV.
Meredosia. III., June 28.

A Biscouraging Report

It is really amusing 10 see the different re-

ports from bee-keepers. Some dra\y beauti-

of t2 colonies L <i"' ^ i....^.. .-- ... --

honey Who can beat that : I am now hop-

ing the bees may fill up the hives for winter.

Galax, Va.. July 25. G. F. Jonks.

Everything Brying Up

I have extracted about 'joo pounds of honey

from 30 colonies, and can get 200 or 3o»

pounds more if we have a little fall How. Of
course, it is not much for so many colon es.

but weather conditions have not been favor-

able We have had no rain to speak of for

nearly 2 months. Everytiiing
'^,°,"'"^„7i*

here, but bee-keepers are hopeful PeoP'f:

so we will hope that we may vet have a fall

flo^y G. A. B.\RBlStH.

La Crescent, Minn., July 2L

Drouth Cuts H»ney Cr»p Short

Bees did very well here the last 2 weeks

in June, but since then they .l'^^ done no h_

ing We have had no rain for nearls 2

months, and everything is drying up In

m" locality we will not have "jore han

half of the crop we «;ould '"ave had it we

had had rain about J"'*'.'^'
,t niiht in ?

first nice shower of rain last night in 2

months but it is too late to do much good I

have 120 colonies.,^. .,,
Wm. J. Heal\.

Mineral Point, Wis., July 24.

The Fritze Non-Swarming Method

I have read the foot-"°'e'p^ 'he very much
appreciated letter 'rom Mrs. b. Monc"f
oage 1S6: concerning the

,
Dr. H. Jones

mefhod of -preventing swarming. He fancjed

that he had discovered the C. Ua\enpor[

Plan but I think that it is now generally

Enmvn as a fact that he did not. and I am
sure Dr. Jones was aware of .1 'ong before

Mrs. Monette wrote her le"er, because 1

believe I was the hrstone to whom Dr, Jones

sint the booklet which describes his p an

II he desired me '°
J^'

I''"?
^„Tu'icise hll

the same as m ne. and. if not. to criticise nis

olln whichldid in a lamblike way and I

u!ink 1 fulfilled his wish, because I have

never heard from him since.
,,,. .^ oKarn

I think the Editor came to a rather sharp

and quick decision when he made the stale

men" that his non-swarming method per-

ished with Mr. Davenport when ic was

burned"o death with his house and us con;

tents. I don't know whether or not ml

method is the Davenport method, out
|

k^iow that it is the W. F. KnUe "jethod

also know some tune before Mr- Davenport

wrote his articles in the American Bee JO"'

nal that he had discovered my me noa

when he said. .Aug. 3, 1W5, page 53t>. / can

swarm any colony artificially so as to sei
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more honey, either comb or extracted, than
if they swarm naturally, or do not swarm at
all."

I hope the readers of the American Bee
Journal will be roused out of their dreamy
sleep in which they likely have been lulled,
by the publication of this letter. I don't
want it as an advertisement, but simply to
make known that the rival of natural swarm-
ing, which is known as the C. Davenport
method, did not perish, and is not perish-
able, and that no one need have any fear
that the world will become overstocked
with honey as soon as it becomes known.
But I do claim it will cause the shackles to
fall, and that it will be as welcome as a rain
in the time of drouth.

My book is already written, but. as I am a
poor writer. I must re-write it once more.
Its title will be. "The Rival of Natural
Swarming. Discovered 1805 in Crossing the
Bumble-Bee Drones with the Honey-Bee
Queens;" and the book will also tell how it

was discovered.
I hope that Dr. Tones will have disposed

of as many of his radical cures of the
swarming habit as he desires by the time I

get my book printed, for it is likely to be a
bad parasite and cause a relapse in all his
radical cures. W. F. Fritze.
Minnesota. July I5-

Good White Clover Season

The season here is very good. The spring
"was pretty hard on the bees, but when
•whiteclover came on they did splendidly.
lam now nearing my 86th birthday, and my

nerves are as steady as they were 65 years
ago.

I appreciate the American Bee Journal
very much. (Rev.) Milton Mahin.
Newcastle, Ind.. July 18.

[We congratulate Mr. Mahin upon his 4

score and 6 years. May he goon tohisgoth.

"and then some."— Editor.]

Bulk-Comb Honey Good Enough

It is too dry here, but bees are storing
some honey. Except for a few sections we
always use long frames. Bulk-comb honey
is good enough for us. and we have never
sold any of it for less than 15 cents a pound.
We have the best success here with 8-

frame hives, by adding another story with-
out Queen-excluder, as soon as the colony
needs more room.
We find the pictures of apiaries one of

the best parts of the American Bee Journal.
Clarence Dodd.

Popejoy, Iowa. July 10.

Season of 1910

1 started the reason of loio with 120 colo-
nies. Swarming began June nth and con-
tinu*^d for more than 3 weeks, getting from i

to 7 swarms a day. I kept increase down by
various expedients, so that I have now
about 160 colonies.
The honey-flow began early, and was good

until about a week ago. Storing is very slow
now. Edwin Bevin.
Leon, Iowa, July 31.

•* Liang.stroth on the Houey-Bee"
This is one of the standard books on

bees. It tells in a simple, concise man-
ner just how to keep bees. It was
originally written by Rev. L. L. Lang-
stroth, who invented the movable-
frame hive in 18.51. The book has been
brought right down to date by Dadant
& Sons, than who there are no better

or more practical bee-keepers in this

or any other country. It contains
nearly (iOO pages, is fully illustrated,

and is bound in cloth. Every topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following its instructions no
one should fail to be successful with
bees. Price, postpaid, $1.2ll; or with
the American Bee Journal one year

—

both for $2,110. Send all orders to the
American Bee Journal, 146 W. Superior
St., Chicago, 111.

Wants, Exchanges, Etc.
[.Advertisements in this department will

be inserted at 13 cents per line, with no dis-

counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-

partment, you must say so when ordering.]

For Sale—Sweet Clover Seed after Sep-
tember 1st. Wm. Craig. Luce. Mich.

For Sale—i6o-lb. honey-kegs at 50c each f.

o.b. factory. N. L. Stevens. Moravia. N. Y.

Untested Queens. 75 cents; Tested, $1.25.

Breeders. $5.00 each. E. M. Collier.
8.Ai2t 75 Broadway. Ossining. N. Y.

For Sale—27 colonies in new ilj-story 8 &
10 frame hives. For price and description.
Address. G. C. Thacher. Rt. 3. Kingsley. Fa.

For Sale~8o Italian colonies bees in good
lo-frame hives, all in good shape; will sell in
lots of 5 or 10. E. E. Williams. Olathe. Colo.

Maine-Bred Italian Queens—Untested 75c
Tested Si. Nuclei and full colonies. Red-clo-
ver strain. Write for price-list. 8A3t.
Eugene Watson. R. F. D. 2, Madison, Maine.

For Sale—Golden Queens that produce ;;o

to 100 percent 5-banded bees. LJntested. Si;
Tested Si-so; Select Tes. $2; Breeders.!^ toSio
8Ai2t J. B. Brockwell. Bradley's Store. Va,

Wanted—Fancy Comb & Extracted Hon-
ey from producers, in large quantities. Send
Sample of Extracted and prices.

C. W. Harmon Co.. 31 Josephine St..

8Atf Asheville. N. C.

Wanted—Some one who wants a good lo-

cation for bees, to take up a homestead or
Government land. I know a few nice vacant
pieces. Address. Jas. M. Level. 8Atf

Yacolt. Clark Co., Wash.

For Sale—Choice extracted honey for ta-
ble use. mostly sweet clover—water-white,
thick, well-ripened, flavor simt^ly delicious.
Price. QC per lb. in 60-lb. cans. Sample. loc.

J. P. Moore. Queen-Breeder, Morgan. Ky.

For Sale—35 colonies of 3-band Italians in
new lo-frame Danz. & dov'td hives that must
be sold by Oct. 1st. Write for prices or make
offers. Any reasonable price takes them.

S. .\. Peck. Box 124, Northumberland. Pa.

FoK Sale—75 to 100 Colonies Italian Bees
in 8-frame hives; hives nearly new. and all
heavy with honey. No disease. Price. Ss.ou
per colony f. o. b. shipping-point. Address.
8Atf Wm. J. Healy. Mineral Point. Wis.

For Sale—Extracted honey gathered while
the country around was covered with white
clover bloom. Was extracted from sealed
combs. If you want something that will sat-
isfy, send $5.50 per can. for two or more 60-

pound cans. Edwin Bevins. 8.-\tf
Rt. 2, Leon. Decatur Co.. Iowa.

In Order to Make Room
For next season's supplies. I will offer 8-

frame hives and appliances, nailed and pain-
ted 2 coats lead and oil : i-story at Si.75; Su-
per U'i or 4x5), 60c; Hive-Body (with frames
and follower). $1.00; Bottoms (?-8),33c; Covers,
42c; Colorado, 52c.

Frames—Hoffman $2.75 pr 100; Nailed, %i.aa
" — iH 1.85 " ; " 3.00

Other Supplies at regular prices. 2% dis. on
the above goods in lots of 5: 3% on 10.

Geo. E. Kramer, Rt. 26, Valencia, Pa.

tTTTSTTTX»TXXXXITTTIIIXIT;iZ;i;»Ti

Peart-e Method ollJee-Kee|»iii};'

This is an illustrated pamphlet ()x8' i

inches, just issued (July, IHIO), "which
fully explains the plan of keeping bees
successfully in upper rooms, house at-

tics or lofts, whereby any one either in

city or country is enabled with only
a small expenditure of labor to get a

good supply of honey without coming
in contact with the bees, and without
having the bees swarm out and leave,

or being troubled from stings as you
work on one side of the wall and the
bees on the other. This method also

tells the commercial bee-keeper how
he can divide his bees when he wishes
to, instead of waiting and watching for
them to swarm. It can all be done on
the same day, or days if more than one
apiary, as the time required for this

operation is merely nominal, no swarms
issue and go away. These methods are
fully explained in this book, and how
to care for the bees on the Pearce
plan."

We mail this pamphlet for .50 cents,

or club it with the .American Bee Jour-
nal one year—both for %.Vih. Send all

orders to the American Bee Journal,
146 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

Souvenir IJee Pcstal Cards
We have 4 Souvenir Postal Cards of

interest to bee-keepers. No. 1 is a

Teddy Bear card, with stanza of poetry,

a straw bee-hive, a jar and section of

honey, etc. It is quite sentimental.

No. 2 has the words and music of the

song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby ;" No.
3, the words and music of "Buckwheat
Cakes and Honey;" and No. 4, the

words and music of "The Humming
of the Bees." We send these cards,

postpaid, as follows: 4 cards for 10

cents, 10 cards for 20 cents ; or 10 cards

with the American Bee Journal one
year for $1.10. Send all orders to the

office of the American Bee Journal, 146

W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

Langstroth

"«Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant. Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the

library of every bee-keeper. Bound in

substantial cloth, and has nearly 60O

pages. Revised by that large, practical

bee-keeper, so well known to all bee-
dom—Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following the instructions of

this book one can not fail to be won-
derfully helped on the way to success
with bees.

We mail the book for $1.20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for

one year—both for $2.00. This is in-

deed a splendid chance to get a grand
bee-book for a very little money.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 W. Superior St. • CHICAGO, ILL.

i'lease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Worth Many Times Its Price.

To one who takes an interest in honey-
bees, the American Bee Journal is worth its

price many times over.
Tacdma, Wash. P. A. Norman,
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SPECIAL CLUBBING and PREMIUM OFFERS
In Connection With The

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Sample copies free, to help you interest your friends and get subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neiehbors or

friends we will mail them sample copies free. After they have received their copies, with a little talk you can get some to sub
scribe and so either get your own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They're worth getting. We
elve you a year's subscription tree for sending us i new subscriptions at Si.00 each.

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE

Your name and addressput
on one side of the handle as
shown in cut. and on the

other side pictures of
a queen-bee. a worker,
and a drone. The
handle is celluloid
and transparent,
through which is

seen your name.
If you lose this
knife it can be re-
turned to you, or
serves to identify
you if you happen
to be injured fatal-
ly, or are uncon-
scious. Cut is exact
size. Be sure to
write exact name
and address. Knife
delivered in two
weeks. Priceof knife
alone, postpaid, $1.25,
With year's subscrip-
tion, $1.00.

Free for 3

new $1 sub-
scriptions.

BEE-KEEPER'S

GOLD-NIB

FOUNTAIN PEN

A really good
pen. As far as
true usefulness
goes it is equal

to any of the high-
er-priced, much-
advertised pens.
If you pay more it's
the name you're

charged for. The Gold
Nib is guaranteed 14 Karat gold.
Iridium pointed. The holder is
hard-rubber, handsomely finish-
ed. The cover fits snugly and
can't slip off because it slightly
wedges over the barrel at either
end. This pen is non-leakable.
It is very easily cleaned, the pen-
point and feeder being quickly
removed. The simple feeder
gives a uniform supply of ink to
the pen-point without dropping,
blotting or spotting. Every bee-
keeper ought to carry one in his
vest-pocket. Comes in box with
directions and filler. Each pen
guaranteed. Here shown ?a ac-
tual size.
Price alone, postpaid. $1.00. With
a year's subscription, $1.7o.

Given free for 3 new subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each.

fl'I

QUEEN-CLIPPING DEVICE

The Monette Queen-
Clipping Device is a
fine thing for use in
catching and clipping
Queens' wings. 4H
inches high. It is used
by many bee-keepers.
Full printed direc-
tions sent with each
one.
Price alone, post-

paid. 25 cents. With a
year's subscription,

Sr.io. Given free for I new
subscription at Si.oa

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invented
by a Minnesota bee-
keeper, adapted
for prying up su-
pers and for gen-
eral work around
theapairy. Made
of malleable iron,
SVe inches long. The
middle part is 1 1-16

inches wide and 7-32

thick. The smaller
end is 1 7-8 inches long,
1-2 inch wide, and 7-32

thick, ending like a
screw-driver. The
larger end is wedge-
shaped havingasharp,
semi-circular edge,
making it almost per-
fect for prying up cov-
ers, supers, etc.. as it
does not mar the wood.
Dr. Miller, who has
used it since 1903 says,
January 7, 1907; "I
think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid,
40cents. With a year's
SMbscription, %\.2o.

Given free for 2 new
subscriptions at
Si.oo each.

PREmium
QUEENS

These are untested, stand-
ard-bred, Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
They are active breeders,
and produce good work-
ers.
Sent only after May 1st,
Orders booked any time

for 1908 queens. Safe de-
livery guaranteed. Price,
75 cents each, 6 for $4.00,

or 12 for $7.50. One queen
with a year's subscrip-
tion, $1.40. Free for
2 new tt. subscriptions.

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS

>r^f£5;i'.:^:OwoNT rou EE ny HOKIX
" '" -~ " ''V'D CHttR THIS tONELr ms:aBT?

Top I WOULD HUj YOU ALL TH£ TIH^

And wt WOULD N£Vtft PART

SCdtf m^ &^J^

A "Teddy Bear" on good terms with
everybody including the bees swarming
out of the old-fashioned "skep." Size
3!4x5!4, printed in four colors. Blank
space l!4x3 inches is for writing. Prices—
3, postpaid, 10 cents: 10 for 25 cents. Ten
with a year's subscription, S1.10. 6
given free for one Si.oo subscription.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS
Forty Years Among the Bees, by Dr. C. C.

Miller. -;i;i4 paiius. buuiid In hand.40me clolh.
with ^old leltLTH and dCHlgn, llluslrated with 112

bcauUful half-lone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller.
It iM a tfood, live story of successful bee-keep-
ing by one of the masters, and shows just how
Dr. Miller works with bees. Price alone, SI.OO.

With a year's subscription. $1.75. GiVEX fhek
for a new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Advanced Bee-Culture, by W. Z. Hutchin-
son.—The author Is a practical and helpful
writer. SSOpagres; bound In cloth, beautifully
Illustrated. Price alone. tJ.20. With a year's
subscription. $1.90. Given fkee forSnew sub-
scripllona at $1.00 each.

ABCaXYZof Bee Culture, by A I &
E. K. Root.—Over 600 paeres, describing- every-
thing- pertaining to the care of honey-bees. 400

engravings. Bound in cloth, price alone. -^l.i'O.

With a year's subscription. $2.25. GiVEX ruEE
fur 5 new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.—How the very best
queens are reared. Bound in cloth and Illus-

trated. Price alone. $1.00. With a year's sub-
scription, $1.50. Given- free for 2 new subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each. In leatherette binding, price
alone. 75 cents. With a year's subscription. $1.25.

GIVEN FREE for 2 new subscriptions, $1.00 each.

Bee-Keepers' Cuide, or Manual of the Api-
ary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book is instruc-
tive, helpful. Interesting, thoroughly practical
and scientific. It also contains anatomy and
physiology of bees. 644 pages. 295 illustrations.

Bound in clolh. Price alone. Sl.'-'O. 'With a year's
subscription, $1.90 eivE.v FKEE for i new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—Thisclassic has been entirely rewrit-
ten. Fully Illustrated. No apiarian Ubrary is

complete without this standard work by " The
Father of American Bee-Culture." 520 pages,
bound In cloth. Price alone. $1.20. 'With a year's
subscription. $2.00. Given FBEE for i new sub-
scripUons at $1.00 each.

The Honey-Money Stories—64-pafe book
let of short, bright items about honey. Has 33

fine Illustrations, and 3 bee-songs. Its main
object is to Interest people in honey as a dally
table article. Price 25 cents. With a year s sub-
scription, $1.10. GiVEX FREE for one new sub-
scription at $1.00. Three copies for 50 cents: or
the 3 with a year's subscription. $1.30: or the 3

copies GIVES FHEE for 3 new subscriptions at

$l.uOeach.
. , ,

Ameriicanische Bienenzucht, by Hans
Buschbauer. is a bee-keepers' handbook of 138

pages, which is just what our German friends
will want. It is fully Illustrated and neatly
bound in cloth. Price alone. $1.00. VTllh a year's
subscription. $1.70. Gives FREE for 3 new sub
icriptions at $1.00 each.

THE EMERSON BINDER
A stiff board outside like a book-cover with

-loth back. Will hold easily 3 volumes (36 num-
bers) of the American Bee Journal. Makes ref-

jrence easy, preserves copies from loss, dust
and mutilation. Price, postpaid. 75 cents. With
a year's subscription. 1.50. Gives free for 2

new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

WOOD BINDER
Holds 3 volumes. Has wood back but no cov-

ers. Price, postpaid. '-'0 cents. With a year's
subscription $1.10. Gives free foronenew sub-
scription at $1.00.

BEE-HIVE CLOCK
A few of these handsome " bronze-metal

'

clocks left. Base 10 1-3 Inches wide by 9 3-4

Inches high. Design Is a straw skep with clocK
face in middle. Keeps excellent time, durable
and reliable. Weight, boxed, 4 pounds, ^ou
pay express charges. Price. $1 60. With a year s

subscription. $2.25. GIVES FKEE for 5 new sub-

scriptions at $1.00 each.

SEND AIX ORDERS TO THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Chicago, 111.
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Not Cheap Queens,

But Queens Cheap
Prices of 3-Band Queens

Untested Queens
Tested Queens
Breeder's Queens

1

.$ .75

. 1. 00

. 5-00

1

.S 1. 00
. 1.50

. . 10.00

$ 4..:o

5.70

5.70
8.70

$11.20
13.20
11.70

14. 70

6

$11.70
17.-0

14.70

20.70

Golden or 5-Band Queens

Untested Queens
Tested <,)ueens
Breeders' Queens

3-Band Nuclei 1

One-frame, Untested Queen. ..$ i.75

Two ' " "... 2.25

One " Tested " ... 2.00

Two "
" "... 2.50

S-Band or Golden Nuclei 1

One-frame. Untested Queen... $ 2.00

Two " "... 3.00

One " Tested " ... 2.50
Two " " "... 350

Reared from the best 3 and 5 Band Red
Clover Italian Breeder Queens.
tS" Directions for Building UfWeak

Colonies— 10 cents.

W. J. Littlefield, Little Rock, Ark.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Line -Bred Italians!
I am ready to send you a Long-Lived Pro-

lific Queen, and if not well - pleased after
yoLi have liad the Queen two years I will re-
place or refund money. For prices see Am.
Bee Journal for July.

W. M. Parrish, Lawrence, Kan.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Miller's Italian Queens
From Superior Working Strain

By return mail, or your money back. North-
ern bred, from the best red - clover working
strains in U. S. No better hustlers; gentle.
and excellent winterers. Untested, from my
3-banded Superior Breeder, 75c; six. 84.00;
twelve, $7.50. Safe arrival guaranteed. Cir-
cular Free. ISAAC F. MILLER,

8A.;t Reynoldsville, Pa.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Special Offer for 90 Days

!

We will sell (Jueens from our famous honey-
gatherers. Some colonies have produced 200
lbs. of surplus honey this season. Untested
Queen, 75 cents; six, $400. Select Untested,
$1.00. Tested. $1.50. Twenty-five years' ex-
perience in Queen-Rearing.

FRED LEININGER & SON,
8Atf DELPHOS, OI-lIO,

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Binder
Attactimenl with Torn Harvester
culH and throws In piles on harv-
ester or winrows. Man and horse

^^"cui and shock equal with a Com
rild in every State. Price. $30 with Bin-

Attachment. S. C. MoNTCOMEKV. of Texa-
,
writes:— The Harvester has proven

With the assistance of one

Bin
dcr
line. Tex
all yon claim for It

man cut and bound over 100 acres of Corn, Kaffir
Corn and Maize last year." Testimonials and
Calaloir free, showins" picture <»f Harvester.
NEW PROCESS MFC. CO., Salina, Kan.

Plea*? mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

How About Your Advertisiiif;^?

Have you anything to sell? Any bees,
honey, hives, or anything else that you
think the readers of the American
Bee Journal might want to Iniy? If so,

why not offer it through our advertis-
ing columns? See rates in the first

column of the second page of every
number of the Bee Journal. We try to
keep our columns clean and free from
: ny dishonest advertising. Such can
not get in, if we know it.

"rk#*

REQUEENING
with Standard-Bred

Italian Queens.

The demand for our Fine Standard-
Bred Llntested Italian Queen is increas-

ing rapidly, because they give satis-
faction. Here is what two of many
pleased customers have to say;

Gkokge W. York & Co.—
I must tell you how well pleased I am with

the Queen you sent me last year. I thought
I had some pretty good Queens myself, but
the one you sent me is the best Queen I have
now. You know we have had, and are still

having, a severe drouth. White clover last-

ed only two weeks, and while my average of
honev per colony is about 40 pounds of sur-

plus, the bees from the Queen you sent me
have gathered, so far, more than 100 pounds
of fine honey. They are hustlers, indeed,
and the bees are very gentle. Twenty dol-
lars would not buy that Queen. After this

I know where I will get my Queens.
G. A, Barhiscii-

Houston Co., Minn., July 14, iqio.

George W. York & Co.—
1 have had a good many Queens from you

in the past, and have never gotten a poor
one. iRev.) Milton Maiiin.
New Castle, Ind., July i3, 1910.

We could publish many more testi-

monials like the above, but what wouUl
be the use ? As " the proof of the pud-
ding is in the eating " thereof, so the

proof of the value of our good Queens
is in getting and trying them yourself.

Send in your order at once and see the

nice, vigorous Queens you will get.

Some of the largest honey-producers in

this country use our Queens. They
know what they want, and where to get

it. That is the reason they order our
Queens,

If you have not had any of our Stan-
dard-Bred Queens, why not get one of

them now with a renewal of your sub-

scriptidn to the American Bee Journal?
No matter if your subscription is now
paid in advance, we will credit it still

another year, and also send you the

Queen.
We mail one Queen with the Bee

Journal for a year—both for only $1.40.

Queen alone is 7b cents; 3 for $2.10; ti

for $4.00; 12 for $7.50. These prices are

exceedingly low in view of the excel-

lence of the Queens. It pays to get

good stock. Mr. Barbisch as well as

tliousaiids of others have proven this.

Now is the time to requeen your col-

onies. Why not order some of our
good Queens ?

We are now sending Queens almost
by return mail, and expect to con-

tinue to do this until the end of the

season. .Address all orders to

—

GEORGE W.iYORK>;CO., '^
146 W. Superior St., Chicago,
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Tennessee-Bred Queens

!

All from Extra-Select Mothers,

Davis' Best, and the

Best Queens Money Can Buy
38 Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing.

Breed Three-Band Italian Queens Only.

November ist to July ist

I 6 li

Untested $1.00 $5.00 $ g.oo

Select Untested.. 1. 25 6.50 12.00I

Tested 1.75 Q.oo 17.00'

Select Tested 2.50 n.50 25.00!

July I to N
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yyr/s< Root's Goods in Chicago >QOOC

Last April we moved to this location. We were
unable then to arrange our stock as we desired as the
busy season was upon us. April, liHO. finds us in bet-
ter shape than we have ever been since tlie opening of
this office.

Our stock is now conveniently arranged, hence
no confusion in filling orders. We now have on dis-
play in our show-room a complete line of our sup-
plies. Call and see them. From this date we will
have cars from the factory about every 10 days.

Have you received our catalog for 1910? If not,
we want you to have it. A postal card request will
bring one.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture

If you have not seen a late copy of our paper,
which is issued twice each month, you can't tell from
a brief description how much valuable information
each issue of it contains. Each issue is fully illus-

trated Our writers are the very best. A trial sub-
scription of six months (12 different copies) will cost
you only 2.5 cents.

Alexander's Writings

Mr. Alexander was one of the largest, if not the
largest, bee-keeper in the United States, and what he
has told of his methods must necessarily be of inter-
est to large bee-keepers. He kept bees for over 40
years, and produced honey by the carload. His writ-
ings are practical, and what he has done others may
do if they care to follow his teachings. Here is what
a prominent bee-keeper says of his book:

"Alexander's Writings are the best thing I ever read;
pra ctical. enthusiastic, sympathetic, encouraging. I predict
an enormous sale of the book. Why not get out an edition
wi th cloth cover? It's worth while. Wish you could print
more such books." WM. BAYLEY.

43 N. Brighton Ave.. East Orange, N. J.

This Book is Sold only in combination with Gleanings

From now until January 1, 1911, we offer one copy
of the Alexander book with every yearly subscription

to GLEANINGS, new or renewal. Vou get BOTH
for subscription rate alone, which is only $1.00.

Canadian postage, 30 cts. ; foreign postage, 60 cts.

per year extra.

Power Extractors

We believe all of our extractors are about as near
perfect as it is possible to make them. For large api-
aries one of our power machines is a great advantage.
A circular of these will be sent upon request.

Read what a large producer says

:

Lang, Calif.. Sept, 26, iqoo.
Gentlemen .—Oviini to the fact that power extractors are

not in general use at the present time, it mav be of interest
to you to know that I used a Gilson engine '

i H. P.." together
with the latest model of the 6-frame automatic extractors,
"Roots," for this season's extracting. I was surprised and
deligliled with the work done. In extracting our heavy white-
sage honey it not only cleans out the combs much cleaner
than can be done by hand-power, but does it at a minimum of
of expense. The cost of gasoline and oil used being onlv 16P
per ton of honey extracted. It takes the place of a man at
S40 per month and board, so one can readily see that it much
more than paid for itself in the one season, besides doing
much better work than could be otherwise. The above cost
of extracting is given on the basis of gasoline at 25P per gal-
lon, which is the cost here. Truly,

H. A. Slayton.

Our Aim for the Season of 1910
This year we aim to give our customers the very

best possible service. Remember, for low freight-
rates and quick delivery, Chicago is as well located as.

any city in the United States.

Our Location and How to Reach It

The A. I. Root Co. institute^pVace.

One block north of Chicago Ave., cor. Franklin
St. Take any car going north on Wells St. Get off

at Institute Place, Yz block west to Jeffery Bldg. Take
elevator to 6th floor. Or take N. W. Elevated to Chi-
cago Ave. and walk yi block north on Franklin St.

Tel. North 1484.

New England ^-^S^-,-)
Bee-keepers! prices

.
: PROMPT DELIVERY:

Cull & Williams Co.
Providence, - Rhode Island.

Queens
Tluee - Handed
Leath'r-Colored
Italian Queens.
Selected Untes-
ted, $1.00 each; 6

for $4.50. Also—
FULL COLONIES and NUCLEI For Sale.
Circular Freu.

^^^ 0. F. Fuller, Blackstone, Mass.
Ref.—Arthur C, Miller, Providence. R. I.

From Extra-
Selected
Mothers

Golden and Red-

Clover Queens...
Untested. 75c; six for $4.00.
Selected Untested. $1.00; si.\ for $5.00.

Tested, Si-5o.

Safe arrival guaranteed. Twenty-one years'
experience. Send your orders to

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

Bee-Supplies
Distributor of Lewis' Bee-Supplies at Fac-

tory Prices in Iowa. Also Red Clover and
Leather-Colored Italian Queens; and the
Folding Berry Boxes, and the old-style
Boxes.
Beeswax wanted. Send for Catalog.

W. i. McCARTY, Emmetisbur^, Iowa

<

<

A

<

4

BETTER FRUIT
The best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 per acre. One

Dollar per year. Sample copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "TreoT"-

>

>

>

¥

W.H.Laws
BEEVILLE, TEX.

Is again ready with his Italian
Queens. There is no mistake but
the Red-clover Italians are the
best bees known. Letters com-
ing in nearly every day verify
this claim. Just read this one

:

Dear Sir: — The bees from the
queens you sent me last spring are
breeding finely, gathering honey, and
are NOT swarming. If all your reds
equal or approach these they are the
/'t-y/Z'trj- /// ///(• 'uh'/-/i/. If you can not fill

my order at once that you have bookt
I am willing to wait, as I want none
hut yours. W. LeGette, U.D.S.
Taylorsville, N. C.

I have not dared to advertise
until the present, nor reduce pri-

ces, as I should be swamped with
orders. From the time this ad.

reaches you I shall be in a posi-
tion to fill all orders promptly,
but always appreciate a few days'
notice before orders are to be
filled. PRICES — Single Queen,
$1 ; six for $.5.00 ; Breeders, $5.00.

W, H. Laws, Beeville, Bee Co., Tex.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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FARM
WANTED

If you \vi8h to Bell your farm, give me
price, description, etc. I want to hear
from owner who wKshes to" sell direct to
buyer without paying: any ag^ent's com-
misalon. There Is a grood buyer for it.

wllllnpr to pay your price. I can locate
him for you. Not particular about loca-
tion. Write me at once, giving: full par-
ticulars, and slate when possession can
be had. and see if we can close up a deal
In short order. C. F. CALLPAS.
28 King" St. West, Berlin. Ont., Canada.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing-

^ ^ ^ ^

Of Interest

FOR the past 50 years New
England bee-keeepers have
purchased Bees, Queens, Bee-

hives, Supers, Section - boxes.
Comb Foundation, Smokers,
Honey-jars, and other necessary
bee-supplies, of the Reliable and
long-established firm of W. W.
Gary & Son.

I have recently purchased tlie above
business, and will continue it at the
same place as before. I have been
associated with the firm for the past
eight vears. and have had exiierience
in all branches of the business.

I have a fresh supply of the A. I. Root
Co.'s goods, which I am able to supply
you upon short notice. Send in your
orders early and I will give them my
best attention. 4A6t

Send for Bee-Supply Catalog.

EARL M. NICHOLS,
(Successor to \V. W. Cary & Son)

Lyonsville, MassachusettsTV^'T
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing,

M. H. HUNT & SON
The best time to buy your goods is during

the fall and winter months. We are mak-
ing Liberal Discounts for Early Orders,
and would like to quote you net prices on
your needs for next season.

-BEESWAX WANTED-
LANSING, - MICHIGAN.
Plea«e mention Am. Bee Journal when writinii.

Our Famous Red Clover
and Golden Queens

Have no equal. Untested, 50 cts. Select un-
tested, 75c. Tested. $1.00. 6AU

Evansville Bee & Honey Co.,

2439 South Gov. St.. - EVANSVILLE. IND.
[Successor to H. A. Ross.)

"Tease mention Am. Bee Journal when writiiig.

Fine Golden Italian
CH'EENS from good stock
at 50c each. J. F. NICBAEL,
Rt. I. Winchester. Ind.

7A3 Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.
Please mention Am. bee Journal when writing.

For Sale

Write Us To-Day
for our 1910 Catalog and let us tell you all about

DITTMER'S

COMB FOUNDATION

WORKING Your WAX for You.

t^" Write us for Estimate on full Line of
Supplies. It will pay you, and costs nothing.

RETAIL and WHOLESALE.

Gus Dittmer Company, - Augusta, Wisconsin.

DAD 11CC ' Foot-Power

DAIlRtO Machinery
Read what J. L Pakknt, of Charl-

ton. N. Y., Kays: *'We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 60 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey-racks, 600 brood-frames,
2,000 honeyboies. and a great deal
of other work. This winter we have
double theamount of be«-hive8,eto.,
to make, and we expect to do Itwith
thie Saw, It will do all you say It
will," Catalog and price-list free.

Address, W, F. ftJOHN BARNES,
096 Baby St.. Bookford. lU.

Good Queens
If you are going to want any Queens for in-

crease, or replacing old aueens next June, it

is time to begin to think about it. I have
been breeding leather-colored Italian queens
for years, and they are giving excellent satis-
faction. If you are interested, write. Good
queens; no disease; prompt shipment, and
absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Prices:
June, one, 00c; three, $2.50; six, S4.75; doz.,
{9.00; 20 or more at 60c each. 2Agt

S. F. Trego, Swedona, Ills.

c
RANE —-^.^—^-^—^^_^^—
ELLULAR
ASES soccccccoooooceoooosoooooooooo:

Mr. H. W. Coley, of Westport, Conn., writes us

:

"I am using your Corrugated Paper Cases for shipping comb honey
in, this year, and like them. On one shipment last year of six wooden
cases packed in a carrier with a straw cushion, the greater part were
ruined. This year the same quantity shipped to the same place in your
cases went through without a broken comb."

1. The first cost of the Paper Cases is less.

2. He saved the cost of the carriers.

3. He saved the time of making the carriers.

4. He saved the weight of the carriers.

5. The Paper Cases weigh less than wooden ones.

6. They can be assembled in one-half the time it

requires to set up a wooden case.

Send for our Circulars and let us tell you what some of the other large
producers and dealers say.

Do not take our word for the value of this new Case.

Plan to order early. Some were disappointed last year.

>scooeos<socccooooooooooo!

J. E. Crane & Son, Middlebury, Vt.
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CAPONS brlnertholargest profits
— luO per cent more than other poul-

t ry. Caponizlng is easy and boon
learned. Progressive poultrymen uae

PILLING ?u'^%^lH
Postpaid $2.50 per set witb free Instrno- \
tlons. The convenient, durable, ready-

1

for-use kind. BoBtmaterial. Wealsomake!
' Pnuttry Marker 25c, GapeWorm Extractor25o I

f
French Killing Knife 6O0, Capon Book Free, '

[ G. P. Pilling &/ Son Co., PiuIadelpiua.Pa.

'

Italian Bees, Queens and Nuclei

Choice Hoine-Bred Impor.
ted Stock. All Queens
reared in Full Colonies.

Prices for July and After
I Untested Queen $0.75
I Tested *'

o.QO
I .Select Tested i.io
I Breeder Queen 1.65
i-Comb Nucleus

(no queen) 80

Safe arrival guaranteed.

For price on larger quan-
tities, and description of each grade of
8ueens- send for Catalog. Send for sample
oMB Foundation. 4Atf

J. MSTRONG,
204 E. LoganJSt., CLARIXDA, IOWA.

PRIZE TAKERS
Pharr's Goldens took first prize at 3 ex-

hibits in Texas in IQ07. We will furnish

Golden, Carniolan, Caucasian, and 3-band
Italian Queens, untested, $1.00 till June i,

then 75 cents. Tested. 8i.5" till June i, then
$1.00. For large quantities, write. Our 3-

band Breeders from W. O. Victor and Grant
Anderson strains; other races from the best

obtainable. "Prompt service and satisfac-

tion," is our motto. Address. sAtf

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO.

or JOHN W. PHARR,
Berclair, - - Texas

Again to the Front with

The Famous Banats
Having moved my Banat
Apiaries from Sabinal to
.San Benito, Texas. I am
now better prepared to
furnish High Quality

QUEENS
and guarantee them pure-
ly mated. Prices: Untes-
ted Queens, each, 75c; per
doz.. $8.00 Tested Queens
each 5i.2S; per doz., $12.00.

Mv stock is pure and free from disease—
the gentlest bets on earth.

GRANT ANDERSON,
2Atf S.AN BliMlO. TF-X.^VS.

NORWOOD'STexas-Bred—QUEENS
Three-banded Queen -Bees bred for busi-
ness. Try them, then you'll know. Untes-
ted, Ji.oo; six. $=;.(>o. Wrid- us,
cAtf E. B. NORWOOD, Del Valle, Tex.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal wbeo writing.

' If goods are

BEE
) wanted quick, send to Pouder" Q

(Established iHH'j) Q-SUPPLIES B
Standard hives with latest improvement; Danzenbaker
Hives, .Sections, Comb Foundation. Extractors, Smokers-
intact, everything used about the bees. My equipment,
my stock of goods, the quality of my goods, and my ship-
ping facilities, can not be excelled.

Paper Milk Bottles,
for Extracted Honey. Made of heavy paper and paraffin
coated, with tight seal Every honey-producer will be in-
terested. A descriptive circular free.

Finest White Clover Honey on hand at all times.
I buy Beeswax. Catalog of supplies free.

I

Watter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind. 859 Massachusetts Ave. R

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
BINGHAM ^ Bztracts from Catalogs—1907:

CLEAN '^-^a Ch»s. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.—Tliia U the Smoker we
BEE <;M0KER I^^ o

recommend above all others.

\i. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—We haye sold theee Smok-
ers for a good many years and never received a single complaini.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of theloup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1893, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.
Smoke Engine—largest smoker made $1.50—4 inch stove
Doctor—cheapest made to use 1.10—3)^ "
Conqueror—right for most apiaries 1.00—

3

"

Large—lasts longer than any other 90—2>i "
Little Wonder—as its name implies 66—2 "

The above prices deliver Sm jker at your post-offlce free. We send circular if requested.
Original Bingham & Hetherington Uncapplng-Knlfe.

T.F.BINGfiM.Aima,

Patented. May'20. 1879. BEST ON EARTH.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

DOOLITTLE'S
"Scientific

Queen-Rearing"
This is G. M, Doolittle's master-piece on

rearing the best of queens in perfect accord
with Nature's way. It is for the amateur and
the veteran in bee-keeping. The A. I. Root
Co.. who ought to know, say this about Doolit-
tle s queen-rearing book:

' It is practically the only comprehensive
book on queen-rearing now in print. It is looked upon by many as the foundation of mod-
ern methods of rearing queens wholesale."

Mr. Doolittle's book also gives his method of producing comb honey, and the care of
same; his management of swarming, weak colonies, etc. It is a book of IJii pages, and is
mailed at the following prices : Bound in cloth, $1.00 : bound in leatherette,.75.cents.

Special Clubbing Offer
We offer a cloth-bound copy of this book with the American Bee Journal one year—both

for 51.50; cr a copy of the leatherette-bound edition, with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for $1.25. The cloth-bound book given free for getting 3 new subscribers at $1.

each ; or the leatherette-bound copy given for 2 new subscribers.
Every beekeeper should have a copy of Mr. Doolittle's book, as he is one of the stan-

dard authorities of the world on the subject of queen-rearing and everything: else connected
with bee-keeping and honey-production,

George W. York <a Co., Chicsigo, 111.

LEWIS BEEWARE — Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

Extracted Honey for Sale.
(Ask for Prices.)

Beeswax Wanted.
23c Cash—31C Trade.

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. *\ot

(Successors to the York Honey & Bee-Supplv Co.) H. M. ARND, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St, CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Chicago. July 20.—A few consignments of
new comb lioney have come on the market,
the A No. 1 to fancy grades bringing 17c: No.
I. ufeiijc. with otlier less desirable grades
ranging from i&K less per pound. Extracted
white clover brings 8c. with other grades of
white i&'i'Ac; amber. b@7C. according to
body, flavor, etc. Beeswax steady at w'ni2c
according to color and condition. We look
for these prices to prevail for the ensuing
few weeks. R. A. Burnett it Co.

Cincinnati. July 26.—The market on comb
honey is brisk. Fancy white comb is selling
in a wholesale way at is'/5(3i6c. Fancy ex-
tracted from S'A&i'nc : amber in barrels from
6H6'7C. Beeswax is in fair demand at S33 per
100 lbs. These are our selling prices, not
what we are paying.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. July 26.—The receipts
of comb honey are fair, and up to date the
demand has been equal to the receipts;
there is no old or new extracted in the mar-
ket. We quote; No. i white comb. 24 sec.
cases, per case. $3.50: No. ;:. $3.oo@|3.25; No. i

amber. $3 00@$3.2S; No. 2 amber. $2.5o®$2.75.

Extracted, if on the market, would bring
7®7j^c. Beeswax. 25c.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Denver. July 30.—We quote strictly No. i

new crop comb honey in a jobbing way at
$3.60 per case of 24 sections; No. 2 at S3. 15.

Last season's crop is now all cleaned up.
Extracted, strictly No. i white. S'ac; light
amber at 7!^c; amber and strained at b'ic
per pound. We pay 25c for clean yellow
beeswax delivered here.
The Colo. HonevProducers' Ass'n.

F. Rauchfuss. .1/fr.

F

American ^Bae Journal

New York. Aug. 5.—No arrivals as yet of
new crop York State comb honey or near-b>',
and we do not expect any large shipments
until a couple of weeks from now. Have
had some sample cases sent in which show
up very good as to tiuality. Market prices
are not established as yet. although we
should think that fancy white will sell read-
ily at around 15c a pound, and special fine
lots may bring more. Off grades accordingly.
Extracted is in gooil demand. Receipts are
mostly from the Southern States, ana we do
not expect any I'lastern honey for a couple
of weeks to come. New-crop Southern is

selling at from t>5@7oc a gallon for common
average, and 75®83c for choice and fancy.

HlLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

Zanesville, Ohio. July 27.—Very little
new honey has arrived as yet. and so the
market is not settled. The market being
bare, dealers are having little trouble to get
prices asked. For northern comb grading
No. I to fancy, producers are offered by the
jobbing trade I4@i5c delivered; best white
extracted. 8c. f. o. b. here. The demand for
comb honey is in excess of the supply; for
extracted, about normal. For good quality
beeswax, producers are offered 28c cash. 30c
in exchange. Edmund W. Peirce.

Indianapolis, July 26.-The new crop is

now moving, and demand seems to be ex-
ceptionally good for this season of year.
Jobbers are offering fancy white comb at
r7C; No. i white. I6c. P'inest extracted at
IOC. with some slight reductions on large
quantities. It is presumed that producers
are being paid about 2c less than above
quotations. This is not a desirable market
for amber honey. Producers of beeswax are
being paid 28c cash, or 30c in trade.

Walter S. Pouder.

Boston, July 27.—Fancy white comb honey
at I7@i8c; No. i. I5@i6c. Fancy white ex-
tracted. g@ioc; white. 8@oc;. Beeswax. 30c.

Blake. Lee Co.

Superior Italian Queens f,'o'^'='impo'?fl^
stock sold for Si, 2^. Satisfaction guaranteed.

I. A. EGENES, Story City, Iowa.
Please mention Am- Bee Journal when writing.

»=;^^^T]

ALCON
OUNDATION

Years of experience in the manufac-
ture of

FALCON
COMB
FOUNDATION

have made it PERFECT.
Bees like it, and the foremost

Honey-Producers Use It.

It helps materially to increase the

Honey Crop
(Send for our new Catalog.)

Ship us your

BEESWAX
to FALCONER, N. Y.

Will send shipping-tafs. when you
write asking for quotations.

We pay highest market prices.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

JAMESTOWN, H. Y.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold bv

Colorado Honejr-Producers' Association,

Denver. Colo.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

HONEY WANTED
When you have an}" to offer, let US hear from you.

If it is Comb Honey, state how it is put up, and
the grade

;

If it is Extracted, mail us a Sample and state your
lowest price delivered Cincinnati.

We can use any amount, and are always in the market

C. H. W. Weber & Co.
2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Be Sure to get our PRICES on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's Wax

or
Let us send to you our prices for

Working your Wax into

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
Many large Honey-Producers prefer our Foun-

dation to other makes, because the bees like it best.

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of

BEESWAX, and we are buying at all times of the

year at highest cash and trade prices.

During the season of 1909 we haridled over

175,000 pounds of Beeswax.

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

We Keep Only the Best.

Let us Figure on

Your Season's Supplies

1910 CATALOG

Now Ready,

and Free for the Asking.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois.
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY
146 W. Superior Strttt, Chicago, III.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SDBSCBIPTION PRICE of this Journal

18 11.00 a year. In the United States of America

(except In Chicago, where It is J1.2o). and Mexico;

In Canada, Sl.lO ; and In all other countries In the

Postal Union, 26 cents a year e.xtra for postag-e.

Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription Is

paid. For Instance, " declO " on your label shows
that It Is paid to the end of December, 1910.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.—We do not send

a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,

but change the date on your address-label,

which shows that the money has been received

and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times I4C a line g times no a line
6 12c " 12 " (I yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

Pfational B^e Keepers' Association.

(Organized in 1870.)

Objects.
1. To promote the interests of bee-keepers.
2. To protect and defend its members in

their lawful rights as to keeping bees.
3. To enforce laws against the adulteration

of honey.
Membership Dues.

One dollar a year.

Officers and Executive Committee.
President—George W. York. Chicago, III.

Vice-President—W. D. Wright, Altamont,
N. Y.
Secretary—Loots H. Scholl, New Braun-

fcts Tex
Treas. & Gen. Mgr.-N. E. France. Platte-

ville. Wis.
Twelve Directors.

O. M. Doollttle. Borodino. N. Y.
Jas. A. Stone, Rt. i. Sprlnfrfleld. III.

R. A. Holekamp, viKi Va. Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Wm. McEvoy. Woodbum. Ont., Canada.

M. H. Mendleson, Ventura, Calif.
R. C. Allcin, Loveland, Colo.

R. L. Taylor. Lapeer. Mich.
E. D. Townsenrt. Remus. Mich.

Uilu Tocpper\veln, San Antonio, Tex.
J. E. Crane. Mlddlcbury. Vt.

E P. Atwater. Meridian. Idaho.
R. A. Morgan, Vermilion, S. Dak.

Are ^'ou a member? If not. why not send
the annual dues >f $1,00 irf luue to Treas.
France, or to the oHice of the American Bee
.Journal. 146 W. .Superior .St.. Chicago. 111.?

It will be forwarded prumiuly to the Treas-
urer, and a receipt mailed to you by him. It

is '.he desire of the officers to increase the
membership to 5000 by the end of imo. Every
progressive bee-keeper should be a member
of this, the greatest bee-keepers' organiza-
tion in America.

Crown Bone Cutter
BEST MADE
Lowest
in Price

Untested Italian Queen-Bees
Our Standard-Bred

6 Queens for $4.00 ; 3 for $2.10 ;

1 for 75 cents.

For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely mated, and all right in every respect. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to say

about them

:

George W.York & Co.:—The two queens received of you some
time ago are fine They are good breeders, and the workers arc
showint? up tine I Introduced them among black bees, and the bees
are nearly yellow now, and are doing good work.

Nemaha Co , Kan , July 15. A. W. Swan.

George W. York & Co. ;—After importing queens for 15 years you
have sent me the best She keeps 9 1-2 Langstroth frames fully oc
cupied to date, and. although I kept the hive well contracted, to force
them to swarm, they have never built a queen-cell, and will put up
100 pounds of honey if the flow lasts this week.

Ontario. Canada July 22 Chas. Mitchell

George W. York & Co. :—The queen I bought of you has proven a
good one, and has given me some of the best colonies.

Washington Co., Va., July 22. N. P. Oglesbt.

George W York & Co.;—The queen I received of you a few days
ago came through O. K . and I want to say that she is a beauty. I im-
mediately Introduced her into a colony which had been queenless for
20 days She was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I
am highly pleased with her and your promptness In filling my order.
My father, who is an old bee keeper, pronounced her very fine. You
win hear from me again when I am In need of something in the bee
line. E. E. McColm.

Marlon Co., 111., July 13.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is 75

cents, or with the old American Bee Journal for one
year—both for $1.40. Three Queens (without Journal)

would be $2.10, or 6 for $4,00. Full instructions for in-

troducing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the

underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-Bred Queens.

George W. York & Co., we w. superior st. Chicago, III.
Please mention Ara. Bee Journal when writing.

FOR SALE
(Jueuns and Honey. Also three Remiiititon
Typewriters. These machines cost. new.
$100 each; they look like new. and work like
new. Will take Sis each, or will exchange
for anything we can use.

QUIRIN -THE -QUEEN -BREEDER,
BELLEVUE, OHIO

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Motfs Strain of Italians

!

Golden or R. C. Untested. 65c; Tested. $1. is.

Natural Golden from Imported stock—Un-
tested, $i. 00; Tested, Si. 50. See list.

NUCLEI. Leaflets — "How to Introduce
Queens," 15c: " How to Increase." 15c—both,
25 cents. 4Atf

E. E. MOTT, Clenwood, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Comb & Extracted Honey
Write us when you have an}' to offer, naming

your lowest price, freight paid Cincinnati. We
buy every time your price justifies, and we re-

mit the very day shipment arrives.

The Fred W. Muth Co.
"THE BUSY BEK-MEN"

51 Walnut Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO
I'lrase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Just a Few Plain Facts as to Why You Should Join

The Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association
Two people working together are more than twice as

strong as one. This strength nmltiplies as numbers in-

crease. But numbers alone are not sufficient. There must

be Action. And this action must be well directed, and with

a purpose in view. If a number of people work together to

attain a given object, it is next to impossible to prevent

them attaining it. Hence, if a number of bee-keepers, in

the form of an association, work together for better market

conditions, success is almost certain.

And This is What We Are Doing

This tall the seventh annual booklet has been pub-

lished. It gives the name, address, and honey report of each

member. This booklet is then advertised in the bee-jour-

nals, and sent to all who request it. In this way each mem-
ber is certain that his name goes before buyers all over the

United States. The logical outcome is better markets, as

each member is brought in touch with more buyers. This

is proven by the fact that many of our members now sell as

soon as, or before, the honey is ready to ship. A large per-

cent have already sold this year's crop.

But We were Not Satisfied to Stop There

No, we went further and compiled a list of 100 buyers

with addresses. We wrote each one of them asking what

kind of honey they wanted, how put up, and how much.

While not all replied, yet of those who did reply the demand
was for Over One Million Pounds of Honey. This list

was sent to each meiiiber, which enabled him to write at

once to the buyer who wanted just what he had for sale.

Each Member Advised as to Marl(et Conditions

The Executive Board then sent out to each member a

recommendation as to what should be obtained for honey
this year f. o. b. cars at producer's station. Reasons for this

conclusion were also given. This meant much to the begin-
ner who did not know what he should ask for his honey,
after he had produced it. It also helped the old producer by
preventing the new, ine.xperienced man from dumping his

crop on the market at any old price otTered.

Our Membership is Not Confined to Michigan

No, we now have members in twelve States. Some of

the leading bee-keepers in the land are enrolled with us, as

well as others who are just starting. Both find it profitable

to belong to the Michigan. Our system of finding markets
by mail helps all, no matter where they reside.

Membership from Now to Jan. 1, 1912, for $1

That is just exactly what we will do. It is now too
late to have your name in this year's booklet, as it is already

published, but we will credit your membership to January
1, 1912, which will include the next year's booklet. In addi-

tion, we will send you at once the list of 100 buyers, putting

you at once in touch with new markets, and send you the

Executive Board's recommendation in regard to markets.

Don't Forget that We are Growing

But the larger we are the more we can do for you.

Your individual strength increases in proportion to the

number you are united with. That is why we want you with

us. And you should not hesitate to come with us. You
have worked hard for your honey. Now that you have it,

you should not hesitate to put in One Dollar with your
brothers to work for better market conditions. Send in

your Dollar at once, and get by return mail the buyers'

names, the Executive Board's recommendation, and a cer-

tificate of membership in the livest bee-keepers' associa-

tion in the United States. Booklet sent free upon applica-

tion. Address,

Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association,
E. B. TYRRELL, Secretary,

230 Woodland Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

iv^
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Don't Spoil Your Success at the 11th Hour !

!

You and your bees have worked hard all summer to show results.

Your sections are now all filled with beautiful snow-white honey.

Your crop is in. You are ready for the harvest. Now is the critical period.

Be wise. Be careful. - - - Insist on Lewis Shipping-cases made out of

bright polished Basswood, accurately fitted complete with or without

glass, neat, attractive, "nobby."
Make your Hone}^ bring better prices by using them. Now furnished with cor-

rugated paper in addition to the regular kind.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

G. B. Lewis Company, Watertown, Wis., 30 Distributing Houses

Bee-Keepers
Here is a barfrain In No 2

A}4kA}4 1-Piece 2-Beeway Sections

Si. 25 per 1000. Plain. 25c less.

Send your order to-day. Also write for Cat-

aloK. lAtf

AUG. LOTZ & CO.,
KOYD. WIS

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

QiiAANA Golden and
UCCnS IMPORTED STOCK !

Cioldcns mated to IniiJortL-d .stock. If you
want Honey, try my Superior Strain.

Untested. 6sc each; 6 for $3.50. Tested. $i,co

each; 6 for Ss.50.

Safe arrival. No disease. i),\tf

N. FOREHAND, Ft. Deposit, Ala.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Scoggins Strain Bees!
To The People :

1 have (nore orders for rutfste<l aiul Tes
ted Queens than I can Mil this year. Bull
have a Few Fine Breeders that were rear
od this year. Price, $1 '> .iiul Si, 00 each.

J. B. Scogsins, Fouke, Miller Co., Ark.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

DOOLITTLE & CLARK
Have some line IIALIAN BKIilCD-
ING OUEENS at S2.50. $5.00, and
Sio.oo. Untested Queens. $1.00 each;
i'1.00 per dozen. .Send tor Circular

Borodino, Onon<laga Co., N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

QUEENS
Golden, Red Clo-
ver, & 3-Banded QUEENS

Untested, 75 cents eacii; S4.4U for ti
: SH.y^ |)er dozen. Testet.!. $1.00 each. Queens sent b\' re-

turn mail. h.-\tf

DANIEL WURTH, Rt. 1, Wapato, Wash.

We Are Still Here Rearing Those Fine Superior
GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS

If von want to i;et a larger crop of Hoiiev than usual, get Hall Superior
Golden Queens NOW for 1911. Untested "Oneens—1 for $1.00; for.f.^.OO; 12

for ^'.MKl. Write us vour wants.

T. S. HALL, JASPER, Pickens Co., GEORGIA.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Editorial Notes and Comments

Keeplufj Honey
All are not agreed as to some of the

points about keeping honey, but prob-
ably all are agreed that it is a good
thing to keep it warm. Some would
say hot. If a cool, damp time comes,
artificial heat may well be used. At
other times the heat of the sun may
serve, with dark walls and roof to ab-
sorb the heat of the sun.

What about ventilation ? S. D. House,
a man whose word deserves considera-
tion, says in the Bee-Keepers' Review:

"Comb honey needs a high temperature,
with no ventilation, to cure it properly : the
least it is exposed to the atmosphere the
better, unless it could be in a direct current
of air."

Perhaps something depends upon
the comparative heat of the inside and
the outside air. Suppose a door or
window on each of two opposite sides
of the honey-room, each opening fur-
nished with a screen. Without doubt
it will be better to keep everything
closed tight at night, as the admission
of the cool night air could only do
harm. In the morningtheclosed room
will be much warmer than the outside
air. But it has cooled off to some ex-
tent throughout the night, and in the
course of the forenoon the outside air
will warm up until it is warmer than
the air of the closed room. Will it not
be well then to open up and let in the
outside warmer air ? Then after the
middle of the day all may be again
closed.

Iiiiproveiiient of Bees
From time to time the advice is

given to breed from the best so as to
increase the average per colony, yet
probably only a small number of bee-
keepers act upon the advice. In the
average apiary it will likely be found
that some colony produces double the
average yield, while another does not
produce half as much as the average.

Indeed there may be found a colony
which in an ordinary year produces
nothing. And yet that non-producer
is allowed to continue, because it does
not enter the head of the owner that it

is a loss to him. It is a loss in two
ways. It consumes just as much stores
as his best storing colony, provided
the colonies are equally populous, thus
using up what might be stored as sur-
plus by other colonies. That is bad
enough, but perhaps the greater loss
occurs from the fact that the drones
from this poor colony meet the young
queens of the better colonies, thus
bringing down the average yield for
the future. So it might be a profitable
thing to brimstone such a colony
rather than to let it continue on its

own way.
A little figuring may do no harm.

Suppose an apiary of 100 colonies
which average, one year with another,
7.") pounds of honey per colony, which
is sold at 8 cents per pound. Suppose
the best colony in the apiary yields
double the average, or 1.50 pounds.
Now if the owner requeen his apiary
with young queens of that best stock,
and if each colony in the apiary then
yields l.JO pounds each ; or, in other
words, if he increases the average yield
75 pounds per colony, that 7-5 pounds
at 8 cents a pound will be $6, and that
will amount to an increase of $IJ00 a
year for the whole apiary. Would not
$600 a year pay him pretty big wages
for the work of requeening ?

But that " if " in the case is to be
reckoned with, and it may as well be
said at once that no such result would
follow. For future storing depends
not only upon the young queens that
are reared, but also upon the drones
with which they are mated. If the
bee-keeper rears all his queens from
that 1.50-pound colony, and if all his
young queens meet drones from his
own apiary, these drones being of
average 7o-pound stock, then the re-

sultant will be an average of 150 and
75, or 112>i. That would make an aver-
age increase of 37>^ pounds, or an in-

crease of 3750 pounds for the whole
apiary. At 8 cents a pound that comes
to just $300. Even that would be good
pay.

But again there is an " if." " If " his
queens meet drones from his own
apiary. They may meet drones from
surrounding apiaries. Possibly these
may be better than his own drones

",

probably worse. The larger his own
apiary, and the fewer surrounding bees,
the better his chances. If his apiarj' is

of considerable size, he may improve
his chances by encouraging drones
only in his best colonies.
Although it may not be practical to

reduce the matter to e.xact figures,

enough is clear to show that the bee-
keeper who has colonies of varying
degrees of excellence (and that takes
in nearly all bee-keepers), may make a

tidy sum by giving attention to the
rearing of queens from its best stock.

In many cases, however, the best

colony in an apiary is nothing to boast
of, and as a preliminary step one or
several good queens should be pur-
chased from some reliable dealer.

Longevity in Bees

Occasionally some one gives expres-
sion to the thought that longevity is an
important factor in the bee-keeping
world. Certainly a worker which lives

a few days longer than the average
would be expected to gather more than
the average, provided the few addi-

tional days of its life be added to the

length of time it spends as a fielder.

But how are we to determine which
bees have the longest lives ? F. Dun-
das Todd, writing in the Bee-Keepers'
Review, takes the number of dead bees
found on the bottom-board in winter
as an index, and says :

"This summer, therefore. I am going to
rear my new queens from the colony that
showed the fewest dead on the bottom-
board, and permit drones to fiy from the
hives tlnat approached the nearest to the
best."

As a general principle this may be
accepted as correct, but there are

things that make exceptions, and these

things must be considered in making
any decision. The colonies must be of
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eciual strength to make a fair compari-
son. They must stop breeding in the
fall at the same time. A colony that
stops breeding in August ought to
show a greater proportion of dead
bees than one which continues a month
or two later.

Why not measure the longevity of
the workers by the longevity of the
queen .' If the queens of one strain of
bees live longer than those of another
strain, is it not a fair guess that there
will be a proportionate difference in

the lives of the workers ? One man
says his queens do their best work in

their lirst year, and that he wants to
requeen annually. Another says his
queens do as good work in the second,
or even in the third, as in the first year.
The difference may be in the bees
themselves. But the question still re-
mains : If a worker lives longer than
the average, will the nurse-period and
the lield-period be both extended, or
will the extension apply only to the
lield-period of its life ?

Few or Many Colonie.s for Great-
est Eujoyineut?

One of the brightest of apicultural
writers of the present day is L. S.

Crawshaw, who, under the title " Cap-
pings of Combs ' serves up regularly
for the readers of the British Bee Jour-
nal a feast of good things. He gen-
erally confines himself to comments
upon items that have appeared in pre-
vious numbers, and whatever writer
makes a slip in any way is likely to be
held up by the aforesaid Mr. Crawshaw.
So reliable is Mr. Crawshaw generally
in all his views, and so rarely does he
lay himself open to criticism, that when
occasion offers one can not resist the
temptation to make the most of it,

although one may be fairly certain of
being gibbeted by Mr. Crawshaw for
such temerity. Yet the gibbeting will
be sure to be done with such good na-
ture that the victim will feel that it is a
favor rather than a punishment.

Mr. Crawshaw says this in the British
Bee Journal

:

It is possible that some sort of belief ob-
tains tliat happiness increases with posses-
sion even of bee-hives. May I assure those
enthusiastic beginners this is by no means
necessarily the case, but rather the reverse.
In the first ecstasy of bee-delight a beginner
is apt to outrun his powers. More true enjoy-
ment can be obtained from one or two hives
than from a large apiary. There comes a
time when the work detracts from the pure
pleasure of the amateur and the unalloyed
delight of study. There is even a reduction
in the record harvests which may be ob-
tained from a few thoroughly-understood
and properly-tended hives.

.'\s a preliminary question, one may
ask whether the enjoyment of the bee-
keeper is really in the possession of
" hives," or in what the hives contain.
In other words, has so accurate a
writer as Mr. Crawshaw sufficient ex-
cuse for following the too common
error of saying " hive " when " colony "

is meant ?

Passing that, however, as of minor
consideration, let us come to the more
serious part. Mr. Crawshaw desires to
warn the beginner not "to outrun his
powers," and so not to increase the
number of his colonies faster than he
gains ability to manage them. And in

that he is quite right. Hut in trying to
inak him content witli his present

numbers is there any need to dampen
unnecessarily the expectations of the
beginner as to the future ? Practically,
Mr. Crawshaw says. "My young friend,
make the best of the present, for you
will not have the same fun out of bee-
keeping when you have a larger apiary

;

. what is now delight will become
drudgery, and even the yields from
your colonies will not be what they are
now." Will not the poorer outlook for
the future largely reduce the joy of the
present ? For the beginner's enjoy-
ment generally has principal reference
to the big things he is going to do in
the future.
One can not help wondering whether

Mr. Crawshaw is speaking from his
own experience. If so, is it an average
experience ? Certainly it does not
agree with the experience of the writer.
Take that last statement in the passage
quoted, the reduction in record har-
vests. That, of course, refers to the
yield per colony. The writer had
smaller yields per colony when he had
only half a dozen colonies than when
the number neared 400.

Note the fallacy involved in that "few
thoroughly understood and properly
tended hives." As who should say:
" A man has only a certain amount of
understanding. If it be divided among
a few colonies it will cover the ground
well, but if it be divided among a large
number it will be too thin." In all

conscience, if a man understands thor-
oughly what to do with one colony,
will he not understand just as well
what should be done with two, or with
a hundred ? Can he not tend the hun-
dred or more just as well as he can
tend the one, so long as the number is

not too great for the time he has to de-
vote to them ?

Even if the yield should be less per
colony, as it may be in some places, on
account of the smaller pasturage per
colony with the greater number, there
is more real enjoyment in the thought
of 5000 pounds from 100 colonies than
in the thought of 1000 pounds from 10
colonies. At least that is the case here,
whatever it may be in Mr. Crawshaw's
" locality."

"There comes a time when the work
detracts from the pure pleasure." The
writer can not deny that there have
been times when he has been so tried
that he almost wished he might never
see a bee again. But those times were
the exception and not the rule; and
after a good night's rest he was eager
to get at the work again the next morn-
ing for the pure joy of it. Nor is it an
absolute necessity that one should have
so many bees that the care of them is

beyond one's time and strength. One
can have a smaller number, or more
help.

" More true enjoyment can be ob-
tained from one or two hives than
from a large apiary." Does Mr. Craw-
shaw speak from experience, or where
did he learn that ? This deponent has
now what might generally be consid-
ered "a large apiary." and although
the time when he had only " one or two
hives" stretches back nearly half a

century the memory of the enjoyment
he had at that time is still quite vivid,

and he is ready to take this affidavit

that the amount of true enjoyment
from the "one or two " did not compare

with that from the present number-
The feeling experienced when contem-
plating a pile of several tons of snow-
white sections leaves very much in
shadow the delight in the returns from
the few colonies, great as that delight
was. The unsolved problems of the
present day are struggled over with
just as keen a relish as were the more
elementary problems of ')0 years ago.
No ; let not the beginner be discour-

aged with the thought that as he ad-
vances his enjoyment will be less. Let
him heed Mr. Crawshaw's warning not
"to outrun his powers," and he will
find it is better further on. "The best
is yet to come."
Now, Mr. Crawshaw, bring on your

gibbet.

Objection.s to Alexander Treat-
ment ol'Kuroi)eaii Foul

Brood
Alfred L. Hartl says in Gleanings in

Bee Culture

:

"I have had no experience with European
foul brood; but it seems to me that if the
Alexander treatment is a success the dis-
ease would never have existed, for the bees
would naturally cure themselves every year.
All these writers agree that in the period of
oueenlessness. since no eggs are laid, and
there are no larva- to feed, the bees have
time to clean every cell in the brood-area,
since in the 27 days all healthy brood
emerges. Now, does not this same thing
happen every spring ? The bees stop brood-
rearing every fall, and begin again in the
spring; and the colonies are not only brood-
less 27 days, but often for two months, even
here in the South. The queen is present,
but she lays no eggs. When spring comes
the bees set to work cleaning the cells, and
they not only clean them half way. but they
polish them besides. A few daj's later the
queen starts to lay in these polished cells,
and she will not deposit one egg in a cell
that is not perfectly clean. Now. does not
this fulfill every requirement? Yet the dis-
ease is spreading over all the States."

If absence of brood be all that is

necessary, then certainly European
foul brood ought to be automatically
cured during winter. But as Mr. Hartl
says, it is on the increase, although
winter, as ever, faithfully returns once
a year. And if a broodless period of
several weeks or months in winter does
not effect a cure, why should it in sum-
mer ? Yet the results of actual trial

are not to be ignored, and if a sufficient

number say that a cure has actually re-

sulted froin the treatment, it is hard to

kick against facts. The question is:

Has there been that sufficient number
''

Foul Hrootl C'ondition.s iu l>r.
Miller's Apiary

After the severe season of 1909, with
European foul brood in most of luy

colonies during a season of dearth, it

was a matter of no little interest to

know in what shape things would be at

the opening of the season of 1910. As
was the case more or less throughout a
large scope of territory, the season
here was phenomenal. Phenomenal in

having summer weather at the usual
time of spring, and phenomenal in hav-
ing everything frozen up somewhat
later, the foliage being frozen on trees

so that many of them were as bare as
in the midst of winter.
As already intimated, it was with

keen interest that tlie frames of brood
were scrutinized at the first overhaul-
ing to see how much evidence of foul

brood was to be found. What a delight
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it was to find all the brood healthy.

Never before did the pearly whiteness
of healthy brood look so beautiful.

But would the disease appear later ?

Then there was the chance of fresh in-

fection from diseased colonies on all

sides of me, with no foul-brood law to

do anything in the way of protection.

"Tlien came a frost—a killing frost."

as already mentioned. Dead brood
was found in some colonies. But it

lacked the characteristic yellow color
of European foul brood. It was noth-
ing strange that such a freeze should
cause chilled brood. Later on, how-
ever, dead brood was found that was
unquestionably the result of Ituropean
foul brood. Did it originate from seed
left from the previous year, or was it

introduced afresh from diseased colo-
nies in surrounding apiaries ? Dr.
Phillips says the disease appears early

in the season and later disappears.
.\ccording to that it must have been
introduced afresh from outside. But I

would give quite a bit to be sure on that.

It may be remembered that last year

I began treating the disease by brush-
ing upon foundation, nearly all dis-

eased colonies being treated in that

way, and later on a few were treated

by what I supposed was the Alexander
treatment, although I unwittingly made
a rather serious departure from it, giv-

ing a laying queen instead of a virgin

queen after about ;i weeks of queen-
lessness. I can not tell the proportion
of colonies of each kind that showed
the disease this year ; but I know that

the disease appeared in colonies that

had been brushed upon foundation as

well as those that had been "Alexan-
dered."
On looking through my book I find

that at some time during the season
there was found dead brood in 27 dif-

ferent hives. How many of these were
cases of chilled brood I can not say

now. Nearly all, however, were mild
cases, only a few bad cells being found
in a hive, in some cases only a single

cell. Those who have no acquaintance
with the disease may wonder how one
could easily determine that only a sin-

gle cell is to be found in a hive without
a great deal of looking. It is an easy
matter. That single colored larva

stands out so prominently among the

great throng that are dressed in pearly

white that it will be detected at a

glance.
In most cases where only a few bad

cells were found, there was no need of

meddling; the bees themselves cleaned
up. Some of these were among the

strongest colonies, and that they did

not specially suffer is shown by the

fact that they stored beyond the aver-

age in the apiary. And, by the way,
the work of the bees at storing shows
that the previous terrible season, foul

brood and all, had still left the apiary

in the finest condition, for I can say

deliberately that I think I never before
knew such storing up to the 10th of

July. The condition of the bees was
the best, and the flow of nectar was
something wonderful. I was con-
fidently expecting the record yield of

my life. But there's no resisting long-
continued drouth, a drouth so terrible

as that of ]!U0, and July luth the bees
"struck" after having stored some 70

sections per colony, one colony having

stored 160 sections. But instead of the

20,000 sections that I was somewhat
counting on, I must be satisfied with
some 6000, unless the fall crop helps
out a little.

This year there was not the same
desperate need as last year to make
earnest effort to stamp out the disease

as promptly as possible. Instead of

that, all that I did was rather by way of

experiment. No case was treated by
throwing upon foundation, and in no
case, in the few colonies that needed
treatment, did I designedly leave them
without brood as long as I did last

year. 1 wanted to know, you know,
whether they wouldn't get along with a

shorter term of queenlessness.
As nearly as I can now tell, if a col-

ony is reasonably strong this treatment
will answer: Remove or destroy the

old queen, and at the same time give

the colony a virgin less than 21 hours
old. That's all ; the bees do the rest.

Weak colonies must be united or
strengthened. A virgin less than 24

hours old needs no caging
;
just drop

it in the hive. At any rate, that treat-

ment has cured, whether the colonies
stay cured or not. C. C. Miller.

Niscellaneous News-Items

National Program for Albany

Secretary SchoU has prepared and
sent us for publication the full pro-

gram for the 41st annual convention of

the National Bee-Keepers' Association,

to be held in Albany, N. Y., Oct. 12 and
13, 1010.

The many most excellent papers by
expert honey-producers from widely
scattered pSrts of the country, together
with question-box discussions, ought
to make the forthcoming convention
one long to be remembered for its

genuine value to all who attend.

We had hoped, in this number, to

mention quite a number of the leading
bee-keepers who expect to be at the

Albany convention. Of course, Gen-
eral-Manager France will be there;
President Huffman, of the Wisconsin
.\ssociation, expects to attend ; Morley
Pettit, Provincial Apiarist of Ontario,
writes us that he fully intends to be
there. No doubt there are many who
will be unable to know definitely until

perhaps only a few days before the

convention whether they can attend.

We believe, however, there is going
to be a large attendance, for eastern

bee-keepers are good convention-goers,
and there are a number within a radius

of .500 miles of Albany that, no doubt,

will attend, and who will help to make
the meeting a memorable one.

Here is the program as outlined by
Secretary Scholl

:

Program of the National Bee-Keepers
Convention at Albany. N. Y.

The National Bee-Keepers' Association
will hold its annual convenlion Oct. 12 and
H. iQio, in tiie Common Council Chamber in

the City Hall of Albany. N. Y.
There will be s sessions, beginning with

the first on Oct. 12th. at 10:30 a.m., with an
afternoon and an evening session the same
day. and a morning and an afternoon session
OP the second day.
The papers selected are to take up not

more than 5 minutes eacli. so that there will

be sufficient time for the discussions of the
subjects; and also allowing ample time for

the " Question-Bo.\." which is to be taken
up at the conclusion of the subjects on the
regular program at each session.

October i2th—Morning Session, 10:30 a.m.

The first session will open with the recep
tion of members, paying of dues, and such
other matters, so these will not interfere
after the regular program is taken up.

' IJee-Keeping as a Business "—W. B. Cav-
anagh. Hebron. Ind.
What a Woman Can Do With Bees "-

Mrs. S. Wilbur Krey. Sand Lake. Mich.

October i2th—Afternoon Session, 2 p.m.

" Comb Honey—from Nectar to Market "—
S. D. House, Camillas. N. Y.

" Extracted Honey— from Nectar to Mar-
l{et"-J. L. Byer. Mt. Joy. Ont , Can.
"Bulk-Comb Honey and Its Future"-

Louis H. .Scholl. New Brauntels. Tex.
"Ripening Honey on the Hives "—W. P.

Southworth. Salix, Iowa.

October i2th—Evening Session. 8 p.m.

"President's Address"—George W.York,
Chicago. 111.

"Selection in Breeding to Increase the
Honey Crop"—Geo. B. Howe, BlacU River.

^ Y-
"Co-operation Among Bee-Keepers— Ad-

vantages and Procedure"—Frank Rauch fuss,

Denver, Colo.

October 13TH—Morning Session, « a.m.

" Advertising to Create a Larger Demand
for Honey '—F. J. Root. Newark. N. J.

"Methods of Retailing Honey"—Wesley
Foster. Boulder. Colo.
"Shipping and Grading Honey —H. H.

Root. Medina. Ohio.
"Methods of Rendering Beeswax"— H. R.

Boardman, Collins, Ohio.

October ijth—Afternoon Session. 2 p.m.

"When and How to Requeen with a Fall

Honey-Flow"-F. A. Cyrenius. Oswego, N.Y.
"Southern Honey- Production - Present

Conditions and Future Possibilities —J. J.

Wilder. Cordele. Ga.
.,

"Bee-Keeping in Maryland as I See It -
N. W. Saunders. State Entomologist. Rock-
ville. Md.

" Question-Box" after each session.
Louis H. Scholl, Sec.

New Braumfels, Tex.

We believe it will be a good thing

for all who have any new implement or

device that they think would be of in-

terest to bee-keepers, to bring it with

them to the convention. Some may
have fine specimens of either comb
or extracted honey that they would
like to put on exhibition. No doubt

they would have no trouble in dispos-

ing' of it in the hotel, if they wish to

sell it after the convention. All such

exhibits are of great interest at such a

gathering. So bring anything inter-

esting that you have, and thus do all

vou can to make the convention as

helpful as possible to all who attend.

The Hotel Kenmore, near the Union
Station in .Albany, will be the head-

quarters for the convention. The rates

for rooms during the meeting will be

$1..50 a day and upward; meals "iO

cents, 7") cents and upward. Rooms
can be reserved in advance by writing

to Hotel Kenmore. Owing to the con-

cessions made on the prices of rooms
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and meals by this fine hotel, it is hoped
that just as many as possible of the
bee-keepers attending the convention
will "put up" there. It is so much
nicer for all to be under the same roof
during the intermission hours between
the sessions of the convention. A large
part of such a gathering is the social
chats; the forming of new acquaint-
ances and the renewing of old ones.
Often as much of real value is picked
up in short chats among bee-keepers
between regular sessions of the con-
vention as is given on the floor during
discussions. This is because some of
the best of those who attend conven-
tions are so modest they will not
"speak out in meeting," but will give
privately a good many short cuts and
interesting experiences that they would
never think of when addressing the
convention.

Foul Brood in Illinois

We have received the following let-

ter from Mr. C. P. Dadant, president of
of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation. As it relates to the work of
the inspector of apiaries for this State,
it will be of interest to many of our
subscribers. Mr. Dadant writes as fol-
lows :

Hamilton, III.. Aug. g, igio.
Friend York:— I have made enquiries as

desired concerning tlie course to pursue
with foul brood in Illinois. Mr. A. L. Kildow.
our inspector, writes me:

Dear Mr. Dadant:_I don't know of any
foul brood anywhere that is not looked after.
As soon as I get word that there is disease
in a locality. 1 try to lay out a route to take
in that and the surrounding country.
Putnam. III. A, L. Kildow.
To the foregoing I have replied thus;
" The Executive Committee of our Asso-

ciation realize the present great danger
of foul brood, and urge you to continue, and,
if necessary, extend your investigations,
however, within the limits of our means as
allowed by the State. We will back you in
any reasonable expenditure which will help
cover the State with remedial treatments
wherever found necessary. Great care
must also be exercised in the selection of
men giving thorough treatment, for careless
treatment is worse than useless."
Whenever you have information as to loca-

tion of any disease supply it.

Yours truly. C. P. Dadant.

Mr. Dadant's last paragraph is for
every bee-keeper in Illinois. If you
suspect this disease in any apiary, re-
port such apiary to Mr. Kildow at once.
It is then his business to look after it.

Michigan Association and Hone.v-
Prifes

The next annual convention of the
Michigan Bee-Keepers' .Association will
be held in Grand Kapids, Nov. 9 and 10,

1910. Full particulars of this meeting
will be announced later.

The Michigan Association has now
over 200 members in good standing,
although (11 of the former members so
far have failed to renew their member-
ships. There is no reason why Miclii-
gan should not have the largest asso-
ciation of bee-keepers of any of the
States. We believe Illinois has some-
thing like .')Otl members, so very soon
Michigan may be in the lead. VVe wish
that every State had a strong State or-
ganization of its bee-keepers. Then if

these, as well as other associations,
were afliliated with the National Bee-
Keepers' Association, all should form a

strong combination, and be a great
help to each other and to their mem-
bers. Perhaps some future day will
see such a desirable condition con-
summated.
The Michigan Association, through

its Executive Committee, has sent to
all its members a printed card suggest-
ing the minimum prices that they
should obtain for their No. 1 grade of
honeys this year. This we believe will
be a help, and should be followed by
other State organizations of honey-
producers. The National might then
issue a statement based on the estimates
put out by the various State Executive
Committees. A combination of this
kind ought to be a real help to all the
members of the State as well as Na-
tional associations. Why not work to
this end by another year ?

Here is the card prepared for Michi-
gan last month :

August m. IQIO.
To the Members ot the .\fi,liieair Bee-Keepers'

Assotiation:

We. the Executive Board of the Michigan
Bee-Keepers' Association, after taking into
consideration the crop reports and the gen-
eral market conditions, make the following
recommendations concerning the price our
members should receive for their honey this
year:
For comb honey, properly cased and

crated. No. i grade, you should receive not
less than 14c per pound, f. o. b. cars at your
station in a wholesale way. Where the
member is developing a private trade, and
is selling direct to retailers, he «hould then
receive not less than iftc per pound.
For extracted honey put up in 60-pound

cans, No. i grade, you should receive in a
wholesale way not less than 8c per pound f.

o. b. cars at producer's station. In small
lots you should receive at least gc.
These prices are minimum prices, and

are based on your having a strictly first-
class article. Off grades would be less. At
the same time we urge every member to
strive to advance his local market, and
where personal effort is put forth to sell in
a retail way, an advanced price should be
obtained accordingly.
You are also to understand that in many

cases bee-keepers are receiving more for
their honey than the prices advised above,
and that these prices are given only to guide
you as to what you should get in a wholesale
way.
Our decision is based on the short crop

reported for Michigan: on crop reports
from other Slates producing a similar grade;
on the excellent grade of honey produced in
Michigan this year; and on the increased
demand for honey from members of our As-
sociation, many members already reporting
their crop as sold.

Respectfully submitted.
L. A. .\S)'INWALL. President.
E. D. TOWNSEND, \'ice- President.
E. B. TvRRELL, Secrctarv.

Our Front-Page Picture.s

The 3 pictures on the front page of
this number of the American Bee Jour-
nal are briefly described as follows :

Nos. 1 and 2.—California Scenes

I send you a snap shot of a portion of an
apiary of 2oocolonies which I superintended,
and in which 1 did all the work myself, in-
cluding the nailing and palntingof 2ou8-frame
dovetailed hives and supers.

I also send a picture of a large sycamore
tree at the Soldier's Home. Los .Angeles Co.,
Cal., where the first sermon was preached
in Los Angeles Co. The founder of the old
missions. Father .Juniparo Serra. preached
to several hundred Indians there.
Santa Barbara, Cal. Dki.os Woon.

No 3.—Home Bee-Yard of Miss Candler

Editor York:—Tlie picture shown is one
of what I call my home yard, although it is
situated, really, nearly a mile from my home.

It is located close up against a W\v.\\ hill
which protects the yard from tlu' north and
northwest. The colonies all have double
brood-chambers, lo-tranie Langslroth size.

and each is closely and snugly wrapped up
in black tarred felt-roofing paper.
On top of each hive, under the paper, is a

5-inch deep super filled witii sawdust or
planer shavings. .\ bee-escape board on the
hive is the sealed cover immediately above
the bees.
The paper cover is in two parts, sides and

cover being separate. The sides reach to
the top of the upper brood-chamber, and the
top. or cover, is folded down to telescope a
little over the sides, and then fastened down
with a lath and nail on each side.

I am very careful that everything is as
tight as possible at the top. so there can be
no draft through the hive, or the warmth es-
cape. For ventilation I leave the bottom
open the full width of the hive. Unless this
is done the combs become moldy, and the
bees get the dysentery in these tall hives.
This method of winter protection has

been very successful with me. It is unite a
bit of work, but the work is not heavy as is

the packing of bees in clamps and winter-
cases, and I can do it alone, if necessary,
and have often done so. The paper can be
laid away in the spring and may be used
over and over again, with careful handling,
and by folding in the same creases.

(Miss) Mathilda Candler.
Cassville, Wis.

Italph Benton, Prol'. of Biology

The Oakland, Cal., Enquirer of Aug.
3, 1910, reports that Ralph Benton, in-

structor in the department of ento-
mology at the University of California,
had tendered his resignation to accept
the position of professor of biology
and nature study in the Los Angeles
Normal School, and would assume his

new position with the opening of the
fall term, this month. Mr. Benton had
been connected with the faculty of the
University of California for the past .j

years, first as Assistant in the depart-
ment of agriculture, and later as in-

structor. ^
"All Aboard for Albany!"

There are already a number who are
planning to join the special carload of

bee-keepers to start for Albany from
Chicago at 10:30 a.m. Tuesday, Oct. 11.

Jacob Huffman, president of the Wis-
consin Association, e.xpects to be with
us. Mr. Morley Pettit, Provincial Api-
arist for Ontario, will likely join us
at Buft'alo, and, doubtless, there will be
many prominent bee-keepers who will

"get aboard " the car all along the way.
As announced last month, the round-
trip ticket from Chicago, at that time,

to New York via Albany will be $28.20,

the tickets having a 30-day limit. Stop-
over privileges, either going or coming,
may be had at Toledo, Sandusky, Cleve-
land, Ashtabula, Erie, Buffalo, Niagara
Falls, Rochester, Syracuse, Utica, Sche-
nectady and Albany.
Between Cleveland and Buffalo, and

also Albany and New York, in either

direction, you can have your choice
between railroad and boat. Of course,
all will want to take a boat at least one
way on the Hudson River between Al-
bany and New York.
Those who wish to go to Boston in-

stead of New York City, can get a

round-trip, .'!0-day limit ticket for $29.00

from Chica.ijo with the same privileges

as the New York round:trip ticket men-
tioned before. The round-trip rate

from Albany to New York, either by
rail or boat, is $1.00.

As aiinouncetl before, the sleeping-
car berth from Chicago to Albany will

be $1.5(l, or $2.2.j each, when two oc-

cupy the same berth.

Please remember when getting your
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tickets to see that they read over tlie

Lake Shore and Micliigan Southern
railroad from Chicago to Albany or
New York City, as the special rate of

$28.20 for the round-trip ticket inchules
New York City; or for $2:).(;o it would
include Boston instead of New York
City. This will be a fine opportunity
for all who desire to do so, and have
the time to spend, to take in Boston,
New York City, Philadelphia and Wash-
ington with very little additional ex-
pense. It would seem too bad to be so
far East and then not visit as many as
possible of the large cities, and also
points of great historic interest.

We believe the Albany convention is

going to be one well worth attending
by every bee-keeper who can possibly
arrange to go. We are hoping that
it may be the largest and also the best
of any yet held on the American con-
tinent. As its President, we invite the
co-operation of just as many of the
honey-producers of this country, and
also other countries, as can arrange to

be present.

As mentioned last month, we are
ready now to make reservations in the
special car for all who wish to go to
the convention with us. Address this

office, or G. K. Thompson, General
Agent of the Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern Railway, 180 S. Clark St.,

Chicago, 111., for any additional infor-
mation desired concerning the special
car.

Surely, out of a membership of nearly
4000, there should be at least one car-
load of bee-keepers from all the terri-

tory south, west, and northwest of Chi-
cago to assemble here and go on to-
gether. It will be the " time of your
life " if you can be in that car. Those
who were so fortunate as to be in the
special car that went from Chicago to
Los Angeles, and also the one from
Chicago to San Antonio, will never for-
get the pleasure of those trips. The
one to Albany will be like unto the
others. There is nothing equal to a

carload of bee-keepers for genuine en-
joyment when they once become ac-
quainted. And it does not take long
to know each other pretty well after
starting out on a thousand-mile ride
together. Better decide to go and join
the carload, if vou can.

Sketches of Beedomites

Convention at Kockforcl, 111.

The annual meeting of the Northern
Illinois and Southern Wisconsin Bee-
Keepers' Association will be held in

the Court House in Rockford, 111.,

Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 18 and
19, UUO. All are cordially invited to
attend, and bring anything new that
would be of interest in bee-culture.

B. Kennedy, Ser.

Cherry Valley, 111.

An Honorary "A. B."

In the matter of college degrees it is

worth while recalling the />oii mol of
Senator Hoar when Harvard hesitated
about giving an honorary A. B. to a

prominent citizen who had never been
to college. " He best deserves to be
called A. B.," was Senator Hoar's argu-
ment, " who brings most honey to the
hive."

CHAS. H. WEBER
The subject of this sketch was born

Sept. 19, 1879, being the only son of the
late C. H. W. Weber, of Cincinnati,
Ohio. From early boyhood he im-
bibed his father's honorable methods
of doing business, which he is now
putting to good use. As he grew older
the responsibility of the business was
on his shoulders, while the elder Weber
pursued other interests. The strict

principles which were part of his early
training have made him an honorable,
courageous business man. His will is

indomitable, and being mixed with a
good supply of " gray matter," also
having an eye that looks ahead—all

these combined with an indefatigable

Chas. H. Weber.

energy, have caused Mr. Weber to

climb the ladder of success very rapidly.

It is just two years since he assumed
complete control of the C. H. W.
Weber & Co., and the many friends
that he has made in this short time
have learned to appreciate his straight-

forward, candid way that characterizes
all his dealings. They know him to be
"true blue," and thus rely on his every
word. They like to call at his place of

business, where he is always willing to

show them everything ; and then, too,

they like his pleasantries, of which he
always has on hand an inexhaustible
stock.
The same qualities that are to be ad-

mired in Mr. Weber's business life

make his private and home life beauti-
ful. While he seems to have a rather
stern exterior (which is nothing to

fear), it is only through long acquaint-
ance with him that one comes to see

the fine qualities that he seems to in-

sist on keeping in the background. The

simple life is the life for him, and as in

his business—to which he applies him-
self so steadily—so in his home life is

he steady, happy and delightful.
Mr. Weber's loyal sister " Alma," in

a letter to us, says that her brother "is
just about the finest man in the world ;"

and one "can not say too much good
about him." She certainly is a sister

worth having.
Mr. Weber managed the seed and

honey business for his father for 8

years, and the last 2 years he has con-
ducted it for the Company, of which of
course, he is the largest part. He has
been very successful all along the way,
and has as chief assistant his sister

Alma, who takes care of the correspond-
ence, etc. While the seed and bee-sup-
ply business is rather extensive. C. H.
W. Weber & Co. are perhaps the larg-
est honey-bottlers in the United States.

Their present capacity permits an out-
put of 2000 to 3000 pounds of bottled
honey daily. Last year (1909) they
handled from 2.5 to 30 cars of extracted
honey, and 6 to 8 carloads of comb
honey. This surely is " going some '' in

the honey business.
It was our pleasure to visit Mr.

Weber at 2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati,
Ohio, last fall, when we called on a

number of the leading bee-supply and
honey dealers of this country. It was
indeed a pleasure to meet him, and to

see how interested he was in explain-
ing everything connected with his busi-

ness, even to the minutest detail. His
name is Chas. //. Weber, and if the
"H." doesn't stand for "Hustler" it

ought to, for he certainly is a Chas.
Hustler Weber.
We were surprised not only at the

facilities we saw in handling every
part of the business of Chas. H. W.
Weber & Co., but to learn of the wide
extent of territory covered by their

shipments. Mr. Weber certainly is

doing his part to sweeten the public,

and to get his share in his various lines

of business. Being only 31 years of

age this month, he is but beginning
his business career, which, we trust,

may be ever-increasing throughout a

long and successful, happy life. It is a

pleasure for us to write all this about
one who deals honorably, and strives

for success in a true and noble way.
We believe Mr. Weber deserves all the
success that is coming to him in these
business years of his life.

" Sclentilic Queen-Kearing-

"

No other book compares with this

one written by Mr. G. M. Doolittle. He
is an expert in the business. It tells

just how the very best queens can be
reared. Bound in cloth. By mail, $1.00;

or with the American Bee Journal, one
year—both for $1.60. In leatherette

binding, V.j cents, postpaid ; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—both
for $1.2.j. Send to the American Bee
Journal, 146 W. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
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Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Mareneo. III.

^
Preparing Bees for Winter

This is my first year of l)ee keeping. Would
you give me some advice in the American
Bee Journal as to preparitiK mv bees for
winter? They are in chaff hives, and must
stay out-of-doors.

1 have 4 colonies. 2 with young queens asd
2 with queens at least a year old. There
has been a drouth here most of the summer,
and the bees are not getting much.
.August 3. Illinois.

Perhaps the greatest advantage
claimed for chaff hives is that that they
are already prepared for winter, or very
nearly so. The double walls are already
packed with some loose material, such
as chaff, forest leaves, or planing-mill
shavings, so that no attention need be
paid to them. But you must see that
the top is covered up warm. A cush-
ion containing packing material is

needed on top, although some think a
tray better than a cushion. Then the
entrance must be contracted. In sum-
mer it can hardly be too large, but in
winter it should be only about ^ of an
inch deep and about 8 inches wide for
a strong colony, and smaller for a
weaker colony. Not a bad rule is to
allow an inch of entrance for each
frame in the hive covered with bees.
With the top covered over warm, the
entrance of the right size, and the bees
located where the blasts of winter do
not blow upon them too fiercely, you
may leave them with the hope that the
winter may not be too severe, and that
they may have an occasional chance
for flight. But the likelihood is that if

you keep in the business many years
you will plan some way to cellar your
bees in winter. Still, some winter out-
doors successfully in very cold places.

Dividing Colonies~ Melting Comb into

Beeswax—Workers Killing Off

Orone&—When to Take
Off Honey

1. I had a hive in which there were a very
great number of bees, so I took the upper
section and put it on an empty hive. I left
2 supers of honey in the section. There are
very few bees in the new hive, and they do
very little work. They arenot working down
in the hive. Shall I get a queen to put in
this hive ?

2. How can I melt the wax-combs? I put
them on the stove, but they would not melt.

3. Do the drones kill the workers, or do
the workers kill the drones ?

4. Is August a good time to "rob" the
bees? Mrs. R.Smith.
Detroit, Mich.. Aug. 4.

]. If there was no brood in the upper
section, and you took only the bees, of
course they could do nothing. If you
wish to divide the colony, take .'? or f

frames of brood with the adhering bees
and put them into the empty hive. In
a day or two give them either a sealed
queen-cell or a queen.

The probabilities are that you had
better have left the colony just as it

was. It is the strong colonies that give
the best results.

<i. Take a dripping-pan and split one
corner open. Pu your combs in this,

and put it in the oven of the cookstove
with the split corner projecting out.
The opposite corner—the one farthest
in the oven—raise slightly by putting a
pebble or something of the kind under
it, so the melted wax will run outward.
Set a dish under to oatch the dripping
wax. This does very good work when
only a small quantity of wax is to be
melted.

i. At the close of the honey harvest
the workers drive the drones from the
hives. The drones never make any at-
tack, nor indeed do the poor things
ever make any defense when attacked.

4. As soon as your honey is capped
over it can be taken from the bees.
This may be even in June.

Tea-Potfor Melted Wax to Fasten Foun-

dation

"My John "used the pan and spoons, too.
but in moving to a new location pan and
spoons were left behind. So when John's
" better half " was asked to get some hives
ready she found pan and spoons lacking. O,
what will she do ? The babies will wake up
soon. O. there is an extra tea-pot, and with
a wooden handle, too. So hive after hive
was filled without setting the tea-pot down,
as the cover on the tea-pot helped hold the
heat.
Now some kinds of "spooning" are all

right, but for fastening foundation in frames,
give me a tea-pot. Mrs. M. W. Parker.

We formerly used with considerable
satisfaction a tin cup with a spout,
which would be much the same as a
tea-pot. Your tea-pot had the advan-
tage of a cover. Something depends
upon the kind of spout the tea-pot has.
A short and rather open one is good.
One that is long, with a small orifice,
allows the wax to cool at the extremity
and fill up so it will not run unless the
wax be kept too hot for best work.

Beeswax and Salt for Flat-Irons

"Beeswax and salt will make your
rusty flat-irons as clean and smooth as
glass. Tie a lump of wax in a rag

;

when the irons are hot rub them first

with the wax-rag, then scour with a
paper or a cloth sprinkled with salt."

" Why Bees Fear Smoke
"

Dear Miss Wilson : Such is the heading
of an editorial on page 214, and it is a ques-
tion which has been touched upon many
times, and is designated as a conundrum.
They say a whole lot about bees /r.ir/m'
smoke, and want to know the why and the
wherefore, but "have not yet the true an-
swer."

In my opinion, there is no answer, simply
because there is no fear. I don't think the
bees fear smoke any more than we do: they
just simply can't stand it. The smoke
strangles them, however little is used, and
Ihcy try to get away from it (if they are gen-
tle), or tight the cause. If a medium amount
is used they get busy and try to gather up
their jewels and put them in a safer place.
If too much is used, and they have no time
to protect their stores, they go to fighting
the author of the disturbance.
The idea of our plucky little bees being

.i/r,i:,/ol anything! They may be ahiimed:
smoke may warn them of approaching dan-

ger. Xo condition of life is free from the
visitationsofalarm.no life can exist with-
out it It is not fear, we may know no craven
shrinkiiik'fromdanger.yet be greatly alarmed.
I he fireman will know no fear as he rushes
through the flames to save a life, but he will
feel alarm when he sees a human figure in a
flaming building. The soldier knows no
fear as he arouses the sleeping camp to re-
sist an invasion, but he is alarmed at the
sight of the enemy in the still night watches.

I have heard it said that bees are afraid of
thunder, thumping on the hives, and a thou-
sand and one different ghosts. Don't you
believe it. They are only alarmed, and
ready at all times to protect their home,
their baby sisters, and their hard-earned
stores, at the slightest sign of danger, even
to the giving up of their hives. Heroines,
they are. every one of them, as courageous
and self-sacrificing as vou will find any-
where, and should awaken not only an ad-
miration, but the desire for emulation.

If the fear of smoke could be inbred, or
did associate it with the destruction of the
colony, I think that man would have a very
small chance of procuring any honey at all:
for would not the "fear "of man be inbred
with a far deeper impression than that of
smoke ?

"Fortunately it does not so greatly mat-
ter,"' says Ye Editor, but then research after
these smaller matters has resulted in the
discovery of deeper things. It is these little,
insignificant matters that make up the mon-
strous ones in every walk of life.
Eola, Tex.. July 21. Mrs.) M. E. Pruitt.

Bee-Stings On a Greenhorn

My first bee-sting was received this
summer, after I had walked, without a
veil, barefaced and bareheaded, all

through an apiary where I was a
stranger, and had examined the popu-
lated hives both externally and inter-
nally. After doing so, I requested the
bee-keeper to let us sit in the shade
some 3(1 feet in front of the first row of
hives. We had not remained sitting
over 5 minutes when a watcher became
suspicious of us, circled our heads a
few times, sounded the alarm, struck
the bee-keeper in the face (although he
wore a veil, as he said, "to intimidate
the bees "), but not stinging him,
turned like a flash and stung me on the
small front lobe of the ear. Miss Bee
was immediately joined by others that
refused to permit us to remain on the
spot, and finally drove us away. Which
proves that they are more suspicious
of a loiterer than of one who fearlessly
goes into their midst.
My next sting was received on the

left ankle (ah, ye provident deliverer!
that ankle had been a chronic rheu-
matic for years) one night recently,
about 11 :;30 o'clock, while I was at-

taching some feeders by the light of
a lantern, which attracted, and I acci-
dentally crumpled the gentle little las-

sie, which she decided was either dan-
ger or insult enough to risk her life

for in her excitement ; so she shot into
me the fatal harpoon, which Nature
gave her for defense.

Later I bought some colonies from a
" blacksmith," or perhaps more appro-
priate, a "carpenter," because when
preparing to attach an .Alexander feeder
which necessitates sliding the brood-
chamber backwards, while leaving the
bottom stationary, I found the bottom
securely attached with nine 8-penny
nails driven from beneath and with
heads sunk. Well, when my husband
finished ringing down plagues upon,
and subjecting the " blacksmith " (who
was .5 miles away) to the witherin.L;

torments of fire and brimstone (for
me), we prepared to extract the nails.

Bv the time we had succeeded we were
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righteously indignant—so were the

bees. And the bees were more furious

than robbers — so were we. I had
worked with sleeves rolled to my
elbows, and 8 stingers in my left arm
were my portion, although my "infe-

rior otlicer" received none. They never
sting him.
Only a momentary pain resulted

from the ankle sting. 1 scraped out

the stinger which had passed through
a medium winter stocking, and to

which she had left an abundant supply

of intestines. I forgot the sting till the

next day, when, after walking .'! miles

to my oiiice, I felt considerable pain in

the ligament of my ankle after sitting

a while, and which made me limp the

balance of the day.

The ear sting pained me sharply for
,') minutes, and remained slightly pain-

ful the next day, but the ankle sting

felt like the prick of a needle, entirely

disappeared for 2 minutes, then burned
acutely about a minute and disappeared
to return the next day, as aforesaid.

Only one of the 8 arm stings hurt, or
even swelled, although my husband
scraped out the one, also, which did the

damage. This shows that there is va-

riety in stingers—as well as women's
hats. Mrs. Frederick Griffith.
Kansas City, Mo.

A Cheeky Treatment of a Bee-Sting

In Ireland they have what is known
as County Instructors in bee-keeping.
They go about visiting bee-keepers and
helping them to a better wav of caring
for their bees. Mr. M. H. Read, M. A.,

is the Honorable Secretary of the Irish

Bee-Keepers' Association. Recently,

on one of his jaunts about the country,

he called on a bee-keeping friend who
has few opportunities of attending his

bees. He tells about his visit to this

particular place in the following para-
graph :

' On explainintr the object of his visit, his
friend's sister and anotlier lady friend join

him. and olT they go to the apiary, \vhere he
adjusts liie veil on one of his companions,
rhoufli he assures them that there is small
danger of stings on so favorable a morning,
they maintain a respectful distance, till in-

terest in the operations, and his cool and
confident manner, lure them to nearer
views. Soon, however, an inquisitive bee is

treated rudely, and forthwith shows resent-
ment by slinging a soft cheek and then wor-
rying in the abundant hair. She with the
veil answers not to the pathetic appeal, but
retreats further. Our knight errant, being
a man of courage and resource, soon slays
the wicked bee. removes the sting, sucks
the wound and applies ammonia and sooth-
ing words. The treatment is so eminently
successful that his offer to repeat it would
doubtless have been accepted but for a
meaning cough from the veiled beauty, and
the naughty little twinkle in his eye. We
need iiardly say that this apiary did not suf-
fer from subsequent neglect,

"

It is too bad a snap-shot picture

could not have been taken of Mr. Read
and his friend's sister while the former
was sucking the wound from the bee-

sting on her velvety cheek. Of course,

he did not neglect that apiary after-

ward ! Perhaps the accidental sting-

ing became habitual, followed by the

peculiar and somewhat osculatory treat-

ment.

Doing Good Work.
The American P.ec Tournal i-; doing good

woi-k. I would not have made as much out
of my bees this year had it not been for the

American Hce Journal. Uaru Trusheis.

Canadian Beedom
Conducted by J I.. rivKR. Mount Toy. Ontario, Canada.

Weather Conditions Honey Crop

The weather conditions outlined on
the first page of the August Journal,
applies pretty much to the way we have
had things here in Ontario during the

past season. One big difference, how-
ever, is the fact that you had l/ncc u'ccks

of a heavy tlow, while here we had
just about d days, and that right at the
start of the clover Bow, when so many
of our colonies were not ready for the

flow. And then, to talk of "half a

crop " after " three weeks heavy flow !"

Really, you ought to be ashamed of your-
self for talking that way! During the

8 years I have been keeping bees for a

"living," only once have we had a con-
tinuous flow that long that amounted
to anything. A year ago, nearly all

our honey from clover came in in

about 10 days, and we averaged a good
100 pounds per colony. Now, if this

had happened in Illinois, the Editor
would have called that a qi/m/ir of a

crop, no doubt, when he dubs a three

weeks /niiiy flow as /:a(t' a crop ! Why,
here we called the 100 pounds a fti/l

crop, even if it did all come in 10 days.

Come to think of it, gentle reader, no
doubt our Editor is so elated just at

present over that "queen" he has just

captured, that he can not appreciate
such small favors as a "half crop" of

honey from a " three weeks heavy flow."

Well, under the circumstances, we'll

excuse him, this time.

Keeping Bees for a Living

That article of J. C. Frank's, in last

American Bee Journal, reminds me
quite forcibly of a convention held in

an eastern city not so very long ago,

when a certain gentleman challenged
the idea that any one was making a

living exclusively from bee-keeping.

The said gentleman, if I am correct,

followed a number of callings, for in

addition to being an editor, a poultry-

man and a bee-keeper, he also was a

minister of the gospel. In so far as I

can remember the reported incident,

no one called the bluff—for a bluff it

was, pure and simple.

Just on the spur of the moment I

could name at least a dozen men right

here in Ontario who depend exclusively

upon bee-keeping for a living, and who
do not get disappointed in their ex-

pectations, either. No doubt this same
condition is true in nearly all the States

of the Union, although it is bound to

be so more in some States than in

others, owing to some places being
better adapted to bees than are some
others.
Of course, our friend might retort

that these men all do some other work
as a help in making things go, in addi-

tion to keeping bees. Perhaps so ; and
in just the same way almost every pro-

fessional man will have some hobby,
which incidentally will yield him a lit-

tle revenue, yet said hobby would not

lead us to say that a medical doctor
does not make a living from his chosen
calling, simply because he does some
other odd jobs by the way of recreation
as well as profit.

In my own case, I would say that for

8 years I have depended upon bee-keep-
ing for a living. Previous to that 1

was on the fanu at home, yet all the

time having the bees in a smaller way
because of a liking for them. However,
in the 8 years named, I have had a

kitchen-ganlen in which many a happy
hour has been spent, and in addition
some revenue has come in as well, in

the way of food products grown for the
table, I have also kept some hens to

supply us with eggs and chickens for

the table by way of variety. Then,
again, as most of the readers know. I

have a weakness for scribbling for the

bee-papers, said weakness yielding me
a lot of pleasure, and at least enough
money to keep me in whiskey and
tobacco! Yet. if asked how I make a

living, the answer would surely be,
" Why, by keeping bees, sure !" If any
of my neighbors were asked the same
question about me, they would be sure

to make the same answer, although
they all know that I keep a few hens
and a small garden.

Yes, there is no doubt that many
hundreds of men, and icomin, too, are

today making a living out of bees, and
although bee-keeping is not a get-rich-

quick business, yet it is an occupation
fraught with so much real pleasure that

I verily believe the great majority of

the fraternity would certainly choose
the same calling in life again, if such

a thing were possible, and we had this

life to live over again. Here is one at

least that would do so, as I have never
yet seen a man who had a job that ap-

pealed to me quite as much as the one
I am at. Of course, lots of other fel-

lows make more money, but more
money can only bring pleasure (very

often it brings the opposite), and if

one gets all the pleasure first-handed in

the business he is engaged in, wherein
lies the advantage of making more
money ?

Superseding Queens

Harry Lathrop reports that, as a rule,

not more than 10 percent of his queens
are carried over from one year to an-

other. I wish he would tell us how he

gets such sensible bees, as during the

past 4 years, with bees left to their own
devices in the way of superseding, very

little swarming taking place, about 41)

percent of the queens each spring have
been found with clipped wings, show-
ing that they were 2 years old—in some
cases a year on top of that. too. In the

majority of cases the 2-year-old queens
are just as good as the yearlings—often

better, yet sometimes there are some
that would better have been superseded

the year before.

I can not explain the difference in
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actions of bees, as I use a large hive,
and nearly always have very populous
colonies during all the season. Whether
a bit of Carniolan blood has anything
to do with the longevity of the queens
or not I am not sure, although 1 rather
suspect this to be tlie case, as I had a

queen of that race that was kept as a

curiosity till she died at the age of 7

years. Up until the last year before
her demise she gave good service, and
I wish to say that there was no possible
mistake in her age, as she was clipped
and kept track of from the day she was
purchased.
Since writing the foregoing I have

been "going through" a number of
colonies for the purpose of hunting out
the old queens and putting in cells ready
to hatch, that I have been rearing my-
self in my first attempt at grafting cells

a la Doolittle. Whether the peculiar
season or something else is the reason,
I find that wholesale superseding has
been the rule this summer, and I failed
to find a single old queen in all the col-
onies examined ; and to make room
for the cells, I had to kill some young
queens that were of an inferior nature.

Rearing One's Own Queens

Now that I have mentioned queen-
rearing, I will have to tell of my first

attempt at this phase of bee-keeping,
for after rearing owe batch of cells of
course I feel quite confident about ad-
vising others how to do the work!
While I have, in years past, read a

good deal of literature on the subject
of queen-rearing, yet for various rea-
sons I have never attempted to under-
take the work, and have, instead,
bought all the queens required. One
reason for this is that I am sort of a
rough-and-ready bee-keeper, partly by
nature and more so by force of circum-
stances in which all my bees were
bought in different sizes of hives, at a
time when cash was such a rare article
in my possession that a dime looked as
big as a cart-wheel. It is the old story
of " we first endure, then pity, then em-
brace," and I gradually got along with
such a mi.xed outfit so well that I did
not mind it so very much.
Anyway, aside from all these little

matters, I looked upon such an opera-
tion as transferring the tiny larvs from
the cells as too delicate an operation
for my clumsy fingers, and even when
Mr. Clark, of Borodino, donated to me
all the queen-rearing fixtures he
brought with him to Toronto to illus-

trate his address with, yet that failed
to stir me up to try the plan.
About Aug. 1st', Mr. Sibbald wrote

me what "fun " he was having in rear-
ing his own queens, and he said I

ought to try if myself, as there was no
reason but what I could do the work.
A few days later I met him in Toronto,
and again he mentioned the subject to
me, and before parting I got his prom-
ise that some dipped cells would be
sent me by mail in the course of a few
days. The next day they came, and
while I had the notion on, queen-rear-
ing had to proceed even if all the other
work came to a stand-still.
A few days before that a queen had

been killed in attempting to introduce
her to a vicious colony of blacks, and I

was looking to this colony to have cells

started to supply me with the royal
jelly for grafting purposes. When the
colony was examined imagine my dis-

gust to find that only 3 or 4 stubby cells

were being pulled out over some larvae

so old that the bees were about ready
to cap them over before they thought
of making queens out of them ; and as
for royal jelly—well, all I could scrape
up out of the lot would go in your eye.

However, such a small matter as that
was not going to discourage me, and
before giving up I would have used
some axle ,!,'iease to hold the larvs in

the cells, for really I found it hard to

place a larva in a cell-cup with nothing
to draw it from the transferring tool.

(I wonder if that is not one of the main
uses of the jelly in artificial queen-
rearing.)

After getting what little jelly ready
that was available, a comb of just-hatch-
ing larvae was brought in from the col-

ony that has headed the yard for 2
years. The day was warm and very
dull, and say, didn't I have a time to
see the very small creatures curled up
in the bottom of the cells ? Doolittle
says to pare down the cells so as to
get at the larvre better, while Roots say
it is not necessary. Having only a dull

jack-knife handy, the paring was not
done, and the fishing was done at long
range.

As I was fishing them out with a

small wooden paddle, hastily prepared,
the thought came to me. Wouldn't
Clark, or Adams, or some of the other
experts, grin if they could see me
working as I am ?

After going all over the sticks of
cells prepared, for the life of me I

could not tell if I had missed any or
not, as the day was so dull it was a

task to see the very small larvae in the
cups after they had settled down in the
bit of jelly. To make sure, I went over
some again, and I am pretty certain
that some cells had at leas/ 2 larvae in

them. The one stick of cells was given
to the fool colony that did not know
how to rear their own cells when they
had a chance, and the other stick was
given to a young swarm that had just

lost their queen on her mating flight.

That evening I told Mrs. Byer that it

would be a surprise to me if a single
cell was accepted

;
yet when I retired

at night I must confess to a feeling of

curiosity as to what would be the out-
come.

Next morning, about 10 oclock (I

couldn't wait any longer), the young,
queenless swarm was looked into, and
lo and behold ! crcrv cell was accepted,
and the tiny larva, in each, just floating
in royal jelly! Later, one of the larvK
died before the cell was completed

—

whether of measles, mumps, or some
other infantile complaint I know not;
or perhaps in my clumsy transferring
operation I gave the poor thing a solar-

plexus blow, causing an injury that de-
veloped into acute indigestion.

The other colony had accepted only
h out of the !l cells, but in this case all

blame was placed on the colony—they
really did not know enough to build
cells, even with my expert help!

Ten days later the cells were put into
colonies made ready for their recep-
tion, and, for lack of confidence in my

operations, 2 cells were given to each
colony. Two days later e^ei-y cell but
one had hatched out, and that one was
encased in comb that the cell-building
colony built all around and over the
cell. A bee-keeping friend took the
comb and cell home with him, and he
intends to cut away the comb and see
if the queen is alive in the prison or
not. He has promised to 'phone me
just as soon as the result is known for
a surety.

Needless to say after such luck I felt

like throwing my hat and yelling, "We
done it!" But on more serious reflec-

tion I refrained from such demonstra-
tions, for fear it was just " luck " this

time, and very likely such results
would not be obtained next time.

In all seriousness, it is a source of
satisfaction to know that one can do a
thing if it is necessary, and while I

shall likely continue to buy a good
many of my queens, yet it is handy to

be able, in case of emergency, to know
how to do the work on a small scale
myself.

*-•-

Light Honey Crop in Ontario

Ontario has a rather light honey crop
this year—would be i'ery light were it

not for the fact that some parts of
eastern Ontario have a very bountiful
crop. Generally speaking, from To-
ronto west, the crop is light, while the
farther east one goes the better it is.

I note that the northeastern States
have a good crop, so quite likely all the
eastern provinces of the Dominion will

be sharing well, too. Prices are good

—

in fact, a little higher than last year,
and no one when buying seems to think
that honey has gone up as much as
other food products.

Ai the time of this writing (Aug. 22d)
we are having a good honey-flow from
buckwheat.

" Bee-Keepei^' Guide"
This book on bees is also known as

the "Manual of the Apiary." It is in-
structive, interesting, and both practi-

cal and scientific. On the anatomy and
physiology of the bee it is more com-
plete than any other standard Ameri-
can bee-book. Also the part on honey-
producing plants is exceptionally fine.

Every bee-keeper should have it in his

library. It has 544 pages, and 205 illus-

trations. Bound in cloth. Price, post-
paid, $1.20; or with a year's subscrip-
tion to the American Bee Journal—both
for $1.90. Send all orders to the office

of the American Bee Journal, 14U West
Superior St., Chicago, 111.

'• The Amateur Bee-Keeper "

This is a booklet of 80 pages, written

by Mr. J. W. Rouse, of Missouri. It is

niainly for beginners—amateur bee-

keepers—as its name indicates. It is a

valuable little work, revised this year,

and contains the methods of a practical,

up-to-date bee-keeper of many years'

experience. It is fully illustrated. Price,

postpaid, 25 cents ; or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal one year—both for

$1.10. Send all orders to the office of

the American Bee Journal, 146 West
Superior St., Chicago, 111.
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Southern Beedom
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl. New Braunfels, Tex.

Carloads of Bee-Keepers for Albany

That carload of bee-keepers sounds
so well that it is impossible to resist
the temptation, and everybody that can
crawl on that car should certainly get
on. If there's not room enough on the
inside then hang on the outside, just so
you keep together in the same crowd,
for, remember, that you will miss some
fun of your lifetime not to hear every-
thing that is going on in that crowd.
May we hope that this will not be the
only car that will be en route to Albany,
but that there may be several others
from other directions besides Chicago.

The location of Albany, and the ad-
vantages one can have from the trip

by stopping off en route when return-
ing home from the convention, should
assure quite an attendance from the
West. How about it ? Is it not cheaper
to get two carloads than if only one
carload is gotten up ? Two colonies
of bees, if one buys them at one time,
are generally a little cheaper; there is

a reduction on two or more. Two
cars from the West—my, that would be
"heap much bee-keepers!"

Bulk-Comb Honey Production—What Was
in Those Stacks of Sweetness ?

Last month some of the profitable
colonies in our apiaries where bulk-
comb honey is produced extensively,
were shown the readers, and a promise
was made that this month would reveal
to them some views into the interior
of some of those stacks, or at least

show some of the things that were on
the inside.

To get at this our assistant is seen,
in the first picture, jerking off super
after super of the most delicious fancy
comb honey at the rate of looo pounds
in less than half an hour. This is not
exaggerated. We have done this time
and again. The supers, as shown,
leaning against the front of the hive
are practically free from bees already.

and when all that are completed are off
the hive the cover is replaced and the
supers are taken away and loaded on a
wagon. In this work the supers are
jerked up and about in such a way that
the bees which have formed themselves
in little clusters at different parts of
the supers, in the meantime, will be
shaken off in the hurried work, as we
always hustle them off in the greatest
kind of a hurry. Our idea is to get
them out of the way, and on the wagon
where they are tlien covered up with a
large, heavy wagon-sheet, so the bees

ScHOLL's Method of "Jerking"
Bulk-Comb Honev Supers.

Off

.SCIIOI.L'S HoHKV—" BUI.K-COMI! HONEV.

can not get to them, and thus prevent
robbing to a great extent. Just how it

looks on the wagon will be shown in
another issue, since we have a special
wagon for the purpose.

If you will examine the picture
closely you will find that the supers are
as free of bees as it is possible to get
them. Our method of taking off honey
in the most rapid way, is unique, and,
as far as we know, entirely our own,
since we had never before we adopted
the method years ago, and even until
now, read a description of such a
method. It enables us to take off more
honey in a given time than any other
way we know of. Bee-escape methods
are not excepted. Our assistant, in the
picture, is jerking off four completed 30-

pound net comb honey supers in the
time one could place a bee-escape on.
And when one considers that all of our
yards are out-yards miles away, and that
it would be ridiculous to make an extra
trip to put on the escapes while we can
take off the honey with the same trip
and the same time it would take to put
on the escapes, can you blame us for
using this method, and claiming so
much for it ?

While others are brushing off bees,
bruising and irritating them, and other-

wise having a disagreeable task before
them when using the deep combs, as
the greatest majority of bee-keepers
still do, we, with our shallow supers
and frames are taking off super after
super without having a brush in our
possession at all. And it is all done
so nicely and quickly that we would
not change back to the old way.
Here is the way we approach the

matter: With smoker well going in
the right hand, and hive-tool in the
other, the cover of the hive is pried up,
a puff or two of smoke blown under it,

when it is sent helter-skelter to the
ground in front of the hive, so that the
adhering bees can find their way back
to the entrance in short order. While
the left hand is thus engaged more
smoke is blown over the top of the
upper super, but, at the same time, the
left hand goes to work on the next
hive already, and its top comes off the
same way as the first. So the work
goes right on until we have ."> hives
open at once. That is the number we
can handle most satisfactorily. More
would allow the bees too much time to
come up again between the smoking
of each hive, while if we took less col-
onies at a time, we would be required
to wait for the bees to get out of way,
causing a loss of time in that direction.

By this time the most of the bees in
the first super smoked are moving
down rapidly. We begin quickly and
give each top super another rapid
smoking, throw down the smoker and
pry off the upper supers of the entire .5

hives in a jiffy, setting them against
the hives, as shown, to allow the bees to
run off more or less. Those that do
not leave the supers are later jerked off
in taking the supers to the wagon, as
stated before. The first supers all off,

a second round of smoke is given to the
next supers, and these come off just
like the first did. So it goes with all

the next supers that are to come off.

It does not take so long to get the
bees out of the supers succeeding the
first ones, since, first, there are gen-
erally more bees clustered in the top-
most supers, right under the covers;
and, secondly, after the bees are started
out of the first supers the bees in the
ones below these are already alarmed
and on their way down to the lower
part of the hive before they are all out
of the top supers.
Of course, this work can only be

'ILoveMv Sections and Extracted-
BuT OH. You Bulk-Comb Honky!"
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done with the Ideal shallow supers and
shallow frames. And we think that

tiiere is no doubt about it that these
will be considered the standard and
proper size after a while, because they
possess too many advantages to be ig-

nored. The trouble at the present time
is that the deep frames are claimed as

the standard size, and there are so
many of them in use tliat it is a hard
matter to change things. But we, who
have had extensive experience with
both, have found the shallow ones so
much better that we use them through-
out, in our brood-chambers and our
supers alike.

But before closing this article, it

would be well to show the readers just

what kind of things are in those su-

pers that the fellow is jerking ofT the
hive in the first picture. So we are
giving you a glimpse of some of the

combs, just as they come out of the
supers. Unfortunately it is impossible
to show in a picture the very beautiful

comb honey that we do produce. It is

not possible for us even to describe to

the reader how beautiful the piles of

honey look even to us, who have had
tons and tons of this kind of combs
year after vear. But if you can imagine
iiow your fancy section honey looks,

you can get an idea of what we are
trying to show in the pictures.

Next issue we will show some of the
receptacles in which this honey is put

for the market.

Texas and the Honey-Crop Reports

We have noted for some time that in

all the honey-crop reports that are got-
ten together to find the conditions in

the different parts of the country, Texas
does not play any great part, it seems.
.\t least one does not often see any
mention of conditions about the honey
crop from this State among the many
reports that have appeared lately. It

either shows one thing or another;
first, that they do not need us, or do
not consider us away down here in the
South as of any importance ; or, on the
other hand, that we are a kingdom of

our own down here in this glorious
Lone Star State of ours, and through
the high feeling of respect toward such
a grand kingdom, with its many ways
of its own, it is not put down with the

names of the others on the lists that

have appeared.
Now, we are not kicking, neither are

we feeling " stuck up " about it, but we
just would like to know where we do
stand, anyway.

Bulk-Comb Honey at the National

That fellow Byer, in spite of his hint,

page 252, better bring his lunch of

Canadian "bear meat" and "whale oil"

with him when he comes across the
border. While he counts on the Texan
bringing along his lunch of "bulk-
comb honey," he need not rest assured
that he might not need his own kind of
lunch. While the Texan has thought
about the Canuck's lunch, and the fact

that each of the two could divide up
their lunches, he is sure that he would
not enjoy anything that is not as good
as "bulk-coml) honey." If the Canuck
thinks his lunch better than mine, he
would better bring his along. .

Apiarian and Farm Help

Editor American Bee Journal:— I am in
receipt of notice that my subscription for
your good Journal has expired, and suggesting
that I renew it. I ara quite discouraged in
the bee-business, not because we do not have
forage for the bee, nor because your Journal
fails to give the best current information con-
cerning all subjects pertaining to this indus-
try, but my men on the farm, through sheer
neglect and laziness, let my bees all die dur-
ing my absence last winter-

In this connection, it might not be out of
the way to ask if it is not time that journals
like yours were taking up this question of
labor on tlie farm, and asking all politicians,
especially those who are talking so much about
the tariff (which they justify in order to

maintain the dignity of American Labor)

,

what about the American farm owner ? The
American farmers are not only the largest
class of manual laborers in our country, but
40 years ago they were the highest type of
manual laborers the sun ever shone on. Since
then, the artificial handicaps put upon agri-
culture, especially those growing out of trades*
iniionism, tariff, and watered stocks, and the
like, have brought about a deterioration in
the personnel of the farmers of our entire
country. These artificial handicaps are not
only driving the intelligent country-born boys
from the farm, but are keeping the intelli-

gent and better class of foreigners from tak-
ing their places, so they are being replaced
with a much lower type of foreigners. We
are getting no emigration from those prov-
inces of Germany that rear the best men, but
the great bulk of the emigrants that come to

the agricultural districts, are from the worst
provinces of Austria, Poland, including the
Russian Jew, and the Assyrians.

In spite of the extortionately high prices
of food-stuffs in the market, the bulk of the
farms throughout the corn-belt liave been, in

the last ten years, operated with no profit,

except the advance in price of the land, which
will vanish like dew before the sun, with
the appearance of either short crops or low
prices for farm products. 'i he average farm
throughout the corn-belt is not producing 40
percent of what it should, and would, produce
if competent labor was obtainable.
A few days since, 1 needed an extra man

in the hay-field. In going out to find one,
I counted, within three blocks, 30 men "look-
ing for work." Of that 30 only one was
willing to go out to the farm. Of the other
20 only one was sufficiently interested even
to inquire as to the wages I would pay. Yet,
if you or I would go to Europe, and attempt
to bring over some one who is capable and
willing to go upon a farm, he is stopped at

our port, and deported under a contract-labor
law. All for the purpose of "preserving the
dignity of American Labor," of which the 30
referred to on the streets of Omaha are sam-
ples.

It seems to me that every writer, not only
interested in agriculture, but interested in the
general good of this country, should insist

that the American farmer be at liberty to

find and liire his help wherever it can be
obtained. It having been demonstrated that
the people of this country will not do the
work on the farm, the agriculturist should be
allowed to get iiis labor wherever he may find

it. We" should be able to furnish more and
better food at a lower price, in this country,
than any other place on earth, and can, if

the artificial handicaps be removed from agri-

culture. Yours very truly,

Omaha, Neb., July 16. William Stull.

[We referred the foregoing letter to

Mr. C. P. Dadant, who replies to it as
fiiHows :—FoiTOR.]

Mr. Editor:—The contribution which you
submit to me for an appreciation and criti-

cism contains some assertions tliat I could
not possibly endorse. The gentleman is evi

dently viewing tht- farmers' "deterioration"
from a local standpoint. But there arc things
in his argument worthy of consideration.

If v.e view this article as bce-ktepers only,
we must leave out the broad lines which it

considers, for bee-culture is in a special con-
dition brought about by its great strides of
the past 60 years. If we view it as farmers
or members of the great producing class, we
must discuss political and social conditions,
which will make our field a wide one.
The slogan of a relatively large portion of

our population, for the past 20 years, has
been "America for Americans." Very good.
But who are Americans? We will certainly
not confine this name to the aborigines or so-
called Indians. Then whom will we include
under this title? Will we take in those whose
ancestors came over in the Mayflower? Why
not add also those who have been at least
for three successive generations on American
soil? And why not those whose fathers were
born in Europe, or those who, like myself,
are natives of the Old World, but have set-
tled, married and reared American-born chil-
dren ? With a little more liberality, we might
accept those who 5 years ago applied for citi-
zenship and have sworn allegiance. How
abciut those who have just arrived and set-
tled here, and those who contemplate coming?

In shcnt, what wiaild America be without
the foreign element landed here at one time
or another? How many of you are there,
readers, who cannot trace their ancestry back
to some part ot Europe ?

When I was brought over as a child, from
Europe, nearly half a century ago, no re-
strictions were put upon immigration. The
foreign born population was 14 percent of
the total. Nothing but good was secured
from this immigration. I cannot understand
why in 1863 we foreigners were welcomed as
a benefit, and the door has since been closed
on millions of others. That we should ob-
ject to the influx of too many paupers is in-

telligible, but that wc should make it diffi-

cult for respectable people to settle in our
sparsely settled plains lias always been beyond
my comprehension. The country is certainly
not overstocked with human beings, for if the
entire population of the United States should
be congregated in the single State of Texas,
it would not be more thickly populated than
the wealthy kingdom of Belgium

!

We are told that the people who come
here to work and send their earnings back
to Europe or Asia are a detriment. I cannot
see it. If I hire a man for $3 per day, I

evidently have something for him to do which
will net me a greater sum than the amount
I pay him. If his work brings me $3, I

have netted a profit of $1 for each day that
I have employed him. It does not matter if

he carries his money away, I am still the
gainer; although I would, of course, prefer
to have him spend it with me, and give nu
another item of profit on what he consumes.
But I have already cleared a profit.

As a nation, wc are very selfish. We havr
imposed ourselves upon the Chinese and the
Japanese against their will, and yet we de-
mand that they should keep off our shores.
We are foreigners and yet pretend to keep
the foreigners away. vV^e do not look at the
question of justice, but only at our own self-
ish interest, and then dare talk about our
philanthropy

!

The gentleman above mentioned claims that
the personnel of the farms has deteriorated.
This I cannot grant. The farmers are better
off, have better homes, more education, read
more (owing to the rural delivery), have bet-
ter agricultural implements, and a better grade
of live stock than ever. They dress better,
have less hardships than formerly. Their sons
go to the agricultural colleges in many in-

stances, and come home with progressive ideas
concerning manures, soil adaptation, injurious
insects, selection of seeds, etc. In fact, they
learn scientific farming. The farmer has less

need of employees; that is, owing to greater
perfection of implements, less are needed than
formerly, and the hard tasks, such as liai

vesting, are done with less fatigue than be-

fore.

It is true, there is yet a great deal tnc*

much waste on the farm, but waste is an
American habit, in city as well as in tlir

country, and the education of the .\inrri

can concerning economy has yet I<i bt- m.ule.
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All thai is said of the farmer may be said

<i ilu- ai>iarist. mily more so. The bee-

keeper of 1860 was almost iini\*crsally ignorant

of the anatomy of the bee. There were only

a few huiidreti practical hce-ki-ejHjrs in the

United States. Kven 40 years ago the pro-

portion of those who had tried movable-frame
hives was very small. Tin stct ion-box did

not exist. There was no such product as

iDnih tpundation. and the honey-extractor
was known to only a few. .Most of the

honey sold then was "strained,"' Now, nearly
every bee-keeper has learned the elementary
principKs of bee-culture; tlie moth has no ter-

rors tor him; an<l he is beginning to under-
•itand hnw to jjit rid of foul brood. It

seems to me that a comparison of the bee-

papers and the farm journals of the present

with those of former times would give one a

very good idea of whether there is progress

or not. As to bee-papers, thvre were none in

this ciuniiiy .'>0 years ajio, except the Ameri-
can Bee Journal which was in its first year.

Why do our boys leave the farm? This
was ;i )>rt.>i>ir <|utsrnin li> yt-ars ago. It is not

a proper one to-day. The boys are not leav-

ing the farm, if they are treated right by

the "old man" on the farm. Until lately,

hie »>n the farm had no attraction whatever,
;ind if a boy wished to make his way, he had
no alternative— he must leave the farm. There
are many old farmers yet to-day who do not

believe that the modern inventions and dis-

coveries are meant for them. They cannot
see anything in steam-heated homes, bath-

rooms, labor-saving kitchens, electricity, water

on each floor, etc. Yet in many cases they

could afford these things, and hold the boys

to the freedom of farm life. Today, I sec

young men who have learned a good profes-

sion go back to the farm, for its health,

its freedom, its chances of gain without be-

ing subject to the strenuous life of the

crowded office-building.

There are many farms which do not pay,

it is true, but those are either rented or run
iiy i'rncurators. The intelligent, practical farm-
er who lives upon his farm, raises profitable

live stock, rotates his crops, secures a posi-

tive income, though less copious than that of

the wholesale merchant or the banker.

I believe, Mr. Editor, that your correspond-
ent is right as to the desirability of reraovinj;

handicaps against securing as good help as

possible for agriculture or any other indus-

try. Many people believe in protection. Yet
they would dislike to see protection between
one State and another. They would object

to a custom-house between Illinois and Iowa,

or between those States and Missouri. But
if the South had succeeded in seceding from
the Union in the sixties, there would have
been a custom-house established between those

veo* States, since Missouri was one o f the

Confederacy. The old Mississippi, the beau-
tiiul rivt-r. almost the largest in the world,
would have been cut in two and made into

a pond without issue. And this would be
called "Protection!"

Protect us against our own narrowness! L,et

us be free. And if the sons of Europe who
lave com-,' here during the past 200 years
have helped America to grow and become
what she is to-day, let us not stop the in-

coming of more sons of Europe. We want
them, their knowledge, their ideas, the choice

of their methods. What has made America
great is the mixture of ideas, of methods, of

learning, brought by every tongue from north-

ern or southern climes. In the most demo-
cratic manner, we have accepted the good, no
matter whence it came. Let us continue to

do so. C. P. DAD.^NT.
Hamilton, 111.

[We hope, after reading Mr. Da-
dant's letter, Mr. Stull will take cour-

age, renew his subscription to the

.\tnerican Bee Journal for some years

in advance, take a new grip on things

agricultural, and try to be as happy
and prosperous as possible, no matter

what the circumstances may be.

—

Edi-

tor.]
.^^^*-^

Pointers on Selling Honey

BY WESLEY FOSTER.

I'rom the very first of my honey-sell-

ing experience, when I, a boy, would
carry a lialf-dozcn sections of honey in

a home-made carrier I'ruin ilnor tn

door, 1 have felt the importance of the

introductory impression on the one I

am trying to interest in my honey. If

I cannot make a favorable impression
right at the start, so as to command
the undivided attention of the person
licfore me, there is a small chance of

getting that person interested in what
I am trying to show him. This is why
all instructions to salesmen given out
l)y large firms emphasize the importance
of neatness in dress and person. The
importance of this is well known to

salesmen, for rarely is one seen who is

not above tlie average in personal ap-

pearance.

Then, the next innportant point to be

remembered is always togreetthepros-
pective customer in a gracious, cheer-
ful way. This is just as important for

all our dealings with people, but you
might say that the bread of the sales-

man depends upon his being good-na-
tured. And if we cannot succeed with-
out being kind and gracious, most of
us will make some effort to be this kind
of a person. In fact, I have known a

good many men who have improved
their dispositions very much by ac-

quiring the habit of smiling and look-
ing pleasant while at the work of sell-

ing goods, and after the habit was for-

med, it permeated their whole life.

One cannot get attention without creat-

ing a favorable impression, and a neat
person and a sunny disposition go far-

ther toward doing this than any other
two things I know.

When entering a grocery with the in

tention of selling honey, if I have not

learned the name of the proprietor or
buyer, (which I always try to do,) I ask
one of the clerks what the proprietor's

name is, and whether he is busy. If he
is busy I wait fill he is at leisure, or

leave, and come back a little later

When later I get a chance to speak
with him, I walk up to him and say : "J

am Mr. Foster, are you Mr. Blank?'
or, "I am glad to meet you, Mr. Blank
I have a proposition that is to your
great interest to see. The line is a

ready seller, giving you a profit of 25
to so percent, and is one that reflects
credit on the class of trade that comes
to you. There is no chance of loss,

for the goods are not perishable, and
if they are not sold within a reason-
able time we take them back and re-

fund your money. May I not have a

few minutes of your careful attention
to look at what I have, and explain
the proposition to you. My line is

a choice grade of comb and bottled
honey, put up with a biYiding guaran-
tee of purity and highest quality.

You see, the firm I work for have a

reputation for honesty and integrity,

and whatever dealings our house has
will be satisfactory to you.''

By telling Mr. Blank quite a little

about my proposition, without let-

ing him know what the line is, arouses
his curiosity to see it, and when I

ask him at the end of a little

speech of, this kind I rarely am re-

fused a chance to explain my whole
matter.
When he has consented to look my

line over, T ask him where there is a

place on the counter that I can dis-

play my samples. I generally look
toward the back of the store or other
place where he will not be disturbed,
for it is necessary that my prospect-
ive customer should have a chance to
think clearly, and thoroughly under-
stand all the good points about my
articles. He should, and if a good
niercliant, he will, be able to pick out
from my samples certain sizes and
grades that Mil sell well in his ter-

ritory. This is a valuable point—get-
ting the prospective customer to
pick out the things he likes, and to
assent to the desirable qualities as I

pick them out.

I turn a bottle over in my hand,
and hold it so the light falls on the
l>uhl)lc of air rising, balloon-shaped,
through the honey, and say, "See
that? Isn't that honey pretty? And
see how thick the honey is!" I call

attention to many of the desirable
points, expecting the prospective buy.-
er Tiefore me to assent to their cor-
rectness. He will, without doubt,
notice some things of worth to the
.goods that I have forgotten.

When I have the careful attention
of a man it is not a hard matter to
sell him some honey, if he can't use
it all. Men do not need to be con-
vinced against their wills. If they
are convinced against their wills the
chances are that the order will be
cancelled before the bill of goods is

shipped. If the whole proposition is

not clear and plain, it would better be
gone over again, and everything made
plain as daylight. Small, simple
words are always best, for some of
us are not overly bright, and I'll con-
fess that I have turned salesmen
down because they were using such
big, technical words that I did not
understand their proposition, and was
too proud to admit it.

Enthusiasm, knowledge of the ar-
ticle, honesty and simplicity of state-
ments, will make it possible for many
of us to succeed in selling honey.

Boulder. Colo.

Under 10 Percent Swarms
BY D. M. MACDONALD.

"There's a tide in the affairs of men,
which taken at the flood, leads on to
Fortune." There is a tide in the af-
fairs of bees which leads to swarming.
Let the "flow-" touch a certain point,
and nothing can stem it. If we only
could properly guage the psychological
moment, we would be masters of the
situation, and stop it every time. It

appears to me that the critical period
centers around the time when brood-
congestion is nearly setting in; when
temperature suddenly rises, and a flow
sharply arrives. One of these factors
may not create the bacillus of swarm-
ing—even two may not produce the
fever, but a juxtaposition of all three
leads to the inevitable preparations,
which, once carried on a certain length,
nothing but .some providential interpo
sition will check.

Timely attendance to ventilation,

withdrawal of some brood, or the sub-
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stitution of more room for breeding
and storing, meet the situation. The
idea of trekking is nipped in the bud,

the bees adapt themselves to the al-

tered circumstances, and, finding every-
thing their hearts can desire, presciently

bow to fate. The time when we can
thus play Providence to our bees may
consist of two or three days at the

most—of one or two hours at the least.

To diagnose when it may arrive, the

bee-keeper must know exactly the con-
dition of each hive internally, and,

paradoxically as it may sound, this he
can discover by without scarcely look-
ing inside. Outside observation is the

key of the position.

Now I want to go back to the genesis
of affairs. I do not wait until certain

events develop. I anticipate them. Ear-
ly in June I enlarge the entrance to its

full capacity if deemed necessary; bot-

tom ventilation may be supplied, but
not often, as there is a deep space be-

low the frames; and .if the weather is

extra warm, blocks raise the front of
the hive, and in extreme cases the

whole hive. Each colony is treated ac-

cording to requirements, independent
of what is done to its neighbors. A
case of sections is supplied early, and
a second placed above as a "cooler,"

before it is required as a store-room.
But I am anticipating.

Hives in the front rank are treated

by mid-June to a mild deprivation of
brood, or, as an alternative, are given
a second body of from 8 to lo frames.
It would be too heavy a task on the

bees to give lo standard frames at one
time, so, as a rule, only 8 are given
above, and the lower body reduced to

a lake number, by having two of its

frames, chosen because they are solid

slabs of brood, raised as part of the
complement in the top story. The re-

maining two, up and down, may, or
may not, be given later, according to

circumstances.
Sometimes operations are varied by

placing the empty body below, but this

necessitates the use of excluder-zinc,

which I do not like, to confine the queen
above during the critical period. Only
a small percentage of the colonies re-

ceive this special treatment, the re-

mainder being left right through the
season with only lo frames. A glance
in at the side, occasionally, without
using any smoke, reveals if the queen
visits the outside frame, and if she
does, one or more frames of brood are
withdrawn and used to work up sec-

ond-class colonies to the firsT-class,

empties being substituted in the brood
area.

The entire management up to this

period consists in seeing that the air

in the hive interior is pure; that the
temperature does not run too high ; that
the queen has ample room for ovi-
positing; and the bees full scope for
storing and rearing their brood. Gen-
erally, they are allowed some comb-
building— an important desideratum,
wliich, given, hinders a spirit of unrest
from being generated. That is why
we in this country seek to renew our
internal works gradually.
At the period of spring cleaning two

or three of tlie oldest combs, or those
showing any defect, arc withdrawn from

the hive, and later their place is taken
up with frames fitted with full sheets
of foundation. Supplying these fre-

quently tides us over the critical period.
Early spreading of the brood should
be condemned, but when the swarming
season approaches, we "jump the
frames," confident the process will

work for good, and not evil. In thus
doing we give some emploj-ment to the
bees, and add to the queen's comfort
by placing cells immediately at her dis-

posal where she likes to have them.
This secures a progressive, forward
movement, and checks any thoughts of
queen-cell formation. This renewing
of the combs, and eliminating all with
many drone-cells, is one of the very
best means for checking swarming.
There is an undoubted correlation be-
tween the laying of drone-eggs and
their development into mature males,
and the construction of queen-cells.
Witliout the appearance of drones in

a hive, or at least their progress towards
puberty being manifest, worker-bees
never dream of preparing for swarm-
ing. Suppress drones in every hive
most rigidly, if you have any hope or
expectation of checking the generating
influence. This is one of the main rea-
sons for the excessive swarming of
old, and the undue proportion in many
apiaries at the present time, when other
bee-keepers have little of it. For the
drone in his proper place I have a high
respect, but I would without a pang of
remorse, treat him a la Jones, when I

find him in the larval stage, where I

don't want him. Here, indeed, is one
of the chief factors tending towards
the swarming craze. Suppress the cause,
and you go a long way to working out
a case. The sooner this is recognized
as a fact the better for the industry.
From the time the first case of sec-

tions is given to a colony the front en-
trance is watched ; a momentary glance
occasionally will do, and as soon as
outside observation leads me to think
there is a certain progress made, I slip

on a second case above the first. It is

not anticipated that the bees will oc-
cupy it. It is not inserted as a recep-
tacle for honey-storing, but is simply
a "cooler" case, placed there as a check
on congestion in any shape, but it

acts as a swarm-preventer, far better,

indeed, than any non-swarming cham-
ber placed below the body. An addi-
tional one is added any time it is found
that No. 2 is feeing worked in, and so
on. Ventilation is given in upper
chambers, but only in extreme cases,

when weather is excessively hot. Rather
conserve heat here than dissipate it, as
a rule.

Recognizing that old or worn-out
queens arc a fertile source of creating
the swarming fever, these are deposed
before they begin to fail. The rearing
of a virgin in the supers, and allowing
her to depose the old queen, works
favorably, but it is best to do the in-

troduction and execution at first hand.
The only check I would seek to im-
pose on a queen's movements would
be to place her temporarily in the up-
per or lower tier of frames, in order
that I would secure most brood where
I desire it. And, then, I think here is

a valuable pointer, if she is in the up-

per set of frames for lo days or a
fortnight, this can then be placed be-
low, and the other raised above; but
with one frame from this lower body
placed in the now upper set of frames,
and on that one frame the queen. For
another lo days there is little likeli-

hood of swarming, and that brief
space may tide us over the critical

period.

I have tried caging the queen, tem-
porarily, drawing her, or even de-
posing her, arid allowing the bees to
rear another mother, but I don't like

anyone of these practises. They fail

to kill out the swarming instinct, and
they cost the colony a lot of valuable
brood. I have no love for cutting
out queen-cells to suppress incipient
thoughts of swarming. It is a messy
job, and fails frequently.

I have experimented with swarm
catchers, non-swarming chambers be-
low frames. I have "shook" swarmed,
and tried numberless plans and systems
advocated in the past, but have dis-

carded all of them in favor of some of
the old and simpler modes of proced-
ure. Where many have erred in the
past is that they recognized too few
piime factors in this trying problem.
Their devices were originated to check
or diminish one single cause, whereas
several go to form the sum total of
the whole. It boots not that one or
two should be reckoned with, if all

the others are forgotten, or treated as
if they were non-existent.

All the chief factors have to be taken
into full consideration if success is to

crown our efforts. Even then we will

fail at times, and must reckon that
from 5 to lo percent of our colonies
will swarm in spite of all known pre-
ventives. This is near enough perfec-
tion for me. For about lo years now
I have kept my ratio of swarms to

colonies well within the larger figure.

To accomplish this, I simply attend to

ventilation above and below ; keep
young queens ; endeavor always to

make room for the queen's ovipositing;
never allow the brood-nest to become
congested, either by honey or brood

;

supply ample storing chambers ahead
of actual requirements ; rigidly restrict

drone-production; place no checks on
the workers' movements : diagnose each
colony on its own merits ; know what
is going on inside each hive ; and never
stimulate in spring to force the pace.
Then, by gradual expansion and coii-

traction, I, so to speak, keep the rein

on my bees.

Banff, Scotland.

Influence of Heat on Swarming
BY O. 11. jMETIALFE.

I wish that Mr. D. M. Macdonald,
whose articles on swarming begin on
page 221, could be induced to tell us
how he knows tliat heat is beyond a

doubt a prime factor in causing bees
to swarm. I hope he will give his
evidence.

I do not believe that a colony of bees
ever swarmed because it was too hot,

either here or in Scotland. .Vol one.'

1 know that that is a pretty strong
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statement, but I feel pretty strong on
the subject.

I would suggest that if any bee-keeper
has a swarm that he knows came out
because of heat, that lie pinch off the
queen's head and send to O. B. Metcalfe
for a queen that will not swarm how-
ever hot it gets. I feel pretty sure that
enough hot weather will stop swarm-
ing to some extent, but I have seen
combs melt down from the heat and
drive the bees out on the outside of
the hive under almost every condition
of honey-flow, but I never saw a
swarm as a result of it. They hang
around until the honey from the melted
combs runs out, and then meekly crawl
back to begin all over.

If I may be allowed to get a little bit

flowery myself. I should say that my
bees are such a brave strain that their
last cry is, " Don't give up the ship !"

I have never seen a colony of bees ac-
quire the swarming impulse in a hive
where the queen felt that she had
plenty of room to lay; and the bees
felt that they had plenty of room to
store honey, no matter how hot, cold,
or how foul the place they lived in.

We keep the same entrance through
the summer as in the spring. In the
spring the wind blows from 40 to 60
miles an hour, thus greatly helping
ventilation. At this time the weather
is quite cold, but the bees swarm with
a vengeance, unless given plenty of
room. In the summer the wind blows
very little, and the weather is very
hot, but the bees will stand a great
deal more crowding without preparing
to swarm under similar conditions of
honey-flow. What about it ?

Actual experiments last year con-
vinced me that enough ventilation will

retard or even prevent swarming; but
my argument is, that it does so because
it does not favor the best and most
rapid brood-rearing, therefore it may
be overdone.
Give your colonies ventilation enough

to evaporate their honey to ripeness,
and if you are trying to force them into
comb-honey supers take brood enough
away from them to prevent swarming,
rather than give them ventilation
enough to hinder the best brood pro-
duction. Brood is what you want.
You can use it to good advantage in
weak colonies, or for making increase.

Some experiments I am now con-
ducting in feeding to produce wax,
have shown me the value of a large
force of young bees in the hive.

If any one comes up to you and tells

you to uncap brood to prevent swarm-
ing, hit him—unless he is much larger
than you.
Mesilla Park, N. Mex.

Uniting Colonies of Bees

BY C. M. DOOLITTLE.

" Say. Mr. Doolittle. won't you tell us some-
thing in the American Bee Journal about
uniting bees? 1 tried to do this last fall,
then again this spring, and I made nearly a
failure of the matter."

Thus writes a correspondent. I do
not favor the plan of uniting bees in
the spring very much. Not because it

can not be done at that time as well as
at any other, but because the gain is

not as apparent then as it is in either

early summer or in the fall. However,
if any one wishes to diminish his num-
ber of colonies in the spring on ac-
count of one's capital, stock of hives,
etc., being limited, it is sometimes well
to do this, though I doubt the profit-
ableness of so doing. Where uniting
on this account is to be done, I con-
sider it better to unite only medium
colonies, allowing the weaker and the
stronger to remain as they are. If two
of the strongest are united, no gain is

made; for, as a rule, such strong colo-
nies come up to the maxium number
of bees a little too soon, thus contract-
ing swarming fever before the honey
harvest fully arrives, while at the same
time many of the bees which should
go through the harvest as honey-gath-
erers die during the first part, or in the
height of the bloom.
Then where we unite very weak col-

onies early in the season, there seems
to come on such united colonies an
undue agitation, lots of brood being
started from this result, which, from
the feeding and necessary care, wears
out the vitality, the same being not
over-abundant in such weak colonies,
and the united bees die of old age or
worn out vitality before enough of the
brood emerges to perpetuate the col-
ony, which generally results in the loss
of the whole, or of the colony pulling
through little if any better than
would have been each had they been
tucked up as comfortable as possible
and left to themselves. I have put as

high as 7 such weaklings together the
first of May, only to have the whole
die, or to have what remained of them
four weeks later, not as good as were
each of the 7 other similar colonies
which were left to themselves.

The inmates of these weak colonies
are generally weak from poor winter-
ing, and when they are stirred up to un-
usual activity through uniting, they
soon " play out " and die, as nearly all

know, who have tried to save their
weak colonies by uniting them in early
spring.
Shut these very weak colonies on

only as many combs as they can fully

occupy, which will generally be not
more than 2 or 3. one of which should
be quite well filled with honey, keeping
them thus by means of a dummy or
division-board. By having the en-
trance on the opposite side of the hive
from where the combs are, we keep
away the cold air and prevent the little

colonies from being robbed out. As
they build up add, as they rfequire,

other combs till each hive has half the
number of combs a hive will contain
when full. Keep them thus until the
bees begin to crowd out in the vacant
side of the hive, or beyond the dummy,
when you are ready for uniting.

Now for the uniting : During the
day set a hive where you wish the
united colony to stand, or if the
stronger one of the two is where the
united colony can remain, leave the
hive there ; then in the evening set this

stronger colony off its stand, and set

the hive the united colony is to occupy,
in its place. Now bring the other hive
and its contents to the same place,

when you will open both hives, after

having smoked them quite thoroughly,
and take first a frame from one, bees
and all, and then a frame from the

other, setting tliem in the new hive
alternately till all are in. Now close
the hive and shake the few bees which
may still remain clinging to the empty
hives down in front of the united col-
ony into which they will run with fan-
ning wings.
Where this uniting is done in the

evening twilight very few bees will take
wing, and thus all, or nearly so, will be
in the united colony where we wish
them. If you wish to save one of the
queens, it is best to hunt her up during
the day, and use her as you see fit;

otherwise one of them will disappear
before the next morning.

This mixing up seems to be the very
best way to make the astonished and
mystified little things of the feminine
gender form the acquaintance of their
new home and each other, so that when
they come out of the hive the next
time at their leisure, most of them will

mark their location anew, and thus not
get lost by returning to their old loca-

tion. But it is always well to remove
everything looking "home-like " from
the old stand, so that if, in any case,

the older bees should go back they will

have sufficiently marked their new
location, so they will return to it after
hovering about the old place for a few
minutes.

In all of my 40 years' manipulation
of bees, I have never known bees to

fight and kill each other where colonies
were united by alternating the frames
of bees as above, where smoke was
used sufficiently to cause the most of
the bees to fill themselves with honey
before the uniting was commenced.
And this filling with honey has very
much to do with their adhering to their

new location.

When uniting in the fall we have a

little different state of affairs, for now,
as a general rule, each hive is full of

combs, which, also, as a rule, are not
very fully supplied with honey. Sup-
posing that we have 2 weakish colonies
with honey enough in the 2 to make
plenty of food for one colony. During
the day we go to each of these hives
and carefully look over the frames.
Those having the least honey in them
are taken from the bees until only half

of the combs remain in each hive.

From those taken, the bees are shaken
and brushed till they are freed from
the bees, doing this in front of the

hive the combs were taken from, so
that each colony keeps its own bees
until the uniting is done. These now
beeless combs are stored away for

future use. If there is any choice re-

garding the queens of these 2 colonies,

the inferior one should be killed at this

time, otherwise she may kill the good
one we wish to preserve. There is

something in this worth looking after,

as this fall uniting helps very much by
way of weeding out inferior queens,
and autumn is the best time to do this

culling, as a rule.

When twilight comes, these colonies

thus prepared are to be united by alter-

nating frames, the same as we did in

summer, smoking the bees enough to

cause them to fill with honey before

opening either hive, when, after unit-

ing, you will have a good colony made
from the 2 weak ones, with plenty of

stores to winter on. If from any rea-

son you wish to rid of bees the combs
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having little honey in them, on some
day when it is too cool for the bees to

lly freely, or when cold enough so

those that fly can easily enter their

hives, it can be done so as to save the

most of the bees, by placing 2 empty
hives top of the one the bees are to go
in, when, by lowering the frames down
in these hives, the bees can be shaken
off with scarcely one taking wing, as

they are confined by the walls of the

hive.

Borodino, N. V.

Poor Wintering Basswood

Feeding Bees

BY F. L. U.W.

In the fall of 1908 1 put 81 colonies

into the cellar. They had their hives

well filled with fall honey of seemingly
good quality. Only a few had been fed

a few pounds of sugar syrup each.

With the exception of some colonies
having a little foul brood, they ap-

peared to be in fine condition. As I

had never had a serious loss during the

winter, I felt quite confident of good
results. Owing to having more bees

than usual, the cellar was given more
ventilation tlian formerly. All seemed
well until April. Owing to the back-
ward spring the bees were not taken
out until .April 2ti, 1909. The cellar

was thoroughly ventilated in advance,
but the bees flew out with a rush at the

first opportunity. For the first time in

T years they drifted. Four hives at the

south side of the yard got too many
bees. One hive had so many they
could not all get inside.

The bees were taken from the cellar

in the forenoon, as usual. An exami-
nation showed some 10 colonies dead
from dysentery. I did not get time to

examine all of them that day, and did

not realize how badly off they were.

We had A days of snow and rain just

after this, so I did not overhaul them
all for a week or more. /After the first

flight many of the weak colonies clus-

tered on the middle combs, which were
empty. The cold spell caught them
there, and they starved with from 10 to

20 pounds of honey in the side combs.
A careful examination showed the

honey in nearly all the hives to be
more or less sour, and the great ma-
jority of colonies had dysentery to

some extent. They dwindled until I

had lost 47 of the original 81.

Only once before had the bees had
to depend upon fall honey for winter
stores, and they had come through in

fine condition that time. But they
were confined only about 110 days then,

whereas they had no flight for 17.') days
the winter of 1908-9. I wish some
one would tell me what made that

honey sour, and how to foretell such a

disaster another time. It is unpleasant
to lose (iO percent of one's bees that

way.
Basswood .\ Failure.

1 bought a few colonies of bees and
bent all my energies to getting as many
colonies as possible ready for bass-

wood, which does not blossom here
until July l.'ith to 20th. I secured 500

pounds of clover honey, but the bass-

woods, although blossoming profusely.

failed to yield any surplus for the sec-

ond time in 3 years. My average per
colony was thus only 12 pounds, or
practically nothing. My increase, made
artificially, did not do as well as usual.

There was no fall flow, and I had to

feed my 50 colonies 800 pounds of

sugar.
Feedi.vg Sug.\r Syrup.

In my first years of bee-keeping I

fed syrup made of equal parts sugar
and water, simply because I understood
that it was necessary to do so in order
to avoid granulation; that in case it

was made thicker it would then require
some acid mixed with it to prevent
granulation. As I had almost perfect
success in wintering my bees on this

thin syrup, I continued to feed in this

manner until the fall of 1007. That
season I fed 900 pounds of sugar to 61

colonies. The bees had stopped brood-
rearing a month earlier than usual that
fall, and the clusters were smaller than
common. The thin syrup was taken
from the feeders so slowly that much
of it soured, thus becoming unfit for

winter stores. A few colonies were
lost from this cause during the follow-
ing winter. While some came through
as well as ever, yet the general average
was poor.

I was tired lugging around so much
water while making and feeding the
thin syrup, and concluded it would be
better for me, as well as for the bees,

to make the syrup about 2 to 1, as is

now generally advised in the bee-
papers. The 800 pounds of sugar used
in 1909 was fed in this way. At the last

examination it showed no signs of

granulating in the combs.

I have always produced extracted
honey exclusively, and sold it all in my
home county. In the past year of fail-

ure I found it advisable to buy honey
abroad, and supply my customers as

usual. By pushing my sales more than
ever before, I have managed to make
the balance come on the right side of

the ledger.
I am hoping for better things the

coming season.
Detroit, Minn.

Dr. Miller's Question-Box
Send Questions eitlier to the office of the .American Bee Journal or direct to

Dk. C. C. Miller, Makengo, III.
He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Rearing Queens

I am trying to rear a few ciueens now; the
cells are very small but have plenty of space.
Does the size of the cell have any effect on
the queen reared in it, as to quality and pro-
lificnessP Will they be good queens ?

Akkans.\s.
Answer.—Generally speaking, a queen

reared in a large cell is to be preferred: yet
sometimes a good queen is reared in a
small cell and a poor queen in a large cell.

Colors oi Honey

I would like to know the cause of dark
honey. Illinois.

Answer.—The color of honey depends
upon the source from which the bees obtain
the nectar. From buckwheat they get
honey that is very dark, from Hreweed that
which is very light, and varying shades from
other plants. Sometimes there is a differ-
ence in the shade of the same kind of honey
obtained in different regions or on different
soils. Some alfalfa honey is a shade darker
than the lightest to be found elsewhere.

Bees and Milkweed Pollen

What is the malti-r with my bees ? I have
II colonies, and the\- are in a bustle all the
time, carrying off bees that are deformed,
their feet being very forked so they can't do
anything at all. Indiana.

Answer.—Your bees have been working
on milkweed, and the pollen-masses are
sticking to their feet. If you watch, you will
see bees sticking to the blossoms of the
milkweed and having difficulty to break
loose. A few bees are lost by it. but per-
iiaps the bees get enough nectar frcjm the
blossoms of the milkweed to nay for the loss.

Rendering Comb into Beeswax

I bought . I lot of hives full of empty comb
which I want to render into beeswax. I

don't know how much water to use when
melting the combs. Kindly give me direc-
tions for doing this kind of work. t^Hio.

Answer. Thi- amount of water used will
depend upon the plan you use. as described
in your bee-book: only you will not be likely
to make any mistake in using too mucli
water, but there may be danger of using too
little.

Queen's Eggs Fail to Produce Queens

I received a queen-bee ordered in May.
iQio. She seems to be all riglit except that I

can't rear any queens from her I have
taken frames from her and given them to a

colonies. They all started.! or a queen-cells,
and the cells were all gone two or more
weeks ago. but all 3 are still queenless. All
the brood seems to hatch all right: no
drones to speak of. What is the matter ?

Illinois.

Answer.—There is no trouble with the
queen or the brood: the trouble seems to
come afterward. It maybe that the young
queens have been lost on their wedding-
flight, the severe droutii (if you have a severe
drouth as in other parts of the State mak-
ing the loss of young queens a common
thing. If you have continued to have young
queens reared, the probability is that ihe fall

flow likely to be on now will make you more
successful.

Method of Increase

I have been reading >our "Forty Years
Among the Bees." I would like to know
your opinion on this method of increasing
when there is practically no swarming. As
the colonies supersetle their queens divide
each colony into 2 or i, giving each division
2 sealed cells, i frame of eggs and larva, and
I or 2 of honey. CuB.^.

Answer,—A good plan. Sometimes very
few cells are found at superseding, but one
cell will be enough for each division If you
divide into 3 parts, the hive that is on the
old stand win need oidy one frame of brood
as it will have all the tield-beesi. and the re-

maining brood can be divided between the
other two. It will be well to fasten the bees
for a couple of days in the hives that are
not on the old stand, managing to have a
small entrance stuffed with green grass or
leaves, and then if you forget to open it the
bees will open it themselves.

Colony With Many Drones

1 have a colony of Italian bees that are
rearing youTig bees quite fast, and the body
of the liive is fidl of honey. What puzzles
me is the fact that thev have so many drones
and no apparent use for them whatever. Our
bees are just barely making a living, there is

no possible chance for any swarming, and
they have a good youngqueenof this spring's
rearing. Wliv do they keep the drones?
The bees did quite well here through part
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of June and half of July, il is tuo dry. How-
ever, we are liopiiin for some fall honey.
The " Old Reliable " is still eayeriy read.

Io\v.\.

Answer.—Likely t'le troubk- is from too
lartie an amount of droiie-comb in the hive.
It may pay you to cut out the drone-comb
and put patches of worker-ctunb in its place.
Or. you may put in a patch of worker foun-
dation where you cut out the drone comb.
Cut away the cells around the liole on one
side, leaving the septum exposed, and press
the patch of foundation down upon this
septum. Next spring will be a good time to
do this, when the combs are partly empty.

Time ol Day Bees Swarm—Knowing Foul Brood-
Getting Nuclei—Best Bees

I- What time of the day do bees swarm .'

2. How can you tell if the colony lias Euro-
pean and American foul brood ?

3. When is the best time to get nuclei ?

4. Which is the best.Carniolan. I^anat or
Caucasian bees ? Ohio.

Answers,—!. The prime swarm, which is-

sues with the old queen, generally comes off

somewhere between o and 12 o'clock. An
afterswarm. having a virgin queen, is more
irregular, and may issue earlier or later, in
some cases as early as 6 in the morning, and
as late as 4 or 5 pm.

2. Any time when there is brood in the
hive. You may tell by thescales in the cells
when no brood is in the hive, but it is much
more ditficult.

3. It doesn't matter very much when. If

you had ordered nuclei earlier you would
have been farther on than to order them
now. But if you order them now you will be
farther ahead than if you wail till next year.
Generally, too. you can get them a little

more promptly at this time of year, and if

there is any difference in cost it is in favor
of ordering now.

4. I don't know. lOach has its champions,
claiming that their faN'oriie is best.

Treatment for European Foul Brood

I write to let you know the condition of my
small apiary to <late. The latter part of
May European foul brood showed up in 7

hives out of 20; the forepart of June 1 gave
them my treatment, which is to shake bees
and queen onto a set of drawn brood-combs,
placing the diseased brood above an ex-
cluder, lam delighted to say the disease
has disappeared, and I have extracted from
40 to 104 pounds of white clover honey from
each colony, some occupying 4t> Hoffman
frames at a lime: also, I have not had one
swarm. My bees are all Caucasian. This
has been a grand year so far. and I expect to
get 100 pounds per colony from buckwheat,
as it has just commenced to yield, and there
are thousands of bees in each hive.

New York.
Answer.— If it turns out that this treat-

ment proves effective, it will be a great gain,
as it will prove no interference with a crop
of extracted honey. No doubt colonies
should be made very strong before the
treatment.

Treatment for American Foul Brood

Would you treat a colony for American
foul brood if iust a few cells were affected
on each comb f The bees have gathered
about 50 pounds of section honey. All the
bees are quite strong, and 1 don't like to de-
stroy all the young larva; and eggs just on
account of a few cells. What would be the
best way to do. wait until next spring and
see if it developed into a bad case and then
treat it? Utah.

Answer.— It seems somewhat hard to
treat a colony for only a few cells, but the
likelihood is that those few cells will keep
constantly increasing. Likely the colony
would continue with little diminution until
next year, but in the long run would you
gain by postponing treatment? The treat-
ment next spring or early summer would in-

terfere with the honey crop more than to
treat them now. But you need not "destroy
all of the young larv^ and eggs." although
the loss of eggs and very yonng larva;; is not
so serious a loss as the loss of older brood.
A modification of the Baldridge treatment
may serve you

:

Find and cage the queen, i'ut in an empty
l»ive one or more frames of brood that you
know are clean, from healthy colonies. Put
your caged queen in this hive, or at the en.
trance, and set the hive on the old stand-

moving tlicDld hive to one side a few feet.
If this is done at a time of day when bees
are at work, ihv bircs returning from the
held will enter the new hive on the old
stand, moving the old hive to one side a few
feet. If this is done at a time of day when
bees are at work, the bees returning from
the field will enter the new hive on the old
stand, and as soon as a goodly number have
returned the queen maybe liberated. The
old hive may then bf placed close to the
side or on top of the new one. and a wire-
cloth tube arranged to go from the old hive
to near the entrance of the new one. Then
at the end of 21 days all the brood will be
hatched out, and you can carefully brush
the bees off the combs and melt the combs,
thus saving all brood and bees It will be
well to furnish water to the bees in the old
hive, as no field-bees return to it.

Storing from Watermelons and Cidermilts

1. Watermelon shipping season is over
here. We have left lots of sunburnt melons.
I cut lots of them for the chickens to get the
seeds. The bees fairly covered them. Do
they gather honey from them ?

2. If I hauled them up within a quarter of
a mile of the hives and cut or burst a wagon-
load a day. would the bees gather " honey

"'

to amount to anything? There are any
amount of them here.

3. 1 understand if bees gather honey from
apple pomace from a ciderniill, it will be
bad for them to winter on. Is that correct ?

4. Would honey from watermelons have
the same effect ?

5. Honey that is soured just a little--does
it hurt to feed it back to bees ?

6. I put 100 pounds of honey in glass jars,
and 2 jars soured. What was probably the
cause? Texas.
Answers.— I. The juice of the melons is

sweet, and the bees seem to use it as nectar.
2. I don't know how much it would amount

to. and I don't know what would be the
quality of the product.

3. Yes.
4. I don't know. The apple pomace is fer-

mented. If the melons are not fermented,
they would probably not be so bad as the
apples.

5. It will be all right to feed it in spring for
brood-rearing after bees are flying daily, but
would be bad for wintering.

6. Too thin. A lot of harm is done in more
than one way by extracting honey before
the bees have ripened it.

Queen-Mating^Queen-Cell Protectors

1. I understand that a queen-bee can, and
does at times, lay eggs before she has mated
that will hatch drones. W'ill the eggs from
an Italian queen-bee that has mismated
hatch pure Italian drones, or will they be
half-blood the same as the workers ?

2. How are those little cone-shaped wire
queen-cell protectors used? I have a num-
ber of them, but did not use them because
I could not make them cover the cell as I

thought they ought to do. Minnesota.

Answers.— I. The drones are reared from
eggs that are not fertilized, and are of the
same blood as the mother. Some claim that
the mating has some influence on the drone-
eggs, but that influence can certainly be but
very little.

2. The protector must be large enough to
cover the whole of the cell after all superf-
luous wax has been trimmed away from the
cell. The point of the cell is put in the hole
of the protector, and then the 4 corners of
the protector are pulled up about the cell
and the 4 points of the wirt*-cloth twisted
together. A slender wire has one end fast-
ened to the protector and the other end of
the wire is fastened to the middle of a nail.
Two frames are pulled apart, the cell is let

down between tliem. so that the cell will be
at the middle of the frames, and the nail
across the top-bars prevents the cell from
falling down. Generally, however, there is

no need of the nail, for the frames come
near enough together to hold the cell; the
wire serving to hold the cell in place till the
frames are shoved together.

A Beginner's Questions

1. How long oui,'ht a colony to be on old
comb ?

2. What is tlie best way to keep moths
from the bees ? I see where you say you do
not pay much attention to them. They are
the worst drawback I have. Roaches are
next.

3. I have a colony I transferred to a framt^

hive in June, and I thought they were doing
all right. 1 was surprised, 3 weeks ago. to
see the swarm out. On examination I found
moths had completely ruined everything
they had. I put them in a new hive with
HotTnian frames filled with sheets of foun-
dation, and am feeding them sugar syrup.
They have drawn about 2 sheets, have
sealed brood, and the queen is laying. Is it

too late to try to carry them through the
winter ?

4. How do you introduce drones into an-
other hive? This colony has none. Will it

be necessary for them to have any ?

5. What would you call my bees? Some
are black, some have i. 2. 3. and 4 bands.
The queen in this colony is a golden color
all over. I see some drones of the other
colonies that way.

6. Is it a fact that queens mate but once
during the season ?

7. My bees all came from one colony, but
if I do as you say, "Take somt- from one-
hive and put them with another." they in-
variably kill them out. Now why is this ? I

have several weak colonies that 1 would
double up. but I dare not on this account.

8. They are in box-hives. Do you think
this has anything to do with it ?

MiSSISSIIMM.
Answers.— I. I don't know. I have never

used combs more than 40 years old or so.
and have never rejected a comb merely be-
cause it was old.

2. Keep all colonies strongand have Italian
blood, and you ought to have no trouble with
moths. When I kept blacks there was
trouble, but with Italians or vigorous hybrids
the bees take care of themselves.

3. If you have kept up the feeding when
the bees were not gathering, so that they
will have enough stores for winter, there
ought to be a fair chance for their wintering.

4. What do you want to introduce drones
for? Drones are only needed to mate with
the young queens, and one colony that has
drones will do for the whole yard, for the
queens mate with the drones outside the
hive, perhaps half a mile away.

5. They are called hybrids, being a cross
between blacks and Italians. Your yellow
queen mated with a drone of darker blood.

b. Not only that, but she mates only once
for life, although there may be occasional
exceptions,

7. Yes, being in box-hives has much to do
with It. You can not lift a comb out of a
box-hive, but you can lift it. bees and all,

out of a movable-frame hive, and if you
quietly set it in another hive close up to the
brood-nest, at a time when bees are at work,
there will be no trouble. Neither will there
generally be any trouble after the working
season is over.

Colors of Bees.
What is the name of the yellowest race of

bees known ? What color are the Cyprian
bees ? Are there any worker-bees yellow all

over? If so, where do they come from?
Subscriber.

Answer.—Until of late years there have
been no yellower bees than the Italians, al-

though the Cyprians look very much like
them. But there has been developed in this
country what are called Goldens, and these
are practically yellow all over.

Uniting Two Colonies of Bees.
' 1. I wish to unite 2 colonies in one, so 1

\\ ill have the empty hive for next season.
Please give your method. I have placed the
one hive over the other, but the bees are in
both stories when it is time to carry them into
the cellar. Could you suggest a way so 1

could have all the bees in one hive when it is

time to place them in the cellar, as the 2

colonies united in one hive is very bulky and
heavy to carry ? Illinois.

Answer.—As you are successful in uniting
by placing one colony over the other, it is

hardly worth while to suggest any other way,
but merely to say how to reduce to one story.

You will proceed to do this any time after

the bees have peaceably united together, and
that may be within a day or two, or you
may wail later, only it should be done early
enough so the bees will have plenty of time
to arrange their winter lodging to their satis-

faction. On the whole you will find it more
satisfactory to do the work while bees are

still doing some gathering. Lift oflf the upper
story, setting it close by. Lift the frames out
of the lower story, one after another, to in-

spect them, putting back into the hive such as

contain brood, and putting the others into an
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empty hive that you have at hand for con-

venience.
Now take out of the upper story the frames

that contain brood, putting them in the hive

on the stand. Then select from all the frames
left the ones best filled with honey, until you
have the hive on the stand filled up. From
the frames that are left brush into the hive

all the bees so as to make sure the queen is

in the riRht place, unless it be that in putting;

frames into the hive you may have seen the

queen and know she is in the hive on the

stand. If it be pretty late in the season, you

can store away the one story of combs taken

away, but if it is yet somewhat early it will

be a good plan to put it back on. with a

queen-excluder between the two stories. Then
later on vou can take away this upper story,

brushing all bees back into the hive, or on the

ground in front of it.

Selling Honey on Commission.
What can I expect from commission men

selling my honey in sections 4^4x4^x1?^.
weighing about 10 ounces per section, all alike

in each shipping-case of 24, and weighing

alike? There will be grades of white and
amber weighing 11 ounces per section, 12, 13,

14, 15, and 10 ounces. There will be in each

shipping-case 24 sections, each weighing alike,

shipping-cases and crates furnished, freight 40

cents per 100 pounds to New York City. How
would you grade this, and what percentage

are broken in shipment to commission men,

or what will it cost per section for each grade

fancy A-1. No. 1, No. 2. and No. 3? In

grading, do you have sections of all weights

in each shipping-case? New York.

Answer.— I really don't know what you
ought to expect from commission men for sec-

tions sorted as you have sorted yours. Such
sorting is entirely new to me, and I doubt

if you will follow it up very long. It in-

volves the weighing of every single section

separately, the sections then to be distributed

into 7 different lots of the white honey, and

as many more of the amber. The commis-

sion man would probably be somewhat unde-

cided as to just how he should sell it. If he

is in a market where honey is sold by the

pound instead of being sold by the section,

likely he would sell at the same price per

pound all of the kinds from those that weigh

16 ounces to the section down to those that

weigh 12 ounces each. The sections that

weigh 10 or 11 ounces each should not be

sent at all, for they will be only partly filled

and sealed.

As to properly grading, the folowmg rules

will help you:

Eastern Grading Rules for Comb Honey.

Fancy.—All sections well filled, combs
straight, firmly attached to all four sides, the

combs unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise,

all the cells scaled except an occasional one.

the outside surface of the wood well scraped

of propolis.

A No. 1.—All sections well filled except the

row of cells next to the wood; combs straight;

one-eighth part of comb surface soiled, or the

entire surface slightly soiled; the outside sur-

face of the wood well scraped of propolis.

No. 1.—All sections well filled except the

row of cells next to the wood; combs com-

paratively even; one-eighth part of comb sur-

face soiled, or the entire surface slightly

soiled.

No. 2.—Three-fourths of the total surface

must be filled and sealed.

No. 3.—Must weight at least half as much
as a full-weight section.

In addition to this the honey is to be

classified according to color, using the terms

ivhite. amht-r, and dark; that is, there will

be "Fancy White," "No. 1 Dark," etc.

New Comd-Honey Grading Rules Adopted
BY THE Colorado State Bee-Keepers'

Association.

No. 1 White.—Sections to be well filled

and evenly capped except the outside row,

next to the wood; honey white or slightly

amber, comb and cappings white, and noi

projecting beyond the wood; wood to he well

cleaned; cases of separatored honey to average

21 pounds net per case of 24 sections, no sec-

tion in this grade to weigh less than 13 J^

ounces.
Cases of half-scparatored honey to average

not less than 22 pounds net per case of 24

sections.
Cases of unscparatored honey to average not

less than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sec-

tions.

No. 1 Light Amber.—Sections to be well

filled and evenly capped, except the outside

row, next to the wood; honey white or light

amber; comb and cappings from white to off

color, but not dark ; comb not projecting be-

yond the wood; \voo<l to be well cleaned.

Cases of separatored honey to average 21

pounds net per case of 24 sections; no section

in this grade to weigh less than 13!/j ounces.

Cases of half-separatored honey to average
not less than 23 pounds net per case of 24

sections.
Cases of unscparatored honey to average

not less than 23 pounds net per case of 24

sections.
No. 2—This includes all white honey, and

amber honey not included in the above grades;

sections to be fairly well filled and capped,
no more than 25 uncapped cells, exclusive of

outside row, permitted in this grade, wood to

be well cleaned, no section in this grade to

weigh less than 12 ounces.
Cases of separatored honey to average not

less than 19 pounds net.

Cases of half-separatored honey to average
not less than 20 pounds net per case of 24

sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average

not less than 21 pounds net per case of 24

sections.

The Colorado rules contemplate selling by
the case, not by the exact weight, and so

there is a definite limit as to the weight of

sections going into each case, but not so as

to require the weighing of each separate sec-

tion. For instance, in No. 1 white, you must
see that no section goes into the case that

weight less than 13f.-2 ounces, and that cases

of separatored honey holding 24 sections each
shall average not less than 21 pounds net.

The Eastern rules contemplate selling by
weight, and so no definite weight is men-
tioned. Of course, you will see that by either

grading there will be in the same case sec-

tions of different weights.
If the sections are properly filled and prop-

erly packed for shipping, there should be no
breakage whatever. If they weigh only 10

ounces each, and have no bottom starters, they

should all be broken in shipping.

You can figure out for yourself what the

honey would net you, depending on the price

at which the commission man sells. Ten pe.-

cent of the total amount he receives for the

honey must be deducted for commission (un-

less a smaller per cent on a large amount),
and freight and cartage must also be de-

ducted, the balance being the net amount he

should send you.

The *'Long-Ideal" Hive.

Kindly refer me to any bee-papers or other

sources of information about the Long- Ideal

hive? Cuba.

Answer.— I don't know just where to re-

fer you, although years ago there was quite

a little scattered through the bee-papers about
the Long-Ideal hive. Although used some-
what largely in Europe, it is used very litth*

in this country. O. O. Poppleton is its chief

apostle, a very able bee-keeper of Florida, who
likes it much. All there is of it is to make
the one story large enough to contain all the

frames you want, so as to use no second
storv. Some use a queen-excluder so as to

separate the hive into two compartments, one
for brood and the other for honey. I'm not

sure about it, but I rather think Mr. Popple-

ton does not use this excluder. Perhaps he

will tell us something about this hive as ho

uses it.

Some Questions from a Beginner.

1. When a queen is introduced in a weak
colony, why are queen-cells allowed to be

capped, over? Does the new queen destroy

these before hatching, or does she kill the

queen after she is hatched?
2. Do you feed your bees in the spring to

get them strong for the honey-flow?
3. In putting a super under a partly filled

one, do the bees finish the partly filled one
first, or the one just put on?

4. Do you keep all your hives in the shade?
5. I sec in Gleanings some frames with tlio

owner's name in raised letters madt- of comii

and honey by the bees. How is this done?
That is. how is the foundation fixed so the

bees will do that kind of work?
G. Do you contract the brood-nest to crowd

more honey and bees into the supers? If so,

how many frames do you take out of a 10-

frame hive?
7. Do you find the blacks as good honey-

gatherers as the pure Italians?
8. Do you plant anything for your bees to

work on? If so, what?
9. In hiving a new swarm is it righ; l^

give them the full lO-frames of foundation at

once? Missoui-i.

Answers.—They are not often capped over.
They are generally emptied out by the bees
before that. In case they are capped over,
I don't know whether they are turn open
by the bees or the queen, but likely the
young queen is destroyed before she leaves
the cell.

2. No; if there is an abundance of honey
in the hive, that is enough. Hut I always
like to have extra combs of sealed honey on
hand to give to any colony that may need ir

3. They first finish the super that was first

given, whether it be over or under the second.
4. No; but 1 wish they were all in the

shade. Not that it makes any difference to

the bees, but because it is pleasanter for the
bee-keeper.

5. I'm not familiar with that sort of thing,
but I can think of one way in which it possi-
bly might be done. Let a comb be built out
in the middle of the upper story with a
dummy rather close to it on one side. That
will give an entirely flat surface. When it is

entirely sealed over, pick off the cappings so
as to form the desired design, and return the
frame, spaced a little farther from the dummy
than it was before. The part that was al-

ready sealed will be left as it was, and the
design built out further. Perhaps the design
might be darkened, if so desired, by having
the frame placed, (not before, but after the
uncapping) next to an old, black brood-comb.
I don't know how much more the spacing
should be after the uncapping; possibly ^4
inch. If too much, the bees will build a fresh
layer of cells over the entire surface.

6. No, and yes. I use 8- frame hives, and
sometimes, before it is time to put on supers,
a colony will have 10 or 12 frames of brood.
When it is time to put on supers, only one
story is left. When I used 10-frame hives,
I always left the 10 frames.

7. At first I had pure blacks, and the Ital-

ians are away ahead of them. A cross be-

tween the two is as good for honey-gathering
as the pure Italian blood; sometimes better.

But this cross is likely to be cross, and I am do-
in^ something at working out the black blood
chiefly because I don't like to work among
hornets. Moreover, a cross is not likely to

be as stable in character as a pure blood, and
more likely to run out.

S. After trying many things I now plant
nothing specially for the bees.

9. Yes; especially if the swarm is large.

How About the Black Bee?
I am a young bee-keeper of but limited

experience, and would not presume to speak
among our authorities. But I have taken mucii
interest in the numerous statements concern-
ing the black as compared with the Italian

bee.

My own experience, such as it is, has been
with the blacks. My average has been small,

but I have, I think, done fairly well for the

amount of attention given to the bees. I

have had only one colony of Italians of pure
blood. Of hybrids, I have had some, but I

have a very intimate friend who is requeen-
ing with Italians, and has, I admit, obtained
some prolific queens whicli produce good work-
ers. He has, however, blacks which gather
fully as much honey per colony as the best

of his Italians.

But, dnn't you think tliat if our large bee-

keepers had given to the black the attention

that has been lavislied upon the Italian, that

the former would have been developed by a

process of selection and careful breeding as

the latter have?
From reports of my personal friends, and

from the columns of the bee-papers, it seems
that Italians have a tendency to degenerate,

or to mate with blnck-s. thus making the black

brood the leader. If this be true, does it not

seem that they (the blacks) are the stronger

on the wing? Did not Dr. Miller develop a

strain of hybrids and blacks ihut gave famous
results?

I will not myself attempt the development
of the blacks, as the Italians have half a

century of selection, and I expect to requeen
\vith them, but in so doing. I do not admit
that there is no virtue in the black, but that

it is owing to care that our Italians arc su-

perior.
D. M. Macdonald poins out that the black

is superior in his country where it Icis been
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developed. Now with all due respect, I wish

to ask if the black bee is not worth somcthins

more than the powder to blow it up? It

would take but little powder, and the blacks

have gathered a lot of honey.
New York.

Answer.—It is hard to say whether the

black bee would have equaled the Italian if

the same care had been given to the black in

proper selection. But between you and me I

don't believe there has been such a very great

difference in that respect. Little or no care

was given as to selection with the blacks.

Each colony was allowed to swarm at its own
sweet will, without let or hindrance. In the

great majority of cases, how much difference

has there been with Italians? A man gets an

Italian queen, and then pays little attention

to anything unless it be to keep as much color

as possible with little regard as to what goes

with that color.

There is no question that thereisa tendency

to run toward black brood, and it is true that

I have hybrids that are hustlers at storing,

and so far I have not been able to find pure

Italians that equal them as storers.

If you think well of blacks there is no

need for you to spend a lifetime developing

them. You can get them from those who
think they are better than the Italians in the

British Islands. Or, you can get blacks from
Switzerland where they have been carefully

bred, with more care probably than Italiaiis

have been bred in this country. There is

probaly no set of bee-keepers in the world

ahead of the Swiss in the matter of care-

fully breeding queens, and it is the general

opinion among them that the blacks are de-

ccidedly ahead of the Italians. So if you
choose vou can settle the matter to your own
satisfaction by actual trial in place of reason-

ing about it.

Now, after having said all this, I suppose

you will ask me what I have to say about

the powder business. I began keeping bees

with pure blacks, and I think I had kept

bees 5 vears before ever I saw an Italian.

Then I introduced Italians. So I ought to

be able to say with some degree of positive-

ness how the pure blacks that I had com-

pared with Italians; with more positiveness

than you can, for, as you say you are a

young bee-keeper, it is a rather safe guess

to say that you never saw a pure black bee

in vour life, your bees probably having at

least some Italian blood in them. And you
have it from me as my deliberate conviction

that my black bees as compared with my
Italians were not worth the powder to blow
them up.

Since the Italians were vastly superior to

the blacks (mind you. I'm talking about the

blacks I had, not about blacks in Switzerland

or Scotland) there did not seem any special

inducement to try to develop the blacks. But
the crossing of the two bloods gave as good
workers as the pure Italians—sometimes bet-

ter. So I paid no attentioon to color, bu.

bred from the best honey-getters.

Very likely you will ask, as others have
done, whv it is that I have not stuck to

Italians, if I think Italians are better than"

blacks. Well. I did give Italians the prefer-

ence for some years, and then, as I have al-

ready said, took up the hybrids because thej

gave more honey. But if I had it to do over

again I would now probably have little or no
black blood. The cross is not a fixed race

like the pure bloods, and there is no certainty

as to the character of the royal progeny.
Moreover, in my own case, in getting good
gatherers I have got a lot of temper that I

don't like. Within the past 2 or 3 years 1

have ordered a score or more of untested

Italian queens, so that now I have a number
of yellow colonies, in the hope that I may
find something among them nearly as good as

my old stock without being so peppery.

If I had persisted in keeping to pure Ital-

ian stock, it is possible that I might now
have as good gatherers as those I now have.

If I were in your place I would try for pure
Italian blood, or else I would get from across

the water black blood that has been carefully

developed.

A Bunch of Beginners' Questions.

1. What kind <'f bees arc the best to keep
for gathering honey, and for gentleness?

2. IIow many sections is the most you ever,

had of one colony in a season?
3. What is the best way to prevent swarm-

ing in the spring, when running for comb
honev ?

4. What is the best to feed bees in spring,

and how do you feed it?

5. What time ought supers be put on in

spring?
6. Do combs ever get too old for the bees?

7. Docs black brood hurt the bees?
8. IIow can you tell when bees have foul

brood ?

9. How can you tell the difference between
American and European foul brood?

10. Which is best to use, extracting or sec-

tion supers?
11. Does it pay to use full sheets ot founda.

tion in the brood-chambers?
12. Which is the best in sections, full, half,

or 1-inch starters?

13. Is it best to feed bees in the fall? If

so, what do you feed them?
14. What kind of hives are the best?

15. What is the best kind of section, plain

or bee-way, 4^x4'/i, or 4x5?
16. How high should the hives be from the

ground?
17. What is the best way to ventilate the

hive? New Jersey.

Answers.—1. Probably Italians are liked as

well as any.
2. 300.
3. There is rarely any swarmmg in the

spring unless it be what are called "hunger
swarms." and the way to prevent that k:nd

of swarming is to make sure the bees have

plenty of stores in the hive.

4. Nothing is so good as sealed combs of

honey saved over from the previous year.

Merely place it in the hive next to the combs
that contain brood, of course taking out an

empty comb to make room for it. If plenty

of honey is already in the hive, then there

is no need to feed.

5. Don't put supers on so early as sprmg.

As you are probably in a region of white

clover, put supers on the hives about the time

you see the very first white clover in blos-_

som. which will likely be about the first of

J""^- . . J J-
6. No, so long as they are in good condi-

tion in every way.
7. I'm not sure that it hurts the mature

bees; but it kills the brood.

8. If you have had no experience in the mat-

ter, better not try to tell yourself, but send a

sample to Dr. E. F. Phillips, Dept. of Agri-

culture, Washington, D. C, and he will tell

you what the disease is. It will cost you

nothing, and if you write him in advance he

will send you a box in which you can send

the samole. and a frank for postage.

9. Stick a toothpick into the dead larva,

and when you pull it out it will string out an

inch or more before it breaks if it is Ameri-

can, while the European will stretch out only

half an inch or less.

10. For some bee-keepers extracted, for some
comb honey. It depends upon your market,

your pasturage, your own ability, and perhaps

some other things; and no one can find out

which is better for you as well as yourself.

11. Yes.
12. Full.

13. If they have not enough stores to last

till honey comes again it is better to feed

them. No feed is better than good honey, but

syrup of granulated sugar is generally used.

14. Movable-frame hives.

15. Each kind has its admirers. My own
preference is for the one that is generally

liked by the largest number of bee-keepers:

the 4;<ix454xlJ^ bee-way section.

16. In your locality it is well to have a

stand that raises the hive from 4 to 6 inches

above the surface.

17. It doesn't matter so much just how
you ventilate, so you give ventilation enough.

'One wav is to raise the hive by putting a

block under each one of the 4 corners. I

generally ventilate by having a very large en-

trance and an opening at the back end of the

hive on top, letting the super come far enough
forward to make the opening.

laying workers will all be destroyed" after

placing a hive-body containing the laying

workers over a strong normal colony. (Sec

page 226.) He rightly says that there are

many laying workers in an infected colony,

and he says that he believes every worker-

bee, if driven to it, is capable of laying

eggs. I think I have seen it stated that

some scientist across the water found upon
analysis that a large portion of the workers
of a colony were engaged in laying. Under
such circumstances what a slaughter there

must be if "the laying workers will ail be

destroyed." Jimmic, you've got to "show
me" before I believe a single one is de-

stroyed. I have ne^-er observed any such

slaughter, and am more inclined to believe

that the laying workers simply give up their

disreputable business, and return to honest

work.
Vou say this is the only solution of the

problem you know of. Ever try giving such

a colony a virgin queen just out of her cell?

I have; and it works all right in this "lo-

cality." I- DENSy.

Pretty Good Year with Bees.

I have had a pretty good year with the bees.

With 40 colonies, spring count, I have in-

creased to 82, and have taken 4,000 pounds
of clover honey; besides the hives are full

of honey-dew and clover now. I sold my crop

at 8 cents per pound f. o. b. here. I like

the "old reliable" American Bee Journal very

much. J- W. Shaw.
Twin Bluffs, Wis., Aug. 19.

Very Dry and Hot Weather.

The weather has been very dry and ho:

here; but a few light rains have started the

honey-flow, and on Monday, Aug. 22. the

hive on scales showed a gain of 8 pounds.

Clarinda, Iowa, Aug. 24. J. L. Strong.

An Encouraging Report.

The bees were doing so badly last spring

that I thought they were going to die, but

they have done first-rate since the middle of

June. I have one colony which filled a hive

and two supers with honey, and I think they

will fill one or two supers more. They were

all very weak at the time of the honey-flow.

Mosca, Colo., Aug. 10. A. M. Blosser.

Moderate Honey Crop.

Owing to a cold, wet June, the bees built

up very slowly, and were not ready for the

clover bloom, which was abundant—the most

profuse for years. The last of the honey

season has also been wet so that the surplus

crop of honey will be a moderate one. The

quality is very fine. Our sources of surplus

honev are: Kaspberry, clover, and fireweed;

but both the former and the latter lap over

the clover flow.

The demand for honey will be good.

I have been able to hold 50 per cent of

mv colonies without swarming.

Caribou, Me., Aug. 8. O. B. Griffin.

Fair Crop of Honey.

We have had 2 bad years for bees, owing

to too wet early in the season, then too dry

later. Last year the honey was mostly from

honev-dew, and was very dark, almost black

in color, and not much of that either. 1 his

year we have a little more in quantity, and

very nice and white in color, although not a

large crop. Bee-keepers here are quite hope-

ful and encouraged. There are quite a num-

ber of colonies in this neighborhood.
Edwin Haviland.

Forest Hill, Md., Aug. 17.

Treatment for Laying Workers.
linison Ragweed mixes in a good bit of

sense in his nonsense, but I wonder if he

speaks from actual observation, or where he

gets his authority for saying that "Within a

few days, or perhaps within an hour, the

Bee-Keeping in South Florida.

On page 254. Hon. Eugene Secor speaks of the

abnormal nature of 1910 in Iowa. Perhaps bee-

keepers would not object to a short report of the

unusual condition here. I came to South Flor-

ida to enter a homestead in April, and found

the few bees kept here in box-hives. .Mod-

ern methods are unknown in this part of Lee

County. The box-hives were heavy with hon-

ey gathered from orange and grapefruit bloom

in February, and a few from pennyroyal all

through the winter and spring. Up-to-date

methods would have called for free use of the

extractor.
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from cabbage palmetto. The bees are work
.ne very vigorously on it. Not having roon,
in the h.ves to store it, the bees have taken to

fn'Tj'lT „?' ^";" .'"o -»-->™ing seasons

A. 1
' t' ^ "*"^' '""<= f""- South Flor-

K,1
'''"S J^"V'"'>' ""'' Februarj., and the unus-

al one for August. The swarms sent out at
. s t„nc are as large as those put out ear-

lier. ITie unreadmess of these bee-keepers

[L'^V^lVK '"" «hat 'hey have no hives „use and the bees are absconding. The wise (')

h.s laie M, the year.- I am inclined to think

n^*" ,h'"
""" 'I'™"S'>- I'ennyroyal is com

".•' through, havmg already started everv-wbere m the woods. In less than 60 dav'
It wu. be in bloom. It would be a verV

honL
"
-f^fl"""'

'hat can't gather enoufii,honey, if the present flow lacks only a fewdays, to carry them until pennyroyal is readv

f^r h?""^u /'''
'Z°^^

'''^ a promising landfor bees, but as the matter has never beenproperly tried out, one can't be sure of itA number of apiarists have written imquiring about homesteads and bee-keeping here

Vk ,
Sam wants you to have one of them'About the honey-flow, I can only guess I

in°d I.T ;
^"' "° ?,"" ''"""^- 'Come downand look for yourself. I trust that this ab-

Tn,, V"!^'"
°' """5' "^y ^^ ^' l'=='« of someinterest to your readers.

I., r 1!, .
FKAJiK M. Baldwin.

l.ee Co., Fla., Aug. IT.

Banner Year for Bees.
This has been a banner year for the bees

«itl me, as I have averaged X cans of honey,or 18U pounds to the hive. I have increasedmy spring count of 45 colonies to 80.

Ti .- TT .
^- ^- IvE0N.\RD.

Huntington. Utah, Aug. 18.

Bee-Keeping in Colorado.
The past few- weeks have been a little more

favorable for the bees, and quite a good manv
colonies in Northern Colorado have gatheredenough honey to carry them through the win-
ter, but there is no surplus.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 27. F. R.iuchfuss.

Bees Did Very Well.
Bees have been doing very well in this lo-

cality, averaging more than 180 pounds of
extracted white clover honey to the colonv
spring count. Had not the flow been cut'
short by the hot and dry weather, we woul.lnave had a record season.

,,.,,, , ^
August F. Koch.

.Middle .\niana, Iowa, Aug. 26.

Rather Poor Honey-Year.
The seasoon this year has been rather poor

with us so far. The honey-flow from white
clover ceased about July 7. The flow in Tunewas remarkable, but ever since then the bees
have scarcely been holding their own. Knot-weed is just now commencing.

n J 1.T u S^'^"-^ •^'•o's .T. Klein.
lirainard, Nebr., Aug. 17.

Not a Large Crop of Honey.
Our homy crop is about half of what we

expected in June. The honey came in so
fast that we gave the bees lots of room. We
had 82 colonies and put on nearly 4000 sec-
tions. We will pet about 1-3 of what looked
big to us 111 June. It has been terribly dry
the last 8 months, but it is trying to raiii
""".;

,, „ ,„ ,
A. N. Cooke & Son.

Woodhull. III.. .\ug. 8.

Why Not Simply "Bulk Honey"?
On nailing Mr. Scholl's discussion as to the

"?"": >o be applied to the kind of honey that
Mr. Scholl champions, on page 220, one is
left just a little confused as to the name
Mr. Scholl really does advocate. If I have
counted correctly, he calls it

" bulk comb
honey 8 times, and 11 times he calls it
bulk-comb honey." Which does he really

want it called? Of course, no matter how
writtyrn, the spoken name will be the same.

But is either form correct ? -According to
the Standard dictionary comb-honey is a com-
pound word, and if the word "hulk" is to be
used as an adjective applying to it, the form
should he 'bulk comb-honey."

But is it really comb-honey that is under

discussion- .\s to this, Mr. Scholl is at logger-
lieads with himself. He first says: "All thecomb honey produced other than section honevmust comb under the one head of 'bulk comb
i^n^^K -^""r<>"!K to that the honey men-tioned by I^uis Macey, three pages furtheron—comb cut out of frames without any ex-

mwler ,h°"^^
'"

'«f
''"'g-would be includedunder the name. Hut afterward Mr. Schollsays: It takes extracted honcv to fill uii the

containers of comb honey to' make what isknovvn as bulk-comb honey'." Doubtless this
IS the more considered view of Mr. Scholl

••k I'l
" 'v

"','""'' -'PPropriate name could bebulk comb and extracted honey," with one or
mi. re hyphens prii|ierly distributed.

At once objection rises to such a long andcumbersome name. But if "extracted" inavbe left out of the name, why not "comb" aswell, leaving us tne much more convenientname hulk honey"? Indeed, unless I am
grf.atly nnstaken that was the name firstused by Texas bee-keepers, and perhaps theone m more general use in common conver-
sation at the pres;nt day. The name is iustas distinctive for the word "bulk" is prob-ably not used as applying to any other form
of honey Ivither call it "bulk c.mib and
extracted honey." or else call it "hulk honey."

I. Densy".

Honey for Burns and Scalds.
.

For burns and scalds pure extracted honey
IS very good; it will generally relieve the
pain m a very short time, and induces theyyound to heal very rapidly—Dr. Gunn's Fam-
ily Physician, I860.

In one instance, the writer had a chance
' j'". '"« foregoing: A young man hap-

pened to scald both hands and part of hisarms with boiling water. I happened to be
present, and without delay I took some honevwhich was near at hand, and placing his hands
in a vessel, I covered the scalded parts with
honey. A thin layer of cotton was then
placed over it, and finally a cloth was wrapped
around the entire wound, keeping the cottonand honey in its place. This was repeated
as often as 3 times within 4 hours, and the
pain was gone, leaving no bad consequences
at all. Of course, it took some time to form
a new skm over the scalded hands, and dur-
ine that time they were left with clothwrapped around to shut off the air.

Indiana.

-Aug. 21) 181 pounds. My out-apiary, thatlas no access to the yellow sweet clover, hasdone ni. good, at least none of them have

n e^il Tf %."'"'i
- <^'='7e'!"K supers, whileplenty of the home colonies have filled iand 0. I don t understand why every bee-keeper in the land doesn't have at least iacres or more of the vellow sweet cloverNow the white is all right in its place', but

It blooms later, and therefore the early bloom-
ing IS the most desirable— the one that bringsus the most in dollars and cents. As forhay, It IS much better than the white, as it
IS not so coarse, and consequently cures
quicker. As for grazing, I think it " has no
equal, as I have turned my cows on it in all
stages without any sign of bloat, and thisyou postively can't do with alfalfa or other
clovers.

In harvesting the seed crop this season. I
tried binding it with a binder, and it simplyworked tine; but you must get up about 2 oV
i o clock in the morning, while the dew is on
to keep from wasting the seed; and stack
It also before it gets too dry.

After I cut the 3 acres of white for seed
1 plowed It and have sown it to buckwheatand as soon as the buckwheat is cut I will'sow to wheat, and next spring sweet clover
will come from the seed in among the wheat
After the wheat is harvested I will have some
fine clover pasture all fall and spring; alsobloom and seed later.

I now have built up my land in this way
until I can raise anything on it, and when
1 first sowed It to sweet clover it would hard-
ly grow It.

I cut some spring sowing for hay, and
stacked it near the barn, and whenever 1would let a horse loose he would make
straight for the stack, and eat it as if he hadn't
had anything to eat for a day or so Mv
threshed sweet clover straw I expect to feed
next winter to cattle and horses, as it is
bright and nice. R. L. Snodgr.vss.

.Augusta. Kaiis.

A Bee Watering-and-Feeding Trough.
I have inveiileil a wateringand-feeding

'"Oiigli for bees that suits me very much
and which may be of interest to others
Make a \-shapcd trough of any length

and depth; make the ends flush with the ton
edges of the sides; to prevent leakage, paint
tte inside with hot beeswax; put on a lidn or 14 inch thick, leaving a space H of an
inch on each side between the top and side
boards; fasten the top board to one small
nail, but do not drive it down tight; drive 1
small nail in the opposite end, but have it
loose so that it can be raised easily to move
the top-board for water or feed; fasten in a
convenient place in the shade, away from the
chickens or other stock. I fasten mine to
the side of a maple tree about 5 'A feet from
the ground. The bees do not get drowned in
the water, or bogged in the feed bv this meth-
od. For a long grin or smile across your
face, cover with glass instead of a board, or
peep in at one corner when bees are water-
ing or feeding. I. M. NEW.MAN.

liewins, Kans., .Aug. 13.

Notably Wet Season.
The present season is notable for its ex-

cessive rain, spring and summer. Our main
honey-flow, which b.-gins usually early in
May, yyas destroyed by almost unceasing
rains. Owing to the abundance of rain, white
clover yielded longer than usual, and so th"
bees are in fine condition at present for the
fall flow, which is mainly from goldenrod and
white asters. If the weather is favorable, we
can count on a fine honey-flow.

_
In 1906, it happened that a swarm of b?es

issued September 6. which was hived on
combs not half drawn out, and this only half
of a Langstroth frame, and this colony went
through all winter with only what it gathered
during the short time from asters, and golden-
"oo- ,, Bro. Alphonse Veith.

St. Meinrad, Ind., .\ug. 17.

Sweet Clover as a Honey and Forage
Plant.

I have a 10-acre field of yellow sweet
Hjover, and .5 acres of white sweet clover.
The yellow began to bloom .April 2,5, and con-
tinued to bloom until Tune 15. July 1 I
had cut the seed crop: "and threshed it Tuly
23. I got about 3,0011 pounds of fine seed
I did not get to cut the white until .Aug. 1stThe hard freezing we had in .April had no
effect on the yellow whatever, and it was
budding and begining to bloom, but if surely
ruined the first blooming of alfalfa, and every
one in our locality cut it down so the poor
l)ees had to wait for the second bloom: but
the yellow sweet clover said, "Come on. I will
kccii won busy for the next .'iO days," which
It did. and my home apiary of 7'.i colonies
built up wonderfully, and were in fine shape
for the big- honey-flow from the seed crop of
aiialfa; and from my hive on scales I have
extracted 130 pounds, and now it weighs

Unusually Dry Season.
' This year has been an unusually dry one,
but a good one for bees. I use 10-frame hives,
full sheets of foundation, make my own bot-
tom-boards 18 X 2j inches, and a hood 16
inches deep, just largv enough to slip down
oyer the hive. I use 3 supers at a time, ami
wmter the bees on the summer stands. 1

set my hives on 4 bricks. I watch mv b-es
closely, and disturb them little.
One pleasant afternoon in Tune. I found

a sample copy of the Journal in my mail-box.
Its neat appearance, and a hasty glance at its
contents, impressed me favorably,' and I or-
dered it and a queen. In due time both CTuie
along, and while I expected a nice Italian.
I think from appearance she is of Dutch-
Roosevelt extraction! D. V. FiSHER.
Omaha. Nebr.. .Aug. 8.

Bee-Diseases in Indiana—Fruit-Grow-
ers and Bee-Keepers.

The second .Annual Report of the Stale
Entomologist of indiana shows that there
are no less than 32 counties in the State of
Indiana in which the State Inspector for
bee-diseases discovered foul brood during the
season of 1000. In nearly all of these coun-
ties both kinds of foul brood appeared. Dur-
.ing the inspection season there were 513 visits
made to 480 apiaries. In these visits a total
of 0036 colonies of bees were inspected.
Out of this number 1431 were found to be
diseased, either with .American foul brood or
European foul brood. In this entire num-
ber it was necessary to hum only .18 colonies.
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which speaks well for the way in wliich the
wurk was received by the average 1>ee-kecp
crs.

It s:reine that the foul-brootl law of Indiana
is appreciated by bee-keepers. Fruit grow-
ers, as well as bee-keepers, ought to apprec-
iate this, on account of the indirect benefit
derived from the honey-bee. Bulletin No. 7'>

V. S. lUireau of luiloniology, Department
"f Agriculture, says:

"I'Vuit-growers, as a rule, recognize the
value of the honey-bee for their industry.
Taking into consideration the insurance of
pollenation by transporting colonies of bees
to places where their services are needed, it

is safe to say that the indirect benefit of the
bee-keeping industry annually adds to the re-

sources of the county considerably more than
the amount received from the sale of honey
and wax."

Considering the value of the honey-bee for
fruit-growers, and, at the same time, the dan-
ger of that dreaded foe, foul brood, which
thrcattns to destroy the bee-keeping industry,
it would Ijc wise that all fruit-growers and
horticulturists stand together with the bee-
keepers in one body and demand and urge
the legislature to establish a foul-brood law.
This ought to be established in all States
where there is none, and where bee-keeping

' is practiced. The Government has made to
protect our home industry against foreign
competition; why should we harbor the enemy
in our own bosom, which threatens to destroy
the resources of our country through which
we lose more, and far more, than we prob-
ably would if tariff laws were taken away ?

[ am apt to believe that if all those interested
would show and prove to the legislature (of
their State) that the foul-brood law is neces-
sary, the elgislature could not close the eyes
and lull into sleep, since it is the first duty
of every legislature to give protection.

Indiana.

Bee-keeping for Japanese Soldiers.

Although apiculture in Japan is in its in-

fancy, the people all over the Island Empire
have awakened to find for the new industry
a future prospect. Not only farmers, pro-
fessional instructors, and school-teachers are
mad with bee-fever, but even soldiers are
given an opportunity to study bee-management.
Colonel Fuse, of Osaka Kegiment, is the en-
thusiastic leader of apiculture among the army
men. He found that a colony of bees rep-

resents his ideal army. He wants his sol-

diers to learn the noble lesson of the indus-
trious, obedient and co-operative spirit of the
"bee-people." It is his intention to estab-
lish an apiary in the regiment. Mr. U.
Yahata, the President of the Bee-Keepers'
Association of Tenkachaya, Osaka, is ap-

pointed as instructor. By this enterprise,
the colonel expects the soldiers not only to

enjoy their spare time more profitably during
their army life, but when they return to their
respective farm homes, tliey would not re-

gret the bee-stings which they received in the
regimental garden—Japanese Bee-World.
San Francisco, Cal. S. Aniva.

Preparing Bees for Outdoor Wintering

ist. After the fall honey-flow is over re-
move all the supers containing honey and
sections. Remove the sections at once, one
super to each hive. or. if empty supers are
on hand, placeone on each hive. This will
give the bees time to seal it to the brood-
chamber before the cold weather sets in.

2d. See that each colony has 30 pounds of
stores. If any are short now is the time to
feed, for the empty super makes a splendid
feed-box. The feeders I use are empty fruit-
cans, quart size, which can be gotten at
hotels for the asking. It is the cheapest
feeder, and is as good as any. Remove all

tin at the open end. fill with syrup, take a
piece of muslin large enough to cover the
top of the can. allowing the sides to come
down for a rubber band to hold it to its

place. Invert on the frames, and give each
colony the required amount at one feeding.
You will be surprised to see the bees empty
these cans. I have had colonies short of
stores that have emptied b cans in a single
night. I have no trouble with robber-bees
when feeding this way. Small yards can be
fed on the first round, which is the better
plan, for the same excitement is going on in
all hives at the same time.

3d. Now every colony has plenty of stores.
and all crevices sealed. Now we are look-
ing for a irood packing, which should be used
not later than the first of November. Take
a plastering lath, rip it in halves, take these

halves and nail logrther a frame to tit the
inside of the cnu>t> super, also put a piece
across tin- center <if the frame to keep it
from sagging on the brood-frames. Now cut
a piece of fly-wire netting the size of the
frame just made, tack this on the frame and
it is ready to put into the empty super, wire
side up. This gives a bee-space of % inch
between the packing and the brood-frames.
The bees can move from one frame to an-
other without going down, which is a great
help in case the honey becomes all on the
occupied combs. Another advantage of the
wireframe is that the bees can not gnaw
through like they will when burlap is put
riyht on top of the frames, which will cause
a mess of chaff to work down between the
combs. It will also exclude mice from get-
ting into the packing.
Now put a piece of burlap over the wire

frame, and fill the super full of wheat chaff
ll prefer chaff from smooth wheat ; press it

in tight, put on the cover, raise one end of
the cover by putting a nail or chip the thick-
ness of 's inch between the cover and super:
this will allow the dampness to escape, and
there will be no moldy packing or smell in
the super when removed in the spring, as is
often the case if the cover is tight.
Now the colonies are ready to meet any

changes of the weather—cold to warm and
warm to cold—as the bees are always dry,
which assures thci'- coming out all right in
the spring. If convenient, shelter the north-
west sides of the hives by putting up some
kind of a wind-break. I also reduce the en-
trance to one inch, which must be watched
so it will not become clogged with dead bees.
By packing bees this wav. we can leave

them right on the summer stands with the
least fear of losing a single colonv. Of
course. I am speaking for the Middle Atlan-
tic States. I have not lost a colony since I

packed them in the above way. I hope
others may be just as successful.
Westminster. Md. J. M. Myers.

i."

About Half a Honey Crop

This is a very poor season for bees in this
locality. April and May not only kept them
at a standstill, but reduced them in num-
bers, and I really believe they were weaker
the middle of June than the beginning of
April. The queens stopped laying alto-
gether in May, and most of the colonies be-
came practically broodless. After noticing
this. I began feeding them, and continued
for a whole week, every evening, to stimu-
late brood-rearing. In this way I succeeded,
for after the week ended I found quite a lot

of brood in every hive. But the drouth kept
right on. and we didn't have any rain up to
this date since last year—not to speak of.

at least not around here—and consequently
no bee-forage. In ao colonies only 6 have
swarmed, which, of course. I considered
lucky. In this way they came out in fair
shape to take hold of the sweet clover,
which is getting a good stand here. This is

a plant we did not know anything about a
few years ago. Were it not for it there would
not be anything of a honey crop for me.
White clover has failed the last 3 years, and
on the little there was the bees did not seem
to work.
As things look now I expect a little over

half a crop of honey, or about an average of
45 to ';o pounds per colony. I run for section
honey only. My bees are partly Italian and
partly hybrids. I find it rather hard to
keep Italian blood, as there are only blacks
around here. We are hoping for a better
season next year.

I consider the American Bee Journal a
great help to any one who wants to make a
success of keeping bees. John S.\mes.
Shakopee, Minn.. July 27.

The Jones Method of Non-Swarming

Last winter I sent to Dr. Henry Jones for
a copy of his " Radical Cure for the Swarm-
ing Habit of Bees." and tried it last month
on g colonies of Italian bees. I found the
plan a failure, and its effects were to make 5

out of the colonies so treated swarm more
than 15 colonies not so treated. I am allow-
ing these to swarm naturally, half of which
have cast first swarms. I had 23 colonies,
spring count.

I becamediscouraged with the Jones plan,
and have discontinued it. I am in a pretty
fix, as I relied on his plan to keep down
swarming, so I did not buy any new hives
for the new swarms. I have taken care of 7

new swarms so far by doubling them with
weak colonies, and hiving 4 in old hives that
were left over. If the rest of my colonies
swarm, I will have to put them in candy-

pails, nail-kegs, small boxes, or any old
thing, and take them up in the fall; but I

think the late drouth will hinder some of
these from swarming.
My bees are seemingly doing no better at

honey-gathering than last year, when they
gathered only .about half a crop. Basswood
is not blooming here on account of the in-
ury by frost late last spring, and clover lias
:)een dried up suddenly by the late drouth,
which was broken yesterday.

I would like to hear from others who have
tried the Jones plan of preventing swarming
this season, and learn if their experiences
have been like mine. I followed his direc-
tions to the letter. The following is an ac-
count of the doings of each colony treated
by myself last month, as before stated:

[All Queen-cells except one were cut out on
the ()th day in all colonies that cast a swarm.
R stands for "swarm returned;" H for
"swarm hived.")
No. I. treated June 21—run for comb honey.
No. 2. treated June 22— run for comb honey.
No. 3. treated June22— run for comb honey.
No. 4. treated June 20; swarmed June 21—

R: swarmed June 23—; swarmed July 3—H.
No. 5. treated June 20—run for comb honey.
No. 6, treated June 20; swarmed June 20:

swarmed July 2.

No. 7. treated June 8; treated June 8 again.
No. 8, treated June 20—run for extracted

honey.
No. 0. treated June 12: swarmed June 20.

Highland. Mich.. July 17. Wm. Martin.

An Ex-Miner Bee-Keeper on Hive-Ven-
tilation

Do you know what ventilation is ? The
question appals me. It is so big. so varied,
and withal so strange. If bee-keepers could
but understand what good ventilation is.

they would understand why the bees get
sick, and why they swarm. Any practical
coal-miner will tell you that of all the stub-
born places to reach with ventilation is

upon the hilltops. Air will travel down hill

and return against considerable resistance,
but to get it up on the hill you must apply
force. All the works must have air. or
work ceases then. All the work in our
hives lies most upon the hill, above the
main air-course, and but one place to re-

ceive and discharge it. It is a scandalous
fact that he who devised our hives did not
take into consideration sanitary conditions.

Kor 20 years coal-mines furnished th^
writer with opportunities tostudy and learn
the creation of foul air. the effects of it. and
how to overcome it. Let me tell the bee-
keepers that the powers which create foul
air are as plentiful in the hives as we find in

the mines. When I first began keeping
bees. It was my opinion they did not breathe,
and for that reason I saw no provision for
ventilation in the construction of the hive.
13ut I was not long in discovering my error,
and immediately there was something doing
in that little apiary to provide the bees with
a more liberal amount of air. With all my
mine experience, I was slow in establishing
a proper system of circulation. When the
bees hung out I blocked-'up the front end of
the hive, which gave relief, but carried a
dread of chilled brood and robber-bees.
An unusually cross colony led me further

on. I sneaked up in the rear and applied
the block at the rear end. Before they ap-
prehended me, I had the wind whistling
across the bottom-board and escaping at

the other end, which afforded more r.-lief

than anything I had tried. I then removed
all cleats at the rear end of the bottom, and
built up strips on the side-rails as fast as
the colony required more air. I had the
problem solved, and have been busily en-
gaged for a number of years investigating
what could, and what could not. be done
with plenty of air in my hives. Those who
expect to stop all swarming by blocking up
on the corners will meet with disappoint-
ment after a while. So will those who apply
the double entrance. But they both will
stop many a swarm that would issue had
they been given less air. I find a cause—

a

stubborn one. too not room —which my big
2j2-inch holes at each end of the bottom-
board will not overcome.
There are a variety of foul airs. We had

them in the mines, and " Uncle Joe" finds
them in his hive. I find that honey, old pol-
len, glue, along with old combs, throw off an
odor, or gas. which, when heated up by the
bees, is intensified to such a pitch that after
the bees breathe it over a few times it

makes them sick. Just the same as white
and black damps do to the miner. They go
outside and cling to the front end of the
hive. Some call these lazy bees, but you
would think differently if you and your fam-
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ily were obliged to dwell in similar insani
tary conditions. Tliey are sick from foul
air! And that's not all, the queen is pack-
ine up and Betting ready for a trip to the
health resort. To live and keep her health
she must look about for relief, and she finds
it only through swarming. I have had them
so sick and disgusted with conditions that
they would "pull out" without even making
any preparations iqueen-cells).

How do you expect to have healthy queens
and do as you do ? Every so often you go
and unpack her baggage, which the bees
have put up in good faith that mother might
have a change. Then the bees are not so
bad off, for they can go out and in as they
choose, but .t/;c must remain with the condi-
tion. You remove the queen-cells, and by
so doing keep her at home.
Take two i-fra me observation hives; select

2 equally good queens; along with each
queen place an equal amount of bees; place
one of these in each hive—one you stint with
air. and she soon makes preparation for
swarming; the otiier one give all the air she
requires, and she stays with that single
comb all summer. So then don't talk room
for brood, to me.
It looks queer when the 10-frame colonies all

swarm and the 8 frame ones do not, when all
are opened wide at each end of the bottom-
board just alike. There's the condition that
no bottom ventilation reaches, but zigzag
the supers and out goes your gas, and the
bees stay at home. Always two ways to skin
a cat. I do not zigzag, nor do I care to.
Learn the cause and then hunt the relief.

What happens after removingquecn-cells?
After a while her needed trips to a health
resort which you stopped has got her quite
sick; in fact, has become chronic with her.
and after a while may be it's foul brood.
You call the doctor (inspector); he recom-
mends the removal of all old work, and to
put 'em on the health-resort treatment for a
cure. You remove the cause, and may be
her. too, but you have had a strenuous time;
lots of bother and worry—a lot more than it

takes to furnish them with plenty of pure,
fresh air, which will keep them alf well, and
you happy. J. P. Bl.LNK.
Moorland, Iowa.
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Wants, Exchanges, Etc.
(Advertisements in this department will

be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-

countsof any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-
partment, you must say so when ordering.)

For S.^le-Sweet Clover Seed after Sep-
tember ist. Wm. Craig, Luce, Mich.

For Sale—i6o-lb. honey-kegs at 50c each f.

o.b. factory. N. L. Stevens, Moravia, N. Y.

Italian Untested Queens, 7'! cents; Test-
ed, J1.25. Breeders, Ss.oo each. E. M. Collyer.

8.-\i2t 75 Broadway, Ossining, N. Y.

For .Sale. — Alfalfa honey in new cans and
cases; -',: cts. per lb,, f. o. b. oAst

Geo. E. Coffin. Route 2. Parma, Idaho.

Maine-Bred Italian Queens—Untested 75c
Tested $1. Nuclei and full colonies. Red-clo-
ver strain. 'Write for price-list. 8A3t.
Eugene 'Watson, R. F. D. 2, Madison, Maine.

For Sale—Golden Queens that produce qo
to 100 percent 5-banded bees. Untested, Si;
Tested $Lf;o; .Select Tes, S2; Breeders,?'; toSio
»Ai2t J. B. Rrockw ell, Bradley's Store, Va.

For Sale.—About bo colonies of bees in 8-

frame hives, all heavy with honey. Price,
Sl.St* per colony, f. o. b. shipping point.
'jAtf Robert Bute, K iith St., Troy, N. Y.

Mv AiMARV of 157 colonies and all the
things used to run it will be for sale in Octo-
ber. Price will be low. Parties interested
write for full particulars.
''Atf Edwin Bevins, Leon, low

For Sale or Exchange for small farm-
Novelty Mfg. Plant-building, lot, engine,
planer, matches etc. -full equipment, (iood
business. Will deal all or part. Address.

A care American Bee .lournal.

OAKS HOTEL CO.

THE K E N M R E
ALBANY, N. Y.

ONE OF THE BEST HOTELS IN THE CITY.

European Plan $1.50 and Upwards
Within five minutes walk of Capitol Building, and one block from Union Depot.

Busses meet

ALL TRAINS

and BOATS

100 Rooms and

Bath; 175 Rooms

^ with Hot and Cold

Running Water

J. A. OAKS, IVIanager.

ALSO THE LAKESIDE HOTEL, newly built in IKOT, Thompson's Lake, N. Y.,
in the Helderberg Mountains, 17 miles from Albany. Altitude lU-id ft. Hot
and cold running water; tub and shower baths. Service unexcelled. Rates
moderate. Boating, fishing, hunting, golf, tennis, etc. Good livery. Send
for Booklet.

^'^%,^'^}f-^
I

J. iVI. OAKS, IVIanager.

Wanted.—Sweet Clover Seed.—Submit
sample with price, f. o. b. Chicago, stating
amount, kind, etc. Address.

Arnd Honey ^i Bee-Supply Co.,
148 W. Superior St., Chicago, Hi.

Wanted—Fancy Comb & Extracted Hon-
ey from producers, in large Quantities. Send
Sample of Extracted and prices.

C. W. Harmon Co., 31 Josephine St.,
8Atf Asheville, N. C.

Wanted—Some one who wants a good lo-

cation for bees, to take up a homestead or
Government land. 1 know a few nice vacant
pieces. Address, Jas. M. Level, a.^tf

Yacolt, Clark Co., Wash.

FVjR Sale—Choice extracted honey for ta-
ble use, mostly sweet clover—water-white,
thick, well-ripened, flavor simply delicious.
Price, QC per lb. in 6olb, cans. Sample, loc.

J. P. Moore, Queen-Breeder, Morgan. Ky.

FOK Sale—75 to too Colonies Italian Bees
in 8-frame hives; hives nearly new, and all
heavy with honey. No disease. Price. S^.oo
per colony f. o. b. shipping-point. Address.
8Atf Wm. J. Healy. Mineral Point. Wis.

For Sale.—About a ton of fine White
Clover Honey, all capped before extracted.
Price, S.S 40 for one ho-lb. can. or S'jc per lb.
for larger orders. Sample mailed for inc.
gAtf f)r. S. B. Smith. Willow Springs, 111.

F"oR Sale—Extracted honey gathered while
the country around was covered with white
clover bloom. Was extracted from sealed
combs. If you want something that will sat-
isfy, send $5,511 per can, for two or more 60-
pound cans. ICdwin Bevins, 8.-\tf

Rt, 2, Leon, Decatur Co.. Iowa.

For California.—I have to sell an out-
yard of 100 colonies of bees (more or lesS',
built on full br. F., full stores, in L. size, b.
and sh. s., dovet. redw.

; 3 coats white,
sheeted cover, each hive and colony a
model. A snap for the buyer. .Address.

losepli Wallralh. Antioch. Cal.

For ,S.\le.— ^000 lbs. new crop Sweet Clover
.Seed. Hulled, yellow, 4 lbs, by mail, pre-
paid. Si. 00; 10 lbs to too lbs., 15c per lb. Un-
hulled yellow, 4 lbs. by mail, prepaid, aSc;
10 lbs.. Si. 2u; ioolbs..Sio, White variety same
price. R. L. Snodgrass,
oA3t Rt, 4, Augusta, Kan,

For Sale.-As I wish to go out West and
take up a homestead. I will sell a lo-acre
mountain farm, suitable for a peach orchard;
some fine strawberry ground, also 75 or 80
colonies bees, mostly in double deck 10-

franie hives, dovetailed and Dan/enbaker;
60 twin-mating hives; all necessary tools for
queen-rearing; extractor, wax-press, 300 sec-
tions, comb foundation, etc. Never-failing
spring of soft cold water,
gAtf A- H. Kau.igy. Kishacoguillas. Pa

How AboxitYour Advertising?
Have you anything to sell? Any bees,

honey, hives, or anything else that you
think the readers of the American
Bee Journal might want to buy? If so,

why not offer it through our advertis-
ing columns? See rates in the first

column of the second page of every
number of the Bee Journal. We try to
keep our columns clean and free from
any dishonest advertising.
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REQUEENING
with Standard-Bred

Italian Queens.

The demand for our Fine Standard-
Bred Untested Italian Queen is increas-
ing rapidly, because they give satis-
faction. Here is what two of many
pleased customers have to say;

George W. York & Co.—
I must tell you how well pleased I am with

the Queen you sent me last year. I thought
I had some pretty good Queens myself, but
the one you sent me is the best Queen I have
now. You know we have had. and are still

having, a severe drouth. White clover last-

ed only two weeks, and while my average of
honey per colony is about 40 pounds of sur-
plus, the bees from the Queen you sent me
have gathered, so far. more than 100 pounds
of tine honey. They are hustlers, indeed,
and the bees are very gentle. Twenty dol-
lars would not buy that Queen. .-Vfter this
I know where I will get my Queens.

G. A. Barbisch.
Houston Co.. Minn.. July 14, IQIO.

George W. York & Co.—
I have had a good many Queens from you

in the past, and have never gotten a poor
one. iRev.) Milton M.^hin.
New Castle, Ind.. July 18, igio.

We could publish many more testi-

inonials like the above, but what would
be the use ? As " the proof of the pud-
ding is in the eating " thereof, so the
proof of the value of our good Queens
is in getting and trying them yourself.

Send m your order at once and see the
nice, vigorous Queens you will get.

Some of the largest honey-producers in

this country use our Queens. They
know what they want, and where to get
it. That is the reason they order our
Queens.

If you have not had any of our Stan-
dard-Bred Queens, why not get one of
them now with a renewal of your sub-
scriptidn to the American Bee Journal?
No matter if your subscription is now
paid in advance, we will credit it still

another year, and also send you the
Queen.
We mail one Queen with the Bee

Journal for a year—both for only $1.40.

Queen alone is 7.5 cents; 3 for $2.10; 6

for $4.00 ; 12 for $7.50. These prices are
exceedingly low in view of the excel-
lence of the Queens. It pays to get
good stock. Mr. Barbisch as well as

thousands of others have proven this.

Now is the time to requeen your col-

onies. Why not order some of our
good Queens ?

We are now sending Queens almost
by return mail, and expect to con-
tinue to do this until the end of the
season, .\ddress all orders to

—

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, Ills.

Langstroth

Honey-Bee
on
the

Revised by Dadant. Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books 011

bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. Bound in
substantial cloth, and has nearly 600
pages. Revised by that large, practical
bee-keeper, so well known to all bee-
dom—Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following the instructions of
this book one can not fail to be won-
derfully helped on the way to success
with bees.

We mail the book for $1.20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00. This is in-
deed a splendid chance to get a grand
bee-book for a very little money.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 W. Superior St. • CHICAGO, ILL

In Order to Make Room
For next season's supplies. I will offer 8-

frame hives and appliances, nailed and pain-
ted 2 coats lead and oil: i-story at Si. 75: Su-
per (4/4 or 4x5). 60c; Hive-Body (with frames
and follower). Si.oo; Bottoms (7'8). 33c; Covers.
42c; Colorado. 52c.

Frames—Hoffman $2.75 pr 100; Nailed. $4.00
— SH 1.85 " ; 3-00

Other Supplies at regular prices. 2% dis. on
the above goods in lots of 5; 3*0 on 10.

Geo. E. Kramer, Rt. 26, Valencia, Pa.

Only 25 cents per Case

!

60-lb. Empty Tins, two to a case;

used but once—as good as new.

C. H. W. Weber & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

WantPfl —O''^ Combs andSlumgum. Willnmiicu „.ork it for half and pay 30 cents a
pound for your share of wax. A. A Lyons.
8Ar2t Rt. 5, Box 88. Ft. Collins. Colo.

Souvenir Bee Po.stal Cards
We have 4 Souvenir Postal Cards of

interest to bee-keepers. No. 1 is a

Teddy Bear card, with stanza of poetry,

a straw bee-hive, a jar and section of
honey, etc. It is quite sentimental.

No. 2 has the words and music of the

song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby ;" No.
3, the words and music of "Buckwheat
Cakes and Honey;" and No. 4, the

words and music of "The Humming
of the Bees." We send these cards,

postpaid, as follows : 4 cards for 10

cents, 10 cards for 20 cents ; or 10 cards
with the American Bee Journal one
year for $1.10. Send all orders to the

office of the American Bee Journal, 146

W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

MAKE HENS LAY
I'-v ft'L-iiliii^ r:iw lione. Its eprtr-produclnEr Tahie Is fnur
tfini's lUut of prniln. Kirxs more fertile, cliicks more
\lk'"rous, broilers earlier, fowla heavier,:
j>rullts larger,

MANN'S "-Allll Bone Cutter
Cuts all bone vrlth o<Itierln(; nipat and
LTistle. Nevf-r cUiirs. tO Days* Free Trial.
>o money In advance.

Send Today for Free Book.
r. W. Mann Co.. Box 348* Mllford. Maas.
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only hnok that really telli

hnvr to malce money raising poultry.
The book thut hat hcen cus$rd and

I
ditousscd more thnn any other but

itB sale is incrcttsing daily. Why?
ise it tells facts and cot theo-
Endorsed by poultry aurhor-

ities and successful amotenrs who
re malting money followinjt ihr od-

> vice of (he author, Milo M. fldst<

lot* Ex-Commercial Poultry Expert for U. S. (Government.
*•

1 he Dollar Hen " is Bold in combination with the * Poultry

Digest" »o increase its circulalion. It !i a rcul book, 212

paj[e*, with illustrations; not poper bound pamphlet, ex-

plaining " Systems." " Secrets" or " Meihods." 1 he book

and " Poultry Digest" one year, postpaid, SI. 00. Satisfac-

''"pOUITHy'dIcEST 'pU*B. CO.r57.J ANN ST., NEW YORKClTlf.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing,

^ROOT'S GOODS
For Pennsylvania

We carry a full lint-. Send us your orders
and we will give you " A Square Deal."

Best Untested Italian Queens. $i oo.

Best Tested Italian Queens. $i..so.

REA BEE AND HONEY CO.,
REYN'OLDSVILLE, PA.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sold at reduced prices. Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, and everything pertaining to bee-
keeping of the very best kept in stock.
Large Warehouse on of L. S. & M. S. R. R.

Wholesale and RetaH. New price-list just
out— Free. Let me figure on your wants.

iiAtf W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal wh^n writiai,.

SWARTHMORE
PEDIGREED

GOLDENS
Queens from the well-kno.vn Swarthmore
Apiaries of the late E, L. Pratt. The biisht-

est hustlers and the most i;cii(U- pure strain of
Coldens in the U, S. ^.Ast

The Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

IP you need a nice yellow Italian
" (~)ueen at once, send to J. L.
FAJEN, Alma, Mo. Untested, on-
ly 75C. Tested. Si.j5- 3-frame nu-
cleus with Queen. $2,75. I'ull col-
ony, in 8-frame hive. $5. so. bK\

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of the Book

"Bees and Honey"
By Thomas G. Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to
close out. It contains ItiO pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at 'M cents each; or
with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for only $1.20. Surely
this is a bargain. The book is well
illustrated, and has some good infor-

mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

September. 1910.

)>=.^^ I

This is the only place

where you can get

This Combination:

Prompt Service
and Lewis BEEWARE

We have in stock a number of Danzenbaker Bottom-
Boards, both 8 and 10 frame, which we are closing out

for 17 cents apiece.

Send for Free Catalog. BEKSWAX WANTED.

The C. M. scon CO.
1009 E. Washington St.,

Indianapolis, - Indiana

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

—ffEI?£/r/S—

I

IMPROVED CLARK'S DOUBLE ACTION
CUTAWAY HARROW

The most "onderfiil farm t'j"] ever invented
Two Harrows III one. '. htows the dirt out. then

in, leaving the land level and true.
Vi I If A labor f aver, a time saver. Needs
'^ ll^a^^^ no Torni^ue Truck, Jnintt'd Pole

Beware of imitations and in-

frintrpn>ent8. SiTd today for

- IKKK nooklrt
^^ CUTAWAY -UKROW CO.

ItKS Muin St.,
llieea""!"! Cuun.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Italian Bees For Sale.
In 8-frame Lanystrotli hives, i Colony. $5;

2 for Sij; 5 for $20. Italian Queens— Untested
75C each; 6 for $4- Select Tested. Si. 25 each.
5 for S6. 4A6t
L. Boomhower, Freehold,'Greene Co., N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Carniolan Queens.
Bred from best Inii:)orted stock.

After July ist
I 6 12 5A5

I'ntested $.75 $4.00 S 7.20

lested 1. 00 S.50 10.00

Wm. KERNAN, R. D. No. 2, Dushore, Pa.

Sections at $3.50 a 1000
We are making this big sacrifice in price to move a lot of 500,000 we have

in our warehouse. These are the regular one-piece 4?4x4'4xl% two-bee way
Basswood Sections. They are No. 2 quality, and listed at $.5.00 per 1000. Send
in your orders now, before they are sold out.

Our Shipping-Cases
are recommended by the largest honey-buyers in the country. Covers and Bot-

toms are one piece ; everything is Basswood, smooth on both sides, no-drip

sticks or corrugated paper in bottom. We make these to fit any number or size

of sections. We have on hand a large stock to hold 24 sections, which we offer

complete with paper and 2-inch glass at $1.3 per 100; Crates of 50, $7.50; Crates

of 25, $4.00.

Write for Catalog and prices on Hives, Frames, Foundation, or anything
you need in the apiary.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.
Nicollet Island MINNEAPOLIS, MINri.
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Tennessee-Bred Queens

!

All from Extra-Select Mothers,

Davis' Best, and the

Best Queens Money Can Buy
38 Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing.

Breed Three Band Italian Queens Only.

November 1st to July ist

I 6

Untested Si.oo $500 $ q.oo

Select Untested.. i.::5 <>.5o 12.00

Tested 1.75 000 17.00

Select Tested.... 2.5" H.50 25.00

July I to N
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scoot Root's Goods in Chicago sooo:

Last April we moved to this location. We were
unable then to arrange our stock as we desired as the
busy season was upon us. April, 1910, finds us in bet-
ter shape than we have ever been since the opening of
this office.

Our stock is now conveniently arranged, hence
no confusion in filling orders. We now have on dis-

play in our show-room a complete line of our sup-
plies. Call and see them. From this date we will

have cars from the factory about every 10 davs.
Have you received our catalog for 1910? If not,

we want you to have it. A postal card request will

bring one.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture

If you have not seen a late copy of our paper,
which is issued twice each month, you can't tell from
a brief description how much valuable information
each issue of it contains. Each issue is fully illus-

trated Our writers are the very best. A trial sub-
scription of six months (12 different copies) will cost
you only 25 cents.

Alexander's Writings

Mr. Alexander was one of the largest, if not the
largest, bee-keeper in the United States, and what he
has told of his methods must necessarily be of inter-
est to large bee-keepers. He kept bees for over 40
years, and produced honey by the carload. His writ-
ings are practical, and what he has done others may
do if they care to follow his teachings. Here is what
a prominent bee-keeper says of his book:

"Alexander's Writings are the best thing I ever read:
pra ctical, enthusiastic, sympathetic, encouraging. I predict
an enormous sale of the book. Why not get out an edition
wi th cloth cover? It's worth while. Wish you could print
more such books." WM. BAYLEY.

43 N. Brighton Ave., East Orange. N. J.

This Book is Sold only in combination with Gleanings

From now until January 1, 1911, we offer one copy
of the Alexander book with every yearly subscription

to GLEANINGS, new or renewal. You get BOTH
for subscription rate alone, which is only $1.00.

Canadian postage, 30 cts. ; foreign postage, 60 cts.

per year extra.

Power Extractors

We believe all of our extractors are about as near
perfect as it is possible to make them. For large api-
aries one of our power machines is a great advantage.
A circular of these will be sent upon request.

Read what a large producer says

:

Lang. Calif., Sept. 26. igoo.
den/Umiv—Ov/ingto the fact that power extractors are

not in general use at the present time, it may be of interest
to you to know that I used a Gilson engine "

i H. P.." together
with the latest model of the 6-frame automatic extractors.
" Roots." for this season's extracting. I was surprised and
delighted with the work done. In extracting our heavy white-
sage honey it not only cleans out the combs much cleaner
than can be done by hand-power, but does it at a minimum of
of expense. The cost of gasoline and oil used being only 16P
per ton of honey extracted. It takes the place of a man at
$40 per month and board, so one can readily see that it much
more than paid for itself in the one season, besides doing
much better work than could be otherwise. The above cost
of extracting is given on the basis of gasoline at 25^ per gal-
lon, which is the cost here. I'ruly,

H. A. Slavton.

Our Aim for the Season of 1910
This year we aim to give our customers the very

best possible service. Remember, for low freight-
rates and quick delivery, Chicago is as well located as

any city in the United States.

Our Location and HowJo Reach It

The A. I. Root Co. institute place.

One block north of Chicago Ave., cor. Franklin
St. Take any car going north on Wells St. Get off

at Institute Place, yi block west to Jeffery Bldg. Take
elevator to Gth floor. Or take N. W. Elevated to Chi-
cago Ave. and walk }i block north on Franklin St.

Tel. North 1484.

New England
^,^^,%\lf^

Bee-keepers! pnces
: PROMPT DELIVERY:

Cull & Williams Co.
Providence, - Rhode Island.

Queens
Of the3-Band

Leath'r Color'd
strain frorn Im-
ported Stock

75 cents tacli. Selected, ji.uu.

Circular Kree.

'^° 0. F. Fuller, Blackstone, Mass.
Ref.—Arthur C. Miller. Providence, R. I.

From Extra-
Selected
Mothers

Golden and Red-

Clover Queens...
Untested. 75c; six for $4.00.

Selected Untested. Si. 00; six for $5.00.

Tested. $1.50.

Safe arrival guaranteed. Twenty-one years'
experience. Send your orders to

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

Bee-Supplies
Distributor of Lewis' Bee-Supplies at Fac-

tory Prices in Iowa. Also Red Clover and
Leather-Colored Italian Queens; and the
Folding Berry Boxes, and the old-style
Boxes.
Beeswax wanted. Send for Catalog.

W. J. McCARTY. Emmettsbur^, Iowa

<

4

<

4

<

4

BETTER FRUIT
The best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 per acre. One

Dollar per year. Sample copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "^'JSeS!"-

>

>

>

¥

%»

Not Cheap Queens,

But Queens Cheap
Prices of 3-Band Queens 1 6

Untested Queens S .75 $4.20
Tested Queens i.oo 5.70
Breeder's Queens 5.00

Golden or 5-Band Queens 1 6

Untested Queens 5 i.oo S 5-70
'rested Queens 1.50 8.70

Breeders' Queens 10.00

3-Band Nuclei 1 6

One-frame. Untested Queen. ..$ 1.75 $11.20

Two " "... 2.25 13.20

One " Tested " ... 2.00 11.70

Two " " "... 2.50 14.70

5-Band or Golden Nuclei 1 6

One-franic. L'litestcd Queen. . .S 2.00 Sii.70

Two " " "... 300 17.70

One " Tested " ... 2.50 14.70

Two " " "... 3.50 20.70

Reared from the best 3 and 5 Band Red
Clover Italian Breeder Queens.

t*^ DiRFXTIONS FOR BUILDING Ul' WEAK
CuLONiES— 10 cents.

W. J. Littlefield, Little Rock, Ark.

Please mention Am. Bcc Journal when writinf.

Miller's Italian Queens
From Superior Working Strain

By return mail, or your money back. North-
ern Lired. from the best red - clover working
strains in U. S. No better hustlers; gentle,
and excellent winterers. Untested, from my
1 banded Si'I'KKIdk Brkkdkr. 75c; six. $4.00:

twelve. $7. so. Siife arrival guaranteed. Cir-
cular Free! ISAAC F. MILLER,
HAil Kevnui.lisvm.i.e. I'A.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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FOR the past 50 years New
I'.ngland bee-keeepers have
purchased Bees, Queens, Bee-

hives, Supers, Section - boxes,
Comb Foundation, Smokers,
Honey-jars, and other necessary
bee-supplies, of the Reliable and
long-established firm of W. W.
Gary & Son.

I liave recently purchased the above
business, and will continue it at tlie

same place as before. I have been
associated with the firm for the past
eight years, and have had experience
in all branches of the business.

I have a fresh supply of tlie A. I. Root
Co.'s t'oods. which I am able to supply
you upon short notice. Send in your
orders early and I will give them my
best attention. 4.-\M

Send for Bee-Supply Catalog.

EARL M. NICHOLS,
(Successor to \V. W. Cary & Son)

Lyonsville, Massachusetts! ^^
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

M. H. HUNT & SON
The best time to buy your goods is during

the fall and winter months. We are mak-
ing Liberal Discounts for Early Orders,
and would like to quote you net prices on
your needs for next season.

-BEESWAX WAXTI'.D-

LANSING, - MICHIGAN.
Pleaag mention Am. Bee Journal when writina.

White Clover and Basswood Honey in tin

cans. Will pay 8c cash f. o. b. Wilton Mail

sample and state how much ><>n h.ne, K.-\tf

Edw. Wilkinson, Wilton, Wis.
I'lease mention Am. Bee Journal waen writing.

MUST SELL
To dispose of our Uueens at once, we will

make this special price as long as they last,

at 50c each for untested: '; doz.. Sj: Tested.
7=;c each: ,'; doz.. $4. 25. These are choice
Queens that we have been selling at 75c and
$1.50 each. If you want some very choice
stock, try some of these (Jueens. ".Atf

Fred Leininger & Son, Delphos, Ohio

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

BUY YOUR HONEY
From members of tlie Michigan Bt-e-Keep-
ers" Association.
Send your address for free annual booklet.

giving names of members, with information
concerning thu honey they have for sale.
Address.

E. B. TYRRELL, Sec,
230 Woodland Ave, DKTROIT. MICH.

For Sale
Fine Golden Italian
Qt:KKNs from Rood stock
at soc each. .\ few Dark
ItaiianQueens— 1 for $L

J F mCHAO. Rt, I. WlNCHESTKR. Ind.
•.\3 Please mention the Am. Ree Journal.

Write Us To-Day
for our 1910 Catalog and let us tell you all about

DITTMER'S

COMB FOUNDATION

WORKING Your WAX for You.

1^^ Write us for Estimate on full Line of

Supplies. It will pay you, and costs nothing.

RETAIL and WHOLESALE.

Gus Dittmer Company, - Augusta, Wisconsin.

n AnyPO ' Foot-Power

DAIiIiCO Machinery
Rend what J. L Parent, of Charl-

ton, N. Y., eayfi: ""We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last

winter. 50 chaff hives with 7-iiL cap,
100 honey-rackB, 500 brood-frames,
2,000 honey-boxes, and a p^at deal
of other work. ThiBWlnt^r we have
donble theamount of bee-hlves,etc.,
to make, and we expect todo it with
this Saw. It will do all you say It

will." Catalog and price-list u'ee.

Aedress, W. F. &JOHN BARNES.
995 Raby 8t,. Rookford. lU.

Good Queens
If you are goinsr to want any Queens for in-

crease, or replacing; old queens next Juiie. it

is time to begin to think about it. I have
been breeding leather-colored Italian queens
for years, and they are giving excellent satis-

faction. If you are interested, write. Good
queens; no disease; prompt shipment, and
absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Prices:
June, one. ooc; three, $2.50; six, $4.75: doz..

fg.oo; 20 or more at 60c each. 2Aot

S. F. Trego, Swedona, Ills.

c
RANE
ELLULAR
ASES

Mr. H. W. Coley, of Westport, Conn., writes us

:

" I am using your Corrugated Paper Cases for shipping comb honey
in, this year, and like them. On one shipment last year of six wooden
cases packed in a carrier with a straw cushion, the greater part were
ruined. This year the same quantity shipped to the same place in your
cases went through without a broken comb."

1

.

The first cost of the Paper Cases is less.

2. He saved the cost of the carriers.

3. He saved the time of making the carriers.

4. He saved the weight of the carriers.

5. The Paper Cases weigh less than wooden ones.

6. They can be assembled in one-half the time it

requires to set up a wooden case.

Send for our Circulars and let us tell you what some of the other large

producers and dealers say.

Do not take our word for the value of this new Case.

Plan to order early. Some were disappointed last year.

}Q«>OUQOOUeCOOQOO!>SOOOiOOS<

J. E. Crane & Son, Middlebury, Vt.
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FOR SALE
Second-Hand Winter-Cases, complete with

7inch covers, nailed and painted. 8 and 10

frame sizes—Root manufacture.

Have about 100 of these at 7=i cts. each.

Some of them have been used but one sea.

son. and all in good condition.

Also 25 Telescope Caps, nailed, at 30 cts.

each; and 6 8-frame Hives. Address.

CRYSTAL APIARY,
.-jgth & Wood Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone, Wentworth 2u^i

Pkase mcniion Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Prize Takers
Pharr's Goldens took first prize at 3 ex-

hibits in Texas in 1007. We will furnish

Golden, Carniolan. Caucasian, and 3-band

Italian Queens, untested. $1.00 till June i.

then 75 cents. Tested. $1.50 till June i. then

li.oo. For large Quantities, write. Our 3-

band Breeders from W. O. Victor and Grant
Anderson strains; other races from the best

obtainable, " Prompt service and satisfac-

tion." is our motto. Address, sAtf

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO.

or JOHN W. PHARR,
Berclair, - - Texas

Again to the Front with

The Famous Banats
Having moved my Banat
-Apiaries from Sabinal to
San Benilo, Texas. I am
now better prepared to
lurnish High Quality

QUEENS
,uid guarantee them pure-
h- iii,itcd. Prices: Untes-
ted Queens, each. 7^c; per
(ioz.. S8.00 Tested Queens
each $1,25; perdoz.. $12,00.

My stork is pure .nnd free from disease—
the gentlest bees on earth.

GRANT ANDERSON,
2Atf SAN BKNITO, TEXAS.

NORWOOD'S Texas-Bred-QUEENS
Three-banded Queen - Bees bred for busi-
ness. Try them, then you'll know. Untes-
ted. Ji.oo; six, $s,'JO, Write us,

sAtf E. B. NORWOOD, Del Valle, Tex.

SoecocccocoooscoeccccceooQosccCfOceoQooooosoocQoccoso

' If goods are wanted quick, send to Pouiier"
i.l-lstablished iW'i)

B EE-S U PPLI ES
Standard hives with latest improvement; Uanzenbaker
Hives, Sections. Comb Koundation. Extractors, Smokers-
intact, everything used about the bees. My equipment,
my stock of noods. the quality of my g-oods, and my ship-
ping facilities, can not be excelled.

Paper Milk Bottles,
for Extracted Honey, Made of heavy paper an<i paraffin
coated, with tifjht seal Kvevy honey-producer will be in-
terested A descriptive circular free.

Finest White Clover Honey on hand at all times.
I buy Beeswax. Catalog of supplies free,

o Watter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, ind. 859 Massachusetts Ave.

ieoosoooocosoeoooooQOQGOSQCccosooccQOQcceooocccceccoe

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
Extracts from Cetaloga—1907:

Chas. Dadaat & Son, Hamilton, 111.—This ie the Smoker we
recommend above all others.

«. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—We have sold theee Smok-
ers for a good many jears and nerer received a single complaint.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of thelonp
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,

1892, and 1903," and hare all the new ImprovementB.

Smoke Engine—largest smoker made $1.50—4 inch stove
Doctor- cheapest made to use 1.10—33^ "
Conqueror—right for most apiaries 1.00—

3

"

Large—lasts longer than any other 90—2)^ "
Little Wonder—as its name implies 96—2 "

The above prices deliver Sm iker at your post-office free. We send circular if requested.

Orisflnal Biag-ham & Hetherins'toii Uacapplnp-Knife.

T.F.BINGfiflM.Aima,MiGll.

Patented, May 20. 1879. BEST ON BARTH.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

DOOLITTLE'S
"Scientific

Queen-Reairing"
This is G. M. Doolittle's tnaster-piece on

rearing the best of queens in perfect accord
with Nature's way. It is for the amateur and
the veteran in bee-keeping. The A. I. Root
Co.. who ought to know, say this about Doolit-
tie s tiueen-rearing book:

It is practically the only comprehensive
book on queen-rearing now in print. It is looked upon by many as the foundation of mod-
ern methods of rearing queens wholesale."

Mr. Doolittle's book also gives his method of producing comb honey, and the care of
same: his management of swarming, weak colonies, etc. It is a book of 12*i pages, and is

mailed at the following prices : Bound in cloth. $1.00 : bound in leatherette..75,cents.

Special Clubbing Offer
We offer a cloth-bound copy of this book with the American Bee Journal one year—both

for Si-5o; or a copy of the leatherette-bound edition, with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for Si. 25- The cloth-bound book eiven free for gettinii 3 new subscribers at $1.

each : or the leatherette-bound copy i;iven for 2 new subscribers.
Every bee-keeper should have a copy of Mr. Doolittle's book, as he is one of the stan-

dard authorities of the world on the subject of queen-rearing aiid everything else ct>nnected
with bee-keepinii: and honey-production,

George W. York © Co., ChicaLgo, III.

LEWIS BEEWARE — Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

Extracted Honey for Sale.
(.•\sk for I'rici'S.)

Beeswax Wanted.
27c Cash— 30c Tr-nle

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. W^J^

(Successors to the York Honey & Bee-Siipply i o.) H. M. ARND, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writinij.
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Chicago. Aui;. ib.—There is a sood demand
for lionev of all kinds. Fancy comb lias sold
readily at i-c. and No. i to A No. i al I5C° ibc

The amber grades bring from ife w less. The
best grades of extracted bring 8c. with a

fancy article selling at uc. The amber
grades, -("'y^^c. Beeswax. toCm^c. according
to color and freedom from residue.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Indianapolis. Aug. 26.—The nevy crop is

now moying, and demand seems to be ex-
ceptionally good for this season of year.
Jobbers are offering fancy white comb at

18c: No. I white, i-c. Finest extracted at

IOC, with some slight reductions on large
quantities. It is presumed that producers
are being paid about ;c less than above
quotations. This is not a desirable market
for amber honey. Producers of beeswax are
being paid 28c cash, or 10c in trade.

Walter S. Pouder.

Kansas City. Mo.. Aug. j6.—The receipts
of comb and extracted honey are still light,

but the demand is good. We quote: No. i

white comb. 24 sections, per case. $3.50: No.
2 white, $!00@J3.25: No. i amber. $.i OL>g$i.25;

No. 2 amber, $2.5o@$2.7S. Extracted, white.
per lb., 7'-4c. Beeswax, 25W28C.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Zanesville. Ohio, Aug. 26.—There is good
demand for honey, especially comb, but the
market is bare, and offerings very light.

There seems to be a disposition on the part
of some producers to hold back their crop
and "bull "the market. This is not always
good policy, and there may be a crash later.

The present tendency is to inflate the prices
to an extent that will react and cut off the
demand; for there is a limit to what con-
sumers will pay. For Northern white comb.

grading No. i to fancy, producers should re-
ceive, first hand, ul-^Co-ibc; and for best white
extracted in dolb. cans, SC'Shc. delivered.
The wholesale market is necessarily unset-
tled Producers are offered for good-grade
beeswax 28c cash, or v»c in trade. Whole-
sale quotations are from bc up. according
to quantity. HIdmund W. Peirce.

Boston, Aug. 26.—Fancy white comb honey
at i6@i7c; No. i, Ii@i5c. Fancy white ex-
tracted, g(a>i(ic. Beeswax, 32c.

Blake.-Lek Co.

Cincinnati. .\ug. 27.—The market on comb
honey is very firm, prices ranging in a whole-
sale way in 50 and 100 case lots, fancy 16c.
No. I at 15c. Off grades are not wanted at
any price. Amber in barrels is selling at
b!i5''7c, according to quality. White clover
extracted at g@")!4c: white sage, u'/ic: Cali-
fornia light amber, bjjc. Beeswax is in fair
demand at $32 per 100 lbs. These are our
selling prices, not what we are paying,
therefore govej-n yourselves accordingly on
these prices. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

New York. Aug. 27 —New crop of comb
honey from New York State and near by is
beginning to arrive in small lots, and strictly
fancy sells at i6c; No. i. ijOisc: lower grades.
13c. There is a good demand which, no
doubt, will continue during the fall. How-
ever, we would suggest that producers send
their honey to market as soon as they have
it ready, and not hold too long for higher
prices. Extracted honey is in good demand
in all grades, and prices show an upward
tendency. Francy is selling at gS'gJ^c; white.
8g'8^2C; light amber. 7!4c: and Southern, in
barrels, all the way from 68@8oc a gallon, ac-
cording to Quality. Beeswax steady at 30c.

HiLDRETH &SEGELKEN.

;fence s^r^o-?!^'
aM&deof High Carbon Double Strength B
LOoUed Wire. Heavily Calvanixed t"F
^prevent rust. Hav«- no agents. Sill at
.factory prices on 30 days' free trial.

,

fWepay alifrelKht. 37 heights of farm
aand poultry fence. CataloB Free.
> COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
bBox 39 Winchester, Indiana. I

F
ALCON
OUNDATION

Years of experience in the manufac-
ture of

FALCON
COMB
FOUNDATION

have made it PERFECT.
Bees like it, and the foremost

Honey-Producers Use It.

It helps materially to increase the

Honey Crop
(Send for our new Catalog.)

Ship us your

BEESWAX
to FALCONER, N. Y.

Will send shipping-tags, when you
write asking for quotations.

We pay highest market prices.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

JflMESTOWN, N. Y.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,

Denver. Coi.n.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writiiic.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE NORTH
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Be Sure to get our PRICES on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's Wax

or
Let us send to you our prices for

Working your Wax into

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION
Many large Honey-Producers prefer our Foun-

dation to other makes, because the bees like it best.

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of

BEESWAX, and we are buying at all times of the

year at highest cash and trade prices.

During the season of 1909 we handled over

175,000 pounds of Beeswax.

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

We Keep Only the Best.

Let us Figure on

Your Season's Supplies

1910 CATALOG

Now Ready,

and Free for the Asking.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH

£^ «f^
E

Art oui iipecialty. We turnisli micIi uxtciisi\ c bcc kuupcri a^ il. D. i uwnsend aud oUiers.
Consider getting your bees into Protection Hives this Fall. Give us list of Goods wanted.

A. G. WOODIViAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

50,000 Copies "Honey as a Health-Food"

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey
We have had printed an edition of over 50,000 copies of the 16-page pamphlet on

" Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thing to create a local demand
for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food," written by Dr. C. C,
Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes " and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,

the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid-Sample copy for a 2-cent stamp : 50 copies for 90 cents ; 100 copies for

$1.50; 250 copies for $3.00 ; 500 for $5.00 ; or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front pane on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK ^H CO., Chicago. III.

Sweet Clover Seed

!

Sweet Clover is rapidly becoming one of
the most useful tliint'S tliat can be yrown on
the farm. Its value as a honey-plant is well
known to bee-keepers, but its worth as a
forat.'e-|)latit and also as an enriclier of the
soil are not so widely known. However.
.Sweet (-'lover is coniiiik' to the front very
fast these clays. Some years a^o it was con-
sidered as a weed by those who knew no
better. The former attitude of the enlik'ht-
ened farmer today is chancing to a i;reat re-
spect for and appreciation of .Sweet Clover.

l>oth as a food for stock and as a valuable
fertilizer for iioor and worn out soils.
There are two kinds of Sweet Clover. One

is the Wiiite variety which trrows sometimes
as tall as fi to 7 feet. 'l"he other is the Yellow,
which yrows i>erhaps as high as 2 to ^ feet.
The latter blooms from 3 to 4 weeks ahead
of the White, which (the VVhilei begins
bloomini: in the latitude of Chicago about
July 1st, and contimics in profuse bloom
until frost kills it off. It is one of the best
nectar-yielders known, and the honey pro-
duced from it is second to none.
One beauty about White .Sweet Clover is

that it will crow on altnost any kind of land.
Tlu' rougher antl apparently most worthless

the better. The seed can be scattered in
waste-places, when it will grow of itself,
without cullivalion. It is a biennial ; that is,

dying out after the second year if not re-
seeded. It is one of the easiest plants to get
rid of. if desired, by simply mowing it before
the seed is matured. Of course, bee keep-
ers want it to go to seed, for then the bees
will get all the nectar that is in the blos-
soms.
The seed can be sown any time from now

until next April or May. From 18 to 20
pounds per acre of the unhulled seed is
about the right quantity to sow. The seed
is not yet as plentiful as it might be. for the
reason that a good mau\' who could gather it

don't know its value, or that there is a de-
mand for it sufficient to pay for the work of
harvesting, threshing, etc. We. however,
have been able to secure a Quantity of the
unhulled White Sweet Clover Seed, which
unhulled is considered the best for sowing,
by those who have had the longest experi-
ence with it. We can ship promptly at the
following prices:

Postpaid. I pound for 30 cents, or 2 pounds
for 50 cents. By express or freight, f. 0. b.
Chicago— 5 pounds for Si.oo; 10 pounds for
Si. 75; 25 pounds for Sa.cio; 50 pounds for $-.50;
or 100 pounds for $12.00.

If wanted by freight, it will be necessary to
add 50 cents more for cartage to the above
prices on each order.

If seed is desired of the Yellow Sweet
Clover, add 5 cents per pound to the above
prices.
Address all orders to,

Arnd Honey & Bee-Supply Co.,

1-18 W. Superior St., CHICAGO. ILL.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

J% II.MtVESTF.R with Dlniler Attach-
l_AI^II niont culw and throws lu piles on
%^VI II harvester lU' winrow. Man and

horse cuts antl .shocks cuual with a
com binder. Sold m every State. Pnce *-'0 with
Hinder Attachment. S. V. MONTtioMERY. of
Tcxallne. Tex., writes: "The harvester has
proven all you claim tor It. With the assistance
of one man cut and bound ovi-r lOU acres of
Corn. Kallir Com and Maize last vear." Testi-
monials and catali'tr tree, sbowing: picture of
harvester. Ntw Proctss Nfi Co , Sillni, Kid.

Pkease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY
146 W. Superior Street, Chicago, 111.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

Is 11.00 a year. In the United Slates of America

(except m Chicago, where It lsll.25),ancl Mexico;

In Canada. $1.10; and In all other countries In the

Postal Union. 25 cents a year extra for postaee.

Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE Indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription Is

paid. For Instance. "declO" on your label shows
that It Is paid to the end of December, 1910.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.—We do not send

a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,

but change the date on your address-label,

which shows that the money has been received

and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothini; less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times I4C a line q times iic a line
6 " I2C " 12 (I yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

Pfational Bee-Keepers' Association.

(Organized in 1870.

)

Objects.

1. To promote the interests of bee-keepers.
2. To protect and defend its members in

their lawful rights as to keeping bees.
3. To enforce laws against the adulteration

of honey.
Membership Dues.

One dollar a year.

Officers and Executive Committee.
President—George W. York. Cliicago, Til.

Vice-President—W. D. Wright, Altamont,
N. Y.
Secretary—Louis H. Scholl, New Braun-

fels. Tex.
Treas. & Gen. Mgr.—N. E. France. Platte-

ville. Wis.
Twelve Directors.

G. M. DooUttle. Borodino. N. Y.
,Ta». A. Stone, Rt. 4. Springfield, 111.

R. A. Holekamp. ilfii Va. Ave.. St. Louis, Mo.
Wm. McEvoy. Woodbum. Ont.. Canada.

M. H. Mendleson, Ventura, Calif.
R. C. Alkin, Lovcland, Colo,

R. L. Taylor. Lapeer, Mich.
E. D. Towiisend. Remus, Mich.

Udo Toeppcrwein, San Antonio, Tex.
J. E. Crane. Middlebiiry, Vt.

E F. Atwatcr. Meridian. Idaho.
R. A. Morgan, Vermilion, S, Dak.

Arevoif a member? If not, why not send
llie anniial dues jf Ji.oo .// iwiv to Treas.
h'l ancc. or to the office of the American Bee
Jcjuriial. lib W. Superior St., Chicago, III.?

It will be forwarded prnmtuly to the Treas-
urer, and a receipt mailed to you by him. It

is the desire of the officers to increase the
membership to 5000 by the end of 1010. Every
progressive bee-keeper shoiild be a member
of this, the greatest beekeepers' organiza-
tion in America.

Crown Bone Cutter
BEST MADE
Lowest
in Price

AmericanHee Journal

Untested Italian Queen-Bees
Our Standard-Bred

6 Queens for $4.00 ; 3 for $2.10 ;

1 for 75 cents.

For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely mated, and all right in every respect. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to say

about them :

GEOiiGE W. York &. Co. ;—The two Queens received of you some
time ag'o are fine They are good breeders, and the workers are
showing- up fine I introduced them among black bees, and the bees
are nearly yellow now. and are doing good work.

Nemaha Co , Kan , July 15. A. W. Swax.

GsoRGE W. York & Co ;—After importing Queens for 15 years you
have sent me the best She keeps y 1-2 Langstroth frames fully oc-.

cupied-to date. and. although I kept the hive well contracted, to force
them to swarm, they have never built a queen-cell, and will put up
100 pounds of honey if the flow lasts this week.

Ontario, Canada July 23 Chas. Mitchell

George W. York & Co. :—The Queen I bought of you has proven a
good one. and has given me some of the best colonies.

Washington Co., Va., July 22. N. P. Oglesby.

George W York & Co. —The queen I received of you a few days
ago came through O. K . and I want to say that she is a beauty. I im-
mediately introduced her into a colony which had been queenless for
20 days She was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I
am highly pleased with her and your promptness in filling my order.
My father, who is an old bee keeper, pronounced her very fine. You
will hear from me again when 1 am In need of something in the bee
line. E. E. McColm.

Marlon Co.. 111., July 13.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is 75

cents, or with the old American Bee Journal for one

year—both for $1.40. Three Queens (without Journal)

would be $2.10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for in-

troducing are sent with each Queen, being printed on the

underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-Bred Queens.

George W. York & Co., we w. superior st. Chicago, III.
I'kase tnention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

FOR SALE
Queens and Honey. Also three Reminsrton
'rypewriters. These machines cost, new,
$100 each; they look like new, and work like
new. Will take Sis each, or will exchani;e
for anything we can lise.

QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-BREEDER,
BELLEVUE, OHIO

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

MAKE HENS LAY
By feeilliiK raw bone. Its L-tr^'-prodtR-lnir value la four
times ihat of praln. Eirgs iiiore fertile, chicks more
vlirnrous, broilers earlier, fowls heavier,!
protUs larger.

MANN'S 'S.llll Bone Cutter
Tilts all bone with adlierlnt; meat and

I

erl;;tle. NtvtT cln^rs, 10 Days' Fr«o Trtal.
No money In advance.

Send Today for Free Book.
F. W. Mann Co., Box 348* Mllford. Ma».
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Comb & Extracted Honey
Write us when you have any to offer, naming

your lowest price, freight paid Cincinnati. We
buy every time your price justifies, and we re-

mit the very day shipment arrives.

The Fred W. Muth Co.
"THK BUSY BEE-MEN"

51 Walnut Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of tlie Book

"Bees and Honey"
By Thomas G. Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to
close out. It contains 160 pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at .")0 cents each ; or
with the American Bee Journal one
year

—

both for only $1.20. Surely
this is a bargain. The book is well

illustrated, and has some good infor-

mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

M. H. HUNT & SON
Tlie best time to buy your goods is during

the fall and winter months. We are mail-
ing Liberal Discounts for Early Orders,
and would like to quote you net prices on
your needs for next season.

-BEES\V.-\X WANTED-
LANSING, - MICHIGAN.
Plea»e mention Am. Bee Journal when writinji.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sold at reduced prices. Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, and everything: pertaining^ to bee-
keeping of the very best kept in stock.
Large Warehouse on of L. S. & M. S. R. R.

Wholesale and Retail. New price-list just
out— Free. Lvt me figure on your wants.

iiAtf W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal wh«n writing*

MUST SELL
To dispose of our Queens at once, we will

make this special price as long as they last,

at 50c each for untested; !^ doz., $3; Tested.
7=;c each: li doz.. $4.25- These are choice
Queens that we have been selling at 75c and
$1.50 each. If you want some very choice
stock, try some of these Queens. 8Atf

Fred Leininger & Son, Delphos, Ohio

BUY YOUR HONEY
From members of the Michigan Bee-Keep-
ers' Association.
Send your address for free annual booklet,

giving names of members, with information
concerning the honey they have for sale.
Address.

E. B. TYRRELL, Sec,
230 Woodland Ave DETROIT. MICH.

White Clover and Basswood Honey in tin

cans. Will pay 8c cash f. o. b. Wilton. Mail
sample and slate how much you have. RAtf

Edw. Wilkinson, Wilton, Wis.
f iease mention Am. Bee Journal waen writing.

Only 25 cents per Case

!

60-lb. Empty Tins, two to a case;
used but once—as good as new.

C. H. W. Weber & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

^^^^gJ^ This is the only place

where you can get

This Combination:

[«i|&t-:iJL

Prompt Service
and Lewis BEEWARE

We have in stock a number of Danzenbaker Bottom-
Boards, both 8 and 10 frame, which we are closing out

for 17 cents apiece.

Send for Free Catalog. BEESWAX WANTED.

The C. M. scon CO.
1009 E. Wasliington St.,

Indianapolis, - Indiana

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

—MERE/rIS—
IMPROVED CLARK'S DOUBLE ACTION

CU lAWAY HARROW
The most wonderful farm tool ever invented.
Two harrows in one. *i hrows the dirt ont. then

_ in, leaving the land level and true.

^ I A labor saver, a time saver. Needs
^^ i^3pt^^ no Tonprne Truck. Jointed Pole,

Beware of imitations and in-

frineeTiienta. Send today for

•KKK Rooklet.
CUTAWAY 1ARR0W CO.

^913 Main St..
w^ Hieeanum, Conn.

Please mention Am. Be« Journal when writing.

n A nyrO ' Foot-Power

DAIlllCO Machinery
Read what J. L Pahknt. of Charl-

ton, N. Y.. says: "We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, last
winttr. 50 chaff hives with "-in. cap,
100 honey-racks, 600 brood-framee,
2.000 honey boxes, and a great deal
of other work. Thie winter we have
double theaniount of bee-hives.etc.,
to make, and we expect to do it with
this Saw. It will do aJl you say It
will." Catalog and price-list free.

Address, W, F. ftJOHN BARNES,
905 Raby 8t,^ Rockford, lU.

Sections at $3.50 a 1000
We are making this big sacrifice in price to move a lot of 500,000 we have

in our warehouse. These are the regular one-piece i%y.\}iyi\y% two-beeway
Basswood Sections. They are No. 2 quality, and listed at $5.00 per 1000. Send
in your orders now, before they are sold out.

Our Shipping-Cases
are recommended by the largest honey-buyers in the country. Covers and Bot-

toms are one piece; everything is Basswood, smooth on both sides, no-drip

sticks or corrugated paper in bottom. We make these to fit any number or size

of sections. We have on hand a large stock to hold 24 sections, which we offer

complete with paper and 2-inch glass at $13 per 100; Crates of 50, $7.50; Crates

of 25, $4.00.

Write for Catalog and prices on Hives, Frames, Foundation, or anything
you need in the apiary.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.
Nicollet Island MINNEAPOLIS,!MINN.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Top -Notch Prices for Your Honey
IF YOU USE

Lewis Shipping - Cases

BEST MATERIAL

PERFECTLY FITTED

FINELY FINISHED

ACCURATELY PACKED

G. B. Lewis Company, Watertown, Wis. 30 Distributing Houses

Bee-Keepers
Here is a bargain in Xo. 2

A}iy.\% 1-Piece 2-Beeway Sections
$.?-25 per 1000. Plain. 23c less.

Send your order today. .'\Iso write for Cat-
alog. lAtf

AUG. LOTZ & CO.,
BOVD. WIS.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Qlioonc Golden and
ueenb imported stock !

tjoUlens mated to Innxuteil Stock. li \ ou
want HoNKV. try my Superior Strain.

Untested. 65c each; 6 for $3.50. Tested, Si co
each; 6 for S'^.50.

Safe arrival. No disease. 8Atf

N. FOREHAND, Ft. Deposit, Ala.
Please mention Am, Bee Journal when writing.

Scoggins Strain Bees!
To The People :

1 liavu moif orders fur I Jiiti-sted and Tus
ted Queens tliaii 1 can lill this year. But I

have a Few Fine Breeders that were rear
ed this year. Price. %\a<o and $=;,oo each,

J. B. Scoggins, Fouke, Miller Co., Ark.

[FENCE ^rrZ!^'
aMadf'of Htgh Carbon Double Strength
gColli'd \\\Tv. Heavily Galvanized to

^prifvcnt rust. Have no acents. KcH at
factory prices on 30 days* free trial.
W(? pay allfrelght. 'M htlirhtn nf farm
»aud poultry ffiirc. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
iBoz e9 Winchester, Indiana.

Pleaae mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Editorial Notes and Comments

Prevention of Hone.v Orauulatiou

Some producers and dealers have so
educated their clientele that granulated
honey is preferred to the liquid. But
in most cases there is a very decided
preference for the liquid, and in lack
of any way to prevent granulation
many bee-keepers take back from the
grocers bottles of honey that have be-
come granulated, and liquefy by heat-
ing. And to do that satisfactorily is

something of a trick, to say nothing of
the time and trouble. Now comes the
Canadian Bee Journal, and says :

" A tablespoonful of glycerine to one gal-
lon of honey will prevent it from granulat-
ing ! Stir it a little and it will be found per-
fectly soluble We have this on the au-
thority of a first-class chemist, who has sold
honey in his drug-store, and has by this
means kept it in liquid form for ready sale."

Looks as if it might be all right. No
doubt the question will be raised
whether there is danger of conflict

with the pure-food law. None what-
ever so long as there is no deception
on the label, which should tell exactly
what is imder the label.

Foiil-Brootl Legislation

It has sometimes been argued that
the work of foul-brood inspectors has
been a failure, since foul brood still

continues where they have operated.
Well, suppose it does. Suppose in the
district covered by a certain inspector
the disease is not only unconquered,
but that it is twice as bad as it was
when he began fighting it. That by no
means proves that his eflforts have been
fruitless. For if it had been allowed
to run unhindered it might by now
have been four times as bad.

To this it might be replied, " If, in

spite of the inspector's work the dis-

ease is twice as bad each year as it was
the previous year, how many years, at

that rate, will it take to clean it out ?"

Of course, there is only one answer to

that : The disease will never be over-
come.
But why not increase the effort ?

With a double force on the same
ground, or a greater force, if necessary,
there is every reason to believe that
the scourge may be held at bay, if not
entirely wiped out.

Some better argument against foul-
brood legislation must be advanced, if

it is to appeal to intelligent bee-keepers.

Clipping the Queen's Wing
Each year there seem to be more

bee-keepers who advocate and practice
clipping queens. The great argument
in its favor is that a clipped queen can
not go off with a swarm. For most
bee-keepers that alone is a sufficient

advantage to pay for clipping, ten times
over. There is another advantage that
some might not think worth consider-
ing, while others lay great stress upon
it. It is that clipping shows at a glance
whether there has been a change of
queens. In a certain hive is a queen

—

at least was a queen—known to have
been clipped in a certain year. If,

upon looking into the hive, the owner
finds a queen with whole wings, he
knows at a glance that there has been
a change, and that a young queen has
taken the place of the old one.

Honey-Dew—Secretion or Excre-
tion

D. M. Macdonald said honey-dew, in-

stead of being excreted by the plant-
lice, is a secretion. Then some of the
scientists said he was mistaken. But,
Scotchman that he is, Mr. Macdonald
does not easily yield his ground. In
the British Bee Journal he quotes no
less authorities than T. W. Cowan and
M. Gaston-Bonnier. Mr. Cowan says :

"Although perfectly aware that opinions
are divided on the subject, we believe with
those who think it generally to be an exuda-
tion from the pores of leaves under certain

atmospheric conditions, altliough it may
sometimes be produced by aphides. At
Howald. in Alsace, we watched bees collect-
ing honey-dew. but found hardly any insects.
This year we have seen lime-trees from
which the sweet liauid was falliiit; in drops,
and yet very few insects were found. We
have specimens of excellent flavor quite
free from any admixture of faecal matter."

M. Gaston-Bonnier says this on the
subject

:

"The presence of plant-lice on trees has
no connection with this nectar [mielleel.
The excremental liquid of aphides is not
equally sweet in all the species, and the bees
harvest only that which is very sweet. They
generally prefer the true honey-dew which
exudes from the leaves at certain times, and
contains mannite and saccharine matter.
"Thetrue mielleeof trees may fall in _mall

drops, and some observers conclude from
this fact that it is produced by aphides. I

have, however, often seen some trees, and
even all the trees of a wood, covered with an
abundant miellee falling in small drops,
although there was not a single louse on the
higher limbs. We must not confound the
true miellee produced on the surface of
leaves without the action of aphides, and
the excretion, more or less sweet, containing
very little sugar, produced by plant-lice."

Bee-Hou.se Wagons
In Germany considerable use is made

of wagons for migratory bee-keeping;
not merely wagons to haul the bees
from one place to another, but wagons
constructed so as to have the hives re-

main in them permanently. One would
suppose this a rather expensive way of

doing, but the Germans are not a peo-
ple to lose sight of the matter of econ-
omy. S. Husser says in Praktischer
Wegweiser that he has made 30 of

these wagons, and has 4 of them in use
for himself. As he makes them, each
wagon has 28 hives built in the wagon,
with opportunity for 6 more when the

wagon is in place, making 34 in all.

If such a thing is profitable in Ger-
many, is there no place in this country
where it might be equally profitable ?

Natural or Artificial Increase

Whether it is better for a beginner
to depend upon natural swarming for

increase or resort to artificial increase

is not a matter so easily settled. There
is something to be said on both sides.

On the whole, perhaps natural swarm-
ing gives less trouble. One can get

along with it with no other trouble

than to hive each swarm when it is-
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sues, leaving to the bees to decide how
much swarming they shall do. Then
as to the young queens reared. With
all the effort at improvement that has
been made in rearing queens by other
means, no one claims that a better
queen can be reared than the same col-
ony with the same materials will rear
in connection witli natural swarming.
The most that can be claimed is that it

is "just as good," and it nmy be a good
deal poorer.
But natural swarming has its draw-

backs. Bees may swarm at inconven-
ient times. They may not swarm as
much as desired, and they may swarm
more than desired. A very serious ob-
jection is that the best colonies are
generally least inclined to swarm, and
most of the increase will be from the
poorer colonies, thus tending constantly
to deterioration, commonly expressed
by saying, ''The bees have run out."

All things considered, the bee-keeper
who is too negligent to give his bees
proper attention may do well to allow
natural swarming; if he means to be
an up-to-date bee-keeper, he will take
the matter of increase into his own
hands.

Extracted vs. Coiiib-Houey Pro-
cluctiou

" There is plenty of evidence," says
Gleanings, "going to show a tendency
on the part of comb-honey producers
to go into the business of producing
extracted." It reasons that the effect
of the pure-food laws has been to give
the public more confidence in extracted
honey, thereby increasing the demand
for it and increasing its price, while
the price of comb honey has remained
stationary. The greater difficulty in
contending with swarming in the pro-
duction of comb honey is also credited
with its influence in- helping to give
the production of extracted honey the
preference.
Taking the broad view of "the great-

est good to the greatest number," one
can but rejoice at this tendency. At
the present time, according to Govern-
ment reports, the average annual con-
sumption of sugar in the United States
is 82 pounds for every man, woman an4
child. Physicians tell us this is more
than is good for the digestive organs.
But if this average is bad, what is to
be said of those who go beyond the
average ? It is reasonable to believe
that some consume twice as much
sugar as others, and if the consump-
tion of 82 pounds is bad, the consump-
tion of more than 82 pounds must be
very bad. As honey does not make the
same demand upon the digestive or-
gans as sugar, but is directly assimi-
lated without change, every pound of
sugar that is displaced by a pound of
lioney means just so much toward the
health and strength of the nation.

Anything, then, that increases the
consumption of honey is a public bene-
fit. If the public be convinced that ex-
tracted honey is just as really honey as
that in the comb, there can be little

question that much more extracted
than comb will be consumed, so long
as there is a difference of several cents
a pound between the two. In the
homes of the wealthy few, the price
makes little difference. In the homes
of the few very poor it may make little

difference; there either is barred out
as an unattainable luxury. But leaving
out these two classes, in the great ma-
jority of homes we may find at least
some honey eaten in the course of the
year, either as something for occasional
indulgence or as a profitable article for
daily consumption. Many a man who
would consider a section of honey at
2.5 cents as something to be indulged
in as an occasional luxury, would snap
it up as a bargain if he should see it

offered at l.j cents. Indeed, it is a very
safe guess to say that if honey were
offered only in the comb, there would
be five times as much of it used in the
average home at 15 cents as there
would be if it could be had only at 25
cents. Now suppose it comes to be
the general belief that extracted honey
is just as genuine as the comb, why
should not as much extracted be used
at IT) cents as would be used of comb
at the same price ?

Let us rejoice, therefore, in the turn-
ing from the production of comb honey
to that of extracted, because that means
on the whole the proiluction of just so
much more honey, and that means its

greater consumption, and that means a
gain in the health and strength of the
nation.

Wliy Bee.s Fear Smoke
P. Neumann quotes in Leipz. Bztg.

an editorial upon this subject, and sug-
gets that the effect of the smoke on the
breathing organs of the bees is enough
to make them want to get out of the
way. A good suggestion.

Foul Brood in New Zealand

Largely by the efforts of I. Hopkins,
late Chief Government Apiarist of New
Zealand, a foul-brood law was passed
in that land, one provision of which
made it obligatory to have all bees in
movable-frame hives. As to the eft'ect

of the law, Mr. Hopkins reports in the
British Bee Journal

:

Some districts that were absolutely rotten
with foul brood less tlian 3 years ago are
now clean; box-hives, together witli tlie
careless bee-keepers, are fast disappearing;
the industry is expanding at an enormous
rate, and satisfaction is expressed generally.
We have practically had no bother or
trouble in carrying out the provisions of the
Act. although in some districts wc have
been compelled to burn 25 percent of the
bees and hives. No compensation is allowed,
and rightly so. I think; for why should a
person be compensatt-d for being conu)clled
to give up being a nuisance and a danger
to his neighbor? It is estimated that the
output of honey and beeswax has more than
doubled in 4 years.

When the Ba.s.swood Fails

Not when it fails to bloom, but when
it fails, to be sufficiently plenty to be
used as lumber from which to make
sections. Now and again soinething is

said about the great danger that bass-
wood will become so scarce that it will

no longer be possible to use it for mak-
ing sections. It is used for so many
different purposes for which it is es-

pecially adapted that we are told that
there is danger that in the not very
distant future basswood honey may be-
come a thing of the past. For honey-
producers in the basswood regions that
will be a calamity. But that does not
apply to all producers of honey, nor

even to all producers of comb honey.
Thousands of bee-keepers have not a
basswood tree within range of their
bees. So far as the yield of honey is

concerned, they will not suffer if bass-
wood be suddenly cut off from the face
of the earth. Indeed, they will be the
gainers, for they will no longer have
basswood honey to compete with.
But when it comes to the matter of

using basswood lumber for making
sections, that touches all producers of
section honey. No, not all, but prob-
ably nearly all. We are told that bass-
wood lumber has already greatly ad-
vanced in price; and that we may ex-
pect that it will not be long until the
price again doubles, and doubling the
present price of sections will make
them so expensive that it will be pro-
hibitory, and that sooner or later—per-
haps very soon—producers of section
Jioney must consider what they will do
when they will no longer have any
sections; whether they shall turn their
attention to producing bulk - comb
honey or extracted.

In all this talk there is a good bit of
foolishness, notwithstanding the indis-
putable fact that there is a growing
scarcity of basswood lumber. It may
be worth while to look matters over,
and see if the fears of the producer of
section honey may not be so far allayed
that he need not feel that he will be
compelled to turn to some other line of
production than section honey.

First, does doubling the price of
basswood lumber double the cost of
sections ? How much lumber is used
in a section ? Take the section most
in use, the 4'4x4'4xl% bee-way, which
takes more lumber than the plain sec-

tion of the same capacity. In the flat

it iTieasures about I7xlzix'/s, which
amounts to nearly 4 cubic inches of

lumber. Allow abundant amount for
waste, and take 8 cubic inches for each
section, and we find that for 1000 sec-

tions it will take .Vi.o feet of lumber,
board measure. That means an ad-
vance of $18 a thousand on basswood
lumber for every dollar advance on
1000 sections. If sections are now
rated at $0 a thousand, before they
double in price lumber must be $!K) per
thousand feet higher than it now is.

That will be a good deal more than
double the present price of lumber, for
it must be remembered that the price
of $5 a thousand for sections includes
not only the cost of the lumber, but
also the cost of manufacturing, and the
cost of manufacturing does not double
with the doubling of the price of lum-
ber, but remains about the same with-
out regard to cost of lumber.
We hardly need worry about bass-

wood lumber advancing $90 a thou-
sand right away. Even if it should,
that would mean an advance of only

yi cent a pound on honey, and an in-

crease to that extent is not likely to

throw section honey out of business.

Even if all the basswood lumber in

the world should be wiped out of ex-
istence, that does not by any means
mean that no more section honey
would be produced. It only means
that we should go back to the same
kind of sections we first used—the 4-

piece. Even at present there are those
who think 4-piece sections are prefer-

able. For one-piece sections there is
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prol)ably no timber to compare with
liassvvood ; but for 4-piece there is

plenty of timl)er just as good as bass-
wood, or better, and at a less price.

So the talk about giving up section
honey because of the advance in bass-
wood lumber is all idle talk.

McEvoy's Artifioial-Im-rease I'laii

In the Canadian Bee Journal is given
a plan of increase practiced by Wm.
McEvoy. that may be used by any one
who produces extracted honey. Here
is the plan :

111 inakini; artificial swarms I collect 8 of
the best combs of brood from the supers
and a comb that has been j days in my best
colony, and after I put the comb of hatrhint:
tXi'*" in the center of these 8 combs of hatch-
irn; brooii, I po to my strongest colony and lift

it off its stand and then place the hive of
super brood ami comb of hatching eg^s on
the stand whert' the strong colony of bees
stood. I then shake about a Quart of bees
in front of tliis hive of brood, being careful
not to shake the queen off. I then move the
hive of bees and queen to a new stand. The
/>(-/(/-bces will return to the old stand where
the 8 combs full of hatching brood and one
comb of hatching eggs are.
This makes one of the most powerful

nuclei ever made, and the bees having only
one comb of larvjc to be fed. will feed it the
best that it has ever been fed: aiul thus with
hundreds of bees hatching every hour, puts
tliis colony in the very best condition to put
ijbumiante of royal jeliy in ez'frv ijncfii-iiil . thus
I'rodttcin^ thf best ijiieciis. I put frames of
halchhiB brood taken from supers on this
one rearing the queens, and also frames of
brood on the old colony that I moved away.

Clipping' One or Two Wings of
Queen

A queen having all 4 wings cut close
can, of course, make no headway at

flying. Without thinking, one might
suppose that if both wings were left

whole on one side, the queen could
make more progress at getting away
from the hive (in case of swarming)
than she could with all 4 clipped. In
either case she can not fly. She can
run and jump, and the wings on one
side will only hinder her at this, for
they will throw her over to one side,

thus hindering her progress. If half or
more ot the two wings on one side are
taken off, a queen will never fly again.

Clipping one of the 4 wings is really

all that is necessary to prevent flight,

but there is reason why it is better to
clip both wings on one side, namely,
that when the bee-keeper is looking to

see whether the queen in a hive is

clipped, he may get just a glimpse of
her as she passes quickly under a

comb, and if both wings are clipped it

is easy to recognize it, whereas if only
one wing is clipped it is not easy with
such a fleeting glance to say whether
she is clipped at all.

Some Remarks About the I>rone

Not long ago a member of the Jour-
nal family wrote that much had been
said about the queen and workers, and
he thought it was time that a little at-

tention should be paid to the drone. It

can hardly be said that no attention is

paid to the drone, even though the at-

tention he gets is mostly of a destruc-
tive kind. Constantly the advice is

given and repeated, to suppress the
drones as much as possible, so as not
to have on hand a lot of useless con-
sumers. Trapping, slicing off the heads

of the sealed brood, and cutting out all

drone-comb are advised.

But in perhaps the majority ot cases
no attention is paiil to the advice, so in
that respect it may be said tliat the
drone is neglected. In some apiaries,

especially where full sheets of founda-
tion are not used in brood-frames, it

would be nothing strange to find as

much as a full frame of drone-comb in

each hive. The owners of these colo-
nies probably do not realise what a loss

this means. In the first place there is

the cost of rearing. In place of the
frame of drone-brood, there might be
a frame of honey or a frame of worker-
brood. Then there is the cost of main-
tenance. It would be a different mat-
ter if the drone would go out into the
field and rustle for his living. But he
doesn't do that. When he leaves the
hive it is only for exercise that he may
increase his appetite to eat inore when
hereturns. Neither is he satisfied to

help himself after the table is set. His
overworked sisters must chew, swal-
low, and digest his food for him before
it is ready for his dainty palate. AH
this is very expensive business ; so ex-
pensive that if it were fully realized
there are hundreds or thousands of
bee-keepers that would at once put in

some time that might easily pay them a

dollar an hour in cutting out drone-
comb and fitting in its place worker-
comb.
On the other hand, what can be said

in defense of supporting a horde of
these " lazy fathers of the hive ?" One
defense has been oft'ered : they are of
use in keeping up the heat of the hive.

When a swarm issues, and the mother
colony is left so weak that there are
hardly enough bees to keep the brood
warm, if the drones that are present
were to be taken away nearly all the
brood would perish. Again, when nec-
tar is so plentiful that, as the Germans
say, "every fence-post yields honey,"
the drones remain at home to keep the
brood warm, releasing the same num-
ber, or a greater nvimber, of workers
to go afield to add to the harvest. This
defense has been seriously set forth
and ardently defended, although per-
haps not in this country. It hardly
needs to be mentioned that a pound of
workers can do as much at keeping the
hive warm as a pound of drones, and
be doing some other useful work the
while.

After all this is said, there remains
the fact that the drone is a very impor-
tant personage in the bee-community,
and that if all drones were suppressed
bee-keeping would cease to be. And
while it is true that eft'ort should con-
stantly be made to avoid the support of

a needless number, it is also true that

equal effort, perhaps greater effort,

should be made to have only the best
drones preserved. While too few bee-
keepers pay any attention to the stock
from which their young queens are
reared, still few pay the least attention
to the drones. Of those who are faith-

ful in trying to keep down an over-
supply of drones, the strong probability
is that no distinction is made, and that
the drones of the best colonies are
suppressed just as much as the drones
of the poorest.

Possibly some may say that only
color and temperament, or some other

particular traits are inherited from>the
father, and the most desirable traits for
good storers are inherited from the
mother. Stop and think a minute
whether in the huinan family certain
traits are always inherited from the
father and others exclusively from the
mother. If the father has very dark
hair and the mother very light, will the
hair of all the children resemble that of
one parent alone ? May not industry
be inherited from the drone as well as
the queen ?

It may be thought that so long as the
bee-keeper has no control over the
mating of the queen, and that she may
meet a drone from some other apiary,
it is hardly worth while to pay any at-

tention to the drones beyond keeping
down their number. But in any apiary
of 100 colonies, if drones are encour-
aged in the best colonies and sup-
pressed in others, so that the majority
of the drones are of best stock, cer-
tainly the chances for meeting the best
drones is greater than if no such dis-
crimination were made. And even if

some of the young queens meet drones
from other apiaries, it is worth while
to give the other young queens the
best chance. Then, too, the surround-
ing bees will in time be affected, mak-
ing their drones better.

On the whole our correspondent
does well to think that something is

needed to be said about the drone.
Much more is there a need that some-
thing be done where now nothing is

done, both as to suppressing undesir-
able drones, and also as to encourag-
ing those that are desirable.

" The Honey-Money Stories "

This is a 64-page and cover booklet,

554^ by 8/4 inches in size, and printed
on enameled paper. It contains a va-
riety of short, bright stories, mixed
with facts and interesting items about
honey and its use. It has 31 half-

tone pictures, mostly of apiaries or
apiarian scenes ; also 3 bee-songs,
namely :

" The Hum of the Bees in

the Apple-Tree Bloom," and " Buck-
wheat Cakes and Honey," and " The
Bee-Keeper's Lullaby." It ought to be
in the hands of every one not familiar

with the food-value of honey. Its ob-
ject is to create a larger demand for

honey. It is sent postpaid for 25 cents,

but we .will mail a single copy as a

sample for 1.5 cents, 5 copies for 60

cents, or 10 copies by express for $1.00.

A copy with the American Bee Journal
one year—both for $1.10. Send all or-

ders to the American Bee Journal, 146

W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

-

' The Amateur Bee-Keeper "

This is a booklet of 86 pages, written

by Mr. J. W. Rouse, of Missouri. It is

mainly for beginners—amateur bee-

keepers—as its name indicates. It is a

valuable little work, revised this year,

and contains the methods of a practical,

up-to-date bee-keeper of many years'

experience. It is fully illustrated. Price,

postpaid, 25 cents; or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal one year—both for

$1.10. Send all orders to the office of

the American Bee Journal, 140 West
Superior St., Chicago, 111.
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Niscellaneous News-Items

That Special Car lor Albauj

While at this writing (Sept. 15) it is

a little too early to announce a full

carload of bee-keepers to start from
Chicago at 10:30 a.m., Oct. 11th, for the
Albany convention, Oct. 12th and 18th,

yet there have been enough already,
who have said they intended to go in

the special car, to insure the car. We
hope that all who can jjossibly join it

will let us know not later than Oct. 8th,

so that we can reserve berths for them,
and make all necessary arrangements.

We very much regret to state that

through a misunderstanding and mis-
information the rates quoted in the
last issues will not apply, being discon-
tinued after Sept. 30th. The rate, there-
fore, will be that authorized by the
Trunk Line and Central Passenger
Associations, namely, o>ic faiL- and
three-fifths on the certificate plan from
Chicago (do not fail to ask for certifi-

cate when purchasing ticket for going
journey), which means $18.1.") going,
and $10.90 returning ; selling dates Oct.

8 to 11, inclusive, and final limit Oct. 17.

When buying your ticket, be sure to

see that it reads over the Lake Shore
and Michigan Southern and New York
Central Railways from Chicago to Al-
bany. (See page 3t2(>, ou rates.)

It has been wisely suggested that

we give the time of arrival of the spe-
cial car at some of the important cities

along the way, as follows :

Leave Chicago 10:30 a.m.. Oct. nth. In In-
diana—La Porte. 12:06 p.m.; South Bend, 12:47
p.m.; Elkhart, 1:20 p.m. In Ohio—Toledo,
4:37 p.m.; Cleveland. 7:30 p.m.; Erie, Pa.,
io:os p.m. In New York— Buffalo. 12:25 a.m.;
Rochester, 3:30 a.m.; .Syracuse. 5:30 a.m.;
Utica. 6:55 a.m. Arrive at -Albany. q;20 a.m..
Oct. 12.

The sleeping-car berth from Chicago
to Albany will be $4..i)(», or $2.2.5 each
when two occupy the same berth.

The convention will be held in the
City Hall at Albany, beginning at 10:30
a.m., Oct. 12th, and concluding with the
afternoon session of the following day.
This will make .5 sessions in all, one
session being at night.

The indications are that the attend-
ance will be very good, and the meet-
ing one well worth attending. Of
course, the railroad trip and meeting of
old and new friends will be a very en-
joyable feature of the convention.
The Hotel Kenmore, one block from

the Union Depot, has been selected as
headquarters. The rate is $1,.50 per day
and upward, but when four bee-keepers
occupy one room the rate will be $1.2.')

each. The Kenmore is one of the best
hotels in ."ilbany, and it would be very
nice if as many as possible who attend
the convention will stop tliere. so that
the time between the sessions of the
convention may be spent most enjoy-
ably in meeting and conversing with
others attending the convention.
As we have announced before, we are

ready to make reservations in the spe-
cial car for all who will notify us that
they can go. You can address this office.

or G. K. Thompson, General .Agent o.f

the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern
Railway, 180 S. Clark St., Chicago, III.,

for any additional information you may
wish to have about the special car.

Switzerland's Wealth in Honey
Switzerland is a land of flowers, and its

thrifty inhabitants have made the blossoms
very largely contributory to the food supply.
.According to statistics gathered by the Swiss
Society of Agriculturists. " There are 2?o.ooo
colonies of bees in the country, each of
which produces 40 pounds of honey during
the season, a total of 10,000.000 pounds a year.
The average price of Swiss honey for the
year 1000 was 25 cents a pound, giving the
year's product a total value of 82.500,000." .\s
the flowers grow without cultivation, and
the bees work without other wage than care-
taking, producing their own food-supply,
the honey crop is in great part clear profit.
The Swiss honey is of very delicate flavor
and fine <iua.\\iy.—P/i iltidcl/>lii,r A'ciord.

The foregoing item is clipped from a
leaditig Chicago daily, which, as it ap-
pears, had copied it from another paper,
and just where it started it may not be
easy to know. It shows that besides
being the foremost bee-keepers in the
world, the Swiss brethren know some-
thing about the fine art of advertising.
Here is an item that seems to be going
the rounds of the papers in a strange
land as something of general interest,

and a very little change in it would
make it apply to this country, said
change making it all the more interest-

ing. This is a land of flowers as well
as Switzerland, and the value of its

honey is a good deal more than $2,500,-

000. Why is it that bee-keepers of this

land can not unitedly enter upon a
campaign of advertising that would
make hundred-fold returns ?

A Kough-anrt-Ready Hive Level
When the suitable tool is not at hand a

most efficient substitute will be found in a
common soup-plate. Lay it on the floor-
board and fill up with water. If inclined to
one side, prise up the stand until you judge
the water stands level with the rim all
around, and there you are!—D. M. Macdon-
Ai.D, in the British Bee Journal.

A California Visitor

September 14th there dropped in to
see us one of the big (225 pounds)
specimens of California bee-keepers.
Just now, however, he has no bees, but
is manager of the Madary's Supply
House at Los Angeles. This concern
manufactures doors, windows, and bee-
keepers' supplies, and has built up a
large trade in California and the sur-
rounding territory.

Mr. C. reports ttiat Southern Califor-
nia has practically no honey crop this

year, and many bee-keepers are feeding
their bees, whicli surely is very dis-
couraging for all concerned. So Cali-
fornia honey will not compete very
nuicl) with the honey produced in otlier
parts of the country this year.
Mr. Clayton is a great lover of

Southern California. He has been in

that .State since 1874, and, altliough

having been in the East only about two
weeks, he said he would be mighty
glad to get his feet back on Los Ange-
les Courvty soil once more! It is

strange what a fascination California
people seem to have for that State.
And they all want everybody else to
come out there and help them enjoy
both climate and country.
Mr. C. is one of the substantial busi-

ness men of Los Angeles, being promi-
nent not only in the line of his own
business, but is public spirited in many
ways. While only 60 years of age, he
does not look over 50, and enjoys the
distinction of having children and
grand - children galore. ("Galore"
means in that place 6 children and 8 or 9

grand-children, all living in Los Ange-
les. No race suicide in his family!)
Mr. Clayton was spending a few

weeks in the Central East, and expected
to return to his home the last of the
month.

-*

The Excessive Use of Sugar
The following clipping from the San

Diego (Cal.) Sun, of Aug. II, 1910, has
been received

:

Now comes a high medical authority who
declares that through the use of sugar the
human race is degenerating. This assertion
was made by Dr. Robt. Roessler. of Hobo-
ken, who. in speaking before the New Jersey
State Dental convention, claimed that sugar
commonly used in all families is nothing else
but concentrated and crystallized acid,
which is exceedingly dangerous to the hu-
man system. In former years sugar was a
luxury, and only the wealthy could afford it.

Today everybody uses it. and many of the
new diseases, says Dr. Roessler. are caused
by the modern method of manufacturing
sugar.
The loss of energy. Dr. Roessler declared,

through the consumption of sugar in the last
century, can never be made good. Alcohol
has been consumed for thousands of years,
but has not caused the degeneration of the
human race that sugar is causing.

Without raising the question as to
whether the picture has been at all

overdrawn by Dr. Roessler, there can
be no question that it is well that a

note of warning should be sounded. A
few years ago the consumption of
sugar in this country was 60 pounds
annually for every inan, woman and
child. Now it is 82 pounds !

That is no doubt more than the diges-
tive organs can safely care for, and it

is well the public sliould know it. But
what a fine thing it would be if medical
auhorities, while calling attention to
the harm done, would add that the
harm would mostly disappear if honey
were substituted for sugar. People
will have sweets, and why not have the
most wholesome of all sweets ?

A B (.; and X Y Z of Bee Culture
A copy of the 11)10 edition of this

wonderful bee-book is on our desk. It

completes the 131st thousand copies.

Just think of it— 131,000 copies of a
single bee-book printed and circulated
within only about 30 years ! This last

edition of "ABC and X Y Z of Bee
Culture " is the most complete of all.

The whole book is kept standing in

type so that each succeeding edition
may be more easily revised and brought
up to date. Where it is possible to

use a picture to make the te.xt more
clear, a picture has been used. The
whole has been gotten up in cyclopedic
form, so that every topic is readily re-
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ferred to. Kvery subject on which
there has been new Hglit discovered
since the preceding edition, has been
re-written, and the new information in-

corporated in the proper place.

This new cop.v contains an appendix
on the "Anatomy of the Honey-Bee,"
by R. E. Snodgrass, of the Bureau of

Entomology, Washington, D. C. Mr.
Snodgrass is the author of a Govern-
ment Bulletin on the same subject,

covering about 150 pages, which also

is profusely illustrated with many new
and original engravings illustrating

the anatomy of the honey-bee. This
pamphlet can be secured from the De-
partment of Agriculture for 30 cents.

But Mr. Snodgrass has given sufficient

on the subject in 11 pages of "ABC
and X Y Z of Bee Culture " to satisfy

almost any bee-keeper who is not a
scientist or specially interested in the
anatomy of the bee.

What more can we say of this stan-

dard bee-book ? It's nearly 600 pages,
6>^x9 inches in size, contain practi-

cally everything on successful bee-

keeping that can be put on the printed

page. And all this is furnished bound
in cloth for $1.50, postpaid, or we mail

the book witli the American Bee Jour-
nal one year—both for $2.25.

It is almost needless to say here that

every bee-keeper in the world who de-

sires to have the latest book-informa-
tion concerning bees and bee-keeping
should have a copy of this great work.
Send in your order to the office of the

American Bee Journal, when it will

have our prompt attention.

Sweet Clover in Pennsylvania

The following is taken from the

Rural New-Yorker, one of the oldest as

well as one of the very best farm
papers published. Some of these days

all farmers, as well as bee-keepers, will

come to appreciate the truly great
value of sweet clover for many pur-
poses besides that of being a honey-
plant. Here is the item :

During the month of June, ioob, I purchased
10 pounds of white sweet clover (Melilotiis
alba) seed and sowed a patch of about an
acre, which was infested with Canada this

loncer rt'iiard it as a weed; and another
tiling, sweet clover miKht just as well be
erown in waste places and along fence rows
as weeds, as it is very valuable for the bees
for the honey it yields, so beekeepers take
notice.
In this article I have given my experience

with sweet clover; it came to me as a new
plant, and I have tried to find the bad quali-
ties as well as the good, but they are all

good, in my estimation. E. S. Hacker.
Lancaster Co., Pa.

White Sweet Clover.

Yellow Sweet Clover.

ties; however, it happened a drouth fol-
lowed the sowing, hence there was a very
thin stand. The seed was simply sprinkled
over the sod and thistles, and no cultivating
previously. The next year it was mown for
hay just before it was in bloom, and the few
years following, it was allowed to stand and
re-seed itself until now, iqio. it is a thick
mass, almost impenetrable, and the average
height is s feet 6 inches to 7 feet. And the
marvelous thing about it is, the clover grew
so fast and so thickly that the Canada this-
tles were choked, and at present there are
very few to be seen except along the edges
of the patch. As sweet clover belongs to
the legume family, it has gathered nitrogen
from theair and stored it in the numerous
nodules, borne on the roots, to be used as an
enricher of the soil.

To sum up. I have killed two birds with
one stone, viz., choked out the thistles and
at the same time enriched the land, and last,
but not least, it has furnished pasture for
the bees while in bloom. In raising sweet
clover as a forage crop and for hay, prepare
the ground as for alfalfa and sow in August
quite thickly, possibly about 25 pounds to
the acre. If a good stand is secured the
next spring the plants will stool, and if it

stands thick as it should for hay the stems
will not be coarse, and the cattle and horses
will eat it up clean. However, at first the
horses and cows refuse it, but soon get used
to it. and afterwards eat it greedily. It

should be mowed for hay just before it

blooms, as the stalk gets too woody and cat-
tle will not eat it. It is a great plant for
green manuring, and when turned under
produces great crops of potatoes and corn.
As a weed I do not think it is any worse
than the other clovers, for it can easily be
got rid of by plowing under or cutting the
stalk while in bloom.

Sweet clover compared with alfalfa or

other clover, I think, stands second to alfalfa

and above the other clovers entirely. If

mown for hay before the blossoms open, it

will sprout, and stock can be pastured until

fall. As a weed eradicator. soil enricher.

honey-plant, and forage-plant. I think it has

very few equals when rightly handled.

Almost any soil will grow sweet clover, the

hardest clay and the most barren looking

soil may grow it. and drouth will seldom
aSfect it. I think if the farmers learn to

know the value of sweet clover they will no

Program for the Albany Conven-
tion

While we published the program for
the 41st annual convention of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Association to be
held in Albany, N. Y., Oct. 12, and 13,

1910, we give it again herewith, so that
it may be convenient for all who wish
to take this number of the Bee Journal
with them to the meeting, although we
expect to have copies of it there for all

who may desire it.

The program has a great variety of
topics to be considered, and, of course,
the question-box will introduce many
other important topics for discussion.
If any member has a question he would
like to have presented, he can mail it

either to the President, Secretary
Scholl, or General-Manager France, in

care of the Kenmore JJotel, Albany, N.
Y., unless there is time for such ques-
tions to reach the persons mentioned
before they start for Albany.

Also, if any have suggestions to make
that they think would be for the im-
provement of the National Association,
it would be a good thing to send them
on, so they may be discussed at the
meeting. While, no doubt, all sugges-
tions could not be utilized in the in-

terest of the Association, still it might
be just the thing to help make the Na-
tional of more value to its members
and to bee-keeping in general through-
out the country.
The Michigan Association is plan-

ning to do great things these days for
its members, and there is no reason
why the National Association should
not do a similar work for the bee-keep-
ers of the whole country in many ways.
These matters need to be considered
very carefully, so that the National
tnay be put in a position where it can
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do more for its members. There ought
to be wisdom enough among the whole
membership to devise waj-s and means
that will insure the Association being
a greater help in the future than it has
been in the past, although its record so
far is nothing to be ashamed of.

It may be that some who attend the
convention will be able to bring some-
thing for exhibition. Vice-President
Wright expects to have a small room
adjoining the convention hall where
everything of an exhibition nature can
be placed for inspection by those at-
tending the meeting. Bee-keepers are
always looking for something new, so
if you have anything that shows prog-
ress be sure to take it with you.
The program referred to above, and

which we published last month, follows :

Program of the National Bee-Keepers'
Convention at Albany. N. Y.

The National Bee-Keepers' Association
will hold its annual convenlion Oct. i; and
11, loio. in the Common Council Chamber in
the City Hall of Albany, N. Y.
There will be 5 sessions, beginning with

the first on Oct. I2th. at 10:30 a.m., with an
afternoon and an evening session the same
day, and a morning and an afternoon session
on the second day.
The papers selected are to take up not

more than 5 minutes each, so that there will
be sufficient time for the discussions of the
subjects; and also allowing ample time for
the " Question-Box." which is to be taken
up at the conclusion of the subjects on the
regular program at each session.

October isth—Morning Session, 10:30 A.M.

The first session will open with the recep-
tion of members, paying of dues, and such
other matters, so these will not interfere
after the regular program is taken up.

" BeeKeeping as a Business "—W. B. Cav-
anagh. Hebron. Ind.
"What a Woman Can Do With Bees"—

Mrs. S. Wilbur Frey, Sand Lake, Mich.

October i2Th—Afternoon Session, 2 p.m.

" Comb Honey—from Nectar to Market "—
S. D. House. Camiilus, N. Y.
" Extracted Honey—from Nectar to Mar-

kef '—J. L. Byer. Mt. Joy. Ont., Can.
"Bulk-Comb Honey and Its Future"—

Louis H. Scholl. New Braunfels. Tex.
"Ripening Honey on the Hives "—W. P.

Southworth, Salix, Iowa.

October i2th—Evening Session. 8 p.m.

"President's .Address"—George W.York,
Chicago, III.

"Selection in Breeding to Increase the
Honey Crop"—Geo. B. Howe, Black River,
N. Y.
"Co-operation Among Bee-Keepers—Ad-

vantages and Procedure"—Frank Rauchfuss,
Denver, Colo.

October 13TH—Morning Session, g .4 m.

" -Advertising to Create a Larger Demand
for Honey "—F. J. Root, Newark, N. J.
"Methods of Retailing Honey"—Wesley

Foster. Boulder. Colo.
"Shipping and Grading Honey"— H. H.

Root. Medina. Ohio.
"Methods of Rendering Beeswax "—H. R.

Boardman. Collins. Ohio.

October i3TH—Afternoon Session, :

"when and How to Requeen with a
Honey-Flow" — F. A. Cyrenius, Oswego,
"Southern Honey - Production — Pr^

Conditions and Future Possibilities"
Wilder. Cordele. Ga.

" BeeKeeping in Maryland as I .See
N. W. Saunders. State Entomologist,
villp MHvi'lle.Md.
"Question-Box" after each session.

Loins H. .SciKJM
New Braumfels, Tex.

Fall
. N.Y.
esent
-J.J.

It"-
Rock-

/itn/inx, and not a >iiiclei. And after he
has learned that nm/ri/s is the singular
and ««(-/</ the plural, he is still inclined
to make the mistakes of using the plu-

ral form instead of the singular when
using the word as an adjective; as,

"nuclei plan of increase," instead of
" nucleus plan." Even so scholarly a

writer as D. M. Macdonald lately wrote,
" At present I will deal with nuclei-
forming," and the error escajied the
eagle eye of the proof-reader of that
correct publication, the British Bee
Journal.

Possibly the beginner thinks, "If I

use the plan for making several nuclei
it must be a ' nuclei ' plan, while a nu-
cleus plan would be for only one
nucleus." But if he will think of paral-

lel cases, he will view the matter dif-

ferently. If a man is engaged in build-

ing houses, he is engaged in house-
building, not in houses-building ; if

two cows are in a pasture, it is a cow-
pasture, not a cows-pasture.

So let it be remembered that when
we use the word as a noun, iiiu/i-its is

the singular and inula' the plural ; but
when used with the significance of an
adjective the singular form, luaiciis is

always used.

Bees Capture a Ship

A swarm of bees recently settled on
the steamship " Alleghany," at Port de
Paix, Hayti, and at the expense of the
Hamburg-American line rode to St.

Marc, a distance of about 1!)0 miles by
sea. According to the chief officer,

the " Alleghany " was lying off Port
de Paix, on the northwest coast of
Hayti, June 23d. As the liner was
about to weigh anchor, the swarm set-

tled on the port of davits. A watch
was kept on them throughout the day
and night, and the next morning when
the "Alleghany", was ofT St. Marc in

Gonaive Bay, the swarm buzzed around
the proffered hives, but soon made a

bee-line for St. Marc. Captain Meiss-
ner was furious. No bees, no passage
money, and empty hives !

The foregoing is according to the
Baltimore News of July 13, 1910.

"Nucleus" and "Nuclei "

Perhaps no words give more trouble
to inexperienced apicultural writers
than the two words iimiiits and niulet.

It takes some time for the beginner to
learn that when he has only one it is a

Our Front - Page Brood - t'ouib
Picture

We are not quite sure how the en-
graving on the first page this month is

going to print, but if it looks anywhere
near as beautiful as the original photo-
graph it will be very attractive to bee-
keepers. Mr. Walter C. Lyman, now
and for many years past a bee-keeper
at Downers' Grove, 111., furnished the
picture for the special purpose it is

used this month.
In the original photograph even the

tiny bee-eggs show in the empty cells

in the center of the picture. This is

the first time, we believe, that we have
ever seen the eggs of a queen photo-
graphed where they had been laid in

the comb.
It also will be noticed that many of

the cells contain the curled up larva;,

whose pearly whiteness, of course, does
not show so well in the picture, al-

though some of them are very distinct.

Just below the sealed cells of honey
near the top of the picture, and also in

the lower left-hand corner, will be

seen cells filled with pollen. The lower
part of the comb that is sealed over is

worker-brood; while, of course, the
top of the comb is sealed honey.

It seems to us that all this picture
lacks is a lot of bees on the comb.
That would make it about perfect.

However, the eggs in the bottom of

the cells could not be seen if the bees
were present as in the natural condi-
tion in the hive.

We are hoping that this picture will

appear very distinct when printed on
the front page this month. The en-
graving is a very good one, as is also

the original photograph. Of course, it

would look better if printed on enam-
eled paper, but such paper would not
do at all in a publication like the
American Bee Journal. It would also
be too expensive.
We dare say that this number of the

American Bee Journal will be pre-
served for the originality and beauty of

its front-cover page, if for no other
reason; although its contents, like its

predecessors, should be well worth
reading and preserving.

If you have any bee-keeper neighbors
or friends who would like to have this

number of the American Bee Journal,
just show it to them, and ask them to

send in their subscription at once, and
we will begin it with this October
number, and thus they, too, will have
the unusual picture shown on the front

page. ^
Honey-aud-3lHuimy Medicine

Honey is now and has always been
an important item in the list of medi-
cines, but in medieval times, according
to an article in the London Hospital,
it was used in a grewsome combina-
tion. The article says

:

Here is a somewhat disquieting recipe ac-
cording to the manuscript of the Persian
poet Nizami

:

"Take a man with red skin and hair; feed
him with fruits up to the age of 30 Then
plunge him into a stone vat filled with honey
and divers other drugs; close up the vat and
seal it hermetically. One hundred and
twenty years later the honey and body will
be mummified. Open the vat and serve up
the contents."
The mummy extract, says the German

savant, was in common use in the lath cen-
tury, and as late as 1853 it figured in Austrian
pharmacy.

"The Practical Bee-Guide"

Six years ago the first edition of the

Irish Bee Guide was published. A sec-

ond edition has now appeared, and the

title has been changed to "The Practi-

cal Bee-Guide." Concerning this

change the author says;

"The alteration in the title of thcGuidi'
has been made partly in ac-kuowledgement
of the fact that the sale of the book hitherto
has not been chieliy in tliis country, and
partly in deferenci' to the wishes of the
booksellers and of a large number of practi-
cal bee-keepers, who have assured me that
the former title led to the erroneous impres-
sion that the Guide was suited only to bee-
keeping in Ireland."

Certainly the character of the work
warrants the change of name.

It is a work of something more than
230 pages, measuring 7x4^4 inches each,
written by Rev. J. Ci. Diggcs, M. A., the

genial editor of that sprightly monthly,
the Irish Bee Journal. The style is

clear, and of such character as to make
the book pleasant reading, in spite of
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the fact that it is so compactly written

that it would be hard to get more facts

into the same number of pages. Kach
paragraph is consecutively numbered
in bold-faced type, making the constant
reference to these different paragraphs
a matter of great convenience.

Notwithstanding the very practical

character of the work, the author is a

man with poetry in his soul ; and in the

first 14 pages, which are of a somewhat
general character, there is beauty to be
found equal to that of Maeterlink at

his best, with this difference, that the

Maeterlink flights are not always in

strict accord with the truth, while
every Digges sentence rings true. The
heart of the genuine bee-keeper will be
warmed as he reads the author's ac-

count of the awakening of the bees in

spring:
" The sun. in genial liunior peepine througli

the open door, iiives to the Ions-imprisoned
inmates assurance of kindlier conditions
witliout; and the bee-man. watching for

signs of survival, delights to see first one,
and then another, and presently many of his
little pets appear upon the alighting-board.
Discreet in their new-found joy, they risk no
long excursion, nor venture overmuch.
Scenting the freshness of the air. they seem
to revel in it, and in the heat and light which
stir the life in them. They move about the
entrance: e.xamine the doors and porch:
meet and salute each other: and rising, fiy

for a moment in front of the hive. A glad-
some hour this for the bee-man also: an in-

fectious happiness."

The bee-keeper who desires to in-

crease the size of his library may do
worse than to add to it a volume of
" The Practical Bee Guide." We can
order it for you, bound in art linen,

for $1.10; or with a year's subscription
to the American Bee Journal—both for

$1.90. ^
N. E. Wisconsin Convention

The Northeastern Wisconsin Bee-
Keepers' -Association will hold its an-
nual meeting Oct. 111,1910, in Mishicot,
Wis., beginning at 10 a.m. All inter-

ested in bee-keeping are cordially in-

vited to be present.
Ch.\s. W. Voigt, Sec.

Tisch Mills, Wis.

very convenient from all parts of tlie

city.

K fuller announcement will be given
next month. Be sure to hold open the

dates above mentioned, and attend the

meeting if you possibly can do so.

Says Bees Have ".lag" Habit
Washington. June 8.—"The whole veg-

etable world is in a conspiracy against the
prohibitionist. The bees become intoxi-
cated with the distillation of the honey-
suckle: the wasps grow dizzy in the drowsy
clover patch, and i-ven the ants wobble in

their walk after they have feasted upon the
over-ripe fruit fallen from the tree, which
has started a natural fermentation."

The above passage, intended to show that
the poor prohibitionist is up against a hope-
less fight on the natural law of fermentation,
is from the report of the executive commit-
tee of the United .States Brewers' Associa-
tion made today to the annual convention in

session here.— r//;Vi/i'ii Kaord-Herald.

This is not a prohibition journal, and
there is no desire to enter into a con-
troversy with the brewers as to the

hopelessness of the fight for prohibi-

tion ; but it may at least be permitted
to enter a protest against trying to

make our busy little gatherers an argu-
ment to uphold the vile business of the

brewers. It shows they must be hard
up for argument. Even if it were true

that every bee that touches the honey-
suckle becomes a confirmed inebriate,

it is hard to see what that has to do
with stopping the beer-guzzler's booze.

But is not this brewers' committee the

first to discover bees staggering on the

honeysuckle ? The brains of the mem-
bers of that committee must have been
unusually " dizzy " with the fumes of

their own brew to furnish them the

sight of a clover-patch all covered over
with dizzy wasps. The usual thing seen

by men in their condition is not wasps,
but " snakes."

Tlie C'hi<-ag:o-Northwestern Con-
vention

Arrangements have been made for

the 31 St annual meeting of the Chicago-
Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion in the Club Room of the Saratoga
Hotel. 109 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.,

Wednesdav and Thursday, Nov. 30 and
Dec. 1, 1910, beginning'at 10:30 am.,

Nov. 30. This is during the week of

the International Live Stock Exposi-
tion, which will be held in Chicago
this year between the dates of Nov. "26

and Dec. 3.

The Saratoga Hotel is opposite the

First National Bank Building. It makes
a rate of $1.00 a day and up for a room
with two or more in it. It also runs a

restaurant, although bee-keepers can
take their meals and also find their

lodging elsewhere, if they prefer to do
so. Heretofore the meetings have been
held in the Briggs' House, but it was
thought that the Saratoga Hotel would
be a little more convenient, as it is

right where so many of the street-cars

pass in the heart of the city. Also, be-
ing only one block from State St, it is

The Michigan State Covention

The annual convention of the Michi-
gan State Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held at Grand Rapids, Mich.,

Nov. 9 and 10, 1910, in the Board of

Trade Rooms, 97 Pearl St., beginning
at 1 p.m., Nov. 9. The headquarters
will be at the Eagle Hotel, corner of

Market and Lewis Sts., where the eve-

ning session will be held.

Besides the usual routine business of

the convention, the following topics,

and in this order, will be considered:
The Aspinwall Hive a Commercial

Success ; The Foul Brood Problem

;

The Pearce Method of Bee-Keeping
(illustrated) ; A Mail Order Honey-
"Trade ; Uncapping Machines; Devel-
oping a Home Market ; The Uncapping-
Knife; Freight-Rates; Uniform Sec-

tions and Shipping-Cases; and What
Smoker Do You Use? Why?

It is hoped that everybody who at-

tends will come prepared to take some
part in the discussions. A live con-
vention is where each one has some-
thing to say. The topics will not be
assigned to members not present, for

if the one who is expected to open the

discussion is not present the topics

will be assigned to some one present.

For this reason the names of those
who are to take up given topics are

not published. Here are a few of those
who will be asked to contribute to the

above program, but remember it is

really expected that every member
shall contribute something. Editors
E. R. Root, George W. York, W. Z.

Hutchinson ; Hon. R. L. Taylor, Foul
Brood Inspectorfor Michigan ; Hon. C.

C. Lillie, State Dairy and Food Com-
missioner; Hon. Geo. E. Hilton, Pres.

L. A. Aspinwall, Vice-Pres. E. D.
Townsend, N. I£. France, Manager of

the National Bee-Keepers' Association ;

H. C. Ahlers, Jenner E. Morse, and
Prof. Frank Benton. And these are

not all.

Every member should bring his

wife, sister, or sweetheart. The ladies

add life to the convention. You know
you never had any fun going to a con-
vention where there were no ladies.

The following prizes for exhibits

will be offered :

Prizes and Exhibits.

Best io Sections Comii Honey.—ist. iwo
No. I sections, donated by G. B. Lewis Co.
2d. 1000 No. I sections, donated by A. G.
Woodman Co. id. American Bee Journal
one year, donated by George W. York cSt Co.
Best id Jars of Extracted Honey.—ist.

$3.50 in supplies. 2d. $2.50 in supplies. 3d.

One copy of A B CandX Y Zof Bee Culture,
igig edition, donated by The A. I. Root Co.
Three Best Sections of White Co.mh

Honey.— ist. S2 50 in sui^plies. 2d. $1.50 in

supplies. 3d. Gleanings in Bee Culture one
year, donated by M. H. Hunt & Son.
Cleanest Sample of 10 Lbs. of Beeswax.

—ist. One Aspinwall non-swarming hive. 2d.

One A. G. Woodman Co. protection hive. 3d.

American Bee Journal one year.
Sweepstakes.— Best collection containmg

10 sections of comb honey: 10 bottles of ex-

tracted honey and 10 pounds of beeswax:
honey and beeswax shown in other classes,

eligible in this. 2000 No. i sections, donated
by A. G. Woodman Co.. and G. B. Lewis Co.
A suitable space will be provided for dis-

play of honey, wax and appliances. Every
member is urged to bruig something for dis-

play. Be sure to bring your uncapping-
knife. as there will be a comparison, and we
want to know just what kind each member

.•\. G. Woodman & Co. will have on display

a power-driven extractor with gasoline en-

gine. Also Hershiser wax-press, steam-
tieated honey-knife, and also the latest

equipment.
M. H. Hunt & Son will have a j-frame

power novice extractor: steam uncapping-
knife: Root's new uncapping machine.
Root's new i<jii chaff hive, and other new
up-to-date appliances.
E. D. Townsend ^^ Sons will have a suc-

cessful uncapping machine on exhibition.

Also a steam-heated uncapping-knife.
L. A. .\spinwall will have his latest non-

swarming hive on exliibition. This will have
the latest equipments shown.

Every bee-keeper in Michigan is cor-

dially invited to be present. Only $1.00

will pay for a membership for one
year, or from now to the end of 1911.

If a membership is also desired in the

National Bee-Keepers' .-Xssociation, add
,50 cents, making $l.oO for the two asso-

ciations.

Don't forget the place and date

—

Grand Rapids, and Nov. 9th and 10th—
next month. E. B. Tyrrell, Sec.

230 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

(Continued on page 325.)

"Scientific Queen-Kearing "

No other book compares with this

one written by Mr. G. M. Doolittle. He
is an expert in the business. It tells

just how the very best queens can be
reared. Bound in'cloth. By mail, $1.00;

or with the American Bee Journal, one
year—both for $1.(50. In leatherette

binding, 7.5 cents, postpaid ; or with the

American Bee Journal one year—both
for$l.: Send to the American Bee
Journal, 14G W. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
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Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo. III.

Worker-Combs for Extracting-Supers

Deak Miss Wilson :—Kor tiie benefit of
those who have asked, and of those who
wish to know, what size cells our extracting
framesconsist of. I will give the information,
with your consent, through our beloved
Journal.
They are worker-cells, mostly. The rea-

sons are many. The drone-combs have only
two virtues, to my way of thinking. /. e.. they
are so easy to sling the honey from, and the
cells are then clearer of honey than the
worker-combs. On the other hand, the
worker-combs have much in their favor to
off-set the drone-combs.
Reason No. i.—By having all worker-

combs they can be interchanged when ex-
tracted, whether they are taken from the
top. middle, or bottom super, or brood-
chamber.
Reason No. 2.—Supposing, for instance.

we have a frame of drone-comb which has a
little brood-comb in it. and among it we
have a very fine, sealed queen-cell which we
wish to give to a queenless colony; all that
drone-comb would be in the way. We
would have either to cut the drone-comb
out or place it just as it is in the hive, or
graft the queen-cell onto oneof their frames,
which lakes time, and is accompanied with
danger, unless managed by experienced
hands.
As to the first method.it would just ruin

the comb and be a set-back to the already
weak colony, which, on rebuilding, would
most probably build drone-comb there
again. The empty space would be a
"draft" in their home. So we would have
to remove the frame anyway, unless, of
course, we were short on drone-comb, which
I must admit has never been the case with
us. so far.

As to the second method, the frame would
have to be removed after the queen had
hatched, and more likely than not the ma-
nipulation would be neglected during the
press of other work, and the queen would
deposit drone-eggs there, whereas, had the
frame been of solid worker-comb, she would
have layed worker-eggs, and so havestrength-
enedthe colony so much, instead of setting
it back by producing " bums."

If it was not neglected, and the frame was
removed before the queen had mated, ten
chances to one on opening the hive, or re-
moving the frame, the young queen might
leave and never return, or find her way
back. I have noticed that a young unmated
queen is generally "skittish." and is more
easily alarmed than an older one, and being
light of body she can and will fly. when a
laying queen can not. even if she has the im-
pulse.
Then, again, we might go to the colony to

remove the frame while the queen was on
her wedding-trip. On her return from her
honey-moon she would most likely not rec-
ognize her domicile with the roof removed
and a giant or two standing dangerously
near.
Reason No. 3 is because on the approach

of. or during the first part of the swarming
season, what would we do with so many
drone-comb frames in our method of keep-
ing down swarming, as I explained in March.
on page 73 ?

Reason No. 4 is when we want to reinforce
a weak colony, we don't have to go through
half of the apiary hunting for a suitable
frame of all-worker comb. Any one will do
provided it has enough scaled brood to meet
the requirements of the colony we wish to
strengthen.

;_ Reason No. 5.—If we wish to feed honey
to a starving colony, any frame we pick out
will answer.
Reason .\o. 6.—If we wish toselect a pol-

len-laden frame to stimulate breeding, any
one will do.

In the three last-mentioned reasons the
frames can be left in the colonies they are
placed in. as there is no fear of the queen
occupying (//(V/c-cells. Then the frames re-
moved from the weak or hungry colonies
being all-worker frames) can be placed
where the ones given to them were taken
from witliout having to place them else-
where, and again hunting worker-combs to

put in place of those given to the needy
ones.
In this matter of having worker-combs for

the extracting-supers, I am, probably, not
following the orthodox methods, but time
and again I have stumbled up against many
an annoying circumstance. In one instance
we had the brood-chamber full of beautiful
worker-combs, and a super of drone-comb
above. Well, the bees refused to store
honey in the super for some reason or other,
and put honey in cells of the brood-chamber
as fast as the brood emerged, and by so
doing forced the queen above. We then be-
headed all the drones and gave them a set of
worker-combs, and extracted the honey
from below. The drone-combs we placed
in other colonies not so"set"in their no-
tions about storing honey in them. There
was a decided change in their behavior.
When cutting out comb honey for our

bulk-comb honey trade. I am glad indeed
when we come to drone-comb frames. That
many less incumbrances!

If I had my way about it I wouldn't Iiave
any drone-comb in the apiary, except, of
course, in two or three of my very best colo-
nies to produce the very best drones to
mate with young queens.

(Mrs.) M. E. Pruitt.

Drone-comb is bad enough in ex-
tracting-supers, but it is still worse in

section-supers. Where drone-comb is

limited in the brood-chamber the bees
are quite insistent on having it in the
super, and are pretty sure to build it

there if there is any chance for it ; and
then the queen goes up and makes
trouble, unless one goes to the trouble
and expense of using excluders. The
wise thing is to have sections entirely
filled with worker foundation, and then
the queen so seldom goes up that ex-
cluders are not needed.

The Honey-Stealer

[From Theocritus. ]

Dear little Cupid, thievish boy.
Rifling a honey-bees's hive.

Suffered the price of a sting, alas!
Pricited on his finger-tips. five.

Leaping and dancing in keenest pain.
Swiftly he scampered away.

Hasting to Venus, his dear mamma.
Crying. "Oh, mother. I pray

Tell me. O. tell me why the bee.
Charmingly tiny fay,

Dealeth a wound so deep and sore.
Tell me, O, mother, I pray!"

Venus then laughingly answered, "Ah.
Cupid, you thievish elf.

You are a match for the wicked bee
Your own little, naughty self.

You are a tiny, tiny boy.
Charmingly tiny, although.

Deep and great are the wounds you deal,
.As gods and mortals well know.

Effie Haines,
in Chicago Record-Herald.

Bee-Hive Like a Rotten Potato

This ought to appeal to women—it's

a sample of man's boasted logic. It

comes from Philadelphia, where every-
thing is done in a logical manner:
A number of men who were assem-

bled in the offices of a brokerage com-
pany watching the ticker were discuss-
ing non-business matters between ticks.

The conversation turned to logic. Up
spoke one of the brokers :

" I can prove logically. " he said,

"that a bee-hive is the same as a rotten
potato." His associates laughed. Per-

haps they recalled certain occasions in

the past when this same broker had
convinced them that a hole in the
ground was a gold-mine—but that was
ancient history.

" Fire away," said one of the brokers
who desired to avoid committing him-
self one way or the other.

" But I can really do it," the first

broker insisted.

"It's absurd," replied a serious-mind-
ed listener.

" Perhaps," said the broker, " but it's

logical just the same. Here's the proof:
A bee-hive is a bee-holder, and a be-
holder is a spectator (specked tater).

See ?"

—

Woman's Xationul Dailv.

Not Honey Letters

Three bees that give no honey

—

Brag, Boast and Bluster.

—

Xezu York
Life.

Fastening Brood-Combs

When a frame of brood-comb hap-
pens to get broken out of the frame
which is not wired. I use wooden tooth-
picks to fasten it in, pushing them
through the holes in the frames made
for the wires. I read to use nails, but
the toothpicks are much better, I think.

You can also fasten chunks of brood-
comb together, then fasten in frames.

Ima.

Bees Don't Like " John
"

I noticed one day a guinea-hen pick-
ing at a stalk of grass blossoms within
6 inches of the hive-entrance. The bees
did not seem to notice her, but let

"John " come within 3 rods of the hive,

and they soon take notice of him. As
for me, I often take off the top of the
hive without gloves, veil or smoke. It

seems they like me, also the old guinea-
hen, but not "John."

Ohio Bee-Woman.

House-Apiary of Princess tMatilda

The Deutsche Illustrierte Bienenzei-
tung takes pritle in giving a picture of

her Roval Highness, Princess Matilda,

Princess Matilda's House-Apiarv.
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duchess of Saxony. Her interest in

bees began over 12 years ago when,
seeing a stray weal; afterswarm hang-
ing upon a currant bush, she took pity

upon the poor waif, and gave it a home.
Her apiary of 10 colonies occupies a

very artistic house or shed, arranged
German fashion, 5 in the lower tier

and 5 above.

Honey-Frosting

Here is a good plan to make honey
more suitable for those who can not
eat it ordinarily

:

Boil some comb honey, or better, ex-
tracted, until it is crisp when cooled.
Dip in and well cover any plain or
fancy crackers, and when cool they are
fit to serve.—Herbert S. Hale, in G/cati-

'"^s.
^^_

No King-Bee Now

An Amishman was telling me how
he hived a swarm of bees, but did not
get the " king," so the bees all died.

With wide-open mouth, and eyes as

big as saucers, he listened very patiently
while I explained thatthere is no king-
bee, only the lady queen that lays the

eggs. The large drones are the lazy

gentlemen—summer boarders—and the
small bees that sting are the ones that

gather the honey.

Thinking he was doubting my word,
I said I had found this all out by read-
ing the American Bee Journal.

The last I saw of him he was going
up the road wagging his head and talk-

ing to himself. I suppose he was won-
dering. Can that be so, or is she daffy ?

Ima.

Keeping Lard Fresh

To keep lard fresh for several months,
stir in about a tablespoonful of honey
to 6 or 8 gallons of lard after removing
cracklings.

—

T/ie Practical Farmer. ,

Beets and Honey

Miss Wilson:— I am sending you a de-
scription of tiie way I cook beets for table
use. I hope you will try and eet it into the
next edition of " Honey as a Health-Food."
Cook the beets tender in salted water;

take off the skin as soon as you can handle
them; slice them into an earthen dish, and
while still hot put a liberal amount of ex-
tracted honey on them and set them away
until next day.
Now put on good cider vinegar and set

away for 2 days more. Do not be stingy with
the honey and vinegar.
This is from an 'old batch " bee-keeper.

I have had a good season with the bees.
Arden. Nebr. W. H. Mills.

We have tried these at our house,
and pronounce them good. Some of

the family like them better before the
vinegar is added. Thanks.

Canadian Beedom
Conducted by J. L. Byer, Mount Joy. Ontario, Canada.

Honey Prices in Ontario

Mention has been made in these col-

umns fnim time to time of the work
being done by the Honey Crop Com-
mittee of the Ontario Bee-Keepers'
Association. Only a few days ago the
Committee issued their recommenda-
tions on the prices for buckwheat
honey, and a statement is made relative

to the way the clover honey has been
moving that is very gratifying to every
friend of the Committee—indeed, should
be so to every bee-keeper in the Prov-
ince, and it should act as an incentive
to a more systematic selling of the
crop in years to come.

In sending out the question blanks
about the buckwheat honey crop, the
bee-keepers were also asked to report
what prices they have been receiving
for the clover honey this season. Of
the very large number replying, !K5 per-
cent stated that the prices recom-
mended by the Committee in their Au-
gust report had been received. Only 3
percent had sold at figures ranging
from a fraction of a cent to one cent
per pound less than recommended
prices, while the remaining 2 percent
had sold at from one to 2 cents less

than said prices. As the prices recom-
mended were slightly in advance of
last year, quite a number thought they
would not be uniformly obtained, but
results would go to show once more
that the Committee have, as in the
past, exercised first-class judgment in

performing the rather difficult task as-

signed to them.

The Buckwheat Honey Crop

The results of the buckwheat honey
crop have been rather disappointing in

JAPAW^S^:

taken into account. Most of the crop
was late sown, and it was not until
about Aug. 7th that the honey began to
come in very fast. Then for a few days
tlie flow was very heavy, but, alas, when
that big gale with cool weather with it

struck us on Aug. 2Gth, the buckwheat
honey was done for the season. From
then right up to date (Sept. 15) quite
a quantity of buckwheat has been
blooming, but hardly a bit of nectar
has been gathered since the cool wave
struck us. However, " it might have
been worse," as in addition to the colo-
nies storing about 30 pounds each in
the supers, the majority have the brood-
chambers very heavy, and the feeding
bill will, as a matter of course, be re-
duced to quite a small item, compara-
tively speaking, as to what things
would have been like with no buck-
wheat honey at all.

As to the buckwheat crop from the
farmer's standpoint this season, it is,

or will be, a source of many disagree-
able thoughts when the harvesting
commences. Sown late, and just when
the heavy rains with warm weather
came in July, and for the most part in
rich summer fallows—the growth was
phenomenal, and in some cases the
plants were higher than the roadside
fences. When the heavy wind and
rain storms came during the latter part
of August, the rank, tender stalks went
down flat all over the fields, and now
many of the fields are as flat as though
a land-roller had been run over them.
How will the crop be harvested ? is the
question that is engrossing the minds
of quite a few farmers in our neighbor-
hood at present, and probably few of
them will not take chances of another
"picnic" of the same kind another
year.
However, this is an exceptional

year, and we are not likely to have
many repetitions in many things ex-
perienced this season, for many years
to come.

so far as surplus is concerned, when
the large acreage that was grown is

Moisture and Nectar-Secretion

In another item I state that alfalfa
for some reason had started to yield
some nectar in our Province during
the past two seasons—formerly it was,
in our immediate locality, at least, a
rare thing to see a bee on an alfalfa
bloom. Mr. Holtermann, in Gleanings,
says that the reason the plant yielded
nectar was on account of the unusual
amount of rainfall for the time of the
year that we had this summer when
the second crop of alfalfa was being
left for seed. Not a correct diagnosis
for our county, as with the extra mois-
ture in the land this year, not half as
much nectar was secreted infields near
us as was the case last year when the
clover was blooming during a pro-
longed drouth. Just what conditions
are necessary for nectar-secretion not
only in alfalfa, but other sources as
well, is an interesting problem that lit-

tle is known about as yet.

During the past clover season we
had some ideal weather, so far as a
bee-keeper could judge, and yet the
many fields of beautiful, sweet-scented
alsike yielded so sparingly that on
some of these days the bees would rob
if honey was exposed. On the other
hand, only a few years ago we had a
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long spell of cool weather right in the

clover bloom, and more than once my
records show that the bees were rush-

ing in the nectar with the thermometer
in the (iO's—a very unusual condition

of affairs as all in the clover belt are

aware.

be possible, legal control of bee-terri-

tory will have to be an established fact.

When all these little points of law are
working nicely, won't the bee-keepers
have a happy time ? Really, it makes

Alfalfa for Honey in Ontario

Alfalfa has been grown in a small

way for a number of years all around
us, yet previous to the summer of 1!X)9,

it was a rare thing to find a bee on the

blossoms of this plant. Last summer,
however, the bees worked freely on
some that was left for seed after having

first had a crop taken ofT for hay. This
summer the same thing is true to a

greater extent, and at this date (Aug.

17) the bees are swarming in the after-

noons on a field that is being left for

seed near us. Mr. Adams, of Brant-

ford, reports that one of his bee-yards

is storing a surplus from the same
source, as in that locality a lot of the

clover is being left for a seed crop. It

certainly begins to look as if alfalfa

might figure as a honey-plant here in

Ontario in the near future, although
why it is just starting to yield nectar

seems a bit strange.

Perhaps the plant is getting accli-

matized better. Certain it is that in
" our locality " there formerly was no
nectar in the blossoms. If we could

only get the farmers not to cut the hay
so early, when it is just starting to

bloom, we might get a lot of honey
from the first crop. It is now up to us

as bee-keepers to get a law passed com-
pelling the farmers to leave the alfalfa

until the bee-keepers say that they may
" now go ahead and cut it." But be-

fore such ideal legislation as that will
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edge of the entire length of the comb,
a one-incli wide strip; then cnt across
the comb, strip and all, as it lays on
the cutting board, "> times, so there will

be CI sqnare pieces of comb for the wide
part left after the strip has been cut off.

The strip itself will be cut into (i nar-

row pieces about half as wide as the

squares. These are now placed 2 side

by side at the bottom of the ^-ponnd
cans. The (i pieces of the strip will

thus make a bottom layer in 3 cans.

On this are placed the square pieces 2

in each can, and thus filling .'i cans with
comb honey with one comb. Filled up
with e.Ktracted honey these make nice

packages, and by having Ihe difTerent

sizes we can furnish it in any quantity
desired. The price of these smaller
packages is correspondingly higher, of

course. The 12-pound pails list at }-2

cent more per pound by the case
than the two (ji'-pound cans, or l()}'i to

W^i cents per pound. So the others,

the 3-pound cans selling from 12 to

12>2 cents per pound f. o. b. the pro-
ducer's shipping point, in case lots.

In figuring the price obtained for the

artiici/ lomb /kiiiiv ^t the above figures,

it must be remembered that at least

one-third of the contents in the pack-
ages is extracted honey selling at the

same price. It must be remembered
that we get a better price for our ex-

tracted honey in this way; or, if we
figure the regular price of extracted

honey, and deduct it from the whole
we get a frettyfair price for our comb
honey. To tliis must be added the fact

that it is much less expensive to pro-

duce bulk-comb honey in frames than
section honey, and that we can obtain
a much larger marketable crop of it

under any conditions, and we can mar-
ket it cheaper and easier. These are

items that favor the production of

bulk-comb honey to such an extent
that its production will become more
popular as soon as it is better under-
stood.
Be it remembered also that this arti-

cle does not cover the variety of pack-
ages for bulk-comb honey that have
been used by ourselves, and neither
those that are to be used later. How-
ever, the tin receptacles shown here-
with are the ones in most common use.

Tin Cans for Marketing Bulk-Comb Honey.

and in which the greater bulk of the
Te.xas honey crop goes to market. In
fact, these sizes cf cans and pails are
Texas' own standard, being adopted as
its standard sizes of honey-packages,
years ago, by the Texas Bee-Keepers'
Association, when the writer was its

secretary; and I remember well when
the matter was taken up with represen-
tatives of the largest can manufactur-
ing concern of the country, who came
all the way to Te.xas to give us what
we wanted to pack our bulk-comb
honey in.

Contributed Articles

Cutting Bulk-Comb Honey Out of Shal-
low Frames.

Fight Against Bee-Diseases

BY C. P. DADANT.

In these times of progressive and
strenuous bee-keeping, the greatest
drawback is caused by the spread of
bee-diseases, especially diseases of the
brood, for there are luckily no very
dangerous diseases of the bees them-
selves outside of the May disease,

which is comparatively rare, and read-
ily disappears.
The buying, selling and shipping of

bees, the mailing of queens, are all

possible causes of the transmission of
brood-diseases, but by far the greatest

cause is the shipping of honey. There
is but little doubt in my mind that the
reason why bee-diseases are so readily

spread in the vicinity of large cities is

that honey from all directions is

brought to these cities, and often kept
exposed in groceries where the bees
may reach it. Their disposition to loot

—when no crop is to be had from the

fields— is certainly responsible for a
great many mishaps. If we could con-
vince our friends in the cities of the

great losses to us by the thieving dis-

position of our bees, we would have
better consideration, and would per-

haps also get them to place the honey
in more secure quarters. How often

have we seen a case of comb honey
with a broken glass in front and a

dozen or more bees flying in and out !

Very few of our grocers are aware of

the fact that bees attract each other to

the spot where plunder is found, and
they do not realize the danger of letting

any bees get a taste, until too many
have found the prize.

It is now evident (Cheshire to the

contrary notwithstanding) that honey

is the best tran.^mitter of the stinking
American foul brood ; and the worst
feature of it is that the honey does not
in any way show it, for it contains only
invisible germs, that have no odor, that
do not mar the honey in any way for
human consumption, and fhat are, per-
haps, often in such small numbers that
a casual microscopic examination
would fail to discover them. Yet these
germs, when placed in the larval food,
reproduce rapidly by millions. So we
are unable, when we see strange honey,
to recognize by any method whether
that honey is free from taint.

Xever, then, should we feed our bees
upon honey of which we do not know
the source, no matter how fine and
white it may be. Such honeys should
be kept strictly away from the hives.

We should urge our grocers to keep all

honey in well-closed vessels or cases
during the months when the bees can
fly. Luckily, most of the honey hand-
ling, selling and consuming is done in

cold weather, when the bees are con-
fined to the hive. There should not
be much difficulty in keeping it from
the bees.

Each apiarist should keep his eyes
open, so that in case of contagion he
may stop it at its first appearance. A
few cells of diseased or dead brood
would soon spread to the entire colony.
Neighbors should be warned also.

In connection with this, we should
remember that slovenly apiculture will

always cause trouble. The apiarist

who allows his bees to build the combs
crooked in movable frames, so that
they are in fact immovable, is courting
trouble. He relies on luck, which is

not always with the reckless. Our
deceased friend, J. M. Hambaugh, one
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of the former Directors of the National

Bee-Keepers' Association, insisted that

the keeping of a box or gum hive

should be entirely forbidden, and
that bee-keepers who knowingly kept

hives of bees that could not be in-

spected should be fined. This very

rigid view was due to his having had a

great deal of trouble in California, at

diflferent times, with apiaries where
foul brood existed, when the combs
could not all be readily inspected with-

out causing breakage and leakage of

honey. The evidence of difficulty in

detecting foul brood in a box-hive api-

ary is shown in the treatises of former
days. Hamet, for instance, in his

"Cours Pratique d'Apiculture," pub-
lished some (iO years ago, informs his

readers that the existence of foul brood
is detected by the lessened activity of

the bees of the colony, and by the dele-

terious odor which the hive exhales.

At the present day, the apiarist who
allows the disease to go this far is

pretty sure of a tremendous loss.

Having had no experience with foul

brood, I had a magnified idea of its

danger until I took a trip to the West,
several years ago. In one of the irri-

gated valleys where bees are kept in

thousands of colonies, I saw foul brood
for the first time. It was there that I

learnt that it was possible for a man to

have foul brood for years, in a latent

condition in his apiary, if he kept fight-

ing it, while his neighbor's bees wre
immune. It was there, also, that I

found that one man could get rid of it

promptly because of his energy and
thoroughness, while the other would
retain it year after year through his

neglect or lack of management, Orie

man harvested big crops and had his

bees in fine shape, while a neighbor
less than 5 miles away discouragingly
remarked to me that he who had the

disease in his apiary once could never

be sure that he was rid of it.

Reader, this is the difference between
care and carelessness. Take your
choice.

I will not attempt in this short article

to give the remedies or methods of

cure for the different forms of brood-
diseases. The McEvoy method for

ropy foul brood, the Alexander method
for black brood are, I believe, acknowl-
edged as the most positive. But what
is done must be done rightly, for a

single germ left may produce millions

of bacilli.

That we will sooner or later succeed

in entirely exterminating these diseases,

or in making them practically harmless,

is certain ; but it will take time. Mean-
while we must keep a vigilant eye on
our apiaries.

Hamilton, 111.

Essentials of Section-Honey

Production

BY LED E. GATELEV.

In view of the phenomenal and un-
precedented wave of universal popu-
larity with which for the past several

years extracted-honey production has

swept irresistibly over the field of

American apiculture, flooding the mar-
kets with a deluge of lifiuid honey, the

question of over-production in its rela-

tion to the section variety becomes

more and more inconsequential and re-

mote. At present, ind perhaps for far

into the future, the recently rediscov-

ered article introduced under the ap-

pellation of" bulk honey" will, no doubt,

further diminish the available supply
of comb honey. In connection with
all of which there arises a new factor

in profitable comb-honey production,
alive with tremendous possibilities and
vast significance.

In the production of section honey a

large increase of colonies is generally
associated with'a diminution of surplus
in direct proportion to the degree to

which division of the working force
has extended, in view of which, if sat-

isfactory results are to be anticipated,

the natural tendency of the bees to

swarm must of necessity be curbed and
discouraged to the utmost.

As spring advances and colonies be-

come populous, additional room is with
sectional hives given by inserting an
extra division between the two parts

of the brood-chamber. With the hives
sufficiently shaded and ventilated, the

addition of this third section, through
relieving the crowded and congested
condition of the brood-nest, checks
and prevents swarming until the super-

ing season. At that time radical and
stringent measures are taken to eradi-

cate the reproductive instinct. This is

gradually accomplished through cer-

tain manipulations of the brood-sec-
tions, calculated to rid the hive of all

brood, and leave eventually the colony
upon new combs and foundation.

When giving supers to such colonies,

they are slipped beneath the upper
brood-sections, which are by this time
usually about half full of new honey.
When after a few days the foundation
in the boxes has been sufficiently drawn
out to receive this honey, the upper
section is shifted to the bottom of the

hive. The honey it contains will con-
sequently be rushed precipitously into

the sections, affording unusual and
ideal conditions for extraordinary su-

per work, especially where separators

are used.
The shallow sections of the divisible

hive are also used in connection with
full-depth frames that we have on hand.

These shallow chambers should be of

inestimable value in any well regulated

comb-honey yard, especially if the reg-

ular hives be of 8-frame capacity. They
can be used to advantage in various

ways above the brood-chambers early

in the season to discourage swarming
and to hold odds and ends of honey
previous to the main flow, and particu-

larly to keep it out of the brood-nest.

The addition of such shallow chambers
affords a gradual enlargement of the

hive that seldom affects appreciably the

colony temperatures. The addition of

full-depth bodies not only provides
more room than the bees can warm
and utilize readily, but lowers percep-
tibly the brood temperatures, occa-

sionally giving weak colonies a griev-

ous and unwarrantable setback.

As our section frames and brood
frames are of precisely the same out-

side dimensions, we frequently, when
short of baits, use a new brood-comb
in the center of the first supers given,

and find they work to perfection. Some
of these are made with perpendicular

crosspieces to correspond with the

edges of sections coming in contact.
Occasionally we have used for this pur-
pose combs containing a small patch
of unsealed brood with no bad results,
though in theory such procedure would
invariably lead to the undesirable stor-
ing of considerable pollen in adjoining
sections.

To produce section honey most prof-
itably, it is primarilly and essentially
important to secure at all times a fancy
article. The cost of production for a
cheap and inferior grade is no less
than for the more marketable and cor-
respondingly higher-priced product.
Although by dint of relentless scraping
and much unprofitable labor it is pos-
sible to remove from them most of the
propolis and stain, the only logical and
satisfactory way of insuring good ap-
pearance is to have sections enclosed
in wide frames. In our surplus ar-
rangements these 4-piece section-hold-
ers rest simply on flat tins in the usual
fashion, and are keyed up with follower
and hive-springs. No separators are
used or deemed desirable.

Sebastian Co., .'Vrk.

Some Very Knotty Problems

BY i;. M. LOOLITTLE.

With most of the puzzles coming up
in bee-keeping I just take them to the
bees for an answer; but here are some
that have lately come up which the
bees do not seem to answer readily, or
do not answer to an extent sufficient
for me to understand. During several
trials with a self-registering thermome-
ter, I found that the temperature neces-
sary for brood- rearing was from 90 to
98 degrees. In other words, in some 5
or 6 different experiments with full

colonies and weaklings, during times
of heat as well as during frosty nights,
I could not find a single instance where
a temperature of less than 90 was regis-
tered, nor one of more than 98 degrees
F. So I set it down that the right
temperature for brood-rearing was be-
tween and including the two.

All went along smoothly in this mat-
ter, as far as my mind was concerned,
till one spring I had a colony that be-
came so reduced in bees that there
were scarcely more than liuo in it. On
opening the hive I found that these
few bees were keeping a quantity of
brood going to a number fully equal to
that of their own, but all of this brood
was on the "inside" of two combs. In
other words, this little handful of bees
were not sufficient to cover one comb,
the best they could do being to cluster
between two combs, and have brood
in the side of each of these next to

themselves. Thus the eggs and larv;e,

which need the most heat, were in the
bottom of the cells or in the center of

the combs, on the opposite sides of

which was no warmth, with the base
of the cell-partition not thicker than a

sheet of writing paper.

Soon after I discovered this (to me)
strange state of affairs (for up to this

time, except with warm weather and
very strong colonies, I had always sup-

posed, from all my observations, that if

there was any brood in any comb, that

brood was of nearly equal amount in

the cells on both sides of the comb).
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there came a night so cold tliat tlie

mercury went down to only ,'i.") degrees
above zero, so that a temperature of

but 40 appeared between tlie two combs
right opposite the brood in the little

cluster. I expected that the brood, es-

pecially the one and two days old

larvK. would all be dead, but, to my
surprise, when it came warm enough
so I could look the next day, all the

brood was as prosperous between those

two combs as was the case with large

colonies. I said to the 200 bees, "You
little rascals, tell me how you did it ?"

But neither the bees nor the queen
could give me a satisfactory reply. So
I am still puzzling myself over this

matter. Have any of the readers of

the American Bee Journal a satisfac-

factory answer ?

And right here comes another item :

Not long ago, in conversation with a

bee-keeper, he said " bees seem to pos-
sess the power to retard the develop-
ment of both eggs and larvae, as also

to hasten this process." I felt like say-

ing, " Which may be true or it may not
be true."

That the development of young bees
is greatly retarded at times, and accel-

erated at others, no close observer will

deny; but the question in doubt is

whether the bees have the power of

thus hastening or retarding the devel-

opment, or is it the condition or state

of things over which they have no con-
trol ? 1 believe that the egg is changed
into a larva when the egg is " ripe,"

only as it is touched by the pabulum
from the nurse-bees, and thus far con-
sider that the bees have perfect control
over the hatching of the eggs ; but
further than this, I think that the time
of year, temperature, etc., have more to

do with the matter than the bees. A
term of extreme heat for 10 days to 2

weeks will so hasten development that

I have known perfect young bees to

emerge in about 19 days, while very
cool or cold weather so retards this

development that several cases of

worker-bees being in the cell for 23

and 24 days have come under my no-
tice. But to be fair, I must state that

in all cases of such development it has
come in the fall or the year of after

Sept. 1st, at which time the bees pass
into a less active mood than is the case
during May, June, July and August.

How my attention came to be called

to this matter was through the time of

the queen emerging from queen-cells
placed in a queen-nursery, the same
being put in place of a frame in an
upper story over a strong colony. Such
cells would not hatch regularly after

Sept. 1st, the time varying from the
usual 16 days up to 24, and in one or
two instances still longer or not at all.

On looking for the trouble, I found by
observation that the brood in the
combs on either side of this nursery
was as tardy of development as were
the queens. From this I came to the
conclusion that there were times when
through the sluggishness of the bees
they really did have something to do
with the matter; but in all times of
activity in the hive I doubt very much
about their being able of their own
ct7//-power to change matters very
much along this line.

I now come to the last puzzle which
is, how the bees are able to keep the

inside of the hive as coo! as 98 degrees
in time of extreme heat; for, as I said
near the commencement, with experi-
ments conducted with a self-register-
ing thermometer, and that on some of
the hottest days did I ever know of a
temperature greater than 98 degrees F.

inside of the brood-nest. How the
bees can keep down the temperature of
the hive is more than I can see. I am
told it is done by ventilation through a
row of bees standing at the inside of
the entrance, and another row on the
outside, when, with the fanning of their
wings a current of air is driven even to
the remotest part of the hive, thus
keeping the inside of the hive at the
right temperature for the prosperity of
the brood. But mind you, in one of
my experiments with the thermometer,
the temperature in the shade was only
2 degrees lower than that registered in

the brood-nest, while this hive, inside
of which the thermometer was placed,
stood right in the " blazing sun," which
gave a temperature of 127 degrees by
another thermometer placed on the
hive. Then that very same day I had
proven that anima! life inside a hive
with no bees could not exist on ac-
count of the heat, as (for the time be-
ing) I had thoughtlessly placed a sit-

ting hen, which I wished to break of
that trouble, inside such a hive which
was in the sun. Much to my astonish-
ment, when I went after the hen an
hour or so later, I found her dead and
nearly roasted.

Can the bees keep down such a heat
by ventilation, when the air outside is

apparently as warm as it is inside ?

May they not have some other means
of doing it ? I have been told that the
bees do this by the evaporation of the
nectar brought in from the fields, as
the converting of nectar into honey
causes a vapor, which carries ofT the
heat very rapidly. But this idea failed
to hold good in this case, as the time
was between basswood and buckwheat,
when nectar was so scarce that I was
in trouble from the bees robbing.

Who of the readers of the American
Bee Journal are enough interested to
help in the solving of these matters ?

Borodino, N. Y.

An Experiment With Hornets

DY G. C. GREINER.

From observation it would seem that
hornets, generally called "yellow jack-
ets," have their ups and downs in win-
tering, the same as bees. At least they
are more numerous in some seasons
than they are in others, but whether
this is caused by the difference in win-
tering, or some other cause, I can not
say. Last summer they were uncom-
monly numerous during the honey sea-
son. Wherever a little honey was left

exposed they would appear in regular
sw-arms to take possession, and even
when hives were being opened they
could be seen circling around among
the bees trying to find an entrance.

One morning, while walking through
the yard, I noticed at the entrance of
one of the hives quite a commotion,
caused mainly by these yellow fellows.
They were going in and out at one end
of the entrance in regular strings, while

at the same time bees were guarding
the other part of the opening. My
curiosity being aroused, I opened the
hive very carefully and found the out-
side comb on the side next to the hive-
wall completely covered with hornets.
To investigate the case a little closer,

I began to remove this comb, but be-
fore I had it drawn half way out of the
hive, the whole set of marauders was
in the air. They seemed to be fright-
ened at my interference and took wing
at the first stir of the comb. While the
inside of the comb was in normal con-
dition, covered with bees like any comb
drawn from the center of an average
colony, the outside, where these hor-
nets had been feasting, looked very
much like a comb that had been robbed
by bees.

To explain the case, which otherwise
might seem a little unusual, I will state
that this colony was not in normal
condition. To make room for a num-
ber of laying queens, I had made some
divisions, placing one-half of a colony
in an empty hive and giving the new
queen to the queenless half. To help
fill out the hives, I had also given each
half one comb of honey, which was
placed on the outside of the other
combs next to the hive-wall. The hive
in question had been moved to a new-
stand and many of the flying bees had
returned to the old home. This left

the inserted comb of honey somewhat
unprotected, and our friends, the snoop-
ing hornets, had found the treasure.

Now comes the amusing part of the
story: Examining the other half of
the divided colony, I found their comb
of honey well covered with bees, and
to try the experiment, although I had
no idea what the outcome would be,
I quietly exchanged these two combs.
As long as I was moving about the
hornets kept at proper distance, but the
air was full of them, and as soon as I

had restored everything to its former
condition and had retreated to a safe
place of observation, the fun began in
earnest.

In less than a minute the yellow
crowd began to circle closer and closer
around the entrance until some of the
most daring made the dash for the
supposed feast. But their surprise was
complete; the first one had hardly en-
tered when it came tumbling out with
i or 4 bees dangling from its extremi-
ties. The second one received the
same treatment, and the next fared no
better, and in less time than it takes to
tell it, half a dozen fierce wrestling
matches were in progress on the
alighting-board.
Being very busy at that time, I did

not remain until the end of the contest,
but I staid there long enough to sat-

isfy myself that no more hornets were
admitted into that hive. Later, when
passing the place, I found everything
quiet and in normal condition.

In connection with the foregoing in-
cident a few more interesting points
might be mentioned.

First, no hornets were killed or in

any noticeable way disabled by the
bees. After tumbling around for a few
minutes, they always freed themselves
from the grasp of the bees and disap-
peared in the air, none the worse,
seemingly, for the combat.
Second, no particular harm is done
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to a normal colony of bees by tbe in-

vasion oi hornets. Even moderately
strong colonies seem to be sufficiently

able to resist all attacks of these pests.

Third, hornets have no faculties to
gather nectar from flowers, as have
honey-bees. During the honey-flow
not a single bee would notice exposed
hor^y while the hornets gathered in

large number to help themselves to the
free lunch. They were either physically
unable or else they have not the dispo-
sition to put themselves to the trouble
of gathering Nature's product them-
selves.

La Salle, N. Y.

2.—-Pointers on Selling Honey
BV WEsLEV FOSTER.

In the September number I told
about the value and necessity of mak-
ing a favorable impression. This is

nothing more nor less than getting the
confidence of the prospective customer
—at least enough of it so that by an
honest, straightforward interview one
can interest him in the goods and then
lead him forward to a desire for the
goods, and hold him in this state of
desire till he resolves to buy, and gives
you the order.
There are as many different kinds of

people in the world as there are people,
and one way of approach might be ef-

fective, with one and repel another, so
it is best in starting out to sell honey,
or any other article, to cultivate a uni-
formly gracious manner, quiet dress,
and unobtrusive approach. There are
those who are won by bluster, and
otliers by "loud" clothes, but these
also may be handled by the calm, self-

confident man who at all times is at

his best.

A point that has helped in meeting
people and adjusting myself to their
temperament is to notice the charac-
teristics of each, whether quick in

thought and grasp of ideas, or slow
and deliberate. One will unconsciously
speak more rapidly and concisely to a
man who displays a nervous energy
and shows that he wishes to get at some
other work. With the more deliberate
and the ones who wish to settle some
weighty question of state with you be-
fore proceeding to business, you will

do well to catch their desire for a visit,

and forget that you have honey to sell.

If we can but develop every faculty of
perception and discrimination we will

be able to judge correctly of the proper
and most effective manner of greeting
people. The unconscious manner we
assume with different people is gener-
ally the correct one, but this can be
greatly improved by close observation
ami study.
When I go into a man's store and

meeting him he says that he has no
time to look at my honey, he may be
making the statement from one of a
number of motives. The skill of the
salesman is here taxed to determine
whether he is telling the truth or does
not have confidence in the salesman,
ur merely does not want to buy any
goods. The man who believes every-
thing that store-keepers tell him will

not make the success in selling that the
man will who knows human nature
better, and realizes that men are verv

prone to give the wrong reason. They
will say that they have a good stock
on hand when they have none, and
really mean that their profits are not
satisfactory, and so have to limit their
buying. I have been told by the pros-
pective customer that he was not in

the market for honey, when what he
wanted was a treat at the saloon across
the street. The great point in meeting
objections is to have a chance to give
a good, clear talk on the goods before
the grocer has a chance to get an ob-
jection in at all. Objections then can
be more effectively met since the mutual
interchange of ideas has already taken
place, and any objections ofTered are
open to clear and positive treatment by
the salesman.
One need not have any lower opin-

ion of the men he deals with, to recog-
nize that they do not always say ex-
actly what they mean. One quite often
finds men who talk as if they were
doing a great business when the evi-

dences about the store do not warrant
it. One should not make any state-

ments that will cross the ideas of the
customer, but at the same titne if he is

canvassed according to the amount of
business your judgment says is about
right, the chances of getting an order
will be much better than if you take
the man's word for it, and try to sell

him a bill according to the size of busi-
ness lie represents that he does.
The study of men and their ways of

thinking is worth a college education
if entered upon and followed up in the
right way. The true salesman makes
his trips but a round of pleasant calls

among friends who are glad to see him,
and from whom they can get the new-
est ideas in business and life.

The silent objections—the ones that

the customer does not mention—are
the very ones that are most in need of
being met. These spring from a lack
of confidence in the salesman, or a

natural reluctance in giving the real

conditions of the business. Only close
observation and some intuitive sight
will aid one to know these silent objec-
tions, and to answer them in a gracious
manner. If the salesman does hit the
right objections and answer them be-

fore spoken, the chances of making a

sale are very much greater than where
they are allowed to go unanswered,
and in most cases spoil the sale unless
some other points in the talk so over-
shadow the importance of these silent

objections as to destroy their influence.

Salesmanship is the manner of getting
the customer to think of the goods as

the salesman himself thinks of them,
so it is very essential for the salesman
to have the utmost faith in his line and
be enthusiastic about it. Whatever we
are intensely interested in we can en-
thuse others about, for enthusiasm is

catching. Enthusiasm will, by its very
force, bear down many an objection
that otherwise might spoil a sale.

It must, however, be tempered by
wisdom, for there are conditions to be
recognized, such as the fact that many
people do not care for honey, and a

grocer cannot be expected to do a lot

of educational work among his custo-
mers, for it is just as profitable for him
to sell corn syrup as honey, and the
chances are that it is more so. In sell-

ing honey one should build a i/uu/ify

talk. Honey is to corn syrups the same
as wool is to shoddy in clothing, and
the most of this point should be made.
It is Nature's only sweet, just as she
makes it, and has been fhe sweet of
man for ages.
Every grocer and dealer likes to talk

business conditions with every sales-
man, and most of them are in the habit
of pumping salesmen for all they are
worth in order to get the most reliable
news about trade and prices. This
makes the work easy for the salesman,
because if he can supply valuable and
interesting points on these subjects
that are vital to the store-keeper, he
will have a much better chance of mak-
ing a sale. The alert salesman will

easily gather the knowledge as he goes
along, and so will always have the
valuable points at his tongue's end.
Perhaps the reason so many who sell

honey do not have a continuous suc-
cess is that they get into a rut and for-

get to develop and perfect the manner
and material of their selling talk. I

never favored a set speech, because it

is too artificial, but one should always
be sure to have the strongest points
well presented in every interview, and
then to bring in as many points as will

makethe talk spontaneousand original,

with no stereotyped phrases.
For we bee-keepers nothing is more

telling than a talk on bees, honey and
honey-flora. There is scarcely a man
who has not at some time lived on a

farm, and bees are always a source of

interest to those who have had any-
thing at all to do with them. Many
who know nothing about bees are anx-
ious to know something about them,
and confidence can be developed
quicker by this method than in any
other way. A straight-forward bee-talk

will dispel the fear of adulteration
quicker than any method I know that a

bee-keeper can use.

In all these points on interesting the
prospective customer in our honey it

really comes down to inspiring confi-

dence, and convincing the grocer that

he can make a good profit by handling
our goods. A positive. aflSrmative at-

titude, and an alertness in using points

that come up at the spur of the mo-
ment, will keep one out of the ruts that

so many would-be salesmen fall into.

Salesmanship is a science of making
friends, and the personal development
one receives makes one feel that it is

time well spent.

Boulder, Colo.

An Incubator Bee-Hive

BY LEON C. WHEELER.

That is what my wife calls it; I call

it my " baby hive." It's the hive where
I hatch out my baby queens, so per-

haps either name would be appropriate.

Many would consider it anything but a

baby, however, were they to see it.

It was built, originally, as an experi-

ment, carrying out the idea of many
bees together storing more honey in

proportion than a smaller number. I

am not sure yet that it couldn't be
made to pay in that capacity, if prop-
erly arranged for wintering. The hive

is built as follows :

There are two rows of standard

frames with a 2-inch partition between,
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the frames hanging 6n rabbets on this

partition ami corresponding ones on

the outside walls of the hive.

Each side contains 20 six-frames or

50 two-frames, in all, or. as I use it. 24

frames on a side, with ;i division-boards.

HivK-BoDv OR Bkood-Ghambek.

making 4 divisions in each side of the

hive, or 8 in all. This allows for 8

queens all together.

The partition between the 2 rows of

frames has a 2-inch space near the bot-

tom extending the full length of the

hive, and left open except for wire-

cloth which keeps the bees apart, but

allows a common scent throughout the

hive. All division-boards are also

about half wire-cloth.

There are 4 entrances on each side,

one for each queen and her progeny,

and 4 extra entrances at the ends, two
at each end, for use until queens are

mated.
When the hive is filled with nuclei,

the entrances are arranged as follows:

Two center entrances on each side left

open, with a board fastened up be-

tween to help the queen to get back

into the right place on her return from

mating. The outside 2 entrances on

both sides are closed, and those in the

ends of the hive opened in their stead.

This arrangement leaves very little

danger of queens getting into the

wrong place, and I have never had any
trouble from that source. As soon as

all queens are mated «// entrances are

opened on the sides of the hive and
the end ones closed.

The first year I started 1 and 2 frame

nuclei in it, and although they were

frames, which I placed on top, and
then stood back and watched results.

It was a very light fall flow that year,

and from 27 colonies, aside from this

one, I secured only about b50 pounds
of extracted honey. The mammoth
colony alone stored 120 pounds of fall

honey, or within 30 pounds of as much
as all the rest combined.

Late fall, however, showed the weak
point in the hive. There is a large

cover that goes over all, and then each
partition has its individual cover. These
little covers would warp, or perhaps
failed to fit perfectly in the first place,

and when fall came those queens got

to visiting. The consequence was that

that winter found them with but 2

queens in the hive—one in each oppo-
site corner,

I forgot to mention that the hive

was made double-walled all through,

with a one-inch space between walls.

I placed the empty super on top,

filled with chaff, and 'left them. Both
colonies wintered through until spring,

but were evidently weakened badly, for

they dwindled rapidly in the spring,

and by April both were dead. Since
then I have used the hive simply to

store combs containing choice cells,

and find it a fine thing for this pur-

pose. Throughout the summer, when
I find a choice cell that I wish to save,

I place it in one of these compart-

Emptv Scper Holding 32 Fill-Depth
Frames.

started late thej were all built up until

each had their H frames filled solid with

brood and honey, at the close of the

white honey-flow.
I had a huge super, or upper story

built, containing 52 standard Hoffman

Hive With Sii-er and Cover Complete.

ments, and soon have the hive filled

with choice queens. Then, as I find

inferior queens through the yard. I

snap their heads off and replace with

this -new stock. Meantime, they are

building up finely in the big hive, and
when fall comes I have enough to

make from 2 to 4 rousing colonies to

go into the winter.

Barryton, Mich.

Great Results from Shaking ?

BY BARON M. LIEAWFUL.

It has been many months since I

have had occasion to write to the " Old
Reliable "—not since I was moved to

let the Public know of the wonderful
method practiced by Conscientious D.

But keeping bees under that plan and
rearing queens by running extra lives

into them through their umbilical

cords, have both become chestnutty,

and so I hailed with delight the newly-
found shaking system. There is some-
thing merry in the very name ; it rather

tends to set up a rhythmic motion of

one's diaphragm just to listen to that

name.
I have now practiced this system two

years. Not only has it proved an un-
dreamed-of success in the way of

honey crops, but has opened up new

fields of thought. One of those fields

is centered around my dear old mater-
nal grandfather. It is now plain to me
why the dear old man was so success-
ful with his bees. Farmers from miles
around used to come to him to learn

his methods of getting phenomenal
yields of honey. They never learned

—

rather missed the very reason by as-

cribing wonder to the fact that he
could get such results, suffering as he
did with the s/ia/i!>if,r palsy.

The only disadvantage in the shaking-
system is the labor element, an item
not to be overlooked when one is get-

ting along in years. To overcome this

disadvantage I set all my inventive

genius at work. At first I arranged my
hives in rows, the fronts of the hives

on pivots and the backs on eccentric

cams. The cams were rotated by a

small water-motor. It was found that

one-half hour of 3 rotations to the sec-

ond at sunrise, and 15 minutes of 2

rotations to the second at noon,
brought out the best results. -All colo-

nies thus treated averaged 767 pounds
for the season, against the 37 average
of those not treated. This paid a splen-

did income from the money invested,

especially as the water cost only 12

cents per 1000 gallons, and 1000 gallons

very nearly did the work of one day.

I was envious, however, of my cousin
Ananias who lived near the Cherryville

trolley-line. Ananias's apiary is on a

lot close to the trolley. The land is

slightly boggy, though not wet at the

surface. Every passing trolley causes

the ground to shake for a hundred
yards, especially when a car is well-

loaded and has' a flat wheel. All the

cars on this line are flat-wheeled, by
the way, because it is a one-horse
affair which buys second-hand cars.

Four cars per day pass, six on Sun-
days. Ananias says that his bees aver-

aged nearly half again as great a gain

on Sundays as they did on week-days.
Along towards August Ananias heard
that the company was going to buy
new cars, because the had done so well

that season. Well, .'Vnanias, who is a

stock-holder, got a few of the officials

up to his house, and after talking per-

suaded them to pay a dividend instead,

seeing no dividend had ever been paid.

How long his good luck will continue,

I don't know.
I had a grand idea come last spring,

though, when I read about that chap
who hitches a vacuum pump to the

middle of his combs. Why not go him
one better and extract the honey auto-

matically? Previous to this time I

had not shaken during the busy day-

hours except at a slower speed for a

few minutes after dinner. The newly
gathered nectar, after an hour or so of

work, caused trouble by shaking from
the combs. Then it occurred to rne

that I might make use of this very dif-

ficulty. It was, you will perceive, a

blessing in disguise, just as was the dis-

ease of my sainted ancestor.

Little tin troughs were prepared and
attached to the frames and carried to a

common trough which led down the

slope to my honey-tank. I now ar-

ranged an automatic device which
would bring on a 4-rotation-to-the-sec-

ond speed every 20 minutes, to be kept

up () minutes. In this way the accumu-
lated nectar was shaken from the
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frames and trickled merrily down to

the tank. The frequent stimulus to the
bees, and the ever-ready combs caused
an immediate break in my records.
The daily run jumped from 35 pounds
per colony to 53, a most interesting re-

versal of the figures.

Do not for a moment think that I

failed to recognize that this nectar was
insufficiently cured. After the ma-
chinery was in good working order my
only work all summer was the running
of my automatic honey-curer, and my
automatic 5-gallon can-filler. My work
consisted in driving the loads of honey
to the depot and making out shipping
receipts, not to mention a little other
clerical work.

I hesitate to make public these shaky
results, for I fear that so many friends

of the American Bee Journal will im-
mediately start similar apiarian plants
and cause a glut in the honey market.
Since I have succeeded in getting this

machinery to run without a hitch, I

find that I can produce honey at 3

mills per pound, and it is on the
strength of this fact alone that I ven-
ture to publish this story of my aston-
ishing success.
There is still one problem which I

am unable to fathom. If shaking brings
such incredible results, why shouldn't
the shaking palsy which afflicts bees
also prove beneficial ? I am planning,
another season, to experiment along
this line, and trust, through the dis-

covery of the proper serum, to get
something with which we can inocu-
late our queens, and thereby bring
about a perfectly natural shake.

Ananiasville, New England.

Making Progress in Bee-culture

Read before the Conneetieut Bee- h'ee/'ers'

Assoeiatiort

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER.

The successful progress with bees

has been largely a matter of manage-
ment or manipulation. The oldest rec-

ords indicate a large dependence on sun-

dry operations. All manners and sorts

of hives and appliances, designed to fa-

cilitate different manipulations, have

been offered, urged and forgotten, only

to be followed by more. With the ad-

vent of the bees from Italy about i860,

attention was called to the fact that bees

varied in temperament and abilities, but

beyond the continued importation of

queens from Italy, and later the intro-

duction of other races, very little has

been done in the way of developing the

bee. Here and there some bee-keeper

has made some cross-mating, or select-

ed for color, and now and then some
more progressive or inquisitive man has

made long-continued effort to breed

an improved strain. But scarcely with-

out exception all have leaned heavily on
pet theories of manipulation to secure

results in honey.

As illustrative, consider the frequent

enlarging and contracting of entrances,

transposing brood, stimulative feeding,

etc., for getting colonies ready for the

harvest. And then there are the sundry
expedients for persuading the bees to en-

ter the supers, to keep them at work and
prevent them from swarming.

All this is but the following in the

footsteps of the ancient bee-keepers, due
largely to man's natural tendencies,

much to the exploitation of devices and
implements by the supply manufacturers,
and perhaps quite as much to the sup-
posed difficulty of breeding bees up to

any high standard.

Occasionally some one has urged the
keeping of more bees, and doing less

fussing with them, and such advice is

good, but it does not go far enough.

Perhaps I can best show you how to

lessen manipulation, increase your crops,
make certain the business, and put your-
selves in the line of progress by relat-

ing a few of the habits of the bees, the

factors governing their well-being, and
relate to you some of the results of my
efforts to produce a "thoroughbred" bee.

Like all the rest of animal life the bee
seeks physical comfort. Food, warmth,
dryness, are the essentials of its well-be-
ing. In the search for its food the sense
of smell plays the chief part, and in very
much of its activity the bee "follows its

nose." In any shelter which will protect

them from moisture, the bees, with suf-

ficient food, will keep themselves warm.
Warmth is the second great essential in

its life, but, as you will later see, man's
efforts to help the bee to keep warm
often do more harm than good. To keep
dry, the bee endeavors to cement up
every crack and crevice. It is to keep
in the heat, that the bee uses the prop-
olis.

When brood-rearing is progressing
rapidly the bees spread over all the

comb-surface they can cover and still

keep comfortable. It is not intelligence,

but warmth, which governs. But when
brood-rearing is small, and outside tem-
perature low, the bees cluster closely and
keep warm. But note, the air around the
rhit;tor i^ nrnrtinllv not affected by the

temperature of the bees. Bear that fact

in mind when you pack your bees in a

thick-walled, chaff-packed hive. Your
bees would be better off in winter,

wrapped in a sheet of waterproof paper.

In the winter the thick walls keep them
cold, not warm ; and often prevent the

escape of moisture, particularly with a

small entrance. In the spring and fall,

and in cool summer nights, common in

some places, the thick hives are a help.

but simpler and cheaper devices answer
as well, or better.

To keep dry, the bee at all times wants
plenty of air. In the winter, help it by
giving all the entrance possible. I

would rather have no floor on my hives

than to have the entrances reduced to

two inches by one-half inch, as is a com-
mon practice. In the winter the bee is

dependent upon the sun and natural air

inovements for keeping dry, but in the

warmer seasons it controls the air-cur-

rents to such an extent of giving "more
than enough" in winter and summer, but
in spring and fall reducing it to "not

enough." The reasons for a reduction

at such times are that, in the spring,

a relatively small force of bees is trying

to care for a large surface of brood, and
incidentally much heat is escaping from
them. In the fall, decreasing force is

trying to keep warm, and ripen and seal

its stores, which are much spread out,

hence heat escapes.

In the height of the harvest a large

force is generating much heat, is throw-
ing off much moisture, and must have a
large opening for ventilation, therefore,
the wide open entrance, say 18 inches by
one inch.

But properly to conduct their work,
bees must be kept warm, and as the
night advances they lessen or stop their
fanning. If the temperature of the air
drops they gather more and more com-
pactly, finally, perhaps, leaving the su-
pers and clustering closely on the brood.
If you understand the law of wax-pro-
duction, you will see the loss. Protec-
tion then by means of a double wall or
wrapping pays.

It is not generally known that bees
sleep, perhaps not just in the sense that
we do, but still it is a condition of abso-
lute stillness. Individually bees may be
found sleeping at almost any time, but
the whole colony goes to sleep about
midnight, and sleeps till about 3 a.m.
This is in June. Let them sleep in the
supers. It will pay.

With a proper condition of bees of a
suitable strain, the only thing which can
be called "manipulation" in the forego-
ing is control of the entrance done with
a plain stick of wood, used once in the
fall.

I have cut the manipulation to a min-
imum, but I have based it on a proper
hive and on "proper condition of bees."
I know that you have been soundly in-

structed in hives by your able president,

Mr. Latham, so I will at once take up
the subject of the bees.

The great consideration is to have all

colonies uniform at all times; but how
many men reach such ideal conditions?
They can be reached, and easily, too.

The chief essentials are to have all col-

onies with queens of the same age and
same breeding. The first half is easy;
the second is not, unless you will train

yourselves to study the bee so carefully

that you can tell beyond a reasonable
doubt just how your queens have mated.
Now, I do not mean, to see if the work-
ers have three bands, but that all queens
are mated to drones of one particular

queen. That is possible and not very dif-

ficult if you care to apply yourself. It

means that you must learn to see many
things besides stripes. You must recog-
nize color tints, hair color and density,

shape, extent of excitability, reaction to

smoke, etc. I have in mind three strains

of Italians, two of them the result of
careful selection extending over many
years, the other of but three years stand-

ing. The first two are of the dark type,

and the last of the golden. No matter
how they mate up, it is always possible

to determine the cross. The golden al-

ways gives a color to the underside of
the abdomens : one of the darks has a

pUB 'adBtjs JBjnDUJnd habit of action, to-

gether with a superabundance of white

hair, which are always stamped plainly

on its progeny; and the other dark has
a pink tint which seems indelible.

But you need not go so far. though
that will pay, and the thorough-breeder
must do that, and more. Select as a

queen-mother one whose w'orkers pos-

sess the traits you want, and use her as

long as she lives. Take the one of her

queen daughters which produces the

largest and mo«t uniformily marked
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drones as a dronc-motlicr, and force her
to drone-production, and for such pur-
pose combs not over half-drone are

better than those all drone-cells.

By taking away combs of drone-brood
about as soon as all eggs are hatched,
and giving them to queenless colonies,

or placing them above an excluder over
a strong colony, and giving an upper en-

trance, it is easy to secure ten to twenty
thousand drones.
By suppressing all other drones in the

apiary, desired matings are about always
certain.

The next step is to rear all queens at

as near the same time as possible, and
rear twice as many as you need. Keep
these in nuclei until well tested, say 6

weeks from the time they begin to lay.

Select the best and requeen every colony,

saving only the two breeding queens. I

find the best time to requeen is from the

middle to last of August.
If you have worked with a good strain

of bees, and have selected intelligently,

you will find that your colonies will be

marvelously uniform, strong for fall and
winter, big and ready for the earliest

spring harvest, not given to swarming,
and yielding returns away above any
average you have been accustomed to.

And they will do it all without manip-
ulation. The brood-nest is not touched
except to remove the old queens, the new
ones being run in at the same time, and
beginning their duties within 5 minutes.

Putting on and removing supers are not

classed as manipulations, and the slight

attention to the entrance, twice in spring

—once to contract and once to enlarge

—

and the same in the fall, is hardly

worthy to be so called.

The future progress of apiculture lies

in developing the bee by careful breed-

ing, and the possibilities which lie there-

in, I believe to be beyond anything we
have dreamed of. Already I have
and you can do as much, or more, if you
will.

Providence, R. I.

Miscellaneous News.
<_".)nti[iuod from page 315.)

Bee-Culture an«l the Government
The following shows what has been

done in the interest o.f bee-keeping by
the Department of Agriculture at Wash-
ington—it is a fine exhibit:

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
Bureau of Entomology.

Bee-Ci'LTURE. Washington. D. C.

The following publications relating to bee-
culture, prepared in the Bureau of Ento-
molosrs'. are for free distribution, and may
be obtained by addressing the Secretary of
Agriculture: Farmers' I3ulletin No. 3^7.
Bees." By E. F. Phillips. Ph D. loio. 44 PP.
A general account of the management of

oees.
(Farmers' Bulletin No. 50,

" Bee-Keeping."
has been discontinued.!
Circular No. 7'i. "The Brood Diseases of
Bees." By E. F. Phillips. Ph. D. iqo6. 5 pp.

This publication gives briefly the symp-
toms of the various brood diseases, with
directions for treatment.

Circular No. q4. " The Cause of American
Foul Brood. • By G. F. White. Ph. D. IQ07.

4 pp.
This publication contains a brief ac-

count of the investigations which demon-
strated for the first time the cause of one
of the brood diseases of bees, American
foul brood.

The following publications are not for
free distribution, but may be obtained from
the Superintendent of Documents. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington. D. C. at
the prices indicated. All remittances should
be made payable to him. and not to the De-
iiartment of Agriculture, and should be sent
by postal money order or by New York ex-
change. If currency is sent it is at the send-
er's risk; such remittances, however, usually
arrive safely. Stamps. Pkrsonai. Checks.
(IK FOREUiN MOiNEV WII.I, NOT BE ACCKHTEP
IN ANV case.

Bureau ok Entomology.
Bulletin No. i. " The Honey Bee." By Frank
Benton. i8oq. 118 pp.

[This bulletin has been discontinued,
owing to the fact that later investigations
have shown tlie error of certain portions
which, when the bulletin was prepared,
were generally accepted as correct. The
subjects treated are discussed in the vari-
ous later publications of the Bureau.]

Bulletin No. S5. "The Rearing of Queen-
Bees." By E. F. Phillips. Ph. D. lOOS. u pp.
17 figs. Price 5c.

A general account of the methods used
in Queen-rearing. Several methods are
given so that the bee-keeper may choose
those best suited to his individual needs.

Bulletin No. 70. "Report of the Meeting of
Inspectors of Apiaries. San Antonio. Tex.,
Nov. 12. igo6." IQ07. 70 pp.. I plate. Price
15c.

Contains an account of the history of
bee-disease investigations, the relation-
ship of bacteria to bee-diseases, and a dis-
cussion of treatment by various inspectors
of apiaries and other practical bee-keepers
who are familiar with diseases of bees.

Bulletin No. 75. Part I. Production and Care
of Extracted Honey." By E. F. Phillips.
Ph. D "Methods of Honey Testing for
Bee-Keepers.' By C. A. Browne. Ph. D.
1507. 18 pp. Price 5c.

The methods of producing extracted
honey with special reference to the care
of honey after it is taken from the bees so
that its value may not be decreased by
improper handling. The second portion
of the publication gives some simple tests
for adulteration.

Bulletin No. 75. Part II, "Wax-Moths and
American Foul Brood." By E. F. Phillips.
Ph. D. igo7. Pp. 10-22, 3 plates. Price sc.

An account of the behavior of the two
species of wax-moths on combs containing
American foul brood, showing that moths
do not clean up the disease-carrying scales.

Bulletin No. 75. Part iii, " Bee-Diseases in
Massachusetts." By IJurton N. Gates.
1508. Pp. 23-32. map. Price 3c.

An account of the distribution of the
brood diseases of bees in the Stale, w-ith
brief directions for controlling them.

Bulletin No. 7=;. Part IV, "The Relation of
the Etiology (Cause) of Bee-Diseases to the
Treatment." By G. F. White. Ph. D. 1908.

Pp. 33-42. Price 5C.

The necessity for a knowledge of the
cause of bee-diseases before rational treat-

ment is [possible is pointed out. The pres-
ent state of our knowledge of the causes
of disease is summarized.

Bulletin No. 75. Part V, "A Brief Survey of
Hawaiian Bee-Keeping. " By E. F. Phillips.
Ph.D. looij. Pp. 43-58. 6 plates. Price isc.

An account of the bee-keeping meth-
ods used in a tropical country and a com-
parison with mainland conditions. Some
new manipulations are recommended.

Bulletin No. 75. Part VI, "The Status of Api-
culture in the United States." By E. F.
Phillips. Ph. D. IQOO. Pp. s«-8o. Price 5C.

A survey of present-day bee-keeping in
the United States, with suggestions as to
the work yet to be done before apiculture
will have reached its fullest development.

Bulletin No. 75. Part VII. " Bee-Keeping in
Massachusetts. By Burton N. Gates. looo.

Pp. 81-10Q. Price 5C.
An account of a detailed study of the

apicultural conditions in Massachusetts.
The object of thi^ paper is to find out
what are the actual conditions and needs
of bee-keeping in New England.

Bulletin No. 75 (" parts). A table of contents
and index to the entire bulletin will be
issued soon, after which the seven parts
with contents and index will be published
under one cover.

Technical Series. No. 14. "The Bacteria of
the Apiary, with Special Reference to Bee-
Diseases." By G. F. White, Ph. D. 1006.

50 pp. Price IOC
A technical study of thebacteria found

under normal conditions, with special at-

tention to those found in diseased brood.

Technical .Series No. 18. "The Anatomy of
the Honey-Bee." By R. E. Snodgrass. 1909.

11)2 pp. 57 text figures. Price 20c.
An account of the structure of the bee.

with technical terms omitted as far as
possible. Practically all of the illustra-
tions are new. and the various parts are
interpreted according to the best usage in
comparative anatomy of insects. A brief
discussion of the physiology of the various
organs is included.

Bureau of Chemistry.

Bulletin No. no. "Chemical Analysis and
Compostion of American Honeys." By C.
A. Browne. Including "A Microscopical
Study of Honey Pollen." By W. J. Young.
IQ08. 93 pp. Price 30c.

A very comprehensive study of the
chemical composition of American honeys.
This publication is technical in nature,
and will perhaps be little used by practi-
cal bee-keepers, but it is an important
contribution to apicultural literature. By
means of tliis work the detection of honey
adulteration is much aided.
Applications for the following publication

may be addressed to the Secretary of Api-
culture:

Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion. Honolulu. Hawaii.

Bulletin No. 17. " Hawaiian Honeys." By D

Father Bruin (reading).—" "Another strike threatened. The Aniiileiimalcd Union of
Honey and Wax IKw/tcrj have declared for a 12 hour instead of an B-hour day. Unless the
flowers agree hereafter to remain open long enough for the Union to work 12 hours per day.
the Amalgamated Onion of Honey and Wax Workers have decided to strike. Consumers
who haven't a good supply of honey on hand had better secure it at once, as the prospects
of a new crop this season are very slight.'"—.SA A'irAo/as.
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L. Van Dine and Alice R. Thompson. 1908.
21 pp.. I plate.

.•\ study of the source and composition
of the honeys of Hawaii. The peculiar
conditions found on these islands are dealt
with.
The apicultural investigations of the

Bureau of Entomolotry comprise several dis-
tinct lines of work, and the results are pub-
lished when completed. Announcement of
the new publications is cenerally made in
the journals devoted to bee-keepinsr and new
lists similar to this will be published fniin
time to time.
The Bureau is pleased to give every aid

possible to those interested in bee-keepini;
by answering questions which may arise.
The earnest co-operation of the bee-keepinK
public is solicited. Respectfully.

L. O. Howard. Cliiel of Bureau.

Surely, the foregoing is an encour-
aging showing. We were surprised
when we received the above, printed
on a large postal card. Bee-keepers
everywhere should avail themselves of
any or all of the above list of very
helpful publications.

What Darkens Houey-l>evv?
Honey-dew being a live topic tliis

year, here is something instructive from
D. M. Macdonald, which appears in the
British Bee Journal:

Not that all honey-dew is so very bad, for
there are at least two kinds of it, differing
considerably in composition. One is a sac-
charine juice, which exudes under certain cli-
matic conditions from the leaves of various
trees, amongst them being oak, chestnut, liuit;,

beech, ash, conifers, and fruit trees. Now,
as is well known, there visits these "sweat-
ing" leaves an aphis which feeds greedily on
this sweet substance. It. like the bee, has
something in the nature of a honey sac, quite
separate from its ordinary stomach, from
which, when the sac gets overcharged, it re-
gurgitates, or rejects, "aphidian honey" by
means of two tubes used for no other purpose,
fortunately for the bees and their keepers.

In itself this fluid, which is a seeretioii,
not an excretion, would not be wholly un-
palatable. It looks hke a bright, sparKiiug,
clear drop of liquid when held up against the
light, and tastes by no means harsh. But,
unfortunately, a soot fungus grows on the
leaves, making them appear as if tiicy had been
coated with this substance, 'lo tuc sorrow of
the bee-keeper and to his serious loss, this
gives a black, inky appearance to the sacchai-
ine matter when it is gathered ana consi'^ned
to the cells, and when extracted it looks dark
and muddy, sometimes resembling in color
blacking or coal-tar. Much of it in the ad-
mixture thoroughly injures the sale of the
honey, and even a little of it goes far to
deteriorate the quality and flavor.

Iteducetl Kates to Albany
We have received information froin

Vice-President W. D. Wright, that a
fare and three-fifths on the certificate
plan for the National convention at
Albany has been secured within cer-
tain limits, and provided there are lOD
persons present who have railroad cer-
tificates, and who have paid 7.j cents or
more for their fare to Albany.
Tickets at the regular full one-way

first-class fare for the going journey
maybe secured from Oct. 8th to 1 1th
inclusive. Be sure that when purchas-
ing .your going ticket you reiiiiest a
certificate. Do not make tin- mistake of
askingfor a receipt.

Cerlijicates are not kept at a/t xtations.
If not obtainable at your home station,
the agent will inform you at what sta-
tion they can be obtained. In such
places you can purchase a local ticket
thence, and from there purchase a full

ticket, and secure the certificate, to
place of meeting. Immediately on ar-

rival at the meeting present your cer-
tificates for indorsement.

A special agent of the Trunk Line
Association will be in attendance Oct.
13 from a.m. to the close of the con-
vention, to validate certificates. A fee
of 2') cents will be charged at the meet-
ing for each certificate validated. All
certificates must be validated, and there
must be not less than 100 persons hav-
ing regularly issued certificates, ob-
tained from ticket agents at the start-
ing point showing payment of a regular
full one-way, first-class fare of not less

than 7.J cents on going journey. Your
validated certificate will be authority
for three-fifths fare returning up to and
including Oct. 17.

From stations from which it is pos-
sible to reach Albany by noon of Oct.
13th, tickets may also be sold for morn-
ing trains of that date. .-/// who have
to pay 75 cents or more for fare are
requested to get a certificate one way,
which will help to get the required
number.
The reduction is from Trunk Line

and Central Passenger Association Ter-
ritory as follows :

Railroads in Trunk Line Association.

Baltimore & Ohio R. R. (Pittsburg. Bellaire,
Wheelinsr. Parkersburg, Kenova and east
thereof.:
Baltimore Steam Packet Co.
Buffalo & SusQuehanna Ry.
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburg Ry.
Central Railroad of New Jersey
Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. (Kenova. W. Va.,

and east thereof).
Chesapeake Steamship Co.
Cumberland Valley R. R.
Delaware & Hudson Co.
Delaware. Lackawanna & Western R. R
Erie R. R. (Buffalo. Suspension Bridge,

Dunkirk. Salamanca, and east thereof;.
Chautauqua Traction Co.
Fonda. Johnstown & Gloversville R. R.
Jamestown. Chautauqua & Lake Erie Ry.
Lehigh Valley R. R.
New York Central & Hudson River R. R.
New York. Philadelphia & Norfolk R. R.
Norfolk & Washington Steamboat Co.
Pennsylvania R. R.
Philadelphia & Reading Ry.
Pittsburg. Shawmut & .Northern R. R.
Western Maryland R. R.
West Shore R, R.

Roads in Central Passenger .Association

Ann Arbor R, R.
Baltimore & Ohio R. R.
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern R R
Bessemer & Lake Erie R. R.
Chesapeake ln; Ohio Ry.
Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. Co. of Indiana
Chicago & Alton R. R.
Chicago & Eastern Illinois R. R.
Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville Ry.
Chicago, Indiana & Southern R. R.
Chicago. Peoria & .St. Louis Rv.
Cincinnati cV Muskingum Valley R. R. Co.
Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton Ry.
Cincinnati .Northern R, R.
Cleveland. .Akron & Columbus Ry. Co.
Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago i: St. Louis

Ry.
Dayton & Union R. R.
Detroit & Mackinac Ry.
Detroit. Toledo & Ironton Ry.
Dunkirk. .Allegheny Valleys Pittsburg R. R.
Erie R. R.
livansville & Indianapolis R. R.
ICvansville & Terrc Haute R, K
Ft. Wayne. Cincinnati ,S: Louisville R. R.
Grand Rapids & Indiana Ry.
Cjrand Trunk Ry. System.
Hocking Yalley Ky.
Iowa Central Ry,
Kanawha & Michigan Ry.
Lake Erie. .Alliance iS; Wheeling R, R.
Lake Erie & Western R. R,
Lake Shore*: Michigan .Southern Rv.
Louisville & Nashville R. R.
Louisville. Henderson & St. Louis R. R.
Marietta, Columbus & Cleveland R. R,
Michigan Central R. R.
Minneapolis & St. Louis R. R.
.Mobile .V Ohio R. R.
New York. Chicago & St. Louis R.R.
Norfolk iV Western Ry.

Northern Ohio Ry.
Pennsylvania Company.
Pere Marquette R. R.
Pittsburg & Lake Eric R. R.
Pittsburg. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis

Ry.
Southern Rv.
Toledo & Ohio Central Ry.
Toledo. St. Louis cS: Western R. R.
Vandalia R. R. Co.
\V,ibash R. R.
W.ibash Pittsburg Terminal Ry.
Wheelings Lake Erie R. R.
/Canesville & Western Ry.

We also expect the reduction to be
effective in the following territory, viz.:
New England, Eastern Canada, Terri-
tory west of Buffalo and Pittsburg to
Denver and Cheyenne, and north of
the Ohio River; Cairo, 111., St. Louis,
Kansas City, and Indian Territory and
Oklahoma.

A Few Facts .-^bout Albany.

Albany is the oldest surviving settle-

ment in the 13 original States, and was
founded in 1614 by the Dutch traders
who followed the voyage of the dis-
coverer of the Hudson River. It was
known successively as bort Nassau,
Beaverwyck and Williamstadt. and was
protected from incursions of the In-
dians by a stockade and a moat.

In 1623 the West Indian Company
built Fort Orange (.^urania) on Capi-
tol Hill, and the village became the
center of the fur trade in North Amer-
ica. In 1664 it was transferred to the
British, and the name was changed to
Albany, in honor of the Duke of York
and Albany, afterward James II. It re-

ceived its charter in 1686, and became
the capitol of the State in 1797. The
first general Congress, at which plans
for colonial federation were discussed,
was held in Albany in 17o4. "Yankee
Doodle" was written in the garden of
the historic manor house now known
as Fort Cralo, which is still standing
on the east bank of the Hudson oppo-
site Albany.
Besides its antiquity, there are many

other things about the city that are in-

teresting to tourists; notably its $2.5,-

000,000 Capitol Building, the $LOOO,000
State Educational Building in course of

erection, many beautiful bank buildings,
etc.

Tlie Illinois State Convention

The 20th annual session of the Illinois

State Bee-Keepers' ."Association will be
held at the State House, Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 17 and 18, 1910.

We expect to have a number of the
most prominent bee-keepers of the
State, among them our worthy presi-

dent, Mr. C. P. Dadant, as well as
others outside our own State.

.Among the other things that will be
on the program will be the report of

our foul brood inspector, .A L. Ivildow,

of Putnam, III., who will show on a

map all the counties of the State where-
in foul brood exists, as far as discov-
ered.
Regarding hotel and railroad rates, a

notice will be sent to all the members
of the Association not later than Nov.
1st. To any not members, who wish
to attend the convention, if they will

notify the secretary, a like notice ^will

be sent to them. Make up your mind
to come and have a good time.

. „,,

Jas. A. STONE,'Sec.
Rt. I. Springfield, 111.
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Dr. Miller's Question-Box
Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to

Dk. C. C. MiLi.F.K. Makknco. ll.I..

He does Nor answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Introducing Queens—Feeding Nucleus
1. Is a liana t, Caucasian, or a Cyprian

queen any harder to introduce than an ItaHan?
2. I bought a 3-frame nucleus ; would it be

all right for winter if fed?
New York.

Answers.— 1. I think not.

3. Rather doubtful; although in the right

kind of a cellar it might succeed.

American Foul Brood.
My bees are not doing very well. They

have the American foul brood. What must I

do to cure it? Some take the bees from the
old hive and put them into a new one, and
then disinfect the hive; but what they use to

disinfect with, I don't know.
Pennsylvania.

Answer.—There is probably nothing better
than the McEvoy treatment. If you send to

Dr. E. F. Phillips. Dept. of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C. he will send you a free bul-

letin about the disease and its cure. Some
disinfect the hive by tlirowin? a handful of
straw into the empty hive and burning it out;
some wet with kerosene the inside and burn
it; and some use a painter's torch. Probably
the greater number do nothing at all in the

way of disinfecting the hive, believing it un-
necessary.

Metal Queen-Cell Bases.

Has anybody ever used metal queen-cell

bases? If so, why are they not in more
general use? I have used some this season
in an experimental way, and like them very
much. They have so many advantages over
others; there is no transferring of the larvse,

uo royal jelly to be obtained; they are strong
and can be used over and over again, etc.

:

in fact, they have the advantages of all the

others, with few of their disadvantages.

,
Iowa.

Answer.— I do not remember to have heard
of metal being used, although wood is in

common use. Wood has the advantage of
being a poorer conductor of heat than metal,

and it is likely that no one has thought of
metal having any advantage over wood.

Sowing Yellow Sweet Clover Seed.

1. Wiien is the best time to sow yellow
swett clover seed, and how shall I prepare the

ground? I want to sow where I have corn.

2. How many pounds of seed to the acre?
Tennessee.

Answers.— 1. Either the white or the yel-

low variety of sweet clover may be sown
spring or fall, or at the same time other
clover is sown in your locality. It doesn't

matter a great deal as to preparation of the

ground. Prepared as for other clover will

be all right, only the ground should be rolled

down hard after sowing, as it seems to heave
worse in winter than red clover. In your
corn ground you may get as good a stand as

anv other way by sowing without any prep-
aration whatever, at a time when the ground
is rather wet, and allowing a lot of stock to

tramp it down all over. That seems like a

slipshod way of doing things, but the worse
you treat sweet clover the better it seems to

succeed. The fact is, it is not the easiest

thing to get a good stand when ground is very
nicely prepared—at least not in this locality.

2. There is no definite agreement as to the

amount of seed per acre, but much lighter

seeding will do than for other clovers, as a

single stalk will cover more than a square
foot of ground. If it all grows, 10 pounds
to the acre ought to be a great plenty.

Grading Honey for Market.
1. You answered my (juestions on page 292.

on grading honey, and selling honey on com-
mission. What I want to know is. Arc all

the sections in a case of 24 sections of equal
weight, or do they run from \ZY2 to 16 ounces

in the case ? I have been weighing al! sec-

tions and putting all of the 16 ounce sections
in a case by themselves; the same way with
lo-ounce, 14, 13 and 12. Any under 12 ounces
are put back to be filled out, if it is not loo
late in the season; and if some of the cells

of the 14, 13 and 1 2 are not capped over I

put them back. As I understand the grading
rules, some of the customers get a IS^j-ouncc
section for IG cents, while others of the same
case get a 16-ounce sections for Ifi 6ents. 1

try to fix it so all will be treated alike.

New York.

Answer.— In a case of sections there are
different weights, and the sections may run
up to 16 ounces eacii, or more; only so that

no section shall weigh less than XZYi ounces,
and that the cases shall average not less than
21 pounds each. If the grocer sells the sec-

tions by weight, of course the consumer pays
for the number of ounces he gets; if the

honey is sold by the section, then some cus-

tomers will get better bargains than others.

Soured Honey—Short of Winter
Stores.

1. I took off 300 pounds of honey, Aug. 20,

which seemed to be nice honey, yellow color,

pood taste, and all sealed up nicely. I stored

it in a warm room, and now it is fermenting,
running out through the cappings, and is be-

ginning to have quite a sour taste. Today
I am putting it hack on the hives to see if

the bees can put it in shape. What would you
advise me to do with it? What caused it?

I do not believe it is honey-dew.

2. My bees are all in Danzenbaker hives,

and are working in the supers yet. but it

looks as if they did not have enough stores
below to winter on. Do you believe there is

any danger of their giving a surplus and not
providing for themselves? Missouri.

Answers.—1. I don't know what was the

trouble. Sometimes bees seal up honey when
it is not sufficiently ripened, and that might
have occurred in your case. The character of

the honey must have had something to do
with it. Probably you did the very best
thing when you gave it back to the bees.

2. If there is no fall flow, and the early
flow stops short while the frames are full of
brood, there may be too little honey in the

hive for winter, ecpecially in S- frame hives
or smaller. But if there is a fall flow, the

bees are sure to crowd honey into the brood-
chamber, even if it leaves no room for the

queen. At least that is the way it is here.

As your bees were working in supers Sept.

14, if you had looked in the brood-chamber
on that date I'm pretty sure you would have
found lots of honev and not much brood.

Getting Bees from Bee-Trees—Albino
Bees.

1. At a distance of about 7 miles from
where I live, on the banks of a river, there
are, perliaps. hundreds of bee-trees. The bees
can easily be gotten out. But to get some of
them it would take a whole day. as the bees
have their entrance 1 or 2 inches above the

ground and run down into the roots, so that

I would have to dig up the whole tree, and
some of these trees are very large. How
could they be gotten out without the use of

some kind of an escape?

2. Please explain one or more ways in

which bees may be taken out of a tree with-

out the use of smoke.

3. Could one by chopping a hole about the

end of the combs (lower end) , and setting

a cup of gasoline up close to the combs, drive

out all of the bees, no matter in what direc-

tion the holes run?

4. In my bee-book I never found anything
stating the difference between an albino and
another race of bees. Is there anything pe-

culiar about them?

5. Do they gather much? Where could I

buy such a queen?

My bees are golden Italians, and those in
the trees arc golden also. California.

Answers.— 1. Try this: Put in your smoker
rags saturated with carbolic acid; blow into

the hole the vapor lightly at first, so as not
to stupefy the bees, and continue until they
think it is pleasanter outside.

2. Besides smoke or some other vapor ob-

jectionable to the bees, I don't think of any
otlier way except chopping or using an es-

cape.
3. I'm afraid that merely setting a cup of

gasoline there might not trouble the bees
enough. Blowing it in with a smoker might
do better.

4. If I am rightly informed, albinos among
bees are somewhat like albinos of the human
race or other animals; there is a deficiency of

coloring pigment. This is accompanied by
weakness in other respects; although some
have reported albino bees that were said to

be good. I have seen nothing about albinos

for several years, and don't know where you
would find them.

lepor($

Report for Two Seasons.

I am very thankful for the Bee Journal.

It has been a great help to me during the

summer. I bought 3 colonies of bees in fall

of 1908. They' wintered all right, but 1909

was a poor year. They increased to 4 colo-

nies and produced not more than 6 pounds
of honey. This year I increased to 10 colo-

nies from the 4 and got between 300 and 400

pounds of comb honey. Some swarms united

and went to the woods.
Bagley, Minn. Algot Berstson.

Freaky igio in Central Nebraska.

March was summer; April and May winter;

June cold spring: and July hot and dry (only

J/2 inch of precipitation for the month.) With
a small working force of bees, and the nec-

tar drving so fast, the flow from alfalfa and
sweet clover was slow, but now we are get-

ting a favorable freak finish to the season.

August has been cool and showery, and the

low places are a jungle of Spanish-needle

(first time I've seen it here in years). We
are getting a fine fall flow. I expect 1500

pounds of honey or better, which means a

60-pound average per colony.
Louis Macey.

X. Platte, Xebr., Sept. 7.

Score Another for the Blacks.

When I hear men bragging about black

bees, I think of our boss in the lumber-woods.

He was always telling the boys of the good

qualities of his wife. He had so much to

say in praise of her that I made a long, lonely

walk through the woods to sec his home and
his wife.

She was a "niggerl" W.H.Mills.
Arden, Nebr., Sept. 5.

Ripening Honey.
That little air space at the top of every

cell of honey as it is in the comb is of par-

ticular need. Immediately resting on the

honey is an albuminous film. The rising and
falling of the temperature causes a waste of

a portion of the honey which passes off as

carbonic acid gas. The gas passes through

the film first and then as the wax cap of the

cell is dry the gas can work its way through

into the outer atmosphere. If the honey rest-

ed against the wax capping the gas could not

get through and the refuse would be retained

in the honey, and the honey would be

spoiled.

If honey is sealed up in air-tight cans or

jars for but a short t'lmc it is correspondingly

injured. When the containers of the honey are

kept in an airy room and provided with ven-

tilated covers a film forms on the surface

protecting it from the air, but the ripening
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process goes on, indefinitely. Such honey
when dished out is dry and thick. But where
the honey has been sealed up the film is ab-
sent, and the honey is thinner, and absorbs
moisture from the air at a rapid rate.

Chatsworth, Calif. C. W. Dayton.

Italian Bees vs. Blacks.

Of late, we have taken a great deal of in-

terest in the different accounts about the
Italian and black bees, so we are sending an
account of our experience.
We have been in and around the bee-busi-

ness, more or less, for the last 6 years, and
have had Iltalians, hybrids and blacks. With
us the Italians came out ahead in the lon^
run, every time. A few of their superior
qualities are: Honey-gathering, less inclined
to swarm, and in better condition in spring.

A point in favor of the blacks is that the
queen does not lay eggs in the super as the
Italians are liable to, at least not with us.
But, there is another desirable trait, and this
is due to the prolificness of the queen, and, at
the same time, it can be easily overcome by
the use of 2 brood-chambers, or an excluder.
We use the 4x5 sections, and have them about
half filled with foundation. The remaining
half was built mostly for drone-comb, which
offered a place for the queen to lay those un-
desirable eggs. We do not doubt that in a
good honey-flow near home, as in the case
with sweet clover, no strain or variety of
bees can surpass the pure blacks, but, when
the harvest begins to wane, when the nectar
must be sought far and wide, then the Ital-

ians are "on the job." They hang on while
the blacks do practically nothing.
We all know ot the wealth of nectar se-

creted by the common red clover, but, except
when the tubes are shortened by drouth, or
some other reason, it is not available for the
bees. Black bees have shorter tongues than
the Italians have, and, if you see them on
red clover, it is more of an exception than
the rule.

Our f3ow at present consists of buckwheat
and second-growth red clover. In going to
the bee-yard in the early morning when the
bees are working on buckwheat, we find the
blacks flying fairly well, but do not come up
to the Italians. In going to the yard on a
clear day after 10 o'clock, we find the Italians
flying at about the same rate, while the blacks
barely do anything. At this time, in going
to the buckwheat pasture, we see no Italians
at work at all, and what Httle we see are
blacks, but on going to the clover fields, we
find it just buzzing and alive with bees, most-
ly or nearly all Italians.

On examination of the hives, we find more
or less dark buckwheat honey and some honey-
dew (if there is any to be gathered) with the
blacks, and with the Italians a good surplus
of red clover mixed more or less with buck-
wheat, but not to so large an extent as to
injure the sales of the honey, as is the case
with the honey taken from the blacks. We
have a hard time to sell dark honey, as the
people want too big a reduction for it, so this
is quite an item.
AH things considered, the Italians seem to

be the best bees for this country.
Lititz, Pa. Snavely Bros.

Tolerably Good Season.
Barring the unfavorable spring, the honey

season in this locality was tolerably good. To
date I have extracted 300 pounds of honey
from 4 colonies, and increased to 6. I had
but one natural swarm. There is still some
honey in the hives, and the bees are in an
excellent condition; plenty of brood in all

stages; The honey in this locality lias a green-
ish tinge, but the body and flavor are good.
I sell 3 pounds for 50 cents.

I find the ordinary Italians superior to the
goldens. Albin Pi.atz.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 31.

Italians vs. Black Bees.
Having had an experience of nearly 50

vears with Italian bees, and having been ac-

?uainted with the blacks more than 75 years,
think I know something of the difference

between the two races, that seem to be unal-
terably fixed.

For instance, .in handling Italian bees, they
hold their position on the combs, while the

blacks scamper to the bottom of the frame,
clustering in knots of both young and old

bees, ana drop off at the feet of the person

handhng them. Many of the yount^ be. s

never get back into the hive and must nc
come a loss, except that the operator picks
up and returns them to the hive, which he is

not at all likely to do.
Then, again, during all the years that i

have handled the Italians, I have never had a

colony to fall a victim to the ravages of the
bee-moth, while it is a fact that the moth
often invade and completely destroy a colony
of blacks. In fact, unless a colony of Italians

become reduced to a mere nucleus, I never
give the matter of their being hurt by the
bee-moth any attention; but in the event of
such a mishap, and the hive is full of comb,
I at once take the precaution of reinforcing
them with a frame of mature and emerging
brood.
As regards the crossness of the two races,

I have found but little difference, for I oc-

casionally find a colony of Italians that are
as cross as they can be, it seems to me. And,
I also found the blacks no better. I have
opened a hive of Italians perhaps twenty times
in succession without veil, or smoke, without
receiving a sting; and the next time I have
received perhaps 50 stings before I could get
away from them.

I have learned never to open a hive without
a bee-hat on, and almost invariably have smoke
at hand, and never have any trouble when
this course is rigidly adhered to. However,
I will except the Cyprian strain of bees, as
I do not remember ever handling a colony of
them that was not on the warpath; and smoke
does not seem to subdue them for any con-
siderable length of time, for as soon as the
smoke would clear away, they would fall in

line and seemingly attack me with renewed
and increased fierceness.

In the matter of collecting and storing
honey, I am not fully prepared to say defi-

nitely that the Italians excel the blacks verv
much, if any. It is claimed by some that the
blacks seal their honey with whiter cappings
than the Italians. I have never been able to

note any real difference in the aggregatb.
However, I have seen the Italians cap their
honey with whiter material, sometimes, than at
other times. As to whether or not the blacks
do so, I can't say having never given this

feature of the subject any attention when 1

had blacks in my apiary.

I will recapitulate the only real points of
difference in favor of the Italians that I have
been able to note:
The Italians stand their ground on the

combs when handling them, while the blacks
run to the bottom of the combs and drop off

on the ground at the operator's feet, thereby
causing the loss of many bees.

Second, the Italians defend themselves much
more successfully against the ravages of the
bee-moth.
As I view the situation, these points of dif-

ference make it worth while to own the Ita^
ians in preference to the blacks.

Lyons, Kan. Dr. G. Bohrer.

Byer and the Other "Buckwheaters."
Friend York:—Please tell Mr. Byer_ that

he is correct in his belief that Albany is lo-

cated near the "buckwheaters," and if he will

favor us with his presence at the Nation.Ti

convention, he will find them out in full

force. Although he says he is not partial tu

buckwheat, I think he will find the "buck-
wheaters" a very good class of people to meet.

Mr. Byer said in regard to the decision to

hold the National Convention in Albany,
"that is really too bad." I am sorry that he
feels that way about it, and believe that if he
will make the most of the opportunity, he
may be able to change his mind. I believe
it due to our Canadian brethren, that the

National Convention be held in their Domin-
ion in the near future, and I hope to sec it

brought about. W. D. Wright.
Altamont, N. Y.

[Mr. Byer writes that he expects to be at

the Albany convention, all being well. We
didn't think that he could stay away, buck-
wheat honey or no buckwheat honey.

Mr. L. C. Root, of Connecticut, the son-in-

law of the lamented Moses Quinby, also in-

tends to be present at the meeting. Better
go, reader, if you can possibly do it.

—

Edi-
tor.]

WanloH —Old C:omhs and .ShiniKuni. Will
fffdlllCU work it for half anti pay lu cents a
pound for your share of wax. A. A I.vons.
HAi2t Rt. 5. Hox IHH. Kt. Collins, Colo.

PU-ase mention Am. Bee Journal when writins.

Langstroth

"""-Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant. Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. Bound in

substantial cloth, and has nearly 600
pages. Revised by that large, practical
bee-keeper, so well known to all bee-
dom^Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following the instructions of
this book one can not fail to be won-
derfully helped on the way to success
with bees.

We mail the book for $1.20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00. This is in-

deed a splendid chance to get a grand
bee-book for a very little money.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 W. Superior St. • CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Souvenir Bee Postal Cards
We have 4 Souvenir Postal Cards of

interest to bee-keepers. No. 1 is a

Teddy Bear card, with stanza of poetry,

a straw bee-hive, a jar and section of

honey, etc. It is quite sentimental.

No. 2 has the words and music of the

song, " The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby ;" No.

3, the words and music of "Buckwheat
Cakes and Honey ;" and No. 4, the

words and music of "The Humming
of the Bees." We send these cards,

postpaid, as follows : 4 cards for 10

cents, 10 cards for 20 cents ; or 10 cards

with the American Bee Journal one
year for $1.10. Send all orders to the

office of the American Bee Journal, 146

W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

"Bee-Keepers' Guide"
This book on bees is also known as

the "Manual of the Apiary." It is in-

structive, interesting, and both practi-

cal and scientific. On the anatomy and
physiology of the bee it is more com-
plete than any other standard Ameri-
can bee-book. Also the part on honey-
producing plants is exceptionally fine.

Every bee-keeper should have it in his

library. It has r)44 pages, and 295 illus-

trations. Bound in cloth. Price, post-

paid, $1.20 ; or with a year's subscrip-

tion to the American Bee Journal—both
for $1.90. Send all orders to the office

of the American Bee Journal, 14G West
Superior St., Chicago, 111.

How AboiitYour Adverti.siiifj?

Have you anything to sell? .'\ny bees,

honey, hives, or anything else that you
think the readers of the American
Bee Journal might want to buy? If so,

why not offer it through our advertis-

ing columns? See rates in the first

column of the second page of every
number of the Bee Journal. We try to

keep our columns clean and free from
any dishonest advertising.
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SPECIAL CLUBBING and PREMIUM OFFERS
In Connection With The

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
.
Sample copies free, to help you interest your friends and get subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neighbors or

friends we will mail them sample copies free. After they have received their copies, with a httle talk you can sret some to subscribe and so either sret your own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They're worth gettinsj. We
giv« you a year*s subscription free for sending: us i new subscriptions at Si.00 each.

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE

Your name and address put
on one side of the handle as
shown in cut, and on the

'ther side pictures of
a queen-bee. a worker,
;iud a drone. The
handle is celluloid
and transparent,
through which is

.seen your name.
If you lose this
knife it can be re-
turned to you, or
serves to identify
you if you happen
to be injured fatal-
ly, or are uncon-
scious. Cutise.xact
size. Be sure to
write exact name
and address. Knife
delivered in two
weeks. Price of knife
alone, postpaid, $1.25,
With year's subscrip-
t i o n , $1.00.
Free for 3
new St sub-
scriptions.

BEE-KEEPER'S

GOLD-NIB
FOUKTAIN PEN

ri'j

A really good
pen. As far as
true usefulness
goes it is equal

to any of the high-
er-priced, much-
advertised pens.
If you pay more it's
the name you're

charged for. The Gold
Ni' is guaranteed 14 Karat gold.
In lum pointed. The holder is
hard-rubber, handsomely finish-
ed.

_
The cover fits snugly and

ca 1 t slip off because it slightly
w dges over the barrel at either
end. This pen is non-leakable.
It is very easily cleaned, the pen-
po nt and feeder being quickly
re.noved. The simple feeder
gives a uniform supply of ink to
the pen-point without dropping,
blotting cr spotting. Every bee-
keeper ought to carry ©ne in his
vest-pocket. Comes in box with
directions and filler. Each pen
guaranteed. Here shown ?i ac-
ual size.
Price alone, postpaid. $1.00. With
i year's subscription, $1.7o.

>iven free for 3 new subscrip-
ions at $i.oo each.

QUEEN-CUPPING DEVICE

The Monette Queen-
Clipping Device is a
fine thing for use in
catching and clipping
Q u e e n s' wings. 4'-!!

incheshigh. Itisused
by many bee-keepers.
!>" u 1 1 printed direc-
'ions sent with each
one.
Price alone, post-

paid. 25 cents. With a
"ar's subscription,

;>l,lo ^l\en free for i new
sjibsc iption r-t $i.oo

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invented
by a Mianesiota bee-
keeper, adapted
for prying up su-
pers and for gen-
eral workaround
thcapairy. Made
of malleable iroi
8V4 inches long. The
middle part is 1 l-I

inches wide and 7-32

thick. The smaller
end is 1 7-8incheslona
1-2 inch wide, and 7-32
thick, ending like a
screw-driver. The
larger end is wedge-
shaped having a sharp,
semi-circular edge,
making it almost per-
fect for prying up cov-
ers, supers, etc., as it
does not mar the wood.
Dr. Miller, who has
used it since 1903 says,
January 7, 1907: "I
think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid,
40cents. With a year's
SHbscription, %\.2n.

Given free for 2 new
subscriptions at
Si. 00 each.

PREMIUM
QUEENS

These are untested, stand-
ard-bred, Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
They are active breeders,
and produce good work-
ers.
Sent ooly after May Ist.
Orders booked any time

for 1908 queens. Safe de-
livery guaranteed. Price,
90 cents each, 6 for $4.w.
orl2 for S8.50. One queen
with a year's subscrip-
tion, $i.6o. Free for
anew Si, subscriptions.

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS

O WONT Tou BEE nr HOKE>:
fifO CHItR THIS LONCLV m5ART»

Fof) I WOULD HUO TOU ALL THC Tm^
And Wt WOULD NEVIfi PART

A "Teddsf Bear" on good terms with
everybody including the bees swarming
out of the old-fashioned "skep." Size
3'4x5H, printed in four colors. Blank
space mx3inchesisfor writing. Prices—
3, postpaid, 10 cents: 10 for25 cents. Ten
with a year's subscription, Si.io. 6
given free for one Si-"" subscription.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS
Forty Years Among the Bees, bj- Dr. C C.

Miller. -'iiil Piiires. hinintl in handsome cloth,
with tfiilci letters and desigTi, illustrated with 112

beautiful half -tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller,
't l.s a g-ood. live story of successful bee-keep-
ing by one of the masters, and shows just how
Dr. Miller works with bees. Price alone, $1.0(1.

With a year's subscription. $1.75. Given fuek
for 3 new subscriptions al $1.00 each.

Advanced Bee-Culture, by W. Z. Hutchin-
.Son. -The antlnjr is a practical and helptul
writer. 3;iO pagres: bound in cloth, beautifully
illustrated. Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription. $1. '.to. GiVEN FREE for 3 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture, by A. I &
E. II. Root.—Over 500 pagres, describing: every-
thing- pertaining- to tlie care of honey-bees. 400

en&ravings. Bound in cloth, price alone, $1.50.

With a year's subscription. $'2.25. Give.v free
for 5 new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.—How the very best
queens are reared. Bound in cloth and illus-
trated. Price alone. $1.00. With a year's sub-
scription. $1.50. GivEX FREE for 2 new subscrip-
tions at$1.00 each. In leatherette binding-, price
alone. 75 cents. With a year's subscription, $1.25.

GlvEX FREE for 2 new subscriptions, $1.00 each.

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Api-
ary, by Pruf. A. J. Cook.—This book is instruc-
tive, helpful, Interestingr. thoroughly practical
and Bcicntinc. It also contains anatomy and
physiology of bees 544 pages, 395 illustrations.
Bound In cloth. Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription. $1.90. Given free for 4 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each,

Langstrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—This classic has been entirely rewrit-
ten. Fully Illustrated. No apiarian library is

complete without this standard work by " The
Father of American Bee-Culture." 520 pages,
bound in cloth. Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription. $2.00. Given free for 4 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

Ttie Honey-Money Stories—64page book-
let of short. brig:ht items about honey. Has 33

fine Illustrations, and 3 bee-songs. Its main
object is to Interest people in honey as a daily
table article. Price 25 cents. With a year's sub-
scription, $1.10. Give.v FREE for one new sub-
scription at $1.00. Three copies for 50 cents: or
the 3 With a year's subscription. $1.30; or the 3

copies GIVEN FREE for 2 new subscriptions at
$1.00 each.
Ameriltanische Bienenzucht, by Hans

Biischbauer. is a bee-keepers' handbook of 138

pages, which is just what our German friends
will want. It Is fully illustrated and neatly
bound in cloth. Price alone. $1.00. With a year's
subscription, $1.70. Given FREE for 3 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

THE EMERSON BINDER
A stiff board outside like a hook-cover with

cloth back. Will hold easily 3 volumes (Slinum
bersl of the American Bee Journal. Makes ref

erence easy, preserves copies from loss, dust
and mutilation. Price, postpaid, 75 cents. With
a years subscription. 1.50. Given free for 3

new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

WOOD BINDER
Holds 3 volumes. Has wood back but no coy

ers. Price, postpaid
subscription $1.10,

scription at $1.00.

..„. .'0 cents. With a year's
Given free for one new sub-

BEE-HIVE CLOCK
A few of these handsome "bronze-metal''

clocks left. Base 10 1-3 inches wide by 9 3-#

inches high. Design is a straw skep -with clock
face In middle. Keeps excellent time, durable
and reUable. Weight, boxed, 4 pounds. You
pay express charges. Price. $1 50. With a year s

subscription. $2.'25. Given free for 5 new aub-
scrtptlons at Sl.OO each.

AM ORDERS 10 THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Chicago, 111.
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TRAPPER'S GUIDE

FREE
Tells you when, where
aiui Imwtu trap. Telia

t^^^JQH^IK^^ -I y*-"' ^'^ Aiiiiiml Halts
^•wWI|fw^' ?\S that are as iinporiant to

JfiWlttW ' \\\^ atraiiperastriips. Kt-veals
, .X/f .'/.*>i!^''Stv.\\^ trapjung si-i-reis ami nives

nietlioils that will in<rfiise
thi^ crttchot any fid tiappi-r

and qnakly make stuccsslul iiai)-
pers of the inexperiencid.

Tells liow to prepare elfins and
how to get the meet money for them.

The book also contains the Game Laws of all
the States and (anada and piyes oiuer iiilcirnmtion
worth many dollars lo any trapper. It will be sent
to you free it you write at once.

F. C. TAYLOR & CO.
GREATEST FUR HOUSE IN THC WORLD
30 Fur Exchange Building, St. Louis, Mo.

Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

t^IXTTT

Wants, Exchanges, Etc.
[Advertisements in this tlepartnient will

be inserted at is cents per line, with no dis-

counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-

partment, you must say so when ordering.]

For Sale—i6o-lb. honey-kegs at 50c each f.

o.b. factory. N. L. Stevens, Moravia, N. Y.

Italian Untested Queens, 75 cents; Test-
ed, Si-25. Breeders. $5.00 each. E. M. Collyer.
8Ai2t 75 Broadway, Ossining. N. V.

Wanted—Good salesmen to sell honey in
city. The Snyder Bee & Honey Co..
loAtf Kingston, N. Y.

For Sale.— Clover, bassw-ood, and buck-
wheat extracted honey in bo-lb. cans and 225-
Ib, kegs. W. L. Coggshall. Groton, N. Y.

Maine-Bred Italian Queens—Untested 7Sc
Tested Si. Nuclei and full colonies. Red-clo-
ver strain. Write for price-list. SAgt.
Eugene Watson, R. F. D. 2, Madison, Maine.

For .Sale—Golden Queens that produce so
to 100 percent 5-banded bees. Untested, Si:
Tested Si.w: Select Tes. S2: Breeders, S5 toSio
8Ai2t J. B. Brockwell. Bradley's Store. Va

For Sale.—About bo colonies of bees in 8-

frame hives, all heavy with honev. Price.
$4.50 per colony, f. o. b. shipping point.
oAtf Robert Bute, 35 nth St., Troy, N, Y.

My Ai'IAKY of 157 colonies and all the
things used to run it will be for sale in Octo-
ber. Price will be low. Parties interested
write for full particulars.
oAtf Edwin Bevins, Leon, Iowa.

Wanted.—Sweet Clover Seed.-Submit
sample with price, f. o. b. Chicago, stating
amount, kind. etc. Address.

.'\rnd Honey & Bee-Supply Co.,
148 W. Superior .St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted—Some one who wants a good lo-
cation for bees, to take up a homestead or
Government land. I know a few nice vacant
pieces. Address. Jas. M. Level, 8Atf

Yacolt, Clark Co.. Wash.

For Sale.-.^s I wish to l-o out West and
take uii a homestead, I will sell a lo-acre
mountain farm, suitable for a peach orchard;
some tine strawberry ground, also 75 or 80
colonies bees, mostly in double deck 10-
frame hives, dovetailed and Danzenbaker;
60 twin-mating hives; all necessary tools for
Queen-reaiiiig: extractor, wax-press, 300 sec-
tions, comb foundation, etc. Never-failing
spring of soft cold water.
•)Atf .-K. H. Kanagy, Kishacoquillas. Pa.

Write Us To-Day
for our 1910 Catalog and let us tell you all about

DITTMER'S

COMB FOUNDATION

WORKING Your WAX for You.

1^" Write us for Estimate on full Line of

Supplies. It will pay you, and costs nothing.

RETAIL and WHOLESALE.

Gus Dittmer Company, - Augusta, Wisconsin.

K(iK Salk.—200 K-fraiTie hives of bees; hoii-
cy-house 12x14; extractor, honey-tank, 100 ex-
tra hives and supers; 3 acres of land with 4-

room house and barn. Price S2.7.S per colony;
extras reasonable. N. N. Alchley.
iuA2t Rt. I, Mt. Morrison. Colo.

Back VoLVMEs uv Am. Bee JorKNAi..—We
have some on hand, and would be glad to
correspond with any one who may desire to
complete a full set. It may be we can help
do it. Address. American Bee Journal.

146 W. Superior St,, Chicago, III.

For Sale,—All or half-interest in my api-
aries—over 700 colonies—and every necessary
fixture; also apiary sites; best location in
this country; overdo percent return on in-
vestment in the last three years. If inter-
ested in a big thing, write me.
ioA2t J. E. Chambers, Crystal City. Tex.

For California.— I have to sell an out-
yard of 100 colonies of bees imore or less),
built on full br. V., full stores, in L. size. b.
and sh. s., dovet. redw.; 3 coats white,
sheeted cover, each hive and colony a
model. A snap for the buyer. Address,

Joseph Wallrath. Antioch, Cal.

For Sale.— 3000 lbs. new crop Sweet Clover
Seed. Hulled, yellow. 4 lbs. by mail, pre-
paid. Si. 00; 10 lbs to 100 lbs.. 15c per lb. Un-
hulled yellow. 4 lbs. by mail, prepaid. H8c;
lu lbs.. Si. 20; 100 lbs., $10. White variety same
price. R. L. Snodgrass,
QA3t Rt, 4. Augusta. Kan.

Honey to Sell or Wanted

For Sale.— Alfalfa honey in new cans and
cases: yh cts. per lb., f. o. b. oAat

Geo. E. Coffin, Route 2. Parma, Idaho.

From the Bee-Yards of Hknkv Stewart
the thickest, fines t-fiavored white clover
honey I ever produced. Put up and nicely
labeled in

2 lb. tin friction-top can. 36 in case, S8.60.
S-lb. tin friction-top pails, 12 in case, S'».75.

lolb. tin friction-top pails. 6 in case, So-?o
1 protected tin can. 60 lbs., Sf'-oo.

The 2lb. cans contain as much honey as
2'.- <jf the averanc sections, and is a i^ooil re-
tailer. Also m.noo lbs. of Clover and Hearts-
ease blend a very line honey at a less price.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Sample free.
loAtf Henry Stewart. Prophetstown. III.

Phrase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

For Sale,—Choice clover and basswood
honey in 60-lb. (net) cans, oc per lb. Amber,
8c. Satisfaction guaranteed. ioA2t

F, W. Lesser. Rt 3. F. Syracuse. N. Y.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey
mixed; well ripened, and of delicious flavor;
put up in new 60-lb. cans. Sample 10 cts..
which may be deducted from order. Also
light grade of buckwheat honev.
ioA2t James McNeill, Hudson. N. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

For Sale— Extracted honev -rathered while
the country around was covered with white
clover bloom. Was extracted from sealed
combs. If you want something that will sat-
isfy, send S5-5o per can. for two or more 60-

pound cans. Edwin Bevins. 8Atf
Rt. 2. Leon. Decatur Co.. Iowa,

tlease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

E. D. TovvNSEND ^ Sons. Michigan's most
extensive honey-producers, are now offering
their loio crop of both comb and extracted
honey for sale. We extract only once, and
that long after the close of the honey-flow.
Aside from this, nothing but all-sealed combs
is extracted in this, our "graded" table
stock. Of course, it's away ahead of the ordi-
nary extracted honey on the markft. and
for this exquisite article we have to get 10
cts. per pound, on track. It is in 6o"lb. tin
cans. 2 in a box. and we can furnish either
clover or basswood flavors. A liberal sample
free. E. D. Townsentl lV .Sons.

Remus. Mich.
Plea."se mention Am. Bee Journal when writing,

ExTK.\( TED HoxKV FOR SALE." If vou want
the best honey obtainable, try our Northern
Mich. Clover and Willowherb honey. Fur-
nislied in 6i)-lb. tins. 2 in a case. As we use
shallow-extracting supers, and begin ex-
tracting from the all-sealed upper ones late
in the season, our honey is perfectly ripened
by the bees in the hives. Samples are free
and convincing. Prices, i to s cases. oJ« cts.
per lb; 6 to 10 cases. 'j cts. : i ton or more. 8

cts. per lb., f. o. b. near Lake t^'ity. Mich.
All our honey is dead i;ipe, thick, and of
finest flavor, and is put up in nice trackages
for shipping. O. H. Townsend ^: Son.

R. F. V. J. Otsego. Mich.
Please mt-ntion Am. Bee lournal when writing.

Crown Bone Cutter
iinn-.kly—no troubU'. Fiiil yi

tr-jsli out gnvn bone daily ami yvi
more ecRS. Sr-nd for catjiloziu'.

WILSON BROS.. Box bl8. Euston, Fa

t Best Made
Lowest
in Price

i'kase tiu'tilion Am. Bte Journal when writing.
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40 Years Among the Bees
By DR. C. C. MILLER,

Associate Editor of the " American Bee Journal," and One of the Best Known

and IMost Successful Honey-Producers in all the World.

This book of eves 340 pages tells just how Dr. Miller manages his bees to produce the most honey, which, in

turn, brings the most money. Dr. Miller has been "at it" nearly 50 years, and so is abundantly competent to tell to

others the best way to be successful with bees. In 1903 his crop of comb honey was over 18,000 pounds, and in 1908
nearly 20,000 poimds—and he is not located in the best honey-producing part of the United States, either—Northwest-
ern Illinois. Dr. Miller surely understands bees and how to persuade them to go out and get the honey.

What Practical Bee-Folks Say of Dr. Miller's Great Bee-Book:
Delighted with the many practical hints it contains.— L.

Stachelhausen. of Texas.

My expectations were high, but you have gone beyond
them. I am delighted with the book.—E. R. Root, of Ohio.

I look upon the book as a valuable addition to apicultural
literature.—\V. S. Pender. Editor .Australasian Bee-Keeper.

After getting " Forty Years .\mong the Bees," I sat up
late that night reading it. It is a solid and rare pleasure to
get hold of such a book.—.\rthur C. Miller.

"Forty Years .Among the Bees" has been the greatest
pleasure and profit to nie. There are so many most valuable
ideas, and it is so beautifully told.

—

Mrs. J. J. Glessner.

The specialist who wishes to produce comb honey and
avoid swarming had best secure the book " Forty Years
Among the Bees." and study it carefully.—Dadant's " Lang-
stroth on the Honey-Bee."

Every chapter is permeated with that incomparable phi-
losophy of good cheer that has so distingushed Dr. Millers
life and work. Aside from the main issue we regard this as
one of the chief charms of the book.—Rocky .Mountain Bee
Journal.

" F jrty Years .Among the Bees " is a very practical work,
well illustrated, written by one of the best bee-keepers of
the United States, and those who know the English language
will read it with the greatest profit.—Le Rucher Beige
(French.)

.Again, there is that Nestor in bee-keeping, Dr. Miller,
whose * Forty Years .Among the Bees" is in my hands every
day from March to September, for the very simple reason it

comes nearer being specific in the details I want to know
than any other book on bee-keeping.— F. DuNDAs Todd, in
Gleanings.

The author goes briefly, but concisely, over his forty years
of bee-keeping, for he has really kept bees for forty years.
' * * I feel warranted in saying that it is the master-
piece of the author's forty years among the bees Editor
Hutchinson, in the Bee-Keepers' Review,

The book is more interesting than a regular text-book, for
one who has had experience with bees. For my part. I ha\e
had a very great pleasure in reading it, and have learned

some things from it that I did not know. Dr. Miller is not
only a consummate practician, but one of the most appre-
ciated and most intelligent writers of the United States. His
simple and unpretentious manner makes us live with him
among his bees, and his book is a series of information for all
the circumstances in which a bee-keeper may find himself.

—

Ed. Bertrand. Editor Revue Internationale (French;.

Dr. C. C. Miller, one of the best known apicultural writ-
ers, even in Europe, tells in the book. "Forty Years Among
the Bees." exactly how he has managed bees for the past 40
years. V.^e recommend the book in the highest manner to
bee-keepers who can read English.—Editorial in Illustrierte
Monatsblaetter (German).

There is very little of what is known as modern bee-keep-
ing which is not found in its pages [" Forty Years Among the
Bees"), and stated in a way which any one.be he ever so
ignorant of the industry, can understand, and yet in so inter-
esting a way that the reader is not likely to lay the book down
after he has begun to read it, if he has the time, until he has
read it through.—The Modern Farmer and Busy Bee.

Dr. C. C. Miller, the world-renowned apiarist of Marengo,
III., whose dominant traits are deep thinking and cheerful-
ness, has recently published another work on bee-keeping,
entitled "F'orty Years Among the Bees." The new volume
is a real gem. » * * To any one interested in bees,
this volume is invaluable; in fact, we know of no other means
by which the apiarian student may possess himself of so
much information by little reading, and at small cost.

—

Edi-
tor Hill, in tlie American Bee-Keeper.

I have read page after page of it; and the more I read, the
more I am convinced that it is one of the most practical
books that was ever written » * » y^g (|,g book is
full of good things—packed full of them—and I question very
much whether (7W1' progressive bee-keeper, beginner or vet-
eran, can afford not to read this book clear through. You
may say you have read the Doctor's writings for years.
Granted. But you will find that there are many little kinks
that he describes in this book that he has never put on the
pages of a bee-journal—not because he was not willing to im-
part what he knew; but because, when he sat down to write
a book, one thing after another suggested itself until he un-
folded a new storv that is as good as a story and far more
profitable.—Editor E. R. Root, in Gleanings in Bee Culture.

The book is bound in substantial cloth, gold-lettered, and is sent postpaid for only $1.00; or with the .American
Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. (Or. send3 newsubscriptions to the Bee Journal—with $3.00—and we will mail
you the book free as a premium.) Every bee-keeper really ought to have both the book and the American Bee Jour-
nal, if not already possessors of them.

As Dr. Miller gets a royalty on his book—so may cents on each copy—every bee-keeper who buys it is thus
helping a little to repay him for his effort to lead others to success through liis writings on bee-culture.

.\s we have a good supply of these books on hand, -we cau till all orders by return mail.

This is the time of year to read up on bee-keeping. Better send us your order
at once for a copy of Dr. Miller's book, and study it carefully so as to make the
most possible out of your bees. Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 West Superior St. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Root's Goods in Chicago!
Last April we moved to this location. We were

unable then to arrange our stock as we desired as the
busy season was upon us. April, 1910, finds us in bet-
ter shape than we have ever been since the opening of
this office.

Our stock is now conveniently arranged, hence
no confusion in filling orders. We now have on dis-

play in our show-room a complete line of our sup-
plies. Call and see them. From this date we will

have cars from the factory about every 10 days.
Have you received our catalog for 1910? If not,

we want .you to have it. A postal card request will

bring one.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture

If you have not seen a late copy of our paper,
which is issued twice each month, you can't tell from
a brief description how much valuable information
each issue of it contains. Each issue is fully illus-

trated Our writers are the very best. A trial sub-
scription of six months (12 different copies) will cost
you only 25 cents.

Alexander's Writings

Mr. Alexander was one of the largest, if not the
largest, bee-keeper in the United States, and what he
has told of his methods must necessarily be of inter-

est to large bee-keepers. He kept bees for over 40
years, and produced honey by the carload. His writ-
ings are practical, and what he has done others may
do if they care to follow his teachings. Here is what
a prominent bee-keeper says of his book

:

"Alexander's Writings are tlie best thing I ever read;
pra ctical, enthusiastic, sympathetic, encouraging. I predict
an enormous sale of the book. Why not get out an edition
wi th cloth cover? It's worth while. Wish you could print
more such books." WM. BAYLEY,

43 N. Brighton Ave., East Orange. N. J.

This Book is Sold only in combination with Gleanings

From now imtil January 1, 1911, we offer one copy
of the Alexander book with every yearly subscription

to GLEANINGS, new or renewal. You get BOTH
for subscription rate alone, which is only $1.00.

Canadian postage, 30 cts. ; foreign postage, 60 cts.

per year extra.

Power Extractors

We believe all of our extractors are about as near
perfect as it is possible to make tliem. For large api-
aries one of our power machines is a great advantage.
A circular of these will be sent upon request.

Read what a large producer says:

Lang. Calif., Sept. 26. iooq.
Gentlemen

:

—Owing to the fact that power extractors are
not in general use at the present time, it may be of interest
to you to linow that I used a Gilson engine "

i H. P.." together
witli tlie latest model of the6-frame automatic extractors.
" Koots." for this season's extracting. I was surprised and
delighted with the work done. In extracting our heavy white-
sage honey it not only cleans out the combs much cleaner
than can be done by hand-power, but does it at a minimum of
of expense. The cost of gasoline and oil used being only 16P
per ton of honey extracted. It takes the place of a man at
540 per month and board, so one can readily see that it much
more than paid for itself in the one season, besides doing
much better work than could be otherwise. The above cost
of extracting is given on the basis of gasoline at ;5C* per gal-
lon, which is the cost here. Trul>'.

H. A. .Sl.AVTON.

Our Aim for the Season of 1910
This year we aim to give our customers the very

best possible service. Remember, for low freight-

rates and quick delivery, Chicago is as well located as

any city in the United States.

Our Location and How to Reach It

The A. I. Root Co. INSTITUTE PLACE.

One block north of Chicago Ave., cor. Franklin
St. Take any car going north on Wells St. Get off

at Institute Place, Yz block west to Jeffery Bldg. Take
elevator to 6th floor. Or take N. W. Elevated to Chi-
cago Ave. and walk >^ block north on Franklin St.

Tel. North 1484.

Not Cheap Queens,

But Queens Cheap
Prices of 3-Band Queens 1 6

Untested Queens S .75 $4.20
Tested Queens i.oo 5.70
Breeder's Queens 5.00

GoUen or 5-Band Queens 1 6

Untested Queens $1.00 $ S.70
Tested Queens 1.50 8.70
Breeders' Queens 10.00

3-Banil Nuclei 1 6

One-frame, Untested Queen. ..J 1.75 Jii.2u
Two ]' ' "... 2.25 13.20
One " Tested " ... 2.00 11.70
Two " " "... 2. so 14.70

5-Band or Golden Nuclei 1 6

One-frame. Untested Queen... S 2.00 S11.70
Two " " "... 3.00 17.70
One " Tested " ... 2.50 14.70
Two " " "... 3.50 20.70

Reared from the best 3 and 5 Band Red
Clover Italian Breeder Queens.
^"Directions for Building UpWkak

Colonies— 10 cents.

W. J. Littlefield, Little Rock, Ark.

Can't Do Without the Bee Journal.
Messrs. George W. York & Co.

Gentlemen:—Enclosed you will find my re-

newal for another year to the "Old Reliable."
I simply cannot do without your paper, and I

believe if I could not get it I would certainly
have to give up keeping bees, so closely is it

linked with my bee-keeping life. You can
certainly count on mc for life, as I get more
pleasure and profit out of a single number of
your paper than a whole year costs.

Walter K. Atkinson.
Raltimorc Co., Md., Sept. 14. I'JIO.

BETTER FRUIT
The best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 per acre. One

Dollar per year. Sample copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "TregT"'

%n

LEWIS BEEWARE Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR CATALOG

Earlv-Order Discounts -Sept. to Oct. isth. 5%: Oct. 15th

3%; Jan. 15th to March ist. 2%; March ist to April ist. 1%.

.'\pplies to all except Honcy-PackaKes,

Beeswax Wanted.
:7c Cash—30c Trade,

Extracted Honey for Sale,
and Wanted

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. !«>J

(Successors to llic York lloiiL-y & Boe-Sm'plv Co.) H. M. ARND, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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CAPOJ

CAPONS bring the largest profltg
— lUU percent more than other poul-
try. C:iponizlng Is easy and soon
learned. i*rogressive poultrj-men usa

PILLING Pn'o'^'e't's
PostpaiJ ?-.f>0 per set with free Inetrae-

1

tions. Thf convenient, durable, ready-'
for-use kind. Bestmaterial. We also make 1

Pnultj^ ^fa^ker 25<y, QapeWorm Extractor 2oo \

I French KiUing Knife 6O0, Capon Boole Free.

f G. P. Pilling &> Son Co., Pkiiadelphia.Pa.

'

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

FOR SALE
Secorid-Hand Winter-Cases, complete with

7-inch covers, nailed and painted. 8 and lo

frame sizes—Root manufacture.

Have about loo of these at 75 cts. each.

Some of them have been used but one sea.

son. and all in good condition.

Also 25 Telescope Caps, nailed, at 30 cts.

each; and 6 Sframe Hives. Address.

CRYSTAL APIARY,
58th & Wood Sts.. CHICAGO, ILL.

(Telephone. Wentworth 2446J

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Prize Takers
Pharr's Goldens took first prize at 3 ex-

hibits in Texas in 1007. . We will furnish

Golden. Carniolan. Caucasian, and 3-band
Italian Queens, untested. Si. 00 till June i.

then 75 cents. Tested. $1.50 till June i. then
$1.00. For large quantities, write. Our 3-

band Breeders from W. O. Victor and Grant
Anderson strains; other races from the best
obtainable. "Prompt service and satisfac-

tion." is our motto. Address. f.Atf

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO.

or JOHN W. PHARR,
Berclair, - - Texas
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Good Queens
If you are going to want any Queens for in-

crease, or replacing old queens next June, it

is time to begin to think about it. I have
been breeding leather-colored Italian queens
for years, ana they are giving excel lent satis-
faction. IE you are interested, write. Good
queens; no disease; prompt shipment, and
absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Prices-
June, one. one; three. J2.S0; six. S4.75; doz.,
lo.oo; 20 or more at boo each. 2Aot

S. F. Trego, Swedona, Ills.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writiiig

NORWOOD'S Texas-Bred—QUEENS
Three-banded Queen - Bees bred for busi-
ness. Try them, then you'll know. Untes-
ted. $1.00; six. Ss.ito. Write us.
sAtf E. 8. NORWOOD, Del Valle, Tex.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

^ccoeccccoooecccc<>oooocoosooa<>sooosoc<>sccisoueiQo&scooQi

" If goods are wanted quick, send to Pouder"
(ICstablishi'd iSK'))

B E E-S U PPLI ES
'-'tandard hives with latest improvement; Danzenbaker
1 lives. Sections. Comb Foundation. Extractors. Smokers—
111 fact, everything used about the bees. My equipment,
my stock of goods, the quality of my goods, and my ship-
ping facilities, can not be excelled.

Paper Milk Bottles,
for Extracted Honey. Made of heavy paper and paraffin
coated, with tight seal Every honey-producer will be in-
t'_'rested. A descriptive circular free.

Finest White Clover Honey on hand at all times.
I buy Beeswax. Catalog of supplies free.

Waiter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind. 859 Massachusetts AveJ
HAND-MADE SMOKERS

BINGHAM ^ Extracts from Catalogs—1907:

0LE«N ^^^^9 Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.—This is the Smoker we
BEE "SMOKER I^A S

recommend above all others.

u. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—We have sold these Smok-
ers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of thelcup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1892, and 1903," and have all the new Improvements.
Smoke Kngine—largest smoker made $1.50—4 inch stove
Doctor- cheapest made to use 1.10—3)i "
Conqueror—right for most apiaries 1.00—

3

"

Large—lasts longer than any other 90—2J^ "
Little Wonder—as its name implies 86—2 "

The above prices deliver Sm aker at your post-office free. We send circular if requested.

Orlgrinal Bingham & Hetherinfton Uncapping-Knife.

T. F. BlNGflflM. Alma, MiGtl. _ ^ ^_,^
Patent-d. May 20. 1879. BEST ON EARTH.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

DOOLITTLE'S
«<Scientific

Queen-Rearing"
This is G. M. Doolittle's master-piece on

rearing the best of queens in perfect accord
with Nature's way. It is for the amateur and
the veteran in bee-keeping. The A. I. Root
Co.. who ought to know, say this about Doolit-
tle s cjueen-rearing book:

It is practically the only comprehensive
book on queen-rearing now in print. It is looked upon by many as the foundation of mod-
ern methods of rearing queens wholesale."

Mr. Doolittle's book also gives his method of producing comb honey, and the care of
satne: his management of swarming, weak colonies, etc. It is a book of 12fi pages, and is
mailed at the following prices ; Bound in cloth, $1.00 : bound in leatherette,;75,cents.

Special Clubbing Offer
We offer a cloth-bound copy of this book with the American Bee Journal one year—both

for 51.50; or a copy of the leatherette-bound edition, with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for $1.25. The cloth-bound book given free for getting 3 new subscribers at Si.
each : or the leatherette-bound copy given for 2 new subscribers.

Every bee-keeper should have a copy of Mr. Doolittle's book, as he is one of the stan-
dard authorities of the world on the subject of queen-rearing and everything else connected
with bee-keeping and honey-production.

George W. York m. Co., ChicaLgo, ill.

Queens
Of the 3 -Band

Leath'r Color'd

75 cents each.

Strain from Im
ported Stock

Selected. Si,

(Jircul.ir liCL-

3.A8
0. F. Fuller, Blackstone, Mass.

Ref.—Arthur C. Miller. Providence. R. I.

Pkaac mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Bee-Supplies
Distributor of Lewis" Bee-Supplies at Fac-

tory Prices in Iowa. Also Red Clover and
Leather-Colored Italian Queens; and the
Folding Berry Boxes, and the old-style
Boxes.
Beeswax wanted. Send for Catalog.

W. ]. McCARTY. Emmettsbur^. Iowa
>*le2SS mention Am. Bee Joamal when writing.
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Tennessee-Bred Queens

!

All from Extra-Select Mothers,

Davis' Best, and the

Best Queens Money Can Buy
38 Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing.

Breed Three-Band Italian Queens Only.

November ist to July ist

I 6 12

Untested Si. 00 Ss-oo $9.00
Select Untested.. 1.25 6.50 12.00

Tested 1.75 0.00 17.00'

Select Tested 2.50 n.50 25.00!

July I to Nov 1
1
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Chicago. Sept. 13.—Comb honey continues
to sell upon arrival. The fancy comb is

bringing 17c. and No. i to A No. 1. 15& idc. Tlif
amber grades are also unchanged at a range
of from ig3C less. White extracted honey
is bringing from SISoc. according to how-
much white clover and linden there is there-
in. The amber grades, from 7^7!!C. Bees-
wax. 30@32C. with an active maritet for all

lines. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Denver. Sept. 16.—We quote new comb
honey in a jobbing way as follows Strictly
No. I white, per case of 21 sections. $3. bo;

No. I light amber. $3.35; No. 2. $3.15. Ex-
tracted honey, white. 8,'jc per lb.: light am-
ber. 7^^c; strained. tjijC. We pay 25c per lb.

for average yellow beeswax delivered here.
The Colo. Honev-Producers .\ss'n.

F. Rauchfuss. .]/srr.

Indianapolis. Sept. 20.—The new crop is

now moving, and demand seems to be ex-
ceptionally good for this season of year,
loobers are offering fancy white comb at
i8c; No. I white, 17c. Finest extracted at
IOC, with some slight reductions on large
quantities. It is presumed that producers
are being paid about 2C less than above
quotations. This is not a desirable market
for amber honey. Protlucers of beeswax are
being paid 2Bc cash, or 30c in trade.

Walter S. Pouder.

New York. Sept. 15.—We are having a
good demand for comb honey, principally
for No. I and fancy white stock. Receipts
are rather light as yet. but will increase
from now on. We quote: Fancy white. 15c
(some exceptionally fancy lots may bring
ibc ; No. I. 14c: No. 2. 13c. There are no
prices established as yet on dark and buck-
wheat, and none on the market thus far.

These grades will range from nfj' 12c. possi-
bly nc for strictly fancy. Extracted honey
in good demand, all grades. California,
white and water white. g@o'ac per t)ound;
light amber, 8&'8/4c; Southern, common aver-
age. 656' 7sc a gaHon; better grades. 7;(j8oc.
.\ll according to quality.) West India, such
as Cuban and Porto Rico. 75c a gallon. New
York .State white clover, 8J4c per pound;
dark and buckwheat, 7]^c,, Beeswax quiet
at 2g@30C. HiLDRETH & Segelken.

Boston. Sept. 10.—Fancy white comb honey
at i6@i7c; No. i, 11(8150. Fancy white ex-
tracted, Q@ioc. Beeswax. 32c.

Blake.-Lee Co.

Kansas City. Mo. Sept. 15.—The receipts
of both comb and extracted honey are good,
and the demand active. We quote: No. i

white comb. 24 sections, per case. $3.35@$3.5o;
No. 2. $3 oo@S^2S; No. i amber. $3 ou; No. 2

amber, S2.5o€S2, 75- White extracted, per lb.,

7^(9-Sc. Amber. b}"<?7c Beeswax, per lb.. 25c.
C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Zanesville. Ohio. Sept. 20.—Honey is in
good demand at the present time. Fancy
white comb brings, in a wholesale way.
I7!5@i8c: No. I. about 17c. Best white ex-
tracted in t)0-lb. cans. q'A@ioc. Producers
are offered for beeswax 28c cash, or 30c in
trade. Wholesale prices vary from 32@35c.
according to quantity,

Edmund W. Peirce.

Cincinnati. Sept 14-—The market on comb
honey is very firm, prices ranging in a whole-
sale way from S3-75^'4 00 per case for No. 1

and fancy. Off grades are not wanted at
any price. Amber in barrels is selling at
bl^<&-c, according to quality. White clover
extracted o@o^3C; white sage. q'4c; Califor-
nia light amber. 8'.'C. Beeswax is in fair de-
mand. S32 per 100 lbs. These are our selling
prices, not what we are paying, therefore
govern yourselves accordinglv on these
prices. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Cincinnati, Sept. 17.—The demand for all
kinds of honey is very good. Comb honey
sells about as fast as the shipments arrive.
The fancy grade sells readily to the grocers
atio&io^c: No. I. I5' = '?i6j^c. For white ex-
tracted honey in 60-lb. cans we are getting
8'/2gioc. according to quality and quantity.

Amber in barrels at 5f*@7>^c. according to
quality and quantity. The above prices are
the selling prices. For beeswax we are pay-
ing from 28^'ioc a lb. for choice bright yellow
free from dirt, delivered here.

The Fred W. Mum Co.

F
ALCON
OUNDATION

Years of experience in the manufac-
ture of

FALCON
COMB
FOUNDATION

have made it PERFECT.
Bees like it, and the foremost

Honey-Producers Use It.

It helps materially to increase the

Honey Crop
(Send for our new Catalog.)

Ship us your

BEESWAX
to FALCONER, N. Y.

Will send shipping-tags, when you
write asking for quotations.

We pay highest market prices.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

>9^9i

HONEY WANTED
When you have any to offer, let US hear from you.

If it is Comb Honey, state how it is put up, and
the grade ;

If it is Extracted, mail us a Sample and state your
lowest price delivered Cincinnati.

We can use any amount, and are always in the market

C. H. W. Weber & Co.
2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Is Your crop of White clover Honey Short? We
can furnish you

ALFALFA HONEY
Both White and Water-White. Finest Oualit}-. Prices quoted by return

mail, and Shipments made Promptly.

BEESWAX wanted for Cash or in Exchange for Bee-Supplies.

{est by Test. Let
us send you proof.

Beeswax Worked HaHant'c FftlinHatinn Best by Test. Let
for vou into LFdUdllL d 1 UUilUdllUil us send vou nroof.

Early Order Discounts now offered for Cash.

Satisfaction Always Guaranteed.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH

zo ^^
Are our Specialty. We furnish such L-xtL-iisivu bue-keepers as K. D. I'ownsend and others.
Consider getting your bees into Protection Hives this Kail. Give us list of Goods wanted.

A. G. WOODMAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

50,000 Copies 'Honey as a Health-Food"

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey
We have had printed an edition of over 50,000 copies of the 16-page pamphlet on

" Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thing to create a local demand
for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food," written by Dr. C. C.

Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes " and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by those

selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,

the more honey they will buy.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy for a2-cent stamp: 50 copies for 90 cents; 100 copies for

$1.50; 250 copies for $3.00 : 500 for $5.00 ; or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the

bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK ^H CO. Chicago. III.

Sweet Clover Seed

!

Sweet Clover is rn[iidly becominf,' one of
the most useful tliini,'s that can be k'rown on
the farm. Its vahic as a honey-plant is well
known to liee-ki-epers, but its worth as a
foracc-plant and also as an enrichor of the
soil arc not so widely known. However.
Sweet Clover is comine to the front very
fast these days. Some years ago it was con-
sidered as a weed by those who knew no
better. The former attitudeof the enlight-
ened farmer today is chaneine tq a great re-
spect for and appreciation of Sweet Clover.

both as a food toi slocU ami as a valuable
fertilizer for poor and worn out soils.
Tliere arc two kinds of Sweet Clover. One

is the White variety which urows sometimes
as tall as 6 to 7 feet. Thcotlier is the Yellow,
which srows perhaps as high as 2 to 3 feet.
The latter blooms from 3 to 4 weeks ahead
of the White, which (the White) begins
blooming in the latitude of Chicago about
July 1st, and continues in profuse l)loom
until frost kills it off. It is one of the best
nectar-yielders known, and the honey pro-
duced from it is second to none.
The seed can be sown any time from now

until next April or May. I'rom 18 to 20

pounds per acre of the unluilled seed is

about the right quantity to sow. The seed
is not yet as plentiful as it might be, for the
reason that a good many who could gather it

don't know its value, or that there is a de-
mand for it sufficient to pay for the work of
harvesting, threshing, etc. We, however,
have been able to secure a quantity of the
unhulled White Sweet Clover Seed, which
unhulled is considered the best for sowing,
by those who have had the longest experi-
ence with it. We can ship promptly at the
following prices:

Postpaid, I pound for 3u cents, or 2 pounds
for 50 cents. By express or freight, f. o. b.
Chicago—5 pounds for 51.00; 10 pounds for
51.75; 25 pounds for S4.00; 50 pounds for S7.50;
or 100 pounds for S12.00.

If wanted by freight, it will be necessary to
add 50 cents more for cartage to the above
prices on each order.

If seed is desired of the Yellow Sweet
Clover, add 5 cents per pound to the above
prices.
Address all orders to,

Arnd Honey & Bee-Supply Co.,

148 W. Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

A Bargain in Glass Jars

!

Because we have more than we want
we are going to offer some all-white, Hint
glass jars, with no lettering, and which are
up-to-date for less than their real value.
The pound size can bo used with either

corks or paper discs. The latter are uuich
clieaper, and really more desirable than
corks. With paper discs (the most perfect
stoiiper known,, we will make the price only
$v.i" per gross.
The small size holds 5 ounces of honey,

and it is known to the trade as the "dime
jar." The regular price of this size with
corks is 83.25 per gross; but we will let them
go at S2.25 per gross.
The foregoing are real bargains for any

one who uses glass honey-jars.
Jars will be shipped direct from I'ittsburg,

Pa., but address all orders to.

SNYDER BEE & HONEY CO.
KINGSTON. N. V,

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writint.
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY HV

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY
146 W. Superior Strett, Chicago, lU.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

18 f 1.00 a year. In the United States of America
(except In Chicago, where It l.s$I.2;>).and Mexico:

In Canada. ?1.I0: and In all other countries In the

Postal Union, 25 cents a year extra for poBtagre.

Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE Indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription Is

paid. For Instance, " declO " on your label shows
that It Is paid to the end of December, 1910.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.—We do not send

a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,

but changre the date on your address-label,

which shows that the money has been received

and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times I4C a line times lie a line
6 " I2C " 12 " (I yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices. 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

ffatiu...! Bee-Keepers' Association.

(Organized in 1870.)

Objects.
1. To promote the interests of bee-keepers.
2. To i>rotect and defend its members in

their lawful rigiits as to keeping bees.
3. To enforce laws against the adulteration

of honey.
Membership Dues.

One dollar a year.

Officers and Executive Committee.
President—GEORrjE W. York, Chicago, III.

Vice-President—W. D. Wright, Altamont,
N. Y.
Secretary—Louis H. Scholl, New Braun-

fels Tex
Treas. & Gen. Mgr.—N. E. France, Platte-

ville. Wis.
Twelve Directors.

G. M. Doollttle. Borodino, N. Y.
JaH. A. Stone, Rt. 4, Sprlngrfield. 111.

R. A. HulL'kamp. 4-^f.3 Va. Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Wni. McEvoy, Woodbiim, Ont., Canada.

M. H. McndleBon, Ventura. Calif.
R. C. Aikln, Loveland, Colo.

R. L. Taylor. Lapeer. Mich.
E. D. Townsend. Remiis, Mich.

Udo Toeppcrweln, San Antonio, Tex.
J. E. Crane. Middlehury, Vt.

E F. Atwater. Meridian. Idaho.
R. A. Morgan, Vermilion, S. Da^

Are Yoir a member? If not, why not send
tlio annual dues jf $1.00 0/ once to Treas.
1' ranee, or to the office of the American Bee
lournal, 146 W. Superior St., Cliicato. III.?

It will be forwardea promptly to the Treas-
urer, and a receipt mailed to you by him. It

is : lie desire of the officers to increase the
membership to 5000 by the end of I'jio. Every
progressive bee-keeper should be a member
of this, the greatest bee-keepers' organiza-
tion in America.

u fed cut grct-ii t«(no Iiiy

riKiri; I'Kgs. Oct a Crown Bouo
utti.T. Si'iid to-dar for ciitjiloKiJc.

^WilMB Ur«a., Box 814, Eut«ii, t^

BEST MADE
Lowest
in Price

Untested Italian Queen-Bees
Our Standard-Bred

6 Queens for $4.00 ; 3 for $2.10 ;

1 for 75 centd.

For a number of years we have been sending out to

bee-keepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens,

purely mated, and all right in every respect. Here is

what a few of those who received our Queens have to say

about them :

George W. York & Co. :—The two queens received of you some
time ago are fine They are erood breeders, and the workers are
showing up fine I Introduced them among black bees, and the bees
are nearly yellow now, and are doing good work.

Nemaha Co , Kan , July 15. A. W. Swax.

GsoROE W. York & Co.:—After Importing queens for 15 years you
have sent me the best She keeps 9 1-2 Langstroth frames fully oc-
cupied to date. and. although I kept the hive well contracted, to force
them to Hwarm. they have never built a queea-cell, and will put up
lUO poundH of honey If the flow lasts this week.

Ontario, Canada July 22 Chas. Mitchell

George W. York & Co.:—The queen I bought of you has proven a
good one, and has given me some of the best cftloutes.

Washington Co., Va., July 22. N. P. Oglesby.

George W York & Co.;—The queen I received of you a few days
ago came through O. K . and I want to say that she Is a beauty, I Im-
mediately Introduced her into a colony which bad been queenless for
20 days She was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I
am highly pleased with her and your promptness In filling my order.
My father, who is an old bee keeper, pronounced her very fine. You
will hear from me again when I am In need of something In the bee-
line. E, E, McColm.

Marion Co., Ill,, July 13.

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and con-

tinue thereafter on the plan of " first come first served."

The price of one of our Untested Queens alone is 75

cents, or with the old American Bee Journal for one
year—-both for $1,40. Three Queens (without Journal)

would be $2.10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for in-

troducing are sent with each Queeri, being printed on the

underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine

Standard-Bred Queens,

George W. York & Co., we w.&„^ st Chicago, III.

FOR SALE
Oueens and Honey. Also three Remington
Typewriters, These machines cost, new,
$100 each; they look like new. and work like
new. Will take $35 each, or will exchange
for anything we can use.

QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN -BREEDER,
BELLEVUE, OHIO

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

IVIAKE HENS LAY
Py fee.ilii^- rxw hone. Its e(.'k'-prodin.Mnff value iti four
times lUat of pram. Kirps more fertile, chicks more
vlt^'oroue, broilers earlier, fowls heavier,!
jirutits larger.

MANN'S '.SSIII Bone Cutter
Cuts all bone with adherlnj? meat and
erlstle. Never clotrs. 10 Days* Fr»» Trial.
No money In advance.

Send Today for Fr«o Book.
I

F. W. Mann Co., Box J4a* Mllford, Mass,
j

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Ye who are in need of HONEY write to us for^prices.
Samples lO cents

We have the following Fine Honey to offer :

Extracted Honey
ORANGE BLOSSOM
SWEET CLOVER
FLORIDA AMBER

In Crates
hohliiig: 2-(>0
poiiiKl €aii8.

fninK Tfnnav *
Strictly Fancy Comb Honey

;

tOniD noney
i
also Fine chunk Comb Honey.

The FRED W. MUTH CO.
"THE BUSY BEE-MEN"

51 Walnut Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of the Book

"Bees and Honey"
By Thomas C. Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to
close out. It contains 160 pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at 50 cents each; or
with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for only $1.20. Surely
this is a bargain. The book is well
illustrated, and has some good infor-
mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

mThThUNT & SON
T[if best time to buy your goods is during

the fall and winter nionlhs. We are mak-
ing Liberal Discounts for Early Orders,
and would like to quote you net prices on
your needs for next season.

-BEESWAX WANTED-
LANSING, - MICHIGAN.
Plra«r mrntion Am. Bee Journal when writiiui.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sold at reduced prices. Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, and everythin? pertaining to bee-
keeping of the very best kept in stock.
Large Warehouse on of L. S. & M. S. R. R.

Wholesale and Retail. New price-list just
out— Free. Let me tigure on your wants.

iiAtf W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.
Please mention Am. B«e JournaJ wheQ wnC&ns*

ROOT'S : GOODS
For Western Pennsylvania.

Liberal Early Order Discounts.
Gleanings and Choice Queens Given Away,
Write at once for Circular. Time is limited,

GEO. H. REA,
Successor to Rea Bee and Honey Co..

REYNOLOSVILLE, PA.

BUY YOUR HONEY
Krom members of the Michigan Bee-Keep-
ers' Association.
Send your address for free annual booklet,

giving names of members, with information
concerning the honey they have for sale.
Addrfss.

E. B. TYRRELL, Sec,
230 W^oodland Ave. DETROIT. MICH.

"W'hite Clover and Basswood Honey in tin

cans. Will pay oc cash f. o. b. Wilton. Mail
sample and state Imw much you have. 8Atf

Edw. Wilkinson, Wilton, Wis.
riea.ie mentii-n Am. Hee lournal waen writing.

Only 25 cents per Case

!

ho-\b. Eiiiplv Tins, two to a case:

used but once—as good as new.

C. H. W. Weber & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

^
^ssn/gj^ This is the only place

where you can getm^

Prompt Service
and Lewis BEEWARE

We have in stock a number of Danzenbaker Bottom-
Boards, both 8 and 10 frame, which we are closing out

for 17 cents apiece.

Send for Free Catalog. BEESWAX WANTED.

The C. M. scon CO.
1009 E. Washington St.,

Indianapolis, - Indiana

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

—NERE/r/S—
IMPROVED CLARK'S DOUBLE ACTION

CU lAWAV HARROW
The moRt wonderful farm to'-l ever invontpd
Two tmrrowB in nno. hiowB the riirt ont. then

in, It^avine the laud level and true.
Vi

I I A labor saver, a time saver. Needs
^^ IfrHSg^ noTonpueTruck. Jointed Polo

Beware of imitations und in-

frineen-ents. t^*'rd today for

IRKK Pooklct
CUTAWa" vKROW CO.

,913 .Main St.,
llit:icanuiu, Conii.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

n A nyrO' Foot-Power

DAnllLO Machinery
Read what J. 1. Parent, of Charl-

ton, N. Y., says: '"We cut with on*
of your Combined H&chlneB, Uurt
winter. 60 chaff hives with 7-ln.c&p,
100 honey-racks, 600 brood-framet.
2,000 bone; boxes, and a ffreat deal
of other work. This winter we haT»
doBble theanionnt of bee-hlTes,eto.,
to make, and we expect todo It with
this Baw It will do all you say It
wiU" Catalog and price-list fre*.

Addnm, W. f. ftJOHH BARKXB,
996 Bnby 8t^ BMkfBrC IlL

Sections at $3.50 a 1000
We are making this big sacrifice in price to move a lot of 500,000 we have

in our warehouse. These are the regular one-piece 4Xx434xl% two-beeway

Basswood Sections. They are No. 2 quality, and listed at $5.00 per 1000. Send
In your orders now, before they are sold out.

Our Shipping-Cases
are recommended by the largest honey-buyers in the country. Covers and Bot-

toms are one piece; everything is Basswood, smooth on both sides, no-drip

sticks or corrugated paper in bottom. We make these to fit any number or size

of sections. We have on hand a large stock to hold 24 sections, which we offer

complete with paper and 2-inch glass at $13 per 100; Crates of 50, $7.50; Crates

of 25, $4.00.

Write for Catalog and prices on Hives, Frames, Foundation, or anything.
you need in the apiary.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.
Nicollet Island MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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SPECIAL GOODS
You bee-keepers who use odd-sized equipment can have it made now if

you will send to us sample with your order.

DO NOT DELAY
until the bus)^ season to have these odd-sized Goods made—you will be sure to be

refused. This causes you annoyance, delay, loss of honey and loss of money.

No factory can make these Goods for you during the rush.

We are now well caught up on orders and can make anything special which
you may want. Now's your chance. Take time by the forelock and let us make
such Goods for you now and have them on hand ready for next season.

Remember this offer is of short duration. "A word to the wise is suffi-

cient.

G. B. Lewis Company,
Manufacturers of Beeware, Watertown, Wis.

PAPER
"If Goods are wanted Quick, send to Ponder.-

HONEY-JARS — A Sanitary, Substantial Paper Bottle X" d p:per"''nd

1
Cheap enough

to Give Away
Every bee-keeper who produces

Extracted Honey and is imerested
in building up a home market for
his product, will be interested in
this new container. It is neat,
does not leak, and the bee-keeper
can deliver his honey from house
to house without waiting to ex-
change containers. Many consu-
mers will take home a pound or
two of honey if they do not have
to pay additional for a container.
Especially desirable for granula-
ted honey, even in very damp cli-

mates. On the market for only a
short time, but many leading bee-
keepers are sending in second and
third orders.
Now packed in uniform shipping

boxes of one gross each, complete
with stoppers, and a stopper-in-
serter, with each gross.
Please note the very light weight

when packed for shipment, a feat-
ure by which transportation by
express is often as cheap as by
freight.

PRICES:
I j;ross 6 gro. wt.

Half-Pints $1.50 $8.00 13 lbs.

Pints i.Hu 10.00 18

Quarts 2.30 12.00 28

Sample dozen, any si?:e or assorted sizes, by express, for 25 cents, not prepaid. Sending samples by mail is not entirely

practical. Descriptive Leaflet Mailed Free.

Walter S. Pouder, 859 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing to those who patronize our advertising columns.
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Editorial Notes and Comments

Uniting Weak Colonies

It is a great mistake to attempt to

winter a lot of weaklings. If a colony
lias not enough bees to cover at the
very least 4 combs, unite. If the work
is not already done, the sooner the
better. There is more than one good
plan of uniting. The newspaper plan
is the favorite plan with the writer, pos-
sibly because it is his own invention.
No special preparation is needed.

Put a sheet of newspaper over one of
the colonies, and over that place the
story containing the other colony.
That's all—the bees will do the rest,

except that after 3 or more days you
will assemble in the lower story the
best combs of each, so as to have the
colony all in one story. Yet that is

not absolutely necessary. If there is

any choice of queens, you may destroy
the poorer, but if you have no choice
ihe bees will attend to the queen-busi-
ness. But there is some advantage in

having the queen of the upper colony
killed in advance; there is less danger
of any of the bees going back to the
old location.

Either colony may be placed on top
of the other; other things being equal
it is well to put the weaker on the
stronger, always leaving the lower on
its own stand.

Brood-Combs tor Bait in Supers

In the British Bee Journal L. S. Craw-
shaw raises the question :

"Is there not danger of getting pollen in
the sections when inserting shallow frames
of brood in the super ?"

One would think so, but in actual
practice it does not seem so. Years
ago the writer practiced using a frame
of brood in the section super to get
the bees to work in the super, and
there was no trouble with pollen ; but
if the brood was left in the super until

capping began on the sections the cap-
ping would be darkened from the black

wax carried across from the brood-
comb to the sections.
But instead of using brood in the

super, a very much better way is to use
bait-sections—sections of the previous
year that have been partly filled and
emptied out. In some of the foreign
books or papers one reads of using
bait-sections partly filled with honey.
Bees will start about as well—perhaps
just as well—on the empty comb, and
it is hardly practicable early in the
season to have honey in baits, for if

kept over from the previous season
the honey would be granulated.
A single bait-section in the center of

the super is all that is needed. In a

poor season this bait-section may be
filled and sealed and not another sec-

tion in the super started, but in a good
season it will be but a short time after

the bait is occupied before the bees
will be at work all over the super.

Price of a 1-Ib. Bottle of Houey

J. E. Crane estimates, in the Bee-
Keepers' Review, that when a producer
gets 8 cents for a pound of extracted
honey at wholesale, the consumer must
pay 24 cents for it. He figures thus :

One pound extracted honey 8c
P'reislit on same He
Bottle 4Hc
Freight to jobber ic
Cost of selling to jobber He
Labels, cost of bottling, etc %c
Jobber's commission 2C
Retailer's profit sc

Total 22C

Then another 2 cents must be added
for loss from leakage and waste, and
to pay the one who puts up the honey.
Editor Hutchinson well says in com-
ment :

'
It does seem a pity, as though something

was wrong, when it costs twice as much to
put a pound of honey into the consumer's
hands as it does to produce the honey."

Right on the face of it, it looks like

paying a good deal for glass that is to

be thrown away, to pay more for the
glass to contain 2 pounds of honey
than the producer would get for an-
other pound of honey. It might be a
work of philanthropy to educate the
consumer to buy honey by the can of
60 pounds. Any family can—ought—to

consume that much in a year. The
head of the family can buy such a can
for $6, while at 24 cents a bottle it

would cost him $14.40. That saving of

$8.40 ought to appeal to him. At the
same time the producer would be the
gainer to sell at $(! a can rather than to

sell at 8 cents a pound to the dealer.

Keeping Comb Honey
" To preserve comb honey in the best con-

dition, each section should be wrapped in 3
or 4 thicknesses of tissue-paper and stored
in a dry, warm place, well ventilated, and
where the temperature is never allowed to
get below 80 degrees Fahr."—Brias/i Bee
Journal.

Such care of honey approaches, if it

does not entirely reach, perfection.

But is it practicable ? Perhaps on a

small scale with a few sections for

home use, but hardly on a commercial
scale. Certainly not in the northern
part of this country. With the ther-

mometer flirting with zero for many
days together, it is not easy to have a

place where the mercury never gets be-
low 80. In our living apartments we
want no such heat. The "well venti-

lated " part adds greatly to the diffi-

culty of keeping up the temperature.

But some approach may be made to-

ward what is given as the ideal. Too
often honey is kept where it freezes
occasionally, if not frequently, and
then we have cracked combs and gran-
ulation of the honey. If we can not
keep it at 80, surely we need not let it

freeze.

As to ventilation, is it at all neces-
sary ? Likely, to some extent, to cure
honey, but hardly to keep it. A section
of honey in perfect condition needs no
evaporation, and so no ventilation. The
trouble is that too often the honey is

not cured and in perfect condition
when cold weather arrives. A very im-
portant thing is that the honey be kept
in a hot place while it is still hot
weather. And that is not difficult. In
an attic it may be nearer 100 than 80.

And one hot day in August will stand
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off several cold days in winter. Indeed,
honey that has been kept through the
hot weather in such a place has been
known to keep perfectly through the
following winter in a freezing tempera-
ture. So we might, in a sense, say that
the important part of the winter keep-
ing of honey is the August keeping.
A cellar is, in general, about the

worst place to keep honey. In summer
it is damp, except in such dry climates
as Colorado, and the honey becomes
thin, oozes through the sealing, and
weeps down over the surface. But in
winter, luif/i a furnace, it is an excel-
lent place. Even if the temperature
does not often go above 50, the air is

kept dry by the furnace, and the honev
keeps well. Of course, a stove in the
cellar would also do.
A few sections may be kept well in

the kitchen, the higher up in the cup-
board the better. Honey that has been
kept through the hot weather of sum-
mer in an attic may be kept through
the winter in the same place. Where
salt will keep dry, honey will keep well,
other things being favorable.

Asprea Introducing t'age

From sunny Italy is received a new
introducing cage, concerning which its

inventor, Vincent Asprea, writes as
follows

:

I take the liberty to send you an introduc-
mi; queen-caKe of my own.
With this I can introduce queens (and, in

tact. I introduced many) without any pre-
vious pinching of queen-cells, for the bees
gnaw them out in 24 hours after the queen
has been liberated. This is ,7 fact. I ob-
served it again and again, so that now I never
look for queen-cells when introducing. You
see, then, that any danger from some queen-
cells being overlooked is entirely discarded.
I his IS perhaps its best feature, one for
which It IS decidedly superior to any other
introducing cage.
But it works well for safe introducing as

well. By means of the tin handle I hang the
cage with the queen in between two frames
III the queenless colony, the tin door being
shut. Iwenty-four hours later I open the
tin door so that the bees can enter the cage
through the queen-excluder. I wait for a
while then I observe the interior of the cage-
in gtj cases out of 100 I find the queen walking
peacefully among the bees, they making no
attempt to ball her. An intimate acquaint-
ance is made, and the body of the queen is
impregnated with their odor. Twelve hours
later, or less, the queen can be liberated
\yith absolute confidence of a kind recep-
''"", Vincent Asprea.

Italy.

It may be explained that at one end
of the cage there is a strip of queen-
excluder zinc. This is fastened at one
end by a small nail on which it works
as on a hinge, the other end of the
strip being held in place by another
nail loosely pushed in. Over this strip
of perforated zinc is a strip of tin of
the same size as the zinc, and fastened
on in the same way. For the first 24
hours the cover remains in place over
the zinc. Tnen the bee-keeper opens
the hive, swings the tin strip open, and
returns the cage. The perforated zinc
still holds the queen imprisoned, but
allows the workers to enter the cage.
For some reason bees will generally
not attack a queen in a cage when they
will do so if she is entirely at liberty.
After another 12 hours, the queen is let

out of the cage.
The special point of difference be-

tween this cage and cages in general is

that after 24 hours confinement the
queen is allowed for 12 hours to be in

direct contact with the bees in the
cage, as they may freely pass in and
out through the perforations in the
zinc. In this there is certainly an ad-
vantage. Mr. Asprea thinks it differs
from other cages in that with this cage
the bees themselves will destroy any
queen-cells present. In many cases
they will do so with the use of any
other cage, and whether they will do
so in all cases with this cage could only
be told by long trial.

An American bee-keeper—was it E.
F. Atkinson?—devised an introducing
cage that makes use of the same princi-
ple, only the American cage acts auto-
matically without the need of opening
the hive to allow the bees to enter the
cage through the excluder, and again
to let the queen out of the cage. In
other words, the American cage does
not require the hive to be opened at

all after it is put in the hive, unless it

is desired to take the cage out. This
automatic action is secured by the
usual way of having tubes of queen-
candy for the bees to eat through, only
in this cage there are two plugs of
candy to be eaten through. The one
plug is of the usual length, allowing
the bees to eat through it in perhaps 24
hours. When they eat through this

plug, the bees reach the excluder,
through which they may freely pass,
but through which the queen can not
pass. The other plug of candy is

longer, requiring perhaps 12 to 24
hours longer to be eaten through. But
there is no excluder in the way when
this longer plug is eaten through, and
the queen is thus allowed to pass out
of the cage at her leisure.

It seems a little strange that this

cage with such a strong feature in its

favor has not come into use more gen-
erally. But many a good thing re-

mains in obscurity, later to be resur-
rected by some one else.

What About Long-Tongiie Bees?

J. L. Byer is heartily endorsed by G.

C. Greiner. when he says :
" The long-

tongue idea, in so far as it refers to the
different races, is pretty much a hum-
bug," I'm not in the least interested in

long-tongued queens, but I like to see
the under dog have fair play. Have
the long-tongue sellers really been try-

ing to humbug their customers ?

Does the phrase "so far as it refers
to the different races " mean that there
is no difference as to tongue-length
among the different races ? But have
not measurements by capable and dis-
interested men shown that there is a
difference in the different races ? Any-
way, what has that to do in the case?
Have the sellers of long tongues claimed
anything on the score of race. Have
they not claimed they had long-tongued
queens' without putting any emphasis
on the race ?

Measurements having shown a differ-
ence in length among bees, is it any-
thing impossible that a colony of bees
might be found with tongues longer
than the average ? I can endorse Mr.
Greiner's good opinion of Mr. Byer,
and go him a little better perhaps, for
it is very rarely that I do not see things
as Mr. Byer does, but in all fairness, if

Mr. Byer thinks the long-tongued bees
were not what they were represented

to be he should give us something
more than bald assertion, for if I had
been selling long-tongued queens I

wouldn't feel comfortable to have so
good a man as Mr. Byer call me a hum-
bug.

If I may be allowed to express any
opinion on the subject, I may say that
I believe there have b'en colonies that
would do considerably more on red
clover than the average, the pity being
that no one has carefully bred up a
strain that would reliably perpetuate
the characteristic. There is still room
for some one to do that. But the more
hopeful thing is, instead of trying to

fit the tongues to the clover, to fit the
clover to the tongues. There is a field

for some Burbank to produce a strain

of red clover with corollas short
enough for bees with ordinary tongues.
Since the foregoing was written the

Canadian Bee Journal is received in

which Morley Pettit says: "Second
crop red clover yields surplus gathered
by some strains of Italian and Carnio-
lan bees." When next Messrs. Byer
and Pettit meet, I'd like to umpire the
fight. C. C. Miller.

Pearce Metho<l of Bee-Keei)iug

This is an illustrated pamphlet 6x8^
inches, just issued (July, 1910), "which
fully explains the plan of keeping bees
successfully in upper rooms, house at-

tics or lofts, whereby any one either in

city or country is enabled with only
a small expenditure of labor to get a

good supply of honey without coming
in contact with the bees, and without
having the bees swarm out and leave,

or being troubled from stings as you
work on one side of the wall and the

bees on the other. This method also

tells the commercial bee-keeper how
he can divide his bees when he wishes
to, instead of waiting and watching for

them to swarm. It can all be done on
the same day, or days if more than one
apiary, as the time required for this

operation is merely nominal, no swarms
issue and go away. These methods are

fully explained in this book, and how
to care for the bees on the Pearce
plan."
We mail this pamphlet for 50 cents,

or club it with the American Bee Jour-

nal one year—both for $.135. Send all

orders to the American Bee Journal,
146 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

" Liangstroth on the Honey-Bee "

This is one of the standard books on
bees. It tells in a simple, concise man-
ner just how to keep bees. It was
originally written by Rev. L. L. Lang-
stroth, who invented the movable-
frame hive in 1851. The book has been
brought riglit down to date by Dadant
& Sons, than who there are no better
or more practical bee-keepers in this

or any other country. It contains
nearly (iOO pages, is fully illustrated,

and is bound in cloth. Every topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following its instructions no
one should fail to be successful with
bees. Price, postpaid, $1.20; or with
the ."Xmerican Bee Journal one year

—

both for $2.00. Send all orders to the
American Bee Journal, 14(j W. Superior
St., Chicago, III.
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Miscellaneous News-Items

A Barrel of Honey a Year lor
IVIedi<-iiie

1 began eatini; extracted honey Nov. ii.

looo. for kidney tronble. and have used a 60-

pound can every 3 months since then, using
my tliird can now. It cured my kidneys.
This is at the rate of 240 pounds a year. I

can eat 300 pounds a year. I think, and may
be more. —0. A. Neal. in Git\i/iitt^s.

Mr. N'eal has been eating honey at

the rate of two-tliirds of a pound a tfay.

Should he increase it to 300 pounds a

year then he would be consuming
about five-sixths of a pound a day. If

every bee-keeper and every member of
the bee-keeper's family would equal
Mr. Neal in using honey, there would
be no question about finding a ready
market for all the honey that is pro-
duced.

It seems that Mr. Neal ate all that
honey as a " medicine." We think it

came pretty nearly being a food, also.

Honey is both medicine and food.

This writer has not kept track of the
amount of honey he uses personally
during the year, but can say that he
has it on the table all the time, and
rarely a meal passes that he does not
use it. Surely, bee-keepers and those
interested in the production of honey
ought to set a good example to the rest

of the world, whom they would like to

have buy and use their product more
generously.

All honorable means should also be
employed to induce the public to con-
sume more honey, whether they use it

as a medicine or a food. If every bee-
keeper would do his part in distributing
liberally such leaflets as " Honey as a

Health-Food" among his neighbors,
we think he would be surprised at the
increase in the demand for good tab'"

honey, especially if there are children
in the families.

Most bee-keepers are able to produce
a good honey crop when conditions
are favorable, but most of them do not
know how to dispose of their honey
profitably afterward. Not every pro-
ducer is a good salesman. But there
is no doubt that more can be sold in

the home market if every producer
would do what he could to educate his

neighbors concerning the vali'e "f

honey as a food.

Ferguson Uucappiug Machine
Gleanings thinks this machine gives

promise of being more of a success
than anything it has seen, and among
other things says

:

In the hands of a person without experi-
ence, the Perguson (if the combs are right)
will do twice or three times as much work,
and much better than that same person
could do with an uncapping-knife; but in
the case of an old. experienced extracted-
honey producer, familiar with the art of un-
capping with a Bingham knife, the differ-
nnce in speed, says Mr. Townsend, will not
be so noticeable. Indeed, ne was of the
opinion that he could work almost as fast
with a knife as with the machine. But even
if no faster, he likes it because its work is

so perfect.

Uee-Stings anti Kheuinati.sni

L. S. Crawshaw says in the British
Bee Journal

:

Most of the reported cases of cure seem to
be those of slightly-affected patients. To
test the matter thoroughly. I have obtained
the " CO operation " of a local sufferer and
his doctor. The victim is suffering from
chronic rheumatism. I believe, and is so bad
that he can only hobble A'ith the aid of two
sticks, several of his joints having no move-
ment whatever. Since the spring I have ap-
plied twice a week from 20 to 10 stings in
various parts of his anatomy, and there cer-
tainly seems to be a slight improvement. I

hope to report more fully later on. for, as
the patient himself says, if it will cure him
" it'll cure anybody."

A report from such a man as Mr-
Crawshaw ought to count for some-
thing. ^
"Flakes" (Corn or Rice) and

Honey
Have you ever tried eating rice or

corn flakes with honey and milk or
cream ? If not, just try a bowl full

some cool morning and see how fine it

is. Fill the bowl (say a pint or a half-
pint) with the nice brown flakes, then
pour on the milk or cream, and after-
ward stream on several spoonfuls of
good extracted honey. We prefer to
mi.x it all together with a spoon, and
then eat it. There may be a more de-
licious breakfast - food combination
than this, but we have not yet found it.

We have often been surprised that
more bee-keepers do not use more
honey on their tables. Why spend (5

cents for a pound of sugar, and whole-
sale honey at 8 or 10 cents per pound,
when the honey will sweeten twice as
far as sugar, and is so much better and
more healthful, anvwav ?

Modification of the Jones Swarm
Prevention

The Jones method of preventing
swarming received considerable pub-
licity last year. I don't know to what
extent it was tried. Some objected to
the disagreeable work of uncapping
the brood; but a Florida subscriber
says this may be avoided by sprink-
ling dry sulphur over the combs. This
will kill all iDisealrd brood, but not in-

jure the sealed brood, which would be
more desirable than uncapping sealed
brood, and accomplish the same result.—Bee-Keepers Kezu'ezv.

A Little Queen Experience

An Iowa bee-keeper received a queen
during the past season which he
thought was a drone-layer, as the col-
ony to which he introduced her had 2

frames of all drone-brood soon after
introducing her. This he reported to
the queen-breeder, who at once sent
him another queen without charge.

On receipt of the second queen the
bee-keeper opened the hive to kill the
first queen and introduce the second,
when he found the hive was full of

worker-brood, and that the first queen
was all right. He then took (i frames
of brood and 2 frames of honey from
other colonies, tlius making a new
colony, to which he introduced the
second queen, which did well. The
bee-keeper, being an honest man, sent
the price of the second queen to the
queen-dealer, and reported the particu-
lars of the case.
We inention this instance as no

doubt there are many others just like

it, in which queen-dealers do not
always get a square deal. It won't do
to judge hastily on receipt of a queen.
Sometimes a young queen in beginning
to lay does not lay regularly, but be-
comes all right in a few days. It is

very likely such queens are frequently
killed and replaced ; but if given time
enough would have proven themselves
all right.

•

The Great Willow-Herb
Editor Hutchinson says he knows of

no plant that yields more honey in a
season than the great willow-herb, or
efilobium, the plant which is found in

such abundance in Northern Michigan
in places where forest fires have been.
Hence its common name, " fireweed."
It yields honey in such weather as
would stop all flow from basswood or
clover, say with a cold wind blowing
from the north. But it can not be re-

lied upon as permanent pasturage.
Usually it lasts only 3 years, when
other plants crowd it out, not to ap-
pear again until after another fire. The
honey is of the whitest, and of pleasant
flavor. ^
Advertising the Use of Honey
The extent to which the use of honey

might be encouraged is practically un-
known to the producer of this most
delicious sweet. The manufacturers of
corn syrup are good advertisers, else

they could not begin to induce the peo-
ple to use the quantity of their " stuff

"

that they put upon the market. We
believe the day is coming when organi-
zations of bee-keepers throughout the
country will advertise honey in a way
that will force it upon the attention of

the public, just as the corn-syrup
makers are doing now. The fact is,

there is no comparison between honey
and corn syrup as a food. Honey is

so far ahead of corn syrup as a food,
that when once the former is properly
advertised the latter will be forgotten
entirely.

A sincere effort was made a few
years ago to get the producers of
honey together into an organization
whose main purpose was to advertise
the use of honey. It seems, however,
that the time was not then ripe for
such effort to be successful. Its ob-
ject was misunderstood, and the motive
of its projectors unfairly questioned.
Some of these days, and not in the far

distant future, we believe bee-keepers
will get together in their own interest,

and develop a plan of letting the pub-
lic know the true value of honey as a
daily food, that will result in the crea-
tion of such an increased demand for
honey that it will take every pound of

it at a profitable price.

In view of the advanced cost of

nearly every food product today, not a
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pound of good honey sliould be sold
for less than 12 or 1") cents, and, of

cour5e, some kinds at 20 to 2o cents per
pound. Many a man will spend 10 or
15 cents for a cigar, which soon is all

"gone up in smoke," and he is none
the better for having used it ? Why,
then, should the same man object to
paying 20 or ;iO cents for a pound of
honey ? Surely it is worth more than
one or two cigars !

Of course, one difference is, that the
men do not usually do the buying for
their tables, although, of course, they
must finally "foot the bills." When
such spenders (or spendthrifts, shall we
say ?) once begin to see how much
better it would be to spend their money
for something really beneficial to their
health, and which is also a delicious
food product, we think we can see such
a demand for honey that will make the
bee-keeping business one of the most
profitable known.
Some of these fine days there will

come forth an advertising Moses who
will lead the honey-producers of this
country in a business way which they
know not now, but in which they will
see that they have been blind for years
to the opportunities for the financial
results in bee-keeping that should be
theirs. The bee-keepers of at least one
State are . waking up along the line
here indicated, which is simply one of
good business sense and co-operation
that is bound to be helpful to all the
producers of good honey in that State.
There is no reason why other States
should not "go and do likewise."
Neither is there any good reason why
the National Bee-Keepers' Association
should not take the lead in this matter,
and have all the State associations affil-

iated in a way that will result in one of
the greatest strides forward for bee-
keepers that the world has ever known.

Just think of this, ye producers of
honey, and be ready to give your heart-
iest co-operation when the proper time
arrives. And may it be soon !

A MoDster Apiary

In a foreign bee-paper we are told
that the latest idea in America is an
apiary, or rather a series of apiaries
numbering .50,000 colonies, and that the
company owning this giant concern
has been incorporated. All of which
is true enough except that about 40,000
of those colonies are only on paper as
yet. As there is only one real bee-man
connected with the enterprise, it is pos-
sible that most of them will remain on
paper.

The Paper Honey-Bottle
This is a new honey-package. It is

also used by milk-dealers, but has
never been used very much for retail-
ing honey.
Perhaps we can not do better than

to copy two paragraphs from the Sep-
tember Bee-Keepers' Review, as fol-
lows :

One of the ereatest drawbacks in the put-
tmg up of extracted honey for the retail
trade, is the cost of small packages; but. at
ast, we have somethiiu; that is decidedly
low in price—jars made of thick, heavy
parafhned paper. They are slit-htly conical
in shape, and paper discs are used for stop-
pers, the same as they are used in milk-
liottlcs. Walter .S. Ponder, of Indianapolis,

Intl.. is the distributing agent for the manu-
facturer, and has sent me somu samples,
and a circular from which I quote the fol-
lowing:
" Kvcry beekeeper who produces ex-

tracted honey, and keepers of retail stores,
will at once be interested in this new honey
pacUage. It is neat, does not leak, is espe-
cially desirable for granulated honey, as
jars can be filled, and after granulation takes
place the consumer can remove the paper
bottle, thus leaving a beautiful cone of
granulated honey ready for the table. Such
packages are not affected by moisture, re-
gardless of any damp climate. 'I'he bee-
keeper can deliver his honey from house to
house without the annoyance of exchanging
containers, and dealers. and stand keepers
will make many additiofial sales by provid-
ing a container free of charge. The jars can
be labeled or a rubber stamp can be used.
After experimenting with different patterns
of this ware. I have given this the preference
on account of its being the most substantial,
serviceable and securely made. Tfie shape
of the jar means the greatest possible
strength for amount of material used."

Mr. Pouder has also sent us samples
of the assorted sizes, and we should
think they would be just the thing for
retailing honey. They are very cheap,
as the quart size, in quantity, costs only
one cent each, and other sizes corres-
pondingly less.

What bee-keepers have needed for
years is a cheap package for retailing
extracted honey. The glass jar is too
expensive, and is also too easily broken.
The paper honey-bottle, or jar, is not
easily injured.
A mistaken notion for years has been

that the customer must see how beauti-
ful the honey is, so glass, on account
of its transparency, has been exten-
sively used. What bee-keepers need is

to establish a reputation for their own
honey, being sure that it is well ripened
and of the very finest flavor and qual-
ity, always. After that, simply their
label on the package should be a suffi-

cient guarantee that the contents are
all right. It is not necessary either to
see or taste the honey thereafter.

We believe that the paper honey-bot-
tle is a great thing for retailing honey,
and will be widely used when once its

value is appreciated.

Should the honey granulate in this
package, it is very easily removed with
a sharp knife, and then the granulated
honey can be sliced olT as needed. It

can afterward be luelted in some other
vessel, if desired. It is just possible
that it can be liquefied all right in the
paper bottle, as it is made of paraffined
paper.

It is hoped that bee-keepers will give
this new honey-package a trial, as it is

so very inexpensive. In shape it is

almost like a megaphone, except very
much smaller in size.

A sample dozen, any size (quarts,
pints, or half-pints), will be sent by ex-
press, not prepaid, for 2h cents. Ad-
dress, Walter S. Pouder. 80S) Massachu-
setts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

]lliiioi.s Fair Apiarian K.xliibit.s

It was our privilege, as well as pleas-
ure, to act as judge of the bee and
honey exhibit at the Illinois State Fair,
Oct. 5, 1910. Mr. W. E. Davis, of Lib-
ertyville. 111., is the affable superintend-
ent of the Apiary, Culinary and Pantry
Stores Department of the Fair. He is

making a success of his work, and is

the right man for the position. He
very kindly tendered as our assistant.

Mr. E. C. Young, a very pleasant young
man, also from Libertyville.
As usual the exhibits of honey, bees-

wax and bees were of a high order.
The competition was so close that it

was at times very diflicult to decide
which deserved the first premium.
There were three exhibitors competing
for nearly $4iM,l in cash premiums. They
were A. Coppin and wife, of Wenona;
Chas. Becker, of Pleasant Plains; and
Jas. A. Stone & Son, of Springfield.
The A. I. Root Co. also had a good dis-
play of bee-supplies, in charge of Mr
Warren and Mr. R. W. Boyden, but
this display was not entered for com-
petition, as there were no premiums
offered on exhibits of bee-supplies.

As the exhibits of honey, beeswax
and bees were all so good it seems too
bad that more bee-keepers in the great
State of Illinois do not take an inter-

est in the Apiary Department of this

great Fair. Surely the management
has offered liberal premiums, and more
bee-keepers shoulti show their appre-
ciation by entering more competing
exhibits. However, those who have so
faithfully appeared annually with their
exhibits deserve not only the thanks of

the bee-keepers of the State of Illinois,

but also all the cash premiums they so
honorably win. Certainly the Apiary
Department of the Fair was very cred-
itable to the industry of this State, and
ought to result in increased interest in

the production of honey as well as its

consumption.
While all three of the displays of de-

signs in 'beeswax were excellent, one
in particular deserves special mention.
It was exhibited by Jas. A. Stone &
Son, having been made by the junior
member of the firm, Mr. Percy Stone.
It represented some of the "grafty"
members of the Illinois State Legisla-
ture around their jack-pot. which has
become so notorious since the last ses-

sion. The kettle, or pot, was made of

beeswax, and in it were several mem-
bers of the Legislature, others were on
the outside, and one or two were climb-
ing up, endeavoring to get in with the
rest. Some more members were stand-
ing at a distance, and all were much
interested in the contents of the jack-
pot. A chain made up of a number of
links of beeswax bound the whole to-
gether. Near by stood L'ncle Sam,
made of beeswax, admonishing the
members to be careful how they voted.
The whole was certainly an ingenious
piece of work, and well deserved the
first premium which it won.
The little daughter of Mr. Coppin

had some very fine comb-honey work
done by the bees. The words "Illinois
State Fair" and "A. Coppin. Wenona,
111.," were all represented in comb-
honey letters.

Mrs. Coppin did some good work in

uncapping and extracting on the Fair
grounds.
The result of the judging is as fol-

lows :

Display of comb honey— ist premium. Cop-
pin. Sjo; id, Hecker. $15; .id. Stone. $10.

Collection of labeled cases containing 12
or tnore pounds of white honey from differ-
ent flowers— 1st. Becker, SS; id. Coppin. $5.

("ollection of labeled cases containing 12
or more pounds of amber or dark honey
from different flowers- ist, Becker, $H; 2a.
Coppin, $5.

Case of white clover comb honey. 12 to 24
pounds— 1st. Coppin, $4; 2d. Stone, $3; .id,

Becker. $j.
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Case of sweet clover honey. 12 to 24 pounds
—ist. Becker. S4. 2d, Coppin. Si: 3d. Stone. S2.

Case of bassword comb honey. 12 to 24

pounds— ist. Coppin. $4; 2d, Becker, %i, 3d.

Stone. $2.

Case of amber comb honey. 12 to 24 pounds
—tst. Becker. $4; 2d. Stone.S3: 3d. Coppin, S2.

Display of samples of extracted honey, not
less than I-2 pound eacii— 1st. Becker. $5: 2d.

Stone, $i; 3d, Coppin. $2.

Display of extracted honey— ist, Becker.
|2o; 2d. Coppin, S15; 3d, Stone. Sio.

Honey extracting on the grounds, execu-
tion and explanation considered— 1st. Cop-
pin, $5: 2d. Stone. Si. 3d. Becker. S2.

Frame of comb honey for extracting— ist,

Coppin. $5; 2d. .Stone. $3: 3d, Becker. $2.

Display of candied honey— 1st. Becker. $20;

3d. Stone. $is; 3d. Coppin. $10.

Display of beeswax— ist. Coppin, S15. 2d.
Becker. Sio; 3d. Stone $5-

Kor a full colony of bees of any race in ob-
servatory hive—ist. Stone. Ss
One-frame observatory hiveof dark Italian

bees with queen— ist. Coppin. S4: 2d. Becker.

One-frame observatory hive of Golden
Italian bees with qeeen—ist, Coppin, $4; 2d.
Becker. St.

One-frame observatory Iiive of Carniolan
bees with queen— ist. Becker. S4. 2d. Coppin.
$3.

One-frame observatory hiveof Caucasian
bees with queen—1st. Coppin. $4; 2d. Becker,

Honcyvinegar. 'A gallon, with recipe for
making— 1st. Becker. $4; 2d. Coppin. $3: 3d.
Stone. S2.

Display of designs in comb honey executed
by the bees under the control of the apiarist
—1st. Coppin. S15; 2d. Becker, S12; 3d, Stone,
$8.

Display of designs in beeswax—ist. Stone.
$20; 2d. Becker. S12; 3d. Coppin. S8.

For manipulating swarm of bees in cage—
1st. Coppin. $13

Two Wheelbarrows to Save Labor

Two wheelbarrows used for wheel-
ing honey into the honey-house for ex-
tracting, allows one of them to remain
in the house while the other is being
filled in the yard, thus the saving of
unloading each time the " outside man "

comes in with a load.

—

Bee-Keepers" Re-
viezi'.

Oalieo for Hive-Cover.s

L. S. Crawshaw says in the British

Bee Journal that he has for years had
in use hive-covers covered with calico.

Some of them had the calico glued on
before painting, and are all right if

painted from time to time, but are not
so satisfactory as those which had the

calico laid down on paint. »

Bee->Ioth and Stone Bee-House

We take the following paragraphs,

as well as pictures, from the Second

bee-keeping part of the Report being
prepared by George S. Demuth, assis-

tant in charge of the Divsion of Api-
culture :

The Bee-Motii.

Formerly considered a great pest, but the
intelliuent apiarist of today seldom gives it

a passing thought except to protect combs
not occupied by bees from their ravages.
Very often we hear the expression from

farmers that they useil to keep bees, but the
worms got in and ato them up. The "worm"

The Front-Page Picture

The picture on the front cover-page
this month shows the " Cleonie Apiary "

of Geo. D. Caley, of Cozad, Nebr.
When the picture was taken he had
about 50 colonies, but the cleome
plants were so large that they hid part
of the hives. Mr. Caley thinks that
Cleome inleffti/oha, or Rocky Moun-
tain bee-plant, is one of the best nectar-

Brood-Comb Destroyed by the Bee-Moth.

referred to is the larva of the bee-moth, and
it is never to be found in a healthy, well-

cared-for colony. The moih is liable to in-

vade the home of a weakened colony, and
with the old type of box-hive it may become
an injurious pest. The newer types of

frame hives leave no place of refuge for the
young larva, and the bees can readily de-
fend themselves. Furthermore, the Italian

bees defend their homes against the attacks
of the bee-moths much better than do the
black or German bees. Invariably the pres-
ence of the bee-moth is an evidence of care-
less work on the part of the bee-keeper.
Notice in the picture how the comb has

been eaten away, and the remains covered
with the webs of the bee-moth.

The old stone bee-house shown in

the picture is in Southern Indiana. It

figured in Edward Eggleston's "The
Hoosier School-Boy." The hives were
arranged on shelves on the inside, and
the bees entered through the entrances
indicated in the picture.

yielders in Nebraska. When in blootn

the bees work on it from daylight until

dark. The plant grows from 4 to 5

feet high, and branches out several

feet. We remember seeing it for the

first time when attending the Denver
convention of the National Bee-Keep-
ers' Association some years ago. It is

a rich honey-plant, and the flavor of

the honey is very pleasant.

Mr. Caley has attended several of the

National conventions, and is an up-to-

date apiarist, having been engaged in

the bee-business for many years.

An Old Stone Bee-House.

.Annual Report of the State Entomolo-
gist of Indiana, Benj. W. Douglass; the

"The Practical Bee-Guide"

Six years ago the first edition of the

Irish Bee-Guide was published. A sec-

ond edition has now appeared, and the

title has been changed to "The Practi-

cal Bee-Guide." Certainly the charac-

ter of the work warrants the change of

name. It has something more than 230

pages, measuring 7x4^4^ inches each,

written by Rev. J. G. Digges, M. A., the

genial editor of that sprightly monthly,

the Irish Bee Journal. The style is

clear, and of such character as to make
the book pleasant reading, in spite of

the fact that it is so compactly written

that it would be hard to get more facts

into the same number of pages. Each
paragraph is consecutively numbered
in bold-faced tyye, making the constant
reference to these different paragraphs
a matter of great convenience. The
bee-keeper who desires to increase the

size of his library should add to it a

volume of "The Practical Bee-Guide."

We can order it for you. bound in art

linen, for $1.10; or with a year's sub-

scription to the American Bee Journal
—both for $1.90.

Sequoyah Co., Olda., Association

Recently there was organized the

Sequoyah Co., Okla., Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation, at a meeting held in Salli-

saw, Okla. H. B. Clark, of Sallisaw,

was elected President, and P. F. Dooley,

of Brushy, Secretary. A Purchasing
Committee composed of John Kester-

son, Ben Brackett, and J. R. McMurtrey
were selected.

The next meeting will be held this

month, at which time all the local bee-

keepers will be notified.

We wish this new Association a very

successful career.

Chicago - Northwestern Conven-
tion

Time—November .10 and December i. i«io.

PLACE-Chicago. Saratoga Hotel. 150 Dear-
born Street, opposite First National Bank
Building. ,,, , ,

MEETiNGS-Begm io;3o a.m.. Wednesday,
and continue until Thursday afternoon. It

is the 31st annual session.
As stated in the October issue of the

.\merican Bee Journal, the Saratoga Hotel
makes rates for rooms Ji.oo per day and up.

Meals may be secured at the hotel or at any
other place desired.
Chicago is centrally located, and reached

by nearly all railroads. This meeting is held
during the week of the International Live
Stock Exposition, and bee-keepers can ar-

range to visit the Exposition during their

stay in the city.
, .

PROGKAM-There will be several s-minute
talks and papers by bee-keepers who are
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prominent in beedom. Discussions of pa-
pers. Question-Box, business and sociability
will make this one of the best meetings the
Association has ever enjoyed.
Do not forget the date. Make your plans

to be present so as to give your own experi-
ences as well as to get suggestions from the
papers and discussions. We need your help,
and we will try to help you.
Hamilton. III. Louis C. Dadant. Sec.

Mr. C. P. Dadant, Dr. C. C. Miller,
Miss Wilson, and many other promi-
nent bee-keepers are expected to be
present. We hope all will come who
can do so, and help make it the banner
convention of the year.

The lUiuoi.s State Convention

The 20th annual session of the Illinois

State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at the State House, Thursday and
Fridav, Nov. 17 and 18, 1910.

We expect to have a number of the
most prominent bee-keepers of the
State, among them our worthy presi-
dent, Mr. C. P. Dadant, as well as
others outside our own State.

Among the other things that will be
on the program will be the report of
our foul brood inspector, A. L. Kildow,
of Putnam, 111., who will show on a

map all the counties of the State where-
in foul brood exists, as far as discov-
ered.

Regarding hotel and railroad rates, a
notice will be sent to all the members
of the Association not later than Nov.
1st. To any not members, who wish
to attend the convention, if they will

notify the secretary, a like notice will

be sent to them. Make up your mind
to come and have a good time.

Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

Rt. 4, Springfield, 111.

Convention Proceedings

The Albany National Convention

No doubt all the readers of the
American Bee Journal who were not
at the Albany convention of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Association are
anxiously waiting to hear something
about it. It was held Oct. 12 and 13,

as announced. The Albany City Coun-
cil Chamber, which holds about 250
people, was filled, and at some of the
sessions there was quite a number of
persons standing. It was a live meet-
ing from start to finish. The program,
as published in these columns in Octo-
ber, was carried out to the letter, with
the exception of two papers in the
morning session of the second day,
which failed to appear. However, the
Question-Box always filled in nicely
whenever there was a shortage of
papers to discuss.

Owing to a change in railroad rate
at almost the last minute, the special
car from Chicago did not contain as
many bee-keepers as there would have
been had the rate as first announced
been sustained. As it was, there were
12 or l.j from Chicago and westward
who enjoyed the trip together to Al-
bany. It was a lively little bunch
which were thus permitted to begin the
41st annual convention of the National
24 hours in advance of the published
program. Those on the special car
were as follows

:

N. E. France and Jacob Huffman,
from Wisconsin; Jas. A. Stone and
wife, Henry Dadant and wife, the Edi-
tor of the American Bee Journal and
wife, from Illinois; E. L. Hofmann
from Minnesota; Messrs. Dittrich and
Swails from Indiana; Dr. J. A. Smith
from Iowa; and E. Davison from Kan-
sas.

There were in attendance at the con-
vention many of the largest and best
bee-keepers of the East. Among the
old-times were L. C. Root, of Connecti-
cut ; J. E.Crane, of Vermont; F. H.
Cyrenius, Chas. Stewart, N. D. West, S.

D. House, O. L. Hershiser, Geo. B
Howe, W. L. and D. H. Coggshall, and
many others, " too numerous to men-
tion," from New York State ; J. L.

Byer, Morley Pettit, Wm. McEvoy, R.
B. Ross, Jr., and J. J. Hurley, of On-
tario, Canada ; Wm. A. Selser, of Penn-
sylvania. But it is impossible to recall

very many of the large number present
without having a list of the names. At
any rate, there were plenty of good
convention men to make it an interest-
ing meeting.

All the papers read were of a high
order, and most of them were followed
by very interesting and helpful discus-
sions. The Question-Box was well
patronized, and many profitable facts
and suggestions brought out as a re-

sult.

The President's Address, which ap-
pears in this department, seemed to be
well received, and important action
was taken thereon. It was hoped that
some of the suggestions made therein
would bear fruit in the near future, to
the great benefit of the National Asso-
ciation. Surely, the Board of Direc-
tors have an opportunity to act in sev-
eral directions which should be to the
advancement of the interests of all the
members of the Association. We be-
lieve they will be glad to do their part
in a way that will bring honor to them-
selves, and result in the National As-
sociation doing for its whole member-
ship what it should do to justify its ex-
istence and the hearty support of the
bee-keepers of this continent.

A spirit of harmony and good-will
seemed to prevail throughout all the
sessions of the convention. It was a
brotherly, and, we may say sisterly,

meeting, as there were quite a number
of sisters present also, which lent a re-

fining influence to the gathering. Very
likely not every one present was en-
tirely pleased with everything that was
said and done, but no convention of 5
sessions is likely to be entirely free

from some unfavorable criticism. But
we believe, taking all together, the

Albany convention was one of the
best the National has held in a number
of years, and that those who were per-
mitted to be present will count it a
memorable occasion. Surely, the meet-
ing and greeting of so many new faces
and friends interested in tlie pursuit of
bee-keeping will always be an inspira-
tion to those who were so fortunate as
to be there.

A full report of the proceedings will
be published in pamphlet form, as
usual. Mr. Geo. -Angus, of Canada,
was the efficient shorthand reporter,
and we believe he "took down" every-
thing of importance as it came along
during the progress of the program.
We shall hope, from time to time dur-
ing the next few months, to print in
these columns the papers that were
read, so that all of our readers may en-
joy a large part of the program. But
we would like to have every subscriber
of the American Bee Journal become a
member of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association. The dues are $1.00 a year,
but when joining through a local asso-
ciation it is only .^i) cents per member.
Such membership not only brings with
it all the literature gotten out during
the year by the Association, but con-
nects one intimately with the largest
organization of bee-keepers in America.
General Manager N. E. France, of
Platteville, Wis., is ready at all times
to receive dues; and if some of the
recommendations made at the Albany
convention are carried out during the
next few months, Mr. 1* ranee should be
kept very busy enrolling members.

During this month the annual elec-
tion of 4 officers and 3 directors will

take place by mail. Each member will

receive a list of the names from which
to select. This is a very important
matter, and should have the careful
attention of all who are entitled to vote.

The very best man should be selected
for each position. So far as we know
no one is seeking an office, but no
doubt whoever is selected will be glad
to render the best service of which he
is capable.

We believe few would say that the
National Association has done all that

it might have done for its members for
some years past, but it seems to us that

what we all should do is to work to-

gether in a way that will result in the
National being placed in a position
where it will render the best possible
service to its members. This, we are
certain, can be done ; but it never will

be accomplished by pulling apart or
trying to weaken it. What is needed
is the hearty co-operation and the best
thought and action on the part of all

concerned. We are optimistic enough
to believe that within a year or two the
National can be so transformed as to

be unrecognizable even by itself. It

has a large number of enthusiastic
supporters, and we believe their efforts

to try to do things worth while will be
gladly seconded by the rank and file of
bee-keepers throughout the whole
country. The National Association
should be placed in a position where it

can be a real help to every member,
and also to the bee-keeping world as

a whole. To accomplish this is worth
striving for.

Let us all do all we can to harmonize
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every interest, and make the National
Bee-Keepers' Association one of the
grandest organizations on earth.

The Editor.

National Bee -Keepers' Association

Address delivered before the 41st Annual Conven-
tion, held in Albany. N. Y.. Oct. 12 and i.!.

By Pres. George W. York.

L.^DiES AND Gentlemen:—We are

met in the 41st annual convention of

the National Bee-Keepers' Association,

in a city of great historic interest, as

it is the oldest surviving settlement in

the 13 original States, having been

founded in the year 1614. Even "Yan-
kee Doodle" was written in a house still

standing, on the east bank of the famous
Hudson River, opposite Albany!

We are met in one of the greatest

honey-producing States of the Union;
a State which contains, also, some of

the best and most extensive beeks-ep
ers in all the world. It is a State rich

not only in honey-production but also

in almost everything else that befits a

civilization like ours. Surely, we who
have come from a distance are honored
here by friendships and associations

that we will carry with us for many
years after this meeting.

This convention represents the great-

eft a^soc'nMon of bee-keepers ever got-

ten together in this country. While
other countries may have organizations

of larger membership, no doubt our
Association represents a greater num-
ber of extensive honey-producers, and
more pounds of honey produced an-

nually, than any other similar organiza-

tion in all the world. Hence, in many
ways, the bee-keepers of this Associa-
tions are leaders in almost everything

that makes bee-keeping worth while

anywhere. Therefore there is a respon-

sibility resting upon us that is upon no
other class or country of bee-keepers.

The question is whether we will measure
up to our opportunities and responsi-

bilities in the years come. If we are

to do this, our organization will have to

progress faster than it has done during
the past few years. The things which
this Association has done in years gone
by will not continue its success in the

years to come. The new times require

new ways of doing things. The organi-
zations of the future must be far ahead
of those of the past, in what they do
to advance the interests of their mem-
bership, or they will fail utterly. The
question then arises. What can this As-
sociation do to help the large member-
ship which it has secured, and produce
for them the results which they have a

right to expect? This is a big question.

I do not feel that I am able to answer
it fully, or perhaps even partially, but

I am going to have the hardihood
to leave a few sugestions with you,
which, I hope, or at least think, may
lead to something better in the months
and years just ahead.

While the National Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation has done most excellent work
for its members during its many years
of existence, it seems to me the time
has come when some advanced steps

need to be taken. For a number of
years its principal object has been that

of defending its members in their right

to keep bees in certain locations. Ig-

norant and jealous neighbors have of-

ten been "a thorn in the flesh " of some
bee-keepers, but when their complaints
were taken into the courts of law by the

.Association, we have won in nearly

every instance, and rightly so. That
very important feature, or object, of
this Association is rapidly passing
away. In other words, there is not now
the demand for such defense, as the

right to keep bees has become so evi-

dent that today it is seldom questioned.

As stated in .Article 2 of the Consti-
tution of this Association, its objects

are: First, "to promote the interests of

bee-keepers; second, to protect and de-

fend its members in their lawful rights;

third, to enforce law's against the adul-
teration of honey." The third of these

objects is practically taken care of by
the Department of Agriculture, which
is enforcing the pure food law in a

wholesome way. Then it remains for

us to consider the first object, of "pro-
moting the interests of bee-keepers."

It is true the other two objects are in

the interest of bee-keeping, but as they
are taken care of, it seems to me that

we should begin at this convention
something looking toward the promo-
tion of one of the still greater interests

of bee-keepers. I refer to the disposi-

tion of the honey product, and adver-
tising its use. This means a business or-

ganization more than ever.

In the first place, the Board of Di-
rectors, numbering 12, is too large, and
they are too scattered. Three, or pos-
sibly five, capable men are sufficient. It

takes too long now for the general man-
ager to be permitted to do anything. He
must first write and get replies from
all 12 directors, and by that time it

is probably too late to act. The ex-

perience of almost anyone is, that a

committee of one is the easiest to get

together to do anything! Of course, I

would not advise a Board, or Commit-
tee, of only one, but I think that no one
will question that a Board of three or
five members would be more efficient,

and accomplish all that a board of a

larger number could do.

Second, our annual meetings can
never be more than a small representa-

tion of the whole membership. State
meetings can be fairly large, and can
consider many things that would be of
interest to the National Association. I

would have the State associations

branches of the National, and not mere-
ly, as now, individual members working
independently. The State branches
should elect at their annual meetings
one or two delegates to the National
convention, and then these National
meetings should be a law-making body
for the whole, and meet at some cen-
tral place, the expenses being cared for

out of the general fund. Suppose this

present meeting were made up of dele-

gates from all the States and Territo-

ries, who had been elected and given
authority to represent their State and
Territorial memberships; then we could
have an attendance of about 100 of
those most capable and most interested

and, doubtless, the best able to consider

the things of vital interest to the bee-

keeping industry throughout the whole

country. We must get away from dis-

cussing the minor things of bee-keeping
at our great annual National conven-
tions. The matters of the best way to

produce honey, the best way to intro-

duce queens, and the best way to do
a lot of things in bee-keeping can best

be left to the columns of the bee-papers,

all of which ought to be taken and read
by those who desire to accomplish any-
thing worth while in bee-keeping. These
National gatherings should be devoted
to the larger things of honey-produc-
tion. They should be business meet-
ings throughout, and have to do mainly
with the marketing and distributing of

the honey crop, beeswax, etc. If bee-

keeping is ever to be put upon a busi-

ness basis in this country, there must
be co-operation in marketing the honey
crop. The producers of citrus fruits in

California during the past ten years

have simply worked wonders for those

engaged in that line of business, and
they have done it through co-opera-

tion.

The time is rapidly passing away when
a single producer in any line can make
a success all by himself. These are "get

together" times, and bee-keepers have
lost much during the past decade in not

being properly organized so as to pro-

tect their own interests, and realize a

proper return for their efforts in the

production of honey. Again I say,

leave the methods of production and
the details in that line to the bee-papers

of the country, but the larger and more
difficult work—the marketing of the

product—let that be controlled by a

National organization made up of the

branch organizations in the various

States and Territories.

Third, we should all help to make
the State conventions a great success.

If possible, have some National officer,

or officers, always present. Let the Na-
tional get out the programs for the

State conventions, or at least assist them
in doing it. By unitedly working to-

gether, every State convention can be

made "a hummer."
The honey-marketing question is

surely a live one. The bee-papers can
not deal with it in a practical way, as they
are not in position to do so. As before
mentioned, they can tell the bee-keepers
how to produce honey, but when it

comes to selling, it is another question.

The beginner desires to know where
to sell, and how much to charge for

his product. This advice can be satis-

factorily given him if someone is study-

ing the markets, and thus is in position

to know hozv to advise.

This is not a new thing I am talking

about. The Colorado and Michigan
Associations have been working along
this line for several years, and they are

gaining ground every year. The On-
tario Bee-Keepers' Association is also

making progress in the same way. Our
National Association will soon have to

"get in the swim," or it will pass away.
It can't exist long now by simply drift-

ing. There is no such a thing as stand-

ing still in an organization of this kind;
it must advance or it is bound to re-

tire. Will we stand by and see it go
backward?
The time has come, I believe, when

the National Association can well af-
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ford to employ a man to look after

this work for them. One live inaii^
/ say a the man—devoting his whole
time to organizing the bee-keepers of
this country, could make the National
Association go forward by leaps and
bounds, and could in a very few years
place the whole bee-keeping industry on
a much safer footing tlian it occupies
today. It cannot be done, however, on
the small compensation offered at the

present time. The dues must be placed
at $1.00 a year and that would furnish
funds for accomplishing the work.
People are usually willing to pay what
it costs to be well served. You cannot,
for very long, e.xpect to get something
for nothing, as most men cannot afford

to engage in the philantliropist business.

It is true, we have had very unselfish

and generous work done in the interest

of tliis .A.ssociation, but its member-
ship sliould no longer e.xpect that any
man in these days can afford to devote
his time and talents to advancing their

interests without being paid for it, and
well paid, at that. Brains and business
ability cost money these days, and the

bee-keepers of this country can well

afford to pay for them. For wlien they
are set to work, they are going to re-

turn to the individual bee-keeper tens
of dollars for the $i.oo membership.

It is true that some radical measures
will have to be adopted. No doubt the

Constitution of this Association will

have to be amended, so it will permit
the doing of things that need to be done
in the best interest of the members. If

what I have suggested meets with the
approval of the majority of those in

attendance at this meeting, I would rec-

ommend the appointment of a commit-
tee for the purpose of suggesting
amendments to tlie Constitution, and
that before adjourning we take such
action as will be necessary to bring
about the changes in the Constitution
that will permit the carrying out of
what the best thought of this conven-
tion feels should be done in the future.

Without in any way suggesting a

threat, I would like to say right here,

that it has been intimated to me that
unless the National Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation takes an advanced step along
the lines I have indicated in the fore-
going, another organization is likely to

attempt to supersede the National.
This, of course, none of us want to see
done. The National should lead, as it

always has led ; but in order to con-
tinue doing tliis, it must adapt itself to

the demands of progress and advance-
ment that come with each succeeding
year. Let us consider carefully things
that will make for the greater suc-
cess of bee-culture, and let us not heji-
tate to go fonvard, or at least to do
what we can to advance a little the
larger interests of our constitucrtfy

—

throughout tlic domain of our member-
ship.

We are engaged in a wonderfully in

teresting vocation. Its methods and
main product appeal to almost every-
one. Where is the person who cannot
be interested in the marvelous habits
and occupation of the little, busy
bee? I have personally held an
audience of several hundred children
almost breathless while I tried to

show them, through the stereopti-

con, the wonders and glories of the

hive. .\ny one can do that who knows
anything at all definitely about the hon-
ey-bee and its honey. I believe it

would pay this Association, when prop-
erly organized, if it can, at not too

great an expense, to keep a good lec-

turer on the road, telling the people
something about the the bee and its

work, and incidentally emphasizing the

high value of honey as a daily food.

When this Association is running as it

can run, it will have ample funds for

advertising honey in various ways. No
doubt it can establish its own brand—
that can be used by all the Stale or
branch organizations throughout the

country. With tlie wide co-operation

that 1 have here suggested, who will

say that every pound of honey pro-

duced every year, will not bring a

higher price, and thus more profit to

the producer? .'\nd not only will bet-

ter methods of production be encour-
aged, but more honest grading and
packing will be compelled. The brand
of the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion placed upon any package of honey
sliould be a guaranty that it is absolute-

ly all right in every particular. It may
be that there will have to be various

centers in each State, where the crops
of its members will be sent for proper
grading and packing, and then be
shipped in car-lots to the larger cities

where a demand has been created in

advance. A more equal distribution of

the honey produced can be secured in

this way.
If we can have one or two energetic,

up-to-date business men devoting their

whole time to the management of this

organization, there is no reason why
they should not know the condition of
every large honey market on this con-
tinent, and thus be in a position to sup-

ply the markets properly, and bring
about a more equal distribution of
honey than at the present time, when
often some of the markets are over-
loaded and others are unsupplied. This
should not be, and need not be, if there
is someone whose business it is to see

that the honey product is distributed as

the markets demand. This is done in

other lines of production, and I see no
reason why, with the proper co-opera-
tion and affiliation of local organiza-
tions, it cannot be done as successfully

for the honey-producers.
But I must not go on longer. We

have the field in which to work, but
it 'needs proper cultivation. It needs
wise and business-like management, in

order to realize a just financial return
for all the labor that has been bestowed
in order to secure a large crop of fine

honey.- Bee-keepers are not selfish

;

they do not want more tlian their prod-
uct is worth, but I insist that they do
li'ant, and deserve, a fair price as com-
pared with other food-products, and
this they are not getting today. I be-
lieve it is their own fault. No one will

attend to our business for us; we must
do that ourselves, or take the conse-
quences. The consequences are often
rather serious. Why not plan for the
largest success, rather than be satisfied

with something small, or less than can
be obtained if properly done? While

we are doing at all, we might as well
do things right. We may as well mag-
nify the business of honey-production.
1 Iielieve we can easily do this by a
system of co-operation and manage-
ment, and I think the National Bee-
Keepers' Association is the one organi-
zation that should make the first moves
toward securing these important condi-
tions and results among the bee-keep-
ers of this continent. The questions to

be settled are : Will we do it ? Are we
big enough to undertake this great
work, or will we drift along as we
have been doing in the years just gone
by? I believe the time is opportune to

take an advanced step. I realize that it

cannot be done rapidly, as the best and
most lasting things of this world are of
slow growth, but I believe ive should
begin to move. And why not this be
"moving day" along these lines?

Georgiv W. York, Pres.

Chicago, 111., Oct. lo, 1910.

Action on President's Address

After an interesting discussion of
the President's Address, on motion it

was referred to a committee composed
of Messrs. O. L. Hershiser. of New
York; Jas. A. Stone, of Illinois, and
Jacob Huffman, of Wisconsin, who at

a later session presented the following
resolutions which were unanimously
adopted by the convention:

Whereas, The proceedinKs of tliis con-
vention have been especially enriched by
the able address of our President; there-
fore, be it

A't-.u'h'eii. That the many wise suggestions
contained therein merit our most careful
consideration and attention, and th'ht it is

hoped that they will be considered by every
beie-keeper as especially addressed to him.

Keso/Tcd. That it is the sense of this con-
vention that the Board of Directors of this
Association take immediate active measures
to the end that the points in the President's
Address be brought before all local affiliated
and non-affiliated bee-keepers' associations
in the United Stales and Canada, for discus-
sion.

A'esoh'ccf. That it is the sense of the con-
vention that the Board of Directors of this
Association use its funds as far as possible
in the employment of an efficient person to
organize State and County associations of
bee-keepers, lo be aftilialed with this Asso-
ciation, and in all other ways to advance the
organization of bee-keepers

Reso/vfti. That it is the sense of this con-
vention that such points in the President's
Address as look to 'amendments in the Con-
stitution be commended to the Board of
Directors for immediate action, and that
they be earnestly urged to use what power
they now have to carry out the recommen-
dations in the President's .\ddress.

O, L Hershiser.
jAs. A. Stone,
Jacob Huffman.

CommitUc.

Field -Day of the Bee-Keepers of

Massachusetts

BY WINTHROP PACKARD.

There are 2100 bee-keepers in Massa-
chusetts. They were not all at the field-

day of the Massachusetts Bee-Keepers
Association, but enough were there to

fill a big pine grove on the estate of

one of their number, Mr. Henry Brit-

ton, of Stoughton, who is a banker by
profession and a bee-keeper because he
loves bees. Mr. Britton keeps bees in all

sorts of places on his Stoughton estate.

He has a "Bungalow Apis" in which
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fine Italian strains work in glass exhibi-

tion hives, where you may watch their

admirable Mndiistry and note the re-

sults, see the cells built, the honey

stored away and the young fed. He has

hives in a long row under a special

shed built for them, hives under trees

about the place, a hive at the head of

the stairs in liis house, three in the at-

tic and during a part of the field-day

at least, he had a hive in his hat. This

is not the customary joke about bees

in the bonnet, cither. It was a real hive

of real bees, a small hive, to be sure,

in a somewhat enlarged hat. A certain

humorous wliimsicality is always a part

of the field-day exercises of this organi-

zation and adds a zest of liilarity to the

otherwise earnest work of tlie meeting.

To sec and hear during the half-hour

of relaxation—the precise president

])laying "Silver Threads Among the

Gold" as a cornet solo, the host accom-

panying on a low-voiced trombone,

while the bees flew busily in and out of

liis hat, was worth coming miles to see,

and it is no wonder that the attendance

was large from all over the State.

Bee-keepers are as busy and as much
to the point as the bees they keep, and

after a day spent with a grove full of

them one buzzes back to the home hive

fairly laden with the honey of concen-

trated information. Notable speakers ad-

dressed the gathering, among them Pro-

fessor William P. Brooks, director of

the Massachusetts Agricultural Ex-
periment Station; Burton N. Gates, Ph.

D., State inspector of apiaries; and E.

Clinton Britton, president of the so-

ciety. After listening to these and the

volley fire of keen questions and equal-

ly keen replies that were scattered

through the addresses as well as fol-

lowing them, seeing hives, the bees in

full war-paint and with their work-
ing clothes all on, disjointed and their

various bones, at least their frames,

separated and passed from hand to hand
without the workers missing stroke or

the fighters getting one in on the as-

sembly, one comes away greatly im-

pressed w'ith the intelligence and kindly

spirit of both parties to the transaction.

Busy Bee-Keepers of Massachusetts.

Bee-keeping is on the increase in Mas-
sachusetts, both as a matter of profit-

able lalwr and as a hobby. There is the

Western Massachusetts Bee Keepers As-
sociation, the Hampshire and Hampden
Counties .Association, the Worcester
County Association, and so it goes, new
societies interested in the gentle art

growing up, as it were, over night, all

proof of a renewed and progressive in-

terest in bees and their work. The larg-

est apiary in the State contains 200
colonies, and is managed more for the

sale of working colonies than for the

honey produced, though this is by no
means an unimportant item. Where bees

are kept with a view of producing honey.

35 to 40 pounds per hive is considered
a good yearly average, but if you can
add to the value of that from five to

twenty-five dollars for the sale of col-

onies the earned increment per hive
increases. H you can cajole your bees
into producing a hundred dollar queen
occasionally, that little helps. There are

queens that are valued at that, though
the ordinary queen sells for far less, the

traffic in queens being in a limited way
a mail-order proposition. You send

your check and get your qiieen snugly

tucked away in a cage, coming perhaps

from half way round the world. Ihen
with proper introduction to the hive the

work of honey-producing goes steadily

on while a new and improved strain of

workers is bred.

Bees in the western part of the State

are kept in the main for the honey that

they produce, the Berkshires and par-

ticularly the western slope of this range,

being equal to New York or Vermont
in the quality of its "pasturage," New
York and Vermont, all things consid-

ered, being among the best bee States

in the Union.
One prime reason for this honey-

producing excellence of this region is

the prevalence and luxuriance of the

white clover, in many ways the most
desirable plant to have in the neigh-

borhood of an apiary. In the eastern

part of the State while the honey pro-

duced is an itnportant item and the

pasturage as a rule good the best op-

portunities for professional bee-keeping

come from the demand for bees by

the greenhouse men, particularly those

who have large cucumber houses. In

winter the fertilization of the blossoms
and the consequent success of the crop

require bees, and one or inore hives

are placed in each cucumber house
where the bees work all winter, to be

discarded in the spring, usually worn
out and worthless.

The Amateur need not be Financially
"Stung."

The amateur who wishes to begin bee-

keeping with one colony or more need
not be discouraged by cramped quar-

ters, or the fact that he does not dwell

among fields of white clover and buck-

wheat. Bees, as we saw at the bee-

keepers' meeting, will do business from
an attic or a hat. All that they want
is a chance to fly freely from their hive

to honey-producing plants. Strange to

say, the country itself is not a first re-

quisite. One bee-e.xpert found the roof

of a brick block in the heart of the city

of Washington a profitable place for

his apiary, the bees finding pasturage
among the linden trees and other shade
trees with which the city streets are

lined, and on the sweet clover which
grows there plentifully in all waste
places and by roadsides. A bee ranges
in her daily quest for honey a distance

of 3 to 4 miles and knows her busi-

ness thoroughly. Turn her loose and
she will finij honey if there is any to

be had within the score or so square
miles which lie in reach around her
hive.

Much careful investigation has been
made by bee-keepers and scientific ento-
mologists as to what constitutes the

best plants for bee-pasturage. Under-
stand, no bee-keeper can afford to plant

crops for his bees alone. But if he is

also engaged in practical farming he
will, in making choice of plants for

other purposes, plant those which are
most desirable for his bees, other things
being equal. Among these the clovers
hold first place. The bee-keeper whose

bees range over broad mowing fields

and pastures in which the wise farmers

have encouraged the clover should get

large returns from his bees. White
clover honey has the highest reputa-

tion in the market, especially where it

is sold in the comb. So far as quan-
tity goes buckwheat is a famous honey-
producer but tlie honey from this plant

is dark in color, and while its flavor is

excellent the effect on the eye is dis-

couraging. Hence honey brought by

the bees from buckwheat is usually ex-

tracted, the honey and the wa.x being

sold separately.

Among trees the basswood or linden

yields a honey, white, well-flavored and
wholesome. In localities where these

trees have been planted for shade, bees

do well. Raspberry honey is another
especially fine variety, and in places

where a large acreage of these small

fruits is planted for market, bees thrive

and the keepers thrive with them. It

has been said that an acre of raspber-

ries will keep a hundred colonies of

bees busy for weeks. But • a lack of

any or all these plants in the neighbor-
hood need not discourage the prospect-

ive bee-keeper. Nearly all plants yield

honey and there is a constant succes-

sion of bloom in Massachusetts from
the spring Mayflowers to the autumn
asters and goldenrod, among all of

which the bees find work and reward.
So far as pasturage goes almost any-
one may keep bees. You may trust

them to find it, nor are they dismayed
by trespass signs or fences however
high.

The Best Bees in the Business.

The first honey-bees were introduced
into this country from Europe some
time after the first settlements, nobody
knows just how long. Something over
a hundred years ago bees had discov-

ered the Mississippi river, and 50 years
later the first colonies had reached the

Pacific coast. In the earliest years

the parent stock was the black bee of
Germany. These bees were no doubt
e-xcellent for pioneers. Like the early

settlers they carry their weapons with
them and use them at short notice.

The black bee is always ready to cure

your rheumatism and suspects all

strangers of having it. Usually each
colony posts sentinels which fly to meet
and inspect you. Then is the time to

be sedate and commit no overt act,

else you get that hypodermic applica-

tion of rheumatism cure whether you
need it or not.

Black bees are good honey-makers,
and are vigorous and prolific, but their

readiness to fight at the drop of a hat

is causing them to be discarded in fa-

vor of gentler varieties. For this rea-

son, especially, it is best for the be-

ginner to start with a colony of the
gentler varieties. There are many af
these, Caucasians from the Caucasus,.
Carniolans from an Austrian province,.

Cyprians from the island of Cyprus,.
Syrians or "Holy Land bees," and It—
alians which were first introduced af
ter the black bees, and to this day are-

most kept and held in the highest es-

teem. These, if handled wisely axidj

tenderly, rarely sting anyone.
.\t the bee-meeting hives of Italians
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were dissected, queens poked for, and

frames with swarming hundreds passed

from hand to hand without a sting.

Many crosses have been made also be-

tween ItaUan and the other gentle va-

rieties with good result?. 1 here is but

one drawback to the Italians. They are

a little less hardy than either of the

other later introductions, requiring

more careful protection during winter.

"Swarms" Now no C.^use for Hys-
teria.

A time of great excitement for the be-

ginner is when his colony first swarms.

If he is wise he will be expecting this

and will be prepared with a bee-veil and
a hive in which to put the swarm when
captured. Good advice in this matter

is not to hurry. The bees will settle

near the hive for a while and can usually

readily be shaken or brushed into the

new home. The once picturesque cus-

tom of ringing dinner bells and beating

tomtoms is now declared useless as

far as the bees are concerned. If it

ever had any effect it was merely in

occupying the attention and soothing

the nerves of the bee-keeper and the

neighbors. By more modern methods
now adopted bees kept for honey are

allowed so much space for the storing

of it and the manipulation of queens

that are new born in the hive is such

that the colony grows strong and re-

swarm. On the other hand, the wing
of the ruling queen is clipped, then,

when the young queen is ready to take

up the duties of the hive and the dow-
ager departs with her retinue she is

unable to fly, but drops near the hive

entrance whence she and her followers

are easily taken by the owner.

Bees have been watched and studied

since tiine almost immemorial, and the

sum of knowledge thus obtained is such

that the skillful keeper manipulates

them and directs their work in a hun-

dred ways, to their good and his own
profit. Modern invention has made of

the hive an architectural masterpiece of

use and desirability, and greatly les-

sened the labors and disappointments of

the old-time bee-keeper. Among the

ancients Pliny relates that Aristomach-

us contemplated bees for years, doing

nothing else during this long period,

end no doubt laying a foundation for

the vast stores of wisdom which the

modern bee-keeper can command con-

cerning the insects. Pliny also men-

tions another pioner bee-student, one

Philiscus, who retired to a life in the

forest that he might better have op-

portunities for his favorite study. From
that day to this wisdom in these mat-

ters has been steadily accumulating,

and books on how to do it have been

piling up.

The Department of Agriculture at

Washington, among its multifarious in-

dustries, is still busily at work on latter-

day problems concerning bees. To
them the bee-beginner should apply for

full information as to the tlctails of his

pursuit. They introduced the Italian

bees in i860, twenty-five years later the

Carniolans, and since then other vari-

eties have been imported. Our own
State at the .'\gricultural Callcge at

Amherst has a large sum of useful in-

formation ready for the asking, and

more than this, under a new law Mr,
Burton X. Gates, Ph. D., has been ap-

pointed inspector of apiaries within a
few months, his duty being to inspect

all colonies, and find and stamp out

disease wherever present.

Bee-Diseases.

This is one of the most important
moves that the State has ever made for

the good of bee-keeping, either as a

business or an avocation, for without
doubt this inspection will end in the

eradication of otte of the most serious

troubles which bee-keepers meet. This
is known as "foul brood." There are
two forms of this malady, one
known as European foul brood, which
seems to prevail most in the western
part of the Stale, the other .American
foul brood which is more common in

the eastern counties. Like typhoid
fever in man and cholera ainong swine,
"foul brood" is due to a bacillus which
affects the brood, and diminishes and
soon stops the productivity of the hive.

When a bee-keeper begins to have "bad
luck," fmds that his bees diminish in

number instead of increasing, finds that

moths get among his bees and that tliey

do not make honey— in fact, when any-
thing goes wrong and he does not quite

see why, he has reason to suspect foul

brood, and should write immediately
to Mr. Gates at .'Kmherst and state his

trouble. Such a letter will bring at

least a prescription and probably the
<loctor himself. This does not mean
that the bees must be destroyed, though
the disease will inevitably do that if

not taken in hand. Both honey and bees
may be saved by a little intelligent work
and the right kind of care, and not

only that, but the contagion may be
prevented from spreading to other, heal-

thy colonies in other parts of the State.

It is for this reason that an inspector

has been appointed, and for this and
other reasons the bee-keeping industry
looked brighter in Massachusetts.
Of course, other things than foul

brood may be the cause of a light yield

of honey in the hive. During many
weeks of the last spring the bees found
no nectar in the flowers and could not
make honey. Cold and windy dry
weather seemed to be the cause of this.

Either the blossoms failed to secrete

the nectar, or the dry winds dried it up
before the bees could get at it. On
the other hand, the advent of still, hot,

humid weather is always favorable to

the secretion and gathering of nectar,

and since that set in the bees have been
doing famously.

Bee-keeping is not laborious. For
one who loves nature and light out-

door occupation, together with the com-
panionship of busy, kindly creatures,

it ofifers a fascinating avocation with
modest but fairly sure returns for the
labor and capital invested. There is

room for a million more colonies of
bees in Massachusetts and plenty of
pasturage on which they may profitably

work. There are always many people
present at the bee-keepers' meetings who
are beeless when they come. I suspect
more than one of going away from the
hearty hilarity, good fellowship and
earnest discussion of the assembly, with
at least one of the winged workers in

his bonnet, to be later materialized in a
thronging hive beneath the apple-tree,

and perhaps later still into a whole
string of them. —Boston Transciif't.

Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo. III.

Bulk-Comb vs. Section Honey

Mr. Scholl, in the September number,
shows us some pictures of comb honey,
saying it is impossible to describe how
beautiful it looks, and then says:

" But if you can imagine how your fancy
section-honey lootts, you can t'et an idea of
vviiat we are tryingr to show in tlie pictures."

It is easy for those of us who have
handled sections by the hundreds or
thousands to imagine just how beauti-
ful such sections look, and it is easy to

imagine that those frames of Mr. Scholl
look just as beautiful. But imagination
doesn't stop at that ; and one imagines,
not so much how they look when in

Mr. SchoH's possession, as how they
look when brought to the view of the
purchaser, or brought on the table of

the consumer. A section, when put on
the table, looks just as inviting as when
first taken from the bees. But when
those beautiful frames of comb honey
that Mr. Scholl produces are brought
on the table they have sadly deterio-
rated from their pristine neatness and
beauty. At least that is the way imagi-
nation represents them, from the de-
scription given as to how they are
treated.

One would imagine that the women-
folk of Texas would be ve.xed in their
innermost housewifely souls to see the
once immaculate combs come on the
table a drippy, sticky mess. There are
undeniable advantages in the produc-
tion of bulk honey, but when it comes
to the matter of something to make a
beautiful dish on the table, the section
of honey will always hold a place that
nothing else can fill.

Bee-Dress for Women
For the benefit ni my bee-sisters I will try

to describe the dress I wear while caring for
the bees. Bee-stints do not seem to poison
me very much; and when I am stung I do
not suffer from the sting, but am very angry
at the bees, for I am very careful not to hurt
them in any way. So when they sting me it

makes my temper rise.
Kirst. an old sailor hat, then cloth the

width of the brim and as long in length;
make a shirr string and draw close to the
crown of the hat on the outside of the brim.
Then a piece of wire-screening the size of
the hat-brim, and sew it to the cloth, sewing
the wire-screen on the side, or let the seam
come on the shoulder. Next a good grain-
sack, with a hole cut in the middle the
length of the sack, the same size as the net-
ting, about one inch deep and one foot long.
Sew the netting Hrniiy to this and cut i>ut
the under part iif t^rain-sack like for the
sleeves. Sew a welt on the bottom of the
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gown and run in some tape and tie at the
waist. Yon draw the bee-dress down over
the head, and there is no chance for a bee to
get in.

Now a pair of men's gloves well coated
with beeswax witli a pair of old sleeves
sewed to the top of tlie gloves, and a rubber
band in the top to draw the sleeves over the
bagging sleeves, and youare safe fromstings.
While this dress is not ornamental it is

useful. Bowing to a friend who was passing
one day. his horse almost ran away, it was
so frightened, but the dress is all right. 1

copied it from a description of a bee-dress
in the Bee-Keepers' Review. Be sure to pin
the hat on your head, for if the hat slips
back and the wire-netting touches your nose,
a bee will sting it through the netting, as I

learneti to my sorrow.
Ohio Bke-'Woman.

This dress would afford ample pro-

tection, but wouldn't it be rather warm,
especially in very hot weather ?

Honey-Nut Fudge

Place in a granite saucepan 10 table-

spoonfuls of extracted honey and the

same quantity of cream, cooking for

about t) minutes after the mixture be-
gins to boil, or until a white line ap-

pears around the edge when the candy
is stirred, then remove immediately
from the fire and stir in a speck of salt

and a few drops of lemon-juice; mean-
while arrange in shallow pans layers of

chopped nut-meats, and pour the hot
fudge slowly over them, ornamenting
the top before it hardens with chopped
candied orange-peel.

—

Selected.

Wide Frames vs. T-Supers

Miss Mathilde Candler, that very
practical bee-keeping sister, says in the

Bee-Keepers' Review:

I now use mostly wide frames and plain
sections. Until within the last few years
I used T supers exclusively, but I have grad-
ually discarded them. "The T-super is a
good super, but in a locality where there is

much propolis it requires too much scrap-
ing. The wide frames protect the tops and
bottoms of the sections so they are as clean
as when first put on the hive, except for a
little bit along the edge; for as my supers
are 5 inches high. I have to use ^i-inch slats
in my frames. This is hardly thick enough;
it allows them to saga litle and thus gives
the bees a chance to crowd in a little bee-
glue along the edge. Three-eighths mch
would have been better.

It seems a bit amusing that precisely
the opposite should have been the case
here. Miss Candler gave up T-supers
for wide frames ; after using wide
frames for years we gave them up for
T-supers ! It seems that it is not
locality, so far as propolis is concerned,
for Editor Root counts this (Marengo)
one of the worst of places for propolis
that he knows. Certainly there is no
scarcity of that article in its season,
for probably it is the rule in all places
that as the season advances the bees
make more use of propolis, probably
in anticipation of winter.
The amusing part is that Miss Cand-

ler prefers wide frames because of less

propolis on the sections, and one of
the chief reasons why we prefer T-
supers is that it takes less time to clean
the sections taken from T-supers. And
no doubt Miss Candler knows what
she is talking about from her stand-
point, for she is a very level-headed
sister.

It is true, as she says, that in the
wide frames the tops and bottoms of

sections are kept as clean as when put
on the hive, except at the edges. On

the contrary, the whole tops and bot-
toms are exposed in the T-super. But
it should not be forgotten that during
the first part of the light honey-flow,
and indeed until well along in the sea-
son, the bees put propolis only where
tliere are cracks that they think should
be filled up, a plain surface being un-
touched by the sticky stuff. So it

comes to pass that a large part of the
sections in the T-supers come off as
clean as when put on, edges and all,

while the sections taken from the wide
frames have the tops and bottoms
daubed as far as the bees can push pro-
polis into the cracks. And how far the
little creatures can push bee-glue into
a crack with their soft tongues—they
do it with their tongues and not with
their feet or stings, don't they ? So
you see the earlier tops and bottoms
come cleaner out of the T-super.
The later sections, especially if very

late, will be soiled all over the tops and
bottoms in the T-super, while in the
wide frames it will still be only the
edges. But in our wholesale way of
cleaning tops and bottoms it takes no
more time to clean the whole surface
than to clean only the edges. One can
but wonder whether Miss Candler
makes use of this advantage, or
whether, when using T-supers, she
cleans each top and bottom separately.
In the wide frame, tops and bottoms
can not be cleaned in this wholesale
way.
Miss Candler thinks she would have

less glue if her bottom-bars were yi

thick instead of X- Wonder if she
would not be disappointed if she should
try the thicker bottom-bars. None of
ours were less than %, and some of
them were Yz. But the bees crowded
in glue a-plenty. No matter how thick
the bott(mi-bars, unless the sections
are crowded in so tightly that they can
not be gotten out, the bees would prob-
ably crowd glue into the crack. And it

is hard enough to get sections out of
wide frames at best. There's one rea-
son we prefer T-supers; it's so much
easier to take sections out of them.

A Sister's Delight in Bees

If I do not accumulate a bank ac-
count from the proceeds of my apiary,
I have a delightful time and an interest-
ing hobby. I can hardly wait all the
long winter to see how the bees are
doing, and I take all the care of them
while ''John" sits in the house and
peeps out the window at me, safe from
all stings and harm.

But, oh, you ought to see "John " eat
the honey ! Ima.

Honey Shoe-Blacking

Add lamp black to inferior honey to
such an extent as will allow the niass
to be well stirred. Warm until soft-
ened and put in boxes. This preserves
its gloss for a long time, prevents
cracking, and preserves and softens
the shoe leather.

—

British Bee Journal.

Canadian Beedom
Conducted by J. L. Byer. Mount Joy. Ontario. Canada.

Live-Bee Demonstrations at Fairs

Many bee-keepers were extremely pleased
to see what we believe is a new feature at
the National Exhibition. The apicultural
section of the Ontario Agricultural College
was represented by Mr. Morley Pettit. and
in his charge there was on view in addition
to an 8-frame reversible extractor and gaso-
line engine, an observatory hive around
which crowds collected all day long. At in-
tervals Mr. Pettit gave practical demon-
strations with a colony of bees in a bee-tent.
Mr. Pettit's pleasant mode of conveying in-
formation to his audience was greatly ap-
preciated.— O/z/i/t/A//; Bcc Journal.

It was the writer's pleasure to meet
Mr. Pettit just as he was going into the
bee-tent, and needless to say I was in-

vited to go with him, and of course the
invitation was promptly accepted.
One of the first requests from the

surrounding crowd was that the queen
be shown them. Mr. Pettit being en-
gaged in showing combs of honey
from the supers, he asked me to find

the queen for them. In a few moments
her majesty was found, and also the
comb on which she was travelling
around, was shown to the crowd.

It is really amusing to hear the odd
questions asked, and I can readily un-
derstand that there must be consider-
able fascination in work like Mr. House
undertakes each year at the New York
State Fair. Certain it is that I plead
guilty to having a desire for such work
myself, and it is pretty certain that if I

happened to blunder around the tent

that Mr. House was demonstrating in,

if an invitation came to enter, I would
be quite sure to take the risk even if

some few stings were the price of my
temerity.

Aside from all personal like or dis-
likes of work of this nature, anything
practical, like the work done by Mr.
Pettit at the Fair referred to. is sure to
be of great advantage to beekeeping
from an advertising standpoint ; and it

is to be hoped that this work will be
continued from year to year.

Unsightly Honey in Stores

That Ontario has a large number of
bee-keepers that can and do produce a
fine quality of comb honey is a fact be-
yond controversy; yet the fact remains
that there are a few in the business
that need to improve a little in their
methods if the good of the industry is

to be considered. This fact was brought
home very forciby to me a few days
ago, while looking through the honey
display (?) of one of the large depart-
ment stores in the city of Toronto. A
number of sections of honey were dis-
played on the counter that were really
a disgrace to be labeled comb honey,
as in addition to having been badly
broken in transit, they were smeared
with propolis, poorly filled, and some
of them had the centers and bottoms
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filled with buckwheat honey. Worst
of all, was the nasty work of the lesser
wax-moth, whose webs were plainly in
evidence on a number of the sections.
While surprised that any bee-keeper
would ship such stuff to a city market,
we were equally surprised to find that
a firm with a continental reputation
would tolerate such samples of honey
on their counters. That such a state
of affairs would exist in any other
branch of their business, is hardly to
be thought of, and it certainly shows
that the honey-business has not re-

ceived the same attention and study by
them as has the other lines referred to.

Then, again, the extracted honey
was anything but nicely arranged, and
a number of jars of very poor samples
were in evidence. Only a few hours
before we had been in a few of the
wholesale houses that handle honey,
and each place had quantities of the
finest honey to be found. This fact
again seems to substantiate the idea
advanced, that the large stores as yet
have not reduced the honey-buying
part of their business to the science
that it really has in other lines, and
this state of affairs certainly is not con-
ducive to the interests of the bee-keep-
ers as a body.
As a rule, the smaller stores have

much finer displays of honey than
have the large concerns; why this is

the case is hard to explain, but certain
it is that a little education along this
line would not hurt the business of the
large stores, and at the same time an
absence of such stuff as we have de-
scribed from the counters of these
places, would be a decided advantage
to the bee-keeping fraternity.

The Perforated-Top Tin-Pail for Feeding

Bees
While the crop of buckwheat honey,

in the main, has been lighter than last
season, all reports received from bee-
keepers in buckwheat localities go to
show that the hives are heavier than
usual after having the supers taken ofT,

and as a natural result the feeding bills

will not be heavy. In my own case,
comparatively little sugar has been fed,
and with the pleasant weather of the
past two weeks, what feeding that was
necessary was done up in short order.
After using nearly all kinds of feed-

ers in the past, just now I have an idea
that the Kl-pound pails with perforated
top is about the best all-around feeder
that can be used. They are cheap,
easily obtained by any one. and can be
used on any style of hive with no dan-
ger of robbing. Then, again, the bees
will take the food from them in any
kind of weather, as the inverted pail
can be placed on the frames right over
the cluster. I have a number of Miller
and other kinds of feeders, but from
my present preference, all feeders for
the future will be the simple pails.
While they will not hold as much as
the Miller feeder, yet this can be reme-
died by getting larger pails, if neces-
sary, as one firm of manufacturers
make a pail with a self-sealing cover
that will hold 20 pounds.
While the principle of these feeders

is not new, being used in the old pep-
per-box feeder, yet it is only of recent
date that the attention was called to

the idea of using the pails in the same
way. Just who the originator of the
idea was I am not quite certain without
referring to back numbers of the Cana-
dian Bee Journal, but if not mistaken
the credit belongs to Mr. Ross, of

Montreal. Whoever the chap was, I
for one feel like tendering him a vote
of thanks for the simple little kink
that is such a source of comfort and
convenience in the matter of doing any
necessary feeding.

Southern Beedom
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl, New Braunfels, Tex.

Marketing Bulk-Comb Honey

Last month 1 liad something to say
about the way bulk comb honey is

packed for the market. It is my desire
to tell in a few words something about
marketing bulk-comb honey, or any
other kind for that matter.

' We must
have a market for what we produce, no
matter what it is, to make the most out
of our vocation. And we know of
nothing better than constant advertis-
ing, constant pushing of our product,
and putting it before the people in
such a way that it will be an advertise-
ment itself whenever the product
reaches the consumer, who is our best
customer.
Bearing this in mind since I began

my bee-keeping 20 years ago. and keep-
ing at this very thing all through this
long period of time, it has been no
trouble to work up a market for all the
bulk-comb honey that I can produce
with 1100 colonies of bees; yea, and
the demand is many times over my
supply eacli year, amounting to several
car-loads that I can not supply after I

have disposed of my entire output.

Not only have I each year increased
the demand for my honey, practically
more than doubling my output each
year, but I have constantly striven to
raise the price in accordance with other
products, as far as that has been in my
power. The only, yes, I say //« onfy
drawback in this respect that I have
experienced, is the fact that nearly the
entire bee-keeping fraternity is to
blame that the prices are not a cent or
two per pound higher than what is ob-
tained for the honey crop at the pres-
ent time. In other words, if it were
not for the fact that the majority of
the bee-keepers set the ruling price
just so much too low, so that the others
will have to follow tlieir example to be
able to sell their honey, the prices of
our honey would be at least a cent to
two cents per pound more than they
have been all tlirough the season.
Now, how do 1 know this ? Simply

from the fact that I can continue to sell

my own honey for from a cent to two
cents per pound above the regular
prices reigning until some of the bee-
keepers intrude upon my territory and
sell for less than I do. I have had this
experience time and again. After sell-

ing for months to jiersons who make
repeated orders, I finally receive a let-

ter stating that Mr. So-and-So has
come into the market offering his
honey at so much less, and why am I

so farout of line of the regular market
price? The general wind-up, however,
I am proud to state, is something like
this in most of the cases:

"We are not objecting to your price,
as we are exceedingly well pleased with
your honey, but if you can meet the
prices quoted by the other parties we
would like to have you do so. We are
sending you another order herewith
for so many more cases, etc." Or, " We
note that honey is quoted at so much
per pound by So-and-So, making your
price aljout 2 cents out of line. We do
not object to your price, considering
your goods, but if you can make us a
better price we would appreciate it;
however, we would prefer to have your
honey because we know what we are
getting, even if we have to meet your
price."

I have more than a dozen letters that
end in a like manner. In one way it

shows what an advertisement it is for
me to put out a good class of goods,
hut t/ie main point I wish to bring out
is, that this goes to show that if the bee-
keepers would keep to together with
the price of honey, they could get more
for their crop. What does it profit the
bee-keeper, after he has worked hard
the entire year producing a good crop
of fine honey, to rush it ofl^ to market
at a low price, just to get ahead of the
other fellow in disposing of it?

In my extensive work I have found
that it is not such a hard proposition
to produce a large crop of honey and
then dispose of it systematically and
get good returns therefrom, as it has
been made to appear, if we may judge
from the numerous articles that have
appeared in the bee-papers from time
to time. But it may be that much de-
pends upon the man. I have for sev-
eral years received a better average
price for my large crops of honev than
the majority of producers here in the
South, I have kept ahead of the ma-
jority from one to 2 cents per pound
for a number of years. This amounts
to quite a little sum or profit that would
otherwise have gone to waste, practi-
cally, had I sold my honey cheaper. If
we only figure this small amount extra,
or above the regular prices on a large
crop of 3 or 4 tons, it amounts to just
a few hundred dollars a year more on
the crop. Is not that worth thinking
about ?

There are several things that should
be considered when it is desired to sell
honey at a good price. AuKuig the
first is that of going out into new fields
where honey has not been sold before,
and in this way many places are to be
found where honey has not been used
by the people residing in those com-
munities. .After such a market is found,
and the right kind of goods are deliv-
ered, it is no trouble at all to maintain
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the customers in sucli communities
year after year, and that at a good
price, as already stated. I have just

such customers that bought their tirst

lioney from me more than 15 years ago.

And not only do those customers
come back year after year, but if fair

treatment is given them, and the right

kind of goods are delivered to them,
the news will spread, not only in the
community, but in far-away places,

from the simple fact that a good thing
will advertise itself, and you cannot
keep it from doing so. In this way
relatives a thousand miles away get in

touch with you in regard to your prod-
uct, and in turn another community is

found where new customers will want
your product. Although this works
slowly, in time it increases as one's
business increases, and the time comes
when one has all he can do to keep up
with the orders. That has bc^n my
experience from year to year. From a

very small crop of less than 10(H)

pounds a vear. over ,50.1)00 pounds last

year, and between ()0,000 and 80,000 this

year, I will have to increase my output
to more than 100.000 pounds next sea-

son to keep up with the demand that
has increased steadily from year to

year. Even this year, as I am closing
my patking season, I have orders that

I can not fill, for several tons of honey.

In a subsequent issue I will give the
readers in detail my method of ship-
ping out all my honey: "Shipper's or-
der, sight draft attached to bill of

lading," and the advantages of such a

method.

Sketches of Beedomites

Do Bees Freeze in Winter ?

We had something here in the way
of a swarm of bees that may be a sur-
prise to some readers, nevertheless it

is true.
,

About the first of May, last year, a

very large swarm of bees settled near
one of our neighbors' houses, on some
low limbs, and not being interested in

them they were allowed to remain un-
molested. They built combs, stored
considerable honey, and wintered right
in the open air where they first settled,

in spite of the fact that the last was
one of the coldest winters we have had
in this State for many years, the ther-
mometer registering as low as li and 8
degrees above zero on several occa-
sions. Th" ground was covered with
snow thr-e times, and yet the bees of
that colonv on the limbs of the tree
were as lively and quick to resent an
intrusion, if molested. So we have
concluded that bees seldom, if ever,
freeze to death if they have anything
like enough to live on, and if there are
enough bees to make a cluster large
enough to keep up sufficient warmth.

No doubt some who tried to poke
fun at the writer several years ago for
reporting finding a little pauper swarm
on a dead limb without any combs or
other protection of any kind, when the
thermometer had been as low as 18 de-
grees above zero the night before (and
yet the bees were alive and healthy),
will want to know if- this outdoor col-
ony of last winter was not imported
through either Peary or Cook from up
near the North Pole! L. B. Smith.
Rescue, Tex.

E. B. TYRRELL
The subject of this sketch was born

May IG, 1877, in Genesee Co., Mich. His
interest in bees began with the pur-
chase of his first colony in the fall of
1894. Kver since then he has been a
devoted student of bee-keeping. De-
prived of his father at the age of .5

months, the task of bringing up a mis-
chievous boy fell upon his mother.
VVithout financial means, making a
living for herself and boy was little if

anything short of a struggle. His be-
loved mother now makes her home
with "E. B."
Before Mr. Tyrrell had quite finished

high school, he concluded it was more
profitable to cut stove-wood at 35 cents
per cord with a schoolmate who is

now Professor of Chemistry in one of
the New York State colleges. This
ended his college education.

In 1899 he became a member of the
Ancient Order of Gleaners, a farmers'
fraternal beneficiary association, and
took up Deputy work for them that
same fall. The membership at that
time was a little over 8000. The second
winter he took charge of a force of 5

E. B. TlRR ELL.

deputies, organizing new lodges
throughout Northern Michigan. His
part of the work was selecting new
locations, holding public meetings and
organizing the lodges when readv.

In the fall of 1901 Mr. Tyrrel'l mar-
ried Miss Maud Enos, of Vassar, Mich.,
and their wedding trip took them to
the first bee-keepers' convention he
ever attended—that of the National,
held at ButTalo, N. Y., in connection

with the Pan-American Exposition.
(Since then two husky boys have be-
come members of the Tyrrell family,
age 5 and 7 years, respectively, who
try their best to prove to their' father,
by their actions, just what a Herculean
task his mother had on her shoulders
when " E. B." was a boy !) His mar-
riage, in a measure, spoiled his taste
for Deputy work. However, after a
very severe winter in which his losses
in bees were heavy, he was tendered
the position of District Deputy, which
led up in a short time to that of State
Deputy for the Gleaners, for Indiana.
His present position—the one he has
held since February, 1907—is that of
Field Manager for the Order above
mentioned, with offices in Detroit. The
territory covered is in the States of
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and
Iowa. Since Mr. Tyrrell took hold of
this organization it has grown to a
present membership of 65,000. Surely
this shows hustle and executive ability
of a high order.

During all this time Mr. Tyrrell has
been to a greater or less extent inter-
ested in bees and bee-keeping. His
home has always been in the country,
with the exception of the last two years
which have been spent in Detroit,
where his work is now located. His
experience in organization work, con-
tact with city conditions in regard to
markets, and his knowledge of bee-
keeping and the bee-keepers' work,
leads him to believe that the time is

soon coming when a proper organiza-
tion among bee-keepers will place them
in absolute control of the marketing of
their product.

Mr. Tyrrell is the very active Secre-
tary of the Michigan Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation, where he has inaugurated a
work that is beginning to tell most
emphatically for the advancement of
the members of that organization. At
the Albany convention, held Oct. 13
and 13, he was nominated as a candi-
date for Secretary of the National Bee-
Keepers' Association, as will be noted
by the election ballot sent out to its

members this month. That he would
make an ideal secretary in any organi-
tion in which he puts his unusual vim
and energy go»s without saying.

We have had the pleasure of meeting
Mr. Tyrrell personally several times,
and have been exceedingly well im-
pressed by the forcefulness of his char-
acter, and the great interest he is tak-
ing in trying to put bee-keeping on a
more profitable basis. His work in

connection with the Michigan Associa-
tion thus far places him in the fore-
front as a leader in the activities of
modern beedom.

Worth Many Times Its Price.

To one who takes an interest in honey-
bees, the American Bee Journal is worth its

price many times over.
Tacoma, Wash. P. A. Noruan.
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Contributed Articles

Sex of Eggs—Does the Queen

Know?
BY C. P. DADANT.

It was about the year 1842 that Dzier-
zon first began to mention his discov-
ery of parthenogenesis in queen-bees,
or the faculty which queens have of

laying eggs that will hatch without be-

ing impregnated. This was called a

tAeo>-y at first; it is now known as a

far/. Not only have other noted scien-

tists, Siebold, Leuckart and Berlepsch,
made examination of the eggs of bees
and ascertained that the eggs laid in

drone-cells were absolutely without
the spermatozoa of fecundation, but
thousands of people have proven the
so-called theory to be true by many
different experiments. We, ourselves,

have had queens become drone-layers
by being reared at a time when there

were no drones which they could meet.
Those queens, born in November, in

full colonies, were healthy and vigor-
ous when spring came, but it was too
late for fecundation, and the eggs which
they laid as plentifully as mated queens
do, hatched in drones.

By the way, this is a possible method
for plenty of early drones in spring of

the breed you desire. Make a strong
colony or 2 queenless late in the sea-

son, when it is too late for the young
queens to mate, and you will have a

large number of drones from these
colonies in early spring. But they
must be reinforced from time to time
with worker-brood after the opening
of spring, or they would soon dwindle
to a population of drones. They must
also be provided with drone-combs in-

stead of worker-combs, else the brood
will be small drones hatched in worker-
cells; for the queen, when she is a

drone-layer, does not seem to have any
choice of cells, and lays eggs as readily

in small as in large ones.

A young queen, freshly fertilized,

prefers to lay eggs in worker-cells. She
rarely makes any mistakes, and avoids
the drone-cells. Later in life, and es-

pecially at the latter end of the spring
laying, she lays eggs indiscriminately
in worker or drone cells as she comes
to them, but always workers in small
cells and drones in large cells. When
accidentally the cells are of irregular
size, cells of accommodation, or when
they have been stretched and deformed
under the weight of honey, the eggs
laid in such cells usually hatch as
drones.
When swarming time comes, and she

becomes tired of laying, she earnestly
seeks for drone-cells. The workers
ividently recognize this desire of the
queen, and at such times leave unfilled

patches of drone-comb, in the midst of

worker-comb filled with honey, so the
queen may satisfy this desire.

Mr. Samuel Wagner, the founder of
the /vUierican Bee Journal, and a great
observer, had a theory in regard to the

cause of impregnation of the eggs laid

in worker-cells, for he did not believe
that the queen knew the sex of her
eggs. He thought that the worker-
cell being narrow, the abdomen of the
queen was slightly compressed when
inserted in a worker-cell, and that this

compression caused the impregnation
of the egg by forcing some of the
spermatozoa out of the spermatheca
into the oviduct at the time of the pas-
sage of the egg. Drone-cells being
wider, he held that the abdomen was
not pressed, and the egg, unfertilized,

hatched into a drone.
This very plausible theory was set at

naught by the fact, noticed by practic-
ing apiarists, that when the bees are
building new combs the queen often
lays eggs that hatch into workers by
thousands, in cells just begun that are
only rudimentary. This happens when
the queen is very prolific, and the
swarm is unable to keep up ahead of
her in building combs. Those cells

are finished as the brood progresses.
This fact overthrows the theory of
mechanical pressure as a factor of sex.
One thing is certain : The queen

usually prefers to lay eggs in worker-
cells, especially when she is young and
vigorous. She evidently finds more
pleasure in laying these eggs than
those in drone-cells. When she seeks
for drone-cells and avoids worker-cells
she is tired of laying, and continues
only because Nature presses her, for
her eggs would drop like ripe fruit if

she could not place them in cells. If

a swarm be shaken on a black cloth,

and the queen remains among the bees
on that cloth for a few minutes, the
apiarist can usually detect those minute
white specks upon the cloth after the
bees have entered the hive. Some old
authors indicate that as a means of
ascertaining whether the queen was
among her bees.

The fertilization of the egg, whether
it is due to the position of the queen in

laying or by her will, undoubtedly re-

sults in a certain amount of pleasure,
and that is why she prefers to lay eggs
in worker-cells. But when the acting
muscles are tired from a too protracted
laying, then she feels the necessity of
resting, and seeks for larger cells in
which the egg passes out without im-
pregnation. If there is will on her
part, in the impregnation or non-im-
pregnation of each egg, it must be due
to a mere instinct, for no other living
being knows beforehand the sex of its

progeny, or has the selection of this

sex. The queen is said to lay eggs in

rudimentary queen-cells. I have never
caught her in the act. It is strange
that she should do so when she so
eagerly destroys these queen-cells after

they have been sealed by the bees. Her
laying in such cells is evidently in-

stinctive and unreasoned, a mere me-
chanical animal function.
That the queen usually prefers work-

er-cells until the season of breeding is

far advanced hardly admits of a doubt.

If you remove all the drone-comb in
early spring, and replace it with worker-
comb or comb foundation, the queen
will continue to lay worker-eggs for
weeks and months without apparent
dissatisfaction. It is not until a large
amount of brood has been reared and
hatched that the workers will appar-
ently understand the need of drones, or
the desire of the queen for drone-
combs, and will reserve these. I have
often been told that the bees tear down
worker-comb to rebuild sheets of
drone-comb. In every instance where
I have been able to trace this I have
found that an error had been made. I

do not believe that the workers ever
tear down combs that are not defective,
moldy, or filled with dead bees or rot-
ten pollen, whether it is to change
worker into drone, or z'ice versa.

If the bees were inclined to change
combs by tearing them down and re-
buildmg them they would certainly do
it when the trick is tried of removing
all worker-comb and replacing them
with drone-comb. This has been done
by a number of persons, and always
with the same result. Either the bees
narrowed down the mouth of the cells
to worker size, and then the queen laid
worker-eggs in those narrowed cells,

or, as was often the case, the bees de-
serted these ill-suited combs and
sought another abode. I believe it

may be stated as a fact, with exceed-
ingly rare exceptions, that a queen will
not lay worker-eggs in ordinary drone-
cells.

The September number, 1910, of
L'Apiculteur of Paris, contains a report
from A. Brisset, who, wishing to try a
theory advanced lately that large cells
would produce larger worker-bees,
took it into his head to give a swarm
nothing but worker-comb in the hope
that he might rear a lot of workers as
large as drones, or nearly so. A bright
idea, indeed! He met a total failure,
and very humorously reported his dis-
comfiture in that magazine, in order to
show that many ideas advanced by en-
thusiasts often lack in practicability.
Yet we need new ideas, for it is through
these only that progress comes. So
we must not discourage the "cranks"
altogether, for once in a while they
show us the way to better things.
Hamilton, III.

Wintering Bees on tlie Summer
Stands

BY F. H. CYRENIUS.

Now that the time is here when we
must prepare our bees for the winter,
we must decide what these preparations
will be.

A good cellar, if not too dry, will

save from .5 to 1j pounds of honey per
colony; and, on the other hand, the
bees wintered outside seem to have a
vitality when spring comes that those
wintered in the cellar do not have.

I have always found a damp cellar,

under a kitchen stove, much better than
a very dry cellar near a furnace. I have
wintered bees successfully in cellars

where a stream of water ran through
all winter, and where it would be so
muddy that rubbers would be needed.
A light, thin, unpainted board or
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blanket furnishes gond covering. I

know of no better protection for out-

doors than forest leaves, and I am
using with much satisfaction cheap
boxes, about '4 or ji inch larger than

the hive, filled with leaves, setitng down
over the hives. These boxes should be

made about 3 inches deeper than the

hive, and filled with leaves, and with a

follower—a board that will easily go
into the box—placed upon the leaves;

when I stand upon it to pack the leaves

down in the bottom, about 3 to 4

inches deep of packed leaves. Care
should be taken that the leaves are

spread evenly, and that enough are

used so that the leaves rest solidly on
the frames, and hold the lower edge of

the box from the bottom-board.

If the leaves are properly packed
they will remain in the box when it is

inverted and thus placed over the hive.

A honey-board or blanket, a sheet of

paper, or nothing at all, may be placed

over the frames ; the main point is to

have 3 or 4 inches of well-packed

leaves rest tightly upon the top of the

hive with a stone on the cover. For
my part, I leave on the zinc board,

which is tightly sealed all around,
which leaves a nice bee-passage.

Now, it is not the cellar, it is not the

chaff hives, nor packing, nor fixing,

that gives as a result successful win-

tering. It is something else. I have
been surprised, many times, to see bees

in old box-hives split from top to bot-

tom so that the bees could fly out any-
where in the crack, resting on some
kind of platform, exposed to all kinds

of weather, with no protection what-
ever, and come out in the spring in

fine condition. What does it mean ?

They had abundant stores and no ma-
nipulation ; everything in the hive was
arranged to suit the bees.

Of late years I make all preparations
for wintering in July and August, see-

ing that all colonies have queens and
abundant stores. Seldom do I loosen
a frame in the hive to be wintered,

from July until the next May or June,

when the packing of leaves is removed.
For the suggestion of leaves for

packing I am much indebted to Mr. S.

D. House, of this State.

In my next I will tell some experi-

ences in spring stimulating on the let-

alone plan, or Nature's way.
Oswego, N. Y.

Something About the Bumble

or Humble Bees

BY G. M. UOOLITTLK.

"Papa says that what I call bumble-bees
are properly humble bees. Is this right. Mr.
Doolittle?"

" Yes. my boy. your father is right.

"

"Why do they call them humble bees?
Are they so much more meek than the
honey-bees that they are called humble f
The above is a little conversation

had with a neighbor's boy not long
ago, and it set me to thinking whether
I could please the readers of the

.\merican Bee Journal any better than
to tell them something about those
bees which have interested me all my
life from my earliest boyhood recollec-

tions up to my 64 years of age. While
my 40 years of bee-keeping life has
been one of extreme interest with the

honey-bee, yet I do not know that
aside from the dollar-and-cent point of
view, they have taken hold of my life

to a greater degree than have the bum-
ble bees. And I liriuly believe that if

any father will spend a little time with
his boys in helping them to be inter-

ested in the humble bees, the wasps,
hornets, and other insects which sur-

round all who live in the country, these
same boys will be less inclined to de-
sire some place other than the farm
when they are grown up; and will find

these things far more interesting than
the street-corner, the saloon, or that
which brings them to jail.

Nothing is easier than to have a col-

ony of bumble-bees right where you
want it. Simply take up some forsaken
mouse-nest so that the nest remains
intact, place the same in any bo.x that
will hold a peck or such a matter, when
a cover is to be put on the box and a

hole bored through the bo.x leading to
the hole in the nest, where the mouse
went in and out. Then along about
the time the apple-trees bloom, when
you see large bumble-bees looking into
all holes and secluded places, this hole
in the box will be spied out by one of

these large bees, the nest taken posses-
sion of as a " home," and in a few weeks
the worker bumble-bees will be seen
going in and out, caring for the family,

in a similar way to what the honey-
bees do it, only as there are rarely more
than from 50 to 200 bees in such a

home, they do not go or come to such
an extent as do the bees from a colony
of those we keep for financial gain.

The only bumble-bee which lives

over the winter is the queen or perfect
female of this species. In this I am re-

minded how colonies of bees often
dwindle down until only a few hundred
remain in May and June; many times
until only 5 or 10 bees and the queen,
while in two cases which have come to

my notice, the queen only was left

alive; while in my queen-business I

have often received through the mail
cages, where every bee but the queen
was dead, and she became as good a

mother as those which had been cared
for by good colonies.

But you may ask, " Does the bumble-
bee queen have a colony with her at

the commencement of winter, and such
colony all die oflf so that only the queen
is left ?" No, every bee but the queens
of a bumble-bee colony is allowed to

die soon after the first frosts, she alone
surviving.
"Well, how does she survive the

winter, then ?" This was one of the
long-time puzzles to me, until one day
in May I chanced to see a queen bum-
ble-bee come up through a small hole
out of the ground, when I believed they
wintered over by going down into the

loose soil where such could be found,
going so deeply that they were below
frost, and, when spring returned the
warmth of the same brought them out
of the hibernating state and the ground.
But I was not positive of this till the
spring of 1877.

In the late fall of 1876 I built my shop
and honey-house combined over a

piece of muck and sandy loam, one-
fourth of the space covered by the

building on the ground floor, being
left open for the purpose of setting the
steam engine there, while all the rest

had the usual flooring over it. When
"bumble-bee" time arrived, one warm
day I was surprised to find 3 queen
bumble-bees on the winclow where the
engine was, and just then I heard an-
other trying to fly, and on looking
down near the engine I saw her just
leaving the hole she had come from.
I now went looking for the holes where
the other three came from, and after
finding two, and looking for the third I

saw a little movement in the soil, when
soon the head and then the body of
another queen came out and flew to the
window. I opened the window and
left it open the rest of the day, know-
ing now for certain where the queen of
the bumble-bees wintered. After find-
ing some mouse-nest, a collection of
moss, cotton batting or something of
the kind suitable for a nest or home,
this queen bumble-bee goes out and
collects pollen in her pollen-baskets,
the same as the workers of the honey-
bees do, and in packing it away on the
bottom of the nest she deposits an egg
therein, then goes for more pollen,
packs this on the first, and lays another
egg in the mass. In this way she pro-
ceeds until she has laid from o to 8 of
her eggs, this period of her laying often
covering 2 or 3 days, according to the
weather; although a bumble-bee can
work in a lower temperature than a
honey-bee can, as I have often proven
by hearing them at work on apple-
bloom when the mercury stood only 4
degrees above the freezing point on
cool mornings.

After laying from o to 8 eggs, gen-
erally 6 or 7, she stays about this mass
of pollen except to go out and collect
some nectar for her existence and that
of the young workers before they are
old enough to forage for the whole
family until within 3 or 4 days before
they emerge from their cells, which
they have made by spinning cocoons
about themselves when changing from
the larval to the pupa form. This nec-
tar is put in a cup-shaped sort of a
bowl made by the queen from pollen
and a sort of fibrous material she pro-
cures from some source not known to
the writer, which are mingled together
until the bowl stands upright, and large
enough to contain (J or 8 drops to
nearly a teaspoonful, according to the
species to which the queen belongs.

About 4 or .5 days before the 5 to 8
workers emerge, she goes out again
after pollen, which she spreads about
the base of the cells containing the
workers, and lays from 15 to 25 eggs
along the base of these cells covering
the eggs, using little if any more pollen
for these 25 than she did for the first 8.

The workers, after emerging, partake
of the stored nectar from the " honey-
bowl," when in a day or two they are
strong enough to go after the necessi-
ties of the home," which is mostly pol-
len to further store around the 25 eggs,
so that when they hatch into larvae

they have plenty to feed upon. When
the necessary amount for this is gath-
ered and these larvs begin to spin
their cocoon cells more pollen is gath-
ered, and the queen lays from 50 to 200
eggs for the third lot of workers, the
number laid being according to the
suitableness of their home and the sea-
son, a dry, warm season causing a
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larger number of workers, and a wet,
cold one a less number.
When this "last litter" of worker-

eggs have been laid and have hatched
into larvae, from 10 to 30 eggs are laid
for drones, and a little later about as
many for queens. These latter emerge
from their cells a few days after the
drones do, and generally during the
last few days of August or the first days
of September, when, upon arriving at
mature age about 10 days later the
queens go out to meet the drone, and
upon becoming fertile they burrow in
the ground to commence the ne.xt sea-
son the same as did their mother-
queen the fall before. The mother-
queen and workers die of old age, and
also the drones which remain after
the mating season, so that by the 1st
to the lOth of October, in this locality,
all bumble-bee life is e.xtinct as far as
seen by the eye of man. These bum-
ble-bees are of great value by way of
carrying the pollen from flower to
flower in red clover fields, and for this
purpose were exported from this coun-
try to Australia a quarter of a century
or more ago at quite an expense to the
Australian government, since which
time their clover of the red variety
seeds as well as it does in this countr\%
if I am rightly informed.
The drones of the bumble-bees are

stingless, the same as are the drones of
the honey-bees, as most of our boys
know who have caught them, calling
them "stingless bees." There are a
number of diliferent species of these
bees, varying in size from those little

larger than the drones of the honey-
bees up to those nearly as large as a
small mouse.
Borodino, N. Y.

3.—Pointers on Selling Honey
BY WESLEY FOSTER.

When one has studied the art and
science of salesmanship for some time
he is quite liable to fall into the rut of
thinking it is a profession different
and set apart from other lines of work,
but the same qualities that make for
success in anything will win in selling
goods. The trouble with the salesman
is that he thinks of himself too much,
and becomes narrow in his views. The
true salesman is a man among men,
and does his work efficiently and well,
the same as others do. This sympathy
and appreciation of the value and need
of every human calling will make a
man more effective in the sale of
goods. Such a man does not impress
one as being anxious to make a sale

—

he interests you entirely independently
of his business; he is a man first and a
salesman afterwards. I have heard
some farmers make the best kind of
selling talks, and do it all uncon-
sciously; they come into the store of
some man they know, talk crops, and
trade, and prices, and casually the
farmer mentions some of his own ex-
perience in raising some certain grain
or vegetable—perhaps he tried several
ki|,ds, and finally lound one that did
especially well in his soil—the grocer
or dealer, if he handled that article,
wo uld be in ripe condition to make a
sale to, and in many cases asks the
farmer if he could not have some of

the produce. Confidence and knowl-
edge here have a free course, and when
there is confidence it is not difficult to
sell goods, if there is any demand. The
regular salesman has a harder time, for
he generally has that ever-present prej-
udice against " agents " to overcome.
In all the tasks a salesman runs up
against, overcoming prejudice against
"agents," and the persuading a man to
buy " right now " while before him, are
the two hardest things to accomplish.

This prejudice against agents has had
its rise in former experiences with
agents who have persuaded them to
buy things for which they had small
use. These generally come about by
the agent dominating the mind of the
buyer with his personality, or in popu-
lar phrase, "hypnotizing" his custo-
mer. Of course, people who know
what they want and have a mind of
their own, never fall into the hands of
an unscrupulous agent, but there are
many very fine people who can be in-
fluenced to buy things against their
own good. Such must be handled
carefully if steady customers are to be
made out of them, for if they are per-
suaded to buy too heavily once they
are not so easily won next time. With
these people it is well to go slow and
urge them to use their own judgment,
and never be in a hurryto get away for
fear the order will be cancelled. If the
one selling feels that his customer is

liable to cancel his order unless he
gets away quickly, a going over of anv
vague or misunderstood points would
better be done.

I have read instructions to salesmen
in which they said to leave just as soon
as the order was signed. This is the
best course if the man is very busy, but
the hurrying away with the order for
fear the order will be cut down or
cancelled is poor salesmanship. It is

better to stay and fully explain than to
get away with an order for goods that
the customer does not fully understand.

It would surprise those who do not
know from experience the number of
men who will forget the selling price
of an article. Many a grocer has called
me over the phone to know the retail

price on some honey that I had sold
him. One would think that the one
thing that a grocer would remember
would be the cost, profit, and selling
price, but many do not remember the
selling price and the profit, and some
get confused as to the cost price.

Dealers have so many salesmen call-
ing on them that prices are confused.
If I have a 10-cent seller that costs 95
cents a dozen, and a wholesale man
comes in a few minutes after and
quotes a corn syrup in tins at 85 cents
per dozen ; then a canned goods man
quotes glasses of jelly and peas at !I0.

the grocer is very likely to think I

quoted 10-cent jars of honey to him at
85 cents.

The sale of any article to a dealer or
consumer requires that the salesman
must carry the thought of the customer
through a process of growth and en-
lightmeut about the goods and himself
until the point is reached where the
customer goes through several well-
defined stages, which are variously
termed, but we may call them here

:

First, a favorable impression which
will command attention ; from atten-

tion held for a little while we arouse
interest; and interest soon develops
into decision to buy.

In my experience a man will soon
become interested, but I have been
short on the ability to carrv him over
the place where he hesitates to give the
order. The expenditure of money is a
serious barrier to many men, and when
a man is really interested it is well to
force home the truth that it is but the
investment of funds to bring more
money. When every objection has
been met ably there are not many men
who will hesitate in buying honey if the
quality is good, and the profit fair. A
man who intends really to sell honey
where it has not been handled before
can not know too much about the prod-
uct and kindred topics. There is a
world of difference between the man
who merely asks if you would not like
some honey, and the one who asks you
for several minutes of your time in
which to show you thoroughly his
whole proposition. You see the difi^er-
ence between the two methods.

In the' first place, say I ask a man if

he does not want some honey; if he
does already want it I get an order, but
I am not then a salesman, but am really
only an order-taker. But suppose he
does not want any, or says he does not

;

is he not judging entirely from insuffi-
cient evidence, having not had any
time in which to find out further about
your proposition ? However, with the
careful, thorough salesman it is differ-
ent; he asks for a few minutes to show
his line, and if there is no good oppor-
tunity then, why he waits till he can go
over the whole thing carefully. He
does not give his customer the respon-
sibility of making a decision before all
the evidence is in. Meeting objections
is one of the things we who are not ex-
perts in selling greatly neglect. We do
not dominate the discussion

; we let
the grocer enlarge on the difficulties in
the way of selling honey till we are
half persuaded ourselves that we can
not sell honey in that town or territory.

I dare say that the selling of honey
to the best advantage requires as much
thought and preparation as the suc-
cessful rearing of queens, and until we
develop it into a science, with all the
valuable points gleaned from experi-
ence at our tongue's end, we will not
get the highest price possible for our
product.
The sale of one's crop of honey be-

gins when the honey-boxes are put on
the hive, or the extracting combs placed
there. The quality of the honey bears
a closer relationship to a successful
sale than the kind, for the kind of
honey produced in any locality is the
honey that generally is in most favor.
A clear, thick, well-ripened table-honey
is the only honey that should be sold
in glasses or in the comb. There are
some honeys that never should be of-
fered to any market but the bakers,
though this principle has not found
favor among all bee-men. as every year
I see markets injured by the sale of a
baking honey to the'grocery trade.

Uniform grades and attractive pack-
ages with labels bearing a distinctive
brand, sold through a well-biiilt-up sell-

ing plan, will help any man who goes
out to build up a demand for honey.
One thing that I have never seen work-
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ed out by bee-men that is a great suc-

cess among other products, is the

pushing of special deals at certain times

of the year; say that with every 10

cases of' honey bought at any one time

we would give one free case, it would
be a great incentive to handle a larger

stock of honey, and the reason more
honey is not sold in many a store is

because the grocer has such a small

stock on hand that it does not attract

the attention of customers. If we could

get some of the slow-going grocers

stocked up on honey the vvfay they

stock up on canned goods, there would
be a great deal more effort made to

move honey. There are some objec-

tions to this, for honey in glass candies

so readily, and comb honey is not easy

to keep in nice shape. These disad-

vantages will be overcome soon,

though, for grocers are fast learning

to care for honey properly, and they

will handle it as well as bee-keepers

when they have to keep a good stock

on hand to supply the demand coming
from the consumers, when we get peo-

ple accustomed to eating honey in

larger quantities.

The whole thing for the bee-keepers

to accomplish is an adaptation of the

producing and selling methods of our
large food canners and manufacturers
to the individual and collective needs
of the bee-men.
We must produce a better article;

we must study the market and supply

it with the class of goods that will sell

to best advantage ; we must follow
business-like selling plans; we must
get away from the wasteful competi-
tion of a dozen bee-men peddling their

honey of various kinds and quality

around in the same territory; w'e must
realize trade conditions and know
what relation other sweets bear to

honey, and the etTect of hard times on
honey consumption; we must have a

vivid realization of the importance of

attractiveness, and an air of quality

that inheres in a well-designed and
tasteful label with the brand and bot-

tler's or company name in plain type.

In fact, if we are to get the big rewards
for our work we must be progressive,

and take on and adapt the new ideas

that others about us are working.

We do not need to be original these

days to succeed ; in fact, safety lies in

following the methods that have proven
to be winners among lines of business
similar to ours. It would not do any
harm for the bee-keepers to send for

the literature and deals that the corn
syrup and glucose interests send out;

they are certainly going after the busi-

ness. Ever notice how they advertise

their syrup when cool weather comes,
right at the time when honey should
go onto those hot cakes and biscuits ?

Advertisements covering valuable space

in the magazines tell about corn syrup
being the best spread for bread and
hot cakes, and recipe booklets are sent

out telling how almost every food can
be better prepared by using corn syrup!

They send out demonstrators who
carry on free demontrations in the

grocery stores; then they send out

men from house to house giving out

samples, taking orders to be delivered

through the grocer, giving pie plates,

steam cookers, fireless cookers, etc.,

as premiums. Do you wonder that

they sell immense quantities of their

syrups when they can do such adver-

tising and still give a pint can of syrup

for 10 cents ?

We have a product far superior in

merit, and one that can be made the

subject of effective advertising; in this

respect we have the advantage over the

glucose people—we can talk ijualily,

which appeals almost as much as price.

We have not the range of profit, but we
have much that can be accomplished.

When we have done what we can do
at present, the chances are that the

price of honey will be where we can

afford to spend good sums in advertis-

ing.
Boulder, Colo.

Some Questions on Prevention

of Swarms
BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

Whenever I see the name of D. M.
Macdonald attached to an article, my
interest is always awakened, and I vvas

especially interested in a well-consid-

ered article contributed by him to the

September number. Upon one point I

wish he would give us more light.

He says : "The rearing of a virgin

in the supers, and allowing her to de-

pose the old queen, works favorably."

Does he mean that he generally suc-

ceeds in getting such virgin to super-

sede the reigning queen ? and can he

do this early enough in the season to

prevent swarming ?

Mr. Doolittle has said that if a virgin

is given after the harvest to a colony
having a queen ready to be superseded,

the virgin so given would become the

reigning monarch. However success-

ful this may be in his hands, I must
confess general failure. I have no
difficulty in getting a very young queen
accepted kindly, but somehow within a

short time she disappears. Even if I

were successful in the fall, I might not

succeed early enough to prevent swarm-
ing, although I have great faith

there would be no swarming in a col-

ony which would allow a virgin to

supersede its laying queen early in the

harvest. If there is some trick about
it that I have not learned, perhaps Mr.
Macdonald can help me out.

Mr. Macdonald says: "Generally,

they are allowed some comb-building—
an important desideratum, which, given,

hinders a spirit of unrest from being
generated."

I wonder, now, whether there is a

difference in the two countries as to

this matter of comb building. Supply-

ing 2 or 3 frames of foundation, he
says, frequently tides over the critical

period. With me the critical period
generally does not come until the bees

begin work in the supers, and the comb
building in a super of sections is equiv-

alent to that in 3 brood-frames. When,
therefore, the comb building in the

supers amounts to as much as in 6 up
to 30 brood-frames, one would think

that the building of 3 frames in the

brood-chamber would not make such

a great difference Moreover, my bees

show a strong preference for old

combs, and I like to gratify their tastes.

I never yet discarded a brood-comb
for no other reason than because it

was old. Still, that does not prove

that giving foundation in the brood-
chamber may not be a help toward
swarm prevention, and as I think more
about it I am more inclined to believe

in it. Although I do not often put

foundation in the brood-nest, I have
put full-drawn empty combs there.

The bees are likely to fill them with

honey instead of brood, at least at first.

They haven't the same chance to crowd
the queen out by filling the foundation
with honey.
Our friend says: "I have no love

for cutting out queen-cells to suppress

incipient thoughts of swarming. It is

a messy job, and fails frequently." I've

puzzled no little over those two sen-

tences, and wish I knew just what he
means. When he calls it a messy job,

that sounds as if he literally cuts out

the cells with a knife. But of course
that can not be, for he is no raw be-

ginner. 'Very little disturbance of a

queen-cell is enough to make the bees

empty it, and a thrust into the cell with

a hive-tool is quickly made without any
mussiness. As to its being a preven-

tion of swarming, it can not be de-

pended upon. Yet it succeeds in so

many cases that I think a good deal

more of it than I used to. This year

there were not a few cases in which
cells were killed only a single time,

and then there was no further attempt

at swarming. If a single colony can
be prevented from swarming, and that

colony then produces 100 to 200 sec-

tions of honey, I feel paid for all the

cell-killing done in a number of colo-

nies.

In one place Mr. Macdonald says: "I
have ' shook ' swarmed." Et tu. Brute!
Such language from the scholarly

Scotchman ! I can forgive much, but—
Marengo, 111.

Souvenir Bee Postal Cards
We have 4 Souvenir Postal Cards of

interest to bee-keepers. No. 1 is a

Teddy Bear card, with stanza of poetry,

a straw bee-hive, a jar and section of

honey, etc. It is quite sentimental.

No. 2 has the words and music of the

song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby ;" No.

3, the words and music of "Buckwheat
Cakes and Honey;" and No. 4, the

words and music of "The Humming
of the Bees." We send these cards,

postpaid, as follows: 4 cards for 10

cents, 10 cards for 20 cents ; or 10 cards

with the American Bee Journal one
year for $1.10. Send all orders to the

office of the American Bee Journal, 146

W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

" Bee-Keepers' Guide "

This book on bees is also known as

the "Manual of the Apiary." It is iri-

structive, interesting, and both practi-

cal and scientific. On the anatomy and
physiology of the bee it is more com-
plete than any other standard Ameri-
can bee-book. Also the part on honey-
producing plants is exceptionally fine.

Every bee-keeper should have it in his

library. It has 544 pages, and 295 illus-

trations. Bound in cloth. Price, post-

paid, $1.20; or with a year's subscrip-

tion to the American Bee Journal—both

for $1.90. Send all orders to the office

of the American Bee Journal, 146 West
Superior St., Chicago, 111.
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Dr. Miller's Question-Box
Send Questions either to the office of tlic American Bee Journal or direct to

Dr. C. C. Mii.i.kh, Makknco. Ii.i..

He does not answer bee-lieepinsr questions by mail.

More than One Queen in Colony—Too Many Bees
for Winter ?

1. How did Alexander introduce and keep
more than one queen in a colony? I have
been unable to find out.

2. I introduced a fine queen in August, and
no young bees showing up. I looked in Sat-
urday to see what the trouble was. I found
too many bees for the season, and the combs
so full of honey and only one little space
about an inch square for her to lay; she had
this full of unsealed brood. Will it do to
trust them this way, or should something be
done? She looks to be all right. I winter
my bees on the summer stands, but could
put them into the cellar. Ohio.

ANsvyERS.—I. I can not give you particu-
lars. But I can tell you how I did it. I in-
troduced the new queen just as if no queen
were in the hive. But the original queen
must be old. that no fighting may occur.

2. IDon't worry. In September or October
brood-rearing generally ceases, and if you
found plenty of bees and plenty of stores,
the absence of unsealed brood need not
trouble you.

Producing Honey for Home Use

I know very little about bee-culture, and
would appreciate your advice as to the best
manner of securing one or two colonies
from which to get honey for home use ?

Georgia.
Answer.—Most railroads will not ship

bees as freight, unless it be by car-load, and
express prices are so high as to be practi-
cally prohibitive, so the only thing left is to
buy a colony or two from some one near by.
Even if the bees are not of very good stock,
and not in the best kind of hives, vou can
in a short time change both bees and hives.
This IS true of bees as of no other kind of
stock. If you have a hundred scrub chick-
ens, and buy a trio of Buff Orpingtons, at the
end of 2 or 3 years you will have no more
pure Orpingtons than you would have had if

you had not had a single one of the scrubs.
But if you start with bees of the poorest
scrub sort you can pick up, all vou need to
do is to put in each hive an Italian queen,
and in 2 months or so every bee in your yard
will be of pure Italian stock.

Still, it is no little trouble to transfer bees
into different hives and to change the stock,
and you may prefer to start in another way.
Send off to some one whose advertisement
you have seen, and buy a nucleus or two.
The express charges on a nucleus are light
compared with those on a full colony, and
the nucleus may be put into a full-sized
hive, where it will in a few weeks become a
full colony. The frames in the nucleus will
be of standard si-ze. and the stock will be
pure from the start.
Whichever way you choose, the first thing

to do is to get a book of instruction upon
bee-keeping, and make something of a study
of it preparatory to making a start next
spring, for it will be better to wait till bees
Hy then before making your purchase.

Helping Weak Colony Witli Bee-Tree Bees

I have some colonies of bees that are
pretty weak. Can I take bees from a bee-
tree and put them into a weak colony? I

have found some bee-trees here. I would
like to hear from you as I want to cut the
trees, and don't like to let the bees die on
the mountain. Pennsvi.va.nia.

Answkr —Yes. you can make use of the
bees now in the trees to strengthen weak
colonies lust exactly how the minutiie
should be attended is not so easy to say
without being on the ground. Possibly you
may cut the tree so as to leave the combs
unbroken, cut ting off above and below where
the bees are, so as to iiaul home the whole
thing. In that case the part of the tree cut
off would serve as a hive. Take a board
large enough to cover the hive to which
you are to add the new bees. If yon haven't
a single board wide enough for this, cleat
togetiier two or more boards. Make a hole
in this board of any convenient size, 6 inches

or more in diamcter.no matter whether a
square or round hole Take the cover off
the hive, lay a newspaper over it. and put
over the newspaper your board with the
hole in it. Over this put your log-hive, put a
cover on top. and plug up with rags or other-
wise any cracks there may be. so that no bee
can get out of the upper hive until the bees
eat a hole through the paper. When the
hole is first made it will be small, only one
bee at a time will get through, and by the
time much of a hole is made in the paper the
bees will be united peaceably. Two or three
days after bringing the bees home, or any
time later, you can drive the bees out of the
log. or cut the combs out and brush off the
bees, allowing them to enter the hive, and
your job is done. So late in the season it is
not likely there will be enough brood in the
log to bother with.

It may be. however, that you will not keep
the combs in the log. but will cut them out
and bring home combs and bees. In that
case you will lay newspaper over your hive,
set an empty hive- body over it. and then put
in this empty body the bees and at least
some of the combs, proceeding as before.

Plan for Prevention of Swarming

Upon reading the September issue of your
paper. I again see that the bee-keepers are
still as much in the dark as ever as to the
prevention of swarming when running for
comb honey.
As a natural born bacteriologist, and a

bee-keeper combined. I have for many years
made a special study of this question, and
for two years past— igoD and iqio — not a
swarm has issued from any of the yards
where this has been in practice. My own
few colonies, and my bee-keeper friends
who have had access to the use of this plan
(providing they keep it a secret! have re-
ceived in the 4 yards (all averaged together
for the year iqio) the amount of 140 pounds
of comb honey to the colony, not a swarm,
and not a colony weakened.
Not wishing to print a book on this plan so

that the boys and masses of our country
will have to pay a big price to get a little
valuable information, how can I receive at
least a small compensation for my trouble
in writing out my plan in and illustrating for
the American Bee Journal during the winter
months so as to give plenty if time for bee-
keepers to study this plan and send me any
questions that they do not clearly under-
stand? New Jersey,

Answer.— I don't know of any way to get
paid for valuable information unless it be
from some bee-paper.

[Why not write out your plan and submit
it to one of the bee-papers, naming what
you consider a fair price for your work and
illustrations? None of the editors would
use or print your ideas until he had your
permission.—G. W. Y.]

Changing Queens—Bee-Diseases

1. I am a beginner in the beebusines. I

bought 8 colonies of bees from a man near
here and have lost every old colony that the
bees swarmed from. It seems as if the bees
have no life—don't work. I believe the
queens are no good—the breed has run out.
I have mixed bees. Italian and black. I want
to get at least i new queens when it is time,
but I don't know how to get rid of the old
ones, as in my colonies the queens are so
small I don't think I could iiick them out.
Can you instruct me along that line ? I will
do as you say. as my bees don't work and
they have a good field. I would like to have
your advice as to how I can catch the old
queens and put in the new ones.

2. Is there a disease that causes bees to
(jutt work and dwindle away ? MissoiTKI.

Answers.— I. The probability is that you
are mistaken about your queens being so
small that you would not recognize them.
Of course, however, you would be less cer-
tain of finding them than one with more ex-
perience. So if you want to avoid the hunt-
ing, you may sift them out. But a queen-

excluder at the entrance. Lift out the
frames somewhat carefully, so as not to set
the bees to running, of course taking the
bees with the frames, and put them in an-
other hive close by. leaving the old hive
empty on the stand. Look in the old hive
and see whether the queen is among the few
bees that are left, although she is very un-
likely to be left there. Now take the frames,
one after another, brush all the bees from
them in front of the old hive, and put the
frames back in the old hive. The workers
will pass through the excluder zinc, but the
queen can not get through the perforations,
and will be left outside, where you may dis-
pose of her at your pleasure.

2. Foul brood or paralysis would have the
effect you mention. But if either of these
diseases were in your colonies they would
tiardly be strong enough to have swarmed.
It happens quite often that after a colony
has swarmed the young queen in the old
hive is lost on her wedding trip, and of
course the colony must then perish. One
would hardly think so many of yours would
go in that way. but still such a thing might
happen.

Honey from Oats!—What Next?

What do you think of the following' A
man told me to feed bees on threshed oats.
He said. " Moisten it and then put the oats
near them, and they will gather the finest
honey out of it." I think it more of a joke
than anything else. Illinois.

Answer.— I'd like to look in the face of the
man who tells that, before trying to make a
guess whether he is joking or in earnest. It
hardly seems that any one could believe
such a thing, and yet things have been be-
lieved about bees that are just as foolish.
Threshed oats" are specified. It would

be interesting to know what would be the
difference in the quality of the honey if the
oats were fed in the sheaf. And would the
honey be extra-fancy if " rolled " oats were
fed ?—(Or might not the *f« be milder man-
nered, or less warlike, if fed on " Oiiiiier
oats?"-G. W. Y.l

Starting With Bees—Sweet Clover—10-Frame Hive

1. I want to go into the bee-business here
in Massachusetts, and would like to know
how many colonies lean keep and get an
average of 30 pounds, both extracted and
comb honey.

2. The land here is waste land with stones
and stumps, and is covered with goldenrod
and wild flowers, lotsof wild blackberry and
raspberry, but basswood and sweet clover
are unknown here: but I will sow some
sweet clover seed on such waste land that is
a mile or two away. Which is better, white
or yellow ?

3. Which is the better hive to buy, the 8 or
the 10 frame; deep or shallow ?

4. If I hive a swarm and give them all
worker-comb, will they tear some apart to
make place for drone-cells?

Massachusetts.
Answers— I. I don't know. Depends upon

the pasture. If there are only the honey-
plants you mention, and these not very
plenty. 20 colonies might be enough. But if
they are plenty, and a reasonable amount of
white clover besides. 100 might be nearer
the number.

2. The yellow blooms from 2 to 4 weeks
earlier than the white. It comes mostly in
the season of white clover, and the white
sweet clover comes about the close of white
clover. So if you have a good yield of white
clover, the white sweet clover will be of
more value. If you have no white clover,
then the yellow variety is better; and still
better t .lave both kinds.

3. Like enough the lo-frame hive will be
better for you. .As you can use the same
frames in each, it will be a good plan to try
both before you get stocked up with a large
number. Most bee-keepers prefer a frame
of medium depth, the Langstroth, which is

gJ'B inches deep, outside measure.

An Interesting Lot of Questions

I. I have kept brcs ever since I was 10

years old. I am now ^z. I was born a few
miles from where v<ni live, at Cherry Valley,
but father moved lui e when I was 4 years
old. I can not get ';o pounds of comb honey
to the colony here in Ohio. I am greatly
surprised at the quantity of honey you get
from your bees, and wonder if it is due to
your superior ability in management, or
whether it is due to locality. If due to man-
agement, perhaps I could get 100 pounds to
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the colony here. So I ask you the question.
Do others do as well as you in your locality ?

Do they get 100 po jnds or more to the colony
in the best years ?

2. Does a colony of bees store more honey
in sections if they are crosswise of the
lower combs?

1. Do you think they will store more honey
in a T-super than in the Ideal or Danzen-
baker ?

4. Do you still use the scale-board separa-
tor or fences ?

5. What objections, if any. do you have to
the fence and Ideal super?

(). 1 have not bred from my best queens
nor destroyed my poctrest queens, but tried
to extend the life to all. About how much
would I tiain by attending to this matter ?

7. Do you want foundation or old comb
under the supers durini; the honey flow ?

8. How do you like the Uoolittle plan
for iiruducintr honey, outlined in his book.
"A Year's Work in an Out-Apiary r" Have
you tried it ? My bees do not carry the
honey up into the sections, but cap it over
and leave it below.

0. 1 have read your book. " Forty Years
Among the Bees." with great prolit. I think.
Do you now use all methods given in the 1006

edition ?

10. Do you consider forced queen-rearing
(as used by those who transfer the larv;ei as
good as natural methods given by you in
your book? Are the queens as long-lived
and as prolific ? Ohio.

Answers.— I. I do not know of others that
do as well, although there is no one else in
the vicinity that makes a specialty of bee-
keeping.

;. No.
3. No.
4. 1 now use altogether the old. plain

wooden separators.
5. Without mentioningany other objection,

the fences are more troublesome to clean,
and so are the plain sections that go with
them, for it is easier to mar the honey in a
plain section, and it topples over more easily
when standing.

6. Hard to tell. If your bees are very good
it might make very little difference. If some
of them are very poor it might increase the
yield so to 100 percent.

7. Old combs. Foundation would give
whiter sections, at least sometimes, but it

would cost more than it would come to.
8. I have never followed it strictly, but it

looks all right.
0. I dare not answer that offhand with a

monosyllable, for there is never a time that
I am not trying something new. sometimes
at considerable interference w-ith the honey
crop, but I don't now think of any serious
departure from what is laid down in that
edition.

10. In the hands of skillful men I don't see
why just as good queens can not be reared by
the methods in vogueamongqueen-breeders.
but I don't see how they can be any better.
But I would lay stress upon having cells
started under favorable circumstances, with
a good yield of honey, and in a colony in the
humor for starting cells. No colony is too
strong or too good to rear queen-cells.

Late Feeding for Winter—Early Spring Requeening

1. I never had my colonies in belter condi-
tion than they were this season, running
over with bees and brood, but on account
of the dry season most of them will not have
enough stores to keep them over winter.
Quite a few colonies have about 2 pounds of
honey each. Do you think I can bring them
through by feeding them granulated sugar
syrup ? How many frames would it require
for each hive, and of what consistency
should I make it ? I would like to feed it all
at once. I have a good cellar, and they gen-
erally come out in tine condition, but I am
afraid that sugar will not take the place of
honey. I have some of the Alexander feed-
ers, but do not like them for fall use.

2. I would like to requeen my b.-es as early
as possible next season. How can I do it ?

3. Strange I had a few colonies of bees this
season with no better looking queens nor
stronger in bees and brood, which gathered
from 2 to 3 supers of honey.

North Dakota.
Answers.—I. Undoubtedly you can bring

your bees through thewinter on sugar syrup.
Heat water on the stove, and dissolve in it

best granulated sugar, being careful that it

is not in the least scorched, as burnt syrup
is death to bees in winter. Use 5 pounds or
pints of sugar for every 2 pints of water. To
prevent granulation some put in an even
teaspoonful of tartaric acid for each 20
pounds of sugar. For fall feeding, and espe-

cially for feeding all at once, as you men-
tion, you will tind the Miller feeder excel-
lent. Let each colony have 20 pounds or
more of the syrup, deducting from that
amount for any honey they may already have
in the hive.

2. One way is to buy queens and introduce,
the other is to rear >our own queens. In
the latter case do not make the mistake of
trying to rear queens too early. You are not
likely to rear queens worth anything except
during a flow of honey. In white-clover re-
gions it is generally well to wait till the flow
from clover, yet iti some places good queens
may be reared where there is a heavy flow
from fruit-bloom and dandelions. Your
question is so indetinite that I can not be
sure I have answered correctly, but if there
is any point concerning the matter that you
do not tind answered in your bee-book. I

shall be glad to have you ask further ques-
tions

^. Close observation will generally show
such differences as you mention. One col-
ony may be overflowing with bees, and yet
not yield as much honey as another with a
smaller force. Your part is to watch for
such differences, and breed from the colo-
nies that give the best yields.

" Untested " and " Tested " Queen

W'hat is meant by " untested queen ?" Also
" tested queen ?" Michigan.

Answer.—The words "tested" and "un-
tested " when applied to queens have almost
universal reference to Italians. So a "tested"
queen is one which has been laying long
enough so that her worker progeny may be
seen, said progeny showing 3 yellow bands.
An untested queen is one which has been
laying so short a time that none of her
progeny has matured, and so there is no
telling with what kind of drone she has
mated, and there may or may not be more
or less black blood in her worker progeny.

Winter Hive Packing or Covering—Knowing the

Several Kinds of Cells and Bees

1. How should the winter covering {that is,

quilt or blanket) be arranged on top of the
frames? If placed directly on top will not
the bees glue it tight, and will it not prevent
an air-space ?

2. Is the hive-cover placed directly on top
of the quilt, or is a super used between
them ?

^. How can drone-eggs and larvae in cells
be distinguished from worker-cells ?

Missouri.
Answers.— I. In a cellar it doesn't matter.

For years my bees have had neither quilt
nor sheet, summer or winter. They are car-
ried into the cellar just as they were on the
summer stands. Outdoors some prefer
quilts or cushions, and some prefer sealed
covers; in the latter case plenty of warm
packing on top of the cover. If a quilt is

placed directly on the frames, the bees will,
as you suggest, seal it down. It doesn't
matter that this leaves no air-space, but the
trouble is that it allows no passage for the
bees to cross over from one frame to an-
other. To avoid this trouble a stick is

placed across the frames, or two small sticks
near together, so that no matter how much
sealing is done (here will always be a pas-
sage left.

2. I think the majority of bee-keepers do
not have any super on in winter, although
some use a super containing a cushion or
other packing.

3. An egg looks all the same, whether a
worker or a drone is to come from* it. So
does a larvce. except that the drone larva is

larger as it grows older. But under normal
conditions if you find an egg or a larva in a
cell % inch in diameter, you may know that
it will produce a drone; if you find it in a
cell one-fifth inch in diameter it will pro-
duce a worker.

How AboutYour Advertising?
Have you anything to sell? Any bees,

honey, hives, or anything else that you
think the readers of the American
Bee Journal might want to buy? If so,

why not offer it through our advertis-
ing columns? See rates in the first

column of the second page of every
number of the Bee Journal. We try to
keep our columns clean and free from
any dishonest advertising.

A Good Report

When living in Elgin. III.. I had 5 colonies
(spring count), increased to 10. and sold $66
worth of honey, which was not so bad; and,
besides, wo had all we wanted, and some for
our neighbors, too. I attended to them out-
side of business hours. I have kept bees
for .s years, and with all their faults I like
them, and will try keeping them out here.

A. J. VOLSTORFF.
West Fork, S. Dak., Oct. 24.

Poor Season With the Bees

This has been a poor season here, about 20

percent less crop than iuoq. The fall flow
from asters is very light, owing to dry,
windy weather. Fully 20 percent of my bees
are now being fed sugar syrup for winter.
However, we Virginians always hope for
better times in the future, so we are looking
forward to next year and hoping for a good
crop. John .S. CoE.
Winchester. Va.. Oct. 24.

Not a Pound of Honey

This has been an "off" year in the bee-
business, surely. I have not secured one
pound of honey, although there has been
heavy bloom on many honey-producing
plants. There is a light flow from asters
just now. but I do not expect any surplus
honey. I had to feed almost all season to
keep the bees from starving. More than
half of the bees in this locality died in the
spring. April and May being very cold and
wet months. But we are keeping all our
colonies in good shape, hoping for a good
season next year. Grant Li'ZAder.
Pennsboro. W. Va., Sept, 26.

A Beginner's Interesting Experiences

I started in the bee-business just last year,
beginning by buying 15 colonies, all in 8-

frame hives. As soon as people found out I

was buying bees, they came to me from all

over the country to try to sell to me. I gave
for the first $1.25 per colony, with comb-
honey supers. 6 of which were full of honey;
then I bought 14 at $1 so per colony with
empty supers. A neighbor had 44 in frame
hives, and 20 empty or moth-eaten hives, all

furnished with comb-honey supers, which I

got for $55. A saloon keeper had 10 colonies
out 10 miles in the country which he wanted
to get rid of. and which I got for $1.00 each.
These had both comb and extracting supers
on, and all filled from top to bottom; the
frames were not wired, but were started
and straight. I also bought 18 colonies in

box and frame hives for $15. This is all the
buying I did.

, . , ^ ,, j
I increased to 150 colonies last fall, and

sold $654.75 worth of honey and beeswax.
Oh. yes! I bought some from a man who

started in the bee-business, but a flood came
on and drowned all his bees. I got his empty
hives and supers (some of which never had
had a bee in)—55 extracting supers. ?8 comb-
honey supers, and 37 hives all nailed and
painted, for $20. This was a big help tome,
when swarming time came, which is in

April.
I did my first extracting July 4th. or

started that day. Not being an expert. I

took off only 20 gallons of honey from 7 su-

pers, but the next day I did better, rhere
were only 2 colonies of bees which had comb
honey on that I kept track of. One gathered,
up to Aug, 1st. 130 pounds, and the other 124.

But I had to move them, and so lost track of
the 2 colonies. I don't know what they gath-
ered after that, but they brought in honey
up to Nov. 15th. I did the last extracting
Nov. i8th. and called it good enough.
J'his year the bees started to work Feb.

I5th. on almond blossoms, and I thought I

was going to have a bumper of a honey crop.
I made hives and supers all winter to be
ready for a big run. The bees did fine up to

April 20th. Some of the comb-honey hives
had on 3 supers, and the bees working in all.

but not all filled. Then the bees began to
hang out in great bunches on the front of
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the hives. Day and iiiglit they hung out. I

thought they were prcpariiie to swarm.
They didn't do that last year. When I found
bees haneine out I put on anotlier super,
and that settled that part of it last year. Hut
it didn't make any difference this year. 1

tried everythini; 1 could think of to make
them go in—smoke, ventilation, and even
made artificial swarms, to in>' sorrow.
The 7.S colonies of bees I had in one place

(runninirfor comb honeyj just would not to
to work. I went to pinch out the queen-
cells, but found none. I read " A B C and X
YZ of Bee Culture." Finally I saw them
killinsroff drones, so I read up on that, and
came to the conclusion that there was no
honey in the field, and so I let them alone
for a few days to see what they would do. f

found they were using up the surplus honey
in the supers, and in a few more days there
were no more larvaj to speak of. A friend of
mine who came to look at them, said that
those he looked at were Queenless. as there
were no eggs, but I gave them brood and
they built no queen-cells. So I looked for
the queens, and found them all at home.
The bees ate all the surplus honey they

had. They became so weak that I had to
double up a lot of them, and moved them to
where the carpet-grass grows, and they went
to work and filled everything full of the
nicest honey I ever saw or ate. I am ex-
tracting it now, and have sold some to the
local stores for cents per pound. But it is
getting so late now that the carpet-grass is
going to seed, and the bees are working on
the "turpentine-weed." as we call it. It is
a small bush with blue flowers and is in full
bloom now. It is the last of the honey-flow,
the honey candies very quickly, and must
be out of the combs not later than Nov. 15th.
I couldn't get it out last year.

It is too late to do much this year, but I ex-
pect to do better next year. The old bee-men
say they never knew a honey crop to fail,
although some years are not as good as
others: but this is "the limit." I guess I

am a hoodoo. From my 150 colonies I got
only i; swarms, and they issued the latter
part of .March.

I could tell a lot more of mv troubles, but
as I am not much of a writer I will sit back
and read what other bee-men have to say.

, , „ K. A. Howard.
Yuba City. Cal., .Sept. 22.

An Old Bee-Keeper's Report

October 3d I will be 71 years old. I can do
a fairly good day's work, and get from $1.50
to Sj 00 per day. I wish I could have gotten
this when I was young, and able to work:
but Ml-// I had to work for 5" cents a day, and
take that in corn at $1.00 per bushel. Well,
1 am getting away from my subject, I want to
write about my bees.
We had a later spring here this year than

we have had in many years. I had to feed
my bees until the last of May. I had 12 colo-
nies, but lost Q. which left me ^ to start with,
and I have u now. all in good condition. They
didn't gather honey until July is. It was so
cold and wet they couldn't work. Most of
my bees froze to death. I think: I didn't pro-
tect them from the cold. They had plenty
of honey and bee-bread. A man has to learn.
I thought they would winter in a frame hive
just as they did in the old log-gum. I am
going to make a box and put over every one
of them, leaving a 2-inch space around in-
side, and fill in with shavings; then put 2
feed sacks on top in an empty super.We had a good How of honey here from
Aug, I until .Sept. 20, from fall blossoms.

T, J. COGAR.
Lane s Bottom, W. Va., Sept. 26.

Removing Honey Rapidly from Hives

On page 285, Mr. Scholl describes his
method of procedure in takingoff bulk comb
honey by the ton in an hour. He is a very up-
to-date and progressive bee-keeper, and
puts in use only methods whereby he can
accomplish the most for the time invested

:

still, in that respect, he doesn't practice the
Quickest way. Some might say that taking
a ton of honey off the hive and freeing it of
bees in an hour is over the limit. It is mani-
fest to me that it can be done, and more yet.
I have struck an idea, and have put it in
practice, whereby I can take off 100 pounds
and free it of bees in one minute. This is

not unreasonable. 1 have done it time and
time a^ain <iuring the last twp seasons. It

workssoquickly that the robber-bees hardly
have an occasion to get started, which is

quite an advantage over the brushing
method, or any other that has come to my
knowledge. Although can't say that my

way is practical with the deep supers, on
account of their being so heavy and clumsy,
but it certainly is with the shallow super,
which is my favorite. Here is the way in
which I approach the matter:
Have the smoker in good smoking order:

hold it in the right hand and the hive-tool in
the left, then pry loose the cover and remove
it; give the bees a good smoking, which
causes most of them to leave the super.
Then go to the next hive and proceed in the
same manner until you have 3 hives uncov-
ered, for 3 is the number I find the most
satisfactory. Return to the first hive again
and give the bees another smoke. and jerk off
the super. After the super is off the hive
hold it in a slanting position and jerk the
lower end to the ground, keep on reversing
and jerking, and in 5 or 6 jerks the super
\yill be free from bees. .^11 this is done in a
" jiffy." It is done quicker than it is told. I

have to move backward a little at every jerk
so the super will not smash and kill the bees
that have fallen from the last jerk.

Alfred L. Hartl.
Elmendorf. Tex.. Oct. 7,

Dry Summer and Short Crop

My bees are doing well at tliis time. They
are all strong. But the honey crop has been
short on account of the dry summer. It was
dry for 30 days, and the bees did nothing.
They are in good shape for the winter, and
I hope we will have a prosperous season
next year. J. R. Furlong.
Belcher, Iowa. Oct. 0.

Prices of Bulk-Comb Honey in Texas

Mr. L. H. Scholl writes about bulk-comb
honey in the October .American Bee Journal
as if its price in fao-pound cans had been to
to II cents all these years, which is a mis-
statement of facts. While it is true that
some of the large producers sell direct and
realize more, the large majority of the bee-
keepers received, the last few years. 8 cents
for bulk-comb honey in 60-pound cans. "This
year the price paid for bulk-comb honey in
60-pound cans was cents; and 0/2, 10. and
io>i cents for the smaller sizes.

Otto Sueltenfuss.
San ."Antonio. Tex., Oct. 24.

What's the Matter With Texas ?

Mr. Editor:—Mr. Scholl, in the Septem-
ber number, wants to know where I'exas
stands, and thinks that because reports are
seldom seen from that State it must either
be that Texas is not needed, or else that it

stands entirely alone.
To an outsider it hardly seems that either

of those things accounts for so few reports
from that great commonwealth, but rather
that there is nothing to report, or else that
there is not enterprise enough in its bee-
keepers to send in reports. Instead of his
asking we-uns up here why there are no re-

ports, it is more like the right thing 'or we-
uns up htre to ask. "Why don't you-uns
down there send in reports ?" I. Densv.

A Surprising Season

We have kept bees for 8 seasons, and have
seen but little difference in the honey crop,
each year being about the same. A cool
spell of weather the latter part of August
and the forepart of .September suddenly
stopped the bees from working for a \\'liile.

Aug. 24th we had a snowstorm, and the 25th
the bees swarmed. The snowstorm and the
bees swarming the next day was a new one
on me, but my whole life has been a I'ound
of surprises, and I have always found the un-
expected the surest thing on earth. The
bees here need less care than anywhere else
I have been. We have now about 38 colo-
nies, and I pay no attention to them what-
ever. All I do is to empty the supers and
put them on again, J, U. Kaufman.
Cody. Wyo,, Oct. iq.

A Beginner's Experience

I bought one colony of bees .lune 13, iot8.

This was the first movable-fi'ame hive of
Italian bees I had ever seen, and had never
been within 2 feet of a colony of bees of any
kind I bought an "A B C and X Y Z of
Bee Culture " and Gleanings, and later sub-
scribed for the American Bee .lournal,
which I am now taking. I got one swarm
and iij sections of honey that fall. My bees
wintered well. In I'loo I increased to? colo-

nies, and got '131 sections of honey. I sold
my bees last fall, and bought some again in
the spring, beginning with 11 colonies, 2 of
which gave me no honey or increase, or any-
thing except a case of American foul brood,
which I did not dream of being within 100
miles of me (Dr. Phillips says I was the first
to report foul brood from Oklahoma . till I

had it in 12 colonies. I tried to build up the
weak colonies by giving them frames of
sealed brood from others. I have treated
successfully, I think, the 12 colonies have
increased to 33, and have secured sbu sec-
tions of the finest alfalfa and sweet clover
honey on earth, without exception. If you
are from Missouri, come down and be con-
vinced. When you consider that I have had
no teacher, had to learn everything from my
text-books and papers, and am continually
making mistakes, and this, too, in a locality
where my neighbors warned me against try-
ing bees, saying they positively could not
live here, you will pardon me for feeling
proud of results. I believe an experienced
bee-man (as I expect to be) could have
doubled results this year.

I like Mr. D. M, Macdonald's articles on
swarming, but was just a little bit stunned
to see Mr. Metcalf's statement that bees
never swarm on account of the heat, and
that ventilation only retards swarming as it

retards brood-rearing. If this is true, then
all this talk about ventilation is wrong. I

think when he reads that good letter from
Mr. J. P. Blunk (the ex-miner bee-keeper),
he will think differently. I agree with Mr.
Metcalf. that when a man advises you to un-
cap brood to prevent swarming, you should
hit him if he is nottoo big. G. E. Le.'MON.
Nashville, Okla.. Sept. 24.

Pretty Good Year—Honey-Dew
I think it has been a pretty good year for

bees in this part of Iowa. I had 34 colonies,
spring count, increased to 4,. look off 5100
pounds of honey (or 150 pounds per colony,
spring count , and have on hand about 30
brood-combs full for spring if I should need
them, although the hives are brimful now,
just as they were last fall, and I did not need
any feed last spring.

I noticed in swarming-time. when taking a
swarm from a box-elder tree, the upper side
of the leaves were covered with a sticky
substance, and that the grass under the
tree was quite sticky. I took particular no-
tice, but could not find any bugs or lice, and
never saw a bee working on it. Was that
honey-dew, or isn't it honey-dew until the
bees gather it ? White clover was in abun-
dance at the same time.
We have had heavy rains lately. Although

the summer was a dry one, I have never
seen so much white clover. The prospect
looks good for next year.
The American Bee Journal is a dandy.
Hull. Iowa, Oct. 7. Chas. Doan.

lit doubtless was honey-dew. all right.—
Editor.] ^^^^__^^^

Season's Report—Hot and Dry Now
My bees have given me very little trouble

the past season (fortunately for my physical
condition), about 500 pounds of hoEiey from
33 colonies, springcount, and have increased
to 35. I had only 3 swarms, and one went
back and staid. A year ago last summer I

had. at one time, over 70 colonies, sold 12,

and my winter and spring losses reduced
the number to 33. Honey is worth 18 cents
per pound here now; at least it is bringing
that amount to the producer, whether it is

worth it or not.
It is very dry here now, and hot for the

time of the year. Yesterday and the day
before it was 84 degrees in the shade, and
today it is nearly the same. The prospect
for a honey crop next season is very good, as
white clover is very plentiful,

I wish success to the "old reliable" .Ameri-
can Bee Journal. A. !•'. Foo'i'K.
Riceville, Iowa, Oct. 17.

Can't Do Without the Bee Journal.
Messrs. George W, York & Co,

Gciitlcmeii:— li^ncloscd yovi will find my re-

newal for another year to the "Old Reliable."
1 simply cannot do without your paper, and I

believe if I could not get it I would certainly

have to give up keeping bees, so closely is it

linked with my bee-keeping life. You can
certainly count on me for life, as I get more
pleasure and profit out of a single number of
your paper than a whole year costs.

Walter E. .'\tkinson.

Baltimore Co., Md,, Sept. H, 1910.
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International Bee-Congress

The following is translated by Mr. C.

P. Dadant, from L'Apicoltura Italiana,

of October, lillO:

The fourth International Congress
of Bee-Keepers was held in Brussels,

Belgium, Sept. 20 and 2(i, 1910. The
attendance was very light, less than tiO

apiarists or delegates being present.

Only ;) sessions were held, of about 2

hours each. At the last session it was
decided to hold the next of 5th Con-
gress at Turin, Italy, next year in Sep-
tember.

Steps were taken to organize a sort

of International Syndicate of Bee-
Keepers, the members of which would
be elected by the different National
associations.

New York Bee-Keepers' Insti-
tutes

The New York State Department of

Agriculture will hold a, series of bee-

keepers' institutes as follows:

Geneva, Dec. 12 and 13; Rochester,
Dec. 14; Syracuse, Dec. 15; Ogdens-
burg, Dec. Iti ; Utica, Dec. 17; Amster-
dam, Dec. 17.

,

These institutes will be conducted by
the 4 State bee-inspectors, assisted by
Dr. E. F. Phillips and other noted bee-
keepers. The New York State Asso-
ciation of Bee-Keepers' Societies will

hold their annual meeting at Geneva
on the same dates as the institutes at

that place. Ch.arles Stewart, Fres.

Johnstown, N. Y.

Kansas State Convention

The regular annual meeting of the
Kansas State Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held in the Commercial Club
Rooms at Topeka, Kan., Nov. 22 and
2:5, li)l(l. It is hoped that all persons
interested in bees will be present. Sev-
eral subjects of importance will come
before the meeting. One of the princi-

pal things will be to draft a new foul

brood law to take the place of the

present County Law.
Topeka, Kaii. O. A. Keene, Sec.

Secretary of the National

I see that the Committee on Nomi-
nation at Albany, recommended as one
of the candidates for Secretary of the

National for the ensuing year, Mr. E.

B. Tyrrell, of Michigan. Now, I haven't

a word to say against other nominees,
but I do know that Mr. Tyrrell is a

hustler, and the members can not do
better than to elect him as Secretary
at this month's election.

Mr. Tyrrell is the present Secretary

of the Michigan State Association, and
during his term of 3 years the Associa-
tion has doubled in number of mem-
bers, and the likelihood is that the end
is not yet in sight.

The success of the Association de-

pends much upon its Secretary. Vote
for Mr. E. B. Tyrrell for Secretary,

and take my word for it you will not

be disappointed. E. B. "Townsend.
Remus, Mich.

ers' Association bespeaks the good
judgment of the convention, and is re-

sponsive to the good work he has done
for the Michigan Association. Mr.
Tyrrell is a resourceful man, and full

of enthusiasm, good ideas and energy.

His election will, to say the least, fur-

nish the Association with an officer

who will exercise despatch in all his

work. L. Aug. Asfinwall.
Jackson, Mich.

UTY is always with us,

as the atmosphere is

always with us. And
duty could crush us

with the weight of the

law, as the tons of

atmosphere could crush us if

it were an unbalanced weight.

But as we bear the weight of

the air, and feel it not, but

live in it and rejoice, so we
can live in the midst of our

duties, not burdened by them,

but performing them in a spirit

of love so genuine that life

finds abundant room for all its

activities in service uncom-

peiled.-JFm. E. Barton, D. D.

The nomination of Mr. E. B. Tyrrell

for secretary of the National Bee-Keep-

An Orphanage Appeal for Help—The Edi-
tor of the .^iDcrican Bee Journal is the Sec-
retary of the Board of Trusteesof an orphan-
age or children's home located at Lake Bluff.

III.. 10 miles north of Chicago. He has won-
dered if there were not Quite a number of

the benevolently inclined among the readers
of the American Bee Journal who would like

to send that orphanage something either to

eat or to wear, or even money, for the 140

children cared for there. They are all the
way in size and age from infants to 12 years.
The way to do is to ship by freight, always
prepaying the charges. Perhaps we might
suggest vegetables, extracted honey, oats
and corn Uhey have a horse), clothing (new
or good secondhand), etc. Any mother will

know just what boys and girls 12 years or
under will need to wear or to eat. It is the
most economically managed institution of

the kind that we know anything about.
Many of the children there are for adoption.
If you feel that you can. or would like to

help such a worthy cause, send what you can
spare from your abundance to Lucy J. Jud-
son, Supt.. Lake Bluff Orphanage. Lake
Bluff. 111., and please don't forget to prepay
charges on what you ship. Also put your
name and address on each package, and. if

you like, write a letter to accompany it.

either in the package or by mail. If you de-
sire more particulars, write the superin-
tendent.

Get More Eggs this Winter "Protein"
is what professors call the element that
makes eggs. bone, lean meat and feathers.
This protein is found in large quantities in

worms, bugs and insects. That's why your
poultry get so much protein in summer—why
you get so many eggs. But in winter it's

different. Your poultry doesn't get much pro-

tein. Grain contains very little of it. Yet
vou must feed protein to them if you want
more eggs from your li^ns and pullets, early
maturity from your chicks and more vigor

from your cocks.

It has been found that the same protein in

worms, bugs and insects, is also in fresh-cut
bone from the butcher's block. So thou;
sands of farmers, poultrymen and farmers'
wives, have actually doubled their winter

poultry profits by feeding their poultry this

fresh-cut bone. The cost of such feed is

practically nothing-and the results are
plienomenal.
A machine for cutting the bones, while

very inexpensive, pays for itself in a month
or two-and lasts a lifetime. Mann s Latest
Model Bone Cutter, for instance, is made of

the finest materials, built right, through and
through. It is self-adjusting to your strength
—cuts fast, turns easy, and does the work
right. It is sold by the manufacturers on 10

days' tree trial, without a cent in advance
or a penny's deposit. If you don't care to

keep Mann's Bone Cutter, send it back at

the Company's expense. We suggest that

you write a postal now to the 1-. W.Mann
Co., Box ^48. Milford. Mass.. for full particu-

lars of their free trial offer, and a copy of

their new edition of "Worms. Bugs, and
Your Poultry Profits "-also their late_st big

catalog. There is no time like «i>7i'. Kindly
mention the American Bee Journal when
writing. «_»-»

Trapping Season is Near.—Men and boys
who love to trap, and love of trapping seems
to be inborn in most of us, welcome cold
weather, because that is the open se,-ison

for game. Those who have never made a

"catch" are apt to think that trapping is

merely setting and baiting the trap and
then waiting for the animal to come along.

He should know, however, that it is a battle

of intelligence against the keenest kind of

instinct. Many a beginner has set his traps

carefully, only to find, when he made his

rounds, the traps sprung, bait gone, but no
game.

, r , ^,_ j
Few people have anv idea of the thousands

of dollars worth of furs that are shipped to

market every year by men and boys who
trap as a healthful, invigorating sport.

F. C. Taylor & Co.. St. Louis. Mo., issue a

reliable Trapper's Guide, which it will Send
to our readers free. It tells how. when and
where to trap, has accurate illustrations ot

all the fur bearing animals of the United
States and Canada, and a reliable diagram
showing all the game laws of both countries.

A special feature of the book refers to Ani-

mal Bait, and the facts there given are as

important to trappers as traps. This 1 rap-

per's Guide will be sent free upon request

to F. C. Taylor & Co., 30 Fur Exchange Build-

ing. St. Louis, Mo.

Best Christmas Gift for a Little Money.—
Sent as a year's subscription to the Youth s

Companion. St. 75 will buy the 5.= weekly is-

sues of The Youth's Companion for iqii.

It will buy the 250 fascinating stories in the

new volume. ., ^.

It will buy the 50 exclusive contributions

to the new volume by famous men and
women. , ., ^

It will entitle the new subscriber for ion

who sends in his subscription now to all the

issues of The Companion for the remaining
weeks of loio free.

It will entitle the new subscriber for iqii

to The Companion's Art Calendar, litho-

graphed in 13 colors and gold.

If the subscription is a Christmas gift.it

will entitle the donor to an extra copy of the

igii Calendar. » <• .u
The illustrated .-Announcement of the

larger and better Companion for 1911 will be

sent to any address free.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,
U4 Berkeley St.. Boston. Mass.

Xeiu Subscriptions Receii'ed at this Office

^.'.Ui

" Has Dr. Bee ever written any authorita-

tive work ?

"

"Oh. yes, he has written a treatise on
Puncturation."
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Wants, Exchanges, Etc.

(Advertisements in this department will

be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-

counts of any kind Notices here cannot be

less than two lines. If wanted in this de-

partment, you must say so when ordering.)

For Sale—i6o-lb. honey-kegs at 50c each f.

o.b. factory. N. L. Stevens, Moravia. N. Y.

Italian Untested Queens. 75 cents; Test-
ed. $l;5. Breeders. S5.00 each. E. M. Collyer.

8.-\i2t 75 Broadway. Ossining. N. V.

Wantkd—Good salesmen to sell honey in
city The Snyder Bee & Honey Co..

lo.Atf Kingston. N. Y.

For Sale—Duston White Wyandottes. $2;
15 eggs. Ji ; Ss per 100.

iiAiy Elmer Gimlin. Taylorville. III.

Wanted—One i2-in. Gem Planer: i Dove-
tailing Machine. T. L. McMurray.
iiAtf Ravenswood. W. Va.

Wanted—A few more 4 and 5 year old
Queens; also bees—delivered in Chicago.
C. O. Smith. 5533 Cornell Ave.. Chicago. III.

[For Sale—Fourth interest in qso colonies.
Partner advances expense money. Fine ter-
ritory. G. C. Matthews. Morgan. Utah.

The Fur Winner—Splendid journal about
trapping, raw-furs, special crops, markets.
50c year. Sample Free. Box log. Pomeroy. O.

For Sale.—Clover, basswood. and buck-
wheat extracted honey in 60-lb. cans and 225-
Ib. kegs. W. L. Coggshall. Groton. N. Y.

For Sale—Golden Queens that produce 50
to 100 percent 5-banded bees. Untested. Si-
Tested Si. 50; Select Tes. 82; Breeders. $5 to Sio
8Ai2t J. B. Brockwell, Bradley's Store. Va

For Sale-20 acres, apiary, fruit, truck or
general farming; ii mi. from city 10.000. Fine
white clover and Spanish-needle section.
With or without bees.
1=^ Geo. Bolze, Brookfield. Mo.

Wanted.-Sweet Clover Seed.-Submit
sample with price, f. o. b. Chicago, stating
amount, kind. etc. Address.

Arnd Honey & Bee-Supply Co..
148 W. Superior St.. Chicago, III.

Wanted—Some one who'wants'a good lo-
cation for bees, to take up a homestead or
Government land. I know a few nice vacant
pieces. Address. Jas. M. Level, 8Atf

Yacolt. Clark Co., Wash.

Wanted.-To complete files of the Ameri-
can I3ee Journal, parts of Volumes XXIX to
XXXIV. inclusive. Any one having any of
these to offer, please write to—

Morley Pettil. Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

For Sale.— 200 8 frame hives of bees; hon-
ey-house 12x14; extractor, honey-tank. 100 ex-
tra hives and supers; 3 acres of land with 4-

room house and barn. Price $2.75 per colony;
extras reasonable. N. N. Alchley,
ioA2t Rt. I.. Mt. Morrison. Colo.

Back Volumes of Am. Bee Journal.—We
have some on hand, and would be glad to
correspond with any one who may desire to
complete a full set. It may be we can help
doit. Address. American Bee Journal.

146 W. Superior .St.. Chicago. 111.

For .Sale— Bee-hive factory cheap; good
location; business well established 14 years;
2 railroads; 4 acres of land in the heart of a
smalltown; 100 yards from depot, telegraph
and express ofiice. Southern States to sell
to. A good chance for a good business man.
Write for particulars and terms to—
iiAit 1). W Switzer. Roebuck. S. C.

Write Us To-Day
for our 1910 Catalog and let us tell you all about

DITTMER'S

COMB FOUNDATION

WORKING Your WAX for You.

t^" Write us for Estimate on full Line of

Supplies. It will pay you, and costs nothing.

RETAIL and WHOLESALE.

GuslDittmer Company, - Augusta, Wisconsin.

For Sale.—All or half-interest in my api-
aries—over 700 colonies—and every necessary
fixture; also apiary sites; best location in
this country; over 30 percent return on in-

vestment in the last three years. If inter-
ested in a big thing, write me.
ioA2t J. E. Chambers. Crystal City. Tex.

For Sale—Small tracts of lands in bearing
apples; choice apiary sites; 200 colonies of
leather Italian Bees; no disease; 8-fr. hives.
Will sell fixtures. Honey surplus for iqio.

about 100 lbs. per colony; nectar drawn from
thousands of acres alfalfa and fruit-bloom.
" Come to the ' Great Pecos Valley.' the land
of 'sunshine' and 'irrigation.'" Mild win-
ters; dry. invigorating air. cures asthma;
arrests tubercular troubles. For particu-
lars, address— Henry C. Barron. iiA
Hagerman. N. Mex. (owner; no commissions

Honey to Sell or Wanted

For Sale—Fine clover honey in 60-lb. cans
at ii-i cts. M. L. Parker, Onondaga. N. Y.

For Sale.—Alfalfa honey in new cans and
cases; 7/^ cts. per lb., f. o. b. oA3t

Geo. E. Coffin. Route 2. Parma. Idaho.

For Sale—Well-ripened clover-basswood
honey in new 60-lb. cans, at 9 cents a pound.

Homestead Farm.
iiA2t C. J. Baldridge. Kendaia. N. Y.

* Wanted — Choice extracted white and
amber honey in barrels or cans. Send sam-
ple, and price delivered f. o. b- Preston.
iiAtf M. V. Facey. Preston, Minn.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey
mixed; well ripened, and of delicious flavor;
put up in new 60-lb. cans. Sample 10 cts.,

which may be deducted from order. Also
light grade of buckwheat honey.
ioA2t James McNeill. Hudson. N. Y.

From the Bee-Yard.s of Henry Stewart
the thickest, finest-flavored white clover
honey I ever produced. Put up and nicely
labeled in

2-lb. tin friction-top can. 36 in case. $8.60.

5-lb. tin friction-top pails. 12 in case, J6.75.
lo-lb. tin friction-top pails, 6 in case. $6.50

I protected tin can. 60 lbs., S6.00.

The 2-lb. cans contain as much honey as
2H of the average sections, and is a good re-
tailer. Also 10.000 lbs. of Clover and Hearts-
ease blend a very fine honey at a less price.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Sample free.
loAtf Henry Stewart. Prophetstown. III.

" The Honey-3Ioney Stories "

This is a 64-page and cover booklet,

5% by Syi inches in size, and printed

on enameled paper. It contains a va-

riety of short, bright stories, mixed
with facts and interesting items about
honey and its use. It has 31 half-

tone pictures, mostly of apiaries 01

apiarian scenes; also 3 bee-songs,

namely: "The Hum of the Bees in

the Apple-Tree Bloom," and " Buck-
vifheat Cakes and Honey," and "The
Bee-Keeper's Lullaby." It ought to be

in the hands of every one not familiar

with the food-value of honey. Its ob-

ject is to create a larger demand for

honey. It is sent postpaid for 2.5 cents,

but we will mail a single copy as a

sample for 1.5 cents, 5 copies for 60

cents, or 10 copies by express for $1.0C.

A copy with the American Bee Journal

one year—both for $1.10. Send all or-

ders to the American Bee Journal, 146

W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

" The Amateur Bee-Keeper"

This is a booklet of 86 pages, written

by Mr. J. W. Rouse, of Missouri. It is

mainly for beginners—amateur bee-

keepers—as its name indicates. It is a

valuable little work, revised this year,

and contains the methods of a practical,

up-to-date bee-keeper of many years'

experience. It is fully illustrated. Price,

postpaid, 25 cents; or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal one year—both for

$1.10. Send all orders to the office of

the American Bee Journal, 146 West
Superior St., Chicago, 111.

FFNPF ^t''°'*9^^*Made-
Mntteof High Carbon Double Str.ngth
OullL-d ^\ ire. Heavily Cilvanlsed to
prevent rtiyt. Have no agent*. Sell at
factory prices on 30 day.' free trial.

Woiiav all freight. .S7 helKhtn of farm
aud poultry feiiee. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
lk>x 89 Winchester, Indiana.

Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when writini.
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SPECIAL CLUBBING and PREMIUM OFFERS
In Connection With The

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
.
Sample copies free, to help you interest your friends and get subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neighbors or

friends we will mail them sample copies free. After they have received their copies, with a little talk you can get some to sub
scribe and so either get your own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They're worth getting. We
C*ve you a year's subscription free for sending us i new subscriptions at Sl.oo each.

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE

Your name and addressput
on one side of the handle as
shown in cut, and on the

other side pictures of
a queen-bee, a worker,
and a drone. The
handle is celluloid
and transparent,
through which is
seen your name.
If you lose this
knife it can be re-
turned to you, or
serves to identify
you if you happen
to be injured fatal-
ly, or are uncon-
scious. Cut is exact
size. Be sure to
write exact name
and address. Knife
delivered in two
weeks. Priceof knife
alone, postpaid. $1.25.
With year's subscrip-
tion, $1.00.
Free for 3
new ti sub-
scriptions.

BEE-KEEPER'S

GOLD-NIB

FOUNTAIN PEN

A really good
pen. As far as
true usefulness
goes it is equal

to anyr f the high-
er-priced, much-
advertised pens.
If you pay more it's
the name you're

charged for. The Gold
Ni > is guaranteed 14 Karat gold,
Ir: mm pointed. The holder is
bar d-rubber, handsomely finish-
ed. The cover tits snugly and
ca rt slip off because it slightly
w dges over the barrel at either
end. This pen is non leakable.
It ' s very easily cleaned, the pen-
po nt and feeder being quickly
re iioved. The simple feeder
gi .-es a uniform supply of ink to
th i pen-point without dropping,
bl Jtting cr spotting. Every bee-
keeper ought to carry one in his
vest-pocket. Comes in box with
iirections and filler. Each pen
^aranteed. Here shown H ac-
tual size.
Price alone. postpaid. $1.00. With
I year's subscription. $1.7o.

Jiven free for i new subscript
ions at $1.00 each.

QUEEN-CUPPING DEVICE

The Monette Queen-
Clipping Device is a
fine thing for u«e in
catching and clipping
P u e e n s' wings. 4H
inches high. It is used
by many bee-keepers.
Full printed direc-
tions sent with each
one.
Price alone, post-

paid. 25 cents. With a
/ear's subscription,
'liven free for I new

>;» bs.: 'iPtioD ''f Si.oa
$1.10

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invented
by a Minnesota bee-
keeper, adapted
for prying up su-
pers and for gen-
eral work around
theapairy. Made
of malleable iron,
8Vi inches long. TI
middle part is 1 1-16

inches wide and 7-32

thick. The smaller
end is 1 7-8incheslong,
1-2 inch wide, and 7-32

thick, ending like a
screw-driver. The
larger end is wedge-
shaped havingasharp,
semi-circular edge,
making it almost per-
fect for prying up cov-
ers, supers, etc., as it
does not mar the wood.
Dr. Miller, who has
used it since 1903 says,
January 7, 1907: "I
think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid,
40cents. With a year's
subscription. Jt.io.
Given free for 2 new
subscriptions at
5i.oo each.

PREMlUn
QUEENS

These are untested, stand-
ard-bred, Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
They are active breeders,
and produce good work-
ers.
Sent only after May 1st,
Orders booked any time

for 1908 queeus. Safe de-
livery guaranteed. Price,
30 cents each, 6 for $4.S'^-

or 12 for $8.50. One queen
with a year's subscrip-
tion, $1.60. Free for
2 new li, subscriptions.

HUinOROUS BEE POST-CARDS

•wJ^fiS^V^ O WOMT roj B£E nv HOMY
^,f^i>?^ » M/> ^ CHCER THIS lONELr HiAUTI

^/Z- l<«'.Nor S^a f^""
' WOULD HUO roo «.L THE Tirt;^— BEAK TO ^^ fif^ ^^ „(,y|^(, f^^^g^ p^^

^«

A "Teddy Bear" on good terms with
everybody including the bees swarming
out of the old-fashioned "skep." Size
3'/!x5'4. printed in four colors. Blank
space m X 3 inches is for writing. Prices—
3. postpaid. 10 cents; 10 for25 cents. Ten
with a year's subscription, Si.io. 6
given free for one $1.00 subscription.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS
Forty Years Among the Bees, liy Dr. C. C.

Miller. —:iM4 pa^^cs. buiind In hanrtrtome clulh,
with gruld lettcrii and deslgii, lUuslrated wlili 112

beautiful half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Mllk*r.
It is a good, live story of Buccessful bee-keep-
mg- by one of the masters, and shows just how
Ur. Miller works with bees. Price alone. $1.00.

With a year' 8 subscription. fl.To. GlvE.x FUEK
for 3 new subscnplions at $1.00 each.

Advanced Bee-Culture, by 'W. Z. Hutchin-
son.—The author is a practical and helpful
writer. 830 pagres: bound in cloth, beautifully
illustrated. Price alone. $1.30. With a year's
subscription. $1.1)0. Given FiiEB forSnew sub-
scriptions at $i.OU each.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture, by A. I. &
E. R. Root.—Oyer 500 pages, describingr every-
thing: pertaimng to the care of honey-bees. 400

engrravings. Bound in cloth, price alone. $1..'>0.

With a year's subscription, J3.25. GiVEX FUEB
for 5 new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolitlle.—How the very best
queens are reared. Bound in cloth and illus-

trated. Price alone. $1.00. With a year's sub-
scription. $1.50. GlvE-V FKEE for 2 new subscrip-
tions atSl.uO each. In leatherette binding, price
alone. 75 cents. With a years subscription. $1.25.

GivEX FHEE for 2 new subscriptions, $1.00 each.

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Api-
ary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book is instruc-
tive, helpful. Interesting-, thoroughly practical
and scientific. It also contains anatomy and
physiology of bee? 544 pages. 295 illustrations.
Bound in cloth. Price alone. $1.20. With a years
subscription. $1.9a SivEX FHEE for 4 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—This classic has been entirely rewrit-
ten. Fully illustrated. No apiarian library is

complete without this standard work by " The
Father of American Bee-Culture." 620 pages,
bound in cloth. Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription. $2.00. G I vex FREE for 4 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

The Honey-Money Stories—64-paire book-
let of short, brght items about honey. Has 33

line illustrations, and 3 bee -songs. Its main
object is to Interest people in honey as a daily
table article. Price 25 cents. With a year's sub-
scription. $1.10. GiVEX FREE for one new sub-
Bcriptioa at $1.00. Three copies for 50 cents: or
the 3 with a year's subscription. $1.30: or the 3

copies GivEX FUEE for 2 new subscriptions at
il.uOeach.
Ameriltanisehe Bienenzucht, by Hans

Buschbauer. is a bee-keepers' handbook of i:i8

paeres. which is just what our German friends
will want. It is fully illustrated and neatly
bound in cloth. Price alone. $1.00. With a year's
subscription. $1.70. GivEX fuee tor 3 new sub
scriptlons at $1.00 each.

THE EMERSON BINDER
A stiff board outside like a book-cover with

cloth back. Will hold easily 3 volumes (3i; num
bers) of the American Bee Journal. Makes ref

erence easy, preserves copies from loss, dust
and mutilation. Price, postpaid. 75 cents. With
a year's su'oscnptlon. l..'.o. GivEX fuee for 2

new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

WOOD BINDER
Holds 3 volumes. Has wood back but no cov'

ers. Price, postpaid. 20 cents. With a year's
subscription $1.10. GivEX fuee for one new sub-
scription at Sl.OU.

BEE-HIVE CLOCK
A few of these handsome " bronze-metal

clocks left. Base 10 1-2 inches wide by » i-t

inches high. Design is a sti-aw skep with clock
face in middle. Keeps excellent time, durable
and reliable, 'n'elght. boxed, 4 pounds. You
pay express charges. Price. $1 50. With a year s

subscription. *2.'.;5. GivEX fkee for 6 new sub-
scriptions at 11.00 each.

A!.I ORDERS 10 THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL. Chicago, IIU
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Gleanings in Bee - Culture for 1910-1

1

This is a busy world full of busy people. It is impos-
sible to read all the good literature that is published on
bees, to say nothing about the general literature on other
subjects. In order to help out those who are cramped for
time we are entering upon a new department in journalism
by introducing what we call

—

Moving Pictures of Prominent Bee Men at Work.

Those will consist of a series of pliotographs showing some of
the best apiarists in the country at work amoner their bees. Each
little step and their manner of handling from the time of putting the
bees into winter quarters to the time of taking off the crop the fol-
lowint; season, will be shown. Each of these separate poses is num-
bered consecutively, and all the busy reader will have to do is to
take a rapid glance at these pictures. Then, if he is interested and
desires to know more about it. he can read the descriptive matter
that goes with the pictures.

How these Moving Pictures were Obtained.

We sent a special representative, equipped with the finest
Ciraflex curtain-shutter camera with an imported lens, to the api-
aries of two or three of the prominent bee-keepers. A series of
photographs were taken at each of their yards. P"or example, we
have something like one hundred different pictures showing E. D.
Townsend among his bees, and just how he performs some of the
tricKs of the trade, that it is practically impossible to describe on a
printed page. We also have something like one hundred photo-
graphs showing that prince of fancy comb-honey production. Mr. S.
D. House, among his bees. While he could write a volume telling
how he produces fancy comb honey, nothing would begin to show
just how he proceeds so well as a series of pictures, showing each
successive step. Besides all this. Mr. House will be shown in the
act of performing other tricks of the trade.

Irving Kenyon, one of IMr. House's pupils, will also show a
scheme for screening a honey-house; how to open the screen door
when the hands and arms are loaded down with supers or hives.

Mr. E. IM. Gibson, of Jamul, Cal., and Mr. O. B. Metcalf, of

Mesilla Park, N. M., will also furnish us moving pictures of their
work among their bees.

Besides these special illustrated articles we shall have the
usuall grist of general bee-matter departments and other ordinary
illustrated matter, all of which will make Gleanings for the coming
year the brightest and best it has ever been.

Our Special Inducements.
To get old subscribers to renew early, so as not to have any lapse

in their journals we will make this special offer, to send half a
pound of yellow-sweet-clover seed. Melilotus hnliai. postpaid. Do
not forget that in order to get this seed free you must send $1.00
before your subscription expires.

To encourage old subscribers to secure new ones, we will send
a one-pound package postpaid, of this yellow-sweet-clover seed to
every one who will send us Si.oo for a new subscriber.

Yellow Sweet Clover—Melilotus Indica. What is It ?

This, we believe, is a very remarkable honey-plant. We have
been fortunate.we believe, in securing all the seed obtainable in the
United States, and we now have on hand something like s carload.
Tlie yellow sweet clover that we have to offer has all the appearance,
so far as leaf and blossom are concerned, of the white clover A/cli-

lotus albd. except that the plants do not t-'row quite so tall, and that
the blossoms are yellow. It is an annual, grows readily from seed,
and blooms the first season, and much earlier than the other variety
of yellow aweet clover, JAV//<'///i n///W//,///.v. and much earlier than
the ordinary white sweet clover. It is. therefore, a very valuable
forage plant to introduce. Sweet clover, whether yellow or white,
is coming to be recognized by prominent agriculturists all over the
country as being most valuable for stock almost theeqaal of alfalfa.
It has the advantage over alfalfa that it will grow anywhere; and
after it has inoculated the soil it will then be possible to grow alfalfa
or anything else.

Do Not Delay Ordering.
While we obtained a large quantity of seed, do not make the

mistake of waiting too long; for by the time our subscription season
fully opens up we expect to be swamped with orders.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.

%.

BETTER FRUIT
The best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 per acre. One

Dollar per year. Sainple copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "TreP

astr lufntion Am. IJee journal when writing

LEWIS BEEWARE — Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR CATALOG

Early-Order Discounts -^epi. to oct. 15th, 5% ;
oct. 15th^°' '* ^' **^' **'^*'"*""''

• to Dec. isl. 4%; Dec. ist to Jan. 15,

3°b; Jan. 15th to March 1st. 2%; March ist to April ist, 1%.

Applies to all except Honey-Packages.

Extracted Honey for Sale,
and Wanted

Beeswax Wanted.
2rtc Cash— 30c Trade,

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. NOT
INC.

(Successors to the York Honey & Bee-Suppiv Co.) H. M. ARND, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

I Will Tela You How to Make
Your Hens Lay All Winter

Get into t"e 150 to 250 eggs a year a hen
cl.iss. Muke y ur hens w...ter layers when
:irices are high. Yo can do it the Humphrey
Way. Send lur book, "The Golden Eg« "

and Egg-making fa ts on the Humphrev B ne
Cutter an oth r Humphrey Putiltry Help=.

HUMPHREY, Amber St. Factory. Joliet, 111.^

Pfettae mention Am. Bee Joamal wben writing.

;fence ^-"^'?"«'«-'
Mado^

'^Madelade of High Carbon Double Strength
oiifd Wire. Heavily Galvanized tt-

'^ lire vent rust. Have no agents. Keil at]
rtactory prices on 30 days' free trial.
)=\Vo piiv altfreight. 37 ht-lijbts of farm
=aud poultry fLiuc. Catalog Free.

V COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
= Box Qg Winchester, Indiana.!

PIrnse mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Engravings for Sale.
We are accamtilatintj quite a lar^e stock

of bee-yard ent,'ravintjs and other pictures
used from time to time in the American Bee
Journal. Nodoul)t many of them could be
used by bee-keepers in their local newspa-
pers, on their letti-rheads.on souvenir cards.
or in other profitable or interestint; ways.
If we can sell tlu-m it will help us to pay for
others that we are constantly having made
and using in these columns.
Wo do not have a catalog: or printed list of

the em^'ravinjis. but if you will let us know
just which yon want we will be pleased to
quote you a very low price, postpaid. Just
look tlirouu'h tlu' copies of tlie Bee Journal
and make your si-lection. Then write to us.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

146 West Superior Street, - CHICAGO, ILL

Please mention Am. Bee Journal wben writing.
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CAPONS briDB the largest profltg

-luU per cent more th:in otber poul- 1

try. Cuponizing ia easy and toon
learned. Frogresslve poultrymen uso

PILLING CAPONIZ-
INQ SETS

Postpaid $3.60 per Bet with free Inatroo
]

,
tiona. Tiie convenient, dur;ible, ready-

for-use kind. Bestmaterial. Wealsomako 1

J Poultry Marker 25ii, OapfWormKjrtractor25o
I ji'rencli Killing Kni/elOa, Capon Hook Free.

\ G. P. Pilling Si, Son Co., j-niiadelplua.Pa.

Pfcasf mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Celluloid Queen-Buttons
Those are very pretty tilings for bee-keep-

ers or lioncy-scllers to wear on tlieir rnat.

lapels. They often serve to introduce tlie

subject of honey, which might frequently
lead to a sale.

Note. — One bee-keeper writes: "I have
every reason to believe that it would be a

very good idea for every bee-
keeper to wear one tof these
buttonsl. as it will cause peo-
ple to ask questions about

I

the busy bee, and many a
/ conversation thus started
wind up with the sale of
more or less honey; at any
rate it would give the bee-
keeper a superior opportu-

nity to enlighten many a person in regard to
honey and bees."

The picture shown above is a reproduc-
tion of a motto queen-button that we offer
to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the under-
side to fasten it.

Prices—by mail— I for 6 cts.; 2 for ro cts.;
or 6 for 25 cts. .\ddress.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
I4S West Superior Street. - CHICAGO, ILL

Bee-Keepers
Here is a bargain in Xo. 2

4Xx4'4 1-Piece 2-Beeway Sections
$.1.25 per 1000. Plain, 25c less.

Send your order to-day. Also write for Cat-
alog. lAtf

AUG. LOTZ & CO.,
BUYD. WIS.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Bee-Supplies
Distributor of Lewis' Bee-Supplies at Fac-

tory Prices in Iowa. Also Red Clover and
Leather-Colored Italian Queens; and the
Folding Berry Boxes, and the old-style
Boxes.
Beeswax wanted. Send for Catalog::.

W. J. McCARTY. Emmettsbur^, Iowa
PlAi^e nieption Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Are You Looking for a

Bargain? If so, iiere it is:

100 Colonies of Bees. Sframe. iji-story hives.

in good shape for winter. No disease. AM
go for Sioo.oo, or in lots of 10 at $1.00 per col-

ony. Bees near Argenia. Ark. Don't let this

chance slip. It is a bargain,

W. J. Littlefield, Little Rock, Ark.

W.^NTED.—Thousands of both new and re-

newal subscriptions for the American Bee

Journal during its Golden Jubilee 'Vear.

Why not each present regular subscriber

send in one or two new subscriptions dur-

ing the next todays?

DOOLITTLE'S
"Scientific

Queen-Rearing"
This is G. M, Doolittle's master-piece on

rearing the best of queens in perfect accord
with Nature's way. It is for the amateur and
the veteran in bee-keepinir. The A, I, Root
Co., who ounht to know, say this about Doolit-
tle s Queen-rearing: book :

' It is practically the only comprehensive
book on queen-rearingr now in print. It is looked upon by many as the foundation of mod-
ern methods of rearinsr queens wholesale."

Mr. Doolittle's book also gives his method of producing comb honey, and the care of
same: his manajjement of swarming:, weak colonies, etc. It is a book of 12*^ pages, and is
mailed at the followinir prices : Bound in cloth, $1.00 : bound in leatherette,.75.cents.

Special Clubbing Offer
We offer a cloth-bound copy of this book with the American Bee Journal one year—both

for $1.50; cr a copy of the leatherette-bound edition, with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for $1.25. The cl jth-bound book eiven free for getting 3 new subscribers at Si.

each : or the leatherette-bound copy given for 2 new subscribers.
Every beekeeper should have a copy of Mr. Doolittle's book, as he is one of the stan-

dard authorities of the world on the subject of queen-rearing and everything else connected
with bee-keeping and honey-production,

George W. York ®. Co., Chicaigo, III.

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
BINGHAM ^ Extracts from Catalogs—1907:

OLE.N "^nA Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.—This is the Smoker we

RFP <;MnKFR U^^ S
recommend above all others.

"^^ g u. ij. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—We have sold these Smok-
* ers for a good maay years and never received a single complaint.

P A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio —The cone fits inside of theloup

S so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

• All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,

S 1892, and 1W3," and have all the new improvements.

2 Smoke Engine—largest smoker made 11.50—4 inch stove

£ Doctor- cheapest made to use 1.10

—

3}{
"

Conqueror—right for most apiaries 1.00—

3

"

Large—lasts longer than any other 90—23^ "
Little Wonder—as its name implies 65—2 "

The above prices deliver Sm jker at your post-offlce free. We send circular if requested.

Original Bingham & Hetheriugton Uncapplng-Knife,

T. F.BIN6HftM,Aima,MiGtl.

Patented, May 20, 1879. BEST ON EARTH,

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Langstroth

Honey-Bee
on
the

Revised by Dadant. Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. Bound in

substantial cloth, and has nearly 600
pages. Revised by that large, practical

bee-keeper, so well known to all bee-
dom^AIr. C. P. Dadant. Each topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following the instructions of

this book one can not fail to be won-
derfully helped on the way to success
with bees.

We mail the book for $1.20, or club
it with the .\merican Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00. 'This is in-

deed a splendid chance to get a grand
bee-book for a very little money.

When, Where and

Hovir to Trap

GEORGE W.
146 W. Superior St.

YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

OUR new illustrated Trappers' Guide—yours
free for the asking—is tiie biggest and most

reliable guide published. Reveals valuable trap-

ping secrels and the carefully guarded methods
of successful trappers. What we tell you on Animal
Baits is as important to any trapper as traps. Full

directions on preparing skins
for shipment and how to get the
most money forthem. This book
will increase tiie catch of expe-
rienced trappers as well bring
success to the inaxperienced. The
Game Laws of all the States and
C inada are given in concise, un-
mistakable turm, with the in-
formation you want shown at a
Clance. We wll send you tlils

^)\t bookfreeif you write us before
fi all the books are gone.

F. C. TAYtOR & CO.
CroatoEt Fur Houso in thtt World
30 FUR EXCHflKGEOLDG. ST, LOUIS. MO.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers* Association,

Denver. Colo.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Myers Famous Lockstitch Sewing Awl
Is designed particularly for farmers' use. but it will be found a time-saver and money-saver
in nearly every household. It is not a novelty, but a practical hand-sewini; machine for re-
pairing shoes, harness, belts, carpets, rugs, tents, awnings, canvas of all kinds, gloves, mit-
tens, saddles, etc.; you can also tie comforts. The Awl proper is grooved to contain the
thread or waxed end, and the point being diamond shape will go through the thickest of
leather, green or dry. any thickness.

The "Myers Awl " can be used with either straight or curved needle, both of which
come with the outfit, and veterinarians will find it indispensable for sewing up wire cuts in
stock. The *' Myers Lock-Stitch Sewing Awl" is a necessity for the people: can be carried

MYERS
Famous Lock Stitch

SEWING AWL

)^^^^ ,̂

Sews Leather
Quick

in pocket or tool chest; nothing to lose, always ready to mend a rip or tear. Better than
rivets because it is portable. Can be carried in mower or harvester tool-box, threshing kit,
or anywhere. If you save one trip to town for mending, you are money ahead. Every farmer
needs one. every man who teams needs one. It is the most practical hand-sewing machine
for actual use ever devised. Put up with straight and curved needles, waxed thread, illus-
trated book of directions, and everything ready for use.

Our Special Offers of this Famous Sewing Awl.
We mail the Myers Lock-Stitch Sewing Awl for Si.oo; or club it with the American

Bee Journal for one year—both for only $i.6o; or we will mail the Awl free as a premium for
sending us only Two New Subscriptions to tlie American Bee Journal for one year, with $2.00.
Surely here is an article that will be very useful in every home. Address all orders to—

George W. York & Co., 146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

HONEY ^ BEESWAX
When consigning, buying,

or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & GO.
198 South Water St. CliloaKo, III

PBtaAC mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Cook's Honey-Jar.
With patent Air-Tk-.ht .Santtakv .StoI'I'ER
is llie Best and Cheapest Honey-Jar made.
Sold only by

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City.

Send 10 cents (half pnstai:i) for sample Jar.
and catalog of Well-Bued Bees. Queens,
Hives, etc.
t^" The oldest Bee-Supply Store in the

East. 2.-\tf

Pbeasc mention Am. Bee Journal when writinf.

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS
FRIEND BEE-KEEPER—We are prepared

to fill your orders for Sections. A large stock

on hand. Also a Full Line of Bee-Suppdes.

We make prompt shipments.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

lOWA-J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville.
GreKOry & Son, Ottumw.i,

KAN.SAS-S. C. Walker & Son. Smith
Center.

M ICH IliAN-Lenest & Kocnie, 127 South
l.lth St. ..Saginaw, K. S.

S. I). Buell. Union fcity.
NEHRASKA—Collier Bee-Supply Co.,

Fairbury.
CANADA- N. H. Smith. Tilbury, Ont.

ARIZONA-H. W. Ryder, Phoenix.
MINNESOTA-Northwestern Bee-Sup-

ply Co., Harmony.
ILLINOIS-D. L. Durham, Kankakee.
OHIO— F. M. Hollowcll Harrison.
TEXAS-White Mfg. Co., Blossom.
WISCONSIN-S. \V.

Co., Cumberland.
J. Gobeli, Glcnwood.

Hines Mercantile

We will pay 30 cents a pound for

Choice Quality Pure

BEESWAX
delivered New York, until fur-

ther notice.

I

We are in the market for

HONEY
Both COMB and EXTRACTED.
State quantity you have to offer,

with all particulars.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN,
2S5-267 Greenwich St,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

•^lease ment'on Am. Bee Journal wben writing.

An English Honey-Spoon

S8

e

Over in old Engrland they
have a handy honey-spoon,
or at least a spoon that has
a device in its handle that
will prevent it from drop-
ping down in the jar of hon-
ey on the dininf^-table, thus
soiling the finiirers and spoil-
ing the tablecloth. It is a
very ingenious idea, and
should have extensive de-
mand among honey-consu-
mers, especially bee-keep-
ers. It is well plated on
high-class nickeh and has
a beautiful raised design

on the upper side of the
handle, as indicated in
the picture herewith.
We have secured some
of these very unique
spoons, and will mail
them at oo cents each.

i(-)r, we will send spoon
land the American Bee-
Journal one year— both
for $1.75.

The spoon would be
fine as a gift for Christ-
mas, birthdays, etc.

The editor of the Ree
.lournal has used one of
these spoons for a num-
ber of months in the
honcv-glass which is al-

ways on his table, and he would not like to
be without this spoon again, as it is so con-
venient, and also unusual in this country.
We can fill orders tiromptly now. You cer-
tainly would be pleased with this honey-
spoon, and so wouki anyone to whom you
might present it. Send all orders to,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

146 W. Superior St., - CHICAGO, ILL.
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Chicago, Oct. 28—The market remains
firm at prices tliat have prevailed for the
last montli for botli comb and extracted
lioney. The demand beinn nearly cQual to

the offerings wliicli are unusual at this sea-
son of the year. A No. i to fancy white comb
honey brings i?c per iiound. with the lower
grades from i@2C less. Amber ranges from
I2@i5c. according to grade, flavor and clean-
liness. Extracted, the white grades. 8C*oc,

with ambers from 7<?'«c. and the dark grade
about 7c. Beeswax sells upon arrival at

from 30&'32C. according to cleanliness and
color. R. A. Burnett & Co.

New York, Oct. 2').—The demand is good
for comb honey, principally for No. i and
fancy white, while the dark grades are
rather dragging. Receipts have been quite
heavy of late, and are likely to continue so
for some time to come. We quote fancy
white at 15c. with exceptional lots at I6c;

No. I, 14c; No. 2. I2@nc; dark and mixed.
io@i2c, according to quality. Extracted in

good demand at unchanged prices. Bees-
wax steady at 30c.

HlLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

Kansas City, Mo.. Oct. 28.—The supply of
comb honey is liberal, and the demand only
fair; supply of extracted is light, and demand
good. We quote: No. i white comb, 24 sec-
tion cases, per case. $1.25: No. 2, $300; No. i

amber. $300; No. 2 amber. $2.75. Extracted,
white, per lb.. 7>4@7^4C; amber. 6H@'7C Bees-
wax. 2.!;@28c. C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Cincinnati. Sept. 17.—The demand for all

kinds of honey is very good. Comb honey
sells about as fast as the shipments arrive.
The fancy grade sells readily to the grocers
at i6®it.'-ic; No. I. is!^'a»i6>2C. For white ex-
tracted honey in 60-lb. cans we are getting
8H@ioc. according to quality and quantity.
Amber in barrels at hh@7iic. according to

qualitv and quantity. The above prices are
the selling prices. For beeswax we are pay-
ing from 28(sMoc a lb, for choice bright yellow
free from dirt, delivered here.

The Fred W. Mutii Co.

Boston, Oct. 20.—Fancy and No. i white
comb honey. I5®i6c. F"ancy white extracted,
io®iic. Beeswax, 30c, Blake,-Lee Co.

Denver. Sept 16.—We quote new comb
honey in a jobbing way as follows; Strictly
No. I white, per case of 24 sections, %i.b(>;

No. I light amber. Si. IS; No. 2, SvLS. Ex-
tracted honey, white. 8Jic per lb.; light am-
ber, 7Mc; strained, 6^ic We pay 25c per lb.

for average yellow beeswax delivered here.
The Colo. Honey-Producers Ass'n.

V. Rauchfuss. Mer.

Zanesvii.i.e. Ohio, Oct. 2g.—Honey is in
fair demand. For No. i to fancy white comb,
producers should receive is@i6c. and for
best white extracted H'2@oc. delivered here.
Prices in small lots to retail grocers, run
2@ic higher than these figures on comb, and
i(Si'Ac on extracted For beeswax, pro-
ducers are offered 28c cash, 30c in trade. In
wholsale quantities beeswax brings 32@3Sc.
according to amount ordered,

Edmund W. Peirce.

Cincinnati, Oct. 28.—The market on comb
honey is very firm, prices ranging in a whole-
sale way from S3.75@4 00 per case for No. i

and fancy. Off grades are not wanted at
any price. Amber in barrels is selling at
7c; in cans. 7/4®lc. White extracted honey
in 60-lb. cans. Q@ioc. California light amber.
8!5C. Beeswax is in fair demand at $32 per
100 lbs.
These areour selling prices, not what we

are paying. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Indianapolis. Oct. 28.—The demand for
best grades of white honey is brisk. Job-
bers are offering fancy while comb at 18c:
No. I white at 17c. Finest extracted at lie.
with some slight reductions on quantity
lots. It is to be presumed that producers
are being paid about 2 cents less, per pound,
than above prices, .^mber honey is in poor
demand here. Producers of beeswax are
being paid 28 cents cash, or 30 cents in ex-
change for merchandise,

Walter S. Pouder.

FALCON
OUNDATION

Years of Experience in the manufac-
ture of

FALCON
COMB
FOUNDATION

have made it PERFECT.

Hives, Supers, Sections
Made by '< FALCON " Methods.

(Send for our Catalog.)

Ship us your

BEESWAX
to FALCONER,- N.Y.

Will send shipping-tags, when you
write asking for quotations.

We pay highest market prices.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

FALCONER, N. Y. (near Jamestown)

The same place for nearly Forty Years,
only we now get our mail at the post-

office a few doors from our Factory.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Wfint^fl —Old Combs and Slumgum. Will
ffiaiituu work it for half and pay :^o cents a
pound for your share of wax. A. A Lyons.
8Ai2t Rt. 5, Box 88. Ft. Collins. Colo.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writinf.

HONEY WANTED
When you have any to offer, let US hear from you.

If it is Comb Honey, state how it is put up, and
the grade

;

If it is Extracted, mail us a Sample and state your
lowest price delivered Cincinnati.

We can use any amount, and are always in the market

C. H. W. Weber & Co.
2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio



BEE-KEEPERS OF THE NORTH
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Is Your crop of White clover Honey Short? We
can furnish you

ALFALFA HONEY
Both White and Water-White. Finest Quality. Prices quoted by return

mail, and Shipments made Promptly.

BEESWAX wanted for Cash or in^ Exchange for Bee-Supplies.

for you into '. liflClflllt S rOUIlCldtlOIl us send you proof.

Early Order Discounts^now offered for Cash.

Satisfaction Always Guaranteed.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH
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Are our Specialty. We furnish sucli extensive bee-keepers as E. D. Townsend and otiiers.

Consider getting your bees into Protection Hives this Fall. Give us list of Goods wanted.

A. G. WOODMAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

50,000 Copies "Honey as a Health-Food"

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey
We have had printed an edition of over 50.000 copies of the 16-page pamphlet on

" Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thing to create a local demand
for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food," written by Dr. C. C.

Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by those

selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,

the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid— Sample copy for a 2-cent stamp: 50 copies for 90 cents; 100 copies for

$1.50: 250 copies for $3.00 : 500 for $5.00 : or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the

bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK c^ CO., Chicago. 111.

Sweet Clover Seed

!

.Sweet Clover is rapidly beroniinu one of
the most useful things that can be grown on
the farm. Its value as a lioney-plant is well
known to beekeepers, but its worth as a
forage-plant and also as an enricher of the
soil are not so widely known. However.
Sweet Clover is coming to the front very
fast tliese days. Some years ago it was con-
sidered as a weed by those who knew no
better. The former attitude of the cnliglit-
ened fanner today is changing to a great re-
spect for and appreciation of Sweet Clover.

both as a food for stock and as a valuable
fertilizer for poor and worn out soils.
There are two kinds of Sweet Clover. One

is the White variety wliich grows sometimes
as tall as 6 to 7 feet. Theother is the Yellow,
which grows perhaps as high as 2 to 3 feet.
The latter blooms fr(»m 3 to 4 weeks ahead
of the White, which (the Wiiite) begins
blooming in the latitude of Chicago about
,Iuly 1st. and continues in profuse bloom
until frost kills it off. It is one of the best
neclar-yielders known, and the honey pro-
duced from it is second to none.
The seed can be sown any time from now

until next April or May, Prom i« Ici ;n

pounds per acre of the unhutled seed is

about the right Quantity to sow. The seed
is not yet as plentiful as it might be. for the
reason that a good many who could gather it

don't know its value, or that there is a de-
mand for it sufficient to pay for the work of
harvesting, threshing, etc. We. however,
have been able to secure a quantity of the
unhulled White Sweet Clover Seed, which
unhulled is considered the best for sowing,
by those who have had the longest experi-
ence with it. We can ship promptly at the
following prices:

Postpaid. I pound for 30 cents, or 2 pounds
for 50 cents. By express or freight, f. o. b.
Chicago— 5 pounds for Si.oo; 10 pounds for
$1.75: 25 pounds for $4.00; 50 pounds for S7.50;
or 100 pounds for $12.00.

If wanted by freight, it will be necessary to
add 50 cents more for cartage to the above
prices on each order.

If seed is desired of the Yellow Sweet
Clover, add 5 cents per pound to the above
prices.
.\ddress all orders to,

Arnd Honey & Bee-Supply Co.,

148 W. Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

A Bargain in Glass Jars

!

Because we have more than we want
we are t,'oing to offer some all-white, flint
glass jars, with no lettering, and which are
up-to-date for less than their real value.
The pound size can be used with either

corks or paper discs. The latter are much
cheaper, and really more desirable than
corks. With paper discs (the most perfect
stopper known), we will make the price only
$i.4o per gross.
The small size holds 5 ounces of honey,

and it is known to the trade as the "dime
jar." The regular price of this size with
corks is $3.25 per gross; but we willletuiem
go at $2.25 per gross.
The foregoing are real bargains for any

one who uses glass honey-jars.
Jars will be shipped direct from Pittsburg.

Pa., but address all orders tn.

SNYDER BEE & HONEY CO.
KINGSTON. X. Y.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Amc»rican l^ee Journal

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY
146 W. Superior Stnet, Chicago, 111.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

Is tLOO a year. In the United States of America
(except In Chicago, where It Is 51.25). and Mexico:

In Canada. fl.lO: and In all other countries In the

Postal Union. 26 cents a year extra for postage.

Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE Indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription Is

paid. For Instance. "declO" on your label shows
that It Is paid to the end of December, 1910.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.—We do not Send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,

but changre the date on your address-label,

which shows that the money has been received

and credited.

Advertising Rate, Per Agate Line, 15c.

14 lines make one inch.

Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

DISCOUNTS:
3 times 14c a line p times iic a line
6 " I2C " 12 " ii yr.) IOC a line

Reading Notices. 25 cents, count line.

Goes to press the 6th of each month.

Pfatiu. Bee-Keepers* Association.

(Organized in 1870.)

Objects.
1. To promote the interests of bee-keepers.
2. To protect and defend its members in

their lawful rights as to keeping bees.
3. To enforce laws against the adulteration

of honey.
Membership Dues.

One dollar a year.

Officers and Executive Committee.
President—George W. York. Chicago. 111.

Vice-President—W. D. Wright. Altamont.
N. Y.
Secretary—Louis H. Scholl. New Braun-

fels Tex
Treas. & Gen. Mgr.-N. E. France. Platte-

ville, Wis.
Twelve Directors.

G. M. Doollttle. Borodino, N. Y.
Jas. A. Stone, Rt. 4. Spring-field. 111.

R. A. Hnlekamp. i'lKi Va. Ave.. St. LoulB, Mo.
Wm. McEvoy. Woodbum. Out.. Canada.

M. H. Mendlesun. Ventura. Calif.
R. C. Alkfn, Lovcland, Colo.

R. L. Taylor. Lapeer. Mich.
E. D. Townscnd. Remus. Mich.
Udo Toepperweln, San Antonio, Tex.

J. E. Crane. Middlebury. Vt.
E F. Atwater. Meridian. Idaho.

R. A. Morgan, Vermilion, S. Dak.

Are YOU a member? If not. why not send
the annual dues .)f $1.00 a^ oiue to Treas.
France, or to the office of the American Bee
luurnal. 146 W. .Superior St., Chicago. III.?

It will be forwarded promptly to the Treas-
urer, and a receipt mailed to you by him. It
is ; he desire of the officers to increase the
''' mbership to 5000 by the end of igio. Every

gressive bee-keeper should be a member
lis. the greatest bee-keepers' organiza-

ti in America.

SUPERIOR BEE-SUPPLIES
Specially made for Western bee-keepers by
G. B. Lewis Co. Sold by

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,

Denver. Colo.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

SCCCGCOOQCCOSOSOOCCCCOQieGCCOSOSOQCCCCOSOeOSOOOOeiOOO^

MARSHFIELD GOODS
|

BEE KEEPERS :—
We manufacture Millions of Sections

every year that are as good as the best. The

CHEAPEST for the Quality ; BEST for the Price.

If you buy them once, you will buy again.

We also manufacture Hives, Brood- 8
Frames, Section-Holders and Ship-
ping-Cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking.

Marshfield Mfg. Co., Marshfield, Wis. 8

'J^as^yxxf:j:xxfx/xf:x/:^xx/'.vx/x^::f^^x^c^cKK^^:'A/scx^K^sSi

FOR SALE
Oueens and Honey. Also three Remington
Typewriters. These machines cost. new.
$100 each; they look like new, and work like
new. Will take St5 each, or will exchange
for anything we can use.

QUIRIN -THE -QUEEN -BREED)ER,
BELLEVUE, OHIO

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing

MAKE HENS LAY
Iiy feeding raw bone. Its etrtr-produolntf value la four
times vhat nf prain. Kt'RS more fertile, chicks more
\l^:orous, broilers earllor. fowls heavier.
lirolits larger. f

MANN'S '.SSIII Bone Cutter
Cuts all bone with adhennp meat and
prlstle. Never clogs. 10 Days* Froo - '

No money In advance.
Sand Today for Free Book.

I

F. W. Mann Co., Box J4ba MiKord. Maas. |

Please mention Am. Bee Juurnal when writmg.

'' If goods are wanted quick, send to Pouder" o
(Kstablishcd iSH'j)

B E E-S U PPLB ES
standard hives with latest improvement; Danzenbalter
Hives. Sections, Comb Foundation. Extractors Smolders

—

in tact, everything used about the bees. My equipment,
my stocl< of goods, the quality of my goods, and my ship-
ping facilities, can not be excelled.

Paper Honey-Bottles
for Extracted Honey. Made of heavy oaper and paraffin
co.ited. with tight seal Every honey-producer will be in-

tL'rested. A descriptive circular free.

Finest White Clover Honey on hand at all times.
1 buy Beeswax. Catalog of supplies free.

Watter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind. 859 Massachusetts Ave.

Ye who are in need of HONEY write to us for prices.

Saiiiple.s lO ceiit.s

III (Urates
holding: 12-60
pound Cans.

We have the following- Fine Honey to offer :

n . 1 1 If i
ORANGE BLOSSOM

Extracted Honey
| uTo^pVoa^'^^m^Ie^r

rnmK Hnnav 3 Strictly Fancy Comb Honey
;

l/OmU nOney
^ also Fine chunk Comb Honey.

The FRED W. MUTH CO.
•'IHl': BUSY B1'E-MI£N"

51 Walnut Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO
Please mention Am. Bee Journal wben writinc-
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M. H. HUNT & SON
The best time to buy yoiir goods is during

the fall and winter months. We are malt-
ing Liberal Discounts for Early Orders,
and would like to quote you net prices on
your neetls for next season.

-lUaCSVVAX

LANSING, -

WAN'IKD-
MICHIGAN.

Pka«r mention Am. Bee Journal when writina

ROOT'S : GOODS
For Western Pennsylvania.

Liberal Early Order Discounts.
Gleanings and Choice Queens Given Away.
"Write at once for Circular. Time is limited.

GEO. H. REA,
Successor to Rea Bee and Honey Co..

REYNOLDSVILLE, PA.

BUY YOUR HONEY
From members of the Michigan Bee-Keep-
ers' Association.
Send your address for free annual booklet,

giving names of members, with information
concerning the lioney they have for sale.
Address.

E. B. TYRRELL, Sec,
230 Woodland Ave. DETROIT. MICH.

Bee-Keepers
Here is a bargain In No 2

4^x4X 1-Piece 2-Beeway Sections
$.3.25 per 1000. Plain. 25c less.

Send your order to-day. Also write for Cat-
alog. lAtf

AUG. LOTZ & CO.,
BOYD. WIS.

Please mention .\m Hee Journal when writing.

Bee-Supplies
Distributor of Lewis' Bee-Supplies at Fac-

tory Prices in Iowa. Also Red Clover and
Leather-Colored Italian Queens; and the
Folding Berry Boxes, and the old-style
Boxes.
Beeswax wanted. Send for Catalog.

W. J. McCARTY, Emmettsbur^, Iowa
Please giffntion Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Wanted.—Thousands of both new and re-

newal subscriptions for the American Bee
Journal during its Golden Jubilee Year.

Why not each present regular subscriber

send in one or two new subscriptions dur-

ing the next 30 days ?

Closing Out Offer
We Have Some Copies Left of the Book

"Bees and Honey"
By Thomas G. Newman

bound in cloth, that we offer cheap to
close out. It contains 160 pages, and
is bound in cloth. It used to be a one-
dollar book, but we will mail them, so
long as they last, at .50 cents each; or
with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for only $1.20. Surely
this is a bargain. The book is well
illustrated, and has some good infor-
mation in it, especially for beginners.
Address all orders to

George W. York & Co.,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

Sections at $3.50 a 1000
We are making this big sacrifice in price to move a lot of 500,000 we have

in our warehouse. These are the regular one-piece 4/^x4^x1% two-beeway

Basswood Sections. They are No. 2 quality, and listed at $.5.00 per 1000. Send
in your orders now, before they are sold out.

Our Shipping-Cases
are recommended by the largest honey-buyers in the country. Covers and Bot-

toms are one piece; everything is Basswood, smooth on both sides, no-drip

sticks or corrugated paper in bottom. We make these to fit any number or size

of sections. We have on hand a large stock to hold 24 sections, which we offer

complete with paper and 2-inch glass at $13 per 100; Crates of 50, $7.50; Crates

of 2,5, $4.00.

Write for Catalog and prices on Hives, Frames, Foundation, or anything
you need in the apiary.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co.
Nicollet Island MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

A WONDERFUL FARM .TOOL
CLARK DOUBLE ACTION CULTI-

VATOR AND HAR-
ROW. The most won-
derful fatm tool ever in-

vented. Two harrows
in one. Throws the dirt

out, then in. leaving the

land level and true. A
labor saver, a lime saver,

a crop maker. Perfect centre draft. Jointed pole.

Beware of imitations and infringements. Send today
lor FREE Booklet, " Intensive Cultivation."

n A nyrQI Foot-Power

DAnllCO Machinery
Read what J. L Parent, of Charl-

ton, N. Y.. Bays: "We cut with one
of your Combined MachineB, last
winter. 50 cbaff hivee with 7-in, cap,
100 honey-racke. 600 brood-frames.
2.000 honey boxes, and a great deal
of other work. This winter we hav*
double theamount of bee-hlve8,eto.,
to make, and we expect todo it with
tbla Saw. It will do all you say It

will." Catalog and price-list free.

AddreM. W. F. &JOHN BARNES.
995 Ruby 8t.< Rockford, 111.

CUTAWAY HARROW CO.
913 Main St., Higganum, Conn

Please mention Am. Be€ Journal when writinp

50,000 Copies "Honey as a Health-Food"

To Help Increase the Demand for Honey
We have had printed an edition of over 50.000 copies of the 16-page pamphlet on

" Honey as a Health-Food." It is envelope size, and just the thing to create a local demand
for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as Food," written by Dr. C. C.

Miller. It tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last is devoted to "Honey
Cooking Recipes " and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by those

selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey as a food,

the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid—Sample copy for a 2-cent stamp : 50 copies for 90 cents ; 100 copies for

$1.50 ; 250 copies for $3.00 ; 500 for $5.00 ; or 1000 for $9.00. Your business card printed free at the

bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK ^H. CO., Chicago. III.

Hardy **Blizzard Belt"
Giant Strawberry Plants
Everybody likes fine strawberries, and to prove that our new
GIANT variety is the larg:est and strongest grower, as well as
the heaviest fruiter, we offer to send you TWO PLANTS (worth
30 cents) absolutely FREE. Wc have picked 13 quarts of fine
berries from a test bed grown from but two GIANT plants set
the year before. You can do as well, and at the same time raise
young platits for a new bed. If j'ou care to send lo cents for
mailing expense, we will add 6 BABY EVERGREENS 2 years
old, and send all to you at proper planting time in the spring.
It will pay you to get acquainted with our "HARDY BLIZZARD
BELT" Trees and Plants. Write to-day and we will reserve the
plants for you and send you our catalog by next mail. Address

THE GARDNER NURSERY CO., Box 337, Osaga, Iowa

Please mention Am. Bee Jotirnal when writinf.
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TO YOU

AND

ON

A Merry Christinas
A Happy New Year
No Increase in Prices
Lewis Beeware i 1 9 1

1

A SLIGHT ADVANCE ON BEE COMB FOUNDATION.

BUT WOODEN GOODS WILL REMAIN THE SAME.

Our New Annual 1911 Catalog will be issued some time in January. If you are

in need of a copy before our regular issue reaches you, kindly write us and it will

be mailed to you in advance.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
I

IMarshfield Sections
Best Dovetail Hives

with Colinado (Jovers

Hoffman Krames. and everytliing pertaining
to Bee - Keepers' Supplies sold at Let-live
Prices.

Berry Boxes, Baskets, Crates, etc.

kept ill stock Wholesale and Retail.

Prices sent for askins;.

W. D. Soper, \rj^\\'^ Jackson, Mich.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Myers Famous Lockstitch Sewing Awl
Is designed particularly for farmers' use. but it will be found a time-saver and money-saver
in nearly every houseliold. It is not a novelty, but a practical hand-sewing machine for re-

pairing shoes, harness, belts, carpets, rugs, tents, awnings, canvas of all kinds, gloves, mit-
tens, saddles, etc.: you can also tie comforts. The Awl proper is grooved to contain the
thread or waxed end. and the point being diamond shape will go through the thickest of
leather, green or dry. any thickness.

The " Myers Awl" can be used with either straight or curved needle, both of which
come with the outfit, and veterinarians will find it indispensable for sewing up wire cuts in

stock. The " Myers Lock-Stitch Sewing Awl " is a necessity for the people: can be carried

MYERS
Famous Lock Stitch

SEWINQ AWL

Ifof
^1 y®" <^2"

^vI for yourrawFurs|
I'Tin-i-it-ni-cil tr:ii'i>«TS and fir oollfrtnrs arc
never In cUmbt asto » lic-re to eliiji tlKir furs.

Thpy all know that St. Louis. beniK tli*'Oreat-

est rur Jimrket m tlio world, la the place the
bcMt rctuniH coiiiu fruni.

C. T:ijiiir & On., vho own nnA control

u Orciit Fur K-SchnnRC Builtliiie, hmo
more money liivcxlvd in huilciluR ami

" cqniiiiiK'nt thrm itll other Ht. Louia
fnr liouH*-. .iimliiin.i. Tln-\v Iiavo

' In tt-.T f:u-illti<s ''ij"y n Brciit4T <]>•-

<l ^uiil h;ii<il1>' iimrr- furii tbunau/
r.-,>Tn:.Tn li> An..Tirii.
('. T:i(l'ir & Co. iiri- thpreforr la
tUmViKi-iKl y<M» 4iiilckor iiiJ'l

cttcr ni'l rcMiiltft tor fursthuu
yoii *::in i;rt iiny wli<'n- cUp.

Triipri'T'n Guitl-', Miirknt Rpporti
nnil uUkt viilurililo liiforniution

i.lU-<l FHKE. Writ., nt oncp for

Liitfut Frifo List iiml HliippinK (..pM.

Vuu ntH.-il no tntroiliK-tinn—Junt .litp

F. C. TAYLOR « CO.
Croale.t Fur Hou«e In Iho World
10 FUR FSCHANGE SLOG. ST LOUIS. MO.

Sews Leather
Quick

in pocket or tool chest: nothing to lose, always ready to mendaripor tear. Better than
rivets because it is portable. Can be carried in mower or harvester tool-box. threshing Kit,

or anywhere. If you save one trip to town for mending, you are money ahead. Every farmer
needs one. every man who teams needs one. It is the most practical hand-sewing niachine
for actual use ever devised. Put up with straight and curved needles, waxed thread, illus-

trated book of directions, and everything n aily for use.

Our Special Offers of this Famous Sewing Awl.

Wc mail the MvF.RS Lock-Stitcii .Skwini; Awi. for Si.oo: or club it with the .\merican
Ree lournal for one year—both for only $i.6o: or we will mail the .'XwL fi;;- as a premium for

sending us only Viiv A'<-7i> .Subscriptions to the American Bee .lournal for one year, with t2.oo.

Surely lieri' is an article that will be very useful in every home. Address all orders to—

rtrase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
George W. York & Co., 146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.
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Editorial Notes and Comments

" Karo Com .Syrup" Ad^erti.snig:

The extensive advertising of this

miserable concoction seemed to cease.
Then the thought came, " They have
found out that the public will not be
deluded, and will waste no more money
in advertising." The thought was a
delusion. A big lot of money is again
being put into advertisements that are
so well worded that readers can hardly
fail to be saying: "We must have
some of that delicious article."

If there is profit in spending thou-
sands of dollars in advertising Karo,
why would there not be profit in spend-
ing the same amount to advertise
honey? "Oh, Karo is a new thing,

and must be brought to public notice
in order to create a demand for it,

while honey has been on the market
thousands of years and everybody
knows about it." That argument will

hardly do. Thousands upon thousands
have never had their first taste of
honey, and the tables where honey is a

daily article of food are few and far
between.

If the same company that sells Karo
could get a monopoly of honey, bee-
keepers would see some advertising
that would make them sit up and take
notice. And the advertising would
bring returns. The whole thing in a
nutshell is that Karo is in the hands of

a single concern, while honey is scat-

tered among thousands of bee-keepers
who are not all pulling together, and
some of them pulling apart. It would
be to the interest of bee-keepers, and
perhaps still more to the interest of
the consuming public, if bee-keepers
would "get together" and inaugurate
a campaign of advertising that would
make the advertising of Karo look
pale. Why can't they ? Why don't
they ? Who can give the right an-
swers to these short questions ?

Haml'.s Plan to Prevent Swaruiing-

At different times swarming has been
prevented more or less satisfactorily

by depriving a colony temporarily of
its flying force. J. E. Hand describes
in Gleanings a double bottom-board
devised by him, through which the
plan may be successfully carried out.
.\ switch is so arranged that when the
bees go into the front entrance they
are all switched into one of the hives.

That leaves the other without field-bees.

and the colony, feeling its poverty, will

at once destroy the preparations for
swarming that had been begun. Then,
later, when the colony has made a start

on queen-cells, the switch is changed,
and so on.

"The bee that gets the honey doesn't han',;

around the hive."

IJee-Keepiiig in Ontario
Under this title appears in the Cana-

dian Bee Journal the report of Morley
Pettit, Provincial Apiarist. Mr. Pettit
sent out report blanks to 2175 bee-
keepers, but only one in o responded.
The summer honey-plants reported

are uniformly white and alsike clover.
Basswood is reported from many coun-
ties, but is not of so much importance
as formerly. Raspberry is reported
from 7 counties. Alfalfa is being in-

troduced into many counties, but its

vilue as a honey-plant is problematical.
Alsike is the most dependable source
of light honey. Buckwheat is growing
in popularity.
For the fall of 1909, 18,44-5 colonies

are reported, with a winter loss of 9.3

percent, leaving the average spring
count of each reporting bee-keeper 34.:?

colonies. Mr. Pettit thinks it would
be a fair estimate to count about 100,000
as the total number of colonies in the
Province.

Bees Builrting' Comb Upwards
Lately mention has been made in

ditTerent bee-papers of bees building
comb upwards, and pictures of such

combs have been given. The fact is

that bees will probably always build in

that way when conditions favor it. At
the beginning of the honey harvest it

sometimes happens that place has not
yet been given for storing surplus, but
an empty super is over the brood-cham-
ber. In that case, if the super is deep
enough the bees will surely begin build-
ing upward from the brood-frames.
A peculiarity of this upward building

is that the bees do not build straight,
parallel combs, but circular. It is easy
to see a good reason for this. Set a
sheet of tin on one edge, and it will

immediately fall over. But bend the
sheet into a curved form, and stand it

up on the curved edge, and it stands
upright. Just so a straight comb built

upright would fall over sidewise, while
the circular comb stands erect.

Biilk-Comb Honey in the North

Texas is the special home of bulk-
comb honey, but at least one man in

the North has tried it successfully,
Charles J. Greene, who reports in

Gleanings. In some respects he de-
parts from the Southern fashion. In-
stead of filling into the package as
much liquid honey as he can, he uses
just as little as he can, only putting in

enough to bring the package up to

weight if it lacks weight. He uses reg-
ular o and 10 pound butter-pails with
straight sides, setting the combs on
edge in the pail, and cutting the combs
of such size that each comes clear to
the top of the pail. He prefers straight
sides to slanting sides, and would not
have a vessel smaller at the top than
the full size of the vessel.

Don't Clamp Bee.s in Clay Soil

.\ good many years ago there was a
good deal said about wintering bees
in clamps. Some succeeded, but there
were bad failures, and wintering bees
in clamps seemed to go out of style.

Latterly, however, there seems a re-

vival of the practice. It appears to be
a matter of locality, or rather of soil,

Root's "A B C and X Y Z" says it

can be practiced only where the soil is

sandy and porous, but not where there
is much clay. It is easy to understand

"^

that a porous soil will let through
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plenty of air to meet the needs of the
bees in winter, while in a clay soil

there will be wet and mold in the hives.

To be sure, ventilation may be pro-
vided in clay soils, but not to equal the
slow and gentle entrance of air through
the soil at all points.

President'.s Address at Albany
It seems the Address of the President

delivered at the Albany National con-
vention struck a popular chord. It was
well received at the convention, and
created considerable discussion. We
have felt for some time that radical
changes are necessary in order to put
the National Bee-Keepers' Association
in a position so that it may be of more
practical value to its membership. We
are hoping that our address at Albany
may be but the beginning of better
things. If we have been able to get it

started, we shall feel well repaid for
our efforts. However, we hope to be
able to help along in any way where it

is possible for us to help. A few com-
ments that have come in on this mat-
ter may not be amiss. They are as fol-

lows ;

Bro. York:—Of all the good things you
have written, I think your Address at .Albany
is the best. It is timely and true. I would
be glad to copy the whole of it in the De-
cember Review, but the index crowds
things. 1 will make a digest of it. I shall do
all I can to bring about these changes.

Yours truly. W. Z. Hutchinson,

The foregoing was written from tiie

University Hospital at Ann Arbor,
Mich., where Mr. Hutchinson has been
compelled to be for sometime. He re-

turned to his home in Flint, but had a
relapse and had to go back to the hos-
pital. When the above was written
(Nov. Id) heexpectedto be home again
very soon. Surely all of Mr. Hutchin-
son's friends will join with us in the
hope that his good health may soon be
restored.
An active member of the Colorado

Honey- Producers' Association writes
thus

:

Mr. George W. York—
ZJijr .S';>.— I want to congratulate you on

your ,\ddress at the National convention.
Whenever you want real help in the way of
stock-taking. I believe you will find Western
bee-men right there with the money. I have
sold all my crop through the Colorado .Asso-
ciation, and I know that co*operation pays.
The fact is. outsiders do not reaUze what
really is being accomplished. I have re-
ceived $2,85 to $3. 15. per case, for comb honey.
and others in the same locality received
S2. 50 to $2.65. They ///i>«W;/ they could get as
much as the Association could, and they
//lini so still. The Association charges 10
percent commission, but the proceeds, after
bottling honey and selling supplies, have
paid expenses, so it has cost us nothing to
sell our honey except one year, and that
year it cost us only 2!2 percent. The surplus
is rebated back to members after paying a
dividend on the stock of 10 percent yearly.

Any time you want any more facts about
the trade-building possibilities through co-
operation, and the low cost of operation
through this method, just write me. All the
fruit associations of the West, or most of
them, arc managed in much tiic same way,
and they are even more successful than ours.

Colorado BeeKeei'Ek,

' '. following comes from Mr. Wm.
Iiitney, one of the oldest mem-

13 of the Chicago-Northwestern Bee-
Keepers' Association :

Krienu York:— I don't know which to
congratulate most on account of the Presi-
dent's Address before the Albany meeting—
.\ou or the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, It certainly is the best address of the
kind I have ever read. It should cause the

bee-keepers of the country to take notice,
and do something. I have often wondered
why the National was not a delegated body
instead of such as it has been. More impor-
tant busines. should be considered than
threshing "old straw" that local associa-
tions have pounded fine enough for bee-hive
packing.
Of course. I'm out, but I'm just as inter-

ested as ever in the success of those in the
business. Had I begun when young, I can
scarcely guess how far I might have gone,
I never failed to secure good prices for bees
or honey. Honey at S4-oo per case, and bees
at $10 per single colony, and $8,00 per colony
for a whole apiary, is not a bad showing. I

sold many a colony for $10.

I shall try to be at the Chicago-Northwest-
ern convention Nov. 30 and Dec. i.

Very truly yours,
Batavia, III,, Nov. 15. Wm. M, Whitney,

We are hoping that as the annual
election is now over, the Board of
Directors will take hold of matters en-
ergetically, and see what can be done.
The Constitution of the Association
needs to be revised, but this can not be
done legally until the next election
(November, 1911). All amendments
should be agreed upon at the next an-
nual convention, which must be held at

least 45 days before the election month
(November) in order that the Constitu-
tion may be amended in accordance
with its present provisions. But there
is much that the Board of Directors
and officers can do, even under the
present Constitution, between now and
the next annual meeting. All the nec-
essary amendments can be prepared so
that they may be approved at the next
annual meeting.

We do not wish to " run things " our-
selves, but would be glad to do what
little we can to make the National a
success in every way.

Bees Cleaiiiug Up Combs
Two or three times of late we have en-

tered a caution against letting hees clean up
exposed wet extracting-combs in the vicinity
of a common highway, or in a locality where
neighboring dwellings are very close to each
other. While we still think the caution is a
wise one to put before beginners, we are
convinced that under some conditions, an

expert can have his combs cleaned out in
this way to advantage.— G/fa«/«^j in Bee Cul-
ture.

Have you not noticed that when the
combs are cleaned up outside that there is
a considerable amount of damage done to
the comb, and that a great waste of wax
takes place? On the other hand, when the
combs are cleaned up on the hive, the bees
rather improve them, and there is no waste
of wax.

—

Catiadiau Bee fonrnal.

All that is said by both authorities is

true, or at least may be true. But the
experienced bee-keeper who puts his

combs out in the open to be cleaned
up, is on his guard against any waste
of wax, and very little of it occurs. He
may give the bees so small an entrance
to the combs that the bees will not
tear them, or if he has a large amount
of comb to be cleaned up he may go to
the other extreme, and give such free
access to the combs that the bees will

not be crowded on any part of them;
for it is the crowding upon the combs
that makes the bees tear them.
Old and tough extracting combs are

not very likely to be torn. The trouble
comes with new, tender combs, and
especially with partly-filled sections.

But why not, in any case, take the
safer way, and let all combs be cleaned
up on the hive ? The difficulty in the
case is that the bees may not take a

notion to empty out the combs at all.

They may clean wet extracting combs,
but emptying them is another matter.
For the combs may be licked up dry,

and the licked-up honey put back in a

few cells in the same comb. With un-
finished sections there is nothing wet
to clean up, and probably in the great
majority of cases very slow work will

be made of carrying the honey down
into the brood-chamber. So in most
cases the expert, whatever he does
with his extracting combs, has his

unfinished sections cleaned up away
from the hive, even if there be a very
little tearing of the comb, thinking it

better to have them emptied with a

little tearing than not to have them
emptied at all.

=^

Niscellaneous News-Items

Merr.v Christinas — Happy New
Year

!

/ gain we have come to the last num-
ber of the year, and not only Christmas
will soon be here, but the opening of

another new year as well. Our heart-
iest good wishes are extended to all

our readers and their families, for a

very Merry Christmas and the happiest
New Year they have ever experienced.
This is the season of exchanging not
only gifts prompted by love and friend-

ship, but for the indulgence of feelings

of genuine good fellowship all around.
On looking about us we can always
find some one who is less favored than
ourselves, so there is always cause for
thanksgiving and happiness. Bee-keep-
ers, like the honey they produce, should
impart somewhat of the sweetness and
joy to the lives of others with whom
they come in contact from time to titne.

We hope that our thousands of readers

may have a thoroughly enjoyable Holi-
day season.

•

lUiuois State Convention

The annual meeting of the Illinois

Bee-Keepers' Association was held at

Springfield Nov. 17 and 18. On account
of the temporary illiness of Pres. C. P.

Dadant, he was unable to be present.

But as this Association has "a bunch"
of o vice-presidents, it was never en-

tirely without a presiding officer.

Messrs. W. B. Moore and J. W. Bowen,
alternately, filled the chair very accept-
ably.

While the attendance was not as

large as it should have been, still the

interest was very good. Perhaps the

most important action was that look-

ing toward placing the apiary inspec-

tion work of the State in charge of the

Department of Entomology, with Mr.
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Forbes as its head. Mr. Forbes lias

been State Entomologist of Illinois for

many years, and his Department is one
of the best organized and most success-
ful of any in the United States. Should
he control the very important work of

inspection in Illinois, bee-keepers can
rest assured the work would be done
well. Indiana, Ohio, Connecticut, New
York, etc.. are working under such a

plan, and it is eminently successful and
satisfactory to all concerned.

The officers elected for the ensuing
year are as follows, practically all of

them being re-elected to their several
positions : President, C. P. Dadant, of

Hamilton: W. B. Moore, 1st vice-presi-
dent ; J. W. Bowen, 2d vice-president;
I. E. Piles, Hd vice-president; A. Cop-
pin, 4th vice-president; Louis Werner,
5th vice-president; Secretary, Jas. A.
Stone. Rt. 1, Springfield. 111. ; and Treas-
urer, Chas. Becker, of Pleasant Plains.

A complete stenographic report of
the convention will be published in

book form as usual and mailed to mem-
bers. There are over 300 members now
of the Illinois .State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation. There ought to be many thou-
sands in its membership, as there are
3.5,000 bee-keepers in Illinois, accord-
ing to the census of 19O0. There are
many readers of the American Bee
Journal who are not members. Why
not send $1.(10 to Secretary Stone, and
thus become not only a member of the
Illinois -Association, but of the National
as well ? The $1.00 pays the dues for
one vear in both organizations.

The Index for 1910
In this number will be found the

complete index for the present or .50th

volume. It should prove of great value
to those who have been careful enough
to preserve the copies of the Bee Jour-
nal as they were received from month
to month. The number of topics treat-

ed in various ways during the present
year are surprisingly large. The vol-

ume contains just an even 400 pages
this year—and all for only $1.00—

4

pages for a cent! When one considers
the technical character of the contents
of the American Bee Journal, the lim-
ited field in which it circulates, and
also the limited advertising patronage
which it is able to secure, surely $1.00

is a very low subscription price.

We believe that our readers will find

the index referred to, a great conven-
ience in looking up subjects which
they would like to read over again.

*' The Towuseud Bee-Book "

This is a new publication of 87 pages,
6 by 'J inches in size. It is a practical
treatment of the subject, " How to Make
a Start in Bees," by Mr. E. D. Town-
send, of Michigan, one of the most ex-
tensive and successful bee-keepers in

the United States. In 11 chapters Mr.
Townsend tells just how to manage
bees for the largest success. A few of
the chapters are devoted to such topics
as " What Hive to Adopt;" "How to

Buy Bees;" "How to Take Care of
Swarms;" "Spring Management;"
"Making Up Winter Losses;" etc. The
book is published by the A. I. Root
Co., and the postpaid price is -50 cents.

If you wish a copy in connection with

.At'iaky of Gregory Bros. & Son. of Ottumwa. Iowa.

a year's subscription to the American
Bee Journal, send $1.35 to this office,

146 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

The Frout-Page Piotures

The illustrations shown on the front
page this month are described in the
following :

Visitmg Some Kansas Apiaries

It is a well known fact to experienced bee-
keepers, no matter how long tliey have been
engaged in apiculture, or how much they
have read and done with the bees, they are
always ready and willing to learn more and
get ideas from their fellow bee-keepers. In
fact, we never will learn all there is to be
learned about the busy bees. The more we
learn the less we seem to know
Having been hard at work the past season

with the bees, and desiring to take a trip
and see some of the bee-keepers of this
State. I accordingly " took a day off." One
bright, sunny day in July, taking my kodak
along 'although being an amateur with the
kodak . I started for Garden City at 5:40
a.m.. arriving at my destination of 50 miles
at 6:51 a.m.. and found at the depot waiting
for me a very fine looking gentleman. Mr. E.
Davison, with his carriage ready to receive
me. After talking for a moment or two. we
started off to look over the city, going up
one street and down another. I found Gar-
den City to be one of the finest little cities
in Western Kansas, with a population of
about 2000 inhabitants. On entering the
edge of the city we came to a large building
or factory, and I was told by Mr. Davison
that this was the sugar-beet factory, and one
of the largest of its kind in that part of the
State.
After seeing the city, we started out to the

country. Driving about 3 miles, w-e halted
and found an apiary in the midst of an
alfalfa field, with thousands of acres of
alfalfa in and about it. While Mr. Davison
was looking over some of the colonies I

pointed my kodak, and the result will be
seen in Fig. i. .-Vt the time of our visit,
there were 143 colonies of bees in this api-
ary in 8 and 10 frame hives, and managed for
comb honey. After spending some time in
and about this apiary, we started back to
the city to the home of Mr. Davison, where
I found the family as happy as a lot of little

kittens. We spent an hour or two talking
about the bees.
After resting we finally started for an-

other of Mr. Davison's apiaries. It was
located about 2*2 miles east of the city, and
in the edge of an alfalfa field. There were
222 colonies of bees in this apiary see Fig.
4). We spent some time among the bees,
which were at w-ork carrying home the nec-
tar from the alfalfa. This apiary is managed
mostly for extracted honey, the hives being
the 8 and 10 frame size.

We went into the honey-house after look-
ing over the apiary. Here Mr. D. does the
extracting 'see Fig. 3I. The small building
in the foreground is a store-room where he
keeps extra supplies and tools.
Figure 6 is the summer home where Mr.

Davison "keeps batch" when working with
the bees.
On our return to the city we passed

tlirough a real " Lovers' Lane." in going to
Mr. Davison's home, where we had dinner
and talked bees during the afternoon.

I found Mr. Davison one of the best-in-
formed bee-keepers in the State of Kansas,
and I think he is the most extensive. He is
also foul-brood inspector for this county.

I returned home thinking my time spent in
visiting was well invested.
Dodge City. Kan. J. C. FRANK,

Ornamental Hives

Seeing pictures of so many different kinds
of ornamental hives. I decided to make some
that would be both ornamental and useful.
After giving the subject some thought. I

made the hive illustrated in Fig. 5. It is a
standard 8-frame hive, the sides being
framed together from 2X,''8 inch yellow pine.
After framing, the openings 6x15 inches are
closed with glass on the inside, and a tight
fitting door on the outside.
This bottom-board is nailed to the hive,

and the entrance is provided with a little
door, which, when closed, will contract the
entrance to 4xH inch: if open, the entrance
is 6/2X1 inch. .At both ends of the hive are
removable plugs which act as ventilators.
These holes are H inch in diameter, and
are covered with wire-cloth on the inside.
In the illustration, the hive has one super,

but there is a second super to it. which is

fitted with 24 4x5 plain sections. The roof
part from the super is U inch below the
eaves. At this point a flat cover is made
across the gabled roof, which is handy for
storing records of colonies. A door opens
into this from the rear gable.

Fig. 2 shows a standard 8-frame hive with
two supers containing 24 sections each. The
outside is covered with willow sticks, giving
a log-cabin effect. The hive is painted
green, and the ends of tlie small logs are red
Myerstown. Pa. Wayne Steixer.

Apiary ot Gregory Bros. & Son
We are sending a picture of our apiary,

taken the middle of ,Iune. It contains 53
colonies, part of them being pure Italians
and the others hybrids. The season here is

very bad. May was so cold that there was
little fruit-bloom; then it became so dry
that white clover did not last. The colonies
were strong in bees, though there w-as but
little honey to gather. We divided our colo-
nies, and were successful. That is one way
in which to start bees into new life.

One great mistake with many bee-keepers,
we believe, is leaving the old combs in the
hive that are black and tough. It decreases
the size of the bees. Just try taking out a
frame of old comb and put in one of new
foundation, and see how they will draw it

out and fill it with brood! And then, just
notice the difference in the size of the bees,
and their activity. We have replaced all

old combs with new. and we could scarcely
imagine the difference in building up. and
the size of the bees. Just try it.

Gregory Bros. & Son.
Ottumwa. Iowa. July ic.

Bee.s Raising the Temperature

Some discussion has occurred in

Gleanings as to whether it were better

to put in a fertilizing hive a queen-cell

or a caged virgin. M. T. Pritchard,

an experienced queen-breeder, main-
tains that not only is it better to give
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a cell, but tliat quicker results can be
obtained! The bees can not come in

immediate contact with the caged
queen or cell, and so there is not the
same temperature. He gives the fol-

lowing interesting facts:

In our experiment which we carried on in
tlie bee-cellar under the niacliine-shop a
few winters ago. we found that, when the
bulb of a thermometer was placed afjainst
brood in a colony, it would show a tempera-
ture of about 07 degrees; but when placed
in a colony which had no brood (eyen
though this colony was the stronger of the
two . the temperature would be below 00.

Try this experiment; Take a colony
strong enough 10 fill 2 hive-bodies. Have
brood in the lower body, and honey only in
the upper. Examine them during a cold
spell, and you will find the bees in the lower
body warm and active while those in the
upper body will be numb with cold. Al one
time we tried hatching our virgins in an in-
cubator which was run at about 07 degrees.
The cells which were put in the incubator
soon after they were sealed hatched
promptly on time, and produced large active
virgins. Why do the bees build the queen-
cells so far out beyond the brood if it is not
to enable them to get on all sides of the cell
at once ?

Extra Charge for Bee-I>einou-
strations

Having in mind that people value
more what costs at least a little, and
that those who care nothing about bees
only hinder those who do want to see
and hear, L. G. Williams says in the
Irish Bee Journal

:

" And here, let me add. that in my humble
opinion it were always advisable to charge
a little extra for admission to demonstra-
tions, thus assuring the presence of those
really interested in bees, and excluding the
ladies who talk in loud whispers of fashions,
etc., whilst the demonstrator is speaking,
which necessitates his standing close to one
side of the netting, and explaining to the in-
terested ones some abstruse point; where-
upon the offenders ask eachother in injured
tones: 'Why is he standing over there?'
'What is he talking about ?' '

I can't hear a
word:' My dear ladies, neither has any one
else—who has had the pleasure of standing
beside you— been able to hear a word, except
regarding hats, and the merits of tight
sleeves versus loose ones!"

Oh, but won't Mr. Williams have the
sisters " after him " now ? The idea of
the ladies being so discourteous! But
may be " locality " makes a difference
in this as well as in some other things.
Or is it just plain Irish to do that way ?

How About New Siibsj-riber.s ?

We believe that many of our sub-
scribers and long-time readers could
easily secure many new subscriptions
for the old American Bee Journal
among their friends and neighbors who
are bee-keepers. We would be pleased
to send as many sample copies as can
be wisely used in such efforts. No
others know so well the value of the
contents of this Journal as those who
read it regularly. This fact makes it

easier for them to secure new sub-
scriptions than could any other class
of people.
We wish that every bee-keeper, who

woiild like to make more money out of
his bees, and at the same time be up-
lifted morally and intellectually, would
subscrible for the .-Vmerican Bee Jour-
nal. We are trying to do our part at
this end of the line, and must depend
upon our readers for a wider circu-
lation of this particular bee-paper.
Scattered throughout the pages of
each number there are surely liberal
offers on either premium or clubbing.

to those who will spend a little time in

securing new subscriptions.
If each one of our present subscribers

would send in only oiu- /teiL' luimt- for
1911, the list would be doubled at once.
Some have done exceptionally well in

securing new subscriptions. We are
hoping that a larger number may fol-

low their good example. We are here
to serve the best interests of bee-keep-
ers, and the only way we can do it is to
send them the American Bee Journal.
How many among our present list of
subscribers will send in at least on,-

new subscription before Jan. 1, 1911 ?

The 3Iic'hig'aii State Coiiveiitiou

The annual meeting of the Michigan
State Bee-Keepers' Association was
held at Grand Rapids Nov. 9 and 10,

1910. There were nearly 100 persons
present, and the interest was maintained
from the opening session until the very
close. Mr. L. A. Aspinwall was the
alert presiding officer, and kept things
moving right along. E. B. Tyrrell, the
efficient secretary, was at his post, and
did his part to make the convention a
most interesting and profitable one.
There was no set program, but impor-
tant topics were brought up one after
another in quick succession, so there
was not a dull moment during the
whole convention.

Dr. E. F. Phillips, In Charge of Api-
culture at Washington, D. C, was pres-
ent, and contributed his share to the
meeting. A plan of getting in touch
with all the bee-keepers in Michigan
was inaugurated, which, if faithfully
followed up, we believe will result in
putting Michigan in the very front
rank of State organizations of bee-keep-
ers. With Mr. Tyrrell as manager of
the new project, it is bound to be suc-
cessful. There is a way in which all

State societies of bee-keepers can co-
operate with the work being done by
the government in the interest of bee-
keeping, that is bound to create a

greater advance in the pursuit, and also
a better understanding and a more suc-
cessful co-operation among bee-keepers
themselves. If the various State or-
ganizations will do their part, we are
satisfied the result of this mutual work
will do something heretofore consid-
ered an impossibility. Watch Michi-
gan, and see how she does it.

The several generous premiums of-
fered for exhibits in honey and bees-
wax brought out quite a number of
exceptionally fine lots. For a small
exhibition it certainly was a good
one. Such clean, beautiful beeswax
it has seldom been our privilege to
behold. The honey—both comb and
extracted—was tempting enough to
make your mouth water several times.
It was our pleasure to act as one of the
three judges. We certainly had a diffi-

cult time to decide upon the winners
of the premiums offered. Mr. E. D.
Townsend (Michigan's most extensive
bee-keeper) and Mrs. W. S. Frey were
the other two on the judging commit-
tee.

The officers elected were as follows:
President, E. D. Townsend, of Remus;
Vice-President, L. A. Aspinwall, of
Jackson ; and Sec.-Treas., E. B. Tyrrell,
of Detroit. Mr. Townsend and Mr.
Aspinwall just exchanged places, as the

latter was president during the past
year, and the former was vice-president.
Mr. Tyrrell was re-elected, and enough
work put in his hands to keep him
busy for some time.

Saginaw was selected as the place of
the next meeting, the date to be de-
cided by the Executive Committee.

The Michigan Association has a

membership of a few over 200. The
Government has the names and ad-
dresses of nearly 400O bee-keepers in

the Lower Peninsula alone. No doubt
there are many thousands more scat-

tered throughout the State. It does
seem that with a little more eft'ort the
membership of this Association should
be increased to several thousand. When
once the various States are in full

swing, and affiliated with the National,
and then the National re-organized so
as to make it a real head and leader in

the cause of bee-keeping in this coun-
try, we believe the time will be at hand
when there will be " something doing "

in bee-keeping that will be a revelation
to the great majority of those who have
seen this important industry drift along
as it has done for many years. We are
expecting great things from the Michi-
gan Association, and believe we will

not be disappointed. Of course, it will

take a little time to " get a-going,'' but
when once under " a full head of steam

"

things will begin to move apiculturally
in that great State as they have never
done before, we believe.

Mr. Aspinwall brought with him one
of his non-swarming comb-honey hives,

which he has been working on for 25

or 30 years, and now has finally com-
pleted. He expects to put it on the
market another season. It is certainly

a most ingenious invention, and if it

will do all its inventor claims for it,

the production of comb honey will be
largely increased during the years that

are just ahead. Mr. Aspinwall has kept
bees for about a half century, and
while having invented and perfected
the most successful potato planter and
digger, he has still had time to help in

the advancement of bee-keeping, by
producing a hive which he is satisfied

will do all he claims for it. While now
in his 68th year, Mr. .-Xspinwall is still

vigorous, and a most interesting gen-
tleman. Michigan bee-keepers may
well be proi'd of him in many ways. It

has been our privilege to meet bee-

keepers in almost every part of our
great country, and we have been de-

lighted to find so many men and
women in its ranks, of such honorable
and inspiring character. We may all

rejoice that we are interested in a

pursuit that contains so many fine per-

sonages.

New York Bee-Keepers' lii.sti-

tute.s

At Geneva, Ontario County, in Jacob's
Hall, Monday and Tuesday, Dec. 12 13,

the following will be the program, con-
ducted by Charles Stewart, with C. B.

Howard, of Romulus, as local corres-
pondent :

MoNllAV. 10 A. M.

What Should be Done to Control Bee-Dis-
ease, in Addition to Inspection Work ?— K.
K. Phillii)S. of Washington. D. C.
My Method of Conducting Out-.'Vpiaries—

C. R. Howard, of Romulus.
(Juestion-Box.
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i;3o p. M.

The Italian Bee-W, D. Wrielit. of Aha-
iTiont.

Requisites of Extracted Honey-Produc-
tion—Rev. J. T. Green, of Interlaken.
Question-Box.

TlESDAV. 10 A. M.

<.)ueen-Breedine Simplified—E. F. Pliillips.
Winterinir Bees in Cellars—N. D. West, of

Middleburiili
Wintcrini: Bees Out-of-doors—Chas. Stew-

art, of Johnstown.
Question-Box.

i:iO 1'. M.

Marketing; Honey—F. Greiner. of Naples.
Is it Profitable to Combine Some Other

Occupation with Bee-Keeping ?—C. J. Bald-
iidt;e. of Kendaia,
Question-Box.

At Rochester. Monroe County,
Wednesday. Dec. 14, in .\ssembly Hall,
Chamber of Commerce, conducted bv
W. p. Wright, with Louis Walil, of
Chili, as local correspondent:

Wednesday, io a. m.

The Honey-Bee as a Fertilizing Agent.— E.
I'. Phillips.
Retailing Honey—Louis F. Wahl, of Chili.
Which is Most Profitable. Comb or Ex-

tracted Honey ?—N. D. West.
Question-Box.

1 :30 P. M.
Essentials of Success in Bee-Culture—O.

L. Hershiser. of Kenmore.
Wintering Bees Out-of-doors—Chas. Stew-

art.
Bee-Keeping in the Hawaiian Islands—E.

!•. Phillips.
Question-Box.

At Syracuse, Onondaga County,
Thursday, Dec. 1.5, in the Citv Hall,
conducted by X. D. West, with J. H.
Cunningliani, o£ Syracuse University,
as local correspondent:

ThIRSDAV, 10 a. .m.

Best Package for Retailing Extracted
Honey — Irving Kinvon. of Camillus.
Conducting Out-Apiaries- S. D. House, of

Camillus.
The Honey-Bee as a Fertilizing Agent-E.

F. Phillips.
Question-Box.

1:30 P. M.

Production of Extracted Honey -F. W.
Lesser, of Syracuse.
A .Model Bee-Cellar—M. Stevens, of Pen-

nellville.
Alfalfa as a Honey-Producer in New York

State— Oscar L. Dines, of Syracuse.
Exhibiting Honey at Fairs—Dr. C. G.

Schamu. of Liverpool.
Question-Box.

At Ogdensburg, St. Lawrence Coun-
ty. Friday, Dec. It), in the rooms of the
Business Men's Association, conducted
by M. Stevens, with W. T. Davis, of
Ogdensburg. as local correspondent

:

Friday io a. m.

What the United States Department of
Agriculture is Doing for Apiculture— E. F.
Phillips.
How to Produce Gilt-Edged Comb Honey—

E. Klethorp. of Hammond.
Which is Most Profitable. Comb or Ex-

tracted Honey?—N. D. West.
Some of My Short Cuts-D. R. Hardy, of

Watertown.
Question-Box.

1:30 p. M.

How Can We Increase the Sale of Honey ?

—W. T. Davis, of Ogdensburg.
The Drone as a Factor in Improving a

.Strain of Bees—G. B. Howe, of Black River.
What I Have Learned by Italianizing—A.

A. French, of Black River.
The Italian Bee-W. D. Wright.
The Best Hive for Honey-Production— F.

H Loucks.of Lowville.
<^uestion-Box.

At Amsterdam, Montgomery County,
Saturday, Dec. IT, in the Common
Council Chamber, City Hall, conducted
by Chas. Stewart, with T. L Dugdale, of
West Galway. as local correspondent

:

Saturday, io a. m.

.\ Model Bce-Cellar-M. Stevens.
The Benefits of Bee-Inspection-G. W.

Haines, of Mayfield.
Wintering Bees Out-of-doors—Chas. Stew-

art.
Question-Box.

l:3u P. M.

What the United States Department of
Agriculture is Doing for Apiculture—E. F.
Phillips.
Travels Among Bee-Keepers—T. I. Dug-

dale. of West Galway.
MarketingExtractcd Honey—John Cotton.

M. D..of Burnt Hills, and Rev. P. A. Wes-
sels. of .\msterdam.
Question-Box.

At L^tica, Oneida County, Saturday,
Dec. 17, in the Common Council Cham-
ber, Citv Hall, conducted bv W. D.
Wright, with H. E. Bliss, of W'est Win-
field, as local correspondent:

Saturday, io a. m.

Queen-Breeding Simplified— E. F. Phillips.
Wintering Bees in Cellars—N. D. West.
The Italian Bee-W. D. Wright.
Question-Box.

1:30 p. M.

Bee-Keepingasan Avocation for Women-
Miss Hattie Hoffman, of Canajoharie.
Re-queening Colonies—N. D. West.
Organization—W. D. Wright.
Question-Bo-\.

Oklahoma State Couveiitioii

The annual meeting of the Oklahoma
Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
in connection with the " Farmers' Short
Course," at the .\. & M. College, in

Stillwater, Thursday, Jan. 19. 1911. All

members of the .Association should
make a special effort to attend, for be-
sides the regular program, which will

be given in the College Chapel, a busi-
ness meeting will be held, some new
officers elected, and a bee-disease law
drafted. l'"very one in the State inter-

ested in bee-keeping is invited to at-

tend. F. W. Van De Mark, Sec.

Stillwater, Okla.

Fillmore Co., 3Iluii., Conventiou

The Fillmore Co., Minn., Bee-Keep-
ers' Association will meet at Preston,
Minn., Dec. 1.5 and IG, 1910. .-Ml inter-

ested are cordially invited.

Harmony. Minn. P. B. Ramer, Sir.

" Keep a :i',i/</i on your words, my children.
For words are wonderful things.

They are sweet, like the bees' fresh honey.
I.iiie the bees, they have terrible stings."

Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
Conducted by Emma M, Wilson. Marengo. 111.

Why Women Should "Know Bees"

It is very pleasant, indeed, when all

the members of a family are interested

in the same pursuit. There is a chum-
miness about it that can not be ob-

tained otherwise. Take the matter of

flowers, for example : If a woman is

very fond of them, and her husband re-

gards them as he would so many weeds,
then at least a part of her enjoyment
in them is taken away. This sarne

truth works out to a greater extent in

a business way. Take a bee-keeper: If

his entire family is interested in bees,

his pleasure is greatly enhanced, as

well as his profit, in the business. No
doubt there are many more wives,

daughters, and sisters of bee-keepers
that are efficient helpers than we know
anything about, for they are very often

the silent partners, although their help

may be the means of spelling success

instead of failure.

In bee-keeping, as perhaps in no
other business, it is difficult to obtain
expert help at the critical time it is

needed. So many people are afraid of

bees, that, indeed, it is almost impossi-
ble to obtain any sort of help. In case

of sickness of the bee-keeper, what a

comfort it is if some member of the

family is able to run the apiary until he
is fully recovered ; in fact, that recov-
ery may be materially hastened if the

mind is fully at rest in regard to the

bees. Indeed, it might, in some cases,

be the deciding factor between life and
death, for worry is not an aid to re-

covery.
Death has left more than one poor

woman with an apiary, like a white
elephant, on her hands. Perhaps she

has been in the habit of doing certain

portions of the work successfully, but

as to running an apiary independently
she is utterly helpless, consequently
she must dispose of her bees at what-
ever she can get for them, and that

generally means at great sacrifice. On
the other hand, if she is able to care
for the bees, she is independent, and
can make her own terms. Even if she
does not intend to keep the bees per-

manently, she can hold them until she
can dispose of them at a profit.

Wouldn't it be a good plan for every
bee-keeper to have at least one member
of his family perfectly able to care for

the apiary in case he should be called

upon to do so .'

Another important item is well worth
considering: Did you ever notice,

when two bee-keepers meet, how
promptly the stream of bee-talk be-

gins to flow ? One of the chief de-

lights of a bee-keeper's life seems to

be to talk with some other bee-keeper.

What a world of comfort it would be
to him if a wife or a daughter were
familiar with the ins and outs of bee-

keeping, so that he could talk things

over whenever the desire should move
him.
On more than one account it seems

well worth while that a woman should
not only be able to help in some par-

ticular "department of bee-keeping, but

that she should have a good general
knowledge of the whole business.

Getting Apiarian Employment Changing

Locations

From a far-off land comes a letter

from a sister who is an experienced
bee-keeper, and who desires advice

about becoming a bee-keeper in this

country. Xot having the necessary

capital to start an apiary of her own
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she is anxious to work in conjunction
with some one else.

There are doubtless those who would
be glad of expert help, as there always
are, but the difficulty is, in this broad
land, to know who and where they are.
Sometimes they advertise in the bee-
papers, but oftener they find some one
near at hand. A short advertisement
in a bee-paper, advertising the fact that
a capable bee-keeper desires a situation,
would be likely to meet a response, if

not several responses.
It may not be out of place to say

that one needs to be somewhat careful
as to going any great distance to enter
a new field. Undoubtedly some re-
gions are better than others for bee-
keeping, but the differences are not so
great, sometimes, as one might imag-
ine. Besides, other things than the
matter of bee-pasturage are to be con-
sidered. Those " other things " often
make so much difference that they over-
balance all the advantages of the better
pasturage.
A very capable bee-keeper in one of

the Northern States thought he might
do better in California. After a year
or more in that bee-paradise, he is back
again in his old locality. The same is

true of a prominent Canadian bee-
keeper; while the probability is that
many a one who has gone a long way
to a supposedly better place, heartily
wishes no change had ever been made.
This is not saying, by any means,

that no one should ever seek a new
location ; only that due caution should
be observed as to making any change.

action and a united aim and interest are all
that is ntfcessary to make lioney a staple
product and a necessity on every table.
More honey is used now than ever before.
More people eat honey, and people eat more
honey, and the increased consumption is
due largely to the better quality.

" J. L." Only " Mrs. Byer's Husband
!"

It begins to leak out why J. L. Byer
is the successful bee-keeper he is. It's

the kind of wife he has. The season
of 1!I09 Mrs. Byer herself uncapped
30,000 pounds of honey !

A California Bee-Sister

Gleanings has no department for the
bee-keeping sisters, but it has a depart-
ment conducted—and well conducted

—

by a bee-keeping sister. Mrs. H. G.
Acklin's name stands at the head of
the department," " Bee-Keeping in
Southern California." She says lady
bee-keepers are more scarce in Califor-
nia than in the North.

No Doubt She " Settled " Them

On the program of the Ontario Bee-
Keepers' Association, one number
reads, " Can a Woman Run an Apiary ?"

Is it possible that such wide-awake
men as those Canuck bee-keepers can
have any question on that subject? It

is to be hoped that Miss Ethel Robson,
who had the topic in charge, settled
their minds forever upon the question.

Honey to Become a Staple

Right now, when the price of honey
remains discouragingly low as com-
pared with other products, it is cheer-
ing to find something with such an
optimistic ring to it as the following in
the Bee-Keepers' Review, from Miss
Mathilde Candler:

Luxuries we can do without; but not so
with necessities; and most articles in com-
mon use. that we deem necessities now, were
considered luxuries once. By common use
they became necessities. Beekeeping has
now reached a point where co-operative

" Milk and Honey "—and Bread

An old-fashioned dish which is worth try-
ing is " milk and honey." Serve the honey
in tiny saucers and pour creamy milk or
cream over it. The cream or milk tones
down the cloying sweetness of the honey
and makes it just -cxiCiiX..— The Farmers Voice.

Here's the way we do it at our house

:

Lay a piece of bread on a plate; then
pour cream over it until the cream
runs off on the plate; and let the bread
soak up the extra cream.— [But where
does the honey come in—or come on

—

in the Marengo "way ?"—G. W. Y.]

Southern Beedom
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl, New Braunfels. Tex.

How We Ship Bulk-Comb Honey

Last month 1 promised the readers
that I would give in detail in this issue
my method of shipping honey—"ship-
per's order, sight draft attached to bill

of lading"—and the advantages of such
a method. This is a way of selling
honey that I have employed in a most
5.1 isfactory manner for many years. It

is the only safe and sure way of re-
1--I .ing pay for the goods before you
lose the ownership of those goods. It

is a fair and square way of putting the
honey right in the depot where the
buyer can get it if he is willing to pay
for it. This is just like laying goods
on the counter in a store and the cus-
tomer pays for what is before him.

The customer knows the goods are
there for him, where he can get them

;

and the shipper knows that his goods
are not going into the hands of dis-

honest parties until they are paid for.

It seems, however, that this method
does hot work satisfactorily with all

persons, for I have been asked on sev-
eral occasions whether it is very satis-

factory with me or not. One of our
largest dealers at one time related the
fact that such shipments were gener-
ally refused, and caused all manner of
trouble and delay before the matter
could be adjusted. Right in line with
this, one of the correspondents of this

Journal writes nie the following :

" Say. Mr. Sclioll. you've got me into trou-
ble. In some of your writings you say some-

thing to this effect; "In shipping honey it
best to ship with sight draft attached, to
avoid dishonest parties beating you out of
your pay. etc." Well, a short time after
reading this I shipped some honey in this
W'ay, and the party refused to take it from
the depot, saying: 'If you can't have con-
fidence in a fellow to ship him honey with-
out having it tied up by the railroad com-
pany so one can't get it out of the depot
without paying for it first, why you can keep
yourold honey.'

I give the above to show how little business
sense some people have. It has been truly
said. ' It Is hard to please all.'

"

The reason I give the above is to
show that sometimes, and with some
people, this method of shipping honey
may not be a success, but in the last
sentence above, relative to the lack of
" business sense " of some people, will
be found an e.xplanation for an occa-
sioiial refusal of a sight-draft-attached-
to-bill-of-lading shipment. I say " oc-
casional," because such refusals have
never occurred to me. Only upon two
occasions did a buyer write us, after
receiving my quotations, that he did
not like to do business in that way,
preferring to remit for the honey im-
mediately upon its arrival. I promptly
wrote in each case that the above way
was one of the strict rules followed in
my extensive business, and to which I

adhered, but if they did not prefer this
method of doing business there was
another—one that was followed by
nearly all business men—that of send-
ing " cash with the order." One of
them sent a check with an order; the
other was never heard from again.
And all the while I have sent out hun-
dreds of shipments for more than 10
years, insuring my pay for honey
shipped, and proving most satisfactory
in every way.

It is impossible for me to understand
how any bee-keeper who has much
honey to ship, as 1 have, selling to sev-
eral hundred different customers, in as
many different localities each year, and
reaching people of all classes, from the
rich to the poor, can safely ship his
honey in any other way. The "cash
in advance " idea is out of the ques-
tion when applied to honey orders,
and, besides, this has not appealed to
me as a fair way on the part of the
buyer, for several reasons. One of the
main reasons would be that there are
all kinds of bee-keepers as well as all

kinds of honey-buyers; besides, it

often happens that the bee-keeper oan
not fill the orders, which would require
returning the money.

I believe the secret of my success
with this method of shipping honey is

this: All of my quotations are made
on price-lists that have the following
terms attached, which show that this

is the way I do business, and if anybody
orders from me, these apply:

" Terms :

—

Siff/it clra/t attac/ied to bi//

of lading. Subject to exainitinlion.^^

The " examination " part hardly ever
takes place.

American Bee Journal's Fine " Dresses"

That front cover of the American
Bee Journal for October, 1910, is simply
beautiful, and clearly shows what won-
derful strides the art of man is making
along the line of photography. I tell

you, it's a dandy, all the covers are to

be admired, and the inside is good, too.

Like some of your other readers, Mr.
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Editor, I like to see the pictures of
apiaries, with a short description of
them, ill the American Bee Journal, so
don't hesitate to print them. You will
find more of your readers pleased than
displeased with them.

How Far Bees Flv, Again.

I don't know how far bees will fly

for stores in other States, but in this
part of Texas they fly from choice 3>i
to 4 miles. These are proven facts, for
I have seen it proven a number of
times right here in this locality, in the
last 20 years.

" Estimating " a Loc.vtion.

A bee-keeper in this part of the State
wrote me some time ago to know how
many colonies of bees G40 acres of
irrigated alfalfa would support, backed
up by mesquite and plenty of catclaw.
That may sound like a simple and easy
question to answer to the average
novice, but I'll tell you it's not so easy,
after all.

First, we would want to know how
much he called "plenty of mesquite
and catclaw ?"

Second, we should want to know if

alfalfa yielded nectar in the location of
the proposed apiary?

It is a fact that alfalfa does not yield

nectar plentifully in many parts of

Texas. I wonder if some of our Col-
orado or New Mexico bee-keepers
could not help out on this.

Rescue, Tex. L. B. Smith.

Prices of Texas Bulk-Comb Honey

On page 3(Ji), Otto Sueltenfuss tries

to imply that the writer's article rela-

tive to the price of bulk-comb honey
is "a misstatement of facts." I regret
such statements about myself, as made
by him, much more than other mis-
statements (?) that I might have made
regarding the price of bulk-comb honey,
for which I have ample proof to show
that I was perfectly "fair and square"
when I explained and described, in my
October article, the various kinds of
packages and the dififerent prices re-

ceived for the honey. Had he investi-

gated he would have found the facts, as
I knew them, that much the largest
portion of the Texas bulk-comb honey
is sold by the bee-keepers at 10 to 11

cents for the large cans, and consider-
ably more for the smaller sizes. Just
because he and s-^me others sold at a

lower figure, does not set the price
obtained for most of the honey.

Contributed Articles

:s'

American Foul Brood— Will

the Bees Clean It Out?
BY C. P. DADANT.

In Gleanings for October appeared
an article from an experienced apiarist,

Mr. Henry Stewart, in which the writer
asserts that the bees can and do clean
out the diseased and ropy matter from
the cells. He says :

" The worst foul-broody combs that can be
found should be placed over a queen-ex-
cluder above a foul-broody colony of good
strength. If the results are watched, the
foul-broody matter will be found disappear-
ing, and patches of nicely polished cells
taking its place."

Mr. Stewart's method for getting rid

of foul brood is therefore to give foul-

broody combs to colonies that are
strong in bees, or to add bees to the
foul-broody colonies to such an extent
that they may clean up the dead foul

brood.
My object in writing is to warn bee-

keepers against such a procedure, if

they expect to succeed in getting rid

of foul brood.
That the bees do get rid of some foul

brood by cleaning it out of the combs
is not to be doubted, but to expect it to

be entirely eradicated by this means is

a delusion, unless the disease which we
are fighting is not the true virulent,

ropy, viscous American foul brood.

In order to determine the greater or
lesser possibility of a cleaning up by
the bees, I have spent a half day inves-
tigating the reports of authorities on
this subject. I am fully aware of the
importance of this question ; some

years ago I gathered together the dif-

ferent pamphlets that were published
of late on the subject, and had them
bound in book form for ready refer-
ence. This book I consider one of the
most useful on my library shelves.
Of the different publications, the

most important is that of the National
meeting of Inspectors of foul brood in

San Antonio, Tex., on Nov. 12, 1906.

I was present and heard the statements
made by Dr. G. F. White, bacteriologist,
which proved conclusively to my own
satisfaction that Cheshire had two dif-

ferent diseases in his hands, unknown
to him, when he made his studies and
tests, afterwards published in his book,
" Bees and Bee-Keeping." It is possi-
ble that such is now the case with Mr.
Stewart.
Here are the opinions of the experts

as gathered from the different works
concerning the removal of the decayed
matter by the bees in the case of Ameri-
can foul brood, or concerning its viru-
lence :

Dr. E. F. Phillips—"The adult bees
of a diseased colony are usually rather
inactive and do little towards cleaning
out infected material." Farther on

—

"Seemingly the ropiness makes it im-
possible for the bees to remove the in-

fected material, and when the decayed
mass dries down, it forms a scale
which adheres so tightly to the lower
sides of the cell that it can not be re-

moved without tearing the wax walls."

Dr. G. F. White—" It is not uncom-
mon in examining the brood to find

only a portion of a larva in a cell, the
bees having removed part of it."

N. E. France—(Eighth Annual Re-

port of Inspector of Apiaries in Wis"
consin) — "I have carefully tested the

remedy of treating the infected combs
for future use with formaldehyde gas
to destroy the germs of disease, and
thus save the combs for future use. A
large and perfectly air-tight box was
made, some GO or more brood-combs
were placed in the box far enough apart
to admit of free action of the gas to

each comb. The combs after treatment
were tested. The open cells in the

brood-combs that contained only the
dry scales of disease were cleaned out
by the bees and healthy brood appeared.
But wherever the comb contained
honey or pollen in the same infected

cell, or where the cell was capped over,

as all brood is before ready to hatch,

in all such cases the gases failed to de-

stroy the life in the germs of the dis-

ease. Such combs, after given to the
bees, were again badly infected."

Wm. McEvoy (the most successful
inspector of foul brood, whose treat-

ment is accepted everywhere as posi-

tive)
—

" All the old foul-brood combs
must be burned or melted into wax."
He evidently does not believe that giv-

ing these combs to strong colonies
would cleanse them.
M. M. Baldridge (one of the oldest

bee-keepers, whose articles may be
found in the first years of the American
Bee Journal, and who was already a

practical man half a century ago)

—

"The contents of the diseased colony
may be disposed of by burning the
same ; such combs as contain honey
and are free of diseased brood may be
extracted and saved for table use, and
the empty combs melted into wax.
Those that contain brood may as well

be burned up at once."
Schirach (in 1771, already knew of

foul brood, and was the first to give the

positive cure)
—"Remove all combs of

diseased colonies and keep the bees
fasting for two days."

Delia Rocca (living in the Island of

Syra. in the Mediterranean Sea, in 1780,

was acquainted with foul brood, which
he described positively and accurately

in his " Traite sur less abeilles," pub-
lished in 1790; Vol. Ill, page 262-3)—
" In the beginning, not having perceived
that this disease was contagious, we
had the imprudence of filling 1 the old

hives from which the bees had died

with new swarms; these all caught the

disease and perished." Farther he says:

"We tried to remove the infected

combs and fhue into the diseased colo-

nies some t'resli sivarms to help the

others, but this method failed—the old
and the new died together."

F. R. Cheshire—"Should any attempt
be made at removing a dead larva

which has assumed the coffee-colored
stage, the remains, tenaciously adher-
ing to the cell-wall, will stretch out irito

long and thin strings, somewhat like

half-dried glue."

J. J. McKenzie, B. A. (bacteriologist

of the Province of Ontario)—" The hive
and frames in which a foul-broody col-

ony has lived must be sterilized."

Chas. Stewart (inspector in New York
State) — "The shaking method has
never failed us if done in a thorough
manner. Colonies that are found to

be diseased late in the season may be
cured by taking away all their combs
after brood-rearing has ceased, and
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giving them clean combs from a healthv
colony."
Fred A. Parker (inspector of Santa

Barbara Co., Calif.)—" Nothing short
of removing all the combs will make
the cure permanent." (This same man
relates one fusi- where the disease dis-
appeared of its own accord in an api-
ary of 30 colonies. On the other hand,
he reports one instance where an api-
ary was entirely destroyed by the dis-
ease in one season. His conclusions
are that the disease, although erratic
in its nature, is dangerous, and that a
relentless war should be waged against
it until extermination.)

J. M. Rankin (California)—'! have
seen an apiary showing only slight in-
fection in February become almost a
total wreck by August."

Dr. Phillips visited an apiarv of l.jl

colonies in Ventura Co., Calif.,' with A.
G. Edmonson, inspector. Two vears
previously that apiarv was healthy, but,
at the time of their visit onlv 15 colo-
nies were healthy, and the 'other 13(i

were either dead or nearly so.

Louis H. Scholl, of Texas, burns up
all diseased colonies for fear that bv
the shaking treatment some honey mav
be dropped to the ground that will
transmit the disease.

Bertrand, Switzerland (La loque et
son traitement)—"A colony suffering
from foul brood is less active than its
healthy neighbors, the flying bees have
less activity and appear discouraged

The bees remove chilled dead
brood from the cells, but do not have
much to do with the cells containing
foul brood, t/?//,-xs the afiuiist has used
au a>it!st/ttc:" (This writer recom-
mends the use of antiseptics and de-
stroys but very few combs, except in
cases where the colony is badly in-
fected. Most of his experience appears
to be with fresh cases, for he is a verv
careful bee-keeper.)

Dzierzon ("Rational Bee-Keeping ")
—"The bees take the trouble /'<t;V/«//v

to remove to the outside the blackish-
brown crust forming finally from the
rotten

_
matter." A little farther he

says: "When thej' are in some strength
they can at most get rid of it by en-
tirely biting down the tainted cells and
making fresh ones."
Of Dzierzon's losses by foul brood,

Langstroth says in his first edition of
the "Hive and Honev-Bee:" " In the
year 1848 a fatal pestilence, known by
the name of foul brood, prevailed
among his bees and destroyed nearly
all his colonies before it could be sub-
dued, only about 1(1 having escaped the
malady. He estimates his entire loss
that year at 500 colonies."

Jas. A. Green (quoted in " Langstroth
Revised," who gives a most accurate
description of foul brood)— " Usually
the bees make no attempt to clean out
the infected cells, and they will some-
times fill tliem with honey, covering up
this dried foul brood matter at the bot-
tom."
Many authors mention two kinds of

foul brood, t!ie virulent and the mild
form. It seems to be the present con-
sensus of opinion that the mild form is

not foul brood at all, but what is now-
called " pickled brood," and it takes an
expert to recognize the difference. The
self-cured instance mentioned by Fred
A. Parker, of California, was undoubt-

edly a mild case, and so must have
been the combs so easily cleaned in
Mr. Stewart's case.

I have myself met at different times
those who thought they had had cases
of foul brood, that disappeared of its

own accord. I recollect an old gen-
tleman. Mr. St. Pee, who was treasurer
of the French Societe d' Apiculture, in

1900, at the time of my visit in Paris.
He had charge of the experimental api-
ary in the Lu.xembourg gardens, and
showed me the bees. He said they had
had foul brood in that apiary, but it

had worked itself out without any
remedies. He was therefore quite
optimistic regarding this disease.

To sum up the above numerous testi-

monies: Whenever we come across
cases of easily cured foul brood, we
may safely decide that it was not the
ropy, malignant American foul brood.
This is rarely cleaned out of the combs
by the bees.

The different advices, as well as my
personal observation, indicate that it

is not necessary to burn up anything,
although in very advanced cases the
disgusted apiarist will prefer to burn
up the worst contaminated combs, for
it is not a pleasant task to heat decayed
animal matter over a fire, even to save
a few pounds of beeswax.
From two authorities, France and

Bertrand, we may conclude that combs
containing neither honey nor pollen
may be disinfected so that the bees of
a healthy colony will cleanse them of

dead matter after the latter has been
thoroughly dried. As a rule it is best
to melt up the combs of diseased colo-
nies for beeswax, taking care to keep
the wax hot two or three hours. The
hives need only to be disinfected by a

flame to be entirely safe for use again.
Hamilton, 111.

Wintering

Cellar

Bees in a House-

Non-Swarming
BV C. A. B;\RBISCH.

During the past 8 years I have win-
tered all my colonies in the house-cel-
lar, and with the exception of the first

2 years, when I lost 2 colonies, I have
not lost a single colony. With these 2

colonies it was my own mistake. They
became somewhat restless, and in or-

der to make them quiet I shut them in

with wire-cloth, which simply will not
do, for as soon as the bees know they
are shut in they will begin to buzz,

want to get out, and consume a lot of

honey; dysentery follows, and the col-

ony is ruined.
I have what I consider an ideal cel-

lar. It is under the whole house, large
and roomy, and 7 feet high, with a sub-
earth ventilator 50 feet long to the

west, where the most prevailing winds
come from. The chimney runs down
into the cellar, and there is an opening
about one foot from the floor in the

chimney. The walls are made of

stone, but the floor is cemented. The
walls are a foot above the ground, but

on approach of cold weather they are

made frost-proof by banking up with
horse-manure and sawdust. The ther-

mometer hardly ever varies more than
5 degrees until towards spring when
the weather warms up.

.\long the last of February, when th
colonies become restless, we open th
door or window at night, but it is

always closed again before daylight so
as not to coax the bees out. The cool,
refreshing air stops their restlessness,
and for days the bees are quiet again.
The colonies are stacked up in the

southeast corner, entrances facing the
front and not to the walls, for the rea-
son that it is much handier to take a
look at them, and, if necessary, to clean
out the dead bees. .And, by the way, is

it not a pleasing sight in midwinter for
the bee-keeper to see the large clusters
of bees, perfectly quiet and contented,
the best sign of perfect wintering ?

The cellar is kept dark at all times
except when we need something for
the kitchen. A large curtain is hung
in front of the bees, excluding all light,

which I consider absolutely necessary.
I have used both large and small en-
trances, and could see no difference in
the colonies. I now use an entrance %
inch by the width of the hive, and no
trays or cushions of any kind are used,
but an oilcloth over the top of the
frames, and then the cover—that is all

there is to it.

Some bee-keepers say it will not do
to have vegetables in a bee-cellar. This
cellar is packed full with vegetables of
every description, and, as stated before,
the bees winter successfully in every
way.

In my opinion the following things
are absolutely necessary to winter bees
successfully in the cellar:

1st. Plenty of good stores.

2d. The cellar must be dry and warm.
3d. Good ventilation that can be reg-

ulated even in very cold weather.
4th. Perfect quiet, and total darkness.
If the above conditions exist in a

bee-cellar there is no need of losing
any colonies in wintering them therein.

Allen's Non-Sw.\rming Brood-Ex-
CH.\NGE Pl.\n a Perfect Success.

While reading Dr. Jones' book on
swarm prevention, and also his article

in the Review, I was very enthusiastic
at first, and had about decided to try

his method, when I read Mr. Allen's

plan in the " old reliable " American
Bee Journal, and I said to myself,
" Here is something even better than
the Jones' method."

Well, did Mr. Allen's plan work ?

Yes, I am glad to say it did, and I think
it is by far the best swarm-prevention
I ever tried. As there may be some
readers of the American Bee Journal
who did not read his article I will

again give his method:
When the flow is well started go to

the colonies, whether they want to

swarm or not, and remove them from
their stands, putting in their places

hives filled with empty combs less one
of the center ones.

Next, a comb containing a patch of

unsealed brood as large as the hand is

selected from the colony and placed in

the vacant place in the hive; a queen-
excluder is put on this lower story,

then a super of empty combs, and on
top of all an empty super. A cloth is

then spread in front of this new hive,

the bees and queen shaken from the

parent colony, and the third story is

filled with the combs of sealed brood,

and brood too old to produce queens.
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Now, I had to vary the plan some-
what. I did not have enough empty
combs for the brood-chamber so I gave
only 2 or 3 empty combs, tlien filled

out the 10-frames with full sheets of
wired foundation. I did not change
the hives, simply left the old hive on
its stand.
Twenty large colonies were so treat-

ed, and none even tried to swarm, and
I received a large crop of honey in

spite of the fearful drouth here. I

can't say too much in favor of the above
method. It certainly was a complete
succei-s with me. The whole operation
is done at once, beautiful combs are
drawn out, and the swarming fever is

entirely satisfied. As the brood hatches
out in the third story, it is filled with
honey, and big results are obtained.

Now, I want to warn of one thing

—

be sure not to put up too young brood,
otherwise the bees will start queen-
cells. Three of my colonies did, but
when the flow let up the bees destroyed
the cells again themselves. None of

the other 17 colonies started queen-
cells. It certainly makes rousing big
colonies, and is the method I recom-
mend, and always shall use hereafter.

I wish to thank Mr. Allen for giving
this method to the readers of the
American Bee Journal.

If we had a method like this to pre-

vent swarming when running for comb
honey, the swarming problem would
be solved. Cutting out queen-cells
once a week, giving large and deep en-
trances, top ventilation, and shading
the hives, work best with me when
running for comb honey.
La Crescent, Minn.

Something About Unfinished

Sections

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

No doubt the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal will be somewhat sur-

prised when I tell them that later de-

velopments prove that Doolittle can
not always have his way in having few
unfinished sections at the close of the
honey harvest. I know I have been
telling in the past, how it was possible
to have very few, by a system of con-
densation rather than expansion, after

the middle of any of the blooms which
furnish us with our surplus honey. .'Vnd

I still say I believe that is the correct
plan to work on.

As the latter half of any of our regu-
lar honey harvests come on, instead of

tiering up or putting supers of empty
sections between those supers which
are more or less completed and the
brood-chamber, the supposed or hoped-
for needed supers should be placed on
top of those in which the bees are at

work, for in this way, with good sea-

sons, the bees w^ill complete nearly all

the sections they commence work in.

But the past two or three seasons have
convinced me that there always must
be more or less unfinished sections
(occasionally more), no matter how
hard we work to have it otherwise, as
the fact has been pressed in upon me,
that, by a sudden and une.xpected end-
ing of the honey harvest through a

prolonged drouth, or by a long-con-
tinued spell of rainy weather, the flow

will be cut off, which circumstances
can not be controlled by the bee-keeper.
This being true, and without a possible
remedy, after such a season in which
our harvest has been suddenly cut off
when wprk in the sections was at its
height, it becomes necessary that we
deal with the problem of what shall be
done with this uncompleted work.

I used to be surprised at some of our
otherwise good, practical bee-keepers
recommending that all such sections
should be burned after cutting out the
combs and melting them into wax.
This always seemed to me to be bad
advice, bad economy, and very poor
judgment. If we are to make the most
out of bee-keeping for ourselves and
our families, it would seem to be wis-
dom to concede the fact that close,
economical management must play an
important part in the business, espe-
cially with the lower price of our prod-
uct as compared with most of the
things we have to buy.
As I have written before, I consider

these partly-filled sections about the
"best stock in trade" there is in the
apiary, and with the part we need as
' bait-sections," better than money in
the bank. When, by experience, through
a term of nearly 40 years, I have found
that bees will enter the sections more
freely, and from a week to 10 days
sooner, where the super contains a
certain amount of drawn combs, I

want these sections, and want them too
badly to sanction the melting of the
combs and the burning of the sections ;

no matter if the sections are not quite
as new looking as are those put on
"fresh" and filled with foundation.

There are several ways of turning
these unfinished sections into cash.
When the honey harvest is about clos-
ing, or drouth or rain has brought it to
an untimely end, so that the loss is be-
coming greater through discoloration
by what is known as "travel-stain," or
by the bees removing the honey from
the unsealed cells than is gained by a
little greater completion, the supers are
immediately put on the escape-boards
so as to rid them at once of the bees,
and as soon as this is accomplished,
they are taken off and the supers stored
in my honey-room, each super being
kept away from its fellow by a little 2-

inch-long by 1-inch-square block. As
this room has a paper roof directly
over it, with the roof and sides painted
a dark red, the sun so heats up the in-
terior that all the unsealed honey is

rapidly ripened by the hot, dry air be-
itig able to circulate through the whole
pile, and that which is sealed very
much improved as to quality.
After being in this room for 2 or 3

weeks, the honey in the unsealed cells
become so ripe and thick that it will
not run out, no matter how roughly it

is handled, or turned " flat side " down
;

while that in the sealed cells is so
ripened that it will not candy in the
combs, as is often the case with comb
honey which is stored in a damp, cool
room. When thus ripened, the com-
pleted sections are graded and cased
ready for market, all being kept in this
room until disposed of. Those nearly
completed are also cased for market,
as when kept by themselves and cased
so that the outside gives a fair repre-
sentation of all which are in the case.

such will bring as much, within 2 to :}

cents, as will the best. At least that
has been my experience during the
past 10 to 12 years. Before that, when
such sections were allowed to go in
promiscuously with the other, they
brought the price of the whole down
to where it was better not to send them
away at all.

Those which are less finished, but
still valuable for the honey they con-
tain, have their combs cut out, and the
same put in what are here called
"wooden butter-dishes," when these,
holding about 2% pounds are sold to
those who come for honey, selling at
from 2.] to 30 cents for each dish, ac-
cording to the source from which the
honey was gathered, or its quality. In
this way we receive nearly as much as
is done from any of the crop, as the
sections and shipping-cases " cut no
figure," while the butter-dishes cost
little more than a couple of mills each.
Those sections not as well filled,

which have more value for baits than
anything else, are treated in one of
two ways: If I do not have extracted
honey enough to supply the demand
coming for the same, the extractor is
gotten around, a fire built in tlie stove,
which, together with the heat from the'
sun, raises the temperature of the
room to 100 degrees or over, just in
accord with the thickness to which the
honey has ripened in these sections,
when, in the afternoon, after the heat
has tarried long enough so that the
honey will extract easily, that part of
the combs which is sealed is uncapped
and the whole extracted, bv putting
these sections in "section-holders,"
made to hold a certain number, that
number being governed by the size of
the frame the extractor will receive.

In this way it is no great trick to ex-
tract the honey from the sections, after
which they can be put out in hives,
piled one on top of the other, with an
entrance at the bottom large enough
to admit only one or two bees at a
time, when, in a few days, they will be
cleaned up ready for using as baits.

If I think that from any reason there
may be some colonies of' bees the next
spring, which through the shortness or
the honey season the year before, of
from any other unforeseen circum-
stance will be short of stores, and I
have no reserved combs of honey to
feed them, I let these sections remain
as they are till I find out about this
matter. If needed the next spring by
certain individual colonies, the sec-
tions are uncapped and placed in a su-
per which is set over such colonies,
the top of the hive being covered over
with a "quilt," all except a little space
at one corner large enough to admit 4
or 5 bees going up at a time, when the
sections will be cleaned and the colony
fed at the same time, resulting to the
advantage of both the bees and their
keepers.

If it so happens that no individual
colonies need stores in the spring,
then these left-over sections are put
into supers or hives and piled up one
on top of the other, making all secure
from bees except an entrance at the
bottom large enough to admit not
more than 2 bees at a time; when
work on them will be commenced, and
continue day after day till all the honey
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is carried away and quite evenly dis-

tributed among the most of the colo-
nies in the apiary. In this case I do
no uncapping, for the bees will do it

themselves, leaving the combs in nice
shape to be used for baits. Even where
sections are stored away in the cold,

so that much of the honey in the
combs becomes candied, by giving to

the bees in this w'ay, the dampness
gathered in the pile during the nights
of May liquefies the grains from which
the bees sucked the liquid the day be-
fore, so that they in turn become liquid,

so that there is nothing wasted and
the combs cleaned perfectly clean.

In these ways everything results to

the advantage of the bee-keeper, who
has " an eye to see and an ear to hear."
Borodino, N. Y.

slow work, and I am more interested in

the other question, or was until I found
that not one percentum of the bee-
keepers in the country believe such a
bee possible. Now I have consigned
them to the limbo of the moth-trap, the
non-swarming hive, and the long-
tongued bee, for I have never yet been
able to find a strain of bees but what
will swarm some time, the claims of
their owners to the contrary notwith-
standing.
Buck Grove, Iowa.

What's a Non-Swarming Strain

of Bees ?

BY DR. A. F. BONNEY.

I do not write on this subject to dis-

courage investigation, as has been sug-
gested, but rather to encourage intelli-

gent study. If a non-swarming bee is

to be developed it will happen in spite

of all I might write or say, while all

the wishing, and striving, and longing
man may indulge in will not alter Law
one whit.

Men have striven for centuries to

discover perpetual motion, and the
secret of transmitting the baser metals
into gold, firmly believing both possi-
ble. May it not be possible that bee-
keepers are equally unscientific in

seeking to develop a non-swarming
strain ? To try to answer the question
I must ask : "What is a non-swarm-
ing strain of bees ?"

I think such a strain would best be
defined as bees which under no cir-

cumstance would swarm, but ever
supersede their queens in the hive. A
swarm of bees which, from being in

the midst of a vast quantity of empty
combs will go without swarming for
many generations of bees, may the very
next generation swarm repeatedly. As
Mr. Smith, of Medford, Oreg., says:
"You bet them their non-swarming
bees will swarm su?nc lime" and the
evidence points that way, for it is the
nature of the bees.

Mr. Stephens, of this State, an old
and old-time bee-man of original ideas,

gave me a new idea in a recent letter.

He says, "Their non-swarming bees
are almost always weak colonies," and
from what I have opportunity to ob-
serve, I think he has hold of Truth by
an ear, for I do not know of a non-
swarming colony—and I have had one
or two such—that gave as much sur-

plus as the bees which I let swarm
once, putting the young bees back with
'le original colony.

•Ks I mentioned before, a non-swarm-
II ; colony or strain is one which will

not swarm, else the name is a mis-
nomer, just as a long-tongued bee has
a long tongue or is not what it is

called. It seems that once in a while
there are bees which will work on red

clover, but is it because they have long
tongues, or that white clover is not
yielding nectar ? I am paying some
attention to that question, but it is

No. 3.—Points on Selling Honey
BY WESLEY FOSTER.

In my talks on selling honey, so far,

I have dealt more especially on the
personal qualities of the salesman than
on the real conditions that are pres-
ent for every honey salesman to master
and bend around, if may be, to his ad-
vantage. The instructions to sales-

men sent out from time to time em-
phasize the necessity of holding the
aggressive attitude, never paying any
attention to the objections of the pro-
spective buyer any longer than to wipe
them out, if possible.

Now it is necessary for any man who
wishes to succeed in selling honey to

be positive about the delicious quality
of this product, but there are other
things in the world besides honey, and
we will do well to be broad in our view
at all times, for we will sell more honey
by admitting that maple sugar and
syrup (if pure) ranks along by the side

of honey as an article of food. I know
some bee-keepers who will pay $2.50

for a fine, thick, pure maple syrup, and
then sell their own honey for a dollar
a gallon. Now a bee-man would do
well to eat his own product, but a

change is welcome at times, so we can
readily see that we can not expect to

sell all the sweets that are consumed.
In fact, we may grant that corn syrup
has its place, if it is not an injurious
food product. Corn-syrup manufac-
turers, or rather their advertisement
writers, overstep the mark when they
say it is far superior to honey.
The condition that the honey-trade

is "up against " calls for work along
several lines in order to hold its own.
The plans for advertising Nationally I

hope may be worked out, and get
farther than just talk. I think many of

us have spent too much time at fairs

and expositions in comparison to the

time spent in educating our grocers at

home the way to display and talk up
sales of honey. I have great faith in

storedemonstrations ; they come nearer
the ideal way to popularize honey than
the house-to-house canvass, even ; for

when we call at the lady's house she
has that ever-present prejudice against

agents to be overcome, while, if we find

her in the store in search of groceries,

she will give a willing ear to a strong
honey-talk, re-info reed with a gener-
ous sample or taste.

I have made an attractive display in

a large store where the windows were
large, and spent Saturday showing the

store customers the honey; and at

noon of the next Monday morning
heard a whole crowd of school chil-

dren eagerly telling about the live bees

in that store, and the pretty white honey

they had made. I hardly think one of
those children would fail to carry home
an account of the wonderful sight he
or she had seen up at the store. And
parents' actions are influenced more
by children than many imagine. There
is not a store that I have ever heard of
that was not anxious to get the bees
and the exhibit once or twice every
year. Where one shows a willingness
to co-operate with the grocer to sell

the honey he will always fee! more like
doing his very best, and remaining a
staunch customer.
We should feel about our honey as

some of our largest and most reliable
food-canners do about their goods,
that their duty is not done when their
salesman has sold a grocery a big order
of goods. If those goods do not sell

readily these food-canners feel duty-
bound to get out and work up trade
among the consumers. That is one of
the reasons why some houses have such
an enormous business—they carry their
goods to the consumer, and then the
grocer can make more sales.

The picture I have shown is a view
of the booth of the Colorado Honey-
Producers' Association at the Pure
Food Exposition in Denver. There is

one very strong point about the ar-
rangement of this booth, and that is, it

is equally well arranged for showing
the beauty of the goods, and the coun-
ters are fixed for the purpose of giving
out samples of honey, selling honey,
and the distribution of literature. So
many exhibits show only the goods to
the eye, while this one shows the goods
to the eye and taste as well. This point
is a valuable one for any who contem-
plate the exhibition at fairs.

A booth of this kind will require the
help of three or four people to serve
the honey samples, answer questions,
hand out literature, and keep the booth
always looking attractive. Live bees
and a large reading-glass fastened to
the observatory hive to make the look-
ing at the bees more satisfactory, was
the greatest drawing card, unless it

was the giving out of samples of honey
on crackers. The wax figures and vari-

ous bee-appliances aroused much in-

terest, and the mottoes, such as the
one to be seen hanging near the center
of the picture, caused favorable com-
ment.
Every exhibit at a fair will be twice

as effective for real stimulation of

honey consumption if honey is served
and sold right from the booth, for
folks want to get closer than just

looking.
Elbert Hubbard says he never feels

so highly complimented as when some
one calls him "Teacher." That is true
of us all ; we like to tell of the things
that are interesting to us to those who
will gladly listen, and this is perhaps
the main reason why exhibiting at

fairs and selling honey is interesting
work for me. I like to tell what I

know to those who want my knowledge.
I never yet talked with an exhibitor at

a fair—whether it was poultry, bees,

honey or live stock that was his pas-

sion—who was not bubbling over with
enthusiasm. And so this is why I be-

lieve every one of us would get more
pleasure from our work if we would
try and show others about it at the

fairs, or in store demonstrations, or by
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Exhibit made by the Colorado Honey-Pkoduceks' Associatiox.

carrying a sample case on the road for

a few weeks of each year. The experi-

ence will do any one good, and the

work will be an education in business
methods.

I do not see how I could close this

any better than to append a few notes

on ' Salesmanship," which I used in a

talk before the Business Science Club,

of Denver, a club of young salesmen,
all of them students of The Sheldon
School of Salesmanship :

Salesmanship.

Salesmanship to be of the true and
lasting kind must have manly charac-
ter and fellow feeling as a foundation.

The religious feeling of the unity and
brotherhood of all men goes a long
way in establishing the bond of con-
fidence between two men.

Do you know why salesmen talk

about the big problems that confront
us as a people ? I'll tell you. The boys
who go up and down the country, and
hardly get off the rusty ribbons of

rails, see our national life and its ques-

tions in a broad light. Then their long
separation from home (if indeed they

have one) softens the spirit of the boy
who sells goods. He is a kind of lone-

some creature, and likes to see and
meet genial personalities. Men of any
depth of character will find a fine kind

of patriotism springing up in their

breasts after a few years of road-work.

So if you sell goods, sympathize with

your customers and think of their prob-
lems as well as your own. Whether
you sell a man or not, establish that

comradeship; it will mean business

later, if there is any chance. It pays
you, any way, for we are here to en-

rich our lives, not our pocket-books,
primarily.
A certain indifTerence in regard to

selling goods is a valuable quality: it

is an effective way of ending an inter-

view. Vou have had the whole mind
of your prospect focused on the goods
—he knows just what they are—so you

can take the attitude of "Take it or
leave it." Your customer is quite likely

to ask a few questions, and buy, if there
is any reason for him doing so.

Put all the intelligence and sympathy
into the selling talk possible. The
whole matter of selling depends upon,
does he have confidence in me .' If he
does, he will buy now or later. If he
distrusts me he will never buy, unless
he has to have the goods and can get

them of no one else.

The charge is brought against so

many salesmen that they are only " or-

der takers," and the statement opens
up the whole subject of efficiency in

getting business. Now when one of

these order-takers goes into a store, or
before his customer, he holds the neg-
ative attitude mentally, and it shows in

bearing, facial expression, and voice.

If he does show any of the positive it

is so weak that he is overcome by the

objections of his prospective customer.
In this case the man he tries to sell

something works the persuasion the
other way, and convinces the salesman
that he could not use the goods, or at

least that the odds are too great for

him to overcome.

The power to meet all men with the

strong whole-hearted, positive spirit

will gain a respectful hearing for the

entire proposition. This power en-

ables one to meet objection after ob-
jection without arousing the dislike of

the prospect. The work of convincing
must be done with a light-hearted and
joyous spirit. The man who is con-
vinced against his will or inclination

will, without doubt, cancel the order
after you have left.

Some time ago a friend of the writer
had the privilege of carrying the news
of a large sum of money being left to a

poor man who had a large family. My
friend went with a feeling of elation,

and finding the man engaged in a shop
where he had to wait some time he did

not wait with a feeling of fear lest he

could not persuade the man of the
property; no he waited with ever-
heightening feelings of pleasure, for he
knew when the man came out that the
news would be joyfully received. When
the man came out he was tired and
worried with his hard task of support-
ing his family, and' when my friend
tried to tell him of the nature of his
mission, he mistook his mission, and
thought that there was some scheme
on foot to take his little home away
from him. My friend had here to over-
come a suspicious prejudice, but he
did not dismay, for he knew of the
happiness there would be when the
true facts were known.
This is the fault with most of the or-

der-taking salesmen—they do not feel

the value of their article or proposition
strongly enough. Every one of us
should feel as if our work was as im-
portant as carrying the gospel to the
heathen, for in truth it is. Modern
business is the great educator where
millions go daily to get instruction in

the ways of conducting life, and mak-
ing things run smoothly. And by serv-
ing business are we helping to feed the
millions who are here to find what life

means for them. The more harmo-
nious we can make it for people to

meet their physical needs, the greater
worth will they find in life. Life is

full, and rich, and grand, and we need
never feel that business is degrading.
Let us go out and think well of our
work, and fill it full of good cheer and
fellowship, honesty, faithfulness, and
true living.

A salesman should carry around with
him the atmosphere of the "Zeitgeist,"
and by spreading this spirit will he be
a world-benefactor.

Boulder, Colo.

Diagnosis and Treatment

Foul Brood

of

BY DR. G. BOHRER.

While I do not desire to invite un-
profitable discussion concerning foul

brood, it does seem to me that there
should be a systematic method agreed
and acted upon in unison by all bee-
keepers who suspect that they have
this very destructive ailment among
their bees. I have special reference to

the matter of diagnosis, for until the
bee-keeper is absolutely certain as to

which form of disease his bees are in-

fected with, he is quite liable to treat

for black or European foul brood as
the American form must be treated, or
he may treat the American foul brood
according to the Alexander method of

treating the black or European form,
which method never did, and never
will, rid an apiary of American foul

brood. In making this sweeping dec-
laration I speak from experience.

I had in my apiary what I confidently
felt was American foul brood, judging
from the offensive odor from the hive,

and the ropy character of the dead
larvx. Other bees in this county were
infected with the same ailment, and
when I called upon our County In-

spector to look after and stamp it out,

one bee-keeper stated that it was not
foul brood, and threatened to prosecute
me for circulating such a report, as-

signing as a reason that I was doing
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him a very great injury. By so report-

ing. I at once sent a sample to Dr. E.

F. Phillips, at Washington, D. C, who
very promptly notified me that I had a

typical case of American foul brood,

Vk-hich report put to rest the character

of the malady.

It being understood that nothing
short of a removal of both the combs
and honey from the hive, and putting

the bees upon new comb foundation in

clean frames would effectually stamp
out the disease, this method was
adopted, and in a short time we got

rid of the pest. It is proper that I

should state further that in most cases

the bees were put on narrow strips of

comb foundation for two days, and
then on to full sheets of foundation.

In the treatment of European or

black foul brood the destruction of

neither comb nor honey, it seems from
reports, is necessary. Simply remove
the queen and leave the colony queen-
less 23 or 24 days, then give them a

virgin queen; and some say at the

same time make the colony strong in

numbers. The cure is regarded as com-
plete. Thus it will be seen that there

is no-removal or destruction of either

combs or honey.

But an amateur, or any bee-keeper
not familiar with either form of foul

brood, is quite likely to mistake the

American for the European, or the
European for the American form, and
in case of success in stamping out the

disease, call it American foul brood
when it is the European form, and thus
unintentionally mislead many bee-
keepers. When a sample of the dis-

eased brood is sent to Dr. Phillips for

microscopic inspection, it would put
the bee-keeper on the right road to

success and avoid the publication of

misleading reports. To do this is no
hard task. Dr. Phillips will gladly send
boxes and mailing cards upon appli-

cation, and, moreover, it will cost no
postage to send samples.

In conclusion I will say that in one
instance I put an infected colony on
comb foundation, and after some 21

days found the bees in excellent con-
dition, and feeling anxious to help
them, I gave them a comb from the in-

fected hive I had taken away from
them, it being, from all external ap-

pearances, free from anything of an
infectious nature ; it contained a few
cells of sealed honey and no unsealed
honey that I could discover; but the
experiment was a costly one, it being
only about two weeks after giving them
the comb referred to, until foul brood
showed up again, and it came from no
other source. So do not give such
combs to bees.

Lyons, Kans.

Canadian Beedom
Conducted by J. L. BvER. Mount Joy. Ontario. Canada.

Again the Long-Tongue Bees

Dr. Miller, for a " boy" of your age.

don't you think that you should know
better than to try and stir up mischief
the way you have done on page 342 ?

Quite likely none of the sellers of the

queens that produce bees with tongues
long enough to impale a pumpkin, ever

saw that reckless statement of mine,
and now after all the prodding you
have given by way of encouraging
them to get after me, who can tell what
the end will be ?

If correct, the Cyprians hold the

record as a race for tongue length, but

as they are correspondingly long and
active at their other extremity, they are

little advertised. However, that has
nothing to do with the statement you
criticize, as I have never had any Cyp-
rian blood in my yards, so far as I am
aware.
As you are no doubt aware, the

writer is not as keen an admirer of the

Italian race, /« (o/n, as are some bee-

keepers, and this fact may, to some ex-

tent, explain the statement referred to,

which was, as usual with me, hurriedly
written without thinking just how it

sounded. Not so very long ago the

bee-papers were full of advertisers

who claimed to have the genuine arti-

cle, in so far as long tongues are con-
cerned, and if it was the real thing they
had, why the absence of said advertise-

ments now ?

Now as to personal reasons for mak-
ing the assertion under discussion, I

would say that queens were secured
from different breeders making claims
as to their stock having extra-long
tongues, and so far as I could tell by
close observation, not one of the
claims was verified. True, sometimes
these bees would be seen on red clover,

but on those occasions the other colo-
nies in the apiary would be represented
just as well.

Please do not understand me as im-
plying that the claims of individual
measurements of tongues as given in

some cases were false, but I do believe

most firmly that anything out of the
ordinary was in the nature of a sport,

and that in few if any colonies was this

characteristic perpetuated.
Perhaps the word "humbug " is not

refined enough for modern purposes,
and rather should the term " business
enterprise " be used, as we find the same
kind of advertising quite frequently in

other lines, for instance, when we are
told that certain syrups are " better

than honey for less money," etc.

Just think for a moment what the

claims of the long-tongued bees mean,
anyway. One of the most essential

parts of the bee's anatomy, no doubt
of uniform size nearly all down through
the centuries, has in the course of

a few months by some marvellous,
mysterious methods, been lengthened
so that their proud owners could go
poking into pastures that have been
forbidden to their less fortunate prede-

cessors for ages past. Is not the mere
assumption of such a possibility ridicu-

lous, when we consider the matter
seriously ?

Now I have nothing personal in view,
in what I have said, but as it appears to
me, it does not seem possible that
much can be done in quite a few years,
let alone months, in changing the size

of one of the principal organs of the
honey-bee. With you, I think that if

the red clover honey is ever to be
secured by the bee-keeper to any ex-
tent, that the work will have to begin
at the clover end of the proposition.

In looking over what I have written,
I note that I have not yet cleared up
the " race " question. So far as I can
recall, all the advertisers of long-
tongued stock had Italians to offer,

and as the best workers I have had on
red clover have, as a rule, been Carnio-
lans, this partial clearing of my skirts
will have to suffice.

Many thanks, Doctor, for the kind
expressions made in regard to the
writer. My only regret is that I feel

entirely vmworthy of the compliments
given, yet I trust that the good opinion
of one whose friendship is so highly
valued may serve as an incentive to-
wards helping me to be more temperate
in all things, not excluding the slnle-

meiits that may be made when writing
for the bee-papers.

Report of the Ontario Convention

The Ontario Bee-Keepers' .-Associa-

tion held its annual meeting Nov. loth,

16th and 17th, according to schedule.
The meeting was fairly well attended,
but from the fact of there being single-

fare rates given from all points in On-
tario over the different railroads, the
wonder is that twice as many are not
in attendance at these meetings as is

usually the case. From the standpoint
of attendance, a regrettable feature was
the absence of the large deputation
from New York State that we expected
to have with us. Indeed, some of the
boys expressed themselves while at

-Albany as "coming sure," and when
they failed to " show up ''

at our con-
vention, we were at a loss to know
what had happened—only Mr. Her-
shiser putting in an appearance, when
we looked for a dozen or more. (For
loss of a better reason, I surmised that
perhaps all the absentees were Repub-
licans, and being " snowed under," were
unable to extricate themselves in time
for the meeting! Then, again, the
thought came that may be they were
all Democrats, and as a result had
" celebrated" too much to be in shape
for traveling ! Not being at all familiar
with United States politics, I feel sure
that I will not be accused of carrying
political issues into this department;
and if wrong in either of my surmises,

I stand ready to be corrected.)

Pres. Couse occupied the chair in

his usual genial manner, but as I was
not present at the first two sessions, I

am unable to say much about his open-
ing address. Some of the members
told me it was "all right," and knowing
Mr. Couse as well as I do, 1 believe

that all would concur in that view, even
before we have a chance to see the

printed report.

Mr. Sibbald gave an address on the

subject, " .\ Year's Experience With
Clark's System of Queen-Rearing."
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This address being given also, at a

session in wliich I was not present, it

will have to wait till the report comes
out before making any comments.

.A. Talk to Beginners,

Mr. A. Dickson, of Lancaster, gave a

talk on " Lessons for Beginners," in

which many valuable hints to prospec-
tive bee-keepers were given. ^Ir. Dick-
son, among other things, advised be-
ginners to buy bees in the spring, and
have some competent bee-keeper look
them over before buying. Be careful to
leave the honey on the hives till well
ripened

;
give intelligent care in every

way to the bees, and in the fall be sure
that all colonies have abundant stores
to carry them through till fruit-bloom
the following spring.

Mr. Dickson is an enthusiastic ad-
mirer of the bee-escape method of
clearing bees from supers for extract-
ing, and said that he had brushed bees
for 10 years before finding out the val-

ue of the escapes. Mr. McEvoy en-
dorsed Mr. Dickson, but Mr. Chrysler
and some others stated that while the
advocates of escapes were adjusting
these articles to the hives, they, with
their methods, could have the honey
away from the bees in the same time.

Mr. Chrysler stated that all his escapes
were for sale cheap. All of which goes
to show how different methods appeal
to dilTerent men in a different way.

Women .vs .A.pi.\rists.

Miss Ethel Robson gave a splendid
address on the question," Can a Woman
Run an Apiary?" Miss Robson is a

splendid platform speaker, and demon-
strated without a doubt that a woman
could run an apiary—at least, this was
clearly proven in Miss Robson's case,

as she gave facts and figures to prove
the assertion. One of the amusing in-

stances given to show how a woman
can make the best of an emergency was
the following

:

.\s the family was starting for church
one Sunday morning, a swarm was
noticed coming from the apiary. Miss
Robson told the rest to go on, and she
would follow shortly, as she fully ex-
pected that the bees would settle in a

hurry. However, they had no such in-

tentions, and off they went across the
fields with their mistress giving pur-
suit, firmly intending to " stay with
them " as long as it was possible. They
headed for a strip of woods, and alight-

ed on a small tree, low enough down
to be in reach. But how was she to

get them to the apiary ?—that was the
query. -\ man would have had to

tramp back a mile or so for some re-

ceptacle to carry them in, or else aban-
don them to their own devices. Miss
Robson had no intention of doing any-
thing of that nature, and quickly the
inspiration came to utilize one of her
skirts; and at once this resolve was
put into action. The skirt was tied at

one end and the bees shaken into the
swarm catcher," and carried home in

triumph !

Mr. Sibbald volunteered the informa-
tion that not a nnni in the audience
could have done such a thing, and no
one ventured to dispute the accuracy of
the assertion

!

In giving the reasons that led her to

go into bee-keeping. Miss Robson said

that after leaving college the world did
not appreciate her ability to her satis-

faction, and bee-keeping was then un-
dertaken with three objects in view

—

she needed something to do ; she want-
ed some money of her very own ; and
she wanted to show the people that she
was good for somtl/ihiff, after all. As
an evidence that she convinced the On-
tario .A.ssociation of tlie latter fact, it is

only necessary to say that they ap-
pointed her one of the directors. Miss
Robson thus has the honor of being
the first woman to be on the governing
board of this Association.

.\pi.\ri.\.\' exhibit.s — europe.vx foul
Brood.

Mr. Morley Pettit gave an address
on the subject. " The Large Exhibi-
tions and the Bee-Keeper," in which
the fact was made apparent that for big
exhibits, the Counties or Provinces
should take up the work together, un-
der the auspices of the head associa-
tion.

The discussion that followed was
right in line with that idea, and quite
likely, by another year, a radical change
from the present system of exhibits
will be in evidence.

Mr. Pettit also gave a general resume
of the year's inspection work, as fur-
nished him by the 16 inspectors who
were on the force during the past sea-
son. Nothing new was brought out,
only the fact was impressed on us
again most forcibly, that foul brood is

still with us in many localities—in
some to quite an alarming e.xtent.

Black brood has crossed the border on
the Niagara peninsula, and is spread-
ing badly in the eastern part of the
Province. While the most of us have
different views on the tariff question,
all on this side of the line are in favor
of a proliibitivc tariff on the disease
known as black or European foul
brood. Pity is that the matter was not
attended to sooner.

Young Men as Bee-Keepers.

Mr. Homer Burk, one of our success-
ful young men, gave a talk on " Bee-
Keeping for Young Men," in the course
of which many encouraging thoughts
were brought out as to the induce-
ments of the calling. In his opinion,
we do not appreciate the efforts of our
forefathers enough, as they had paved
the way for us today, making it possi-
ble for us to operate a great many col-
onies with less labor than was formerly
necessary for a small number. Bee-
keeping is fast becoming a business
recognized to be very important, and,
all this considered, we have much to be
thankful for in the pursuance of our
chosen vocation.

Disposal of Cappings.

Mr. Chrysler talked on the disposal
of cappings, in which many valuable
points were brought out. The capping
melter came in for a good deal of dis-

cussion,and in the main the machine was
not appreciated very much. Mr. Pettit

showed one made somewhat on the
Beuhne principle, and at some future
time I hope to illustrate it in this de-
partment. According to Mr. Pettit's

views, it is the best thing in the line of
capping melters that has thus far been
brought out.

Co-operating with Honey Customers

Mr. Couse gave a talk on co-opera-
tion, dwelling mostly on the line of
co-operating with our customers in the
way of increasing sales, but saying lit-

tle about the matter of the producers
getting together in an extensive way
for the systematic handling of the
honey crop of the Province. On this
phase of the matter of co-operation,
Mr. Hurley, of the Canadian Bee Jour-
nal, gave a most masterful address, and
clearly showed that he had given the
matter a lot of earnest study. .\t a later
date I hope to have the address in full

—

to comment on it briefly would in no
way give the force of his arguments.
The subject received a lot of discussion
on the part of many members, and as a
start a committee was appointed to
look into the matter and see as to let-

ters of incorporation, etc., $-50 from the
funds of the Association being voted
to defray the expenses of the commit-
tee.

-As stated in the past, while tlioroughly
in sympathy with a co-operative move-
ment of some nature, yet I feel that
with present good prices ruling, it will
be difficult to get enough bee-keepers
interested to make the scheme a suc-
cess. W\ the fruit-growing and other
co-operative organizations have been
forced by circumstances to their pres-
sent status—whether the bee-men will

be wise enough to co-operate without
being forced to do so, remains to be
seen.
The officers for the following year

are as follows

:

President, W. J. Craig, of Brantford;
1st Vice-President, Denis Nolan, of
Newton Robinson ; 2d Vice-President,

J. L.. Byer, of Mt. Joy ; and Secretary-
Treasurer, P. W. Hodgetts, Parliament
Buildings, Toronto.
Directors:—Division No. 1, A. Dick-

son ; No. 2, A. Mac Laughlin ; No. 3,

M. B. Holmes; No. 4. C. F. Chisholm

;

No. 5, Jas. Storer; No. 0, J. L. Ever;
No. 7, J. F. Switzer ; No. 8, U. H. Bowen ;

No. 9, W. J. Craig ; No. 10, D. Chal-
mers; No. 11, Miss Ethel Robson; No.
12, D. Nolan; and Ontario -Agricultural
College, Morley Pettit.

" Langstroth on the Houey-Bee"
This is one of the standard books on

bees. It tells in a simple, concise man-
ner just how to keep bees. It was
originally written by Rev. L. L. Lang-
stroth, who invented the movable-
frame hive in IS-jI. The book has been
brought right down to date by Dadant
& Sons, than who there are no better
or more practical bee-keepers in this

or any other country. It contains
nearly GOO pages, is fully illustrated,

and is bound in cloth. Every topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following its instructions no
one should fail to be successful with
bees. Price, postpaid, $1.20; or with
the -American Bee Journal one vear

—

both for $2.00. Send all orders to the
American Bee Journal, 14G W. Superior
St., Chicago, 111.

Worth Many Times Its Price.

To one who takes an interest in honey-
bees, the American Bee Journal is worth its

price many times over.

Tacoma, Wash. P. A. NoRUAJt.
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Dr. Miller's Question-Box
Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to

Dr. C. C. Miller, Makknco, III.
He does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Size of Winter Hive-Entrance

How large should the hi\e-entrance be in

winter ? Does it make any particular differ-
ence whether it is in the center or at one
corner of the hive ? Illinois.

Answer.— In the cellar the larger the en-
trance the better; at least as large as in

summer, and better if larger. But you no
doubt winter your bees outdoors, in which
case you need an entrance H inch deep, and
an inch wide for every frame covered with
bees. That would make it 5 inches wide for
a colony strong enough to cover 5 frames,
and 4 inches wide for colony having bees on
4 frames, if you think it advisable to winter
so weak a colony.

Granulation of Honey

I would like to know why some honey
granulates sooner than others, and some not
at all. California.

Answer.—Temperature and other condi-
tlbns make a diiTerence. but I don't suppose
you refer to that, but to the fact that under
exactly the same conditions one kind of
honey will granulate sooner than another.
It depends upon the plant from whicn the
honey is obtained, but that doesn't answer
the question, and I don't know why honey
from one plant granulates sooner than that
from another. Possibly some scientists can
tell us.

Honey from Foul-Broody Colonies

What can be done with honey from colo-
nies having American foul-brood ? I found
: among some that I bought. My bees were
doing well enough drawing out foundation,
and for that reason I would not endanger
the rest. (I am a beginner.) Otherwise they
seemed to be in fine shape, so I closed them
up the evening I found it out, and poured in
some bisulphide of carbon, and It has not
spread. Subscriber.

Answer.—The honey from foul-broody
colonies is all right to use on the table, but
it must not be fed to bees unless first boiled
enough to destroy all germs that may convey
the disease. It will not do to let the honey
be full strength when boiling, for then the
outer part may burn while the inner part is

not hot enough to destroy spores. Take as
much water as you have honey, heat the
water and then pour in the honey, and let it

boil for 3 hours.

Introducing Queen and Requeening

1. About Oct. 19, I received 6 untested
Queens, and succeeded in introducing 5 of
them safely, but the Oth was killed, and that
colony began to build queen-cells. The
queens were used to requeen 6 colonies that
had old queens. What is the best way to re-

queen ?

2. Are the fall months the best time to re-

queen? Pennsylvania.

Anwers. I.—Yourquestion is so broad that
it can hardly be answered without writing a
whole book. I suspect, however, that you
mean to ask for the best way /o inirodiice a
queen. Even then the question is too broad.
A queen in a nucleus in one's own yard is a
different thing from one received by mail. A
queen that costs 5 or 10 dollars is a different
thing from one that costs only a dollar. But
I'll try to guess what may hit your case.

It may be that you have in mind a very
valuable queen. In that case I would take
no chances, but proceed in a way that is en-
tirely safe. Have ready 3 or more frames of
scaled brood, much of it just hatching or
about to hatch. Brush every bee from these
frames and put them in a hive, putting with
them combs containing some honey, and a
comb in which you have sprinkled some
water. .Shut the hive up bee-tight. Keep it

in a warm place where the temperature
never eoes below 70 or 80 degrees. Or, you
may set the hive over a strong colony with
wire-screen between the two stories, so that
the heat may ascend but nobees g:et up from
below. In .s days set your hive on a new
stand, giving an entrance only large enough

for one bee at a time, enlarging the entrance
afterward as needed.
The other safest guess is that you have re-

ceived by mail a queen for which you have
paid about a dollar. In that case, likely the
iDest way is to follow the instructions that
accompany the queen. You will take some
chances in that, for there will be some fail-

ures in almost any way of introducing
queens. If you don't want to take any
chances, then follow the plan given for the
more valuable queen.
Now if I have not made the right guess as

to the part of your question you want an-
swered, please come again, specifying a lit-

tle more particularly.
2. All things considered, probably they

are. although circumstances alter cases.

Dimensions of 8 -Frame Hive

I. What are the dimensions of an 8-frame
Langstroth hive and super? Also the
frames? Massachusetts.

Answer.—.Some of the dimensions of the
8-franie hive have varied from time to time,
but I'll give you what I think will generally
be found today

:

Length, inside measure. 18K inches; width,
12W; depth. Q^-s; but as the driest lumber
you are likely to get will shrink somewhat,
it is better to make the depth gSi. The super
has the same length and width as the hive.
Its depth depends upon what it contains. If

it is an extracting-super, it will be the same
as the hive-body, provided the frames are to
be the same as those in the brood-chamber.
In any ca?e the depth of the extracting-
super will be ^4 inch more than the depth of
the frame to be used in it. allowance to be
made for shrinkage if there is to be any
shrinkage The depth of the section-super
must be such that there shall be Jj-inch
space left at the top of the super.
The frame is 17-^8 by Q'i. outside measure.

Width of top-bar varies from iH down to fi;

and the same may be said of end-bars and
bottom-bar. Some have the same width as
the top-bar. and some have them narrower.
In any case, the frames are generally spaced
so that the distance from center to center
shall be i^a; although some prefer i'?. With
the spacing \H, there is plenty of room for
a thin dummy or follower beside the frames.

Questions by a Beginner

1. How can I tell if the bees are short of
stores ?

2. There are a great many dead bees in
front of one hive. What is the cause of it ?

3. The live ones are very lively, and of a
bright yellow color with 3 stripes across the
tail ? What kind of bees would you judge
them to be ?

4. How can I tell if moths are doing harm ?

=;, Can old. mothy hives be cleaned so that
they will be fit for the bees again? If so,
how is the best way to clean them ?

6. Can I put my bees in clean hives now, or
would it be any benefit to change them ?

7. Do dones ever appear on the outside of
the hive? If so, how can I tell them from
the other bees ?

8. Where would I be most likely to find the
queen ?

0. How long is the breeding season, and
when does it begin ?

10. Should my hives be covered up during
winter? Missouri.

Answers.— I. One way is to look in the
hives. So long as you see sealed honey at
the upper part of the combs, the bees are
not in immediate danger of starvation. If

they have the equivalent of 4 combs filled

with honey, they will have enough for win-
ter. You may also tell by weighing. If the
hive, bees and all. weighs 40 pounds more
than the same kind of a hive with no bees
and empty combs, you may count they will
winter throug.i.

2. I don't know. It is possible that a stray
swarm attempted to enter and part or all of
its bees were killed.

3. Probably Italians.
4. You may generally count that moths are

doing no great harm so long as a colony is

very strong. At this time of year you need
not pay any attention to them, but when
warm weather comes next year, if you sus-
pect moths, you can lift out the frames and
see whether they have built their silken
galleries on the surface of the comb.

5. Yes. all you need to do is to scrape the
hives clean.

6. Better let them alone until they fly
freely next year.

7. Yes, during the working season you may
see them flying out almost any good day
some time during the middle of the day.
You can tell them by their larger size. If
you want to make sure, catch one. and if

it doesn't sting you it's likely a drone.
8. Ttie queen may be in any part of the

hive; but is generally found on the brood.
Q. If bees are cellared, there will be little

or no breeding until they are taken out. The
queen begins to lay sooner if bees are win-
tered outdoors, often as early as February
and sometimes even in January, in theNorth.
and earlier in the South. She may stop lay-
ing in October or September, and some-
times as early as August.

10. Yes; especially on top.

Keeping Bees from Spotting Clothes

I have kept about 8 colonies of bees in the
city with good success for 5 years. Although
my neighbors are only about 30 feet away
from the bee-house, they have never been
stung. But I have had trouble every spring
when the bees take the cleansing flight, and
spot the neighbor's wash. Now I would like
to ask how to avoid this. I keep the hives
in a bee-tight house. 1 have tried to close
the entrance with screen on wash-day, but
that killed many bees on a warm day. I also
tried the way described in "ABC&XYZ
of Bee-Culture," page 65, but it did not work.
Now- I have planned to build another house
out of wire-screen in front of the entrances
to the hives, with a movable front, have the
front closed on the critical day, and open on
all other days. Would the bees cleanse
themselves in the screen-house ? If so. how
big should it be ? Wisconsin.

Answer.—No doubt the scheme will work
if the screen house is large enough. How
small an enclosure will do is only a matter
of guessing. Fifty feet each way would
probably work nearly as well as to have
everything entirely open, but such a size as
that is of course out of the question. It is pos-
sible that to feet each way would work pretty
well. Even with the chance to fly only 3 or
4 feet away from the entrance the bees
might not suffer much, and of course the
more room the better. But. mind you. this
is only guessing.

Slope of Hives—Hive-Ventilation—Wintering Bees

1. How much should a hive slope forward,
I or 2 inches ?

2. How is the best way to ventilate hives in
winter?

3. Is there any danger of bees smothering
in winter ?

4. Is it all right to leave the honey-board
on in winter, taking out about 4 inches
through the center o\-er the brood-frames,
and leaving on one super hlled with cloth
and excelsior, then putting on the winter-
case? Illinois.

Answers.— I. It is not a matter of great
importance as to the exact pitch; either
will do.

2. In the cellar it matters little how, pro-
vided there be enough ventilation, and there
is no danger of having too much. Formerly,
with box-nives. a good plan was to turn the
hive upside down, with no covering over it.

That left it all open above and all closed be-
low. Of course, no sort of hive-ventilation
will avail if the air in the cellar be impure.
For outdoor wintering, the entrance may

be ^ by 6 inches for a strong colony, and
less for a weak one; besides this opening at
the entrance, some cover with some sort of
packing thatallows a little air slowly to pass
upward. Others leave the cover sealed
down as the bees left it in summer and fall.

But in this case the top must be warmly
covered.

3. The entrance may be filled up by wet
snow which freezes, closing the entrance
entirely, when there is danger of smothering.

4. It would be likely to work all right.

Getting Empty Combs for Swarms, Etc.

I. This year I have been running for ex-
tracted honey so as to get empty combs for
swarms next summer. Would you use such
combs, or would you use foundation in the
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brood-chamber? I use the divisible brood-

chamber hives, and like them
2 Do you know where Kditor York gets

his Queens ? 1 KOt aeeens from him and they

are first-class honey-natherors. and they are

irentle. I handle them without iisnis! the

Imoker. Ii.i.inois.

Answers.-i. It will probably be better to

use the drawn combs, as there will be just

so much advance in the work.
2 IdoiVt know where he gets them; but!

understand he has one or more reliable

queen-rearers to rear them for him.

A Beginner's Questions

1 Will you give me a list of the most essen-

tial supplies a beginner should have ?

z How can honey stored in sections be

fed during the winter?
,1 „ u„^„

i After brood-rearing stops, do the bees

store honey for winter in the broodcham-

4. Would 2 supers be enough to uct for each

"s!Vhat size smoker is the best to use ?

6 In using a division-board feeder, would
it be all right to take out otie frame and
allow the feeder to remain until spring ?

Answers. -J. The most essential things

for a beginner are very few. although there

are many things he wil want to add after-

ward. The things to be added will be not

always the sime for all bee-keepers; tor in-

stance, a man who never expects to produce
extracted honey will need no extractor,

while for many an extractor will be indis-

pensable. . ,- , ,

As perhaps deserving hrst p ace among
the most essential things for all beginners

is a bee-book, or book of instruction in bee-

keeping. And you have done a wise thing in

reading up before getting any bees. Of
course, the beginner must have bees and
hives for them. He will also want a veil,

smoker, and some kind of a hive-tool, it it

be only a screw-driver. With nhese few
items he is in a fair way to make a beginning,

adding other things as they are needed.
2 If there is a 2-inch space under the bnt-

tom-bars. as there is in my hives, the sec-

tions may be slid under, lying llat. A wide-

frame, filled or partly filled with sections,

may be put in the hive near the cluster. It

you do not use wide-frames, a common
brood-frame may be used. To put 4 or 8

sections in a brood-frame, it will probably
be necessary to cut away a part of one or

more of the sections. If the arrangement
on top will admit of it. sections may be laid

Hat on top of the brood-frames, and covered
up warm.

,
_ , .

1,. Maybe, and maybe not. Some colonies

stop breeding earlier than others. In some
places and in some seasons the honey-How
continues later than in others. But in no
case will you probably ever find it happen
that breeding suddenly stops while the hive

is full of brood, with practically no roorn

for honey, and then the bees hi up with
honey. Toward the close of the season
breeding gradually becomes less, and as the

combs become emptied of brood they are

filled up with honey, there being only a very
little brood in the hive when the queen stops
laying. , . - -.u

4 You can get along, after a fashion, with
onlv one super, but it is very poor economy
to scrimp in the matter of supers. If you
mean extracting supers of the same size as

the brood-chamber. 3 would be better than 2.

Kor sections. I would not like to start in the
season with less than b supers of 24 sections
each for each colony.

, , .

5. I never saw a smoker too large, although
with only one or two colonies you can get

along with a small one. Sometimes you
want a bigger volume of smoke than a small
smoker will give, and you can use just as lit-

tle smoke as you like with a large smoker.
The large smoker holds fire better than the
small one. and you can more easily have
fuel to fit the large one.

6. Ye-es, I Buess so.

Fool-Broody Hives — Wintering Bees ~ Clipping

Queens—Requeening

I. Last winter I purchased four i>4-story

hives at a public sale for 80 cents each.
After getting them home I found the combs
chock-full of foul brood. Of course, that

taught me a lesson not to buy secondhand
hives; but what am I to do with them ? All

the frames and inside pieces were burned,
and the inside of the hives have been thor-

oughly scorched with a kerosene torch.
Most of my hives are lo-frame. but these are

8. Do you ihink it would be safe to put bees
into them next summer, or would you advise
me to make kindling wood of them ?

2. Do you lliiiik it is necessary to havean
empty super containing leaves or chaff over
the brood-nest for wintering ?

3. My hive-covers consist of a ^4-inch inner
cover just above the bees, then 3 ^-inch air-
space, then a sheet of straw-board which is

covered with galvanized-iron; then I have
about a foot of straw over and around the
hives. Is that surticient protection ?

4. Would it not be better for a busy farmer
to risk a few absconding swarms than to
clip the Queen's wings ?

5. I have 8 colonies which stored So to 75
pounds of honey while others stored 100.

Would you advise me to requeen the 8? If
so, what would be the cheapest and simplest
way to do so ? I have but 12 colonies, and am
a beginner. If I must requeen 1 would like
to do it before they increase.

6. I have 6 colonies of bees on half sheets
of comb foundation, and the result is the
lower half of the combs are mostly drone-
comb. Now if I simply cut this out next
spring, will they build drone-comb again?
Or how can I fasten foundation in the lower
half of the frame ?

7. There are foul-broody hives iH miles on
either side of me. Is there danger of my
bees getting it at that distance ?

Nebraska.
Answers,— I. Being thoroughly scorched

with the torch, they are safe to use again.
Indeed, many use them again without any-
thing being done to the hives at all.

2. No, there is no need of a super, only so
the hive is well packed, especially over the
top.

3. It ought to be.
4. A busy farmer is the very one who

should have his queens clipped. It is a very
small matter to clip a queen, and when a
swarm issues it is much less trouble to hive
it with a clipped queen. .411 you have to do
is to catch the clipped queen as she hops
over the ground, set the old hive off the
stand, put the empty hive on the stand, and
then when the swarm comes back and be-
gins to enter the hive, to let the queen run
in with the bees. No matter if the swarm
settles on a tall tree; just wait till it is

ready, and it will be sure to come back to
the hive.

5. Probably the easiest way for you is to
use the plan recommended to " Iowa " in
this number.

6. If you let the bees build it in again, they
will likely fill the vacancy with drone-comb.
Cut the drone-comb in all. Then cut the
worker-comb out of one frame and fill out
another frame with it.

7. There is danger, but not so much as if

the distance was less.

Cellar-Wintering of Bees—Rearing and Introducing

Queens

1. I have a few colonies of bees that I have
put intoa cellar wherethereis no fire. Do
you think it would be all right if it should
get too cold there any time this winter, to
move them into a cellar where there is a
fire ?

2. Does noise bother bees when they are in
the cellar?

3. I have one colony of bees which I think
are much better workers than my other
colonies, and I would like to get some
queens from that colonyand put in with the
others so as to get better workers. I would
like to get at least one queen for a colony of
black bees. How can I rear a queen from
this colony ?

4. When is the best time to introduce a
queen to a colony of bees ?

5. Can more than one queen be reared
from a colony in one year ?

6. Can you tell when there is more than
one queen in a hive? If so. how? lowA.

Answers.— I. Yes. only be sure you do not
have the cellar too warm and close. But
with plenty of fresh air coming into the cel-

lar, my bees do not seem much troubled by
having the temperature go up to 50 degrees
or higher. If a fire is such that it shines in

the cellar, there is danger that the bees will
fly into it.

2. Noise seems to have little effect upon
them.

3. From the colony with your best queen
take two frames with adhering bees and the
queen, and put them in an empty hive on a
new stand. In 10 days you ought to find a
number of sealed queen-cells that maybe
used wherever you like, and after the cells
have been taken the queen may be returned.
Kill the black queen 8 days after requeening
your best colony, and then 2 days later give
to the black colony one of the sealed cells.

Another way may suit you: Take from
your best colony the frames that have little
room in them, and exchange for frames
from other colonies well filled with scaled
brood. This will make your best colony
strong, in the hope it may swarm first. Now
suppose A is your best colony, B is the
strongest of the remaining colonies, and then
come in the order of their strength. C. I). K.
and so on. When A swarms, set the swarm
on the stand where A stood, and set A on the
stand of B. putting B on a new stand. .All the
held-beesof B will join A. making it quite
strong again. In something like 8 days it
will swarm again. Set the swarm in place
of A. set A in place of C. and set C on a new
stand. Perhaps 2 days later. A will again
swarm. Set the swarm in place of A. set A
in place of D. and set D on a new stand. IfA swarms a day or so later, set it in place of
E. and so on. Kvery one of those swarms
will have a young queen of your best stock,
and if the swarming gives you more colonies
than you desire, you can break up one or
more of them to strengthen your swarms
that have queens of the best stock.

4. That depends. If you w-ant to introduce
a new queen for the sake of rearing better
stock from her. it will be better to do it

somewhat early next year. Other things be-
ing equal, there is no better time tlian about
the close of the honey-flow.

5. Yes. hundrds of them.
6. You can not easily tell. Look through

the hive, taking the frames out one by one,
and if 2 queens are in the hive you may see
them. But if you see only one. you can not
be at all certain that there is not another
queen in the hive. If you want to make cer-
tain about it. remove the queen for 3 days,
and if you then find plenty of eggs present,
you may know that another queen is still in
the hive. If you have removed the only
queen, you will find in 3 days that queen-
cells are started and that no eggs are in the
hive.

Had a Good Honey Crop

I have had a good honey crop. I fed my
bees last winter and early in the spring. My
neighbors' bees nearly all died last winter;
out of 150 colonies only g went through the
winter. I lay all my success to the Ameri-
can Bee Journal and " Forty Years Among
the Bees." Good luck tothe "Old Reliable."
Fortuna. Mo.. Oct. 31. L. M. JOHN.SON.

An Amateur's Good Report

I am an amateur in the business. I have
12 colonies, and their production has ex-
ceeded 100 pounds of extracted honey per
colony. I sold nearly all of it at 10 cents per
pound.

I wish the American Bee Journal success.
No bee-keeper can do without it.

Corinth, Ky.. Nov. i. J. C. Ham,.

Good Crop—Fighting Foul Brood

I think the American Bee Journal Is one
of the best bee-papers published. It has
helped me to a good crop of honey this year.
From 70 colonies I have taken to. 000 pounds
of honey.

I have had lots of fun fighting foul brood
in this vicinity. I think I have had as much
fun as Dr. C. C. Miller had with this disease.

T. L. Shawler.
Silver City. Iowa, Nov. i.

Bee-Keeping in Missouri

There was a big show of farm products
held at Moberly, Mo., in September under
the auspices of the Missouri Immigration
Board, and products from most of the coun-
ties of Missouri were shown. I was there;
and while the program was full for speakers
on that occasion, yet when the committee
found that I would talk on bees. I was given
a place. My address was well received.
Just before the address a noted fruit grower
read a paper, and he stated among other
things that they had tried fruit-growing out
in Colorado, and had met with poor success
until they secured bees there, when they
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had splendid success. I used this and ullier
circumstances of like character to show the
importance of the bee-industry.
We have over 40.000 bee-keepers in Mis-

souri, according to the Labor Dureau. and
the industry amounts to considerably more
than a million dollars per year; that, with
the help that bees are to fruit-Browing,
makes tlie keeping of bees ciaite important.
We beekeepers of Missouri had our State

convention at Sedalia during the State Kair
week. We had a good and harmonious meet-
ing. I was re-elected president. Mr. Stewart,
of Hopkins, vice-president, and M. E. Trible.
of Marshall, secretary and treasurer. Our
foul brood inspector. M. E. Darby, was in

charge of the apiarian exhibit at the Fair.
and it surely was a nice one, and much the
best we have ever had. He showed a map
of Missouri built out by the bees, which at-

tracted much attention and comment. He
also had a large exhibit of honey, some of
which was as nice as any I have ever seen
anywhere. This e.xhibit was a great adver-
tisement for the bee-industry, and Mr. Darby
merits great praise for his skill in making
such a good show. He is doing much excel-
lent work in Missouri for the industry, as
lie is attending the fairs and congresses of
the Immigration Board at different places in

Missouri, and making addresses and doing
things for the bee-business. He is consid-
ering a show at St. Louis at the coming Land
Congress in December. I think.
\Ve think, in Missouri, that the oee-busi-

ness is looking up. and will take its proper
place among the other industries of the
State. We are working to that end in our
Association, and we have a goodly number
of bee-keepers on our roll as members: yet
there are hundreds that are not members,
and who do nothing toward helping in this

matter, and we need them. Our inspection
work is doing all possible under the condi-
tions it has to encounter, yet this could be
much extended if we had more help in mem-
bership and forces, as we could secure a

better appropriation and help to carry on
the work; so many are indifferent about
making any effort at all to help, only them-
selves. I W. ROUSK.
Mexico. Mo. ^_^^_^^^_

Bees Packed and Honey Sold

Winter weather commenced Nov. 5. with
6 inches of snow and cold weather up to

now—Nov. iq; and still coming. My bees are
all packed but about 100 colonies. Honey is

all sold at a good price, and orders for 10.000

pounds returned— for buckwheat extracted,
which is growing in favor with many.

W. L. COGGSHALI,.
Groton. N. Y.. Nov. iq.

Splendid Fall Honey-Flow

1 have had a splendid tall honey-flow; .1700

pounds of hue honey from 30 colonies is the
record of the past season in spite of the
fearful drouth we have had. Goldenrod.
heartsease and asters were abundant; in

fact, the whole woods was like one large
flower-garden. During the cold and back-
ward spell we had in May. and while other
bee-keepers let their colonies starve, my
bees were fed and again given the best of

care. During the drouth keeping them up
to their best is. I think, one reason why they
have done so well. G. A. Barbisch.
La Crescent. Minn.. Oct. 28.

Anti-Spraying Law Needed

In the spring of ivo>j. and last spring (iQio),

we had the heaviest loss in bees through the
Shenandoah Valley that has ever been
known in Virginia. The principal cause
seems to come from spraying fruit-trees

when in full bloom, with arsenic of lead.

The bees that died seemed to have plenty of

old honey in the hive and were starting to

rear brood, but when they commenced to

work on the fruit-bloom, you could go to the
Lives in the morning and raise them from
the bottom and lind handfuls of dead bees,
until the whole colony was dead.
The northern and western parts of Vir-

ginia have become a great fruit-growing
country, and the fruitgrowers have been
spraying their trees when in full bloom with
arsenic, to protect from the codling-moth;
and when our bees sip the nectar from the
bloom they get the poison which is death to

them. They do not realize the beneht our
bees are in pollinating their fruit that they
may receive a good crop, and it would be
plenty of time for them to wait until the
petals fall to spray for the codling-moth.
We bee-keepers of Virginia have no asso-

ciation that I know of, and what we want to

do is to get together and organize an associa-
tion so that we may formulate a bill to put
before our Legislature, to prohibit the
spraying of fruit-trees until the petals fall.

so that our bees may be protected and have
the benefit of the first nectar that .Nature
has provided for them. We also want to get
the fruit-growers together and explain to
them the benefit our bees are in producing
a crop of fruit, and show them the heavy
loss they are bringing upon us bee-keepers
because of their ignorance.
Now. bee-keepers, we are in need of some

protection, and I trust that every bee-keeper
of Virginia who reads this will take some
interest in this matter, so that we may get
together and have some protection for our
little busy bees before the spring of loti. We
also would be glad to have bee-keepers from
other States give us some assistance.

T. A. Ckabili-.
St. David's Church, Va., Oct. 20.

Honey All Sold—Bees in Fine Shape

—

Honey-Tea

It is impossible to get a carload of honey
in this (Unita) county, as there was a Cali-
fornia man here this fall and bought every
pound of honey he could get. I do not think
there are soo pounds to be had here at any
price. I have sold every pound I had to
spare.
Bees are in fine shape for winter. We had

a good crop of fine honey, but lost half of it

on account of cans. I got mine Sept. 5. loio.

Geo. Thome has tried making tea out of
honey for bad colds, and has learned that it

is fine. Please trv it and see what it will do
for a cold in your climate. Make it and
drink it as hot as you can. just before going
to bed; or not drink it so hot. two or three
times a day. G. W. Vangundy.
Jensen. Utah. Nov. 10.

A Good Report from Kansas

I have been reading the American Bee
Journal off and on for the past 12 years, but
don't remember reading a word from a
Washington Co.. Kan., bee man or woman,
so I will tell my experience in this part of
Kansas.

I bought a farm 6 years ago for J5000. but
had only Sioo to pay down on it. and now I

have it all paid for. have built a big barn, a
30x52 foot basement under it. and also a
new house. I have never had more than 12

to 15 colonies of bees, and they have always
paid my taxes, fenced my farm hog-tight, and
cross-fenced it hog-tight, and we always
have enough honey to eat. I got 1800 pounds
of comb honey the past summer, and had
only 12 colonies. I had some colonies that
gathered 200 pounds. The bee-pasture is

very good here. We have what is called
smartweed—or oxheart as some call it—and
alfalfa, by the hundreds ot acres. Italian

bees are the best kind according to my ex-

perience. They get more honey from the
alfalfa. We have also a wild cucumber vine
that is a great honey-plant. I sold my honey
for 12^ cents per section this year. I use
4'4 by 4!'4. and 7 to the foot, and full sheets
of foundation in sections and brood-frames.

I suppose there are a great many readers
who wonder what we raise in this part of

the Globe. I raise corn, oats, kaffir corn,
sweet-corn. cane, buckwheat, hard wheat,
cattle, horses, hogs, poultry, potatoes, and
all kinds of garden truck.
We were married in IQ03. and have one

little girl 5 vears old. She helps me with
the bees quite a bit. and $10,000 would not
buy our home today. The bees never let us
get hard up. D. W. Rupp.
Washington Co.. Kan., Nov. 24.

Black Bees for Maine

This is a potato county instead of a bee
county. We have grown in this county, this

season. 20.000.000 bushels of potatoes. We
grow more potatoes than any other county
in the United States. Still, we keeii a few-

bees up here near the North Pole, and the
duality of honey produced I don't think is

excelled anywhere in this country, and cer-

tainly it is not equaled in the eastern part.

My bees are in very good condition to go

into the cellar this year. We all winter our
bees indoors here, as the winters are long

and cold. Bees go into winter quarters
about Nov. isth to 2.';th. and are taken out
about .^pril i.'ith |to May 1st. It is often they
do not get a real good flight during the month
of November.
A bee-keeper starting this season with 74

coloniesof black beesand 2 Italians, secured

L'^tonsof comb lioiiey and one ton of ex-
tracted. This, in a land where the surplus
flow is only about 4 weeks long, and often
with days of rainy weather, is not so bad a
showing for the despised blacks, for which
you have nothing but contempt, is it ?

At our recent meeting of bee-keepers the
question was asked. "Which have you found
the best bee. the black or the Italian

''"

Every one who had tried them said the black,
or our native bee is best. " Let the Italians
alone." Are we all crazy up here, or does
locality make a difference, after all? The
man who tells the story of the luberman's
wife being a negress may create a laugh, but
that is not reason or logic. Facts are what
give weight to an argument, I do not know
of a single instance in this county where
Italians have been tried but that they have
been discarded for the native bee. Better
be fair in this matter and see if the other
fellow might not be right in some cases,
even in the minority.

Is it possible that our native bee is not the
genuine black held in contempt by Italian
queen-breeders and Italian bee-keepers?
'rhey are not jet black, but nearer brown,
showing distincth' the gray rings. I had a
queen from Texas this fall, a Bauat. and 1

suppose her escorts were of her own family,
but I could not tell them from our native
bee except being a trifle smaller, which. I

think, was due to their long confinement
with only candy for food. O. B, Griffin.
Caribou. Maine. Oct. 27.

No Black Bees for Him
I am really surprised to "hear" through

the American Bee Journal the words of
praise for the black bee by prominent men.
Allow me. therefore, to express my experi-
ence with the blacks.
In 1870 my father got a colony of bees

which wer J " little blacks," We had them
for4 years, and during that time their quality
remained the same. For ? reasons I found
them objectionable; they were slow breed-
ers, poor honey-gatherers, and quick sting-
ers. I know once, when a sw-arm issued,
that man and beast had to seek refuge in a
bee-tight shelter. These traits seem to be
characteristic of the blacks, if they are all

like the specimen which I observed so long.
I agree that they are not worth the powder
to blow them up. but they are worth their
flight-hole closed up with a rag dipped in
melted sulphur, and then a match, after be-
ing ignited, held thereon.
In 188) my father bought another colony of

bees which must have been either mismated
Italians or Carniolans. About one-third
showed yellow bands like i-banded Italians,
and the rest were leather colored. They
were very gentle, quick breeders, fast
honey-gatherers, and excessive swarmers.
They were also quick in building combs,
and they capped their honey snow-white,
even when that honey was of a dark color.
The year after they appeared nearly all be-
came brown or leather-colored bees. They
are far superior to the blacks described, but
they are sometimes called "black" bees.
This. I suppose, explains the secret. The
black bee. which is sometimes so highly
praised, is not at all the genuine " little

black bee" of Germany, but a strain of bees
resembling the black bees somewhat in out-
ward appearance.

Bro. Alphonse Veith.
St. Meinrad. Ind.

"The Practical Bee-Gxiicle"

Six years ago the first edition of the
Irish Bee-Guide was published. A sec-

ond edition has now appeared, and the
title has been clianged to "The Practi-

cal Bee-Guide." Certainly the charac-
ter of the work warrants the change of

name. It has something more than 230
pages, measuring 7xl;'4 inches each,

written by Rev. J. G. Digges, M. A., the

genial editor of that sprightly niontlily,

the Irish Bee Journal. The style is

clear, and of such character as to make
the book pleasant reading, in spite of

the fact that it is so compactly written

that it would be hard to get more facts

into the same number of pages.

We can order it for you, bound in art

linen, for $1.10; or with a year's sub-

scription to the American Bee Journal
—both for ?l.iX).
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The C'hioafro-Nortliwe.stern Cou-
\eiitioii

The ;51st animal meeting of the Chi-
cago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation was held here in Chicago Nov.
30 and Dec. 1, as announced. There
"Were about 7.") bee-keepers present.

which resulted in one of the best meet-
ings ever held by bee-keepers in this

city. There was scarcely a dull min-
ute from the beginning to the end.
.\mong those present were such excel-
lent convention goers and speakers as

Dr. C. C. Miller, M. M. Baldridge, J. L.

Anderson, Franklin Wilcox, Jacob
Huffman, C. A. Hatch, Wm. M. Whit-
ney, Miss Mathilde Candler, Mrs. R. B.

Holbrook, etc. The program consisted
mainly of question-box, but there were
several interesting papers by H. B. Tyr-
rell, of Michigan ; A. Coppin, of Illi-

nois ; C. A. Hatch, Jacob Hutifman, and
Miss Candler, of Wisconsin. So far as

we know, this is the only convention in

which the question-box is practically
the whole program ; and from what all

the members say, it is perhaps one of
the most interesting meetings of bee-
keepers held in this countrj'.

The officers elected for 1911 are as
follows: President, George W.York,
of Chicago ; vice-president, Chas. G.
Macklin, of Morrison ; secretary-treas-
urer, Louis C. Dadant, of Hamilton.
Maurice G. Dadant, a brother of Louis
C, served as secretary of the meeting,
as the latter could not be present.

A full shorthand report of the pro-
ceedings was taken, and it will be pub-
lished in connection with the Illinois

State convention report early in the
new- year. This volume of reports will

be bound in cloth, and contain possibly
150 to 200 pages.

The dues of the Chicago-Northwest-
ern were raised from $1.00 a year to

$1.50, which amount will pay the dues
in the three associations—Chicago-
Northwestern, Illinois State, and also

the National. It is hoped that just as

many bee-keepers as possible within
the territory of the Chicago-North-
western Association will send their

dues of $1.50 to Mr. Dadant, so that

they may receive a copy of the valuable
report of the Chicago-Northwestern
convention. When one can become a

member of three such organizations as

mentioned above, for only $1.50, it

would seem that the applications should
be verv numerous.

How About Your Advertising;?

Have you anything to sell? -Any bees,

honey, hives, or anything else that you
think the readers of the American
Bee Journal might want to buy? If so,

why not offer it through our advertis-

ing columns? See rates in the first

column of the second page of every
number of the Bee Journal. We try to

keep our columns clean and free from
any dishonest advertising.

Pearee Dletliotl of Bee-Keeping'

This is an illustrated pamphlet (JxS'j

inches, just issued (July, 1910), "which
fully explains the plan of keeping bees
successfully in upper rooms, house at-

tics or lofts, whereby any one either in

city or country is enabled with only
a small expenditure of labor to get a

good supply of honey without coming
in contact with the bees, and without
having the bees swarm out and leave,

or being troubled from stings as you
work on one side of the wall and the

bees on the other. This method also
tells the commercial bee-keeper how-
he can divide his bees when he wishes
to, instead of waiting and watching for
them to swarm. It can all be done on
the same day, or days if more than one
apiary, as the time required for tliis

operation is merely nominal, no swarms
issue and go away. These methods are
fully explained in this book, and how
to care for the bees on the Pearce
plan."

We mail this pamphlet for 50 cents,
or club it with the .American Bee Jour-
nal one year—both for $.135. Send all

orders to the American Bee Journal,
14G VV. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

The National Election

Just in time to crowd it in, we have
received the result of the November
election of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association, which is as follows, the 4
officers receiving the highest number
of votes being elected for 1911, and the
3 directors with highest number of
votes also being elected, to serve 3
years

:

For President.

George W. York 805
M. V. P'acey 176
Scattering 10

For Vice-President.

W. D. V^'right 610
Thomas Chantry 437
Scattering 16

For Secretary.

E. B. Tyrrell 538
Louis H. Scholl 375
B. N. Gates 156
Scattering 6

For Gener.m, Manager.

N. E. France 1081
Scattering 2

For Three Directors.

Jas. A. Stone 607
O. L. Hershiser 610
H. A. Surface 537

R. A. Holekamp 510
Frank Wilcox 421

W. P. Southworth 350
Scattering 27

New Jersey Bee-Keepers' Con-
vention

The regular annual meeting of the
New Jersey Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held in the State House, Tren-
ton, N. J., Wednesday, Dec. 28, 1910.

The program is not complete yet, but

an interesting one is being prepared.

A copy will be mailed to all members,
and to any one who will write for it.

All bee-keepers in the State and adjoin-

ing territory are invited.

A good attendance is desired. Make
special effort to come. A new Foul
Brood Bill will be presented to the Leg-
islature again this winter, with bright

prospects of its being passed, and
signed by the Governor. The proposed
Bill will be read at this meeting and
discussed.

Bring samples of 1910 honey and
beeswax, or anything new in the way
of bee-fixtures, for exhibition.

Albert G. Hann, -SVr.

Pittstown, N. J.



H
ERE'S the place where Two Egg-

Raisers make $12,000 a year

/ ff/im/'se of the lline irreal layhiff houses, luil/t 4>00 ptiUels alu'ciys al zvorl;.

READER, if you want to know how two city people, in poor health and

without experience, have in a few years built up an egg-business that clears

over $12,000 a year, subscribe now for FARM JOURNAL, and get with

it the

Corning Egg"Book
which tells all the secrets of their success, and describes the methods by which they obtained a profit of $6.41
a year per hen. (.sw- offer be/ozc.)

Talk about "best-selling novels"! Why, nearly 100,000 copies of this book sold in less than six months !

You see, these men discarded old methods, and in spite of many failures, stuck at it until they learned the secret

of making liens lay the most eggs in winter. That discovery marked a new era in poultry raising, and

tliousands are eagerly studying how they do it.

Their success opens up a new money-making business of unlimited possibilities. With this book for a

guide, men or women living in or near cities can raise eggs the year round, and sell them at high prices, or eat

them and save the high prices. The demand for fresh eggs, especially in winter, is never satisfied. Learn how
to supply well-to-do customers reffiilar/y, and they will take all you can raise, at high prices. Egg-raising is

much simpler than poultry raising. The hard work of killing, dressing, and marketing fowls is left out. The rest

can be done by men in poor health, women, school boys, girls, and others not qualified for regular business.

The publishers of the Farm Journal saw the immense value of a book that should describe the proved

and tested methods of the Comings. So, after careful investigation, they decided to publish the Corning Egg-
Book, and offer it to all who subscribe for the Farm Journal on the offer below, to make the paper better

known to all people, in city or country, who are interested in groiving things.

The FARM JOURNAL is made for every one who raises or wants
to raise poultry, eggs, fruit, vegetables, milk, butter, honey, etc., as well as grain and cattle. It has the l.vrgest

CIRCULATION OF ANY FARM PAPER IN THE WORLD—over 750,000. It has departments devoted to housekeeping,

dressmaking, recipes, and bright, fresh reading for boys and girls. It is brief, condensed and PR.\CTICAL.
No long-winded essays. "Cream, not skim-milk," is its motto. It is now running a series called "Back to the

Soil," true stories of city people who have changed to country life, intensely interesting. It never prints a medi-

cal or trashy advertisement, and its columns are an absolutely reliable guide in buying. Most of its subscribers

pay FIVE TO TEN YEARS AHEAD. It is a Special favorite with women. Every one who has a garden, yard, flower-

bed, or even a kitchen, ought to have this bright, cheery, useful home paper. Those who merely e.xist in cities

ought by all means to get it, for it brings a whiff of outdoor life into their homes, and may help them to escape

to the country and really live.

SPECIAL OFFER : We will send, post-
paid, the Farm Journal for FOUR FULL YEARS,

with the Corning Egg-Book,

Both for $1.00
cash, money order, check, or stamps. Book and paper
may go to different addresses, if necessary.

FARM JOURNAL, 101 Clifton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Cut out and send this Coupon

Farm Journal, ioi Clifton St., Philadelphia
Enclosed find $1.00. Send the Farm Journal

for four years, beijinnine with the Decem-
ber issue, and the Corning Keg-Book, to

N'ame.

P. O.

R F. D State.
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Wants, Exchanges, Etc.

[Advertisements in this department will

be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis-

counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this de-
partment, you must say so when ordering.)

For Sale—i6o-lb. honey-kegs at 50c each f.

o.b. factory. N. L. Stevens. Moravia. N. Y.

Italian Untested Queens. 75 cents: Test-
ed. $1.25. Breeders. Ss.oo each. E. M. Collver.
8Ai2t 75 Broadway. Ossining. N. V.

FWanted.—Good salesmen to sell honey in
city. The Snyder Bee & Honey Co..
loAtf Kingston. N. Y.

For Sale—Duston White Wyandottes. $2;
15 eggs. $1 ; Ss per 100.
iiAiy Elmer Gimlin. Taylorville. III.

For .Sale — Quantity lo-franie hives and
fixtures. Kdwin Ewell.

704 Elm .Street. Waseca. Minn.

Wanted—One i2-in. Gem Planer: i Dove-
tailing Machine. T. L. McMurray,
iiAtf Ravenswood. W. Va.

WANTED-Early orders for the Old Rclia-
able Bingham Bee-Smokers. Address.
i2Att T. F. Bingham. Alma, Mich.

Wanted-iooo dead queens, and 1000 dead
drones. Am. Apiculture & Farming Co..
12A3 203; Emerson Ave.. St. l^ouis. Mo.

Wanted-A few more 4 and 5 vear old
Queens; also bees—delivered in Chicago.
C. O. Smith. 5553 Cornell Ave.. Chicago. III.

Large-boned layingstrain of Barred Rocks.
Choice cockerels Si. 50; Trios. S5.00 while they
last. Mrs. W. L. Bennett. Crooksville. Ohio.

Wanted—To buy apiary or small truck &
fruit farm close to good town-southern Illi-
nois preferred. E.E.Will iams. Olathe. Col.

For Sale—Golden Queens that produce 50
to 100 percent 5-banded bees. Untested. Si:
Tested Si.,50: Select Tes. S2: Breeders. 85 toSio
8Ai2t J. B. Brockwell. Bradley's Store. Va-

W anted—Some one whoVants a good lo-
cation for bees, to take up a homestead or
Government land. I know a few nice vacant
Pieces. Address. Jas. M. Level. 8Atf

Yacolt, Clark Co.. Wash.

Back Volumes of Am. Bee Journal.—We
have some on hand, and would be glad to
correspond with any one who may desire to
complete a full set. It may be we can help
doit. Address. American Bee Journal.

146 W. Superior St.. Chicago. 111.

For .Sale —Country home. 12 acres, one
niile from city, on pike and telephone line;
jdeal location for poultry and fruit; build-
ings for 350 hens; hearing fruit Famous
white -clover section; splendid local mar-
ket: convenient hoint- and water supply.

Allen H. Whisner,
Martinsburg. Berkeley Co.. W. Va.

For .SALE— 173 Colonies of Bees, good alfal-
fa and sweet clover range: 3 apiarius; com-
plete modern outfit for both comb and ex-
tracted honey production. No bee-diseases.
No honey crop failure so far. Good home
market, excellent mild climate. Price right.
If interested, write at once.
i2A2t C. Wiersteiner.

Roswell, Colorado Springs. Colo.
Ref. — Colo. Honey Producers' Association.

For Sale—Small tracts of lands in bearing
apples: choice apiary sites: 200 colonies of
leather Italian Bees: no disease; 8-fr. hives.
Will sell fixtures. Honey surplus for luio.

about 100 lbs. per colony; nectar drawn from
thousands of acres alfalfa and fruit-bloom.

" Come to the ' Great Pecos Valley.' the land
of 'sunshine' and 'irrigation.'" Mild win-

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
BINGHAM ^ Extracts from Catalogs—1907:

""*" ^^^SL Chas. Dadant & 8on, Hamilton, 111.—This is the Smoker we
BEE SMOKER SHk 3 recommend above all others.

ui. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—We have sold these Smok-
ers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.

'^ A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The (X)ne fits inside of theloup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1892, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.
Smoke Engine—largest smoker made $1.50—4 inch etOT^
Doctor- cheapest made to use 1.10—33^ "
Conqueror—right for most apiaries 1.00—

3

"
Large—lasts longer than any other 90—2J^ "
Little Wonder—as its name implies 65—2 "

The above prices deliver Smoker at your post-offlce free. We send circular if requested.
Original Blogham & Hetherington Uncapplng-Knife.

T.F.BINGttM.Aima,MiGll.

Patented. Mayiu. loia. bEST ON EARTH.
PJease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Are our Specialty. We furnish such extensive bee-keepers as IC, 1). lownsend and others.
Consider getting your bees into Protection Hives this Fall. Give us list of Goods wanted.

A. G. WOODMAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

ters; dry, invigorating air, cures asthma;
arrests tubercular troubles. For particu-
lars, address— Henry C. Barron. iiA
Hagerman. N. Mex. (owner; no commissions

Honey to Sell or Wanted

Wanted—White clover, basswood and am-
ber extracted honey. Give prices and des-
cription. P. B. Ramer. Harmony. Minn.

For Sale—Well-ripened clover-basswood
honey in new 60-lb. cans, at cents a pound.

Homestead'Farm.
iiA2t C. J. Baldridge. Kendaia. N. Y.

Wanted — Choice extracted white and
amber honey in barrels or cans. Send sam-
ple, and price delivered f. o. b. Preston.
iiAtf M. V. Facey, Preston, Minn.

From the Bee-Yards of Henry .Stewart
the thickest, finest-flavored white clover
honey I ever produced. Put up and nicely
labeled in
2lb. tin friction-top can, 36 in case. J8.60.

5-lb. tin friction-top pails, 12 in case. So. 75.

lo-lb. tin friction-top pails. 6 in case, S6.50
I protected tin can, 60 lbs., 8t>.oo.

The 2-lb. cans contain as much honey as
iVi of the average sections, and is a good re-
tailer. Also 10.000 lbs. of Clover and Hearts-
ease blend a very tine honey at a less price.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Sample free.
loAtf Henry Stewart, Prophetstown. III.

" The Amateur Bee-Keeper"
This is a booklet of 86 pages, written

by Mr. J. W. Rouse, of Missouri. It is

mainly for beginners—amateur bee-

keepers—as its name indicates. It is a

valuable little -^oxV, revised this year,

and contains the methods of a practical,

up-to-date bee-keeper of many years'

experience. It is fully illustrated. Price,

postpaid, 25 cents ; or with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal one year—both for

$1.10. Send all orders to the office of

the American Bee Jouriinl, 146 West
Superior St., Chicago, 111.

Langstroth

Honey-Bee
on
the

Revised by Dadant. Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. Bound in

substantial cloth, and has nearly 600

pages. Revised by that large, practical

bee-keeper, so well known to all bee-
dom—Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each topic is

clearly and thoroughly explained, so
that by following the instructions of
this book one can not fail to be won-
derfully helped on the way to success
with bees.

We mail the book for $L20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for

one year—both for $2.00. This is in-

deed a splendid chance to get a grand
bee-book for a very little money.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 W. Superior St. • CHICAGO, ILL.

t lease mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Dr. F. I.,. I'eiro, 72 E. Madison St.,

Chicago, 111., will be glad to furnish

advice free to readers of the American
Bee Journal along the line of obscure
surgical and medical aid. Any of our
readers, who wish to consult a doctor
who understands his business, will find

it to their interest to write or see Dr.

Peiro. The I'Mitor of the .American

Journal has known him intimately as a

neighbor, and also through personal

treatment, for almost 20 years. lie will

"treat" you right, if you give him the

opportunity.
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SPECIAL CLUBBING and PREMIUM OFFERS
In Connection With The

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
. Sample copies free, to help you interest your friends and cet subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neighbors or

friends we will mail them sanpic copies free. After they have received their copies, with a little talk you can get some to sub
scribe and so either get your own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They're worth getting. We
elve yon a year's subscription free for sending us i new subscriptions at $i.oo each.

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE

Your iiniiM^ and address put
on one side of the handle as
shown in cut, and on the

Jther side pictures of
a queen-bee. a worker,
and a drone. The
handle is celluloid
and transparent,
through which is

seen your name.
If you lose this
knife it can be re-
turned to you, or
serves to identify
you if you happen
to be injured fatal-
ly, or are uncon-
scious. Cutise.xact
size. Be sure to
write exact name
and address. Knife
delivered in two
weeks. Priceof knife
alone, postpaid, $1.

With year's subscnp-
t i o n , $1,00.
Free for i

new $1 sub- l\\

scriptions. 41 M

BEE-KEEPER'S

GOLD-NIB

FOUNTAIN PEN

Il41

A really good
pen. As far as
true usefulness
goes it is equal

to any of the high-
er-priced, much-
advertised pens.
If you pay more it's
the name you're

charged for. The Gold
Nil is guaranteed 14 Karat gold.
In lum pointed. The holder is
bar d-rubber, handsomely finish-
ed. The cover fits snugly and
ca 1 t slip off because it slightly
w -dges over the barrel ateither
end. This pen is non-leakable.
It isveryeasilycleaned.thepen-
point and feeder being quickly
re moved. The simple feeder
gi ves a uniform supply of ink to
the pen-point without dropping,
blotting or spotting. Every bee-
keeper ought to carry one in his
vest-pocket. Comes in box with
directions and filler. Each pen
guaranteed. Here shown H ac-
tual size.
Price alone, postpaid, Sl.OO. With
1 year's subscription, $1.7o.

fiven free for 3 new subscrip-
ions at $1.00 each.

QUEEN-CLIPPING DEVICE

The Monette Queen-
Clipping Device is a
fine thing for use in
catching and clipping
Queens' wings. 4%
inches high. It is used
by many bee-keepers.
Full printed direc-
tions sent with each
one.
Price alone, post-

paid, 25 cents. With a
year's subscription.
Given free for 2 new-

subscriptions at $1.00. each.

3\

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invented
by a .Minnesota bee-
keeper, adapted
for prying up su-
pers and tor gen-
eral work around
theapairy. Made
of malleable iron,
8H inches long. The
middle part is 1 1-16

inches wide and 7-32
thick. The smaller
end is I 7-8inches long,
1-2 inch wide, and 7-32

thick, ending like a
screw-driver. T h e
larger end is wedge-
shaped havingasharp,
semi-circular edge,
making it almost per-
fect for prying up cov-
ers, supers, etc., as it

does not mar the wood.
Dr. Miller, who has
used it since 1903 says,
January 7, 1907; "I
think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid,
40cents. With a year's
SMbscription, S^ ="
Given free for 2 new
subscriptions at
$1.00 each.

pREmiun
QUEENS

These are untested, stand-
ard-bred, Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
They are active breeders,
and produce good work-
ers.
Sent only after May 1st.
Orders booked any time

for 1908 queens. Safe de-
livery guaranteed. Price,
90 cents each, 6 for $4.5o.

or 12 for $8.50. One queen
with a year's subscrip-
tion, $1.60. Free for
2 new $1, subscriptions.

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS

^CTj^^vC^O WONT rou BEE ny HOKEX

;>f-]>^? g,J^ AwO CHCCR THIS LONELY HCABT?

For r wooLD m/o tou all the Tir^

And Wt WOULD HLVZR PART

A "Teddy Bear" on good terms with
everybody including the bees swarming
out of the old-fashioned "skep." Size
3'/4x5V4, printed in four colors. Blank
space IV4 x3 inches is for writing. Prices—
3, postpaid. 10 cents: 10 for 25 cents. Ten
with a year's subscription, $1.10. 6
given free for one $1.00 subscription.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS
Forty Years Among the Bees, by Dr. C C.

Miller. -;i;i4 PUKE'S, bound in handHOine cloth,
\\'Uh g"uld leticiB and deslgrn, ilhi8trate<l with 112
beautiful half -lone pictures, taken by Dr. Mtller.
It iM a irood, live Btory of successful bcc-keep-
ine* by one of the inasterH. and shows just how
Dr. Miller works with bees. Price alone, Jl.OO.

With a year's subscriptlnn. $l.".'i. Given kuke
for a new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Advanced Bee-Culture, by W. Z. Hutchin-
son.—The author is a practical and helpful
writer. 8:i0paM'es: bound In cloth, beautifully
lllnstratcd. Price alone. $1.'20. With a year's
subscription. * I. ao. Gi vex free for 3 new Bub-
scripttous at $1.00 each.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture, by A. I. &
E. R. Root.—Over 500 pages, describing: every-
thing: pertaining- to the care of honey-bees. 400
eni^ravings. Bonnd In cloth, price alone, $1.50.

With a year's subscription. $'J.25. GlVE.V PRBE
for 5 new subacrtptions at $1.00 each.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—How the very best
queens are reared. Bound in cloth and Illus-
trated. Price alone, $1.00. With a year's sub-
scription, $1.60. Given free for 2 new subscrip-
tions at $1.00 each. In leatherette binding-, price
alone. 75 cents. With a year's subscription, $1.25.

Given free for 2 new subscriptions, $1.00 each.

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the .'\pi-

ary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—This book Is Instruc-
tive, helpful. Interesting, thoroughly practical
and scientific. It also contains anatomy and
physiology of bee?. 644 pages, 295 Illustrations.
Bound In cloth. Price alone, $1.20. With a year's
subscription. $1.90. Given free for 1 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.—This classic has been entirely rewrit-
ten. Fully illustrated. No apiarian library is

complete without this standard work by " The
Father of American Bee-Culture." 620 pages,
boiiud In cloth. Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription. $-3.00. Given FREE for 4 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

The Honey-Money Stories—64page book-
let of short, bright items about honey. Has 33

fine Illustrations, and 3 bee-songs. Its main
object Is to Interest people In honey as a dally
table article. Price 25 cents. With a year's sub-
scription, $1.10. Given FREE for one new sub-
scription at $1.00. Three copies for 50 cents: or
the 3 with a year's subscription. $1.30: or the 3

copies GIVEN FREE for 2 new subscriptions at
Sl.llU each.
Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans

Bnschbauer. Is a bee-keepers' handbook of 138

pages, which Is just what our German friends
will want. It is fully Illustrated and neatly
bound In cloth. Price alone, $1.00. With a year's
subscription, $1.70. Given FREE for 3 new sub-
scriptions at $1.00 each.

THE EMERSON BINDER
A stiff board outside like a book-cover with

cloth back. Will hold easily :j volumes (3t;num-
hersl of the American Bee Journal. Makes ref-

erence easy. pre3er\-es copies from loss, dust
and mutilation. Price, postpaid. 75 cents. With
a year's subscription. 1.50. Given free for 2

new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

WOOD BINDER
Holds 3 volumes. Has wood back but no cov-

ers. Price, postpaid. 20 cents. With a year's
subscription $1.10, Given FREE for one new sub-
scription at $1.00.

BEE-HIVE CLOCK
A few of these handsome " bronze-metal

"

clocks left. Base 10 1-2 Inches wide by 1) 3-4

Inches high. Design Is a straw skep with clock
face In middle. Keeps excellent time, durable
and rehable. Weight, boxed, 4 pounds. You
pay express charges. Price, $1 60. With a year s

subscription. $2.25. Given fbee for 6 new aub-
acriptlons at $1.00 each.

/

George W. York & Co., 146 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.
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Gleanings in Bee - Culture for 1910-1

1

This is a busy world full of busy people. It is impos-
sible to read all the good literature that is published on
bees, to say nothing about the general literature on other
subjects. In order to help out those who are cramped for

time we are entering upon a new department in journalism
by introducing what we call

—

Moving Pictures of Prominent Bee Men at Work.

These will consist of a series of photoyraphs sliowing some of
the best apiarists in the country at work among their bees. Each
little step and their manner of handling from the time of putting the
bees into winter quarters to the time of taking off the crop the fol-

lowing season, will be shown. Each of these separate poses is num-
bered consecutively, and all the busy reader will have to do is to
take a rapid glance at these pictures. Then, if he is interested and
desires to know more about it. he can read the descriptive matter
that goes with the pictures.

How these Moving Pictures were Obtained.

We sent a special representative, equipped with the finest
Graflex curtain-shutter camera with an imported lens, to the api-
aries of two or three of the prominent bee-keepers. A series of
photographs were taken at each of their yards. For example, we
have something like one hundred different pictures showing E.D.
Townsend among his bees, and just how he performs some of the
tricks of the trade, that it is practically impossible to describe on a
printed page. We also have something like one hundred photo-
graphs showing that prince of fancy como-honey production. Mr. S.
D. House, among his bees. While he could write a volume telling
iiow he produces fancy comb honey, nothing would begin to show
just how he proceeds so well as a series of pictures, showing each
successive step. Besides all this. Mr. House will be shown in the
act of performing other tricks of the trade.

Irving Kenyon, one of Mr. House's neighbors, will also show a
scheme for screening a honey-house; how to open the screen door
when the hands and arms are loaded down with supers or hives.

Mr. E. M. Gibson, of Jamul, Cal., and Mr. O. B. Metcalf, of

Mesilla Park, N. M., will also furnish us moving pictures of their
work among their bees.

Besides these special illustrated articles we shall have the
usuall grist of general bee-matter departments and other ordinary
illustrated matter, all of which will make Gleanings f6r the coming
year the brightest and best it has ever boon.

Our Special Inducements.
To get old subscribers to renew early, so as not to have any lapse

in their journals we will make this special offer, to send half a
pound of yellow-sweet-clover seed. Meii/otfts ///J/ra, postpaid. Do
not forget that in order to get this seed free you must send $1.00
before your subscription expires.

To encourage old subscribers to secure new ones, we will send
a one-pound package postpaid, of this yellow-sweet-clover seed to
every one who will send us Si, no for a now subscriber.

Yellow Sweet Clover—Melilotus Indica. What is It?

This, we believe, is a very remarkable honey-plant. We have
been fortunate.we believe, in securing all the seed obtainable in the
United States, and we now have on hand something like s carload.
The yellow sweet clover that wo have to offer has all the appearance,
so far as leaf and blossom are concerned, of the white clover JAV/-
A»//c.T tj/^r. except that the plants do not L;row quite so tall, and that
the blossoms are yellow. It is an annual, grows readily from seed,
and blooms the first season, and muchearlierthan the other variety
of yellow aweet clover, J/f//7('//AWJ/:/VW//<///>. and much earlier than
the ordinary white sweet clover. It is, therefore, a very valuable
forage plant to introduce. Sweet clover, whether yellow or white,
is coming to be recognized by prominent agriculturists all over the
country as being most valuable for stock almost the equal of alfalfa.
It has the advantage over alfalfa that it will grow anywhere; and
after it has inoculated the soil it will then be possible to grow alfalfa
or anything else.

Do Not Delay Ordering.
While we obtained a large quantity of seed, do not make the

mistake of waiting too long; for by the time our subscription season
fully opens up we expect to be swamped with orders.

The A. 1. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.

<

<

<
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BETTER FRUIT
The best fruit growers' illustrated monthly published in the

world. Devoted exclusively to modern and progressive

fruit growing and marketing. Northwestern methods get

fancy prices, and growers net $200 to $1000 per acre. One

Dollar per year. Sample copies free.

Better Fruit Publishing Co. "^'iSEoT"-

>

>

>

%gm
Pkase mention Am. Bee Journal when wntins

LEWIS BEEWARE — Shipped Promptly
SEND FOR CATALOG

Earlv-Order Diseoun'ts -Sept. to Oct. 15th, 5% ; Oct. utii

3%; .Ian. 15th to March ist. J^o; March ist to April ist. 1%.

Applies to all except Honey-Packages.

Extracted Honey for Sale,
and Wanted

Beeswax Wanted.
2Hc (Jasli—30c Irade,

ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. ^^J

(Successors to the York Honey ..^^ B

INC.

Supply ( o.) H. M. ARND, Proprietor.

148 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

I Will Tell You How to Make
Your Hens Lay All Winter

Gel into t e l.->0 to c.so eggs a yf:ir a lion

diss. Make y ur tiens \v...ler layers v-hen
iirices are . igii. Vo eandoit the Humptrey \

Way. bend tor booU, "Ttie Goliien Ekb "

and F.srd-nialting fa ts on the Huinphre B ne
Cutler ail otli r H-inphrey I'miltiy Helps.

HUMPHREY, Amber St. Factory, Joiiet,

Pfc«s< mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

:fence ^r^a"?^'
^MaiitMif High Carbon Double Strength

lUii \Vlrf. Heavily Galvanized ti>

vt'nt riii^t. Ha\f no agents. Bt-ll at
^factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
We pay all freight. 3? lit-lchts of farm

=and poultry ft^iice. Catalog Free. ^c;

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
5B0Z sg Winchester, Indiana.

Plcise mention Am. Be€ Journal when writing.

Engravings for Sale.
We are accumiil.jtini,' unite a large stock

of bee-yarii cii^'rayiiiss and other pictures
used front time to tinte in tlie .American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of tliein could be
used by bee-keeiiers in their local ue\yspa-
pers, on their letterheads. on souvenir cards.
or in other prolitahle or interestint' ways.
If we can sell them it will lielp us to pay for
others that we are constantly haviUB made
and usiuir in these columns.
We do not have a catalog or printed list of

the eni;ravini;s. but if yoit will let us know
iust which yon want we will be pleased to

Quote von a very low price, postpaid. lust
look throuk'h the copies of the Bee lonrnal
and make your selection. Then write to us.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

146 West Superior Street, - CHICAGO, ILL

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.
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Two years for $1.oo
As a rule, persons subscribing for the Review after the beginning of the

year ask for the back numbers so that they may have a complete volume, and ex-

tra copies are always printed to supply this demand. That no one may be disap-

pointed, more copies are printed than probably will be needed. At present I

have nearly 200 complete sets for liUO, and rather than have them cumber my
shelves, and gather dust year after year, I prefer to have them out doing good

;

hence as long as the supply holds out, I will send a complete set to each one who
sends me a $1.00 for the Review for 1911.

Back numbers of the Review are different from those of newspapers and
some journals. The information that they contain is just as valuable now as

when first published. It is impossible on this page to give much description, but

I will mention some of the articles that appear in the Review for 1!I10. They are

as follows :

Disposing of tlie Honey Crop to
Best Advantage

A special feature of tlie Review for loio.

is a series of articles from leading bee-keep-
ers on the subject. Some of them have
added nearly one-half to their income by
improvinK their metliods of marketing.

Making 100 Percent Increase, Yet
Getting a Full Crop of Comb

Honey
This would not seem possible, and yet Mr.

Leonard S. Griggs, of Flint. Mich., has a plan
that he calls "double shook swarming."
whereby he really accomplishes this feat.
and describes it in an article for loia.

Freeing Extracting Supers of Bees
Without Bee-Escapes or

Removing Combs
It has been considered well-nigh impossi-

ble to remove combs for extracting when
robbers are troublesome, without using bee-
escapes, yet three veterans. K. D. Town-
send. F. B. Cavanagh. and R. F. Holter-
mann. all describe in the Review a system
of management whereby this can be accom-
plished in a practical manner.

A New System of Extracting

Mr. K. 1). Towusend. of Michigan, has
evolved a new system of extracting honey.
It is radically different, and away ahead of
what has been done in the past. In the hrst
place, the combs are freed from the bees
without removing them from the hives, yet
without the use of bee-escapes. The honey
is freed from pieces of wax. or any foreign
substance, without the use of cloth strain-
ers. and every Aij^ drop of honey in the cap-
pings is saved. This system is illustrated
and described in the Review for loio.

Rendering Old Combs into Wax,
With Great Ease, Speed and

Perfection

Mr. W. J. Manley. of .Sandusky. Mich., has
perfected a method of wax making that de-
serves the above title. The Roots say that
it stands at the iiead of wax-rendering
methods. The characteristic features of
the plan are that of pressing only a small
amount of material at one time, doing it very
thoroughly, yet with such a system that one
batch can follow another in rapid succes-
sion; pressing the slumgum under water
that is boiling hot : releasing and re-applying
the pressure -7 Az Hershiser: getting the wax
up on top of the water, away from trie slum-
gum and the burlap packing; then pouring
the wax and hot water off into a cooling
tank ; and last, but not least, drawing off the
hot water from under the wax. in the cool-
ing tank, and using the hot water over again
for melting the next batch, thus saving the
heating of another boiler of water. I visited
Mr. Manley. saw the work performed, made
photographs of the implements (all home-
made), and described tliem and the process
in the Review.

New York's Comb Honey Prize
Winner Writes for the Review

Mr. S. D. House, of New York, has a sys-
tem of comb-honey production which en-
ables him to produce honey whereby he has
been able, for 14 years in succession, to
secure the ist premium at the York State
F'air; and such is the demand for it that he
can virtually set his own price upon it. In
regard to the quantity produced, per colony,
here is a pointer; A neighboringbee-keeper
told me that he had heard so much about the
big crops produced by Mr. House, that for
two or three years he had been going up
there in June to see the honey on the hives,
and it would surprise one to see the amount
of honey in the supers before other bees
had even made a start in the sections. Mr.
House describes and illustrates his system
in a series of articles in the Review for loio.

Producing a Crop of Comb Honey
With Only Four Visits During
the Harvest—No Swarming

Mrs. S. Wilbur Frey. of Sand Lake, Mich.,
has. for 16 years, managed from two to four
apiaries, producing from S500 to Siooo worth
of comb honey yearly in the last three years
she has cleared Jiooo yearly . and what is of
much importance, she has practically solved
the swarming problem — no watching for
swarms is necessary. She does most of the
work herself, with the aid of a helper, when
necessary to do the heavy lifting. .She fias
developed a system of management which
enables her to manage an apiary with only
four visits during the working season. In a
long article in the Review for loio. she de-
scribes her methods.

Wonderful Results from Care in
Breeding

The one apicultural field left nearly un-
trodden is that of improvement in stock.
Xone holds out greater rewards for the ef-
forts put forth. This is proven by the won-
derful yields secured by the few enterpris-
ing men who have ventured into this fertile
realm. For instance, when attending con-
ventions and visiting bee-keepers last win-
ter in New York, I repeatedly heard of the
wonderful strain of Italians and the bounti-
ful yields secured by Geo. B. Howe, of Black
River. N. Y. I corresponded with Mr. Howe,
and learned that, for 14 years, he had been
working in the direction of improving his
stock; and that, of late, it is not unusual for
him to secure 200 pounds of comb honey per
colony. For three years he has offered, and
would gladly pay. $100 for a queen whose
bees would prove superior to his present
stock. Mr. Howe was induced to tell, in the
Review, the story of his success. How he
secured the best stock to begin with; how
the work of weeding out and selection was
performed; his methods of breeding— in
short, he gives the information that will en
able any other enterprising bee-keeper to
go and do likewise—to easily add thousands
of pounds yearly to his surplus. .Mr. Howe
tells exactly what steps he would take if his
present stock were all swept away, and he
was compelled to start all over again anew

Please mention Am. B«e Journal when writing.

Celluloid Queen-Buttons
Tliuse are very pretty thiniis for bee-keep-

ers or honey-selk-rs to wear on their rnNt.
lapels. They often serve to introduce the
subject of lioney. wliich might frequently
lead to a sale.

Note. — One bee-keeper writes: "I have
every reason to believe that it would be a

very good idea for every bee-
keeper to wear one [of these
buttons], as it will cause peo-
ple to ask questions about
the busy bee, and many a
conversation thus started
wind up with the sale of
more or less honey; at any
rate it would give the bee-
keeper a superior opportu-

nity to enlighten many a person in regard to
honey and bees."

The picture shown above is a reproduc-
tion of a motto queen-button that we offer
to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the under-
side to fasten it.

Prices—by mail— I for 6 cts.; 2 for 10 cts.;
or 6 for 25 cts. Address.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 West Superior Street, . CHICAGO, ILL

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

This Bone Cutter
produces filled egg baskets.
Cuts fast and easy. Green
bone, scraps from table, vege-

tables,scrap cake. Always
ready for use.
Send for calalogr.

WILSON BROS., Bn 814 USTON, PA.

Send me $1.0ii and I will send you the back numbers, place your name on
the subscription list, and continue to send you the Review to the end of HUl.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

Plrase mention Am. Bee Journal when wnung.

READY IN JANUARY !

My new enlarged i 'ataloe describing the

Best and Cheapest Bee-Supplies.

.\lso of Fancy Breeds of CHICKENS, which
will interest you. Send for it. For Sai.k—
Barred & White Plymouth Rock, and White
Wyandotte Cockerels at Si.oo each.

H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.

For Sale—Best of Roofing at Lowest Price.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

" Scientific Queen-Rearing "

No other book compares with this

one written by Mr. G. M. Doolittle. He
is an expert in the business. It tells

just how the very best queens can be
reared. Bound in cloth. By mail, $1.00;

or with the American Bee Journal, one
year—both for $1.G0. In leatherette

binding, 75 cents, postpaid ; or with the

.\merican Bee Journal one year—both
for $1.25. Send to the American Bee
Journal, 146 W. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
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We will pay 30 cents a pound for

Choice Quality Pure

BEESWAX
delivered New York, until fur-

ther notice.

We are in the market for

HONEY
Both COMB and EXTRACTED.
State quantity you have to offer,

with all particulars.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN,
265-267 Greenwich St.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

P^eas^ mcnt'on Am. Bee Journal when writina.

An English Honey-Spoon

Over in old Engrland they
have a handv honey-spoon,
or at least a spoon that has
a device in its handle tliat

will prevent it from drop-
ping down in the jar of hon-
ey on thedinins-table, thus
soilinifthe fingers and spoil-

ing the table-cloth. It is a
very ingenious idea, and
should have extensive de-
mand among honey-consn-
mers. especially bee-keep-
ers. It is well platL-d on
liigh-class nickef, and has
a beautiful raised dcsiiin

on the upper side of the
handle, as indicated in

the picture herewith.
We have secured some
of these very unique
spoons, and will mail

I them at oo cents each.
jOr. we will send spoon
land the American Hee
[.journal one year—both
f
for Si 75.

The spoon would be
fine as a gift fur Christ-
mas, birthdays, etc.

The editor of the Bee
Journal has used one of
these spoi>ns for a num-
ber of months in the
honey-glass which is al-

ways on his table, and he would nut like to

be without this spoon again, as it is so con-
venient, and also unusual in this country.
We can fill orders promptly now. Yon cer-

tainly would be pleased with this honey-
spoon, and so would anyone to whom you
might present it. Send all orders to,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

V

r. Bee-Man
We carry in stock the well-known

Lewis Beeware, Bingham
Smolders, Dadant's Foun-
Hof'ion or Anything the Bee Keeper mayUdllOn, need Catalog Free.

Beeswax Wanted.

The C. M. Scott Co., ioo4 e. wash. st. Indianapolis, Ind.

Why Pay More than 25c
for a Poultry Magazine when you can get

The National Poultry Journal
FOR EVEN LESS

If you take advantage of this liberal offer. The NATIONAL is an up-to-date

poultry paper, published monthly in honor of Her Majesty, the American Hen.
Devoted to practical poultry keeping in all its branches, it will help yoii make
more money out ef your poultry. Try it a year at our expense, by cutting out

this ad., write your name and address plainly on the two dotted lines below, en-

closing only fifteen (15) cents to help pay postage, and we will send vou the

NATIONAL for one full year. Address,

The National Poultry Journal, Business Offce, Elkton, W. Va.

Name Address
PW^sc mention Am Bcr Tournal when writing

146 W. Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Write Us To-Day
for our 1910 Catalog and let us tell you all about

DITTMER'S

COMB FOUNDATION
and

WORKING Your WAX for You.

1^" Write us for Estimate on full Line of

Supplies. It will pay you, and costs nothing.

RETAIL and WHOLESALE.

Gus Dittmer Company, - Augusta, Wisconsin.

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

HONEY *!!? BEESWAX
When consigning, buying,

or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.
I9S South Wattr St. CliloaKo, III

Pkaae mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

Cook's Honey-Jar.
With patent AiR-TinuT S.\nitarv Stopper
is tlie Best and Clieapest Honey-Jar made.
Sold only by

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City.

Send 10 cents (lialf postaire) for sample Jar.
and catalog of WellBked Bees. Queens.
Hives, etc.

, „ . ,

t-*'" Tlio oldest Bee-Supply Store m the
East. ^Alf

Pkase mention Am. Bee Jounud whea wfMag-
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Chicago. Nov. 26—During the oast montli
the comb honey trade has been unusually
active, receipts selling soon after arrival
and at firm prices. The fancy lots have been
bringing iT&mc. with the lower grades from
1^50 less, and selling slowly, which is also
true of the amber grades. Extracted has
met with an equally good demand, at from
Sgrjc for the white, and 7C"8c for the amber.
An excellent demand continues for beeswa"
at 3oC°'^2c per pound, according to color and
cleanliness. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati. Nov. 26.—The market on comb
lioney is rather quiet, and same is selling at

l.?-75 ppr case for No. i white. Amber ex-
tracted in barrels is selling at 7c; in cans.
7^@8c. White extracted honey in bo-lb.

cans. oi?ioc. California light amber, iiic.

Beeswax is in fair demand at S32 per 100 lbs.

These are our selling prices, not what we are
paying. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Kansas City. Mo., Nov. 26.—Our market is

almost bare of extracted honey, and ihe de-
mand is good; white extracted would sell

for 8^'H'rC. anti amber He less. The supply
of comb is fair, and the demand fair at $3.25

per case for No. 1 white in 24-section cases;
No. 2 white at Svoo; No. i amber at S3.00; and
No. 2 amber $275. Beeswax is selling at
2S@28c per pound.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

New York, Nov. 26. — The demand for
comb honey is not quite as brisk as hereto-
fore, which is generally the case at this time
of the year. While there is no overstock of
fancy and No i white, the supply is sufficient
to meet all demands, and therefore we ex-
pect that prices on these (grades will hold
firm; namely, isc per pound for fancy and
I4C per pound for No. i. Off grades of white,
mixed and buckwheat are rather neglected,
specially the latter two. and we have no-

American Hee Journal

ticed the decrease in the demand especially
for the buckwheat for the past few years.
The market is heavily stocked with these
grades, and prices will have to be shaded
considerably in quantity lots in order to
move it. For the present time we can not
encourage shipments of mixed or buckwheat
honey. Present prices are from lo^tic per
pound. The demand is good for nearly all
grades of extracted honey at unchanged
prices. The supply is sufficient to meet all
demands, excepting California white sage.
West India extracteti is arriving quite
freely, principally Porto Kican. and finds
ready sale at from asSooc per gallon for
fancy quality. Beeswax quiet at from 2g®3oc
per pound. Hildreth & Segelken.

Boston. Nov. 25.—Fancy and No. i white
comb honey, I5®i6c. Fancy white extracted,
io(s*iic. Beeswax. 30c. Blake.-Lee Co.

Indianapolis. Nov. 26 —The demand for
best grades of ivhite honey is brisk. Job-
bers are offering fancy white comb at i8c;
No. I white at 17c. P'inest extracted at iic,
with some slight reductions on quantity
lots. It is to be presumed that producers
are being paid about 2 cents less, per pound,
than above prices. Amber honey is in poor
demand here. Producers of beeswax are
being paid 28 cents cash, or 30 cents in ex-
change for merchandise,

Walter S. Pouder.

Zanesville. Ohio. Dec. i.—Honey is in
fair demand. For No. i to fancy white comb,
producers should receive I5@i6c. and for
best white extracted S'iSqc. delivered here.
Prices in small lots to retail grocers, run
2@3c higher than these figures on comb, and
i@i'Ac on extracted. For beeswax, pro-
ducers are offered 28c cash, 30c in trade. In
wholsale quantities beeswax brings 32@35c,
according to amount ordered.

Edmund W. Peirce.

Cincinnati. Nov. 21.—While the price on
fancy comb honey is very firm, the demand
is not as good as it was 60 days ago. owing to
the fact that the many bee-keepers bring in
their little lots to the country stores which
lessens the demand from the jobber. We
are selling strictly fancy comb honey in 24-
section cases. 84.00 by the single case, and to
the jobber at S3.73. Amber and dark comb

399

honey is not wanted in this market at any
price. Extracted honey is suffering to some
extent in demand, as it always does around
the holidays. There is no reason for lower-
ing the prices stated, as it .vill not hasten
the sales; we. therefore, quote amber honey
in barrels, according to quantitv and quality
purchased, from s'/!<s:7^tc: fancv white in 60-
11). cans, from gWioc. We are paying for
choice beeswax from 28@3oc per pound de-
livered here. The Fred W. Muth Co.

Sweet Clover Seed

!

Swiet Clover is rapidly becoming one of
the most useful things that can be grown on
the farm. Its value as a honey-plant is wellknown to bee-keepers, but its worth as a
forage-plant and also as an enricher of the
soil are not so widely known. However,
bweet Clover is coming to the front very
fast these days. Some years ago it was con-
sidered as a weed by those who knew no
better. The former attitude of the enlight-
ened farmer today is changing to a great re-
spect for and appreciation of Sweet Clover
both as a food for stock and as a valuable
fertilizer for poor and worn out soils.

The seed can be sown any time from now
until next April or May. From 18 to 20
pounds per acre of the unhulled seed is
about the right quantity to sow.
We can ship promptly at the following

prices;
Postpaid. I pound for 30 cents, or 2 pounds

for 50 cents. By express or freight, f. o. b.
Chicago-5 pounds for $1.00; 10 pounds for
S1.75: 25 pounds for $4.00; 50 pounds for $7.50-
or 100 pounds for Si2.oo.

If wanted by freight, it will be necessary to
add 5u cents more for cartage to the above
prices on each order.

If seed is desired of the Yellow Sweet
Clover, adds cents per pound to the above
prices.
Address all orders to,

Arnd Honey & Bee-Supply Co.,

148 W. Superior St., CHICAGO. ILL.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.
2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, O.

Dealers in Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Comb and Extracted Honey, etc.

Wish All their Patrons

A Merry Christmas

and

A Happy New Year

:
:

i
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE NORTH
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Is Your crop of White clover Honey Short? We
can furnish you

ALFALFA HONEY
Both White and Water-White. Finest Quality. Prices quoted by return

mail, and Shipments made Promptly.

BEESWAX wanted for Cash or in Exchange for Bee-Supplies.

Dadant's Foundation ^S'stLu^ pro'-of'

Beeswax Worked
for vou into you proof.

Early Order Discounts now offered for Cash.

Satisfaction Always Guaranteed.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^

demons Bee Supply Co.,

Kansas City, Mo.
Our customers and friends in the West will

be pleased to learn they can have their orders for
** Falcon " Bee Goods filled with much saving

in freight and time from this great railroad center.

The first car of our goods will reach the

demons Bee-Supply Co. about the middle of

December. Send them a list of )'Our 1911 needs,

and get goods early from this fresh stock. Have
your name put on their list for 1911 Catalog.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.

Falconer, N. Y.

(Near Jamestown. The same place for nearly forty years, only

we get our mail now at the post-office a few doors from the factory.)

i

t

WsintPfl
—*^-"*' Combs .ind Sluinjjum. Will

ndllicu work it for lialf and pay io cents a
lunind for voiir share of wax. A. A Lyons.
SAut Rt, 5. Box ««, Kt. Collins. Colo

Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

W'.'W I ]';ii
—

'1 o coniplcte hiesof tlic .\niori-

can Bee .joiunal, parts of Volumes XXIX to
XXXIV, inclusive. Any one liavini; any of
these to offer, please write to—

Morley Pettit. Guclph. Ontario, Canada.

I

for choice AWe are first .hands
California-grown

Yellow Blossom

Nelilotus

Seed
(Sweet Clover)

For introductory purposes, and
that bee-men may test this val-

uable California product, we of-

fer to deliver at your nearest ex-
press office, all charges prepaid
by us, one 5-pound package of
hulled seed (will sow.'.i acre) for
$1.2."i; two packages, $2.25; five

packages, $5.00.

Samples mailed, and larger
quantities quoted.
The seed is from our own har-

vest, is fully matured, free from
noxious weed-seeds, and pos-
sesses hi!?h germinating qualities.

If you wish other California
Grown Seeds, write us.

Mercantile &
Warehouse Co.

141 Moss Ave.

Oakland, California






